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Down With Anti-Soviet Sanctions

!

Cold WarriorsWeep
for Solidarnosc
JANUARY 5— Ronald Reagan and

General Haig are fit to be tied. Last

summer Reagan proclaimed that the

Polish crisis represented "the beginning

of the end" of Communism. And he

wasn’t speaking as the host of the

"General Electric Hour" now; as

commander in chief of the most power-

ful imperialist army in the world, he’s

prepared to do something about it. In

their drive to "roll back" Communism,
the Reagan boys are staging provoca-

tions around the globe—shooting down
Libyan planes over disputed waters,

threatening blockades of Cuba and

Nicaragua. But Poland was key. With

the eruption of the pro-Western anti-

communist Solidarnosc, NATO ruling

circles saw a historic chance—the best,

they said, since World War II— to drive

Soviet power back to Russian borders.

Liberal commentator Ronald Steel laid

out the stakes involved in the Solidar-

nosc bid for power:

“Had Solidarity achieved its most
sweeping demands, broken the Com-
munist Party’s monopoly of power, and
taken Poland out of the Warsaw Pact,

Soviet control over the rest of East

Europe would have been threatened.

The other satellites might have followed

suit The Iron Curtain could have

been cracked."—New York Times , 3 January

Ever since the onset of the Cold War,

Western imperialism has aspired to

reconquer the Soviet sphere of influence

(the East European bureaucratically

deformed workers states) diplomatical-

ly recognized by the 1945 Yalta Agree-

ment. Now NATO politicians are

openly talking about repudiating and

reversing Yalta. Meanwhile the Reagan
administration has used the bugbear of

a “Soviet threat to Poland" in order to

gain popular support for a trillion-

dollar arms build-up and its nuclear

first-strike strategy. Aiding (more than

$350,000 via the AFL-CIO alone) and
egging on the West’s Trojan Horse

Solidarnosc to challenge the Soviets

ever more directly, making contingency

plans for and repeatedly playing what

one administration official called "the

Soviet intervention game," the U.S. was

doing everything it could to provoke

Russian military intervention in

Poland.

Now with the crackdown against

Solidarnosc by the Polish army, U.S.

imperialism’s plans for a “free world”

Poland on the Soviet border, or at least

of a bloody battle between the Soviet

military and the Polish masses, have

been greatly frustrated. From Wall

Street to the White House, America’s

ruling class feels frustrated and angry. If

the Reagan administration’s initial

response was "low key," it was only

because they had been counting on a

Russian takeover and. like Carter over

Iran and Afghanistan, they had been

caught out (while hiding from alleged

Qaddafi hit squads). But under pressure

from the right, not least of all from the

rabid Cold Warriors of the AFL-CIO
bureaucracy, Reagan has revved up the

“freedom for Poland" campaign. In his

Christmas message the U.S. president

denounced the "forces of tyranny" in

Poland for denying the "basic right of its

people to form free trade unions and to

strike.”

This from the man who destroyed

the air controllers union by firing the

entire membership for daring to strike!

And this is the same "freedom fighter"

who is sending millions of dollars in

weapons to the death squads in El

Salvador which every single night

murder at least four times as many
people as have been killed in Poland

since the beginning of martial law! The
same U.S. imperialism which hailed

(and helped prepare) the bloody 1973

coup in Chile that murdered 30,000

leftists and which slaughtered more than

a million peasants and workers in

Vietnam. When Reagan & Co. talk of

“free trade unions" they mean what

existed under the Hitler-lovers Marshal

Ky and General Pinochet.

Under criticism that he was all talk

and no action, Reagan resorted to

economic sanctions, first against the

Poles (canceling LOT airline's landing

rights in the U.S., denying fishing rights

off Cape Cod, cutting off some food

shipments), and then against the Rus-
sians (prohibiting export of capital

goods for the oil and gas industry and
high-technology electronics, suspending

Aeroflot landing rights). As long as

West Europe and Japan don’t follow

suit—and they adamantly say they

won’t—these sanctions will end up
hurting American capitalists more than

the Russians. The American business

community remembers Carter’s Af-

ghanistan grain boycott and other

"punitive" measures as a case of shoot-

ing oneself in the foot. But regardless of
the quantitative effect of Reagan’s

actions, all class-conscious workers
must oppose this imperialist economic
warfare against the USSR Down with

U.S.: Anti-Red Front Over Poland 3
Italy: “We Won’t Strike for the Madonna” 4
France: Mitterrand’s “Sacred Union”
Over Solidarnosc 5

the anti-Soviet sanctions!

With Allies Like These...

U.S. rulers' attempts to make Poland
the casus belli of Cold War II have
run into resistance and even outright

continued on page 8



Black Outrage in Signal Hill

Bring Ron Settles’ Murderers to Justice

!

Los Angeles, December 5: Mass rally protests racist police brutality.

WV Photo

LOS ANGELES—Several thousand

students and workers, mainly black,

gathered in Signal Hill Saturday,

December 5 to protest the brutal police

murder of black college football star

Ron Settles in a local jail cell last June.

A Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth

League (SL/SYL) contingent was the

biggest and most visible left-wing

group in attendance, our banner

calling "For Labor/Black Defense

Ag&inst Racist Terror!” Also present

was a group of militant Los Angeles

phone workers from CWA Local

11502. While rally organizers denied

the SL/SYL a speaker at the rally and

enforced a ban on literature sales dur-

ing the protest, this anti-communist

sentiment was clearly not shared by the

crowd, for altogether some 160 pieces

of Spartacist literature were sold at the

demonstration.

Mounting race terror in Reagan's

America, both from the killers in blue

and their friends in white sheets, must

be met by mass mobilization of labor

and blacks. Yet at the rally the liberals

such as the N AACP could only call for

a boycott of Signal Hill businesses

during Christmas rush. Long Beach

State College black nationalist activist

Amen Rahh called for replacing the

Los Angeles County attorney general

and for the L.A. County board of

supes (where the police have the

highest murder rate in the USA) to

take over the Signal Hill cops!

The futility of the NAACP boycott

strategy and of Rahh's appeals to the

racist capitalist state was underscored

when Victor Deane, a black youth and

participant in Saturday’s rally, was

picked up Saturday night by the Long
Beach cops. His crime? Wearing a

“Justice for Ron Settles” T-shirt!

Deane was told he could expect the

Ron Settles treatment, was brutally

beaten, is now in a wheelchair and

urinating blood.

At the rally long-time ILWU activist

and supporter of the Communist La-

bor Party David Arian urged labor to

get involved. What’s needed, though, is

not token bureaucratic “involvement”

but a mobilization of the integrated

black, white and Latino labor move-
ment in the area, particularly Long-
shoremen, OCAW and Teamsters in

the Long Beach-San Pedro harbor. Jail

the killers of Ron Settles!

Letter

Who’s Redbaiting,

Joe Conason?

"Workers Vanguard"
Box 1377, GPO
New York. N.Y. 101 16

To the editor:

It’s too bad that George Crawford’s letter, published

in your last issue [IFF No. 295, 18 December 1981],

didn’t make it into the Voice. Since you put it in your
paper, I may as well try to respond.

All reporters make errors, and 1 admit mine in

getting Mr. Kartsen’s first name wrong. Perhaps 1

should have referred to Arnold Cherry as the only
significant black candidate for TWU Local 100’s

presidency. I never saw Kartsen’s literature, though I

did read about his campaign in your paper (where I saw
no picture of him). His effort struck me as not so

different from similar efforts in other unions, and
probably worthy of less attention than 1 gave it. Does
any of this constitute "red-baiting"?

Or was it red-baiting to identify the Spartacist

League as a Trotskyist splinter group? 1 don’t think so.

Red-baiting is to write, as Crawford did, that the

Communist Party “hustled votes" for Frank Barbaro.
Had Ed Koch said the same thingduring the campaign
I’m sure you would see my point. It’s also red-baiting

when the same thing is said about Arnold Cherry, as it

has been so many times by the cronies of John Lawe.
I never accused Kartsen or anyone else of being

“controlled from the outside." And as for Crawford’s

“Murdoch-baiting" remarks at the end, I don’t recall

any such recriminations when I wrote about Jane
Margolis, about your position on the Greensboro
massacre (in “Press Clips") or about Marjorie

Stamberg’s Assembly campaign. As I nojy recall, your
attitude then toward this Murdoch employee was— to

put it delicately—very solicitous.

Yours, etc.,

Joe Conason

WV replies: Joe Conason wrote in the Village Voice (2-

8 December 1981), in his piece “TWU Reformers Split

Again":

“Finally, Arthur Kartsen, a new face supported by the

Trotskyist splinter group known as the Spartacist

League, is running a token campaign denouncing Lawe
and the dissidents." (your emphasis]

The Village Voice didn’t want to print our letter in

reply without massive editing. We protested and
withdrew our letter and printed it ourselves along with

our covering protest to the Voice. The Village Voice

almost simultaneously printed our original, unedited,

unexpurgated reply. Then Joe Conason sent us his

letter printed above.

As Conason makes rightly clear in his letter, he has

done decent and honest work in the past, surely not

least—from our standpoint—coverage of the Sparta-

cist tendency. But that begs the question of what he did

this time—distortions of the verifiable and obvious

truth of the Transit Workers’ recent election struggle—
in which he gored our ox. Brother Conason, reflected

within the union arc many political programs and
feelings which one also finds in organized public

political groupings and organizations. Yet you singled

out the Spartacist League solely. You called another

"the only black candidate for president." And you
described Kartsen’s as "a token campaign." Brother

Conason, in writing a campaign puff piece you twisted

the facts all to hell.

So we called you on it. Your defense is akin to (a)

before the girl’s ax murder the defendant was an honor
student; (b) (more grandly) Benedict Arnold had been
a brilliant American officer. More to the point, while

government and bureaucracy are prone to commit
great evil, "Absence of Malice" in the press can hurt

too—especially if the target is a small group, made
terribly vulnerable to repression by extremely unpopu-
lar, hard-bitten Marxist views. With the Wall Street
Journal threatening us, we don’t need misrepresenta-
tion from the Village Voice's Joe Conason, too.
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Social Democrats/Fascist Emigres/Wall Street Journal

Anti-Red Front Over Poland

S.F. Examiner

“News media have field day with anti-Soviet protests” (headline In the
Militant . 25 December). Like the one the SWP marched In at the Polish
consulate in San Francisco, December 14.

U.S. imperialism is on a straightfor-

ward course for war with the Soviet

Union, and “freedom for Poland" is

now the main battle cry. The American
ruling class' has had its problems
whipping up popular fervor for the new
crusade against “godless Communism.”
Reagan/ Haig's attempt to draw the line

against “the red menace" in El Salvador

by arming its kill-crazy junta has evoked

fears of another Vietnam among U.S.

liberals. Washington’s enlistment of

South Africa as its front-line force in

Angola is not likely to strengthen what
little loyalty American blacks still have

toward the “free world." And with

Qaddafi and Khomeini running around,

it's not been easy to generate enthusiasm

for the Afghan “freedom fighters," a

collection of feudalist cutthroats who
pray to Mecca five times a day to keep

their women enslaved. Oh yes. and then

there’s that all-but-forgotten paragon

of “human rights”: Pol Pot’s Kam-
puchea—which made Stalin’s Gulag
look like a country club—backed by

the U.S. against the Soviet-allied

Vietnamese.

But in the Poland of Solidarnosc,

NATO commanders and Wall Street

financiers saw the perfect anti-

Communist cause. In fact, knowing
their direct military options there are

limited. Washington did its best to

provoke Soviet intervention. For Po-

land, the Reagansand Haigs call forfree-

dom, democracy, national independ-

ence, even workers’ rights. Hard-bitten

capitalist reactionaries, men whose basic

gut instinct is to smash any strike they

encounter, are suddenly champions of

militant trade unionism—of course,

only in Poland. Perhaps unconsciously

borrowing from Stalinism, the imperial-

ist bourgeoisie is seeking to build the

broadest “people’s front" in defense of

Solidarnosc. A Wall Street Journal ( 16

December 1981) editorial declares: "If

the coup succeeds in crushing Solidari-

ty, we capitalists will join the democratic

socialists in mourning."

Social Democracy Shows Its

Ugly Face

Having gotten their orders from the

capitalists to march in defense of

Solidarnosc, the “democratic socialists"

have been doingjust that. And look who
they’re marching with: Ukrainian and
Lithuanian collaborators of the Gesta-

po, Batista’s torturers, Afghan feudal-

ists who shoot school teachers for

teaching young girls to read. In the U.S.,

pro-Solidarnosc demonstrations have

been dominated by East European
emigres, many of whom fought on the

losing side in World War 11 and then

fled to “the land of the free” one step

ahead of the Red Army’s vengeance.

Immediately after the Warsaw
crackdown, December 13, the AFL-
CIO bureaucracy and Albert Shanker’s

Social Democrats, U.S. A. set up the

Committee in Support of Solidarity

along with a veritable rogues' gallery of

defeated counterrevolutionaries: the

Polish-American Congress, Coalition

for a Free Russia, Ukrainian Democrat-
ic Alliance, Abdala Cuban Movement,
Solidarity Council of Afghan Freedom
Organizations. A leaflet distributed by
the AFL-CIO. Social Democrats and
the “captive nations" scum at their

December 19 demonstration at the

Polish consulate in New York was
headlined "Stop Soviet Killers!" and
underneath depicted a Red Army
soldier with his teeth around a bloodied

Poland. One wonders how come Omega
7 and the Croatian Ustashi didn’t make
this one... or quite possibly they did.

One also wonders if the heavily

Jewish membership of Shanker’s United

Federation of Teachers (UFT) realized

they were making common cause with

East European emigres who long for the

“good old days" of Pilsudski, Horthy
and the Iron Guard when those anti-

Semites could vent their anger with an
old-fashioned pogrom. But then anti-

communism makes strange bedfellows.

And Shanker is an anti-Communist’s

anti-Communist. He’s been attacking

Reagan up and down for “playing it

soft" over Poland, demanding a com-
plete break of economic relations with

the Soviet Union. It says volumes about
Solidarnosc that last fall it opened an
office in New York in the headquarters

of Shanker’s UFT.

Unlike Shanker’s outfit, the more
liberal wing of “State Department
socialism," Michael Harrington’s Dem-
ocratic Socialist Organizing Committee
(DSOC), would prefer not to associate

itself with the rabid right. But the

predominance of the “captive nations"

brigades in the pro-Solidarnosc protests

makes such a dissociation impossible.

For example, on December 16 at the

New York Polish consulate there was a

continuous all-day demonstration with

a gradually shifting political composi-
tion. When DSOC and some of its “third

camp” satellites showed up late in the

day, one newscaster understandably

asked, “Now, this is a demonstration by
a coalition of left- and right-wing

groups?" When the Harringtonites held

another protest at the consulate on the

29th, they were joined by Polish

supporters of the Confederation for an
Independent Poland (KPN), a strong

faction within Solidarnosc. The KPN is

an openly anti-Communist, Pilsudskiite

group, which even the Wall Street

Journal (26 October 1981) admits is

"tainted by a history of anti-Semitism.”

There are other “democratic social-

ists
’’ as well who have joined the

capitalists in mourning Solidarnosc,

notably the fake-Trotskyist Socialist

Workers Party (SWP). True, even more
so than the Harringtonites, the SWP
would like to distinguish itself from the

rightists. An article in the 25 December
Militant was headlined, “News Media
Have a Field Day with Anti-Soviet

Protests." Militant readers would never

know that elements of the SWP partici-

pated in at least one of these anti-

Communist protests, in San Francisco’s

United Nations Plaza on December 14.

The demonstration was called by the

ultra-capitalist Libertarian Party, fol-

lowers of economist Milton Friedman,

mastermind of starvation and union

busting, from Pinochet’s Chile to

Begin’s Israel to Thatcher’s Britain.

"Socialism is Tyranny,” said the Liber-

tarian protesters. Yet marching with

them were members of the SWP as well

as Clara Kaye’s ragtag Freedom Social-

ist Party. The San Francisco Chronicle

( 1 5 December 1981) neatly captured the

nature of this seemingly unusual united

front:

“The Libertarians were there because
they hated socialism.

“The Socialists [SWPers and others]

were there because they thought the

Polish government was giving socialism

a bad name.”

Members of the SWP’s youth group,

the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA),
found out about their party’s united

front with the Libertarians only through

a Spartacus Youth League (SYL)
leaflet distributed to their confer-

ence in Philadelphia this weekend. A
newspaper photo in the SYL leaflet of

prominent SWP spokesman (and oppo-
sitionist) Nat Weinstein marching in

front of a sign saying “Smash the

Communist Tyrants" caused quite a stir.

After SWP honcho Malik Miah held up
a copy of our leaflet, saying this shows
how you can get in trouble by marching
in the right-wing Poland demos, SYL
leafletters were swamped by YSAers
wanting to get the goods. Since the S.F.

incident the SWP/YSA has abandoned
the Poland protest scene, tacitly admit-

ting that the American friends of

Solidarnosc are overwhelmingly open
counterrevolutionaries. But was Wein-
stein out of step with the SWP?

SWP, RWL: Shamefaced
“State Department Socialists”

It is no accident that SWP members
joined with the Friedmanite Libertari-

ans in defense of Solidarnosc, just as it is

no accident that the Pilsudskiite KPN
joined the Harringtonite demonstra-
tion. This is not Hungary ’56, where
Trotskyists backed the workers councils

calling for anti-Stalinist proletarian

political revolution while anti-

communists demonstrated for capitalist

counterrevolution led by Cardinal

Mindszenty. In Poland ’81, social

democrats, the AFL-CIO, ultrarightist

emigres, the Wall Street Journal and
Ronald Reagan all call for “solidarity

with Solidarnosc." You’ve made your
bed, SWP. Now sleep in it!

But the SWP cannot effectively

compete with DSOC for the mantle of

America’s “democratic socialists,” espe-

cially in the climate of renewed Cold
War. Increasingly it is becoming an
irrelevant and idiosyncratic sect. For as

long as the SWP remains formally
“Trotskyist," abstractly claiming to

defend the Soviet bloc degenerated/
deformed workers states against coun-
terrevolution and "democratic" imperi-

alism, this will remain a fundamental
obstacle to bourgeois liberal respecta-

bility. In practice, of course, the SWP
has long since abandoned Soviet defens-

ism. The 18 December Militant
headline—“Defend Polish Workers!
Stop U.S. War Threats Against Cuba,
Nicaragua, El Salvador!”—is pure
“third campism.”

In Poland the SWP claims the
clerical-nationalist counterrevolution-
ary mobilization around Solidarnosc is

a proletarian political revolution. Quite

continued on page 10
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"State Department socialists" join hands with anti-Communist rightists. Left: Harrington’s DSOC with Pilsudskiite
KPN in New York, December 29. Right: Sollenberger s RWL with Meanyite Cold Warriors in Detroit, December 18.
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Italian Workers Balk at Eurocommunist Treachery

“We Won’t Strike for the Madonna

of Czestochowa!”
MILANO, December 31—The preven-

tive coup launched by the Warsaw
regime to stop counterrevolutionary

preparations by Polish Solidarnosc is

leading the Italian Communist Party

(PCI) to the brink of internal rift and
perhaps to an open split. PCI tops

immediately issued a condemnation of

the crackdown in Poland, and party

chief Enrico Berlinguer declared cate-

gorically on national TV, “The forward

thrust originating in the October Revo-
lution has been spent." But at the base,

in the factories, Italian workers over-

whelmingly refused to heed the Euro-
communists’ call for strikes and dem-
onstrations in “solidarity with

Solidarnosc." A worker in Bologna ex-

pressed the sentiment of many, replying

to union organizers, “I don’t strike for

the madonna of Czestochowa."

For the Communist Party leadership

what is posed is a final break with

Moscow, crossing the Rubicon in the

process of social-democratization which

in varying degrees has taken its toll

among the Stalinist parties of West
Europe. Long since become reformist,

the Eurocommunists are looking to

ensconce themselves in the capitalist

state by swearing undivided loyalty to

their “own" bourgeoisie. In a televised

press conference on December 15,

Berlinguer pronounced his verdict on
the ‘Teal/existing socialism" of the

Soviet bloc:

“The forward-moving capacity of re-

newal in the societies of East Europe has
been exhausted. I am speaking of the
forward thrust which has its beginnings
in the socialist October Revolution
Today we have reached a point in which
this period is at an end."—L'Uniia

, 16 December 1981

The PCI leader also went out of his way
to praise Pope Wojtyla’s statements on
East Europe and said that "today the

question of Italy leaving the Atlantic

Pact [NATO] must not be raised.”

In case there was any ambiguity about
his aims, on the 17th Berlinguer

delivered a hard speech against martial

law in Poland before the Common
Market “parliament” in Strasbourg, for

which he received the applause of the

assembled bourgeois and social-

democratic statesmen. Speaking to

journalists there, he compared the

present moment to the collapse of the

Second International and the birth of
the Communist International, saying

that the PCI’s “third road" meant
constructing socialism “respecting the

values and rules of democracy" (L'Uni-

ia, 18 December 1981). That same day
he held a four-hour meeting with Willy

Brandt, chairman of the German SPD
and of the social-democratic Second
International, on the prospects for a
“Euro-left.” And on December 18

Berlinguer met with Spanish CP leader

Santiago Carrillo to map out a joint

Eurocommunist offensive.

Rebellion In the Factories

This campaign was rapidly spread
throughout the PCI apparatus. There
was reported dissension in the meetings
of party activists, but in the factories

opposition to Berlinguer was massive.
When the three union federations called
a one-hour strike “in solidarity with
Sojidarnosfc,” the strike was a failure all

over the country. In Genova, the
secretary of the powerful PCI-led dock
workers union admitted “there was
massive resistance when we distributed

4

the leaflet with the party line on Poland"

(L'Espresso, 27 December 1981). At
FIAT’S Mirafiori works in Torino,

where the PCI and union tops sabo-

taged a hard-fought strike in late 1980,

workers noted that it was strange that “a

union that nine months ago did not

agree on anything internally, all of a

sudden decided to go all out for

Poland." In Milano a local party leader

admitted that not only hard Stalinists

but also “the others don’t want to

demonstrate together with [Christian

Democratic leader] Piccoli." In Milano
and Torino, only a few hundred workers
showed up for trade-union-called dem-
onstrations over Poland.

An article in the “far-left" daily II

Manifesto (18 December 1981) reported

on the situation in Bologna under the

headline: “‘Walesa Is a Provocateur,

We Don’t Strike for the Black Madon-
na.’ Difficult Atmosphere in the Facto-
ries." There was a real “upsurge against

Solidarnosc in the factories and in the

[PCI] branches themselves," the article

noted:

“Some Communist branches refused to
distribute the national leadership’s

document. A couple of officials, work-
ers at SIP, said. ‘We won't join the
strike, so obvipusly don't ask us to

organize it.' At the GD metal plant, a
‘historic’ stronghold of the Bologna
FLM [Metal Workers Federation], two
departments with a Communist majori-
ty, after reading the agenda for the
factory council which declared for
Solidarnosc, took out pen and paper
and wrote a counterdocument. They
circulated it in the factory and began to
collect signatures. At Wrapmatic,
another metal plant, a long discussion
ended with the decision to stay in the
factory. ‘We won't strike for Walesa,’
they announced. The list could go on."

At the Weber plant in Bologna a group
of workers overran a picket line formed
by union delegates. Both strikers and
non-strikers were predominantly mem-
bers of the PCI.
At a demonstration by metal workers

on December 17 in Milano’s Cathedral
Square, strikers vociferously heckled a
student speaking for Solidarnosc:

"They’re talking too much about War-
saw. Talk about unemployment in

Italy." Communist Party leaders have
tried to explain away this opposition
from their ranks as a reflection of Italian

parochialism. No doubt this is an
element, along with a healthy dose of

anti-clericalism. But usually the work-
ers’ anger is directed at their leaders’

failure to do anything about the devas-

tating layoffs and inflation at home.
And there is also widespread mistrust of

Walesa & Co. One worker was quoted
as saying of Solidarnosc: “Some of its

choices seem to demand a return to

capitalism.” In Bologna, so-called Ka-
bulisti (PCIers who supported Soviet

intervention against CIA-backed Islam-

ic reaction in Afghanistan) in left-wing

factory councils argued, "Solidarnosc
was born a year ago and already it’s

trying to undo socialist power!"
So far there has been little sharp

opposition to Berlinguer’s line in the

Communist Party hierarchy. But the

PCI bureaucrats have not been able to

ignore the negative response, apparently
unexpected, from their base. L'Uniia,

the party newspaper, has dedicated
several articles to polemicizing against

the membership. In Torino the party

apparatus mobilized against the so-

called kabulisti (or "Afghans") of
Branch 39, who called for suppressing
the counterrevolutionary activities of
Solidarnosc. The "Afghan" branch
leader denounced the “anti-Communist
scum, from the MSI [fascists], the

Christian Democrats and the Socialists

to the so-called left, those of II Manifes-
to and Lotta Continua” who all support
Walesa. This speech reportedly drew
applause from roughly a third of the

PCI activists.

The pseudo-Trotskyists, meanwhile,
have lined up solidly with Solidarnosc
and the Western bourgeoisie. In Torino,
according to the “far-left” paper Lotta
Continua. “the Christian Democratic
banners were side by side with the
Fourth International [USec] banners."
A leaflet by the tiny Lega Operaia

Rivoluzionaria (LOR—formerly GBL,
associated with Alan Thornett's TILC)
outrageously compared the crackdown

in Poland to the bloody 1973 coup in

Chile, even referring to “the Pinochets

of Warsaw.” Nowhere does the LOR
even mention defense of the social and
economic gains of the degenerated/

deformed workers states against coun-

terrevolution, and these "socialist”

friends of Walesa label anyone who
opposes (or is "indifferent" to) Solidar-

nosc “deadly enemies of the internation-

al working class.” (What does that make
Reagan?) In fact, virtually the only

organized tendency to oppose the power
grab by Walesa & Co. is the Lega

Trotskysta d’ltalia (LTd’I), sympathiz-

ing section of the international Spar-

tacist tendency. But despite its small

size, the LTd’I has a wide audience.

In little over a month our comrades
sold more than 800 copies of a 32-

page pamphlet, "Stop Solidarnosc

Counterrevolution.”

PCI: Burning the Last Bridges
to the Kremlin

Berlinguer aspires to attain political

acceptability so that his party, like the

social democrats of Scandinavia, Brit-

ain and Germany, can alternate in office

with bourgeois formations as the execu-
tive committee of finance capital. This
has been the aim of all his political

gambits, from the “historic compro-
mise" and "Eurocommunism" to the

“third road.” But to achieve this status,

the PCI must, to use the words of Leon
Blum, show that it is prepared to act as

"loyal management of capitalist socie-

ty." And here mere reformism is not
enough. While the bourgeoisie has been
willing, in extremis, to resort to “popu-
lar fronts” with Stalinist parties as a

means of heading off revolution, for the
ordinary running of the state it insists

that its labor lieutenants cannot serve
two masters, both the Kremlin and
Italian capitalism.

Carrillo’s Spanish CP has already
crossed this bridge on the path of social-
democratization, and Berlinguer has
been looking for the right occasion.
Recall his famous 1975 interview with
Corriere della Sera where he said that
“to achieve socialism in freedom it is

better that Italy remain in NATO,
because this way there is no danger of
military intervention by the USSR."
Together with Carrillo the Italian CP
threw away phrases like “dictatorship
of the proletariat” and “Marxism-
Leninism,” which are empty rhetoric for
a party committed to upholding the
capitalist system. And since August
1980 the PCI has warned of the

continued on page 10
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On December 14 thousands marched together in Paris for pro-imperialist Solidarno66: Gaullists (left),

OCI (right).

uamma-uaison

Social Democrats (center) and fake-Trotskyist

From Fascists to the “Far Left”

Mitterrand's “Sacred Union

Over SoMamo&
PARIS. January 2—Alone in West

Europe, France has witnessed a mass

anti-Soviet, anti-Communist mobiliza-

tion in response to the Polish military

takeover. When 50,000 marched in

Paris on December 14 to show “solidari-

ty with Solidarnosc,” it was a veritable

union sacree ranging from the fascists

and Gaullist opposition to the ruling

Socialists and the so-called far left

—

embracing every major political force,

in fact, except the Communist Party

(PCF). The fact that the right denounces

“communism” in the name of Christian

civilization while the leftists do so in the

name of socialism can’t hide their

common front in support of NATO-
backed Lech Walesa’s Solidarnosc

capitalist counterrevolution.

The motor force of the Poland

protests has been the Socialist Party

(PS) of French president Francois

Mitterrand and social-democratic

union bureaucrats. Ever since taking

office six months ago Mitterrand has

rivaled Reagan himself in anti-Soviet

rhetoric, emphatically supporting Af-

ghan and Polish counterrevolution-

aries. In the absence of mass resistance

in Poland, the shock waves are now
dying down in France. But with the first

popular-front government since the

post-war years, including PCF ministers

in the cabinet, the anti-Soviet unholy

alliance could prove an explosive

mixture. Polish events could lead to a

deep rupture and far-reaching political

upheaval in the French left and workers

movement.
The day after Jaruzelski’s preventive

coup, the Parisian press went wild,

particularly the pro-Socialist Le Matin

and the ex-New Left Liberation. No
rumor was too implausible, no accusa-

tion too outrageous for their anti-Soviet

ravings. The alleged torture of dissi-

dents Kuron and Michnik, the claim

that 45,000 had been arrested—charges

that the rest of the bourgeois press

wouldn’t touch—became front-page

news. The French radical petty bour-

geoisie went berserk—joggers ran ten

kilometers for Poland on New Year’s

eve, feminists proposed dumping gar-

bage in front of PCF headquarters;

masses, sermons, candlelight proces-

sions “for Poland"; non-stop Chopin on

all the radios, especially his funeral

march!

The PS-led outcry in France over the

Polish crackdown far exceeds anything

seen in the U.S. While Reagan was

banking on Soviet intervention to whip

up anti-Soviet fervor, Mitterrand &
Co., ideologues of “democratic social-

ist” counterrevolution in the Soviet

bloc, were bound to mobilize more
actively for Solidarnosc. In the Second
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International and the Common Market,

the French social democrats opposed

their German brethren, who are insis-

tent on preserving “detente” at all costs.

Mitterrand is unenthusiastic about

announced U.S. sanctions against the

USSR, but not for being “soft on

Communism." Denouncing Jaruzelski’s

action as Kremlin-inspired, Paris is

calling for an “offensive application” of

the Helsinki Accords and taking aim at

the Yalta Agreement which divided

Europe into Soviet and American

spheres of influence after World War II.

Eurostalinists Up Against
the Wall

At home, the Socialists see a chance

to crack the PCF, and they are putting

the screws on Georges Marchais and his

lieutenants, so far with mixed results. So

an anti-Communist union cartel—
including the CFDT (which pushes

Mitterrand austerity under the guise of

“self-management"). Force Ouvridre (a

Cold War "socialist” creation of the

CIA) and the official Catholic trade-

union federation—called for a one-hour

strike on December 21 to support

Solidarnosc. Their aim was clear: drag

the ranks of the Stalinist-controlled

CGT, France’s major union body, into

the hysterical Cold War campaign. It

was undoubtedly the first time that the

ultra-reactionary daily Le Figaro had

ever supported a strike! Meanwhile the

government announced that striking

state employees would be paid for the

lost time (some private employers did

the same).

But in spite of heavy backing from the

state, the press and the bosses, this

reactionary strike failed to achieve its

goal. No more than 5 percent of the

French workforce went out—heavily

concentrated in white-collar sectors like

banking, teachers, etc. Not surprisingly,

the greatest turnout was in heavily

Catholic Brittany and Alsace. In con-

trast, in the CGT bastions of heavy

industry, such as Renault auto factories,

the strike was decidedly a non-event. No
thanks to the Communist Party/CGT
tops, who only complained of

reactionary maneuvers to drive the PCF
out of the government and did little to

mobilize their ranks against this strike in

support of counterrevolution.

While the Stalinist CGT bureaucrats

were trying to temporize and “cool

things down," and the "far left” was
cheering on the social democrats’ strike

for counterrevolution in Poland, our

comrades of the Ligue Trotskyste de

France (LTF) issued an appeal head-

lined "No Strike for the Pope, NATO
and Mitterrand!" The LTF leaflet ended

with a call to: "Break the pro-imperialist

strike! Break the minutes of silence with

the slogan ‘Military defense of the

USSR!”’ Distributed at the Renault

auto plant near Rouen and at several

postal centers in Paris, the leaflet was

well received by CGT militants. With a

gut impulse to defend the Soviet Union

against the imperialists, the mass of

PCF/CGT militants rejected the strike.

The presence of four PCF ministers in

the cabinet is still a means for

Mitterrand to pressure the Eurostalin-

ists to keep in line ... or else. Last June,

after the PCFs electoral losses had

rendered it more malleable, the Social-

ists accepted some ornamental Commu-
nist ministers in order to purchase labor

peace from the CGT. In return they

exacted a declaration in which Marchais

had to endorse the PS’ Cold War line on

Afghanistan, Poland and the Euromis-

siles (including the Soviet SS-20s). When
Jaruzelski ordered out the troops, the

PCF initially tried to have its cake and

eat it too. They echoed the line of the

Polish bureaucracy, that repression of

Solidarnosc was strictly an internal

affair, while PCF ministers publicly

supported Mitterrand’s statement.

But under pounding from the PS, the

French Communist bureaucrats had to

resort to some fancy footwork. CGT
leader S6guy called for freeing any

“genuine" unionists in Solidarnosc

imprisoned by the military regime.

Marchais sent a letter to Jaruzelski

urging an early end to martial law and

suggesting that Soviet intervention

would be denounced by the PCF. When
that didn’t stop the social-democratic

pressure campaign (which is echoed by

Eurocommunist softs inside the party

and the CGT apparatus), the PCF tops

did another pirouette. At the end of

December the Stalinists’ No. 2 labor

faker, Krasucki, issued an open letter to

the PS warning M itterrand to call off his

dogs. It was just a cynical renegotiation

of the deal made in June: Don’t give us

trouble on Poland, say the PCF/CGT,
and we won’t give you trouble in the

plants.

On December 30 Marchais flatly

declared that Solidarnosc had made a

bid for power and had to be crushed.

(Earlier the Communists tried to down-

play this—after all, when Walesa visited

Paris in October he met with CGT
leaders.) No doubt the PCF tops have

followed closely the disintegration of

the Spanish Eurocommunists. In its

present weakened condition, if the

French CP adopts the SP position on
Poland it runs the risk of being eaten

alive by Mitterrand & Co. But the

Eurostalinists’ reluctant defense of

Jaruzelski has nothing in common with

genuine communist defense of the

degenerated and deformed workers

states against capitalist counterrevolu-

tion. This requires the ouster of the

Stalinist bureaucrats who have mort-

gaged Poland to the imperialist bankers

and who in France (and not only there)

have sabotaged every serious struggle

for workers revolution.

What Next for the “Far Left”:

Pilsudskl Brigades?

When the union sacree marched in

Paris on December 14 in support of

Polish Solidarnosc, the French fake-

Trotskyists found themselves in the

same demonstration, in fact, shoulder to

shoulder with the Gaullists and fascists.

As the rightists chanted “Communists,

assassins!" the exposure of the revolu-

tionary pretensions of the “far left” was

just too glaring. So they eased their

consciences by the cheap expedient of

barring the Gaullist contingent from the

procession. This empty gesture was not

only useless (the Gaullists merely took a

parallel side street), it could not hide the

existence of the rotten anti-Soviet bloc.

Meanwhile, riding the anti-Communist
wave, degenerate remnants of the

French New Left embarked on a series

of provocations—sitting in at the Polish

consulate at Lyons, occupying a Polish

freighter at Rouen, firebombing Soviet-

model cars in Perpignan.

The Organisation Communiste
Internationaliste (OCI) of Pierre Lam-
bert was only mildly discomfited by the

bloc with the bourgeoisie in the name of

counterrevolution. When an OCI stu-

dent honcho at one of the Paris

campuses read off a list of groups who
continued on page 10
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Spartacist
League
Wins...
(continued front page 12)

discredited Smith Act and “Criminal

Syndicalism” laws.

The California Organized Crime

Bureau and the Deukmejian report are

part of a burgeoning government “anti-

terrorist" apparatus which includes the

RICO [“racketeering”] laws, witchhunt-

ing grand juries, and a beefed-up secret

police—all aimed at searching out and

ultimately destroying political opposi-

tion as “terrorism.” Labeling Marxists

as political “terrorists" is an excuse to

deny the most basic democratic rights

and legal due process.

Deukmejian*s 1979 “Report on

Organized Crime" is an especially

sinister document. It whitewashes the

race terrorists of the Ku Klux Klan and

Nazis, claiming the real danger of these

fascists lies “in their ability to create

trouble by attracting violence from

those on the extreme left.” This is a

classic attempt to use the terrorist right

as an excuse to go after the left and the

labor movement.
We vigorously opposed our inclusion

in the 1979 report not simply because

the allegations about us were false but

especially because the report claimed we

were vicious outlaws, terrorists and

criminals. We were falsely labeled as

dangerous people, to be dealt with

militarily, mad dogs to be shot down. It

was a murderous effort to set us up for

the same kind of campaign of govern-

ment violence that destroyed the Black

Panther Party.

In fact, as Deukmejian has been

forced to admit, we are not outlaws,

terrorists or criminals. We are Marxists

who have been politically active in

California and other states for more
than 1 5 years. We struggle to politically

organize the American working class, to

bring workers to the understanding that

they need their own class party, a

workers party, to fight for their immedi-

ate and ultimate interests. Such a

perspective excludes substitutionist

means such as terrorism, which is a

futile, despairing strategy that turns

away from the working-class struggle to

abolish capitalism. Our victory today is

a vindication of the right of the working

class and its party to organize.

In the radical movement we have a

history of campaigning for workers

democracy, opposing those who at-

tempt to subordinate it to bourgeois

norms of rule. The rule of the bourgeoi-

sie is ultimately based on terrorism.

Despite its protestations to the contrary,

the American bourgeoisie is no excep-

tion. Examples abound: the Palmer

raids, the unseating of socialists elected

to the New York State Legislature, the

incarceration of Japanese Americans

during World War 1 1, the suppression of

the Watts rebellion, the Vietnam War.

In issuing his 1979 report Deukmejian
willfully tried to confuse Marxist

education with terrorism. In forcing a

retraction of the false allegations leveled

at us we have won a victory for free

speech. Socialists who believe the Soviet

Union is right in Afghanistan, who are

for the victory of leftist insurgents in El

Salvador, who maintain Polish Solidar-

nosc is not an agency of proletarian

political revolution but a counter-

revolutionary company union of the

CIA and imperialist bankers, have a

right to say so without being called

terrorists.

Gubernatorial hopeful Deukmejian

was forced to retract his wrongful and

vicious smear of us because our court

suit was becoming a political liability for

him. The case has been gaining increas-

ing support from public officials, civil

liberties activists and others who, while

not sharing our Marxist views, nev-

ertheless know by experience and

reputation that we are neither “terror-

ists" nor “criminals."

The case evoked particular sympathy

and concern from black spokesmen,

including Congressman Ron Dellums,

Northern California NAACP counsel

Oliver Jones, Oakland City Councilman

Wilson Riles, Jr. and Alameda County

Supervisor John George. Such support

is not surprising given the targeting of

blacks and minorities by Reaganite

reaction.

We would like to thank all those who
supported us in pursuing this suit to its

successful conclusion. Our victory is a

blow against the renascent McCarthy-

ism of Deukmejian and Reagan. We will

continue to exercise and defend our

rights, organizing the workers party

which will struggle for the immediate

and ultimate interests of the working

class and all the oppressed *

Suit Dropped

Spartacists Off

Terrorist List
Los Angeles

A Marxist political group, the Spartacist

League, has dropped a suit against the state

a ttorney fleneral all er t h tunfftce admitted that
l - **•

' group in a list

~)lions published
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Spartacist League:
Civil liberties victory

In an important civil liberties victory, the

Spartacist League (SL) recently won a suit

against the California attorney general's of-

fice. which had labeled the small Trotskyist

group as a ‘terrorist" organization

In a 1979 report on "Organized Crime in

California," California Attorney General

George Deukmejian stated that the SL, the

Revolutionary Communist Party, the Pro-

gressive Labor Party and the Communist
Workers Party had emerged as "yet another

dangerous faction with which law enforce-

ment would have to deal.”

The report, which was distributed to law

enforcement officials and newspapers
throughout the state, said the groups attemp-

ted "to incite the populace and create vio

lence wherever possible "
It also said that

their literature is highly inflammatory"

and that they urged "violent and criminal at

I ivilics in labor disputes and occupation by

force of federal office buildings."

Lasi summer the SI. filed suit against the

attorney general's office, arguing that the SI.

was a Marxist political organization and not

a "terrori-.i" group. The suit stated that the

report interfered with the organization's

"legitimate exercise of constitutionally pro-

tected rights" as well as provided "the

rationale for government surveillance, infilt-

ration and disruption
"

The attorney general's office could not

back up its charges, and as part of an out of

court settlement on Dec 15 it sent letters to

law enforcement officials in the state saying

that the inclusion of the SL in the 1979 ter-

rorism report "was in error " However, no
official retraction has yet been made of the

listing of the other groups as "terrorists
"

SL spokesman Al Nelson said that "label-

ling Marxists as political 'terrorists' is an ex

cuse to deny the most basic democratic

rights and legal due process" Nelson
added, "right-wing zealots hope to si-

lence their opponents by creating a new
McCarthyism, an atmosphere of intimida-

tion and anticommunist hysteria They want
to muzzle free speech They must not be per

muted to do so
"
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Group’s Designation

as Terrorists Voided
By PATT MORRISON. Tima, Staff Writer

A California Marxist group an-
nounced Friday that its lawsuit

against state Atty. Gen. George
Deukmejian has been settled out of

court with the distribution of a let-

ter from Deukmejian s office admit-
ting that the group s inclusion on a

1979 list of terrorists “was in error."

The Spartacist League had sued
Deukmejian earlier this year, claim-

ing that because it and the Sparta-
cus Youth League had been listed in

the 1979 report, "Organized Crime
in California,” they had become
"targets . . for harassment and
persecution and intimidation by law
enforcement and right-wing orga-

nizations." They said they were
"Marxists, not terrorists."

The report, one of the first such
ever made public, listed right-wing
and left-wing grouos. from the Ku
Klux Klan to the Revolutionary
Communist Party li included the

Spartacist League and the Sparta-
cus Youth League with several left-

wing organizations and said that all

of them were committed to an "ad-
vocacy of violence . . . urging vi-

olent and criminal activities in labor

disputes and occupation by force of

federal office buildings.”

In the retraction letter sent to the
27 federal, state and local law en-
forcement agencies who receive the

annual organized crime report.

Charles E. Casey, chief of the state's

bureau of organized crime and
criminal intelligence, wrote-. "This
is to inform you that the inclusion of

the Spartacist League and the Spar-
tacus Youth League on Page 11 of

the Department of Justice's publi-

cation . . . was in error."

"The agreement was basically

that we'd retract what was in the
1970 report." said Justice depart

-
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ment spokeswoman Gina McGuiness. "When we re-

searched our files after they filed suit, we didn't find

enough substance to justify what had been said (in the

report)."

Spokesmen for the Spartacist League said Friday

thejy also intend to distribute copies of the retraction

letter to members of the Legislature, who are also on
the distribution list for the report
"We vigorously opposed our inclusion in the 1979 re-

port not simply because the allegations about us were
false," said a Spartacist League statement issued Fri-

day. "but especially because the report claimed we were
vicious outlaws, terrorists and criminals . It was a

murderous effort to set us up for the same kind of cam-
paign of government violence that destroyed the Black
Panther Party."

The statement by A I Nelson of the league's central

committee claimed the retraction was a "small but very
important victory for the real majority of the American
people— labor, blacks Chicanos, Jews. Asian-Amen-
cans.”

The retraction represents "a victory for free speech."
Nelson said "Socialists who believe the Soviet Union is

right in Afghanistan, who are for the victory of leftist

insurgents in El Salvador, who maintain (that) Polish
Solidarnose (Solidarity) is not an agency of proletarian
political revolution but a counter-revolutionary compa-
ny union of the CIA and imperialist bankers, have a

right to say so without being called terrorists
"
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Marxists, not mobsters
THE STATE BUREAU of Organized Crime and Criminal

Intelligence has Issued a letter saying a Marxist group
mistakenly was included in a 1979 report on organized crime,
according to the Spartacist League-Spartacist Youth League
The stale attorney general's office retracted the inclusion of
the group under an out-of-court settlement of the
Spartacist s civil suit, and a letter will go to federal, state and
local agencies, said Keith Douglas of the group's central
committee Uina McGuiness. a spokeswoman for slate

Attorney General George Deukmejian confirmed the
retracuon today, saying the inclusion of the the group in the
terrorist report "was an error" She said officials had
checked the files and there was "no substantiation" for the
terrorist label

eminent agencies that [

Marxist group taken ofi
By Robert LlndMy

York Timm

LOS ANGELES - A Marxist
political organization, the Spar-

tacisl League, has dropped a suit

against the California attorney
general's office after the office

acknowledged that it had been
wrong to include the group in a

list of left-wing terrorist organi-

zations published in 1979
The organization had contend-

ed that the state had wrongfully
is prone to violence
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MARXISTS DROPPING

SUIT IN CALIFORNIA

State Official Admits Error in

Putting Group on 79 List

of Left-Wing Terrorists

By ROBERT LINDSEY
Spue coTWN» York Tims

LOS ANGELES. Dec. 25— A Marxist

K
litlc&l organization, the Spartacist
ague, has dropped a suit against the

California Attorney General's office
after the office acknowledged that It had
been wrong to Include the group In a list

of left-wring terrorist organizations pub-
lished In 1979.

The organization had contended that
the state had wrongfully depicted It as
prone to violence. The Spartacists had
charged that the action was part of “re-
nascent McCarthyism" and a "murder-
ers effort to set us up for the same kind
of campaign of Government violence
that destroyed the Black Panther
Party.”

In a 1979 report to the Legislature,
Qeorge Deukmejian. the California At-
torney General, listed the Spartacist
League and a related group, the Sparta
ais Youth League, together with the
Progressive Labor Party, the Commu-
nist Workers Party, the International
Committee Against Racism and the
Revolutionary Communist Party as left-
wing groups operating In California.

Attempts to ‘Indie’ Charged

The report said that the organizations
hared a “radical ideology and ad-
vocacy of violence," asserting: “They
exploit Issues of public concern In at-
tempts to Indie the populace and create
vtoience wherever possible; their propo-
ganda literature Is highly inflammato-
ry, and their activities range from coun-
terdenoottrattas against right-wing

extremists to urging violent and crimi-
nal activities In labor disputes and occu-

pation by force of Federal office build-
ing* 11

Offldals of the Spartacist organiza-
tions responded by describing them-
selves as “not terrorists but Marxist
revolutionists.” And. last summer, they
filed a suit against the state, arguing
that Mr. Deukmejian had defamed the
organization and was trying to suppress
constitutionally protected dissent In a
“classic attempt to use the terrorist
right as an excuse to go after the left and
the labor movement."
Rachel Wolkensteln, a lawyer for the

organization In New York City, said In a
telephone Interview:

"The Spartadst League Is not a vio-

lent group by either program or by prin-
dple."

A spokesman for Mr. Deukmejian
said that the Attorney General's office
had decided to withdraw Its characteri-
zation of the group after a review of its
files determined that It was not Justi-
fied As part of an out-of-court settle-
ment, an official of the agency sent let-
ter* to government agencies that had re-
ceived the 1979 list and said Its report on
the two organizations was erroneous.
The Spartadst League and Its youth

organization are among a handful of
political organizations In this country
whose members, professing adherence
to the prlndpies of Communism de-
scribed by Karl Marx, say that they are
opposed to capitalism In this country
and establish a "workers party .

"

Al Nelson, a member of the Spartadst
League’s central committee, depicted
the league and Its vouth group In an In-
terview as Trotskyist factions that,
while believing “In the unconditional
military defense df the Soviet Union
against Imperialism," had renounced
Stalin’s police state tactics. He said that
the two groups had "several hundred"
members
Noting that several leaders of the

black community In California had
sided with the organizations In the dls-
fxite with Mr. Deukmejian, Mr, Nelson
asserted that there was concern
"among blacks and liberals" that the
Attorney General "and the Reagan Ad-
ministration," would attempt to sup-
press political dissent under the guise of
fighting terrorism. "They are willfully
cc®fusing legitimate Marxist education
and leftist activity with International
terrorism." he asserted.
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Marxists...
(continuedfrom page 12)

importance of a victory in our case,

particularly by blacks and including

black elected officials as well as civil

libertarians. Alameda County Supervi-

sor John George wrote in a November 25

fundraising letter in support of the case:

“1 find Deukmejian’s characterizations

of the SL/SYL to be totally unfounded.

“Personally, I welcome the opportunity

to support this case which 1 sec as part

of the fight against right-wing attacks

on civil liberties and the threat of a new
McCarthyism in this country.”

As support for the case began to

build, and the court deadline ap-

proached for the attorney general to

actually present some evidence for the

charges against the Spartacist League,

Deukmejian’s office renewed contact

with the SL’s lawyers for an out-of-

court settlement. A representative of the

attorney general’s office, Gina McGuin-
ness, later told the San Francisco

Examiner that after a search of their

files they could not find “substantia-

tion" for the charges. But earlier they

had claimed that the SL was deleted

from the 1980 "Organized Crime Re-

port” not because of the court suit, but

its inactivity in 1980. Yet 1980 was the

most active year in the SL’s 15-year

history of political work in California.

In fact, as Spartacist spokesman A1

Nelson noted at the press conference:

“We became conspicuous earlier that

year [1980] when the Nazi Party of San
Francisco said that on April 1 9th they

were going to celebrate H itler’s birthday

at the Civic Center. We initiated a

counterdemonstration at the same time

and the same place as the Nazis had
promised theirs. We received endorse-

ments from officers from 22 local

unions, and nine local unions them-
selves. The demonstration took place;

When the

Secret

Service
Apologized

In July 1979 a well-known member
of the CWA Local 9410 (San Fran-

cisco) executive board and spokes-

man for the Militant Action Caucus,

Jane Margolis, was dragged off the

union’s convention floor in Detroit

by the U.S. Secret Service right

before Jimmy Carter was scheduled

to speak. She was manhandled,

interrogated, threatened with being

held incommunicado—to politically

shield the president from the voice of

militant unionism.

The Secret Service's open invasion

of the CWA convention was a

flagrant and highly unusual provoca-

tion. It sparked protests by hundreds

of unionists, socialists and civil

libertarians who joined the Union
Committee Against Secret Service

Harassment (UCASSH) campaign.

The Spartacist League, which

fights to build a class-struggle oppo-

sition in the labor movement, en-

dorsed and actively built the

UCASSH campaign. Eventually

Secret Service deputy director My-
ron I. Weinstein (now acting director)

was forced to send a letter of“regret"

to Margolis. along with a check for

$3,500, which Margolis turned over

to the union (see IFF No. 259, “Jane

Margolis Wins!” 27 June 1980).

SL demonstrated in four West Coast cities July 23 against the Deukmejian
Angeles (right).

some 1 .200 people showed up. primarily

from labor unions, blacks and other

minorities and socialists. The Nazis did

not show up. and furthermore have not

been seen in San Francisco since then.”

Our protest of this witchhunt raised

the banner: “Workers Party Has the

Right to Organize!” We are known for

what we do—for actions such as our

demonstration that stopped the Nazis

on April 19 in San Francisco. We want

to be known for our record in support of

labor and militant class struggle; known
for our defense of blacks, increasingly

under attack by Reagan reaction, and

our defense of the oppressed and

democratic rights for all—for our

Trotskyist program of socialist revolu-

tion internationally. We ran a candidate

for Board of Supervisors in San Fran-

cisco in 1980 to bring our program to a

wide audience in the Bay Area. Diana

Coleman said workers must break with

the capitalist political parties, and build

a party of their own which can oppose

the bipartisan anti-Soviet war drive and

fight for a workers government.

But Deukmejian wants us to be

known for what we don’t do: for

terrorism. The would-be McCarthys

hope to squash those who call upon the

workers and oppressed to act in their

own interests. They willfully confuse

Marxism with terrorism in order to

create the atmosphere and legal appara-

tus to harass, repress and wipe out the

Marxists.

Punching a Hole in the RICO Net

We were included on a government

legal hit list without our knowledge. We

Ol PI n DIMM tOH

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE

WASHINGTON. l>.< :o2’J

JUN -

Ms. Jane Margolis
475 Alvarado Street, 43
San Francisco, California 94114

Re: Alleged False Arrest/Jane Margolis/CWA Convention
Detroit, Michigan; July 16, 1979

Dear Ms. Margolis:

Please be advised that in response to the above referenced
matter the Secret Service Office of Inspections was directed
to look into this claim to determine, as accurately as possi-
ble, what did in fact occur at the time of the original
incident. Based upon this inquiry it is the opinion of this
Service that a misunderstanding between a Secret Service agent
and a Detroit police officer resulted in your being removed
from the convention floor.

The Secret Service's involvement in this misunderstanding,
which is obviously regrettable, arose from our agent's confu-
sion over why you were actually being arrested. -It was his
belief that he was assisting a Detroit police officer in making
an arrest. At the same time, the Detroit police officer
believed that the arrest was being made for a violation of
federal law. In any event, it is now apparent that no arrest
should have been made under the circumstances.

It should be noted that there is no indication whatso-
ever that there was any political motivation to these actions.

Following your initial removal from the floor of the
convention, the law enforcement personnel on the scene began
questioning why, in fact, you had been removed. As soon as it
became apparent that you had not violated any law, but rather
that an error in judgment had been made, you were released.

L

The Secret Service, of course, regrets that this incident
occurred. Obviously, due to the extreme complexity of supply-
ing protection to the President and others, and the sensitive
and sometimes conflicting interests that come into play, the
Secret Service cannot be absolutely certain that other misunder-
standings will never occur. You can be assured, however, that
every effort will continue to be made to assure that errors of
this nature are kept to a minimum.

Again, the Secret Service regrets that this misunderstanding
has caused you distress.

Sincerely yours,

/X_ uS- i
^

f]
MyroD I. Weinstein
Deputy Director

witchhunt. San Francisco (left), Los

found out about our inclusion in the

California “Organized Crime Report”

when a redbaiting letter to the Universi-

ty of California (Los Angeles) Daily

Bruin referred to it to allege the SL was a

group of criminals and terrorists. We
had not seen the document because this

sort of information circulates only to

police agencies, legislators and the

press. Moreover, the California “Organ-

ized Crime Report” is used as an

authoritative “source” on terrorist

groups.

We were targets in a new style of

witchhunting. The California “Organ-

ized Crime Report” of 1979 was not

simply a “subversives list.” The largest

left organizations like the Communist
Party and the Socialist Workers Party

were not included while the KKK and

Hell’s Angels were. In the McCarthy
period the government tried, convicted

and jailed communists for their ideas;

prosecutors read selected passages of

Marx and Lenin as “evidence.” But after

the Vietnam War and given the miser-

able economic and social failure of the

“American Dream” it has not been

enough to simply brand people as

communists to put them in jail. Statutes

for legal witchhunting like the Smith

Act have become generally discredited.

Black Panther Party leaders were

simply murdered in their beds.

The Reagan/ Haig Cold War 11 of the

1980s goes beyond simple red scare, to

the “red-terrorist” scare, under the

slogan of combating “Soviet-inspired

international terrorism.” A series of

measures has been taken in the name of

this new form of“red menace” including

a new legal license for the CIA to spy

on and infiltrate domestic left groups,

pardons for convicted secret police

agents. Congressional cries for a new
HUAC and squeezing off the Freedom
of Information Act.

The case against our inclusion in the

California "Organized Crime Report”

confronted the new legal witchhunting

apparatus. Prosecutors are using an act

passed by Congress in 1970, the Racket-

eer Influenced and Corrupt Organiza-

tions Act (RICO), which gives them
sweeping legal powers. The Partisan

Defense Committee pointed out the

ominous connection between the Cali-

fornia “Organized Crime Report” and

RICO in a fund appeal letter of

November 25:

“The danger goes beyond California.

Deeming organizations ‘terrorist’ is the
government’s justification for sending
military troops to arrest alleged Brinks
robbery conspirators and precluding
lawyers from representing clients. A
new fedcral-New York City joint
terrorism task force is launching a
‘major racketeering investigation’ using
the draconian RICO conspiracy laws.

This law has only the vaguest definition

of ‘racketeering,’ permits multiple
prosecutions for the same act, extends
the statute of limitations, imposes

continued on page 8
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NYC, December 19: AFL-CIO bureaucracy spearheads Reagan's anti-Soviet

war drive.

Marxists...
(continuedfrom page 7)

increased criminal sanctions, and al-

lows the government to strip defendants

of assets to prevent them from hiring

top lawyers. The scope of this RICO
‘net’ is now consciously being extended

to political ‘terrorist’ organizations.

And it is Deukmejian and the California

BOCCI [Bureau of Organized Crime
and Criminal Intelligence] which is

credited with pioneering the redefini-

tion of organized crime to include

political organizations (see Fordham
Law Review

,
Vol. 49. p. 170, SN 18)."

Barry Tarlow notes in the Fordham
Law Review that the Organized Crime

Control Commission of the California

Department of Justice has “urged a

broad definition" of RICO including

“terrorist” organizations. This commis-

sion has not only shown prosecutors

how to use RICO to go after the left and

labor organizations; they even compiled

a "list" in the form of a report that would

designate left-wing organizations as

“terrorist.” And Deukmejian put the SL
on that list until we forced him to take it

off. Everyone may know that the SL is a

group of “Marxists Not Mobsters,” to

quote the San Francisco Examiner
,
but

we were labeled “terrorists" under the

general rubric of “organized crime,” in

part to set us up for RICO. And who
was the vice chairman of the commis-

sion which produced the pioneering

California “Organized Crime Report”

which tries to redefine political terror-

ism as organized crime? None other

than Reagan's adviser Edwin Meese 111,

then Alameda County DA.
With the ominous RICO net spread-

ing out after the Nyack Brinks bank job,

it is no wonder San Francisco’s black

newspaper Metro Reporter (14 Decem-
ber 1981) warns that witchhunting

RICO grand juries could begin wide-

ranging probes of "respected black

organizations.” To prove "association

in fact” under RICO is easy. The
National Lawyers Guild newspaper,

Blind Justice (December 1981), reports

that “recent statements by the FBI and

the United States Attorney indicate that

‘the association in fact’ which gives rise

to the ‘enterprise’ being investigated by

the current grand jury may be a

common belief that socialism should be

established in the United States and/or

a belief in ‘the destruction of our form of

government as we know it’."

As the old labor motto said, an injury

to one is an injury to all, and the SL
victory in this case can be shared by all

those who are targeted by the witch-

hunters, all those who want to strike a

blow against the new McCarthyism.

The Price

of Victory

The successful conclusion of the

SL/SYL suit against California

attorney general Deukmejian is a

victory not only for socialists, but

for all who oppose attempts to

muzzle free speech through McCar-
thyite intimidation. The Partisan

Defense Committee undertook to

support this case financially and
now has outstanding debts of

approximately S4,000. Throughout
this case we faced the resources not

only of the State of California, but

of right-wing tycoons who call the

tune for the new witchhunters. This

small but very important victory is a

setback to the Reaganite attempts

to set up the left and all political

oppositionists as "terrorists.”

Please support the fight against

renascent McCarthyism by sending

a generous check to the Partisan

Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99,

Canal Street Station, New York,

NY 10013.
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opposition from their West European

allies, especially the most powerful one,

West Germany. When asked about

Bonn’s reaction to the Polish crack-

down, government spokesman Kurt

Becker replied bluntly, “There are no

implications for the West. Next ques-

tion, please." Chancellor Helmut

Schmidt’s reaction, while visiting East

German leader Erich Honecker in the

DDR, was to regret that martial law in

Poland had been “necessary.” And the

initial statement on Poland by the

Second International, penned by Ger-

man social-democratic chairman Willy

Brandt, refused to condemn the coup.

Meanwhile, Schmidt has been sitting

around on a Florida beach mouthing off

against Reagan’s sanctions to James

Reston of the New York Times , long-

time confidante of Democratic
presidents.

An incensed and bewildered Wall

Street Journal (4 January) complained

that "something powerfully strange is

taking place in the German psyche." The
Journal is right in the sense that the

West German masses want no part of

Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive. Ob-
servers have compared the 350,000 who
marched in Bonn last fall against more

NATO missiles with the tiny pro-

Solidarnosc protests, the largest of

which were about 6,000. There is, in

fact, a direct connection. As the influen-

tial liberal Der Spiegel (4 January)

editor Rudolf Augstein put it:

“If, however, you hold dear Konrad
Adenauer’s “rollback." to be accom-
plished economically and by arma-
ments; if you want to revive the policy of

Dulles, which was abandoned by the

inventor himself, of driving Soviet

power back behind Russian borders;

then go to it— if you want the capitula-

tion of your opponent, then you choose

war.”

The German people do not want to be

involved in Reagan’s “rollback" war in

which their country will be the main,

and perhaps only, battlefield.

But Schmidt and Brandt are no

pacifists, and they are not "patsies for

the Russkies” as the reactionary Re-

publican right would have it. German
imperialism has a long-term strategy for

regaining Prussia and Saxony (East

Germany)—not to mention Silesia and

East Prussia—and dominating the rest

of East Europe, centrally by subverting

the region economically and then

making a deal with the Kremlin. The
hawkish correspondent for the New
York Times (3 January), John Vinocur,

understands the core of Bonn’s Ostpoli-

tik (Eastern policy) as “the search for a

level of continuing accommodation with

Moscow that could some day permit

German reunification, and the real

eradication of the consequences of

World War II." German finance capital,

having failed to take East Europe and

/
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break the USSR militarily in the last

war, prefers for now to undermine the

Soviet bloc from within.

If the German social democrats have

played it very cool over Poland, their

French counterparts have sought to

whip up anti-Soviet frenzy. So the

German social democrats are now anti-

Reagan “d6tenters” while the French

social democrats have become pro-

Reagan Cold Warriors, challenged on

this score only by the Italian Eurocom-
munists who are gearing up for a

definitive break with Moscow. These

sharp divisions are dramatic evidence of

how the reformists defend and express,

above all, the interests of their own
bourgeoisie. German capital sees its

interests in national reunification and

further economic penetration of East

Europe; Mitterrand’s program is one of

protectionism, austerity and anti-Soviet

militarism, while serving as the ideologi-

cal spearhead of “democratic socialist”

counterrevolution in the Soviet bloc.

Solidarno£6 Has Friends

at Chase Manhattan

The imperialist bourgeoisie support-

ed Solidarnosc as long as it looked like it

had a chance of taking power. But now
that Walesa looks a loser, some bankers

are looking to Moscow to pay Poland’s

debts. Call it compensation for not

winning the big prize in Poland:

capitalist counterrevolution. The house

organ of international financiers, the

London Economist (28 December 1981)

explained: “Russia now controls Poland

again and does not want a Polish default

either." Reportedly the Jaruzelski re-

gime has come up with $350 million in

interest payments just in time, and

informed opinion thinks it’s really

Russian gold.

There is nothing new in this. The
Soviet Union has long been subsidizing

the Polish economy. Since the mid-late-

1970s, in fact, Poland has functioned as

an intermediary for Western finance

capital to extract economic surplus

from the Soviet workers and peasants.

This is particularly egregious since the

standard of living in Moscow and Kiev

is distinctly lower than in Warsaw and

Gdansk. In 1977, for example, Poles

consumed 65 pounds of red meat a year,

almost as much as West Germans, while

Russians ate only about 50 pounds a

year. Yet the Soviet Union has been

exporting thousands of tons of meat to

Poland in order to keep the Polish

masses quiet.

A lot of liberals and rad-libs, in order

to justify their support to Solidarnosc,

are fabricating the notion that Western

bankers are supporting Jaruzelski’s

crackdown. Recently Cold War liberal

James Wechsler, in a column entitled

"Bankers’ Battle Hymn" in the New
York Post (23 December 1981), claims

there is a cabal of "Western bankers and

American Communists and Trotskyists,

incongruously united in apologia for the

ruthless crackdown by the Polish

commissars and their Kremlin spon-

sors." By Trotskyists he means the

Spartacist League and cites the headline

of the last issue of Workers Van-

guard
,
"Solidarnosc Counterrevolution

Checked." Contrary to Wechsler’s

prediction, the consortium of Western

banks holding the Polish debt refused

Warsaw’s request for an additional loan

to cover their interest payments, expect-

ing the Russians would now pay. The

London Economist , as usual, expressed

the policy of imperialist finance: “...a

Poland without a free Solidarity is not

worth rescuing.”

As for the $27 billion in Polish debt to

the West, these loans have been so

profitable that many banks would come
out ahead even if they got not another

red cent. The Wall Street Journal (7

December 1981) admitted: "And some
bankers boast privately even were they

forced to write off their Polish loans

now they might show a profit on their

loans to the nation over the past decade,

so lucrative have been these deals.”

It is outrageous that the Polish and

Soviet workers should be milked by the

profit-hungry bankers of Zurich,

Frankfurt and New York. A revolution-

ary workers government in Warsaw
would immediately cancel the imperial-

ist debt. But it is not our task, as a

Trotskyist vanguard fighting for prole-

tarian political revolution in the Soviet

bloc, to advise the Warsaw bureaucrats,

who have ruined the Polish economy,
how to get out of the hole they’re in. To
be sure, should the Stalinists default, all

class-conscious workers must defend

Poland and the USSR against retalia-

tion by the bloodsucking financiers and

their political hirelings.

For Polish Trotskyism

Encouraged by Radio Free Europe
and the Polish pope, it was clear that

Solidarnosc was moving to overthrow

the Warsaw regime and break with the

Soviet Union. As we pointed out last

issue, Jaruzelski’s countercoup came at

the last possible moment as a move from
a position of power. Secret government-

sponsored polls in 1980-81 showed that

only 3 percent of the population would
vote for the Communists in free elec-

tions; another 20 percent for socialists of

various sorts, and 43 percent for

Christian Democrats— i.e., for capital-

ist counterrevolution in the name of the

pope and (bourgeois) democracy. For
those who couldn’t see the logic of

Solidarity’s progression, Solidarnosc

leaders spelled it out in a closed meeting
in Radom. The tapes, which have
become known as “Radomgate,"
stripped off Lech Walesa’s mask of a

simple trade unionist. More extensive

excerpts of these tapes have now ap-
peared in the Western press, including

this revealing excerpt from Walesa:
“After all. let us realize that we are
bringing this system down. Let us at last

realize this. If we agree to have private
storekeepers, buy up state farms and
ensure complete self-management, this

system will cease to exist."— Washington Post,

20 December 1981

The international Spartacist tendency
drew the conclusions last September as

Solidarnosc took up the Cold War
propaganda themes of “free elections"

and “free trade unions" throughout East
Europe. "Stop Solidarity’s Counterrev-
olution!" before it is too late, we said.

And, for now, the power grab by this

“company union for the bankers and the
CIA" has been blocked. After the initial

methodical roundup of Solidarity lead-
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Friends of Lech Walesa, Inc.
So Lech Walesa is Time magazine’s

"man of the year.” "Lech Everyman,”
they dubbed him, “the courageous

little electrician from Gdansk" who
“led a crusade for freedom." In

addition to a lengthy personality

profile (during his frequent drives to

Warsaw, Walesa reportedly spent his

time "tuning in to rock played by
Radio Free Europe") and history of

Solidarnosc, Time's year-end special

tried to milk the Polish crackdown for

all it was worth with a nine-page essay

on the Communist Danger. It was the

usual “free world" propaganda fare:

while playing up seven strikers killed

by the Polish army, the entire issue has

not a word or picture about El Salva-

dor, where the U.S. -backed junta mur-
dered more than 20,000 during 1981.

But it’s the story behind the “Man of

the Year” story that’s most interesting.

A letter from the publisher says the

piece was based on “several sessions

between Walesa and Time this year,

including a question-and-answer

breakfast for the Time Newstour in

October at Charles de Gaulle airport

outside Paris.” That’s the first time this

tete-a-tete has been mentioned in the

American press, and there’s more to it

than Time lets on. The “common man”
from Gdansk got together with some

uncommon friends in the West, it

seems. For meeting with Walesa along

with Time editor Henry Grunwald at

that October 18 breakfast in a posh
airport restaurant were a host of top

American corporate executives.

Not a word was breathed about this

confidential get together between the

leader of Polish Solidarnosc and
leading Western capitalists until two
months later, after the crackdown
which checked Solidarity’s counter-

revolutionary bid for power. The well-

informed French muckraking weekly

Le Canard Enchain

t

(16 December)
just published an account, entitled “A
Wink from the Americans,” which
noted the secretive arrangements:

"Early in the morning their [Soli-

darnosc delegation] bus takes the

autoroute du Nord [heading for a
scheduled meeting in Vaudricourt],
but barely outside of Paris it takes the

cutoff leading to Roissy airport.

Arriving at their destination, the

Polish unionists reach Maxim’s an
airport restaurant deserted at that

hour. It’s 8:30 a.m. In front of the

restaurant, a cordon of CRS riot

police. Inside, at tables laid for

breakfast, 20-odd Americans receive
Walesa and his friends.

Discretion and Mum's the Word

“These businessmen arrived two hours
earlier, by a special airplane Here’s

some wonderful dirty laundry

—

expensive, too. Philip Caldwell,

president of Ford; Robert Tirby,

president of Westinghouse; David
Lewis, ditto for General Dynamics;
Henry Heinz representing the food/
agriculture group of the same name,
and Thomas Watson, an IBM big-

wig. Plus a TWA v.i.p. and several

potentates of only slightly lesser im-
portance, banking and life-insurance

chairmen
“All this crowd for Lech Walesa,
considered a veritable head of a

shadow government. The introduc-

tions are rapid and discussion begins.

A system of simultaneous translation

is in place, proof that on the American
side in any case the interview was not
totally improvised.”

Among the questions asked by these

hardheaded captains of industry and
high finance: “Are you prepared to

give up your Saturdays off?" “Do
Polish workers know how to work and
are they ready to?" “Is it the end of

Marxist-Leninist ideology in Poland?"
“Do you wish the Communist party to

remain in power?"

During Walesa’s Paris visit our
comrades of the Ligue Trotskyste de
France (LTF) demonstrated denounc-
ing Solidarnosc as a company union

of the Western bosses. When an LTF
reporter asked the Solidarity leaders at

a press conference about their call for

the International Monetary Fund to

take over Poland’s economy, the

haughty Le Monde became indignant

that “some of our colleagues seemed
determined to make them admit a

secret penchant for capitalism." So
now it is revealed that while Le Monde
was denouncing a Trotskyist slam
against Walesa’s “simple trade-

unionist" credentials, the latter was
engaged in hush-hush talks with U.S.

capitalists to offer better terms than

the discredited Stalinist regime!

For Trotskyists it did not take such

spectacular revelations to show what
the pope’s little Polish “freedom
fighter" was up to. Already at the time

of its first congress last September,
when Solidarnosc took up the Cold
War propaganda themes of “free

elections” and “free trade unions,”

inviting such sterling “free trade-

unionists" as long-time CIA agent

Irving Brown and opening a U.S.

“press bureau" in the offices of “State

Department socialist” Albert Shank-
er’s UFT, we warned: “Stop Solidari-

ty’s Counterrevolution!” For a Marx-
ist analysis of Walesa’s course to

counterrrevolution, read the Sparta-

cist pamphlet, Solidarnosc: Polish

Company Union for CIA and
Bankers.

ers, the flurry of resistance has died

down. The general strike or armed
resistance which would have forced a

bloody confrontation, hardening the

present disastrous lines of division,

fortunately did not occur. The immedi-

ate danger of counterrevolution has

been checked, but the fundamental

crisis of Polish society has not been

resolved.

The Polish masses are undeniably

infatuated with the capitalist West, with

American jeans and flags and German
cars. They should know that Poland
cannot break from Russia without a

major new war which would again mean
their ruin. After World War II, the

entire country was forcibly transferred

200 miles to the West, taking land which
the Germans took 1 ,000 years to absorb.

And the Germans are not generous with

their Lebensraum. Counterrevolution

in Poland would mean a capitalist

reunification of Germany, creating a

powerful imperialist juggernaut in

Central Europe with no room for the

Poles, except perhaps as agricultural

laborers. As the soldiers in those funny
helmets start marching east again, Poles
would necessarily embrace Russian
army boots for protection. Those who

think that General Jaruzelski’s counter-

coup is the same as Nazi, or even
Frederick the Great’s rule would be

brutally disabused of this notion.

It has been reported that some
Solidarnosc militants, and even a few
leaders, have been asking, “How did

things go so wrong, so fast?" Well, you
were against many of the right things,

but what were you/or? Theforms of the

movement frequently suggested prole-

tarian political revolution, but tragically

the content was dominated by the

Catholic church and Western imperial-

ism. The program of Walesa & Co.
would have meant disaster for Polish
working people. So everything impor-
tant is learned the hard way, and Poland
1980-81 is no exception. What’s needed
now is a period of underground re-

groupment, a political reckoning with

Solidarnosc. Only the Trotskyist pro-

gram of ousting the sellout bureaucrats

through political revolution, in order to

defend and extend the historic gains of

socialized property, can show the way
forward. A genuine Leninist vanguard
of the Polish working class, part

of a reborn Fourth International, can
be built only through uncompromising
struggle against counterrevolution.!
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Save Turkish
Trade Unionists from
Gallows!
On December 24 Turkey’s military

junta began the mass show trial of 52

leaders of the Confederation of

Revolutionary Trade Unions
(DISK), the 500,000-strong militant

union federation banned since the

generals’ coup of September 1980.

Jailed for over a year with virtually

no legal rights, the defendants

—

much of DISK’S top leadership

—

face execution if convicted. They are

charged with organizing, before the

coup, May Day rallies and demon-
strations against anti-labor laws and
protesting assassination of union
leaders by fascist hit squads like the

“Grey Wolves.” The junta, which
overthrew a constitutionally elected

government, now charges the trade

unionists with having violated the

constitution! According to their

lawyers, the trial was delayed because
the military authorities tried to

gather evidence linking DISK with

the pro-Moscow Turkish Commu-
nist Party (TKP), which itself has
been outlawed since 1923.

When the military took over,

vowing to crush political terrorism

and end economic chaos, DISK’S
activities were banned, along with all

strikes and collective bargaining.

Some 600 union officials were arrest-

ed. Although the junta feigned even-
handedness in crushing “extremists”
of both the left and right, the fierce

repression has fallen much more
frequently and brutally on the left,

the organized labor movement and
the oppressed Kurdish minority.
Hundreds of Guevarist guerrillas,

especially members of Dev Yol
(Revolutionary Way), have been
murdered outright by the army and
police. Torture of political prisoners
is so widespread and savage that even
West European bourgeois govern-

ments that originally hailed the coup
are telling the generals to clean up
their act if they want to keep getting

their loans.

Not so the Reagan gang. Although
the Turkish junta rounded up more
than 10,000 in the first week after the

takeover, the U.S. State Department
indicated its “sympathy” with the

generals, and the New York Times
benevolently termed it a “bloodless

coup.” But when it comes to Poland
today, Reagan howls as if the

crackdown in Warsaw was genocide!

Recently, only a few weeks before the

DISK leaders went on trial, U.S.
defense secretary Weinberger met
with the junta to “enlarge and
improve defense cooperation" to the

tune of $403 million in military aid

alone during 1982. For U.S. imperi-

alism, Turkey is strategic as a

military bastion on the Balkan flank

of the USSR, especially so since the

“loss" of Iran, and Greece’s threat to

boycott the military wing of NATO.
While union leaders are in the dock
facing the death penalty, and even
Nobel Prize winning poets are denied
passports to travel abroad, Wein-
berger praises the junta for having
“embarked upon the course that will

bring a democratic government"
(New York Times, 6 December
1981)!

The left and labor movement
internationally must demand imme-
diate release of the DISK leaders and
all prisoners opposed to thejunta and
the ultrarightist gangs. Labor should
reject Reagan's anti-Soviet Solidar-
no&fc sanctions and start hot-cargoing
all military aid to the junta as an act

of international solidarity with the
Turkish workers and peasants under
the gun. Free the 52—Unchain
DISK! Down with NATO!
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Anti-Red
Front...
(continued front page 3)

the opposite. Expressions of support by

Solidarnosc leaders for Western imperi-

alist “democracy” have been clear and
numerous. For example, on American
television, broadcast on November 2,

Lech Walesa was asked by Walter

Cronkite: “Is there any country that you
would see as a model for the kind of

democracy you’d like to find in Po-

land?” The Solidarnosc leader replied:

“Quite a lot of things from the States

and other countries fit as well... your
system has passed the test.” Does the

SWP think Reagan’s America is a

model of workers democracy?
If the SWP does a bad imitation of

DSOC, Peter Sollenberger’s Revolu-

tionary Workers League (RWL) does a

bad imitation of the SWP. A fake-

Trotskyist grouplet largely limited to

Ann Arbor/ Detroit, the Sollenber-

gerites try to present themselves as the

left wing of “movement” radicalism.

And since at thisjuncture radical/liberal

opinion is strongly anti-Soviet, so are

they. In mid-December the Sollenber-

gerites’ trade-union group at Ford’s

River Rouge plant put out a leaflet,

“Victory to the Polish Workers!” which,

like the SWP, claims that pro-

imperialist Solidarnosc stands for

“workers democracy." In typical “third

camp" fashion it declares: “We are

against intervention by the U.S. or the

Soviet Union."

In practice the RWL stands to the

right of even this declared “third

campism." The SWP and even DSOC
have sufficient concern for their "social-

ist” image not to participate in the AFL-
CIO’s “Stop Soviet Killers" demonstra-
tions. But when the Detroit union
bureaucracy called a pro-Solidarnosc

rally on December 18, Sollenberger’s

people answered the call. Like all such
AFL-CIO Solidarnosc rallies this one
attracted a lot of East European clerical-

nationalists or worse. The most promi-
nent slogan was, “We Support Strong
U.S. Actions,” while a large banner next
to the Sollenbergerites proclaimed:

“Freedom for Poland—Blessed Mother
and Pope Are With Us.” There is a name
for self-styled leftists who participate in

this kind of demonstration: “State

Department socialists.”

The Bankruptcy of Stalinism

It’s a dog’s life being a Stalinist hack.

If the National Lampoon had tried to

parody the response of the U.S. Com-
munist Party (CP) to the crackdown in

Poland, it couldn’t have come up with
this one. It’s beyond parody. The Daily
World (15 December 1981) headline
reads: “Poland Heeds Unity Call-
Nation Goes Back to Work." Maybe the
CP was hoping no one would notice the

martial law, mass arrests, later some
shootings. General Jaruzelski’s regime,
which doesn’t have the luxury of
indulging in such fatuous nonsense,
admits strikes in a number of important
industrial locations and widespread
slowdowns.

The danger of a counterrevolution in

Poland

—

a Kronstadt on a massive
scale—was very real, and it had to be
stopped. It was real because it was not
just the machinations of a handful of
“extremists" in Solidarnosc. as the
Stalinists try to pretend. Three decades
of Stalinist misrule and mismanagement
have, for now, driven the mass of the
historically socialist Polish working
class into the arms of the Vatican and
NATO imperialism. That is a monumen-
tal crime of Stalinism.

While the official Kremlin apologists
in the U.S. blandly state that General
Jaruzelski commands the loyalty of the

Polish masses, the fellow travelers, such
as Sam Marcy’s Workers World Party
and Irwin Silber’s Line of March
(LOM) group, express pious hopes that

the general and his colleagues will regain

this loyalty in the future. A long article

by Marcy on “The New Polish Crisis"

( Workers World, 18 December 1981) is

utterly devoid of any socialist program
or perspective save a rhetorical question

as to “whether the military under

present conditions can, is capable of, or

is fully united in, resuscitating Poland

on a socialist basis.” Likewise, at a New
York City forum on December 15, Line

of March spokesman Bruce Occena
expressed “the hope” that the Jaruzelski

regime "can successfully break the backs

of the anti-socialist elements.” He
opined, “This cannot be done unless the

Polish party persists and deepens the

legitimate reforms and rectification of

the party line in practice vis-i-vis the

working class."

To speak of reforming and re-

suscitating Polish Stalinism is especial-

ly grotesque. Here is a bureaucracy so

discredited, so corrupt, which has so

ruined the economy that millions of

Polish workers now think they would be

better off under Western-style capital-

ism. Certainly the mass of the Polish

proletariat can be won away from their

current infatuation with Pilsudski’s

memory, Wojtyla’s Vatican and Rea-
gan’s America. But it will only be

through uncompromising struggle

against the Stalinist bureaucracy, which
is ultimately responsible for the counter-

revolutionary eruption around Solidar-

nosc. The future of socialism in Poland
lies not in restoring a Stalinist police

state but in the development of a

genuinely communist (i.e.. Trotskyist)

vanguard. As a Spartacist spokesman
told the December 15 New York forum:

“Unlike the LOM, we do not want to see

the Stalinist party gain stronger control,
but in fact seek the recrystallization of a
truly international proletarian grouping
that can lead a political revolution."

Under Trotskyist leadership the rich

communist tradition of the Polish

proletariat will be renewed—Polish

Stalinism never!

Italian

Workers...
(continuedfrom page 4)

"irreparable consequences" which a
Soviet intervention in Poland would
have for its already tenuous ties to the

Kremlin. Now, in the context of Cold
War II, with the most anti-Communist
administration in Washington in dec-

ades, Berlinguer thinks he sees his big

chance over Poland. If the PCI can
prove its worth to the imperialists,

attacking the Soviet Union as vehe-
mently as the social democrats, perhaps
it can overcome the veto on PCI
participation in the government.

Berlinguer & Co. seem ready tojump.
But can they take their base with them
intact? They are caught in a contradic-

tion between reformist desires to sup-
port “independent" European imperial-

ism and fear that this could severely

weaken their organizational weight: 12

million voters (30 percent of the total,

far more than the Socialists and Social
Democrats); control of the most power-
ful union federation, CGIL, with 5

million members, and strong peasant
cooperatives; 1.8 million party mem-
bers, with 200,000 or so activists and an
apparatus numbering tens of thousands.
Already they have control of city

governments in the most important
cities (Rome. Milano, Torino, Genova,
Naples, Florence, Bologna, etc.) And
they don’t want to risk that. So even the

bureaucrats must take notice when
laced with such vocal opposition from
the membership.

In early 1980 there was significant

protest within the PCI against the

party’s condemnation of Soviet inter-

vention in Afghanistan. This time five

PCI city councilors in Milano broke
party discipline by refusing to vote for

an otherwise unanimous motion (sup-

ported by everyone from the fascists to

New Leftists!) which condemned the

coup in Poland and “Soviet imperial-

ism." But so far these “Afghans” or

kahulisti do not seem to have undertak-
en any kind of organized opposition to

Berlinguer’s line. No wonder: for the

“pro-Soviet" elements in the PCI and
union bureaucracy have no real alterna-

tive program to counterpose to the

Eurocommunist treachery of Berlinguer

& Co. They are united by their funda-
mental reformism, as the bitter defeat of

the FIAT strike demonstrated so vividly

(see "Italian CP Knifes Fiat Strike,"

WV No. 270, 12 December 1980).

Yet if there is a country in West
Europe where a revolutionary opposi-

tion to the class collaboration of the
Stalinist/ Eurocommunist betrayers

could gain very significant support in

the working class, Italy is it. If the PCI
leadership is going slowly in making the

final rupture with its past, it is for fear

that precipitous movement could spark

a major split. Now more than ever, with
the dramatic events of the Polish crisis

and the capitalists’ mounting attacks

against the conditions of Italian work-
ers, the Trotskyist program of uncondi-
tional defense of the Soviet bloc against

imperialism and counterrevolution, of

workers political revolution in the East

to oust the treacherous Stalinist bu-

reaucrats and socialist revolution in

the capitalist West could appeal to the

militant proletariat of Italy.

Mitterrand’s

“Sacred
Union”...
(continuedfrom page 5

)

would be present on the 14th he listed

thefascist student organization without
batting an eye. The Lambertists habitu-

ally flee from defending the Soviet bloc

against imperialism by claiming that the

Stalinists and capitalists formed a holy
alliance against the working class at

Yalta in 1945. Today they cynically

claim Washington, the Vatican and
Moscow are all allied against Solidar-

nosc! So Reagan didn’t impose sanc-
tions on the USSR, Wojtyla isn’t calling

for freeing Walesa and the Wall Street

Journal didn’t back Solidarity?!! To
justify its treachery, the OCI simply
denies reality.

As for the Ligue Communiste
Revolutionnaire (LCR), the French
section of Ernest Mandel’s "United
Secretariat,” its posture as the militant

builders of Mitterrand's popular front

has taken it very far indeed from
anything resembling Trotskyism. The
LCR outrageously compares Poland to

Chile, accusing Jaruzelski of using

“methods which are in no way prefer-

able to those of Pinochet”! And then
they condemn the French government
for appealing to the “sacrosanct princi-

ple of non-interference”: “The ‘non-
interference’ of which [Prime Minister]

Mauroy speaks today necessarily leads

to capitulation, or complicity... [as] in

1936, when the government of L£on
Blum refused to take the side of the

Spanish masses against the Franco-

ist uprising...." {Rouge, 18-23 Decem-
ber 1981)

Scandalous! Here the pseudo-

Trotskyist LCR attacks the imperialist

French government for non-inter-

ference in a deformed workers state,

then compares Stalinism to fascism.

Pinochet equals Jaruzelski, Spain equ-

als Poland—there is not an ounce of

class criteria in these outrageous com-
parisons; or rather, the LCR, in the

course of its own social-democ-

ratization, adopts the criteria of bour-

geois democracy. And apparently dem-
onstrations are not enough to defend

Solidarnosc. What does the LCR
want—for Mitterrand to threaten to

bomb Moscow with the French nuclear

strike force (force defrappe) in order to

free Walesa?! In the Cold War hysteria

whipped up by the Socialists, the

Mandelites have abandoned all pretense

of Soviet defensism—the hallmark of

Trotskyists even in the darkest days
after Stalin’s assassination of Trotsky
and as the Kremlin dictator was opening
the way for Hitler’s invasion.

The LCR, also, tries to peddle the

fairy tale that the imperialists are hostile

to Solidarnosc. And now they borrow
another leaf from the Lambertist book
by vituperating against the Yalta Agree-
ments, which supposedly united imperi-

alists and Stalinists forever in partition-

ing the world. Actually, the LCR is

tailing after Mitterrand, who said in his

New Year’s message that “everything
which allows us to get out from under
Yalta is good.” (Another of the LCR’s
new allies who want to “roll back" Yalta
turns out to be none other than Carter’s

Dr. Strangelove, Brzezinski!) In reality,

the Yalta Agreement rapidly broke
down under the impact of the Cold War.
When today social democrats (and the
fascists) talk about “getting out from
under Yalta," they mean capitalist

restoration in East Europe. Of course
when Stalinists talk about Yalta they
mean detente with imperialism paid for
by beheading proletarian revolution in

West Europe.

Contrary to the OCI and LCR, there
is an unholy alliance directed against the
Soviet degenerated workers state . . . and
they’re part of it. The powerful Western
friends of Solidarnosc who sit in the
Elysee Palace, the White House and the
Vatican are united in their aim of
restoring capitalism in the Soviet bloc.
The task of authentic Marxists is to
defend the historic gains of the interna-
tional working class, inherited from the
October Revolution of 1917, against
Solidarity’s counterrevolution. The
masses of the French working class must
be won away from the disastrous
misleadership of the reformists. Stalin-
ists and social democrats alike. One
thing is the same in East and West
Europe and the rest of the world: the key
to revolutionary victory is the construc-
tion of Trotskyist parties in the struggle
to reforge the Fourth International.

Order Now
I enclose?
"Solidarnosc: Polish Company Union
for CIA and Bankers" at $1.00 each

Name

State _

Phone
Make checks payable/mail to
Spartacist Publishing Co
Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116
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Free Haitians from Reagan s

Concentration Camps!

WV Photo

While Ronald Reagan welcomes

counterrevolutionary Cuban gusanos

and Polish defectors with open arms in

order to foment anti-Communism and

anti-Sovietism, black refugees from

the Haitian dictatorship of "Baby

Doc” Duvalier are not wanted in racist

America.

The miserable plight of Haitian

refugees has touched off growing

protests, as occurred in New York on

January 2. Carrying signs such as

“Fort Drum—America's Auschwitz

for Haitians," more than 2,000 people,

predominantly Haitian immigrants,

marched down Brooklyn’s Eastern

Parkway demanding freedom and

political asylum for over 2,500 Hai-

tians being held in government deten-

tion centers. A Spartacist League
contingent chanted, “A bas

Duvalier—Pouvoir ouvrier!" (Down
with Duvalier— Workers power!),

which was picked up by enthusiastic

marchers. SL signs read: "Free Hai-

tians from Reagan’s Concentration

Camps!" “Reagan Welcomes Gusano

Scum, Deports Haitian Blacks," “Full

Citizenship Rights for All Foreign

Workers!" and “No Deportations!"

Inside the horrid camps where

Haitians facing deportation are kept,

they have been staging protests of their

own. On December 24, some 600

refugees at the Krome Avenue Deten-

tion Center in Miami started a five-day

hunger strike to demand their release.

The strike ended on December 28,

after black demonstrators stormed the

front gate of the Krome camp demand-
ing freedom for their brothers incar-

cerated inside. Cops and riot guards

used tear gas and clubs to drive back

the protesters. Nevertheless, during

the ferment over 100 men managed to

escape over the barbed wire fences at

the rear of the compound.
Despite the desperate militancy of

the incarcerated refugees, the policy of

the Haitian support movement has

been to pressure the U.S. government

to guarantee “basic human rights."

There can be no “human rights" under
capitalist butchers like Duvalier, while

New York City, January 2.

Reagan hates everybody from

PATCO air controllers to Salvadoran

guerrillas and blacks from Haiti.

What’s needed is workers revolution-

ary struggle to smash the Duvalier

dictatorship and internationalist de-

fense of Haitians who have escaped to

the U.S. International labor solidarity

is key to defeating Reagan and his

puppet Duvalier!

Elections in NYC Transit

Ml Under Koch's Guns
New York City transit workers are

facing a vicious ruling-class offensive,

with Mayor Koch leading the charge.

While indictments mount against

Transit Authority brass for corporate

kickbacks on faulty equipment, Koch
blames the workers for the disastrous

state of NYC subways. He threatens to

fire workers who don’t meekly submit to

the T A’s productivity drive. Meanwhile,

editors at the Post and Daily News are

working overtime to scapegoat Local

100 of the Transport Workers Union
(TWU) and its members for the

“Doomsday Express." The subways are

indeed a disaster waiting to happen, for

riders and workers. Just last week
another transit worker, Edward Szebut,

was crushed beneath the wheels of an

express train. And if the New York
banks and politicians have their way,
TWU members will get a very raw deal

when their contract expires March 31.

Local 100 recently held its elections

under the shadow of this threat. For the

more than 20,000 TWU members who
cast ballots in December, the election

was in large part a verdict on the 1980

strike and the role the “dissidents"

played in contributing to that defeat.

The 1980 contract was one of the worst

ever, and every striker was stung with

whopping fines under New York’s anti-

labor Taylor Law. After first voting to

strike, the “dissident” executive board

majority authorized Lawe’s giveback

negotiations and did nothing to keep the

strike going until the union had won
amnesty. At no time did they put

forward a program to win this crucial

strike, by mobilizing the working-class,

poor and minority population of New
York behind the leadership of the

powerful TWU.
So incumbent John Lawe was re-

turned to a third term as Local 100

president with an absolute majority of

1 1,732 votes. His “dissident" opponents,

Arnold Cherry and Mike Warren,
received 5,272 and 3,228 votes respec-

tively. The lopsided pro-Lawe turnout

was not so much an enthusiastic

endorsement of his no-strike, giveback

policies as it was a massive vote of no
confidence in the “dissidents.” Given
their role in the 1980 strike. Cherry and
Warren are correctly seen as being

incapable of leading strikes that win.

Thus Lawe made significant inroads

among subway workers who had pro-

vided Cherry his main base of support in

the last election. Despite the anti-strike

backlash, a core of militants voted for

two class-struggle candidates. Ed Kart-

sen received 1 36 votes for president, and
David Brewer got 106 votes from his co-

workers in car maintenance for exec

board.

New York City is a test case for

Reagan’s racist austerity. The TWU is

under the gun because it is a largely

black and Latin union in a city of

minorities and foreigners, a city to

which both Democrats and Republicans

in the White House say: “Drop Dead!”
From the Sydenham Hospital shut-

down to the skyrocketing cost of a

subway token, the TWU has the power
to lead black and white in the fight

against killer cuts. But the present

union leaders are more interested in

toeing the line for Reagan’s anti-Soviet

war buildup than fighting the cuts in

social services that are being used to fuel

it. John Lawe marched at the Polish

consulate in support of Solidarnosc’

drive to “give back" Poland to the

Western bankers, but refused to attend

the funeral last July of black motorman
Jesse Cole, a victim of the TA's
maintenance cuts.

Lawe has done his best to wipe out all

traces of militancy in the TWU. The
Transit Workers used to lead city labor

with their longstanding policy of “no
contract, no work." The Local 100 chief

has trashed that tradition. He has given

up the union’s right to strike in favor of
binding arbitration, which means some
pro-capitalist lawyer will dictate con-
tractual terms to the TWU. Lawe’s
program of retreat means slow death for

the TWU . With the dues checkoff being

revoked in reprisal for the 1980 strike,

the very existence of the union is now at

stake.

Arnold Cherry, black two-time pres-

idential contender and darling of the

reformist left, offers no alternative. He
claims to oppose binding arbitration,

but his Cars and Shops Team voted with

Lawe at the TWU convention in

September to eliminate the “no con-

tract, no work" policy and “establish

procedures for impartial resolution of

collective bargaining disputes.” Like

Lawe, Cherry supported “real Demo-
crat" Frank Barbaro against Koch.

Barbaro’s Unity Party was in part the

brainchild of Ted Kheel, “impartial”

arbitrator for the TA and TWU! What’s

a “militant" doing in bed with Kheel,

whose job is to maintain the class peace

that is strangling transit workers?

During the campaign Cherry sought

to prove his “respectability" (to the

bosses) by resorting to a crass red-

baiting smear against Kartsen and
Brewer. He issued a leaflet calling them
“strike happy,” "ultraleft Sparticists”

(sic) who would "put our people out on
strike to make them martyrs for some-
one else’s cause”! Since when is the right

to strike someone else's cause? While

Cherry denounced Mike Warren for

feeding the vicious anti-TWU campaign
of Rupert Murdoch’s Post , he said not

one word about running to the bosses’

courts. No accident— for Cherry, too,

has used the courts as a substitute for

mobilizing the ranks of the union to

fight. Warren nearly aborted the local

elections when he sued Lawe over the

production of 10,000 extra ballots. (It

should come as no surprise that War-
ren’s attorney is David Lubash, who
once ran Joe Carnegie’s legal drive to get

the TWU decertified under the Taylor

Law!) Kartsen and Brewer slammed the

“dissidents" for their union-busting

suits in a leaflet to the membership that

said, “Let’s be clear, the government is

the tool of big business, and the courts

serve their interests. Keep the govern-
ment out of our union. Drop the court

suits! We can clean our own house!”

Kartsen and Brewer have a consistent

record of defending the union. When

motorman Jesse Cole bled to death in

his crumpled cab, these militants fought

to shut NYC transit down and make the

funeral a massive walkout. When Lawe
renounced the right to strike, in re-

sponse to Reagan’s union-busting at-

tack on PATCO, Kartsen and Brewer

called for shutting down Koch’s “Train

to the Plane” in protest. They were the

only candidates to insist it will require

mobilizing the power of the union

through strike action to win anything

this time around.

Not surprisingly the reformists of the

Communist Party (CP) and the Social-

ist Workers Party (SWP) tailed after

Cherry. After the vote, the CP’s Daily

World hypocritically warned transit

workers not to give up the tradition of

"no contract, no work." They didn’t

mention that CP supporters in Cherry’s

entourage voted along with him to scrap

the policy at the convention. Apparently

the Stalinists’ “class-struggle" politics

come out only when the struggle’s over!

The SWP’s Militant avoided the elec-

tions altogether. It’s obvious the SWP
wouldn’t support Kartsen, since they

excluded him from their public forums
on transit! Some of the SWP supporters

in the shops claimed they supported
Cherry and even sported Cherry Team
buttons on occasion. The SWP has

never been shy about supporting sellout

union "reformers” like Arnold Miller

and Ed Sadlowski in the past. So how
come their endorsement of Cherry
didn’t make it into print?

The TWU is up against the wall. No
matter how much the leadership tries to

conciliate and retreat, the attacks on the

union will continue. The TWU has the

power to lead city labor, Harlem, the

poor and even sections of the middle
class in a Fight to save New York from
Reagan and Koch. Under the blows of
the class struggle, transit workers
sooner or later must realize it is better to

fight. When they do they will look to

militants like Kartsen and Brewer and to

the class-struggle program of the Spar-
tacist League.
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Deukmejian Takes Back “Terrorist” Charge

Spartadst League Wins

California Smear Case
The following is a statement read by A! Nelson ofthe

Spartacist League Central Committee at a press

conference in Sacramento, California December 18.

Press conferences were also held in San Francisco and
Los Angeles.

The Spartacist League and Spartacus Youth
League, Marxist political organizations, have success-

fully concluded a suit against California Attorney

General George Deukmejian, obtaining a retraction of

the charges made in the attorney general’s 1979

“Report on Organized Crime in California" where we
are characterized as "terrorists" and a “dangerous
faction with which law enforcement would have to

deal."

Yesterday we obtained from the San Francisco

Office of the Attorney General an affidavit affirming

that Charles Casey, Chief of the Bureau of Organized
Crime and Criminal Intelligence, has sent a letter to

major federal, state and local law enforcement agencies

stating that our inclusion in Deukmejian’s 1979 report

was in error. This confirms our contention that our
absence from the 1980 “Report on Organized Crime”
was a shamefaced admission by Deukmejian that we
are not “terrorists” or “criminals."

Following a press conference today in Sacramento
we intend to deliver a copy of Casey’s letter to all

members of the California Legislature.

This is a small but very important victory for the real

majority of the American people: labor, blacks,

Chicanos, Jews, Asian Americans—everyone targeted

by the right-wing policies of Ronald Reagan and
George Deukmejian.

Right-wing zealots of the Reagan/ Haig/Deuk-
mejian stripe are intently preparing a third world
war aimed at the Soviet Union. They hope to silence

their opponents by creating a new McCarthyism, an
atmosphere of intimidation and anti-communist
hysteria. They want to muzzle free speech. They must
not be permitted to do so. Deukmejian, Reagan’s man
in California, hopes to obtain a new lease on legal

witchhunting, with charges of “terrorism" replacing

the old “advocacy to overthrow" of the legally

continued on page 6
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It’s not every day that revolutionary

Marxists are able to back down a

McCarthyite witchhunter like Califor-

nia attorney general George Deukme-
jian. But on December 17 Deukme-
jian’s office acknowledged that letters

of retraction had been sent admitting

they made an “error" including the

SL/SYL in the “Terrorism” section of
the 1979 "Organized Crime Report”
(see Spartacist League statement

above). In just five months from when
the SL suit was filed, Reagan’s man in

California—the state’s top cop and

likely Republican candidate for

governor—had taken it back. The SL
victory has received wide press cover-

age with substantial articles in the New
York Times, the Los Angeles Times
and other West Coast papers.

“We were determined that no matter
what it took we were going to continue
our efforts until we had our name
retracted” from the list, said A1 Nelson
for the Spartacist League at a Sacra-
mento press conference on December
1 8. The SL’s determination to fight the
“terrorist" set-up/smear meant not

only a lawsuit, but a concerted effort to
raise the issues and political conse-
quences at stake in the case. Protest

demonstrations in four West Coast
cities proclaimed: “Workers Party Has
the Right to Organize!" With the
Partisan Defense Committee, which
provided legal co-counsel, members
and supporters of the SL/SYL raised

lunds, solicited endorsements and
began to publicize the case. There
was quick recognition of the danger
posed by Deukmejian’s smear and the

continued on page 7
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Oust the Fraser Gang ! Fight the Auto Bosses!

Stop Ghrebacks

!

DETROIT— Half a million auto work-

ers are on the front lines facing a

concerted capitalist offensive in this

“year of the giveback.” And already the

misleaders of the powerful industrial

unions have started dealing away the

hard-won gains of the American labor

movement. Nine months early, the

United Auto Workers (UAW) contracts

have been reopened. On January 13

UAW president Doug Fraser an-

nounced an agreement with GM to bail

out the auto bosses with Chrysler-style

concessions. The UAW membership
must answer Fraser’s givebacks with a

resounding “no" vote, and prepare to

fight with the weapon that built the

Auto Workers into what was the

strongest union in the U.S.; the sit-down

strike.

The companies aren’t asking for

peanuts. GM called for a whopping $5/

hour slash in “fringe” benefits (like

health care); Fraser countered by

offering $2.50/hour (in cuts). Ford is

demanding a total wage freeze and

elimination of even the present inade-

quate cost-of-living escalator. The
UAW tops are giving up entire pro-

grams won through past struggles,

taking billions of dollars from their

members’ pockets to put into company
profits. Last fall Fraser announced the

uniform industry-wide contract had

“gone by the boards"; already Chrysler

workers are taking home $50 a week

less. Now he supports the bosses’ lie that

inflation is caused by high wages,

linking givebacks to lower sticker prices.

What better way to get the public to

blame auto workers for the sky-high

price of buying a car!

While the bankers and the Big Three

(or Big Two) bosses figure out how to

squeeze out more profits, Detroit is

dying. The politicians don’t even bother

to promise that prosperity isjust around

the corner. Chrysler president Lee
lacocca explained that “the trick is to

make sure you don't die before prosperi-

ty gets here” ( New York Times
, 9

January). Easy for the recipient of

almost $2 billion in government hand-

outs to say. But what about the

hundreds of thousands of laid-off auto

workers and poor, who no longer have

SUB benefits, unemployment “insur-

ance," welfare or even food stamps?

Meanwhile the fascists grow bolder with

their program of meeting the capitalist

crisis with race terror and union busting.

But Detroit does mind dying. As
Spartacist candidates for city council

said last year:

“Here in Detroit we see the crisis of the

entire capitalist system most starkly

revealed, most advanced in decay, most

anarchic in irrationality, most painful in

social consequences. Detroit’s skilled

proletariat would be the most valuable
resource of a rational society—the class

that can build a socialist America."
— WV No. 287, 14 August 1981

Auto was once the symbol of the

“American way of life.” The industry

employed, directly or indirectly, rough-

ly one-sixth of the country’s workforce.

Now as one plant after another shuts its

gates for good, 214,000 UAW members
find themselves on indefinite layoff,

alongside more than 50,000 who have

given up looking for work (and are not

included in official government figures).

A Department of Commerce official

recently announced that auto and

related industries will emerge from the

present recession with 550,000 fewer

workers—permanently. What’s hap-

pening to auto is not just management
and the stockholders bleeding the

companies dry, as at Chrysler, but a

crisis of American capitalism. And as

Leon Trotsky wrote in the “Transitional

Program” (1938):

“Under the menace of its own
disintegration, the proletariat cannot
permit the transformation of an increas-

ing section of the workers into chroni-

cally unemployed paupers, living off the

slops of a crumbling society. The right

to employment is the only serious right

left to the worker in a society based
upon exploitation."

What’s at stake in auto is the preserva-

tion of a key sector of the American
proletariat.

Fraser Leads the Way
(Backwards)

Unions representing some 4.5 million

workers go to the bargaining table this

year. The UAW is the traditional

pacesetter that oil workers, electrical

workers, rubber workers and others

look to as an example for their own
contract struggles. But if the UAW is

“leading the way" today, the direction is

backwards—and fast. The wholesale

retreat began at Chrysler in 1979, where
workers gave up over $ 1 billion in wages

continued on page 8

Reagan’s

Racist

Rollback

Reagan’s policy is roll back all the gains of working

people and the oppressed—from the overthrow of

capitalism in Eastern Europe to the achievements of

the labor movement in this country, and black and
minority rights. Black unemployment is a whopping
17.4 percent, a postwar high, with black youth

unemployment now running more than 50 percent. An
economist in the New York Times (l 1 January) had to

admit blacks “don’t have to have a recession, they’re

depressed all the time." And Reagan racism isn’t just

the capitalist market working its "magic.” Last week
the administration ordered tax subsidies for segrega-

tionist private schools.

The capitalists claim the “bankruptcy of

communism” can be seen in people standing in line for

rationed food in Poland. Now in capitalist America
there are not only soup kitchens, but a new
phenomenon—the cheese line. Thirty million pounds

of surplus cheese have been rotting for some 1 8 months
in government silos in a deliberate scheme to drive up
prices. Now that the cheese is molding, they have

finally doled it out. Around the country people by the

thousands turned out to wait in line in the bitter cold

several hours before distribution centers opened. Then
they were required to prove “full documentation of

need"—as if standing outside for hours for a 5-pound
package of leftover processed cheese wasn’t proof
enough! Try that one in Poland!

Reagan supplied his “answer" to the growing
poverty and hunger in America at a recent speech to

the super-rich at New York City’s Waldorf Astoria:

garbage. In praise of “volunteerism" to replace

government welfare, Reagan cited the groups that

scavenge what’s left in farm fields and on boat docks.

Such efforts, he said with uplifting contempt, “could
continued on page 10



Letter

SL Deukmejian Suit:

Fight Against Witchhunting
August 13, 1981

To the editor:

In WV[No. 286], 31 July 1981, the Socialist Workers
Party’s conduct in its suit against the FBI is criticized.

WV states:

“But if the SWP wins, we still lose. The SWP is trying to

show the government that the eight million documents
the FBI admits to having collected on the SWP are a

misdirection of effort. The SWPdoes not even pretend to

call for the abolition of the spy agencies; they couldn’t

care less what the FB1/C1A do to other organizations
”

The same issue of WV contains a statement by A1

Nelson of the SL Central Committee, which “couldn’t

care less what” the government does to left organiza-

tions other than the SL and S YL. In support of the SL’s

suit to delete the SL and SYL from the California

Attorney General’s Report “Organized Crime in

California," Nelson states: “Wedemand that our names
be removed from this report.” Not a word about
Progressive Labor, International Committee Against

Racism, Communist Workers Party and the Revolu-
tionary Communist Party, all of which were also

included in the report of the Attorney General.

Nelson believes that the
“working class and itsparty

have the right to organize" ( WV's emphasis) and that

socialists who share the SL’s positions on Afghanistan
and El Salvador:

“...have the right to say so in the labor movement
without being labeled as terrorists. The intent of this

report is to restrict us from carrying out our
activities

"

Leaving aside Nelson’s view that a working class can
have only one party, is the problem with the Attorney
General's report solely that the activities of the

Spartacist League are threatened?

Nelson’s statement is accompanied by a reprint of a
Los Angeles Times article, quoting Rachel Wolken-
stein, attorney for the SL and SYL, as stating:

“We’re saying we don’t belong in that report because
we’re not criminals and terrorists."

Nelson demands “that our names be removed from this

report."

Whose names should not be removed from the

report? Who are the criminals and terrorists who
“belong” in the report? Do socialists who do not

support the Soviet Union in Afghanistan “have the

right to say so” in the labor movement?
In its lawsuit against the Attorney General, the SL

and SYL might not be able to challenge the inclusion of

other left organizations in the report. But, in its

propaganda around the suit, the SL need not limit

itself to Nelson’s attitude—one which shows no
concern about the Attorney General’s attacks on other

left organizations.

Alan Grant

New York City

WV replies: We should have answered this letter

earlier, particularly because it is an insidious attempt to

frame up the Spartacist League. Alan Grant claims a

statement by Spartacist League spokesman “‘couldn’t

care less what’ the government does to left organiza-

tions other than the SL and SYL.” This is a patent lie:

Nelson’s statement says no such thing. In fact, he
denounced the California attorney general’s “terrorist"

list as a "classic attempt to use the terrorist right as an
excuse to go after the left and labor movement.”

Grant quotes Nelson saying the "working class and
its party have the right to organize," but claims we
restrict this to "socialists who share the SL’s positions

on Afghanistan and El Salvador.” Then in disingenu-

ous, tendentious, i.e., lying, fashion he refers to

“Nelson’s view that a working class can have only one
party— ’’ Throughout this letter there is a malicious
suggestion that the SL is totalitarian, supporting one-
party dictatorship, and doesn’t deserve to exist off or

on Deukmejian’s "terrorist” list. Nowhere does the
writer indicate the slightest support to the Spartacist

suit against inclusion in the California attorney
general’s "Organized Crime Report.”

Grant has all the stupid slyness of a Reagan
prosecution team. He claims our legal strategy is

Pilsudski: Spiritual Father of Solidarnosc
A striking point in the article “Fake-Lefts Support

Solidarnosc Counterrevolution”
( WV No. 292, 6 No-

vember 1981) is how various opportunist “socialists"

use as their alibi for backing Polish Solidarnosc, a pro-
imperialist clerical-nationalist movement, the fact that

it has mobilized the bulk of the Polish working class

behind its red-and-white banners. This is the funda-
mental argument, explicit or implicit, of the British

groups Workers Power and Workers Socialist League
(WSL) and of the Revolutionary Workers League
(RWL) grouplet in the U.S. The workerist corollary is

that the proletariat is instinctively and necessarily

socialist, and can never be mobilized against its historic

interests. (Like supporting imperialist wars?!) This
kind of pollyannaism is perhaps understandable in

Britain, where even backward workers are often pro-
union and even vaguely pro-socialist. But in the U.S.,
where backward workers are too frequently anti-

communist strikebreaking racists, such economist
opportunism is completely cynical.

The RWL cult of Peter Sollenberger simply
dismisses the counterrevolutionary danger of Solidar-
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nose as the fabrication of an international “disinforma-
tion” campaign conducted by the “Western capitalist

press, the Soviet bureaucratic press and some of the

more crazed elements of the American left” ( Workers
Struggle. November 1981). Actually, about the only
ones who don't see the capitalist-restorationist logic of
Walesa's “free elections/free trade unions” program
are a bunch of social-democratic pseudo-leftists who
have to deny reality in order to distance themselves
from Reagan’s Cold Warriors. The Wall Street
Journal (29 September 1981), certainly no friend of
labor, hails the AFL-CIO for “aiding the Solidarity

movement, openly and unashamedly.” The same
editorial attacked the Spartacist League protest

against the opening of a Solidarnosc office on the
premises of Albert Shanker’s UFT with the sinister

threat that “anyone seeking to delegitimize" the AFL-
CIO crusade for “political freedom" should “be aware
of just how serious a threat he is raising." Sollenberger
doesn’t have to worry: he’s no threat at all. In fact, on
December 18, the RWL demonstrated in Detroit
together with the Meanyite labor fakers and “captive
nations” reactionaries protesting the anti-Solidarno&6
crackdown in Poland.

A year ago, before Solidarnosc had sealed its

counterrevolutionary course, the Sollenbergerites

objected that the Spartacists did not believe in “the
ability of the Polish workers to tell the difference
between workers’ political revolution and capitalist

counterrevolution” (Fighting Worker, October 1980).

As the article “Pilsudski and Counterrevolution in

Poland" ( WVNo. 293, 20 November 1981) points out,
this isn’t the first time there has been such confusion in

the Polish workers movement. Not only is Pilsudski
the spiritual father of SolidamoS6, but in May 1926
Polish workers could not tell the difference between a
leftist insurrection and a rightist coup. The Socialist

Party supported Marshal Pilsudski’s grab for power
through a general strike, while the Communists,
disoriented by Stalin’s embracing of the Menshevik
“two-stage revolution" dogma and by Pilsudski’s
popularity in the working class, temporarily backed a
fascistic coup, believing it represented a shift to the left.

sectarian because we sue against being included in this

official hit list. After naming a number of left groups

other than the SL included in the Deukmejian report,

he asks whose name should not be removed. But Grant

doesn’t mention that the Nazis, K.KK, Hell’s Angels

and the Manson Family, among others, are listed as

“political terrorists" by the California attorney

general. Well, we remember seeing on TV a young
black man shot dead at an Altamont, California rock

concert in 1969 where the Hell’s Angels “kept order."

But it is not ourjob to assist in the legal prosecution, or

defense, of the Hell’s Angels, for instance.

We found ourselves on a list that was not just a

“subversives" list but a set-up for immediate violence

to be taken against us by the agents of the capitalist

state. It said to the police who received the list: you
have in your midst not merely the usual “subversives”

who think and write things “un-American," but

terrorists. This means get them now. The list did not

include the larger groups on the American left. Instead

we were listed with some leftist groups who are so full

of bravado that they might even consider it a merit

badge to be listed as a "dangerous faction with which
law enforcement would have to deal.”

We decided to attack the list in general through our

own particulars—the only ones for which we can

legally and in substance take responsibility. While we
are not in a position to underwrite even the leftism of

some of the groups cited, our victory discredits the

entire "Organized Crime Report," and the publicity

about the case has shown the Deukmejian witchhunt
for what it is. Any left group that cares to challenge its

inclusion on the list now has our case to stand on. And
this is not the first time resistance to McCarthyite
witchhunting has been fought by protesting inclusion

in government black lists and hit lists.

In 1949 the then-revolutionary Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) protested its inclusion on the notorious

U.S. attorney general’s list. The Shachtmanite
Workers Party began their legal effort to have their

name struck off in 1948, and continued it for ten years

as the International Socialist League (ISL). Of course,

the Shachtmanites argued that their fierce anti-

Sovietism should exclude them from being ideological

victims of the government. Nevertheless, their case

helped to wreck the legal basis of the list, making it

continued on page 9

Editorial Note
There are important differences, of course.

Solidarnosc today embraces the reactionary national-

ist traditions of Pilsudski while discarding the old
marshal’s veneer of petty-bourgeois radical national-
ism and "socialism.” Moreover, the clericalism

dominant in Solidarnosc was never central to
Pilsudskiism. It is the mass plebeian base, however,
which enables Walesa, like Pilsudski, to act as a sinister

instrument for counterrevolution. Opportunists like

the RWL, WSL and Workers Power are falsely

concerned that Walesa will "sell out” to the Stalinists.

The real worry for communists is that the Stalinists

could sell out to Walesa, the German banks and
Reagan. Conciliation of counterrevolution is the
modus operandi of the Stalinists’ “socialism in one
country."

Solidamoid placard Idolizes fascistic dictator of
pre-war Poland.
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“Amsterdam News” and Liberal Anti-Reaganism

Blacks Don’t Cry for Solidamo&
Since December 13 there’s been a

loud wail over “the death of freedom in

Poland” coming from rightists, liberals

and much of the left. However, one large

section of American society has con-

spicuously refused to join the mourners.

Blacks instinctively understand and

deeply resent the hypocrisy and racism

of the American ruling class in postur-

ing as defenders of “freedom and human
dignity” in Poland. They know that

these “poor starving" Poles ate a lot

better than the people of Harlem and

Chicago’s South Side. They know that

many times more blacks, especially

infants and old people, will freeze and

starve to death this winter in Reagan’s

America than the number of Poles killed

under General Jaruzelski’s "state of

war." They know that many more

ghetto youth have been shot by racist

cops in this country than Solidarnosc

supporters have been shot by Polish

cops.

Responding to this sentiment among
American blacks is an editorial, “Why
cry for Poland?” in Harlem’s Amster-

dam News (2 January). The editorial

points out that outpouring over Poland

is hardly spontaneous: at every opportu-

nity the American government has

supported Solidarnosc and its demands;

for months the public has been bom-
barded with talk of a Soviet invasion

and Reagan’s threats to Soviet leaders.

And it contrasts the U.S. government’s

brutal treatment of desperate Haitian

refugees with the glorification of Polish

"freedom fighters":

“Who can say that they have seen in

Poland any conditions that approach
what is commonplace in Haiti? Who
can honestly assert that living condi-

tions or political liberty is anywhere
near as bad in Poland as they are in

Haiti? All of the Poles who appear on

the television news have the look of

well-dressed and well-fed people—
“The Poles who will be welcomed to

these shores will be hailed as freedom-

fighters. They will be living proof of the

superiority of the capitalist system. The
Haitians have no propaganda value in

the east-west conflict. The Haitians

—

and the Black South Africans are

another example of America’s hypocrit-

ical concern with political liberty—are

not abused by a Communist tyrant.

They are Black, unskilled and
illiterate."

These Polish "freedom fighters," more-

over, are not only heading for Reagan’s

America. In Vienna, 150 Polish emigres

a day are applying for immigration

rights to racist South Africa!

It says a great deal about what black

people think of Poland that such an

editorial should appear in the Amster-

dam News of all places. For decades this

paper has represented the most conser-

vative and venal section of the black

bourgeois establishment, an unashamed

voice of the Uncle Toms of Uncle Sam.

Publisher John Procope is intimately

associated with the regular Democratic

Party machine, and maintained ties to

notoriously racist Mayor Ed Koch long

after other NYC black pols wouldn’t be

caught dead in the same room with

hizzoner. But a few months ago Pro-

cope’s little empire underwent some
kind of shakeup and began sporting an

unaccustomed black militant image.

Today a black paper which supports

Koch (or Reagan) would more likely be

burned than bought on the streets of

Harlem. So in last fall’s elections, the

Amsterdam News supported Koch's

liberal Democratic opponents such as

David Dinkins and Frank Barbaro.

Despite its "militant” tone, the

Amsterdam News editorial on Poland is

still trying to sell the old “free world”

elixir. As with its support to “real

Democrats” Dinkins and Barbaro, it

has to adopt a new sales pitch to remain

credible in the face of mass black

outrage over Reagan racism. The
editorial peddles the notion (shared by

reformists and rad-libs alike) that

Washington, under a different adminis-

tration, could pursue a foreign policy

which would make the U.S. “the friend

and ally of the downtrodden":
"President Reagan doesn't give a damn
about liberty and freedom. Anti-

Communism is his passion. No govern-
ment with a conscience could treat

Haitian refugees so shabbily while

beating its breast about tyranny and
hunger in Poland. No government that

respects human rights could denounce
Warsaw while embracing Pretoria.”

Anti-Communism is not just the passion

of right-wing Republicans. As a matter

of fact, Jimmy Carter (of “human
rights" and “ethnic purity” fame) along

with the Kennedys and Trumans and

FDR as well embraced vicious right-

wing dictatorships like Haiti and South

Africa in order to defend capitalism

against social revolution the world over.

While the Amsterdam News editorial

denounces Reagan for claiming to stand

for freedom in Poland, it nonetheless

continued on page 10

Bob East

Reagan throws desperate Haitian refugees into concentration camps, while
hailing Polish “freedom fighters.”

“Angels’’ and Cops: Bad News
The lumpen vigilantes known as the

"Guardian Angels" are developing into

a national menace. The subway-riding

gangs of red berets have been endorsed

by capitalist spokesmen, including the

Wall Street Journal, the New York

Times, even the London Economist.

Now Time magazine hopes that the

“young crime fighters” will be able to

fulfill their “potential effectiveness.”

And no wonder. “We are the eyes and

ears of the police," bragged Guardian

Angels founder Curtis Sliwa to a Miami
Herald reporter last March. Sliwa, a

former McDonalds manager, has big

plans. Angels squads now exist in

Chicago, Philadelphia. Los Angeles and

elsewhere. As the economic crisis

deepens, such protomilitary bands can

be of great use to the rulers of U.S.

capitalism in terrorizing restive ghettos.

The Guardian Angels were in the

news recently as Sliwa staged a “March

on Washington" to demand an investi-

gation of a cop shooting an “Angel" in

Newark on December 30. Just exactly

what happened that night isn’t clear.

Sliwa claims his slain follower, a black

security guard in a cemetery, was trying

to help police stop a robbery, and

charges the cops with murder. Newark
police claim they thought Frank Melvin

was attacking them, and shot him dead.

Hostility between Sliwa’s roving crews

of young punks who go looking for

trouble—“to stop it," they say—and the

cops on America’s mean streets isn’t

new. Nor is it surprising in this racist

society that the trigger-happy cops’ first

reaction to a young black male who
“looked threatening" was to shoot first

and ask questions later.

But Sliwa’s outfit is becoming far

more than just a bunch of street youth
who want to bash heads and act out

Bruce Lee macho fantasies in the name
of “fighting crime." Sliwa has caught the

imagination of some big city politicians

and has gotten local government and
police cooperation in developing his

"Angels" as auxiliaries of the cops. Last

July Sliwa testified before the U.S.
Senate “Juvenile Crime Subcommit-
tee," criticizing the cops for being
“ineffective" and winning praise from
Moral Majority senator from Alabama

Jeremiah Denton (also the No. 1 would-

be witchhunter on Capitol Hill). At the

hearing Sliwa claimed the Guardian

Angels had made 144 citizens’ arrests,

with 38 resulting in prison terms of more

than one year.

As we pointed out when the “Angels"

received official sanction from New
York City mayor Ed Koch last year,

even becoming liberal-chic celebrities,

“Their real potential is to become a

paramilitary auxiliary to the cops in

terrorizing the ghettos" (“They’re No
Angels!" WV No. 275, 27 February

1981). The fact that the majority of their

original NYC members were black and
Latin does not change their character as

dangerous racist vigilantes whose main
victims are minority youth. Moreover,

as the “Angels" have gone national,

their racial composition has been

changing. In the Midwest and on the

West Coast, middle-class whites are

joining up; many Angels are also

security guards, National Guardsmen
and martial arts instructors by day. “In

Los Angeles I was astounded to see

blond-haired, blue-eyed boys drive up in

cars with surfboards, park and go out on
patrol," said Sliwa (Time, 18 January).

Riding the subways the Guardian
Angels harass passengers and drunks,

and often transit workers, trying to

provoke footloose young punks itching

for trouble. On the streets they try to

establish their "turf" at the expense of

neighborhood gangs. A glorified street

gang of largely minority youth isn’t

going to become a fascist movement

—

which in the U.S. will be based on white

racism. But they could become all too

useful as private thugs for hire or

adjuncts of the police. And their ties

with the ruling class are growing. The
co-leader of the Chicago “Angels," for

instance, is the son of a former Illinois

deputy governor (Sun Times. 8 Novem-
ber 1981). In New York, where Sliwa

claims 700 members, an agreement with

the city provides for official NYPD
identification cards and requires transit

cops to render "all necessary courtesy

and assistance to identified members of

the Guardian Angels while they are in

uniform on duty."

continued on page 10
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Detroit's “Fifth Estate” Smear

A particularly vicious attempt to

smear us was made recently by the

dwindling band of anarchists around

the Detroit Fifth Estate newspaper.

Their 19 November 1981 issue repeated-

ly linked the words “Spartacist League"

and "nerve gas" and carried a lengthy

attack on us titled "Trotskyism as

Psychopathology: Hail Red Army
Nerve Gas!" What is disturbing is not so

much the primitive hostility towards

Leninism of these overwhelmingly

vicarious enthusiasts for Makhno, the

Symbionese Liberation Army and the

virtues of underdevelopment. More
ominous is that the Fifth Estate "fuck

authority" sloganeers find the authority

of General Haig, U.S. “intelligence

sources" and the fascistic anti-

communist mercenary magazine Sol-

dier of Fortune sufficient for retailing

“Red Army nerve gas in Afghanistan”

rumors as “common knowledge."

Light-minded irresponsibility is one

thing; but when the slanders come direct

from the State Department and Penta-

gon, when the U.S. ruling class is

seeking a domestic witchhunt against

however, happens to have the entire

weight of the American imperialist

military-spy apparatus on the other end.

So what about Haig's "yellow rain"

rumors? U.S. -backed Cambodian and
Afghan rebels claim to have seen

mysterious red, yellow, purple and
orange powders dropped in remote,

inaccessible areas. Haig bombastically

announced in West Berlin on September
12 that the U.S. at last had "physical

evidence" of chemical poison being used

by the Soviets in Southeast Asia. This

was based on one sample, a single leaf

and stem supposedly exposed to "yellow

rain." According to a State Department
briefing the day after Haig’s bombshell,

this sample showed high levels of lethal

mycotoxins which do not occur natural-

ly in Southeast Asia. However, Science

magazine (2 October 1981) consulted

experts who "expressed surprise" at the

U.S. claims, saying the mycotoxins are

naturally produced by the fungus

fusarium which "is found almost every-

where.” And where did the tell-tale twig

come from? It turns out (according to

the New York Times, 17 November

AP

American Imperialism at work: Vietnamese victims ot U.S. napalm.

reds, when the SL and Spartacus Youth
League in Detroit have been waging an
aggressive campaign against FBl-lovers

at Wayne State, and have been the

target of various anonymous smears
and threats—we find Fifth Estate's

nasty diatribe more than a little suspect.

Obviously Fifth Estate will pick up any
stick to beat communists with; this one.

1981) that this single piece of dubious
“evidence" for Haig’s bombastic charges
was supplied by . . . the Pol Pot forces in

Cambodia, authors of gruesome mass
murders who are supplied by the

Chinese (and now the U.S.) in their war
against the Soviet-backed Vietnamese!

Now the U.S. claims to have

additional examples of alleged Soviet

chemical warfare in Afghanistan and
Indochina. Where from? Well, Soldier

of Fortune (January 1982) brags, and
the State Department confirms, that an

SOF “reporter" obtained a sample of

“yellow rain" powder from a Hmong
refugee who escaped Laos by using a

Defense Department map left over from
the “old days." But even according to

these professional anti-Communist
mercenaries, "There was nothing lethal

in the sample. The sample was the

carrier agent for what is known as T 2

trichothecene, a truly medieval poison

made from grain mold and fungus
which dissipates without a trace soon
after exposure to sunlight, humidity or

even a change in altitude." How Ma-
chiavellian of the Soviets, to use a poison
that disappears so that you can’t prove

they’re using it!

The whole thing makes such a perfect

atrocity story that we doubt it: an evil

superpower dropping deadly poisons on
primitive tribal peoples in faraway
jungles in violation of international

conventions. And in Laos there isn’t

even a war going on! At least, we doubt
the USSR is doing it—sounds a lot like

what America was up to in Vietnam
until 1975. Remember the close to

100,000 tons of chemicals, such as the

defoliant Agent Orange with its long-

term deforming effects, which the

Pentagon dumped on Southeast Asia?

And talk of chemical warfare—what
about all the napalm used by the U.S. on
villages in Indochina? 1975, by the way,
was when the U.S. finally signed those

international conventions against chem-
ical war (signed by the USSR in 1928)

they now so piously praise.

And all of these atrocity stories about

Soviet "yellow rain" are just so conven-
ient. Citing "growing evidence" of

Soviet chemical warfare "capacity," the

Pentagon is asking for $810 million in

the next fiscal year for chemical and
biological weapons (especially deadly

nerve gas), more than seven times as

much as was spent on such arms in 1978

(New York Times, 15 January).

As for Fifth Estate, it’s quite clear

they’re far more hostile to communists
of any sort than even to capitalism. In

this they follow a hoary anarchist

tradition; even Prince Kropotkin pre-

ferred Kerensky to the Bolsheviks. To
their credit, some anarchists did come
over to the Bolsheviks, but others, in

their hatred of the victorious October
Revolution, allied with the White
armies of reaction. For years their battle

cry against communism has been
“Trotsky’s suppression of Kronstadt,"

the 1921 sailors’ mutiny against Soviet

power which was hailed by counterrevo-
lutionaries the world over. Now these

New Leftovers believe they have their

modern-day Kronstadt in Solidarnosc,

Poland’s company union for the CIA,
bankers and pro-imperialist anarchists.

Fifth Estate is living up to this worst
tradition of anarchism in supporting the

most vicious agents of capitalist reac-

tion. They, like the social democrats,
feel that in the present Cold War climate
they can say anything against the

communists and get away with it. Lucky
for the Fifth Estate they’re mainly
armchair anarchists. We recommend
they retreat to basket-weaving and
exploration of the glories of preindustri-

al poverty before their tailing of Haig
and the Pentagon gets them into real

trouble.

New Left anarchist Fifth Estate will pick up any stick to beat communists
with—this vicious smear comes direct from General Haig.
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Reagan to Aged:

Drop Dead!

Congress
thinks old
people are
getting too L

(

uch money, Ip
1

McCullough

German imperialist chancellor Otto

von Bismarck, who introduced the first

compulsory social insurance into Ger-

many in 1 883, is beginning to look like a

flaming red compared to Ronald Rea-

gan. Last October the Senate passed a

bill at Reagan’s behest with unusual

bipartisan unity (95 to 0) which elimi-

nated the pitiful minimum Social

Security benefit of $122 per month for

virtually all future recipients. The cut

was symbolic of the ongoing ruling class

assault on the working class and

particularly the most defenseless sectors

of society: the minorities, the poor, the

aged and the disabled.

Social Security payments were way
below subsistence level to begin with

—

scenes of old people spending their

payments on dog food for their own
survival have become common in

capitalist America. Minorities and

women suffer even lower benefits since

the payments are tied to the number of

years of employment and to wage levels

received in one’s lifetime. In 1977 the

average monthly payments for black

women were 30 percent below the pitiful

average payment of $243! And accord-

ing to Scientific American (January

1982) the main beneficiaries of the just-

abolished $122 minimum “are mainly

government expenditures, including

war.

However, Vietnam War inflation in a

period of increasing general discontent

forced Congress to add a cost-of-living

adjustment to Social Security benefits.

The inflation of the 1970s along with a

growing aged population resulted in a

skyrocketing Social Security bill. Now
seeking to restore military supremacy

over the Soviet Union, the American

ruling class feels it has to slash the living

standards of the aged to pay for a $1

trillion arms buildup. As liberal econo-

mist Lester Thurow explained.

“The proposed military increase is so

large that it cannot be fully paid with

cuts in civilian expenditure unless the

president is willing to abolish major

social programs like Social Security.”—“How to Wreck the Economy,”
New York Review of Books,
14 May 1981

That is certainly true. At a deeper

level the crisis of Social Security is but

one aspect of the stagnation and decline

of American capitalism. To think that

trimming the military budget is the

answer to all economic problems is a

rad-lib panacea. Former Secretary of

Commerce Peter Petersen pointed to

the long-term problem for American
capitalism in an article in the New York

Times Magazine (17 January) entitled,

“No More Free Lunch for the Middle

Class." He complained that "we have

chosen to consume, rather than invest,”

and asks: “Whose consumption is to be

cut?” Petersen proposes squeezing the

working class, poor and aged. But this

Wall Streeter understands a key fact

of life that many liberals don’t: the

American economy is not growing. And
a stagnant economy cannot support

productivity-increasing investment and

a massive arms buildup while maintain-

ing the present level of social programs.

Something has to give. For the ruling

class what has to give is the complex of

economic reforms won through the

mass struggles of the 1 930s, the so-called

New Deal.

In opposition to the Stalinists, who
sought to be the best supporters of

FDR, the Trotskyists pointed out not

only the inadequacy but the reversibility

of the New Deal measures. In 1935 the

Trotskyists fought for a “Workers
Security Bill" which would have limited

the workweek to 30 hours, provided $10

billion for public works, and established

unemployment and social insurance

administered and controlled by workers

and farmers. In contrast to the Stalin-

ists, who were lining up behind FDR,
the Trotskyists pointed out that there

could be no substantial legislative

solution: the working class could move
forward only by class struggle and,

ultimately, socialist revolution. As A.J.

Muste, then a leader of the Workers
Party, wrote after passage of the Social

Security Act in August 1935:

“Fight against the Roosevelt wage-
cutting program, against the entire

WPA [public works] set-up, for sub-
stantial protection against the risks of

sickness, accident, old age and unem-
ployment, at the cost ot employers and
government. Above all, organization to

achieve power and thus to end, before it

inflicts still further misery upon the

masses, a system whose most liberal and
humanitarian exponents can do no
better than the Roosevelt 'social securi-

ty’ program.”
— The New Militant,

24 August 1935

Leon Trotsky observed in 1939 that

“the policy of the New Deal, which tries

to save imperialist democracy by way of

sops to the labor and farmer aristocracy,

is in its broad compass accessible only to

the very wealthy nations, and so in that

sense it is American policy par excel-

lence." He concluded that “the New
Deal policy with its fictitious achieve-

ments and its very real increase in the

national debt, leads unavoidably to

ferocious capitalist reaction and a

devastating explosion of imperialism
”

( Marxism in Our Time). Reagan’s

assault on social insurance as part of the

Democratic/ Republican anti-Soviet

war drive is a concrete fulfillment of this

prophecy in the twilight of American
imperialism.

But the working class must not let this

attack go unanswered. We defend even

the present subminimal Social Security

payments against the Reaganite assault.

And a class-struggle labor leadership

would fight for an all-encompassing

social insurance system for the aged, the

disabled and the unemployed, paid out

of the general federal government

budget, equalized at the highest level.
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women who worked for very low

wages.”

The excuse for the latest cut was

based not only on Reaganite austerity

but a conjunctural crunch in the Social

Security system, which actually never

was an insurance system but a tax. Up to

about 1970 the total Social Security tax

actually exceeded pension benefits. The

surplus was then lent to the Treasury,

which used it to finance all manner of
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T
he showing of Man of
Marble and its sequel Man
of Iron

,

two recent films by

the great Polish director

Andrzej Wajda, is a politi-

cal event. At theaters

around the U.S., moviegoers are ap-

proached by leafletters wearing AFL-
CIO buttons with the smug anti-

communist message that Polish

workers “must look to us, who have

already won the rights for which they

are fighting.” In Poland these films,

along with their maker, have been

locked up in the military crackdown

which frustrated the counterrevolution-

,4 Review
by Pat Kincaid

ary bid for power by Solidarnosc. They

have become important symbols of, and

propaganda vehicles for, the only

“workers movement" in the world

supported by the White House and the

Vatican.

Almost any film about contemporary

Poland would necessarily be seen today

in the context of the present political

crisis. This is particularly true of these

films, whose subject is disillusionment

with Stalinist bureaucratic rule and the

struggle against it. The two films are

very different. Man of Marble is a

powerfully probing film of postwar

Poland; bon is just hack propaganda

for Lech Walesa's Solidarnosc. The
message of Man of Iron is the supposed

continuity of workers struggles in

Poland. In reality it is the sharp political

break which has allowed the agents of

Reagan and Wojtyla to dominate a

movement of millions of Polish work-
ers. Wajda’s dangerous myth serves

those who seek to wipe out the social-

ized property forms which have made
possible Poland’s economic resurrec-

tion from the rubble of World War 11.

Man of Iron, Man of Lies

It is because of the events in Poland

that Man of bon has won awards at

Cannes and is likely to receive acclaim at

the U.S. Academy Awards. It is surely

not winning awards on the basis of

artistic merit. This primitive morality

play for Solidarnosc has embarrassed

even some politically sympathetic re-

viewers. The New York Times' Vincent

Canby admitted that this “gung ho
propaganda is boring even if you agree

with it." And Jacek Kuron, the leader of

the disbanded KOR dissident group and

Solidarnost’ key intellectual adviser,

has commented that Wajda’s portrayal

of Solidarnosc is "like a touched-up

wedding portrait" (New York Times, II

October 1981).

The basic theme of Man of bon,
common also among Western commen-
tators, is that Solidarnosc is a more

intense, better organized version of the

battles of 1956, 1968, 1970, 1976—only
this time the workers, the intelligentsia,

the peasants, the church, the whole
Polish people are on the same side.

Wajda’s puff-piece for Solidarnosc is

seen through the eyes of a Stalinist

hack—an alcoholic, cowardly and
cynical broadcast journalist sent to do a

smear job on Maciek, a leader of

Solidarity in the Gdansk shipyards.

Maciek is the son of Birkut, the worker-

hero of Man of Marble. (In bon we
learn that Birkut died a "martyr’s death”

in the workers uprising in 1970, felled in

a hail of bullets. Wajda had tried to put

this in the ending of Man ofMarble, but

it was cut out by the Stalinist censors.)

The journalist hack in Man of bon
interviews many of the figures connect-

ed with Solidarnosc to do his smear, and
stories are told in flashbacks. Maciek

marries the intellectual truth-seeker/

filmmaker Agnieszka from Man of
Marble. However, in the later film she is

no longer the intensely nervous seeker of

truth. Now she has found Truth in

Solidarnosc, and in her gushing sermon
in praise of Solidarity she seems like

nothing so much as a glassy-eyed Po-
lish Moonie.

Man of bon has as one of its central

themes the coming together of Poland’s

workers and intellectuals in struggle

against the regime. The film deals with

the student/intellectual protests of 1968

and the workers uprisings from 1970

and 1976 through the strikes in the

Lenin shipyards in Gdansk and the

August 1980 accords establishing Soli-

damosc. The son is shown as a leader in

the 1968 student/intellectual protests,

which did not attract support from the

workers. Then in 1970, when Birkut

Contradiction of Stalinism: “Model
worker," Birkut (left) in Man of Marble Is a
victim of bureaucratic abuse...

New Yorker Films

Ullstein Bilderdienst

...while rebuilding Poland from the rubble of World
War II (right).

went on the streets against the price

hikes, Maciek and other students,

burned by their experiences in 1968,

remain aloof.

The marriage of the workers and
intellectuals is presided over and ar-

ranged by the church. At the ceremony
Lech Walesa playing Lech Walesa
presents the “new” man and “new”
woman of new Poland with flowers and
“democracy." The church plays a large

role in bon, as it does now in Polish

political life. Man of bon is shot full of

religious images and symbolism, most
of it cheap cliches: shots of crosses,

stumbling bare feet imitating the sta-

tions of the cross, the martyr’s disap-

peared body and grave. The son’s desire

to commemorate his father’s death and
martyrdom in 1970 becomes a religious-

political act. The film takes particular

aim at the failure of the Stalinist regime

to deal with the spiritual needs of life,

and thus Wajda “explains” the church’s

entry as a major player on the field of
Polish politics.

To be primitive with cardboard
characters is one thing; to lie is some-
thing else. And Man of bon lies at its

heart. In this film that is all political

message, there is a point to the theme of

fathers and sons and wives in holy

union. Wajda uses the figures of Birkut

and Maciek to portray the movement
which led to Solidarity as the political

continuation of prior struggles against

the Stalinist regime. It is the continuity

of anti-Stalinist struggle which is the

central political theme of the film and its

central political falsehood.

It is precisely the radical political

discontinuity between Solidarnosc and
past worker revolts that defines the

present crisis. The 1956 “Polish Octo-
ber" raised the call for workers democ-
racy, while the events of 1970 and 1976

were spontaneous explosions of eco-

nomic discontent. Neither in 1970 or

1976, much less 1956, did the workers

look to the West and the U.S. as a

model. There was no kissing the cross in

6 WORKERS VANGUARD



Poznan, 1956. No Polish eagle flew over

Gdansk in 1970. Then the workers

burned down Communist Party head-

quarters singing the “Internationale,”

not “Oh God, Who Has Defended

Poland.” But Wajda doesn’t show this

scene of 1970 because it isn’t the side of

his hero he wants to celebrate. The film

presents a history of Polish workers

struggle so distorted by Solidarnosc

mythologizing that it deserves to be

condemned by its own declared values.

There is, to be sure, a personal

continuity between the participants in

earlier struggles and the leaders of the

Solidarnosc movement. But are they the

same political beings now as then? Take

Jacek Kuron, for instance. In his 1964

"Open Letter to Communist Party

Members," Kuron attacked the Stalinist

regime from the left, from a vague

syndicalist perspective. Today he calls

for “Western-style” democracy under

the aegis of the Catholic church.

Kuron’s (and Wajda’s) shift to the

counterrevolutionary right is part of a

wider shift of the Polish intelligentsia to

clerical nationalism. After 1976 the

church, the only institution allowed to

remain independent of the Stalinist

bureaucracy, threw its powerful support

to the dissident movement. The Western

bourgeois press as well as Man of Iron

celebrates this joining of the dissidents,

the church with its peasant base and the

workers.

Given the miserable failure of liberal

Stalinism and the lack of a credible left-

wing alternative this alliance, concen-

trated in Solidarnosc, brought Poland

to the brink of capitalist counterrevolu-

tion. The central lie of Man of Iron is to

deny or disguise the threat of counter-

revolution by presenting an undifferen-

tiated popular anti-Stalinism. In this

film, as in Man of Marble , the term

“counterrevolutionary" exists only as a

Stalinist slander. But the danger of

counterrevolution led by Solidarnosc,

which called on the Western imperialist

bankers of the International Monetary

Fund to take over the Polish economy,

is very real.

Man of Marble: Past and Present

Andrzej Wajda has always mirrored

the prevalent attitudes of the Polish

intelligentsia. His earliest works were

typical examples of “socialist realism.”

His great films of the 1956 “Spring in

October” period, Kanal and Ashes and
Diamonds (1958), stand broadly on the

terrain of liberal-national Stalinism

combined with existential angst. Politi-

cally, they show a fierce hostility to

fascism and general sympathy for the

Communist cause. The 1977 Man of
Marble marks a transition between the

liberal Stalinist illusions of the Gomul-
ka “thaw" and clerical-nationalist anti-

Communism of Solidarnost.

In sharp contrast to the Man of bon
hack job, Man of Marble is a serious

work of art. It views the development of

Gierek’s Poland from the vantage point

of disillusioned idealism. We are shown
a society of conspicuous material

prosperity and pervasive moral corrup-

tion. The vast technical resources of the

cultural establishment are devoted to

suppressing and distorting the past.

Unlike its sequel, Man of Marble is not

an anti-Communist tract. Yet it presents

such a negative view of postwar Polish

society and its evolution that its maker’s

enthusiasm for the counterrevolution-

ary eruption around Solidarnosc comes
as no surprise.

Man of Marble has two protagonists,

each in his own way idealist. In the

present, the frenetic young film student,

Agnieszka, is making her “diploma

film" for Polish TV about the early

1950s. In the past, a "model worker" of

that period, Mateusz Birkut, who has

since been “lost." The plot, or mystery,

of the film centers on Agnieszka’s

attempt to find out and document what
really happened to Birkut. Early in the

film Agnieszka finds a replica of the

object of her search in a Warsaw
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museum. She makes her way to the

basement and there, in a literal dustbin

of history, she finds a huge marble

statue of Mateusz Birkut. She illicitly

takes her camera astride the massive

marble relic in a symbolic coupling of

the present with the “socialist realist"

past.

The hero of the past turns up in

documentary clips which show him as

the bricklayer who did many times the

average quota in a single shift at the new

"model workers city” Nowa Huta,

outside a new steel plant near Krakow.

Birkut is glorified as a living representa-

tive of Socialist Progress. Like Nowa
Huta itself, Birkut the farm boy become

“model worker" is “created” out of

bleak backwardness. This documentary

from the Stalin era, entitled Architects

of Our Happiness , has a parodicedgeas

Wajda mimics the style of the bigger-

than-life presentation of the "workers’

paradise.” Birkut’s gargantuan portrait

hangs with that of Poland's little Stalin,

Bierut, above the town square of Nowa
Huta. But in the outtakes for Architects,

the filmmaker sees the huge portrait

pulled down.
Agnieszka learns that at one of his

performances as “model worker," Bir-

kut was handed a red-hot brick and

seriously injured his hands. His friend

Witek had earlier warned him that

ordinary workers were not glad to see

their quotas raised by latter-day Sta-

khanovites. Now it is Witek who is

accused of the crime. Suspect because he

had fought in Spain, Witek is charged

with being part of an “imperialist plot."

When Birkut tries to stand up against

the frameup of his friend, he too runs

afoul of the bureaucracy. In defiance

and desperation Birkut throws his

souvenir brick through the window of

the secret police. This is followed by a

mini show trial and the jailing of both

Birkut and Witek. By the time Birkut is

released from prison in 1956, his health

is broken, and he clearly has no taste for

the life of the bureaucratically rehabili-

tated. After trying unsuccessfully to win

back his wife, the former "model
worker” seems to disappear.

It is worth noting that in this glimpse

of Stalinist terror, not only does the

bureaucracy jail the innocent, but it

even prevents competent police work!

The secret police would have made it a

lot safer for the Birkuts of Poland had

they simply found the actual saboteur

and dealt with him. Instead they

fabricated a giant “imperialist plot."

In a flashback to the making of

Architects during the construction of

Nowa Huta, the heroic feat of Birkut is

exposed as a stunt by the film director

and party administrator. The attempt to

lay 30,000 bricks in eight hours can be

accomplished only with the help of a

squad of workers off camera. Birkut

seems merely the object of the camera

and bureaucratic ambitions. Yet for all

that, Birkut really is a model worker. He
really is a simple farm boy given the

opportunity to become a skilled worker

in a new city that will house thousands

of such workers in a rebuilt Poland. He
is full of honest enthusiasm and socialist

idealism for the building of the city and

good collective purpose. Thus, in

Birkut. Wajda has found the appropri-

ate symbol for the contradiction he finds

in socialism: a system capable of great

material progress for collective good,

calling upon what is best in the workers,

but tragically corrupted by the

bureaucrats.

Disillusionment and the Failure

of Liberal Stalinism

Wajda sees the roots of the moral
corruption of modern Polish society in

the beginnings of Stalinist rule in

Poland. It is interesting and unusual

that on balance Man ofMarble is kinder

to the Stalin era with its “model
workers" than to the post- 1956 liberal-

ized era of Gomulka and Gierek. This

differs sharply with conventional Sovi-

et and East European liberal Stalinist

works in which "de-Stalinization" is

presented as the great divide between
bad times and good times (or, at least,

better times). Wajda sees the continuity

of Stalinism, but only its moral effects.

Actual news clips in Man of Marble
show the triumphant mass demonstra-
tions which greeted Gomulka during the

Polish October of 1956. It is this

promise betrayed that the film docu-

ments in moral terms. Except for the

hero Birkut, all of the characters from

the Stalin era who have adjusted to the

“thawed” system are corrupted. The
director of the “socialist realist” Archi-

tects is now an international jet-setter,

fat and complacent with his car, maid

and fancy house. The sleazy secret

policeman comes to manage a state-run

strip joint and comments that young
girls are healthier now. Birkut’s friend

Witek, "rehabilitated" as manager of a

giant steel complex, tours visitors in a

helicopter and is no longer interested in

the truth of the past.

The last narrator in the film is Birkut’s

former wife, once a poor but fresh and

happy gymnast, the model helpmate for

a “model worker.” After leaving Birkut

she lives with her former employer, a

sort of speculator/entrepreneur, in a

well-to-do house surrounded by shiny

possessions. But she is miserable,

drunken and sick at heart. She recounts

in a flashback that Birkut tried to win

her back after being released from

prison. Her protector, the entrepreneur,

explains the new system to him: every-

body is out for himself. Birkut is

disillusioned with contemporary Po-

land and so is Wajda.

Man of Marble shows the extreme

Westernization of Gierek’s Poland, its

imitation of the capitalist West not least

in values. The theme of bourgeoisifica-

tion of Poland contrasts sharply with

the earlier Stalin era and implies there is

little, if any, difference between Poland

and the capitalist West. Wajda’s utter

disillusionment with liberal Stalinism,

expressed in Man of Marble , leads him

to the clerical nationalism of Lech
Walesa in Man of Iron. Liberal Stalin-

ism in Poland has failed and failed

miserably, as must Stalinism in all its

variants. Both its early phase of direct

terror and its later bureaucratic incarna-

tions are corrupt and morally corrupt-

ing. But the moral failure has a material

basis.

Why Do They Lie?
Stalinism and Stakhanovism

Near the end of Man of Marble the

old party administrator from the Stalin

era stands over Nowa Huta and tells

Agnieszka:

“Your film, let it be critical. But do not

attack the principle of ‘socialist emula-
tion.’ You see all these houses. Do you
think they built themselves?"

And he might have added in defense, not

only of Stalinism but of the social basis

of his society, what every Pole must
know: that Poland was economically

devastated after the war. Somebody had
to rebuild it some way. And the film

shows the enormous progress achieved

by Poland’s collectivized economy.
Warsaw was rebuilt from total destruc-

tion into a pleasant modern European
capital. Compare this, for example, to

the scenes of the South Bronx in Fort

Apache. But for the moralist Wajda
what is important is only that Nowa
Huta was built in part on lies and
corruption.

It is of particular interest to Trotsky-

ist revolutionaries that Wajda’s meta-

phor for the contradictory character of

Polish Stalinism is the pre-1956 Sta-

khanovite movement. Here he finds

the sources of both acquisitive individu-

alism in present-day Poland and the

collective spirit of socialist idealism in

Birkut. That the system of Stakhanov-
ism eventually undermines and destroys

its own accomplishments is a major
theme of Man of Marble. Stalinist

regimes cannot mobilize the kind of

general enthusiasm of the working class

shown in the "socialist realist" news
clips in Man of Marble. Only when the

workers actually control their destiny

through soviet democracy can such
socialist idealism take root.

Marxists have held for more than a

century that competition among work-
ers for individual economic reward is an
abuse endemic to capitalist society, in

which men compete for wages and
continued on page 10

Dejean/Sygma

Lech Walesa gets instructions from the pope (above). Film director Andrzej
Wajda does hack propaganda for clerical-nationalist Solldarno46 (below).
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Stop
Givebacks...
(continuedfrom page I)

and benefits. The “job security” they got

in return consisted of closing nine of

Chrysler’s 42 plants and shrinking its

workforce from 130,000 to 65,000. Oh
yes, and a “profit-sharing" plan as well,

which will go into effect whenever

company profits exceed 10 percent of

Chrysler’s net worth. Don’t hold your

breath!

In contrast to the union bureaucrats,

social democrats and Stalinists who tied

the workers’ fate to a bankrupt com-

pany and relied on the capitalist

government to bail it out, the Spartacist

League advocated militant class strug-

gle to defend the workers’ interests.

While the reformists called on Jimmy
Carter to nationalize Chrysler, the

Trotskyist SL said, "Workers: seize the

plants! If Chrysler’s broke, then sell it

off and keep the proceeds" (see "What-

ever Chrysler’s Worth—Give It to the

Workers!" WV No. 238, 17 August

1979).

Another example of the UAW lead-

ers’ “innovative" bargaining has been

employee “buyouts" of bankrupt firms.

At General Motors’ Hyatt Bearing plant

in Clark, New Jersey the union agreed

under threat of plant closure to accept a

cut of the workforce from 1 ,700 to under

1 ,000, a 50 percent pay cut for new hires

and renegotiation of the entire contract.

The workers also took a 30 percent

across-the-board wage cut as a means to

finance their eventual purchase of the

plant! GM chairman Roger Smith was

reportedly “delighted," because “the

episode fits neatly into his campaign to

persuade the UAW to accept wage

reductions" (New York Times, 26

October 1981).

Making the World Safe for

General Motors

The UAW has a $339 million strike

fund which could be a powerful weapon
in the hands of a leadership capable of

Chicago transit

workers protest

layoffs, cuts
In services,

19 December 1981.

leading plant occupations and other

working-class struggles against layoffs

and takeaways. The Fraser bureaucracy

recently put the strike fund to work

—

for capitalist America. Nationally tele-

vised ads were bought proclaiming,

“The UAW wants to make America

work again,” and depicting two UAW
members finishing a huge sculpture of

the word “AMERICA.” The message to

the bosses is that the “responsible,"

patriotic UAW leaders fully support

Reagan’s program of rearming Ameri-

can imperialism.

America's rulers have driven basic

industry in this country into the ground.

Every year vast amounts of wealth are

squandered by the rich or given over to

the Dr. Strangeloves of the Pentagon.

Although Japan has only half the

population and national income of the

U.S., it spends more on new plant and

Mass Layoffs At
Fremont GM

OAKLAND—Auto workers at the

Fremont, California General Motors

plant, home on a “temporary" two-

week layoff, recently learned from
the evening TV news that their entire

second shift of 1,600 workers will be

laid off indefinitely February 1. The
layoff cuts deeper than ever before,

throwing workers with up to 14 years’

seniority onto the unemployment
lines.

Three years ago the Fremont
assembly plant employed 6,800

workers in two shifts each of truck

and passenger car production. This

latest in a cascading series of layoffs

will leave a mere 1,550 auto workers

on a single shift of automobile
production. The repeated layoffs

since 1979 are widely seen as posing

the possibility of a complete shut-

down of the plant in the not-so-

distant future. And this is no case of

an antiquated, dilapidated produc-

tion facility: the Fremont GMAD
plant was opened in 1963.

Meanwhile, the United Auto
Workers (UAW) International lead-

ers have been working overtime to

help the auto companies raise their

sagging rate of profit. In fact, a full

month before the current giveback

talks opened in Detroit, Fremont
workers noticed cars going out

without sticker prices, obviously in

anticipation of substantial wage and
benefit cuts that would be “passed

along" as minimal price cuts.

The small town bureaucrats at

Fremont Local 1364 have also done
their part for the auto bosses. Many
of today’s local leaders once postured

as mavericks or militants in the UAW
(remember the "people’s power"

rhetoric of the Brotherhood Cau-
cus?). That was before they were

faced with the massive layoffs,

against which they’ve all refused to

lift a finger. In fact, when GM
eliminated truck production and

tossed 1,500 out the gate last Septem-

ber, all factions of the Local 1364

bureaucracy bitterly opposed the

efforts of the UAW Militant Caucus,

a class-struggle opposition in the

local, to mobilize a sit-down strike

(see “Fremont GM Militants Say:

’We Need a Sitdown!’," WV No. 290,

9 October 1981). Local officers

argued that a sit-down strike against

layoffs would only jeopardize the

remaining jobs at Fremont!

Playing ’possum won’t appease the

auto bosses. The devastating loss of

jobs at Fremont and throughout the

auto industry proves the need for

plant seizures and sitdowns against

layoffs. It shows that a new leader-

ship must be constructed to oust the

Solidarity House traitors. And it

demonstrates the need to put an end,

once and for all, to the disastrous

boom-bust cycle of production for

profit under capitalism.

equipment. The average age of Ameri-

ca’s industrial plant is twice that of

Japan’s. Small wonder GM and U.S.

Steel cannot compete in the market-

place with Toyota and Nippon Steel. So

the auto and steel bosses are throwing

half their labor force into the streets,

while demanding that the other half

reduce their wages to the level of, say,

Britain.

But if America’s capitalists cannot

compete economically, neither are they

about to let key industries like auto and

steel be taken over by foreign business-

men. Tariffs, quotas, “voluntary" ex-

port restrictions—the whole arsenal of

trade-war weaponry will be directed at

Japan and also West Europe. However,

countries like Japan and West Germany
live and die by exports. Protectionism

for American industry is a death

sentence for theirs. It is a well-known

historic fact that trade wars lead to

shooting wars. Auto workers who buy

Fraser’s chauvinist protectionist cam-

paign may well find their sons fighting

Japanese fellow workers tomorrow.

Meanwhile, as the Reaganites

demand "guns not butter,” to pay for

their anti-Soviet Cold War buildup,

Fraser & Co. seek “guns and butter.”

The social-democratic labor fakers are

100 percent behind Reagan’s anti-Soviet

war drive. Militant oppositionists in

UAW Local 600 (River Rouge)

protested:

“Reagan is on the warpath, and that

means billions for the Pentagon while

the workers and poor are bled dry, and
unions like PATCO are smashed. But

the man who is hated by the labor

movement around the world has finally

found one union he loves—Poland’s
Solidarnosc. Reagan loves Solidarnosc
because it is a company union for the

CIA and the bankers.

"Solidarnosc wanted to turn the Polish

economy over to the International

Monetary Fund, the same outfit which
put the Pinochet dictatorship in power
in Chile. Solidarnosc honcho Lech
Walesa met in secret in Paris with 20 of

the biggest American capitalists, includ-

ing Ford chairman Philip Caldwell.

This sure is Reagan's and Fraser’s kind

of ‘union leader’—Walesa told Walter
Cronkite that American capitalism 'has

passed the test.’ Maybe this Reagan-
lover should try to get a job in Detroit!

“The Stalinist bureaucrats who run
Poland must be held responsible for

their criminal policies which have
driven Polish workers into the arms of

Reagan and the Pentagon. But Poland
is a lot better off than when the Nazis
and capitalists ran it. We must fight the

Reagan/Solidarnosc/ Fraser attempt to

make Poland ‘safe for Ford, GM and
the bankers’.”

— Rouge Militant Caucus, “For
Sit-Down Strikes to Save Our
Jobs!” (18 January 1982)

The labor fakers say “Buy American” to

save jobs. It won’t. Such poisonous
protectionism is the road to imperialist

war, in which workers will be used as

cannon fodder to make the world safe

for General Motors. We say no!

There must be an end to this criminal

policy of surrender carried out by the

union misleaders. The tactics of militant

class struggle—plant occupations, sit-

down strikes—that built the UAW and

CIO industrial unions during the Great

Depression must be used today. There’s

no other way to stop the massive social

devastation and slashing of jobs and
wages. And this takes a leadership

which fights against the whole boom-
bust system of capitalism that subjects

auto workers to a killing cycle of speed-

up and layoffs, and then throws them on

the scrap heap. The program of militant

class struggle has been raised by UAW
oppositionists who proclaim:

“The auto bosses want to impose a

death sentence on labor/black Detroit:

no hope of any jobs, rising Klan/Nazi
racist terror and nothing in our future

but wars to defend dying industries that

even the capitalists don’t pretend to

want to save. But we have the right to

live and work in dignity. We have the

power to put an end to Reagan’s war on
labor, blacks and the poor. Labor
action can bring Reagan down! We
must not be duped by the labor
misleaders’ promises of another Jimmy
Carter. The future of labor/black
Detroit lies with the fight for a workers
government, a planned economy where
we take the wealth we have created and
run society for the benefit of all working
people.

“Rouge workers, we are faced with a

job—either fight for our jobs against
Reagan and the companies, or face
depression conditions for years. It’s

sitdowns or soup lines, and despite what
the traitors who run the UAW want, we
won’t starve for Ford’s profits!”

Will lald-off workers be reduced tc

this?
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James P. Cannon on
AFL Labor Fakers
—from James P. Cannon, “Platform

of the Communist Opposition" (Feb-

ruary 1929), in The Left Opposition in

the U.S. 1928-31

Due to the strong position of

American capitalism, which has en-

abled it to bribe large sections of the

workers and to provide a higher

general standard of living than that of

the other capitalist countries, the

American workers, from a class

standpoint, are in a primitive stage of

development. The American workers

are not class conscious, they have not

yet developed even the concepts of

social reformism or independent polit-

ical action, and, on the whole, are

permeated through and through with

the ideology of capitalism. These

incontestable facts are the starting

point of the communist approach and
indicate our fundamental task: to

struggle for the creation of a class

movement of the American workers,

for the development of class con-

sciousness, and to lead them toward

revolutionary concepts in struggle.

The fight for a class movement of

the American workers is in the first

place a fight against the capitalist

ideology which dominates them. The
labor bureaucrats of the AFL and the

unaffiliated unions of the same type

are the direct bearers of this ideology

in the working class and must be

fought as such. The labor bureaucracy

is a part of the capitalist rationaliza-

tion and war machine— its “labor"

wing. De Leon’s classic definition of

the reactionary labor leaders as “labor

lieutenants of the capitalist class"

holds doubly good today. The distinc-

tive features of these labor leaders in

comparison to the social-reformist

leaders of Europe consists in the fact

that they are outspoken defenders of

the whole capitalist regime and all of

its institutions, without "socialistic"

pretense or class-struggle phraseology.

Their program is a program of stark

reaction. They repudiate the class

struggle in words as well as deeds.

They oppose any kind of independent

political action. They support the

whole military program of American
imperialism and will indubitably be a

powerful ally of the capitalists in lining

up the workers for the coming war and
demoralizing the struggle against it. . .

.

This bureaucracy is the chief

influence against the class movement
within the workers’ ranks—the strong-

est, the best organized, and the

representative of the most reactionary

program. The specific nature of the

American labor bureaucracy— its

present source of strength—also

James P. Cannon
Pathfinder Press

makes it the more vulnerable in the

period of growing radicalization. The
very first steps of the workers towards

a class movement can be taken only in

direct struggle against them. The
relentless and irreconcilable fight

against the AFL leadership, based on a

correct analysis of its specific role as

the outspoken bearer of capitalist

ideology, is a prerequisite for effective

work in developing the struggle of the

workers, increasing their class under-

standing, and leading them to the fight

for broader political aims

$$$ Needed for

Picket Line Case
Workers Vanguard urges its readers

to come to the aid of a critical fight for

workers’ rights. In May 1979 Inland

Steel fired a worker for refusing to cross

a picket line at its enormous East

Chicago, Indiana plant. Two and a half

years later, Keith Anwar, a member of

Steelworkers (USWA) Local 1010, is

still battling to get his job back. The
Anwar case has received wide backing in

the USWA, including a resolution at a

District 31 conference pledging to use

“all available resources” to defend
Anwar and anyone else victimized for

honoring picket lines.

Refusing to cross a picket line is an
elementary trade-union principle. It

grew out of the convulsive and often

bloody struggles that built the unions,

which taught workers the need for labor

solidarity against the bosses. But the

steel capitalists consider adherence to

such basic traditions a crime. They
know the labor movement is stronger

when workers stick together, when
strikes are enforced by picket lines that

no one crosses. Inland fired Anwar to

help root out such working-class

traditions.

The support of thousands of USWA
members helped push Anwar’s case all

the way through the union’s grievance

procedure to arbitration. However, last

fall an “impartial” arbitrator upheld the

firing, and Anwar was forced to take his

case to the National Labor Relations

Board (NLRB).
At a November 16 NLRB hearing

before an administrative law judge,

Anwar told how he stopped on his way
to work when he saw a picket line on one
of the roads feeding the Inland plant. “It

was a gut-level reaction,” Anwar told

WV. “Workers shouldn’t cross picket

lines, period." The strikers were mem-
bers of USWA Local 8180 who bale

scrap steel inside the Inland complex. A
former president of Local 8180 testified

in Anwar’s defense at the hearing. In
addition, testimony was given by the

leader of a 1978 bricklayers’ strike at

Inland, whose picket lines Anwar also

honored.

On the basis of the hearing, the judge

is to make a recommendation to the

NLRB in Washington, D.C., which will

then decide whether or not Anwar
should be reinstated. However, even a

favorable NLRB ruling will not guar-

antee that Anwar will get his job back.

Inland has made it clear that it will spare

no effort in its quest to establish a legal

precedent against labor solidarity. This

poses the likelihood of lengthy and
expensive court appeals before the case

reaches a definitive conclusion.

For many of the same reasons that the

bosses would like to deprive working
people of their ability to fight, many
steel workers see the Anwar case as their

fight. Keith Anwar Defense Committee
members took the case to steel workers
in the mill shanties and washhouses, on
pay lines and in the bars. In response,

hundreds sent statements of support to

the District headquarters, and over a

thousand signed petitions telling the

union officials to win this one. Union
members contributed nearly $3,000 to

aid in the defense effort. And in October
1979 Local 1010 held a rally at its union
hall to defend the right to honor picket

lines, at which Anwar spoke alongside

several union officials. The picket line

case received coverage from much of the

local media, including the Gary Post-

Tribune, Hammond Times, Daily Calu-

met of South Chicago and the black-

oriented Chicago Daily Defender.

Reagan’s attacks on minorities and
working people make it increasingly

urgent that labor act to defend its

weapons of class struggle. Congress is

currently holding hearings on an
amendment to the Hobbs Act (a federal

extortion law) to make even the alleged

threat of violence on a picket line a

federal crime punishable by 20 years in

prison and a $250,000 fine! The best

way to secure the right to honor picket

lines is by exercising that right, as the

coal miners did in 1978, when they told

president Carter to take his Taft-

Hartley no-strike injunction and shove

it. By actively supporting the Anwar
picket line case, union militants across

the continent can help prepare the

workers movement for such militant

action.

The Keith Anwar Defense Committee
is asking for contributions to help pay

the continuing and anticipated legal

expenses. The costs arising just from
this most recent NLRB hearing have
already put the KADC several hundred
dollars in debt. Help make sure that a

cash shortage never stalls this cam-
paign! Contributions are urgently

needed and may be sent to: Keith Anwar
Defense Committee, Box 7914, Chica-
go, IL 60680.
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SL Suit...
(continuedfrom page 2)

moribund. Two months after the U.S.

dropped the ISL from the attorney

general’s list, it abandoned the attempt
to list the National Lawyers Guild.

According to the New York Times
,
“the

impression left here was that the

Department of Justice had lost most of

its enthusiasm for the list—or at least for

the task of defending it in court” (quoted

in Labor Action, 12 September 1958).

The ostensible point of Grant’s letter

is that we are just like the SWP, at least

in court. But our policies are diametri-

cally counterposed. The SWP wanted a

stamp of approval; it wanted to practice

togetherness with the government,
seeking political acceptance in revolting

ways. They denounced the principles of

Leninism before Judge Griesa, be-

smirching the Trotskyist leaders prose-

cuted under the Smith Act. Cringing

and vicious, they expelled their vicari-

ously leftist minority, the International-

ist Tendency (IT), labeled “terrorist” by
the government—naming names and
turning over internal documents to the

feds. They smeared ex-IT leader Hedda
Garza as an “FBI fink" when she tried to

testify in their defense after they had
persecuted and abandoned her.

In contrast, the fight of the Spartacist

League was negative. When attacked by
the capitalist state we filed suit to keep
the government at bay, as much as

possible. We forthrightly fought for our
right to defend our program, including

those stands most unpopular with the

American imperialist “establishment”

—

like hailing the Red Army in Afghani-

stan and opposing Solidarnosc counter-

revolution in Poland. The SL especially

stressed the threat of a new McCarthy-
ism and the sweeping assault upon
democratic rights which the Deukmeji-
an list represents. With bitter criticism

of the SWP’s Watersuit, we nevertheless

said that “nobody should begrudge the

SWP whatever ‘compensation’ it can
wrest from the embarrassed govern-

ment,” because this could “hamper the

dirty work of the FBI” (“Bell Shields

FBI Finks,” WV No. 213, 11 August
1978). Likewise, our suit to have our
name removed from the California

“Organized Crime Report” should have
been supported—although the SWP
and Alan Grant did not do so.

With their massive illusions in bour-
geois law, the courtroom cretins of the

SWP abased themselves, giving the

government everything including the

pseudonyms of their foreign comrades!
And they haven’t won (yet). What really

galls Alan Grant is that we gave the

government nothing, insisted on our
democratic rights to propagate Marxist
principles, and won—not merely for

ourselves, but for all those who defend
democratic rights. Thank you.

PDC Telegram
18 January 1982

Governor Fob James
State Capitol, Montgomery,
Alabama

The Partisan Defense Committee
protests the outrageous imprison-

ment of civil rights activists Julia

Wilder and Maggie Bozeman for

the “crime” of assisting elderly

black citizens of Pickens County to

exercise their constitutional right to

vote. With this racist prosecution,

the state of Alabama spearheads the

racist campaign to repeal the

Voting Rights Act. Jailing two
elderly black women for five years is

an act of judicial terror intended to

send a message to blacks through-
out Alabama and the entire South:
organizing for the fundamental
right to vote will be met with legal

persecution! We demand the imme-
diate release of Julia Wilder and
Maggie Bozeman. Drop all charges.

Partisan Defense Committee

22 JANUARY 1982
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Man of Iron...
(continuedfrom page 7)

profits. In socialist society with its rich

material abundance, competition (or

emulation) among workers would be

economically disinterested. But socialist

society can be built only through

international economic planning, based

centrally on the wealth and technology

expropriated by proletarian revolutions

in the advanced capitalist countries.

In claiming “to build socialism in one

[backward] country” (Russia in the

1930s, Poland in the late 1940s/early

1950s), the Stalinists resorted to the

most extreme forms of economic

competition between workers. Piece

rates became the dominant form of

payment while Stakhanovism produced

a new labor aristocracy. The system also

served to atomize and politically weak-

en the workforce. And, of course, the

Stalinists claimed this degrading, dog-

eat-dog system as the highest form of

socialism. In 1929 Stalin pronounced:

"Emulation is the communist method of

constructing socialism on the basis of

the utmost activity of millions of

toilers." The following year he

elaborated:

“The most remarkable feature of

emulation is that it brings about a basic

change in people's view of labour, that it

transforms labour from drudgery and a

heavy burden... into a matter of ho-
nour, a matter of glory, a matter of
bravery and heroism."

—quoted in Isaac Deutscher,
"Socialist Competition." in

Heretics and Renegades and
Other Essays [1955]

Wajda the moralist does not see that

the lies of Stalinism have a political

basis. The more irrational and brutal the

"socialist competition," the greater the

need to paint it red. As Trotsky

explained in The Revolution Betrayed

(1936):

“When the rhythm of labor is deter-

mined by the chase after the ruble, then
people do not expend themselves
'according to ability*—that is, accord-
ing to the condition of their nerves and
muscles—but in violation of them-
selves. This method can be justified only
conditionally and by reference to stern

necessity. To declare it 'the fundamental
principle of socialism’ means cynically

to trample the idea of a new and higher
culture in the familiar filth of
capitalism.”

Stalinism has corrupted the truth of

Polish history and in this they have had
the help not only of the church but of the

dissidents who have propagated the

biggest lie of all: that communism is

Stalinism. And now this lie is getting

assistance from Wajda.

But if the Stalinists must lie to the

workers, the truth can be explosive in a

society in which capitalism has been

overturned. In a collectivized economy
(no matter how bureaucratically

botched) the workers can easily see that

only a brittle bureaucracy stands be-

tween them and political power. It is this

fragility which makes the Stalinists rely

on rigid censorship and suppression of

the truth. The real history of Polish

communism, for instance, would be a
weapon in the hands of the working
class. The truth about Rosa Luxem-
burg, Leo Jogiches, the early Polish

Communist Party, which was destroyed

by Stalin for the “crime" of Trotskyism,

would be a powerful antidote to the

Gdansk 1970: Workers burned PUWP headquarters. They sang the
"Internationale.”

clerical-nationalist ideological poison

pushed by Solidarnosc. What is needed

in Poland is a class-conscious commu-
nist opposition—a Trotskyist vanguard

which will not only tell the truth but lead

a proletarian political revolution

against the Stalinist bureaucracy, to

defend and extend socialist conquests,

not to destroy them.

Wajda does not provide the liberating

truth his films extol. On the contrary.

Man of Iron expresses the anti-

Communist lies of Solidarnosc. Not

surprisingly this has also severely hurt

his art. At least one politically sympa-
thetic critic, Vincent Canby, has offered

the idiotic thesis that, since Wajda was
most free from Stalinist censorship

when he made Man of Iron , such

freedom itself may be the problem:

“Remove restrictions that have the force

of artistic discipline and the explosive

energy inside some artists becomes

defused" (New York Times, 15 Novem-
ber 1981)!

There is a much simpler explanation

for the hack quality of Man ofIron. Just

as Wajda’s hero Birkut goes from
Stalinist saint in Man of Marble to

Catholic saint in Man of Iron, Wajda's

dead-end disillusionment has taken him
from existential sympathy for the goals

of socialism to clerical-nationalist coun-
terrevolution. Wajda rejected what
Stalinism has done to truth and art, but

Man of Iron embraces the lies of anti-

Communism and of the church. Of
Polish youth, he has said, “People who
are 20 today need to know, and to

understand, why their parents are

lying." That is so. They also need to

know why one of their leading artists

cannot tell the truth.

Rollback...
(continuedfrom page I)

lick the hunger problem in this country

and maybe the world" ( New York
Times, 14 January).

Bread lines, soup kitchens, empty
factories, house-to-house searches by
Welfare. Already 300,000 poor chil-

dren no longer get school lunches, a

million people are about to lose their

food stamps, and proposed cuts in

Medicare literally mean death for the

elderly—this is the reality for the poor
today. And in racist America the

poorest are the blackest. Meanwhile,
“rolling back" even the modest gains of
the civil rights movement is now the rule

at all levels of government. While the

White House lobbies to water down the

Voting Rights Act, in Alabama this is

followed up with judicial racial terror

to drive blacks back from voter

registration.

In Pickens County, Alabama, state

troopers backed up by the sheriff’s

office last week dragged two elderly

black ladies off to jail for maximum
five-year terms for the “crime" of voter

registration. Mrs. Julia Wilder, 69,

president of Pickens County Voters
League, and Mrs. Maggie Bozeman, 51,

former president of the local NAACP,
had been urging elderly illiterate blacks
to vote by absentee ballot. In a cam-
paign of terror and intimidation, the

state rounded up dozens of frightened

older people in their homes, dragged
them into court to testify to the

authenticity of their absentee ballots.

When one terrified old woman finally

“confessed,” the courts seized her
statement to charge “voter fraud" and
throw the book at the two elderly civil

rights workers. Thus the Alabama
courts do the job of the night-riding

KKK terrorists.

The wave of attacks against blacks
comes in the utter absence of black
leadership to make any kind of fight.

And the same retreat from struggle is

reflected by the reformists, most notably
the Communist Party. Trying to avoid
struggle against the fascists, who are
growing daily and training terrorists in

camps from Mississippi to Michigan,

the CP’s policy is to call on the

government to “ban the Klan." Espe-

cially in the context of the Reagan
administration this is patently absurd.

In contrast, the Spartacist League

fought for labor/black mobilizations to

defend busing in the streets of Boston.

Class-struggle labor militants protected

black unionists’ homes from racist

attack in Chicago. The SL initiated

demonstrations to prevent the KKK
from riding in the Motor City in

November 1979 and to stop the Nazis

from “celebrating" Hitler’s birthday in

San Francisco in April 1980.

The reformists seek to limit black

struggle to the “cutbacks," while all their

talk of "new people’s unity" is just

looking for another “people’s front”

with the Democrats. After Reagan’s

election the CP’s response was to send a

thousand ghetto kids from Harlem and
Detroit to Washington—to lobby
Strom Thurmond and the other hold-

outs of the slavocracy in the halls of

Congress! But the Democrats went right

along with Reagan’s killer cuts anyway,
as part of the bipartisan anti-Soviet war
drive. The struggle against Reagan's

racist rollback must be a struggle

against the twin parties of American
capitalism: in the streets, in the plants

and the neighborhoods. The fight ahead
must be a class struggle; it requires the

mobilization of the power of labor and
blacks to win. Not sidling up to the

union misleaders, who didn’t lift a finger

when PATCO was destroyed by Rea-
gan, but a fight for a class-struggle

leadership of labor, which acts as a

tribune of the people in leading the fight

against black oppression.

Amsterdam
News...
(continuedfrom page 3)

supports the stated goals of Solidarnos6

for “Western-style democracy": “We are

not without concern for Poles who are

without political liberties taken for

granted in white America.” The sup-

pression of workers' democratic rights

and gross economic mismanagement by
the Stalinist bureaucracy has indeed

fostered among the Polish masses
enormous illusions about the “free

world." Thus Solidarnosc leader Lech
Walesa could te[l Walter Cronkite on
American television last November.
"Your system has passed the test."

Behind Walesa’s calls for “free elec-

tions" is the program of capitalist

counterrevolution. And the ghetto poor
of racist capitalist America well know
that Reagan’s "magic of the market-
place" certainly hasn’t “passed the test”

for them!

The American ruling class is commit-
ted to restoring capitalist exploitation in

those countries where it has been
overthrown, especially East Europe and
the Soviet Union. Today the U.S., with

bipartisan support, is undertaking the

largest arms build-up since World War
II. And Reagan intends to use these

weapons against the USSR, risking

global nuclear holocaust. Here is a

government taking milk from ghetto

school children and throwing black

mothers off welfare to pay for MX
missiles and Trident submarines. But
anti-Communism victimizes oppressed

blacks not just through cutbacks in food
stamps or the elimination of programs
like CETA and Head Start. Remember
how many black youth were killed or
permanently crippled in Vietnam,
America’s last war to defend the “free

world" against Communism (and which
was begun by liberal Democrat JFK).
Now even more in Reagan’s “volunteer"

army, jobless black youth will be used as

the cannon fodder in America’s wars of
counterrevolution.

Washington’s anti-Communist cru-

sade, including its support to the pro-
imperialist Polish Solidarnosc, is ne-

cessarily also a war against the workers,
black people and the poor in this

country. It is now easy and even
necessary for the black bourgeois
establishment to denounce Reagan’s
hypocrisy over Haiti, South Africa,
etc.—witness the Amsterdam News
editorial. But in their own way the John
Procopes, Andrew Youngs and Ron
Dellums are staunch defenders of a
capitalist system which is inherently

racist and globally counterrevolution-

ary. The drive toward nuclear war and
the increasing oppression of black
people cannot be stopped short of
sweeping away the capitalist system.

Only international socialist economic
planning can break the chains of
poverty and inequality that enslave the

black masses. Only a soviet America will

be a friend and ally of the downtrodden
and oppressed the world over.

“Angels”...
(continuedfrom page 3)

"Crime in the streets” is an explosive

issue, deeply entangled with racism. It’s

the standard populist appeal of “law-
and-order" right-wing politicians whose
aim is to strengthen the repressive forces

of the state to control labor, the poor
and increasingly desperate big city

populations. And it’s the bread and
butter issue of the Guardian Angels. Yet
neither the cops nor these paramilitary
vigilantes will or can stop crime. That’s
not their role. The police are the official

armed bands hired by capitalism to
protect its private property and profits,

to maintain a monopoly on the means of
violence for the ruling class. They’re not
about to share that monopoly with a
bunch of ghetto kids. But as conditons
worsen in ghettos ravaged by
depression-level unemployment, the

Guardian Angels are offering them-
selves to do dirty work which the
police—overwhelmingly white and
more visible—may find difficult to carry
out.

Ultimately the source of fear and
violence in this decaying capitalist

society is the enforced poverty, exploita-
tion and racial oppression of capitalism.
We believe people have the right to
protect themselves against the endemic
violence bred by this society—including
from swaggering toughs like the Guardi-
an Angels. The organized working class
will clean up the streets by taking power
and putting people to work. And in the

process they will sweep away the brutal
thugs, official and unofficial, who
enforce the “law and order" of this

criminal system.
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At L.A. Campus

SYL Drives Off INS Recruiters
LOS ANGELES—Chanting “Defend

the Mexican Workers, INS Off Cam-
pus" and “One, Two, Three, Four

—

INS Out the Door” the L.A. Spartacus

Youth League (SYL) led a group of

angry, mainly Latino students on
January 14 in a protest against the

presence of U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service recruiters at

Los Angeles Community College

(LACC)—an overwhelmingly minori-

ty campus.

The SYL, which learned of the INS
recruiters only the previous night,

immediately planned a demonstration

against the justly despised “La Migra.”

The do-nothing liberals in CISPES
routinely showed a film on El Salvador

at the same time, even though they

were within a two-minute walk from

the INS recruiters. This is the same
INS that is directly responsible for

deporting hundreds of Salvadorans a

month from L.A. to their death at the

hands of the junta killers. SYL
activists went to the CISPES film

calling for an immediate demonstra-

tion and left with the bulk of the

audience as the CISPES organizer was
haplessly justifying why she could do
nothing. As the SYL and several en-

thusiastic students who grabbed our
placards escorted the INS off campus,

some surrounding students applauded
and clenched their fists against the

despised “La Migra."

This is the first demonstration called

in Los Angeles as the Reagan
administration steps up its racist

offensive against the L.A. Latino

population. In December the "Silva

letters,” which grant temporary U.S.

residency status to tens of thousands,

were revoked by the government,

laying the basis for deportation of up
to 100,000 previously protected

Mexican-born workers. To carry out

planned massive deportations, the INS
tripled the number of agents directly

responsible for the roundup and

announced plans to immediately triple

its daily deportation quota to 75 to

100, according to the Los Angeles

Times (24 December 1981). Even the

National Immigration Council, a

group of labor bureaucrats, lawyers,

Stalinists and nationalists, described it

as “a state of siege” in the Spanish-

speaking neighborhoods. What’s nec-

essary now is for the L.A. labor

movement to organize Latinos and
blacks in massive demonstrations

demanding: Full citizenship rights for

foreign-born workers! Stop the racist,

anti-working-class deportations!

Blockade...
(continuedfrom page 12)

San Salvador. Several U.S. Special

Forces “advisers" looked on approving-

ly as a 17-year-old youth and a 13-year-

old girl were tortured to death. The
Salvadoran troops have been far better

at torture and massacre of defenseless

civilians than at combatting the leftist

guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti

National Liberation Front (FMLN).
16,000 people were killed last year by the

junta’s armed forces and right-wing

death squads. But despite the war of

extermination against the FMLN base

areas the guerrillas seem as strong as

ever and their campaign of sabotage

against bridges, roads, telephone lines

and other economic targets has virtually

bankrupted the country.

Despite its shaky hold on the country

the junta is going ahead with plans to

hold “elections" in March—which will

include only assorted factions of the

oligarchical right and the rump of the

Christian Democrats, whose leader

Napole6n Duarte is the figurehead

president of the army-ruled state. No
doubt Reagan will proclaim the results a

sign of the health of the democratic

process in this terrorized land. It should

be recalled that the last (and only) time

anything faintly resembling a genuine

“free election" was held in El Salvador

was 1931. The slight liberalization

which resulted soon produced the first

Communist-led revolt in the Americas,

as the army massacred 30,000 workers

and peasants. The oligarchy learned its

lesson and there followed half a century

of military dictatorship. The El Salva-

dor demonstrations around the U.S.

called for January 22-23 commemorate
the 50th anniversary of la Matanza (the

Massacre).

Despite the plain impossibility of

compromise with these genocidal butch-

ers and their civilian puppets like

Duarte, the bourgeois politicians and
leftist guerrillas of the opposition

popular front, the Revolutionary Dem-
ocratic Front (FDR), politically tied to

the FMLN, continue to press for a

“political solution” with the oligarchy

and imperialism. Two FDR spokesmen
who were recently granted a meeting

with a State Department flunky were

careful to distinguish between their

attitude toward Duarte and toward the

generals, an obvious overture for a U.S.-

approved compromise coalition be-

tween the FDR and the Christian

Democrats. This pipe dream is also

peddled by reformists in the U.S.—from
CISPES to the CP and SWP—who
look to the Teddy Kennedy liberals as

"friends” of the Salvadoran masses. But
these are the same imperialist liberals

who launched the Bay of Pigs invasion

and the war on Vietnam! Without
smashing the Salvadoran ruling class,

its military officer caste and its bootlick-

ers like Duarte, the killing will go on and

on. In 1982, as in 1932, the alternatives

are revolution or death.

All opponents of U.S. imperialist

aggression in Central America must
denounce the Reagan regime’s open

preparations for armed action against

Nicaragua and Washington’s continued

support to the Salvadoran junta. But the

CP/SWP/CISPES reformists want to

isolate the showdown in Central Ameri-

ca from its Cold War context. Reagan’s

actions in the Caribbean, like his threats

over Poland, are the first steps toward a

showdown with imperialism’s ultimate

target: the Soviet degenerated workers
state. Deformed by Stalinist bureau-

cratic rule, the USSR is nonetheless the

strongest state to have overthrown
capitalist rule, and the U.S. imperialists

will never rest while the gains ofOctober
1917 survive in Russia.

Down with Reagan’s anti-Soviet war
drive! Military victory to the leftists in

El Salvador! Defend Cuba—Hands off

Nicaragua—No Cold War blockade!

For workers revolution in Central

America!

ILWU...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Militant" issued a special 6 January
leaflet, “No Vote for Keylor,” explain-

ing how Keylor had progressively

abandoned the program of class

struggle:

“At the April International Convention
Keylor was a delegate elected on the
basis of the Militant Caucus and its

program. Keylor writes, ‘The editor
submitted a minority report on Poland
. . His minority report and the speech
he gave to the Convention were M ilitant

Caucus positions. He now slates ‘Broth-
er Keylor argued for a policy of support
to those elements of Solidarity that were
groping toward a working class political

revolution.’ Not true. We said the union
should take no position on Poland since
the situation was unclear, and to do so
would be falling in line with Reagan/
Haig’s anti-Soviet war drive. But since
last April, Solidarity has definitively

become an openly counterrevolution-
ary political movement pushing a pro-
NATO, pro-Vatican program which
has nothing to do with establishing

democratic workers rule. For Keylor to

state now that he still supports some
‘elements’ in Solidarity denies this

development and opens the door to the

anti-communist line-up running from
the American labor bureaucracy to

Reagan and the Pope."

Likewise on the air controllers’ strike:

“Keylor’s publication ducks the

PATCO strike. Why? Because he
disagrees with the Militant Caucus
position of labor action to shut down
the airports. His position is for consum-
er boycotts, the same position of the do-
nothing AFL-CIO, UAW and ILWU
top leaderships who have stabbed
PATCO in the back. It might be
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embarrassing for a ‘militant’ to have the
same position as the [ILWU’s] Dis-
patcher, so he just hides it from you.”

The “Longshore-Warehouse Mili-

tant” leaflet described how Keylor’s

growing defeatism led him to capitulate

on even the most basic trade-union is-

sues over the last several months. On the

“steady-man” issue, it noted that “only

after the Militant Caucus again called

him to order did he vote correctly at the

Executive Board” against a motion to

modify the system which allows PMA
bosses to circumvent the union hiring

hall. "It was no surprise therefore to find

that he has dropped abolishing the

steadyman system from his ‘new’ pro-

gram—” Keylor’s opportunistic im-

pulses led him to repeatedly shunt aside

the program of militant labor struggle:

“As a result the Caucus decided not to
run him in the current election because
he couldn’t be trusted to defend the

program he claimed to agree with. We
said he couldn't run because program
was decisive. He didn’t agree, so he
quit (which itself revealed a certain
appetite for petty office seeking and
careerism)

“We say this man is not to be trusted
politically and does not deserve a vote."

In denouncing Keylor’s deliberate

and outrageous fraud, the “Longshore-
Warehouse Militant” pointed out: “The
fact is Keylor has no intention of
building a new leadership.” And indeed
the counterfeit “Militant" put Keylor’s

pessimism in black and white, saying

that a couple of people on the executive
board “can’t make any decisive differ-

ence in the course of the union.” Thus on
the most basic questions he rejected the

Canadian Union Flunkies

Blockade Polish Seamen
VANCOUVER—The ILWU pre-

vented ships from leaving the harbor.

The Machinists union (IAM) pre-

vented a plane from taking off.

Militant class struggle by the British

Columbia proletariat? Hardly. The
ships and plane were Polish. The job
actions were called by the British

Columbia Federation of Labor
bureaucrats to support Polish sailor/

members of Solidarnosc. These sail-

ors threatened hunger strikes, mutiny
and defection against the Polish

Stalinist crackdown on the counter-
revolutionary bid for power by Soli-

darnost. The bourgeois press hailed

the Polish sailors although their

strikes were short-lived or called off.

Almost all of the defectors were ra-

pidly disillusioned with life in capital-

ist Canada and returned to the ship.

The BC Fed bureaucrats can be
just as cowardly in selling out to their

own bourgeoisie as their brothers on
the AFL-CIO executive board. But
they suddenly rediscovered the picket

class-struggle program supported by
Workers Vanguard.

Running on a hard class-struggle

program in a rightward-moving politi-

cal climate, Gow edged past reformist

politicians and self-seekers Leo Robin-
son and Howard Keylor who also won
seats on the executive board. In this

line in the service of the Reagan/
Trudeau/NATO anti-Soviet war
drive and the CIA company union in

Poland. They have an advantage
over their counterparts south of the

border—the social-democratic New
Democratic Party (NDP). This

brand of "socialism” is represented in

the U.S. by IAM president Winpi-
singer who didn’t lift a finger for

American air traffic controllers when
Reagan crushed their union, even

though the IAM had the power to

shut down the airports.

Given the junior partner relation-

ship between Canadian and U.S. im-

perialism, the NDP serves as a

“labor” cover for U.S. as well as

Canadian imperialist foreign policy.

To defend the USSR against imperi-

alism and forge a class-struggle

leadership in the Canadian labor

movement requires tHe political de-

struction of the wretchedly right-

wing and hypocritically self-righteous

Canadian social democracy.

longshore local that only barely ratified

the contract (by a 5 1-49 margin), it is im-
portant to translate the votes for Gow
into active opposition and increased

growth for the Militant Caucus. Forg-
ing a class-struggle leadership is the de-

cisive step in leading the working class

and its allies to victory.
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Down with Reagan/Haig's Caribbean Cold War!

U.S. Trains Junta Killers

Rancinan
Cuban gusanos train in Florida. Uncle Sam stands behind Batista’s,
Somoza s hated killers.

In training camps in the Florida

swamps and the deserts of southern

California hundreds of Latin Ameri-
cans in combat gear are training for

guerrilla warfare in Central America.

These terrorists and would-be guerril-

las are right-wing Nicaraguan and
Cuban exiles training for counterrevo-

lution against the radical-nationalist

Sandinista government that came to

power with the fall of Nicaraguan
dictator Anastasio Somoza in 1979.

Reagan/ Haig have targeted Central

America in their anti-Soviet war drive,

and training international terrorists in

the U.S. is part of Cold War II.

There are, of course, laws that make
this kind of thing illegal. But the

Neutrality Act is applied only against

those, like the leaders of a recent

attempted uprising in Haiti, who
oppose “friendly" dictators. Gusanos
and Somozaist exiles face different

standards. A Cuban counterrevolu-

tionary leader explained American
laws: “Under the Carter and Nixon
administrations, what we were doing
was a crime. With the Reagan Admin-
istration, no one has bothered us for 10

months." "You can call it paramilitary

training or what have you," Justice

Department spokesman John Russell

recently told the San Diego Union ( 1

1

January). "Boy Scouts do that."

Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-

American Affairs Thomas Enders
agreed: "It is not illegal to have

military exercises, guys running
around the fields with guns, or to say

‘Uncle Sam, we’re ready when you’re

ready—wink, wink—and here we go”’

(New York Times, 16 December 1981).

Uncle Sam is almost ready, too. In

mid-December, according to Under-
secretary of Defense Fred Ikl6, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff put on Reagan’s
desk a set of “contingency plans” for

military intervention, ranging from
naval blockade of Nicaragua or Cuba
to full-scale invasion. Preliminary

skirmishes have been going on by
proxy for months as ex-Somoza
troops in neighboring Honduras stage

constant raids across the border. In

December the somocistas kidnapped
15 Nicaraguan troops into Honduras,
killed a number of civilians and
Sandinista soldiers and set off a bomb
in an Aeronica jetliner. Honduran
government denials of involvement
were spectacularly exposed recently

when the Honduran army commander
of the border region, together with an
ex-Somoza officer and the head of an
anti-Sandinista Miskito Indian group
crashed together in a Honduran DC-3

a few miles from the frontier.

U.S. commitment to the butcher

junta in El Salvador deepened last

month when it was announced that

1,200 Salvadoran troops will undergo
training at Green Beret headquarters
at Fort Bragg. Another 400 officers

will be at Fort Benning. What kind of

training will they receive? An 1

1

January New York Times report may
give a clue. A Salvadoran army
deserter told Times writer Raymond
Bonner that he, along with other
recruits, had been given a “torture

class" at the Ilopango Air Base near
continued on page 1
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ILWU Militant Stan Gow
Wins Re-election
SAN FRANCISCO, January 8—For
the eighth consecutive year, Militant
Caucus leader Stan Gow won re-

election to the SF Local 10 (longshore)
executive board in the International
Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s
Union (ILWU). Campaigning on the

slogan, “For labor action to bringdown
Reagan." Gow polled 329 votes, an
impressive 23.5 percent of the vote, an
increase from 20 percent last year. This
first round of elections for officers and
executive board will be followed by run-
offs in February and elections for Coast
Caucus and International Convention
delegates.

Gow campaigned on the class-

struggle program of the Militant Cau-
cus. which has always fought against the
losing class-collaborationist strategy of
the union bureaucracy. Against the

“modernization and mechanization”
schemes and “steady-man” system
(instituted under former ILWU Interna-
tional president Bridges), which under-
mines the union hiring hall, the Caucus
has fought to abolish the “steady-man”
clause and return all jobs to the hiring
hall. Especially in light of Reagan’s
union-busting assault on the air con-
trollers, Gow’s program emphasized,
“For labor solidarity against

12

government/employer strikebreaking.”

The Caucus fought for solidarity strikes

to defend the PATCO strikers—
intervening in labor demonstrations
with the demand to shut down the

airports— as well as other workers
struggles here and abroad (South
Africa, El Salvador, etc.).

Gow and the Militant Caucus have
stood against the wave ofanti-Sovietism
generated by the Reagan government in

its drive toward imperialist World War
III. While the ILWU leadership of
Jimmy Herman joined the NATO/CIA
chorus of sympathy for counterrevolu-
tionary Solidarnosc, the “Longshore
Militant” of 18 December 1981
commented:

“The International bureaucrats used to
pose as ‘progressives’ on international
issues— But the ‘progressive’ facade
has been slipping lately. The Interna-
tional capitulated to the anti-Iranian
hysteria with the boycott of Iranian-
bound cargo. And at the International
convention, it lined up with the State
Department and Reagan on Polish
Solidarnosc, whose plans for the Polish
working class have nothing to do with
overthrowing the parasitic ruling bu-
reaucracy in Poland in order to institute
workers democratic rule. The U.S,
government and American trade union
bureaucracy have been bankrolling the
pro-NATO, pro-IMF, pro-Vatican

leadership of Solidarnosc because they
want to overturn nationalized proper-
ty and go back to capitalist
exploitation

“Herman and the rest of the Interna-
tional share Reagan’s program for
Tolling back communism’ and that is

why they are capitulating to his domes-
tic economic program.

The Militant Caucus fights for a
workers party and a workers govern-
ment as against the lesser evilism of pro-
Democratic Party ILWU/AFL-CIO
bureaucrats, whose only program these
days is to give back more.
The ILWU is suffering massive

erosion because of the leadership’s
decades of class collaboration. As the
“Longshore Militant” notes: “Local 10
is being squeezed down to a narrow-
based computer dispatched hall for a

WV Photo

few casuals. Most of the work will be
done by each employers’ ‘own’ steady-
men.” Meanwhile the warehouse divi-

sion is being devastated. In the recent
period, two major houses representing
over 500 jobs simply shut down with no
real resistance from the union, and dues
payments have been dropping drastical-
ly as jobs disappear. Only a new class-
struggle leadership in the union could
turn the tide.

This latest election campaign was
marked by the desertion from the
Militant Caucus by Howard Keylor.
Keylor issued his own look-alike publi-
cation, called the “Militant Longshore-
man,” in a pathetic and cynical attempt
to hide his political break from the
Caucus. The “Longshore-Warehouse

continued on page 11
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For Polish Trotskyism!

What Next for Poland?

Crucial opportunity to build Trotskyist vanguard in Poland.

Reagan Weeps for

Counterrevolutiona ry
Solidamosc

With the Polish government’s pre-

ventive coup on December 13, a

counterrevolutionary bid for power by

Solidamosc has been checked. Previ-

ously theonethingeverybodyseemed to

agree on was that order could be

restored only by Russian military

intervention—and that would mean a

bloodbath. Yet it was the Polish army
which not only suppressed pro-Western

Solidamosc, but did so with only a

dozen or so deaths.

There was little bloodshed because

there was little resistance. The workers
intoxicated by the clerical-nationalist

fervor of Solidamosc have received a

sobering shock. Many are asking

themselves what went wrong and
are now open to new solutions. This

situation represents a crucial opportuni-

ty to create the nuclei of a Trotskyist

party in Poland, through constructing

underground cells of a propagandistic

and educational nature.

Pentagon official Richard Perle

admitted “we were taken by surprise”

that the Polish government could “crush
Solidarity.” All Washington’s scenarios

to whip up anti-Communist frenzy over

a Soviet invasion had to be revamped.
So ever since December 13 the Reagan-

ites have tried to convince the world that

it’s really the Russians who have taken
over Poland. They only look and talk

like Poles. Frustrated at not seeing

Russian and Polish blood flowing in the

streets of Warsaw and Gdansk, Reagan
has lashed out with economic sanctions

against both Poland and the USSR.
It was not only the American imperi-

alists that were taken by surprise at the

ignominious defeat of their Polish

company union. So were the Poles ... on
both sides. An aide to General Jaruzel-

ski told Western journalists rather

exultantly: “If anything, I am surprised

that it went so easily. The radical wing of

Solidarity underestimated the feelings

of the silent majority” {New York
Times, 6 January). A Solidamosc
spokesman said pretty much the same

thing, only in his case with anguish:
“We always believed that Polish
soldiers would never shoot Polish
workers—and it’s still true, they haven’t
really. But the diabolical thing is they
don’t have to.”—New York Times, I January

The Western bourgeoisie, which
glorified Solidamosc as an uprising of
the entire Polish nation, is hard put to

continued on page 6

U.S. Arms Salvadoran Death Squads

“Human Rights”Massacres
The American-backed junta in El

Salvador has carried out a savage
massacre in the name of defending the

“free world” against Communism. A
sweep through the rural province of
Morazan by an elite U.S. -trained

brigade left a thousand corpses strewn
along the mountain trails and piled in

the village chapels, victims of the blood-
crazed military butchers.

In its scope and calculated barbarity

the Morazan massacre screamed “My
Lai" from the mass graves. Although it

took place in early December, it was not

until late last month that the grisly

atrocity was confirmed by American
reporters.

Ironically, the news came just one day
before President Reagan certified to

Congress that the Salvadoran junta had
made progress in “human rights.” And
as if to confirm that the slaughter in

Morazan was no aberration, on January
3 1

,
junta troops staged a “night and fog"

operation, raiding homes in a working-

class suburb of the capital, raping.

beating and killing 19 youths selected at

random.
But the chilling eyewitness accounts

published in the leading U.S. papers did

not embarrass Ronald Reagan. Un-
fazed, he proceeded to submit his

declaration (required by a liberal

amendment to the foreign aid bill) that

the Salvadoran junta “has made a
concerted, significant and good-faith

effort to deal with the complex political,

social and human rights problems it is

confronting and that progress is being
made"

( Washington Post
, 29 January).

Reagan, in fact, is preparing to ship

even more than the $26 million in

military aid already allotted to El

Salvador. On January 27 a successful

leftist guerrilla attack on the Salvadoran
air force base at llopango left at least 18

war planes and four Huey helicopters

heavily damaged. In the aftermath of

this stunning raid, the administration
indicated it would seek $100 million in

additional aid to the murderous junta,

double the current level.

The scorched-earth policy of the

Salvadoran armed forces in the guerrilla

base areas and the ferocious rightist

repression which hasclaimed something
like 30,000 victims in less than three

years have not weakened the strength of
the left-wing rebels of the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN). In fact, administration offi-

cials admitted to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on January 28,

according to the Post, that after the llo-

pango raid, “the Salvadoran military’s

ability to support ground operations
against the guerrillas had been sharply
impaired and possibly eliminated."

Massacre at Mozote
Ihe soldiers came to the mountain

village of Mozote on the evening of

December II. The 500 inhabitants,

mostly children, women and old men.
were gathered on the road while troops
from the U.S. -trained Atlacatl Brigade
searched and looted their mud-brick

continued on page 9
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Malice and the Media
The movie Absence of Malice has

stirred a wave of protest from newspa-

per writers and editors who complain it

is a slap in the face against the press.

They call it a “backlash” movie against

All the President’s Men where liberal

muckraking reporters wear the white

hats in unraveling the Watergate scan-

dal. In Absence Sally Field plays a

gullible young city room reporter easily

set up by government investigators to

“leak" phony information about sus-

pected Mafia figure Paul Newman.
“Couldn’t happen here," scream the

indignant defenders of the Fifth Estate.

But it could and does all the time.

The epithets have been particularly

hot and heavy at the lib/ rad Village

Voice. In a major brouhaha, no less than

five different Voice writers have been

going at each other for weeks from their

respective columns, writing poison pen

letters to their own newspaper, throwing

ad hominem attacks into totally unre-

lated articles. Nat Hentoff, the Voice's

civil libertarian, defended the film

against the “snarling reaction" of people

with a "swollen sense of their privileged

rank." He added:
“Every single instance of journalistic

malpractice in Absence of Malice I have

seen, in one form or another, during my
more than 20 years either at the Voice or

other places I've worked."
— Village Voice, 25 November-

I December 1981

In response staff writer Joe Conason
fired off a prickly "letter to the editor"

protesting Hentoff’s “unsupported

smear." Others complained the film was

a frontal attack on the First Amend-
ment (logic: anyone who attacks the

press for whatever reason is attacking

the First Amendment). Feminists com-
plained that it was a put-down of

women because no man could appear as

stupid as Sally Field and still be

believable. Well—
The attack on the film in the name of

freedom of the press is a smokescreen

for those who are trying to cover up
government manipulation of the media.

It’s not surprising that the Voice's White

Knight of the First Amendment, Hen-

toff, should lead the film’s defenders.

And he’$ got plenty of evidence to make

his case. He points to the Abscam leaks

in which Congressmen, after being

entrapped by the FBI, were then tried in

the press before they had even been

indicted. He cites the case a few years

ago where a front-page New York Times

"leak" from a special prosecutor de-

stroyed the reputation of an NYC judge:

his exoneration was later reported with

a single inch of type buried on the inside

pages. Then there are the Pentagon

reporters who so take on the values of

those they cover that they later slip into

jobs in Defense without missing a

beat— like the New York Times'

revolving-door “national security" cor-

respondents Leslie Gelb, a top political

commissar for the War Department

under Carter, and Richard Burt, head of

State’s Bureau of Politico-Military

Affairs.

But his piece de grace is aimed at

Daily News reporter Marcia Kramer,

one of those who screamed loudest

against Absence of Malice :

“In the November 22 Sunday News,

Marcia Kramer wrote a piece, ‘A News
Reporter Challenges a Screen Portrait

of the Press.’ In U, Kramer says that if

Sally Field had spent a week with her, so

well-seasoned a pro. Field ‘would have

balked at portraying a character so

naive’ as the reporter in the movie.

"Is this not the very same Marcia

Kramer who had earlier told us of the

Weather Underground’s Cuba con-
nections?. It was vivid stuff, asserting

without qualification that DG1 (Cuban
Intelligence) trained members of the

cadre in Cuba and even rebuked them
for not taking bold enough action at

home

—

“According to their piece, these

revelations came from ‘Washington
FBI sources.’ Oh. Any additional

verification? If there was, it's not in the

report.”
— Village Voice,

16-22 December 1981

And Marcia Kramer is not alone.

Hentoff cites a New York Post story

that one suspect in the Nyack Brinks

holdup, Nat Burns, was a former

“SWAPO guerrilla trained by the

Cubans and Soviets in Afghanistan.”

Says who? “Sources said," the Post

article’s authors told Hentoff. Or the

Wall Street Journal editorial demand-

ing an investigation of the “Cuban

connection" with the Weathermen,

based on supposed first-hand accounts

with Larry Grathwohl. who they neglect

to mention was a long-time FBI inform-

er. And the list goes on.

In the age of Lyndon Johnson’s

“credibility gap" and Richard Nixon’s

“18-minute gap.” the press has been

portrayed as righteous defenders of the

truth. And today there are influential

forces out to discredit it and cut off its

sources. The enormous scandal over

Washington Post reporter Janet

Cooke’s New Journalism (made-up)

story on 8-year-old junkie Jimmy was

used by ex-Nixon flack William Safire

as part of the right-wing/witchhunters’

drive to do a plumbing job on the media.

Reagan is trying to use lie detectors

(Carlucci’s Chastity Belt) to stop “leaks"

at Defense, just like Nixon used his

wiretaps against journalists on his

enemies list. As the press becomes more

aggressive in exposing the cruelties and

irrationalities of Reagan policies, the

administration is looking hard for ways

to ^hut them up.

But Absence of Malice shows the

opposite—that the “free press" is fre-

quently used by the government to

frame, smear and subvert. And it’s not

just through using turkey reporters. The
powerful opinion-makers and magnates

who control the press are well aware of

their “responsibility" to the American

capitalist ruling class. It’s well known
that the New York Times covered up

reports of the planned invasion of the

Bay of Pigs. And at the "crusading”

Washington Post of Ben Brad lee.

Woodward & Bernstein fame, then-

editor Bill Graham also killed the story

of the CIA-planned invasion of Cuba.

As New Yorker critic A.J. Leiblingused

to comment, the press is only free for

those that own one. Say it ain’t so,

Rupert.

Deukmejians
Frame-Up
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Governor’s Office

Sacramento 95814

Edmund G. Brown Jr.

Governor

December 28. 1981

Mr. Al Nelson

Spartacist League

P O. Box 935

Oakland, California 94604

Dear Mr. Nelson:

Thank you for your letter of December 18 and
accompanying documents regarding the Attorney

General’s mistake in including the Spartacist League in

his report on organized crime.

We appreciate your taking the time to bring this

matter to our attention.

Sincerely.

Allen Sumner
Deputy Legal Affairs Secretary

Reds and Zinoviev
Milwaukee, WI
January 14, 1982

Pat Kincaid

c/o Workers Vanguard

I enjoyed your review of “Reds" in the December
18th issue of Workers Vanguard [No. 295]. Having
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read a number of reviews I was most impressed by its

analysis. This is not to say that others weren’t also

interesting. 1 have enclosed two reviews that have

appeared in the Daily World. (If you haven’t already

seen them.) You will note that after more than 50 years

the Stalinists have yet to get their “facts” straight. The
Baku Congress does seem to be the most controversial

scene. The Militant review says Reed hardly spoke and

that his written speech did not mention class or holy

war. The review does say that Zinoviev did call for a

holy war however, and by their silence seemingly

approve. Your review seems vague on this point of

what Zinoviev actually did. Possibly in future articles

Workers Vanguard could expand on the up and down
career of Zinoviev that ended in front of one of Stalin’s

firing squads.

Yours,

Marc Sanders

WV replies: Our review, “Reds on REDS," noted that

while Warren Beatty’s movie on the life of John Reed

was generally (and unusually) historically accurate,

"with the figure of Zinoviev . . . Beatty does make some
concessions to anti-Communist stereotypes." Particu-

larly controversial is the scene late in the film which

shows Reed angrily protesting because Zinoviev had

supposedly changed his speech to the Baku Congress.

This parallels an earlier scene where Reed directs the

same protest against one of his bourgeois editors:

"Nobody changes my copy," he shouts. Historically

there is no evidence that Zinoviev tampered with

Reed’s speech. In the stenographic report of the

Congress published by the Comintern in 1920, Reed
calls on the Eastern peoples to “rise in revolt” against

capitalist exploitation, but does not speak of "holy

war" (or of “class war").

Zinoviev himself did call for "a holy war against the

capitalists and plunderers," however, and this term was

Letters

Harvard

Gregory Zinoviev (seated second from left) at

1920 Baku Congress.

used repeatedly in the manifesto of the Baku Congress.
This formulation—indefensible in the program of the

communists, projecting a national/religious move-
ment rather than class struggle against the exploiters

—

did not represent Comintern policy. In marked
contrast to pre- 1914 social democracy, which at best

ignored the struggles of the colonial masses against

imperialism, the Communist International at its

Second Congress in 1920 (shortly before Baku) called

for Communist proletarian leadership of the struggle

for national emancipation. Moreover, the early

Communist parties of the East were militantly anti-

clerical. For example, during the short-lived Gilan
Soviet Republic of 1920-21, the Persian Communists
forcibly unveiled women and closed down mosques.
One may question the tactical wisdom of such actions,

which were also massively undertaken by Muslim
continued on page 10
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Tear Down Reagan’s Racist Concentration Camus!

Free Haitian Refugees!

Ficara/Newsweek

Reagan welcomes Polish "freedom fighters" and Cuban gusanos while
persecuting desperate blacks fleeing Duvalier’s terror.

Nowhere has Reagan racism been

more evident these days than in the mass

jailings of thousands of desperate black

Haitian refugees fleeing a brutal U.S.-

backed dictatorship.

As the KKK-endorsed president

Ronald Reagan tries to rev up the anti-

Soviet war machine and instill anti-

Communist prejudice in the working

class by declaring “Solidamosc Days"

and welcoming Polish defectors, Hai-

tian immigrants are being stashed in

desolate concentration camps. They’re

carted off to the subarctic temperatures

of the federal prison in Otisville, New
York, to barren dirt holding pens at

Fort Allen in "sunny Puerto Rico” or

left to rot at the Krome Avenue
detention center on the edge of the

swampy Everglades of Florida. There

they are left to the whims of club-

wielding, trigger-happy Immigration

and Naturalization Service (INS)

guards, riot police and rent-a-cops.

Over 2,500 Haitians are being held

indefinitely in 17 locations throughout

the U.S. Public outcry has focused on

two centers of refugee unrest, the Krome
Avenue facility in Miami and Puerto

Rico’s Fort Allen. Conditions at “Camp
Krome” are so bad that one witness said

he had “even seen people showering in

the urinals." Like many other camps,

Krome has been the scene of protest

demonstrations. And despite heavy

crackdowns by security police, a small

number have managed to escape over

the three rows of chain-link fence and

razor-sharp concertina wire which

surrounds the compound.
At Fort Allen where 800 refugees are

being held, the repression is even worse.

On December 19, about 200 refugees

charged the fenced cages to display their

anger at the unannounced construction

of additional barbed-wire fencing

around the sleeping quarters of the

Haitians. Following this, all those living

inside the compound locked themselves

into camp quarters and refused to leave

until demands for improved medical

care, better food and an end to repres-

sion were met. A small army of 500

guards occupies Fort Allen, and on

December 28 an additional 100 were

sent in to further increase the police

state apparatus.

It’s a measure of the hellish conditions

in Haiti that its refugees risk their lives

in flimsy 20-foot boats on the high seas

to make the 800-mile journey to U.S.

shores. Haiti, a country of 6 million, is

being bled dry by a combination of U.S.

multinationals and their front man, the
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corrupt Duvalier, who has amassed a

fortune estimated at $600 million.

Principal exports are baseballs and
blood plasma, and the average per

capita income is $135, the lowest in the

Western Hemisphere. Only 20 percent

of the population is literate. Above all,

the desperate Haitian poor are seeking

to escape the dreaded Tontons Ma-
coutes, the secret police of “Baby Doc’s”

dictatorship.

In the last several months, the U.S.

has ordered the Coast Guard to patrol

the waters off Florida to prevent the

black Haitians from reaching the

American shore. Simultaneously Rea-

gan began the policy of mass internment

in de facto concentration camps in

preparation for mass deportations. By

trying to make a distinction between

“economic" and "political” refugees, the

U.S. welcomes Cuban gusanos includ-

ing terrorists and criminals as “victims

of Communism," while the terrorized

black Haitians are repulsed for seeking

to escape one of the worst tyrannical

dictatorships in the world— because it's

a U.S. puppet.

It’s also blatant racism. “If 1 were

white, they would let me free," one
inmate at Fort Allen told a Newsweek
reporter, a theme that was repeated

constantly. The combination of racism

and anti-Communism was protested in

an editorial by the New York black

establishment weekly Amsterdam News
(2 January):

“What is it about the Reagan
Administration that it can be so
indignant about Poland and so con-
cerned about the welfare of Poles while
it is so hard-hearted about Haitians?

Are not these desperate Black men and
women human? Are not their lives

worth saving? Why the difference?...

"The Poles who will be welcomed to

these shores will be hailed as freedom-
fighters, They will be living proof of the

superiority of the capitalist system. The
Haitians have no propaganda value in

the east-west conflict. The Haitians—
and the Black South Africans are
another example of America's hypocrit-
ical concern with political liberty—are
not abused by a Communist tyrant

They are Black, unskilled and
illiterate.”

Should Haitians attempt to over-

throw the brutal Duvalier dictatorship,

they suffer even harsher consequences.

So after 25 opposition leaders attempt-

ed an uprising, seizing the small island

of Tortuga off Haiti’s northern coast,

they were arrested by the U.S. and
hauled off into court on charges of

violating the 1794 Neutrality Act.

Meanwhile, more than 1 ,000 right-wing

heavily armed Nicaraguan somoeistas

and thousands of Cuban gusanos are

allowed and even encouraged to openly

train in camps in Florida and Califor-

nia. For the U.S. is actively fomenting

counterrevolution in Sandinista Nicara-

gua and talking of again blockading

Cuba, while capitalist butcher Duvalier

is part of the “free world.”

An increasing number of protests

have sprung up across the country

recently. In New York on January 2, the

Spartacist League participated in a

spirited march down Brooklyn’s East-

ern Parkway carrying signs which read,

“Free Haitians from Reagan’s Concen-
tration Camps,” “Reagan Welcomes
Gusano Scum, Deports Haitian Blacks"

and "Full Citizenship Rights for For-

eign Workers." In addition, an SL
chant, “A bas Duvalier—pouvoire ouv-

rier!” (Down with Duvalier, Workers

Power!) was vigorously picked up by

many of the more than 2,000 marchers.

The general political aim of the

Haitian support movement is to pres-

sure the U.S. government to provide a

"human rights" solution to Haitian

oppression. As we have pointed out,

“human rights" is a hopeless illusion

under the likes of Duvalier or any other

neo-colonial puppet. And the chances of

pressuring Reagan to in any way better

their lot are nil. The misery and extreme
impoverishment of this eroded island

hell are such, however, that only the

tiniest working class has been able to

form. The liberation of Haiti can come
about only through a struggle that

extends to the Dominican Republic

(where in 1965 the Santo Domingo
masses rose up against the U.S.-

imposed junta), to the rest of the

Caribbean (notably Puerto Rico and

Cuba) and to the centers of Haitian

immigration in North America. Work-
ers revolution in the U.S. is key to

breaking the chains which enslave the

Haitian masses.

The Spartacist League calls for

“Asylum for Haitian Refugees—No
Deportations!" and for immediately

freeing all the inmates of Reagan’s racist

concentration camps. However, once in

the U.S., the refugees, who are without

any rights, become prey for labor

contractors who are establishing a

growing slave trade in migrant farm
workers. Thus the SL’s call for full

citizenship rights for foreign workers is

vital for working-class unity, overcom-
ing national and ethnic hatreds, as well

as combating bourgeois chauvinist

hysteria. International labor solidarity

is essential to bring down Reagan and
smash puppet dictatorships like those of

Duvalier.

Strange
;

m„es Wer
Things Under

|JlKi/Ms
Harvard’s
Rocks
Subscribers to WV will be

receiving the latest issue of

Young Spartacus (No. 97,

February 1982), the monthly
newspaper of the Spartacus
Youth League (SYL). YSp
documents how the “gentle-

men of Harvard" tried but

failed to throw SYLer Keith

Manning behind bars for

defending free speech
when an SYL forum was
attacked by virulent anti-

communists. The article

uncovers the dirty busi-

ness of "the Corporation," from
the sinister Kennedy School of

Government and Crimson racism
to napalm and the legal murder of

Sacco and Vanzetti. As YSp
points out, Harvard's "reputation

as one of the most insufferably ar-

rogant, repressive, racist, anti-

union and sexist institutions is

well earned."

We are sure that WV sub-

scribers will want to read this

excellent and important article.

And we hope that those who do
not already have a subscription
to YSp will examine this issue
and subscribe now to the press
of the SYL: "As a Marxist organ-
ization we fight capitalist im-
perialism down the line, from
the intellectual pretensions of
their haughty apologists to
their assaults on democratic
rights to their long-standing com-
mitment to racial and sexual
inequality."
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Breaks with Moscow Over Poland

Italian CP Dances to Reagan’s Tune
MILANO—The open break of the

Italian Communist Party (PCI) with

Moscow, precipitated by the suppres-

sion of Solidarnosc’ counterrevolution-

ary bid for power in Poland, means that

the largest Communist party in West

Europe has now affirmed its undivided

loyalty to its own bourgeoisie and more

generally to NATO imperialism. This

has been recognized by the imperialists

themselves and by the Kremlin, which

last week issued a hard-hitting denun-

ciation of their former Italian comrades

for “direct aid to imperialism."

At the same time, the level of internal

opposition to the PCI’s pro-imperialist

line on Poland is quite significant. As we
reported earlier: “...at the base, in the

factories, Italian workers overwhelm-

ingly refused to heed the Eurocommu-
nists’ calls for strikes and demonstra-

tions in ‘solidarity with Solidarnosc’’’

(“‘We Won’t Strike for the Madonna of

Czestochowa’,” WV No. 296, 8 Janu-

ary). The large number of articles in the

party press polemicizing against its

own members indicates clearly the

central leadership feels unsafe and is

worried about a pro-Soviet split. Thus
important opportunities are opened up

among the PCI ranks for authentic

Trotskyists, who called for stopping

Solidarnosc, the company union of

Pope Wojtyla and the CIA.

A central committee meeting in mid-

January made it clear that the PCI tops

had definitively aligned themselves with

the “free world" in defense of “freedom

and democracy" for East Europe. In

fact, the propaganda now coming out of

the Botteghe Oscure(PCI headquarters

in Rome) is practically indistinguishable

from that of the U.S. State Department.

And the imperialists certainly are

appreciative. Berlinguer’s anti-Soviet

speech at the “European Parliament" on
December 17 was greeted with a storm

of applause. To underscore the message,

that same day PCI “anti-terrorist"

expert Pecchioli went to Verona to

express his solidarity with the NATO
high command over the kidnapping of

Vietnam war criminal General Dozier

by the Red Brigades.

Some hard-line Cold Warriors have

favorably contrasted Berlinguer’s out-

spoken anti-Sovietism with the response

of the West German Social Democrats,
who for their own reasons have kept a

low tone over Poland. New York Times

columnist Flora Lewis, whose views

often parallel those of the CIA, wrote on
December 20:

“About the sharpest and most clear-cut

stand of a Western leader on the East-

West undertones of the Polish crisis

came, surprisingly, from the Italian

Communist leader Enrico Berlinguer.
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He called the Polish coup ‘the end of an
epoch’ and said nobody could look East

any longer for inspiration or support in

transforming society.”

And the influential arch-conservative

London Economist (23 January) asks,

“Has Italy’s Communist Party defect-

ed?" It answers: “The evidence of a

genuine change within the Italian

Communist Party is far too considera-

ble to be dismissed."

Certainly the Kremlin thinks the PCI
has now defected to Western imperial-

ism. An authoritative unsigned article in

the 24 January Pravda charges Berlin-

guer & Co. with “a serious blow to the

struggle of the people for peace and

against war threats.” It went on:

"Whose class interest does all this serve?

In today's world it means a direct help

to imperialism, which for decades now
has been trying to weaken socialism, to

shake and ideologically undermine it, a

help to anti-Communism and to all

those forces generally hostile to the

cause of social progress." [emphasis in

original]
— L'Jnita , 25 January

The Italian ruling class has been quick

to express “national solidarity” with

their fellow Italians, albeit “Commu-
nists,” against the Russian bear. The
various bourgeois formations and big

capitalist press have been almost unan-
imous in greeting the PCI’s stance. They
understand that now that the PCI
finally has made a clean break with

Moscow, thus ceasing to be Stalinist, a

whole new range of parliamentary

combinations becomes possible. For the

troubled Italian bourgeoisie, which has

had 4
1
governments in the 36 years since

the end of World War II (a record

probably second only to coup-ridden

Bolivia), this offers the chance to

shackle the powerful and militant

working class by giving the PCI a few
government ministries and a more
active role in the day-to-day administra-

tion of the capitalist system.

A Pro-Moscow Split?

At the highest levels of the PCI
leadership there was only a single

dissent from Berlinguer’s Poland line,

by Kremlin loyalist Armando Cossutta,

in charge of local administration. But

pro-Moscow elements are strewn

throughout the apparatus, and in the

ranks sympathy for the Soviet Union is

widespread. The more militant section

of the PCI includes the so-called

"Afghans," who supported the Red
Army’s intervention against the feudal-

ist guerrillas and opposed Berlinguer &
Co.’s pro-NATO line. The Moscow
bureaucrats know the Italian party

inside out. For example, in 1970 it was
the Kremlin which informed the PCI
leadership that unbeknownst to them
two members of the central apparatus

were CIA agents. The Kremlin enjoys a

wide audience for its Italian-language

publications, particularly Tempi Nuovi
,

which frequently runs articles critical of

Berlinguer’s Eurocommunist line (e.g.,

“Resistance Veterans Meet in Genoa”).

A pro-Moscow split of some sort is

certainly possible. The real question is

whether this would be a significant split,

seriously weakening the PCI’s role as

the mass reformist party of the Italian

working class or would result in little

more than a glorified ltaly-USSR

Friendship Society. This depends on a

number of factors. Among them is the

ability of Moscow to capture a sizable

section of Emilia-Romagna and Tosca-

na (“Red Belt") PCI apparatus, perhaps

through lucrative trade links between

various cooperatives and small concerns

and the Soviet economy.
But in addition to old Stalinist hacks

and a smattering of careerists, a pro-

Soviet split would also attract genuine

leftist militants. For that very reason it

would be an unstable formation. Mos-
cow remains committed to “peaceful

coexistence" with the Italian bourgeoi-

sie. And any leftist posture by a Moscow
Stalinist Italian party would embarrass

the Kremlin’s attempt to weaken the

Atlantic alliance by playing off the

"peace-loving” Europeans against Rea-

gan’s America.

While Italy’s pro-Moscow Stalinists

are now mouthing “anti-imperialist”

rhetoric, they remain no less treacher-

ous enemies of proletarian revolution

and genuine internationalism than the

Eurocommunists a la Berlinguer.

Among the “Afghans" are some of the

same partisan leaders who both fought

Mussolini and then at the end of World
War 1 1 disarmed Communist workers in

order to bring Italy under the heel of

U.S. imperialism. During the 1960s the

pre-Eurocommunist PCI was justly

hated by practically every young worker
militant as the bosses’ watchdog. The

PCI's role in suppressing the revolution-

ary opportunity opened up by the 1969

"Hot Autumn" was a historic betrayal,

if anything, greater than Berlinguer’s

present line on Poland. And the Krem-

lin Stalinists like Cossutta carried out

that betrayal arm in arm with the future

Eurocommunists.

Large sections of the Italian CP,

concentrated in the Italian proletariat,

remain pro-Soviet and profoundly anti-

clerical. They know all too well that

Reagan’s aggressive support for Soli-

darnosc is part and parcel of his

campaign for nuclear war with the

USSR to be fought in Europe. Indica-

tive of this attitude is the success of the

Lega Trotskista d’ltalia, sympathizing

section of the international Spartacist

tendency, which despite its small size

has been able to sell more than 900

copies of a 32-page pamphlet, “Stop
Solidarnosc Counterrevolution,” main-
ly to PCI industrial workers.

Communist militants repelled by
Berlinguer’s embrace of NATO imperi-

alism over Poland will find no alterna-

tive in the pro-Moscow Stalinist “Old
Guard” who disarmed the Italian

proletariat after World War II and
paved the way for Berlinguer’s “His-

toric Compromise” with Christian De-
mocracy and NATO. One of the

most important opportunities in the

history of postwar European Stalinism

now exists to appeal to the base of

the PCI with the Trotskyist program
of uncompromising proletarian
internationalism.
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PCI leader
Enrico Berlinguer
speaks for NATO
imperialism, but
Italian workers

reply: “We won’t
strike for the black

madonna of

Czestochowa.”
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Fake-Trotskyists Split

Son of Peron Leaves Son of Mitterrand

“Caudlllo”
Moreno (left)

and right-

wing social

democrat,
Pierre

Lambert

Revolucion Proletary Photos

It was a marriage of convenience that

just became inconvenient. The fake-

Trotskyist conglomeration which called

itself the Parity Committee and later the

“Fourth International (International

Committee)”—their quotation marks

—

has ceased to exist, as Argentine

filibusterer Nahuel Moreno and French
social democrat Pierre Lambert parted

ways late last year. The principals now
profess incompatibility on a whole host

of issues. The Morenoites assert that

Lambert’s Organisation Communiste
Intemationaliste (OCI) opportunistical-

ly capitulates to the popular-front

French government of Francois Mitter-

rand. The Lambertists denounce More-
no’s Partido Socialista de los Trabaja-

dores (PST) for making a mockery of

international democratic centralism by
opening a factional center in Paris. Who
could deny these charges? And who
could pretend to be surprised? As we
wrote in an article under the heading
“Son of Mitterrand Meets Son of

Peron”:
"... the OCI is a staid social-democratic
organization with a pronounced case of

Stalinophobia, while Moreno is an
adventurer setting out to build a

personal international with a program
of infiltrating all manner of ‘Third

World’ nationalist-bonapartist re-

gimes— Here is the fake-Trotskyist

rotten bloc of all times.”
— WV No. 147. 11 January 1980

Barely two years later, the Parity/

International Committee simply came
apart at the seams, producing a cold

split between Moreno’s former Bolshe-

vik Faction and Lambert’s previous

Organizing Committee. But you can’t

teach old opportunists new tricks. So in

December Lambert launched an “Inter-

national Reconstruction Committee”
and proclaimed the OCI (which had

movement was that which occurred
with the formation of the Third Interna-

tional after the victory of the Russian
Revolution

”

—quoted in Critique

Communiste, December 1981

The Theses adopted at this meeting were

bombastically praised as “the most
important document since the Transi-

tional Program” of Leon Trotsky. Yet
today Moreno belatedly notes that they

lack a section on the question of the

popular front—which Trotsky defined

as “the main question of proletarian

class strategy for this epoch”—and
Lambert admits that their lash-up never

functioned on the basis of democratic
centralism. It was, as we put it, one more
episode in the game of fake-Trotskyist

musical chairs. And now the music has

begun again.

Opportunist Operators
Run Amok

The ostensible political issues in the

Moreno-Lambert split are less

interesting than the organizational dirty

dealing. Having suddenly discovered

that “we and the OCI do not agree on a

October Correspondence Internation-

ale publicly. Moreno’s lieutenants in

France were decreed to have “placed

themselves outside the framework” of

their International Committee—i.e., to

have expelled themselves. Former mem-
bers of the Bolshevik Faction were
simply chucked out of the OCI. Any
pretext would do. When a Moreno
supporter in eastern France said Lam-
bert was a revisionist/reformist, a

circular to local organizers replied:

“There is no possible discussion or

differences. Revisionist or reformist

—

either way it’s a declaration of war to the

death— He doesn’t have a place in the

OCI. Out!” Another provincial Moren-
oite was expelled for “attempting to lead

[an OCI militant] into error” (from
Moreno’s Correspondance Internation-

ale No. 14. November 1981).

Lambert’s idea of an "international"

has always been a federated rotten bloc.

His earlier “International Committee”
(1963-72) with Gerry Healy never even

agreed if it was the Fourth International

or for the reconstruction of the FI. It

simply separated into its French and

Baret/Rush-Young Cambio 16

Ex-bloc partners united in support of Reagan s Polish company union, Solidarno6t: Lambertlst OCI in Paris (left),
Morenoite PST in Madrid.

been losing members ever since Mitter-

rand took office) the Parti Communiste
Intemationaliste. Meanwhile, the

French Morenoites sent a letter to the

Ligue Communiste Revolutionnaire
(LCR)—section of Ernest Mandel’s
United Secretariat (USec), from which
Moreno split in 1979—proposing “com-
mon action to build the revolutionary

party.”

You didn't have to be a fortune teller,

or even a Marxist, to tell that the

Moreno/Lambert match'Vvas not made
in heaven. But for these hucksters the

road to success was to repeat ever more
extravagant claims, no matter how
absurd. In December 1980, when
Moreno and Lambert rebaptized them-
selves the International Committee, the

OCI leader boasted:

“In one year we have made a leap

forward as has neveiybeforc happened
in the history of the Fourth Internation-

al The only comparable leap forward in

the history of the international workers
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single line and not even on a slogan”
(letter by Moreno to the Spanish POSI,
17 October 1981), the Morenoites
proposed to open an office in Paris and
staff it with 10 PSTersso that they could
agitate among the OCI ranks. Adding
insult, they called on the OCI to pay for

this factional center and to supply them
with 1 ,000 copies of the October issue of
the “International Committee” paper
(containing a lengthy Moreno polemic
against OCI policies toward Mitter-
rand). The Morenoites’ "equal time”
offer, to let ten Lambertists run around
visiting clandestine PST locals until the

junta catches them, was pure cynicism.
And meanwhile, the Argentine adven-
turer proclaims his undying love for

Lambert, "the most talented Trotskyist
leader I have known”!
As is their wont, the Lambertists

responded to this cynical provocation
with bureaucratic repression. OCIers
were forbidden to sell the notorious

English components (with their respec-

tive satellites) at the first disagreement

over the domestic policies of one of the

bloc partners, in this case Lambert’s

Bolivian associate Lora. The "Organiz-

ing Committee" (1972-77) also split

along national lines when the OCI
disagreed with Lora’s Argentine follow-

ers over Peronism. And now the Parity/

International Committee ( 1979-81) has

suffered an identical fate as Moreno
turned the tables on Lambert, using the

OCI’s policies toward Mitterrand as the

pretext. Rather than struggling to forge

a genuinely Trotskyist international

party, such unprincipled combinations
always fall apart when one partner tries

to intrude on the other’s national "turf."

As for Moreno, our earlier description

still stands:

"For some time now this Argentine
political bandolero had been sneaking
up on Mandel, scurrying through the

bushes and then hiding under the skirts

of a larger group, only to break trom it

on a 'left' basis when an appropriate
opportunity presents itself."—“Rotten Blocs Shatter United

Secretariat," IFKNo. 245,
7 December 1979

“Critical” vs. Uncritical Support
to the Popular Front

Moreno sniffed the scent of opportu-

nity with the election of Socialist Party

leader Mitterrand as French president

last May 10. Soon after, in a July 13

letter to Lambert, he denounced the

OCI’s policy as “almost total, not

critical, support to a popular-front

government.” They then went semi-

public with the controversy in October,

attacking each other with veiled epithets

and threats. Following the standards of

pseudo-Trotskyist milieus in which a

polemic is judged to be weighty accord-

ing to the number of pounds of paper

consumed, “Miguel Capa" weighed in

for the Moreno camp with 15,700 words
against opportunism on the popular
front. “Francois Forgue” responded
with 12,000 words defending the OCI
policy, and St^phane Just added

another 5,000 justifying support for

Mitterrand’s nationalizations. Alto-

gether it took up 20 solid pages of their

international organ... and within the

month the “Fourth International (Inter-

national Committee)" was no more.

All the verbose obfuscations simply

belabored the obvious, namely that

Lambert & Co. are in no sense an
opposition to the present French admin-
istration, but at most a pressure group
and more often just Trotskyoid mitter-

randistes. The OCI seldom attacks the

government as such, even in the most
“moderate" tones. And when it does, it

almost never refers to the Mitterrand/

Mauroy regime as a popular front, i.e.,

as a bourgeois coalition of class collab-

oration. At an OCI mass rally last fall,

Lambert summed up his policy: "Yes we
say it: the PS-PCF [Socialist/

Communist] majority has the means to

throw back the capitalists and the

bankers.... The government has the

means. The PS-PCF majority in the

National Assembly has the means"
( Informations Ouvrieres, 24-31 October
1981). To call this parliamentarisl

cretinism would be too generous. The
Lambertists’ main activity these days is

building illusions in Ronald Reagan’s
No. I anti-Soviet ally on the European
continent!

So what’s new? The OCI has been
slavishly tailing social democracy for

years. In 1975-76 Lambert beat the

drums for the (CIA-aided) Portuguese
Socialists as they spearheaded a coun-
terrevolutionary mobilization against

the CP. And the best example of OCI
policy toward the ruling pop front

coalition in France was its election line,

calling for a vote to Mitterrand on the

first round and violently denouncing the

PCF as agents of Moscow and Giscard
for running a candidate at all. In the

June parliamentary vote, the OCI called

for support to the popular-front majori-
ty, and it hailed Mitterrand’s election as

nothing less than “the political victory

of the working class" ( Correspondance
Internationale, October 1981). Yet
Moreno hailed this electoral support to

the popular front as “a good example"
of Trotskyist policy! The small group of
morenistas in Los Angeles, for example,
published an article praising “The
Revolutionary Policy of the OCI and
the French Elections" (El Bolchevique,

August 1981).

Before July, you see. Moreno was
walking hand-in-hand with Lambert.
Now it discovers the OCI’s capitulation

continued on page 10
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What Next for Poland?
(continued from page I

)

explain how it was suppressed so easily.

Journalists now point out that Solidar-

nosc leaders were overconfident, be-

lieved the government would never dare

use force against them and so made no

preparations to counter it. Many acted

as if they already enjoyed government

office.

But delusions of grandeur at the top

do not explain the passivity at the base.

Some Western journalists attribute this

to fear of Soviet military intervention;

others talk of the Poles’ traditional

respect for the army. Such explanations

are at best superficial. Evidence suggests

that even before December 13 the wave
of popular support for Solidarnosc was
receding. People had begun to realize

that endless strikes and demonstrations

were only making the desperate eco-

nomic conditions worse. At the famous

December 3 Radom meeting, where

Solidarnosc leaders planned the over-

throw of the government, Karol Modze-
lewski insisted:

“The trade union has not become
stronger; it has become weaker, much
weaker. And all activists are aware of

this.... There are several reasons for

this: weariness as a result of the crisis,

weariness experienced by people wait-

ing at the end of a line. Some people
blame us for the prolongation of this

state of affairs and want us to reach an
agreement."— Washington Post ,

20 December 1981

According to a colleague who was not

interned, the prominent social-

A
Dietz

Rosa Luxemburg

democratic dissident Jacek Kuron
predicted in early December a successful

crackdown:
“The people, he said, were tired, they
were longing for a rest, and it would not
at all be difficult to intimidate them
effectively. [He said] verbatim: 'People
will strike a little and then give up'.”

— Der Spiegel, 18 January

And that’s exactly what happened.
But can the fact that workers—and

not that many—struck a little for

Solidarnosc and then gave up be

explained simply by tiredness after 16

months of crisis? Public reaction to the

government’s exposure of the Radom
tapes (“Radomgate’’) point to another

important factor. Western journalists

all agree that this was a big propaganda

coup for the Jaruzelski regime. Many
Poles were genuinely shocked to hear

Walesa say that “the confrontation is

unavoidable’’ and that “we are bringing

this system down.” And then there was

the Solidarnosc congress last September
with its provocative “free elections”/

“free trade unions” resolutions. One
liberal party member said that a military

operation against Solidarnosc wouldn’t

have succeeded a year ago:

“Six months earlier, I myself would
have turned in my [party] card. It was
by no means obvious then that Solidari-

ty was opting for a confrontation. Only
the hard-liners expected it. They main-
tained that we were fooling ourselves.

The pity of it is that on this point they

were proved right. They kept saying you
are facing people who don’t want to

reform socialism—they hate socialism.”
—New York Times, 5 January

While millions rallied to Solidarnosc

as an oppositional movement, many
pulled back from supporting it in a bid

for power. They had no confidence that

Solidarnosc offered a way out of the

crisis. The organization had became
increasingly faction-ridden and un-

stable. It was split between so-called

“radicals.” like Rulewski and Bujak,

who wanted a confrontation no matter

what, and the moderates, like Walesa

and Kuron, who hoped to take power
gradually. It was also split between the

open advocates of capitalist restoration,

like the Confederation for an Independ-

ent Poland (KPN), and those whose
pro-imperialist appetites were cloaked

in rhetoric of “self-management." Mil-

lions of Poles must have wondered
whether a government of Walesa,

Rulewski & Co. would only perpetuate

and deepen the social anarchy and

economic collapse.

Nevertheless, if a certain disillusion-

ment with Solidarnosc has set in, the

Polish working masses remain deeply

hostile to the corrupt Stalinist bureauc-

racy, which has ruined the economy.
And Jaruzelski’s “state of war” cannot

make Polish workers love their rulers.

Moreover, even Moscow is reportedly

becoming a little uneasy over army rule

in Poland. The New York Times (2

January) noted:

“The Kremlin has made no secret of its

discomfort at the party’s loss of effective

power to a military council, the first

time that any Eastern European coun-
try has had to move the Communist
apparatus aside.”

Already at the time of the crackdown we
warned of the danger of military

bonapartism. This was one of the most
ominous aspects of the Chinese “Cul-

tural Revolution” when Lin Piao’s

People’s Liberation Army essentially

took over administration of the country.

At that time a succession clause was
written into China’s constitution which
made the selection of the pope look like

an exercise in participatory democracy.

As we wrote in “Power Bid Spiked”

( WV No. 295, 18 December 1981):

“The Stalinists only make hypocritical

reference to socialist forms, the acr

knowledgmcnt that vice gives to virtue.

But compared to the naked armed fist,

those forms arc important.”

The military crackdown against

Solidarnosc has been a cold shower for

the Polish masses. The bankruptcy of

the Stalinist bureaucrats, who have

ruined the country economically, is

clear as day. The intoxication of

Solidarnosc clerical-nationalism, which

took Poland to the brink of counterrev-

olution, is beginning to wear off. Many
are seeking new answers, and some will

be open to the authentically communist
program of the Leninist-Trotskyists, the

Spartacists, who demanded “Stop Soli-

darnosc Counterrevolution!” while

fighting for a proletarian political

revolution to oust the parasitic

bureaucracy.

A tremendous political/psycho-

logical shakeup has taken place in

Poland. Suddenly Polish society has

been arrested, just plain stopped. But

the repression has not gone so deep as to

prevent the emergence of an under-

ground opposition. Petitions for an end

to martial law circulate openly; well-

known dissidents give interviews in the

Western press; the state radio polemi-

cizes against underground Solidarnosc

manifestos. Now is the time to start

building educational and propagandis-

ts cells of a Trotskyist vanguard to

defend and extend the historic gains of

socialized property, inherited from the

October Revolution, by ousting the

usurpers who undermine them and
crushing those who would destroy

them.

Real Polish Revolutionary Hero:
Rosa Luxemburg

The present Polish situation could

develop only in a political vacuum
reflecting the destruction of the tradi-

tions of international communism in

Poland through savage persecution

—

Polish Pilsudskiite, German Nazi and
Stalinjst. The Western media now
present Polish history through the

distorting prism of Solidarnosc. The
Polish nation is supposedly fanatically

nationalistic, fervently religious, the

most anti-communist of peoples. The
regime, on the other hand, relegates the

history of the Polish workers movement
before 1945 to the academic realm. In

reality Poland had one of the oldest and
strongest traditions of Marxist proletar-

ian socialism of any European country.

A genuinely revolutionary vanguard
must build on those internationalist

traditions.

The first Marxist working-class party
in the tsarist empire, the party Proletari-

at, was formed in Warsaw in the early

1880s. Significantly, Ludwik Waryh-
ski’s Proletariat rejected the traditional

Polish radical program of a national
uprising and worked closely with the

Russian populists for a social revolution

throughout the tsarist empire. The anti-

nationalist tradition of the party Prole-

tariat was taken over in the next

generation by the greatest Polish prole-

tarian revolutionary leader of all, Rosa

Luxemburg. Luxemburg rejected the

struggle for an independent bourgeois-

democratic Poland and fought for the

overthrow of tsarist absolutism through

the united struggle of Polish and

Russian workers:

“...the idea of making an independent

Poland into a buffer and a protective

barrier for the West against the reac-

tionary Russian tsardom was unrealiz-

able, the development of capitalism,

which had buried this idea in the first

place, created in its place the revolution-

ary class movement of the united

proletariat in Russia and Poland and in

it a far more stalwart ally of the West, an
ally that would not merely mechanically
protect Europe from absolutism but

would itself undermine and crush it.”

—Foreword to the anthology

“The Polish Question and the

Socialist Movement" (1905),

in The National Question

:

Selected Writings by Rosa
Luxemburg (1976)

The political struggle between the

internationalist Social Democracy of

the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania

(SDKPiL) of Luxemburg and Leo

Jogiches and the nationalist Polish

Socialist Party ( PPS) of Josef Pilsudski

dominated the pre-World War I Polish

workers movement.
As Lenin insisted, Luxemburg was

wrong to reject the bourgeois-

democratic right of national self-

determination, i.e., the right to a

separate state, for Poland. Her dogmat-
ic stubbornness on this question weak-
ened her correct struggle against Pil-

sudski and chauvinist currents within

the Polish working class. Yet she was
right to insist that the fate of Poland was
inextricably bound up with the proletar-

ian class struggle in its oppressor nations,

Russia and Germany. The creation of an
independent Polish bourgeois state in

1918 was not the result of a national

uprising but of the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion and Germany’s defeat in World
War I. Moreover, that defeat was in

good measure caused by the rising of
war-weary German workers with Lux-
emburg as one of their leaders. It is one
of those ironies of history that Luxem-
burg’s activities on behalf of the Russian
and German revolutions contributed
more to the national liberation of

Poland than did Pilsudski’s legionary

movement.
Today both sides in the Polish crisis

disdain Rosa Luxemburg, Poland's
greatest representative of proletarian

socialism. The clerical-nationalist So-
lidarnosc idealizes Luxemburg's arch-

enemy, Pilsudski—and, moreover; not
in his pre- 1914 role as right-wing

socialist but in his later incarnation as
anrr-Soviet militarist and fascistic dicta-

tor. The Stalinists, too. have nothing in

common with proletarian international-

ism and desperately try to give them-
selves a “patriotic” coloration. Last fall

for the first time the Jaruzelski regime
celebrated the anniversary of the found-

Founders of Polish Communism (from left): Adolf Warskl, Leo Jogiches,
Julian Marchlewskl.
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Reagan’s
Counterrevolution Show

International Counterrevolution

Day was a flop. They ran it up the

flagpole and nobody saluted. But this

U.S. imperialist provocation did

manage to get 205 people arrested and

14 hurt in Gdansk, where Solidarnosc

activists staged a simultaneous protest.

Ronald Reagan had proclaimed Janu-

ary 30 a “Day of Solidarity with the

People of Poland.” featuring a 90-

minute TV spectacular to be beamed
by satellite to some 400 million viewers

around the globe. Additional millions

would hear the soundtrack over the

Voice of America, Radio Free Europe

and Radio Liberty. It was supposed to

be the biggest show on earth. There

would be rallies across the U.S. and in

European capitals. In particular,

American labor leaders were to play a

key role in this Cold War propaganda

blitz, bought and paid for by the

International Communications
Agency.
The cast of "free world” rulers and

their liberal/social-democratic/artistic

hangers-on polluted the airwaves, all

right. The whole hoary bunch from

Reagan to “Iron Lady” Margaret

Thatcher, Helmut Schmidt, Francois

Mitterrand, Jeane Kirkpatrick, Henry

Fonda, Frank Sinatra—piano players

and prime ministers, defecting am-
bassadors and Soviet “dissidents” ad

nauseum—all got up to denounce
martial law in Poland. (Not a word
about 30,000 murdered by U.S.-

backed junta death squads in El

Salvador, naturally.) They did a

demonstration ofjamming, disappear-

ing Bob Hope into the TV “snow"
(watch out, people may think it’s a

good idea!) Reagan, identifying him-

self as a “long-time union member"
(what about busting PATCO?) and

“former union president” (he ran the

witchhunt in the Actors Guild), threat-

ened “further steps" if conditions

deteriorated in Poland. But it

backfired.

The heavy-handed propaganda ploy

annoyed the Europeans, while the

AFL-CIO/Polish-American Congress

rallies in the U.S. were duds. On TV
they ran Film of the New York
demonstration (attendance: 2,000,

tops), dubbing in a soundtrack of a

large crowd cheering. In the U.S., it

was left up to individual “Public

Broadcasting System" affiliates

whether or not to broadcast (many, if

not most, did not). British broadcast-

ers termed the anti-Communist ex-

travaganza “bizarre"; BBC called it

“the NATO show.” Even Time maga-
zine belched; taking off on the title, Let

Poland Be Poland
, it headlined:

“Better to Let Poland Be?” Mean-
while, the Polish government coun-
tered with its own show featuring film

clips of U.S. dirty work in Vietnam,

Cuba and Iran.

The right-wing anti-Communism
was so blatant it could not be

disguised. The flagship rally was held

in Chicago, in order to draw on the

large Polish exile community. How-
ever. the crowd only half-filled the

amphitheater. General Alexander

Haig was there as featured, speaker

along with his labor lieutenant, Lane

Kirkland. Haig delivered a “Hate

Russia" diatribe. Kirkland quoted

from Patrick Henry (wild applause),

Emiliano Zapata (applause) and a civil

rights song (dead silence). He called

for calling in the Polish debt, stopping

credit to the Soviet bloc and embargo-

ing grain to the Soviet Union. “It was

the most right-wing event I’ve seen

since 1 sneaked into a White Citizens

Council rally 15 years ago,” comment-
ed the WV reporter.

It was the same story everywhere.

“The Day of Protest on Poland Gets

Tepid Response in U.S." reported the

New York Times. In New York, the

ultra right-wing character of the

protest (with more than a few down-

right fascists present) was quite

marked. There were the Moonies and

their CARP, the Polish anti-Semitic

KPN, the Russian fascist NTS (“Anti-

Komunist Alliance"), the Afghan

Association of Freedom Fighters,

USA, and the Democratic Socialist

Organizing Committee, all there to

cheer on Gotbaum, Shanker and the

rest of the AFL-CIO sabre-rattlers.

The crowd boomed out the Polish

national hymn, but when it came to

“God Bless America,” nobody knew
the words. January 30 being the

anniversary of Franklin Roosevelt’s

birth. Central Labor Council chief

Harry Van Arsdale asked for a

moment of silent prayer for FDR.
“What about Yalta?" responded the

“captive nations" reactionaries.

The attempt to mobilize labor

behind counterrevolutionary Solidar-

nosc must be opposed by all class-

conscious workers. Down with Rea-

gan’s anti-Soviet sanctions! No to

“AFL-CIA unionism"!

ing of the bourgeois Polish republic on

II November 1918. This national

holiday is in fact a commemoration
honoring Pilsudski.

But the Stalinist denigration of the

great revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg is

not peculiar to the Jaruzelski regime. As
Trotsky wrote in the early 1930s:

"Yes, Stalin has sufficient cause to hate

Rosa Luxemburg. But all the more
imperious therefore becomes our duty

to shield Rosa's memory from Stalin’s

calumny that has been caught by the

hired functionaries of both hemis-

pheres, and to pass on this truly

beautiful, heroic, and tragic image to

the young generations of the proletariat

in all its grandeur and inspirational

force."

—“Hands Off Rosa
Luxemburg!” Writings [1932]

If Rosa Luxemburg remains unhon-

ored in the Poland of Stalin and

Solidarnosc, it is also because she was a

Jew. For both the Walesas and Jaruzel-

skis, a Jew is not a "true" Pole. One of

the ugliest and most grotesque aspects

of the current crisis is the revival of Jew-

baiting on both sides, although almost

all Polish Jews were killed by the Nazis

and the few remaining tens of thousands

were driven out by the Stalinists in 1968.

While the Stalinists dare not attack

Pope Wojtyla’s hierarchy, the real force

behind Solidarnosc, they readily fabri-

cate “Zionist plots.” One target singled

out in government propaganda is the

Jewish social-democratic dissident

Adam Michnik, a figure of no great

influence in the present Solidarnosc

line-up. Also a government radio

program after the December 13 crack-

down "exposed" the fact that Solidar-

nosc adviser Bronislaw Gemerek was
the son of a Jewish religious teacher. But

the hardened anti-Semites are on the

other side. Even the Wall Street Journal

admits that Leszek Moczulski’s KPN, a

strong faction in Solidarnosc, is “tainted

by a history of anti-Semitism." And last

fall the “radical" Solidarnosc leader in

Szczecin, Marion Jurczyk, declared that

three-quarters of the Communist party

leadership were really Jews who had
changed their names!

Before the Holocaust Jews played a

very important role in the leadership of

the Polish revolutionary workers move-
ment, providing much of its internation-

alist elan and cosmopolitanism, acting

as a barrier against social-patriotic

influences. By “purifying" the Polish

nation at Auschwitz and elsewhere,

Adolf Hitler indirectly contributed to

the utter wretchedness of postwar

Polish Stalinism, the enormous influ-

ence of the Catholic church and the rise

of the clerical-nationalist Solidarnosc.

The Tragedy of the
Polish Communist Party

The Polish Communist Party was

formed in late 1918 as a fusion between

Luxemburg’s SDKPiL and the Polish

Socialist Party-Left, a large centrist

party which had split from Pilsudski in

the wake of the Revolution of 1905. The
outlook animating these first Polish

Communists is well described by Isaac

Deutscher in his important 1958 essay,

"The Tragedy of the Polish Communist
Partv" (reprinted in Marxism in Our
Time [1973]):

“The Party’s ranks were further united

by a sharp awareness of their common
and unyielding opposition to the na-

tionalist and reformist Poland, to the

Poland of the landlords and petty

nobility."

That opposition would soon be tested,

and in the severest way. In early 1920

Pilsudski launched a war of conquest

against Soviet Russia. There was no

question that the Polish Communists
would perform their internationalist

duty, as they did. Deutscher explained:

“The Polish Party treated this war—as

it had every reason to do—as a war of

the Polish possessing classes (or of their

decisive elements) against the Russian
Revolution, and as an integral part of

the capitalist powers’ intervention in

Russia. The Party felt it was at one with

the Russian Revolution and obliged to

defend it.”

In the early 1920s the pro-Soviet

Communist Party was, on balance,

stronger within the Polish working class

than the Prlsudskiite social democrats.

Moreover, there was a saying in the

Comintern: “The German party is the

largest; the Polish party is the best." In

good part because of its roots in the

revolutionary SDKPiL of Luxemburg,
the Polish party offered more resistance

to Stalinization than did any other large

Comintern party, In December 1923 its

central committee sent a letter of protest

to the Russian party which stated: "...

for our party, nay for the whole
Comintern, for the whole revolutionary

world proletariat the name of Comrade
Trotsky is insolubly connected with the

victory of the Soviet Revolution, with

the Red Army, with communism"

(quoted in M.K. Dziewanowski, The
Communist Party of Poland

[ 1976]).

This is not to idealize the Polish

Communist Party of the 1920s or the

regime of the “three Ws" (Warski,
Walecki, Wera Kostrzewa). In 1923 the

Polish Communist leadership let slip a

potentially revolutionary situation. A
few years later they made a far graver

error, this time one of commission.
Momentarily overcome by the popular
enthusiasm for Pilsudskiite bonapart-

ism, Warski threw his party's support

behind the marshal’s coTip in May 1926

(see “Pilsudski and Counterrevolution

in Poland," WV No. 293, 20 November
1981). Yet the Polish Communists soon
recovered from their “May mistake"

and were the only opposition to the

consolidating fascistic dictatorship.

The political authority which the

continued on page 8

Polish October, 1956: Workers brought liberal Stalinist Wladyslaw Gomulka
(speaking) to power.

Party headquarters burned in Gdansk during 1970 Polish workers revolt.

Workers sang the Internationale.
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What Next
Poland?...
(continuedfrom page 7)

Polish Communist Party gained

through its heroic struggle against the

right-wing dictatorship was soon squan-

dered by Stalin's 1929 turn to “Third

Period" adventurism. The party was

prohibited from engaging in united

action with the social democrats and

peasant parties against the deepening

white terror. In 1931-32 an opposition

to this suicidal course emerged led by
Isaac Deutscher. The Polish opposition

was soon won to Trotskyism, centrally

due to Trotsky’s determined struggle for

a united defense by the German prole-

tariat against the menace of Nazism.
While the Deutscher group was expelled

from the Polish CP in 1932, the

American Cold War historian Dziewa-
nowski observes, “A pro-Trotsky un-

dercurrent continued to remain a factor

of some importance until the party’s

dissolution [in 1938], particularly

among the Jewish membership."

When Hitler came to power in

early 193^ the Trotskyist movement
considered calling upon the Soviet Red
Army to invade Germany before the

Nazis could consolidate their regime

and rearm. This would necessarily have

violated Polish national independence,

but this was a minor consideration when
weighed against the historic interests of

the world proletariat.

The growing white terror of the

Pilsudskiite “regime of the colonels"

forced ever larger numbers of Polish

Communists to take refuge in the Soviet

Union. While many foreign Commu-
nists were killed in the Great Purges of

the late ’30s, Stalin’s war against the

Polish party was exceptional, indeed

unique. Practically all Polish Commu-
nists in Soviet territory were either

physically liquidated or sent to concen-
tration camps. Many Polish Commu-
nists were lured back under one or

another pretext. The entire party

leadership—Warski, Walecki, Wera
Kostrzewa, Unszlicht among others

—

was killed. In 1938 in an unprecedented
act Stalin dissolved the entire Polish

Communist Party as a "nest of

Pilsudskiite-T rotskyites." Deutscher
sought to explain Stalin’s insane hatred

for Polish Communism, his determina-
tion to destroy it root and branch:

“Stalin saw the Polish CP as the

stronghold of hated Luxemburgism—
the Polish ‘variety of Trotskyism’—
which had defied him as long ago as
1923: the Party in which some leaders
were close to Bukharin and others to

Zinoviev; the Party ol incurable here-
sies, proud of its traditions and its

heroism...”

For Polish Trotskyism

One point all observers agree on is

that the immediate origins of the present
Polish crisis are to be found in the

catastrophic economic mismanagement
by the Gierek regime over the last

decade. It’s also clear that the level of

corruption and venality in the Polish

bureaucracy is extreme even compared
to the rest of the East European
deformed workers states. This reflects

Stalin’s destruction of the Polish Com-
munist Party, which meant that the

governing apparatus put in place by the

Soviet army after World War II had no
connection with a revolutionary past to

live down. Thus the bureaucracy that

has run Poland ever since was recruited

from simple opportunists and careerists.

But the deeper origins of the Polish

crisis lie in Stalinism, the attempt by a

bonapartist bureaucracy to balance

between imperialism and the working

class, expressed in the dogma of

“socialism in one country."

All the central problems facing

Poland flow from the bureaucracy’s

narrow nationalist policies and particu-

larly its conciliation and strengthening

of the social base for counterrevolution.

The ability of the peasantry to hold the

country ransom lies in the failure to

collectivize agriculture. The clerical-

nationalist hold on Solidarno$6 is

rooted in the regime’s attempt to find a

modus vivendi with the Catholic

church, which is rooted in the peasantry.

The explosion over price increases

which led to the Gdansk strike was the

result of mortgaging the Polish econo-

my to the Western bankers, who are

now demanding their payoff. What’s

needed is not more concessions but a

truly revolutionary, internationalist

policy. And that requires the ouster of

the Stalinist parasites through a prole-

tarian political revolution, led by a

Trotskyist vanguard.

The Polish workers’ answer to the

Stalin-era regime of police-state

commandism was given in 1956 by the

powerful proletarian revolt that began
in Poznan (and helped spark the

workers revolution in Hungary that

same October). This forced an attempt
to reform the regime through some kind

of liberal Stalinism, using more individ-

ual incentives and loosening the screws

of the repressive apparatus. This, too,

failed—twice. The Polish proletariat

repudiated Gomulka in the 1970 Baltic

workers uprising and ousted Gierek
with the 1980 shipyards strike. This also

meant the end of illusions in liberal

reform, and now pro-Western forces in

and around Solidarnosc managed to

win the support of the Polish masses.

But their triumph would mean a
calamity of epochal proportions, turn-

ing Gdansk into a Detroit with its

unemployment lines and soup kitchens.

Moreover, counterrevolution on the

banks of the Vistula would not be
limited to Poland. It would immediately
pose capitalist reunification of Germany
and a thermonuclear imperialist world
war. aimed at. eradicating the Soviet

degenerated workers state and the

remaining conquests of the October
Revolution of 1917. Only the Trotsky-
ists have a program to root out the

sources of counterrevolution, by return-

ing to the authentic communism of
Lenin and Luxemburg. Key elements of
such a program to mobilize the Polish

working class include:

separation ofchurch and state! As Rosa
Luxemburg wrote in 1905: “The clergy,

no less than the capitalist class, lives off

the backs of the people, profits from the

degradation, the ignorance and the

oppression of the people” (“Socialism

and the Churches"). Today the Vatican

serves as a key instrument of Western

imperialism, a central agency for capi-

talist counterrevolution. The core lead-

ership of SolidarnoSd around Lech
Walesa came out of the church-backed

“dissident” circles, and one of the

famous 2 1 demands in the Gdansk strike

was for broadcasting Catholic mass
over state media— in effect establishing

a state church. Moreover, the Polish

army is the only one in East Europe to

have Catholic chaplains.

Kuron and other SolidarnoS6 leaders

have called for a tripartite government
including the Catholic hierarchy. Wash-
ington, Wall Street and social democra-
cy are united in seeking to restore the

Roman church to its medieval domi-
nance over Polish social life. And
seeking to conciliate Pope Wojtyla, the

Stalinists may well adopt some of its

reactionary social programs—such as

restricting or eliminating women’s right

to abortions. The separation of church
and state is a historic gain of the

bourgeois-democratic revolution, yet

today only the Trotskyists fight for it.

For the collectivization of agricul-

ture! For decades the Polish economy
has been wracked by the contradiction

between a backward smallholding

agriculture and a rapidly expanding
industry. Government food subsidies

have been an ever-greater drain on the

entire economy. Yet Rural Solidarity’s

attempts to eliminate state marketing
would not only go against the immedi-
ate economic interests of the working
class, through vastly higher prices, but it

would also strengthen the danger of

counterrevolution. An immediate, key
task for a revolutionary workers gov-
ernment in Poland would be to promote
the collectivization of agriculture.

For trade unions independent of
bureaucratic control and based on
defense of socialized properly! This is

an integral part of the Trotskyist

program to oust the Stalinist bureaucra-

cy. And it has nothing in common with

the slogan of “free trade unions,” which
has long been a battle cry of NATO
imperialism. At the start of the Cold
War, the fanatically anti-Communist
U.S. labor bureaucracy set up the

International Confederation of Free

Trade Unions in closest collaboration

with the CIA. Polish workers must
understand that narrow, economist
trade unionism is not possible in a

collectivized economy. Any redistribu-

tion of income requires wresting control

of economic administration from the

Stalinist bureaucracy. And Polish

workers must implacably oppose "AFL-
CIA unionism," committing their or-

ganizations to defend socialized prop-
erty and proletarian state power against

imperialism.

Cancel the imperialist debt! To meet
Poland’s present enormous indebted-

ness to the imperialists would mean
years of severe austerity. Yet the Soli-

darnosc leaders call for Poland to join

the International Monetary Fund, the

Western bankers cartel. The I M F would
bleed Polish workers no less savagely

than it does "Third World" workers.

Desiring to maintain social peace in its

important ally, the Kremlin has, at least

indirectly, shelled out ever larger sums
to pay Poland’s debts to Wall Street. It

is not our task as proletarian revolution-

ists to advise the Warsaw bureaucrats
on how to get out of the hole they are in.

But a Trotskyist leadership would
immediately cancel the imperialist debt
and appeal to the workers of West
Europe and the U.S. to combat the

inevitable imperialist retaliation.

For international socialist economic
planning! Solidarnosc leaders have
expressed admiration for Western
capitalism and called for the reprivatiza-

tion of a significant sector of the

Down with clericalism! For the strict

Order Now!
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"Solidarnosc Polish Company Union
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Spartacisl Publishing Co

,

Box 1377 GPO, New York. NY 10116

economy. They have demanded the

abolition of central planning in favor of

autonomous "self-managed” enterprises

operating on the basis of market

competition. In Poland’s present eco-

nomic conditions, this would immedi-

ately bankrupt hundreds of enterprises

throwing hundreds of thousands, if not

millions of workers into the streets. It

would also enormously facilitate impe-

rialist economic penetration. The goal

must be not to return to the anarchy of

the market but to give the working class

democratic control over the economy
which can only be realized through

central planning by soviet power, with

factory committees to monitor produc-

tion and consumer cooperatives to

monitor quality and price of commodi-
ties. Polish workers must look toward a

Socialist United States of Europe in

which a united Soviet Germany will be

an industrial motor force.

For soviet democracy, not bourgeois

parliamentarism ! For proletarian politi-

cal revolution! Just hours before the

imposition of martial law, Solidarnosc

called for a referendum to overthrow the

Communist government and replace it

with a government based on “free

elections.” In present Polish conditions

such elections would have led to the

victory of a clerical-nationalist party,

which would attempt to restore capital-

ism, or perhaps have led to an anarchic

outcome. In either case, civil war would
be posed pointblank. The Polish work-
ing class must fight for the rule of soviets

(workers councils) as in the Russian
Revolution of 1917. Soviet democracy
should encompass those parties, chosen
by the workers and their allies, which
stand for and defend a socialist order.

Defend the USSR against imperial-

ism! For the revolutionary unity of
Polish and Soviet workers! Walesa &
Co. saw themselves leading the entire

Polish nation, supported by Western
imperialism, against "Russian Commu-
nism." The “appeal” by the Solidarnosc
congress last September to Soviet

workers was a provocative declaration

of solidarity with Reagan’s “free world."

This was readily understood not only by
the Kremlin bureaucrats but also by the

Soviet working masses. Western jour-

nalists all report that the Soviet man-in-
the-street has no sympathy for Solidar-

nosc and what it stands for.

The revolutionary tradition of
Polish/Russian working-class solidarity

represented by Rosa Luxemburg is

crucial to the reforging of Polish

Trotskyism. A Polish proletarian politi-

cal revolution must be extended to the

USSR and the rest of the Soviet bloc or
it will be crushed. But Polish workers
cannot appeal to their Soviet class

brothers, who lost 20 million people
fighting the Nazis in World War II

(600.000 of them in Poland), unless they
assure them that a workers Poland will

defend the Soviet Union against imperi-
alism. The Soviet people know that U.S.
imperialism’s ambition is "rollback"-.

the transformation of East Europe into
hostile imperialist-allied states, extend-
ing NATO to the Soviet border as the
prelude to capitalist restoration in the
USSR itself. A Polish workers govern-
ment must be a military bastion against
NATO!

In his essay on “The Tragedy of the
Polish Communist Party," Isaac
Deutscher stressed as his main conclu-
sion: "If the history of the Polish CP and
of Poland at large proves anything at all,

it proves how indestructible is the link
between the Polish and Russian revolu-
tions. Today it is necessary to revive the
tradition of Lenin and Luxemburg, of
revolutionary unity of the Polish and
Russian proletariat. Today this must be
directed against the Stalinist bureaucra-
cies, in defense of the collectivized
economies and proletarian state power
against imperialism. That tradition and
program will be carried forward by a
Polish T rotskyist vanguard, section of a
reborn Fourth International. .Vow is the
time to lay the roots of a Trotskyist
vanguard in Poland *
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At L.A. Salvador Demo

CISPES Exclusion Backfires

WV Photo

Los Angeles, January 23: CISPES goon attack on SL contingent can’t

silence call for victory to Salvadoran leftist insurgents.

LOS ANGELES—About 35 thugs

from CISPES (Committee in Solidari-

ty with the People of El Salvador)

launched a premeditated attack on a

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth

League contingent at the El Salvador

protest here January 23. In a fit of anti-

communist frenzy over the SL/SYL
banners “Military Victory to the Left-

Wing Insurgents" and “Defense of the

USSR and Cuba Begins in El Salva-

dor," the CISPES goons attacked our

contingent in order to block us from

the march. But they failed to disperse

our contingent, which not only re-

mained solid but dealt some well-

deserved blows to the thugs. The
cowardly all-male CISPES squad

seemed most interested in assaulting

our female comrades, but they were

unable to inflict any injuries.

While CISPES threatened to call

the racist LAPD to enforce our

exclusion, the fake left scrambled to

line up behind CISPES and the

popular front. Workers Power and the

"Trend" eagerly joined the goon

squad, while the SWP/YSA coopera-

tively stepped aside at the goons’

request to give the thugs operating

room. YWLLers caught in the melee

screamed, “Get the Sparts, not us.”

But we enforced our democratic

rights despite this thug attack by firmly

implanting our banner and contingent

in a prominent place at the final

rallying point in MacArthur Park.

Loudly chanting “One, two. three,

four, leftist rebels win the war!” and

“Five, six, seven, eight, defend the

Soviet workers state!" our contingent

drew a sharp political line against the

waterboys for the Democratic Party.

And the linked arms of the CISPES
goons were unable to seal off the

demonstrators from the SL’s revolu-

tionary line. Over 1 10 items of Sparta-

cist literature were sold to the crowd of

under 1,200. One of the marshals tore

off his yellow armband and came over

to us, while another CISPES support-

er protested vigorously to the rally

organizers, saying: “I’ve known the SL
for years and they are no disrupters

and they do not initiate violence. This

is disgusting.”

In sharp contrast to the SL/SYL’s
principled stand, the Los Angeles

group which calls itself the Revolu-

tionary Workers Front, followers of

the Argentine adventurer Nahuel

Moreno, abstractly polemicizes

against the reformist “political solu-

tion” in El Salvador but capitulates to

the popular front in practice. At this

and every El Salvador protest the L.A.

Morenoites duck political confronta-

tion with the reformists by cowardly

disappearing into the crowd with a few

salesmen. Only the SL has fought for a

program and contingent counterposed

to class collaboration.

At the rally a Spartacist speaker

addressed a portion of the crowd

through a bullhorn:

“We're against negotiated settlements

" and political solutions. We don’t want
to see the hard-earned victories on the

battlefield traded away at the bargain-

ing table. Today is the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the 1932 La Matanza (the

Massacre) and we stand for the only
program that can prevent another

one—a workers revolution through-

out Central America. CISPES organ-

izers brought you here today to prop
up the [Salvadoran] FDR popular

front and to align with the U S.

Democratic Party. We know that this

strategy means defeat and WE WILL
NOT BE SILENCED!"

Our contingent then chanted “Re-

member Bay of Pigs, Remember
Vietnam— Democratic Party, We
Know Which Side You’re On!" Before

leaving the park we sang the Interna-

tionale. As hundreds of heads turned

to listen there was no doubt who stood

for workers revolution.

Massacres...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

huts. Then the army, left, the villagers

relieved at being left alive. But early the

next morning the Atlacatl Brigade was

back. They herded the villagers into the

plaza in front of the church. The men
were blindfolded, bound and beaten,

then taken away in groups of four to be

shot. A survivor told the Washington
Post's Alma Guillermoprieto what
happened next:

“Around noon they began with the

women. First they picked out.the young
girls and took them away to the hills

Then they picked out the old women
and took them to Israel Marquez’ house
on the square. We heard the shots there.

Then they started with us in groups.

When my turn came...l slipped be-

hind a tree and climbed up. I saw the

lieutenant then. He was personally

machine-gunning people....

“A soldier said ‘Lieutenant somebody
here says he won’t kill children.’ ‘Who’s
the sonofabitch who said that?’ the

lieutenant answered ‘I am going to kill

him’.”
— Washington Post . 27 January

Similar stories were told in neighbor-

ing villages when leftist rebels led

reporters to the scene. In La Joya a

survivor told the New York Times'

Raymond Bonner: “We didn’t think

they would kill children, women and old

people, so they remained." Among the

dead in La Joya were a 70-year-old

woman and a three-day-old baby. As
they left the village soldiers had

scrawled on the wall of one house, “The
Atlacatl Battalion will return to kill the

rest" (New York Times ,
27 January).

With the grim efficiency that has

become common in El Salvador over

the past two and a half years, the

villagers compiled a list of the victims,

with names, ages and villages recorded.

Of 482 people killed in Mozote, 280
were children under 14. According to

the Salvadoran Human Rights Com-
mission, the total number of innocent

civilians butchered by the junta army in

this December sweep was 926.

The Salvadoran government claims

that such massacres are an invention of

“Soviet disinformation.” The U.S. press

often presents the bloody killing in El

Salvador as a three-cornered fight

between “extremists" of the left and

right and the “centrist” junta in the

middle. This time the FMLN, by

bringing major U.S. journalists to the

scene of the junta’s crime, left no alibis

for the army and its U.S. government

apologists.

The Atlacatl Brigade is a hand-picked

elite unit personally trained by the U.S.

Special Forces. And the Green Beret

school of “counterinsurgency" was
Vietnam, where U.S. imperialism devel-

oped its tactics of fighting guerrillas

with a war of extermination. The
Atlacatl Brigade has never won a battle

against the FMLN. Their “victories”

have all been of the kind won at Mozote.

The result of the U.S. “counterinsur-

gency" strategy in 1981, according to

figures of the Salvadoran archbishop’s

Legal Aid office, was the murder of

12,750 civilians. An estimated 3,000

more were killed in combat and 2,000

others in aerial bombing. The number of

Salvadorans driven from their homes by

the army terror was set at 8 10,000. Since

the U.S.-backed coup of October 1979

one in every 200 Salvadorans has been

killed, the overwhelming majority vic-

tims of the army and semi-official death

squads.

The “Ministry of Death”

Next door in Guatemala the mass
murder is, if possible, even more
organized. By the end of 1981 some 300
people a month were being killed

—

according to the State Department’s
admittedly low figures. The repression

has been centralized within an appara-

tus in the army command known as the

“Ministry of Death." In El Salvador

most of the victims of the death squads

are dragged off in ones and twos in the

middle of the night, only to reappear

dead on the side of a road or dumped
headless on a deserted lava field. But in

Guatemala, the press, which always

attributes the killings to“desconocidos”

(unknown men), reported at least 20

massacres of 50 people or more in 1981.

The U.S. is supposedly barred by

human rights restrictions from supply-

ing Guatemala with any military aid. In

reality the government of General

Romeo Lucas Garcia has gotten around
the restrictions with ease. Reagan last

spring reclassified trucks and jeeps as

“non-military” aid. Moreover, Guate-

mala paid $10.5 million over the past

two years to buy nine U.S.-made Bell

“civilian” helicopters. Lucas Garcia

can’t officially buy his own Huey
gunship, but his "executive” model Bell

412 was purchased legally—and with

two U.S. M-60 machine guns mounted
in the doors the only difference is the

paint job.

No “Political Solution”

Last summer liberals and fake-leftists

hailed the imposition of the “human
rights" certification requirement for

U.S. aid to El Salvador. The Committee
in Solidarity with the People of El

Salvador (CISPES) hailed the amend-
ment as a “decisive breakthrough" and

claimed that the certification could not

be made “unless radical changes occur

in El Salvador prior to October" (El

Salvador Alert , 1 June 1981). Since the

administration claims that the junta is a

"moderate" force committed to “demo-
cratic” elections in March and attributes

most of the deaths to leftist “terrorism,"

no one should have been surprised when
Reagan gave the Salvadoran govern-

ment a passing grade on his human
rights report card. Yet even now
CISPES calls for Congress to “carefully

monitor the certification" and submit

new legislation (El Salvador Alert,

January 1982).

This impotent policy is linked to the

Salvadoran opposition popular front’s

reliance on a "diplomatic offensive” to

obtain a "political solution" with the

junta. At a recent conference in Lima,

Peru, Guillermo Ungo, the social-

democratic/liberal leader of the Frente

Democr&tico Revolucionario (FDR),
told reporters, “There has been a

process of moderation and maturing in

our movement— Negotiation is the

only way to avoid the complete destruc-

tion of our country" (Boston Globe. 31

January). But such pledges of modera-

tion and pleas for mercy from the

imperialists and their puppets will have

no impact in the face of Reagan’s Cold
War drive to teach the Soviets a “bloody

lesson” in Central America. And what
kind of compromise can there be

between an army of genocidai butchers,

protecting the interests of the handful of

Salvadoran landlord-capitalists, and
the,masses of impoverished Salvadoran
workers and peasants?

Frustrated over Poland in its anti-

Soviet war drive, the U.S. is already

turning the heat up in the Caribbean.

“Contingency plans" for a naval block-

ade between Cuba and Nicaragua are

ready; the gusano and somocista exiles

are training at Camp Cuba-Nicaragua
near Miami while a counterrevolution-

ary invasion force is assembled in

Honduras, making murderous border

raids into Sandinista Nicaragua. This is

no localized conflict that could be

amicably settled if only Uncle Sam
would just go away, as the reformists

pretend. Today the battle line of the

Cold War runs through Central Ameri-
ca. Military victory to leftist insurgents

in El Salvador! For workers revolution!

Defense of Cuba and the USSR begins

in Central America!*
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Son of Peron...
(continuedfrom page 5)

lo the popular front. The OCl. in turn,

accuses the Morenoites of not seeing the

difference between when the “‘clash’

with the government is ’indirect’ and the

moment when it is ‘direct’." The tradi-

tional working-class parties must be

unmasked “through the practical move-

ment of the proletariat,” writes OCl
spokesman Forgue, rather than

"through simple denunciation or repeat-

ing labels.” “Miguel Capa” puts it

slightly differently, claiming Trotsky

“held that at the beginning of the

popular-front government, the main

enemy was the bourgeoisie and not the

government, which had the confidence

of the workers and the opposition of the

bourgeoisie.” Moreno/Capa also argue

that popular fronts are always a "con-

sequence of a revolutionary or electoral

victory of the masses.”

Only “indirectly” criticize the popular

front vs. the “main enemy" is the

bourgeoisie, not the government? At

most the differences between Moreno-

ites and Lambertists on this key ques-

tion are between those who give “criti-

cal" support to Mitterrand and those

who are shamelessly uncritical. The
Bolshevik policy was quite the opposite.

In his famous "April Theses" Lenin

“directly" attacked the classic popular

front in the Russian Revolution:

“No support for the Provisional

Government; the utter falsity of all its

promises should be made clear

Exposure in place of the impermissible,

illusion-breeding ‘demand’ that this

government, a government of capital-

ists, should cease to be an imperialist

government ”

—“The Tasksofthe Proletariat in

the Present Revolution,"

April 1917

As for Trotsky, far from considering the

election of a popular-front government

a “victory” of the workers, he always

denounced such blocs as a barrier to

proletarian revolution. And he certainly

didn’t spare the bureaucrats. Following

the election of the Spanish People’s

Front in 1936 he wrote that the first duty

of revolutionaries in Spain was: “To
condemn and denounce mercilessly

before the masses the policy of all the

leaders participating in the Popular

Front” (“The Tasks of the Fourth
International in Spain,” April 1936).

Anti-Soviet Rotten Bloc

Moreno/ Lambert’s main hope for

building a relatively stable rotten bloc

was in elaborating a program based on
dead-end anti-Sovietism. And they went
at it with the passion of a couple of

"captive nations” “freedom fighters.” In

response to Jimmy Carter’s Cold War
crusade over Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan, various fake-Trotskyists

called for the withdrawal of the Red
Army. The "Parity Committee" went
even further, calling for military support
to the CIA-aided Islamic reactionaries.

And in rhapsodizing on Khomeini’s
mullah rule in Iran, the Morenoites
called for extending this Islamic coun-
terrevolution to the Soviet Union (see

WV No. 249, 8 February 1980)! To
justify such treachery they resorted to

the Lambertist myth of a “counterrevo-

lutionary Holy Alliance based on the

world order established at Yalta and
Potsdam." According to this demono-

logical Stalinophobic worldview, every-

thing from the Cold War to Eurocom-
munism is the product of a

Kremlin/White House plot.

Then came Poland. Naturally,

Lambert/ Moreno became enthusiastic

supporters of Solidarnosc (along with

the Mandelites, social democrats and

other “friends of labor" like Pope
Wojtyla and Ronald Reagan). A resolu-

tion on Poland at the founding confer-

ence of the “International Committee”
had not a single reference to defense of

the Soviet bloc degenerated/deformed

workers states against imperialism.

(“Naturally," for if there's no conflict

between the capitalists and the Stalinist

bureaucrats, then what’s to defend...?)

There was a slight disagreement over

whether the call for a constituent

assembly should be the central slogan in

Poland. (Moreno: “[Call for] soviets?

Then we wouldn’t have any more
possibility of dialogue with the

masses.") And the Solidarnosc congress

last September, with its call for “free

elections” and “free trade unions"

throughout East Europe, was hailed asa

clarion call to battle against Stalinist

totalitarianism.

But even virulent anti-Sovietism

couldn’t keep them together. Now. in

the wake of the Polish military crack-

down in December against a counter-

revolutionary power grab by Solidar-

nosc, both Morenoites and Lambertists

quickly took to the streets along with the

imperialist bourgeoisie (and East Eu-

ropean ultra-rightist emigres) in protest.

Here was a real counterrevolutionary

unholy alliance! And this is the banner

under which Pierre Lambert’s PCI and
his “International Reconstruction Com-
mittee" were born. His report at the

founding meeting began with a salute to

Solidarnosc, Jacek Kuron and the

leaders of the KPN—a gang of anti-

Communist, anti-Semitic, ultra-

nationalist Pilsudskiites! Once again, as

over Portugal, the Lambertists’ Stalino-

phebia leads them to act as running

dogs of the CIA.
And once again the pseudo-

Trotskyist quick-change artist Nahuel
Moreno is posing as a left oppositionist.

As we have shown, this is belied by his

entire record. Only the international

Spartacist tendency (iSt) has fought

consistently for the Trotskyist policies

of proletarian opposition to the popular

front and of unconditional defense of

the gains of the October Revolution. In

the face of widespread illusions the iSt

uniquely called for no vote to Mitter-

rand in 1981 and no vote to Allende in

1970, warning that the workers must
rely on their own class power to defeat

reaction. And as the fake-lefts dance to

Carter/ Reagan’s Cold War tune, the iSt

forthrightly proclaimed, “Hail Red
Army in Afghanistan!" and “Stop
Solidarnosc Counterrevolution!"

Lambert’s revolving Organizing/

Parity / International / Reconstruction
Committee, Moreno’s endless disguises,

Mandel’s perpetually dis-United Secre-

tariat all lead nowhere. These unprinci-

pled combinations regularly fall apart at

the first test. The international Sparta-

cist tendency, in fighting for the princi-

ples and program of Bolshevik-

Leninism, seeks to reforge Trotsky’s

Fourth International. Not opportunist

rotten blocs, but a world party of

socialist revolution!*
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Zinoviev...
(continuedfrom page 2)

modernizers such as Turkey’s Kemal
AtatUrk. But they were the very oppo-

site of everything an Islamicy//iac/(“holy

war") stands for.

The review of Reds by the Socialist

Workers Party’s Harry Ring, which

reader Sanders refers to, comments that

Zinoviev “did call for a ‘holy war’—a

‘holy war’ against imperialism" ( Mili-

tant, I January). As enthusiastic sup-

porters of the bloody Islamic fanatic

Khomeini, the SWP obviously sees

nothing wrong in this. The Moscow
Stalinists of the Communist Party also

protested that Reds gives a false picture

of Zinoviev, but in a very different way.

"It is wrong to assume," writes Bruce
Caraway in the 8 January Daily World.

“that the general population has any
idea of what became of Zinoviev, how
he betrayed the Revolution and was put

on trial by the Soviet government"!

Even today the CPUSA applauds
Stalin's murder of the first head of the

Communist International, the bloody
purges of the Bolshevik Old Guard, of

the leaders of the Red Army and, of

course, of Trotsky.

Zinoviev has long been a contro-

versial figure among communists.
As the chief executive officer of

the Comintern, he was the Bolshevik

leader who worked most closely with the

early American Communist movement.
Zinoviev was key in overcoming the

unnecessary, programmatically unjusti-

fied and destructive split between
the Communist Party of Fraina/

Ruthenberg and the Communist Work-
ers Party of Reed/Gitlow. A few years

later he played a central role in getting

American Communists to abandon self-

isolating “undergroundism” and be-

come a public, legal party. At the same
time, he played a crucial role in

defeating the Left Opposition; Stalin

was able to accumulate power in large

part by posing as the "nice guy" as

against the heavy-handed bureaucrat

Zinoviev. James P. Cannon, the foun-

der of American Trotskyism, once
summed up Zinoviev’s erratic career,

not only his flaws and failings as a

revolutionist but also his important
contributions:

"Zinoviev was not one man. There were
four Zinovievs at least

—

I would say
there were six Zinovievs There was the

Zinoviev who was the most intimate

collaborator of Lenin inexileduringthe
war, who did great historic work. Then
there was the Zinoviev who, . . . together
with Kamenev, lost his nerve on the eve

of the insurrection. .

.

[Then there was]
Zinoviev who corrected himself after

that, who became the chairman of the
Comintern and Lenin’s agent, really, in

leading the Comintern.
“All the great worldwide propaganda
against Zinovievism and Zinoviev was
set in motion by the group of centrists

who were attracted to the Comintern in

its first years and recoiled from it in its

first years under Lenin: Balabanov and
others of that sort who gave to the
whole organization of Lenin, the
organization of the Comintern, the
twenty-one points, they gave the name
of Zinoviev, making it synonymous
with Leninism. When anybody waves
the flag of Zinovievism you can do very
well to trace it back to which Zinoviev
they mean
“Then there was a fourth Zinoviev, the
Zinoviev of the troika with Stalin and
Kamenev after the death of Lenin. This
is the Zinoviev who began to backslide,
and it is correct, as [Albert] Goldman
said, that the organizational methods
that began to be introduced into the
Comintern, in contradistinction to the
earlier years, were sort of a bridge
toward Stalinism
“But then there is another Zinoviev, the
fifth Zinoviev, who in 1926 broke away
from the bloc with Stalin and concluded
a bloc with T rotsky. ... I didn’t become
a Trotskyist until 1928 and that was
when the bloc of Trotsky and Zinoviev
had been broken and the sixth Zinoviev,
the capitulator, appeared and went
back to the camp of Stalinism. and I. on
the other hand, supported Trotsky."—“A Reply to Goldman on Three

Points." in James P Cannon,
Writings and Speeches.
1945-47

Trotsky commented that in the

Marxist movement “the collective

substitutes for what the individual

cannot achieve. . . . The whole Bolshevik

Party is a marvelous example of this."

Under Lenin’s and Trotsky’s supervi-

sion, Bukharin, Zinoviev and many
more were capable of great achieve-

ments. But with this control gone, they

were like a dog without his master. The

collective was broken. Yet the view of

Zinoviev as a bureaucratic hack little

different from Stalin is radically false.

Stalinism was not a question of person-

ality but of the pressures leading to the

degeneration of the revolution, chiefly

its international isolation.*

Detroit...
(continuedfrom page 12)

thousands of auto workers, for the poor

and black population of Detroit and

other cities, the "status quo" means

increasing misery caused by the capital-

ist profit-motive economy.
The giveback drive must be repulsed

through powerful militant action which

challenges capitalist ownership of the

factories. A two-day sitdown strike in

auto plants throughout depressed

southern Michigan, the center of auto

production, would throw back the

bosses’ giveback drive and could spark

tabor action to bring down Reagan. An
immediate goal must be to keep working

people—laid-off UAW workers, pen-

sioners. single mothers with children—
off the welfare lines by getting union-

level wages in the form of unconditional

unlimited unemployment compensation
with full cost-of-living protection, paid

by the federal government. And Rea-
gan’s anti-Soviet war budget be

damned!
Conditions in Detroit today are a

more powerful argument for Bolshe-

vism than a thousand pamphlets. Black

unemployment in the city tops 26
percent; the key is the fight for jobs for

all, through a shorter workweek at no
loss in pay. While layoffs and shut-

downs threaten the organized existence

of the mainly black proletariat, the

genocidal fascist groups that are in-

creasingly active in depressed Detroit

threaten the workers’ lives. Labor/black
defense guards are immediately neces-

sary to defend workers’ picket lines,

homes and families.

Reagan is not trashing working
people, the poor and the aged simply to

bolster the corporate bottom line.

Reagan is the leader of a desperate
ruling class that sees no way out for the

crisis of American capitalism except
through the rollback of the social gains

of the October Revolution in Russia

—

even if that means blowing up the world.

Reagan weeps for Solidarnosc because
the capitalists saw this CIA company
union as providing the biggest opportu-
nity since the end of World War II to

make East Europe “safe" for GM and
bring the "prosperity" of Detroit to

Gdansk.

Givebacks, layoffs and Klan terror

are part of Reagan’s massive anti-Soviet

arms build-up and war drive. That is

why the Russian question is crucial.

You can’t fight the givebacks without
fighting Reagan and the anti-Soviet war
drive. And you can’t fight by replacing
Reagan with the Democrats, who paved
the way with their own war drive against
the Soviet Union and workers and
blacks in the U.S. There is no way out
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within the capitalist system. A workers

government is needed which rips the

productive wealth of this country out of

the hands of the capitalist class, without

a dime in compensation.

Today in Detroit and its surroundings

the alternatives facing the proletariat

literally boil down to socialist revolu-

tion or demoralization and despair. The

situation cries out for revolutionary

leadership, for an integrated vanguard

party such as only the Spartacist League

seeks to build, such as Lenin built to

lead the Russian Revolution in 1917.

Auto workers must oppose the

bosses' protectionist campaign, which

has been embraced by virtually every

UAW official. Besides dividing Ameri-

can workers from their class brothers

abroad, protectionism saves profits, not

jobs. The Steelworkers union's no-strike

pledge and its “Buy American" propa-

ganda haven’t stemmed the loss ofjobs.

Rather, such policies have emboldened

the steel bosses to throw tens of

thousands of workers on the scrap heap

with impunity. Recently, U.S. Steel,

whose industrial base consists of aging

plants built at the turn of the century,

decided to spend $6 billion, not to build

a new steel plant but to buy Marathon

Oil.

But if the American capitalists have

no program to rebuild basic industry,

they sure as hell have a program to beat

the competition: war

!

The bureaucrats

who support the poison of protection-

ism are helping to ideologically line up

the working people for inter-imperialist

slaughter. Today, international working

class solidarity is a life and death

question.

Crisis of Leadership

UAW president Doug Fraser's name
is now a dirty word throughout his

union. But auto workers better take a

careful look at the gang of opportunists

and bureaucrats who are riding the anti-

Fraser bandwagon. Most visible are the

bureaucrats in Locals Against Conces-

sions (LOC) and the Independent

Skilled Trades Council (1STC) of long-

time house oppositionists Pete Kelly

and A1 Gardner. It should come as no

surprise that these fakers have no

program of militant action against the

giveaways. Where were they during the

great billion-dollar Chrysler giveaway?

And how about the giveaway of over

200,000 layoffs, which the LOC and

1STC have done nothing to prevent?

Furthermore, they 100 percent support

Fraser’s protectionist call for banning

imports of Japanese parts and compo-

nents. “If it’s built elsewhere, then sell it

elsewhere," says LOC spokesman Dan
Douglas.

Another Fraser critic is Rick Martin,

president of Local 600’s heavily black

Coke Oven and Blast Furnace unit.

Martin distinguishes himself from the

1STC bunch by at least paying lip

service to the need for struggle against

the companies. In his column in the

December issue of Local 600’s Ford

Facts, for example, Martin recalled the

“nationwide strikes, boycotts and sit-

downs” of the '30s. At the December 13

Local 600 General Council meeting.

Perhaps most utopian is Martin’s call

on Reagan’s government to enact

"emergency legislation” and to inter-

vene “into big business profit-making

decisions.” Such a demand suggests that

the government is a "neutral” arbitrator

between labor and capital. On the

contrary, the state is an instrument to

increase profits at the expense of labor.

Electing Democrats changes nothing:

the cuts in social services and the

military build-up began under Jimmy
“Ethnic Purity" Carter.

Many Rouge workers won’t be

surprised if Martin’s call for action goes

nowhere. Behind his militant rhetoric.

No glvebacks,

no layoffs— for a

sit-down strike!

: .

Martin presented a resolution for a

“nationwide work stoppage of all labor”

to protest Reagan’s enormous military

budget and to demand “emergency

legislation” restoring cuts in federal

assistance programs and preventing

foreclosures, evictions, etc. The motion

was approved as a “recommendation”

to Fraser.

Despite Martin’s pledge to “pursue

this objective" {Ford Facts, 25 January),

his resolution is nothing but pie-in-the-

sky. The only reason for the largest

UA W local in the country to kick the

question ofstrike action upstairs to the

International is to avoid having to carry

it out.

they see the man who pushed through

concessions in his own unit last year!

Predictably, however, his token strike

call has been picked up by the United

Front Caucus (UFC) at Rouge, an

opportunist lash-up including among
others supporters of the centrist Revolu-

tionary Workers League (RWL), an

organization which has made the “right”

to cross a picket line a key element of its

program. Instead, what’s needed is a sit-

down that challenges the bosses’ pro-

perty rights. The UFC talks abstractly

about sitdowns, but has made it clear

that such actions should only occur

when they are “authorized by the

International”— i.e., never! Now they

call for a one-day UAW-wide protest

strike, an action that would have little

effect on the layoff-ravaged auto

companies.

What the Working Class Needs

At Ford’s River Rouge plant in Local

600, only the Rouge Militant Caucus

(RMC) has a program that breaks

qleanly from Fraser’s pro-company

policy. The RMC program includes

demands for sit-down strikes to fight

layoffs ,
labor/black mobilization

against Klan/Nazi terror, for labor

action to bring down Reagan, and a

workers government.

In the context of the wretched

reformism of virtually all groups con-

tending for leadership of the working

class, Ford has singled out the Rouge

Militant Caucus for victimization.

Management ripped down RMC leaf-

lets from an area where everyone has

posted for years, and then attempted to

frame up and fire Caucus member
Charles DuBois on a charge that he had

threatened a foreman. Rouge workers

rallied to the defense of DuBois, several

stepping forward as witnesses to refute

the company frame-up, and Ford told

the union verbally that it was dropping

the main charge. An RMC leaflet of

January 26 asserted:

"Ford targeted Rouge Militant and
Charles DuBois to silence our answer to

their layoffs and pay cuts: ‘Vote No!
Not one layoff! For sitdown strikes to

defend our jobs!’ Ford not only wants to

take our jobs and our money, they want
us to keep our mouths shut while we
shuffle off to the unemployment line!"

The best answer to the reformists,

who offer “solutions” to the crises of

capitalism that always leave the workers

with deteriorating living standards, is

what Leon Trotsky wrote over 40 years

ago. His Transitional Program was

written during the Great Depression of

the ’30s, a period of massive worldwide

social convulsions and impending impe-

rialist war. In it Trotsky asserted that

the revolutionary vanguard must base

its demands on what the working class

needs, not on what decaying capitalism

makes “possible":

“Property owners and their lawyers will

prove the ‘unrealizability’ of these

demands. Smaller, especially ruined

capitalists, in addition will refer to their

account ledgers. The workers categori-

cally denounce such conclusions and
references The question is one of

guarding the proletariat from decay,

demoralization and ruin. The question

is one of life or death of the only creative

and progressive class, and by that token
of the future of mankind.’’*

It’s a Dog’s Life Being a Stalinist Hack
DETROIT, January 17—The Com-
munist Party (CP) convened a two-day

conference of Daily W-'or/d “builders"

here this weekend. The “live wire"

elements present were, for the most

part, the same veterans who show up at

all CP functions. And the political

message was the same tired old

reformism, always seeking a new New
Deal with the Democrats.

It was immediately apparent that

this conference had nothing to do with

providing revolutionary leadership to

the working class. Outside the hall, the

CP allowed a bunch of fascist scum
called the "SS Action Group” to mill

around. This provocation was never

mentioned during the meeting, nor

was anything done to remove these

racist terrorists! That might offend a

couple of dubious allies on the Detroit

City Council, it seems.

On the podium it was non-stop

"fight Reaganomics" and build a new
people’s front. Part and parcel of this is

the CP’s plan for the ’82 Congressional

elections: they’re going to develop a

political hit list like the new conserva-

tives’ and fight to get "progressive”

Democrats in office to “defeat Rea-

ganism.” With the understanding, of

course, that they must keep up

pressure on these "progressives" so

they don't end up selling out. Sort of

like trying to keep a snake from
slithering.

CP general secretary Gus Hall laid

out a “people’s program" for the

"fightback movement” that included

impeaching Reagan, "a $100 billion

slash in the military budget" and “a

timetable to restore all cuts in social

programs." By our count that leaves

$121 billion per year for the imperialist

war machine—more than enough to

annihilate every Soviet city! And what

are the poor supposed to do? Stop
eating until the capitalist economic
"timetable" makes food stamps avail-

able again?

While conference participants

awaited late-arriving buses from New
York, Hall gave a warm-up talk. In it

he revealed that when Reagan imposed
sanctions against the USSR over

Poland, some Daily World staffers

wanted to duck the issue with a

headline against Reaganomics! The
general secretary sternly called them to

order. But who could deny the logic of

their deviation? After all, you can’t

snuggle up to the imperialist Demo-
crats and defend the Soviet Union.

The working-class heros of the

weekend were the early morning plant

gate distributors. They needed a pat on
the back: it turns out that those free

DWs are paid for by the readers’

groups that give them out! The factory

distributors had an additional gripe:

they often run into other groups selling

their papers. One notable example was

in New York at a large transit barn

where the “Trots" were selling. Some-
one else mentioned those same “ultra-

lefts" turning up consistently at a

Midwest steel plant. In fact, scores of

NYC transit workers and Chicago
steel workers buy every issue of the

Spartacist League’s Workers Van-

guard, even in competition with the

Daily World freebies. Because they

want a paper that tells it straight.

Being a Daily World “builder" must

be a dog’s life. No wonder they want to

hide from the Poland issue when they

have to write and sell (or even give

away) headlines like, “POLAND
HEEDS UNITY CALL—Nation

Goes Back to Work." Where the

Trotskyists of the SL openly say.

“Stop Solidarnosc Counterrevolu-

tion!" the Stalinist apologists get all

mealy-mouthed because they can’t

admit that three decades of bureau-

cratic abuse and crimes have driven the

bulk of the Polish workers into the

arms of reaction. And they certainly

haven’t got a program to do anything

about it beyond the crackdown.

Or how about the “leadership"

provided by the Daily World at home?
Like the DW headline in December,
“PATCO Couldn’t Live on Moral
Support." Kind of late, isn’t it?

Because empty “moral support" is all

the CP ever offered when it counted—
recall Gus Hall’s “flying is scabbing”

diversion. They were too busy cover-

ing for do-nothing bureaucrats like the

Machinists’ Winpisinger, who stabbed

PATCO in the back. Only (he Sparta-

cist League fought for labor to “Shut
Down the Airports!"

While the Daily World pushes its

treacherous “people’s front” with the

Democrats, Workers Vanguard pro-

vides the class-struggle program for a

workers fight to bring Reagan down.
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Fight for It-No Givebacks, No Layoffs!

Detroit: For a Two-

WV Photo

Auto Sitdown!
A U

/Mil

DETROIT, January 30—Doug Fraser’s

plans for Chrysler-style concessions hit

a snag this week when talks broke off

between General Motors and the United

Auto Workers (UAW). At the press

conference following today’s meeting of

the union's GM Bargaining Council,

UAW president Fraser moaned that

dissidents within the council had under-

cut his bargaining position. In fact it was
the angry ranks who put the heat on the

UAW local presidents in the council.

By last week an opposition to

continuing the talks had mounted to

over 40 percent of the delegates. A
demonstration of over 1 .000 angry auto
workers at the council’s doorsteps had
been threatened. Company negotiators

were convinced that there was no point

in putting together a giveaway package
that the ranks weren’t going to buy
anyway.

The UAW hacks promptly an-

nounced that giveback negotiations

with Ford Motor Company would
continue. Fraser’s hopes to ram through
concessions here and later use them as a
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battering ram against GM workers must
be stopped. Ford UAW members must
demand that the Ford Council be

recalled immediately and all negotia-

tions cease!

Maintaining the existing contract

won’t put a single one of GM’s 130,000

indefinitely laid-off workers back on the

job. It won’t stop the company from
going after new concessions when the

contract expires in September. It won’t

stop the massive social devastation
that literally makes survival the issue

for auto workers. For hundreds of

continued on page 1C

NYC Phone Militant Mindy Gianninoto Fired . Arrested

On Tuesday, February 2, Communi-
cations Workers of America (CWA)
militant Mindy Sankel Gianninoto was
fired by AT&T, arrested by New York
City police, handcuffed in full view of

her fellow workers and dragged off to

police headquarters. Her “crime" was
refusing to fink on fellow workers. This
outrage is an attack on the entire union!
Phone workers in NYC must demand all

charges be dropped and Mindy be
reinstated immediately!

I uesday’s d ramatic arrest was a result

of a continuing battle in which the

phone company has been trying to force

workers to act as snitches in the shop,
Mindy Gianninoto, a technician at the

AT&T center at 811 10th Avenue in

Manhattan, has consistently refused to

“flag mistakes" for the supervisors on
her fellow workers’ job tickets. Last
September Mindy was suspended and
escorted out of the building by the New
York Police Department for refusing to

rat on her union brothers and sisters.

But she refused to back down under
intimidation.

When Mindy Gianninoto came to

work <n Tuesday, management called

her in i the office and tried to browbeat
her into agreeing to fink, threatening to

“separate her from the payroll." She
replied. “The union has advised me not
to answer because it is in the grievance

12

procedure." Thereupon management
announced she was "terminated" for

“refusing a work directive." Plant

security and the city police were called

in. Mindy told WV, “I went out to the

floor, telling everybody about this. I

said ‘I won’t fink on people, this is not a

union job’.’’ When she refused to leave,

she was handcuffed with her hands
behind her back and paraded down the

aisle past her fellow workers. "People
couldn’t believe it. You know, here’s

Mindy in handcuffs.” She was booked
for criminal trespass.

I he phone company is notorious for

its regimentation and victimization of
unionists. Last September when Mindy
Gianninoto was suspended, her fellow

workers, including 12 union stewards,

came to her defense with a leaflet saying,

“Would you feel safer working along-
side Mindy or someone who finks and
grieves it’?" At that time, 50 of her co-

workers escorted her onto the floor

when management threatened to pre-

vent her from coming to work.

CWA members must rally to Mindy’s
defense. Let Ma Bell know it can’t run a
slave plantation. The union must not
permit victimization of its members for

refusing to do fink work Mindy Gianni-
noto must be reinstated with full back
pay and all disciplinary measures re-

moved from her file. Dropthecharges! Arrested for defending the union
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Salvadoran rebels on the offensive.

For Workers Revolution! Defend Cuba, USSR!

A series of military successes for El

Salvador’s leftist rebels has shaken the

bloody U.S. -backed military junta in

that tiny Central American country, and

prompted Secretary of State Alexander

Haig to threaten “whatever is

necessary"— including U.S. troops—to

stop the guerrillas of the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front

(FMLN). By turning the tide of the

Salvadoran civil war in their favor, the

guerrillas have put a kink in Haig and

Reagan’s plans to “draw the line"

against Communism in Central Ameri-
ca So now Washington is escalating

military aid to the bloodthirsty Salva-

doran colonels, directly aiding Somoza-
ist exile terrorists based in Honduras
and stepping up preparations for naval

action in the Caribbean aimed at Cuba.

The administration's response has

Democratic Party doves flapping their

wings in fear of being drawn into

“another Vietnam.”

Reagan’s problems with El Salvador,

on the battlefield and the home front,

came together on January 27. First

came the front-page, eyewitness ac-

counts in major U.S. newspapers of a

horrendous massacre of women, chil-

dren and old men by Green Beret-

trained Salvadoran troops (see “‘Hu-

man Rights’ Massacres." fFFNo. 298. 5

February), Then came the news that an

FMLN commando squad (perhaps with

the aid ot disaffected junta troops) had

just blown up virtually the entire

Salvadoran air force in a spectacular

raid on the Ilopango air base

One day later Reagan, provoking an

intense liberal outcry, certified to

Congress that the Salvadoran killer

junta was "making progress" on human
rights and proceeded to triple the

amount of military aid slated for El

Salvador for the coming year and to

almost double the amount of economic

assistance. Under the guise of “replac-

ing" the Huey helicopters destroyed on

the 27th, the administration authorized

sending not only more choppers but

fighter-bombers, troop transports and

spotter planes as well. Then last week

there was another flap when the Cable

News Network ran film showing U.S.

“advisers" not authorized by Congress

to be in the country carrying M-I6s in a

combat zone.

Parallels with Vietnam are evident.

Even some of the personnel is the same.

Here is Thomas Endcrs, now assistant

secretary of state for Latin America but

formerly Washington’s spokesman in

Phnom Penh during the Indochina war,

declaring that “the decisive battle for

Central America is under way.’’“lf after

Nicaragua, El Salvador is captured by a

violent minority, who in Central Ameri-

ca would not live in fear?” says the

former publicity man for Lon Nol ( New
York Times, 7 February). And who now
runs El Salvador, if not a “violent

minority"? Here is Alexander Haig.

Nixon’s White Housechief of staff in the

era of “Vietnamization” and now in

control at State, blaming the guerrillas’

success on “Cuban intervention.” The
general made it perfectly clear that “we
have not ruled out anything" in the way
of support to the junta As White House
press secretary Larry Speakes put it:

"The President has said he has no plans

to send troops anywhere—and he has no

plans. ..at the moment" (UPI, 4

February).

Old Vietnam hands recalled that in

February of 1965 the Vietnamese NLF
made a surprise attack on the U.S. air

base at Pleiku—and that the incident

was used as the excuse to launch massive

bombing of North Vietnam. “We seek

no wider war," LBJ pledged as he

ordered the B-52s into the air. Reagan
isn’t even bothering to lie about his

escalation. Over and over the adminis-

tration has recited a list of “contingency

plans" ranging from blockades of

Nicaragua and/or Cuba to sending in

the Marines. Reagan fan William

Safire, a former Nixon/Agnew speech

continued on page 10

Salvadoran junta
has murdered

more than
30,000 in the

past two years.



Gow Wins in ILWU
Local 10 Vote

Boston El Salvador Demo

SYL vs. Liberal Doves
r i^rm*u

“Down w ith the junta! Workers to

power!" chanted the nearly 50-strong

Anti-Imperialist Contingent, as more
than 3,000 demonstrators marched
from the Boston Common on Feb-

ruary 13 at a march in opposition to

U.S. military involvement in El

Salvador. The Contingent, initiated

by the Spartacist League/Spartacus

Youth League, marched with ban-

ners reading “Military Victory to the

Leftist Insurgents in El Salvador!"

and “Break with the Bourgeoisie! For
Workers Revolution in Central

America! Defense of the USSR and
Cuba Begins in El Salvador!" The
Anti-Imperialist Contingent attract-

ed a number of young radicals.

Endorsers of the march included

the Central American Solidarity As-
sociation, assorted church groups, the
People’s Anti-War Mobilization, as

oung Spartacus

well as sundry liberals. The refor-

mist/liberal organizers had arranged

for Democratic Party speakers, Sena-
tor Paul Tsongas and Representative

Barney Frank, to offer their “smart-

er” imperialist plan for a “negotiated

settlement" to keep the Salvadoran
workers and peasants from smashing
the junta and the oligarchy.

In support of these capitalist

politicians the official goons tried

repeatedly hut unsuccessfully to

silence the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent which had taken its place near

the head of the march. We met the

imperialist speakers with chants:

“Remember Bay of Pigs, remember
Vietnam— Democratic Party, we
know which side you’re on!" And
anyone at the Boston rally could see

and hear what side the rally organiz-

ers were on.

Riot Cops Attack ILWU
Strike in L.A.
LOS ANGELES, February 14—On
January 29, the LAPD and the L.A.

Harbor Department tried to provoke a

bloody confrontation with pickets at

Hugo Neu Proler Company (HNP) by
herding scabs across a mass picket line

of 400 workers representing 1 4 unions in

the Long Beach area. HNP and seven

other scrap metal companies have been
on a campaign to break International

Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s
Union (ILWU) Local 26 on Terminal
Island. They provoked a strike on
October 26 at HNP with a “take-it-or-

leave-it" contract "offer” which would
have crippled the union, demanding the

right to prevent stewards from talking to

workers during work! When talks broke
down and the ILWU struck, the seven
other companies then locked out the rest

of the 400 Local 26 scrap metal workers.
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Scrap had been stockpiled and the

company was determined to wear the

local down with a long strike.

It was only when HNP began massive
scabherding three months into thestrike

that local bureaucrats finally organized

mass picketing. HNP hasn’t hired a

black worker since 1970, yet recruited

scabs from impoverished black neigh-

borhoods in L.A. Between 6 a.m. and
noon on the 29th. no one got through
the line. But at noon, a participant told

Wl\ the cops massed and made their

move. About 75 cops in riot gear and
with dogs ordered strikers to open the

line!

ILWU Local 13 responded to this

brutal provocation by refusing to load

scrap as long as pickets were up. Leaders

of the L.A. Harbor Coalition, a loose

federation of harbor unions, threatened

to shut the port down if a settlement

wasn't reached. The unions should have
shut down the port then and there!

A shutdown of the Long Beach port

could have beat back this union-busting

attempt when it began—four months
ago. Reportedly, as we go to press,

Local 26 members have just finished

voting on an agreement reached in

negotiations of the last week.

One of the most prominent issues in

the strike has been the racist treatment

of the minority workers by the company
at Hugo Neu Proler. It will take a class-

struggle leadership to win the fight

against discrimination and union bust-

ing. Mass picket lines, solidarity strikes,

hot cargoing—all the class-struggle

tactics which built the unions must be

revived in order to defend them,
Reagan’s vicious busting of the PATCO
air controllers set the climate for

provocations like at HNP. ILWU
militants must fight for labor action to

bring Reagan down!B

SAN FRANCISCO. February 12-
Running on a program of labor action

to stop Reagan’s anti-Soviet, union-

busting austerity drive. Militant Caucus
leader Stan Gow today was elected as a

delegate to the International Long-

shoremen’sand Warehousemen’s Union
(ILWU) Coast Caucus and Internation-

al convention from S.F. Local 10

(longshore). Gow made a better show-
ing than has any left-oriented candidate

in a Local 10 delegate election for the

last decade, placing fifth out of ten

elected with 310 votes, or over 20

percent of the total. (Even the Commu-
nist Party's long-time bloc partner, Leo
Robinson, could muster only 265 votes

to place tenth.) The Coast Caucus is a

policy-making body for the West Coast

ILWU longshore division.

Gow, who publishes the “Longshore
Militant," was also reelected to the

Local 10 executive board for a ninth

consecutive term last month.
The Militant Caucus program, on

which Gow ran, stands for labor action

to bring down Reagan, for union

defense squads to stop fascist terror

against blacks and other minorities, and
for “Dump the bureaucrats— Build a

workers party to fight for a workers
government!” The Caucus calls for

abolition of the “steady man” system.

L

Militant Caucus spokesman Stan
Gow.

which has undercut the union hiring hall

and eroded jobs, and for jobs for all

through a shorter work shift with no cut

in pay. An election issue of the "Long-
shore Militant” dated February 5 noted:

“The heart of Reagan’s austerity

program is the massive military buildup
for World War 1 1 1 against the USSR
[ILWU International president Jimm\]
Herman praises the company union
Solidarnosc and calls for its right to

organize anti-Communist ‘free trade
unions'. Because the pro-capitalist

ILWU bureaucracy supports Reagan's
massive military buildup, they are
capitulating to his domestic austerity

SAN FRANCISCO. January 21-
Reagan & Co. hypocritically talk about
“workers rights" only when the Polish

military cracked down on the CIA/
Vatican-inspired Solidarnosc “union."
But of course the American government
continues to aid the pro-NATO Turkish
military junta, which is now terrorizing

the union movement. At the January
membership meeting of (longshore)

Local 10 of the International Long-
shoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union
(ILWU), a motion was passed demand-
ing the release of 52 imprisoned Turkish

unionists and that American transport

unions refuse to ship military goods to

Turkey.

The motion was raised by Stan Gow,
recently reelected local executive board
member and leader of the Militant

Caucus in the ILWU. The motion read

program It is the program of across the

board class collaboration that led to the

rotten coast contract with all its benefits

for PMA [the employers' association]

and takeaways for us.”

W

V

asked Stan Gow about his good
showing in the election. Hccommented:

“Part of the reason, I think, is because

this is a local that only narrowly voted
to approve the last contract— by a 2

percent margin. It was a very bad
contract, and the effects of that contract

have accumulated to a point where
fellows are getting pissed off. For
example, the so-called ‘cornerstone of

the contract.' as Jimmy Herman called

it in 1978—the Pay Guarantee Plan— is

being attacked by a phony ’25 percent

work availability rule’ that the employ-
ers are trying to use to disqualify

longshoremen from getting PGP pay-
ments. I think the votes also reflect a
real unrest since the policies of Reagan
arc becoming clearer and the union
members want to see a program like the

Militant Caucus' to fight it What's
needed now are more recruits to build

the Militant Caucus.”

Former “Longshore Militant" co-

publisher Howard Keylor. who recently

split from Gow and the Militant Caucus
on an opportunist course, was also

elected, placing eighth. In a counterfeit

publication designed to look as much
like the "Longshore Militant" as possi-

ble. Keylor during the election cam-
paign descended to the level of red-

baiting his former collaborators.

Seeking to throw a smokescreen at the

charges leveled at him in the January 6
issue of “Longshore-Warehouse Mili-

tant" (“No Vote for Keylor"—see

Workers Vanguard No. 297, 22 Janu-
ary) Keylor tried the old bureaucratic

trick of attributing it to outside agita-

tors: It “was not written for

longshoremen! ... it was designed to be

reprinted and quoted from in publica-

tions addressed to the left in Chicago,
Toronto, Melbourne, Hamburg, Paris

and London."

The February 5 "Longshore Militant"

commented: “This redbaiting attack on
the Militant Caucus serves no, other

purpose than to declare to the union

bureaucracy that [Keylor] has broken
from his former politics and is now- for

hire." And we might add—what does
Keylor have to hide from workers in

other countries?

In summarizing to WV, Gow
commented: "While it's important that

I’ve been elected to the Coast Caucus,
and I’ll use it to fight for the Militant

Caucus program, I have no illusions

that the fate of the ILWU is going to be
settled in a Coast Caucus or an
International convention. It’s going to

be decided on the battle lines of the class

struggle."

as follows:

“Fifty-two trade union leaders in

Turkey are facing the death penalty
right now for organizing, assembling,
and demonstrating against anti-labor
laws and against the murder of trade
union leaders by fascist groups like the
Grey Wolves. These trade union leaders
are being tried by the military junta
which overthrew a constitutionally
elected government and banned ail

strikesand collective bargaining. ILWU
Local 10 demands the immediate
release ol the 52 DISK unionists and all

the victims of right-wing repression by
the Turkish military junta. What is

needed is a national labor boycott of
U S military cargo to this Turkish
junta. The Secretary-Treasurer will

communicate this statement to all other
longshore and clerk locals, the Interna-
tional. the II.A. the NMU and other
International and local transport work-
ers unions and as a press release to the
media."

Longshoremen Demand:
Save Turkish Unionists!
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Our comrade Toni Randell
died February 12 of cancer. A
cadre of the Spartacist League
for more than ten years, comrade
Toni had been a member of the

New York and Bay Area SL
branches, a member of the

Central Control Commission
and a candidate member of the

SL Central Committee. She was
tragically only 38 years old at the

time of her death.

We publish below the tribute

read at comrade Toni’s funeral.

The poem is adapted from
Bertolt Brecht. The paragraphs
from Trotsky are from his

“Testament" dated 27 February

1940 (Writings of Leon Trotsky

[1939-40]).

An obituary will appear fol-

lowing the memorial meetings

which will be held Saturday, Feb-
ruary 27.

*****
I need no gravestone, but

If you need one for me
I wish the inscription would

read:

She made suggestions.

We
Have acted on them.

Such an epitaph would

Honor us all.

We have come here today to

honor Toni. Each of us will miss

Toni in his own way, each will

remember her in his own way.

She was mother, daughter, wife,

friend and comrade. Toni deter-

mined that she would spend her

life as a communist. She lived

and died a hard communist.

Toni Randell

For me, her strength, perse-

verance, kindness and very spe-

cial sense of humor have been

an inspiration during the years I

have known her.

Our memories of Toni will

continue to be an inspiration to

us all, and especially to [Toni’s

daughter] Jessica, whom she

loved so dearly.

In closing, I would like to read

a testament written by Leon
Trotsky during an illness in 1940.

I know that Toni read these

words often and in them found
much comfort.

“For forty-three years of my
conscious life I have remained a

revolutionist; for forty-two of

them I have fought under the

banner of Marxism. If I had to

begin all over again I would of

course try to avoid this or that

mistake, but the main course of

my life would remain unchanged.

1 shall die a proletarian revolu-

tionist. a Marxist, a dialectical

materialist, and. consequently,

an irreconcilable atheist. My
faith in the communist future of

mankind is not less ardent,

indeed it is firmer today, than it

was in the days of my youth.

“Natasha has just come up to

the window from the courtyard

and opened it wider so that the

air may enter more freely into my
room. I can see the bright green

strip of grass beneath the wall,

and the clear blue beautiful sky

above the wall, and sunlight

everywhere. Life is beautiful. Let

the future generations cleanse

it of all evil, oppression, and
violence and enjoy it to the full.”

TONI RANDELL
MEMORIAL MEETINGS

SAN FRANCISCO
Holiday Inn

1500 Van Ness Avenue, at Pine Street

Gold Rush B Room
2:30 p.m.

Saturday, 27 February

(415) 835-1535

NEW YORK CITY
48 Warren Street

(one block south of Chambers Street)

Second floor

4:00 p.m.

Saturday, 27 February

(212) 732-7861
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Jail the Murderers of Ernest Lacy

!

Milwaukee's Killer Cops Go Free
The Carter/ Reagan rollback of even

the minimal civil rights gains of the ’60s

has given the cue for racist murder

—

from the “unofficial” Klan/Nazi assault

on labor/black organizers in Greensbo-

ro to the jailhouse hanging of black

college football star Ron Settles in a Los

Angeles suburb last July, and a cop

killing of 22-year-old black youth

Ernest Lacy in Milwaukee that same

month. Despite massive protests over

the Lacy murder, involving up to 10,000

people, Milwaukee city officials

dragged out the legal investigations for

nearly six months. Then the case was

turned over to a judge who on January

30 dismissed the homicide charges

against the three white cops involved,

charging two of them with only “mis-

conduct in public office.” The third,

who actually killed Ernest Lacy, was

allowed to go scot-free! This racist

provocation must be protested by a

mobilization of Milwaukee labor and

minorities!

Word that the killer cops would go

free sparked a sit-in by some 20 black

activists in the District Attorney’s office

beginning February 3. The group sat in

for four days, calling for homocide

charges to be brought against policeman

Thomas Eliopul. and 500 angry protest-

ers showed up at a church meeting

Sunday, February 7 to plan further

action. But to date the government has

refused to take any action whatsoever

against cop Eliopul. The March 3

hearing date for Eliopul’s two accom-

plices, James Dekker and George Kalt,

on charges of “misconduct" may be the

focus of renewed protest.

In fact, the outrageous details of

Lacy’s death and the record of racist

brutality by the three cops involved

forced even some local labor officials to

lodge a protest. Charges of an unpro-

voked attack on a black USWA (Steel-

workers) official were still pending
against the same three cops from the

summer before. And one of the killers,

James Dekker, has had at least five

complaints of brutality lodged against

him. including a charge of choking a

black woman the night before Lacy’s

murder and an assault on a black man in

a wheelchair the same night. These killer

cops must be jailed, the racist police

chief should be driven out and the cops

disarmed!

On the night of July 9 the three cops,

members of an elite all-white “tactical"

squad, approached Lacy on the street

about a reported rape (a charge of which
the victim was posthumously cleared).

As the police approached, the black

youth tried to run for his life. The three

cops tackled Lacy, pinned him to the

ground, yanked his handcuffed hands

over his head from the back. According

to Eliopul’s own testimony at the

inquest he applied pressure to Lacy’s

body "as hard as I could.” An eyewitness

reported seeing Lacy’s body convulse

violently then go limp. Thereupon his

lifeless body was thrown into a police

van. Forty-five minutes later paramed-

ics arrived and pronounced Lacy “tech-

nically dead."

Police chief Harold Breier, who is

chief for life because of an archaic

Wisconsin statute, immediately de-

fended the murder as the use of “proper

force.” One week after the murder the

usual “internal” police investigation/

whitewash found no wrongdoing. But

the Lacy case would not go away. It is

typical of the daily cop murders of

blacks in the U.S., which go unreported,

or are buried in the news as another

unfortunate “accident.” But this one

was hard to sweep under the rug because

of the storm of protest demonstrations

(unlike the Chicago case of Richard

Ramey, who was beaten to death by

cops for smoking a cigarette on a train in

July 1980).

The first demonstration called by the

Coalition for Justice for Ernest Lacy

(CJEL), held July 20 on the eve of a

Police and Fire Commission hearing to

discuss suspending the three cops, drew

4.000 people to downtown Milwaukee

to demand prosecution of the badge-

toting killers. The second demonstra-

tion on July 30 drew 10,000, the largest

gathering since the 1960s. A one-day

boycott of downtown Milwaukee busi-

nesses on August 8 is reported to have

reduced customer traffic by 30 percent.

And a third demonstration that drew

1.000 protesters on August 15, a three-

mile march through the black communi-
ty, was subjected to unprecedented cop

provocation. Riot gear-clad cops lined

the parade route almost shoulder to

shoulder, and widely hated chief Breier

had the gall to get out of his police car

and walk around the rally site!

The depth of anger was reflected in

the fact that nominal support for the

CJEL’s protests came from several local

unions including transit, an AFSCME
local and several USWA locals. The
CJEL includes the NAACP and a lash-

up of various community activists and

reformists, especially pro-Peking Mao-
ists (CPML and RWH) as well as the

forever “peaceful legal” SWP. But

CJEL’s reformist strategy, which relies

not on the mobilization of organized

labor and blacks but on pressuring the

city administration with rallies and

boycotts, backfired.

On October 14, after a month-long

inquiry, the coroner’s jury finally

recommended that officers Dekker,

Kalt and Eliopul be charged with

homocide by reckless conduct But such

recommendations are not legally bind-

ing or required. The CJEL reports that

in Milwaukee no criminal charges

against killer cops have ever resulted

from the findings of a coroner's inquest.

On December 10 District Attorney E.

Michael McCann asked a judge to drop

the charges on a technicality, but

according to CJEL spokesman Howard
Fuller, the D A. “promised" to reissue

the charges by January 10. He didn’t. So

on January 1 1 Ernest Lacy’s mother

finally filed charges. And on January 30

a circuit judge dismissed the "reckless

homocide" charges on the grounds that

they were “not sufficiently supported."

while cynically noting that “there was,

no question, a tragic death"!

Actually this was a capitulation to

police bonapartism demonstrated by

the racist Milwaukee cop “strike" of last

Christmas Eve. When two white cops

were allegedly shot and killed by a

fleeing black robbery suspect on De-

cember 23, black alderman Roy Nabors

correctly noted that "the person could

have suspected that the police were

simply going to kill him 1 think

anytime that a police officer approaches

a person in the black community there is

that state of panic." The cops responded

to this comment by an elected official

with a "walkout," essentially defending

their “right” to murder in cold blood

without fear of reprisal. Less than 24

hours later the show of force ended with

a cop victory: the Common Council

voted not to discipline the “strikers” and

sent a letter to the cops' association

disclaiming Nabors’ statement.

Breier (often called "Milwaukee

Fiihrer,” according to Newsweek) and

his killer cops are not just racists but

strutting bonapartes who feel they havea

license to run roughshod over the entire

population. There was outrage last fall

after the arrest of a white father of four

who, driving home from the baseball

game, stopped to take a leak behind a

parked car. The cops beat him to a pulp,

fracturing hischeekbone, ripping his eye

out of the socket and sending him to the

hospital at a cost to the victim of

thousands of dollars, in another inci-

dent last year a female singer of the rock

group the Plasmatics was arrested

during a performance and later sexually

assaulted and beaten by the cops—she

has now filed suit.

The recent dropping of charges

against the killers of Ernest Lacy was a

surrender to rising cop bonapartism.

Local black leaders like Alderman
Nabors have been suggesting that the

police department could be reformed by

bringing it under control of the city

council, and reformist papers like the

CP’s Daily World (22 January) have

favored the idea. “Community control"

of the bosses’ cops has repeatedly

proved to be a dangerous illusion.

Milwaukee police “chief for life" Breier

must be run out, but the dumping of one

racist Bull Connor type will not funda-

mentally alter the pattern of cop

brutality and murder directed against

oppressed minorities.

Letting the Milwaukee killer cops go
free and similar action in L.A. on

January 14 ruling out prosecution of the

police murderers of Ron Settles are a

direct reflection of the climate of

Reagan racism. The domestic side of the

anti-Soviet Cold War is a frontal assault

against labor and a green light for cop
terror against blacks. Only the labor

movement has the power to defeat the

racists and it must act.

Milwaukee is a labor town, with

unionized breweries, steel fabrication

plants and a port. Not only demonstra-
tions but strike action against police

brutality would win more than a million

petitions to the district attorney ever

could. The labor bureaucrats would
prefer to do nothing, but a new class-

struggle leadership must champion the

defense of the oppressed black popula-
tion, Jail the killer cops! Drive out racist

“chief for life" Breier! No guns for cops!

For labor/black mobilizations to stop

racist terror!

Apartheid Regime Kills Unionist

Black/White Outrage in

South Africa
In a rare display of black/white

unity against apartheid terror and
specifically in defense of black trade

unions, thousands marched in Johan-
nesburg on February 1 3 in front of the

coffin of Neil Aggett, a labor organizer

killed in security police detention.

Aggett, who was white, gave up his

medical practice to work for the

largely non-white Food and Canning
Workers’ Union. He was arrested last

November with 17 others under the

notorious Prevention of Terrorism

Act. On February 5 Aggett was found

hanged in his cell, according to police

“a suicide." Everyone in South Africa

knows Aggett was murdered, yet the

New York Times (14 February) ran as

its headline, “Thousands Mourn a

‘Martyr’ in South Africa." With
headlines like these. Pretoria’s notori-

ous secret police, the Bureau of State

Security (BOSS) has no need to buy a

“respectable” U.S. newspaper when
Sulzberger provides this service for

apartheid racism.

Symbolized by three black and three

white pall bearers, Aggett’s funeral

procession became the most important

political demonstration against the

apartheid state in years. Flags of the

outlawed African National Congress

were openly displayed for the first time

in a generation. Aggett’s funeral

marked an important breach in the

white racist front. And Aggett gave
his life seeking to organize the one

social force which can and will

avenge his death—the black proletar-

iat. Smash Apartheid— For a Black-
Centered Workers and Peasants
Government!
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Hail Rosa Luxemburg!

Rosa
Luxemburg:

Poland's
greatest

contribution
to the

international

workers
movement.

Desch

Apologists for Solidarnosc counter-
revolution gathered at a Socialist

Workers Party (SWP)“Militant” forum
in Boston February 7 to discuss “What
Are the Polish Workers Fighting For?"

The SWP had no difficulty in expressing
its solidarity with Michael Harring-
ton's Democratic Socialist Organizing
Committee (DSOC) and with a Po-
lish “dissident” from Harvard’s
"Solidarnosc-in-exile" community. They
were all agreed in opposing the Leninist-

Trotskyist program of the Spartacist

League/Spartacus Youth League (SL/
SYL) and in condemning the great

Polish revolutionary internationalist

Rosa Luxemburg.
Interestingly, the anti-Trotskyist

SWP, social-democratic DSOC and
Polish “dissident" all began by attacking

the SL/SYL. "The Spartacist League
notwithstanding," DSOCer Joe
Schwartz denied that Polish Solidar-

nosc, the only union Ronald Reagan
likes, is in favor of capitalist restoration.

Polish “dissident" Marta Petrusewicz

remarked that “every time 1 talk to an
American audience. ..there are people
who suggest that Solidarity is influenced

maybe totally by the church; there is

suspicion that Solidarity is run by the

CIA." “Ironic" SWPer Don Gurewitz
referred to Petrusewicz as one of the

“ten million CIA agents who are

fighting to restore capitalism in

Poland."

A spokesman for the Spartacist

League demonstrated that Solidarnosc'

program indeed amounted to a call for

counterrevolution: for private owner-
ship of the land, a bourgeois parliament,

a dominant role for the Catholic church
in the government, and for turning the

economy over to the IMF, the bankers
cartel that has starved Chile. And she

noted: “It's indicative of the national

heroes they celebrate. If it’s a movement
for socialism, why not celebrate the

greatest contribution Poland ever made

The American liberal intelligentsia

decided to put on its own version of
Ronald Reagan's Counterrevolution
Show over Poland at Town Hall in New
York. February 6. Reagan's TV bomb,
"Let Poland Be Poland” starring Bob
Hope and Frank Sinatra, was universal-

ly derided as a dud. The Town Hall

variant, staged by “Workers and Artists

for Solidarity"—including the Nation,

New York Review of Books literati,

aging Village "progressives" and various

trade-union out-bureaucrats— blew up
in its sponsors’ faces.

Trying to put a left cover on the drive

lor capitalist restoration in Poland
under the banners of Pilsudski and the

Catholic church isn't easy, particularly

since Reagan and Haig have already

cornered the market on "solidarity with

Solidarnosc." At Town Hall there was
some talk about Reagan’s “hypocrisy"

from union reformists like Ed Sadlow-
ski and Pete Camarata, and some bitter

complaints by fired PATCO air con-
trollers. They’d already had a taste of

the "democracy" enjoyed by “free

world" unions.

But Susan Sontag let the cat out of the

bag with a bitter diatribe against

communism which left part of the

audience gasping. “Communism is

fascism," she proclaimed, "the most
successful variant of fascism—fascism

to Marxism, Rosa Luxemburg? But
they don't because she was a Jew and a

Marxist. They celebrate Jozef Pilsudski,

a fascistic dictator.”

The Spartacists’ militant defense of

Rosa Luxemburg, murdered in 1918 by
the Social Democratic bloodhounds
who strangled the German revolution,

triggered an anti-communist chorus.

Petrusewicz claimed that “the problem
with Rosa Luxemburg in Polish minds
was that Rosa Luxemburg considered,

and history proved her wrong, that the

existence of the Polish national being

was not an important problem for

Polish workers.”

SWPer Gurewitz agreed: “I felt that

what Marta said about Rosa Luxem-
burg was very important.” Reciting the

litany of Polish nationalism, he errone-

ously placed Polish independence in

1920— when Marshal Pilsudski

launched a war against the Soviet Red
Army to prevent it from linking up with

the German proletariat About this he

was silent. He concluded flatly, “Rosa
Luxemburg was wrong."

DSOC's Schwartz even tried to claim

Luxemburg for the cause of bourgeois

parliamentarism by quoting her criti-

cisms of some Bolshevik policies in The
Russian Revolution. He failed to

mention that even in this work, written

in the isolation of the Kaiser’s prison,

Luxemburg hailed Lenin and Trotsky’s

October Revolution as “the salvation of

the honor of international socialism.”

The "State Department socialists"

like DSOC and the SWP who today side

with clerical-nationalism, social de-

mocracy. the international bankers
and Ronald Reagan— i.e., with

counterrevolution— in Poland must
make common cause with the fascistic

Pilsudski. And they must bloc with the

anti-communists and anti-Semites

against Rosa Luxemburg. We stand
with Trotsky, who wrote “Hands Off
Rosa Luxemburg!” against Stalin’s

with a human face.” Sontag may have
earned herself a few free dinners at the

Reagan White House, but the rest of the

panel of lib-rad notables are merely
paying the price in public embarrass-
ment for their own hypocrisy.

The Side They’re On
Reagan is being perfectly consistent

in supporting Solidarnosc. So are

Albert Shanker, Irving Brown and the

AFL-CIO top brass, who under the

cover of “free trade unions" rhetoric

have acted time and again as conduits
for CIA dirty work. They just make
things a little uncomfortable now for

people like Joanne Landy, Pete Seeger,
etc., who find themselves on the same
side of the barricades over Poland as

Reagan, who’s slashing liberal welfare

programs right and left, busting unions
like PATCO, threatening a nuclear first

strike, propping up the bloody Salvador
junta, etc. But that’s the side they’re on.

In the standard genre of the “sadder
but wiser" former anti-Establishment
liberal, Sontag opined: “Imagine if you
will, someone who read only the
Reader's Digest between 1 950 and 1970,
and someone in the same period who
read only the Nation or the New
Statesman. Which reader would have
been better informed about the realities

of communism? Can it be that our

slanders. And with Lenin who answered
those who denigrated her by quoting an
old Russian fable: "Eagles may at times

fly lower than hens, but hens can never

rise to the height ofeagles She was

—

and remains for us—an eagle.”

While she was mistaken in her fight

with Lenin on the question of Polish

independence, Rosa Luxemburg was an
internationalist and a powerful Marxist.

But despite her misunderstanding of

Soviet rule in revolutionary Russia and
other errors, Lenin wrote, "she correct-

ed most of these mistakes at the end of

1918 and the beginning of 1919” after

she was released from prison. Above all,

it was Rosa Luxemburg who led the

Tight against the reformists of the

German social democracy. And for

waging that battle, for struggling for a

German revolution that would link

hands across Poland with the Red
Russia of Lenin and Trotsky, the Social

Democrats had her killed. Rosa Luxem-
burg soared above her detractors. Lenin

concluded:

“‘Since August 4, 1914 [the date the

Part II

enemies were right? Certainly we were
wrong.” Among her sins the born-again
Sontag listed trying “to distinguish

among communisms. For example, we
spoke of ‘Stalinist tyranny’ as if that

were an aberration.” And then came the

Cold War liberals’ refrain:
“

I he similarity between the present
Polish government and the techniques
used by t he right-wing dictatorships in

Chile. Argentina and elsewhere in

South America are obvious.”

The idea that the almost bloodless

crackdown against pro-Western Soli-

darnosc was comparable to the bloody
Santiago coup, in which whole sections

of the working class were massacred
(30,000 killed, tens of thousands arrest-

ed and tortured, hundreds of thousands
of refugees), is monstrous. For Sontag,
20 million Soviet citizens died for

nothing in World War II. But the

audience of liberals and social demo-
crats did not want to hear that they were
basically in accord with Reagan/ Haig
They did not want to recognize their

own image in Sontag’s mirror of a

burnt-out ex-“progressive” turned

Reader's Digest reactionary.

Social Democrats Murdered
Rosa Luxemburg
A bit ruffled after this performance,

moderator Ralph Schoenman tried to

calm the crowd by reading a quote from

Social Democrats voted to support their

"own” bourgeoisie in World War 1]

German social democracy has been a

stinking corpse’— this statement will

make Rosa Luxemburg's name famous
in the history of the international

working class movement. And. of
course, in the backyard of the working
class movement, among thedung heaps,
hens like Paul Levi, Scheidemann,
Kautsky and all that fraternity will

cackle over the mistakes committed by a

great communist. To every man his

own."
— Lenin, "Notes of a Publicist."

February 1922

Today with the intoxication of

Solidarnosc wearing off under the cold

shower of martial law, there is a crucial

opportunity for a regroupment of class-

conscious elements within the Polish

proletariat and the creation of a Polish

Trotskyist party. Our comrade summed
up: “We seek to revive the tradition of

Lenin and Luxemburg in Poland for

revolutionary unity of the Polish and
Russian workers in a political revolu-

tion against Stalinism, not to bring back
capitalism and imperialist exploitation

aligned with Reagan and Haig."*

Rosa Luxemburg, who he noted "was
murdered by counterrevolutionaries in

Germany." A furious member of the

audience shouted back, “By Social Dem-
ocrats!" Indeed, Luxemburg’s blood,
and that of her comrades brutally

slaughtered in the so-called Spartacus
Uprising of 1919. is on the hands of
Scheidemann and Noske, the hangmen
of the German Revolution. And the

social-democratic panel at Town Hall
were still trying to lend a "socialist"

cover to the most reactionary forces of
the bourgeoisie over Poland.

Union buster Reagan hails
Solidarnosc, Jewish labor leader

Shanker sides with Pilsudskiite anti-

Semites. “democratic socialists" sup-

port Radio Free Europe’s man in

Gdansk—all in an anti-Communist
unholy alliance. Meanwhile the Warsaw
bureaucrats, with their gross misman-
agement and atrocities, can’t mobilize
the workers politically against Solidar-
nosc counterrevolution. And clerical-

reactionaries, social democrats and
Stalinists alike revile the greatest revolu-

tionary Poland has produced, Rosa
Luxemburg. Only the Trotskyists stand
on the proletarian internationalism of
Luxemburg. Liebknecht and Lenin who
fought, as the Spartacists do today, for
the communist unity of the Polish.

German and Russian workers.*

Liberals Echo Reagan on Poland

Counterrevolution Day,
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e are living in a pre-war

and not a post-war

world,” declares Eu-

gene V. Rostow. As
Ronald Reagan's director of “arms

control” he should know, since he’s

involved in planning the next one. His

boss talks openly of a “limited exchange

of nuclear weapons" in the Central

European “theater," while General Haig

speculates about detonating a “demon-

stration” H-bomb over the Baltic to

intimidate the Soviets. But it’s Ameri-

ca’s NATO allies, not Brezhnev, who’ve

been quaking in their boots. They’ve got

good reason to worry. The Cold

Warriors in Washington are carrying on

like they could unleash World War 1 1 1 at

any point, blockading Cuba, supporting

an Israeli attack on Syria, encouraging

South Africa to invade Angola or

inciting China to try again to give a

“bloody lesson" to Vietnam.

With U.S. imperialism provoking the

Soviet Union on the four corners of the

globe, Europeans feel the shadow of war

Europe in the name of anti-Soviet

“neutralism" and "democracy." This is

especially the case in West Germany
where they have revived the old Social

Democratic program of a “reunified

neutral Germany,” a thinly disguised

call for capitalist counterrevolution in

the Soviet bloc.

Given the existing military balance of

forces, social-democratic politicians like

Willy Brandt and Tony Benn shy away

from nuclear confrontation and instead

seek to undermine the deformed work-

ers states of Central and East Europe by

encouraging internal counterrevolu-

tionary forces such as erupted in Poland

in and around Solidarnosc. In fact,

support for bourgeois-democratic coun-

terrevolution in Poland has been an

important aspect of the Europacifist

movement. Eppler proclaimed on Oc-

tober 10 in Bonn that “the Europeaniza-

tion of Europe” takes place both on the

Rhine and the Vistula. Despite its leftist

overtones, the social-democratic-led

“peace" movement reflects inter-

EUROPACIFISM AND
GERMAN NATIONALISM

Der Spiegel

300,000 march in Bonn 10 October 1981 against new Euro-missiles. German
Social Democrats exploit fear of Reagan's war drive to push German
imperialist ambitions.

and fear it will be fought out mainly, if

not exclusively, in their homelands.

“Euroshima" and Schlachtfeld

Deutschland (Battlefield Germany) are

the spectres now haunting West Europe,

In the past monthsovera million people

have marched, from London to Rome,
against NATO’s planned deployment of

new so-called theater nuclear weapons.

However, these protests were not

directed against the anti-Soviet war
drive as such. And their target was not

just the Pentagon. European Nuclear

Disarmament campaign leader E.P.

Thompson has sought to popularize the

slogan for an atom-free Europe "from
Portugal to Poland." More than anti-

nuke pacifism, the dominant theme has

been European-centered nationalism.

The anti-Euroshima protesters are by

no means a radical fringe alienated from
the silent majority. Polls show that over

half of the British, Dutch and Belgian

population are opposed to the introduc-

tion of Pershing II and Cruise missiles

into West Europe. In West Germany
opposition to the new NATO Euromis-
siles is running so strong in the ruling

Social Democratic Party (SPD) that

chancellor Helmut Schmidt has threat-

ened to resign if the party reneges on his

pledge to install them. Despite this

threat, a series of SPD state conferences

have voted against deployment. If he

sticks with Reagan, Schmidt may soon
find himself at leisure to write his

memoirs.

The controversial December 1979

NATO "two-track" decision (rearma-

ment plus arms talks) had two purposes.

First, the new generation of nuclear

weapons are intended to enhance the

imperialists’ first strike capability since

they can reach Russia more quickly than

American-based ICBMs and more
accurately than submarine-launched

missiles in European waters. Second,
they are an integral part of the Penta-

gon’s strategy for a war against the

Soviet Union to be fought entirely in

Europe. It is the second factor, not the

first, that has produced widespread
opposition to the Pershings and Cruises.

As West German Social Democrat
Gunter Gaus, a confidant of SPD
chairman Willy Brandt, put it: “West
Germany would become an American
province in the meaning the term
‘province’ had in the Roman Empire."
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This "nationalism of the left" set the

dominant tone for the 300,000-strong

anti-missiles protest in Bonn last Octo-

ber 10. Erhard Eppler, a member of the

SPD leadership, railed against the

“world powers" (as if West Germany
wasn't one) and noted, “Naturally it’s in

American interests to threaten the

centers of European Russia from
European soil " Former Berlin may-
or, now Lutheran pastor Heinrich

Albertz, also an SPD “left,” introduced

himself as a "German patriot."

Europacifism and European
Imperialism

Significantly, the first one to raise a

hue and cry about the U.S. fighting a

war with Russia limited to the European
continent was not some pacifistic leftist

like E.P. Thompson or social-

democratic pastor like Albertz, but
Charles de Gaulle. A decade and a half

ago the French leader asked: “Will the

U.S. risk Chicago to save Bonn?" He
thought not. Today millions of Europe-
ans are asking de Gaulle’s question the

other way around: will the U.S. sacrifice

Bonn in order to save Chicago? They
fear the answer is yes. Reagan’s insane

provocativeness coupled with NATO's
new theater nuclear weapons has gener-

ated a mass antiwar movement of

youthful protesters who no doubt
believe that if only they can get rid of
nuclear weapons on their soil, they will

be spared the fate of Euroshima.

However, the predominantly social-

democratic leadership of the West
European “peace" movement are not
naive pacifists. These are experienced

and ambitious reformist politicians who
believe that the future of their own
imperialist states lies in the direction of

greater independence from the U.S. But

their eye is also on reconquering East

imperialist conflicts of interest. This

accounts for its nationalistic—anti-

American and anti-Soviet—character.

New Face of

German Nationalism

General Jaruzelski’s countercoup

against the counterrevolutionary bid for

power by Solidarnosc exposed and
widened the rift between German and
American imperialism. While Reagan
sought to make Poland the holy cause of

the new anti-Soviet crusade, Bonn
maintained an obdurate “moderation"
over events in Warsaw. Schmidt’s first

comment, while refusing to break off his

visit with East German leader Honeck-
er, was to regret that the crackdown in

Poland had been “necessary." And this

time the chancellor was not out of step

with the West German masses. The
bourgeois media, especially outside the

Federal Republic, kept asking: why did

hundreds of thousands demonstrate
against the U.S. missiles but so few hit

the bricks for a “free Poland"? It’s not

hard to figure out. Millions of Germans
understand that Reagan is using Poland
to fuel the anti-Soviet war drive to white

heat. And they also understand that in a

military confrontation between NATO
and the Warsaw Pact at this time,

whatever the final outcome, Germany
will be destroyed. Thus the politics of

“detente" remain very much alive in the

second most powerful NATO country.

But fear of Washington’s warmon-
gering is only part of the answer. While
Reagan is planning how to win a nuclear

war against Russia, Schmidt and the

Frankfurt bankers are planning how to

buy back Prussia and Saxony (East

Germany) and get an option on the

traditional German client states in East

Europe. The economic symbol of West
German Ostpolitik (Eastern policy) is

the projected multi-billion-dollar pipe-

line deal for Soviet gas, which Reagan
has been unsuccessfully trying to scuttle.

With a severe and prolonged recession

at home and protectionist tendencies

growing throughout the capitalist

world, the impulse behind Bonn’s
Drang nach Osten (push to the east) is

very real. It’s no surprise that the chief

spokesman for big business in the

coalition government. Free Democratic
finance minister Count Otto von
Lambsdorff, argues that economic
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sanctions against Poland and the USSR
“don’t make much sense" (Frankfurter

Allgemeine Zeitung, 9 January).

Increasingly SPD spokesmen and

their “far left" followers have expressed

the revanchist appetites of German
imperialism through a neo-nationalist

rhetoric, as if the industrial powerhouse

of capitalist Europe were some “Third

World" colonial country. Meanwhile,

Social Democratic think tanks have been

churning out schemes for the reunifi-

cation of Germany—needless to say, on

a capitalist basis. Albertz has worked
out a “four-stage plan" for the reunifi-

cation of Germany, involving a pan-

German economic “community" and
withdrawal of all "occupation troops."

which is reportedly circulating in top

government circles. The Social Demo-
crats project a reunified capitalist Ger-

many that would dominate the Europe-

an continent, reversing the outcome of

World War II. As Schmidt told the

Bundestag (parliament) a few years ago:

"Only Ihe restoration of the spiritual

cohesion of all Europe, only the

restoration of the economic cohesion of

all Europe—despite all its present

oppressive forms and crises— offers a

chance for future unity of our own
German nation under a common roof

"

—quoted in Peter Brandi and
Herbert Ammon, eds.. Die
Linke uni/ die nationale Frage
(1981)

To gain acceptance for the idea of a

reunified capitalist Germany, Bonn
must convince the Russians, the Poles,

the French—and this is no easy task

—

that such a state at the fulcrum of

Europe would not be a military threat to

its neighbors, that it would act like a sort

of giant Austria. In his essay on German
patriotism Willy Brandt explained to his

young followers, in case they don’t

appreciate the fact, that "there is also the

question of a deep-seated mistrust, in

the East and West, toward the Germany
which twice in half a century has

engulfed Europe in war.” It is in the

present interest of German imperialism

to appear pacific, almost pacifistic.

Therefore, the Social Democratic elders

are willing to encourage to a certain

degree the youthful anti-nuclear

protesters.

The link between the “peace" move-
ment and Social Democratic national-

ism is personified by Peter Brandt, son

of the SPD chief and an influential left-

reformist intellectual. More explicitly

than the SPD elders, Brandt the

younger links reunification to the

breakup of the Soviet bloc and creation

of a German-dominated Central

Europe:

“The permanent danger of intervention

for a country like Poland results from
the alliance structure imposed upon it

It would ease matters considerably if

one succeeded in establishing a neutral

/one in Central Europe
"

And the first family of German Social

Democracy has friends east of the Elbe.

Reportedly Peter Brandt initiated an
“Open Letter” to Brezhnev last Novem-
ber, signed by the foremost dissident in

East Europe (the DDR), Robert Have-
mann, calling for “withdrawing all

occupying troops from both pares of

Germany." At about the same time

Havemann gave an interview in which
he reaffirmed that he considered the

DDR “the better Germany” because
private ownership of the means of

production had been eliminated, but: “1

am willing to accept reunification if it

does not lake place completely in accord

with my wishes, if only some kind of

bourgeois democracy with several par-

ties, similar to Weimar democracy,
would develop again" (Frankfurter

Rundschau
, 10 October 1981). That

would amount to the restoration of

capitalism in the DDR. which isalso the

strategic goal of Social Democratic
"detente” policies.

Ostpolitik and German
Imperialism

The West German bourgeoisie’s belief

that some day they can do a deal with

continued on page 8

During the past year hundreds of

thousands of antiwar protesters have

marched throughout West Europe.

Among their slogans are the ironic

British "No Annihilation without Rep-
resentation” and the frankly pacifistic

German "Ohne uns" ( Leave us out of it).

In Reagan’s America the European
"peace" movement is seen as a danger-

ous symptom of neutralism, its leaders

denounced as Commie dupes if not

direct Kremlin agents. In reality we are

witnessing an upsurge of European
nationalism, led by the social democrats

and directed at both the United States

and the Soviet Union. Stripped of its

utopian and hysterical elements, the

Europacifist vision is of a greater

European “democratic" imperialist bloc

stretching from the Thames to the

Vistula.

The left-wing British historian Ed-
ward Thompson's article, “Notes on
Exterminism, the Last Stage of Civiliza-

tion" (New Left Review. May-June
1980), is an influential statement of this

new European pacifist current. From
the title alone, a takeoff on Lenin’s

"Imperialism, the Last Stage of Capital-

ism," it is clear that Thompson’s
ideological fire is directed against

communists, who lay the war drive at

the capitalists' doorstep. Thompson
insists that the USSR, no less than U.S.

imperialism, has “its own hawkish
imperatives of ideology and strategy

(Czechoslovakia, 1968; Afghanistan,
1980)." In fact, he claims that “it is the

more dangerous in that it is unchal-

lenged by democratic exposure."

Thompson concludes with a call for a

Euro-popular front against the"hawks"
both East and West:

“Only an alliance which takes in

churches. Eurocommunists. Labour-
ists. East European dissidents (and not
only ‘dissidents’), Soviet citizens unme-
diated by Party structures, trade union-
ists. ecologists—only this can possibly
muster the force and the internationalist

elan to throw the cruise missiles and the
SS-20s back

"

Since he wrote this Europacifist

manifesto, Thompson has sought to

popularize the slogan, "A nuclear-free

Europe from Portugal to Poland." Why
Poland? Because the emergence of the

anti-Communist and pro-Western Sol-

idarnosc greatly whetted the appetite of

the imperialist bourgeoisies and their

social-democratic henchmen to “roll

back” the post- 1945 Soviet sphere Thus
left-Labourite leader Tony Benn used

the large London nuclear disarmament
rally last October to hail Solidarnosc for

having "the courage to stand up to

the Kremlin." And after the December
13 crackdown in Poland, Thompson
participated in a right-wing pro-

Solidarnosc rally. This "peace” move-
ment leader has no compunction about

making common cause against the

Soviet Union with people whose idea of

a pacifist is Marshal Pilsudski.

Medvedev Dissents

Thompson would very much like to

extend the movement for unilateral

nuclear disarmament into the Soviet

bloc, indeed into the USSR itself. One
political figure in Russia to whom
Thompson might look is Roy Medve-
dev. A man hard to classify politically,

Medvedev straddles the border between

liberal Stalinism and left social democ-
racy Unlike pro-Western “dissidents"

of the Sakharov stripe, who are egging

on Washington in its anti-Soviet war

drive (demanding economic sanctions

against the USSR). Medvedevadvocates
“socialist democracy." sympathizes with

the ideals of the Russian Revolution and
champions East-West detente. Yet the

November/December 1981 New l^eft

Review contains a polemic against the

Europacifist Thompson by Roy Medve-
dev and his brother Zhores (now inexile

in Britain). Although the tone is mild,

and they share basic political premises,

their objections to Thompson's article

are significant.

The Medvedevs strongly disagree

with Thompson’s position that the

Soviet system is driven by the logic of

"exterminism" and represents no less a

threat to mankind than does American
capitalist imperialism:

“Nevertheless, despite the more open
character of American society, we will

argue that the role of successive US
administrations has been, and contin-

ues to be. more provocative and less

predictable in the global inter-

relationship between East and West."

Moreover, on this question the

Medvedevs insist that they are express-

ing the deeply held beliefs of the typical

Soviet citizen;

"In particular, we think that the rank
and file of Soviet society, including

many of those who contest bureaucratic
authority within it. would be unlikely to

accept Thompson’s argument—so cen-
tral to his analysis of the dynamic ol

‘exterminism’—that responsibility for

the current crisis can be divided equally

between the USA and USSR ”

—“The USSR and the Arms
Race"

While the Medvedevs do not deal

with Poland, here too the Soviet people

turn a deaf ear to the siren calls of

Western social democracy. Thompson’s
fervent support for the anti-Communist
Solidarnosc would gain no more favor-

able hearing in Moscow and Leningrad

than his call for Soviet unilateral

nuclear disarmament. Western journal-

ists all agree that the Soviet man in the

street has no sympathy at all for the

Polish “free trade union." For example,

the New York Times (27 December
1981) reports from Moscow;

"An opinion often heard among
Russians is that the Poles are insolent

freeloaders draining Soviet resources,

the declaration of martial law produced
less popular sympathy for the Poles

than concern that Russians might be
drawn in.”

The Medvedevs demonstrate abso-

lutely convincingly that the develop-

ment of Soviet nuclear weaponry has

been a defensive response to the real

threat of nuclear annihilation coming
from the U.S. They remind historian

continued on page 8
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Europacifism...
(continuedfrom page 7)

the Kremlin to regain East Germany is

by no means a utopian pipe dream. In

1952 in a last-minute attempt to deflect

the Federal Republic from joining

NATO, Stalin himself proposed a

reunified, neutral bourgeois-democratic

Germany. However, Christian Demo-
cratic chancellor Konrad Adenauer
dismissed the Russian proposal as a

ploy. The SPD at the time violently

denounced Adenauer for throwing

away the prospect of German national

unity by not taking up the Soviet offer.

These historic facts are well known in

present-day Social Democratic circles.

Brandt's Ostpolitik of the early 1970s

appeared to represent acceptance of the

permanent division of the German
nation. In reality it was a more subtle

form of Bonn's revanchist ambitions

toward the East. In place of Adenauer’s

shrill Dulles-era bellicosity (“the policy

of strength"), the Social Democrats
have sought to economically undermine
and politically subvert the East Euro-
pean Stalinist-ruled states. According to

Brandt's “two pillars theory," economic
“bridge building" to the East was as

important as political treaties in anchor-
ing detente.

The SPD’s Ostpolitik has a real

material basis, or rather two bases. One
is the interests and resources of German
bankers and industrialists—and no one
should believe that the expansionist

dreams of the German ruling class have
disappeared as a result of such a minor
matter as losing two world wars.

Secondly, the SPD was historically the

national party in a country where the

bourgeois parties had a narrow
religio.us/regional constituency. Social

Democratic sympathies persist in the

DDR, where many see the SPD as a

“democratic” alternative to their own
Stalinist regime. This was shown by the

ecstatic welcome Willy Brandt received

when he visited Erfurt in 1970.

However, the real impact of a decade
of Ostpolitik was felt not so much in

East Germany as in Poland. A major
cause of the Polish crisis, which brought
the country to the edge of counterrevo-
lution, was that the Stalinists ruinously

mortgaged themselves to West German
high finance. The Warsaw bureaucrats
evidently thought they had a powerful
friend at the Dresdner Bank. But Bonn's
“soft" line toward the December 13

crackdown should not obscure the fact

that the Social Democrats supported
the anti-Communist Solidarnosc just as
strongly (if less noisily) as the Rcagan-
ites did. If Bonn now resists Washing-
ton's calls for trade sanctions, diplomat-
ic retaliation, etc., it is not simply out of
narrow economic concerns. The Ger-
man bourgeoisie understands that a
return to the frigidity of the 1950s Cold
War would weaken their influence
throughout the Soviet sphere. For the
SPD and the Dresdner Bank, they lost a

battle in Poland but the war continues.

German Pacifism: Vanguard of
Imperialist Ostpolitik

1 he headlines emphasize conflicts
between the Bonn government and the
anti-missile protesters: Schmidt’s
threats to resign, rock-throwing youths
denouncing the “war chancellor." But
lundamentally this is only a difference
of emphasis within the social democra-
cy. It was social democrats who presided
over the October lOantiwardcmonstra-
tion and SPD organizations that are
now voting against the Pershings. The
various left groups have become the
“best builders” of the nationalist-
pacifist movement, which in turn is the
vanguard of social-democratic Ostpoli-
tik. i.e., of pro-detente resistance to
Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive. And as
we have shown, the SPD’s Ostpolitik is

a reflection of the strategic interests of
German imperialism. Today in West
Germany there is a treacherous national
front running from the Dresdner Bank

8

to Helmut Schmidt and Willy Brand to

the “peace” movement, including its left

fringe.

With the SPD in power for the last

decade and a half, and now facing a

sharp economic downturn in a hostile

international context, there has grown
up a sizable left social-democratic fringe

which functions essentially as an exter-

nal pressure group on Schmidt & Co.
Thus the pacifist movement (involving

virtually the entire West German left) is

centering its anti-missile protests on
demonstrating outside the April SPD
conference in Munich. In addition to

SPD leaders Eppler and Albertz (and

more distantly Willy Brandt), they look

to such maverick social-democratic

parliamentarians as Karl-Heinz Hansen
and Manfred Copick, recently expelled

from the Bundestag fraction. Various

left groups have simply submerged
themselves in this milieu, notably the

GIM, German section of Ernest Man-
del’s pseudo-Trotskyist United Secre-

tariat, which didn't even bother to raise

its own organizational banners on
October 10. Increasingly as they tail

after the SPD “lefts," the face grows to

fit the social-democratic mask.

Then there are the Mao-remnants,
such as the Volksfront (People's Front)

coalition, still presenting themselves as

the best fatherland defenders, who call

for a “neutral Germany," "federal

republic out of NATO" and "withdraw-
al of all foreign/NATO troops" from
West Germany. But there is also a

spectrum of reformist groups with

Maoist origins which purports to be
against Vaterlandsverteidigungldefense
of the fatherland). The Bund West-
dcutscher Kommunisten (BWK) calls

for West Germany out of NATO and a

neutral federal republic, but opposes the

call for reunification since that would
only "pave the way for West German
nationalism." Ostpolitik equals “black-

mail of the DDR,” says the BWK.
Instead they are for recognition of East

Germany and the old Stalinist hobby-
horse of a "democratic peace treaty.”

The Kommunistischer Bund (KB)
likewise opposes German reunification,

which they can only conceive of on a

capitalist basis, and generalizes pacifist

illusions with calls for an "atom-free
zone in Europe" and "dissolution of

NATO and the Warsaw Pact” The
latest entry into the left-social-

democratic scene has been the Marxis-
tische Gruppe (MG), whose forte is

petty-bourgeois "refusal” ("Reagan and
Schmidt— We’re not going along with
it

1 "). On the other hand, while a myriad
of anti-Commumsts were demonstrat-
ing against Soviet leader Brezhnev’s
visit to Bonn last November, the MG
organized a counterdemonstration with
the slogan "Brezhnev, what are you
doing here.' NATO is planning a war
against you!" Yet nowhere do the MGs
defend the Soviet Union against the

imperialist war drive. In reality, they are
simply radical defenders of detente.

No matter how much they try to strike

a “left” posture, these groups—and
particularly the "broader” MG—are

defined by their position as an integral

part of the nationalist, social-

democratic-led "peace" movement
They are the kept opposition of Eppler
and Brandt. And it could not be
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otherwise for these ex-Maoists who still

have not confronted their anti-Marxist

and fundamentally counterrevolution-

ary position on the crucial Russian

question. In Germany especially

—

which is divided between two counter-

posed social systems, between a capital-

ist and a bureaucratically deformed
workers state— it is not possible to fight

imperialism without defending the

DDR and the Soviet bloc against

NATO attacks and the more subtle

economic and political undermining by
West Germany's Ostpolitik. Nowhere is

this more sharply demonstrated than

over Poland today.

The Polish question, the German
question and the Russian question are

all inextricably bound up together. A
victory by counterrevolutionary Soli-

darnosc in Poland would have immedi-
ately posed the reunification of Ger-
many on a capitalist basis (and very

quickly a nuclear World War III, for

that matter). So where does the West
German left stand on Poland? The
GIM. naturally, is for unconditional

“solidarity with Solidarnosc,’’ even
criticizing the imperialist West German
government for not doing enough to aid

Lech Walesa and his friends. The MGs.
in their usual nebulous academic com-
mentary. criticize NATO support to

Solidarnosc but also criticize Jaruzel-

ski's crackdown, Meanwhile, the KB
criticizes Solidarnosc leaders for pan-
dering to anti-Communism, notes the

bourgeois ideological domination of the

movement ... but opposes the crack-

down in the name of Polish national

sovereignty! So the KB maintains that

national sovereignty stands higher than
defense of the proletarian dictatorship

Applied to the German question, this is

the same methodology as the Have-
mann letter. While socialism may be

prelerred, at bottom it means critical

support to counterrevolutionary
reunification

The Trotzkistische Liga Deutsch-
lands (TLD), section of the internation-

al Spartacist tendency, has consistently
fought for defense of the remaining
conquests of the October Revolution.
"Down with NATO! Defend the Soviet
Union!" were the TLD slogans on
October 10. When General Haig visited

the wall and spoke at the front-line city
West Berlin the month before, we
proclaimed, "Defense of the* USSR
Begins in Berlin!" And on Poland the iSt

said forthrightly, "Stop Solidarnosc
Counterrevolution!" And because the
Trotskyists have remained firm in our
Soviet defensism, which includes calling
for political revolution to oust Stalinist

bureaucrats who undermine that de-
fense with their detente illusions, we are
the only ones with a program for

revolutionary reunification of Germany
through socialist revolution in the
capitalist Federal Republic and prole-

tarian political revolution in the DDR.
For German revolutionaries anti-

imperialism means opposition to na-
tionalist revanchism in social-
democratic colors. The anti-Marxist
leftists either line up with Schmidt’s
imperialist Ostpolitik offensive to un-
dermine the Soviet bloc degenerated/
deformed workers states, particularly
via the nationalist "peace" movement,
or they oppose reunification, leaving the
German national question to the
Schmidts and Strausses. What would
the BWK/KB/MG have said to the East
German workers who rose up against
Ulbricht on 17 June 1953—no unity
with the West German proletariat? The
Trotskyists alone have a program to
mobilize the German proletariat in a
struggle which is crucial to forging a
Socialist United States of Europe. As we
wrote at the time of the post-
Atghamstan Cold War offensive un-
leashed by Washington ( fTPNo. 262, 8
August 1980):

"Today working people in West Ger-
many sec themselves as potential
helpless victims of the 'superpower'
conflict Yet the powerful German
proletariat holds its fate in its own
hands. The economic strength of both

West and East Germany is such that a

revolutionary reunification would mark
an end to the postwar division of

Europe and an end to the global

polarization between Russian Stalinism

and American imperialism. A proletari-

an revolution in West Germany could

reach across the Berlin Wall to spark the

political revolution in East Germany
and likewise lead to political revolution

in the Soviet Union as well as the

overthrow of capitalism in the rest of

West Europe. Far more than in France,

Britain or Italy, for example. West
German workers have the power to

determine the future of the planet."

Medvedev...
(continued from page 7)

Thompson which country first used

nuclear weapons, and why:

“Soviet analysts—corroborated by not
a few eminent Western historians

—

have generally viewed the American
decision to destroy Hiroshima and
Nagasaki with atomic bombs in August
1945. at a moment when the surrender
ol Japan was already imminent, as a

demonstration of force primarily de-
signed to intimidate the USSR at this

juncture.”

The Medvedevs point out that after

World War II:

"Despite the absence of a single other
nuclear power in the world, the United
States accelerated the development of
its nuclear arsenal and the fleet of
special bombers which allowed it to
strike anywhere in the USSR."

Nor is the U.S. nuclear threat to the
Soviet Union a matter of ancient
history. Thompson’s Russian critics

point out that duringthe past decade the
Pentagon has persistently sought tech-
nological breakthroughs to give it a

qualitative superiority over the USSR,
Irom the multiple-warhead MIRVs to

the new Cruise missiles. As for the
Reagan administration, the Medvedevs
only understate the obvious: "It is

rejection of the prospect of parity with
the USSR that motivates US policy in

the present period." Reagan ran for
president on a platform of nuclear
“superiority" over the Russians, i.e.,

regaining first-strike capability, and
plans to spend $1.5 trillion to achieve
this.

At one level the Medvedevs’ polemic
devastates Thompson's position; at the
deeper level it does not. Thompson and
other Europacifists could possibly
concede the empirical argument, that

the U.S. has consistently taken the lead

in the arms race, without this changing
their basic program. They would still

demand Soviet unilateral nuclear disar-

mament. For the decisive question is no/
which side is the aggressor in the Cold
War. but which side are you on.

The conflict between the U.S. and
USSR is not a matter of national great-
power rivalry, nor is it a result of
American political "immaturity.” as the
Medvedevs argue. It is a conflict of
social systems. Ever since the Bolshevik
Revolution ol 1917, when 14 imperialist

countries intervened militarily to crush
the nascent Soviet power, the capitalist

world has sought to exterminate the
Soviet Union. And ever since 1917
social democrats, using pacifistic and
democratic slogans, have supported
imperialism against the USSR. As
Trotskyists, we defend the bureaucrati-
cally degenerated/deformed workers
states of the Soviet bloc against imperi-
alism. Social democrat Thompson is on
the other side, while the Medvedevs try
to straddle the fence.

Europacifism and European
Imperialism

The Medvedevs, w ho themselves have
a toot or two in the social-democratic
camp, seek to explain Thompson's
views by arguing that he identifies the
West European attitude toward the
USSR with the American. A central
theme of their article is that the West
European ruling circles are basically
pacific and accept the postwar Europe-
an order, while the trigger-happy
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cowboys in Washington are something

else again. While Roy Medvedev is

hostile to the Brezhnev regime and

Stalinist hardliners, ideologically he is

still linked to Khrushchevite bureau-

cratic liberalizers. Here he reflects the

growing sense of Russia’s rulers that

nothing can be done with the madmen
now running the White House and

Pentagon. The only hope is to split their

European allies from the American

warmongers.
According to the Medvedevs. Britain,

France. Germany have always accepted

Russia, whether under tsars or com-

missars, as a part of "the traditional

European state system.” American anti-

Soviet aggressiveness is explained as a

peculiarity of the U.S.’ relatively recent

emergence as a world power. The

Medvedevs present America as an

enfant terrible . an infantile power on the

world scene, and “whereas West Eu-

ropeans tend to accept the USSR as a

legitimate state, . . Americans still often

see Russia as the fount of world

revolution and left-wing ‘subversion’.”

Hence, despite their differences with

Thompson, the Medvedevs enthusiasti-

cally applaud the new European “peace"

movement and call on West Europe to

dissociate itself from American

militarism:

“If, therefore, the United States contin-

ues its drift towards the reactionary

right and super-militarization, it seems

probable that Western Europe will

move correspondingly to the left

and towards disengagement from

confrontation The peace move-

ments in Europe are already a powerful

pressure for moderation: it is they who
can halt the prospect of a new danger-

ous round in the arms race, threatening

to all mankind

The Medvedevs treat West Europe as

a single entity, ignoring conflicts of

interests of the various national bour-

geoisies. Yet even a superficial glance at

West Europe’s capitals exposes the

Medvedevs’ rosy picture of a peace-

loving society. Britain’s Margaret

Thatcher is an anti-Soviet fanatic in the

Reagan mold. Fortunately, she governs

a capitalist state so decrepit it is no

longer a first-rate, or even a second-rate

power. As an anti-Communist Cold

Warrior, French president Francois

Mitterrand is a Margaret Thatcher in

social-democratic dress. Moreover,

France is engaged in a nuclear arms

buildup proportionally comparable to

Reagan’s. If his force de frappe (strike

force) is less threatening to the USSR
than the Pentagon’s arsenal, it is not

because French imperialism is benign

but because it lacks the economic/

military resources of the U.S.

West Germany at least superficially

conforms to the Medvedevs’ dichotomy

between a ddtente-minded Europe and a

militaristic America. Millions of Ger-

mans are justifiably scared to death of

Reagan’s anti-Soviet provocations,

while the social-democratic/liberal gov-

ernment wants to maintain the politics

of Entspannung (relaxation of ten-

sions). Yet Bonn’s post- 1970 Ostpolitik

represents a long-term strategy to

penetrate and undermine East Europe

economically while encouraging liberal

and nationalistic trends to disintegrate

the Soviet bloc. West German social

democracy thus supported Solidarnosc’

goals, in fact aided Walesa & Co.

financially via the DGB union federa-

tion, only Schmidt and Brandt believed

the Polish hotheads pushed things too

far too fast. Behind Bonn’s present “soft

line” toward the Soviet bloc stands a

dangerous revanchist imperialism.

1 he gains of the October Revolution

cannot be defended, nor the imperial-

ists’ drive toward nuclear holocaust

stopped, by restoring “the traditional

European state system”—a detente

version of the Congress of Vienna

—

independent of the United States. Only

a Socialist United States of Europe,

achieved through socialist revolution in

the capitalist West and proletarian

political revolution in the East, can save

mankind from the threatening

catastrophe.

Picket Line...
(continuedfrom page 12)

letter, he won a grievance to have the

discipline withdrawn.

Local 1010 was confronted with the

issue of labor solidarity when the small

USWA Local 81X0 went on strike

against Apex Steel and Supply in May
1979. Apex leases a section of Inland's

property, where it bales scrap steel to be

used in Inland’s furnaces. Once again,

Anwar refused to cross the picket lines

and argued for Local 1010 to lead its

members in shutting down the plant.

Inland fired Anwar on May 18. In a

leaflet appealing for support, Anwar
wrote:

“The strike and respect for picket lines

are powerful and precious weapons in

the hands of labor ENA [Experimental

Negotiating Agreement— which

banned strikes even after contract

expiration) and the years of no-strike

pledges have tied this union's hands
behind its back Now Inland is tryingto

wipe out any vestige of labor solidarity

This attack must be repulsed."

The campaign to reinstate Keith

Anwar generated significant support in

the USWA's District 31. centered in

Chicago-Gary. This backing was critical

in getting Anwar’s grievance through

arbitration and in winning the favorable

decision from Judge Pacht. USWA and

other union locals adopted resolutions

of support and made financial contribu-

tions or “passed the hat." Rank and file

steel workers signed and circulated

petitions, helped distribute informa-

tional leaflets and kept pressure on the

union leaders to vigorously pursue the

case. Local 1010 had an official union

rally to "defend the right to honor picket

lines" in October 1979. President Bill

Andrews and several other Local 1010

officials came to Anwar’s grievance

arbitration hearing in September 1980

to show support for the case. The
union's side in that hearing was present-

ed by the chairman of the local’s

grievance committee.

Despite this backing. Inland’s lawyers

argued at a trial before Judge Pacht last

November that the USWA had volun-

tarily given up its right to respect picket

lines. Honoring picket lines is "protect-

ed activity" under the National Labor

Relations Act. Inland’s assertion that

the union had waived this protection by

negotiating a no-strike clause in its

contract with the company had been

accepted by the “impartial" arbitrator

who upheld the firing. The judge

rejected Inland’s contention and over-

turned the arbitrator’s pro-company

award. She referred to USWA support

for Anwar as evidence that the union

had not intentionally “waived” its picket

line rights. In particular, she mentioned

a resolution passed at the 1979 District

31 Conference, “which referred to the

discipline imposed upon Anwar and

members of other locals who had

engaged in sympathetic strikes and

pledged to use ‘all available resources to

reverse these attacks by defending all

union members victimized for honoring

picket lines...’.”

While all legal avenues must be used

to defend workers rights, every union

member should know that the bosses’

labor laws are not neutral. Legislation

like the National Labor Relations Act

wasn't written in the interests of workers

but rather to channel their grievances

into arbitration instead of strikes. Those

“peaceful" paths are often dead-ends for

the workers. According to Judge

Pacht’s ruling. Inland broke the law Yet

after almost three years, Anwar is still

outside the plant, where they want him

to remain through the time-consuming

and costly appeals in Reagan's courts.

The reformists sign no-strike

agreements and rely on “neutraf’judges

and arbitrators. But no-strike deals have

left steel workers defenseless against the

current avalanche of layoffs. The

mounting takeaways against auto work-

ers show where the no-struggle strategy

of the reformists leads. Labor victories

can only be ensured through militant

struggle: on the picket lines, through

plant seizures, by hot-cargoing struck

goods, etc. The Anwar picket line case is

more than a simple issue of workers’

rights. It is part of the fight to bring back

the weapons of working-class struggle

which built the labor movement.

Chicago Defender I

Judge's ruling upholds workers’

right to honor picket lines

An administrative law Judge
has ruled lhal a steelworker who
was fired for refusing to cross

picket lines should be reinstated

with back pay Keith Anwar, a
member of United Steelworkers

of America (USWA) Local 1010,

was discharged by the Inland

Steel Company in May, 1979.

when he honored picket lines of

another USWA local at the giant

East Chicago. Indiana plant

The ruling, by Judge Arline

Pacht of the National Labor Rel-

ations Board, upsets an arbltra

tor’s award which upheld the fir

ing after a grievance filed on An
war’s behalf bv Local 1010 "This

dec I

Judge Pacht noted lhal there

were several examples of Local

1010 members respecting picket

lines One witness at a hearing

before the judge in Chicago last

November 16 17 was James Te
well a former officer of Bricklay-

ers laical 6, which represents In

land’s masons Judge Pacht cited

Tewell’s testimony that during
bricklayer's strikes In 1972 and
I97N. "several members of Local
1010 supported them by refusing

lo cross their picket line In fact

in 197b one such sympathetic
striker was Anwar

The judge—
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Sympathy
strike is OK
in no-strike

pact: judge
By James Warren

A union member can engage in a sympathy

walkout despite a no-strike clause ip ms own
contract, a federal administrative law |udg<

has ruled here

Judge Arline Pachi's ruling overturns the

decision of an arbitrator and supports a

Chicago stoel worker who was fired two
vears ago by Inland Steel Co

The steel worker. Keith Anwar, was tired

after refusing to cross picket lines set up

against an Independent contractor opeiatlng

Supporters of labor's nghLs arc

on the site of Inland's gianl Fad Chuagn
Ind , facility

Anwar. 29, was a nirniher of United Strel

workers Of America Local 1010. which has a

no-strlke contract with Inland The pickets he

encountered were members of another steel-

worker local and employees of Apex baler

As Pacht recounted, a subsequent arbllra-

t ton presented ihc Issue squarely Did An-

war's honoring a stranger local's picket line

violate the no strike provision of ihe codec

live-bargaining agreement between Inland

Steel and Lotal 1010’"

The arbitrator ruled n did and affirmed lh»

discharge The National I ahor Relations

Board, however dr, ided lo take Ihe

before Pacht

Pacht did not evilude ihe possibility that

sympathy strikes, too, can he bannt^l She

ruled that such a waiver <an be lound wherr

there is evidence lhal the patties have at

a minimum discussed Ihe question
"

but for Inland and the sieeworkers union

she said, the record is barren of any evl

drncr euih talks look place oser their JS year

lollectivr bargaining relationship
"

Pacht ordered Inland 10 ol lei Anwar rein

uremeni and reimburse him for loss of

Inland Firing Overturned
By MARK POTOK
Times Business Labor Writer

CHICAGO — In a harshly worded
decision, a Judge has overturned the

firing of an Inland Steel Co worker
who refused lo cross a picket line

Administrative Law Judge Arline

Pacht. acting on an appeal by Keith

Anwar of a National Labor Relations

Board arbitrator s decision, ordered
Inland to reinstate Ihe former
millwright's apprentice with full back
pay or ask a federal appellate panel to

rehear the case bv Feb 22

Inland officials reached Monday
declined comment on details of the

case, but said they Intended to appeal

Pacht labeled the arbitrators find-

ing that Inland was within Its rights

"repugnant" to established labor law,

and she scored the company for falling

to back up many of Its legal claims
Anwar, a member of United

Steelworkers Local 1010. refused to

cross picket lines thrown up near
Inland s Indiana Harbor Works by a

fellow local in May 1979 He was
suspended at first and later fired for

that refusal

The picket line had been established

by USWA Local 8180, which repre

sented J7 Apex Steel and Supply Co
employees who were working inside

the giant East Chicago plant The
workers struck Apex May 1 after their

coolract expired
In her 18-page decision, Pacht

lambasted the arbitrator's decision

"A review plainly shows that he

did not analyze the submitted cases
(supporting Anwar s position < or

apply the reasoning set lorth In them

Instead, the arbitrator wrongly
backed Inland s opinion (hat a no-

strlke provision In their labor con-

tract prohibited so-called "sympathy
strikes," the judge wrote Only con
tract language that specilically

excluded such action could have pro
vlded a defense for Inland, she said

Ironically, Pacht found that

Anwar s action did not constitute a

"secondary boycott" under labor law
because Local 8180 never asked Inland
workers to respect their picket lines

Such a request could have been an
Illegal attempt to embroil an un
Involved firm In a labor dispute not of

its own making
Pacht also took Inland to task for

Its contention — Introduced for Ihe

first Ume before her, but never before

the arbitrator - that the Local 8180

picket line was Illegal

The steelmaker had claimed the

picket line was unreasonably dis-

tant
1 from the plant where Apex

compresses Inland's scrap steel Into

bales Secondary boycott provisions of

labor law forbid such Job actions

But, Pacht wrote, "the record
plainly shows that on numerous past
occasions. (Inland's) security guards
permitted and even encouraged
pickets to situate themselves at the
very sites which it now condemns "

Anw ar, whose case has prompted at

least one demonstration near Inland,

said he expects Inland to appeal the
case

Nevertheless, he said, "This de-

cision Is an Important step forward In

the fight for labor solidarity Trade
unions can t survive without picket

lines that no one crosses "
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El Salvador...
(continuedfrom page 1)

writer, suggested mining Havana har-

bor (New York Times , 12 February).

The latest leak to the press reveals a plan

approved by the National Security

Council for the CIA to train "a series of

paramilitary hit teams for military,

political and intelligence purposes” in

Central America (New York Post , 15

February).

El Salvador is the cockpit of Cold

War II. Burning with frustration at their

inability to provoke an anti-Soviet

uprising in Poland, the Reaganites are

desperate to claim a victory over

“international Communism.” Liberals

and reformists talk about a "political

solution" in El Salvador. But neither the

U.S. imperialists nor their junta pup-

pets. who have butchered more than

30.000 Salvadoran workers and peas-

ants in the past two years, are about to

negotiate anything. And the Salvadoran

masses don’t need negotiations with

their torturers and murderers, they need

a revolution to smash the bloody junta

and their oligarch masters.

Against all the reformists who place

their faith in the Teddy Kennedy
imperialist Democrats, the Trotskyists

of the Spartacist League/Spartacus

Youth League (SL/SYL) alone fight for

military victory to leftist insurgents in El

Salvador, for workers revolution

throughout Central America. We say

you must face the Reagan/ Haig anti-

Soviet war drive head-on. in order to

defeat the imperialists. Defense of Cuba
and the USSR begins in El Salvador!

Leftist Insurgents Advance on
the Battlefield

The Democratic Party liberals (i.e.,

the political descendants of JFK, who
got the U.S. into Indochina) have been

having a field day comparing Reagan’s

escalation with the U.S.’ ill-starred

Vietnam debacle. “This country is being

led into a quagmire." said Representa-

tive Gerry Studds of Massachusetts.

“The only difference this time is that no

one is going to accuse the current

leadership of being either the best or the

brightest" (Boston Globe , 3 February).

He's got a point there, no doubt about it,

but the liberals who fear another
Vietnam in El Salvador do so for the

same reason they wanted the U.S. out of

Vietnam after the Tet offensive: they

think U.S. imperialism is going to get

into a war it can't win and they want to

cut the losses.

In fact. U.S. -backed forces in El

Salvador are losing on the battlefields.

The territory controlled by the FMLN
continues to expand. The junta’s troops

control only the ground they stand on.

And increasingly, theyarc standing still,

protecting major cities, power transmit-

ters, dams and other targets while the

left-wing guerrillas roam at will. On
February I , taking advantage of the fact

that the junta troops were temporarily

grounded after the air base raid, FM LN
forces launched a coordinated attack on
cities and towns from one end of the
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country to the other. Two towns on the

northern border, Corinto and Nueva

Trinidad, were seized from their army

garrisons. The provincial capital of San

Francisco Gotera was surrounded and

cut off. Usulutan, El Salvador’s fourth-

largest city, was besieged for a week.

The army relief column, from the elite

and usually helicopter-borne Atlacatl

Brigade, was ambushed on the road and

was later seen hoofing the 65 miles back

to the capital.

Meanwhile, “free elections” are to be

held next month in El Salvador,

complete with observers from Pino-

chet’s Chile to make sure they’re fair (!).

These elections are so free that the

opposition could run only as an elabor-

ate form of suicide. The nature of this

farce is perhaps best indicated by the

fact that the leader of the group highly

likely to displace president Jos£ Napole-

on Duarte’s Christian Democrats as the

leading party in the new “Constituent

Assembly” is ex-Major Roberto

D’Aubuisson. D’Aubuisson is a fascistic

would-be dictator, the head of a

network of paramilitary death squads

and author of the assassination of

Archbishop Oscar Romero. He was

twice caught trying to overthrow the

current junta, was accused of trying to

assassinate the former U.S. ambassador

to El Salvador and was even expelled

from the U.S. asan undesirable alien for

threatening U.S. diplomats.

The past few years of intense

bloodletting in El Salvador have created

a layer of kill-crazy rightist fanatics

whose full-time occupation is kidnap-

ing, torture, rape and murder. Anyone
who thinks there can be a “political

solution” with these mad dogs has only

to look at neighboring Nicaragua. There

the victorious Sandinistas released

hundreds of proven National Guard
killers in order to impress the Americans

with their “generosity" and “pluralism."

The result is that many of these ex-

Somoza thugs are now blowing up

airliners and staging murderous terror

raids over the border from bases in

Honduras.

Political Solution?

your policy toward El Salvador."

These words could only be written by

people who never expect them to get

back to Central America, which has

suffered U.S. aggression 40 times in the

past 126 years. And this is not just some

“clever" ploy to fool the gullible imperi-

alists. The FDR-FMLN leaders are

willing to pay far more than lip service

to their pledge to preserve private

property, the army officer corps and ties

to the “progressive and democratic"

U.S. of A. They are prepared to give

away at the bargaining table what the

blood of the Salvadoran workers and

peasants has been shed to win.

Just what this commitment to a

"political solution” really means was

made clear by the FDR's representative

in Washington, Rub6n Zamora. Zamo-
ra, who heads a breakaway faction of

Duarte's Christian Democrats, was

formerly a professor at the Jesuit

university in San Salvador. Now he

prowls the halls of Congress on behalf of

the FDR. presenting the image of a

moderate politician forced by unhappy

circumstance to cohabit with unsavory

Marxist elements. As Newsweek (15

February) put it, his pitch is that “a

negotiated settlement offers the only

way of keeping the guerrillas from

winning the war in El Salvador

outright."

Join us, he bids Duarte, and stay in

power: “If the left achieves a military

victory, the CD [Christian Democratic

party] is out, a party defeated in war."

But in a negotiated settlement, he

implies, there is room for this criminal

consort of the junta colonels. As his

horrible example of the dangers of a

leftist military triumph, Zamora holds

up Nicaragua:

“For me [the example of Nicaragua] is

one reason for supporting a political

settlement ... A military victory of [the

rebels] will find the U.S. completely

hostile We would have an immediate
counter-revolution in Guatemala even

if the U.S. would cometoaccept it And
the people in the business community
and the professions would get out.

Under these circumstances, what are the

chances of pluralism?”

— Newsweek (15 February)

Anyone who believed Haig’s tales of

Cuban-armed terrorists run amok in El

Salvador would be surprised to find that

the Salvadoran opposition coalition,

the Revolutionary Democratic Front

(FDR), a popular front uniting left-

wing guerrillas with small bourgeois

liberal and petty-bourgeois parties, does

not call for a “socialist” government. In

fact the FDR and its FMLN guerrilla

component say they do not want to win
a military victory over the junta. Instead

they appeal for negotiations leading to a

“political solution" and the formation of

a broad “democratic" government in

which the FMLN would be integrated

into a purged capitalist army.

The leader of the most left-wing of the

FMLN’s five factions, Salvador

Cayetano Carpio of the FPL (People’s

Liberation Forces), recently demon-
strated his sweet reasonableness and
willingness to “compromise" in an
article printed by the New York Times

(9 February). Carpio indicated that

“...there is room [in a future govern-

ment] for everybody’s contribution, from

large businessmen to small farmers and
merchants—for anyone who supports

the independent development of the

country, opposes fascism, and wants

democracy. We don’t believe that this

broad program has anything to do with

Socialism or a Socialist government." It

certainly doesn't.

This craven .appeal to imperialist

opinion was supplemented by an open
letter to Reagan signed by Carpio and
his fellow FMLN commanders on
January 18. "The Salvadoran people,"

they wrote, “which so greatly admire the

progressive and democratic vocation of

the United States, cannot understand

why you are determined to support a

genocidal government." “What we have
said," they continued, “leads us to

respectfully request that you change

Military Victory and Workers
Revolution

This is one point on which Marxist

revolutionaries and FDR popular-front

politicians can agree. Military victory

for the leftist insurgents would make
"pluralism," i.e., continued capitalist

rule, difficult to preserve. For this

reason Zamora, who has everything to

lose if the FMLN wins on the battlefield,

is the perfect advocate of a “political

solution." For this reason the Spartacist

League is the strongest advocate of a

military victory. The Salvadoran civil

war, despite the FDR’s attempts to

portray it as a struggle for self-

determination and capitalist "democra-
cy,” grows out of the irreconcilable class

antagonisms between the masses of

impoverished Salvadoran workers and
poor peasants and the handful of

capitalist landlords and their army. The
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defeat of the junta’s armed forces would

quickly pose the possibility of overturn-

ing capitalist rule. It would almost

inevitably regionalize the conflict, draw-

ing in the Guatemalan and Honduran

dictatorships and the Nicaraguan San-

dinistas. The U.S. would frantically try

to stop the establishment of a “new

Cuba" in Central America.

From the beginning of the protests

against U.S. intervention in El Salvador

the Spartacist League has demonstrated

under the slogans “Military victory to

leftist insurgents" and "Defense of Cuba
and the USSR begins in El Salvador.”

The liberals and reformists who have

organized the marches and protests in

the U.S. have done their level best to

keep out communist politics for fear of

antagonizing their liberal allies. At the

Pentagon last May Sam Marcy’s Work-

ers World Party (WWP) tried to

physically prevent marchers from at-

tending the rally held by the Sparta-

cist League-organized Anti-Imperialist

Contingent. In June the Marcyites

attacked an SL protest against their

class collaboration with boards and

bottles, trying to draw the line against

revolution in blood. In subsequent

demonstrations around the country the

Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the

Communist Party (CP). Committee in

Solidarity with the People of El Salva-

dor (CISPES) and others have called

the capitalist police in to exclude the

T rotskyists. But they have not been able

to keep our program of permanent

revolution from being heard. Frequent-

ly the SL/SYL are the biggest organized

contingent at El Salvador protests, and

many independents have picked up our

signs for military victory.

Many of the organizers of the

reformist rallies once marched under
Viet Cong flags and chanted Che
Guevara’s slogan: "Create two, three,

many Vietnams!" Today they chant “No
more Vietnams" and call the cops to

exclude communists. But Vietnam was a

victory over imperialism and its pup-

pets! Not because the Vietnamese

Stalinists were able to engage in negotia-

tions with Henry Kissinger, but because

the negotiations led to nothing. Instead

of getting a “political solution," the

North Vietnamese army took Saigon
and expropriated the South Vietnamese
capitalists. Despite the Stalinist defor-

mation of the Vietnamese workers state,

that victory was a tremendous blow
against U.S. imperialism and a tremen-
dous triumph for the world working
class. During the Vietnam years we
fought for military victory to the NLF/
DRV and called for labor strikes against

the war—as today we fight for labor

action to smash the imperialist war
drive, including a union boycott of

military goods to El Salvador.

The reformists rely on Congressional
liberals to stop Reagan's war plans.

They pin their hopes on a court suit

alleging that Reagan is violating the

War Powers Act by intervening without

Congressional approval, on sermons
from Catholic bishops, on legislation

requiring Reagan to swear that the

Duarte regime is cleaning up its act.

Revolutionaries look instead to the

power of the insurgent masses to

overthrow the bloody-handed junta

butchers.

Reagan and Haig are not mere
hypocrites who can be shamed into

backing down in El Salvador with a few
pious phrases. El Salvador is the front

line in the Cold War today. Frustrated

at their inability to promote successful

counterrevolution in Poland, the Rea-
gan regime hopes to strike a blow, by

proxy at least, against Cuba and the

USSR in Central America. There is only

one way to stop the seemingly endless

'bloodshed unleashed by these interna-

tional war criminals and their genocidal

lackeys. There is only one “political

solution" for the exploited and op-

pressed Salvadoran working people:

Military victory to the leftist insur-

gents in El Salvador! For workers
revolution!
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Mindy Gianninoto Fought for the Union . CWfl Must Fi ght for Her!

She Wouldn't Fink for Ma Bell

NYC, February 2: AT&T has phone militant dragged out and arrested by city

cops.

NEW YORK—The fight to defend

phone worker militant Mindy Sankel

Gianninoto is mounting as Communi-
cations Workers of America (CWA)
Local 1150 scheduled a special union

meeting Thursday. February 18 to

discuss action against her firing by

AT&T Local 1150 president Chet

Macey was forced to call the special

meeting by over 300 angry phone

workers, who signed a petition protest-

ing the "outrage that management fired

Mindy Sankel Gianninoto on Feb. 2,

1982 for refusing to fink on her co-

workers and had the police arrest heron

criminal trespass charges." Following a

union directive, Mindy refused to

discuss the issue with management.

Now the union’s got to stand by her!

The phone company had New York

cops take Gianninoto out in handcuffs

because she refused to “flag" errors on

other technicians’ job tickets. The
bosses use such fink work to divide and

conquer the workforce. In fact, the day

after Mindy’s firing, the company used

the kind of information she refused

to provide in order to discharge an-

other worker for "unsatisfactory per-

formance." Gianninoto told Workers

Vanguard :

"This is a basic union principle. You
never cross a picket line and you don’t

have finks in the union But the CWA
has let the company force union mem-
bers to do this kind of work. The union
has to put a stop to this! If the CWA
allows finking, it comes down to wheth-
er we’re going to have a union or not."

Outraged CWA members immedi-

ately began to mobilize support for

Gianninoto. At first Macey refused to

call a special meeting, even though the

firing was a direct attack on the union.

On instructions from union officials,

Mindy had declined to talk to manage-
ment about her refusal todo the fink job

because she had seven grievances filed

over the bosses’ last attempt to make her

rat on her co-workers (see “‘I Don’t

Fink on Fellow Workers!’,” Workers
Vanguard No. 291, 23 October 1981).

So when supervisor Mike McGarvey
"terminated” her for “refusing a man-

agement directive," AT&T was telling

the union: "Drop dead!"

AT&T has dropped the trespass

charges against Mindy, rank and file

phone workers have now won the battle

for a special meeting. However, the

Local 1150 leadership continues to

permit CWA members to do the fink

work' With a leadership like this, it’s no
wonder the CWA has never won a

national strike against Ma Bell! CWA
members must demand that the union

put a stop to its members helping AT&T
keep phone workers under its thumb.
For an immediate CWA ban on

fink work!

Gianmnoto’s courageous stand for

the ABCs of trade unionism has po$ed

the basic choices facing phone workers.

The CWA arose out of company unions

("employee associations") AT&T es-

tablished to thwart real unionization in

the 1920s. With AT&T now trying to

"white-collarize" its workforce to com-
pete in the non-union computer busi-

ness. CWA members must once again

choose between virtual company union-

ism based on finking, or fighting for a

real union that defends all its members
Local 1 150 members who want to fight

for the union are mobilizing for the

special meeting to get Local 1 1 50 to take

a stand for Gianninoto and against

doing fink work. One hundred twenty

CWA members have already signed a

flyer with the call, "All out! Come to the

special union meeting.” These workers
recognize what is at stake:

“Mindy has taken a pro-union stand in

lavor of a most basic right: the right not

to rat on our fellow workers and the

right not to live in fear of other people
ratting on us. Would you feel safer

working next to Mindv or someone who
‘does it and grieves it’? The company’s
Tink-or-be-fired" policy demands a

union response: we must not allow them
to get away with this or all of us will find

our jobs in jeopardy. .. . If we allow this

to happen we will have no union at all.

We must act together now to win
Mindy’s job back. She stood up for the

union; we must back her all the way
Reinstate Mindy with full back pay!

Drop the charges!"*

Fraser...
(continuedfrom page 12)

needed. Reprinted below is the RMC’s
leaflet, "For a Two-Day Sitdown
Strike!", dated 9 February.

If we don’t fight now. Ford Motor
Company is going to bleed us dry, just

like the Chrysler workers. Company
man Fraser wants us to hand over our

COLA [cost-of-living allowance], our
medical benefits, our PPH [paid person-

al holidays]and paid vacation time from
this hellhole. And for what: a phony
"job security" program that recognizes

the company’s right to lay off every

worker with less than 1 5 years seniority:

that’s half the workforce! If this goes

through, the only thing left in the plants

will be robots and old men, working
harder for less pay and no union defense.

Recall the Ford UAW Council and
end all negotiations! We have the power
to break up Ford/Fraser’s blackmail

now The Rouge Militant Caucus calls

for organizing a two-day sitdown strike

in the Rouge. Sildowns are the weapon
that built the UAW: use it now! Big

stockpiles and low sales can weaken a

regular strike but not a sitdown. With
the strikers on the inside occupying the

plant and management and their strike-

breakers on the outside, we’ve got

control. We can give Ford its pink slip.

The Rouge plant is central to Ford’s

operation. Without it, the company
grinds to a halt With a well organized,

mass sitdown strike here, for even a

limited duration of two days. WE CAN
SQUEEZE CONCESSIONS OUT OF
THEM! ( I ) no pay cuts, no benefit cuts

(2) unlimited unemployment compensa-
tion at union wages with full cost-of-

living protection for every laid off auto
worker, pensioner, single mother with

children—financed by the federal gov-

ernment! Screw Reagan’s anti-Soviet

war budget! Fight for the hundreds of

thousands of poor and unemployed,
mainly black residents of Detroit, who
built this town and who have been

thrown on the scrapheap by Reagan and
the bosses!

If Henry Ford claims he can’t pay us,

then let him get help from his friend in

the White House. The government’s got

the money. Reagan spends our tax

dollars to finance segregated schools,

with hundreds of billions more for the

Pentagon. We get nothing, because

we’re a union town and a black town.

Reagan and the capitalists would just as

soon see half of us unemployed, the

unions busted and the town turned over

to the Klan and Nazi race terrorists.

Screw Reagan. Ford and Fraser. It’s

the working class in industrial areas like

this that creates the wealth in this

country. Without us, the economy
doesn’t run. If Rouge workers take the

lead, we can trigger similar sitdown

strikes throughout the auto towns of

southern Michigan, from Detroit to

Pontiac to Flint. We can make the

bosses pay and take a big step in packing

the racist, union-busting Reagan back

to hi’s ranch, for good.

Every worker has the right to ajob. A
two-day sitdown strike can turn things

around and put us on the offensive

against the bosses and their concessions

drive. We can link up with GM,
Chrysler and other workers to fight for

jobs for all through a shorter work week

at no cut in pay. We need a workers

government to run a planned economy
to put us all back to work at decent

wages.

If we don’t fight, we’re guaranteed to

lose. The Rouge Militant Caucus call

for a two-day sitdown is the only serious

program to fight the company. The
Local 600 tops, headed by Mike
Rinaldi, support Fraser’s concessions.

There are a few unit chairmen who claim

to oppose concessions But talk is cheap.

What are they doing to put into action a

fight against Fraser’s givebacks and
Ford’s layoffs? The bureaucrats tell us

to wait and get shafted until we can vote

in the racist, anti-labor Democratic
Party, the party of Jimmy "Ethnic

Purity" Carter and Mr. Concessions

and Chrysler director. Doug Fraser.

Rick Martin in COBF [Coke Oven
and Blast Furnace division of Local

600], Al Gardner of Tool and Die and
ISTC [Independent Skilled Trades
Council], the United Front Caucus
(UFC) and CMDUAW [Committee for

a Militant and Democratic UAW] are

mumbling about a one-day UAW or

"national” work stoppage. This is a lot

of hot air. These fakers all call on the

UAW International to carry out their

“strike" proposals. Is anyone serious

enough to believe that Doug Fraser will

turn around and lead a strike against his

own concessions9 Gardner, Martin, the

UFC and CMDUAW are just playing

games, to cover up the fact that they are

opposed to Rouge workers organizing a

sitdown strike, the only weapon that can
win.

Remember Flint! In the midst of the

depression our brothers and sisters took

over the plants and brought GM to its

knees. We must do it again. Fight to

carry out the program of the Rouge
Militant Caucus! It’s sitdowns or

souplines: we have nothing to lose
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Auto Workers: Vote It Down and Sit Down!

Fraser’s Billion Dollar Betrayal

UAW top Fraser joins hands with Ford’s Donald Petersen (right) to bludgeon
auto workers.

DETROIT. February 16— Ford work-

ers must throw Doug Fraser's $ I billion

giveaway deal back in his face! A cool

billion taken from the workers and put

into company profits. That’s $10,000

from every single Ford worker!

Cost-of-living protection, paid holi-

days, a uniform nationwide contract

—

these were hard-won gains that took

decades to get. Now with one stroke of

the pen. United Auto Workers (UAW)
chief Fraser wants to sign it all back to

the bosses. In return for these conces-

sions, Ford promises to: not shut down
any plants—unless it's profitable to do
so; “lend" $70 million to the SUB
fund—enough for only about four

weeks of payments; and “guarantee" an

income for laid-off high seniority

workers—at an unlivable one-half pay.

and onlyso longasthe paltry $45million

fund for this purpose lasts! Ford's

promises are crap. This deal will mean
more layoffs! And for the first time in 40

years the UAW would face thecompan-
ies with totally different contracts and
expiration dates. The future of the

union and the Detroit workingclass is at

stake! Vole it down

!

It’s not enough just to vote down the

billion dollar betrayal. Remember '73!

From recounts and re-votes to goon
squads. Fraser’s gang has experience

ramming through a sellout. And he’s

determined to finish the historic betray-

al begun at Chrysler. Already a quarter

million auto workers are out of ajob—
and most of them will never see the

inside of an auto plant again says

Fraser. Chrysler was used to club Ford
workers; next Ford will be a club against

GM workers. Already General Motors
is using plant shutdowns to weaken the

stiff opposition that stopped the give-

away negotiations in January: the

Fremont and Southgate plants in

California will be shut down indefinite-

ly. GM announced this week.

But the kept opposition in the UAW
is doing nothing to mobilize the ranks to

fight Fraser’s betrayal. To bust the

giveback drive auto workers must use

the power that built the UAW. Now,
before they take all your power away by
putting you out on the street! What's
called for is dramatic action to spark a

class-wide fight for jobs and against

givebacks. A wave of two-day sit-down

demonstrations occupying the plants

and centered in the giant River Rouge
plant—the heart of Ford’s empire

—

would lead millions of angry workers,

black and white, to action. It would bea
powerful blow at the auto bosses'

“sacred" private ownership rights that

could put an immediate stop to all

concession talks.

The money’s there— it's just going
into Reagan's trillion dollar war drive

against the Soviet Union. And while he’s

trying to “roll back" Communism from
El Salvador to Poland, they're rolling

back union gains and black rights at

home. This is a Reagan contract and
Fraser is the enforcer. Fifty years ago
the bosses spent millions to hire strike-

breakers. Now Solidarity House is

doing the job f-or them, on union dues
money! Union-buster Reagan must be
brought down through militant labor
action! And to do it, we’ve got to oust
his lieutenants like Fraser who block the

way.

the Rouge Militant Caucus (RMC)
of UAW Local 600 has issued a call for

the kind of class-struggle action that’s

continued on page II

NLRB Judge Upholds

Picket Line Militant

The picket line Anwar didn’t cross. Inland bricklayers go out In 1978.

CHICAGO—A steel worker who was
fired for refusing to cross picket lines

must be reinstated with back pay,
according to a recent ruling by a
National Labor Relations Board
t NLR B) judge Keith Anwar, a member
ol United Steelworkers of America
(USWA) Local 1010, was discharged by
the Inland Steel Company in May 1979
when he honored picket lines of another
USWA local at the giant East Chicago,
Indiana plant. The determination by
judge Arline Pacht terms the firing an
“unfair labor practice" and orders
Inland to post an official "notice to

employees" that says, “WE WILL NOT
restrain oc coerce employees in the
exercise of rights guaranteed by Sec-
tion 7 of the National Labor Relations
Act.. " (see illustration, p 9).

Anwar told Workers Vanguard, “We
can be sure Inland will drag us back into
court with itsarmy of lawyers. The com-
pany has made it clear it won't spare
any expense to prevent its 18.000 steel

workers from honoring picket lines."

Inland has until February 22 to file

objections to Judge Pacht's ruling with

the Labor Board in Washington, D.C.
Otherwise it will have to give Anwar his

job back and post the NLRB notices.

The picket line is an essential weapon
of workers struggle. The fight to defend
this weapon is especially critical at

Inland, where Local 1010 members
work alongside members of at least 15

other unions. The steel bosses rely on
“divide and conquer" tactics to keep
these unions down and profits up. They
hate real labor solidarity, as in 1978

when striking Inland bricklayers mass
picketed to halt construction of a new
coke plant. That’s one battle Inland lost,

because hundreds of carpenters, electri-

cians, boilermakers, laborers, iron

workers and others understood that

picket lines mean don't cross.

The Inland bricklayers’ victory came
on the heels of a 1 10-day coal miners’

strike. In 1978 the miners showed that

the powerful traditions of working-class
solidarity— honoring picket lines and
refusing to handle struck products—
could beat back even the strikebreaker

in the White House, Jimmy Carter, and
his Taft-Hartley injunctions. In con-

trast, Reagan was able to smash the air

traffic controllers’ strike because key
unions like the Machinists stabbed
PATCO in the back by refusing to shut
down the airports. Defense of the trade-

union movement requires a fight for

picket lines that no one crosses. That's
why all labor must support the Anwar
case.

“Inland has unlimited resources to

fight a case like this,” stated Anwar. “To
get justice a worker must rely on
contributions from labor organizations,
trade unionists and others concerned for

workers rights." The Keith Anwar
Defense Committee is already over
$3,000 in debt and is appealing for

financial support to continue the fight.

Before he was fired. Anwar was
already well known in Local 10 10 for his

principled stand on honoring picket

lines. Throughout the 1978 Bricklayers
Local, 6 strike, he refused to scab and
fought to get the USWA to respect the
lines. After Anwar presented a picket
line resolution at a USWA District 31

Conference in Chicago, in the midst of
the strike, the bricklayers mass distrib-

uted copies of the resolution to Inland

steel workers. Anwar and other USWA
members joined the strikers in mass
picketing that forced Inland to capitu-
late to the union’s demands. When the
company attempted to discipline Anw ar

for this activity by issuing him a warning

continued on page 9
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Anti-Soviet War Buildup Is Killing Auto Workers

When U.S. capitalism was a rising

power early in this century, the founding

father of American business unionism.

Samuel Gompers, was asked what was

the goal of organized labor. “More," he

responded. Today, as American capital-

ism visibly decays all around us.

Gompers’ descendants have a new

answer: "Less"!

In 1982 organized labor is in full-scale

retreat, meekly accepting a wave of

givebacks that is unheard of in modern
American history. Why? And what can

labor militants do to fight this plague

that threatens the future of the union

movement and the working class?

United Auto Workers (UAW) presi-

dent Doug Fraser's $1 billion giveaway

to Ford Motor is the most spectacular of

a number of recent givebacks in the

trucking, rubber, airline and auto

industries. Hard-won union gams going

back decades—the principle of equal

pay for equal work, the uniform

industry-wide contract, the cost-of-

living adjustment—have all been

scrapped.

Thousands of auto workers voted

against the Fraser sellout knowing they

had nothing to lose by refusing to crawl

before Henry Ford. But neither do the

ranks see what they have to gain today

from labor reformism. The demand for

“more" appears hopeless when there

does not seem to be any more Business

unionism as usual just can’t operate

when capitalism is in economic crisis.

The old snake oil won’t sell and the

sellout artists don’t even bother to try.

For years they pushed the Democratic

Party, but who is now offering COPE as

the way to stop the givebacks?!

The bureaucrats say nothing can be

done. And if you accept the demands of

the capitalist system they are right. The
fight against givebacks requires a

program to mobilize labor against the

boom-bust system of production for

profit which has subjected-workers to

alternating speedup and layoffs until

they are thrown on the scrapheap, and
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which now is gutting whole sectors of

basic industry in this country. Workers

must use their ultimate economic power
in the capitalist order: the power to

withhold their labor. In the growing

industrial ghost towns of the Midwest

the appropriate tactics are the ones that

built the unions— like the sit-down

strike. This could spark the kind of class

struggle that could turn things around in

America.

"Cooperative Economy":
Workers Give, Bosses Take

Needless to say, capitalist spokesmen
are celebrating the end of union power.

In the New York Times ( 14 February)

anti-labor columnist A.H. Raskin an-

nounces the emergence of "The Coop-
erative Economy" and crows that "con-

frontation has gone out of fashion." He
reports that AFL-CIO head Lane
Kirkland and Exxon chairman Clifton

continued on page 9
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Detroit auto workers demonstrate outside Cobo Hall, February 20,
against Fraser's billion-dollar betrayal as city is hit with depression-
level unemployment.

Rouge Militants Sav:

Ford Workers

Must Fight

!

DETROIT, February 27—The hard sell

began a week ago. The UAW Interna-

tional ripped off the strike fund to send

1 .000 Lord union officials to Cobo Hall

to hear the company line on Doug

Fraser’s billion-dollar betrayal. The
bureaucrats were particularly con-

cerned with the rank and file at Ford’s

strategic River Rouge Local 600 plant

here. Voting was scheduled at the end of

the week, with the hope that a signifi-

cant “yes” vote at outlying regions

would be piled up. International reps

were rounded up to attend the"informa-

tional" meetings at the Rouge. In the

end. Fraser’s Solidarity House gang

succeeded in ramming through its

historic betrayal. Even so the vote at the

Rouge, 5,800 to 3.400. reflected signifi-

cant opposition.

At Local 600 only the Rouge Militant

Caucus (RMC) organized for a class-

struggle fight against this Reagan
contract. The RMC distributed a leaflet

and resolution at plant gates, unit

meetings and the polls entitled. “Dump
Ford/ Fraser’s Billion Dollar Ripoff!

Organize a Two-Day Sitdown!" The

leaflet stressed that for younger and

older workers alike Fraser’s promise of

job security was a big lie: "For laid off

workers, four weeks of SUB pay won’t

save your homes, or keep you off

Reagan’s soup lines or minimum wage
jobs.” Higher seniority workers would
never even get the humiliating provi-

sions of Fraser's “guaranteed income
stream" (GIS). "Because when Ford
starts laying off 15-year workers, they’ll

spit in our faces, tear up the agreement
and demand more concessions This

deal is designed to starve us into

submission, carve up our union and set

us up so Ford can finish the job.”

Emphasizing that only bold class

struggle can halt the devastation of
workers and blacks in Detroit, the RMC
stated:

“Crawling to the company and waiting

for Jimmy Carter’s Democratic Party
won’t save us. Every worker has the
right to a job, but this right has to be
(ought tor We have the power use it

before they throw more of us out into

continued on page / /



Fremont fluto Militants Sav:

Keep the Plant Open-Sit Down!
FREMONT, California, February 28-
Today was the last meeting of UAW
Local 1364 before the General Motors
assembly plant closes its doors on
March 5. Opened in 1963, the sprawling

Fremont GMAD facility used to be the

largest auto plant on the West Coast. In

attendance at the meeting were mostly

older workers with seniority ranging

from 14 to over 30 years. They are the

last ones left in the plant after successive

layoffs in the last three years cut the

local from 6,800 workers to 2,500. These

members, facing the loss of their jobs

and their homes, listened as regional

representatives of the UAW Interna-

tional repeated the insulting insinuation

of the Fraser bureaucrats that auto

workers are to blame for their own
layoffs.

Region 6 director Jerry Whipple said

the majority of American workers voted

for Reagan (and presumably deserve the

consequences). If the workers had gone
along with concessions to GM, he

added, then “perhaps” that would have

stopped these plants from closing. (GM
also announced it will close the South
Gate plant in Los Angeles and a half

dozen others because the company can

make more money by consolidating

production at fewer, more central

locations.) Whipple and Earlie Mays,
former local leader of the Brotherhood
Caucus and now International rep,

advocated "fighting all the way to

Sacramento" for chauvinist anti-import

legislation.

The International reps did not go
unanswered. After dozens of anguished

questions from the floor (for example,

“If 1 have 19 years seniority and I'm

under 40, will I get any pension?”),

Karen Allen of the UAW Militant

Caucus, a class-struggle opposition with

a ten-year history in the local, took the

floor:

"How can Earlie Mays expect us to

believe that he’s going to fight this when
Whipple has already said he's sorry he
couldn’t get the concessions and ’he's

planning on going back into negotia-

tions with GM. It’s criminal for you to

stand here and tell us about our benefits

when inside you're laughing, you’re glad
this plant is closing, because you'll use it

as a hammer against the rest of the
union members to get them to accept
concessions.

“Before the union was built it used to be

Fremont GM:
Once the

largest plant

on the
West Coast,
now on the

capitalist

scrap heap.

that the companies spent millions of

dollars to prevent us from bettering our

standard of living. But now they don’t

have to because our dues money pays

Fraser and Whipple to do it for them.

You’re not interested in using the power
of the union to increase our benefits or

save our jobs. But 1 say our members
are. The unions will fight. There will be

strikes. And you guys will be swept

aside. Therefore Mr. "Chairman, given

that GM made $333 million last year

and doesn’t have to close this plant, I

move that this local immediately organ-

ize a sit-down strike to begin Monday
morning."

The UAW Militant Caucus has worked

consistently and repeatedly to fight the

layoffs and keep the plant open (see the

recent Caucus leaflet reprinted on page

II). The fight has got to start some-

where: with fully half of all GM workers

laid off nationwide and a quarter-

million UAW members thrown out on

the street, a sitdown at any one plant

could be a turning point and spark a

fight for jobs in auto.

IVV asked Karen how the members
responded at the meeting and she

explained, “Well, there was scattered

applause. The local bureaucrats and of

course the International has been

working pretty hard to beat these guys

down, and they are feelingdemoralized.

But there’s still a lot of anger there, and 1

was expressing something they’ve been

feeling for years that no one else was
saying. The local president Willie Mays
ruled my motion out of order right away
and got on to the speeches trying to steer

the members’ anger against Japanese

auto workers."

The Local 1364 bureaucrats’ first

instinct when their own jobs were

threatened was to run to the Fremont
city council to request the formation of a

“Task Force" that would lobby GM to

keep the plant open longer. The March 1

San Jose Mercury reports that a Task
Force subcommittee including the

mayor of Fremont (a Volkswagen
dealer) and John Scrempos, local union

vice president, has been delegated to

meet with GM officials in Detroit to "try

to persuade GM to keep the Fremont
plant open until it can work out with

GM what incentives may be necessary

for the company to continue to build

cars in California." The key word is

“incentives" and it means separate local

concessions agreements. Since Screm-
pos would hardly undertake such a

venture without the International’s OK,
it may well signal the International’s

new strategy to force Ford-style con-

cessions on GM workers.

Concessions and puttingthe blame on
foreign auto workers are two sides of the

same coin. The International's program
is to keep U.S. auto companies “com-
petitive," as Whipple said, i.e., increase

their profits at the expense of the

workers. So on the one hand, Fraser &
Co. directly negotiate for union conces-

sions to the companies (under the terms
of the new Ford contract not one of the

current wave of plant shutdowns would
be prohibited). Secondly, they push

dangerous protectionist legislation,

including H R. 5133, the proposed “Fair

Practices in Automotive Products Act"

requiring that a certain percentage of

parts and labor going into vehicles be

produced in the U.S. Both strategies are

completely opposed to any fight against
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the auto workers’ real enemy: their own
bosses and the bosses’ government.

Karen Allen was applauded when she

addressed the meeting a second time:
“1 want to answer the anti-Japanese
statements— What [a committeeman]
was calling for was a return to World
War II. Every union member should
understand that historically trade wars
Have blown up into shooting wars.

These anti-Japanese statements are

racist shit, and they are also the

program of Metzger of the KKK, who’s
running for office in California. What
this program means is jobs for white
Americans only, not for blacks or

Chicanos. If plants are closing in

California to go to Mexico because
wages are lower there, then the UAW
should be organizing in Mexico for full

wages and there won’t be any more
runaways. Our union should have no
part of thisanti-Japanese policy, it is the

opposite of everything we stand for.

“I'd also like to say something about
this call to bring back the Democratic
Party. I think we remember all too well

the last Democratic president we had.

In fact, guys twice my age will tell you
that year after year no matter what
president we had. Democratic or
Republican, the facts of life .were the

same What wc need is a labor party to

fight for our interests."

The protectionist chauvinism of the

bureaucrats is being used to ideological-

ly line up the working class to be

marched off in another imperialist war.

The Maoist and Stalinoid junior bu-

reaucrats like Liz Stanley and Charlotte

Casey of the pro-Peking CPML and
supporters of the LRS (Unity) strongly

backed this racist campaign for protec-

tionist legislation at today’s meeting.

Communist Workers Party supporters

in the plant sat silent through all the

anti-Japanese diatribes, then issued a

leaflet the next day complaining about
Ford’s and GM’s imports from Japan!
The “buy American" jingoism has also

been echoed by the Stalinist People's

World. In every previous layoff the

Casey/Stanley bunch opposed a sit-

down (and now push concessions "task

forces” and "stress counseling" for

unemployed auto workers). Those who
sabotaged class struggle at home now
aid the drive to get U.S. workers
shooting at their class brothers abroad.

The UAW Militant Caucus has

fought to expose and replace the

bankrupt union bureaucrats and their

reformist junior partners whose politics

got the union in this condition. The
Fremont shutdown captures in micro-

cosm the historical crisis of revolution-

ary leadership faced by the working
class. A sitdown is objectively needed,

and yet as Leon Trotsky wrote in the

Transitional Program:
"‘Realizability’ or ’unrealizability’ is in

the given instance a question of the
relationship of forces, which can be
decided only by the struggle

"

The militants at Fremont, however
insufficient their forces, have fought to

get a section of the class moving and
change that relationship of forces. This

is still the task that remains to bedone.
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Reagan’s Junta Holds

“Elections by Death”
While Reagan and Haig thunder

about doing “whatever is necessary"

(blockade? invasion? Marines?) to

defeat the leftist rebels in El Salvador,

American liberals are worried about

getting involved in another losing war to

prop up a corrupt and murderous client

dictatorship. And Reagan’s junta is

losing. In mid-February junta president

Duarte himself admitted, “We are losing

the fight with the guerrillas in the

countryside." Now the New York Times

(I March) reports that:

“President Reagan’s senior advisers say

they are not optimistic about the

chances of a successful election next

month in El Salvador, or about the

Salvadoran Government’s ability to

achieve a military victory over the

rebels."

The phony March 28 elections had

been intended as a propaganda gimmick

to prove that El Salvador’s junta is a

legitimate part of the “free world.” Thus

they could be used to pry more military

aid out of the U.S. Congress, despite

annoying “human rights” restrictions.

Instead the “vote” may demonstrate the

junta’s isolation, thus encouraging the

Democrats to make El Salvador an

election issue.

In particular, liberals fear that the

U.S. is sinking into “another Vietnam

quagmire." And if the body counts,

“domino theory” rhetoric and bit-by-bit

U.S. intervention evoke memories of

Indochina, so too do the crude ploys

being used to “win the hearts and

minds” of U.S. public opinion. The

March “elections” recall nothing so

much as the days when Ngo Dinh Diem
or Marshal Ky were staging “free

elections” South Vietnam-style. With a

gun to their heads, the Salvadoran

people are being forced to choose

between one or another gang of right

wingers... or else. Reagan’s “elections”

are a threat to the life and limb of every

Salvadoran worker and peasant.

Elections by Death?

As we have said before, El Salvador is

a country where “electoral” is a word
used only as an adjective describing

fraud. In fact, the head of the Salvador-

an Election Commission admits that he

hasn't bothered to vote since 1972.

“Why vote in fake elections?” he asked.

The last (and only) time anything faintly

resembling a free election took place in

El Salvador was 1931. The election of a

* liberal reform president prompted a

military takeover and, when the Indian

Only two parties, junta member Jose

Napoleon Duarte’s Christian Demo-
crats and extreme rightist Roberto

D’Aubuisson’s Nationalist Republican

Alliance, are on the ballot in every

district. Yet D’Aubuisson's armed thugs

prevent Duarte’s supporters from cam-
paigning in much of the country.

D’Aubuisson was the head of the secret

police under former dictator Humberto
Romero and was thrown out of the

army in 1979 when Carter’s “human
rights” junta took power. The leader of a

well-known death squad, he is termed a

“colorful and controversial figure” by

the U.S. embassy. The previous ambas-

sador, Robert White, termed him a

“pathological killer." D’Aubuisson is

responsible for the assassination of

Archbishop Oscar Romero last year, at

least twice attempted to overthrow the

current junta and was even deported

from the U.S. for threatening the lives of

U.S. diplomats.

Should D’Aubuisson and his gang
achieve power “democratically," their

first goal will be to “exterminate” the left

“within three months." “Napalm is

essential," his press aide explained {New
York Times, 19 February). Even the

Christian Democratic front men for the

junta are on his hit list. Duarte associate

Julio Prendes predicts that should

D’Aubuisson take control, “more than

5,000 Christian Democrats will be killed

like rats” (New York Times, 16 Febru-

ary). Meanwhile, the “honesty" of the

electoral farce is to be certified by

observers from Uruguay and other

right-wing Latin American dictator-

ships! Alone among NATO “allies,"

Britain will also send observers. Maybe
Maggie Thatcher is looking for a few

tips on how to stay in office come the

next British election.

Elections and the “Political

Solution”

The only way the will of the masses of

oppressed Salvadoran working people

will be expressed is if the junta, its

officer corps and the landlords that back
them are swept away in workers
revolution. The military victory of the

leftist forces is an absolute necessity on
the road to workers power in El

Salvador and the extension of the

revolution throughout the region. Pro-

grams for elections in the present

context of bloody civil war are either

disgusting imperialist hypocrisy or, in

the case of the reformist leaders of the

FDR and FMLN, a preparation fora

sellout. FDR leader Guillermo Ungo
says that the junta’s March 28 exercise is

a fraud, and the FMLN is stepping up
the fighting, Yet last October the FDR/
FMLN presented their latest minimum
program to the United Nations, calling

for a so-called “political solution”

consisting of "restructuring the armed
forces" and elections!

To talk of any kind of elections while

the junta’s army is intact, not to men-

tion the economic underpinnings of

landlord-capitalist rule, is preparing a

gigantic defeat for the Salvadoran

masses. The heroic worker and peasant

fighters are not shedding their blood to

get more electoral farces but to break

the chains of oppression that bind them.

Imperialism in its death throes erodes

and destroys what limited democratic

gains have been achieved in the past,

which in a backward capitalist statelet

like El Salvador are practically nil.

Pleading for a “political solution" and
pushing illusions in “free elections”

won’t stop Reagan and his killer junta.

Military victory to the leftist insurgents!

Workers revolution will establish genu-

ine democracy for the exploited and

oppressed.

"Voter
registration”

Salvador-style.

peasants under the leadership of Com-
munist Farabundo Marti rebelled,

resulted in la matanza, the massacre of

30.000 peasants and leftists. Once again

today, “elections” could lead to a

monstrous bloodbath if the extreme

ultrarightist front-runner "wins." This

time around the oligarchic exiles in

Miami and their military butchers in El

Salvador are talking of a “peace of

200.000 dead."

If last year’s "land reform” was
properly known as the “reform by

death,” this month’s balloting may well

become known as "elections by death.”

The only real opposition—the leftist

Revolutionary Democratic Front

(FDR), a popular-front alliance of the

Farabundo Marti National Liberation

Front (FMLN) guerrillas and bour-

geois/ petty-bourgeois politicians

—

is

effectively prohibited from running by

the simple fact that government-linked

death squads would kill any candidate

who attempted it. Even U.S. ambassa-
dor Deane Hinton admitted this by

recommending that the FDR campaign

via videotape from exile! There will be

no voter registration, as the election

commission recognizes that Salvador-

ans are loath to provide the rightist hit

squads with a ready-made death list. So
anyone who presents an ID card will be

allowed to vote.

FMLN guerrillas

have the junta
on the run.
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NYC Salvador Demo, February 20

"We Call for

Rebel Victory,

They Call

the Cops!”
Chanting “Down with the junta,

workers to power!" more than 100 anti-

imperialist protesters marched to the

assembly site of a February 20 New
York City demonstration against U.S.

intervention in El Salvador. But from
the moment the red flags and banners

reading “Military Victory to Leftist

Insurgents!" came into view, the refor-

mist and liberal organizers of the protest

tried frantically to keep revolutionary

politics out of their carefully orchestrat-

ed rally for the Democratic Party

liberals. The failed attempt by their

goon squad to turn back the Spartacist

League (SL)-led contingent brought in

the cops, physically drawing the line

between the politics ofclass struggle and
class collaboration—by excluding the

reds.

Despite their best efforts, the Com-
mittee in Solidarity with the People of

El Salvador (C1SPES), aided and
abetted by the Socialist Workers Party
(SWP) and the People’s Antiwar Mobi-
lization (PAM), were unable to silence

those who fight for a rebel victory on the

battlefields in El Salvador. More than
two dozen protesters, outraged at this

anti-communist exclusion attempt,

crossed police barricades to join the SL-
organized Anti-Imperialist Contingent.
And as the march paraded through
midtown Manhattan, the chants of “1,

2, 3, 4— Leftist rebels win the war; 5. 6,

7, 8—Nothing to negotiate" rang louder

than the “No draft, no war" pacifism of

the “official" demonstration. Where the

pro-imperialist "doves" called for “no
more Vietnams,” SL signs said “Viet-

nam Was a Victory" over imperialism.

And the Spartacist banner which they

tried so hard to exclude proclaimed
boldly, “Defense of Cuba, USSR Begins
in El Salvador!"

As we marched up, they sent out

groups of goons to try to stop us from

reaching the assembly site, even throw-

ing up a police barricade which was
quickly swept away. Their actions were

a deliberate provocation to get the cops

to intervene, which they did. By that

time the advocates of leftist military

victory were firmly established in the

midst of the crowd. The same scene was

replayed as the rally moved into the

streets for a^ march crosstown: the

reformist goon squad tried vainly to

keep the SL from marching and then as

we were breaking through their lines,

the police intervened again. During the

march a police van separated the

communists from the dispirited goons,

who kept turning around to listen to our

chants and to make sure the cops were

still there.

The SWP has since published a

disgusting apology for this anti-

communist cop exclusion, “Spartacist

League Tries Disruption” ( Militant , 5

March). According to this piece of

disinformation,

“
. . . march organizers had decided to try

to minimize the possibility of a confron-
tation by urging them [the SL] to

participate at the end of the march.
“The Spartacists refused to negotiate,

and when ihe march stepped off they
surged through the marshals, punching
several people and knocking others

down.”

In the first place, there were no
negotiations, attempted or otherwise.

This cock-and-bull story is intended to

hide the fact that CISPES provoked the

cops to set up barricades; later they got

the police to prevent the SL from using

bullhorns. This collaboration with the

police was so blatant that one cop
remarked to the CISPES spokesman
during the march, “Look lady, stop

hanging around us. Every time they [the

SL] see you talking to us they get

X
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Young Spartacus

NYC, February 20: Reformist goons call the cops, but can't silence
communists.

madder.”

Moreover, the C1SPES/SWP/PAM
goons attempted not merely to segregate

the communists at “the back of the bus,"

but to prevent us from marching
altogether. When the parade had begun
and it was abundantly clear they were
going to seal us off, we moved out. This
incident took place in front of TV
cameras and in full view of many of the

5,000 participants in the march. It was
clear to everyone that the march
organizers were the disrupters. And the

purpose of such slimy articles is to

harden up the reformists’ ranks for

further attempts at anti-communist
exclusion in the future.

Even the bourgeois media could
figure out that the communists were
being excluded. On Channel 5 news that

night you could hear the Anti-
Imperialist Contingent chanting “We
call for rebel victory, they call the cops!”

The newscaster commented: “The main
group of demonstrators did not want to

have anything to do with the Trotskyites

who had come along.” Channel 7

reported that there was a group of
“radicals and communists." They
showed the militant Spartacist march-
ers, signs for “Military Victory to Leftist

Insurgents” and red flags with the

emblem of Trotsky’s Fourth Interna-

tional, commenting: "The Salvadoran
organizers didn’t want the extremists in

their parade and that led to a scuffle."

The reformists’ attempts to silence and
isolate the revolutionaries failed

miserably.

Why are the reformists so anxious to

keep out the Spartacists? At the conclu-
sion of the march, while the liberals were
making pacifist speeches outside right-

wing Senator A1 D’Amato’s office, an
SL spokesman explained to a sidewalk

rally of military victory supporters:

“The point about all of this is they don't
want communists in that demonstra-
tion, people with red flags. They didn't
want people with signs that said

‘Military victory' and above all they
didn’t want people who said ‘Defend the

USSR and Cuba!’. ..The main strategy
of the reformists is to form an alliance

with a sector of the Democratic Party
... They want to keep their movement
‘ready for Teddy* Kennedy."

More than two dozen joined us on
February 20. A week later there were
even more new faces at an NYC
Spartacist forum on El Salvador. The
best answer to the pro-imperialist

“doves" who call the cops on reds and
push a treacherous “political solution"

with the bloodthirsty junta, is to build a
powerful Anti-Imperialist Contingent
in Washington. D C. March 27!

Spartacist League/
Spartacus Youth League
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Who Called Cops on Reds?

Guardian’s Anti-Communist “Unity”
We publish below a statementfrom a

former supporter of the "independent

radical" Guardian and the latter's

revealing response to his protest oftheir

participation in the cop exclusion of the

Spartacist League contingent in an

NYC El Salvador demonstration last

November. Clearly, the Guardian is

feeling the heat of widespread discon-

tent over this appeal to the bourgeois

state as "thought police" against reds.

The Guardian's Stuart Ozer tries to

pin the blamefor calling the cops on the

CPprimarily, along with "Latin Ameri-

can groups" and the Marcyites. But

Ozer's whole letter is an attempt to

justify anti-communist exclusion ; now
he wishes they could have avoided the

embarrassment ofusing the police to do
their dirty work. The Guardian letter is

also useful because it unabashedly states

what the reformists reallyfear about the

SL; the revolutionary content of our

banners and slogans.

In "movement" newspeak, Ozer

complains that we supposedly tried to

prevent the "coalition" from "putting

forward its principles of unity— ” Not

at all. In fact, with their appeal to the

cops to censor demands for defense of

the Soviet Union against imperialism,

these El Salvador "doves" made it

perfectly clear that their real unity is

with the capitalist state.

Military

Victory...
(continued from page 12)

Military cargo to right-wing juntas in

Central America must be stopped by

labor boycotts. But this will never be

done by the Cold War giveback

bureaucrats, linked to the Democrats.

When half a million workers marched

on Washington September 19 it showed

that labor has the power. Class-struggle

militants fight against the anti-Soviet

war drive, against Reagan racism, for

workers action to bring Reagan down.

The reformists look not to the

working class but to the Democratic

Party. The imperialist liberals want to

“stop Communism” too. but worry that

Reagan's shoot'em up methods could

backfire. The reformists want to get the

movement "ready for Teddy” Kennedy

(just like they kept the Vietnam antiwar

movement “clean for Gene” McCarthy).

And so they do everything possible to

exclude the reds. After all, they don’t

want their speakers to be embarrassed

by chants of “Remember Bay of Pigs,

Remember Vietnam— Democratic

Party, We Know Which Side You’re

On!”
Last May 3, the SL/SYL organized a

500-strong Anti-Imperialist Contingent

to march for military victory to Salva-

doran leftists. The reformist Workers

World Party/People’s Anti-War Mobi-

lization (WWP/PAM) tried to seal us

off with a line of goons; a month later in

New York they attacked a Spartacist

protest outside a PAM meeting with

SYL Film Showing
and Discussion

El Salvador:
“Revolution or Death”

Organizing meeting for

Anti-Imperialist Contingent

Wednesday, March 17, 7:30 p.m.

Emerson 305
Harvard University
For more information: (617) 492-3928

CAMBRIDGE

NYC
February 1982

The letter from the Guardian repro-

duced here is in response to my
dropping out of their sustainer program

in December of 1981. The reason for my
termination of support was over the use

of the New York City police to exclude

the Spartacist League from an El

Salvador demo on November 21, 1981.

I was in attendance at this demo and

observed members of the Guardian staff

(who were security people there) in

obvious support of this cynical and

dangerous tactic.

1 therefore wrote a letter to the

Guardian calling for a condemnation of

all acts of this kind in their paper. Since

this has not happened 1 have withdrawn

my support.

Truly,

Stephen R. Evans

Publisher of the Guardian

January 20, 1982

Stephen R. Evans

New York, NY

Dear Stephen R. Evans,

We are dismayed to hear that you

have dropped out of the Sustainer

program, particularly on the basis of

wholly inaccurate information. We’re

disappointed that, as a Sustainer, you

planks and broken bottles. When such

gangster tactics didn’t work, the

reformists—including the Communist
Party (CP) and Socialist Workers Party

(SWP)—called in the cops to keep out

the communists. They did it on May 30

in Chicago, in New York on November
21. and on February 20 provocative

attempts by goons of the Committee in

Solidarity with the People of El Salva-

dor (CISPES) again brought in the

armed fist of the capitalist state. The
WW P/CP/SWP/CISPES resort to

anti-communist cop exclusions because

red flags and revolutionary politics

threaten their alliance with the Demo-
cratic “doves.”

Today the slogans of the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent are more urgent

and obviously necessary than ever.

Salvadoran leftists, PATCO strikers,

black welfare mothers—we’re all on

Reagan’s Cold War hit list. For the

reformist thugs and betrayers, class

collaboration abroad means class col-

laboration at home. For us, anti-

imperialism abroad means class struggle

at home. As we chanted on February 20,

“We Call for Rebel Victory. They Call

the Cops!”

There is a fundamental political

contradiction within the El Salvador

protests between those who want to

pressure imperialism and those who
fight to defeat it. Genuine anti-

imperialist militants must be for Salva-

doran left-wing rebels getting as many
guns as they can. wherever they can,

certainly, if they can, from the treacher-

ous and reluctant Soviet bloc. Revolu-

tionaries say: FDR/FMLN attempts to

placate Yankee imperialism by begging

for a “political solution” will leave

oligarchic-landlord capitalist rule in-

tact. No popular-front illusions— Break

with the bourgeoisie! Sweep away the

murderous generals and their death

squads through workers revolution!

The line is drawn in El Salvador.

Those who fight for a victory of the

Salvadoran masses over their oppres-

sors, who oppose Reagan’s anti-Soviet

war drive, will march in Washington on
March 27 with the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent initiated by the Spartacist

League/Spartacus Youth League. In El

Salvador the choice is revolution or

death! Which side are you on? Join us'

did not even bother to inquire with the

Guardian about what actually hap-

pened at the Nov. 21st march, and

especially to hear our side of the story.

I was away in Cuba over the last

several weeks and apologize for not

reaching you sooner. The facts of the

case are these:

A number of groups, including the

Guardian, had representatives on the

security committee. 1 was one of the

Guardian’s security people at the march.

The committee included Workers

World, Cispes, SWP, CPUSA and

several latin american exile groups. It

was led by the CP and latin american

groups.

When the Sparticist League [sic] first

showed up, they had a separate sound

system. We asked that, if they wished to

join the march, they march under the

official sound system directed by the

march organizers. In addition, their

main banner, far larger than any other

banner at the march, carried a slogan

calling for more military aid from the

USSR to El Salvador. Now, everyone

marching would probably have wel-

comed military aid from any source to

revolutionary movements in Latin

America. But the purpose of the demo,

the main political point that was to be

made—as developed by the coalition

which organized the march, was to

protest US intervention.

We asked that the Sparticist League

march under the principles of unity ot

the coalition which organized the

march, and not to use a separate sound

system. They refused, and then they

refused to march separately behind us.

By doing so, they tried to prevent the

coalition which had spent weeks organ-

izing this demonstration from putting

forward its principles of unity to the

general public.

The decision to rely on the Police was

made by the person in charge of security

over the opposition of the Guardian,

SWP, and CISPES. Had we been

directing security, things would have

been done differently—the march secu-

rity itself would have separated the two

contingents. We expressed our vocal

opposition to calling in the police, but

the power wasn’t in our hands—and the

primary work to be done was to pull off

an effective action, which we were all

united around.

At such a time of dangerous war

threats from Imperialism, our major

task is to build support for anti-

imperialist coalitions, and not use space

in the Guardian to print criticisms of

secondary issues. That is the job of the

Sparticist League, which devotes far

more energy to wrecking coalitions than

building the left.

Sincerely,

Stuart Ozer

NYC El Salvador protest, February 20.

Get on
the Bus!

For transportation and information about the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent at the March 27 demonstration, call or write your
nearest SL/SYL branch.

Enclosed is $

contribution to the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent

1 want to help build the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent

Namp Phone

Address

nitv State ZiD

SPARTACIST LEAGUE, Box 1377, GPO, New York, NY 10116
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Our comrade Toni Randell died

February 12 of cancer. A cadre of the

Spartacist League for over ten years,

she was a founder of the Partisan

Defense Committee, a member of the

Central Control Commission and had

been a candidate member of the SL
Central Committee.

On February 27 memorial meetings

in honor of comrade Toni were held in

New York and San Francisco. We
publish below abridged and edited

transcripts of speeches made at these

meetings. The New York speakers

included Rachel Wolkenstein, staff

counsel for the PDC and chief counsel

for the Spartacist League; Nancy
Rossi, SL national treasurer; Reuben
Shiffman, co-chairman of the PDC;
and Jim Robertson, SL national

chairman. In San Francisco the

speakers included Toni’s husband,

Jack Heyman; Valerie West, PDC co-

counsel; Dr. Steve Becker, the com-
rade who attended Toni during her

illness; and George Foster, deputy

national chairman of the SL.

The meetings were highly emotion-

al, reflecting the tragedy of comrade
Toni’s death at the age of 38. In New
York, comrade Reuben understanda-

bly broke down in the middle and was
unable to complete his remarks. In so

doing, he shared more than most the

deep loss that was felt throughout the

room—our Toni Randell is no more.

In the California meeting, the

observation that comrade Toni had

nothing but contempt for quitters

actually triggered a walkout by some
of the ex-members present. Those ex-

members who did not join this un-

seemly display were Pat, who worked
with comrade Toni on the WV
production staff; Dave, an ex-member
of the Australian section presently

living in Oregon; and Barbara, who
worked with Toni in the apparatus in

New York and later in the Bay Area. In

New York numerous ex-members
were present and understood and

accepted the truth and justice of Toni’s

observation as she lay dying,

Contributions in comrade Toni’s

honor may be sent to the Partisan

Defense Committee.

*****
Rachel Wolkenstein (NYC)
We are here to remember our

comrade and friend, Toni Randell,

who died 12 February. She was 38

years old, a member of our movement
since 1971, wife and mother of an 1

1-

year-old daughter, Jessica.

Toni was born 8 November 1943 in a

small town in Wisconsin and moved to

another small town in Illinois, Gales-

burg, when an infant. Her father was
for 25 years a railroad worker and a

member of the Brotherhood of Rail-

way Brakemen. He died in I970from a

wound he received during World War
II. Her mother, Viola Randell, lives

today in Minneapolis. Toni was the

oldest of five children. The family was
very poor until she was about 12 years

old. She attended c 'lege on a scholar-

ship from the Brotherhood of Railway
Brakemen—Knox College in Gales-

burg—for one and a half years. She
moved to New Y ork at the age of 2 1 in

1963 and worked at NBC in the public

relations department.

In 1967 she attended courses at

Columbia and engaged in the sit-ins

and protests. She met Jack during this

time. In 1969 Jack and Toni started

living together. In 1970 she attended
Revolutionary Women meetings.

Jessica was born 17 November 1970.

I’ve been told that she had her
political waverings and softness, but
the lawyers never saw it. To us, she was
a party rock.

She was administrative assistant on
two international Control Commis-
sion proceedings. She brought to these
tasks the same qualities of thoughtful,
meticulous and consistent work. 1

worked with her on the Logan Com-
mission and we cried together review-
ing the tapes of that proceeding. When
we hit a roadblock over how to

summarize the evidence, it was Toni

who went to the Central Committee
library to check the model of the

Dewey Commission.
When she transferred to the West

Coast, she was frightened about doing

local work for the first time. But she

brought with her a wealth of skills and

knowledge and applied it to her work

there. 1 was very pleased to learn that

just before her illness she had served as

acting organizer during the absence of

the organizer in Oakland.

She made hard choices about her

last days. To the extent of her physical

capacity, she was politically active

until her death. In the midst of the

painful process of determining the

severity of her illness, she synthesized

the fund-raising letter for the Deuk-

mejian case.

1 want to read a portion of a

statement James Cannon made at the

memorial for comrade Goldie Geld-

man. There are numerous parallels in

their lives. Although their ethnic

backgrounds were different, they both

came from small towns in the Mid-
west, both served as secretaries for

defense organizations:

“She did not waste her life in the vain

pursuit of trifles. She concerned
herself with the large affairs and great

goals which are in themselves enno-
bling. That is the significance of her

beautiful and heroic life. Her life, thus
inspired by ennobling ideals, was full

and satisfying because she knew that

she was contributing to a movement
that would survive her and carry on
her work.
“If we memorialize her in this sense, I

think we will do her the most justice.

We mourn for her, for we loved her
deeply, but we celebrate her too. Her
life, her associations with us, her

contributions to our cause, were one
of our victories, and not a small
victory either. The movement which
can attract the Goldie Geldmans. and
call out their full devotion, already has
the pledge of its future victory, for .

such people as she really represent the

future."

Jack Heyman (S.E)

Comrades and friends, most of us in

this room knew Toni as a communist,
a Spartacist. Becoming a communist is

a conscious act. So I want to delve a

little into Toni’s background, which
may help to explain why she chose this

revolutionary path, why she rejected

traditional bourgeois values, why she

transcended her social background
and committed her life to the struggle

for socialism.

Toni was an honor student in high

school. She was a cheerleader. She was
a homecoming queen in high school.

She even taught Sunday school and
was awarded a DAR medal. As a

matter of fact, Toni and I, about a year

ago, were going through Fortune
magazine and her boyfriend from high

school had an entire article on him

—

the new breed of millionaire. He’s this

grain speculator, who one day makes
three million, and the next day loses a

million, and so on.

So she had the options. She could
have lived a very comfortable life with
the country club set. But she rejected

the American dream. Because, 1 think,

she had a sharp and inquisitive mind.
And she saw the American dream as

shallow, empty and meaningless.

I’d like to sketch just a little bit

earlier in Toni’s life, what those years
were like. She was raised in a town
called Galesburg, Illinois. Which if

you know anything about the Mid-
west, the northern fringe around the

Great Lakes is an industrial belt. The
southern fringe along the Ohio is

basically Klan territory, and in be-

tween is very rural.

And Galesburg was sort of in

between— it just happened to be in a
central location in terms of the United
States, geographically, so that it was a
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Memorial meetings: New York City (left), San Francisco (right).

railroad center. And her father was a

railroad man. She was a product of the

Midwest working-class family, filled

with its contradictions, conservative

values on the one hand, yet proletari-

an. And her father, like many other

workers, had aspirations for his

family. Namely, to build them a house.

He started out well-intentioned, with

some money to build that house.

Except that they only got the founda-

tion built and then ran out of money.

And they just put the floor over that

foundation, that’s what’s called a

basement house, and they lived in that

house for several years. And Toni

assumed a role sort of as a second

mother, helping to raise the rest of the

family.

And I think that during that period

she developed a real sense of class

consciousness. Because several years

later when they had the money, they

moved literally across the tracks to a

better neighborhood. And she always

felt out of place. But her father being

the union man that he was left a very

strong impression in Toni’s mind. She
mentioned to me on several occasions

that he had said, “Never, never cross a

picket line.”

1 just want to read a brief quote here,

once again from Cannon, which will

explain a little bit about Toni: "Her
first revolt against the environment of

provincial prejudice and ignorance, as

with so many rebels in history, took

the form of flight." And that’s exactly

what happened with Toni. Because she

left Galesburg and went to New York
City.

And she came in contact with the

Spartacist League. And she took up
work in the women’s arena, did battle

very fiercely against our opponents. 1

think there are some in this room that

can vouch forlhat, some of them that

at a later point in history came over to

the Spartacist League.

She later did work on the Workers

Vanguard comp crew. She was very

meticulous and dedicated. And she

moved on to do work with the Partisan

Defense Committee. She worked tire-

lessly to free the Chilean militants

that were trapped [in Argentina],

and did defense work around black

militants that were being victimized.

She did work in defending Jane

Margolis in the case against the Secret

Service. And up until her last days she

did work defending the Spartacist

League against Attorney General

Deukmejian.

Toni didn’t live to see the coming
American revolution. But she dedicat-

ed her life to building the party that

will lead that revolution. It would do
her honor for us to continue that

work.

Nancy Rossi (NYC)
Toni was my comrade and closest

friend for more than ten years. We
worked together, lived together, raised

our kids together.

I first met Toni in 1970, but didn’t

get to know her until a year later when
1 moved to New York. That’s when we
started publishing Workers Vanguard.

Getting the paper out back then was
hard—we didn’t have the experience

and our typesetting equipment consist-

ed of one IBM executive typewriter.

Toni and I were the comp crew. The
paper came out once a month and
production went on for three weeks
out of four. The other week we spent

recovering. The whole paper had to be

hand-justified. One or the other of us

would always go out to the printer with

it and spend hours doing the photo
work—invariably in the middle of the

night—and then drive back out to pick

it up.

1 remember the time WV came back

with some blank spaces because some
of the copy had fallen off the flats. We
tried to blame it on the printer but he

merely picked up one of the fiats,

shook it a little and pieces went flying.

That’s when we learned about taping

things down.
All of us who worked on the paper

felt a great deal of satisfaction every

time we got the finished product back.

The real problem with comp was that

we had a comp chief who didn’t know
how to use her people—there was a lot

of friction, tension, not much sense of

doing it together. Toni had more talent

and patience than I did—she was the

model, 1 was the troublemaker.

We both wanted out. I was first

—

Toni was somewhat resentful and
upset. But her turn came soon after-

ward when she got the PDC assign-

ment. She was ecstatic at the prospect

of running a section of party work in

collaboration with her comrades. We
both knew, though, that even after

we’d been transferred to other party

assignments, if there were ever any
kind of crisis in comp we’d be right

back putting out the paper because we
were the ones who knew how. The

party counted on that.

The other struggle I remember going

through with Toni in the early days

was learning how to be a communist
and a mother. The party was small and

young, and hadn’t had much experi-

ence with babies either. 1 like to say

that the first WV comp crew wasn’t

just me and Toni, it was me and Toni

and Karl and Jessica. We had a

playpen in the middle of the comp
room and brought the kids to work
with us every day. Karl would spend

the day teasing Jess—picking up her

toys and throwing them outside the

pen. She’d scream, we’d retrieve the

toys, he’d throw them out again,

grinning the whole time. I remember
Toni sitting at the typewriter for hours

with Jessica on her lap.

The situation of course became
intolerable, especially as they got a

little older, and we had to deal with it.

There was a whole discussion, com-
plete with documents, on whether or

not the party should hold any respon-

sibility for childcare for members who
were parents. Positions ranged from
those who wanted to turn the party

into a petty-bourgeois service organi-

zation to those who would just as soon
exclude parents from membership.
Well, we got the kids out of the office,

learned to transfer the burden of

childcare outside the organization as

much as possible, and learned to

substitute money for time when
necessary. Along with the justowriters

we got a hired babysitter who took
Karl and Jessica from Friday night to

Monday morning of production week-
end and the party paid for it. I like to

think that parents have it a little easier

now because of the experiences Toni
and myself and some others went
through, which included proving that

parents despite all the problems could
still be valuable cadres.

I’m grateful that I got to spend a lot

of time with Tom during the last few
months and hope that 1 gave her some
of the comfort she once gave me. When
I was first told of the cancer it took me

a long time to pick up the phone and I

only managed to do so after 1 learned

that she hadn’t called me because she

was afraid of upsetting me. Her

courage and strength throughout the

illness were remarkable. She wasangry

as hell at being cheated out of a lot of

years and she was scared. She cried her

eyes out at not being able to see her

daughter grow up. But she spent so

much energy trying to ease the pain of

the people who were close to her.

Toni was the first one of us to die a

communist. But I'm convinced that

she would have remained a hard

communist if she had lived to old age.

One thing she had no patience at all for

was quitters—people who gave up on

their work, their commitments, or who
gave up on just trying to enjoy life.

Valerie West (S.F)

I first met Toni on a visit to New
York in 1973. I met her again in 1974

when I had just moved to New York.

And we had a meeting to discuss the

founding of the Partisan Defense

Committee. The mandate from the

party was for a defense organization in

the tradition of the International

Labor Defense, particularly in the

years 1925-27, when it was headed by

James P. Cannon.

The translation and implementation

of this mandate from the party was in

large measure due to the efforts of

comrade Toni Randell. She had a

remarkable ability to research, verify,

absorb and synthesize the history of

communist defense work. She under-

stood the importance of relearning and
recapturing those traditions for the

Spartacist League and for the working
class as a whole. She researched the

International Labor Defender , Inter-

national Red Aid, resolutions on Tom
Mooney from early labor conferences.

She carefully, meticulously and
thoughtfully gathered these materials

and most importantly made the

essential available and accessible to

comrades.

She did the consistent work to

implement and teach these traditions

and learn to apply them in a very

different period from that of the ILD.
The integrity, accountability and
reliability that Toni consistently

brought to the work of the PDC will

always be a credit to our movement.
On a day-to-day basis, she was the

stable element that made the PDC run.

She was frequently harried by the

new, very young and aggressive law-

yers who knew little about the party

program and were often agitating for

this or that wrong policy or procedure.

While she was not the one who
spearheaded the fights to try to mold
the lawyers, she was the one who held

the party line on a day-to-day basis.

continued on next page
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MARTOROPPING

SUIT IN CALIFORNIA

State Official Admits Error in

Putting Group on 79 List

of Left-Wing Terrorists

By ROBERT LINDSEY

SSSSSSps
terrorist orr^Oon* putv

^SSsxtisa^
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A Marxist group dropped a suit

against the California Attorney Gener-
al's office after the agency acknowl-
edged that it had wrongly included the

group In a list of left-wing terrorist or-

ganizations published in 1979. The
Marxists, the Spartaclst League, had
contended that the state had wrong-
fully depicted it as prone to violence as
part of a campaign of "renascent
McCarthylsm." [12:1.)

Toni fought for her party against the
smear by California attorney general,
George Deukmejian. New York Times
announced victory, 26 December 1981

.

(continuedfrom previous page)

She was patient, she listened and

responded thoughtfully. And she

didn’t budge.

Toni kept up the regular correspon-

dence with those outside the party we
appealed to for funds and other

assistance. We relied on her with

confidence. She embodied personally

the political and financial integrity and

accountability of our work.

The campaign to free Mario Mufioz

from Argentina was perhaps the high

point of the PDC’s public campaigns.

We broke the issue of Argentine

repression in the press. The apparatus

constructed by Toni made this interna-

tional campaign possible. She put

together the pieces, the connections

and people that made possible visits to

the National Council of Churches, the

UN Commission on Human Rights, a

letter in the New York Review of
Books and many other things.

Perhaps the most significant exam-
ple of her capacity to extract the

essence from meticulous reading of

voluminous materials was the abstract

she did of some 20 volumes of the files

that the FBI kept on the Spartacist

League. And it's notable that she

insisted on finishing this work, and

worked on it practically until the day

she left New York to come to the Bay
Area.

In retrospect, I must say that much
of the work that she did 1 don’t think I

appreciated at the time so much as in

recent years. 1 remember that she got

us ready to go to the National Lawyers
Guild convention and I didn’t really

understand what was involved. But

when we arrived there we had the

papers, the resolutions, the reprints, all

the things that were essential.

Reuben Shiffman (NYC)
1 knew Toni for over a decade, since

she joined the Spartacist League in

New York and before. And for five

years in the mid-’70s she was my
closest political collaborator, particu-

larly but not exclusively in initiating

and building the Partisan Defense

Committee. It was her organizational

and administrative talent that turned

the Partisan Defense Committee into

something more than a paper organi-

zation and a file drawer of unfinished

PDC brochure drafts. Without that,

with the modest resources that we had
at our disposal at the time, we could

have never launched the campaign that

freed anti-popular-frontist Chilean
miners from the Argentine junta.

She brought the same thoroughness
to other crucial areas of party and
defense work which have been referred

to: the indexing of Workers Vanguard,

the indexing and annotating of the

massive FBI files, and international

commissions. She brought to these a

character that was indispensable for

political leadership—the ability to

organize a mass of material into a

usable whole and to pick out what was
essential and, equally important, what
needed to be acted upon. This charac-
teristic was indispensable to our public

defense work as well, especially during
the Nixon years, which generated

many cases of political persecution

which were in the interests of the labor

movement to fight. Dozens of appeals

for support came in the mail every day,

most of them deserving. And she had
the unenviable job of sorting through

and selecting the ones that we had to

support. She was a rare person who
combined coequally the strengths of

great compassion and acutejudgment.

When we launched the PDC. the

sacred labor tradition of non-sectarian

class-struggle defense— like the picket

line to which it is akin— had been

poisoned and corrupted by especially

the Stalinists, but also the social

democrats and New Left guilty liberal

born-again Stalinoids. Rachel referred

to Toni’s appreciation of the ILD, an

appreciation which she internalized

and assimilated personally, and im-

parted as if she herself had served

beside James Cannon on the ILD. She
was able to make this accessible, not

only through the documents, but by
weaving the lessons of the ILD and
that experience into almpst everything

she wrote and the many reports that

she gave and the speeches that she

gave.

Politics is engendered in people, and
crucial to the success of the PDC was
Toni’s embodiment of integrity and of

rigorous intelligence and compassion.

In particular, I saw her—especially in

periods like the Munoz campaign,
where we had to deal with a very wide

spectrum of people, many of them

pretty hardened, cynical operators

—

completely disarm them and convince

them of the PDC. its goals and its

integrity. We could approach people,

many of whom had been burned in the

past by left-wing sponsored defense

cases, many of whom we could

approach many times over, who
trusted in the integrity of the PDC in

large measure because their intersec-

tion with the PDC was knowing Tom
personally, in their dealings with her.

This was particularly true with

Philip Allen’s mother, whose defense

case was taken up, the defense case of

Philip Allen, by many organizations of

a left and liberal nature on the West
Coast. But Toni was able to make her

feel, when she came to Boston and
New York, that she was genuinely part

of an international movement that

championed the freedom of her son.

To give you a sense of Toni’s grace

and acute political intelligence. I’d like

to just read a brief passage from a

memo she wrote in November 1974.

She wrote, and this was regarding the

question that was much disputed at the

time, which was the relationship and
division of labor between the party and
its defense arm:

“The SL and SYL are pushy and turn

up with banners and slogans The
PDC is not combative and comes on
invitation. TheSL/SYL makes propa-
ganda. the PDC funds. (As Cde.
Robertson says: ‘Yes, the PDC is a

charity, but remember that charily

begins at home!’)”

And the importance of this has of

course been escalated

Steve Becker (S.F)

I want to share with you some of

what I remember of Tom. 1 came to

know her well only during her illness.

When she died
-

. Toni was proud of

herself. She had worked hard through-
out the years to become a Bolshevik.

She had made it, and she was proud.
And she had every right to be. Toni’s

concern throughout her illness was not

herself, but rather politics, her com-
rades and her family. She would often

joke with me and kept her sense of
humor. She wanted to know when I

would be through with the medical
questions, so that we could get on to

more important business. She talked
with me at length about the progress
and resolution of our case against
Attorney General Deukmejian, the
victory and the protection it affords us.

The day before her death. Toni
asked me to read to her the recent

Young Spartacus article. “Strange
Things Under Harvard’s Rocks.’’ She
enjoyed it immensely, laughing in

particular at the role estate gardeners
have had in improving Harvard’s gene
pool.

Toni asked repeatedly about her
comrades and family. Her concern for
Jessica, her daughter, was foremost.
And her sense of loss in not being able
to watch Jessica grow into adulthood
was great.

t

Toni died at home, as she wished.

She died a Bolshevik, and has left an

affectionate and inspiring memory to

all of us who knew her.

Jim Robertson (NYC)

As should be completely clear, the

death of comrade Toni Randell has hit

us where we all live.

Lizzie and I had a chance to have an

hour or so with Toni just before she

died, and I guess the main thing I came
away with was: “My god, she died a

hard commie.”

She died without pain, because the

origin of the cancer was very close to

her liver. She didn’t want to live any

longer once it was clear. And she did

not try, with radioactive needles or

hideous chemotherapy that would

have done no good and merely

rendered her more of a physical wreck.

She died conscious and knowing, and
she starved to death. But she retained

her intelligence and her integrity in a

perfect fashion. And to the very end,

she was deeply interested in the affairs

of the party. I gave her a general

international report, and she was not

interested in the partial situations, she

was interested in victory and defeat.

She was interested in what would
happen to her daughter, who’s about

1 1 . I said it’s a bad time for a girl to lose

her mother. And she said, “Yes, but I

think her character is shaped.”

She did increasingly important
work. She was one of the two founders

of our composition department of our

regular newspaper. She served a long

tour in legal defense work. She was the

secretary of the Logan trial commis-
sion. Because she was interested in

protecting the clarity and purity of our
organization. Insofar as I can recall,

she was very quiet in our various

internal disputes, but was a hard,

knowing supporter in defense of

programmatic questions.

I want to come back again to the

point that she died such a hard
communist. And something that

should properly make the ex-members
in the room uneasy: she so despised

you. She did. As Trotsky spoke of the

difference between the communists of

the East and the communists of the

West: the communists of the West,

they come, they go—the easy affirma-

tions of youth are diluted and modified
and drift away. Unlike the communists
of the East—the 500 people who
founded the Chinese Communist
Party, for example, every one of whom
died in service as they understood it.

And Toni was one of those kind.

Other comrades have spoken of the

work that she did. To put it in more
general terms, she was the epitome of
an apparatchik. What needed to be
done, and what she could do, she
would do. And at the same time she
was a mother, and a good mother,
without a trace of “momism.”
A number of us on the West Coast

saw her remains placed in the ground. I

think it was done fittingly, on a hillside

with the fog coming right down into

the redwood trees, a volley of rifle fire,

the rain. That’s the way it should be
done, because she died a serving officer

in a communist party.

Her history has stopped, abruptly.
But her memory goes on as long as
those, any of those, who knew and
cared about her continue to themselves
have consciousness. That’s a contra-
diction. And it’s not until the last of
those who have known her have died
that some flickering continuation of
her own consciousness ceases to exist

within us. And since she died tragically

young, she leaves behind a mass of real

mourners.

And if there is any message regard-



A display of comrade Toni’s work at the New York memorial meeting.

ing her memory, it is this: that she was,

while personally very sweet, an intoler-

ant communist to those who would

destroy the line between the working

class and the bourgeoisie in the class

struggle, however subtly. She was a

communist. And she died despising

those who withheld their personalities

from the necessary direct participation

in the class struggle. And if she leaves

therefore to us a legacy, it is this: that if

we individually or collectively deflect

or betray, we betray everything that

Toni lived for and that Toni died for.

George Foster (S.E)

We meet here to honor our comrade
Toni Randell, a good communist. Her

untimely death two weeks ago at age

38 of cancer has sent a shock of grief

through our party. Toni was a party

person, a cadre. She joined the

Spartacist League on 7 November
1971, and until her last days unselfishly

and cheerfully worked hard for the

program of revolutionary Marxism

—

Trotskyism.

We are a Leninist organization. And
consequently our cadre are precious to

us. Bolsheviks are not born. They are

created, forged, through a process of

apprenticeship and political struggle

as members of a party. Marxism is

carried by living human beings work-

ing together as a collective. Toni’s

friendship, her years of political,

organizational and technical experi-

ence are and will be deeply missed by

the party.

1 first met Toni on International

Women’s Day in 1971, when she came
to Washington, D.C. to march in our

contingent. I also recall meeting her

again on International Women’s Day a

year later in Boston. She had returned

from an intervention against the

Socialist Workers Party’s reformist,

feminist front-group WONAAC, filled

with contempt for the SWP’s anti-

democratic attempts to silence our
revolutionary criticism of their class-

treason policy of allying with Bella

Abzug. Our leaflet aimed at the

intervention called the SWP trained

seals clapping for the bourgeoisie.

Toni liked that image a lot.

Toni joined the Spartacist League at

the point where we set for ourselves a

series of tasks to transform our

organization from an unstable sub-

propaganda group into the nucleus of

the vanguard party. Her life over the

past decade is very much a part of our

history in meeting those tasks. She
helped set type for the first issue of

Workers Vanguard and worked on the

comp crew for four years during the

time when, as comrades have stated,

conditions were very difficult. In 1975

she left comp to help establish the

Partisan Defense Committee.
Toni had a very keen sense of social

justice, and a fierce hatred of racism

and racial oppression. She worked at

modeling the PDC on the traditions of

the International Labor Defense of

James Cannon. It was therefore fitting

that she was recently elected to our

Central Control Commission.

We grieve, but we have a right to be

proud. Toni was a hard communist. I’ll

say the truth: she especially despised

quitters. With the onset of the Reagan
years and the threat of war we have

had our share of defectors, many of

whom have left the party for so-called

personal reasons. Toni was proud of

the name Spartacist. Our organization

takes its name from the Spartacist

League of Rosa Luxemburg and Leo
Jogiches, the organization which was
the heroic forebear of the German
Communist Party. Today imperialist

chief Ronald Reagan, bent on prepar-

ing for war against the Soviet Union,

smashes PATCO and embraces the

counterrevolutionary Polish Solidar-

nosc. Solidarnosc in turn embraces
Reagan, the Catholic church, anti-

Semitism and the pre-World War II

fascistic dictator Pilsudski. To be a

Spartacist is to stand with Rosa
Luxemburg, the pre-eminent Polish

Marxist, revolutionary communist
and workers’ leader, against Reagan
and the CIA company union Solidar-

nosc. It is a stand against U.S.

imperialism and for a proletarian

revolutionary solution to the crisis of
Polish Stalinism.

Toni’s political life as a Marxist
spans just over a decade, a short time.

But as revolutionists, we know of no
better life than that dedicated to

building the party that aims to lead the

proletariat to victory.

I’d like to read a passage from the

Transitional Program:
“Opportunist organizations by their

very nature concentrate their chief
attention on the top layers of the
working class and therefore ignore
both the youth and the woman
worker. The decay of capitalism,
however, deals its heaviest blows to

the woman as a wage earner and a

housewife. The sections of the Fourth
International should seek bases of
support among the most exploited
layers of the working class, conse-
quently among the women workers.
Here they will find inexhaustible
stores of devotion, selflessness, and
readiness to sacrifice.

“Down with the bureaucracy and
careerism' Open the road to the
youth! Turn to the woman worker!
These slogans are emblazoned on the

banner of the Fourth International."

The task remains before us: to reach

out to the youth, to the proletariat, to

recruit comrades such as Toni, by the

tens, hundreds, thousands and tens

and tens of thousands. To construct

the Leninist vanguard party to fight

for the communist future of mankind
to which she dedicated her life.

Sit-Ins...
(continuedfrom page /)

Garvin have recently set up a Labor

Management Group based on the

principles of “free enterprise.” Accord-

ing to Raskin, “In a troubled economy,

unions and companies are finding that

each must give a little.” In reality, of

course, the unions have been giving all

and getting nothing. A typical example

of the new “cooperative economy" is

the rubber industry. Uniroyal just

agreed to let the Rubber Workers

speak to the board of directors once a

year. In return for this dubious

privilege the union is giving up $55

million in wages and benefits! And
now the powerful Teamsters have

agreed to a two-year wage freeze.

The anti-Soviet war drive

commanded by the White House is

also and necessarily a war against the

American working class and poor.

Especially with the economy collap-

sing, givebacks and savage budget cuts

are demanded as “necessary sacrifices”

for the “national defense” against the

USSR. When Reagan smashed the air

controllers union (PATCO), he sent a

message (if any was needed) to the

Fortune 500 executives that hence-

forth unionized workers should be

treated like black welfare mothers or

Central American peasants.

And the union bureaucrats are

willing to accept that treatment! But

unlike welfare mothers, the unions

have tremendous social power if they

would only use it. Not for years has the

labor movement attempted to stand

and flex even some of its social and
economic muscle. Why? Because the

bureaucrats are deathly afraid of the

anger and organization of their own
ranks, as was shown last September 19

when 500,000 workers marched on
Washington.

It is not so much fear of the union

buster in the White House in the

context of a deepening economic crisis

that motivates the AFL-CIO tops.

Instead it is their fundamental agree-

ment with the Republicans’ and
Democrats’ main economic and politi-

cal aim: to gear up the U.S. for war
against the Soviet Union. No union

leadership can be for the massive anti-

Soviet war drive and at the same time

fight for the workers’ interests, even in

the most minimal economic sense. The
AFL-CIO leadership opposes sit-

downs in Detroit for the same reason it

is for sitdowns in Gdansk. The Lane
Kirklands and Doug Frasers support

capitalism , whether it means “rolling

back Communism” in Poland or

rolling back union gains at home.
In fact, over Poland Kirkland is now

denouncing Reagan for being soft on
Russia. A recent article by the AFL-
CIO chief on Poland was entitled,

“Why Not Economic War?’ against

the Soviet U nion. There is nothing new
here. The Cold War has long been a

policy of the trade-union tops, many of

whom came to their posts in the anti-

communist witchhunts of the late ’40s.

It has always been their program to

sacrifice the interests of the workers on
the capitalist altar of anti-

Communism. But now with the very

future of the union movement at stake,

this contradiction has become clear

and acute. A fight can be made and can
be won, but not by the Cold Warriors

in the union offices vs. the Cold
Warriors in the White House and
corporate board rooms. The anti-

Soviet war drive has come home to

American factories, and a political

fight must be waged to throw out the

pro-capitalist fakers running the un-

ions, to get the unions off their knees

and fighting again.

For a Class-Struggle
Counterattack In Auto!

The front line of Reagan's war on
labor is now in auto. If Ford workers
grudgingly voted to accept Fraser's

billion-dollar giveaway, it is only

because they were afraid of being

thrown onto the streets if they didn’t.

They know that after the concessions

negotiations with GM broke off, the

company retaliated by closing down
three plants indefinitely. But Fraser’s

line that the wage givebacks will buy

job security is a lie. None of Ford's

promises are worth a plug nickel if the

economy keeps going down the tubes.

Business Week (1 March) told its

management readers: “Ford is not

prohibited from shutting plants when
business slumps."

Remember Chrysler! There too

workers were fed the line that wage
concessions would save jobs. And
what happened? When Chrysler start-

ed to close down its Dodge Main plant

in 1979, there were already about

20.000 layoffs. Today there are over

43.000 indefinite layoffs from Chrys-

ler. with no end in sight. And once a

worker is out the door, he loses his

power to fight. Back in 1979 we
warned that the government bailout of

Chrysler would be used to gut the

union, setting a pattern for GM and
Ford. We said if Chrysler’s broke, the

workers should seize it and sell it off

rather than take wage cuts. “Whatever

Chrysler’s Worth—Give It to the

Workers!" That was our slogan. The
seizure of Chrysler could have sparked

a class-struggle response to capitalist

austerity, layoffs and plant closures.

Instead, things got worse for auto

workers. Now there are a quarter

million auto production workers on
indefinite layoff, 600,000 if the suppli-

ers are included. Unemployment in

Michigan is over 15 percent and now
plant closings are spreading from
Cleveland to California. The sorry

state of auto today is not just a case of

management and stockholders bleed-

ing the company dry, as in Chrysler,

but a general crisis of the capitalist

economy. When Ford and GM execu-

tives say they don’t have the money to

re-employ hundreds of thousands of

auto workers at existing wage levels,

they’re not lying. They don’t have the

money. But that money is there in

Washington—that is, in Reagan’s

hands.

There can be no successful fight

against the auto givebacks without

radically breaking the bounds of

traditional bread-and-butter union-

ism, including its more militant varie-

ty. It means a labor struggle to bring

down Reagan, to wrest the billions

from the Dr. Strangeloves of the

Pentagon. The UAW with its large

black membership can lead the work-
ing class and ghetto poor against the

right-wing, racist onslaught. That is

the perspective raised by the Ford
Rouge Militant Caucus, which called

for a two-day sit-down strike against

the givebacks:

“If Henry Ford claims he can't pay us,

then let him get help from his friend in

the White House
"Screw Reagan, Ford and Fraser. It’s

the working class in industrial areas
like this that creates the wealth in this

country. Without us, the economy
doesn’t run If Rouge workers take the
lead, we can trigger similar sitdown
strikes throughout the auto towns of
southern Michigan, from Detroit to

Pontiac to Flint. We can make the
bosses pay and take a big step in

packing the racist, union-busting
Reagan back to his ranch, for good.”

AFL-CIO Tops:
For Guns and Taxes

It’s become cheap and easy for

liberal and not-so-liberal Democrats
and labor bureaucrats to denounce
Reagan for starving the poor to

provide tax giveaways to the rich.

“Jonestown economics... economic
Kool Aid to the poor," Kirkland called

White House policies. Very true. In

Reagan’s latest budget proposal the
hardest hit will be food stamps,
Medicaid and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (welfare). Every

continued on page 10
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They Say Shut Down—We Say Sit Down!
Charles DuBois, of the Rouge

Militant Caucus, was quoted on
Detroit TV Channel 4 on February 20.

“We’re talking about sit-down

strikes to show workers in Detroit and
around the area what kind ofpower we
actually have, flexing our muscles,

saying that we’re not going to leave this

plant. When you say you’re going to

shut it down, we’re going to sit down.
So we say vote ‘no,’ and if they’re going
to close the plant, occupy it as a

political strike and as a political

message to workers around the coun-
try that this is the way you Tight

concessions."
WV Photo

Sit-Ins...
(continuedfront page 9)

social program that helps low-income

families, such as subsidized housing, job

training and education, will come under

the budget ax. A Congressional study

shows that Reagan’s budget and tax cuts

will cost poor families several hundred

dollars each, while those with incomes
over $80,000 will get a windfall averag-

ing $15,000 apiece! So much for the

“trickle-down" effects of the “supply-

side" “voodoo economics." What this

racist austerity means can be seen today

in Detroit, which has become a veritable

hellhole. Unemployment and SUB
benefits have run out, and who can live

on welfare? Young blacks who worked
in auto plants a year or so ago are now
forced onto Salvation Army soup lines.

Yet despite all the ritualistic attacks

on Reaganomics, the Democrats have

nothing better to offer working people.

Congressional opposition to Reagan’s

latest budget is not directed at defending

social programs for the poor, but rather

at reducing the massive deficit. And
while there is some grousing about
Pentagon extravagance and wasteful-

ness, Democrats are not proposing

more than a slight trimming of the

military budget. The “liberal" alterna-

tive to Reaganomics can be summed up
in two words: raise taxes.

As for Lane Kirkland and his fellow

AFL-CIO bureaucrats, they’re right up
there with Reagan doling out the Kool
Aid. The heart of Reaganomics is not

“supply-side” fiscal quackery. It is the

massive military buildup intended to

secure first-strike nuclear capability

against the USSR as well as to fight

conventional wars, from the mass
graves in El Salvador to the shores of

Tripoli. Kirkland’s only quarrel with

81 '82
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Reagan on this score is that the MX
missiles and B- 1 bombers should be paid
for through higher taxes rather than
more government borrowing. Here
again the AFL-CIO tops are in full

agreement with Wall Street. The Wall
Street Journal (19 February) notes
approvingly:

"...the hawkish labor leaders weren’t
buying any of that talk about bombs vs.

babies. Instead they bit the bullet
cheerfully and proposed a hike in

personal and corporate taxes to pay for
the increased defense."

Karl Marx Was Right

For decades liberals and con-
servatives alike and union bureaucrats
proclaimed that Marxism had no
meaning for American workers, that

“the American way of life" was the envy
of the whole world. But today they’re

singing a very different tune. A walk
through Detroit is a more powerful
argument for Bolshevism than thou-

10

sands of socialist pamphlets.

Capitalism, as Marx wrote, “comes to

a standstill at a point determined by the

production and realization of profit, not

by the satisfaction of social needs." The
U.S. is now in its second recession in less

than a year and by all accounts its worst

since the Great Depression of the 1930s.

Official unemployment figures are

expected to soar over 9 percent this year.

Even the Reagan administration is

backing off from its idiot optimistic

prediction of an upturn this spring.

A growing number of respected

capitalist spokesmen are projecting a

total economic collapse. For example,
the chief economist for E.F. Hutton,
Edward Yardens, warns, “We think

there are increasing risks that the

depression in the auto and housing
industry will intensify and spill over into

the rest of the economy" (New York
Times, 19 January). These fears are

seconded by right-wing economist and
Reagan adviser Alan Greenspan, who
argues that record-high interest rates

could lead to "a crack in long-term

confidence and a decline into what
would be generally described, even by

today’s jargon, as a depression" (
Wall

Street Journal, 22 February).

But the decay of American capitalism

runs deeper than the current recession/

possible depression and the effects of

Reaganomics. America’s rulers have

driven basic industry in this country into

the ground. The average age of U.S.

industrial plant is twice that of Japan’s.

Small wonder GM and U.S. Steel

cannot compete in the marketplace with

Toyota and Nippon Steel. In the last

year or so "the reindustrialization of

America" has become a fashionable

slogan in U.S. ruling circles. Liberal

economists as well as big business

spokesmen are lecturing American
working people that they’ve been
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consuming too much and must save

more and invest more. And this while

real take-home pay for the average
worker has plummeted about 1 5 percent

in the past decade!

American imperialism is seeking to

reconquer its place in the sun not

through superior economic competition

but through militarism. The U.S.

answer to Toyota is not to build better,

cheaper cars but to build neutron

bombs. And remember Hiroshima!
The Reagan/Carter/Kirkland Pen-

tagon budget is not only a death

certificate for black welfare mothers, for

elderly couples trying to survive on
Social Security, for laid-off auto work-
ers. It is a death certificate for any
genuine reindustrialization of America.
Business Week estimates that this year

all— 100 percent—of net private savings

will be absorbed by federal government
borrowing. The only firms seeing any
new capital will be those producing

nuclear warheads and the means to

deliver them.

While some liberals and financiers

express concern that a too rapid military

buildup may be economically disrup-

tive, all of them share Reagan’s purpose
in being able to counter and defeat the

supposed “Soviet threat." All talk about
long-term economic effects of the arms
race misses the simple point that Reagan
intends to use these weapons to start and
win World War III.

U.S. Imperialism’s Labor Hawks

And in this aim Reagan has no more
loyal ally than the union bureaucracy.

What the Trotskyists said of the utterly

reactionary labor bureaucracy of the

1920s holds true today in spades:

"The distinctive features of these
[American] labor leaders in comparison
to the social-reformist leaders of Eu-
rope consists in the fact that they are
outspoken defenders of the whole
capitalist regime and all of its institu-

tions. without ’socialistic’ pretense or
class-struggle phraseology. Their pro-
gram is a program of stark reaction.
They repudiate the class struggle in

words as well as deeds. They oppose any
kind of independent political action.

They support the whole military pro-
gram of American imperialism and will

indubitably be a powerful ally of the
capitalists in lining up the workers of
the coming war and demoralizing the
struggle against it.”—“Platform of the Communist

Opposition” (1929)

Much of the plant-level CIO leader-

ship that organized the sitdowns and
picket lines of the 1930s consisted of
self-described communists and social-

ists. However, with the onset of the Cold
War that layer was either purged or
corrupted, creating a union bureaucracy
which was committed to U.S. imperial-

ism and fanatically anti-Communist. It

is no accident that the Meany/Reuther
AFL-CIO never fought the anti-labor

Taft-Hartley Act. For this law tied the

Cold War bureaucracy to the Cold War
government, as it simultaneously out-

lawed class-struggle tactics (the second-

ary strike) and banned reds from
holding union posts.

For a Revolutionary
Workers Party!

In the past the union bureaucracy
could sell the idea that a Democratic
administration would somehow restore

economic prosperity. John F. Kennedy
got elected in 1960 by promising to "get

this country moving again." But all

remaining illusions in New Deal liberal-

ism died an ignominious death under
Carter. In fact, so fed up were workers
with Carter’s incredible economic mis-
management that about half the AFL-
CIO membership voted for the right-

wing Republican in 1980. And if these

workers have turned angrily against

union-buster Reagan, they have no
enthusiasm for the Teddy Kennedysand
the Fritz Mondales.

By their anger and their discipline the

half million workers who marched on
Washington last September 19th

showed they wanted to fight Reagan
reaction. But who will lead that fight?

Lane Kirkland, who calls for all-out

economic war against the Soviet Union,
who demands more missiles and taxes?

Doug Fraser, who sits on the board of

directors of the near-bankrupt Chrysler,

who is spending every working hour
trying to reduce his members to poverty,

whose answer to the depression in auto

is economic war against Japanese

workers? The fight against Reagan
reaction is a fight against the Kirklands

and Frasers and for a revolutionary

leadership.

What is needed to spark a fight

against the giveback offensive and mass
layoffs is sit-down strikes—raw labor

power. The top labor bigwigs will never

carry out such militant actions because

they are a direct attack on the capitalists’

property rights. Nor will the out-

bureaucrats, the Sadlowskis (steel),

Camaratas (Teamsters) or Gardners
(auto), who want only to be slicker labor

fakers within the system. A class-

struggle opposition must be built in the

unions, like the militants at Fremont
and Ford’s River Rouge, who call for

sitdowns as powerful protest actions

which could galvanize the entire labor

movement.
But even such dramatic actions are

not sufficient to win labor’s fight. What
about “runaway shops”? This requires

an all-out drive to unionize the open-
shop South, mobilizing black and white
workers in a joint struggle to smash Jim
Crow racism. A class-struggle leader-

ship of the unions would mobilize tens

of thousands to crush the Klan and Nazi
race terrorists wherever these fascists

come into the open. To promote labor

solidarity internationally it would fight

the nationalist poison of protectionism.

To defend the gains of the workers
movement and to fight the threat of

thermonuclear imperialist war, it must
smash the Reagan/Democrat war drive

and fight any imperialist attempt to

restore capitalism in Cuba, Poland or
the Soviet Union.

All this requires a revolutionary
workers party to lead the struggle for a
workers government, to expropriate
capitalism and end once and for all the

irrational social system that turns the

enormous wealth squeezed out of the
working class into misery, poverty and
the threat of nuclear holocaust. Organ-
izing such an international party of
socialist revolution, the key to victory
for the workers and all the oppressed, is

the task of the Trotskyists.*
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Fremont Militant Caucus
Sit-Down Leaflet
We reprint below a leaflet distribut-

ed by the UA W Militant Caucus at the

Fremont, California GM plant.

GM says it’s going to close Fremont
GMAD on March 5th, putting over

2,000 workers with 14 years and up
seniority out on the street for good. If

we allow them to do this it's the end of

the line for all of us, including the

thousands on layoff— lost homes,

slums, ruined lives, minimum wages,

welfare, or worse. The question is what
are we going to do about it—fight it or

become poverty statistics.

Five months ago in September the

UAW Militant Caucus fought for a sit-

down strike to stop the truck line from
being shut down. We said, “If we let

this happen it will be a disaster... we
had better understand that without

truck production Fremont becomes
solely dependent on passenger car

sales. That means total plant closure

becomes a real possibility... we better

fight now— ” Predictably, the local

union bureaucrats opposed a sitdown,

did nothing, and in January 1,900

more workers were put out the door.

Mays, Nano, Scrempos [UAW
Local 1 364 bureaucrats] and the others

are now pushing the stupid and
treacherous line that the plant closure

is just a “ploy" by GM to force through

wage concessions. What they really

want is for us to walk quietly out the

door March 5th thinking it’s only

“temporary.” THIS IS NOT TRUE!
GM is dead serious about closing

Fremont and Southgate in L.A. The
production of both plants is to be

shifted to the Midwest and East where

laid off shifts are to be called back
when we close. Plans have already

been made to ship out the robots and
other machinery. And don’t count on
the SUB [Supplemental Unemploy-
ment Benefits] fund to last a year,

seniority or not.

It's the traitor Doug Fraser who
wants to use these plant closures to

blackmail other GM and Ford work-
ers into giving up billions of dollars of

hard-won wages and benefits to fatten

the profits of GM and Ford. The
concessions and plant closings are a

Reagan contract and Fraser is the

enforcer. Reagan and Fraser must be

stopped by militant labor action. A sit-

down strike to keep Fremont open
could spark similar actions across the

country, giving the lead to millions of

desperate workers fed up with layoffs

and giveaways. This same situation is

hitting auto workers all across the

country in plant after plant in GM,
Ford and Chrysler.

GM doesn’t have to close these

plants. They just make more money by
shifting production elsewhere and to

hell with us. Fraser and the Interna-

tional openly uphold the “right" of

GM to lay us off. We say it’s not the

business of working people and the

union to worry about GM’s million-

aire shareholders. The most basic

right a working person has is the right

to a job. But that right has to be fought

for.

In 1974 and 1975 the UAW Militant

Caucus fought against the massive

layoffs. We said, “Organize an effec-

tive sit-in demonstration which could

inspire a wave of full-scale sit-down

strikes into the heart of the industry,

Detroit....’’

In March 1977 when the local was
on strike over the firings of Earlie

Mays and the whole shop committee,
we fought for tactics to win the strike.

We said. "Seal off the plant with solid

mass picket lines" and “Extend the

strike to other UAW localsand unions
in Region 6."

In 1979 when Fraser was
volunteering to enforce Carter’s 7

percent wage guidelines (the UAW got

3 percent), we wrote, “We must answer
[the auto companies] with an industry-

wide strike combined with a rolling

wave of plant sitdowns. When the

bosses try to shut down a plant or lay

off an entire shift like at Fremont we
must stop them by occupying the

plants."

Since we formed in 1973 we have

fought to give leadership and mobilize

the union economically and politically

against our class enemies, the auto
companies and their political parties,

the Democrats and Republicans. The
heart of our program against layoffs

and unemployment has been jobs for

all through a shorter workweek with

no loss in pay. We have fought against

the pro-capitalist UAW bureaucracy

whose ties to the Democratic Party

subordinates our interests to the

interests of the bosses.

In Fremont the union “leadership"

has been nothing but a series of

opportunist cliques who when not

stabbing each other in the back for

union office have been stabbing the

membership in the back. Their collec-

tive record is one of criminal sabotage,

working with the International to ram
through secretly negotiated sellouts by

every sort of cheating and trickery,

suppressing internal opposition, and
squandering the membership’s willing-

ness to fight. In short, from the

International to the local they act as

cops for the companies inside the

union.

But they’ve had some junior part-

ners along the way in the form of a

motley variety of Maoist fake-radical

groups. When they weren’t busy
competing with each other to kiss the

ass of one of the out cliques, hoping
thereby to get into office themselves,

they were busy giving a “left cover" to

the sellout policies of the International

and local bureaucrats, opposing sit-

downs and other labor action in favor

of “pressure tactics." Education direc-

tor Liz Stanley and E-Board member
Charlotte Casey are the leftovers of

one of these groups (CAM. the Call,

etc., etc.). They started their careers

with the Brotherhood Caucus in ’73,

then went on to be the originators of

the 1974 seniority-busting, anti-union

Women’s Lawsuit (their answer to the

layoffs). They eventually rode into

office with Nano’s “United Independ-

ents." Liz is currently in charge of

retraining for laid-off auto workers.

(We understand only 65 workers have

found jobs so far.)

None of the union bureaucrats and
their junior partners want us to fight

GM. Letters to GM, to Congressmen,
mayors' task forces, demonstrations,
etc., are worthless and a con game.
There is only one real answer to GM
and that is to use the power of the

union before that power is taken away
by putting us out on the street. GM
cares a lot more about their machinery
than about us and our families. As
long as we occupy the plant GM can't

move it. And as long as we’re inside the

plant we make the decisions, not Mays
or Nano. Holding the plant as hostage
we can squeeze concessions for us: ( I

)

Keep Fremont open; (2) Union-level

wages through unconditional, unlimit-

ed unemployment compensation with

full cost-of-living protection, paid for

by the federal government to keep auto
workers and the rest of the unem-
ployed off welfare. GM’s got the

money. So does the government. It’s

just going into Reagan’s trillion-dollar

war drive against the Soviet Union.
Millions for his butchers in El Salva-

dor while he rolls back union gains and
black rights at home. Labor must
bring down the union buster Reagan
and his labor lieutenants like Fraser.

But labor has power only when it has a

job. That means a fight now to keep
this plant open. There are no jobs out
there, especially for banged-up ex-

auto workers. We need a sitdown!

UAW Militant Caucus
February 21, 1982

Rouge...
(continuedfrom page l)

the streets. We need to organize a two-
day sitdown, beginning right here at the
Rouge, the heart of Ford’s operations
With a wave of such sit-down demon-
strations, we can lead millions of
workers, black and while, into action
and smash concessions for good. Screw
Reagan’s anti-Soviet war budget: let's

squeeze concessions out of them! The
future of our union, working people and
poor in this labor/black town is at
stake. It’s siidowns or soup lines."

Militant workers stayed away from
the bureaucracy’s unit meetings in

droves. Most were a third to a quarter
the size of normal contract meetings.
Those who did come found out that the
contract is even worse than they had
thought, that the SUB [Supplemental
Unemployment Benefits] was to be
financed by deducting up to S100 from
paychecks of workers who had previ-
ously received TRA [Trade Readjust-
ment Allowance] benefits and that those
already on layoff were ineligible for

GIS. Officials bureaucratically ruled

out of order the RMC’s sit-down
resolution and steamrollered anyone
who protested their cozy relationship

with the bosses. One 50-year-old black
worker who had been put on four jobs in

the body shop before the company
found one he couldn’t do was told by
Dearborn Assembly Plant unit head
Hank Wilson that he was lucky to have
any work at all.

Many of the workers who voted for

Fraser’s rip-off undoubtedly had illu-

sions that this deal would guarantee
jobs. But others voted "yes" simply
because they knew that no one in the

UAW leadership was prepared to fight

lor a real alternative. Rouge workers
were particularly disgusted as they saw
one bureaucrat after another who had
postured against concessions knuckle
under to Fraser.

Doug Thompson, head of Local 600
parts workers, and Hank Wilson
changed their votes to back Fraser all

the way. Wilson asserted at one meeting
that UAW flying squads should be
mobilized against opponents of the

contract! Rick Martin, head of Coke,
told WV reporters that he was against

the contract, but there was no point in

fighting it. Martin, who helped ram
through the Rouge’s first concession
package in the steel division a year ago,

didn't want any militants around this

time, and excluded RMC supporters
from Coke unit meetings.

A1 Gardner of Locals Opposed to

Concessions ( LOC) campaigned against

the contract but opposed sit-down
action for jobs. The International made
hay of the fact that Gardner’s

overwhelmingly white tool and die unit

was working seven days a week while 40
percent of the Rouge was on layoff.

Coming from Fraser, who negotiates

60-hour workweeks, helps administer
dozens of plant closings and is now
handing over billions more, this was
sheer hypocrisy. But he did have
Gardner’s number. Gardner’s only
advice to unemployed auto workers is to

wait for Reagan’s economy to improve!
Phony militants in Local 600 tailed

after Gardner. The United Front Cau-
cus (UFC), consisting of Jim Rothe's
"Local 600 Organizer" and the so-called

CM DUAW (agroup backed bythe Ann
Arbor-based RWL sect which justifies

and practices scabbing), opposed sit-

downs. Their answer to concessions was
a one-day work stoppage—to be organ-
ized by the same UAW International

that engineered the billion-dollar give-

away! Their con game is to convince auto
workers that the pro-capitalist UAW
bureaucrats will fight. A February 24

leaflet issued by CMDUAW blustered.

"UAW members must... force the

bureaucrats to fight for jobs." The
leaflet had no criticisms of Gardner and
whined that bureaucrats like Hank
Wilson were sitting on the fence. So now
Wilson got off the fence. He’s backing
Fraser. Meanwhile the “Local 600
Organizer” published a statement de-

fending “Gardner’s manhood" against

Fraser’s attacks. The UFC phonies
paint up Gardner, Wilson & Co.
because they share the no-fight program
of these reformist bureaucrats.

The capitulation of the house
opposition to the Fraser gang under-
scores the bankruptcy of trade-union
reformism. You can’t fight the conces-
sions drive without going up against the

capitalist system. The pay cuts, plant

closings, mass layoffs and pauperization
of large sections of Detroit’s predomi-
nantly black proletariat are organically

rooted in the decay of American
imperialism and the desperate drive of
U.S. bosses to recoup their flagging

profits. Ultimately the ruling class

answer to foreign competition is a new
imperialist war. The money is there so
workers and the unemployed can live

decently, but it’s going to Trident

submarines. The Gardners and their

hangers-on don’t want to take over the

plants because they are no more willing

than Fraser to challenge capitalist

property relations and Reagan’s anti-

Soviet war drive.

Doug Fraser’s gigantic rip-off is a
blow to auto workers but not an
irrevocable defeat. Illusions in Fraser's

bogus job security won’t last long. Auto
workers will remember those who lied to

them—from Fraser to his small-fry

henchmen—who told them that they

could win jobs without class struggle.

The RMC must marshal a dedicated

core of anti-capitalist militants who can
go out and organize mass sitdowns to

smash the concessions drive. Only such
actions can keep labor/black Detroit

from going down the tubes, and spark a

workers offensive to bring down
Reagan.
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The bloody civil war in El Salvador is

raging at white heat. Leftist guerrilla

fighters have got the butcher junta on

the run. Reagan has proclaimed Central

America the front line of his anti-Soviet

Cold War. Frustrated by the blow to

their “rollback" plans in Poland, the

warhawks in Washington want to

“teach the Russians a lesson" by

drowning the Central American masses

in a sea of blood. Which side are you on?

Daily, Reagan and Haig escalate their

threats to use a Big Stick to stop

Communism in “America’s backyard."

Helicopter gunships, Green Beret tor-

ture training for Salvadoran troops,

CIA hit teams of Cuban gusanos and
Nicaraguan exiles, now talk of a

Caribbean blockade and sending in the

Marines. Yet the reformist organizers of

the “official” El Salvador protests, eager

for an alliance with Democratic

"doves," refuse to call for leftist rebels to

win the war.

Last May 3 we marched on the

Pentagon calling for the leftist rebels to

win the war in El Salvador, protesting

U.S. imperialism’s anti-Soviet war
drive. Now more than ever! The
Spartacist League and Spartacus Youth
League are calling for an Anti-

Imperialist Contingent to march in

Washington, D.C. for“Military Victory

to Leftist Insurgents in El Salvador!"

“Defense of Cuba/USSR Begins in El

Salvador!” and "Break with the

Democrats— For Workers Action to

Bring Down Reagan!"

A decade ago the New Left marched
to chants of "Ho. Ho, Ho Chi Minh.
NLF is Going to Win!" Today the ex-

radicals call for a "political solution" in

FI Salvador— a coalition with sections

oi e military/Christian Democratic
junta It is a dangerous illusion to think

that the massacres can be stopped by
talking with the blood-crazed military

butchers. For the brutally oppressed

working masses of El Salvador, the only

just “political solution" is workers
revolution.

A decade ago the New Left marched
to chants of “Two, Three, Many

Vietnams!" But as the Republicans talk

of falling dominos in Central America,

the Democratic Party “doves" are

flapping their wings in fear of being

drawn into "another Vietnam." Today
the reformists call for “No More
Vietnams," appealing to the liberals’

fear of becoming mired in one more
losing imperialist adventure. On March
27, only the SL-initiated Anti-

Imperialist Contingent will say "Viet-

nam was a Victory” over imperialism.

The reformists try to hide from the

Cold War. and the class war. On El

Salvador they are in cahoots with the

Democrats (who brought us the “human
rights" junta). Over Poland many of

them join the obscene hypocrisy of

Reagan, who crushes PATCO and
proclaims "solidarity with Solidar-

nosc," the company union for the CIA
and the bankers. The U.S. imperialists

are taking aim at Nicaragua, Cuba,
Poland, the Soviet Union. We say:

Defense of Cuba/USSR Begins in

Central America!
Reagan has brought the Cold War

home Auto plants are closed while war
production booms. Race terrorists in

white sheets and blue uniforms arc on
the rise. Desperate Haitian refugees are
put in concentration camps, while
Polish anti-Communists are welcomed
with open arms. Anti-imperialism
abroad means class struggle here,

continued on page 5

May 3 Anti-Imperialist Contingent

Defense of Cuba and USSR Begins
in El Salvador!

Break with the Democrats—
Workers Action to Bring Down Reagan!

Build the Anti-Imperialist Contingent!

March with Us March 27 in Washington, D.C.!
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Military Victory to

Join the Anti-Imperialist Contingent, March 27 !

It Is Desperately Necessary to Fight!
From El Salvador to Detroit, the

choice is militant class struggle or

bitter defeat.

As the murderous Salvadoran junta

totters and left-wing rebels advance,

this is sending shock waves through
the United States. Reagan and Haig
dig in their heels, still trying to

convince themselves that they can get a

victory on the cheap in their global war
on Communism. The liberals respond
with empty talk of a compromise
“political solution” in El Salvador and
“butter plus guns" economic programs
at home. The reformists merely tail

after the Democrats, but the revolu-

tionaries of the Spartacist League have
a fundamentally different aim: we fight

for military victory to the Salvadoran
leftist insurgents, for defense of Cuba
and the USSR, for U.S. labor to take

the offensive against Reagan reaction’s

assault on workers and blacks. We

want to sweep away the bankrupt
capitalist system that spells poverty

and oppression for millions while

threatening to plunge the planet into a

nuclear third world war.

Reagan/ Haig’s “Big Lie” campaign
of recent weeks has made it clear to all

that the U.S. government seeks noth-

ing but a savage military solution in

Central America, if necessary creating

opponents out of those who had
wanted only to conciliate them. When
the Nicaraguan Sandinista National

Liberation Front (FSLN) toppled the

Somoza dictatorship in 1979, it was
possible to envision a (utopian) middle
way. But in El Salvador today there is

no middle ground. The New York
Times reports that the leading candi-

date in the March “elections” is a

psychotic mass murderer, who assassi-

nated the archbishop primate, at-

tempted to kill the U.S. ambassador

and now calls for indiscriminate

napaiming of the peasantry. Soon
Christian Democrat Duarte, who has

served as a wormy fig leaf for the most
hideous massacres, may be on the run.

At the same time, as guerrillas of the

Salvadoran Farabundo Marti Nation-
al Liberation Front (FMLN) are able

to withstand an all-out offensive by the

junta’s elite U.S.-trained kill-crazy

battalion within 20 miles of the capital,

the call for leftist military victory is

urgently posed. And the reformists

who call for a negotiated settlement

look increasingly like fools... or

saboteurs. This creates a tremen-
dous opening for revolutionary

propaganda.

Today the call for the rebels to take

the capital city, San Salvador, is on the

agenda. Yet the dissident bourgeois

politicians of the Revolutionary Dem-
ocratic Front (FDR) are necessarily

opposed to a working-class uprising

sweeping away the bloodthirsty junta.

This would destroy their dreams of a

reformed capitalist government by
posing a profound social revolution.

The Salvadoran guerrilla leaders also

join the FDR in calling for a “political

solution” which would leave the junta

army and the structure of landlord

capitalist rule intact. This was made
explicit in their letter to Ronald
Reagan pleading for a deal with U.S.

imperialism. Leftist leader Cayetano
Carpio reaffirmed that the goal of the

FMLN/FDR was not a socialist

government but “pluralism” and a

“mixed economy"—that is, capitalist

reform.

But even if such statements were
merely a smokescreen, as the guerril-

las’ leftist American cheerleaders

eagerly maintain, what the Salvadoran
continued on page 8



Scabs for Solidarnosc

RWL Wants Sitdowns
in Gdansk, Not in Detroit
DETROIT—While the UAW labor

traitors were engineering their billion-

dollar betrayal of the auto workers to

Ford, an assortment of burnt-out ex-

radical academics and Shachtmanite

dregs held their own version of Reagan/

Haig’s “Let Poland Be Poland" medi-

cine show February 20 at Wayne State

University. While the "State Depart-

ment socialist" sponsors have no com-
punctions about joining Ronald Rea-

gan’s anti-Soviet war drive, Peter

Sollenberger's Revolutionary Workers

League (RWL) finds itself in the

awkward position of sinking with both

feet into the "Third Camp" swamp while

occasionally trying to salute Trotskyist

orthodoxy under pressure from the

Spartacist League. But the RWL’s
squirming and for-the-record claim to

support collectivized property could not

hide its refusal to defend the Soviet bloc

against the imperialist onslaught. After

all the talk about "Communist totalitar-

ian police states,” one SL speaker noted

from the floor, “You guys ought to

apply to Radio Free Europe for jobs.”

First up in this hate-Russia teach-in

was WSU professor David Herreshoff.

Unlike more shamefaced leftists, he

made no effort to hide the clerical-

nationalist ideology of Lech Walesa &
Co. In East Europe, Herreshoff de-

clared, the Vatican is "on the right side"

(like its support for Pilsudskiite anti-

Semitism and Horthyite fascism?)— i.e.,

against the Soviets. A speaker for the

Revolutionary Socialist League (RSL)
joined the ode to Solidarnos6, alleging

that this bastion of Catholic paternalism

(which had not one woman in its

national leadership) was a "women’s

liberation organization.” During the

discussion a Pilsudskiite emigr6 dis-

missed “all the talk about class struggle

in Poland" and stated frankly, “What’s

going on there is Polish nationalism." A
representative of the International

Socialist Organization (ISO) rose to

support the latter, railing against the

Soviet Union as "an imperialist nation."

The military crackdown on the

counterrevolutionary bid for power by

Solidarnosfc has sent the American

petty-bourgeois intelligentsia into a

spasm of anti-Sovietism. Despite their

disagreements over El Salvador, ultra-

rightists. liberals and social democrats

of all stripes join Reagan in counterrev-

olutionary “Solidarity with Solidarity."

This has put particular pressure on the

closet Third Camp followers of the

RWL. On February 20, RWLers gave

perfunctory canned speeches about

defending “collectivized property" while

directing their main fire at the SL. And
in their newspaper the Sollenbergerites

claim that apart from some kulaks, “no

section of Polish society wants capital-

ism back" ( Workers Struggle, February

1982). The same issue assails the

Spartacist League for making’much of

"the alleged role of the Church and of

Polish nationalism’’—and then devotes

an article each to whitewashing the

"alleged" role of the church and of

Polish nationalism!

Ever since Solidarnosc arose, the

RWL has been in an ongoing political

bloc with various clots of latter-day

followers of Max Shachtman, who
broke with Trotskyism in 1939-40,

refusing to defend the USSR against

imperialism. In September 1980 they

held a joint forum with the RSL in

support of Polish Solidarity. In Ann
Arbor they have joined together in a

front group with the classic popular-

frontist name, “Coalition to Fight the

Right." The latest issue of Workers

Struggle includes the slogan “No U.S.

Intervention" as an afterthought to their

real position “Defend Solidarity!" But

on December 18 the RWL was at

Detroit’s Kennedy Square with the RSL
at an AFL-CIO demonstration that

fanatically called for escalating U.S.

“rollback" threats in East Europe. The

signs of an RWL-supported union

group peeked out from behind calls for

“Strong U.S. Actions" (i.e., imperialist

blackmail or worse) and in front of a

large "captive nations" emigrd banner

proclaiming “Freedom for Poland.

Blessed Mother and Pope Are With

Us."

Poland has sharply drawn the class

line over defense of the Soviet-bloc

bureaucratically degenerated/deformed

workers states. It’s no surprise that the

RWL, which explicitly defends scab-

bing at home, should be crossing that

line over Poland as well. But in Detroit

it is particularly difficult to sell support

for Reagan’s "rollback." Here blacks

and unionists are the direct victims of

the anti-Soviet war/austerity drive.

Here spokesmen for UAW Solidarity

House such as Don Ephlin boast of

being members of DSOC, the kept

“socialists" of the Democratic Party,

even as they are massively giving back

hard-won union gains to the bosses, At

The company they keep: RWL joins

“captive nations” demo in Detroit,

December 18.

the Wayne State teach-in an SL spokes-

man brought the Poland question home
to the Detroit of idle factories and racist

cutbacks:

“I would like to talk about what

everyone’s line here means for the

working class in Detroit The organiza-

tions here who are supporting Solidar-

nosc have also been trailing after the

UAW bureaucracy in Detroit. These
people who have been supporting

sitdowns in Gdansk have been opposing

them in Detroit. They are not willing to

fight capitalism for auto workers’ jobs.

They only want to talk about the woes

of the Polish working class because

there they can fight against nationalized

property; they can line up in an anti-

Communist crusade hand-in-hand with

the same sellout bureaucrats (half of

whom call themselves socialists) who
screw black auto workers in Detroit.

“It is no accident that the black

population of this country does not like

Solidarity. Black workers hate Reagan
where you people here hate Russia. The
black auto worker in Detroit or Chica-

go or anywhere else in this country has a

higher class consciousness than do you
so-called socialists.”*

Letter

Herreshoffs Animal Farm
22 February 1982

Workers Vanguard:

At a panel discussion of Poland at

Wayne State University two days ago, a

panelist, in his summary, characterized

members of your organization as

“Stalinist pigs.” 1 believe this jibe to be

inaccurate. I had already had my final

say as a panelist and had no chance then

and there to disassociate myself from it.

1 would like to do so now. Unless

otherwise specified, a pig is a living

animal. You, however, show no signs of

being a living political organism in your

response to Polish events. Moreover a

pig, from a human point of view, has

many useful attributes. But to whom are

you useful? To nobody, so far as 1 can

see. You martial law socialists, cheering

on the Warsaw junta in its war against

the Polish working class are, to speak

politely, of no use to the Polish workers.

As for the counter-revolutionary regime

which suppressed Solidarnosc. they

already have their chosen apologists and

don’t need you either. And the Western

bankers who rejoiced in Jaruzelski’s

coup have quite enough runners of their

own to bear the glad tidings to their class

that the workers have been put down
again. So, really, who needs you?
The fact that you exhibit no signs of

shame as you perform your ritual self-

abasement before the immediate ene-

mies of the Polish workers is a sure

indication that you are politically dead.

The pig never lived who squealed with

joy when strikes are broken and unions

busted. But you do. Piggishness is a

condition above anything you can

reasonably aspire to.

The epithet Stalinist is misapplied

when it is applied to you. The legitimate

heirs of Stalin tend to be shamefaced

when they have to defend the Polish

coup. But you are not only shameless,

you appear to be downright gleeful in

your defense of it. You don’t have

enough conscience to deserve to be

called Stalinist. For these reasons I can

not characterize you as Stalinist pigs.

You don’t merit the comparison. Politi-

cally dead and useless, you deserve a

decent burial. And lest your paranoid

conceit gives you the idea that I want to

organize that burial, rest assured 1 have

no such wish. I am content to let the

dead bury their dead.

David Herreshoff

Professor of English

Wayne State University

WV replies: Professor Herreshoff has

come a long way down since, as a

graduate student in the early ’50s, he

joined the Cochramte faction that

sought to liquidate the Trotskyist

movement in the United States (and

soon liquidated itself). As for his letter,

it speaks for itself.

Toni Randell Memorial
March 9, 1982

Dear Comrades,

1 just received my March 5th issue

of Workers Vanguard and while I am
an ex-member myself, I must say that

I agree with the sentiments of

Comrades Robertson, Foster and

Randell concerning ex-members. A
belief in Marxism is a belief in the

need to transform society by support-

ing a program and a political organi-

zation based on that program. If the

quitters are bothered by the deserved

contempt of those who are doing

their fair share of the work of

building a revolutionary party, then

they should resolve their personal

problems and rejoin.

Since I live in the midwest and
have been laid off for six months, 1

decided not to spend the money to

attend either of the Toni Randell

memorial meetings. However, my
sympathies are with Jack and Jessica

and the rest of the comrades. I knew
Toni from when I lived in New York
and I too will miss her. My response

to reading the memorial speeches was
that I should rejoin as soon as

possible.

Without trying to justify my own
resignation, I would like to add that

my own “personal problems" are

almost grown up. The youngest is

due to graduate from high school in

June of next year. If 1 do not rejoin at

that time. I will fully deserve to be

despised by the comrades who are

living according to their political

convictions.

revolutionary greetings,

J.J.

In his speech to the New York
memorial meetingfor comrade Toni
Randell, Jim Robertson noted:

"...something that should properly

make the ex-members in the room
uneasy: she so despisedyou. " One ex-

member, comrade Price C. (in his

time a heroic civil rights freedom
rider), reading this in WV. clipped

the paragraph and sent it to us with

the word "uneasy ” underlined and
the following comment:

[New York]

Dear Jim:

I am not uneasy!!

Price

Not at all. Well, maybe a little.

Paris

9 March

Comrades,

As an ex-member of 1ST, I just

want to salute Toni Randell as a

woman who lived as a Communist.
She died as a Communist. I’d never

known her but she lives in me like an
example to learn being a Communist.
I know 1 could honour her memory
only turning into a Spartacist.

Sincerely,

F.M.

2 WORKERS VANGUARD



It is the increasing possibility of

military victory of the leftist insurgents

in El Salvador’s civil war which the U.S.

imperialists most fear and which they

are desperate to avoid. Military victory

means sweeping away the murderous

army and police, which prop up a

viciously oppressive landlord-capitalist

order. It would wipe out the “death

squad” torturers and assassins, the

shock troops of the junta’s war on the

workers and peasants of El Salvador. It

would be a defeat for Reagan and Haig’s

plans tostrikeat Cubaand the USSR by

“drawing the line" against Communism
in El Salvador. Most important, by

mobilizing the masses and smashing the

existing capitalist state apparatus, a

victory for the rebel forces in the civil

war would open the way to socialist

revolution throughout Central

America.

That is why the Spartacist League is

calling for “Military Victory to Leftist

Insurgents" and is organizing an Anti-

Imperialist Contingent to march in

Washington and Oakland on March 27.

And it is to avoid that outcome that the

imperialists of all stripes have stepped

up their campaign to defeat the rebels.

While Reagan/Haig ship in guns and

money to keep the sinking junta afloat,

the liberals and their reformist boosters

on the left call instead for a “political

solution"— i.e., a deal with the junta.

The methods of the imperialist “hawks”

and “doves" are different, but they are

both committed to preserving capitalist

rule. We say negotiations or cease-fire

are a ticket for defeat. There can be

nothing to negotiate with the butchers

who every day pile corpses on the

roadsides and lava fields. What is posed

in El Salvador is revolution or death!

Forward to victory! Take San

Salvador—Our “political solution" is

workers revolution!

Why They Exclude Reds

The Anti-Imperialist Contingent

fights not to reform imperialism but to

defeat it. Unlike the pro-imperialist

CORRECTION
We wish to rectify an inadvertent

omission in our report on the

memorial meetings held February

27 (see WV No. 300, 5 March) for

comrade Toni Randell, who died

February 12. In listing the speakers

at the meetings we failed to include

the meeting chairmen, who were

selected with much thought by

Toni's comrades. The chairmen

were Diana Everett in New York

and Deborah Maguire in San
Francisco.

doves, the Spartacist League (SL) takes

the side of the workers and peasants

against the U.S.-backed junta. It ought

to be a simple choice for any self-

respecting radical leftist. But the “offi-

cial" organizers of the El Salvador

marches have done everything they can

to censor the communists. On May 3 at

the Pentagon they linked arms to

prevent marchers from attending the

anti-imperialist rally; on June 6 they

drew a blood line between reformism

and revolution in the streets of New
York. When this proved incapable of

silencing the communists, they increas-

ingly resorted to calling on the capital-

ists’ cops to do the job.

The Committee in Solidarity with the

People of El Salvador (CISPES) and

the rest of the reformists (CP, SWP,
YAWF) want a liberal protest to

establish a liberal—that is, capitalist

—

government in El Salvador. Thus they

herded marchers on last May 3 to hear

Democrat Bella Abzug; in Boston last

month their featured speaker was

Democratic Senator Tsongas; in Madi-

son last week it was Democratic

Congressman Kastenmaier. And they

intend to keep the protests “ready for

Teddy" Kennedy. The march they want

in Washington is a walking, talking

“letter to your Democratic Congress-

man." They want to exclude the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent because it won’t

kowtow to the Democrats, because we
are not just another wing of the popular-

frontist El Salvador protest “move-

ment." They seek to tie the masses to the

"progressive” capitalists; the Trotskyists

fight for working-class mobilization

against the imperialists and their

puppets.

So these “democrats” unite with the

cops against the anti-imperialists. They

try to cover this anti-communist exclu-

sion with slanders about "disruption.”

But the fact that CISPES & Co. really

object to our revolutionary program

was made explicit by a Guardian

spokesman in a letter to a former

supporter who objected to the police

being called into the November 21 New

York demonstration (see
“ Guardian's

Anti-Communist ‘Unity’,” IFF No. 300,

5 March). The letter argued that the SL
“tried to prevent the coalition ... from

putting forward its principles of unity”

because we “carried a slogan calling for

more military aid from the USSR to El

Salvador.” In contrast, the official

Cuban Communist Party newspaper
Granrna (28 February) reported objec-

tively on the February 20 NYC protest

(where the reformists once again

brought in the cops against the SL-
initiated Anti-Imperialist Contingent):

“Another 200 marchers who covered

the same distance shouted slogans

against Reagan’s administration and in

favor of a revolutionary victory for El

Salvador."

Defend Cuba, USSR

Even more than our call for military

victory, what drives CISPES/CP /

SWP/YAWF et al. into a frenzy is our

slogan “Defense of Cuba, USSR Begins

in El Salvador!" The entire weight of

Cold War anti-Communism is

directed—now more than ever—at the

USSR. The same rad/lib types who
might sympathize with populist upris-

ings in Central America are scarcely less

hostile to the Soviet Union than, say,

mainstream Republican congressmen.

Thus all of the liberals and most of the

reformists who oppose Reagan over El

Salvador unite with him in supporting

the pro-Western counterrevolutionary

mobilization around Solidarnosc.

Bowing to anti-Communism,
CISPES and its kindred spirits claim

that the Salvadoran civil war has

nothing to do with the Cold War. While

it is true that the Kremlin is criminally

not supplying arms to the Salvadoran

guerrillas, reactionaries always see Red

Russia behind every progressive move-

ment, every struggle for social emanci-

pation. It is their testimony, so to speak,

that the Marxist program, embodied in

the Bolshevik Revolution, is the pro-

gram for human emancipation and

social justice. Reagan’s ultimate target

in his war drive in El Salvador is the

gains of the October Revolution that

remain intact despite the Stalinist

degeneration of the USSR.
The U.S. imperialists see that the

military and economic strength of the

Soviet Union is the main obstacle to

their total world domination. Just what
does CISPES think prevented Ameri-

ca’s rulers from invading Cuba in the

early 1960s or H-bombing North Viet-

nam? Respect for international law?

Concern about being denounced in the

UN General Assembly? Worry over

liberal protest in the U.S.? It is fear of

war with the Soviet Union that has

prevented U.S. imperialism from un-

leashing its full military might against

revolutionary movements in the former

colonial world.

Would CISPES like to argue that a

U.S. blockade of Cuba would not lead

directly to a military confrontation with

the Soviet Union? Tell that to anyone
who lived through the 1962 Cuban
missile crisis, when liberal hero John F.

Kennedy brought the world to what ex-

CIA head William Colby called the

closest thing yet to nuclear Armaged-
don. The Reagan administration has

chosen to make El Salvador a key

continued on page 9
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Letter to March 27 Coalition
16 March 1982

National Coordinating Committee

March 27 Coalition

Washington, D.C.

To the Coordinating Committee:

At this critical stage in the El

Salvador civil war, the Spartacist

League-initiated Anti-Imperialist

Contingent and the March 27 Coali-

tion will be demonstrating in Washing-

ton on March 27. The AIC and the

March 27 Coalition share a common
opposition to Reagan’s increasingly

ominous threats of U.S. military

intervention in the region. At the same

time, we differ sharply in our under-

standing of the solution—you call for a

negotiated peace, we for victory to the

leftist insurgents.

In recent months, organizers of

CISPES/PAM-initiated demonstra-

tions in Chicago, New York, Boston

and Los Angeles have sought to

exclude Spartacist-led contingents.

Sometimes the police have been

invoked. In any case, sharp physical

clashes among marchers can well

provoke police intervention, placing

all the demonstrators in danger of

violence or arrest, and such confronta-

tions put non-citizens at particular

risk.

Despite the profound political gulf

between our groups, we believe it

behooves both parties to avoid unnec-

essary physical clashes in the face of a

police presence and the possibility of

extra-legal Reaganite provocation,

e.g. the mobilization of ultra-rightist

emigres against left-wing demonstra-

tors as also happened at particular

points during the Vietnam War period.

We therefore propose that our respec-

tive steering committees should make
contact to acquaint each other with the

relevant practical information on our

plans, in the hope that such coordina-

tion in advance and on March 27 will

enable us to avoid unintended clashes.

We make this proposal in the interest

of protecting the rights and safety

of all protesters. We propose such

discussion at our earliest mutual

end.: Clipping from Granma (weekly

English-language organ of the

Cuban Communist Party), 28

February 1982, “Protest

Marches in Several U.S. Cities

Oppose U.S. Aid to Salvadoran

Government”

copies to: local March 27 Coalition

and Anti-Imperialist Con-
tingent groups

convenience.

Fraternally,

Liz Gordon
National Secretary

Spartacist League/ U.S.
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Revolutionary Victory Not Bourgeois Defeatism

El Salvador Protests: Another Vietnam?
The spectre of Vietnam hangs over El

Salvador. According to a Newsweek

poll, 74 percent of those questioned

thought Reagan was turning El Salva-

dor into the Vietnam of the 1980s, 89

percent opposed sending American

troops, 60 percent opposed military aid

and over half wanted the U.S. to keep its

hands off El Salvador altogether.

Vietnam followed by Watergate ren-

dered the American people extremely

cynical about the motives of the govern-

ment, especially when it came to sending

U.S. soldiers to fight for some tinpot

dictator in some far-off country. Young

men are in no hurry to get their asses

shot off, and their parents do not want

to see their sons killed or mutilated for

another barbaric and corrupt military

dictatorship.

The spectre of Vietnam now hangs

over the halls of Congress as well. But

the motivation of the imperialist

"doves" has nothing to do with the fears

of ordinary working people. Their

concerns are summed up in a letter

initiated by Massachusetts Democratic

Congressman Gerry Studds calling

for legislation to ban military aid to El

Salvador: “The United States appears

about to embark, as it once did in

Vietnam, on a course from which we
cannot with honor or victory emerge."

Last week the House overwhelmingly

voted a resolution in favor of a “political

solution" in El Salvador not because

these Congressmen oppose the savage

American-backed junta but because

they believe that the regime cannot win

militarily.

The Congressmen and the imperialist

ruling class they represent know who
lost in Vietnam; they did, along with the

rapacious Vietnamese landlords and

capitalists. The Vietnamese workers and

peasants liberated their country from

imperialist domination by inflicting a

humiliating defeat on the mightiest

military power in history. The Viet-

namese revolution has since inspired

every struggle of the oppressed for social

justice from the coffee plantations of El

Salvador to the mines of South Africa.

From Protest to Power

The reformist organizers of the

March 27 coalition are deliberately

imitating the worst aspects of the

Vietnam antiwar protest movement.

They are seeking to mobilize radicalized

student youth behind the liberal Demo-

Hands Off
With presidential elections ap-

proaching on May 16, a wave of police

and army repression has hit the left in

the Dominican Republic. The focus

has been people painting wall-slogans

and murals, with both far leftists and

the reformists of the Dominican
Communist Party (PCD) being

singled out. But in the heated electoral

climate, the crackdown against the left

together with talk of coup threats

reflects the ominous bonapartist appe-

tites of the Dominican military.

On February 27, thirty members of

the PCD were arrested for postering in

the northern city of Santiago. On
March 2 a well-known mural painter

and PCD central committee member
and other party members were arrest-

ed. The following day, 15 more
militants were arrested for continuing

the mural.

Other left groups were also caught in

the roundup, among them .three

members of the Liga Comunista de los

cratic “doves" who want to save the

“honor" of American imperialism and

spare it another Vietnam-like defeat.

Contrary to current liberal/reformist

mythology, the U.S. was driven out of

Vietnam because it was defeated on the

battlefield, not because of the “end the

war” protests. It was the successful 1968

Tet offensive by the North Vietnamese

army and Vietcong, not the Fifth

Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue

peace parades, which convinced a

section of the American ruling class

that, in Robert Kennedy’s words, “a

total military victory is probably be-

yond our grasp.” So the ruling capitalist

party which started and escalated the

war in Vietnam—the Democratic Party

of Kennedy, Johnson and McNamara

—

began to send its representatives to

antiwar rallies. Suddenly this party of

naked counterrevolutionary militarism

was dressed up through the donkey

work of the SWP and CP as the party of

peace-loving “doves."

The American ruling class also

became acutely aware of the internal

danger of pursuing an increasingly

unpopular war. After the Tet offensive a

Pentagon study warned of “growing

unrest in the cities because of the belief

that we are ignoring domestic prob-

lems" which could lead to “a domestic

crisis of unprecedented proportions."

Here the reformist-led antiwar move-

ment served as a useful safety valve by

channeling radicalized student-youth

into impotent peace parades and elec-

toral campaigns for Democratic (and

also Republican) “doves” like Eugene

McCarthy and George McGovern.

Support to the liberal wings of the twin

parties of strikebreaking, racism and

imperialism was a fundamental obstacle

to linking the struggle against the

Vietnam War to the concurrent explo-

sions in the black ghettos and to the

mounting strike wave in the factories.

While reformists like the SWP and

CP rallied to the bourgeois defeatists,

the Spartacist League (SL) fought for

revolutionary defeatism, for the military

victory of North Vietnam and the South

Vietnamese NLF. As we stated when we

broke with the liberal-dominated New
York Peace Parade Committee in 1965:

“. we are not simply for stopping the

war. but rather for the victory of the

social revolution that is taking place in

Vietnam What is involved is not

simply a matter of self-determination or

moral indignation or national security

Dominican
Trabajadores (LCT), known as

Trotskyists, who were arrested March
4 in the northern town of Moca for

wall painting. After being picked up at

the request of local pro-government

thugs, the three were beaten with rifle

butts, interrogated for 15 hours daily

and threatened with being sent to the

notorious Victoria prison in Santo

Domingo, until they were finally

released four days later.

At press time many of those arrested

had been freed, only to be rearrested

again. And on March 10 anti-riot

police with tear gas and full force

broke up a mill strike, arresting nearly

300 strikers many of whom suffered

broken bones during the police ram-

page. In Santo Domingo, arrests and

roundups by the National Police

continue in various sectors of the city.

That this was not just "repression as

usual" is shown by threats from army

and police commanders directed

against the governing Revolutionary

CISPES says: "No More Vletnams."
We say Vietnam was a victory for

world revolution.

or the honor and reputation of the

American people The best defense

of the Vietnamese revolution is to build

a militant antiwar movement in this

country strong enough to compel the

United States to get out of Vietnam!"
—“Spartacist Breaks with New

York Parade Committee,"
Spartacist No. 5. November-
December 1965

Such a militant antiwar movement

had to be based centrally on the

organized working class, the only social

force capable of ending the wars of U.S.

imperialism once and for all. Through-

out the Vietnam War we agitated for

class struggle against imperialist

militarism.

Break With the Democrats!

As in the Vietnam War, the reformists

are again busy building platforms for

the Democratic Party, the party of the

Bay of Pigs and 1965 Dominican

invasion, of the Vietnam War and the

1979 “human rights" junta in El Salva-

dor which installed Duarte. El Salvador

has now become the front line of

Washington’s anti-Soviet Cold War.

And on the strategic goal of that war
drive—the destruction of the USSR—
there is bipartisan consensus. Remem-

Leftists!
Democratic Party (PRD) of President

Antonio Guzman. The PRD is a

bourgeois populist party, associated

with the social-democratic Second

International, which got into office in

1978 only because U.S. president

Jimmy Carter warned the army not to

overturn election results. Since then

the condition of the masses has hardly

improved, while the military is grow-

ing restive. In mid-February a Navy
admiral accused PRD leader Pena
G6mez of planning a revolt if his party

did not win the May 16 vote. More
recently, talking of the arrests of

leftists, National Police chief Reyes de

Le6n threatened to also go after the

“vandals inside the PRD who are

causing disorders during the

campaign."

Clearly, the Dominican military is

yearning to reestablish the monopoly
on power which it had enjoyed under

the hated "Benefactor" Rafael Truji-

llo and again following the crushing of

ber it was the Carter/ Brzezinski “human

rights" crusade which sought to revive

anti-Communism after the Vietnam

debacle, laying the basis for Reagan’s

Cold War II.

The greatest obstacle to mobilizing

the working class against Washington’s

bipartisan anti-Soviet war drive remains

the deeply reactionary and ossified

American labor bureaucracy. The AFL-

CIO tops, from right-wing Neander-

thals like Lane Kirkland to social

democrats like William Winpisinger,

were in the vanguard of the new Cold

War militarization while Reagan was

still making movies. These Cold War

labor fakers are up to their eyeballs in

CIA "destabilization" and gangsterism

from Santiago to San Salvador, creat-

ing “free trade unions" run out of the

local American consulate.

This union bureaucracy organized a

demonstration last September 19 in an

attempt to refurbish the Democratic

Party. But that demonstration turned

into something more as over half a

million workers marched to express

their deep hatred of Reagan and

willingness to fight. It provided a hint of

the social power that can bring down

Reagan and block the imperialists’ war

plans, not by protest marches but by

militant strike action.

In an educational after the May 3 El

Salvador protest, a Spartacist spokes-

man summed up the lessons of the

Vietnam antiwar protests for the SL:

“As soon as the U.S. troops pulled out.

the antiwar movement simply col-

lapsed. Because it was not an antiwar

movement, it was an anti-U.S.-

involvement-in-the-war movement. A
very different thing. The broader New
Left radicalization tended to dissipate

into the ‘me generation.’...

“We live in the belly of the monster. In

the Vietnam War the monster was
wounded not by us who live within, but

by the Vietnamese from without. But

the monster survived, recovered some-
what and is now screaming for venge-

ance. So we have our work cut out for

us. The real lesson of the Vietnam War
is that there is no victory but victory On
May 3 we marched, like we will in the

future, not simply for victory for the

Central American leftist insurgents or

the southern African leftist insurgents

or the southeast Asian leftist insurgents,

but also for a victory of the American
working class, of the black and Hispan-

ic poor, of the exploited and oppressed

of this country, a victory over the

American imperialist ruling class,

which is truly the monstrous enemy of

the world's peoples."*

the 1965 Santo Domingo uprising in a

decade of rule by the reactionary

Balaguer. Twice the PRD “liberals"

have come to office, but only under the

aegis of U.S. imperialism and with

assurances that they would preserve

intact the economic structure of

latifundistas (Guzman is himself a

large landowner) and multi-nationals

such as Gulf + Western and not touch
the military. When the crackdown
comes it is of course always the left, the

workers and peasants who pay the

price.

At least since the Russian October
Revolution, led by Lenin and Trotsky,

it has been an empirical truism that

only socialist revolution, led by a

proletarian communist vanguard
party and establishing a workers and
peasants government, can break the

imperialist yoke; end the scourge of
military-landlord rule which has con-

demned the masses to a fate of poverty

and repression, and through extending
the revolution internationally create

the conditions for food, peace and
creativity for the mass of the people.
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Josef Goebbels, Hitler's minister of

propaganda, was the consummate
practitioner of the technique known as

the “Big Lie." Repeat it loud enough and
often enough, he said, and a phony
accusation will stick—evidence or no
evidence, denial or no denial. And the

bigger the lie the better. From the legend

of a “stab in the back” by the Social

Democrats that supposedly lost Ger-

many World War 1 to the myth of an

“international Jewish conspiracy” to the

frame-up of the Communists for the

torching of the Reichstag, the Nazis

tried to hide their crimes behind a heavy

smokescreen of slander.

Today the Big Lies come from
Washington, and the biggest liar of

them all is Secretary of State General

Alexander Haig. Some of Haig’s more
memorable fabrications include por-

traying the Kremlin as godfather of an
“international terrorist conspiracy”

from Afghanistan to Nyack, tall tales of

Russian "yellow rain" nerve gas and
now alleged “genocide" against Indians

in Sandinista Nicaragua. In particular,

over the last year, using phony White

Papers and theatrical briefings, this

Cold War master of deceit has tried to

paint civil war in El Salvador as an

exercise in Soviet/Cuban remote con-

trol. But where propaganda wizard

Goebbels managed to mobilize the

German population for imperialist war,

Haig’s concoctions have repeatedly

blown up in his face. Just look at the

abysmal record of the Reagan adminis-

tration in the last two weeks.

On March 4 Haig told a Senate

committee that “for the first time, a

Nicaraguan military man was captured

in Salvador, having been sent there by

the FSLN [Sandinista Front for Nation-

al Liberation] to participate in the

direction which is so evident of this

guerrilla operation from Nicaragua."

But the “military man" turned out to be

a Nicaraguan student on his way home
from Mexico, who was quickly granted

asylum in the Mexican embassy in San
Salvador. After that disaster, the State

Department let the CIA have a go at

producing the “irrefutable" proof. On
March 9 Deputy CIA Director Admiral

Bobby Inman presented a show-and-tell

session for the press featuring giant

blowups of spy-plane photos of Nicara-

guan military bases. Inman pointed out

“Cuban-style" barracks and “Soviet-

style" obstacle courses (what about the

Haig—Goebbels

Bossu/Sygma

Architects of the Big Lie

American-style baseball diamonds?) in

an effort to whip up a Cuban missile

crisis-style scare. But the photos proved

nothing and the CIA quickly scrubbed

plans for a second slide show on

supposed aid to El Salvador.

The next fiasco had to be seen to be

believed. Haig decided to silence the

doubters once and for all by presenting a

star witness to the press on March 1 2, a

Nicaraguan allegedly trained in Cuba
and Ethiopia to command Salvadorans

for the Sandinistas. But when 19-year-

old Orlando Tardencillas took the

microphone at the State Department

briefing the captured guerrilla fighter

stunned Haig by announcing: “An
official of the U.S. embassy told me that

they needed to demonstrate the presence

of Cubans in El Salvador They gave

me an option. They said I could come
here or face certain death. All my
previous statements about training in

Cuba and Ethiopia were false" (New
York Times, 13 March). Tardencillas

showed the marks of torture used to

extract false confessions from him and

denied any connection with the Sandi-

nista government.

Once again Haig’s credibility had
evaporated under the TV klieg lights.

One State Department official told

reporters he was late to a briefing on the

subject the next morning because he was

wiping the egg off his face. Another

wailed, "It was a disaster. I don’t know
whether to laugh or cry.” All State

Department spokesman Dean Fischer

could say was, “You win some and you

lose some.” But so far in their propagan-

da war on the home front Reagan’s team

hasn't won one yet.

The list of Haig bombshells that

fizzled is endless. Recently there was the

great hullabaloo over alleged “geno-

cide" against the Miskito Indians by the

Nicaraguan Sandinistas. Haig waved
around a photo supposedly showing

these "atrocious actions” and demanded
to know why the U.S. press hadn’t

printed it. UN Ambassador Jeane

Kirkpatrick went Haig one better,

comparing the Sandinistas to Hitlerand

claiming that there were "250,000"

Miskitos in "concentration camps.” But

with all this commotion over what are

becoming the Montagnards of Central

America, there’s only half that many
Miskitos in all of Nicaragua, less than

10,000 of whom were transferred away
from border areas where they were

subjected to terror raids from Hondu-

ras. And Haig’s famous photo turned

out to be a forgery, showing the victims

of dictator Somoza’s mass murder three

years ago.

Meanwhile, with all the charges of

“international terrorism" in the air,

leaks from “informed administration

officials" confirmed to the Washington

Post (March 10) that the Reagan
administration was itself mastermind-

ing a vast campaign of CIA terror

against Nicaragua: a 500-man CIA
commando squad to hit “vital targets," a

1.000-man Latin American army
trained by Argentina, and backing for

the several thousand anti-Sandinista

terrorists of Somoza’s army now in

Honduras. And there is no reason to

assume that the whole truth is out. What
about the Nicaraguan and Cuban
rightists training in Florida and Califor-

nia for a new Bay of Pigs? What about

the huge naval exercises going on now in

the Straits of Florida? What about

Haig’s repeated threats to blockade

Cuba and Nicaragua?

As Latin American radical journalist

Gregorio Selser observed in his article,

“From Goebbels to Haig" ( Barricada, 2

February), there has been much specu-

lation about Haig’s mental stability. The
words “paranoia” and "psychopath"

keep popping up. And his overweaning

ambition (recall how the sweaty, qua-

vering general blurted out “I am in

control" when his boss was shot) tends

to frighten even his fellow Reaganites.

To become a successful practitioner of

the Big Lie, Haig needs above all the

Nazi regime’s absolutely controlled

press, something he no doubt envies

each time he picks up the newspaper.

Beware of secretaries on horseback!

Yet it should not be forgotten that

among the glazed-eyed Cold Warriors

now in power in Washington. Haig is

considered a “moderate”! And Goeb-

bels and the Nazis never had a tenth of

the war machine Reagan & Co. have at

their disposal. As Selser warned, the

most frightening thing about them is not

what they say but what they are doing

and getting ready to do: “We can’t

dismiss the possibility that within Haig’s

crazed brain there may be a rigorously

military rationale at work, planning to

create an accomplished fact that could

drag the whole country in after it." It’s

not enough to expose the Big Liars.

They must be stopped!*

NMU Militants Call for Maritime Boycott

Stop Death Cargo to

Butcher Junta!
Reprinted below are excerptsfrom The
Beacon dated 16 March 1982, published

by the Militant-Solidarity Caucus in the

National Maritime Union (NMU).

NMU crewed ships bound for El

Salvador are carrying military hardware

which is being used to slaughter workers

and peasants. Seamen have reported to

the Militant-Solidarity Caucus that the

SS Dawn (formerly the African Dawn)
owned now by Central Gulf Lines and

under a time charter to the Military

Sealift Command (MSC) was spotted

loading ammo in Port Chicago for El

Salvador. A company official also

indicated that the Dawn carried logisti-

cal materiel to El Salvador. The Eliza-

beth Lykes transported jeeps and

personnel carriers to Acajutla, El

Salvador.

We must take union action to stop the

shipment of these death cargos. The

working people of El Salvador are

fighting for their lives against one of the

bloodiest military dictatorships backed

to the hilt by Reagan and Haig. The
workers and peasants are facing starva-

tion and slaughter by the military and

paramilitary death squads. They have
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two choices: fight or die! Nov the leftist

insurgents are winning But the rebels

have taken heavy losses and the military

junta retaliates by butchering children,

women and the aged: 30,000 people

have been slaughtered in the past two

years!

The International Longshoremen’s
and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU),
with 18,000 members on the West
Coast, announced a boycott in Decem-
ber 1979 against American military

goods to El Salvador. These words must
be put into action. Our union must
follow up on this and lead the rest of

labor by refusing to sail ships supplying

the junta with weapons, bombs, napalm
and other military goods! In the same
way that American labor had a stake in

the North defeating the South in the

U.S. civil war. we want a military

victory for the leftist insurgents over the

junta

[NMU President Shannon] Wall

stated at the January New York port

meeting that he supports Reagan’s
maritime program based on “defense"

and that "defense equals prosperity in

this industry." If the U.S. "defends"

much more, the working people of

Central America will be exterminated!

Agent Rich said at the last port meeting

he’s still glad he backed Reagan for
President! The NMU officials of the

Wall regime are so greedy, they don’t

care how bloodsoaked their money is as

long as it rolls into their pockets. The 5

percent dues rip-off from our vacation

checks is nothing compared to their

policies which support Reagan’s death

program for the Salvadoran people

Would the officials have been for

shipping rope to the Klan to lynch

blacks or gas to the Nazis to gas Jews. .

.

as, today, they are for transporting

armaments to massacre working people

around the world and at home in

support of Reagan!!! This is what the

$6.5 billion MSC buildup of the

merchant marine means: Bloodbaths in

Central America, blockades around

Cuba to put another Batista back in

power. Rapid Deployment Forces to

bolster reactionary Khomeini-like reli-

gious madmen in Afghanistan, and

finally (or maybe sooner) war with the

Soviet Union to destroy the greatest

victory labor ever had, the defeat of the

entire ruling class. Seamen don't need

jobs like this! We must fight for united

labor action to defend our working-

class brothers and sisters and make jobs

to provide for the needs and use of

people! Our union should takeaction to

support the working people of El

Salvador!

(9AKlJVNl9
Bui

Join 1

Meet

F
Berkeley/Oak

(4 IS) 835-153

Id the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent!

Js March 27 in Oakland!

at 10 a.m. in Rilea Railroad Park

(7th & Harrison)
or transportation and information call:

and San Francisco Los Angeles Vancouver
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March with Us for Military Victo

WV PhotoAnti-Imperialist Contingent, May 3.
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Building the
Anti-Imperialist
Contingent

The Anti-Imperialist Contingent is on the road.

From Massachusetts to Madison supporters are selling

bus tickets in campus dorms and at factory gates,

leafleting shopping centers and bullhorning on city

streets. Last May 3 we brought 500 people to march in

Washington for military victory to Salvadoran leftist

insurgents and for defense of Cuba and the USSR
against Reagan's anti-Soviet war drive. With red flags

and anti-imperialist slogans, we drew the class line over

El Salvador. It was revolution or death, which side are

you on?

The contingent will be built in struggle against the

reformists with their anti-communist exclusions and
their treacherous calls for deals with the murderous
Salvadoran junta. Reagan/Haig and their sadistic

junta butchers must be brought down through a

mobilization of the working masses. Not imperialist

pressure politics but class struggle at home and
abroad—this is the program for which we will be

marching on March 27. Join us and help build the

contingent!

New York City

The Anti-Imperialist Contingent was announced at

a February 26 Spartacist League forum at Columbia
University. The talk by SL speaker Barbara Francis

drew 100 people, including at least 35 in the audience

who were new to the SL and revolutionary politics.

Quite a few had first met the SL at the February 20 El

0t1 Central America!
U.S./0AS Hands

,se ot Cuba and USSR Begins "

Rrpak with the Democrats
Bf

Action to Bring Dowi
For Workers

Just Out—
Spartacist Pamphlet
Class war In El Salvador
From La Matanza massacre
of 1932 to the front line

of Reagan’s Cold War.
Articles from Workers
Vanguard , Young
Spartacug.

(40 pages, $1.00)

Get
Yours!

r

Sal

Button(s)— $1.00 each

Spartacist Publishing Co.. Box 1377 GPO, NY, NY 10116
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U.S./0AS Hands Off Central America!

Defense of Cuba and USSR Begins in El Salvador!

Break with the Democrats—
For Workers Action to Bring Down Reagan!

Salvador demonstration where they crossed police

barricades and lines of goons to join our contingent,

protesting the reformists who had brought in the

capitalist cops to exclude the reds from the march.

Comrade Francis remarked that the reformists will

not even call for victory of what is supposedly “their”

side in the Salvadoran civil war:

“Their actions bring to mind nothing so much as the

copperheads, the traitors of the North, during the

American Civil War. What would a ‘negotiated

settlement' have meant for American slavery?"

Other activities in NYC included winning circles of

activists at Queens College and at Staten Island

Community College to organize their campuses to

march with the Contingent in Washington. Regional

trips have also gone to Princeton and Rutgers. The
mam event building for the march will be a rally for the

contingent Saturday March 20 at the Machinists Hall

off Union Square. In addition to the film "Revolution

or Death” there will be a talk and slide show by Tom
Janota. the last Peace Corps teacher to leave El

Salvador and eyewitness to the 1979 takeover by the

“human rights” junta. Tom is on national tour for the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent.

The struggle to build the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent is also being waged in the unions. Subway
workers in the key Transport Workers Union (TWU)
Local 100 have been circulating a resolution in union

meetings and in the shops demanding “Military

Victory to Left-Wing Insurgents in El Salvador" and
for labor to “Hot cargo all military goods destined for

El Salvador and other Central American dictators"

(see box page 8). At one division meeting a TWU
militant emphasized: “Let me tell you that if this union
hall was in San Salvador, it would have been burned to

the ground by troops of the government Reagan
supports." While bureaucrats and right-wingers

sought to squelch the resolution for powerful labor
action, supporters of the reformist Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) have come up with a soggy petition

begging the Reagan government to “change its

priorities" and give “money for jobs, not for war.”

Midwest

The El Salvador issue has been particularly hot at

the University of Wisconsin in Madison. On February
25 some 150 students attended an SYL protest rally,

the kick-off demo in this year’s Salvador protests on
campus. And on March 13, the organizers of a local

CISPES-like coalition tied themselves in knots trying

to exclude the Spartacus Youth League from the
demonstration. The night before the march they called

up to say no "Military Victory” signs would be allowed
since it represented a "higher level of unity” (defeat
presumably is a “lower level of unity"?)! At the
assembly point, they announced we would have to

march at the back, and reformist goons swarmed
around our literature table and contingent. They
finally backed off in the face of the SYL’s firm refusal
to "go to the back of the bus."

I his attempted anti-red exclusion obviously caused
unease among many of the protesters, particularly
when they walled off the reds while allowing pro-junta
Moonies to gather unmolested at a site near the
speakers’ platform. SYLers chanted. “They exclude
communists, but allow Moonie disrupters." As an SYL
leaflet distributed at the Madison demo said, "While
Reagan lights the ‘spectre of communism’ in Central
America, the liberal reformist organizers fight the
spectre of communism within the ‘respectable* El
Salvador protests here in America."

Elsewhere in the Midwest, in Detroit and Ann Arbor
the SL/SYL is combining building for the contingent
with organizing a rally to stop the Nazis from staging a
racist provocation at the Ann Arbor City Hall March
20 (sec page 12). In Cleveland sales and leafleting are
going on outside the J&L and U.S. Steel plants, at a
shopping center in the black community, at Case

WORKERS VANGUARD

Western Reserve University, Oberlin, and at a UAW
local meeting.

In Chicago March 14, 160 people attended a slide

show and benefit for the Anti-Imperialist Contingent,

including students from area universities and unionists

from steel, auto, phone, rail and public employees
unions. Tom Janota exposed the FDR’s treachery in

calling for a “political solution." “What is at work," he

said, “is an attempt to draw in the reins on a revolution

that has the potential to win militarily, to overthrow

capitalism." Spartacist spokesman Joe Vetter de-

nounced the reformists’ slogan of “No More Viet-

nams.” saying “We want to see two, three, many
defeats for U.S. imperialism."

Bay Area

Here the reformists’ coalition has split into two parts

with each calling separate actions for March 27.

CISPES has called for a "non-violent blockade" of the

Oakland Naval Center and at press time were also

calling for a picket line there. Meanwhile the

Communist Party and Casa El Salvador were calling

for a rally and march in San Francisco at a site as yet

unnamed. The split is without a principled political

difference; both sides are simply fighting over the same
reformist terrain.

The rallying point for the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent will be in Oakland in Rilea Railroad Park

(7th and Harrison Streets) at 10:00 a m. Already some
40 students are signed up from the University of

California at Berkeley to march for“Military Victory."

Building activities included a rally March 16 at Sproul

Plaza on the Berkeley campus, forums and contingent

planning meetings at UC/Davis, UC/Santa Cruz and

Sonoma State University, with upcoming plans fora

rally and slide show at San Francisco State. And in

Oakland March 16, phone workers in CWA Local

94 1 5 voted for their local to march on March 27 under

slogans calling for leftist rebels to win the war, and for

labor boycotts of military goods to El Salvador.

East Coast

At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 45

people came out in the midst of a driving snowstorm

March 4 to see a showing of "Revolution or Death”

and hear Spartacus Youth League speaker Manjke

Asten call for the students to “take a side” in the class

war in El Salvador. Contingent literature tables are

operating throughout the Cambridge area, at Hamp-

shire College and many other area schools. Last week

Harvard students hung a banner outside their

dormitory window in Grays Hall reading "Military

Victory to Salvadoran Rebels—Join the Anti-

I imperialist Contingent.” Now another one has gone up

on the other side of Harvard Yard at Holworthy.

reading "Drive Marine Recruiters Off Campus—3/23

Anti-Imperialist Contingent”—referring to an anti-

Marine recruiters demonstration there March 23.

In Washington. D C., at Howard University on

March 6 an SYL forum. “Blacks Don’t Cry for

Solidarnosc," was held, followed by an organizing

meeting to plan a Howard Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent. Featured speaker at the forum was black NYC
transit worker Ed Kartsen, a presidential candidate in

TWU Local 100 last December. “Solidarnosc was a

movement of counterrevolution.” said Kartsen. ‘ And

because Reagan embraced it, black people have no

tears for it." Anti-imperialism abroad means class

struggle at home, he noted:

“Mobilizing to stop i he fascists—we’ve got a concrete

example on March 20. when the Nazi groups arc coming

to Ann Arbor And wc‘ve got a concrete example with

the contingent for military victory to leftist insurgents in

El Salvador Anybody who stands on the side of decency

and defends the workers and peasants of El Salvador

against thejunta w hich is known for the massacre of tens

of thousands, who stand for their victory against this

junta, should join our contingent "
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Western Reserve University, Oberlin, and at a UAW
local meeting.

In Chicago March 14, 160 people attended a slide

show and benefit for the Anti-Imperialist Contingent,

including students from area universities and unionists

from steel, auto, phone, rail and public employees

unions. Tom Janota exposed the FDR’s treachery in

calling for a “political solution.” “What is at work," he

said, "is an attempt to draw in the reins on a revolution

that has the potential to win militarily, to overthrow

capitalism." Spartacist spokesman Joe Vetter de-

nounced the reformists’ slogan of “No More Viet-

nams,” saying “We want to see two, three, many
defeats for U.S. imperialism.”

Bay Area

Here the reformists’ coalition has split into two parts

with each calling separate actions for March 27.

CISPES has called for a “non-violent blockade” of the

Oakland Naval Center and at press time were also

calling for a picket line there. Meanwhile the

Communist Party and Casa El Salvador were calling

for a rally and march in San Francisco at a site as yet

unnamed. The split is without a principled political

difference; both sides are simply fighting over the same
reformist terrain.

The rallying point for the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent will be in Oakland in Rilea Railroad Park
(7th and Harrison Streets) at 10:00 a m. Already some
40 students are signed up from the University of

California at Berkeley to march for "Military Victory.”

Building activities included a rally March 16 at Sproul
Plaza on the Berkeley campus, forums and contingent

planning meetings at UC/Davis, UC/Santa Cruz and
Sonoma State University, with upcoming plans for a

rally and slide show at San Francisco State. And in

Oakland March 16, phone workers in CWA Local
94

1

5 voted for their local to march on March 27 under
slogans calling for leftist rebels to win the war, and for

labor boycotts of military goods to El Salvador.

East Coast

At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 45

people came out in the midst of a driving snowstorm
March 4 to see a showing of “Revolution or Death”
and hear Spartacus Youth League speaker Marijke

Asten call for the students to “take a side” in the class

war in El Salvador. Contingent literature tables are

operating throughout the Cambridge area, at Hamp-
shire College and many other area schools. Last week
Harvard students hung a banner outside their

dormitory window in Grays Hall reading "Military

Victory to Salvadoran Rebels—Join the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent." Now another one has gone up
on the other side of Harvard Yard at Holworthy,
reading “Drive Marine Recruiters Off Campus—3/23

Anti-Imperialist Contingent"—referring to an anti-

Marine recruiters demonstration there March 23.

In Washington, D.C., at Howard University on
March 6 an SYL forum, “Blacks Don’t Cry for

Solidarnosc," was held, followed by an organizing

meeting to plan a Howard Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent. Featured speaker at the forum was black NYC
transit worker Ed Karlsen. a presidential candidate in

I WU Local 100 last December. "Solidarnosc was a

movement of counterrevolution," said Kartsen. “And
because Reagan embraced it. black people have no
tears for it.” Anti-imperialism abroad means class

struggle at home, he noted:

"Mobilizing to stop the fascists—we've got a concrete
example on March 20, when the Na/i groups are coming
to Ann Arbor And wc'vc got a concrete example with
the contingent for military victory to leftist insurgents in

El Salvador. Anybody who stands on the side of decency
and defends the workers and peasants of El Salvador
against thejunta which is known for the massacre ol tens

of thousands, who stand for their victory against this

junta, should join our contingent "

Get on
the Bus!
Sign up for buses to Washington, D.C.
NOW! For information about the
Anti-Imperialist Contingent at the
March 27 demonstrations, call:

Amherst
(413) 546-9906

Chicago
(312) 427-0003

New York
• (212) 267-1025

Ann Arbor
(313) 662-2339

Cleveland
(216) 621-5138

San Francisco
(415 )

863-6963

Berkeley/Oakland
(415) 835-1535

Detroit
(313) 868-9095

Toronto
(416) 593-4138

Boston
(617) 492-3928

Los Angeles
(213) 662-1564

Vancouver
(604 )

681-2422

Champaign-Urbana
(217) 384-7793

Madison
(6081 255-2342

Washington, D.C.
(202) 363-7312

Tom Janota, last Peace Corps teacher to leave
El Salvador, report and slide show

Film: “Revolution or Death”

Film: May 3, 1981, Washington El Salvador Protest:

“Which Side Are You On?”
Spartacist League Speaker

Boston

Harvard University

Emerson 305
Wednesday. March 17, 8 00 pm
UMass/Boston
Building 2. 2nd Floor, Room 213
Thursday, March 18, Noon

Tufts University

Barnum 8
Thursday, March 18. 8:00 pm

Providence, R.l.

Brown University

Wilson 102
Friday, March 19, 8:00 pm

New York City

Machinists Hall. 7 East 15th Street
Saturday, March 20, 7:30 pm
Queens College
Rally, 1 1 30 am
The Quad
Forum, 1:00 pm
150 Powdermaker Hall (The Dome)
Tuesday, March 23

Princeton, N.J.

Princeton University
McCosh 48
Tuesday. March 23. 7 30 pm
Pittsburgh

University of Pittsburgh
Forbes Quad 1K56
Wednesday, March 24, 7 30 pm

Oberlin, Ohio
Oberlin College
Wilder 101

Thursday. March 25. 7:30 pm
Washington, D.C.

Antioch School of Law, Room 101
2633 16th St.. N W (nr. Euclid St

)

Friday. March 26. 7:30 pm

Staten Island

Film Showing and Forum
College of Staten Island

120 Stuyvesant Place
Friday. March 19, 7 30 pm
(sponsored by the Staten Island

Committee on El Salvador)

WV Photo

Tom Janota speaks at Anti-Imperialist Contingent rally

In Washington, D.C., May 3.

On Tour for the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent

Eyewitness
El Salvador

WV Photo
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Transit Militants on El Salvador
WHEREAS:
The civil war in El Salvador pits the

workers and peasants against the

landlords, coffee barons, the death

squads and Reagan’s junta. Just as

American labor had a stake in the

victory of the North over the South

in our own civil war, we have a

stake in this fight. Only a military

victory of the leftists who have the

junta on the run can stop the

bloodbath.

WHEREAS:
Calling for negotiations between

the junta and the leftists is like

calling for the goat to negotiate his

fate with the tiger. A “political

solution," a deal with the junta

would leave the kill-crazy mili-

tary untouched, the corporations

intact, and the social conditions

for the workers and peasants

unchanged.

WHEREAS:
Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive

is a war against the workers and
poor here at home. Reagan busts

PATCO and axes social services.

The companies scream for give-

backs and concessions. The unions

are giving all and getting nothing

while the Pentagon gets billions.

Reagan throws Haitian refugees

into concentration camps while he

welcomes gusanos with open arms.

The Democrats like Reagan want

to roll back workers' gains here and

abroad. This party of racist strike-

breakers. that brought us Vietnam

and the Bay of Pigs, has no place in

the protests against U.S. interven-

tion in El Salvador.

The TWU and all labor must take all

necessary action to help our class

brothers and sisters in El Salvador

win. Therefore be it resolved that we
demand:

1. Military victory to the left-wing

insurgents in El Salvador.

2. Hot cargo all military goods

destined for El Salvador and other

Central American dictators,

3. Stop all U.S. military and
economic aid to the junta.

4. Stop Reagan’s war drive against

the Soviet Union and Cuba.

5. Break with the Democrats. For

labor action to bring down
Reagan.

— David Brewer

Fight...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

rebels with their nationalist program

seek at best can be nothing more than

another Cuba, a bureaucratically de-

formed workers state. The last thing

they have in mind is the creation of the

Bolshevik soviet democracy of Lenin

and Trotsky. This is not merely a

reflection of Stalinist ideology, but also

of the social reality of populist guerrilla

war. Nevertheless, the overthrow of

capitalism in Nicaragua or El Salvador

would set Central America aflame,

above all threatening to ignite Mexico

with its sizable industrial base and

proletariat.

Whose "Political Solution"?

Currently attention in the El Salvador

protests is focused on plans for a

negotiated settlement in Central Ameri-

ca. particularly the French-Mexican

initiative. For right-wing "hawks" this is

the product of lily-livered liberals who
are “soft on Communism.’’ For imperi-

alist “doves” it is a means of avoiding the

catastrophe of "another Vietnam’’— i.e.,

a losing military adventure. For the

Nicaraguan Sandinistas it means side-

tracking a rebel military victory that

would threaten capitalist rule, and

therefore their delicate balancing act,

throughout the region. For the workers

and peasants of El Salvador, such a

treacherous “political solution” leaving

the landlord-puppet army and oligarch-

ical rule intact means the greatest

bloodbath in the bloody history of their

oppression.

So what’s in it for the French and

Mexicans? What we are witnessing here

is some big-power and middle-power

rivalries within the framework of

imperialism. Mitterrand, the French

Socialist president, is manifestly as

virulently anti-Soviet as the Cold

Warriors in Washington, and pro-Israel

besides. But the French have their own
visions of national glory going back to

the Emperor Maximilian, and conse-

quently a semi-adversary relationship

with the Americans. Thus Paris has

decided to cultivate some friends in

Central America, delivering a few

million dollars of inoffensive trucks and
band-aids to the Nicaraguans. (Lest

anyone think they’re gone pinko,

however, the French are supplying the

military strongmen in neighboring

Honduras with advanced Mirage jets.)

Mexico, meanwhile, is the most

populous Latin American country next

to Brazil, and for 150 years it has seen

Central America as part of its natural

sphere of influence (annexation current-

ly being out of fashion). Despite

occasional rhetorical flourishes and

bear hugs for Fidel Castro. Mexico is a

capitalist country with a large, wealthy

and very conscious bourgeoisie. And
lately it has discovered vast new oil

reserves which greatly improve its

bargaining power with the yanqui
colossus to the north. Far from being

even slightly favorable to revolution,

Mexican president L6pez Portillo has

just created an elite army unit to keep

the Central American insurgents from

spilling across the border. And in

proposing a “political solution" in El

Salvador, the Mexicans explicitly of-

fered guarantees against a Marxist

government. Whether they can deliver

will be another matter.

Sandinista Nicaragua with its

Back to the Wall

Ever since he got into office Ronald

Reagan has been going after the

Sandinistas with a vengeance. (The

Republican platform declared Nicara-

gua already lost to Communism, and

the UN ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick

labeled former dictator Somoza, the

jackal of Managua, a benevolent “au-

thoritarian.”) Starting with cancelation

of U.S. aid agreements, Washington has

now escalated to more military forms of

“destabilizing" the radical nationalist

FSLN regime. There have been mount-

ing border raids by ex-Somoza National

Guardsmen operating out of Honduras

with evident CIA support. Then came
the threats of a Caribbean blockade

directed against Nicaragua. And now it

has been confirmed that the U.S. is

spending $19 million to train a force of

counterrevolutionary mercenaries to

overthrow the Sandinistas. Reagan

seems determined to force Nicaragua

onto the “Cuban road,” finally to

forcibly create the evidence of their

“communism.”

The FSLN comandantes are petty-

bourgeois nationalists, not communist
internationalists. Immediately after

taking power in 1979 they expelled

several score Latin American radicals in

an international brigade which organ-

ized a demonstration demanding work-

ers to power. The Sandinistas have

periodically arrested leftists, broken

strikes and currently hold several

leaders of the pro-Moscow Communist
Party in jail. They have channeled the

bulk of government investment funds

into the private sector. They claim,

evidently correctly, not to be providing

arms to the Salvadoran insurgents and

right now are whining that FMLN plans

to disrupt the junta’s phony “elections"

could have adverse effects on Nicara-

gua. This is treacherous, repulsive, petty

nationalism with a vengeance! They

have given ample proof of their desire to

uphold national capitalism. But when
threatened with a challenge to their own
state power, the Sandinistas occasional-

ly threaten to hand out rifles to every

militant in Central America. And they

are certainly threatened now.

Faced with the overt declaration that

the CIA is pouring in huge sums of

money to prop up their domestic

enemies and mobilize counterrevolu-

tionary military forces in a campaign of

terror and sabotage, the Sandinistas will

have to act. They cannot tolerate an

internal and external enemy at the same
time, and with Washington set on its

present course this will oblige the

Sandinistas to liquidate the Nicaraguan

bourgeoisie. (This is clear to the local

capitalists themselves, who have been

bitterly complaining about Reagan/

Haig’s counterproductive policies.)

While they’re at it, a deep-going purge of

the Sandinista junta, to get rid of the

worst "moderates” who have repeatedly

blocked the road to social revolution,

would be an indicated step. Then we’d

like to see Reagan shove his gusano
mercenaries into Nicaragua—“they

check in, but they don't check out,” as

they advertise about “Roach Motels."

What makes Reagan and Haig do it?

Have they decided that with their re-

peated failure to produce evidence of

Nicaraguan-sponsored revolutionary

subversion they’re just going to have to

make them Communists, like it or not?

These failed Big Liars, who make Idi

Amin and Dr. Goebbels look rational in

comparison, seem determined to create

a truth behind the lies.

Class Struggle at Home
El Salvador is not just an isolated

“foreign policy" issue but the reflection

of a global program to remove every

obstacle to the rearming of American
imperialism in order to “roll back”

Communism. As the New York Times

(14 March) reported: “A senior Admin-
istration official said today that the

problem in El Salvador was global in

nature and that the United States should

involve the Soviet Union, Cuba and
other Latin American nations in the

search for a solution." The anti-Soviet

war drive is a bipartisan policy uniting

all wings of the American bourgeoisie.

Thus while Democratic liberals differ

with Republican conservatives over

Central America, they all join hands
over Poland (along with most of the

reformist left). And this program ofwar
preparations with selective, substantive-

ly trivial, mini-austerity is necessarily a
war against the American working class,

minorities and poor. With the economy
collapsing, union givebacks and savage
budget cuts are demanded as "necessary
sacrifices" for the “national defense.”

The domestic program of the pro-
imperialist “doves” who call for a

“political solution" in El Salvador is for

higher, not lower taxes to finance the
war budget, i.e., the sanity of Adolf
Hitler in 1938 as opposed to Reagan’s
1945 version.

Yet important sections of the U.S.
ruling class sense and fear the growing
economic desperation of the working
people and their deepening hatred for
the political rulers of American capital-

ism. Liberal and not-so-liberal bour-
geois forces would like to offer some

social amelioration, not just naked

reaction on all fronts. The haughty New
York Times, which hasn’t shed a tear for

the masses in 100 years, now runs

interviews in practically every issue

exposing the growth of truly desperate

poverty among large sections of the

population. But the liberals have no
policy except being against Reagan.

They can’t admit, even to themselves,

that the arms budget is really a war
budget because they support the basic

aim of that war—the destruction of the

Soviet Union.

At the same time the Reaganite far

right is openly bridling at the restraints

of bourgeois democracy, from sniping

at the liberal media to the objections of

Congressional budget committees. A
Republican California state senator was
recently expelled from the John Birch

Society for openly advocating a coup
d’etat to do away with the parliamentary

process and Jewish lesbians. And
further to the right of the Birch Society

the Klan and Nazis are growing and
becoming more active as the fascist

fringe of Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive.

This gives increasing urgency to efforts

by the Spartacist League and class-

struggle union militants to stop the race

terrorists in their tracks through labor/

black mobilization.

The Reagan policy aims at destroying

Russia in a war that they think will be
painless for middle-class Americans.
There is to be no drafting of white
college boys or heavily taxing the upper
layers of the American population.
Instead there are to be Buck Rogers
weapons, laser beams in space and the
like, which probably won’t work at all.

Spartacist League/
Spartacus Youth League

Public Offices
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Phone Workers Vote to March for

Salvadoran Leftist Victory

OAKLAND, March 16—The fol-

lowing motion to march on March 27

under class-struggle banners was
passed tonight at the union meeting

of Communications Workers of

America (CWA) Local 9415. The
motion was introduced by a member
of the Militant Action Caucus who
moved the unionists with stirring

accounts from the victims of the

Salvadoran junta. When the motion
passed, applause went up in the hall

registering the deep feeling against

Reagan’s U.S. intervention in Cen-
tral America by American workers,

particularly the largely black work-

force of the local.

There should be no illusions that

the CWA bureaucracy will carry out

this mandate to mobilize the mem-
bership for political action. The
affirmation of this motion underlines

the growing appetite of U.S. workers
to fight. Here is proletarian interna-

tionalism in the concrete—the link-

ing of the struggle of El Salvador’s

workers and peasants with the urgent

need to unleash the power of Ameri-
can workers to bring Reagan down
through labor action.

WHEREAS:
Reagan/ Haig have in effect de-

clared war on Nicaragua by openly

backing a Bay of Pigs-style inva-

sion force to overthrow the Sandi-

nista government and restore

Somocista terror, and
WHEREAS:
Reagan/ Haig are making Central

America the front line in their anti-

Soviet war drive by training Sal-

vadoran troops in the U.S., posting

spy ships off the coast of El

Salvador, and hysterically trying to

whip up support for military

intervention into the Salvadoran

civil war by peddling the grossest

lies, and

WHEREAS:
Reagan/ Haig seek to prop up the

murderous and losing junta which

has killed 30,000 workers and

peasants and vows to kill many
times more than this if it wins, and

WHEREAS:
the liberals who call for negotia-

tions for a “political solution" are

asking guerrillas to lay down their

arms, which would result in their

slaughter by government troops

and rightist death squads:

BE IT RESOLVED:
That CWA Local 9415 oppose
Reagan’s anti-Soviet, anti-Cuban
war drive and that the local march
in Oakland on March 27 under the

following slogans: U.S.—Hands
Off El Salvador. Nicaragua and
Cuba! Stop all U.S. military and
economic aid to the junta! No
negotiations—military victory to

Salvadoran leftists! For labor

action to stop U.S. intervention!

Hot cargo all military goods to El

Salvador and other Central Ameri-
can dictators! Break with the

Democrats—For labor action to

bring down Reagan!

El Salvador...
(continuedfrom page 3)

testing ground for World War III.

Ignoring this fundamental reality won’t

make it go away. The question is, which

side are you on?

Who Wants a “Political

Solution”—and Why

The majority of the UN General

Assembly voted for it. The governments

of France and Mexico declared for it.

U.S. Catholic bishops want it. Teddy
Kennedy supports it. Castro, the Krem-
lin and the Sandinistas are for it too.

The reformists’ final argument (before

they call the cops) is that “the Salvador-

ans” want a “political solution.” Indeed,

the leaders of the FMLN guerrillas and
their liberal allies in the Salvadoran

opposition popular front, the Revolu-

tionary Democratic Front (FDR), vow
that their goal is a “political solution” to

the civil war through a cease-fire,

negotiations and eventual “free

elections.”

The countries that Reagan sees as the

forces behind Central America’s falling

dominos, Cuba and Nicaragua, are

among the staunchest opponents of a

battlefield victory for the FMLN.
Moreover, both Castro and the Sandi-

nistas vigorously deny helping to arm
the Salvadoran left. Castro responded

to the Mexican offer to mediate the

conflict by pledging “to offer the fullest

guarantees" that Cuban weapons would
not be used by other leftists. And
Sandinista leader Jaime Wheelock
traveled to Washington to declare, “I

want to make it clear that Nicaragua is

not engaged in any transfer ofarms to El

Salvador” (New York Times
, 5 March).

There is, shamefully, no evidence that

Castro and Wheelock are significantly

aiding the Salvadoran rebels. The
Havana and Moscow Stalinists above
all seek stable diplomatic and commer-
cial relations with the U.S. They fear

that even the remote possibility of

“peaceful coexistence” with Reagan
would evaporate should the guerrillas

take power in El Salvador. As for the

petty-bourgeois nationalist Nicaraguan

Sandinistas, they would have the Sal-

vadoran FM LN sacrifice their victory as

the price of not giving Reagan an excuse

to intervene in Nicaragua.

The same CISPES reformists who
call for a “political solution" and oppose
military victory in El Salvador also

uncritically enthuse over the Sandinis-

tas’ revolution. Yet where would Nicar-

agua be today if in 1979 the Sandinistas

had worked out a deal with the Somoza
regime, if the murderous National
Guard hadn’t been destroyed? Or does

CISPES think that the Salvadoran
colonels and death squads are less

bloodthirsty, more democratic than the

Somoza regime?

True, the Sandinistas, like the FMLN

today, initially pledged to preserve the

existing army, purging it only of

“genocidal” elements. But a mass
insurrectionary uprising in the cities

sent the National Guard fleeing for their

lives to Miami and Honduras.

Because—and only because—the old

capitalist state apparatus, what Engels

called the “bodies of armed men”
committed to the old order, was

destroyed, Nicaragua today is in an

uncertain state of transition. Even

though 60 percent of the economy
remains in private hands and the

Sandinistas vow to defend a “mixed

economy” and political pluralism, the

Reagan administration’s hardline Cold
War policies seem perversely deter-

mined to drive Nicaragua down the

Cuban road to (bureaucratically con-

trolled) social revolution. Yet there

would have been no question at all, only

a terrible defeat for the revolutionary

aspirations of the working masses, had

the Nicaraguan civil war ended in a

“political solution.”

Why do the FMLN/FDR leaders

seemingly oppose their own victory? To
begin with, the FDR is a class-

collaborationist alliance of the political-

military organizations of the workers

and peasants with reform-minded capi-

talist politicians. The politicians, men
like Guillermo Ungo and Rub6n Zamo-
ra, lend their names to the FDR front

only on the condition that the guerrillas

pledge not to overturn capitalist rule or

smash the capitalist army. Zamora
recently remarked candidly that he

opposed a rebel military victory because

it would “find the U.S. completely

hostile," and "the people in the business

community and the professions would
get out.” He asked: “Under these

circumstances, what are the chances of

pluralism [i.e., capitalism]?”
( News-

week
,,
15 February).

For Salvadoran leftist fighters, a

“political solution” as opposed to

military victory is utopian and danger-

ously reactionary. El Salvador has

already seen what the liberal imperial-

ists mean by a “political solution." Two
and a half years ago with much fanfare

Democratic president Jimmy Carter

introduced the “human rights" junta in

El Salvador. This “reform”junta purged

the army of “criminal" officers and
established an interim government
which included Guillermo Ungo (head

of the FDR) and Colonel Adolfo

Majano, an officer now in exile but

frequently mentioned as a key figure in

any “restructured" army.

The result of the October 1979

attempt to head off revolution with

Carter’s “human rights” junta was
instant repression. Unarmed demon-
strators were attacked by troops. Strik-

ers occupying factories were evicted

with machine gun fire. Working-class

barrios were put under a state of siege.

Farm workers who occupied haciendas

were butchered. The paramilitary

ORDEN organization, supposedly

banned by the new junta, continued to

assassinate leftists, unionists and peas-

ant activists. Within months the junta

fell apart, giving way to a series of

governments in which the army held the

real power. The fruits of this “political

solution" were 30,000 corpses.

Death to the Junta!
Workers to Power!

How could it have been any different?

El Salvador is a violently class-polarized

society. When the masses rose up in

1932 behind the Communist Farabundo
Marti, the landlords and generals

drowned the land in blood in the

infamous matanza (massacre) and
installed a military dictatorship which

has lasted half a century. Even the most
elementary demands of the workers and

peasants—land, an end to the killing,

independence from imperialist

domination—cannot be won without

expropriating the landlord and capital-

ist oligarchy. The liberals and reformists

pride themselves on being more “ma-

ture” and “realistic” than the revolution-

aries. Yet in El Salvador today it is not

realistic to speak of any but revolution-

ary solutions. Anything short of mili-

tary victory will leave intact kill-crazed

military forces which have proved with

the blood of tens of thousands of victims

that they must be destroyed root and
branch.

What is needed above all is the

mobilization of the toiling masses in

their own class interests, culminating in

a workers revolution. Military victory

for the leftist insurgents is vitally

necessary to open the possibility of such
a revolution. Carrying it through would
require forging a working-class van-
guard implacably opposed to treacher-

ous popular frontism, building a Trot-

skyist party committed to leading the

working class to victory over all wings of
the Salvadoran bourgeoisie and to

extending the revolutionary struggle not

only throughout Central America but

north to Mexico with its large, powerful
and combative proletariat. This is the

road to victory in El Salvador.

and certainly not with the high school

dropouts who form the bulk of the

present volunteer army. But this does

not mean that they don’t intend to nuke
Russia. The $2.3 trillion scheduled to be
spent in Reagan’s arms budget is not

simply waste as many liberals contend
(although Admiral Hyman Rickover
has demonstrated that there is plenty of

that). The gang in Washington is dead
serious about launching the war for

which they are preparing.

Meanwhile, the crushing burden of

this military budget is enormously
intensifying all of the contradictions of

American capitalism. The country is

now in a deep recession which promi-
nent bourgeois economists fear could

plunge into a full-scale depression

comparable to the 1930s. General
Motors, for example, the symbol of
American industry, is now operating on
the margins of profitability. GM man-
agement doesn’t want to lay off workers;
it prefers to make money off those

workers through exploiting their labor

power. But this corporate giant is also

subject to the capitalist business cycle,

aggravated by the irrationality of

Reaganomics, and thus throws hun-
dreds of thousands of auto workers into

the streets.

In the present conditions of severe

capitalist economic crisis, any real labor

struggle must ever more directly con-

front the capitalist system itself. Accept-
ing the logic of the system means
submitting to the givebacks which are

gutting the unions. The union bureau-
crats have absolutely no answer to the

mass layoffs and concessions to the

companies except nationalist economic
protectionism, directed especially

against the Japanese, which sows
further seeds of war. Deeply complicit in

imperialism’s war drive, from the 1950s

through the Vietnam years right up to

the present, the Cold War labor official-

dom cannot credibly present itself as an
opponent of the domestic consequences:

economic crisis, “givebacks” and
cutbacks.

It Is Desperately Necessary
to Fight

El Salvador, Klan/Nazi attacks,

layoffs in Detroit and all over—they are

all linked, not by some kind of imposed
schema but by the logic of capitalism in

deep crisis. It is desperately necessary to

fight, and the only successful struggles

will be those on a class basis, with a

revolutionary leadership fighting to

overthrow the entire destructive boom-
bust system of production for profit, not

social need. Already most of the fake

solutions are rapidly being excluded,
openly and in the minds of thoughtful

militants. The bankruptcy of trade-

union reformism—which yesterday said

“more” and today says “less”— is patent.

What’s needed is the Marxist, Trotsky-

ist vanguard to unite all of the oppressed

behind the proletariat and direct its

struggle beyond piecemeal reforms

(today less than marginal) to the

question of power. To stop the anti-

Soviet war drive, to put and end to U.S.

aggression in Central America and
elsewhere, it is necessary to bring

Reagan down through workers action

on the way to a workers state!*

It Takes $$$
Help us build the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent in Wash-
ington, DC., and Oakland
March 27. We need dollars for

chartering buses, rides for those
who can't afford it; money for

posters, leaflets, press releases,

organizing. Your contribution
will help us reach thousands of

young activists with the program
to win the war in El Salvador.
Checks may be sent to Sparta-
cist League. Box 1377, GPO,
New York, NY 10116.
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Ann Arbor...
(continued front page 12)

several blocks away to hear the mayor.

So on March 20 there will be a “Stop the

Nazis" rally at City Hall and an “ignore

the Nazis" diversion whose whole

purpose is to let the fascists get away

with their provocation. But as union

support grows, the Stop the Nazis

demonstration is building up a head of

steam while the mayor’s plan for a

“diversion demo" is having difficulty

gaining popular support.

A number of important union locals

have already endorsed the Stop the

Nazis rally. At a Tuesday morning

meeting the Ann Arbor Joint Building

Trades Council endorsed, and at a

meeting later in the day, over 100

workers of AFSCME Local 2733 of

Washtenaw County overwhelmingly

voted to endorse the Committee’s

proposal. Workers took stacks of

leaflets and began to build for Saturday.

This growing labor support to stop the

Nazis in Ann Arbor is no accident.

Workers of southern Michigan are

plenty angry and frustrated. They have

suffered the most devastating economic

attacks since the depression of the

1930s. They have been told that there is

nothing they can do by the Frasers and

Kirklands who administer givebacks

and layoffs. But they know damn well

they can do something about a gang of

swastika-waving union haters and race

terrorists! A mass mobilization on

Saturday is exactly the kind of comba-
tivity that the labor movement in this

area needs to begin to unleash its mighty

power.

Hundreds of thousands of decent

working people in Ann Arbor, Ypsilan-

ti, Detroit, throughout southern Michi-

gan hate the nightriders and lynch mobs
of the KKK/Nazis.
On March 15, Don Andrews of the

Spartacist League, who ran for Detroit

city council last year, addressed remarks

to the Ann Arbor city council on behalf

of the Committee to Stop the Nazis on

March 20. He made it clear why there is

such justified hatred of the Nazis:

“Most of you know what the Nazis are

and what they represent. Some of you,

some of your relatives fought them in

World Warll They want to extermi-

nate groups that make up the majority

of the population here in Ann Arbor

—

Jews, blacks, homosexuals, trade un-

ionists. handicapped people All these

people were exterminated during the

Third Reich

"Many of us have stories of Klan and
Nazi atrocities. I had a friend in

November of 1980. He was a phone
worker in Fontana, California who was

shot down off of a pole by a Klan

terrorist. He’s paralyzed for life. What
was his crime? What was he guilty of.'

Wrong skin color? And of course he had

the desire to feed his family.

"We say, no! We’re going to mobilize

labor and all the oppressed to stop them

on March 20th."

At the city council meeting the mayor
responded to the deeply felt desire to

stop the Nazis with implied accusations

that the anti-Nazi demonstrators were

the source rather than the response to

violence. Councilman Peterson noted

that “it’s the Nazis who are bringing

threats of violence to us, and not the

community." The mayor was answered

by UAW militant Frank Hicks for the

Committee to Stop the Nazis: “To raise

the question of violence this coming

ing all of fascism’s intended victims to

fight the Klan/Nazis. For just as in

Hitler’s Germany and Mussolini’s Italy,

the basic aim of the fascists in this

country is to terrorize the working class

in order to mobilize the population for

imperialist war. With Reagan busting

the air controllers union and funding

Jim Crow schools, is it any wonder that

the Klan/Nazis are growing and grow-

ing bolder, that they feel it is now open

season on blacks, Jews, labor militants

and leftists? The Klan and Nazis are

acting as the fascist fringe of Washing-

ton’s anti-Soviet war drive, the domestic

counterpart of the El Salvador death

squads.

How can the fascists, and behind

them the whole program of capitalist

SS Action" Nazis
in Detroit

celebrate racist

murders. They
want to bring

Greensboro to

Ann Arbor.

WV Photo

Saturday is a straw man. What we want

is to confront the Nazis with the very

justifiable anger of their past and

intended victims. To that end, there’s

wide involvement in the labor move-

ment throughout this community and

southeastern Michigan."

The following day, a ranking Michi-

gan state AFL-CIO official caught the

spirit of militancy when he aptly noted

that we don’t need Nazi martyrs. What
we do need, he said, is a mass mobiliza-

tion which would take the Nazis, strip

them naked, and tar or paint them.

Labor Must Smash the Fascists!

The trade unions, the only racially

integrated mass movement in the

country, must take the lead in mobiliz-

reaction from the White House down,

be defeated? Twice before when the

Klan/Nazis tried to penetrate the

working-class centers with their race

terror, the Spartacist League initiated

labor-centered mobilizations which

stopped them in their tracks. Following

the Greensboro, North Carolina massa-

cre in November 1979, the Klan threat-

ened to march in downtown Detroit.

The SL was instrumental in mounting a

successful rally of 500, mainly blacks

and auto workers, proclaiming, "The
Klan Won’t Ride in the Motor City!"

The following April the SL initiated a

broad united-front demonstration, in

which 22 unions participated, that kept

the Nazis from celebrating Hitler’s

birthday in San Francisco. Since that

day the Nazis haven’t shown their faces

in that city.

What is needed in Ann Arbor is a

mass mobilization of labor and its allies.

A confrontation of a small group of

leftists and some students against the

Nazis protected by the police would

simply allow the cops to victimize the

anti-fascists. To stop the Nazis there

must be thousands out on March 20.

And it's the labor movement that has the

social power and organization to really

put the fascists on the run.

The Committee to Stop the Nazis

campaign has already won support, not

only within the Ann Arbor campus

community but with the trade unions

around the state as well. From as far

away as Grand Rapids, trade unionists

are planning to be there on March 20.

The sizable United Auto Workers

(UAW) Local l776atGM’s Willow Run

assembly plant has endorsed the rally.

One UAW official who backs the

Committee’s campaign told us that he

had worked previously to shut down a

Nazi bookstore in Detroit and was sick

of futile appeals to the government for

action. Several local union officials

from Detroit and Ann Arbor have

endorsed, and the Detroit AFSCME
President’s Council made a cash

donation.

The Ford Rouge Militant Caucus,

which has been waging a fight for a sit-

down protest strike to stop givebacks

and layoffs, is organizing to bring

workers from the huge Dearborn auto

plant. Caucus members have been

distributing a leaflet which reminds

workers:

“The Rouge Militant Caucus helped

organize Rouge, Cadillac, Chrysler

workers. Teamsters and city workers
who made damn sure the Klan didn’t

ride in Detroit on November 10. 1979.

after they murdered five leftists in

Greensboro. We must use the same
power to strip these little Hitlers of their

swastikas and sweep them off the streets

of Ann Arbor!"

Actively opposing a militant mass

Funds Needed to

Stop the Nazis
The Committee to Stop the

Nazis on March 20 is spending
several thousand dollars to get
out tens of thousands of leaflets

and posters to students, auto
workers, bus drivers, residents

of Detroit/Ann Arbor. The Com-
mittee needs your help. Send
contributions to: Committee to

Stop the Nazis. P.O. Box 8364,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107.

Protest Racist Stabbing

at S.F. State
SAN FRANCISCO—Five hundred

outraged black students marched on the

offices of S.F. State University Presi-

dent Paul Romberg March 5. demand-
ing the firing of a white male clerical

employee and graduate student who
assaulted and knifed a black woman
student in a campus elevator. The
attacker, Richard Moss, stabbed Doris

Collum in the chest with a four-inch

hunting knife February 26. after trying

to physically bar her from an adminis-

tration building elevator and hysterical-

ly demanding that she put out a cigarette

she was smoking. Moss, a certified anti-

smoking nut who has customarily

harassed black student smokers in the

campus cafeteria, is now claiming that

Collum attacked him. “She . . . forced me
to defend myself,” he told the press.

“She thought she had a right to pollute

my air."

Black students were incensed because

Moss was charged only with assault

with a deadly weapon and the only

action taken by the university was to

place him on two weeks leave with pay.

“If the shoe was on the other foot and it

was a black guy stabbing a white woman
there would be no question of attempted

murder," said Hursey Baker of the S.F.

State Spartacus Youth League (SYL).

“And we don’t think Moss would have

been so quick to stab a white woman.
The SYL is outraged, and we participat-

ed in the march on March 5 despite the

fact that the Pan-Africanist All-African

Peoples Revolutionary Party tried to

exclude us from carrying signs." The
SYL has contributed $50 to Doris

Collum’s medical/legal fund.

The university eventually backed
down under student pressure and fired

Moss.
California is the state where several

municipalities are attempting to ban
public smoking, and the attack on Doris

Collum for smoking a cigarette is a

prime example of what might be called

“eco-racism." After the vicious knifing

was reported in San Francisco newspa-

pers a number of people called the racist

psychopath Moss to congratulate him
"for showing smokers that non-smokers

aren’t going to take it anymore"!

At a well-attended SYL forum March

9, speaker Lonnie Graham emphasized

that Moss must be jailed. The bizarre

assault on Collum is not merely the

work of an individual nut, but must be

seen in the context of the racist

atmosphere generated by the Reagan

administration, by both Republican and
Democratic parties, who have declared

open season on blacks through budget

cuts and civil rights rollbacks, encourag-

ing the Klan/Nazi nightriders. Only
labor/black mobilization can destroy

the racist offensive, through powerful

class struggle to bring down Reagan.

SPARTACIST LEAGUE LOCAL DIRECTORY
National Oltice Champaign Houston
Box 1377 GPO c/o SYL Bo* 26474
New York NY 10116 P O Box 2009 Houston TX 77207

(212) 732-7860

Amherst

Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 384-7793

Los Angeles
Bo* 29574

CO SYL Chicago
Bo* 6441 Mam PO
Chicago. IL 60680
(312) 427-0003

Los Feliz Station

P O Bo* 176

Amherst MA 01004

(413) 546-9906

Los Angeles CA 90029

(213) 662-1564

Madison
Ann Arbor C'O SYL
c'o SYL Cleveland Bo* 2074
P O Bo* 8364 Bo* 6765 Madison AM 53701
Ann Arbor. Ml 48107 Cleveland OH 44101 (608) 255-2342
(313) 662-2339 (216) 621-5138 New York
Berkeley/Oakland

Detroit
Bo* 444

P O Bo* 32552 Canal Street Station
Oakland CA 94604 Bo* 32717 New York NY 10013
1415) 835-1535 Detroit Ml 48232 (212) 267-1025

Boston (313) 868-9095
San Francisco

Bo* 840 Central Station Bo* 5712
Cambridge MA 02139 San Francisco CA 94101
(617) 492-3928 (415) 863-6963

TROTSKYIST LEAGUE OF CANADA
Toronto Vancouver
Bo* 7196 Station A Bo* 26 Station A
Toronto Ontario M5W 1X8 Vancouver BC V6C 2L8
(416) 593-4138 (604) 681-2422
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Partial List of Endorsers,

Committee to Stop the Nazis on March 20

labor-centered mobilization is the

“Coalition Against the Nazis,” which

consists of diverse left sectlets, princi-

pally Peter Sollenberger’s cultist Revo-

lutionary Workers League and its

habitual bedfellow, the anti-Soviet

“Third Campist" Revolutionary Social-

ist League (RSL). At its first meeting the

Coalition rejected an SL motion calling

for a “broad united-front demonstra-

tion to drive the Nazis out of ' Ann
Arbor." Pandering to the liberals

present, an RWL spokesman com-
plained that such a militant action

would "alienate people." Later the

Coalition decided they would “counter-

demonstrate" against the Nazis. At a

later Coalition meeting there was a

disagreement between liberals who
simply wanted to wear yellow stars and
pink triangles as a symbol of protest and
others who wanted to get the Nazis. In a

typical example of swamp politics, it

was decided that everyone was free to

"do their own thing."

This motley collection of opportun-
ists and adventurists has no intention of

mobilizing the labor movement to fight

fascist terror. And with their rotten

history in the labor movement here it is

no wonder. A few years ago Sollenberg-

er, manipulating a clerical workers

group at the University of Michigan,

managed to get a UAW local decerti-

fied. Then he criminally instructed his

followers to cross AFSCME picket lines

in the bitter campus workers strike of

1977. Condemned for this treachery by

the Spartacists, the RWL has become a

cult for scabbing.

The main “activity" of the Coalition

and in particular of the RWL has been

to badmouth the efforts of the SL and
the Committee to Stop the Nazis. The
RWL dismissed the November 1979

Detroit labor/black mobilization

against the Klan—the largest in the city

in decades—as “fraud” and “media
hype." Likewise it called the San
Francisco anti-Nazi rally of 1,200,

predominantly trade unionists, a "sec-

tarian" action. Yet both times we
stopped the race terrorists in their

tracks.

AFSCME Local 2733
Ann Arbor/Ypsllanti Alliance Against Racist
and Political Repression

Arab-American Community Advisory
Council

Arab Community Center for Economic and
Social Services (ACCESS)

Bruce Belcher, Economics Department,
University of Michigan

Phil Carroll, union member
Lewis Cohen. Eclipse Jazz, student activist,

University of Michigan
Herbert Eagle, professor, Slavic Studies
Department, University of Michigan

Michael Foley, Economics Department,
University of Michigan

Daniel Fusfeld, professor of economics,
University of Michigan

John Garland, Gay Liberation Front, IWW
#660

Richard Garland, former Black Advocate and
Representative, University of Michigan

Louis Gates, former president Frame Plant,

UAW Local 600, Detroit

William Goodman, attorney; ex-president,
National Lawyers Guild

James Greene, artist

Roy Greer, Business Manager, Laborers
International Union Local 959

David Guttchen, student activist, University
of Michigan

Robert Hefner, professor of psychology,
University of Michigan

House Officers Association Executive Board,
University of Michigan Hospital

Abdeen Jabara, attorney, Arab-American
Community Advisory Council

Willie Jenkins, Recording Secretary.
Laborers International Union Local 334

Kappa Alpha Psl Fraternity, Sigma Chapter.
University of Michigan

The Sollenbergerites take as their

own “model” of an anti-fascist demon-
stration what happened in Detroit last

August 22. On that occasion the cops

protected the Nazis, charged the coun-

terdemonstrators, beat up leftist protes-

ters and arrested nine of them. This the

RWL hails as a “victory." This victory

for the cops and Nazis was in good
measure a result of the protest organiz-

ers’ failure to even try to mobilize the

Josephus King, President. AFSCME Local 23
Richard Layman, LSA curriculum committee,
MSA course evaluation committee,
University of Michigan

Rev. Obie Mathews, pastor, Christ

Cornerstone Missionary Baptist Church,
program director. Eastside Ministers

United in Action

David Monforton, Alternative Action Films

Michael Moore, editor, Flint Voice
Mosher-Jordan Minority Council, University

of Michigan
Omega Psl Phi Fraternity, University of

Michigan
Doug Packer, Vice President, SEIU Local 31M
Partisan Defense Committee
Keith Phelps, Business Manager. Laborers

International Union Local 1165
Armando Pizana, District Committeeman,
UAW Local 600, Detroit

Rouge Militant Caucus, UAW Local 600
Marcle Skinner, Latin American Solidarity

Committee
Spartacist League
Spartacus Youth League
Thomas Swenson, Latin American Solidarity

Committee
Jimmie Terrell, Committeeman, UAW Local
900 (retired)

Transportation Employees Union, Local 171
of Transport Workers Union

UAW Local 735, Ypsilanti

UAW Local 1776, Willow Run
Washtenaw County Local Building Trades,
AFL-CIO, Board of Directors

Robert F. Williams, editor, Crusader
John Wlnsatt, teacher, Jackson Community

College, library assistant, University of

Michigan

Organizational affiliation listed for purposes
of identification only

city’s tens of thousands of class-

conscious black proletarians.

But the Committee to Stop the Nazis

has no intention of allowing this to

happen on March 20. The working
people and students can drive out the

Nazi scum and humiliate them so they

won’t dare show their faces in Ann
Arbor and Detroit for a long time.

All out at Ann Arbor City Hall on
March 20!

Reply to Michigan Daiiv

You Can’t Ignore the Nazis—Stop

Michigan
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We reprint below a letter to the

Michigan Daily, student newspaper at

the University of Michigan. Ann Arbor.

14 March 1982

To the editor:

Self-proclaimed Hitler-lovers and
white supremacists, the fascist "Special

Services Action Group,” has announced
that it intends to flaunt its genocidal

“message" at the Ann Arbor City Hall

on March 20. The University and Ann
Arbor communities are thus confronted
with a challenge: will the Hitler-lovers

be stopped by a massive mobilization of

students, trade unionists, Jews, blacks,

Arabs, homosexuals, socialists and all

the rest of us on the fascists’ hit list for

extermination? Or will the Michigan
stormtroopers march again and again

with greater numbers and ever-

escalating terror against the bulk of the

town populace?

We say that the only answer can be to

stop the Nazis. To insure that the

broadest possible anti-fascist mobiliza-

tion "greets" this goose-stepping provo-
cation at City Hall, the Committee to

Stop the Nazis has been initiated by the

Spartacus Youth League. This call to

action has the endorsement of a large

number of groups and individuals

representing labor, student and minori-
ty organizations opposed to the "SS
Action Group" march. A partial sam-
pling of endorsers include: Willie

Jenkins, recording secretary of the

Laborers International Union, Local

334; Josephus King, president of

AFSCM E Local 23; Doug Packer, vice-

president SEIU Local 31 M; Roy Greer,

business manager. Laborers Interna-

tional Union Local 959; UAW Local

1776; the Arab-American Community
Advisory Council; Arab Community
Center for Economic and Social Ser-

vices; Richard Garland, former Black
Advocate and Representative, U.M.;
Abdeen Jabara, attorney; Mosher-
Jordan Minority Council, U.M. and
well-known civil rights activist Robert
F. Williams, editor of Crusader.

Much of the Daily's reportage of the

threatened Nazi march has had the

general tenor of Howard Witt’s article (2

March) “Let’s Ignore the Neo-Nazis."
Witt argues that the intended victims of

these criminal terrorists should wilfully

blind themselves to the real threat

presented by the Nazi march. He writes

off the march as nothing more than
“hollow taunts of some half-baked neo-

Nazis." There was nothing "hollow”
about the bombing of school buses in

Pontiac for which Michigan Klansman
Robert Miles spent several years in

prison; M iles has close ties with the "SS”
swine. Black victims of escalating Klan
terror in the region like George
Stewart—who was the target of at-

tempted murder by KKKers because he

frequented an integrated bar in

Detroit—would also take issue with

Witt’s blithe dismissal of the race-

terrorists as "half-baked." In January

this same "SS" group staged a "Death to

[Communist Party chairman] Gus Hall”

rally outside a meeting of CP members
and workers. Such antics are the prelude

to the real thing and these armed thugs

in semi-political garb will seize the first

opportunity to put their "death" slogan

into action.

Greensboro was not so long ago. The
five slain anti-fascist demonstrators

were not the .product of "media hype”

but rather the victims of cold-blooded

Klan/Nazi murder. Greensboro was a

fascist victory. No more! The "SS" scum
don’t call themselves an action group for

nothing—we must stop them here.

Throughout southern Michigan,

plant closures and layoffs have meant
bitter poverty for workers, black and
white. It is in just such conditions of

economic crisis—when even the once
[omnipotent] GM has become a vulner-

able part of the capitalist economy—
that the race terrorists see the opportu-

nity to breed. Their "solution": genocide

of minorities, smashing unions, exter-

Them!
mination of all dissidents. Ann Arbor is

a fine place to teach these H itler-lovers a

lesson. The “SS” group’s hero did not

limit his death camp “solution" to Jews
and socialists—gypsies, homosexuals,

artists and even the physically chal-

lenged were exterminated under the

“Third Reich." Just about everyone in

this town has good reason to hate the

Nazis. To defeat them here in Ann
Arbor, furthermore, can powerfully

contribute to inhibiting the growth of

fascist activity in the whole area.

Witt and the "Committee on the

Affirmation of Human Dignity and
Freedom,” which has the mayor’s

support and plans to rally on March 20

at the Federal Building (i.e., nowhere
near the Nazi march), claim to abhor
everything the "SS” gang advocates. But

the liberal committee and Witt oppose
taking the necessary measures to defend
ourselves against the violence and
ultimate genocide for which the “action

group" is organizing. Such shameless

passivity is a recipe for bloody disaster.

Ignore them? They don’t ignore us!

Witt writes, “we have it in our power to

determine whether the neo-Nazis get a

20-inch story on Page I or three inches

on Page 10." That’s hardly the point.

First the fascists must be stopped, then
follows a well-deserved end to their

publicity and, more importantly, a

severe decline in their recruitment. We
have the power to send a message of

victory over race-hate garbage every-

where: on every front page in the

country, the headline “Nazis Stopped in

Ann Arbor.”

All out on March 20, 12 noon. City

Hall! STOP THE NAZIS!

Spartacus Youth League

19 MARCH 1982
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WORKERS VANGUARD

ANN ARBOR, Michigan—;The Nazis say they are going to

stage a racist provocation at City Hall. We say they must and
will be stopped! The Committee to Stop the Nazis on March
20, initiated by the Spartacist League (SL), is organizing a

mass rally of all enemies of fascism. We will be at Ann Arbor
City Hall when the Nazis show their faces. Workers,
students, Jews, blacks, gays: Be there to sweep the Hitler-

lovers off the streets!

The Nazis think that if they can march in a liberal campus
town like Ann Arbor, then they can march anywhere. What’s
at stake here is whether the Klan/ Nazis can break out of their

white racist enclaves, attacking university towns like Ann
Arbor and aiming at industrial cities like Detroit with its

huge black working class. The fascist threat must be crushed
in the egg, decisively defeated. A defeat for the Nazis in Ann
Arbor on March 20 will be a victory for the labor movement
and minorities in the industrial heartland of the United
Slates.

Ann Arbor’s liberal establishment has reacted to the

fascist threat by burying its head in the sand, while the town
bosses are doing everything in their power to give the Nazis a
platform. Trying to be cute. Mayor Belcher quipped:
“Wouldn't it be nice if the Nazis threw a party and nobody
came?” A lot of Germans too once thought Hitler’s

movement was a joke. But they didn’t die laughing. The
campus paper, the Michigan Daily, has taken to running
columns entitled "Let’s Ignore the Nazis,” which depict the

fascists as "an inconsequential band of sociopaths not
worthy of the legitimacy that our attention gives them.”
Mayor Belcher is desperately afraid that the outraged

citizens of Ann Arbor will not ignore the Nazis, but will

descend on City Hall to give them what they deserve.

Therefore liberal notables and the “socialist" councilman
Lowell Peterson are trying to lure anti-Nazi protesters

continued on page 10

The Nazis say they want to march
in Ann Arbor.

^It better not happen hereliH

A Call to Action • Be There 1

Ann Arbor City Hall, 12 Noon,
Saturday, March 20
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A Call to Action

STOP THE NAZIS!
We print below a leaflet distributed

by the Committee to Stop the Nazis on
March 20.

The Nazis say they are going to

goosestcp into Ann Arbor to take over
City Hall on March 20. The Hitler

lovers want to rejoice in the torture

and genocide of the Third Reich, the

death camps with their smell of
burning flesh. This obscene provoca-
tion must be stopped!
What the Nazis are marching for is

“Death to Ann Arbor." Because the

Nazis hate almost everyone who lives

here. This is a liberal college town
filled with thousands of Jewish, black,

Latin and Catholic students. The race
terrorists want them out of the

university and into the concentration
camps. This is a town with hundreds of
homosexuals who know what hap-
pened to “social deviants” in Hitler’s

Germany. If you are opposed to

Reagan's bloody war drive in El

Salvador, if you're a socialist, if you’re
against race hatred, then you are on
their extermination list. And for the

hundreds of thousands of blacks and
UAW members in neighboring Ypsi-
lanti and Detroit, the Nazis want
Hitler’s "final solution."

Thousands of decent working
people and students will not stand for

this outrage. We’re calling a massive
demonstration to stop the Nazi creeps
in their tracks. If we don’t, if the Nazis
march here on March 20. then they can
march anywhere. No one will be safe.

There is no question of “free speech"
here. It’s a matter of self-defense of the
populations of this area against the

race terrorists. These sociopathic

killers are not only dreaming of
their death camps, they have their

guns loaded right now, and pointed

directly at you.
With mass layoffs and with Reagan

training the death squads in El

Salvador, busting unions and giving

millions to segregated schools, these

labor-hating racists think they can
march here. It’s no joke. The Nazi SS
Action Group has close ties with the

Michigan Klan led by Robert Miles, a
convicted race terrorist. Miles spent
several years in the penitentiary for

bombing school buses in Pontiac to
stop integration. Klan members blew
the hand off a black woman when they
hurled a pipe bomb into her home in

an integrated neighborhood in Detroit
a year ago. Recently three more
Klansmen were sentenced for trying to
murder a Detroit black man, George
Stewart, who drank in an integrated

bar and had a white girlfriend.

The fascists can and must be
stopped now! But there is no sense in

calling on the courts and cops to "ban
the Klan" and Nazis. Last August in

Detroit’s Kennedy Square police
clubbed and arrested demonstrators
protesting these same Nazis. In
Greensboro the cops and FBI helped
set up the murder of anti-Klan protest-

ers. Then the courts let the killer

Klansmen off scot free.

We have the power to sweep the
Nazis off the streets of Ann Arbor. Not
a small confrontation between a gang
of Nazi hoods and small groups of
militants, but thousands of auto
workers from Ypsilanti and Detroit,
students, gays. Jews, blacks, and all

enemies of fascism, must gather in a

massive demonstration at the same
time and place where the Nazis want to
march.

In November, 1979. several hundred
blacks, auto workers and socialists

mobilized to keep the Klan from
celebrating the Greensboro massacre
in Detroit. We can do it again.
Some say “it can’t happen here." We

say it better not! STOP THE NAZIS!

Committee to Stop the Nazis
on March 20

The Committee to Slop the Nazis on
March 20 was initiated by the Sparta-
cist League and Spartacus Youth
League and will actively seek endorse-
ments and support from the Ann
Arbor and Detroit areas.
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March 27 El Salvador Protest

A wall of police separates Anti-Imperialist Contingent from other demonstrators In Malcolm X Park
WV Photo
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At Bidding of Rad-Lib Democrats

Cops Seal Off Left
They brought in the cossacks, the

motorcycle cops and SWAT teams to

keep out the Anti-Imperialist Contin-
gent, The police blocked us from
entering Malcolm X Park, then sealed

us off once we got in. turning the

assembly point and later our rally

effectively into temporary detention

centers. March 27 was an all-day

political struggle in the streets of
Washington between the “reds" who call

for leftist insurgents to win the war in El

Salvador and rad-lib “doves” who want
to call the war off (particularly now that

the rebels are winning). From early

morning on a faction centered on Sam
Marcy’s YAWF of the reformist-liberal

March 27 Coalition sought to provoke
the cops, the armed fist of the capitalist

state, to exclude the Spartacist League.
But the superb display of police power
suggests that far more powerful forces

than the measly reformists had put a fix

in against the revolutionaries.

Yet all the attempts to quarantine us

with goons and cops and anti-

Communist slander did not win the fight

for the organizers of this pro-

Democratic Party march. The SL-
organized Anti-Imperialist Contingent
was the focus of the entire day. Most of
the crowd listened to our agitational

speeches broadcast into the park while
we were outside the assembly site, many
thousands received our leaflets and
more than 1,400 pieces of SL literature

were sold in Washington on March 27.

And despite the concentration of police

power against us, when the most
frenzied anti-Spartacists of the Coali-

tion tried to cordon off the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent by a chain of

"marshals" with linked arms, we quickly
took down that line. You couldn’t miss
it: the Spartacists were the ones fighting

for leftist military victory in El Salva-

dor; the reformists were the ones who
called and hid behind the cops.

And it will be remembered, for every

day it becomes more urgent and
obviously necessary to defeat Reagan’s
blood-soaked colonels. Yet now that the

Salvadoran rebels have thejunta on the

run, now that the vast majority of the

American population opposes inter-

vention.. now we hear more and
more about a treacherous “political

solution " Because the liberal imperial-

ists are worried about the U.S. taking
another defeat like Vietnam. So the

official march organizers want the leftist

insurgents in El Salvador to lay down
their arms (negotiations/cease-fire).

What that would mean is seen in the fact

that a top candidate in the recent

electoral farce was described by the

former U.S. ambassador as a "patholog-
ical killer" and is known locally as the
“napalm candidate" who calls for a
"peace of 200,000 dead." A “negotiated
settlement" is a program for mass
suicide.

Perhaps 35,000 protesters marched in

Washington against Reagan’s policies in

El Salvador. But there were two
counterposed class programs raised on
March 27. The popular-frontists”*stop

the war" parade looked to the Demo-
cratic Party; the Trotskyists’ “win the
war" rally looked to the Salvadoran
masses and the American working class.

continued on page 6

AP
AP's March 27 photo. Unfortunately, the political line of the "official” march
bore no relationship to this picture of the Anti-Imperialist Contingent.



Chrysler. Ford, Now GM...

Fraser’s $5 Billion Giveaway

Cripples UAW
Company man Doug Fraser is now

finishing off the job he has done for the

bosses on nearly a million American and

Canadian auto workers. Since 1979 the

United Auto Workers (UAW) chief has

negotiated away a whopping $5 billion

in givebacks, money taken from work-

ers’ pockets to put into the coffers of the

Big Three auto manufacturers. The
Fraser gang has also accepted without a

peep of protest the permanent layoff of

over 250,000 UAW production workers

(600,000 if auto suppliers are included).

It’s not only Chrysler, Ford and GM
bosses who are profiting from this

gigantic giveaway. The sellout artists at

Solidarity House are leading up the

capitalists’ wage-slashing offensive na-

tionally. And the General Motors

contract, which they have been trying

for months to shove down auto workers’

throats, is supposed to be the crowning

blow.

In January GM workers frustrated

Fraser’s concession plans by making it

clear they’d throw any giveback deal

back in his face. So GM management
decided to help Fraser soften up his

members by announcing the permanent
or indefinite closing of eight auto plants

employing 10,000 workers. Claiming

that a new giveback contract will “save"

jobs and pointing to the $1 billion

giveaway negotiated with Ford last

month, the UAW chief is now seeking to

blackjack all opposition among GM
workers. But the line that givebacks will

buy back jobs is a lie.

General Motors workers: Vote down
this scandalous $3 billion giveaway

contract! Stop the rout of the American
labor movement here! Auto workers

have to revive the methods of militant

struggle which built the union in the

1930s: sitdown strikes to throw back the

concessions drive and to fight for the

elementary rights of labor.

“Those figures sound good,” GM’s
veep for industrial relations chortled

over the proposed contract. N o wonder.

FO* A
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SITDOWN

STRIKE./

Detroit, February 20: Auto workers
protest Fraser's givebacks.

The sellout deal freezes wages for at

least two years, defers cost-of-living

adjustments for at least a year and a half

and gives up the equivalent oftwo weeks

of paid time off a year. In return auto

workers will get ...nothing. The “guar-

anteed income stream" is a guaranteed

hoax: Does anyone really believe GM
would make lifetime payments to a

worker it can’t even afford to exploit on
its assembly lines? “Profit sharing” will

mean self-imposed speedup for a paltry

few pennies an hour, and even that only

assuming GM makes substantial prof-

its. After the Chrysler and Ford give-

backs if Fraser succeeds in pushing this

GM deal through, he will cripple the

once-powerful Auto Workers, in the

past a pacesetter for industrial

unionism.

Fraser & Co. are touting this colossal

betrayal as a “job saver," pointing to a

few small plants that GM had threat-

ened to close but promises to keep

open—for now. But what about the

140,000 laid-offGM workerswho Fraser

himself says will probably never see the

inside of an auto plant again? Recently

the Cleveland Fisher Body plant, where

the historic 1936-37 sitdown strikes first

began, was closed with hardly a murmur
of protest from Solidarity House. Plants

like South Gate and Fremont in

California will remain shut under this

contract, and more will follow.

For Labor Action to Bring Down
Reaganl

The attempt to gut the auto union

through mass layoffs and givebacks is

an important part of the current war on

American working people directed from
the White House. It cannot be separated

from the mounting capitalist depres-

sion, which is enormously worsened by

the anti-Soviet military buildup. Ameri-
can workers can be mobilized to fight

this Reagan-led capitalist offensive, as

shown by the half million angry workers

who marched on Washington Septem-
ber 19. Yet the AFL-CIO bureaucrats

organized “Solidarity Day” not for class

struggle but to resurrect the bankrupt

Democratic Party/labor alliance which
paved the road for Reagan reaction.

Through this bloc the union leaders

politically tie the working people to the

aims and goals of U.S. imperialism.

Fraser, a “progressive," may feign

concern over “human rights" in El

Salvador, but he supports the bi-

partisan war drive directed at the Soviet

degenerated workers state. And the

UAW tops have become the most rabid

advocates of chauvinist trade protec-

tionism, to the point of banning Toyotas

and Datsuns from the Solidarity House
parking lot!

At home these fakers claim to oppose

Reagan’s war on labor, blacks, the poor

and the aged, calling for guns and

butter. Nevertheless, Fraser has done

more to implement Reagan’s program

than any other individual outside the

president’s cabinet. Reagan smashed the

air controllers union, but the UAW
leadership is doing the job on auto

workers for him. The $5 billion he is

taking from auto workers to hand over

to the companies is more than Reagan’s

proposed 1983 budget cuts for food

stamps, welfare, student loans and child

nutrition combined. The social devasta-

tion created by Reagan’s budget cuts

and the layoffs/givebacks in auto and

other industries is turning industrial

cities like Detroit into giant scrapheaps.

Meanwhile, the dissident bureaucrat-

led Locals Opposed to Concessions

(LOC), which put out leaflets and
demonstrated against the GM givebacks

last January, has capitulated miserably.

This is no surprise: Strikes are what
these fakers are most opposed to, not

concessions. LOC leader Ron Murray
voted to reopen GM giveback talks after

the Ford sellout and is now sounding

just like Fraser. “I think the day and age

of the adversarial relationship between

the union and the company is gone,” he

told the New York Times (26 March). If

former “militants” like Murray are

singing this defeatist tune, at bottom it is

because they think there is no alterna-

tive. And the labor reformists can

provide no answer because they are

wedded to the profit system.

A successful struggle against the auto

givebacks means militant labor action to

bring down Reagan, to wrest the billions

from the Dr. Strangeloves of the

Pentagon, a head-on struggle against

capitalism. The UAW with its large

black membership can play a key role in

mobilizing the working class and ghetto

poor in this fight. That is the revolution-

ary program of the Spartacist League.'

We say: It is desperately necessary to

fight!

For a New York Transit Strike!

No Contract, No Work!
NEW YORK CITY-The big guns of
the capitalist takeback drive are now
aimed at 35,000 city transit workers,
whose contract expires at midnight
March 31. Inspired by the way Reagan
smashed the air traffic controllers’ union
(PATCO), Mayor Koch, Albany and
the Transit Authority (TA) are geared
up to throw the largely minority transit

workforce back to the pre-union era.

The TA’s union-busting contract de-
mands include the unrestricted hiring of
part-timers without benefit coverage or
seniority: a 25 percent cut in TA-paid
health benefits; removal of all restric-

tions on scheduling and overtime
allocation; slashing of weekend and
night differential; no sick pay for the

first two days of illness; six years’

substandard pay for new hires, ad
nauseam. This “offer" in particular
targets black and Latin workers: pay
scales would be lowered and night
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differential eliminated in some jobs in

which minorities are concentrated.

In the face of this threat, Local 100

chief John Lawe has abandoned the

union’s longstanding “no contract, no
work" principle in favor of binding
arbitration. Lawe’s retreat was voted up
by Arnold Cherry at the last bargaining
convention and endorsed by the rest of
the “dissidents." This no-fight strait-

jacket will only clear the way for the

TA’s massive takeaways. The so-called

“impartial" arbitrators are part of the

same city administration that is out for

blood. It is clear that at a minimum a

strike is necessary to defend past gains,

let alone win what is needed.

When union leaders run up the white
flag, the members lose. It is better to

fight! Across the country one powerful
union after another has surrendered
hard-won gains for nothing in return.

and Reagan and the bosses keep coming
back for more. The TWU isn’t a white-

collar fringe on the labor movement like

PATCO. It has the power to take a

stand against this full-scale retreat. By
tying up the city and holding Wall Street

hostage, the TWU could rally the other

city workers’ unions (whose contracts

expire this spring), all the poor and the

oppressed minorities in a powerful

counterattack against the Reagafa/

Koch racist cutbacks and givebacks.

Local 100 has come increasingly

under attack as its minority membership
has grown. The union’s links to the

ghetto poor, its control of the city’s

lifeblood—mass transit—and its mili-

tant history make the TWU a prime
target of the bosses. The defeats suffered

by transit workers have accompanied a

vicious austerity program that has made
life in New York miserable for wide
sections of the populace. The financial

capital of the “free world” has over 50
percent black teenage unemployment.
Its working people ride in subways that

have accidents once every five days on
average. Ghetto hospitals have been
boarded up, highways collapse, subway
tunnels fall in. The union struggle for

better wages and conditions must be
broadened into a labor/minority offen-

sive against the capitalist austerity

program.

Koch, the TA brass and their no-

strike Taylor Law can be beaten!

During the 1980 TWU strike we said,

“Transit Workers: they may have you by
the throat, but you’ve got them by the

balls!" The union would have won if it

had kept on squeezing. But Lawe, with

no resistance from Arnold Cherry and
the “dissident” exec board majority,

ended the strike in defeat under massive
Taylor Law penalties that left a deep
residue of mistrust in the leaders’ ability

to win a strike. But America can’t run
without the New York subways.
Today many transit workers, angered

by the TA’s arrogant giveback demands,
recognize that binding arbitration is a

trap. But the question is, who can lead

this powerful union into combat? Not
Lawe & Co. Elected strike committees
are necessary to organize mass picket-

ing, coordinate action with other unions
and issue strike demands, including the

reversal of all 1980 Taylor Law penal-

ties. It is urgently necessary to forge a

fighting leadership that’s willing to

wield the TWU’s power and won’t sell

out to please the Democratic Party.

Under such a class-struggle leadership a
TWU strike could ignite a working-class
offensive to bust Democrat Koch and
bring down Republican Reagan!
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“No Negotiations!

Workers Take San Salvador!”

WV Photo

Anti-Imperialist Contingent rallies at Farragut Park, Washington, D.C., on
March 27.

Speeches at D.C.

Anti-Imperialist

Contingent Rally

Tom Janota
Last Peace Corps teacher to leave

El Salvador.

Friends and comrades, we’re here this

afternoon not only to protest U.S.

military aid. not only to protest U.S.

economic aid to the bloody junta in El

Salvador, but also to call for a left-wing

military victory that can once and for all

bring down that bloody dictatorship

that has been ruling the country for

some fifty years.

Now I lived in El Salvador. I’ve seen it

up close. I’ve walked in the streets of San
Bartolo, the so-called "free trade zone.”

"Free trade zone,” you know what that

means: no taxes, no strikes, wages

ranging from something like three to

four dollars a day. I’ve walked in the

rutted streets of San Bartolo next to

open ditches where one child out of

every two dies before their fifth birth-

day. I’ve walked in the mountains of

Ahuachapan, Santa Ana, in the coffee

mountains where the oligarchs, the

coffee barons, pick their coffee every

November through February, paying

the workers again something like four to

five dollars a day, or less. Maybe it just

comes down to some tortillas and some
beans. And they make big profits in El

Salvador from coffee, it’s made some
people very, very rich.

I’ve seen the hired guns in El

Salvador, the official ones dressed in

uniforms (and fortunately I didn’t see

the unofficial ones that dress in civilian

clothes, that knock at night, pull people

out of their homes, shoot them in the

streets, mutilate their bodies). Of
course, that armed fist of the oligarchy.

that armed fist of the junta is made to

crush any kind of organized labor,

whether it be in the countryside or in the

city. In El Salvador there will be no

change if the military remains in power.

I was in El Salvador on October 15,

1979, for the so-called “human rights”

junta engineered in Washington bring-

ing Colonels Majano and Gutierrez to

power. Of course, escorting General

Romero and his cronies off to the

airport to join their bank accounts in

Miami. The only blood shed in that

"human rights’’ coup of October was

workers’ blood. Workers’ blood in San
Bartolo, in the free trade zones, as the

army came up with their tanks and guns

and broke strikes, killing workers,

killing students, killing anybody who
would stand in their way.

I was there then on October 18 when
Guillermo Ungo, the current leader of

the FDR, came to power, thereby

approving those bloody attacks on the

workers of the free trade zone, on the

workers of Soyopango. Guillermo

Ungo is no more a friend of the working

man in El Salvador than is Napoledn
Duarte, than is the military government

that still rules there.

I was in El Salvador on January 22,

1980, when some 200,000 people or

more were in the streets demonstrating

behind the “left program." Two hun-

dred thousand leftists in the streets.

peacefully marching to try to move the

junta in their direction. What was the

answer of the so-called “human rights”

military-civilian junta? Another in a

long string of massacres. Some hundred
people killed and hundreds wounded as

they tried to pressure the government,
pressure them peacefully towards
change. This is the answer that the

government, the military junta, has for

any kind of movement towards social

change in El Salvador: just more
workers’ blood, they can’t get enough.

Now we’re hearing a lot of talk, both

by the reformists here in the United

States and by the FDR, the so-called

“opposition" in El Salvador, about

negotiating a solution with Garcia and
Duarte, the very leaders, the very ones

who make the orders to break the

strikes, to kill the peasants. To cut some
kind of deal with these butchers, what

would it mean? For one thing, it would
mean leaving the very military appara-

tus responsible for fifty years of military

rule free to start another matanza
[massacre].

We heard about the matanza of 1932,

when peasants rose up in western El

Salvador to try to win back the land

stolen from them by the coffee oli-

garchy, the workers to try to improve

their working conditions. I talked with

survivors of that revolution in Nahuizal-

co. They told me how the males were

called to the square once the revolt had

been put down. Called to the square to

get their free-conduct passes. Their

“free-conduct" passes turned out to be

string, their thumbs were tied behind

their backs, and they were killed in

groups of six, buried in a mass grave. In

Nahuizalco alone, something like 900,

mostly Indians, were killed. Across El

Salvador 30,000 people were killed.

This is what that bloodthirsty

oligarchy has in store after another

“negotiated solution.” And what would

a negotiated solution mean for the

30,000 workers, students, teachers,

peasants, who have already died in El

Salvador, died because they wanted to

see a new society in El Salvador? A
sellout. So that’s why I say to you today:

no negotiated settlement, for military

victory to the left-wing insurgents in El

Salvador, for workers revolution in El

Salvador, and may that revolution

spread to Guatemala, Honduras and
Mexico!

Al Nelson
Spartacist League Central Committee.

A very ugly incident today. Our
contingent was sealed off by the U.S.

park police, SWAT teams, mounted
cops. How did that happen?
When we got there this morning, we

were told by the park police that the

organizers of the March 27 Coalition

did not want the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent in that park. Now, starting

about three weeks ago we began to hear
persistent rumors of very serious

violence directed at the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent. And there is also the

possibility of violence coming from

right-wing quarters as well. We sent

them [the March 27 Coalition] a letter,

from our contingent to their coalition

—

dated March 16, hand delivered March
17—expressing our concerns about

these matters, and saying to them we
wanted to start negotiating to establish

liaison to work out any difficulties in

advance, in order to minimize any kind

of confusion or collisions [see “Letter to

March 27 Coalition," WV No. 301, 19

March]. We got no answer. Nothing.

Then we took the initiative the other

night. We went over to their office,

made a direct offer in person to top

representatives of CISPES, the main
organization in the Coalition. We said

we should coordinate our efforts for

March 27 so there is not divisiveness.

We have our sharp political differences,

it is true. You are for negotiations, that

means a negotiated cease-fire in El

Salvador; we are for a victory to the

leftist insurgents. They are very sharp

differences. However, we are both

opposed to the present policies of the

U.S. government. That ought to provide

a basis within which differences should

be able to exist. That wasn’t good
enough for them. Nothing.

So this morning we show up here to

demonstrate peacefully and to express

our political opinions to the 20,000

people that are at that demonstration.

We get there, they go to the police, tell

the police: keep these people out.

continued on page 4
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Take San
Salvador!...
(continuedfrom page 3)

“They’re not part of our coalition, keep

them out.” So we start working,

explaining this, doing that, we finally

get enough pressure going to get our

contingent inside.

Then they tried to seal us off. They
formed a link around us because they

didn't want people to come and hear

what we had to say. They didn't want

people to join the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent, which stands for military

victory, and they committed a provoca-

tion there that brought in the police.

Then the police sealed us off. So there’s

a combination of people who claim to be

opposing the policies of the U.S.

government, using the forces of the

police to prevent demonstrators from

joining our contingent.

Why? Are they just bad people? No,

they’re in a political bind, because their

political line is for a negotiated settle-

ment. Many people here remember the

end of the Vietnam War. There was a

large wing of the Vietnam antiwar

movement that was for a negotiated

settlement. That means something in

practice—a cease-fire on the battlefield.

But the talk of negotiations only really

got serious when it was clear that the

NLF was winning. That’s when you
heard talk about negotiations.

The revolution in Vietnam was a

victory and it was accomplished on the

battlefield by the NLF and their forces.

In El Salvador right now the leftist

guerrillas are winning. It’s clear if

Reagan has his way, he’d make El

Salvador one great big irradiated area

and that would be it. But there are

divisions even within his own party. But

their intentions are clear—do not forget

1965 in Santo Domingo—65,000 Ma-
rines hit that place, because there was
a civil war.

So the people that make up a sizable

component of the March 27 Coalition

have a political line that is rapidly being

overtaken by reality. They say

negotiations—what’s being said on the

battlefield in El Salvador is victory to

the leftist rebels. And you cannot stand

aside and be neutral in a civil war—
there’s only two sides. And the point of

this exclusion is to try and do by
coercion what cannot be accomplished

politically. Events are overtaking them,

so they resort to police, the forces of the

bourgeois state.

Many people wanted to join us there

today and they were confronted by
monitors first and police second. That’s

an atrocity. It’s a democratic question

but behind it is the political reason. We
came to peacefully demonstrate. We
had our own monitors to assure the

safety of the demonstrators, because

you never know what’s going to happen.
What happened up there was a display

of the worst kind of divisions in the

movement and it’s a reflection of their

rotten politics, which puts them in a

popular front—that is to say a bloc with

a section of your own ruling class. You
have a right to know what happened

up there today. These people using the

forces of the bourgeois state attempted

to seal off you and all others from the

only program that corresponds to the

political reality in El Salvador: Military

Victory to the Leftist Insurgents!

Jorge Ramirez
[Translatedfrom Spanish]

Welcome to the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent. We are gathered today in

the heart of the imperialist monster to

say that in the face of the sinister threats

of Reagan and Haig to intervene

militarily in Central America, we have a

revolutionary answer: For military

victory to the leftist insurgents!

The guerrillas have got the junta on

the run. And now that it’s clear that the

gorilas [military butchers] cannot win

on the battlefield; now that the vast

majority in the U.S. is opposed to

intervention, now we are hearing all the

talk about negotiations.

There was a Salvadoran who put it

very nicely. You’ve heard of him,

Farabundo Marti, the Communist
leader of the 1932 uprising. Here is what
he called for in a leaflet shortly before

the insurrection:

“The Communist Party calls all workers
and poor peasants of El Salvador to

bloody struggle against the national

bourgeoisie, who are unconditionally

allied to Yankee imperialism"

Does that sound like a negotiated

settlement? No! And if Farabundo
Marti were here today, he wouldn’t be

speaking from the “official” platform

—

he would be labeled ultraleftist, pro-

vocateur. This is the platform from
which he could speak! We are the only

ones with the real tradition, because we
know that the only possible solution, the

only realistic solution for the Salvado-

ran masses is the road of the Bolshevik

Revolution of October 1917. There is

nothing to negotiate with the butchers

and their imperialist partners! The only

solution for the Salvadoran civil war is a

workers revolution! That’s why we say:

Workers and Peasants of El Salvador,

Take San Salvador! Down with the

Junta, Workers to Power!

Emily
Militant phone worker.

I want to read you today a motion
that was passed by a union local that

took a side in the civil war in El

Salvador, for military victory to the

leftist insurgents there. And when they

did they passed this motion in this

largely black local, the membership
applauded because they knew they had
to take a side in that war and they knew
which side they were on. This motion
was passed by CWA Local 9415 in

Oakland:

"Whereas, Reagan/Haig have in effect

declared war on Nicaragua by openly
backing a Bay of Pigs-style invasion

force to overthrow the Sandinista

government and restore Somocista
terror, and
“Whereas, Reagan/ Haig are making
Central America the front line in their

anti-Soviet war drive by training Sal-

vadoran troops in the U.S., posting spy

ships off the coast of El Salvador, and
hysterically trying to whip up support
for military intervention into the Sal-

vadoran civil war by peddling the

grossest lies, and
“Whereas Reagan/ Haig seek to prop up
the murderous and losing junta which
has killed 30,000 workers and peasants

and vowed to kill many times more than
this if it wins, and
"Whereas the liberals who call for

negotiations for a ‘political solution’ are

asking guerrillas to lay down their arms,
which would result in their slaughter by
government troops and rightist death
squads:

“Be it resolved that CWA Local 9415
oppose Reagan's anti-Soviet, anti-

Cuban war drive and that the local

march in Oakland on March 27 under
the following slogans: U.S.—Hands Off
El Salvador, Nicaragua and Cuba! Stop
all U.S. military and economic aid to

the junta! No negotiations— military^

victory to Salvadoran leftists! For labor

action to stop U.S. intervention! Hot
cargo all military goods to El Salvador
and other Central American dictators!

Break with the Democrats—For labor
action to bring down Reagan!"

Now that’s a motion worth applauding.

And that’s the kind of stand the labor

movement in this country has to take.

Don Andrews
Spartacist League Central Committee.

I want to talk a little bit about what
happened in Ann Arbor last weekend.
The Nazis said that they were going to

march in Ann Arbor. They marched all

right, they marched right back to their

rat holes. One of the reasons they said

that they were going to come to Ann
Arbor is because they hate those who
oppose U.S. policy in El Salvador. They
said that they were going to come to
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Ann Arbor since they hate everybody in

Ann Arbor, I guess with the exception

of the mayor of the city, a pretty well-off

Republican, who of course did every-

thing in his power to allow the Nazis to

march.

But we had a terrific victory one

week ago because close to 2,000

demonstrators—labor, students and

minorities—drove the Nazis out of Ann
Arbor. The Spartacist League took the

initiative; we formed the Committee to

Stop the Nazis on March 20. You see,

what they wanted to do was to get a

foothold in Ann Arbor and then target

the working class in Detroit. They were

frustrated. Now they’re talking about

going to Detroit in May, but if they do

maybe next time they’ll be using their

swastikas as tourniquets.

Our successful mobilization wasn’t

the first time that it happened. Some of

you may recall when the Klan attempted

to march in downtown Detroit right

after the Greensboro massacre, we

mobilized a lot of black workers,

socialists and black youth to stop them.

Of course we had to overcome the

opposition of the Democratic Party

machine in that city, Coleman Young
being the leader of the pack. Several

months later in San Francisco, the Nazis

were talking about celebrating Hitler’s

birthday. They didn’t march that day,

labor marched that day. And one week

ago in Ann Arbor black people, Jewish

people, students and working people

were given a powerful shot in the arm. A
lot of inspiration is coming out of that

successful anti-fascist mobilization.

I’m going to read a statement from
one of the participants in that struggle.

Al Wells, who is the chairman of the

retirees of UAW Local 1776, Ypsilanti,

Michigan:

“I was sorry that I could not make it. I'm

going to Chicago to vote against

concessions [to the auto companies],

Reagan don’t care for poor people, he’s

cut out every program that favors poor
people. So he evidently does like poor
people because he’s trying to create so

many more of them. While we are

starving here, they are sending $26
million to El Salvador. I think we
should get rid of that evil in Washing-
ton. We ran the Nazis out of Ann Arbor
and we’ll do the same thing in Washing-
ton when it becomes necessary. Tell

them at the rally. I’m not there with

them in person, but I am with them in

spirit. God bless them and march on to

victory."

Ed Kartsen
Former candidatefor Transport Work-
ers Union Local 100 president.

In this cour^ry the Nazi party and the

Ku Klux Klan are Reagan’s shock
troops for anti-Communism. At
Greensboro leftists, trade-union organ-
izers, civil rights leaders were shot down
in cold blood and these fascists got off

scot-free. It is those same fascists who
came to Ann Arbor to call for American
intervention in El Salvador. It’s these

same fascists who came there to call for

the genocide against blacks, the destruc-
tion of labor unions, the smashing of the
left. And they were driven out! We
celebrate that victory. The Spartacist

League initiated that mobilization, and
that’s what’s needed to drive these

fascist creeps back into the holes where
they come from.

But there’s a reason why they’re out
there. They’re out there because Reagan
and Haig are on an offensive against the

working class here and internationally.

El Salvador is the first front line in

Reagan and Haig’s war against the

USSR, against Cuba. It is his first

battleground in the attempt to roll back
the gains of the October Revolution; he
wants to destroy the gains that the

workers achieved in 1917 with the

overthrow of capitalism. So too, he
wants to use his fascist shock troops
here to destroy the labor movement and
to roll back every gain of the working-
class movement and of the oppressed in

this country. The fascist shock troops
are used to pacify blacks, who are being
suppressed and ground down by Rea-
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gan’s campaign to destroy the social

gains of the civil rights movement,

welfare, Medicaid.

To prepare for war, to mobilize this

country on the sentiment of race, blood

and god; to mobilize the frenzy of this

country to go to war with Russia. But we
say no! We will not capitulate to anti-

Communism on any level. Where
C1SPES says to raise the question of the

USSR is absurd, we say no. Not to raise

the question of defense of the workers’

gains here and around the world is to

march in step with Reagan’s anti-Soviet

war drive. And the threats to the gains of

October come not only from the Haigs

and the Reagans of the world. They also

come from the Soviet bureaucracy,

which wants to make a deal with

imperialism through “ddtente." No to

“ddtente,” no negotiating away the gains

of October! The defense of Cuba and

USSR begins in El Salvador! Smash the

Nazis, Smash the Klan, Only workers

defense guards can!

Les Friedman
Chairman, Chicago chapter of the

Greensboro Justice Fund *

I just want to clarify why this is the

first major public action that I have

joined with the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent and why I’ve come around to this

position. I’m just going to compare it to

my own experience. Would you ask the

Jews from the Warsaw ghetto uprising

who were fighting the Nazis to negotiate

with the Nazis, or would you call for

military victory of anyone fighting the

Nazis? Would you have called for the

American Indians, who were always

Les Friedman
WV Photo

betrayed? After every massacre U.S.

leaders would make a treaty with them,

negotiate and then exterminate them

again for hundreds of years.

For those who want socialist revolu-

tion in El Salvador, in Nicaragua, there

is only one way to have it. There are

many walking by who believe in socialist

revolution, but they haven’t come to the

clear position that only through military

victory of the left guerrillas can there be

a socialist revolution in El Salvador. All

those who are for a socialist revolution

have to stand for military victory of the

left insurgents. Onward!

Mark Donaghy
Former PAM marshal.

I am now a member of the Spartacus

Youth League in Boston. And 1 was

down here in Washington last May 3rd

as a member of PAM, the People’s

Antiwar Mobilization, who had called a

demo against Reagan’s policies in El

Salvador. I had volunteered then to be

one of their marshals because they said

they were afraid that some right wingers

were going to come and disrupt the

march.

So during the demonstration we were

walking along and they told us that the

•Organization listed for identification only.
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Moonies were up ahead, we had to run

up to this bridge and go intercept them.

So I run up to this bridge and I don’t see

any Moonies anywhere but what I see is

the Spartacist League and they’re being

excluded just like they’re being excluded

today. There’s a big line set up there and

they’re stopping the SL from distribut-

ing its literature and talking to people in

the march. When 1 saw this 1 was

disgusted and I refused to take part in it.

It was obvious what was going on

there. The organizers of that march were

physically trying to silence the only

group that was calling for military

victory to the Salvadoran left. And after

seeing what happened, it became very

apparent to me what the concern was of

groups like C1SPES and PAM: These

people don’t want the leftists to win.

So I switched sides since last May 3rd,

and as you look around at this demon-
stration you can see for yourself which

group really stands on the side of the

workers and the oppressed around the

world. You can see which group is

carrying the banner of revolutionary

communist politics and that is the

Spartacist League and the Spartacus

Youth League.

Karen
Spartacus Youth League, Chicago.

1 came to Washington last May 3rd

because I wanted to support the struggle

of the workers and peasants of El

Salvador. And the first thing I did when
I got back from Washington to Chicago

was join the SYL. Because I saw in

Washington that the SYL and only the

SYL was really fighting for the El

Salvadoran workers and peasants to

win. Only the SYL calls for military

victory to the leftist insurgents in El

Salvador. The choice is truly revolution

or death. It is a treacherous betrayal to

advise the Salvadoran workers and

peasants to entrust their fate to bour-

geois politicians. They can defend their

own interests only by carrying their

struggle forward to victory on the

battlefield, expropriating the murder-

ous oligarchy and establishing a work-

ers government. There is no other way.

For Reagan and Haig, first the

insurgents in El Salvador must be

crushed. Then Nicaragua, where the

State Department is talking about

ultimately overthrowing the govern-

ment and bringing back the Somoza
clan. Then on to Cuba to restore the

Mafia and the sugar companies. Then
finally the real target: restoring capital-

ism in the USSR.
Let me tell you something about

Cuba. They’ve got plenty of problems.

There is no workers democracy, but

they wiped out starvation and illiteracy,

and infant mortality is the lowest in

Latin America and they wiped out the

Cuban version of Jim Crow. There is a

planned economy in Cuba and we will

defend this planned economy against

U.S. imperialism. And by the way, the

Cubans didn’t get these things by

negotiating with Batista, they won on
the battlefield. If you support the

battlefield victory of the Salvadoran

insurgents over the bloody U.S.-backed

junta, if you oppose Reagan’s anti-

Soviet war drive, if you want to fight for

a working-class victory over the bosses

here at home, if you want to fight for a

decent socialist future, then take a side

like 1 did and join the SYL!

Reuben Samuels
Spartacist League Central Committee.
We hail the victories of the rebels in El

Salvador. But now that they are winning

the war, there’s a lot of people running
around, including in that demonstration

that’s passing by, who want to stop the

war. The same thing happened during
the Vietnam period. It’s not accidental

that beginning with a letter that was
initiated in the House of Representa-

tives calling for “No More Vietnams,’’

the House of Representatives has now
gone on record for a “political solution"

in El Salvador, to stop the war short of

the destruction of this bloody military

junta. That victory in Vietnam, in which

the workers and peasants defeated the

mightiest imperialist power in history,

has inspired all the struggles since then,

from the mountains of El Salvador to

the mines of South Africa.

It is this so-called “Vietnam

syndrome,” the fear of another defeat,

that has stayed the hands of U.S.

imperialism from direct military in-

volvement on a massive scale in Angola

and now in El Salvador. It is this cry of

“No More Vietnams" that has been

raised by the bourgeois defeatists, the

Teddy Kennedys, the Bella Abzugs, who
today the March 27 Coalition is march-

ing for. This march is an attempt to

refurbish the party that brought you

... _ WV Photo
Alison Spencer

Vietnam, the party that brought you
Bay of Pigs, the party that brought you

the Duarte junta, the Democratic Party.

The slogan of “No war” when the U.S.-

backed junta is losing a war is a slogan

of a defeated bourgeois imperialism. It

is a slogan to refurbish their image in

order to prepare for the next Vietnam,

the next El Salvador, the next Angola.

Because when it comes to the direct war
drive with the Soviet Union the Demo-
cratic Party and the Republicans are

hand in hand.

So the lessons of the struggle against

the Vietnam War are that the United

States was defeated on the battlefield,

not at the negotiating table and not in

the streets of Washington and New
York, where protest movements were

led into the Democratic Party. It is not

enough to protest in the streets even

with the NLF flags and even chanting

military victory to the NLF and military

victory for the leftist insurgents. For

imperialism to be decisively defeated it

must be defeated at home. The struggle

against imperialist war must be carried

into the working class, the only social

force that has the power to shatter the

imperialist system once and for all. That
is the perspective of the Spartacist

League, to which we are dedicated in

building the party of the American
working class and the party of the

American revolution. Join us!

Alison Spencer
Spartacus Youth League National

Committee.

I want to make an appeal to the

March 27 Coalition that’s marching by

right now. There are a number of people

in their march that wanted to come to

our rally and tried to get through and

they were prevented by their own
marshals. What is this? Their march is

going to the White House and they had

at the head of their march the stars and

stripes of Yankee imperialism. What do
we have here at our rally? The FMLN
flag, the flag of the guerrilla fighters in

El Salvador. We have the red flag of the

Russian Revolution, the first wotkers

revolution in history, the revolution that

still stands today as the program of

workers around the world. Yet PAM
and CISPES are leading them to the

White House behind the stars and

stripes of Yankee imperialism to moo
for cows like Bella Abzug, to stump for

Congressmen like Gerry Studds. Join

us! Take a side for military victory!

Why are they preventing you from
joining this rally? Because they don’t

want the rebels to win in El Salvador.

But I ask you, if you support the

working people of El Salvador, what is

so hard about asking that they win the

war? Win the war in El Salvador: that’s

what this rally is for, to defeat the junta’s

terror. But the PAM/March 27

Coalition/CISPES rally is a rally for the

Democratic Party, the enemies of

revolution. They simply want to pres-

sure Reagan and Attila the Haig into

reforming their policies in Central

America. Our rally here is to defeat

imperialism at home and abroad. We
urge you to come over and join the

military victory contingent. Take a side,

join us! If the workers and peasants put

down their guns, the junta is still armed
to mow them down. So we say no cease-

fire, workers take San Salvador! No
draft. Class war! Workers take San
Salvador!

Spartacist
Educational weekend
• Defense of Cuba/USSR Begins in El Salvador

• Break With the Democrats—For Workers Action

to Bring Down Reagan
• Military Victory to Salvadoran Leftists!

New York
City

April 17-18
Bo* 1377. GPO

New YorK, NY 10116

(212) 267-1025

For more inlormalion. contact

Chicago
April 24-25

Bo* 6441. Main PO
Chicago. IL 60680

(312) 427-0003

Berkeley/

Oakland
May 1-2
P O Bo* 32552

Oakland. CA 94604
(415) 835-1535

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth League e registration lee: $5 (students S3)
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March 27...
(continued from page 1)

At Lafayette Park the March 27

Coalition “doves” had Salvadoran FDR
spokesman Arnaldo Ramos (a dissident

Christian Democrat) proclaiming “we

do not take pride in our military

activity"; at Farragut Park the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent called for the

workers and peasants to “Take San
Salvador!” Since the reformists* pro-

gram increasingly flies in the face of

reality, they can’t defend it politically

and resort to anti-communist slanders

and exclusion. But massive frame-up

and repression only go so far. Even

without the aggressive presence of the

Spartacist League, the ravenous appe-

tites of Yankee imperialism put time on
the side of the revolutionaries. And our

rad-lib opponents know it.

Exclusions, Slanders, Threats

March 27 was hardly the first time

they tried to exclude our red flags and

anti-imperialist banners from El Sal-

vador marches. Last May 3 the People’s

Antiwar Mobilization (PAM) front

group of Marcy’s Workers World/
YAWF set up a daisy chain of flower

children linking arms to prevent people

from attending our rally at the Penta-

gon. Unfortunately they didn’t get a

badly needed lesson on the spot. But

when Marcy’s goons tried it again a

month later, attacking an SL protest

demonstration outside a PAM forum in

New York, they got a taste of our

vigorously defended workers democra-
cy. Having failed to silence the Sparta-

cists they turned to the capitalist state to

do their dirty work for them, directly

appealing to the cops to exclude us in

Chicago (May 30) and New York
(November 22). And again on Febru-

ary 20 in NYC leaders of the doves’

scaled-up Committee in Solidarity with

the People of El Salvador (C1SPES)
deliberately provoked police interven-

tion to keep out the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent.

These anti-communist exclusions

were clearly aimed against the Trotsky-

ist politics of the Spartacist League. A
letter from the Guardian attempted to

justify such censorship, saying that our

slogan "Defense of Cuba, USSR Begins

in El Salvador" did not fit into the

“principles of unity" of the various

coalitions! And several weeks later this

“independent radical" rag refused to

publish our ad for a March 20 benefit/

rally to build the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent. As March 27 drew near, the

rad-libs launched a rumor campaign of

slander and threats against the SL. On
March 20a WBAI radio announcer, one
John Fisk, libeled the SL as govern-

ment agents. An NYC transit worker was
told by a prominent Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) supporter that if he went
to Washington with the Contingent he

would be called a communist. (And
that’s not a low for an organization that

was long ago founded as the Communist

League of America, but now fuels anti-

communism.) We were labeled “disrupt-

ers" for refusing to accept the anti-red

exclusions and breaking through their

lines of goons.

In view of these repeated exclusions

and the pervasive rumors of heavy

violence against us, the Spartacist

League wrote to the March 27 Coalition

proposing talks to work out arrange-

ments for the upcoming demonstration.

Our letter noted that we and they “share

a common opposition to Reagan’s

increasingly ominous threats" while

sharply differing on the solution. We
proposed advance coordination in order

to “avoid unnecessary physical clashes

in the face of a police presence and the

possibility of extra-legal Reaganite

provocation." Our letter, written on
March 16 (and published in the 19

March WV ), was hand-delivered in

Washington on the 1 7th and received by
New York C1SPES the next day. On the

West Coast C1SPES responded to our

letter on Monday, March 22 and talks

were held on Tuesday; on Wednesday
the SL presented a proposal concerning

line of march, sound systems, etc. On
the East Coast it was another story.

Despite numerous phone calls to Coali-

tion headquarters in Washington and
New York we received no answer.

Meanwhile rumors of provocation

and threats against the Spartacist

League, including possible use of deadly
force (baseball bats) by some elements,

were circulating at a rate we have never

before experienced. So on March 24 we
sent a delegation to New York C1SPES
to propose measures toward minimizing

points of friction on the 27th and to

establish formal liaison, noting the West
Coast meeting. We also contacted

numerous Coalition endorsers protest-

ing the rumors of provocation and
threats of violence, and informed the

D.C. Metro Police and U.S. Park Police

of our plans for the assembly site and

our Farragut Park rally. When we still

had received no response from the

Coalition we returned to their head-

quarters on the evening of the 25th and
laid out our plans in detail. To undercut

the prospect of violent clashes and allay

any misplaced fears that the Contingent

might contest the order of march, we
chose not to march but to exit the

assembly site at a separate exit and walk

by another route to the Anti-Imperialist

rally. We informed CISPES of our
specific plans and then published them
as a map in our leaflet announcing the

rally (see illustration). CISPES com-
plained of all the calls they had been

receiving from their own supporters

about anti-Spartacist threats, and once

again said they would get back to us

(don’t call us, we’ll call you). They never

did.

The leaders of the March 27 Coalition

had every opportunity to work out

equitable arrangements with the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent for Washington.
They did not do so because their aim
was to exclude the reds altogether, to

keep communist politics out of their

march for the Democrats. Some of the

more frenzied anti-Spartacists had
something else in mind, though. They
wanted a bloody provocation, and while

doing their best to get it, failed.

Assembly Site Detention Center

So the stage was set. On the morning
of March 27, there was a CISPES goon
squad of 30-40 deployed at our designat-

ed entrance to Malcolm X Park by 7

a.m. It was composed mainly of Marcy-
ites who under their cover as Coalition

“marshals" were pursuing their vendetta

against the Spartacists. When spokes-

men for the Anti-Imperialist Contingent
approached the gate at 8:00 a m. we
were met by a police official who said we
could not enter because “the Coalition"

did not want us there. He mentioned
that the cops standing around were not

ordinary police but the SWAT squad. A
block away they had two busloads of

riot cops together with vans for their

arsenal. Shortly after, 25 motorcycle

cops with riot clubs drove up, blocking

us off with a line of cycles; some time

later a dozen mounted police arrived.

The Marcyite goons blocked the en-

trance with tables. Around 9:00 Anti-

Imperialist Contingent and Spartacist

banners went up opposite the park and a

two-hour standoff ensued.

The Contingent began addressing the

protesters on the other side of the police

lines with agitational soapboxing. "We
call for rebel victory, they call the cops!"

began the chants. Soon much of the

crowd in the park, several hundred at

this point, was listening and watching
attentively; some seated on the bannis-

ters were holding signs for "Military

Victory to Leftist Insurgents.” A few
people filtered across the street to join

us. A Spartacus Youth League soap-

boxer asked listeners on the wall

opposite. “Do you side with the workers
and peasants of El Salvador? Are you
for their victory and the defeat of the

junta? If you’re for that, if you are for

militant struggle against imperialism

—

not marching with the Democratic
Party which brought us Hiroshima, the

Bay of Pigs and the ’reform junta’ of

1979— if you’re for labor action to bring

down Reagan, then you belong with us."

Meanwhile, spokesmen for the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent were vigorously

protesting to the police that our demo-
cratic rights were being violated, and we
were being prevented from doing what
had previously been arranged with the

authorities. We had put out tens of
thousands of leaflets for the demonstra-
tion. there were going to be thousands in

the park and we intended to go in like

everyone else. We said that we were
prepared to take hundreds of arrests in

defense of our rights. This had an
impact So two Parks Department

Stars-and-strlpes Coalition goon line: Now you see It...
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lawyers were brought from their homes

by police cruiser to tell the official

Coalition spokesmen they would have

to sign a statement claiming imminent

danger to safety— i.e., a formal request

for police intervention—to keep the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent out of the

park. They did not dare to put their

slanders in writing, thereby making

clear that their claims for “protection"

were a smokescreen for a political

exclusion. And so at 10:40 we entered

the assembly site at Malcolm X Park,

red flags flying and chanting, “Junta

no, obreros si—Overthrow the

bourgeoisie!"

But the Marcyites were intent on

causing an incident, and immediately

began bringing in goons to ring the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent with their

chain of linked arms. They moved up to

the sidewalk in front of our area and
began packing more people in behind

the line. This attempt to segregate the

reds, a clear violation of any kind of

democracy, could not be tolerated. We
formed up a flying wedge to break

through their line (which incidentally

sported an American flag). This was
quickly and effectively done, sending

their goons running and leaving a

number sprawled on the ground. Per-

haps some of them will think twice next

time before letting themselves be used

for anti-communist exclusion; they

should know that we can and will defend

our right of access. It was over in a few

seconds and our squad was already

moving back by the time the cops

charged in. For the rest of the afternoon,

scores of riot cops and mounted police

did the job the Marcyites were unable to

do, sealing off the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent to everyone, while another

line of CISPES goons slunk behind the

police.

On ABC-TV’s network news program
“Weekend Report" that evening, re-

porter Susan King accused the SL of

publicity-seeking disruption:

“Protest organizers back a negotiated
political settlement and prohibited a

small fringe group of communists who
back a leftist military victory from
joining the coalition of demonstrators.
Seeking attention the group known as

Spartacist disrupted the morning rally

by charging rival protesters and trigger-

ing a short but angry melee. Within
minutes, mounted D.C. police estab-

lished order There were no arrests and
only three were slightly injured."

Some "disruption”! We did not attack

“rival protesters” but a line of goons
with yellow armbands who had linked

arms in order to prevent people from
entering the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent. We were the object of a deliberate

provocation which we could not ignore.

Elsewhere things were peaceful;

throughout this time there were 80

Contingent leafleters with bullhorns,

literature tables, signs and banners at

the south end of the park, without

incident. Only where the Marcyites tried

to throw up a cordon to cut off access

was there trouble. Attention we had
plenty of all day. As for the “order”

established by the cops it closely

resembled a detention camp.
Even press were prevented from

entering or leaving. WV reporters

prominently displaying NYC Police

Department press badges were repeat-
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edly stopped, sometimes by a riot stick

applied to the belly. So were others

wearing official March 27 Coalition

press badges. But not Ms. King. After

the cops sealed us off, one of them was

overheard telling her: “Well, Susan,

you’re just lucky you’ve got such a

famous face that you can go back and

forth between these lines." Everyone

else had to sneak in or out through the

shrubs.

Rally Site Detention Center

Shortly after I p.m., as previously

arranged, 400 supporters of the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent filed out of the

assembly site five abreast and proceeded

to Farragut Park to hold a rally along

the line of the March 27 Coalition

parade. Before the march approached,

the cops again threw up a cordon

sanitaire to cut off access to our event.

Deputy Chief John Conner of the

Special Operations Division, DC.
Metro Police, yelled at a Contingent

spokesman: “I run the streets of Wash-
ington today. I’m telling you that

nobody, nobody from this march is

going into your rally. No negotiations!”

They then set up an intimidating line of

police vehicles (vans, motorcycles,

mopeds and squad cars) and mounted
police, and a second line of riot cops,

behind which some Marcyite/CISPES
goons set up their chain for much of the

two hours it took the march to pass by.

Repeatedly when people tried to cross

the street they were ordered or shoved

back, in flagrant violation of their rights

of free speech and assembly, and of

ours.

As the head of the march came
past, demonstrators from the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent lined the perime-

ter of the rally chanting "Stop the

exclusions! Let the people through!"

And there were countless incidents of

people being prevented from entering

the park. One woman who attempted to

go through the police lines was jabbed

by a cop and thrown back into the

march. At the northwest corner of the

park several protesters were stopped by

copsordragged back byCoalition"mon-

itors” (see photos this page). Several

photographers were stopped: one al-

most made it across before a policeman

caught up with him, shouting threats of

arrest. A vendor who had arranged to

sell to the crowd in Farragut Park drove

his truck up, but as soon as he parked

the police threw him out. And when a

woman tried to use our portable

bathrooms she was stopped by a male

cop and told she couldn’t go. When she

proceeded anyway he followed and

jammed his club into her stomach.

Despite the repeated use of the

capitalist police against the Anti-

Imperialist Contingent, the March 27

crowd was not hostile to our call for

military victory to Salvadoran leftist

rebels. On the contrary. Scare tactics,

such as labeling the Contingent “com-
munist." by the servile tools of the

bourgeoisie also fell flat since the

Spartacist League openly proclaims its

communist program. (Besides which,

many of the pro-Democratic Party

sellouts who used to have pasts are also

self-declared big “C" or little "c”

communists.) As for the “government
agent" slander against the SL, only the

most venal can still so insinuate after

seeing the display of police force

marshaled against us.

Sam Marcy: Democrats’
Running Dog

The whole day showed a highly

orchestrated display of police power,

exercised so tightly and effectively as to

turn both the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent assembly point and our later rally

into what were effectively temporary
detention centers. The cops’ sealing off

of exits and access went far beyond any
notion of “crowd control." Moreover,
they simply tore up agreements made in

good faith by our Contingent concern-

ing our demonstration plans. The action

continued on page 8

An Awesome Display of

Police Power
WV Photos

9 a.m.-

11 a.m. Antl-

Imperiallst
Contingent
forms up;

stopped by
cops from
entering

Malcolm X
Park at urging

of Coalition

(above and
right).

11:00 a.m.
SWAT team
readies
outside park
entrance;
reinforce-

ments on the
bus behind
the equip-
ment vans.

11:15 a.m.
Cops

move in

to seal off

Anti-
Imperialist

Contin-
gent as

Coalition
goons are
dispersed

(right).
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March 27...
(continuedfrom page 7)

of the police amounted to prejudicial

detention to seal off our politics,

violating our civil rights at the behest of

the March 27 Coalition. The Anti-

Imperialist Contingent lodged a formal

complaint with the mayor’s Command
Center protesting this excessive use and

misuse of police power, and reminding

him of the high cost to the city the last

time it carried out mass arrests of

antiwar demonstrators (in 1971, result-

ing in the demonstrators’ successful

million dollar court suit).

It has to be noted that at each point

the Marcyites sought to provoke, aided,

abetted and participated in this police

abuse and repression. This is part of a

consistent pattern on their part ever

since last May 3 and June 6 when we
smashed their attempt to bust up our
peaceful demonstration in New York.

For many years Marcy’s YAWF culti-

vated an image as street fighters, and
now that they are going all out to

become the best demonstration-builders

for the Democrats they have trained

their sights on the Spartacist League.

Here they have a division of labor with

the SWP and the CP, who peddle the

Marcyite slanders but differ on the

methods of exclusion: the CP calls the

cops, the SWP is worried that Judge
Griesa doesn’t like brawls, while YAWF
specializes in provocation. (There were,

incidentally, several reports of metal

objects at the assembly site, and two
white males from the official march
were seen across the street from our
Farragut Park rally with wrenches in

their back pockets.) The Marcyites are

acting as calculating provocateurs
intent on manipulating CISPES against

the SL, seeking to escalate the sharp

political differences into violent physi-

cal confrontations.

The CISPES / PAM/CP/SWP
popular-frontists are trying to build a

movement for the liberal wing of

American imperialism by contending

that the struggle in Central America has

nothing to do with Communism.
Reagan/ Haig say they are drawing the

line against Communism in the Carib-
bean; CISPES & Co. cover their ears

and denounce the Spartacist League for

telling the truth about imperialism’s

global designs. Everyone knows Rea-
gan’s target is the USSR, but the

reformists pretend not to know in order
to court the Democrats, who share the

target but differ somewhat about the

means.

In El Salvador the choice is “Revolu-
tion or Death." And even in the U.S. it is

increasingly clear that the only real

solutions are revolutionary solutions.
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Hence the increasing use of exclusion

and cop-baiting against us. CISPES/
PAM used to argue that the Spartacists

are ultra-leftists: the SL says no negotia-

tions, isn’t that unrealistic? But this

argument no longer works. So the

reformists must now say: sure the Spart

line sounds good, but it’s just an agent’s

trick. Thus our opponents have to grant

the attractiveness of our line, the closest

these cynics will ever come to admitting

that their line for "political solution" is

patently a disaster.

A decade ago the Marcyites and New
Left radicals were chanting the slogan of

the heroic Che Guevara: “Two, Three,

Many Vietnams!” Now the Marcyite ex-

radicals call for “No More Vietnams,”

seeking a bloc with the liberal imperial-

ists who fear another losing colonial

war.

The Vietnam War saw two “political

solutions'* (1945 and 1954) which
divided up the country. But it took the

NLF/North Vietnamese military victo-

ry to bring peace to Indochina. In El

Salvador today, only the victory of the

leftist rebels can put an end to the

hideous massacres. And here at home,
revulsion against the junta mass mur-
derers, fear of Reagan’s drive toward

holocaust and desperation in the face of

capitalist economic crisis are driving

thousands of youth and working people
toward the conclusion that determined
struggle, not negotiations, is what’s

needed from Central America to the

U.S. Our rad-lib opponents’ fixation on
the Spartacist League is a kind of

fetishism, for at this juncture it is not

mainly the activity of the SL but the

blood-lust of Yankee imperialism itself

which exposes the reformists’ line for

the cynical fraud that it is.

March 27 Coalition Marshal
Denounces Slander, Exclusion
31 March 1982

New York City

Workers Vanguard
Editorial Board

Dear Comrades,

1 am writing this letter to you
about the events surrounding the 27

March demonstration on El Salva-

dor held in Washington, D.C. I have

been a marshal at several of the large

anti-war demonstrations held in the

1960’s, and was asked to be one at the

3 May 1981 and 27 March 1982 ones.

I was first disturbed by the events

there when I and several other

marshals in my group picked up a

chant containing the word “revolu-

tion.” We were told by one of the

head marshals that we were simply
there to preserve order and that we
should stop chanting. This certainly

contrasts to what I later heard wias

the CISPES/PAM use of the mar-
shals in an organized form to chant
and thus drown out Anti-Imperialist

Contingent speakers!

I was also upset by the various

stories circulated among the mar-
shals about the AIC and the Sparta-
cist League. We were told that you
were "crazy,” “CIA provocateurs,"
and that your recent young recruits

were “hotheads who could not be
controlled by the older party mem-
bers.” Thus CISPES/PAM attempt-
ed to deal with the political differ-

ences separating it from the AIC with
slander rather than public debate,

and moved to impermissible physi-

cal, instead of necessary political,

confrontation. The SL’s "Letter to

March 27 Coalition" was a calm,
rational approach to the problems of
all protesters in Washington, and
showed a mature and marked con-

cern for the safety of everyone

involved.

Ironically, despite the attempt to

organize the CISPES/PAM mar-
shals against possible SL/AIC “dis-

ruption,” most marshals were poorly
trained and badly organized. Thus, if

there had been a real physical attack

on the march by right-wing forces, we
would not have been able to protect

the march participants.

I first felt that the march had no
clear political character to unite all of
the people on it, that the CISPES/
PAM chants were scattered and
incoherent in contrast to those of the

AIC, that the politics of the speakers
were fragmented with no coherent
world-wide view, and that little was
done to give the young, seemingly
apolitical, people on the march any
form of political education about the

realities in the U.S. and around the
world. I now realize that this seeming
absence of politics had a political

thrust—that of the Democratic
Party, and that the march organizers
had to prevent any clear left political

pole from developing. This was the
reason for the slanders of the SL and
the exclusion of the AIC.

I have only recently become
seriously interested in studying the
SL’s politics, but I understand the
idea of a world-wide class line, and
the necessity for calling for military
victory of the left in El Salvador. In
the future. I want to work with the SL
as the only viable group in the U.S.
calling for this, and attempting in a
serious and disciplined fashion to
educate the new political generation
as to the realities of capitalism in the
U.S. and throughout the world.

Comradely yours,

Stewart Baldwin

WORKERS VANGUARD



Labor Contingent Marches in Bay Area
for Salvador Rebel Victory
OAKLAND—Red flags snapping in

the breeze, the Anti-Imperialist Con-

tingent sharply polarized an otherwise

dreary demonstration of some 3,000

people here, called by the CISPES-
initiated March 27 Coalition. March-

ing with an official contingent of

phone workers from Oakland CWA
Local 9415—which had earlier voted

to march for Salvadoran leftist

victory—the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent grew to 150, probably the largest

organized presence at the event.

The phone workers marched behind

their union standard, numerous signs

and an impressive banner reading

“Military Victory to Salvadoran Left-

ists, Break with the Democrats, For

Labor Action to Bring Down
Reagan—CWA Local 9415.” They
were joined by other phone militants

from San Francisco (CWA Local

9410), San Jose (Local 9423) and Los

Angeles (Local 11502). At the Rilea

Railroad Park assembly site, they led

off the chants for “Military Victory”

while the CISPES supporters stood

around or sprawled passively on the

grass.

A split in the reformists’ coalition

prior to the march had led them to set

up two competing March 27 rallies in

the Bay Area. Thus a small Commu-
nist Party (CP)/Casa El Salvador rally

of about 500 took place in San
Francisco. In Oakland the only differ-

ence was that the CISPES reformists

added a futile, stupid tactic to their

wretched line. Organizing a “non-

violent blockade” of the Oakland
Naval Supply Center (only at one
entrance) they tried to get the blockad-

ers arrested and set up a picket line to

march nearby.

Although it looked like the

notoriously brutal, racist Oakland PD
was not even going to bother arresting

them, the 128 who remained on the

facility hours after the “blockade”

began were finally busted. A motley

crew marched with the Oakland

blockaders, including the scab-sect

Revolutionary Workers League

(RWL). One union militant de-

nounced them over the bullhorn:

“These people say it’s all right to cross

picket lines. You better not try to cross

a CWA Local 9415 picket line!” When
the RWL passed out a scurrilous

leaflet attempting to take credit for the

successful SL-initiated anti-Nazi mob-
ilization in Ann Arbor on March 20,

they were met with angry shouts of

“scabs!"

Prior to the demonstration, on

March 19, the Spartacist League

initiated negotiations with the Coali-

tion, with the aim of avoiding physical

clashes. Although the Coalition did

not answer our concrete proposals,

there were no instances of goon
violence or police cordons of the sort

provoked by the reformists in other

cities. They did, however, attempt to

steal our "military victory” signs. And
when the Anti-Imperialist Contingent

chucked out a provocateur, who had

urged militants to rush the gate of the

Oakland Naval Supply Center and

later struck a member of the Contin-

gent. the reformists raised a hue and

cry.

Spartacist spokesman Diana Cole-

man told the crowd: “American
workers better oppose the anti-Soviet

war drive, because it is part and parcel

of the war against minorities and labor

in this country. The labor leaders

today are in favor of Reagan’s anti-

Soviet war drive, they’re in favor of the

Democrats and they’re not doing shit

as the plants are closed down at

General Motors and Detroit is turned

into a vast sea of unemployment. The
Spartacist League and its supporters in

the unions are the only ones who are

calling for sit-down strikes against

plant closures We need the struggle

for workers power in this country, for

socialist revolution."
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League was slow, for in the minutes

when the crowd stood face to face with

the Hitler-lovers before the cops inter-

ceded, leadership was lacking.

The triumphant crowd, some waving

trophies, including the Nazis’ splintered

flagstaff, streamed back to the City Hall

rally. They enthusiastically cheered

Committee spokesman A1 Nelson’s

statement:
“1 think everybody here today feels a

sense oFvictory— The Nazis got their

asses kicked and whoever was involved

in that deserves credit for it."

Building to Stop the Nazis

Two thousand people didn’t turn out

to stop the Nazis by accident. It took

hard work. And it also meant overcom-

ing the liberal "ignore-the-Nazis” diver-

sion and the lesser efforts of local

centrist groups to sabotage the Stop the

Nazis campaign. The mass turnout is

above all a tribute to the deeply felt

outrage among Ann Arbor residents at

the Nazi scum’s intention to terrorize

their community. It is also a vindication

of the SL’s program for labor/black

mobilizations to stop the Nazi/Klan

terror.

More than 65,000 “Stop the Nazis"

leaflets were distributed—20,000 of

them to the potential big battalion of the

anti-Nazi protest: the auto workers at

plants like GM’s Willow Run, Hydro-
Matic and Wayne Assembly plants and

Ford’s Ypsilanti, Saline, Rawsonville

and River Rouge complexes. Thou-
sands of posters lined the streets of Ann
Arbor, Ypsilanti and the largely Jewish

community of Southfield, where the

Nazis staged a provocation last year.

Organizers addressed meetings at fra-

ternity houses, dormitories and classes

at the University of Michigan and other

area schools. Hundreds of students

signed up to work with the Committee
and many volunteered to get up at five in

the morning to pass out flyers to

workers at auto plants. Phone calls

poured in offering support and help.

Many merchants took posters and
leaflets for their customers.

Ann Arbor’s small black community
was vitally interested in the Committee’s

plans. Former University of Michigan
Black Advocate Richard Garland was
active in getting out the word, putting

the Committee in touch with several

community groups which helped dis-

tribute leaflets. As one black auto

worker put it: "I’m not scared of the

Russians. I’m scared of this country

here." A black maintenance worker at

the VA hospital said: “I fought them in

World War II, and I was supposed to be

fighting for freedom, but when 1 came
back here, they wouldn’t let me vote.”

While the mainstream Jewish organi-

zation leaders tended to line up with the

mayor’s "respectable” diversion, rela-

tives of Holocaust survivors and a large

number of Jewish youth worked with

the Committee to Stop the Nazis.

Union support was key. Several local

continued on page 10
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When Nazis Were Cornered in Ann Arbor
Eyewitness Account

By Oliver Stephens
WV Reporter

I got to the Federal Building at

about 12:20. There were 10 or 1 2 Nazis

there, most of them dressed in black

Nazi uniforms, two or three of them in

combat fatigues; they were wearing

riot shields, helmets, with some pla-

cards which said “Reds Get Out of

Central America” and “America

Awake—Stop Communism.” One had

a large three-foot black billy club, and
another was standing with his picket

sign back over his shoulder like he was
ready to hit anyone that came within a

few feet of him.

The Nazis had a bullhorn, and the

man with the scar on the side of his face

was prancing up and down trying to

talk about El Salvador. The crowd
began to grow in a very short period of

time, chanting “Nazis Eat Shit.” The
crowd as it grew began to move closer

and closer up the steps towards the

Nazis. There were a number of

shouting matches. By the time there

were about 500 people or so in the

crowd, they were face to face on the

top of the steps.

A few minutes later the crowd
stepped forward and the Nazis retreat-

ed into the alcove at the front doors of

the Federal Building which were

locked. They were trapped there. The
crowd stopped a few feet away and for

the next several minutes pelted them
with hunks of ice, and just about

anything else anyone had that was
throwable. A lot of it landed. Obvious-

ly, the fascists were scared to death and
were being hurt.

The Nazis tried to break the glass on
the doors of the Federal Building so

that they could get inside and run

away. They couldn’t do it. The crowd
eventually reached about 1,000, cover-

ing the entire street area.

At about 12:30, four riot-clad police

began to walk up single-file through
the center of the crowd. Just as they

were a few feet away from where the

Nazis were, the Nazis, seeing the cops,

charged the crowd, swinging their billy

club and couple of sticks. They got

some stuff back. The cops quickly

broke it up and the crowd stepped

back. About two or three minutes

later, 8 or 9 more cops showed up and
they formed themselves into a semi-

circle about 15 feet in front of the

Nazis.

This didn’t stop the continual

bombardment of the fascists with just

about anything that could- be thrown.
Marshals from this “Affirmation of

Life” or whatever it was called rally,

were up in the front trying to calm
people down. At one point they began
to form a corridor so that the Nazis

could get out along the side of the

building. The cops who had grown to

about 50 at this point, shooed them out

of the way and formed their own
corridor. The Nazis then came behind
them. They turned right down the

block and a good section of the crowd
followed them. The other half of the

crowd went down to the parallel street

to come up from the other side.

The cops then turned the Nazis into

an open parking lot and they were cut

off on both ends of the parking lot. The

crowd had split—there were about 500

on either side, and at the far end of the

parking lot these Nazis were cowering

literally as they were continually pelted

with all sorts of materials.

At several points, one or two cops

would swing out at someone who had

thrown something, but no cops

stepped out of line to go after them. At
each point the cops were out-fianked

on both left and right sides from a

variety of angles by sections of the

crowd and were continually retreating.

So the Nazis are huddled in the

corner pissing in their pants. At 12:40

or so, the Washtenaw County Sheriffs

Department bus drives down the

street. On the other side is a parking

arcade that is still under construction

with a fence. There are at least 300
people on the side of the parking

arcade. As the bus pulled in and the

Nazis ran to get into the bus under a

police shield, the bus was pelted by
rather hefty bricks, rocks, and the

usual kinds of things lying around the

construction site. I am told that every

window on the bus was broken by stuff

being thrown.

Wood/Ann Arbor News
Armed black security guard stops Nazis from escaping Into Federal Building.

Ann Arbor...
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labor officials played key roles in

securing an impressive list of union

endorsements for the rally. Keith

Phelps, business manager of Laborers

Union Local 1 165 in Grand Rapids, was
an early supporter of the campaign, and
helped bring in his fellow business

manager, Roy Greer of Ann Arbor’s

Local 959, who lined up the endorse-

ment of the local Building Trades
Council. Greer broke his leg pursuing
the fascists and was hospitalized, but he
said in a message to the March 27 Anti-

Imperialist Contingent rally in Wash-
ington, “If 1 had to I would gladly do it

again.” Alphonso Wells, an executive

board member of UAW Local 1776

(GM Willow Run), helped bring his

local’s official endorsement to the

campaign. The impressive endorsers list

was signed up in the face of active

opposition from local Central Labor
Council head Fred Veigel, who sent a
red-baiting bulletin to 40 affiliated

unions.

By the time of the Committee’s March
1 8 press conference it was clear the city’s

workers, students, blacks, Jews and
other minorities would not let the Nazis
march. The press conference was a key
event in the campaign, combating media
violence-baiting and showing the broad
union support for the Committee. As
long-time Ann Arbor activist, Phil

Carroll, whose union local, AFSCME
2733, endorsed the Committee, told

reporters: “My personal attitude and
that of many activists and union
members in this city as well as county is

that we won’t tolerate the presence of
Nazis in our community.” Josephus

King, president of Detroit AFSCME
Local 23, declared: "My local voted
overwhelmingly to support this." A1
Wells stated: “I believe 1 can speak for

the majority of the membership of my
local that we are against such action as

the Nazi Party. We are willing to join a
group protesting their belief and ac-

tions.” Support continued to mush-
room. Officials of two CWA locals

endorsed and, on Friday, Local 1733 of
the Fire Fighters. Even the Ann Arbor/
Ypsilanti NAARPR and Oberlin
DSOC endorsed.

Centrists Try Sabotage

The Committee was faced throughout
with an underhanded campaign of

slander and sabotage from a crew of

centrist Ann Arbor politicos called the

Revolutionary Workers League (RWL)
who, together with the Detroit Revolu-
tionary Socialist League (RSL), devot-

ed most of their energies to undermining
the ultimately successful efforts of the

Spartacist League and many others to

stop the Nazis (see story, page 1 1).

The RWL and RSL formed the core

of an outfit called the "Coalition
Against the Nazis” which tried in vain to

bridge the political gap between the

mayor’s “affirmation of human dignity”

diversion and the Committee to Stop
the Nazis plan for a mass labor/

minority/student mobilization. They
rejected a Committee to Stop the Nazi^
motion put forward at their first

“Coalition" meeting for a “broad
united-front demonstration to drive the
Nazis out" on the grounds that the
"Stop the Nazis" slogan was “divisive"

and would "alienate” people. Their
watchword was “protest the Nazis,"
halfway between "Stop the Nazis" and
the mayor’s line of "ignore the Nazis."

This capitulation to the liberals was
followed by the RSL/RWL’s repetition

of the liberals’ “violence" slanders
against the Spartacist League. At a

March 8 meeting of the Graduate
Employees Organization, RWLer Joe
Graves asserted that the SL was out to
“kill the Nazis” and an anarchist in their

Coalition tried to drag an SL supporter
from the meeting room. When a focal
radio talk show moderator libeled the
SL as having connections with the CIA,
a Coalition member phoned up to

denounce the SL as "disrupters.”

They couldn’t exactly build the

mayor’s rally and they certainly weren’t

going to build one along the lines of the

SL-initiated Committee, so they were
stuck, politically paralyzed. The RWL
counted themselves, the RSL and an
endorsers list made up mainly of their

several Ann Arbor front groups. Their

first Coalition leaflet didn’t even have a

phone number on it!

The Coalition’s jealous frenzy

mounted as they saw the support for the

March 20 action grow. So they started

to spread stories that the Committee’s
endorsers list was a fraud. On March 16,

Committee representatives came to a
Coalition steering committee meeting
and threw the slanderers into consterna-

tion by simply reading the Committee’s
impressive list of labor backers. The
centrist saboteurs were buried under an
avalanche of union support for the anti-

Nazi action.

The Committee to Stop the Nazis out-
organized and out-mobilized the

mayor’s liberal rally and in the process
simply swamped the RSL/RWL’s do-
nothing Coalition. The RWL was
driven particularly crazy by the fact that

this was happening to them on their

guru Peter Sollenberger’s home turf.

And it was his nemesis the Spartacist
League that was doing it.

“I Would Gladly

Do It Again!”
March 26, 1982

Dear Mr. Hicks:

I am writing in regards to the
demonstration march held in Ann
Arbor Michigan on March 20,
1982.

I feel the injury that I received,
the hospitalization, and surgery was
not in vain, because, as an Ameri-
can citizen this was my duty to

express the way 1 feel about the
Nazi march!

I am a black man, but 1 know
some of the history of the Nazis,
first the destroying of the religious
people, and others, the Jews, and
the union people. Here in America I

will applaud all sisters and brothers
that stand up against them. In
closing, if I had to. I would gladly
do it again!

Yours truly,

Roy Greer

Business Manager,
Laborers’ International Union 959

Labor Endorsers for “Stop the Nazis" Mobilization

AFSCME Local 2733
Phil Carroll, member, AFSCME Local 2733
Fred Chase, President, CWA Local 401

1

Louis Gates, former president, Frame Plant,
UAW Local 600, Detroit

Roy Greer, Business Manager. Laborers
International Union Local 959

House Officers Association Executive
Board, University of Michigan Hospital

International Association of Fire Fighters
Local 1733

Willie Jenkins, Recording Secretary,
Laborers International Union Local 334

Jackie Jordan, Executive Board, CWA Local
4050

Josephus King, President, AFSCME
Local 23

David Moore, UAW International
Representative; Participant in 1932 Ford
Hunger March (retired)

Dwight Newman, President, AFSCME Local
1583

Doug Packer, Vice President, SE IU Local 31M
Keith Phelps, Business Manager, Laborers

International Union Local 1165
Armando Plzana, District Committeeman,
UAW Local 600, Detroit

Rouge Militant Caucus, UAW Local 600
Jimmie Terrell, Committeeman. UAW Local
900 (retired)

Gene Tolot, Michigan Building Trades
Council

Transportation Employees Union, Local 171
of Transport Workers Union

UAW Local 735, Ypsilanti
UAW Local 1776, Willow Run
Washtenaw County Local Building Trades,
AFL-CIO, Board of Directors

Organizational affiliation listed torpurposes
of Identification only
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Ann Arbor Anti-Nazi Mobilization

RSL/RWL Sabotage Spiked

When presented with a proposal to

build a real united front, these small-

time centrists, for whom The United

Front is practically a religion, refused.

They let their sectarian hatred for the SL
outweigh all other considerations—
including the need to build the biggest

and most effective response to a Nazi

provocation in their own home town.

They had ignored the labor

movement for the radical sandbox in

Ann Arbor, and having been bypassed

by the Stop the Nazis mobilization, they

turned from their usual anti-Spartacist

slander to outright provocation. They
showed up at the March 20 rally with

their own competing and equally loud

sound system to try to drown out the

labor-backed rally, an attempt that was

neatly scotched (see “RSL/RWL Sabo-

tage Spiked”).

Stop the Nazis in Detroit I

Two thousand anti-Nazi protesters in

Ann Arbor gave the “SS Action Group"
a lesson it will never forget. But junior

fiihrer Ted Dunn (aka “Mark Hey-

drich") says his gang of genocidal

psychopaths plans to hold a rally to

“free Rudolf Hess," convicted Nazi war

criminal, in Detroit on May 9! For these

twisted race terrorists, March 20 was a

big defeat. They were frightened half to

death and only escaped with police

protection. Dunn clearly thinks his

demoralized clot of teenage storm

troopers needs to stage a “successful"

racist provocation before it falls apart.

Let’s keep the Nazis on the run!

Veteran UAW militant A1 Wells cap-

tured the spirit of many other local

endorsers when he told the crowd at the

March 20 rally:

“These type of people have no place in

Michigan. . . . They can’t run into their

little headquarters and hide, because
we’re going to follow them to their

headquarters—we’re going to run them
out of there! We can clean up this evil.

You know these people are like snakes,

rattlesnakes—they’re ready to bite

anyplace. Let’s stop their biting before it

gets started."

Detroit’s workers may be the targets of

mass layoffs and plant closings and the

victims of sellout misleaders, but they’re

not about to let the Nazi terrorists take

advantage of depression conditions to

grow into a full-blown fascist

movement.
On 10 November 1979 the Ku Klux

Klan tried to ride in the Motor City.

This attempt to “celebrate” the massacre

of anti-Klan and leftist activists in

Greensboro, North Carolina was shut

down by a mass mobilization of Detroit

blacks and unionists initiated by the SL
and labor militants. Now the Nazis say

they want to march in the same place.

Working the fascist fringe of Reagan’s
anti-Soviet war drive, these scum think

Detroit, a city full of blacks and
unionists, ought to be turned into one
big Auschwitz. What is needed in

Detroit are massive labor and black

mobilizations to shut down the “SS
Action Group” punks once and for all.

All out to stop the Nazis in Detroit on
May 9!

Spartacist League/
Spartacus Youth League

Public Offices

—MARXIST LITERATURE—

Bay Area
Fri 5 00-8 00 p m . Sal 3 00-6 00 pm
1634 Telegraph 3rd Floor (near 17th Street)

Oakland. Calitorma Phone (415)835-1535

Chicago
Tues 5 30-9 00 pm Sat 2 00-5 30 pm
523 S Plymouth Court 3rd Floor

Chicago, Illinois Phone (312) 427-0003

New York City
Tues 6 00-9 00 p m
Sal 12 00 4 00 pm
41 Warren St (one block below
Chambers St near Church St

)

New York N Y Phone (212) 267 1025

Trotskyist League
of Canada

Toronto
Sat 1 00-5 00 pm
299 Queen St W Suite 502
Toronto Ontario Phone (416) 593-4138

On March 20 a Nazi provocation was

stopped cold in Ann Arbor. A demon-
stration of 2,000 workers, students and

leftists organized by the Committee to

Stop the Nazis, initiated by the Sparta-

cist League (SL), massed at the Nazis’

announced rallying point and drove the

fascist scum from the streets.

Among the anti-Nazi demonstrators

were several dozen supporters of two

small state-capitalist groupings, the

Revolutionary Socialist League (RSL)
and its habitual bedfellow, Peter Sollen-

berger’s Revolutionary Workers League
(RWL), masquerading with their front

groups as a separate “Coalition Against

the Nazis.” Their "Coalition” was a

parasitic venture created after it was

clear that the SL-initiated Committee
was gaining broad-based support for its

call to “Stop the Nazis” in the Ann
Arbor community and among Michigan

Our Proposal the

RSL/RWL Rejected

19 March 1982

P.O Box 8364

Ann Arbor, Ml 48107

Coalition Against the Nazis

Dear brothers and sisters:

We regret that our efforts to have

one instead of two separate rallies to

stop the Nazis at Ann Arbor City

Hall March 20 appear to have failed.

We remain open to bringing together

all the forces that want to stop

the Nazis into one powerful

mobilization.

In any case, in the interest of the

most effective effort possible on
March 20. we offer your Coalition

the opportunity to choose two
representatives to speak from the

platform of the Committee to Stop
the Nazis. We note that the expected

large number of very important trade

union endorsers for this united front

mobilization necessarily will limit the

total number of speakers and the

time available to each one.

Fraternally,

Mark Kelty

for the Committee to Stop the Nazis

on March 20

trade-union spokesmen. The “Coali-

tion" fought against the slogan “Stop

the Nazis," including by violence-

baiting the Committee. They counter-

posed a deliberately watered-down line

of "protesting the Nazis” in an effort to

split away some of the Committee’s

support and to undermine the organiz-

ing efforts. Failing this, they announced
their own demonstration for the same
place and time.

Everyone—the dozens of Committee
endorsers, the press, the Ann Arbor
students—recognized that the over-

whelming majority of the anti-Nazi

militants who came out March 20 had
been mobilized by the work of the

Committee to Stop the Nazis. Distribut-

ing 65,000 leaflets and posters through-

out Ann Arbor and in other Michigan
communities and factories, combating
the campaign of violence-baiting

mounted by the media, contacting

unionists and minority spokesmen for

endorsements (which eventually in-

cluded two UAW locals, an AFSCME
local, the Washtenaw County Building

Trades board of directors and numerous
individual union spokesmen in Ann
Arbor, Grand Rapids and elsewhere),

the Committee built a massive demon-
stration. By contrast, the RSL/RWL
“Coalition” hardly even went through

the motions. For example, one Michi-

gan Daily reporter told us she had tried

for two weeks to contact the “Coalition"

but was never able to reach them.

While polemicizing sharply against

the RSL/RWL’s liberal "protest" line

which tried to mimic the Committee’s

call while blunting its militant thrust,

the Committee to Stop the Nazis

repeatedly undertook to bring the RSL/
RWL forces into a united action against

the fascists. We insisted, given the RSL’s
conduct at a previous anti-fascist

demonstration in Detroit and their

general reputation for substitutionism

and praise of lumpen violence, that the

RSL—while of course exercising their

full democratic rights of expression—
would not be permitted to turn the anti-

Nazi mobilization into a cops-vs.-leftists

brawl in which the leftists always lose

and accordingly the fascists emerge
unscathed. The “Coalition” amidst a

string of obscenities rejected this offer as

"suppression." Right up to the time of

the demonstration, the Committee to

Stop the Nazis tried to draw the

“Coalition” into a united effort, includ-

ing offering them speakers at the rally

(see accompanying letter, dated 19

March). Instead, the “Coalition” turned

up on March 20 at the rally site with its

own sound system.

In accordance with the laws of the

material universe, which dictate that

two objects cannot occupy the same
space at the same time, something had

to give. The RSL/RWL put the anti-

Nazi mobilization into an impossible

situation. We chose not to turn off our

own sound system.

Frustrated at being unable either to

sabotage the March 20 action or to take

it over by drowning out those who had

organized it, the two sectlets are now
hysterical on the subject. They issued a

public “appeal” (see box below). The
RSL distributed a subsequent leaflet,

“Repudiate SL Thuggery" at the El

Salvador protest in Washington, D.C.

on March 27, while the Sollenbergerites

devoted a lengthy section of their El

Salvador leaflet to the battle of the

sound system. These leaflets were

distributed in Washington as the RSL/
RWL joined the popular-frontist “offi-

cial” march, whose leaders used a

massive cordon of police to exclude the

SL-initiated Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent. RSLers and RWLers were hand-

ing them out while the anti-imperialists

were being surrounded and sealed off by

mounted cops, SWAT teams and other

defenders of “democracy” against “SL
thuggery."

The RWL leaflet lines up squarely

with Teddy Kennedy’s rad-lib friends

against their main enemy: “Even worse

[than CISPES and PAM/YAWF] are

the fake ‘left’ tactics of the sectarian

Spartacist League (SL) and its pitiful

‘anti-imperialist contingent’.’’ The more
macho RSL leaflet chimes in with

Marcy-style slander and threats: "... we
will henceforth consider the SL an

organizatibr of agent-provocateurs and

will deal with it accordingly.” In fact, the

RSL had such confidence in the SL’s

consistent commitment to workers

democracy that they turned up at the

Anti-Imperialist Contingent rally and
gave out this leaflet to the participants.

Meanwhile back in Michigan, an

unsigned statement distributed at

Ford’s River Rouge plant in Dearborn
actually makes a racial appeal, inciting

blacks against "white goons from the

SL.” And Sollenberger’s pals in the

United Front Caucus there are openly

violence-baiting UAW militants sup-

ported by the SL, Charles DuBois (who
incidentally is black) and Frank Hicks.

In classic red-baiting style the 24 March
Caucus Newsletter declares: "We urge

all unionists and members of Local 600

to be on the lookout for the violent acts

organized by the political gangsters

Hicks and DuBois.”

Something important happened in

Ann Arbor on March 20, but the

Shachtmanite sectlets couldn’t care less.

The militant crowd mobilized by the

Committee to Stop the Nazis turned out

at City Hall in such numbers that the

Nazis scouted the site of their intended

provocation and went instead to the

Federal Building. Upon hearing this, the

anti-fascist demonstrators surged to the

Federal Building. The cops were caught

off guard. For a few minutes, the Nazis

were confronted by a militant but

disorganized mass, with the organized

left groups following along behind. The
RSL in particularjumped off faster than

we did. But both groups were too slow

to get there before the cops had moved
in to freeze the situation. The Nazis were

pelted with rotten vegetables and signs,

but were hustled off out of town by the

cops before they could get the treatment

they deserved. Too bad; if they had, they

wouldn’t now be filing an application

for a Nazi march in Detroit on May 9.

The RSL/RWL cares about none of

this, of course. Displaying a touching

petty-bourgeois attitude toward prop-

erty, the parasites care only that we did

not allow them to disrupt an important

anti-Nazi action. Their complaints are

imbued with the consummately petty

spirit of the shopkeepers of 19th century

France where, as depicted in Victor

Hugo’s Les Miserables, a starving

worker could be sentenced to ten years

in prison for stealing a loaf of bread.

[by RSL and RWL-led Coalition]

STATEMENT ON SPARTACIST LEAGUE THUG ATTACK"

On Saturday, March 20, 1982,

members and supporters of the

Spartacist League/Spartacist Youth
League physically attacked the de-

fense team and sound system of the

Coalition Against the Nazis. The SL/
SYL attack took place at the Ann
Arbor (Mich.) City Hall, while the

Coalition was several blocks away,

counter-demonstrating against the

Nazis. This attack was completely

unprovoked. It was part of a con-

scious policy on the part of the SL/
SYL, who attacked the Coalition’s

sound system at least four different

times that day. The SL/SYL thugs

knocked down defense team people,

kicked in speakers and broke up
other equipment. This thuggery is

totally unacceptable in the workers’

and progressive movement. It is

doing the work of the cops and the

Nazis.

The SL/SYL’s attack was part of

its plan to dominate and claim all

credit for the Ann Arbor anti-Nazi

organizing. Prior to March 20, the

SL tried to split, sabotage and
disrupt the Coalition Against the

Nazis. However, physical attacks on
an anti-racist, anti-fascist demon-
stration represent a new stage of

degeneration for the SL/SYL. Previ-

ously, their activities, while often

obnoxious and sectarian, had at least

somewhat the character of fighting

politically for their point of view.

Physical assaults on anti-fascist

rallies is a different matter entirely.

We demand that the SL/SYL: 1)

publicly repudiate this attack and
apologize for it; 2) discipline its

leaders and members who planned
and carried it out; and 3) pay for the

damages. We warn the entire work-
ers’ and progressive movement about
the danger that the SL/SYL
represents.
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Victory far SL-Oreanized Mobilization

2,000 Run Nazis Out of

Ann Arbor

!

ANN ARBOR—In an important victo-

ry here, a crowd of 2,000 ran the Nazis
out of town on March 20. The Sparta-
cist League-initiated Committee to Stop
the Nazis on March 20 organized a

militant mobilization with broad sup-

port, which did exactly what its name
promised and sent the 15 little Hitler-

lovers with their swastikas and dreams
of death camps running like rats.

The Nazis said they would come to

Ann Arbor to set up their race-terror

operations right in the midst of the

people they hate: blacks, Jews, social-

ists, gays and, most important, labor.

The Committee to Stop the Nazis on
March 20 said “No," and put out an
urgent call to action: “All enemies of
fascism must gather in a massive
demonstration at the same time and
place where the Nazis want to march."
The Committee organized anti-Nazi

militants from all over the area with
impressive labor support. Speaking to

the gathering crowd for the Committee
to Stop the Nazis, Frank Hicks, a
militant from Detroit’s River Rouge,
pointed to the importance of stopping
the Nazis for the trade-union move-
ment: “Labor has turned out in force to

build this rally. It’s the most important
thing that’s happened for the labor
movement in this area in years No
goose-stepping in Ann Arbor on March
20 ... we know that if we don't stop them
here, we’ll face them on the picket lines

in the future."

Perhaps the Nazis thought that only a

few leftists would show up as had been
the case at other times and places. Or
that they could wave their swastikas in

the faces of some liberal vigil. But when
the Nazis drove past the Ann Arbor City

Hall on March 20 where they had vowed
to stage their provocation they saw that

many hundreds had gathered to stop

them cold. On the spot where they had
hoped to raise their twisted cross for an
American Hitler to “crush Commu-
nism,” a fifteen-foot banner rippled in

the wind: “Labor/Minorities/Students:
Stop the Nazis/ Klan—Committee to

Stop the Nazis March 20." Other
banners and signs included slogans such
as: “No Greensboros in Ann Arbor!"
and “Don’t Ignore Nazis. Stop Them!"
The little gang of Nazis took a look at

the many hundreds of militants organ-
ized by the Committee, sized up the
tenor of the crowd and beat it for

another area. It is an instructive irony
that the Nazis chose to go to the Federal
Building, where the mayor’s “peaceful
rally for human dignity" was planned.
Billed as "a community alternative to
violent confrontation," the mayor’s
rally was intended as a diversion to
channel the just outrage against the

Nazis into an empty gesture of liberal

protest. But the mayor’s rally was a total

flop. Very few people thought the Nazis
should be ignored, while a mass mobili-
zation came out to slop them.
The Nazis could run but they couldn’t

hide. When word spread through the
crowd that the Nazis were at the Federal
Building, first hundreds, then a thou-
sand, then all 2,000 angry demonstra-
tors took off to give the fascists what
they deserved. The crowd kept the
Hitler-lovers pinned against the Federal
Building for ten minutes, where they

were humiliated and pelted with ice,

vegetables, anything that could be
thrown until in panic the Nazis desper-

ately tried to break the door and escape

the crowd's wrath. A door was shat-

tered, but a single black armed guard
stood his ground and stopped the Nazis

from fleeing inside. Then the police

arrived, forming a protective cordon
around the Nazis. The protesters contin-

ued to press against the cowed storm

troopers until the cops loaded them into

the police bus, which drove off in a

shower of rocks, shattering glass and
shouts of “We won! We won!"
The confrontation itself was a spon-

taneous outpouring of mass rage against
the Nazis with all of the left organiza-
tions present tailing behind. Some
SLers, fearing that the crowd was being
hustled out by some adventurists for a
bash with the cops, at first urged them
not to go. It’s too bad that the Spartacist

continued on page 9
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Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents!

Salvadoran guerrillas are not fighting to give up military victory for a "political solution” with the )unta.

Two "free world” pseudo-elections in

Central America last month backfired

in the face of their American sponsors,

marking a turning point in the radicali-

zation of the guerrilla struggles in the

isthmus. In Guatemala General Anibal

Guevara ballot-stuffed his way to the

presidency March 7 only to be uncere-

moniously deposed two weeks later in a

coup led by General Efrain Rios Montt,

a “born again" religious nut who says

god told him to do it. In El Salvador,

where the State Department had hoped

to lend a little democratic luster to the

U.S.’ puppet junta, ex-Major Roberto

D’Aubuisson, labeled a “pathological

killer” by the last American ambassa-

dor, emerged as the man most likely

to forge an ultra-rightist coalition

government.

Faced with threats of U.S. interven-

tion, the Salvadoran guerrillas, Nicara-

guan Sandinistas and Cuban Stalinists

have been trying to buy a little peaceful

coexistence from Reagan and Haig. But

Central America is on the front line of

the U.S. imperialists’ Cold War offen-

sive against the Soviet bloc. General

Haig has proclaimed that the Salvador-

an insurgency is “‘a global problem’

originating in Moscow" ( Washington

Post, 14 March). And if the perspective

of a negotiated "political solution” to El

Salvador’s civil war and Sandinista-

State Department detente was a treach-

erous illusion before, now it has become

a naked call for suicide by the leftist

forces. The lurch to the right as a result

of the March elections poses pointblank

the real alternatives in Central America:

social revolution throughout the region

or a peace of the graveyards.

“Tropical Fascism”

In El Salvador last month Roberto
(“Major Blowtorch”) D’Aubuisson
tried a novel twist on the common Latin

continued on page 4

American Impotence Bared

War Over the Falklands?
A DA PTED FROM

SPA R TA CIST BRITA IN
NO. 41. APRIL 1982

If it had happened one day earlier,

many people hearing the news would
have thought that it was just an April

Fool’s Day joke. Argentina has in-

vaded the British colony of the

Falkland Islands and now Britain is

dispatching a fleet of 40-odd ships

halfway around the world to salvage

its tattered imperialist pride and

maybe try to seize the islands back.

“It’s War!” screams the banner head-

line in the Sun. Hastily scrawled

blackboard messages at London tube

and rail stations call on the Third

Parachute Regiment, butchers of

Derry’s Bloody Sunday, to report for

duty immediately. An unholy parlia-

mentary alliance of the Labour Party

and Tory backwoodsmen bays for

Argentine blood. The xenophobic

hysteria is real and dangerous but

ought to take the prize as an example

of capitalist irrationality.

Viewed from the White House it

must seem positively sacrilegious. Just

when you’re trying to line up all of the

righteous nations of the “free world”

for holy war against the Soviets, they

all turn around and start to poke each

others’ eyes out. The Chinese have

been sulking ever since Reagan tried to

do the decent thing and ship in a few

new modern arms to his old Kuomin-
tang friends on Taiwan. Alexander
Haig wants the Arabs to see that the

Soviet Union is the biggest threat to

peace in the Middle East. But they

keep saying, “No, it’s not. It’s the

Zionist expansionists" (as well as

fighting among themselves). Now their

best friend in Europe and one of their

staunchest allies in Latin America are

threatening to blow each others’

continued on page 5

Re: The March 27
El Salvador
Demonstration in

Washington, D.C.

The Main Enemy
Was the

Spartacist League
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Toni Randell
Memorial
[Australia]

March 1

1

1 just read the tribute to Toni

Randell in WV. It was beautiful. So
moving. When I first heard of

comrade Toni’s death I wondered,

what can be said when a comrade
dies? But so much more can be said of

someone who lived in the only way
possible. Most of the comrades here

have of course never met Toni. They
will benefit from reading about her.

Some of us, funny, mostly amongst
the women, wanted to put something

in the last paper—not so much for

anyone else, but for our comrades.
We will in the next issue, and it will

mean more for SL/ANZ comrades
after they’ve read WV.

I didn’t know Toni. But I’d met her

several times, and I remember [a

comrade] saying on a tape that it was
hard to imagine how the PDC
[Partisan Defense Committee] would
continue when she was transferred to

the coast. I remember her speaking

on the same tape. I’d forgotten about
the Logan trial But what I

remembered best was from when I

first came into the party. Comrades,
who like Toni, I met then, though
never got to know seemed to me, and
I guess still do, as people who would
be there always, at the heart of the

party’s life. It must be true for every

comrade that their impressions when
they first join are never forgotten.

There is something in a book about
Marx’s youngest daughter that

struck me when I read it a couple of

years ago. Engels’ wife had died. A
strong woman, Irish, a worker. He
loved her. Marx sent only a formal
note of condolence. Engels was
deeply hurt, so much so according to

this book, that the wound in their

friendship never quite healed. For
Engels “condolences” meant noth-

ing; he had expected the unique
warmth and solidarity of
comradeship.

N.C.

Cries and Whimpers
March 29, 1982

Editors, Workers Vanguard:

The report of the Toni Randell
memorial meeting in California ( WV
No. 300) states “the observation that

comrade Toni had nothing but

contempt for quitters actually trig-

gered a walkout by some of the ex-

members present." This is completely
untrue. No such walkout occurred.

Toni Randell

I inquired of CC member Foster

when the alleged “walkout” trans-

pired. He said "after the Internation-

ale was sung." Those who attended

the California meeting will recall that

after the Internationale was sung,

everyone was invited to stay to

socialize. Anyone familiar with Spar-
tacist functions knows that the sing-

ing of the Internationale marks the

formal closing of an event. People

remain at socials or leave as they

choose. In fact, fully one hour was
given over to socializing at the

California memorial before the testi-

monials actually began.

I came (and I assume others did as

well) to pay my respects to a comrade
who had given her life to the cause of

revolution. 1 left after the formal

closing of the memorial, marked by
the singing of the Internationale.

As to Robertson-Foster-Randell

despising so-called “quitters": while

the SL can correctly maintain that

continuing non-membership repre-

sents a difference on the party ques-

tion, the blanket statement of hostility

to comrades a number of whom
devoted years to the SL and remain
sympathizers is self-defeating. The
SL’s attitude stands in marked con-
trast to the patience with which
Trotsky tried to regroup subjective

revolutionaries from around the

world during his years in exile. It also

contrasts with Cannon’s assessment

of Lenin that part of his genius lay in

his ability to build a party with the

human beings at hand, imperfect

though they were.

I urge you to retract your false

reportage of the California
"walkout."

Comradely,

B.M.

WV Replies: The sniveling self-

centered spirit of your letter shows
that indeed we understood your
gesture.

Letter
Israel Shahak: I Congratulate You.
21 October 1981

Dear friends of International

Spartacist Tendency,

First 1 would like to congratulate you
on your articles about "Solidarity." In

addition to the brilliant analysis, you are

here for me and my friends (of various
opinions) the sole source of important
facts about what really happens there

—

for example the connections with AFL-
CIO was quite unknown here to

everybody*, until you have brought this

fact to our attention. Together with my
congratulations to you. I must reflect

very adversely on so many groups here

calling themselves by fancy names (like

the “Matzpen") which are not only
obsessed by "Solidarity," but systemati-

cally omit in their Hebrew publications

about it every single fact that may open
the eyes of their readers!

I would like to point out two things in

those collections which in my opinion
are specially important:

1) The spread of the settlements, by
the Jewish middle class into the West-
Bank. There was a lot of additional

information about this in the last few
weeks, which could not be included, and
it is quite clear, that this is a strong

tendency. Also, since the prices of such
land are rising fast, speculation is

developing.

2) The collection on the revival of the

myth of the ‘Jewish race.’ Together with
rapid increase of the Jewish fanaticism,

this is a very important, and sinister.

development!

Sincerely yours,

Israel Shahak

* for I am sharing your articles with

several friends!

PDC Fund Appeal

Pro-Solidarnos6 Vandals
Deface Haymarket Monument

In 1886 four men in Chicago went to

the gallows because they championed
the rights of labor. A fifth died in his

cell, either driven to suicide or killed by

prison guards. Parsons, Spies, Engel,

Fischer and Lingg—they were the Hay-
market martyrs. They were leaders of

the eight-hour day movement which was
sweeping the country and which gave

birth to May Day. In an attempt to

drown that movement in blood the

capitalist class, its courts and cops,

framed and legally lynched these men.

But as he stood before the hangman
with the black hood pulled over his

head, August Spies declared: “The day
will come when our silence will be more
powerful than the voices you are

throttling today.”

Their martyrdom was an inspiration

to the burgeoning movement for the

self-organization and unionization of

labor. May Day, the holiday of the

international working class, has become
their memorial. On 25 June 1893, six

years after their lynching, a monument
to the martyred labor leaders was
unveiled in the Forest Home Cemetery
in Forest Park, Illinois. This monument
has often been a rallying place for May
Day demonstrations in Chicago.

Supporters of Polish Solidarnosc

chose to demonstrate their “Solidarity"

by defacing this monument in Decem-
ber. In a vile anti-working-class exhibi-

tion white paint was poured over the

head of the bronze statue marking the

graves of labors’ martyrs and “Solidari-

ty" was spray-painted across the granite

base in red. The link between the robber
baron murderers of the Haymarket
martyrs and the supporters of Poland’s

CIA-backed company “union” could

not be more vividly portrayed. This act

is in keeping with Solidarnosc’ worship
of Polish dictator Pilsudski, its appeal
for membership in the imperialist

bankers’ International Monetary Fund,
its praise for union-busting Reagan’s
America. Their brothers in Solidarnosc

flee the “tyranny" of Poland for the

THE OAT WILL COME WHEN OURSILEMCC *«U BE
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“freedom" of South Africa where their

white skins entitle them to gorge on the

spoils of the superexploitation of

enslaved black labor.

Haymarket martyr George Engel, as

he stood to be sentenced, said: "I hate

and combat, not the individual capital-

ist. but the system that gives him those

privileges. My greatest wish is working

men may recognize who are their friends

and who are their enemies."

We appeal to all those who stand by
the elementary rights of labor and
against Reagan’s war drive for capital-

ist “rollback" in East Europe to aid

in the restoration of the monument
to the Haymarket martyrs. Contribu-
tions marked “Monument” should be

sent to the Illinois Labor History So-
ciety, 20 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
Illinois 60605.

Spartacist
Educational Weekend

Topics:
From El Salvador to Detroit—

Smash Reagan Reaction!
Break with the Democrats—

For Labor Action to Bring Down Reagan!

Defend the Gains of the

Russian Revolution!
Political Revolution, Hungary 1956 vs.

Solldarnosd Counterrevolution, Poland 1981

Spartacist Internationalism:

Hail Rosa Luxemburg—
Poland's Communist Tradition!

(New York. Chicago)

Break with the Bourgeoisie—

Workers to Power
Throughout Central America!

(Berkeley only)

MW-
2?liny Wur».twuusf

New York City

April 17-18

Machinists Hall

7 East 15th St.

For more information

Bo« 1377. GPO
New York NY 10116

(2121 267-1025

Chicago Berkeley/Oakland
April 24-25 May 1-2

Ramada Inn
506 W. Harrison St.

For more information

Sox 6441. Mam PO
Chicago. IL 60680
(312) 427-0003

UC Berkeley
Life Sciences Building

For more information
PO Box 32552

Oakland CA 94604
(4151 835-1535

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth League • registration fee. $5 (students $3)
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Israel Out of the Occupied Territories!

Begin’s Annexation by Terror
Passover leaves canceled, reservists

called up to replace regular soldiers on
the Lebanese border, troop movements
north. Israel is preparing for another

invasion of southern Lebanon, using the

pretext of its slain diplomat in Paris.

While the Palestine Liberation Organi-

zation (PLO) disclaims responsibility

for this act. it is the mass of Palestinian

refugees in southern Lebanon who will

pay. It’s what the British used to call

“collective reprisals" when they admin-

istered the Promised Land. Today the

Zionists apply it to an entire people.

From the Israeli standpoint the time

is propitious to strike. Syria is bogged

down suppressing the Muslim Brother-

hood and half a dozen other internal

oppositions. Iraq is still tied down in its

interminable war with Iran, and now it's

losing. Egypt’s president Mubarak will

do nothing to seriously upset Begin,

thereby giving Israel cause to delay its

final pullout from the Sinai scheduled

for April 25. And just as Israel annexed

the Golan last December while everyone

was watching Poland, now the Zionists

are looking to invade Lebanon while the

world is entertained by the British

blockade of the Falklands.

It certainly hasn’t been a good week

for American imperialism. As he basked

in the Caribbean sun. Reagan must have

felt mighty frustrated that all his squalid

reactionary allies won’t quit fighting one

another and unite in a holy war against

Russian Communism. Still the Near

East picture is not all black for Wash-
ington. The Pentagon has quietly

slipped its Rapid Deployment Force

into the Sinai as part of the “peace-

keeping forces" to replace the Israeli

army. U.S. imperialism thus has its

armed forces right where it wants them,

across a narrow strait from the oil fields

of Saudi Arabia.

Israeli Protests Against
Zionist Terror

It is not however external, but rather

internal conditions that are driving

Zionist Israel toward war. Like the

Argentine junta, the Begin regime needs

to restore the “spirit of national unity.”

For a good portion of the Israeli

population is deeply disturbed watching

night after night of video clips of Israeli

soldiers gunning down unarmed Pales-

tinian youth while fanatical Zionist

vigilantes armed with automatic weap-

ons rampage through Arab villages.

Late last month Israeli authorities and

so-called Jewish “settlers," that is, kill-

crazy psychopaths in prayer shawls,

went on a reign of terror, killing at least

six Palestinian youths and wounding

dozens of others.

Then on April 1 1 an Israeli soldier,

Alan Goodman (like "Eli the Wolf” an

immigrant from the USA), shot his way
into one of Jerusalem’s holiest mosques,

the Dome of the Rock, and sprayed it

with machine-gun fire, killing at least

two and wounding as many as 40. Israeli

police and riot troops then moved in and

attacked the Arabs who were trying to

capture the mass murderer Goodman.
The rising wave of Zionist terror—of

which the Dome of the Rock massacre is

only the latest, most spectacular

instance—and the prospect of imminent

annexation have provoked the most

massive protests on the West Bank since

1968. Perhaps more importantly, these

protests have spread to Israel itself, even

among elements of the Hebrew-

speaking population. Israeli Arabs

called a one-day general strike in

solidarity with the West Bank Palestini-

ans, and the predominantly Jewish and

traditionally pro-Zionist “Peace Now"

movement brought 50,000 into the

streets of Tel Aviv on March 27.

This was the largest demonstration by

Hebrew-speaking Israelis against Zion-

ist militarism in over two decades.

Although the “Peace Now" demonstra-

tion was endorsed by a number of

parliamentarians from the main Zionist

party, the so-called Labor Alignment.

the slogans raised went beyond what
passes for liberalism in today’s Israel.

Among them were “No to Occupation,”

“Begin Go Home" and even “Golan is

Syrian," the latter actually being illegal

in Zionist Israel. Furthermore, at both

demonstrations the PLO flag was
unfurled, an act of unprecedented

daring for Israeli Arabs.

The protests on the West Bank began

in March when Israeli authorities

dissolved the town council of El Bireh

and replaced the elected Palestinian

mayor, lbraham Tawil, with an Israeli

army officer. The pretext was Tawil’s

refusal to meet with a newly established

“civilian administration” which had
replaced the military one, clearly a

prelude to extending direct Israeli rule

over the West Bank. The dismissal

notice was delivered by a squadron of

Israeli army officers who charged into

Tawil’s office and marched him out at

gunpoint. This provoked the traditional

West Bank protest: Arab merchants

shuttered their shops and students

boycotted classes. The Israeli army
responded by forcing merchants to re-

open their shops and shooting into

crowds of stone-throwing youths. Back-

ing up and egging on the soldiery were

armed Jewish fanatics from “settle-

ments" like Shiloh, north of Jerusalem.

Tawil. along with fellow Palestinian

West Bank mayors Bassam Shakaa and

Kharim Khalaf, is an outspoken sup-

porter of the PLO. The three mayors

were targets of Zionist bomb attacks last

June. While Tawil escaped unharmed.

Khalaf lost a foot and Shakaa both his

legs. When Israeli soldiers barred

Shakaa from the Nablus town hall they

mocked the crippled mayor for being

“half a man.” He retorted, “You have

lost your head" (Newsweek . 5 April).

The West Bank mayors were elected

to office when the occupation was run

by the Labor Alignment, which despite

its name was for many years the main
bourgeois Zionist party. The denial of

the Palestinian right of self-

determination and the creation of

Zionist settlements on the West Bankas
"accomplished facts" is very much a bi-

partisan policy. Labor differs from
Begin’s supporters in proposing to ring

the West Bank with settlements, avoid-

ing for now the densely populated
Palestinian areas. Begin and his super-

hawk defense minister Ariel Sharon, on
the other hand, are moving to implant

groups of armed Zionist fanatics right

next to the major West Bank cities and
towns, ultimately to drive the Palestini-

an population out through terror.

For Proletarian Internationalism

There is no questioning the just anger

and courage of the Palestinian youth

—

subjected to every humiliation and
outrage by the Zionists—who attacked

armed Israeli convoys with nothing but

rocks. And it certainly took courage for

the Israeli Arabs and “Peace Now"
demonstrators to display PLO flags in

the heart of Tel Aviv, an act of

“sedition" in Begin’s Israel. Yet without

a proletarian revolutionary perspective

this kind of courage can produce only

martyrs, not victories.

The limitations of the petty-bourgeois

nationalism of the PLO were clearly

seen in the two-week West Bank general

strike, which was restricted to schools,

shops and small businesses. The 80.000

West Bank Palestinians who commute
daily to jobs in Israel and who are

increasingly a strategic, if super-

exploited. part of the Israeli labor force,

continued to work throughout the

strike. Even Palestinians who work for

Israeli construction companies building

settlements in the West Bank did not, by

and large, down tools. Therefore the

strike, limited to the Palestinian com-
munities. starved itself out without

throttling the Israeli economy.

The Arab general strike within Israel

was led by the pro-Moscow Stalinist

Rakah. a genuinely bi-national party

with some roots in the Israeli prole-

tariat. Yet due to its reformism and
nationalism (more precisely bi-

nationalism. both Palestinian and Zion-

ist), Rakah made no effort to spread the

strike beyond the Arab communities,

made no appeal to Israeli Arabs as

workers and also no appeal to the

Hebrew-speaking proletariat. The result

was that the Stalinist-led general strike

of Israeli Arabs was just as middle-class

as the West Bank pro-PLO protests.

Significantly, however, the West
Bank general strike in response to the

Dome of the Rock massacre for the first

time included Arab migrant workers

who work in Israel proper. As for the

petty-bourgeois "Peace Now" move-
ment. it is traditionally pro-Zionist and
has not generally opposed the Israeli

presence in the occupied West Bank so

long as this occupation is peaceful. Yet

the militant slogans carried in its

demonstration (e g., the illegal “Golan is

Syrian") indicate a certain radicaliza-

tion in this milieu as Begin threatens the

entire Near East with disaster.

What is needed in both the West Bank
and Israel is a bi-national workers party

to break both the Arab and Hebrew-
speaking proletariats from the dead end

of nationalism and mobilize them for

common class struggle. Such a revolu-

tionary party would demand: Imperial-

ist troops out of the Sinai! Israel out of

the occupied territories! For the right of

self-determination for the Palestinian

and Hebrew-speaking peoples! For a

socialist federation of the Near East!B
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High Noon...
(continuedfrom page I)

American pattern: after several failed

coup attempts, he came to power in a

phony election. D’Aubuisson got his

nickname for his skill at interrogation

with that device when he ran the torture

chambers for former dictator Carlos

Romero. He lost his job when Jimmy
Carter’s “human rights" junta seized

power in October 1979 and cashiered

this sadistic murderer. Since that time

he has become El Salvador’s leading

ultra-rightist politician, bankrolled by

absentee landlords in Miami and organ-

izing a fascistic party known as the

Nationalist Republican Alliance

(ARENA).
Although current junta president

Jose Napoledn Duarte’s Christian

Democrats polled the most votes in the

March 27 balloting. D’Aubuisson’s

ARENA ran a close second. The
remaining votes were distributed among
several right-wing parties which have

pledged not to sit in a government with

Duarte. To the State Department’s

discomfiture, the likely result of this

situation will be a government in which

“Major Blowtorch” pulls the strings.

Since the point of the whole farce was to

preserve the myth of a “democratic

reform” government in San Salvador,

the U.S. is understandably annoyed.

But putting the best possible face on the

situation, U.S. ambassador Deane
Hinton says, “We consider Mr. D’Au-
buisson to be the leader of a democratic

party." Yesterday’s pathological killer

becomes today’s “dynamic leader" and

“colorful caudillo.”

D’Aubuisson founded the death

squad known as the “White Warrior

Union,” had the archbishop Oscar

Arnulfo Romero shot down at the altar,

shot up the U.S. embassy to protest

Carter’s policies and campaigned on a

platform calling for a “final solution” to

the guerrilla war, including the use of

napalm. ARENA is above all a move-
ment of the enraged petty bourgeoisie

fearful of revolution. Imitating corpora-

tist movements in advanced capitalist

countries, ARENA is organized into

sectors for businessmen, workers, peas-

ants, professionals, women and youth.

One of the most disturbing aspects of

this U.S.-ordered “election" was the

evidence that this fascistic assassin is

developing something of a mass
following.

The Elections and the Left

From the beginning it was clear that

the Salvadoran elections were as phony
as D’Aubuisson’s "democratic” preten-

sions. The only opposition candidates

allowed were various ultra-rightists, and
the Christian Democrats campaigned
only by grace of the U.S. embassy, for

which keeping the puppet Duarte in

office was a major goal. Leaders of the

left-wing opposition Revolutionary

Democratic Front (FDR) refused to

participate, pointing out that their

predecessors had been brutally assassi-

nated by the rightist death squads. The
U.S. ambassador unintentionally sup-

ported the FDR’s objections, suggesting

they could avoid death threats cam-
paigning by videotape. The leftist

opposition denounced the elections as a

fraud and appealed to “world opinion"

to back their call for a negotiated

settlement.

But the bankruptcy of this call has

never been clearer. Even NBC’s John
Chancellor admitted in an April 5

editorial statement that for the guerril-

las to lay down their arms now would be
equivalent to “suicide." FDR spokes-

man Salvador Samayoa recognized the

changed situation, remarking, “If the

current political maneuvers lead to the

installation in power of assassins of the

people like D’Aubuisson, if this is the

will of the State Department, we can’t

maintain our present position” (New
York Times

, 3 April). Unfortunately,

this does not mean that the FDR and the

Farabundo Marti National Liberation

.4

Front (FMLN) guerrilla coalition have

abandoned their search for a compro-
mise at the bargaining table with the

junta butchers. They are now playing

the same game as the State Department:

exerting pressure to keep Duarte in

office.

This commitment to a “political

solution” hplped to paralyze the FMLN
on election day and contributed to what

was, despite D’Aubuisson’s success, a

propaganda coup for the U.S. The press

was full of pictures of a million people

lined up for hours to vote. The turnout

was higher than anyone had expected.

No doubt many voted out of fear that

without a ballot receipt or a stamp on

their ID card certifying that they had

voted they would be subject to rightist

terror. But the level of participation

could not be attributed solely to fear.

is going regional, if for no other reason

than that the capitalists recognize that

their interests transcend national bor-

ders. It is becoming a war of the “iron

triangle” of junta dictators in Guatema-
la, El Salvador and Honduras against

the Sandinistas, Salvadoran and Gua-
temalan guerrillas. Before the Falkland

Islands conflict, Argentina was report-

edly preparing to send military “advis-

ers" to El Salvador and had already sent

$15 million in aid to the junta. CIA-
trained Cuban/Nicaraguan exiles are

openly training in camps in Florida,

California and New Jersey. And on

April 6 the U.S. launched Operation

“Readex-82," a five-week naval exercise

in the Caribbean, to be followed by

another one, “Ocean Venture 82."

What’s needed is a revolutionary mobi-

lization throughout Central America to
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EL SALVADOR :

MILITARY VICTORY
TO LEFTIST INSURGENTS

Smash The American Imperialist's

El Salvador Puppet Butcher Junta That

Massacred 30,000 Peasant* And Leftists l

MORE RUSSIAN - CUBAN MOOERN ARMS
FOR LEFTIST INSURGENTS I

OEFENCOF CUBA USSR BEGINS

M EL SALVADOR I

No: To Fake Elections !

For Workers Revolution in Central /'merica!

I’mleurul Pciolulioo - Political Solulion To ElSaltidor'

WORKER! IN AMERICA,

RISE AGAJKS1 IKE IMEKC/H IMPJFUALJSIS

BLOOD • BAILS IN EL SALVADOR !
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Proletarian internationalism: Spartacist League/Lanka poster campaign, in

Sinhala and English, for military victory to Salvadoran leftist rebels.

There was an undeniable element of war
weariness. And, most importantly, the

guerrillas had not waged a concerted

campaign to boycott these bogus

elections.

Ferman Cienfuegos of the FARN
wing of the FMLN had pledged a major
offensive aimed at "defeating" the

elections. But despite heavy fighting in

the cities of Usulutan and San Miguel,

and virtually no voting in FMLN base

areas, the promised election day offen-

sive never materialized—the diplomatic

maneuvering for a “political solution"

ruled it out. An FMLN spokesman
admitted to the New York Times (31

March) that “we created such expecta-

tions through propaganda that it looks

as if we failed ." A real effort to defeat the

fraudulent elections would have meant a

military offensive as well as militant

action by leftists in the cities and
working-class suburbs. What’s called

for is a revolutionary drive to take San
Salvador

, by the guerrillas without and

the workers within. But afraid of

appearing as opponents of “free elec-

tions," the leaders of the FDR/FMLN
popular front waffled and allowed the

ultra-rightist ARENA to mobilize.

Already they are feeling the

consequences. Even after the “elec-

tions,” FDR head Guillermo Ungo
repeated the call for a "political solu-

tion”; but when it became clear that

D’Aubuisson would have the whip hand
in a new government, Ungo said he

couldn't negotiate with ARENA "be-

cause it’s foolish to believe you can have

a democratic fascist” (New York Times,

2 April). Soon the 1,500 U.S. -trained

troops will be returning from Forts

Bragg and Benning. and “Major Blow-

torch" will renew the junta’s offensives.

Now more than ever U is necessary to

smash the army butchers on the battle-

field. Military victory to the leftist

insurgents!

A Regional War?

in spite of the FDR/FMLN, the war

defeat U.S. imperialism and smash
Reagan’s juntas.

In Guatemala, the latest coup has

brought to power yet another military

strongman who, despite his talk about

cleaning up the country’s “human
rights" image, is most concerned to

crush the growing guerrilla insurgency.

General Rios Montt was a teacher in the

charismatic sect, the Christian Church
of the Word. The young officers who
pulled off the coup are even more
reactionary than their (intended) figure-

head Rios Montt. Their concern for

Guatemala’s image is mainly aimed at

qualifying Guatemala for U.S. military

aid.

In late February reports were leaked

in Washington confirming that the CIA
had budgeted $20 million to operations

aimed at “destabilizing” and overthrow-

ing the Sandinista National Liberation

Front (FSLN) in Nicaragua. A few days

later two bridges were blown up inside

the country by a U .S.-based group of ex-

members of Somoza’s National Guard.
And the border raids by somocista

terrorists next door in Honduras contin-

ue. This led the FSLN regime to decree a

national state of emergency in mid-
March. The militia is being mobilized to

repel the expected invasion. And with

U.S. -sponsored subversion mounting,
when young Nicaraguan guerrilla Or-
lando Tardencillas returned to Mana-
gua after exploding State Department
claims of Sandinista support for the

Salvadoran FMLN, he was given a

hero’s welcome.

From all reports it’s clear that the

Nicaraguan FSLN has criminally, re-

fused to arm the leftist rebels next

door in El Salvador. FSLN “hard" and
Nicaraguan interior minister Tom&s
Borge said of U.S. charges of arms
shipments: "If the wise men of the C.I. A.

know where it’s happening, why don’t

they tell us so we can stop it?" (New
York Times, 19 March). The Sandinis-

tas also contributed to the FMLN’s

failure to disrupt the phony Salvadoran

“elections" by pressuring them to call off

their offensive. Expressing the same

myopic nationalism, another FSLN
leader remarked: “If the Salvadoran

army starts to fall apart, I hope the

guerrillas rush in with oxygen and

hot towels” ( Washington Post, 8

March). Where would the Sandinistas

be today if they had propped up

Somoza’s crumbling National Guard

in 1979?

Nevertheless, if pushed to the wall by

CIA "destabilization," somocista terror

raids or U.S. intervention, the Nicara-

guan leaders are not prepared to roll

over and play dead. "We would put

Central America in flames" says Nicara-

guan junta member Ramirez. In such a

confrontation the Nicaraguan capitalist

class would be swept aside and Nicara-

gua, like Cuba before it, would become
a deformed workers state with a

collectivized economy ruled by a petty-

bourgeois nationalist bureaucracy.

While we would defend such a deformed

social revolution (as we defend Castro’s

Cuba) against imperialism, it is not our

task to pressure the Sandinistas to the

left. Trotskyists call instead for workers

revolution throughout Central Ameri-

ca, extending to the powerful Mexican
working class to the north; for workers

and peasants governments based on

genuine soviet democracy and proletari-

an internationalism.

The narrow nationalism of Stalinist

rule is nowhere better shown than in the

refusal of Cuba to arm the Salvadoran

leftist insurgents. In a meeting with

Reagan envoy General Vernon Walters,

a former deputy director of the CIA,
Castro assured the U.S. that “no arms
have gone from Cuba to El Salvador for

the past 14 months," according to an

American diplomat’s account of the

meeting (New York Times, 26 March).

A few days later an unnamed "senior

Cuban official” told Timesman Leslie

Gelb that “Latin America as a whole is

not ripe for socialism, and President

Castro is therefore willing to promote
‘democratic change' and moderation in

the region” (New York Times, 6 April).

Unlike the Castroites, who look to the

Democratic Party of the Bay of Pigs and
the Gulf of Tonkin, the Spartacist

League proclaims: “Defense of Cuba
and the USSR begins in El Salvador!"

Class polarization is deepening
throughout Central America. Nicara-

gua is being pushed by Reagan, against

the Sandinistas’ will, toward social

revolution. El Salvador is locked in a

deepening civil war while Guatemalan
guerrillas are winning over the previous-

ly apolitical Indian population. Appear-
ing on ABC’s “Good M orning America"
last month, former secretary of state

Kissinger expressed the concerns of

more farsighted sectors of the American
bourgeoisie, worrying that the struggles

to the south might “radicalize" Mexican
workers. This preoccupation is shared

by imperialist liberals like Teddy Ken-
nedy as well as the French and Mexican
governments, who call for an illusory

“negotiated settlement" in El Salvador
precisely in order to contain the revolu-

tionary contagion in the area.

The only real “political solution" in

the interests of working people in El Sal-

vador is a military victory of the rebels

and Central America-wide workers
revolution. A real defense of Cuba and
Nicaragua from the threats of U.S.

imperialism requires revolutionary

struggle throughout the Americas,
including and expecially in the United
States—for workers action to bring
down Reagan. The maniacs in the White
House, State Department and Pentagon
are prepared to unleash a thermonucle-
ar imperialist World War III in their

fanatical crusade to stop Communism.
The psychopathic killers in Reagan’s
juntas in Central America call for a

“peace of 200,000 dead." What’s needed
is a Leninist-Trotskyist leadership, a

world party of socialist revolution, to

stop these big league and bush league
mass murderers in their tracks.

WORKERS VANGUARD



Falklands...
(continuedfrom page 1)

respective navies to pieces over a

collection of barely inhabited islands

and rocks in the South Atlantic.

Certainly the international pro-

letariat may take some grim satisfaction

if the Argentinians and British did

succeed in destroying a good part of

each others’ fleets. Especially the toiling

masses of Central America who will

recall that Thatcher and Argentine

dictator Galtieri are among the handful

who backed the junta’s election of

Friday in El Salvador by sending

observers; that the British task force will

include ships that have just Finished

taking part in NATO provocations

against Cuba and Nicaragua in the

Caribbean; and that the Argentinians

have been pushing for a role in Central

America, including in covert counter-

revolutionary operations in Nicaragua.

In the two weeks that it will take the

British armada to reach the Falklands

a more peaceful solution may well be

found. But both Margaret Thatcher and

General Leopoldo Galtieri have consid-

erable domestic prestige staked. Both

governments are likely to be made
sharply aware, if they have forgotten it

in the heat of the moment, that in this

part of the world it is the U.S. which

calls the shots. The Americans will get

the bases they need whichever way and

whatever murmurs of sympathy may
come from the White House at Britain’s

discomfiture.

The painful memory of “cousin’s”

disapproval at the time of the Suez

fiasco still haunts the Tory party 26

years of imperial decline later. And what

decline. John Nott declared for the

Cabinet that the “British armed forces

do not surrender.” But even taking into

account the thinness of the red line, they

didn’t seem to hold out very long at all.

As some Tory backbenchers are at

pains to point out Britain does not have

the military capacity to defend indefi-

nitely, or even in the present conditions

in the short term, a group of islands

some 8,000 miles away. Hence, British

diplomacy has been attempting for

several years to get rid of the Falkland

Islands problem. For the Argentinian

junta to use the military hardware so

willingly provided by British and U.S.

imperialism for any other purpose than

the legitimate oppression of the working

class, however, just wasn’t cricket.

Western bankers, meanwhile, are

quite upset over the payments freeze

decreed by Thatcher, particularly be-

cause Argentina’s $34 billion in foreign

debts far exceed her assets abroad. And
the Americans complained that the

Common Market nations’ quick action

against Argentina contrasted with their

reluctance to impose sanctions on

Poland. The Russians, for their part,

have had an essentially trivial pro-

Argentina tilt. Not because of the Kurile

Islands or some other tertiary issue, but

because they are glad to see two

American allies at each others’ throats.

By and large, the Soviets tend to have
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"Anti-Imperialist" objective? 650,000 Falkland sheep. Thatcher says the British don’t surrender British marines on the

ground after Argentine invasion of Falklands (right).

more respect for “international law"

than do the Americans (witness their

cool attitude toward the Khomeiniites’

seizure of the U.S. embassy in Teheran).

The Falkland Islands— Islas Malvi-

nas to the Argentinians—with a popula-

tion of 650,000 sheep, probably the

world’s biggest colony of penguins and

1,815 English-speaking fishermen and

sheep farmers, are hardly the jewel of

anyone’s empire. In an imperialist world

it is too much to expect that they could

be left alone to fish, graze sheep and

entertain the occasional genuine scien-

right of self-determination becomes

attenuated when either the area or the

population density becomes very small.

Do the sparse inhabitants of the Gobi
Desert have the right to self-

determination? The desires of the

dwindling population of the Falklands

are a real factor, but marginal. Some
provision should certainly be made for

those who wish to return to Britain.

For the Argentinian junta under

General Galtieri the Falklands invasion

is a vital focus of national unity in the

face of developing internal unrest over

M.

Somos

Buenos Aires, March 30: Bloody junta represses mass labor protests at

home, then whips up a “national unity” diversion over Malvinas.

tific expedition. Besides reportedly rich

fishing waters there are now uncon-

firmed reports of vast oil reserves in the

area, though the technology to tap this is

still not perfected. As well the islands

have some strategic importance. Wit-

ness the major naval engagements

fought in the vicinity in both world

wars.

In a sense the islanders are the victims

of the situation but their problem is that

they want to be part of the British

Empire, an empire that no longer exists.

Were it the case that the Falklanders

simply wanted the right not to be part of

Argentina then there is no reason why
they should be forced to be. But their

belief in the virtues of British sovereign-

ty has turned into a cruel joke at their

own expense.

Nor is the Argentine attack a matter

of Argentina’s self-determination or of

its national consolidation. Throughout
the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans
are hundreds of uninhabited or sparsely

populated islands which were seized by

major European imperialists and later

the U.S. These safe anchorages, coaling

stations and staging posts changed

hands as the respective powers’ influ-

ence ebbed or grew. With the decline of

the European empires local powers
developed their own ambitions. Across

the world, in the Maldives for example,

the native populations must be wonder-

ing whose troops might come wading
ashore on their beaches.

The vague anti-colonial question

involved in the Falkland Islands dispute

is generally misplaced. As is the ques-

tion of "self-determination” for the

Falkland Islanders: 1,800 sheepherders

do not a people make. In general, the

the catastrophic state of the economy.

Just a few days before the attack there

was a 15,000-strong demonstration

organised by the General Confederation

of Labour in Buenos Aires with large-

scale arrests. Besides his efforts to get

involved in El Salvador, Galtieri earned

his reputation butchering left-wing

guerrillas and wants a South Atlantic

Treaty Organisation with South Africa.

Nationalist fervour in Argentina is

undoubtedly being fueled by the memo-
ry of being treated as an economic

colony of Britain before World War 1.

But Galtieri may also soon turn his

attention to settling the dispute with

Chile over the Beagle Channel. Those

still alive among the thousands of leftists

and trade unionists who have disap-

peared under the junta may well find the

first fruit of taking the Malvinas is the

establishment of an Argentinian Rob-

ben Island on one or more of the barren

outcrops. The Argentinian proletariat

must oppose the generals’ nationalist

appeals and get on with the struggle to

smash the bloody junta.

But if the Argentine invasion is being

used for national unity purposes in

Buenos Aires, so too the Labour Party

in Britain is milking the issue to make
despicable patriotic propaganda in

league with the most warmongering

Tory backbenchers. Over the weekend

Parliament held its first such emergency

sitting since Suez. There that “inveterate

peacemonger" Michael Foot combined

with the worst Tory Colonel Blimps to

denounce Thatcher’s betrayal of the

Falkland Islanders. Naturally the re-

volting display of jingoism that united

left and right in the Labour Party (Tony

Benn was reportedly to be seen in

Parliament sporting a tie of the Royal

Naval Reserve) was cloaked under the

call to defend the Falklanders’ “right to

self-determination" against the “tinpot

dictators” of Argentina.

Ever since “poor little Belgium,”

social democracy has covered its sup-

port for imperialist militarism with the

same demagogy. Already Tory back-

woodsmen are shrieking that the seizure

of the Falkland Islands proves the need

for increased defence expenditure and
minimally no cuts in the Royal Navy, a

line which will no doubt find its echo in

the Labour Party as the social chauvin-

ists plead for nuclear disarmament on
the grounds that it undermines Britain’s

conventional defence. We demand that

Britain get out of all its colonies from
the Falklands to Hong Kong. We say

not a penny, not a man for the

imperialist armed forces, and we em-
phasise that it is the duty of the British

working class to oppose, lock, stock and
barrel, any British military adventure in

the South Atlantic.
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Re: The March 27 El Salvador Demonstration in Washington. D.C

The Main EnemyWas the

Spartacist League
Letters, Exchanges,
Statements and an

Editorial Reply

As the world is plunged deeper into

this second intensification of the Cold

War between the power blocs headed

respectively by the United States and the

Soviet Union, so correspondingly the

tasks of proletarian revolutionists be-

come more obviously urgent and their

organizations more evidently impor-

tant, and correspondingly precarious.

Particularly since in this second round

of international confrontation the Am-
ericans have lost blanket hegemony
within their own camp; the Soviet

Union has acquired a rough parity in

weaponry; the international capitalist

economy is currently experiencing a

severe recession; and the semi-colonial

sector of the world appears to be in the

grip of endemic upheaval.

The view from the Kremlin is also

grim: the loss of China as an ally, now
turned into a potential military junior

bloc partner of the Americans; the

festering sores of a bureaucratically

administered nationalized economy,
which have grown to the point where

they sharply diminish Soviet economic
capacity overall, in the face of the

American-instituted vastly increased

arms race; the peoples of the Soviet

Union desperately eager to enjoy some-
thing of the always promised, but

minimally delivered, enhancement in

their standard of living. In East Europe
these mass economic appetites reinforce

a nationalism sharpened by the keen

realization that bureaucratic incompe-

tents keep them from enjoying the good
life (which they imagine that all the

masses of the West enjoy, not just

privileged sectors). In Poland, given the

uniquely strong role of the Roman
Catholic church and the enlistment of

the bulk of both the proletariat and the

petty bourgeoisie in the now-suppressed

Solidarnosc, martial law has but frozen

into temporary immobility a full-scale

social crisis in which counterrevolution-

ary elements had come to predominate.
Surely the objective basis exists for

working-class social revolution
throughout the capitalist sector, and
political revolution by the working

masses in the degenerated/deformed

Those who murdered Trotsky first

slandered him as an agent of the
Nazis and the Mikado.

workers states to destroy these ruling

bureaucracies—the source of economic

deprivation, egregious inequality and

political and cultural suppression— in

favor of the introduction, and for

Russia the reintroduction, of soviet

democracy. From time to time and from

country to country the perceived need

for such revolutionary victory occurs.

Such subjective potential is now build-

ing in the United States as the ostenta-

tiously reactionary Reagan administra-

tion seeks, somewhat utopianly but with

overt viciousness, to transfer its contra-

dictions and crises onto the backs of the

mass of the people. As Trotsky reitered

endlessly, a revolutionary party seeking

to further the class struggle to victory

has been that single, indispensable

missing element. Thus the duty of any

real Marxist is to center his activity on

building a conscious and organized

vanguard capable of preparing, recog-

nizing and carrying through proletarian

revolution.

This, then, is the context in which the

Somoza family dictatorship was over-

thrown in Nicaragua by a petty-

bourgeois guerrilla army backed by

mass support and supported (at least

initially) by those remaining sectors of

the bourgeoisie who had not yet been

consumed by the Somoza family. In El

Salvador a bloody and more classic civil

war rages pitting the mass murderers

and mercenaries of the local oligarchy

(increasingly backed directly by U.S.

imperialism) against a coalition of five

autonomous guerrilla forces—less

wholeheartedly embracing the middle

classes but surely rooted amongst the

largely landless peasants for whom the

slogan “Revolution or Death” is for

many a statement of simple fact— lately

united around a program of seeking

negotiated settlement. The Reagan
administration, and notably key policy

maker General Alexander Haig, the

Secretary of State, sees the whole thing

as a Communist plot with control of the

leftist insurgents going back to Moscow
by way of Managua and Havana while

supposedly the guns flow the other way.

Meanwhile a more rational, i.e., “liber-

al,” wing of the bourgeoisie wants “no
more Vietnams.” They even can recog-

nize that just because the Soviet Union
is the main obstacle to making the world

safe for capitalism, that doesn’t necess-

arily mean that Iranian hostility to the

U.S., British problems with Argentina
and in Ulster, Israel’s curious difficulties

with even her most reactionary Arab
leaders, are all part of a commie plot.

American Left Moves Right

In the 1960s the great bulk of the

American left was fundamentally im-

paired as a force for revolutionary

change, but at least toward the end of

the decade there were a lot more of them
and they sounded pretty radical. The
New Left at best never got beyond their

model of the old left, the worn-out old

Stalinist Communist Party of the U.S.,

although an awful lot of the New Left

substituted Peking for Moscow. The
end of the American presence in

Vietnam and the passing of ten years

took far more than a decade’s toll of

these radicals. The Chinese government
piled not just atrocity upon atrocity but

pro-imperialist policy upon pro-

imperialist policy. Anyone of that

generation who still today is a Maoist

has to be feeble-minded, clinically de-

ranged, or looking for a free trip to

China. Radicals outside those three

categories have been on a general slow

drift toward and into the left wing of

bourgeois politics, or out of politics

altogether. Numerous organization

initials supplied on request.

None of these leftists ever had much
reason to like the Spartacist League. We
pointed out that the Russians threw

away billions in high-grade armaments
sent to the corrupt Egyptian capitalist

government while keeping the Vietna-

mese, who were fighting a revolutionary

war, in short supply of obsolescent

weapons. (For their part, the Chinese
obstructed their overland delivery after

the Sino-Soviet break.) We pointed out

that the massacre of Communists in

Indonesia in 1965—for which the

Chinese Maoists were co-responsible

—

ended any semblance of realism to

imperialism’s domino theory in South-

east Asia. We also noted, shortly after,

that objectively the Vietnam war had
therefore lost any rational purpose from
the American side and that the founda-
tion had been laid for a Sino-American
rapproachement. They didn’t love us for

all this.

They didn’t love us any better when in

Europe we sneered at the idea that

students were going to be the new
vanguard of the proletariat, or when we
roundly denounced those radicals who
followed Bernadette Devlin in her call

for British troops to Ulster. We were
quick to point out when various radical

groups engaged in backhanded and not-

so-backhanded scabbing; when they
enthused over trade-union out-
bureaucrats like Miller and Sadlowski
and the rest, where the only real

difference was that the outs thought it

was their turn at the trough; and when
these same radicals justified taking
unions to court.

There are many kinds of oppression
in America, based upon the underlying
system of capitalist exploitation. If

you’re black, Latin, Asian, female, old,

Indian, crippled, Jewish, off the sexual

norm, an undocumented alien or literal-

ly dozens of other conditions of being or

circumstance, this society is consciously

and unconsciously viciously cruel,

stunting and deforming. Mainly be-

cause the CPUSA (“old left”) abused the

party principle over and over again in

the service of class and social betrayal,

the New Left rediscovered pre-

Marxism. In particular they denied the

Leninist conception of the workers
party which is simultaneously the

tribune of the people, i.e., the spokes-

man for all of the oppressed. We
struggled against sectoralism and for

Marxism the best we knew how, earning

thereby particularly the hatred of black

nationalists and lesbian feminists, while

winning to our banner militants from
such backgrounds.

Getting ever closer in time, think

about the Ayatollah Khomeini. In

America and Europe all the radicals

granted him effusive support and any
one of the tens of thousands of overseas
Iranian students who didn’t do likewise

risked being called a SAVAK agent—as
indeed a good many were. Today it’s

pretty hard to find an Iranian student
abroad who freely admits he used to

support Khomeini. Without going into

details such as the daily kill rate of

leftists, the abuse of women and the like,

it’s pretty hard to uphold the Khomeini
regime. But only we said at the time of

the Shah’s fall, “Neither Shah nor
mullahs, for workers revolution.”

So, gentle reader, over many years we
have managed to be in flat opposition at

one point or another to every other

current calling itself leftist—and to be

proved right. One is not loved for this.

Anti-Spartacist Popular Front

This leads us to the present. The
social-democrats in and out of the labor
movement hate us all to pieces for our
exposure of Polish Solidarnosc as

arriving at a socially counterrevolution-
ary program, and for our uncovering
some of its direct ties to Western
capitalist circles.

Central America: not “No More
Vietnams" but Che Guevara’s fighting

slogan, “2, 3, Many Vietnams.” More
continued on page 8
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SPARTACIST LEACUE/U.S.
BOX 1577 GPO. NEW YORK N Y 10116 212 / 732-7861

2 April 1982

Alexander Cockburn
Village Voice

New York

Dear Mr. Cockburn:

Your “Press Clips" column is generally interesting and informative. But it is

necessary to make most urgent objection to several of your sentences dealing

with the Spartacist League in your column of 6 April 1982, not because they

are merely hopelessly disoriented but because they also contain the basis for

justifying continuing serious threat against us.

You wrote: “The Spartacists are a flinty lot, with more than a whiff of

Marxism-Leninism-Bonkerism, but their line on victory to the FDR/FMLN
is unimpeachable. They should just learn to stop acting like assholes. After all,

most of the demonstrators on the main march probably espouse victory for

the FDR/FMLN too.”

You have managed to invert perfectly the political issue posed in D.C. on 27

March. We don’t know whether a majority of the marchers support victory to

the left, but a lot surely do. The organizers, speakers and endorsers of the main
march were strongly and centrally united in favor of a negotiated settlement to

the war. And you, of course, have never before heard of a situation where the

needs and desires of at least many of the participants conflict sharply with that

of “their" leadership? Or that this sharp gap encourages violence and

bureaucratic suppression, not to mention malicious libel of those who would

seek to organize the opposition from below? We “assholes" [your word]

sought in every way we knew how to give coherent political expression to the

desire for leftist victory, and we also made repeated adamant efforts at

technical coordination with the organizers of the main coalition. Instead we
got lies and slander, goon squads and massive use of the police against us.

Thus you ignore the driving force behind the multiple harassment that the

SL’s Anti-Imperialist Contingent was subjected to in Washington, substitut-

ing instead words like “Bonkerism" and “assholes," implying that we brought

it on ourselves. For a man of your evident political suavity and historical

knowledge to write falsely impugning those who share your own declared

political position—to repeat your own quote about the SL, “their line on
victory to the FDR/FMLN is unimpeachable”— is to compel one very

seriously to wonder what you are about.

Sincerely,

Helene Brosius

Central Committee,
Spartacist League

enclosed documentation: 1. Letter to the March 27 Coalition, 16 March

2. Anti-Imperialist Contingent leaflet, 27 March

3. Workers Vanguard No. 302: “At Bidding of

Rad-Lib Democrats, Cops Seal Off Left"

cc: Workers Vanguard

Join With the Anti-Imperialist Contingent

2-4 pm Today Farragut Park

—Speakers—

Tom Janou usi Peace Cocp* twcnar to !*»>• El Salvador

“Eyewlt/ma to Junta Terror"

Jorge Ramirez Lalm Mar ml
•IPor el Trlunlo d» to* Inaurgentei de liqulerdal"

Jan Noroen editor Worlrert Vanguard

The Global Cl»*» War—
Vietnam, Poland, Central America

Allion Spencer Spanacua Youth League

Why U.S Rad- Libs Sell Out Sal»adoran Struggle"

Ed KtllMn. black union militant

"For Labor Action to Smaah the Nazla'KIan

and Bring Down Reagan!'

Music • Refreshments
Bathroom*

Defense of Cuba and USSR
Begins in El Salvador!

Break With the Democrats—
For Workers Action to

Bring Down Reagan!

Letter to March 27 Coalition
16 March 1982

National Coordinating Committee

March 27 Coalition

Washington, D C

To (he Coordinating Committee

At this critical stage in the El

Salvador civil war, the Spartacist

League-initiated Anti-Imperialist

Contingent and the March 27 Coali-

tion will be demonstrating in Washing-

ton on March 27 The AIC and the

March 27 Coalition share a common
opposition to Reagan's increasingly

ominous threats of U.S. military

intervention in the region. At the same
time, we differ sharply in our under-

standing of the solution—you call for a

negotiated peace, we for victory to the

leftist insurgents.

In recent months, organizers of

CISPES/PAM-imtiated demonstra-

tions in Chicago. New York. Boston

and Los Angeles have sought to

exclude Spartacist-led contingents

Sometimes the police have been

invoked In any case, sharp physical

clashes among marchers can well

provoke police intervention, placing

all the demonstrators in danger of

violence or arrest, and such confronta-

tions put non-cidzens at particular

risk

Despite the profound political gulf

between our groups, we believe it

behooves both parties to avoid unnec-

essary physical clashes in the face of a

police presence and the possibility of

extra-legal Reaganite provocation,

c g the mobilization of ultra-rightist

emigres against left-wing demonstra-

tors as also happened at particular

points during ihe Vietnam War period.

We therefore propose that our respec-

tive steering committees should make
contact to acquaint each other with the

relevant practical information on our

plans, in the hope that such coordina-

tion in advance and on March 27 will

enable us to avoid unintended clashes.

We make this proposal in the interest

of protecting the rights and safety

of all protesters. We propose such

discussion al our earliest mutual

convenience

Fraternally.

Liz Gordon
National Secretary

Spartacist League/ U.S

end Clipping from Cranma (weekly

English-language organ of ihe

Cuban Communisi Party). 28

February 1982. "Protest
Marches in Several U.S. Cities

Oppose U S Aid to Salvadoran

Government"

copies to local March 27 Coalition

and Anti-Imperialist Con-
tingent groups

I went down to Washington with dear friends in the

F.L.O.S.S. affinity group and had a thoroughly good time.

The Spartacists are a flinty lot, with more than a whiff of

Marxism-Leninism-Bonkerism, but their line on victory

to the FDR/FMLN is unimpeachable. They should just

learn to stop acting like assholes. After all, most of the

demonstrators on the main march probably espouse vic-

tory for the FDR/FMLN too. The Spartacists do have

catchy banners. I particularly liked the one reading “Long

Live the Party/of Luxemburg/Jogichesa/Warski/and

Wera Kostrxewa/Spartarist.’

{VOICE
PRESSCLIPS

By Alexander Cockburn

—6 April 1982 13 April 1982—

Editorial Reply:

So What Makes Cockburn Run?
We comment elsewhere (see facing page) on the

compelling political reasons for the urgent appetite of

the soft left to strangle the life out of our outspoken

revolutionary socialist organization by any and all

available means (other than the Marxist one of

political confrontation).

But Alexander Cockburn’s contribution genuinely

perplexes us both as to his content and tone, as

should be obvious to any reader of these exchanges

with him. He is not known to us except through his

Village Voice column “Press Clips” in which many of

his responses to topical political events rather parallel

our own. Certainly, reading the exchange on its face

shows him to be rude, intemperate and generally

projecting the sort of character that he would label us

as. And relatedly, it’s doubtless no accident, as they

say, that he didn’t quote a single sentence from
comrade Brosius’ sober letter to him which he used

for his reply "Assholes Revisited."

Rude and intemperate, self-evidently. How about

truthful? Cockburn says: “ Workers Vanguard has a

ludicrously mendacious account of the march in its

latest issue
—

” We say WV contains a multiply

verified and continuous chronology of that day’s

events as concerns the Spartacist League, which is

supplemented by the April Young Spariacus with its

different emphasis and later follow-up coverage. Le.,

we told the truth.

Fortunately light can be cast on who’s lying.

Cockburn, you or us. by your sentence immediately

preceding the one already quoted: “What did happen
was that the Sparts tried to break into the main
demonstration with low-level violence being used to

that end.” So “we tried to break into the main
demonstration"? On this page is the reprint of a

leaflet with a map showing our independent walk to

our own demonstration. The information in it was
given by us to CISPES on Thursday evening, 25

March, after it was agreed to by the D.C. police the

same day. The leaflet was given to Cockburn by Jan
Norden the next day, Friday. On Saturday some
15,000 were passed out to one and all. Then, surprise,

Assholes Revisited
I*ve had a letter from Helene Brosius of the central

committee, sorry, Central Committee, of the Spartacist

League, taking grave exception to my ascription of Mari-
ist-Leninist-Bonkerism to their group and also to my
injunction that they stop behaving like asaholes.

Actually, I thought I was being nice to the Sparts. A
tougher, and more accurate portrayal would have taken
them to task for unremitting sectarianism taken to the
level of active sabotage of left efforts to press towards the

good, the true and the beautiful. The day before the
March 27 march in Washington, partially organized by
CISPES, Jan Norden, the editor of the Spartpaper,

Workers Vanguard, came by the Voice office to suggest

that “700 baseball bat-wielding thugs” were set to attack
the Spart contingent in Washington DC. Evidence for

such intention? "Phonecalia.” How many phonecalls.”

“TWo." Whence the phonecalla? Norden didn’t know. But
he still kept talking about the threat of “deadly force”.

It struck me at the time, and I suggested as much to
Norden, that he was plodding round the newspapers with
this idiotic story just to get publicity for the Spart
counter-demo. He denied all, of course. And in Washing-
ton there was no sign of these mythical 700 baseball bat-

wielding thugs. What did happen was that the Sparts
tried to break into the main demonstration, with low-level

violence being used to that end. Workers Vanguard has a
ludicrously mendacious account of the march in its latest

issue, with a proud reprinting of an AP photo of their

banners. For Marxist-Leninists, they sure love the bour-
eois media.

that’s what we did. The reason was that with all the

talk of violence about, we wanted to minimize
physical contact with the main march, while

maintaining political interaction, all as noted in our
16 March letter to the Coalition, also here reprinted.

The “low-level violence" occurred when CISPES
formed a chain to try forcibly to keep demonstrators

from joining the Anti-Imperialist Contingent. The
continued on page 8
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Letters
[received 6 April 1982]

Baltimore. Md.

The Spartacist League

Comrades.

Please let me congratulate you on

the exemplary manner in which you

led the Anti-Imperialist Contingent

this past Saturday in Washington.

D.C. Despite the exclusion, provoca-

tion and police pressure your posi-

tions and program reached the

masses and you stand today as the

only visible revolutionary commu-
nist force in this country. Was also

rather a sterling way in which you

had the entire demonstration pass in

review. If you can’t join them out

smart ’em.

Having been thinking, these past

few days, of the significance of the

exclusionary tactics of the pop-front

anti-war coalition. These are ex-

tremely reactionary times. Fascist

and Klan activity are on the increase

throughout the country (with some

recent blatant acts being carried out

in this area). The present administra-

tion in Washington is flexing their

brain cells trying to figure out more

ways to steal from the workers and

poor so as to build up their military

might for thrusts against the workers

states. Unions are biting the bullet or

rolling over and playing dead. And
now the entire left (CP, SWP.
YAWF. RCP, CWP. etc., etc.) has

blocked with the so called left

bourgeoisie to both pressure the

ruling bourgeois sector and exclude

the communists from their activities.

These are the same people who
condemn martial-law in Poland,

police state tactics in the USSR and

the bourgeoisie’s anti-democratic

methods. However, March 27, 1982

will forever remain in my memory as

the day the left in this country

declared war on communists. It sets

the working class up for possible

defeat at the hands of an ultra

reactionary fascistic bourgeoisie....

Yours for a socialist world,

Charlie Minster

March 28. 1982

Dear CISPES,

I am writing out ofconcern overthe

relationship betweenCISPESand the

Spartacist League. I have attended

the May 3 and March 27 marches on

Washington as well as the two New
York CISPES marchesand have been

deeply troubled by police interven-

tion. Whatever contradictions I have

with the Spartacist League. I have

deeper contradictions with the police.

I cannot condone CISPES calling in

the police to form a wall between two

left groups. 1 feel that you arecreating

a false sense of fear in people’s minds

by creating the spectacle of police in

riot helmets protecting 75,000 dem-
onstrators from 100 Sparts. I also feel

that rumors of violence are much
exaggerated. 1 have personally viewed

confrontations between CISPES and

the Sparts that I later heard reported

in a distorted manner portraying the

Sparts as having caused violence

when none occurred. Also, it has been

my experience with the Sparts that

they rely exclusively on rhetoric and

analysis. They are not one of the left

groups that usesviolenceand physical

disruption as a tactic.

Secondly, on the issue of exclusion

because of political platform—the

Spart line “Military Victory to Left

Wing Insurgents’’ is a reasonable

perspective in the spectre of support

for the El Salvadoran left. I found the

equally large contingent of Palestini-

ans chanting “Zionism is Racism’’ to

be more simplistic. I found the

presence of Catholic Left anti-

abortionists to be more threatening

and I found the presence of the anti-

gay Revolutionary Communist Party

to be more offensive.

1 will continue to support your

events, but as a feminist, I am deeply

troubled by the over-reaction of

CISPES to the Sparts.

Sarah Schulman

[12 April 1982]

Dear Editor:

On March 27 1 travelled via MAD
bus [Mothers and Others Against

the Draft] to Washington, D C. to

participate in the demonstration

against U.S. involvement in El

Salvador. Before leaving the bus, a

spokesman entered and warned

everyone to stay away from the

“obnoxious Spartacist League’’ who
would try to force us to march under

their flag calling for military victory

to the leftist insurgents.

Throughout the morning, I

collected many leaflets and pieces of

literature. One of the flyers contained

a letter the Spartacist League had

written to CISPES asking that all the

various contingents march together

in unity. While I was reading the

letter a man walking by told me,

“That letter is bullshit.” He told me

the “real letter," issued previously,

told everyone to "bring beer bottles

and start a riot." I asked him if I

could see this letter. He then in-

formed me he had actually not seen

the letter, but had been told about it

by many "informed sources."

What happened when I tried to

join the Anti-Imperialist Contingent

was quite different from what I had

been told by the “informed sources."

Instead of being forced under the

Anti-Imperialist flag by those "ob-

noxious Spartacists," I found myself

face-to-face with police and men
linked arm-in-arm who would not let

me join. The aggressive and repres-

sive force was not the Spartacist

League, but was instead the organiz-

ers of the demonstration who would

not let me demonstrate for what I

believe in.

S.M.
Garden City Park, L.I.

Main Enemy...
(continuedfrom page 6)

concretely, rather than hail the esta-

blished Nicaraguan leadership and
present FDR/FMLN proposals for a

sheer sellout, as expounded by one
Guillermo Manuel Ungo, a vice-

president of the Second International

and chief spokesman for the fighters

who do face “Revolution or Death," we

call for “No sellouts— Break the popular

front— For military victory to the leftist

insurgents.” We point out that a lot of

these Salvadoran peasants think they

are fighting for communism just like

their grandfathers in 1932, and that if

they lose imperialism will be both

strengthened and emboldened against

the Soviet bloc. So this gores the ox of

both everybody with a Stalinist appetite

to make a deal with anything from
Hitler to Churchill and Roosevelt and

those often inside the same skin who
want to be part of a new Democratic

Party coalition to rule America.

Finally, and relatedly, America is in a

deep recession: companies going bank-

rupt, massive demands for "givebacks”

being placed upon unions. This slashing

of wages and conditions hits all sections

of public employment (except for the

Pentagon). It is not easy to win

economic struggles in the middle of a

sharp downturn. It is, however, the

responsibility of any labor leadership to

resist as hard as they can, to fight when
and where necessary and to employ

means appropriate to the struggle. You
can’t strike against mass layoffs but you

can damn well seize their factories, at

least for a while, and extract more from

them. Instead, the hideously overpaid

American labor officialdom sat by and

let a complete union, PATCO, be

destroyed, intimidating the whole of the

class when any one or two or four or five

unions could have turned the whole

thing around and made Reagan eat it.

Our role and weight in the labor

movement is modest but we have sought

at every critical juncture to pursue the

class struggle by any and every feasible

means. Thus we have not been back-

ward in denouncing these miserable

sellout labor bureaucrats. We know,

and the trade-union bureaucrats know,

that it is above all the black workers who
are paying the heaviest price. Mean-
while the trade-union tops, along with

their liberal Democrat chums, preach

“Ignore the Klan and the Nazis, don’t

stop them," as the fascists seek to

mobilize frightened white workers

against their much more desperately

worse-off black brothers as scapegoats.

The Spartacists

So that’s why they’re coming after us

sixteen different ways. When the gov-

ernment tries to libel us as terrorists one

way or another, we fought them off

pretty well in the courts. When the

liberals call us FBI agents, again we
want to avail ourselves of legal processes

against such infamous libel—and libel

means they know it’s a lie, but they

could care less. We have 17 volumes
from FBI files through the Freedom of

Information Act which document, we
estimate, only about one-fifth of what
the FBI has done to us in the last 18

years. But that couldn’t matter less to

those who want El Salvador safe for

imperialism, who want the pope and the

bankers running Russia and a Kennedy
in the White House. They’re running

point for repression against us.

Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Liebknecht were held accountable by

the German social-democrats and their

allies, all the way up to the German
general staff, for a lot of Germany’s
troubles, not least the defeat of the

fatherland and the associated popular

revolution. (Luxemburg in particular

—

a woman, a foreigner and a Jew—was
also accused of having taken enemy
money.) Most of the left in Germany
was united in the opinion that in any
case the Spartacists led by Luxemburg
and Liebknecht were crazy, irresponsi-

ble wild men, who if not stopped cold

would block Germany’s road to prog-

ress and, in orderly due course, social-

ism. On 13 January 1919, Vorwdrts, the

principal daily newspaper of the Ger-
man Social Democracy, carried the

following poem:
Many hundred corpses in a row,

proletarians!

Powder, iron and lead don’t ask
if to the right or left it’s a Spartacist,

proletarians

Who sent force into the streets,

proletarians?

Who first took weapons to hand
and burned for a showdown?
Spartakus!

Many hundred corpses in a row,
proletarians

Karl, Rosa. Radek & Co.,
Not one of them is there, not one of

them is there,

proletarians.

Within days, Luxemburg and Lieb-

knecht were butchered. The Communist

Party of Germany was defeated, and in

due course, a decade later, Germany got

Hitler.

In Russia, Lenin and Trotsky had a

party, a mass workers party. And in due

course, Paris nightclubs got authentic

Grand Dukes as doormen.

As James P. Cannon never tired of

saying, the United States is the most

powerful country on earth. Barring

nuclear holocaust, a revolution here

must carry the balance of the world with

it, not least wiping away the parasitic

Stalinist bureaucracies should they still

be around then. The truism still holds: in

Russia the revolution was (relatively!)

easy, but in isolation the sequel was

long, hard and uncertain. In America

the reverse is true: hard to dislodge the

rulers, but a great advanced country,

ideal for a planned economy and

satisfaction of the people’s needs. No
Paris for General A1 Haig, not even if he

gets a fifth star; maybe in their measured

compassion the world’s workers would

make him doorman in Tripoli outside

Qaddafi’s cafe.

Cockburn...
(continuedfrom page 7)

evidence is clear and complete,

Cockburn—you did not distort, you lied

in this particular matter. The courts

hold that the rest of such a person’s

testimony is rightly suspect, at best.

And it’s a particularly nasty lie for

you especially. Presumably you agree

that those who have the same kind of

political position in such a demonstra-

tion should not be kept forcibly apart.

But you claim to have that very position

of military victory yet defend those who
did their level best—by themselves and
then backed by the police

—

to block

such assembly. To liar, one must add
hypocrite.

It is idle to speculate on your motives,

e.g., maybe a Spart ran off with your
lover; maybe you are a congenital

political centrist now smoked out (i.e.,

"centrism" defined by Lenin as "revolu-

tionary in words, reformist in deeds");

maybe you are not your own master;

maybe; maybe; maybe.
There is another kind of considera-

tion, too. Cockburn is a well-known
columnist; doubtless he sees the Sparta-

cist League as a tiny, pariah group
which he can do to as he sees fit. Well,

he’s not entirely wrong. But in this

country we don’t have a seamless set of

“old boys" networks and it’s not clear

he’s part of much of one, anyhow. And
this country hasn’t (yet) gone whole hog
on an official secrets act, nor the mutual
self-protection racket which lies behind
it, either. Finally, the SL has been
around for eighteen years. Eighteen
years in which we’ve worked hard to

build and maintain a reputation for

veracity (which is why WV prints not
only a lot of corrections, but also, as in

this case, the relevant texts of opponent
material). Just now it looks like half the

country wants to get us as crazy, violent

KGB/FBI-CIA agentsand communists.
So Cockburn can blithely think he can’t

help but get away with it. Well times
change and not everybody loves a
frame-up, not by a long shot.

In any case, for whatever reason, you
are now locked in as a publicist for those
who would strike a deadly blow against

revolutionary Marxism in this country.
One more maybe: maybe just too

much Malraux has gone to your head:
...as 1 wandered Malcolm X park /

found an old. blind Spartacist chanting
the W'era Kostrzewa as he twanged a
primitive guitar. What better personifi-
cation of Spartacism. of this circle of
sectarianism, could I have found than
that old saboteur whose bonkerist
strains had ceased to interest any but the
Sparts as they squatted around him
partaking of human flesh, an unfortu-
nate Cispie having wandered into their
midst. ... m
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Witnesses’ Statements
Statement on Washington March 27,

1982

My name is Wilfred M. Thomas and I

participated in a demonstration in

Washington in support of U.S. out of El

Salvador.

1 experienced at the demonstration

two separate struggles and intervention

of students and police to separate and

censor people from involvement in the

Spartacist group.

—Wilfred M. Thomas
4-7-82

*******
April 8, 1982

On March 27 1 had participated in the

demonstration against U.S. interven-

tion in El Salvador. At this demonstra-

tion 1 had attempted to participate in a

demonstration held by the Spartacist

League. At this point 1 was detained and

stopped from crossing over to partake

of the speaker’s viewpoint. This deten-

tion took the form of police with an

overenthusiastic sense of duty and

C1SPES marshals. 1 feel this type of

harassment was unnecessary.

—Eugene Segreda

4/8/82

CISPES joined hands with the police

on March 27th to exclude and censor

the stand of the Spartacist League of

“Military Victory to Salvadoran Left-

ists.” As a marcher in the Washington

rally, I was physically denied access to

the Spartacist gathering at Farragut

Park by a line of police and CISPES
supporters when 1 tried to join the

Sparts to listen. CISPES people tried to

hustle me along urging to “Never mind"
and "Don’t bother listening’’ while

police made a pushing match of any

attempt to cross the line. 1 was forced to

proceed around the police line and back

against the flow of the rally to listen to

what the Spartacist League had to say.

— Michael McHugh

I am a sympathizer of the AIC of

Central American background.

About 1 1:30 I tried to enter the AIC.

There wasn’t a very concentrated line of

thugs—they were just one man deep—
and there were fewer police on the

southeast side of the AIC, on the side of

the park where there were literature

tables. The police were interspersed

along the line of the thugs. So I tried to

enter from that side. Two thugs came up

to me and said, "No, there’s no entrance

here." A policeman nearby said the

same: “There’s no entrance here."

I went up to the line of goons on the

northwest side of the AIC and asked,

"What’s going on here? Why do you

have a line separating the AIC from the

demonstration?” One of the women
goons answered me. “They [the AIC]
are provocateurs.” 1 started arguing

with her and accused them of being

reformists. 1 said, “I don’t belong to any

political party, but I have read and

known the different newspapers of the

leftist groups and I have discovered that

excluding the AIC is ridiculous. It’s

carried out by CISPES and other left

groups. I see the AIC’s slogans, and they

seem to me to be the best. Their slogans

have a working class perspective.

They're in solidarity with those who are

fighting in El Salvador. I don’t under-

stand why the reformist groups want to

hide these slogans.” She had few words
to explain what the AIC was, and in the

end, to justify their reformist political

line, she told me. “They’re CIA agents.”

Then she drew back. She didn’t want to

continue the argument because it was
hard for her to explain their reformist

politics as well as the exclusionary

actions carried out against the AIC that

1 had seen at this and other

demonstrations.

Jose

Editorial comment
re: "the Spartacists
were armed with
billy clubs.” Thus
liars Brevetti and
Hansen implicitly

call for the use of

weapons against
Spartacists. One can
be sure it matters not
at all to B. and H.

that, among other
video tapes made of

the skirmish, ABC
News ran It network-
wide. And lots of

photographs taken,
witnesses present
and the cops moved
in. Not a weapon
seen or found. But
that just puts you
right in there with
Al Haig.

VOICE —13 April 1982

LETTERS
Rallying Cries
Dear Editor:

Teresa Carpenter, oh-so-wide-eyed and bewildered,
stumbled along the edges of the March 27 El Salvador
protest with only an ill-informed and equally lost lamb
to guide her [Voice, April 6). Apparently, she had never
heard of coalition politics, and wondered at the “curiously
diffuse” collection of organizations represented

—

a “trade
fair” for “partisan goods," she concluded. Of course, by
her own admission, she did not listen to any of the rally

speakers, many of whom related repressive U.S. foreign

policies to social problems at home and emphasized the
need for coalitions.

Between bouts of whining indulgence, Carpenter in-

terspersed inaccuracies, smugly discrediting the “new
activism" she so successfully avoided that day. For the
record: CISPES supports Salvadoran self-determination
by military victory or negotiation, and the Spartacists

were never “denied permission to assemble and march”
by the rally organizers. Had she investigated the “fracas"
she missed she would have discovered that in this “bit
of street theater,” the Spartacists were armed with billy

clubs apd sent three CISPES demonstrators to the
hospital. The police did not act as a “barrier," did nothing
to prevent the assault, and made no arrests.

The demonstration had nothing to do with assassina-

tion theories. Moynihan's feet, Amtrak, or Carpenter’s
taste for "pleasant martyrdom." The characterization of

participants in progressive politics as mere travelers on
a “protest arcuit” or “passing marks” for political

hawkers is exactly the kind of misrepresentation pro-

moted by the right. Her coy quips from the fringe

—

deceptively headlined as a report on the march—effec-

tively silenced the 50,000 voices raised in solidarity with
the Salvadoran people.

—Vincent Brevetti and Fay Hansen
East 13th Street

THE RUMOR MILL
** A forum for the Antioch Law School Community, produced by atudent volunteer* ••
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DEMONSTRATION PROVOCATION: "On Saturday, at the El Salvador asmonatration, we
witnessed the unprovoked attack on demonstrators by members of the S,-.articist League.
It v/ as clear that the purpose of this planned attack was to try to provoke a violent alterca-

tion that would require police intervention. The League's apparent objective was to instifpfc

violence which would discredit the demonstration. Violent disruption of progressive demon-
et-ations appears to be the favorite tactic of the League. $ln evaluating this organization,

we should not be fooled by their socialist rhetoric. Their actions on Saturday showed them
to be violent provocateurs rather than progressive activists. {!t is perplexing to us tha. an

institution like AnUoch would make its facilities available to this group [They had a table

set up and paojed out literature last week. . ed. )
We must recognize that by allowing this

group to use our facilities., it is perceived by the community that we support their adivties."
James A. Yancey, [Box 448] U Jonathan Zucker |Box 202]

{CALENDAR CALENDAR CALENDARS
APRIL l : National Lawyers Guild Meeting. APRIL 6 : Discussion on squatting. 1:15 p. m.

Exchange
Antioch School of Law
Washington, D.C.

April 6, 1982

Spartacist Publishing Co.

Dear Friends,

I enclose an item from the Antioch

School of Law’s Rumor Mill ("Dem-
onstration Provocation,” 4/1/82),

and my response, which will run in

the same newsletter next week.

In struggle,

Rich Rubenstein

(Academic Dean)

In last week’s Rumor Mill, two
Antioch students claimed to have

witnessed “an unprovoked attack on
demonstrators by members of the

Spartacist League” at the March 27

El Salvador demo. The alleged

purpose of this “attack" was to

provoke police intervention and
discredit the demonstration. The
students demand that the Spartacist

League be excluded from using ASL
facilities.

I suggest that the students either

did not understand what they saw on
March 27 or do not care to under-

stand it. I suggest further that their

attack on the Spartacist League is

slanderous, and that their demand
that the SL be denied the use of

Antioch facilities is repressive, if not

Stalinoid. Save us all from such

“progressives."

The confrontation on March 27

was the direct result of attempts by

some of the groups involved in the

demonstration—in particular, the

Workers World Party and YAWF

—

to exclude the SL’s Anti-Imperialist

Contingent from Malcolm X Park.

The “unprovoked attack" witnessed

by the students was an attempt to

break through an exclusionary goon
squad. When it succeeded, the cops

were called to cordon off the commu-
nists of the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent, and to keep the demonstration

safe for the Democratic Party.

All over the country, the Spartacist

League is being violence-baited,

accused of being CIA agents, etc., by
“progressives” who do not want

communists at anti-war demonstra-

tions. They especially do not want
demonstrators or the public exposed

to the SL, a Trotskyist organization

which openly calls for military

victory to the Salvadorean Left, not

“peace talks," and which asserts that

Reagan’s war drive in Central Amer-
ica is part of a general offensive

against Cuba and the USSR. The SL
believes that Ungo’s F.D.R. in El

Salvador and the liberal-pacifist

CISPES coalition in the U.S. are

inviting disaster— in fact, inviting a

holocaust—with their promises of

“pluralism," their advocacy of “nego-

tiations," and their refusal to adopt a

frankly pro-working class position in

the Salvadorean class war. The
Spartacists deny that Democratic
Party “doves” or Reds masquerading
as liberals can mobilize the American
people against imperialism. Only a

movement which draws the class line

can do that.

THAT is why the CISPES organ-

izers don’t want the SL at their

party—not because the Spartacists

are violent, but because they are

—

horror of horrors!—revolutionary

socialists. That is also why, when it

was announced that Tom Janota of

the Anti-Imperialist Contingent

would speak at Antioch on March
26, the law school was deluged with

phone calls threatening that, if

Janota spoke at Antioch, there

would be “trouble." The meeting was
moved to another location in order to

avoid exposing unwary students to a

goon attack. Thanks to "progres-

sives” like these militant phone-
callers, Antioch students were de-

prived of the chance to hear Janota
and to see the great film, “Revolution

or Death."

In response to those who would
bar communists like the men and
women of the Anti-Imperialist Con-
tingent from using Antioch facilities.

I say: either this school is open to all

political tendencies on the Left or it is

open to none. And I ask this

question: who are you working for?

The Democrats who brought us the

Bay of Pigs and the Indochina War?
It’s time to tell the truth, folks, not to

hide behind Bella Abzug’s skirts! The
choice in El Salvador, and ultimately

in the United States, is “Revolution
or Death."

Spartacist
Pamphlet
Class war in El Salvador:
From La Matanza massacre of

1932 to the front line of Reagan's
Cold War. Articles from Workers
Vanguard, Young Spartacus.

(40 pages, $1.00)

Make payable/mail to:

Spartacist Publishing Co
Box 1377 GPO
New York. NY 10116

n Salvador
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DSOC Becomes PSA

Harrington's Giveback Socialists
To cover its real program of

"realigning" the Democratic Party of

Kennedy and Carter. Michael Har-

rington’s Democratic Socialist Organ-

izing Committee (DSOC) has always

boasted of its ties to labor. Like

prominent DSOCer “Wimpy” Winpi-

singer, the head of the Machinists

union. This "seat of the pants socialist"

more than any other union (mis)leader

stabbed the PATCO strikers in the

back by refusing to shut down the

airports last fall. Or their support to

Time magazine’s “man of the year,”

Lech Walesa. This led DSOC to make
common cause with Pilsudskiite anti-

Semites and Ronald Reagan when
Polish Solidarnosc’ counterrevolu-

tionary bid for power was checked in

December. Now the Harringtonites

are trying to sell the mammoth
auto givebacks by packaging them in

“socialist” wrappers.

At a conference last month in

Detroit DSOC swallowed the New
American Movement, an organization

of aging New Lefters, and changed its

name to Democratic Socialists of

America (DSA). The conference,

which was devoid of political discus-

sion. did manage to make one clear-cut

political statement however: on open-

ing night a special “Award for Social

Justice" was bestowed upon Ray
Majerus, secretary-treasurer of the

United Auto Workers (UAW). Even

some DSAers reportedly fretted over

this, since Majerus’ special contribu-

tion to “social justice" these days

consists in ramming through give-

backs in American Motors.

As if to answer the doubtists in his

own ranks, the following week Har-

rington brought his "giveback social-

ism” to the New York Times (30

March) Op-Ed page. Harrington listed

UAW president Doug Fraser’s S5

billion concessions among the "alter-

natives" to Reagan’s "cruel and un-

workable policies"! (He also took up
Fraser’s “yellow peril" rhetoric, warn-

ing against “importing Japanese capi-

talism.’’) Harrington excused the

bonanza for the auto bosses by

claiming that “the UAW also has

pushed for a say indecisions—pricing,

plant closings, subcontracting—that

used to be considered the sacred

prerogative" of the companies.

Some “say"! In 1979 Fraser was

given a “say” in the Chrysler board-

room in return for $1 billion, paid out

of the workers’ paychecks. For three

years he has had his “say" while the

Chrysler capitalists have destroyed

more than 40,000 jobs! Harrington

calls this the "democratization of

corporate control." We call it betrayal.

Such schemes to improve capitalism

serve only to derail union struggles and

to divert the working class from its real

aim: socialist revolution to replace the

boom-bust system of capitalism with a

rationally planned economy.
Recently Harrington’s group has

eclipsed the anti-Trotskyist Socialist

Workers Party as the hegemonic

social-democratic formation in the

U.S. Over the years these pseudo-

socialists have certainly earned Trot-

sky’s description of the labor aristoc-

racy: junior stockholders in

imperialism. Harrington was titular

head of the Socialist Party for years

while the SP supported the U.S. war in

Vietnam. Now his DSA works to

prevent another "Vietnam tragedy."

(i.e., the overthrow of capitalism) in El

Salvador. “State Department social-

ists” abroad, they are “giveback

socialists” at home. Ties to labor?

Harrington supports the Fraser wing

of the American union bureaucracy,

not against the companies but against

their own ranks. We Trotskyists, in

contrast, stand with the 105,000 UAW
members who voted against the

Fraser/ Harrington GM sellout.

GM...
(continued from page 12)

“Impossible are the independent or

semi-independent reformist trade un-

ions. Wholly possible are revolutionary

trade unions which not only are not

stockholders of imperialist policy but

which set as their task the direct

overthrow of the rule of capitalism”

(“Trade Unions in the Epoch of Imperi-

alist Decay.” August 1940). A political

struggle must be waged, starting from
the basic needs of working people and
minorities, for a transitional program
which can lead the fight to the only real

solution: a workers government which
institutes a planned economy, of pro-

duction for social need rather than

capitalist profit.

For Sitdowns Against Layoffs/

Concessions—All wings of the UAW
bureaucracy accept layoffs as “neces-

sary,” and only argue that cutting down
the size of the workforce should be done
"rationally.” The fruits of this no-fight

policy are the loss of over 600.000 jobs

(including the auto industry suppliers)

and concessions now amounting to $5

billion at Chrysler, Ford and GM. In

announcing the ratification on April 9

Fraser noted that the highest votes for

the sellout contract came from plants

with big layoffs or facing shutdown. The
refusal to fight layoffs creates these

conditions in which concessions can be
squeezed out of the workers by

blackmail.

The downward spiral of concessions

and layoffs can only be halted by
militant labor struggle. In February at

Ford’s enormous River Rouge plant in

Dearborn the Rouge Militant Caucus
called for a two-day sit-in demonstra-

tion. to “turn things around and put us

on the offensive against the bosses and
their concessions drive.” By holding

plants like the Rouge hostage for 48

hours, auto workers could rally broad
sections of the working class and the

ghetto poor into common action, while

attacking the “principle" of private

ownership of the factories.

For Labor/Black Mobilizations to

Stop the Nazis/Klan—The “SS Action
Group” that was run out of Ann Arbor
on March 20 now threatens to march in

the heart of labor/black Detroit in May.
As the economy slides downward,
fascist groups find fertile ground for

convincing frustrated middle-class

whites that blacks, unions, leftists and
Jews are the sources of their problems.

Isolated fascist terror attacks are al-

ready occurring. If these small groups
are permitted to gain confidence and
support, they will eventually target

powerful organizations like the heavily

black UAW.
Detroit is a segregated city. But the

auto plants are integrated: black and
white workers work together and
struggle together against the bosses. It’s

here, in the plants, that the social power

resides that can be mobilized to smash
the fascist menace. A key element in the

success of the March 20 Ann Arbor
mobilization was the work of the

Spartacist League and Local 600 mili-

tants to bring this working-class power
to the fore.

For International Working-Class

Solidarity—After years of cultivating

an image as a socially progressive union,

the UAW has become the rabid advo-

cate of protectionism. Love the Ameri-
can auto bosses, hate Japanese auto

workers is Fraser’s poisonous message.

In his speech to the Cleveland City Club
tycoons Fraser said that democratic

values were “foreign to the culture of

Japan" and complained that Japan was
undermining the anti-Soviet campaign
by selling pipe-laying equipment to the

Russians. Besides leading the racist anti-

Japanese chorus, Fraser expressed

satisfaction that the U.S. has “the means
to devastate the Soviet Union.”

Such gung-ho support for American
imperialism is common to every high-

placed union official in the country,

from Reaganite reactionary to social-

democratic. Beating the drums for

imperialist trade wars only paves the

way to shooting wars in the future. Only
those who are willing to fight the

capitalists’ attacks on workers abroad
can wage an effective fight against the

concessions.

Break With the Democrats— For
Labor Action to Bring Down Reagan

—

Trotsky wrote that the labor aristocracy

and the reformist bureaucrats are

required by monopoly capitalism to

“become transformed into its political

police before the eyes of the working
class." For decades the union bureau-

crats have peddled their alliance with

the capitalist Democratic Party by

obtaining crumbs for the masses of

workers, minorities and poor. Today,
though, there are no crumbs to be had.

Democrats and Republicans alike vote

to burn up social programs as fuel for

the trillion dollar anti-Soviet arms
buildup, and the Fraser/Kirkland bu-

reaucracy go along.

The Trotskyists of the Spartacist

League fight for a workers party forged

in the struggle to oust misleaders like

Fraser from the unions, a party that can
lead the working masses in struggle to

bring down Reagan. Such a party would
organize sitdowns against layoffs and
concessions. It would lead massive
labor/black mobilizations to smash
fascist terror. It would initiate labor

action, boycotting military cargo, to aid

leftist insurgents in El Salvador. A class-

struggle workers party would fight to

defend the gains of the Russian
Revolution—planned economy, state

monopoly of foreign trade—from at-

tack by the imperialists. Only a revolu-
tionary workers party can successfully

lead the working masses and oppressed
minorities in the fight for a workers
government.
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Michigan Daily Howls Over Nazi Defeat
We publish below a letter submitted

to the Michigan Daily.

* • * • •

1 1 April 1982

To the Editor:

March 20th marks an important

victory: the day the Nazis were run out of

Ann Arbor. Some 2,000 workers, stu-

dents, minorities, heavily supported by

area labor unions, responded to the call

for action of the Spartacist League-

initiated Committee toStoptheNazison
March 20th. But for those who did not

want to see the Nazis stopped, March
20th was a shameful defeat. So the

Michigan Daily is howling about “vio-

lence.” In your editorial on March 23,

titled, “Placing the Blame," you blame
not the Nazi storm troopers who came
with their brownshirts and swastikas to

terrorize decent citizens, but the militant

anti-Nazi demonstrators who organized

to stop them.

"On Saturday they caused trouble,"

editorializes the Michigan Daily, siding

with the Nazis against their enemies. The
ubiquitous “they” refers here to “revolu-

tionary groups.” For the Michigan Daily

“nothing could be more reproachable

than the methods of these groups.”

Stopping the Nazis seems to bqjust about

the worst thing the Michigan Daily

editors can imagine, calling “the whole

scene [on March 20] a horrendous

spectacle unmatched in recent Ann
Arbor history." With insulting arro-

gance unmatched even in recent college

newspaper editorials, the Michigan

Daily applies the lessons of the McCar-
thy school of journalism suggesting that

the anti-Nazi demonstrators were com-
mie dupes: “They [the revolutionaries]

manipulated the anger of the crowd—

"

In fact all of the left groups lagged

woefully behind the spontaneous action

of the crowd, which needed no “manipu-

lation" to stop the hated Nazis.

Unlike the Michigan Daily, which

weeps over the“Constitutional rights” of

the "innocent" Nazis, the 2,000 Ann
Arbor residents who stopped them know
what they are. The survivors of Hitler’s

death camps know that “free speech” is

not the issue with these terrorists, who
are looking for an “American Hitler to

gas the niggers and kikes.” And Cynthia

Steel, the black Michigan woman who
had her hand blown off by the Klan,

knows that the genocidal terrorists are

not just a threat in the future and thedim

past. A Nazi lynch mob is not a debating

society.

Why has the Michigan Daily so

obviously lined up with the Nazis against

those who fight them? Because they are

smarting from the political defeat they

suffered along with the Nazis on March
20. when the mayor’s diversionary “let’s

ignore the Nazis” rally flopped. Despite

the Daily' s incessant campaign of

violence-baiting the Committee rally in

an effort to keep away demonstrators,

hundreds of University of Michigan
students made the clear decision to stop

the Nazis, not ignore them.

That is why the Daily is hopping mad
at the Spartacist League and the Com-
mittee to Stop the Nazis. And that is why
they are now spoiling for an anti-red

witchhunt. So while the cry has gone up
for “free speech’’for Nazis, the Spartacus
Youth League has become the victim of

gag law on the University of Michigan
campus, as the cops slap the SYL with

multiple summonses for passing out

leaflets!

But more than mere hypocrisy is

involved in blaming the left for the

violence of the fascists (although there is

plenty of hypocrisy). The Michigan
Daily is a crude collegiate reflection of

the big-time capitalist press. After the

Greensboro massacre in which the

KKK/Nazis gunned down anti-fascist

demonstrators in broad daylight, the

New York Times called it a “shootout”

between two equally violent groups. The

Daily wants to go the Times one better

portraying the communists as more
violent than the Nazis. Behind this

journalistic campaign of witchhunting

the left and covering-up for the Nazis is

the ominous fact that the fascists in all of

their forms are becoming more accept-

able to an increasingly desperate capital-

ist class. The racist union-busting scum
are seen as the future shock troops

needed to save decaying capitalism in

crisis.

The Michigan Daily was particularly

irritated by the SL’s “banners [which]

flew at the City Hall rally proclaimingan

end to the Reagan war drive.” For the

Daily, such a program is“completely out

of place in protesting the Nazi threat.”

But in fact the alarming and increasing

growth of the fascist groups is taking

place in the fringes of theanti-Soviet war
drive. It is the Cold War and racist

policies of both capitalist parties that

have given the green light to the KKK/
Nazis. And they are helped outconsider-

ably by thecapitalist press. It will take the

SL program of masslabor/black mobili-

zation to stop them. That’s what stopped

the fascists here—not the courts, police

or the bleating of liberal sheep.

Michele Lubke
Spartacus Youth League

Ann Arbor...
(continuedfrom page 12)

about violations of the Nazis’ “free

speech": “Mob Clashes with Nazis at

Rally," was the front-page headline of

the campus Michigan Daily, while the

Ann Arbor News (23 March) wrote that

"the reaction to the Nazis Saturday was
Nazi itself.” A Michigan Daily editorial

ranted against leftists organizing "a

horrendous spectacle unmatched in

recent Ann Arbor history” (see our

letter in response, above). On the

contrary, this was the best moment of

recent Ann Arbor history! The 2,000

demonstrators who surrounded the

Hitlerites and pelted them should be

proud of their service to humanity.

The denunciations of "mob violence”

are a smokescreen to hide the class

standpoint of the bourgeoisie. Violence

is fine with the bosses, as long as it’s

directed at the exploited and oppressed.

But when working people mobilize

independently on the picket lines, in the

streets or factories to defend their

interests, the ruling class goes nuts.

Today they single out the SL for

persecution in Ann Arbor because we
led the mass labor-centered mobiliza-

tion that sent the fascists hightailing it

out of town. Seven union bodies

endorsed the call of the Committee to

Stop the Nazis, along with a number of

labor officials. The Committee also

gathered broad support from students,

relatives of holocaust survivors and
from Ann Arbor’s small Slavic commu-
nity. It is this spectacle of organized

labor and minorities united in action led

by socialists, by “reds," that gives the

ruling class the shivers.

The cops and University of Michigan

administration are not only vilifying the

SL—they are treating us as criminals.

On at least five separate occasions

supporters of the Committee and the

Spartacus Youth League (SYL) have

been issued summonses by the Ann
Arbor police. Our “crime”: passing out

leaflets and posters on campus. It’s

obscene: the Nazis get cop protection

and the bosses shed tears over the so-

called violation of their “free speech"

while socialists and working people who
organized to stop these racist terrorists

are busted for distributing literature!

The accusation that the Committee
was for denying rights is pure bunk.

March 20 was not about preventing civil

rights, but stopping murderers before
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they could kill. The hypocrisy of the

campaign for “free speech” for Nazis

(who after all are not talkers but

terrorists) was captured quite well by a

letter writer to the Ann Arbor News (28

March):

“In my day I have seen Rap Brown run
out of Maryland for attempting to

express his viewpoint; Huey Newton
left California for pretty much the same
reason. The Black Panthers are gunned
down in Chicago, in the West Coast for

attempting to express a viewpoint.
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King

were assassinated for self-expresssion,

and not one time during this era of
repression was the First Amendment
invoked ever. But when it comes to
trash and garbage like the Nazis and the
Klan, every law-enforcing agent in the
country lends a hand to protect this riff-

raff.”

Nevertheless the clatter about "vio-

lence" and “non-violence” continues in

the press and on campus. It is not

motivated primarily by pacifism but by
a desire to see the anti-Nazi demonstra-
tions stop. At bottom it is a strategy of

reinforcing the capitalist state. Another
letter in the same issue of the Ann Arbor
News is typical: “If and when they [the

Nazis] threaten society with violence,

only then should they be stopped,

through the courts—not through the

aggressive action of a group of citizens.”

But the capitalist courts don’t stop the

fascists, they go after the potential

victims who seek to defend themselves.

While the Ann Arbor city fathers, the

cops and press campaign against the

Committee to Stop the Nazis, they

receive plenty of help in this dirty anti-

communist business from the profes-

sional anti-Spartacists who inhabit the

area. At each point the Revolutionary

Workers League (RWL) and Revolu-

tionary Socialist League (RSL) have

taken their cue from the liberals' hatred

of the revolutionaries. The RWL-RSL
“Coalition" wanted to “protest,” not

stop the Nazis because they thought that

militant slogan would “alienate people."

When the SL-initiated Committee was

being violence-baited, they joined in.

Never did they on their own seek to mo-
bilize anyone, except a handful of cam-

pus leftists. They completely ignored the

labor movement. And the RWL even

refused to print a telephone number on
the “Coalition” leaflet saying they were

afraid the Nazis would find them.

Even though the “Coalition" tried to

sabotage the effort to stop the Nazis at

every step, they were offered speakers at

the rally. But they contemptuously

refused any united action. And then on
March 20 they showed up with their

own competing sound system, hoping to

drown out the labor-backed rally. We
scratched that. And now with the media
screaming about leftists provoking
"mob violence” the RSL-RWL are

chiming in, denouncing the SL as

“political gangsters" and “thugs." They
have spent far more time protesting our
refusal to allow them to disrupt the

demonstration than they ever did

building anything. They are doing the

dirty work for the bosses.

Stop Nazis in Detroit!

The Nazis were routed in Ann Arbor
so their tinpot fiihrer Ted Dunn wantsto

stage a “successful" racist provocation

to overcome the demoralization of his

little gang. The “SS Action Group”
claims they are coming to Detroit to

demand freedom for Rudolf Hess,

convicted Nazi war criminal. Undoubt-
edly made edgy by the mobilization in

Ann Arbor, the first response of the

Detroit city council was to refuse the

Nazis a permit. But working people
better not place any reliance on the

bosses’ government. As Spartacist

League spokesman Don Andrews em-
phasized in addressing the council on
March 31:

"This government is not neutral.

Neither the city council nor any other
agency of government has any business

taking up the question of a permit. The
power to regulate or censor political

activity will be used by the council
against labor and minorities This
council can be a big help to those of us
who recognize the Nazis for what they
are, architects and instigators of mass
murder. Give the police force a day off
on May 9th or whatever day they are
going to march. Surely one day off

won’t bankrupt the city. Then the Nazis
can be confronted by the legitimate

anger and outrage of their victims and
intended victims.

“The Spartacist League initiated the

Committee to Stop the Nazis on March
20 which brought together over 2,000
demonstrators, blacks, Jews, auto work-
ers from Ypsilanti who drove the Nazis,
the Hitler-lovers, out of Ann Arbor.and
Ann Arbor residents are safer for it If

they show up here in Detroit, they
should be met by tens of thousands of
workers, black people, Jewish people.
Otherwise a lot of people here, includ-
ing people on this council, might get
first-hand experience of what fascist

terror means. That need not happen and
that must not happen."

What the fascists really want is to

establish a foothold in urban Detroit.

They want to set up their race-terror and
labor-hating operation in the midst of
heavy unemployment and seething

discontent. The KKK threatened to hit

Detroit in November 1979 to "cele-

brate" the Greensboro massacre. But
the SL and trade-union militants organ-
ized a 500-strong demonstration, in-

cluding many black auto workers,
which made certain “The Klan Won’t
Ride in the Motor City!” The Nazis
hoped that Ann Arbor would be a
staging area for Detroit. But 2,000
stopped them in their tracks on March
20. Now they are running with their tails

between their legs. Labor and blacks of
Detroit have the power to finish thejob.

Sweep the Nazis off the streets for

good!

Ann Arbor, March 20: Cops rush In to protect Nazis from mass outrage.
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Liberal Backlash in Ann Arbor Because...

Now Stop Them
in Detroit!

ANN ARBOR—When 2,000 angry citi-

zens drove a gang of Nazi punks out of

town on March 20. it was a badly needed

victory for working people. The anti-

fascist demonstrators were responding

to a call for action issued by the

Committee to Stop the Nazis, initiated

by the Spartacist League (SL). Saddled

with the nation’s highest unemploy-

ment. hit with pay cuts and concessions,

subjected to increasing racist attack, the

workers, minorities and students of

southern Michigan were not going to let

the Nazis stage a provocation in Ann
Arbor. So after their humiliating defeat

here, the fascists are threatening to

goose-step into the black proletarian

center of Detroit next month. The SL
says: We stopped the Nazis in Ann
Arbor, now stop them in Detroit!

The local bourgeois establishment in

Ann Arbor is in a state of vindictive

frenzy because the mayor’s diversionary

"ignore the Nazis’’ rally on March 20 fell

flat on its face. So now they are wailing

continued on page II
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Ann Arbor, March 20: 2,000 respond to Committee call to stop the Nazis.
WV Photo

GM Concessions Split UflW

Fight Fraser’s Giveback Unionism!
Doug Fraser finally got his $3 billion

General Motors giveaway deal ratified

last week—by the paper-thin margin of

9.000 votes out of 220,000 cast. Over
105.000 United Auto Workers (UAW)
members—48 percent of those voting

—

turned thumbs down on a deal that was
backed by 95 percent of the union’s GM
bargaining council. The results took the

pro-company UAW tops completely by

surprise and revealed deep-going anger

against the giveback offensive by Fraser

and the capitalists. Those who voted

against the GM deal knew that rejection

would mean a bitter fight when the

current contract was to run out in

September, and they were willing to

take the corporation on.

The massive outpouring against

Fraser’s deal was a largely spontaneous
rank-and-file repudiation of the UAW
officialdom, from the local level on up.

Virtually every local president in the

country backed the agreement, includ-

ing some who had led the short-lived

Locals Opposed to Concessions (LOC)
lashup in January. Ron Murray, a

former LOCer and head of UAW Local

735 at Hydra-matic, told the New York
Times (26 March) that the contract

“made sense in the current economic

climate.” Another, Don Douglas of

Local 594 in Pontiac, predicted 60

percent of his local would agree to

concessions.

Nevertheless, both of these locals

rejected the concessions package.

Lordstown UAW Local 1 1 12 president

Marlin Ford was on the 11-member
negotiating committee and recom-

mended adoption, but his local clob-

bered the contract by four to one.

(Speaking in Cleveland to a collection of

City Club capitalists right after he

announced ratification of the GM
sellout. Fraser replied to a questioner,

’’Jeez, I’m trying to forget Lordstown.’’)

But some contract opponents don’t

intend to let Fraser forget. In Linden,

New Jersey where Fraser’s sellout was
buried by a five-to-one margin. Local

595 leaders announced they would
challenge the nationwide election

results.

Auto workers have been backed into

a corner by speedup, job combinations
and heightening shop-floor harassment.

Layoffs have pushed Michigan’s unem-
ployment rate to over 16 percent kl the

same time that Reagan's austerity cuts

have removed what little buffer there

was to keep laid-off workers from

Douglas Fraser wv Photo

sinking below the welfare line. Supple-
mental Unemployment Benefits funds
are practically dry. And now employed
GM workers are to join their brothers
and sisters at Ford and Chrysler in

taking whopping wage and benefit cuts

for the sake of capitalist profit. With the
labor fakers acting as company cops,

unrest in auto and other industries could

erupt into major class battles escaping

control by the blatantly pro-capitalist

Fraser/ Kirkland bureaucracy.

The key to winning these battles is

leadership. Recession, austerity, give-

backs—these have made it desperately

necessary to fight. But for what? And
how? More than 40 years ago Leon
Trotsky, who together with Lenin led

the Russian Revolution of 1917, wrote
about the trade unions in this period of

decaying capitalism and imperialist

wars: “They can no longer be reformist,

because the objective conditions leave

no room for any serious and lasting

reforms." How true this is today when
the labor reformists, who yesterday only
called for “more," now are working
overtime to force the ranks to accept
less , literally taking money from UAW
members’ pockets to give to the bosses’

profits; when wrecking balls are tearing

down factories in Detroit while Fraser

sits complacently on the Chrysler board
of directors.

Trade-union reformism, which ac-

cepts the capitalist profit system, is

shown to be utterly bankrupt when
profits are falling. As Trotsky wrote:

continued on page 10
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Reagan’s Allies at Each Other’s Throats

APRIL 27— Reagan and Haig must
think they're having a bad dream. Their

staunchest anti-Communist allies in

Europe and Latin America respectively

are actually going to war against one
another. The first shots have already

been fired. And over what? A couple of

god-forsaken islands close to Antarcti-

ca. When the crisis first broke, Reagan
stated pathetically, ''We’re friends with

both countries." But the friend of one’s

enemy is scarcely one’s friend. So
whoever wins the Falklands war, U.S.

imperialism will lose. And that is all to

the good.

One unhappy Western diplomat

summed it all up when he said the

Russians “are the only winners in this

crisis. Everyone else winds up with egg

on his face" ( Newsweek, 26 April). Hard
as they try, anti-Communist hysterics

have been unable to pin the Falklands

fiasco on the Kremlin. Displaying a

peculiar respect for "international law,"

the Soviet bureaucrats did not even veto

Britain’s emergency resolution in the

UN Security Council. All they’ve shown
so far is a diplomatic tilt toward
Argentina, which is, after all, their main
trading partner in the Western
hemisphere.

While the Kremlin Stalinists bewail

the threat to “world peace,” revolution-

ary socialists can only look forward to

the spectacle of these two hated right-

wing regimes sinking each other’s fleets

on the high seas. There’s an old saying:

war is the mother of revolution. The
bloody Argentine junta, wracked only a

few weeks ago by massive labor pro-

tests, and the despised Thatcher govern-
ment, which has driven the British

people into the poorhouse, can be
brought down as a result of defeat and
humiliation in war.

Fantasies of Victoria

“Be pleased to inform Her Majesty

that the White Ensign flies alongside the

Union Jack in South Georgia. God Save
the Queen!" This was not an emissary of

Queen Victoria during the heyday of
empire, but a message beamed to Tory
prime minister Margaret Thatcher.
With the surrender of less than 200
Argentine marines and sailors on South
Georgia Island, including the crew of a

damaged vintage 1944 submarine, the

Royal Navy has finally struck a blow for

the honor of the empire a month after

the Argentine seizure of the Falkland
Islands (Islas Malvinas).

If this is one of the more bizarre

continued on page 10

War Criminals Lead “Peace” Campaign

Cold War “Freeze”?
“To those who protest against

nuclear war, I can only say, I’m with

you." The words of a Hiroshima
survivor? A Quaker pacifist? A Rus-

sian detentenik? No, it is the itchiest

nuclear gun in the West, Ronald
Reagan, speaking of the burgeoning
"Ground Zero" and “Freeze" cam-
paign. Here is the “peace" campaign
that delights the capitalist media, a

campaign which belongs in Orwell’s

1984. For here is the "peace" campaign
for imperialist war.

Reagan’s statement reveals more
than the boundless hypocrisy of the

American president (about which

more than enough is already known)

—

it exposes this popular crusade which
some on the left are already blessing as

the savior of us all from the horrors of
nuclear holocaust. In the Reagan
statement there is a sense that this

campaign against his policies is a

fraternal dispute—a quarrel among
friends with common objectives but

tactical differences. And for the freeze

campaign Reagan is on target.

Of course all the reformists on the

left have gone positively gooey over
the “broad roots" of what they call the

“new peace movement." The freeze

campaign however is not a peace

movement at all (utopian as that might
be); it isn’t anti-militarist, and it isn’t

even against new U.S. missiles as are

mass demonstrations in Europe. It

isn't a "movement," but an ephemeral
outburst of bourgeois pacifism organ-
ized by influential capitalist circles

which want to put the U.S. war arsenal

on a sounder economic foundation
than Reaganomics: "Men of peace"

like Teddy Kennedy and his Camelot
killers, certified war criminals Robert
McNamara and McGeorge Bundy.
Men of god like Nixon’s evangelist,

Billy Graham. And visionary “ex-

perts" like Ground Zero’s top man

Roger Molander, until last year a

flunky for the National Security

Council.

Large and growing sections of the

bourgeoisie recognize that Reagan’s
policy of combining the most massive
military buildup in peacetime history

with economic recovery (while cutting

taxes) is impossible. They argue that

with the Soviet Union at rough nuclear
parity, the U.S. nuclear threat loses

some “credibility." So they want more
than just the nuclear option. They
want more bang for the buck. This
means a leaner, meaner military,

centered on (but not limited to) the

thermonuclear doomsday machine, to

wage war in the interests of U.S.
imperialism around the globe.

Since arms “control" is now viewed
universally as controlling nothing, the
word "freeze" has become convenient
in this intrabourgeois debate. The
nonbinding Kennedy/ Hatfield resolu-

tion calls for "mutual disarmament"
and of course “verifiability." Reagan

continued on page 11



Letters

How to Fight the

Fascists
March 15. 1982

Dear Walt:

I read the material you gave me on the Ann Arbor
Klan struggle and thought over our discussion of last

Friday. I told you on the phone that I disagreed with

your strategy on the way to struggle against the Klan in

Ann Arbor and promised to write you a note on the

problem. Actually 1 think our discussion was some-
what off target. We discussed in some depth the

successful struggle against Gerald L.K. Smith in 1945.

But that struggle was really quite different from the

problem presented by the Ku Klux Klan. Smith ran a

public propaganda campaign of hate that was well

financed, winning him a growing base of support,

numbering in the thousands. The Ku Klux Klan is a

horse of another color. It is a conspiratorial, hooded
gang of killers that used to do its killing in dead of

night. It is now trying to gain legitimacy, to go public,

so to speak. The best way to do that is to use the cops to

protect them. And how to get the cops to protect them?
By provoking the radicals into battles of the Klan’s

choosing.

And how can one mobilize tens of thousands of

workers in a united front of labor to fight 15 ugly men?
Those would be odds to make heroes of the cowardly
night riders. An approach to the labor movement is

understandably an exercise in futility.

Then what can be done? For something certainly

must be done. 1 think an effective strategy should be to

take care of them the way the workers took care of

scabs in the Thirties. In those years the bosses hired

professional strike breaking companies to bring in

scabs to break up a picket line or sneak scabs into the

shops to work. One of the ways we countered these

assaults was to photograph the scabs. We gave them
publicity. We found out where they lived and where
they went to church and we let their neighbors and
their friends know who they were and what they were
doing. Scabs were in general disfavor, as 1 think the

Klan is today. They want publicity? Then give it to

them—individually, not as a group. In the meantime,
of course, their organization should be penetrated so
we know in advance of their murderous plots. (Such a

Ann Arbor,
March 20—

SL-organlzed
mobilization

of 2,000
drives Nazis
out of town.

WV Photo

strategy also takes a leaf out of the FBI book.)
Anyway, you have already called for a united

demonstration. So the problem now is to safeguard

that counter-demonstration. The biggest problem
there is to protect the demonstrators from provoca-
teurs. If the Klan is out for more than publicity, if it is

out for blood as it was in Greensboro with the help of
the police, the CIA and the FBI, then they could use an
agent to shoot blanks at the Klan to justify either Klan
or police fire. Even against a thousand antifascists, the

15 Klansmen would then have a victory. Don’t
underestimate the enemy! They are not just “nuts”, and
they often get professional advice, also as in Greens-
boro. If you have a moral victory over the Klan, and
only that, 1 urge you to choose a more effective set of
tactics.

Sincerely,

Myra Tanner Weiss

WV replies: Myra Tanner Weiss is a veteran socialist

who was for decades a leading spokesman of the
Socialist Workers Party prior to its full reformist
degeneration and her own departure from the SWP in

the direction of “socialist-feminism.” Her letter

declining to endorse the Spartacist-initiated March 20
Ann Arbor mobilization against fascist provocation

(the Nazis in this case, not the Klan) brings up the then-

Trotskyist SWP’s labor-centered struggles against

G.L.K. Smith only to dismiss this general strategy as

somehow inapplicable to the present.

The Klan and Nazis, the fascist “fringe" of Reagan
reaction, are becoming bigger and bolder. In the

present climate of aggressive racist reaction and
agonizing economic crisis, they smell the possibility of

real prominence for themselves as the “militant” wing
of racism, anti-Sovietism and anti-gay backlash. They
can and must be interdicted from the major urban
centers by mass mobilizations based on (he integrated

strength of the labor movement.
Comrade Weiss suggests photographing individual

fascists as an alternative and more effective “strategy.”

This is a tactic which can be a useful adjunct of—but
hardly a substitute for—mass actions like picket lines

and demonstrations. Nor is her proper objection to

futile radicals vs. cops confrontations a response to our
perspective.

The root of her objection, which Weiss states almost
as an afterthought, is that today “an approach to the

labor movement is understandably an exercise in

futility.” All our experience shows precisely the

contrary. From the November 1979 Detroit rally of
500 mainly black unionists and leftists, built despite the

opposition of the UAW bureaucracy (a “united front
from below"), to the April 1980 San Francisco
mobilization of 1,200 endorsed by officials from 28
area unions, working people goaded beyond endur-
ance by Reagan reaction and union busting have
shown the will to fight back against their oppression
behind a strategy that can win.

In Ann Arbor on March 20, a broad-based
demonstration of 2,000 students and workers chased
the Nazis out of town. Despite the sectarianism and
sabotage of the fake-leftists and concerted violence-

baiting by the city administration and media, labor’s

response to our call to action was enthusiastic. Union
locals—UAW, AFSCME, transit, firemen—endorsed
as well as numerous union officials and minority
spokesmen. Hardly an “exercise in futility”! The Ann
Arbor victory, organized by our small socialist

organization, was an example of the anti-fascist

strategy which Comrade Myra Tanner Weiss despairs
of, the strategy which is a key to unchaining the power
of labor, now shackled by a defeatist “leadership,” for

united struggle in its own class interests.

On Recruiting
Blacks
The following letter was addressed to Spartacist.

English-language organ ofthe International Executive
Committee of the international Spartacist tendency.
For reasons ofspace we have not been able to include it

in recent issues o/Spartacist and are therefore running
it along with a reply in WV.

Columbus, Ohio
August 7th, 1981

To: Editor of Spartacist

I am a regular reader of your magazine and paper,
and supporter of many of the concepts expressed
therein. However, 1 ran across an item in your Winter
1979-1980 [No. 27-28] issue which I find at the same
time perplexing, disgusting and ridiculous. In the
article about the international Spartacist Conference,
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in the section about the RWP of Ceylon, a delegate
states that ”... U.S. blacks. . .are five times as hard to

recruit and five times as much trouble inside when you
do recruit them.”

But why should this be? American blacks are in

general more opposed to war, American chauvinism,
racism, police terror, big business and budget cuts, etc.,

than whites. This is confirmed by numerous sociologi-
cal surveys. So why should it be so difficult to win
black people to communism? How about “yes, they
tend to be more rebellious against this system but they
lack the (intelligence?) or (discipline?) or (cultural

level?) to be revolutionaries." But of course, the
delegate you quoted was arguing that the party must
exert maximum efforts to recruit (troublesome) blacks
anyway. Is this the five fold (!) “white man’s burden” of
the Spartacist League?

Fortunately for the U.S. working class however,
black workers have no such incapacity for, or aversion
to, communism. This is why tens of thousands of
American blacks joined the Communist Party in the
1930’s, 40’s and 50’s. But if the Spartacists are indeed
encountering such great obstacles as the delegate
states, perhaps the problem can be located within the
organization rather than with bladk people.

Sincerely,

David Mann
Columbus Critic

Spartacist replies: Bursting with moral righteousness
our critic takes strong exception to the statement that

“blacks are five times as hard to recruit and five times
as much trouble inside" as whites. “Why should it be so
difficult to win blacks to communism?” he asks
rhetorically, implying it shouldn’t be difficult at all.

Unfortunately, oppression oppresses. Evidently
Dave Mann, trained in the Progressive Labor school of
“fighting racism" through moral exhortation and
campaigns against racist textbooks, finds this hard to

understand. But racial oppression consists of more
than just ugly ideas in people’s heads. It is rooted in the
structure of American capitalist exploitation and fed
by every aspect and institution of American society.

For many blacks, welfare mothers with several

children, for example, the basic struggle for economic
survival totally dominates their lives, making sustained

political activism all but impossible. Blacks shaped by
the hellish conditions of ghetto existence have to

struggle a lot harder than most whites to achieve the

minimally stable economic and social existence which
makes disciplined political commitment possible in

“normal” times. Reading Workers Vanguard, to say

nothing of writing for the internal bulletin, can be a
laborious process for blacks “educated" in ghetto
schools. From high blood pressure to legal problems, if

it’s bad for you, blacks have more of it.

These unpretty facts of life are recognized in every
serious black organization. Each in their own way the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the
Muslims and the defunct Black Panther Party have
had to contend with the destructive effects of
impoverishment and racial oppression among its

supporters. That is why exhortations about “dignity,"
“self-respect” and “being a man" play such a large part
in the internal life of black organizations in the U.S.

Certainly American blacks are far less prone to flag-

waving chauvinism and “free world" anti-Communism
than whites. But communist consciousness is not
simply a rejection of Middle-America values; it is

above all the understanding that the organized
proletariat is the Central agency in liberating mankind
from all forms of social oppression. Here the deeply
racist AFL-CIO bureaucracy hardly inspires in black
people the view that working-class unity in struggle
will break the chains of their oppression. Blacks in the
U.S. do not tend to be class conscious (even in the
reformist sense that European workers are), but rather
have a racial-populist view of society. They are
distrustful, to say the least, toward the organized labor
movement as it now exists. Thus, most blacks,
including black workers, will support government
union-busting "affirmative action" or preferential
seniority schemes in the unions. In this sense blacks
retain considerable illusions in the bourgeois-
democratic American slate.

continued on page 1
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Phone Militants Expose CWA Collusion

Ma Bell Plans Mass Firings
LOS ANGELES—Phone workers here

recently learned of a secret phone
company plan to eliminate thousands of

jobs through harassment, firings, forced

transfers, downgrades and layoffs.

While officials of the Communications
Workers of America (CWA) were told

of the scheme in late March, they

pledged secrecy to Ma Bell and sat on
this crucial information for weeks. On
April 13 Local 11502 president Janice

Woods finally broke the conspiracy of

silence and announced to a shop
stewards’ meeting that the L.A. area

workforce would be cut 6 to 10 percent

by the first quarter of 1983. According
to a spokesman for the Militant Action
Caucus (MAC) in the CWA, Woods
added that the job cuts in northern

California would hit employees with up
to 12 years’ seniority. Workers Van-

guard has also learned that the cuts will

wipe out 30 percent of the Bell work-
force in Oakland.

These attacks are the direct outcome
of a union-company agreement for

“employee protection” (!) signed by
CWA president Glenn Watts on March
26. This pact, which contains not a shred

of real protection for phone workers,

puts a formal stamp of approval on
AT&T's “authority ... to lay off or

discharge an employee.” One section

explicitly states, “Nothing in this agree-

ment shall be construed to prevent the

. . . AT&T organization from offering. .

.

a downgrade to a lower rated job or

another reduction in wages and related

benefits as an alternative to layoff.” In

other words, give back or get lost! The
agreement amounts to a solemn pledge

by the CWA leadership not to fight

AT&Ts job cuts.

Watts and the CWA brass have gone
on campaign footing to see that this vow
is carried out. District 1 1 vice president

Bill Beners came to Local 11502’s

March meeting to tell the workers they'd

have to give up “sacred cows” like

seniority and premium time. Givebacks

are in order, said Beners, because the

union has reached the point where it

isn’t fighting for bread and butter, but

“caviar”! When he asserted CWA
members had become middle-class, one

angry splicer invited Beners to come
into his manhole in the street and then

tell him he was no longer working-class.

Beners’ “you never had it so good"
rhetoric was picked up in the April

CWA News, where an article entitled

“Nobody Likes Strikes” carried the

bureaucrats’ no-struggle message:

strikes hurt workers. As far as Watts &
Co. are concerned, AT&T is free to

carry out its job-slashing policies with

impunity.

And these policies are vicious. In L.A.

the company plans to reorganize the job
function of each central office, which

will mean forced relocation of thou-

sands of workers—some over 35 miles

from their current work sites. Job elim-

ination will come through “attrition,”

with layoffs as a last resort. For Ma Bell

attrition means harassing people until

they quit, firing those who can’t main-

tain impossible attendance or produc-

tivity standards, and pressuring for

early retirement. Take the case of L.A.-

area business phone repairmen, a top-

paying craft job. The company declared

1 47 jobs to be “surplus," and announced
plans to get rid of 15 jobs per month !

How? They doubled the area .these

repairmen have to cover each day in

order to drive the older workers out.

AT&T’s “war of attrition" comes on
the heels .of the much publicized

company-justice Department agree-

ment calling for the “reorganization” of

the phone monopoly. Workers have no
reason to take a side for or against this

“reorganization,” but they desperately

need a leadership with a program to

fight the company’s job slashing and
wage gouging. When Woods leaked out

the phone company’s job-cutting plans,

the Militant Action Caucus immediate-

ly called for strike action to defend jobs.

In contrast, at a recent union meeting

the Local 11502 leadership could only

point to the various avenues of retreat:

pleading for layoffs as an “alternative”

to mass firings; a 32-hour workweek (at

32 hours pay), etc. Local president

Woods even explained that the minimal

protection of a no-layoff clause in the

contract would threaten AT&Ts
profitability—heaven forbid! Said

MAC spokesman Barbara Britton,

"The kind of reorganization we need is

to expropriate Ma Bell without

compensation!"

MAC’S consistent fight for a class-

struggle program in phone has earned it

a hard core of support in the ranks of

CWA members. In recent convention

delegate elections, MAC candidates

polled a solid 22 percent of the vote,

with a significant increase over the last

election of ballots marked only for

MAC. The wide respect won by MAC
was shown at one work location where
management ordered Local 11502

stewards to take the Caucus’ campaign
material off union bulletin boards,

singling it out as “derogatory to the

company"! The stewards courageously

refused, even though they were threat-

ened with suspension and discharge.

Within the CWA the MAC is unique
in its call for international working-class

solidarity, an issue that is particularly

important to the tens of thousands of

“illegal aliens" from Latin America who
populate this city. In the midst of the

election campaign, MAC fought for a

labor-centered demonstration against

the wholesale deportation of undocu-
mented workers and for asylum for

Central American refugees from junta

terror (see page 3).

And when the 11502 bureaucrats

quietly tried to restore a yearly contribu-

tion to a CIA labor front. Operation
South America, the phone militants

went into action. MAC circulated a fact

sheet and Los Angeles Times clippings

which demonstrated Operation South
America’s ties to the imperialist spy

apparatus, and its purpose: purging

communists and making Latin America
safe for the U.S. profit makers. The
opposition organized by MAC at the

April union meeting forced several vote

counts and a standing division of the

house on the question. The vote tied—
until president Woods broke the dead-

lock by backing the CIA’s dirty work.

The campaign issue of Militant

Action (23 March) aptly linked up the

bosses’ assault on the unions to Rea-
gan’s drive "to make the world safe for

American corporate profits":

"Reagan is out to get us!. . . To stop him
we must have a class-struggle leadership

in the unions willing to use the power of
organized labor to stand up to Reagan's
anti-Soviet/Cuban war drive and its

domestic component, the attacks on the
working class, minorities, and poor.
Half a million union members marching
against Reagan reaction on September
19 proved that power exists. If that
power and desire to fight were mobi-
lized into strike action, Reagan could be
stopped cold."

The MAC leaflet calls for “labor action

to bring down Reagan" and a workers
party based on the unions to fight for a

workers government. It is this program
that points the way forward—against

the phone company’s attacks, against

Reagan, for a workers future.*

L.A. Cops Shoot
Pregnant Black Woman
LOS ANGELES— In a grotesque ex-

ample of killer-cop racism, on April 16

L.A. sheriffs deputies gunned down
a 22-year-old black woman, nine-

months pregnant, in her Duarte,

California home. The cops’ bullets left

Delois Young hospitalized in serious

condition and killed her unborn child.

According to investigators the mur-
derous attack was part of a provoca-
tion by the cops, who had phoned in a

bogus report of a family squabble at

the Young residence in order to bust in

without a warrant, allegedly in search

of drugs,

It was the middle of the night, about
2 a.m., when six L.A. County cops
showed up at the door and without
identifying themselves began banging
and trying to kick it in. Delois Young,
suspecting robbers,.answered the door
with an unloaded .22 rifle pointed

toward the floor. The cops opened up,

shooting her in the stomach and chest

at pointblank range. One of the bullets

lodged in the head of the full-term

fetus. Then they shot her again while

she lay helpless on the floor. Family
members were forbidden to help her

while, bleeding profusely, she waited

30 minutes for the paramedics to

arrive.

While Los Angeles County district

attorney John Van de Kamp has made
some noises about prosecuting these

killer cops, it’s clear the state stands by
its thugs in uniform. And Van de
Kamp is the very same D.A. who
refused to prosecute the cop murderers
of black college football star Ron
Settles in Signal Hill last year. An
outraged family friend remarked,
“Justice should be done... if it had
been one of us, it’d have been the

electric chair—guaranteed” ( Los An-
geles Herald Examiner , 24 April). The
deadly L.A. cops will kill and kill again

unless organized labor mobilizes the

masses of blacks, Chicanos and all

opponents of racist cop terror in

powerful protest. Jail the killer cops!

Bay Area MAC:
Expropriate Ma Bell!

MIBi

SAN FRANCISCO—The Militant

Action Caucus is currently running
candidates for convention delegate in

CWA Locals 9410 (San Francisco)

and 94 1 5 (East Bay). When news of the

union-management job-slashing deal

came from Los Angeles, MAC added a

bulletin Nto its campaign flyer and
leafieted dozens of phone work loca-

tions on both sides of the Bay with a

call for: “Strike action to stop layoffs,

forced transfers and downgrades!
Dump the sellouts—no secret meet-
ings! Expropriate Ma Bell without

compensation! That’s the kind of

‘reorganization’ we need!"

The news spread fast in the local

membership. When MAC’s campaign-
ers appeared to leaflet work entrances,

workers came out of the buildings for

extra copies. Inside, they lined up at

bulletin boards to read the leaflet. At
one location a steward arranged for a

MAC member to address three work
crews at lunch for ten minutes.

Numerous workers on both sides of

the Bay came forward with confirming

evidence of how the company intends

“forced distribution" to affect their

departments, and who will be declared

“surplus."

At an April 23 demonstration

against “Job Pressures" called by

Local 9410 to protest mounting
grievances and company atrocities, the

MAC leaflet and signs calling for a

fight to save jobs attracted more
attention than the official union
activities, which included a screening

service for high blood pressure. Evi-

dently feeling a little pressure himself,

a testy James lmerzel. Local 9410
president, told EfTthat the MAC flyer

was “horseshit" with “absolutely no
basis in fact.” At the demonstration,

the Associated Press interviewed

Kathy Ikegami, MAC leader and
candidate.

The next day an enraged lmerzel put

a frothy "rebuttal" on the union’s
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tape-recorded call-in service, denounc-
ing MAC and Ikegami as a “lunatic

fringe” and asserting “No layoffs are

projected,” and “normal attrition” will

cover the reduction! As Ikegami told

WV, "People are already being ’sur-

plused.’ The time to fight is now

—

while we still have jobs!”
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SL Replies to Slanders from Peron’s Grandchildren

Morenoite Lies Exposed
We reprint below a letter by the

Revolutionary Workers Front, a Los

Angeles-based group of supporters of

Argentine adventurer Nahuel Moreno,

and a replyfrom the Spartacist League.

RWF to Spartacist League

OPEN LETTER TO THE LEFT
RE: Spartacus League provocateurs

FROM: Revolutionary Workers Front

DATE: March 5, 1982

Dear Comrades:

The Revolutionary Workers’ Front

and Revolutionary Unity League held a

forum in San Francisco on March 5 on

international workers' struggles, specifi-

cally Poland, El Salvador and the U.S.

Around 35 people attended, including 4

members of the Spartacus League and

representatives of the RWL and CRSP
Before the beginning of the meeting

the 4 Spartacus Leaguers launched an

organized disruption attack by yelling at

and verbally attacking members of

other organizations in the audience.

They tried to destroy the meeting itself

by disruptive yelling, walking around

the room and provocative remarks.

In the question and answer period the

chairman gave the floor to a Spartacus

Leaguer, who started his speech with

non-political, outrageous and vile in-

sults. The chairman. Comrade Nicho-

las, from RWF, interrupted and

stopped the Spartacus Leaguer, point-

ing out that non-political terminology

and aggressive insults are alien to the

atmosphere of workers democracy.

He pointed out that RWF welcomes

hard political discussions and firm

terms between left groups, but will never

allow non-political Stalinist-type prov-

ocations or insults that serve no interest

except the bourgeois desire to destroy

the whole left.

After this warning the chairman again

gave the floor to the Spartacus Leaguer
to continue his speech in political terms.

When the forum was adjourned at

10:45, three hours after it started, the 4

Spartacus .Leaguers threatened the

forum’s organizer with violence, saying,

"Next lime we'll come prepared to

destroy your meeting." This kind of

threat is wholly unacceptable and

amounts to bourgeois provocation.

We send a copy of this letter to the

Central Committee of the Spartacus

League with the message that we
welcome any hard political discussion in

public meetings when a discussion

period is organized. We never try to

force any tendency to agree with our

positions. We believe any political

criticism can be raised in a discussion

period. But acting as provocateurs is

another matter. Such methods are alien

to the working class.

We hold the Central Committee of

the Spartacus League responsible for

any consequences of their members’

threat of violence. As we have informed

the Spartacus League in San Francisco,

we will take any measures necessary to

defend workers’ democracy and to

protect, from alien provocateurs, the

workers* right to left wing political

discussion.

Sincerely yours,

LEON PEREZ
National Organizer

Revolutionary Workers Front

*****

Spartacist League to RWF

April 13, 1982

Revolutionary Workers Front

P.O. Box 27421

Los Angeles CA 90027

Attn: Leon Perez

National Organizer

On 1 1 March 1982 we received your

“Open Letter to the Left’’ dated 5 March
1982 in which you falsely accuse the

Spartacist League of disrupting a forum
in San Francisco sponsored by the

Revolutionary Workers Front (RWF)
and Earl Owen’s Revolutionary Unity

League ( R U L). We would like to remind

you that the forum was held on 6 March
1982, not on 5 March as you curiously

state in your letter. You can verify this

by examining your own scab-printed

leaflet advertising that event. In the

interest of helping you get at least one

fact straight we enclose a copy of your

leaflet.

The truth is always concrete and an
examination of the events of the evening

of 6 March show that the disruption

came from RWFer Nicholas Kramer
whose notion of workers democracy has

more in common with Peronism than

Marxism. The facts of the meeting are as

follows.

Prior to the meeting there were a

series of sharp political exchanges
between SL comrades and members of

the wretched Revolutionary Workers
League. No one present at the time,

RWFers included, characterized these

arguments, which all occurred before

the meeting was called to order, as “an

organized disruption attack,"

During your meeting our comrades
sat quietly in their seats and listened to

the speakers. Following the speakers

and a showing of a video tape there was
a discussion period. The first person

called upon by the chair was indeed a

comrade of the SL. This is what he said:

"In case there’s anybody in this room
who believes this group has anything in

common with Marxism or Trotskyism,

it does not. The tendency headed by
Nahuel Moreno is historically and
presently subordinate to the
bourgeoisie.

"Let me read you something from the

first issue of Working Class Opposition

:

Get the Goods!
Forty-one pages of documentary exposure

• Moreno in Argentina I:

From Left Peronism to Social Democracy
• Moreno in Argentina II:

Back to Peronism

• Moreno's Left Face:
Portugal, Angola, Eurocommunism

• Opportunist Chameleon Sui Generis

• Moreno the Swindler

Price. $1 50
Order from/make checks payable to

itbiithku

j

Spartacist Publishing Co.. P O Box 1377 G P O ,
New York. NY 10116

'U.S. Imperialism has silently support-

ed Jaruzclski's repressive operations
Is there anyone who believes this?

Perhaps Reagan’s telethon with every-

one from the head of the AFL-CIO to

the Turkish prime minister in support of

Solidarnosc was just a dream? What
about the billions of dollars being spent

on new weapons systems against the

USSR, the sanctions, the anti-Soviet

war drive? The speaker on Poland did

not even mention defense of the Soviet

Union.
“Her speech was 100 percent Third
Camp I could have been sitting in

any Third Camp meeting. Either she
or another member of this rotten

swamp. ..’’

At this point Kramer, chairman of the

meeting and a leader of the RWF
(formerly the Los Angeles-based Sandi-

nistas for Socialism), unable to stand

the truth jumped to his feet and

screamed:

"One more insult and I will blast your
head' If you came here for a fight we're

all family here and you'll get the biggest

fight you've ever seen. You can call us

reformist but you cannot insult us...”

Kramer continued this disruptive

diatribe for several minutes before

subsiding and enabling our comrade to

conclude his brief remarks.

Apparently the RWF, like Joseph

Stalin, believes paper will take anything

written on it. And Stalin too was a

partisan of your version of workers

democracy, where criticism of you is

permissible if, and only if, you deem it

acceptable. Whoever transgresses is

threatened with a beating or worse. Of
course no attack on our comrades was
attempted since the RWF/RUL is well

aware of both our reputation and

capacity for defending workers

democracy.

We point out to the little gentlemen of

the RWF that the “rules of polite

discourse" you are trying to smuggle

into the workers movement find their

fullest expression in Erskine May, the

official bible of British imperialism’s

parliament. "Unparliamentary" expres-

sions include words such as “calumny."

"dishonest," “duplicity," “guttersnipe.”

and “hooligan." British M Ps are forbid-

den to call their opponents “dogs,"

“cads,” "Pharisees," “swine,” “rats."

“stool-pigeons,” "villains," and

"hypocrites.”

It is no accident that these proscribed

words are among the most apt in the

English language for describing the

swindlers who sit in this “august” body

of decrepit imperialism. Likewise the

RWF would like to ban such expres-

sions from the workers movement
because many hit too close to the mark.

For example, speaking of

international allies, Trotsky once re-

marked, “Tell me who your friends are

and I will tell you who you are.” The
RWF has linked itself to Nahuel

Moreno. Surely it is relevant in polemi-

cizing with you to point out that your

llder maximo has been the object of

more charges of swindling and embez-

zlement than Nicholas Kramer has toes

on his feet.

Finally, as you well know, our

comrades did not threaten to “destroy"

your next meeting. You have concocted

this lie to justify a policy of trying to

suppress our revolutionary criticism of

your course: the Morenoite tendency,

which once attached itself leech-like to

bourgeois Peronism and then to Castro-

ism, has now attached itself to the

corrupt body of social-democratic anti-

Sovietism. You may not like the image
but it is accurate. Those of your

members who did make threats to shut

us up "next time” were told that we
would defend our democratic rights. We
mean what we say.

Joan Parker

for the Spartacist League

Spartacist
Educational weekend

Topics:

From El Salvador to Detroit—

Smash Reagan Reaction!
Break with the Democrats—For Labor Action to Bring Down Reagan)

Defend the Gains of the Russian Revolution!
Political Revolution, Hungary 1956 vs. Solidarnos£ Counterrevolution, Poland 1981

Spartacist Internationalism:

Hail Rosa Luxemburg—Poland's Communist Tradition!

Berkeley/Oakland

May 1-2

UC Berkeley Life Sciences Building
%

For more information: PO. Box 32552, Oakland, CA 94604 (415) 835-1535

Spartacist League/Sparlacus Youth League • registration tee S5 (students S3)
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No Contract. No Work!

NYC Transit: Arbitration Trap
Since April I, 33,000 members of

Transport Workers Union (TWU)
Local 100 have been working without a

contract—for the first time in the

union’s history. Pointing to the defeat of

the 1980 strike (which stung TWU
members with $800 fines) as evidence

that strikes don’t work, Local 100

president John Lawe discarded the

union’s longstanding “no contract, no
work" tradition and handed dictatorial

power over the new contract to a panel

of “impartial" arbitrators in the strike-

breaking city administration. Then on
orders from racist, labor-hating mayor
Ed Koch, arbitrator Ted Kheel was
purged because he was supposedly too

pro-union. This about a man who has

served the bosses’ government for 33

years imposing “class peace" on the

militant transit workers!

Last fall Local 100 militants correctly

labeled Lawe’s no-fight binding arbitra-

tion scheme “slow death." Arbitrators

aren’t interested in saving jobs, saving

benefits or saving unions; their job is to

make any ruling they think the bureauc-

racy is capable of shoving down work-
ers’ throats without “interruptions in

service.” Many transit workers are now
seeing this as they anxiously await the

arbitrators’ decision. Meanwhile copies

of the Transit Authority contract

proposal are being passed from hand to

hand. As they read through the 12 pages

of TA takeback demands, TWU mem-
bers realize that the union’s survival is

on the line.

TA bosses are demanding no union

business on company time; a 25 percent

cut in health benefits; an end to seniority

job bid rights and hard-won “past

practice" rules; slashing of weekend and
night differentials; cuts in paid sick days

and vacation time; unpaid meal breaks;

six years substandard pay for new hires;

cuts in pay rates in the already under-

paid, largely black job titles; $4 per hour
for those in training, etc. TA bosses

Ravitch and Simpson obviously want to

run the dilapidated subway system with

unskilled high school dropouts; who
else would take such a job if the TA gets

even a third of what it’s after? “It’s

slavery!" said one black car maintainer

after reading the TA demands. “They
want to run the system like they did

before the union was organized!"

In fact, the capitalists and their

flunkies in City Hall want to run the

whole city the way they did before

unions came on the scene and before

blacks and other minorities began to

fight for their rights. Ever since the fiscal

“crisis" of 1975-76 their program has

been to make the working people and
the poor pay: by dumping union
pension funds down the Big MAC
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rathole; by turning subways into death

traps by “deferred maintenance”; by
boarding up ghetto hospitals like

Sydenham. The subway-riding poor are

prime victims of crime and cop
brutality—just last week an unarmed
black youth was gunned down by TA

WV Photo

Militant transit workers in 1978 at
strike vote.

plainclothesmen because he didn’t

“freeze" fast enough! The bosses’ strate-

gy to keep workers and minorities down
is the old plan to “divide and rule,"

pitting white against black, employed
against unemployed, transit rider

against transit worker.

H igh on the TA’s list of union-busting

demands is the call for unrestricted

hiring of part-time workers without

seniority or benefits. Such a demand is

particularly ominous in a city where
more than half the black youth are

unemployed. It’s not just cheap labor

the TA is after. Rather, the bosses want
to destroy the heavily black TWU, the

most powerful union in the city, by
dividing the transit workforce every way
possible. What’s necessary to defeat this

threat is for the TWU to lead the

unemployed, minorities and other city

unions in a joint struggle against the

racist austerity drive imposed by
“Mayatollah” Koch, Reagan and the

bankers who run New York. For free

mass transit and massive creation of

jobs through reducing the workweek
with no reduction in pay (30 hours work
for 40 hours pay, union-controlled

hiring with full benefits and seniority).

Such a struggle requires a militant

leadership. Lawe’s reelection last De-
cember on a clear anti-strike platform
primarily reflected a deep distrust of the

Local 100 tops’ ability to win a strike.

Both Lawe and “dissident” out-

bureaucrats like Arnold Cherry fear

nothing so much as a strike, thereby

disarming the union in the face of this

vicious union-busting assault. After five

months of silence. Cherry is now issuing

leaflets proclaiming “Binding Arbitra-

tion: A Bad Deal for Transit Workers.”
But what about last September’s TWU
convention, where Cherry and Commu-
nist Party (CP) supporters voted in

favor of a resolution to: “Establish

procedures for impartial resolution of

collective bargaining disputes Elimi-

nate policy of ’No Contract/No Work’’’

(quoted from Cherry’s own report,

“From the Convention”)?
During the Local 100 elections, the

only time presidential candidate Cherry
even mentioned binding arbitration was

when he put out a statement disavowing

responsibility for the 1980 strike and
redbaiting militant candidates Ed Kart-

sen and David Brewer for insisting that

“It took strikes to build the unions, it

will take strikes to defend them.” Cherry
was supported in those elections by the

Socialist Workers Party (SWP). And at

a car maintenance division meeting in

March. SWP supporters urged Lawe to

give more attention to public relations,

moaning, “We can’t have a strike . . the

workers are all depressed”! In contrast

to these no-strike “socialists,” James P.

Cannon, the founding leader of Ameri-
can Trotskyism, pointed out long ago
that “the public” is a myth. Classes and
class interests are what count, and
finally in any strike “power alone

decides the issue” ( Notebook of an
Agitator). It is by leading a class-

struggle fight against Reagan reaction

and givebacks that theTWU can win the

kind of “public” support that counts.

In last fall’s Local 100 vote, only two
candidates opposed abandoning the

TWU’s principle of “no contract, no
work”: militants Kartsen and Brewer.

They alone put forward a program to

fight and win a strike: calling on the

union to lead black and white to smash
the Reagan/ Koch cuts; denouncing the

bi-partisan anti-Soviet war drive; and
calling for a break from the strikebreak-

ing Democrats to build a class-struggle

workers party. The strategy of trade-

union reformism embraced by Lawe
and Cherry allowed the capitalists to

begin the nationwide giveback drive

here in New York in 1975-76. Transit

workers have the power to put a stop to

the givebacks here and now. To do so

they must get rid of the sellout bureau-
crats who police the labor movement for

the bosses.

Boston Transit Walkout
BOSTON—On April 16 a surprise

early morning strike by the 3,300-

member Boston Carmen’s Union shut

down the region’s aging mass transit

system, the MBTA. The walkout,

honored by 2,700 “T” workers in some
27 (!) other unions, was sparked by 35

bus drivers who staged an unauthor-
ized three-hour walkout the day
before. They were protesting the hiring

of 20 part-timers and their assignment
to preferred shifts in total disregard of

seniority. When their protest went
system-wide, the governor rattled his

sabers, the media went wild and traffic

backed up seven miles on the South-
east Expressway—but the trains and
buses didn't budge.

The Carmen have endured 700
layoffs during the 15 months they’ve

been working without a contract.

These attacks are part of a frontal

assault by the government on all

workers, minorities and the poor in

Massachusetts. In the name of “Prop
21/2,” the Bay State’s version of

California’s "tax-cutting" Proposi-
tion 13, attack after attack has been
mounted against state aid to public

education, medical care, libraries,

firefighting and mass transit as well as

against public employees’ unions in

general. Democratic governor King is

pushing for "workfare,” i.e., .forcing

welfare mothers to take minimum
wage jobs on pain of losing any
government assistance whatsoever.

King’s pronouncements on
“workfare" and in support of the death

penalty have also given the green light

to the racist thugs that helped the

politicians kill school integration.

Recently not a week passes without a

new instance of racially motivated

assault in the “Cradle of Liberty.” On
March 13 a black man, William F.

Atkinson, was beaten or chased to his

death on the Dorchester subway tracks

by white punks from Savin Hill. His

killers were charged with assault, not

murder. As Boston’s most powerful
union, the Carmen should have led

protests over this racist murder, just as

the labor movement should have taken
the lead in defending busing against

segregationist mobs in the mid-'70s.

But the union misleaders did nothing,

and now the reactionary budget
cutters are waging an assault on labor

and minorities alike.

Carmen president John Gallahue
quickly called off the strike when the

governor alerted the National Guard,
and three union officials were jailed for

90 minutes. But for 24 hours the

strikers pointed the way out for

working people. The racist austerity

mongers in both the Democratic and
Republican Parties can be beaten back
only by militant labor action. What’s
needed to lead such struggles is a

workers party, built in the fight to oust

the pro-Democratic Party labor fak-

ers, to rally all the oppressed.
Runci/Boston Globe
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Before the coup: Cordones industriales (workers committees) demonstrate
In Santiago, 1973. Allende's popular front refused to arm the workers.

Did the United States participate in

the preparation and execution of the

bloody 1973 Pinochet coup in Chile?

You can bet your life it did. Charles

Horman accidentally found out, and it

cost him his—a bloody casualty in the

massacre of 30,000 Chilean workers,

peasants and leftists assassinated by the

U.S. -backed generals, and the suffer-

ings of tens of thousands more who were

tortured and shoved into concentration

camps from the Atacama Desert to the

Antarctic wastes of Dawson Island.

Missing . the first Hollywood film by

Greek director Costa-Gavras, deals with

the search for Charles Horman by his

father and wife. The young American

writer living in Allende’s Chile “knew

too much" about Pentagon involvement

in the coup The film shows how he

stumbled across U.S. military specialists

who had been sent down to “do a job”

on the leftist Unidad Popular (UP)

government. It indicates how, with

obvious U.S. complicity, he was “disap-

peared" and murdered at the hands of

the junta. It documents the American

embassy’s stonewalling and cover-up of

the Horman affair. With an eye on El

Salvador, administration supporters

were plenty upset after the film was

screened in Washington.

So in a most unusual step, the State

Department issued an official statement

in response to Missing denying “the

possibility that U.S. government offi-

cials might have initiated, condoned, or

failed to act effectively in Horman’s
disappearance and death." In the age of

Salvador "White Papers," such denials

are taken with a pound of salt. But

interestingly the State Department did

not deny U.S. complicity in the coup

itself. Here the “free but responsible"

New York Times ( 10 February) stepped

into the credibility breach, asserting that

the 1975 Congressional investigations

into the CIA and an inquiry by the

Times had “found no American involve-

ment in the death of Horman or in the

1973 coup.”

Earlier, liberal columnist Flora Lewis

had written a crude hatchet job on

Costa-Gavras, calling his film a “fic-

tion” ( New York Times , 7 February).

Times reporter Seymour Hersh had

found “no evidence of U.S. involve-

ment," she claimed. And she found U.S.

ambassador Nathaniel Davis’ protesta-

tions of clean American hands “believ-

able" because of his “own personality"

and the “meticulous care" with which he

tried to whitewash his role in the 1973

coup. As for the spooks, Lewis quotes

then CIA director William Colby as

saying that when his people heard of

coup plots beginning in May (!) 1973,

“they followed what was going on . . . but

they were not involved in any planning."

No wonder official Washington and

the semi-official press let loose such a

string of implausible denials. Missing

nails them, but good. Nevertheless, this

is an irritating film whose liberal politics

are laden with imperial arrogance. Here

is a full-length movie on the Chilean

tragedy in which there is not one

Chilean protagonist! And by portraying

the Pinochet putsch through the eyes of

a quintessential “middle American,’’

Costa-Gavras tries to play the worn-out

theme of American innocence abroad.

In this sense Missing is another of the

Watergate-era exposure films in which

decent citizens learn to their shock and

dismay what dirty business their govern-

ment is up to. This may work for All the

President's Men. But where funda-

mental social conflicts are involved, as

in the historic Chilean events, such an

American liberal lens can only distort.

What’s missing from Missing are the

political struggles that led to the bloody
massacre of 1 1 September 1973. There is

nothing about the previous three years

of unrelenting U.S. hostility and provo-

cation which set the stage for the coup,

assuring the generals of Washington’s

approval. Missing is the powerful

Chilean working class, whose militancy

sent domestic and imperialist reaction-

aries into paroxysms of plotting to
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After the coup:
thousands of

workers are
murdered In the
stadium in

Santiago.

“crush the communist threat." Missing,

too, is the treacherous role of the UP
popular front which disarmed the

workers politically, preaching faith in

“constitutionalist" officers. In short,

missing from Missing is the historical

reality from which the lessons of the

Allende experience can be drawn, so

that another generation of militants is

not led into the same dead end.

CIA Up to Its Neck
in Chilean Blood

The basic facts of American
imperialism’s assault on Allende are so

well known that only the most cynical

Big Liars would attempt to deny them.

Unlike Costa-Gavras’ movie, the book
Missing by Thomas Hauser sets the

assassination of Charles Horman in this

context. There was Henry Kissinger’s

outburst over the UP election victory: "I

don’t see why we need to stand by and

watch a country go communist due to

the irresponsibility of its own people."

There was Nixon’s instruction to “make
the (Chilean] economy scream.” There
was ITTs offer of a million dollars to

stop Allende. There was the $20 million

the U.S. spent to keep him from being

elected in 1964, and the admitted $8

million the CIA spread around to try

to topple him after he took office six

years later. There was the U.S.’ “quiet

blockade"—a highly orchestrated at-

tempt to strangle Chile economically,

which Allende described in detail in a

December 1972 speech to the United

Nations.

U.S. participation in plots against the

elected president of Chile began in

September 1970, even before Allende

took office, with Nixon’s infamous

“Track II" plan—directed by Kissinger

and Haig—that involved, as Kissinger

later remarked, “a more direct role

for the CIA and actually organizing a

coup.” In Chile they got in touch with

perennial plotter General Viaux, who
proposed to kidnap army chief of staff

General Rene Schneider in order to

eliminate a troublesome "constitution-

alist" and precipitate a coup Although
the CIA had supplied the plotters with

guns, Kissinger claims he tried to call it

off, but too late—the operation was
carried out and Schneider murdered in

the process. Charles Horman did some
investigation of his own into the

Schneider assassination and came to the

conclusion that the U.S. had master-

minded it, something that was publicly

admitted only a couple of years later.

But what got the young writer killed

was what he stumbled onto in Septem-

ber 1973. The Pinochet coup caught

Charles Horman and a friend, Terry

Simon, vacationing in the seaside resort

of Vina del Mar. Unable to return to the

capital, they hung around the hotel

where the next day they ran into Arthur

Creter, "a retired naval engineer on

special assignment for the United States

Navy." Creter bragged to Horman, “We
came down to do a job and it’s done."

On September 13, Horman metCreter’s

superior, Lieutenant-Colonel Patrick

Ryan , deputy chief of the U.S. Naval

Mission in nearby Valparaiso, who was

fully informed of details about the coup

and talked of it freely. Two days later

Horman and Simon got a ride back to

Santiago with Ray Davis, head of the

U.S. Military Group in Chile On
September 17. Charles Horman was

arrested at his house, taken to the

National Stadium and, not long after,

shot.

On 27 October 1974 an article

appeared in the London Times based on

an interview with former Chilean

General Carlos Prats. Prats was Al-

lende’s defense minister up until August
1973 when he resigned under pressure

from the officer corps, then finalizing its

coup plans, and was replaced by another

reputed “constitutionalist," General
Augusto Pinochet. Prats said that the

coup had been planned and coordinated

from Valparaiso. (In fact, joint Chilean-

U.S. naval exercises. Operation Unitas,

had been slated to begin on September
10. The Chilean ships steamed out of

Valparaiso harbor on schedule, but

under cover of night they returned to

port and marines quickly occupied the

city hours before the coup was un-

leashed in the rest of the country.)

“That,” said Prats, “was where officers

in the conspiracy secretly met with a

U.S. Marine, and Admiral Toribio
Merino (the senior naval officer at

Valparaiso) kept touch with the

same man— Lieutenant-Colonel Pat-

rick Ryan."

What does it all prove? Several

investigations have been blocked by the

U.S. government’s refusal, citing rea-

sons of “national security,” to release

scores of vital documents requested by
the Horman family under the Freedom
of Information Act. But what’s strongly

suggested by these facts is that Charles

Horman was eliminated, at least with

the knowledge and possibly at the

instigation of American officials, be-

cause he had found out about key U.S.

operatives involved in the Pinochet
putsch. A former Chilean intelligence

officer, who later sought asylum at the

Italian embassy, reported that he saw
Horman being held at the Defense
Ministry in the days following the coup:
“They told me this guy was an American
whose name was Charles Horman...
[that he] knew too much and that he was
supposed to disappear.... It was the

Chileans who got rid of him, but the

CIA was behind that."

To this day the U.S. tries to maintain
the fiction that it had nothing todo with
the ouster and murder of Allende.

Kissinger claims in his memoirs ( Years

of Upheaval) that “our government had
nothing to do with planning his over-
throw and no involvement with the

plotters." But as one expert told

Newsweek (23 October 1974) when the

revelations about Cl A activities in Chile
first broke, “How can you work for three

years to upset Allende and then claim
you didn’t have anything to do with the

coup?” CIA deputy director Thomas
Karamessines later testified. “Track II

never really ended What we were told to

do in effect was, well, Allende is now
President ... but continue our efforts. . .

.

The seeds that were laid in 1970 had
their impact in 1973." And Kissinger’s

continued on page 9
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El Salvador and the Left

Isn’t Everybody for

Leftist Military Victory? No!
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WV Photo
Washington, March 27— Anti-Imperialist Contingent was excluded by a massive display of police power at behest
of Democratic "doves" and their reformist lackeys.

The assorted rad-libs who want to

“end the war” in El Salvador face an

impossible political problem: answering

the Spartacisl League (SL) which calls

for Salvadoran leftists to win the war
against U S. imperialism and its junta.

CISPES (Committee in Solidarity with

the People of El Salvador), PAM
(People's Antiwar Mobilization), the

Democratic Party "doves" and refor-

mist pseudo-socialists have tried every-

thing to seal off the Trotskyists of the

SL. They have linked arms, forming

giant goon squads to prevent us from

marching, and repeatedly broughrin the

police against the SL-initiated Anti-

Imperialist Contingent. Yet many of

their own supporters still don’t under-

stand why those who raise the banner of

“Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents”

in El Salvador should be kept out of El

Salvador protests. Especially since the

rebels have been winning on the battle-

field, and the recent mock-election

"victory” by ultra-rightist mass murder-

ers makes talk of a negotiated "political

solution" utterly utopian and nothing

short of suicidal.

The rad-libs and reformists are trying

to defend the indefensible, and this

drives them to a frenzy. They want to

pretend that the Salvadoran conflict is

simply U.S. aggression, i.e., there is no
civil war going on; and that it has

nothing to do with American Cold War
against the Soviets. But the Pentagon
hasn’t made El Salvador the third-

largest recipient of U.S. military aid in

the world, and it isn’t spending $2.3

trillion on MX missiles, B-l bombers
and the like, just to protect Hills

Brothers coffee plantations and oppress

the peasants. The stakes in Central

America are global, and in the conflict

between U.S. imperialism and the

Soviet Union—over Poland, Afghani-

stan and elsewhere—these Cold War
pacifists line up not only with the liberal

Democrats but also with Reagan/ Haig.

They want to hide this essential fact,

which is why they must exclude the

Spartacist League which uncompromis-
ingly says what is. Our call for an
outright rebel victory in El Salvador and
our defense of the Soviet bloc against

imperialism mucks up their attempts to

play ball with the bourgeoisie.

So these shameless sellouts, who call

on and provoke the capitalist cops to

exclude the communists, resort to

CISPES wants to “clean up" U.S.
foreign policy.

slanderous cop-baiting of the SL. The
people who proudly read greetings from

Teddy Kennedy and invited Democratic
Congressmen to speak from their

platform in Washington on March 27

accuse us, who call for "Break with the

Democrats— For Labor Action to Bring

Down Reagan,” of being agents of the

capitalists! They claim that the Sparta-

cists are aiding Reagan—by calling for

the defeat of American imperialism, for

military victory to the guerrillas of the

Farabundo Marti National Liberation

Front (FMLN) and workers revolution

throughout the region! Since even those

well versed in the Stalinist Big Lie find

this a hard line to sell, they’ve come up
with a new ploy. Suddenly the "doves"

who have been pushing for a deal

between the opposition Revolutionary

Democratic Front (FDR) and the

butcher junta are saying “What’s all the

fuss about? Isn’t everyone for a leftist

victory in El Salvador?”

The problem, they claim, is that the

“Trots" (today pronounced "Sparts")

have the bad taste to say it out loud.

Columnist Alexander Cockburn wrote

in the Village Voice(b April) that the SL
“line on victory to the FDR/FMLN is

unimpeachable,” but... “they should
just learn to stop acting like assholes"

since "most of the demonstrators on the

main march probably espouse victory

for the FDR/FMLN too." The next

week this organ of rad-lib opinion
featured a letter which (after trying to

justify the massive police repression

against the SL on March 27 with lies like

we were “armed with billy clubs") coyly

claims, “For the record: CISPES
supports Salvadoran self-determination

by military victory or negotiation ..."

Even the reformist Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) is getting into the act,

alleging that, "It is a strength of the new
antiwar movement in the United States

that a large component consciously

supports the victory of the rebel forces"

( Intercontinental Press, 5 April).

Well, as Stalin cynically remarked,

paper will take anything that’s written

on it. What an eloquent self-

condemnation: here are the El Salvador

"doves" claiming to support the pro-

gram they have repeatedly tried to

squelch over the last year. They are

caught on the two-pronged hook of the

Russian question and the popular front,

which is everywhere and always the

question of revolution. They oppose a

leftist military victory in El Salvador

because their mentors, the liberal

Democrats, can well see that this opens

the door to social revolution in Central

America. They refuse to defend Cuba
and the USSR because it is a matter of

past revolutions which, no matter how
bureaucratically degenerated and de-

formed, all wings of the bourgeoisie

—

hawks and doves alike—seek to destroy.

And since exclusion and slander are not

enough to cover their asses, they simply

lie.

Who’s for Leftist Military Victory

Let’s begin by setting the record

straight. CISPES has never raised a call

for victory by the FMLN guerrillas in El

Salvador. Instead they march under the

banner "Support Franco-Mexican Rec-
ognition of the FDR," a diplomatic

attempt by more far-sighted imperialist

sectors to head off social revolution in

Central America by negotiating a

compromise “political solution" be-

tween Salvadoran leftists and the junta.

French Socialist president Mitterrand

spelled out his anti-Communist pur-

poses in a recent interview: “...the

United States has to see that by

opposing the demands of the people
they create the openings for Cuba and
the Soviet Union" (New York Times, 26
April). If many protesters in Washing-
ton supported a rebel victory, it was no
thanks to CISPES, and no thanks to the

SWP which had not previously men-
tioned the issue, except to condemn the

SL’s call as "ultraleft.”

The reformist SWP is playing a

double game, at least, on the issue of

siding with the El Salvador insurgents.

For international consumption, Fred
Feldman claimed in the pages of

Intercontinental Press that, “To a far

greater degree than during the Vietnam
War, protesters consciously identified

(on March 27] with the rebels the U.S.

government seeks to crush." The cop/
goon exclusion of the SL’s Anti-

Imperialist Contingent was not even
mentioned. In a very different article

for domestic consumption, however,

continued on page 8
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Zeltzer: ‘It Was Only an Idea”

RWL Invite to CIA Agent
What kind of "socialist” would

invite a representative of the CIA to

“educate" workers about interna-

tional labor affairs? The scab “social-

ists” of the grotesquely misnamed

Revolutionary Workers League

(RWL), that’s who. On March 8

RWL supporter Steve Zeltzer

chaired a meeting of their mini-front

group, the Bay Area Committee for a

Labor Party (BAYCLAP) in San

Francisco to plan for an educational

conference on AFL-CIO foreign

policy. The featured speaker, pro-

posed by BAYCLAP at a previous

meeting, was to have been William

Doherty, executive director of the

American Institute for Free Labor

Development (AIFLD).
The AIFLD is a well-known CIA

"labor” front in Latin America, the

organization behind the “land re-

form” massacres in El Salvador (see

“Reform by Death," W/PNo. 272, 16

January 1981). Doherty himself was

described by former CIA operative

Philip Agee in his book Inside the

Company: CIA Diary as a “CIA
agent in labour operations,” one of

the “principal agents” in communica-
tions unions. When members of the

Spartacist League and the Militant

Action Caucus, a class-struggle

opposition in the Communications

Workers of America (CWA), con-

fronted Zeltzer with these facts,

Zeltzer tried to weasel, claiming that

the Doherty invitation was “only an

idea," and presumably not such a bad

one since “Doherty is an AFL-CIO
official.”

By the time of the March 8

meeting, the plan to invite Doherty

had been shelved in favor of asking

California state AFL-CIO head John

Henning to “build" the conference.

BAYCLAP is practically a “John

Henning Fan Club” because of this

labor faker’s occasional calls for a

British-style reformist labor party.

And lest anyone think that Zeltzer &
Co. were out to “expose” Henning, a

former Kennedy administration ap-

pointee as ambassador to New
Zealand, BAYCLAP spokesman

Marge Clouser revealed that the idea

to invite Henning had been a “sugges-

tion" made to her by local CWA
bureaucrats.

The “Statement of Purpose”

drawn up for the BAYCLAP educa-

tional conference never made it clear

whether the education would be for

or against AFL-CIA policy. Obvi-

ously this was no accident.

Military

Victory...
(continuedfrom page 7)

Suzanne Haig writes in the SWP’s
Militant (9 April) on the same Washing-

ton march without a word about

support for "victory of the rebel forces.”

Instead she denounces a Spartacist

placard saying, “No Negotiations with

Butcher Duarte!"

The reformists’ main line of defense,

however, is to hide behind the FDR/
FMLN. The Militant article on the

March 27 march accuses the SL of

organizing a “counterdemonstration . .

.

against the leadership of the Salvadoran

liberation forces and their call for peace

and negotiations— ” And FDR repre-

sentative Arnaldo Ramos said in Wash-

ington on March 27:

••Militarily, in the last two years the

FMLN forces have successfully con-

tained every major offensive against

their zones of control. However, we
don’t take pride in our military activity.

We make it very clear both to the U S.

administration and to the American
people that we want peace. That we are

ready today, tomorrow, to sit. to

negotiate, to try to stop this Central

American war from taking place
"

Earlier, Zamora had told Newsweek ( 15

February), “A military victory of the

[rebels] will find the U.S. completely

hostile And the people in the

business community and the professions

would get out. Under these circum-

stances, what are the chances of

pluralism?"

Is this the voice of the Salvadoran

“liberation forces"? An article in the Los

Angeles Times (15 March) points to

increasing differences in the FDR/
FM LN coalition of five guerrilla groups

and several marginal bourgeois and

petty-bourgeois parties:

‘‘[FDR head Guillermo] Ungo speaks of

moderation and of social and economic
justice

“The Popular Liberation Front of

Salvador Cayetano Carpio, who split

with El Salvador’s Communists 20
years ago because he thought they were
too moderate, talks not of negotiation

but of a long, bitter war and military

victory.”

Cayetano Carpio, however, calls for a

“democratic revolutionary government,

not for a Socialist government.” includ-

ing everyone from “large businessmen

to small farmers and merchants" ( New
York Times, 9 February). Rather,

tensions appear to be growing between

the fighters in the field and the popular-

front politicians working the cocktail

circuits of Mexico City and Washing-
ton, D C. The Los Angeles Times article

reports:

"The rebels in the field do not want a

cease-fire, which they believe would
give the government a rest while new
troops are being trained in the United
States. But the rebel political organiza-

tion based in Mexico is now saying it

would agree to a cease-fire if talks

began."

In addition to the Ungos and Zamo-
ras, the Mitterrands and L6pez Portil-

los, American imperialist liberals are

concerned about the threat to “plural-
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ism" (i.e., capitalism) if the leftist

guerrillas win the war in El Salvador.

An aide to Democratic representative

Michael Barnes, a leading Congression-

al proponent of a "political solution,"

told the Los Angeles Times:

“‘If the left wins a military victory,

almost by definition it would be

dominated by the guerillas. Look at

Nicaragua, where we in fact did let the

left win a military victory—that is. the

armed extreme left
—

’

"Johnson feels that the United States

should have sought a political solution

in Nicaragua before the left won a

military victory. Once the guerillas

captured Managua, he said, it was
tough for the moderates.

“‘These guys (the Sandinistas of

Nicaragua) feel they're revolutionaries.

They fought the revolution, they won
the revolution, they're the vanguard of

the revolution,’ he said. ‘Now, they’re in

power and they're not going to give it

up. That’s the way revolutionaries

are.’...

"In El Salvador, he said, the United

Slates should encourage negotiations

with people of the moderate democratic

left, like Ungo. who are needed as go-

betweens by the radicals—
“‘So I think the moderate left would
rapidly lose out if there were a military

victory, and the more extreme left

would consolidate its power’."

These are the Salvador “doves"

supported by CISPES and the SWP:
calculating imperialist spokesmen
whose calls for a "political solution" are

aimed at keeping the "extreme left" out

of power.

The “Institutionality” of the Army

What would such a "negotiated

settlement" consist of? A lengthy article

in the 18 March New York Times

spelled out the Salvadoran opposition’s

plans in detail. According to corre-

spondent Alan Riding, they include: a

“broad-based interim government that

would include representatives of the

army, conservative political parties and

the private sector as well as of the

F.M.L.N. and the F.D.R., with no

single group exercising control"; com-
pletion of the land reform plan initiated

by the junta; "respect for existing

foreign investment"; a "nonaligned

foreign policy, with special emphasis on
maintaining friendly relations with the

United States."

Above all, the key is “preservation of

the ’institutionality’ of the army, which

would ‘purge itself’ of officers blamed
for the current repression and would
subsequently incorporate elements of

the guerillas." Riding quotes an un-

named rebel leader saying. “The [Nicar-

aguan] Sandinists won an outright

victory because Somoza’s National

Guard collapsed. We’re willing to make
concessions in a negotiated solution

before the Salvadoran army collapses."

Roberto Roca, one of the five top

FMLN commanders, is also cited: “The
best guarantee [to the United States] is

to avoid total defeat of the army." And
another FMLN leader, Ferman Cien-

fuegos: "We see the offensive as consoli-

dating our military position for negotia-

tions." To Marxists, who understand

that the core of capitalist state power is

the armed forces, particularly the officer

corps, which cannot be reformed into its

opposite but must be smashed
, such

liberal proposals spell bloody disaster

"Preserve the institutionality of the

army"—sound familiar? Sure, Chile! In

order to obtain Congressional confir-

mation as Chilean president in 1970,

Salvador Allende Gossens, leader of the

Unidad Popular (UP) popular front,

agreed to a Christian Democratic
demand “that the organic and hierarchi-

cal structures of the Armed Forces and
the Carabineros [National Police] be

respected" (Alain Labrousse, El expert-

memo chileno). The Statute of Consti-

tutional Guarantees voted by the UP
and signed by Allende made it unconsti-

tutional to form workers militias or to

appoint police or military officers not

trained in the respective academies. Like

the Salvadoran FDR/FMLN, which
praises “progressive” officers like Col-

onel Majano, Allende’s UP preached

reliance on "constitutionalist" officers

like... General Pinochet. The result:

30.000 murdered in the 1973 coup,

100.000 arrested, close to a million

forced into exile.

A deal with the Salvadoranjunta, like

Allende’s agreement to respect the

“institutionality" of the armed forces,

won’t “end the bloodshed." On the

contrary, it will lay the basis for a

Chilean-style bloodbath against un-

armed workers. Recall the familiar

scene where the rebel leaders sign an

agreement with the tyrant, the insur-

gents hand over their arms and then the

massacre begins. Today the CP accuses

the Spartacists of ”urg[ing] the Salva-

doran people to continue the armed
struggle to the last drop of campesino

blood" (Daily World, 30 March). In

Chile during the last months before the

coup the Stalinists were similarly

pushing the treacherous slogan. “No to

Civil War." In the face of civil war those

who raise pacifistic slogans to "end the

war" rather than to win it are the most
dangerous enemies of the working class.

The only way to end the massacres, to

end the spilling of campesino blood, is

to sweep away the hangmen and

butchers through workers revolution.

That is the program of the Trotskyists,

which the popular-frontists will go to

any lengths to repress.

Anti-Imperialism Abroad,
Class Struggle at Home
The Spartacist League says El

Salvador is the front line of U.S.

imperialism’s anti-Soviet war drive.

CISPES/PAM /SWP/CP/WWP and
the few ragtag centrists know and fear

that this is the case. That knowledge
fuels the hypocritical vehemence with

which they deny it. They argue that

Reagan’s intervention is unjustified

because the Soviets arc not intervening.

The converse is that Soviet intervention

would justify American intervention!

This is the premise of the Kennedy
liberals which the rad-libs and refor-

mists accept. That is why they raise the

absurd demand, “Stop the U.S. War in

El Salvador"—as if there were no
domestic base for counterrevolution

there; as if El Salvador had nothing to

do with the Cold War.

The popular-frontists say, who are we

to tell “the Salvadorans” what to do:

“Self-determination through military

victory or negotiation," whatever Pro-

fessor Ungo says. This is a hallmark of

social-democratic reformism. Lenin’s

Bolsheviks had none of this patronizing

liberal imperialist arrogance. Here is

how Leon Trotsky put it:

“What characterizes Bolshevism on the

national question is that in its attitude

toward oppressed nations, even the

most backward, it considers them not
only the object but also the subject of
politics. Bolshevism does not confine
itself to recognizing their ‘right’ to self-

determination and to parliamentary
protests against the trampling upon of
this right. Bolshevism penetrates into

the midst of the oppressed nations; it

raises them up against their oppressors;
it ties up their struggle with the struggle
of the proletariat in capitalist countries;
it instructs the oppressed Chinese.
Hindus or Arabs in the art of insurrec-
tion and it assumes full responsibility

for this work in the face of civilized

executioners. Here only does Bolshe-
vism begin, that is. revolutionary
Marxism in action.”—"What Next? Vital Questions

for the German Proletariat,"

January 1932

El Salvador is no exception: Guate-
mala, 1954; Santo Domingo, 1965;

Vietnam. 1945-1975—as long as the

imperialist system persists there will be
new El Salvadors, new Vietnams. Key to
the destruction of imperialism is the

working class of the imperialist centers.

The SL struggles for American labor to

boycott all military goods to right-wing
dictatorships in Central America, to
launch political strike action in the event
of direct U.S, intervention. The most
concrete solidarity with Latin American
revolutions is to build a communist
party to lead workers revolution “in the
belly of the monster."

Leftist military victory in El Salvador
opens the door to workers revolution
throughout Central America and ex-
tending to the powerful proletariat of
Mexico. It poses the urgent need for
socialist revolution in the United States
itself We say it. They fear it. That’s why
they want to crush the Spartacists. But
these tasks are inexorably posed by the
struggle against Reagan and his pup-
pets. The only real choice is revolution
or death, socialism or barbarism on a
global scale. Those who seek to evade
the choice are fools or charlatans, or
both.
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Reagan's El Centro Concentration Camp

Asylum for Salvadoran Refugees!
EL CENTRO, California—The fate of

those escaping junta terror in El

Salvador, making their way by foot

over mountains and desert across the

U.S. borders, is often to be rounded up
and imprisoned, without trial or

charges, in Reagan’s concentration

camps. One of the most notorious is

the “El Centro Processing Center,” a

holding pen in the Imperial Valley

where hundreds of refugees, predomi-

nantly Salvadoran, swelter in 100°

plus sun by day, by night packed into

overcrowded, filthy barracks.

El Centro is closed to visitors, and
few have ever seen it. But on February

26, the Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service (INS), responding to

mounting pressure, permitted a one-

day press tour. WV was there, as well

as a number of other journalists. On
that day, hoping to clean up the camp’s

image, the INS served prisoners

special foods, and had the floors in the

barracks freshly washed. But it all

backfired, as prisoners, forcibly con-

fined in a large fenced-in pen known as

the “recreation field" (called “el

corralon”—the big corral—by the

inmates) rushed up to the 12-foot wire

fence to talk to reporters about

conditions inside.

Refugees told WV about the filth,

the poor food, the small soap rations,

the difficulty of communicating with

the outside world, and most impor-
tant, the isolation and boredom.
Passing through the holding pens, the

mess halls and barracks, our reporter

was struck by the notices on bulletin

boards detailing procedures for “vol-

untary” return to one’s home country.

The camp exists as a high security

holding compound designed to isolate,

demoralize and terrorize prisoners so

that they will eventually “volunteer” to

return. Of course, should they contin-

ue to refuse, they are simply deported

back to near-certain imprisonment
and death at the hands of the junta.

Reporter Laurie Becklund of the

Los Angeles Times (28 February)

wrote of prisoners’ complaints of

rough treatment from the guards,

harassment, being coerced into giving

up their legal struggles, and denial of

medical care. She spoke with one
Salvadoran refugee, 22-year-old Ra-
fael Antonio Vega, who said, “My
parents told me to leave El Salvador,

to run because I was a student and you
see students’ bodies everyday in the

street. Boys of 13 and 14, you see with

their arms and legs sliced."

These victims of right-wing terror

are Reagan’s “criminals,” confined

without trial, without charges, without

lawyers, beaten down and demoralized

at El Centro. Meanwhile, Reagan and
the U.S. bourgeoisie fling the doors
wide open for thousands of right-wing

gusanos from Cuba and Nicaragua,

many of whom are being wined and
dined and trained with the latest

weapons as commando troops for

reaction.

Asylum for Salvadoran refugees!

Free victims of Reagan’s concentra-

tion camps!

Missing from
“Missing"...
(continuedfrom page 6)

own last instruction to coup plotter

Viaux in 1970 was: “The time will come
when you with all your other friends can
do something. You will continue to have
our support.”

As for the New York Times' claim
that the U.S. Senate’s Church Commit-
tee investigation had produced “no
evidence” of U.S. involvement in the

coup or Horman’s death, Frank Church
himself, after seeing Missing

, comment-
ed: “From what we learned then [in the

1975 hearings], the film seemed very
plausible." And Seymour Hersh? He
says angrily that all he ever told Flora
Lewis was that he could find no proof
that the U.S. actually “pulled the

trigger” in September 1973. If there is a
dearth of direct evidence, it’s because
they got rid of those who knew the truth.

Like Charles Horman.

Treacherous Popular Front

U.S. -sponsored plotting against even
mildly leftist regimes in Latin America is

so notorious that no genuine revolution-

ary can pretend to explain the fall of

Allcnde by simply writing it off to CIA
machinations. If the coup was coming,
and that was obvious, why weren’t

preparations made to crush it in the egg?
As we wrote immediately after the

Pinochet coup:

“In order to excuse their own betrayals
in Chile the Stalinists are now claiming
that the coup is the work of fascists and
extreme reactionaries in league with the
CIA. There is no doubt that the ultra-

right provided leadership of the coup
and was in contact with the U.S.
government. ITTs offer of $1 million in
1970 to dump Allcnde is certainly not
unrelated to the ‘accidental’ presence of
American navy ships in Chilean waters
on the day of the coup.
“But to hold only the ‘ultras' and the

CIA responsible for the coup is to

ignore the bulk of the Chilean
bourgeoisie.”

— WV Supplement,
13 September 1973

Why were Chilean workers unarmed on
that fateful September 1 1? Because
Allende had signed a “Statute of
Constitutional Guarantees" preventing

him from touching the military hier-

archy and outlawing workers militias.

Because the UP did not veto and
allowed the military to carry out a

draconian “Arms Control Law," terror-

izing factories and slum districts with

their searches. Because the reformists

preached faith in the “constitutionalist"

officers like Schneider, Prats... and
Pinochet.

The road to the hell of September
1973 was paved by the policies of the

Unidad Popular, the so-called
“
via

chilena." At the heart of this treacherous

program of class collaboration was the

popular front. Already in the Spanish
Civil War of 1936-39, Stalin had used

the People’s Front to tie the workers to

the “progressive” bourgeois parties and
“democratic” generals—and thus head
off proletarian revolution, which was
and is the only road to victory over the

fascists. Chile went through this experi-

ence in the ’40s, ending in the concentra-

tion camps of Popular Front president

Gonzalez Videla, who “betrayed” his

erstwhile Communist Party allies, just

as Pinochet "betrayed" Allende. They
did not, however, betray the interests of

their own class, the bourgeoisie.

The Trotskyists warned of the

impending catastrophe in Chile and put

forward a communist program to fight

it. Already in 1970 we wrote:

“It is the most elementary duty for

revolutionary Marxists to irreconcila-

bly oppose the Popular Front in the

election and to place absolutely no
confidence in it in power. Any ‘critical

support’ to the Allende coalition is class

treason, paving the way for a bloody
defeat for the Chilean working people
when domestic reaction, abetted by

international imperialism, is ready."—Spartaeist No. 19,

November-December 1970

Although Allende’s UP desperately

tried to restrain the Chilean working
class, it became clear to the bourgeoisie

that the mobilization and demands of
the masses were running outside the

bounds of capitalism. Workers were
taking over factories, peasants seized

landed estates not on the agrarian

reform list, in the industrial belts around
the cities cordones industriales arose as

embryonic organs of dual power. The
reformists, particularly the CP, tried to

sabotage the workers’ militancy; cen-

trists like the M I R generally tailed after

it. But, tragically, no one was building a

Leninist vanguard party which could
lead those struggles not only against the

capitalists but over the opposition of the

misleaders of labor who block the road
to revolution.

Liberal Imperialist Arrogance

At the end of Missing, Ed Horman
(played by Jack Lemmon) tells U.S.
embassy officials complicit in his son’s

death that “I’m glad 1 live in a country
where people like you are put in jail.”

Many audiences applaud the righteous

indignation of this conservative Chris-
tian Scientist businessman whose eyes
have at last been opened. But it’s a lie, as
is soon shown by the movie itself. The
Horman family couldn’t even get the
courts to release information about the
murder of Charles; their suit was thrown
out because the key evidence is still

classified as state secrets. Moreover, the
idea that the brutal military coups of
Latin America are simply the result of
"Hispanic violence” is a U.S. liberal (not
to say racist) myth. The atrocities in

Santiago’s National Stadium belong not
only to Pinochet’s sadistic killers but
also to the antiseptic suburbanites of the
U.S. Milgroups who eat Skippy peanut-
butter sandwiches while training Latin
American torturers in techniques first

developed by the Nazis.

Audiences who see Missing today
can’t help but think of El Salvador,

where the U.S. is once again backing a

brutal, sadistic dictatorship that mur-
ders its own people by the tens of
thousands. And there is one parallel that

can’t be missed—between Charles Hor-
man and the four American nuns
murdered last year by the Salvadoran
National Guard. A central aspect of the

liberal imperialist arrogance of Missing
is the fact that the only dead person
anyone in the film cares about is the lone

American. As Village Voice film critic

Andrew Sarris put it: “It is as if an
American father were looking for his

son in Auschwitz, and complaining to

the authorities that an American boy
did not belong with all these other
corpses." It reminds one of the Jane
Fonda genre of Vietnam war movies as
well, where the main (and often only)
casualties of the war are fucked-up Viet

vets. Sure, as the reformists keep saying,

“American guns kill American nuns” in

El Salvador—but they also kill 30,000
Salvadorans!

Missing has moved and angered
many in its audiences. But the lesson of
the Chilean coup is not one of despair

and tragedy. The Chilean workers were
dealt a bloody defeat, but they can and
will fight again. They must be armed not
only with guns but also with a revolu-

tionary program to combat the disas-

trous illusions in a “peaceful road to

socialism" that ultimately became a

bloody road to counterrevolution.

Today all manner of reformists promise
to repeat the tragic Allende experience.
In Chile "the people united" were
defeated, and endlessly chanting the

opposite will not make it so. Only the
Trotskyists of the Spartaeist League
have consistently fought for workers
revolution to smash the junta, the only
program which can avenge the deaths of
thousands of heroic militants martyred
on the altar of the popular front
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Falklands...
(continuedfrom page I

)

episodes in the epoch of imperialist

decay, the wave of chauvinist hysteria

which has swept Britain is no less

disgusting and dangerous for it. Thatch-

er proclaims “aggression" anywhere

must be repelled, as if Britain were still

the world’s policeman. What right does

a two-bit power like Britain have to

police global “aggression"? Why not

Bangladesh? Labour Party leader Mi-

chale Foot leaps to congratulate

Thatcher and Her Majesty’s armed
forces. Royal Navy recruiting posters

have been found tacked up on factory

notice boards.

All the blather about defending

British sovereignty in the Falklands or

the rights of the 1,800 Falklands

“kelpers” is sheer imperialist cant.

Britain seized the Falklands from

Argentina in the early nineteenth

century. So turnabout is fair play. The
Shetlands and Orkneys, after all, were

only pledged to Scotland by the Danish

monarchy 400 years ago in lieu of a

royal dowry. If the British want to stand

on their claim to the Falklands, they

should return the Shetlands and Ork-

neys to Denmark. More serious is the

case of Diego Garcia in the Indian

Ocean, which had a population larger

than the Falklands. There the British

colonialists drove those people from

their homes in order to give an unpopu-
lated island to the U.S. Navy.

The Labour Party has sought to

prevent the Tories from outflanking it in

popular jingoism, while simultaneously

warning against another Suez-type

humiliation. The right wing of the party

has. predictably, more or less paralleled

the American position for a negotiated

solution. The Labour MP from Lang-

ley, Virginia, Denis Healey, rose in

Parliament to “express the gratitude of

the House to Mr. Haig" and then

shuttled off to New York himself.

But in all this it is the enfant terrible of

the Labour left, Tony Benn, whose
policies are most in line with the real

capacities and interests of British

capitalism. Recognizing that Britain is

in no position to get into a war over a

group of islands 8,000 miles away, Benn
warns that if the fleet is not withdrawn,
“it will end in tragedy for this country."

Both the anti-Communist right and the

fake left portray Benn as a veritable red

revolutionary. In fact, he is now acting

as the only rational voice for British

capitalism. Contrast Benn with Lenin,

who saw in World War I a bloody,

irrational conflict that was ripping up
the normal functioning of the bourgeois

order, and creating historic revolution-

ary opportunities.

American Impotence Exposed

Perhaps the most striking thing about
this bizarre world crisis is that it

highlights the weakness of the United
States as self-styled leader of the “free

world." The night before Argentina
seized the Falklands, the president of
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the United States spoke on the phone
for almost an hour with Argentine

strongman Galtieri (the longest such call

Reagan’s had with any foreign leader)

trying to convince him not to do it. But

to no avail. And Haig’s effort to emulate

his mentor Kissinger's shuttle diploma-

cy has only made him an international

laughing stock.

In 1956, at the height of the short-

lived "American century,” Eisenhower

and Dulles simply called off the British/

French/Israeli invasion of Egypt over

the Suez Canal, a humiliation which still

rankles the Tory establishment. Britain

couldn’t even win the “cod war” with

tiny Iceland in the early 1970s because

the Americans told them to lay off.

Washington was afraid that if the

British won, it would endanger the

NATO airbase at Keflavik. But times

have changed.

It is especially painful for U.S.

imperialism that Britain is now attempt-

ing to recapture its imperial glory at the

expense of the Argentine junta. Since

taking office the Reagan administration

has fervently wooed the bloody anti-

Communist butchers in Buenos Aires.

Last year the White House pressed

Economist

Argentine strongman Galtieri.

Congress into removing the ban against

arms shipments to Argentina, a leftover

from Carter’s “human rights” hypocri-

sy. Last November at a state dinner in

Washington hosted by Pentagon super-

hawk Caspar Weinberger, Galtieri

declared that the third world war had
already begun in the Americas, a war
between the “free world” led by the U.S.

and Soviet Communism. The Argentine

military had volunteered its elite units to

help overthrow petty-bourgeois radical

Sandinistas in Nicaragua and suppress

leftist insurgency in El Salvador. No
doubt Galtieri believed these services on
the Central American front of imperial-

ism’s Cold War II entitled him to some
compensation, namely, the Malvinas.

No doubt he also figured that his good
friend Reagan would smooth over the

decrepit British lion’s ruffled fur.

It was therefore anything but an
accident that the very night of the

Falklands Islands seizure, Reagan’s UN
ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick was
indulging her preference for “authori-

tarian” regimes by attending a dinner at

the Argentine embassy. Very possibly

Kirkpatrick thinks that Margaret
Thatcher is all right as far as she goes,

but she’s ruling on the basis of some-
thing unstable known as bourgeois

democracy rather than a tested “moder-
ately authoritarian” government like

Argentina’s. The British were not

amused. Her Majesty’s ambassador to

Washington, Sir Nicholas Henderson,
asked how would Americans have felt if

he had been wined and dined at the

Iranian embassy the night of the

Teheran hostage seizure.

So with the British pushing their

imperial pretensions to the hilt and the

U.S. unable to simply call Thatcher to

order, the Reagan administration is

forced to make the excruciating choice

between the anti-Communist junta to

the south and the anti-Communist
Tories across the Atlantic. While many
Reaganites may feel more at home with

Galtieri’s Argentina than with a Britain

filled with Bennites and “Bolshies,”

Washington has increasingly realized it

must line up with its more important

ally, Britain.

Fake-Lefts Cheerleading
for Galtieri

Just a few days before the seizure of

the Falklands, the Argentine junta was

confronted with a 1 5,000-strong demon-
stration by the General Confederation

of Labor in Buenos Aires, which was

suppressed with large-scale arrests.

Fearing a wave of labor unrest, Galtieri

designed his Malvinas adventure as a

nationalist diversion to outflank the

Peronists. And, so far, it has been a

successful maneuver in defusing class

struggle with chauvinist demagogy. But

Argentina's leftists and trade unionists

should think well that the first fruits of

taking the Malvinas could be the

establishment of an Argentine prison

island for the luckiest of the desapareci-

dos (“disappeared”) on one of its barren

outcrops.

Addicted to Third World nationalist

enthusing, virtually the entire fake left in

the U.S. (and to a lesser extent in

Socialist Worker

British “Iron Lady” Thatcher

Europe) has taken up the Argentine

cause. What makes this even more
despicable is that most of these self-

styled Marxists admit that the Falk-

lands adventure is a "cynical, desperate

attempt to divert attention from Argen-
tina’s economic crisis” ( Guardian ,

21

April). Having said this, these groups
then proceed to join the diversion!

“Hands Off Argentina!” screamed a

recent issue of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) organ, the Militant (23

April), taking as good coin the junta’s

claim that the Falklands are Argentine.

Of course, the British claim to sover-

eignty is based on the military triumphs
of a now-tattered colonial empire.

(Spain got the Malvinas when the pope
divided the world between it and
Portugal. But by then Henry VIII of
Britain had broken from the Roman
church.) Claiming the continuity of the

Spanish domains, for 149 years the

Argentine bourgeoisie has had an
appetite to restore its control over the

islands. This extenuated legal quibble
should be' of interest only to national-

ists, not Marxists. It is the task of the

communists to pursue workers revolu-
tion, not to dress up dubious arguments
for a revanchist adventure.

It says much about the supposedly

“anti-imperialist” cause that it is

supported by the Salvadoran junta (a

fact favorably reported by the SWP!),

while in Madrid 20,000 fascists marched

on behalf of Argentina and for a

Spanish invasion of Gibraltar. Argenti-

na’s other main Latin American sup-

porters are the Guatemalan junta, which

claims the ex-British colony of Belize,

and Venezuela, which has territorial

designs on the former British Guiana.

However, Pinochet’s Chile, which is

disputing the Beagle Channel Islands

with Argentina, and Figueiredo’s Brazil,

whose claims on the Iguazu Falls

conflict with those of Buenos Aires, are

notably less than enthusiastic in sup-

porting fellow general Galtieri.

On what grounds do self-styled

socialists support Argentina’s seizure of

the Falklands? On the grounds of

national self-determination? The 1,800

Falklands kelpers speak English and are

fanatically loyal to the non-existent

British empire. The Falklands are

hundreds of miles from the Argentine

mainland. There are, in fact, hundreds
of such sparsely populated or uninhabi-

ted islands which have long been bones

of contention among the various imperi-

alist powers and, with the decline of

European colonialism, among the local

bourgeois states. It is not the business of

Marxists to take sides in these squalid

territory-grabbing disputes.

The attempt to paint the Falklands

adventure as a legitimate anti-

imperialist struggle has reached ridicu-

lous heights with the fake-Trotskyist

SWP. The 23 April Militant likened the

Galtieri junta to a union bureaucracy

forced to lead a strike. It then lifted a

passage from an article by Trotsky on
the Sino-Japanese war, simply changing
the countries: “British patriotism is the

hideous mask of worldwide robbery.

Argentine patriotism is legitimate and
progressive.” Trotsky in 1937 was
talking about defending the Chinese
nation against Japanese conquest and
oppression. Japan had launched a full-

scale invasion of China, seizing major
cities like Peking, bombing the popula-
tion and installing a puppet govern-
ment. Has Britain invaded Argentina?
No one in the world thinks that the

Falklands squabble is at all comparable.
In the Falklands the British are not
oppressing Argentina nor, in fact, any
Argentines.

In contrast to petty-bourgeois radi-

cals and reformists of all stripes, we
think that as long as these two viciously

anti-working class regimes go at one
another, it’s a good thing if they grind up
their respective military machines.
Marxists are revolutionary defeatists on
both sides in the present conflict. The
potential for a massive class upsurge in

Argentina is obvious and Thatcher too
is hated by Britain’s workers. The
Argentine proletariat must not be taken
in by the nationalist diversion over the

Falklands, but must continue the

struggle to smash Galtieri’s bloody
junta. And the Spartacist League/
Britain, section of the international

Spartacist tendency, calls on British

workers to fight for their own class

power, eradicating the last vestiges of
Britain’s sordid and brutal imperialist

history. The main enemy is at home!B
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“Freeze”...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

wants such a freeze too... as soon as he

can "close the window of vulnerability."

Translated from the jargon of the

Defense Establishment all of this means:

“Let’s disarm the Russians." On both

sides the argument is how to make U.S.

imperialism stronger against the USSR.
There is firm agreement for a massive

military buildup and the drive toward

nuclear first strike capability aimed at

the Soviets. The arguments are over

how best to advance U.S. imperialism’s

global objectives.

McGeorge Bundy, former National

Security Adviser to Kennedy and

Johnson, and Robert McNamara, their

defense secretary, have come out

against nuclear “first use" in Europe. In

an article in Foreign Affairs (Spring

1982) written in consultation with Ted

Kennedy and co-signed by the author of

the 1950s Cold War policy of contain-

ment, George Kennan (for some time a

detente liberal), and by Nixon’s arms

control negotiator, Gerard Smith, they

declare that the U.S.’s present policy of

"flexible response” isn’t flexible enough

for them. Their “no first use” policy for

Europe is a demand for a more powerful

and more usable conventional military

in Europe. Worried about the “political

will” of the allies, they want more
American troops and firepower in

Europe.

Bundy and McNamara are good

examples of the new “doves” of imperi-

alism. In two administrations they

developed and carried out policies of

mass murder in the dirtiest war of

modern history, Vietnam. Convention-

al? Sure it was. By 1969 the level of U.S.

bombardment had reached nearly two

Hiroshimas per week— 130,000 tons a

month rained down on a largely

defenseless civilian population (Noam
Chomsky, At War With Asia). These

men helped design the policies of the

most insidious chemical torture and

high tech hell used against the Vietnam-

ese workers and peasants. The phos-

phorous bombs and napalm scorched

Deportations...
(continuedfrom page 12)

these attacks into impotent liberal

protests. In place of a class-struggle

fight this bunch pushes narrow commu-
nity organizing based on pro-

Democratic Party “people united"

rhetoric. Spurred by Reagan’s revoking

of the “Silva letters”—which lured tens

of thousands of undocumented workers

into the open on the false promise of a

limited “amnesty”—the Coalition mobi-
lized 2,000 angry protesters in down-
town Los Angeles March 13.-

Coalition leaders were so intent on
restricting the demonstration to Latin

nationalism and liberal protest that they

organized a 100-man goon squad to

wall off the demonstration from

“outsiders”—like the communists of the

Spartacist League (SL). The Coalition

even passed out a leaflet that warned
against “disrupters" and resurrected

Stalin’s slanderous amalgam, lumping
together “reactionaries, ultra-leftists or

police agents." When a group of SL
supporters and union militants arrived

at the assembly site for the march, a

goon demanded that a placard be taken
down which said, "Stop the Deporta-
tions! Full Citizenship Rights for All

Undocumented Workers!" Another
intervened to prevent an interested

demonstrator from buying a copy of
Workers Vanguard. Chief thug Rodri-
guez then blew his top and raged.

“You’re excluded! We’ll do everything

necessary to keep you out of the march!"
The SL comrades and supporters

withdrew across the street to demon-
strate, chanting “jAbajo la migra!"
Among the placards (in English and
Spanish) carried by SLers were: “De-

the earth while sensors beeped electron-

ic death on bombed-out moonscape

countryside. McGeorge Bundy called

his policy of bombing Vietnam and

Laos into smoking craters “the most

restrained in modern warfare.” No
doubt he has similar “restraint” in mind

when he gently chides the Reaganites for

their refusal to declare for “no first

use."

The Freezing of America

All sides in this intrabourgeois

debate are prepared to blow up the

world. But Reagan and Haig have made
a spectacular show of it, scaring sane

people everywhere with their talk of

“limited nuclear war," “demonstration

shots" and “winning" a nuclear ex-

change. Such talk has helped the

freezers, who are able to bring thou-

sands onto the streets, many in search of

survival, some in search of peace, but

mainly to pressure the “lawmakers" into

forcing a different “mix” in the Penta-

gon’s war arsenal.

The freezing of America has thus

appealed to wide sections of “middle

America," including stolid pro-Reagan

New Englanders and Southern pro-

military conservatives, from town meet-

ings to campuses to Congress. The
establishment churches are at the

organizational center along with eco-

faddists, some multimillionaires, sec-

tions of the Defense Establishment and

groups of liberal professionals. But it is

Teddy Kennedy who hopes to ride the

tide of the new campaign to the White

House in 1984. And that is why the

reformist left tails this campaign as a

really popular front against Reagan.

Ground Zero and the freezers claim

millions of Americans are involved in

the activities on hundreds of campuses

and cities. A number of states will have

nuclear freeze initiatives on the ballot,

most importantly California. This

activism has the quality of a moral uplift

movement. For "Ground Zero Week” in

April, symbolic nuclear weapons were

detonated all over the place. Runners in

the Boston Marathon learned how
much of their skin would have been

fend Mexican Workers! Down with the

INS!” and “No to Imperialist Interven-

tion in El Salvador!" But the Coalition

reformists couldn’t stomach the SL’s

call for a military victory to the leftist

rebels in El Salvador and the chant,

“Remember Bay of Pigs, remember
Vietnam—Democratic Party, we know
which side you’re on!" Despite the

exclusion SL supporters were able to

sell almost 100 newspapers and pam-
phlets to demonstrators looking for a

program to fight Reagan’s war on
working people here and abroad.

Among those excluded by the CP-
supported Coalition thugs were phone
workers in the Militant Action Caucus
(MAC). A theme of the MAC campaign
for delegate to Communications Work-

Imperialist “freezers” target Soviets.

melted off as they headed for the finish

line at ground zero. There is a “run for

life" event in North Carolina, a “puppets

for peace” show in Albuquerque,

hundreds of teach-ins, hot air balloons

over San Francisco and even a “swim
for peace” by an endangered seal in New
England.

The largest rally so far in the freeze

campaign was in Chicago April 19,

where about 20,000 turned out, mobi-
lized largely by the Methodists and,

unofficially, the Catholic church. Con-
servative Republicans and every front

group of just about every group on the

left showed up. The Businessmen

Opposed to Nuclear War were there

with their slogan. "Build businesses not

bombs”; and the Communist Party (CP)

fronts with their classless slogan, “End
the arms race not the human race." The
Communist Workers Party called upon
the “Soviet People" to build such a

movement in their own country, pre-

sumably so they would be disarmed

before imperialism. »

The crowd was lily-white, decidedly

middle-class and patriotic. Jesse Jack-

son’s PUSH sent one minister and the

only union represented was the CP-
influenced United Electrical workers.

ers of America (CWA) convention this

July has been for the union to mount a

labor-centered demonstration to de-

mand full citizenship rights for all

foreign-born workers, no deportations,

and asylum for Central American

refugees from junta terror. A MAC
motion to the CWA Local 1 1502 local

meeting March 18 demanded that “our

Local call on the L A. Central Labor

Council to organize and build this as a

demonstration of the entire L.A. labor

movement in conjunction with the

Black and Latino masses!” As a MAC
leaflet said:

"Our union brass looks the other way
and for years [has] refused to organize

and provide decent contracts for immi-
grant workers. But if Reagan’s attacks

go unchecked, if his treatment of

This is no accident. The mainstream

freezers have a conscious and explicit

policy of not wanting to look too radical

or too black. They have rejected tying

the matter of the nuclear buildup to the

racist attack on social services. They
have excluded El Salvador and U.S.

support to the bloody junta as “divi-

sive.” There were so many U.S. flags at

the Chicago rally, so much patriotism,

that when some fascists of the America

First Committee showed up with their

red-white-and-blue armbands, the

crowd couldn’t tell whether or not they

were with the rally.

But despite the thoroughly bourgeois

character of the Chicago rally, the

Spartacist League sold more than 400

pieces of Trotskyist literature. The
freeze campaign attracts many who are

just fed up with the nuclear reactionary

in the White House and who want to

protest the drive to World War III. It

doubtless attracts some young activists

new to politics who at first will be taken

in by this Orwellian “peace" campaign

for a more streamlined imperialist war.

To those who want to oppose the

warmakers in the Pentagon, to those

whose impulses are genuinely anti-

militarist, we say: smashing imperialism

is the road to peace.

The freeze campaign is not a contest

between the sane and the madmen, a

moral battle against a technological

golem, the aware vs. the “psychically

numb," the decent vs. the destructive. It

is part of imperialism's war against the

working class. And the defense of the

Soviet Union against imperialism draws

the class line. The Soviet Union, despite

its Stalinist bureaucratic degeneration,

ended capitalist rule in 1917, and the

capitalists have been trying to reconquer

it ever since. What is posed is not an

abstract “arms race." The U.S. missiles

are pointed directly at Moscow, and this

will continue as long as capitalism

exists. And the Soviets riad better have

missiles to defend themselves. In the

irrational system of capitalism, war is

not madness, but a logical consequence.

Peace will come only through the final

disarmament of the bourgeoisie by the

victorious revolutionary proletariat.*

PATCO, if his attacks on our class

brothers and sisters of Mexico and
Latin America go unanswered, we are

next. Reagan intends to drive the

‘foreigners’ out and bust the unions to

enforce sweatshop conditions on all

workers Labor has the power to

stop Reagan cold, let’s use it.”B

On Recruiting

Blacks...
(continuedfrom page 2)

Moreover, many black people have

an anarchistic distrust of all institutions,

the communist vanguard party not

excepted. This attitude, though certain-

ly understandable, is a barrier not only

to blacks joining an organization which
is at present mostly white, but also to

black members coming forward as

cadres and leaders of the Spartacist

League. And our goal is nothing less

than this (and well worth “five times as

much trouble"). If Dave Mann is not

just interested in point-scoring, we refer

him to a post-conference article of some
years ago in WV No. 166, 15 July 1977,

"Forging a Black Trotskyist Cadre," for

a discussion of objective and subjective

obstacles to the development of a black

communist cadre.

It is not by glorifying the present

consciousness of blacks but by speaking
the truth about the many-sided effects of

racial oppression that an American
communist vanguard can struggle to

overcome those effects among its

potential black recruits and cadre. And
here the SL/U.S. has had some success.

Our black comrades are not likely to

quit when the going gets rough for they

understand they have no future short of
a communist victory.*
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Racist Deportation Dragnet

Stop Reagan’s Raids

!

Downing/LA Herald Examiner

Hated La Migra agents round up foreign workers after raiding a clothing

manufacturer in Los Angeles.

APRIL 27— In an unprecedented

massive operation, the Immigration and

Naturalisation Service (INS) yesterday

launched a week-long nationwide

roundup of foreign workers with coor-

dinated raids on factories, construction

sites and offices coast-to-coast. In the

first day alone, some 1,000 people were

seized as the hated la migra swooped

down on plants where workers were

beginning the morning shift. Many
thousands more are to be dragged off

their jobs and thrown out of the country

in the week-long terror campaign

explicitly designed to whip up chauvin-

ist sentiment against "illegal aliens." To
denounce the INS roundup, the Sparta-

cist League called emergency demon-

strations in San Francisco. Los Angeles

and New York. These protests received

wide attention as the first opposition to

Reagan’s racist dragnet.

INS officials announced that the

operation will encompass 200 to 3Q0job

sites in at least ten target cities. Gro-

tesquely named "Project Jobs." these

Gestapo-like sweeps are designed to

spread the idea that the immigrant

workers are taking jobs away from “real

Americans." INS spokesmen told the

San Francisco Chronicle (24 April) that

the object of the raids is to arrest aliens

in "attractive jobs that would otherwise

be available to U.S. citizens and

permanent residents." With the down-

turn in the economic cycle and the

ravages of Reagan's "supply-side eco-

nomics sending unemployment soaring

over the 10 million mark, the raids are a

deliberate ploy to scapegoat foreign-

born workers for the crisis of the

capitalist system.

Vicious INS roundups, border police

raids, support to the Salvadoran

junta—all are presented by the adminis-

tration as a drive to “seal the borders" of

the U.S. from a “Communist threat"

that is supposedly creeping its way north

across the Rio Grande. Meanwhile,

black Haitians languish in Reagan’s

racist concentration camps while anti-

Communist refugees from Poland and

Cuba are welcomed with open arms. But

the vast numbers of undocumented

foreign workers involved—estimated at

up to 6 million now in the U.S.—
indicate that this low-wage sector is an

integral part of the American economy,

just like the Gastarbeiier (guest work-

ers) exploited by West German capital-

ists and then sent home at every down-
turn in the capitalist economic cycle

Traditionally these workers have been

ignored and often victimized by the

labor fakers, not just of the job-trusting

construction trades but also by “pro-

gressives" like Cesar Chavez (who called

for the INS to arrest “illegal” Mexican

farm workers). In contrast the Sparta-

cist League has put forward a class-

struggle program of organizing the

“undocumented" and fighting for their

protection through full citizenship

rights for all foreign-born workers.

Simultaneous demonstrations called

by the Spartacist League were held

today in San Francisco and Los An-

geles. attracting the attention of lunch-

time crowds as well as much of the

media and press. Signs and chants of the

picketers focused in particular on the

deportation of Salvadoran refugees who
have fled torture and death at the hands

of ultra-rightist death squads and the

U.S.-backed murderous junta. In San
Francisco the picket line protest was

joined by representatives of the Socialist

Party, the Coalition for Haitian Asylum
and the Comite Luterano Latino.

Spartacist spokesman Diana Coleman
denounced Reagan’s racist ploy:

“Mexican and Salvadoran workers did

not cause Chrysler to go belly-up.

Mexican workers did not make GM at

Fremont close. They didn't make
Detroit into a vast sea of unemploy-
ment .. They are saying that these

people who came up here as migrant

laborers or to work as maids in the

hotels are responsible for unemploy-
ment in this country. It’s just a lie."

—Stop INS raids! No deportations!

—Full citizenship rights for all

foreign-born workers and their families!

—Asylum for refugees of Salvadoran

junta terror!

Stop Deportations of Mexican Workers,

Salvadoran Refugees

!

LOS ANGELES—The Latino work-
ing-class neighborhoods of this city are

under a virtual state of siege as Reagan’s

Immigration and Naturalization Ser-

vice (INS) steps up its drive against

“illegal aliens." La migra
. as the hated

INS is known to its victims, has tripled

its daily factory raids. On April 6 in a

raid at Sasson Jeans, 180 people were

rounded up and terrorized, many of

whom have already been sent back to

Mexico. Meanwhile the feds randomly
detain Latinos in bus depots and train

stations and throughout the barrios.

Undocumented Mexican workers have

even been snatched up as they drop their

children off at school. And the manage-
ment of the Los Angeles Dodgers
threatened to have star pitcher Fernan-

do Valenzuela deported as an "illegal

alien” over a contract dispute. Prime
targets of this racist campaign have been

political refugees from right-wing terror

in Latin America. Up to 300 refugees are

deported to El Salvador every week

from L A. alone. For these exiles,

delivery into the clutches of Reagan’s

dictator friends means torture and
death.

The chauvinist campaign to divide

American workers against their foreign-

born class brothers is intended to ensure

the common defeat of both The
working class alone has the social power
to shut down the factories and means of

transport that is needed to smash
Reagan’s deportation drive. But the

entire AFL-CIO leadership, from Cesar
Chavez to Lane Kirkland, has lined up
with the bosses against foreign-born

workers. Working-class militants must
demand that the labor movement fight

for full citizenship rights for all foreign-

born workers and asylum for refugees

from right-wing terror.

The nationalists and Communist
Party (CP) Stalinists in the Coalition for

Visas and Rights for the Undocumented
seek instead to channel the outrage over

continued on page 1
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Los Angeles,
March 13:

Spartacist
contingent will

not be silenced
by Stalinist

thugsl
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No More Democrat Sellouts! For a Workers Party!

We reprint below an abridged version

of a talk by Reuben Samuels of the

Spartaeist League Central Committee
at recent SL/SYL educational confer-

ences in New York. Chicago and the San
Francisco Bay Area.*****
Just yesterday Reagan’s ambassador

to El Salvador embraced the newly
elected president of the “Constituent
Assembly,” Roberto “Major Blow-
torch" D’Aubuisson. Former ambassa-
dor Robert White thought him to be a

“pathological killer,” but according to

Reagan’s man in San Salvador D’Au-
buisson’s ascent to power is a demon-
stration of “democracy at work.”
Meanwhile back in the United States,

Congress is quibbling over how to cut a

couple of billion dollars more out of a

war budget, a budget for imperialist war
of $2.3 trillion—while workers go
without work, welfare mothers go
without welfare, old people are facing

death through starvation and—a new
term

—
"hypothermia,” which used to be

called freezing to death.

Reagan reaction, which has generated

D'Aubuisson’s ascent to power in El

Salvador, and cheese lines in Baltimore
and the announcement that something
called the “SS Action Squad" is threat-

ening to march in Detroit are all part of
the anti-Soviet war drive, a war drive to

restore one third of the planet to the so-

called “free market" by plunging the

entire world into a nuclear holocaust.

The theme of this talk is “From El

Salvador to Detroit: It Is Desperately

Necessary to Fight!" And the common
thread is the question of the popular
front. Or to put it another way, it is the

fight for the political independence of

the working class and for a workers
party—both in El Salvador and in

the belly of the beast, here and
internationally. ...

So what’s going on when the SWP
[Socialist Workers Party] claims that

the strength of the antiwar movement
lies in its support to rebel victory while it

goons for “Stop the War" advocates of a

sellout "negotiated solution" in El

Salvador? And [columnist Alexander]
Cockburn claims our line on military

victory is not only “unimpeachable" but

shared by most of the participants in

March 27, while he attempts a slander

and smear job against the Spartaeist

League in the pages of the Village Voice.

What’s going on here? Why do we have
this extremely contradictory behavior
on the part of very calculating political

people? I think that they are caught up
in the following contradiction: that is,

our call for "military victory to the

Salvadoran leftists" is so patently

obvious that they have to pay lip service

to a truism—namely, those forces which
are fighting for their lives might have a

right to win; but at the same time these

people are running scared of Reagan,
straight into the popular front.

Now I’m not going to say that with
Reagan and Haig and those other
maniacs in Washington that fear is a

totally irrational response. But what we
have here is political panic and coward-
ice compounded with reformist or

centrist appetites. So from the CP
[Communist Party] to the SWP to the

Marcyitesand the RWL [Revolutionary
Workers League], the goal of their

strategy, whether openly spoken or
implicit, is to get the American version

of the popular front, the Democratic
Party back into the White House. And
to prevent anything from standing in the
way of that, doing their duty on behalf
of the popular front—against us.

So with every rebel victory now in El

Salvador, the call for "Stop the War”
grows greater—stop the war before they

win. The [Salvadoran] FDR [Revolu-
tionary Democratic Front] leadership

continued on page 4
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13 Million Unemployed

Depression '82: Government statistics for April showed the highest rate of
unemploy ment in 40 years, since before World War II. Over 10 million jobless, 9.4
percent of the workforce. But when “discouraged" workers are included, those out of
work so long they have given up looking for a job, it is 13 million unemployed— 12.5
percent.



Pinochet Punk Tried to Run Down Communists

Criminal Harberger Set Loose
Paul Harberger must have thought

he was a Pinochet storm trooper

patrolling the streets of Santiago. The
son of a high-level adviser to the

Chilean junta. University of Chicago
professor Arnold Harberger, he tried

to run over with his car 25 protesters

picketing the appearance of his father

at U.C. International House on Janu-

ary 28. Brought up on the charge of

aggravated assault, Paul Harberger

was tried in a Cook County court

Friday, May 7. Judge Arthur Ellis

stated from the bench that the evidence

was “consistent," “persuasive." “com-
pelling," leading him to believe that “a

crime was committed.” But in an
outrageous travesty of justice he dis-

missed the charge on a patently absurd
pretext, unleashing this pro-Pinochet

thug on society.

The January 28 demonstration had
been called by the Spartacus Youth
League to protest Arnold Harberger’

s

role, along with his former University

of Chicago crony Milton Friedman, as

architects of the Chilean junta’s

economic policies of mass starvation

and unemployment known as “shock
treatment." This demonstration was
part of a campaign by the Spartacist

League and its youth organization to

expose the “Chicago Boys" as the

economic handmaidens to General

Pinochet’s murderous terror. The
January 28 demonstration protested

Harberger’s appearance on the topic of

“Inflation Around the World,” or how
starvation increases profit. A number
of those in the pro-Harberger coterie

formed a small counterdemonstration

chanting “Pinochet! Pinochet!" re-

vealing the pro-junta scum that attend

such gatherings as well as continuing

close ties between the junta and the

“Chicago Boys.”

At the May 7 trial, witness after

witness related how Harberger Jr.

drove his car onto the sidewalk and
came barreling straight at the demon-
strators. Serious injuries were averted

only because one of the marchers

was able to yell out a warning and push
several demonstrators to safety in

time. Harberger missed by a matter of

feet. A Chicago policeman testified

that he saw tire tracks on the lawn only

three feet from the concrete walkway
where the demonstration was held.

The last witness was a University of

Chicago hospital worker who testified

that he had seen the accused playing a

Pac-Man computer game— Harberger

Jr. is a videogame freak—at a bar in

Hyde Park where he overheard him
bragging to a young woman: “Hi, I’m

Paul Harberger, you may have heard

of me. I’m the one who tried to run

over 20 commies.”
During cross-examination Harberg-

er’s lawyer was continuously ruled

out of order and even criticized as

“incompetent” by the judge. Neverthe-

less Ellis dismissed the case with the

specious argument that since the

demonstrator who filed the formal

complaint also yelled out the warning

and pushed others to safety, he was not

really part of the demonstration and
his personal safety was not endan-
gered! With this incredible reasoning,

our comrades wouldn’t have had a

legitimate case unless they had actually

been hit by the car!

Commenting on this scandalous

decision, University of Chicago SYL

spokesman Phyllis Chaplain stated:

“Judge Ellis’ ruling recalls the release

on a technicality of the convicted

murderers of prominent Chilean exile

Orlando Letelier." Letelier, former

minister and ambassador to the U.S.

of Allende’s Unidad Popular govern-

ment which was overthrown by Pino-

chet’s bloody coup, had been living in

exile in the U.S. On 21 September 1976

Letelier and his assistant Ronni
Moffett were assassinated as his car

was blown to smithereens in down-
town Washington, just seconds after it

passed the Chilean embassy. For more
than a year the U.S. government

stalled an investigation which it knew
would lead straight to Pinochet’s

secret police and to the CIA (whose
director at the time was George Bush),

which if it was not an accessory

certainly had guilty knowledge.

In the trials that followed, the

ringleader, an American fascist bomb
expert named Michael Townley, was
given a light sentence for turning

state’s evidence on his Cuban gusano
henchmen. And on 15 September 1980

a federal appeals court overturned

their convictions despite the court’s

finding that “on the evidence at the

trial [they] were guilty as principals of

the murder of Letelier and Moffett.”

Judge Ellis’ decision is an eerie echo of

that appeals court action releasing the

Pinochet killers to stalk the streets

again.

The Harberger case has stirred

considerable interest at the University

of Chicago. A statement demanding
that Paul Harberger be jailed was
endorsed by the editor of the student

newspaper, the Maroon
, and by

spokesmen for several campus organi-

zations. On the day before the Har-

berger trial the Spartacus Youth
League held a spirited rally at the U of

C campus. In addition to publicizing

the assault case and Harberger Sr.’s

role in Chile, the rally protested the

“election" to the presidency of El

Salvador of Alvaro Magana, another

“Chicago Boy" elevated to authority in

a Latin American dictatorship. The
“compromise” candidate of Washing-
ton and the Salvadoran army, for over

17 years Magana was a crony of the

murderous officers who have killed

tens of thousands of workers and
peasants in that long-suffering

country.

The May 6 rally was also addressed

by a former secretary of Arnold
Harberger, who said this confidant of

the Chilean junta used to tell her that

"secretaries were part of the free

market” and that he was sending his

typing to Chile “to save money.” She
concluded her remarks: “If you guys

want to drive Harberger off campus.
I’ll get the car.”

The Spartacist League and SYL
intend to explore every legal recourse

to reverse Judge Ellis’ atrocious and
dangerous decision, to continue to

protest and expose Arnold Harberger

as unfit to hold the academic position

that he exploits for training and
implementation of his “experiments”

in mass immiseration. At the same
time we know that real justice for the

murderers of Letelier, for the butchers

of tens of thousands of Chilean toilers

and leftists, as well as for the wretched

Paul Harberger, will be meted out only

by a victorious proletarian revolution.

Cutback Koch: “It's a Steal!”

TWU Mugged
On April 29 Mayor Koch’s “impar-

tial" arbitrators socked 35,000 transit

workers with a new contract that

resurrects virtual open-shop working
conditions. The elimination of the cost-

of-living clause, and the tiny wage
increases (amounting to 6-7 percent
annually over three years) ordered by
the Office of Collective Bargaining
(OCB) will mean a substantial cut in real

pay. Even so, the Transit Authority
bosses are threatening a 35 percent fare

increase now, so they can blame it on the
heavily minority union members.
Meanwhile the labor-hating New York
Times hailed the pact for "unzipping"
transit work rules. The TA and Mayor
Koch couldn’t be happier with the

“deal." According to the Times ( 1 May),
“it was all that administration officials

could do to refrain from gloating" over
the arbitrators’ decision.

Responsibility for this abominable
contract lies squarely with the John
Lawe leadership of Transport Workers
(TWU) Local 100, which pushed for

binding arbitration as an alternative to

the union’s tradition of “no contract, no
work." If Lawe gets his way. Local 100
members won’t even get a chance to vote
the contract down: union officials have

announced that there will be no ratifica-

tion vote for the first time in the union’s

history and in violation of both the

TWU constitution and the Local 100

bylaws. “It’s binding arbitration, all

right.” commented one TWU member
to WV. “Lawe binds us hand and foot,

while the arbitrators give us three years

on a chain gang!” Union members
should demand a special meeting to vote
this giveback contract down!

Under Lawe’s arbitration setup,

transit workers were guaranteed to
lose—and they did. For the first time in

several decades the TA will have
unchallenged control over work assign-

ments. farming of work to outside
contractors and assignment of overtime
(with non-emergency forced overtime
now sanctioned). All work quotas are
eliminated, so the TA has a free hand to

intensify speedup, making dangerous
work even more life-threatening. Per-
haps worst of all. the TA is given the
"right” to dictate on any issue not
covered in this contract, regardless of
past practice. The OCB-dictated con-
tract demonstrates that arbitration isn’t

impartial at all, but rather is a weapon
used by the bosses to prevent labor

struggle while undermining and de-

stroying whatever gains the unions
made in the past.

Incredibly, Lawe has published "Ar-
bitration Highlights" claiming "Victory
Without Strike." He further maintains
that no concessions were made by the

union—something only a swivel-chair

bureaucrat could claim! But the big-

business press knows the score, and
they’re cheering that the "reasonable-

ness” of United Auto Workers chief

Doug Fraser (who robbed UAW mem-
bers of several billion dollars on behalf
of the companies) has come to New
York labor. Lawe is even trying to

imitate Fraser’s racist protectionism,
warning against a “Kawasaki subway"
run on Japanese-built cars! (He’s
probably worried that his friends in the
1 A wouldn’t get as big kickbacks. But
then maybe the wheel trucks wouldn’t
crack and the electric lights go out like

they do on the built-in-USA R-46cars.)

The labor fakers’ message is this: U.S.

workers must “sacrifice" so the Ameri-
can profit-makers can outdo their

foreign rivals. The union officials say it’s

necessary to “give back"; the bosses call

it “rollback"— roll back the unions, roll

back black rights, roll back Commu-
nism. This “rollback" drive is supported
by both capitalist parties, the Republi-
cans and the Democrats. Nevertheless,
the search goes on for a “friend of labor"
in the Democratic Party who will set

things right in City Hall.

Last year they thought they finally

had the “popular front” candidate
against the virulently anti-labor mayor.
Frank Barbaro wasn’t just backed by
the Communist Party and TWU “dissi-

dent" Arnold Cherry— transit arbitra-

tor Theodore Kheel was the head of

Barbaro’s “unity" campaign (and even
MTA head Ravitch was on the outs with

"Cutback Koch”)! But TWU members
will not win by bringing back a “real

Democrat"; after all, the attack on New
York municipal unions was begun
under Democrats Abe Beame and
Jimmy Carter! The working people and
oppressed minorities need a workers
party. It’s not some false “friend of
labor" who will turn things around,
rather it’s militant struggle and bringing
back the traditions that built the union
movement, like “no contract, no work."
TWU members will need such weapons
in the coming period, as the TA begins
to implement Lawe’s giveback deal.B
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Nicaraguan Masses: “Pastora al Paredon”

Comandante Zero

Betrays the Revolution
In August 1978, Eden Pastora be-

came an instant legend for leading the

successful takeover of Nicaraguan

dictator Anastasio Somoza’s national

palace, holding the entire puppet legisla-

ture hostage and forcing the release of

dozens of Sandinista National Libera-

tion Front (FSLN) prisoners. Thou-
sands of poor and working people lined

the streets of the capital to cheer

"Comandante Zero” as he escaped in a

plane with half a million Somoza
dollars. When Pastora returned to

Managua in July 1979 at the head of the

Southern Front of the victorious FSLN.
he was again hailed as a revolutionary

hero. But last month “Comandante
Zero” went over to the counterrevolu-

tion. This time the masses went into the

streets shouting
“
/paredon

,
paredon!"

(to the execution wall) for Eden Pastora,

and burning their Sandinista militia

cards because they bore his signature.

“Comandante Zero” had dramatically

resigned his post as vice minister of

defense and left Nicaragua last July

saying “the smell of gunpowder" was

calling him to fight elsewhere in Central

America. Some accounts recalled Che
Guevara’s departure from Cuba,

eventually to die a martyr’s death in the

Bolivian jungles. But Pastora was made
of different stuff. After a year of

globetrotting he refused to join the

Guatemalan guerrillas. And on April

15. accompanied by several former

aides, Pastora staged a large-scale press

conference in Costa Rica to announce
his plans to form an armed opposition

to the FSLN.
“I’m going to blast them out of their

mansions and their Mercedes Benzes,”

Pastora said in his two-hour harangue

(which was broadcast into Nicaragua by

radio stations in Costa Rica and

Honduras). Never one for modesty,

Pastora claimed that he was “the

comandante best loved by the people of

Nicaragua" and that he and his asso-

ciates would “carry out the military

actions that may be necessary to finish

off the foreign forces" he said were

subverting the Sandinista revolution.

The just anger of the Nicaraguan

militiamen and veterans of the anti-

Somoza uprising was deepened by the

revelation that Pastora had undertaken

his project after consultation with U.S.

officials, a fact revealed by former

Pastora collaborator and ex-Sandinista

vice minister of the interior Jose

Valdivia, who broke with his comman-
der over this.

Pastora wascareful to present himself,

not as a new ally for the pro-Somoza
counterrevolutionaries who have been

launching almost daily attacks on

Nicaragua from Honduras, but as the

voice of uncorrupted sandinismo. The
FSLN leaders declared that he was, in

fact, “a new voice of imperialism.” An
apt description. In his rambling Costa

Rica monologue, Pastora repeated the

slanders thrown at the FSLN and the

Nicaraguan revolution by Reagan and

Haig: Cuban agents have made Nicara-

gua a "peon" of the Russian "imperial-

ists"; the new army is too large for

defensive purposes (against a U.S.-

backed invasion?!); the FSLN is arbi-

trarily seizing land and businesses,

creating a “regime of terror" while

killing Miskito Indians, etc.

Whose interests do these charges

serve? Agence France-Presse noted that

U.S. spokesmen believe that “undenia-

bly the Reagan administration now has
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a stronger bargaining hand, not only

toward Nicaragua, but even more
importantly toward Congress" as a

result of Pastora’s statements. And
who’s behind Pastora? The Spanish

news agency EFE claimed that Pastora

“has the support of countries near the

Central American area" and the "finan-

cial aid of a European country," while

he awaits “the position of an interna-

tional organization of the democratic

left” ( Barricada . 16 April).

Pastora has long had a reputation as a

"social democrat” and the organization

of the “democratic left" in question is

the Second International (SI). West

European social democrats like SI

president Willy Brandt and French

president Mitterrand have generally

critically backed the FSLN. But their

more right-wing bourgeois populist

affiliates in Latin America, especially

Venezuela’s Accion Democratica and

Costa Rica’s National Liberation Party,

Daily World

Turncoat Ed6n Pastora (right) embraced by Second
International's man, former Venezuelan president P£rez.

greed and attempts to monopolize the

Nicaraguan economy. Pastora himself

was a Sandinista-come-lately and a

member of the right-wing “tercerista"

faction of the FSLN. which had strong

personal and political links with the

“anti-Somoza bourgeoisie.” (After the

victory Pastora, who had spent years of

exile as a small businessman in Costa

Rica, reportedly asked for his old lands

back.)

To win such elements the FSLN
commanders promised to preserve

capitalism, share power with Robelo &
Co. and integrate the FSLN troops into

a purged National Guard. But when
Somoza’s mercenary army collapsed

and fled, the Sandinistas began to take

full command, gradually pushing the

Militia women mobilized to defend
revolution (above); Sandinista journal

Barricada says “No traitor shall pass!"

have objected to the presence of Sandi-

nista observers at SI meetings. No doubt

they would prefer “social democrat"

Pastora, who calls for “economic and

political pluralism," and perhaps even

Alfonso Robelo, the leading bourgeois

opponent of the FSLN in Nicaragua,

whose “Nicaraguan Democratic Move-
ment” has been seeking the SI franchise

for some time.

As the Washington Post (16 April)

pointed out, "Both the U.S. government

and domestic opponents of the current

Sandinista leadership have been looking

for a leader... free of past association

with the dictatorship of Anastasio

Somoza. Pastora would seem to fit the

bill." And speaking of bills, who picked

up the tab for Pastora’s counterrevolu-

tionary propaganda barrage? EFE
reports that “almost a hundred Ameri-

can and European journalists" attended

the invitation-only press conference in a

luxury hotel outside San Jose. Both the

Mexican Excelsior and Cuba’s Prensa

Latina remarked on the large number of

CIA-connected press pundits at the

affair. Bought and paid for, it would

seem.

Revolution Polarizes

Pastora’s recruitment to the side of

U.S. -backed counterrevolution in

Central America is more than a mere act

of personal betrayal. It is only the latest

event in the ongoing polarization of

Nicaragua since the Sandinistas’ revolu-

tion. From the beginning of the anti-

Somoza uprising, the FSLN sought

alliances with capitalist elements driven

into a corner by the dictator’s personal

bourgeois elements out of the govern-

ment. (Pastora was especially peeved

that for all his publicity he was not given

an important command, nor a seat on
the FSLN’s nine-man directorate.)

Reacting against pressures from Rea-

gan’s Washington and local capitalists,

after successive purges and defections,

ex-guerrilla hard-liners now solidly

control the government. May Day
found FSLN junta coordinator Daniel

Ortega in Moscow consulting the

Kremlin leaders, while back in Mana-
gua the Nicaraguan trade unions adopt-

ed the slogan, "Defend the revolution,

for the construction of socialism."

Comparisons with the Cuban
Revolution are obvious and appropri-

ate. Castro’s July 26 Movement, like the

FSLN. was a petty-bourgeois national-

ist group which appealed to liberal

bourgeois opponents of the Batista

dictatorship to join with it in power. As
the U.S. imperialists stepped up the

pressure on the victorious Castro

regime, the Cubans responded by
nationalizing the economy and liquidat-

ing the bourgeois opposition. The Eden
Pastora of the day was July 26 Move-

ment leader Huber Matos, who was

arrested for plotting a bourgeois anti-

Castro coup. The result in Cuba was a

bureaucratically deformed workers

state, and the way Reagan is going, it

looks like he will force the same
outcome in Nicaragua.

A few days after Pastora’s San Jose

press conference, the chief of Nicara-

gua’s “internal order" police, Manuel
Urroz, resigned his post to join his

former commander. The defection of

Urroz to Pastora’s camp proves that the

FSLN still harbors within its leading

ranks potential agents of counterrevolu-

tion. (The first defense minister of the

FSLN-led regime, ex-Somoza colonel

Bernardino Larios, was arrested in 1980

for conspiring to assassinate the Sandi-

nista leaders.) To flush them out it will

be necessary to force through a clean

break with the Nicaraguan bourgeoisie.

But this is precisely what the Sandinistas

insist they do not want to do. And if the

FSLN is to follow in Castro’s footsteps

it will be against the Cuban leader’s

explicit advice.

These petty-bourgeois bonapartists

who oppose proletarian revolution and

workers democracy at home have the

narrow outlook of a nationalist bu-

reaucracy. Both the FSLN and the

Cubans have scabbed on the Salvador-

an struggle, now refusing to arm the left-

ist rebels and instead appealing for a

sellout "political solution" of the type

U.S. imperialism wishes it could have

enforced in Nicaragua. But despite the

stated intentions of the FSLN leaders, it

will be impossible to find a “middle

way” between subordination to U.S.

imperialism and expropriation of the

bourgeoisie. Reagan and Haig seem
almost perversely determined to see

Sandinista Nicaragua follow the Cuban
road in order to justify their anti-Soviet

war drive and U.S. intervention in

Central America.

The betrayal by “Comandante Zero"

comes in the middle of the Reagan
administration’s concerted campaign to

“destabilize” Nicaragua economically

and politically and set it up for bloody

counterrevolution. The anger of the

Nicaraguan masses, who chant “/ Eden
Pastora al paredon!" is completely

justified. Recalling the watchword of

the defense of Madrid in the Spanish
Civil War, the new Sandinista slogan

against the "contras" (counterrevolu-

tionaries) is “//Vo pasaran /’’—They will

not pass! But Franco did pass, because

the Stalinists, social democrats and

anarchists opposed a revolutionary

mobilization of the proletariat against

the capitalists. In Nicaragua as well the

danger of internal counterrevolution

will persist as long as the capitalist fifth

column is allowed to survive. What is

necessary is revolutionary leadership, a

Trotskyist vanguard capable of re-

sponding to imperialist threats by
mobilizing the masses throughout the

region for socialist revolution.

Defend Cuba, USSR! Hands off Ni-

caragua! U.S. out of Central America!
Military victory to leftist insurgents in

El Salvador!

Not a Sandinista “middle way" or a

“negotiated solution" with the Salvador
butcher junta, but workers revolution

throughout Central America!*
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Smash Reagan
Reaction!...
(continued from page I

)

itself is also calling for “Stop the War”
and a negotiated solution. Many of

them, of course, are quite divorced from

the military struggle that is going on in

the field, and simply see the military

struggle as a pressure tactic to imple-

ment their policies for a negotiated

solution with the junta. What would a

negotiated solution with the junta

mean? They’re now calling for respect-

ing the “institutionalization” of the

armed forces. Essentially it's back to

October 1979, where you had the

“human rights" coup that overthrew the

old Romero dictatorship and brought

Duarte to power in a popular-front

government which included the Com-
munist Party, which included [“social

democrat” Guillermo] Ungo, which

included [Christian Democrat Ruben]
Zamora—that is, many of the forces

that today represent the FDR. The
FDR is the popular front in exile. And
their program is “back to 1979": "We’ll

purge the few bad officers like D’Au-
buisson was purged. And we’ll clean up

the mess, we’ll have a pluralistic society,

we’ll have nice democratic capitalism

and we’ll reform the oligarchy.”

It’s all a big utopian dream. Much of

this language is the language of Chile.

And you remember in Chile Allende

came to power with a guarantee that he

would respect the "institutionalization”

of the army. Have the lessons of Chile

been forgotten? No, in fact, they’ve been

learned by the reformists and given their

own interpretation. The problem with

Allende was that he went “too far,” he

was “too radical." Too many times he

shook his fist, even if it was only in

tokenistic fashion, at U.S. imperialism.

He was too fast to expropriate capital in

Chile, even if it was capital that was no
longer of use directly to U.S. imperial-

ism. So the point is that they learned

completely the opposite lesson. These
are reformists on the run, or in many
cases, not even reformists but simply
liberals on the run. And since they

clearly than over the Russian question

itself and the response of the popular

front, not just the Democratic Parly but

also its left-wing defenders. Reagan and

Haig say that El Salvador is a show-

down with the Soviet Union, the

Spartacist League says El Salvador is a

showdown with the Soviet Union. So
guess what, we’re supposedly agents of

Reagan/ Haig because we’re bringing up
the Russian question which has “noth-

ing to do” with El Salvador.

But the fact that there’s a $2.3 trillion

war budget; the fact that they just

launched three Trident nuclear subma-
rines, which cost about a billion dollars

apiece; the fact that they’re building

these MX missiles and Cruise missiles

and they're making these multimillion-

dollar tanks now—all of this is not being

made simply to defend the coffee

plantations of El Salvador for Maxwell
House.

The Reaganites have tried to pick

what they think is an easy target in order

to refurbish the United States as a

military power that can win. And to set

the basis, by posing it in terms of the

anti-Soviet global conflict, as a launch-

ing pad for war against the Soviet

Union. There’s a NATO flotilla that

recently completed some exercises in the

Caribbean. And it had all the soft cops

of NATO along with the United

States—social-democratic West Ger-

many was there, the cheese-eating

Dutch were there and the ever-so-

moralistic Canadians were down there,

too. And this exercise, you know, it’s

not like the Jane Fonda exercise book—
they’re not just doing it to keep in shape.

They’re down there in the Caribbean
preparing for a military and economic
embargo of Cuba, to strangle the

island’s economy, which is kept afloat

by Soviet freighters. It’ll create an
encirclement, a freighter that goes
through will be sunk and World War III

will rapidly proceed.

Popular Front Chains
the Workers

Now I'd like to go into a little of the

background to the popular front, what
it is and why it takes the particular

expression it does in the United States.

_ ,
Granma

Salvadoran guerrillas In the field are fighting to win, not for popular-front
sellout.

cannot conceive of coming to power in

any other way than within the frame-
work of U.S. imperialist approval, they
too seek to bring back Carter or Carter’s

successor in the Democratic Party, a

Teddy Kennedy, back into the White
House.

El Salvador and the
Russian Question

Now what was behind Carter’s

“human rights" drive, behind bringing

Duarte to power, was the attempt to

rearm U.S. imperialism, morally and
materially, for a direct confrontation
with the Soviet Union. And that’s why it

led directly to Reagan and D’Aubuis-
son, who were simply more consistent

spokesmen and advocates of these same
policies. Nowhere is this seen more

The popular front, you see, makes
unambiguously clear what is integral to

reformism, namely, reformism is the

agency of the imperialist bourgeoisie

within the workers movement. Entering

into elections, like they had in France
recently, the Communist Party and the

Socialist Party will go around town and
they’ll find some really down-and-out
bourgeois politician and they’ll say,

"Why don’t you form a party? I mean
there must be three or four other people
that you can either pay or bribe to join

your party, and you come into the

coalition. You say you’re a splinter from
the Radicals (which was the Democratic
Party of France). Come on in, we’ll form
a coalition government. What we’ll do is

we’ll give you a set of handcuffs, and you
put these handcuffs on us." So when the

workers say, “How come you don’t
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strike a blow against capitalism?" you
say, "Well then we’ll lose our partners

here. You don’t want to wreck the unity

of the popular front against evil and
misery."

This is really the whole history, from
Spain to Chile to El Salvador, to find a

shadow of the bourgeoisie and use it as

an excuse not to make any encroach-

ments on private property, on capital in

any way—whether it’s the army, wheth-
er there’s land or whether it’s industry.

In El Salvador now you’ve got thou-

sands of dedicated workers and peas-

ants, poorly armed, sacrificing their

lives... in order to preserve “economic
pluralism" with the oligarchy, in order

to preserve the “institutionalization" of

D’Aubuisson’s army? No. Clearly they

desire, as we do, to avenge their fallen

comrades, to win a military victory, to

shatter the old oligarchy, the old state

institutions of the army and the death

squads in order to create a new society.

But their leaders say, “No, no, you can’t

run ahead of all the people whom we’ve

managed to unite, including these

lawyers, these born-again social demo-
crats and bourgeois politicians who we
found lurking in the alleyways of

various embassies on their way into

exile from various coups.”

The popular front chains, openly
chains, the working class and the parties

of the working class to the imperialist

bourgeoisie. And the popular front is

not just an electoral, or even principally

an electoral policy. You see, in the

United States the Communist Party was
confronted with the following dilemma:
there was no mass party of the working
class to offer up its mass support for a

few parliamentary portfolios, generally

the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of

Zoos or something like that while the

bourgeois minister (even though he only
represented himself) generally got

interior, foreign affairs or the war
ministry.

What happened in the U.S. in the’30s.

coming out of the depths of the

depression and the mass unemployment
and the mass destruction of industry

and jobs, was an enormous strike wave
which in three cities was led by ostensi-

bly revolutionary leaderships: the

Trotskyists in Minneapolis, the Muste-
ites in Toledo, the Stalinists in the Bay
Area, San Francisco. Out of this strike

wave came the basis on which the CIO
was built, but without a genuinely
revolutionary leadership, it was led

straight into the Roosevelt machine and
straight into the Democratic Party. The
welding of the mass industrial workers
movement in this country by the social

democrats and the Stalinists to the

Democratic Party became the American
version of the popular front. It sabo-
taged and set back what was a great

revolutionary upheaval on the scale of
the ’36 strikes in France, when Trotsky
announced the revolution is here, and
the great upheavals which took place in

Spain. And it is this crime that has
created the present political bankruptcy
as well as the general social bankruptcy
of the American trade-union leadership

ever since.

The founding documents of the

Fourth International, of our interna-

tional movement, are filled with an
analysis of these developments and the

slogans which can break the chains of

class collaboration and unleash the

revolutionary potential of the American
and European working masses. In

particular let me call your attention to

“Trade Unions in the Epoch of Imperi-

alist Decay,” where Trotsky said part of

the decay and degeneration of imperial-

ism, which on the one hand manifests

itself in these enormous economic crises,

and the growth of fascism on the other

hand, is the welding together of trade

unions and the state, which fascism

carries to its logical expression.

You see this, of course, most forth-

rightly with the Cold War, where the

American labor bureaucracy was the

vanguard of war with the Soviet Union
long before Reagan got to the White
House. And in the intervention of the

Labor Department into the labor

movement, where the government
actually comes in and runs elections in

the labor movement, as happened with

the Arnold Miller campaign in the

mines. Now you’ve got [UAW president

Doug] “Giveback" Fraser, who repre-

sents the consummate growing together
of the trade-union bureaucracy and, if

they can pull them in their wake, the

trade unions together with the imperial-

ist state. So what T rotsky said in “Trade
Unions in the Epoch of Imperialist

Decay” is still very true today, that is,

only under the leadership of the Fourth
International can the trade unions be
turned again into instruments of
struggle, be made independent organs of
the working class—only as agencies of
revolutionary struggle for power.

September 19 and
May 3/March 27

I want to compare September 19, the
big labor demonstration against Reagan
in Washington, with the El Salvador
demos last May 3 and this March 27.

Like May 3 and March 27. September
19 was launched as an attempt to
refurbish the Democratic Party and
ultimately to get a Democrat elected

into the White House. I want to make all

proportions guarded here because
clearly we were not an organizational

contender in September 19; but nev-
ertheless, look at the difference between
the receptivity that we received on
September 19 and these two other
demonstrations in Washington. So
what we say about a class polarization in

this country is true: workers are ex-
tremely open. That doesn't mean they’re

about to abandon their passivity, their

social conservatism, or what have you,
but they are extremely open to revolu-
tionary answers to a situation in which
there don’t seem to be any answers.
Whereas these people [at May 3 and

March 27], this petty-bourgeois (and it’s

predominantly petty-bourgeois) mobili-
zation for the popular front is very
politically conscious, and knows what it

wants. What it doesn't want is any reds
waving red flags in front of Teddy
Kennedy’s face. When that big rally is

there on TV and they’re reading the
greetings from the next president, they
don’t want any banners that say, “For
Workers Revolution Throughout Cen-
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tral America!" And that’s why they use

Reagan’s cops, and not just Reagan's

cops but his special squad, based on the

L A. police force in the old days when
they did in the Panthers, called the

SWAT team. They weren’t just ordinary

Park Police, you know, that help

Smokey across the street, out of a tree or

something. These were the beginning of

what they call in other countries the

carabineros, the beginning of a national

federal police force. And on horses

against us, namely the Cossacks to keep

it clean for Teddy.

At September 19 there was none of

this. There were Democrats on the

platform but none of them attempted to

address that crowd. On the West Coast
they were booed off the platform,

including Mondale, who if he isn’t going

to be a presidential candidate himself is

certainly a stalking horse for Teddy.

They just booed him off. He tried to

appeal to Poland, he tried to appeal to

this, to that—nothing: they weren’t

having him. Namely, the working class

is not buying the popular-frontist

nostrums. And if you go and read a lot

of the things Trotsky wrote in the ’30s,

they ring very relevant today.

As Trotsky said in his writings on
France, during a period of severe

economic and social crisis, where

millions were out of work, where

industry is being shut down, where the

capitalists are destroying their own
industry, you can’t appeal to workers to

struggle for the minimum program, to

struggle for another few cents an hour.

They know that there are thousands of

people waiting totake theirjobs or there

are no jobs that exist. The system, the

profit motive system, is in a profound

crisis. And as a consequence, the

struggle is not just a struggle against the

individual capitalist, over the division of

the social product in that particular

plant or industry. It is a struggle against

the capitalist system itself.

Take PATCO, the labor aristocracy,

the thing that’s supposed to tie the trade

unions to the state. The labor aristocra-

cy wants a little more. There is no more.

And Reagan gave a political answer to

their economic demand. He smashed

the air controllers union and smashed

their strike. The paralysis of the labor

movement was abject prostration and

treachery. Just the power of our

elementary demand, “Picket lines mean
don’t cross!” translated in graphic

terms, “Shut down the airports!” sold us

many thousands of newspapers in

Washington. The demand was immedi-

ately realizable to these workers.

“Shut down the airports!" If only a

few unions could get together and stand

up to Reagan, it’s the beginning of a

class-against-class fight. That’s why the

1AM, that’s why the pilots union, that’s

why the Teamsters, all of them stabbed

PATCO in the back—because they

knew it would take a class fight, and

they are class traitors not class fighters.

Sometimes good for the nickel-and-

dime stuff, but nickels and dimes don’t

win back PATCOjobs. That would take

labor action to bring Reagan down, the

kind of labor action that means a break

with the Democrats, who in office

would have had to do the same thing [as

Reagan] in this period.

So September 19 showed that if the

unions, even in symbolic form, pose the

question of “fight Reagan," labor is

ready to march, far exceeding the

expectations or even the desires of the

labor bureaucracy who mobilized that

demonstration and controlled it. Haifa

million industrial workers, unionists.

They bought the city for a day. They

could have taken the city for the future

of America had they wanted to. had they

had the consciousness. Because the

social power was there. What was

lacking was the political consciousness,

the recognition of the need for workers

to have their own government.

Smash Racist Terror!

It was not only the most powerful

labor demonstration in American histo-

ry, it was also the most integrated.

Because the race question in this

country is the refraction through which

all the other social questions are posed.

Just take unemployment. It used to be

there was a reserve, predominantly

black, army of the unemployed. Unem-
ployment benefits were for blacks.

Welfare was for blacks. Food stamps

were for blacks. Well, that whole

consciousness is beginning to change

because now everybody is trying to get

the benefits that don’t exist. And they all

feel like they’re being treated like blacks,

from PATCO workers on down.
So the fact that Reagan is openly and

viciously trying to put the crisis of the

imperialist system on the backs of the

American working people is of course

going to make all the social questions

focus on the blacks. And the black

organizations, whether they are nation-

alist, whether they are reformist, wheth-

er they are civil libertarian, look entirely

bankrupt. So you’ve got a labor bu-

reaucracy that is entirely Jim Crow, that

hasn’t fought for black rights—except

to sabotage the struggle for black rights

like in '63—since the rise of the CIO and

industrial unionism. But when the

unions stand up, blacks are in the

forefront, in Washington as well as

almost any kind of picket line you’ll ever

see. Because they are the most alienated

from U.S. society, because of their

strategic position in the economy, they

are necessarily forced to play a van-

guard role.

This brings me to the question of

fascism. Because fascism is where all

these questions come together—the

anti-Soviet war drive, the trashing of

labor, the trashing of blacks. Today the

fascists are seen as shock troops that

show how far the government can go in

smashing the labor movement and
thereby emboldening and fueling the

growth of the fascists.

Greensboro was presented by the

press—and the left press as well as the

liberal press—as a shoot-out between

“violence-prone” elements. Well, of

course the CWP was not tactically smart

in the South, going in and breaking up
fascist meetings, then calling a “Death
to the Fascists" demonstration at which

they took no precautions and no
defensive measures. It was an extremely

unwise policy that they pursued. But

they were not targeted by the fascists

because of their lack of wisdom. They
were targeted because they were per-

ceived to be commies, “nigger-lovers”

and labor agitators. That’s why the Klan

and Nazis went after the CWP. And,
now it’s quite clear, with a great deal of

police assistance, if not police initiative,

both from the federal government and
the local authorities.

Next they targeted Detroit. Detroit

was a logical conclusion to Greens-

boro—the center of black radical

proletarian struggle, the Motor City

which is supposed to make the economy
run and is certainly going to be the

motor force behind the proletarian

revolution in this country. But you have

a working class which appears to be

extremely passive, which appears to just

take it. Although once called into

action, even if it’s a tokenistic action

—

like Labor Day in New York, Septem-

ber 19 in Washington—they marched.

Nevertheless, they look around and see

nothing but defeats. It is necessary to lift

the heavy hand of these historical

defeats, mistakes, treachery from the

working class and blacks in this country.

And that’s what we did around the

Detroit demonstration—the [Novem-

ber 1979] anti-Klan demonstration that

we had in the aftermath of Greensboro.

It was the first mass anti-Klan

demonstration in an industrial city in

years, in decades, in this country. It laid

the basis for ANCAN in San Francisco

[which stopped the Nazis from “cele-

brating” Hitler’s birthday in April

1980], And it laid the basis for March 20

in Ann Arbor. If the Nazis could get

away with marching in Pumpkin Seed

and Gingerbread Land—a place with-

out very much indigenous support for

right-wing terrorists—if they could get

away with marching in Ann Arbor, they

figured they could get away with

marching anywhere. And that’s why
they saw it as a launching pad for a

return to Detroit after our successful

mobilization on November 10, 1979.

They were trying to do an end run. But

they were stopped in Ann Arbor.

Now the reformists and liberals who
talk about “protest the Nazis and Klan.’’

everybody who talks about civil liberties

for the Nazis and Klan, everybody who
talks about calling on the state to “ban
the Klan,” they all believe that the Nazis

and Klan are going to be dealt with by

the police. That's why they make no
preparations for a mobilization to

smash them and in fact make a counter-

preparation to slander and to besmirch

the people who initiate such a mobiliza-

tion. And that’s why this created such an
outcry— because behind it again is the

popular front. To smash the fascists is to

go to the roots of social reaction in this

country, to take on the imperialist crisis

of which the fascists are the distilled

expression, and the anti-Soviet war
drive of which they are the vanguard. So
that’s why there is this hue and cry that

this is the worst atrocity that ever

happened to Ann Arbor.

Opportunities and Dangers

The policy, whether it’s explicitly

stated or not, that’s being pursued by
our opponents, has taken another
vicious form as well. We recently had an
important victory against the very right-

wing Republican attorney general in

California who attempted to include us,

in a report on organized crime in

California a few years ago and target us

as violence-prone, terrorist-prone,

etc.—as outlaws, to be dealt with like

mad dogs and shot down in the streets.

This was Deukmejian—we initiated a

suit and we got a retraction from him.

Well, now Reagan’s got a lot of

Deukmejians running around in the left

who are willing to do that kind of dirty

work, the dirty work of slander, of

verbal gangsterism, of saying anything
about a group so that anything can be

done to them.

So we are entering a period of

extreme opportunities and extreme

dangers. This is a period fraught with an

enormous potential for struggle to

which there is only a revolutionary

answer—only an answer that can be

provided by the revolutionary program

of Trotskyism. It is also a period of

extreme danger. The left would like to

get us; the liberals would like to get us;

Reagan would like to get us.

I’d like to close with one story for

some of you who might have felt a little

lonely at certain points down in Wash-
ington on March 27. So the whole

liberal left milieu has lined up behind

Reagan on the issue of Poland and the

enthusiasm for Solidarnosc, where the

question of anti-Soviet rollback was
most directly posed in an immediate

sense since World War II. You know,

they talk about millions of workers

behind Solidarnosc—but where are the

millions of workers today behind

Ayatollah Khomeini? Now almost

everybody says, “Oh, Ayatollah Kho-
meini. he’s just a reactionary." But a few

years ago they were at least vicariously

running through the streets of Teheran

shouting, “Allah is Great.”

Well, at least let me say this for the

ayatollah—against whom I’ve said

many appropriately nasty things. He did

after all seize the nest of spies in Teheran

and denounce U.S. imperialism, close

down a few spy bases, right? Now it

turns out that the reason he seized the

embassy hostages was not at all progres-

sive and we don't support it. But at least

he targeted, even if it was for reactionary

reasons, a reactionary institution. Can
you imagine Solidarnosc seizing the

American embassy, except to demand
that Reagan initiate a first strike against

Moscow? 1 mean the contrast is

incredible— between these medieval

clericalists, these Koran-thumping bi-

gots and the “progressive," “enlight-

ened" "workers-democratic" “socialist-

minded" Solidarnosc

—

who never

mention the word socialism in any of

their propaganda except to denounce it,

and never mention U.S. imperialism

except to praise it!

So when they say “International

Monetary Fund, come in and run our

economy.” this may not mean very

much in the United States. But the point

is that in Sri Lanka where we now have a

section, the comrades there understand

what the International Monetary Fund
means. When the IMF comes in. they

cut the rice ration, which is the border

line between malnutrition and starva-

tion. They know what the IMF means,
because it is a life and death question— it

is the direct intervention of U.S.

imperialism to enforce a qualitative

immiseration of the masses. And so

when they hear Solidarnosc call for the

IMF to take over Poland, they don’t

think that Solidarnosc is too
progressive.

That’s the virtue of being in an
international movement. In Washing-
ton, we carried the flags of the [Russian]

revolution whose historic gains we alone

defend in this country. We called for

military victory in El Salvador to inflict

a defeat on U.S. imperialism. But the

final defeat of U.S. imperialism depends
on the actions of the American working
class. This is the belly of the monster.

This is still the most powerful imperial-

ist country in the world and the country

which challenges every progressive

social movement

—

for independence,

for socialism, for social justice.

And it is our responsibility to build

the party of the working class that will

overthrow the imperialist capitalist

system here in the United States and
make the world safe for socialism, for a

socialist future. So these are enormous
responsibilities that confront us. And
we have a unique, in that sense,

responsibility to proceed with the

political task ahead. Forward to the

American workers party! Forward to

the world party of socialism, the rebirth

of the Fourth International! Join us!S

Striking air

controllers
march in mass
Labor Day rally

in NYC, 1981.
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Left In form:
Right in essence

The scenario is almost always the same
There is a large demonstration Often it is

against U S intervention in El Salvador, but
It also could be * demonstration against the

Nazis or a rally against the Reagan cutbacks.

A smaller group forms away from the main
demonstration and yells angrily at the main
group Soon the smaller group works itself

up into a frenzy and charges into the larger

rally, fists swinging
Who is this group"* Is it the Moomes.

the ultraright followers of the anticommunist
Rev Sun Myung Moon? The remnants of

the fascist U.S Labor Party? Ovcreager par-

tisans from the Young Americans for Free

dom"* No. it's the Sparticist League (SL), a

small Trotskyist group whose sectarianism

has reached new heights

The SL has a long history of super-revolu-

tionary phrasemongering and u matching in-

ability to organize much of anything on their

own Known throughout the left for their

ounlcrdemonslralions and ullra-”leff

posturing at other groups' forums, they have

at best been a nuisance and a hinderance to

other left groups' attempts to work together

However, in the past year their tactics have

moved beyond the expression of political

differences to harassment and physical at-

tack What was once comic is now tragedy

The most recent esample of this was the

March 27 demonstration in Washington
DC, against U S intervention in El Sal-

vador. The March 27 action, sponsored by a

broad-based coalition of 16 groups, raised a

number of addmonal demands: for jobs and
human needs, for self-determination in Cen-
tral America against oppression in the U S .

against the draft, against racism and against

se iism

But. as usual, this was not radical enough
for ihe SL and they painted the entire coali-

tion as "rad-lib doves who want to call Ihe

war |m El Salvador! off. “ They formed their

own contingent with their own demands
This in itself u a fairly standard way of in-

jecting something of one groups' politics

into a btoader arena The problem arises,

however, when the SL seeks to injects its

politics physically by storming the larger

demonstration

The SL makes no attempt to hide (his

practice and even bragged about it in (he

latest issue of a newspaper il puis out sailed

"Workers Vanguard " The SL tlatet, "We
formed up a flying wedge to break through

their line This wxs quickly and effectively

done, sending their goons running and leas

mg a number sprawled on the ground We
did not attack ‘rival protesters' but a line of

goons with yellow armbands who had linked

arm* in order to prevent people from enter-

ing the Anti-Imperialist Contingent" (the

name the SL calls itself when it attends other

groups' demonstrations)

Observers at the scene recount a different

story SL members attacked the demonslra

tion where a number of young women had

gathered One. a legal observer hod her

nose broken by a karate chop from someone
twice her sue. another 17-ycor-old woman
was knocked in the head and given A concus-

sion

If this were an isolated incident, il could

perhaps be blamed on a tew misguided
zealots from the SL 8ut it reflects a tenden-

cy, begun as long as a year ago. to haras*
and attack other groups On June 6 m New
York City the SL attacked a Workers World
Forum injuring a Dumber of people (Guar-
dian. June 24. 19811. In the post year, (lie

SL has attacked or disrupted other demon
stratum* in Chicago, in New York City

(twice! and in Ann Arbor. Mich
The issue is not the SL's right to argue-for

Us own politics Nor is it over the question of
calling Ihe police when (he SL attempts its

harassment The real Issue is physical at

jjeks against the left

In response to a March 20 SL attack on an
Ann Arbor anti Nazi demonstration, tfic C'i>-

jtmon that organized the action issued a

statement: "Physical attacks on a gniiracot

antifascist demonstration represent a new
stage of degeneration for Ihe Sl. Previously,

their activities, while often obnosmu* and
sectarian, had at least somewhat the charac-
ter of fighting politically for their point of

view Physical assaults on antifascist rallies

is a different mailer entirely This thuggery
is totally unacceptable in the workers' and
progressive movement It is doing (he work
of the cops and the Nazis

"

JOHN TRINKL

We Stopped the Nazis,

Rad-Libs Want to Stop the Spartacists

Josef Stalin is credited with the

observation that paper will take any-

thing written on it, and he knew well

that the Big Lie is not merely a war of

words. If they can say anything about

communists in Reagan’s America it is

only preparation so anything can be

done to us. Remember the Greensboro

massacre by the K.KK and Nazis in

league with the feds and local cops!

After five blacks and communists were

killed, the surviving reds were lucky to

be acquitted, along with the murderers.

“The very necessity of having to

‘justify’ oneself against the charge
of being in league with Hitler and
the Mikado indicates the full depth
of reaction

— ’’

—Closing speech of Leon
Trotsky at the Dewey
Commission hearings on the

Moscow Trials slanders

( The Case of Leon Trotsky)

uw eon Trotsky an agent of the

Mikado." "Lenin received

| U German gold." “Jewish ritual

fllfl demands drinking the blood of

Christian youth." Now we hear that the

Spartacist League (SL) attacks anti-

Nazi demonstrations, particularly ones
the SL itself organizes, while looking
everywhere for young girls to attack.

The modern technique of the “Big
Lie" was developed by the Nazi
propaganda chief. Doctor Goebbels,
given status on the left by Stalin’s

Moscow Trials frameups, and recently

embellished by General Haig. In its

inherited form the Big Lie must be self-

evidently false, be often repeated, and
preferably have the force of state power
to make it stick. It does not have to be

widely believed so much as accepted as

an excuse for a witchhunt. It is, in short,

a set-up for repression.

When we were singled out for an
ominous warning by the Wall Street

Journal because of our opposition to

Solidarnosc counterrevolution in

Poland, the rad-libs and fake-lefts were

encouraged to "get the Sparts." The
reformist and centrist pseudo-socialists,

in rapid rightward motion since at least

the mid-’70s, are seized with Reagan-

fear. They are desperate for a popular

front over El Salvador, a bloc with the

liberals to "fight the Reagan right.”

They hate the Spartacist League for our

counterposed program of working-class

independence, not Democratic Party

apologetics. No longer content with

trying to make their demonstrations
politically respectable to Democratic
“doves" by excluding reds, they now
want to set up the Spartacists as a pledge

of loyalty to the bourgeoisie.

Last November a Detroit anarchist

rag called the Fifth Estate published a

foot-in-cheek polemic trying to pin the

slogan “Hail Red Army Nerve Gas” on
the Spartacist League. Thus does the

Fifth Estate alibi the U .S. chem warriors

who rained down napalm death and
Agent Orange all over Southeast Asia.

Problem is, (1) the USSR doesn’t pour
"yellow rain" on millions of brown-
skinned peoples, an act which would be
exclusively for the benefit of General
Haig; and (2) if they’d done what they
didn’t, we wouldn’t hail it. Who would
believe General Haig’s Big Lie? The
same people who believe the SL builds

anti-Nazi demonstrations only to attack

them.

Is it an accident that when the SL-
initiated Anti-Imperialist Contingent is

harassed by mounted police and sur-

rounded by SWAT teams in Washing-

ton on March 27, the Revolutionary

Socialist League (RSL) and its habitual

partner, Peter Sollenberger’s Revolu-

tionary Workers League (RWL), are

distributing leaflets against "SL Thug-

gery”? This was an attempt to excuse the

cops in advance for anything they might

do to “contain" the “violent” reds.

And in Ann Arbor a dubious charac-

ter named Jon Bekken, who has in the

past hung around the Spartacist

League, suddenly turns out a slick 8-

page printed “Street Sheet" of red-

baiting, cop-baiting, violence-baiting

filth against the SL. Any lie will do. Not
only do we supposedly attack our own
“Stop the Nazis" demo in Ann Arbor,

“the same day, Spart goons attack an

anti-Nazi demonstration in Connecti-

cut." Of course we weren't even there,

but Connecticut is a long wayTYom A 2

so who’s going to know. This slander

sheet says openly what the others imply:

there’s “no room” on the left for the SL.

And the slimy Bekken is now issuing

death threats against us, advocating

"armed" goon squads at future demon-
strations and vowing in front of wit-

nesses to “kill" the Spartacists.

We Stopped the Nazis,
So They Want to Stop Us

Where we have had even modest
successes, we have been met with the

most virulent anti-communist backlash.

So in Ann Arbor people responded to

the call of the SL-initiated Committee to

Stop the Nazis and actually ran the

Hitlerites out of town. It was an
important victory against the race

terrorists, but no sooner had they been
driven off than this liberal college town
became backlash city. The headlines of
the Michigan Daily blared, “Mob
Violence.” The local police, press and
politicians, horrified at the sight of a

socialist-led labor-backed mobilization,

targeted the Spartacist League. Cops
gave repeated summonses to SL/
SYLers for the “crime” of distributing

anti-fascist appeals. But opinion was
sharply polarized, with significant

support among labor and blacks for

stopping the Nazis, as indicated by the
letters printed on page 7.

The liberal friends of the Nazis were
soon joined by the professional anti-

Spartacists of Ann Arbor. The RSL,
RWL and a few of the more disreputa-

ble New Leftovers, calling themselves
the "Anti-Nazi Coalition," signed on as

bloodhounds for the anti-red witch-

hunt When the Michigan Daily and
Ann Arbor News scream about "violent

demonstrators" who “clashed" with the

Nazis, the “Coalition" chimes in with
squeals about the “violent" SL. The
RWL/RSL "Coalition" could barely

produce and distribute one leaflet

against the Nazis’ threatened provoca-
tion. But suddenly after March 20 they
are full of energy, churning out reams of
leaflets, petitions, lengthy diatribes

against the SL— far more than they ever

did against the fascists.

It reminds us, on a small scale, of the

uproar and crackdown against the

Bolsheviks after the July Days in 1917.

Trotsky was jailed. Lenin had to go

continued on page 8
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A I Wells was one ofthe speakers at the Committee to

Stop the Nazis on March 20 rally.

May 7. 1982

To the Guardian:

In response to an article 1 read in your paper

concerning a protest against the Nazis in Ann Arbor.

Michigan on March 20. 1982. 1 was very upset about

how some troublemakers calling themselves the

coalition claimed to organize the whole demonstra-

tion. Well 1 got news for them. 1 worked for the SL

organizing the demonstration against the Nazis. In

Ann Arbor we contacted local unions and got their

support, we contacted other groups and got their

support, and I saw no one from the so-called coalition

at any of these committee meetings. Where was the

coalition then? Well, let me tell you where they were,

sitting somewhere waiting for the work to be done so

they could move in and cause trouble and claim a

victory. You talk about a misguided group, that so-

called coalition is it. If it’d been left up to the coalition,

the Nazis would have run them out of town. „

Alphonso Wells

[Member of executive board of UAW Local 1776.

Willow Run]

* * * * *

7 May 1982

To The Guardian:

I am writing in response to your article on the left

(“Left in Form: Right in Essence") in the April 21. 1982

issue of The Guardian purporting to discuss the actions

of the Spartacist League at various demonstrations

over the past year. 1 was particularly stunned at your

account of the March 20 anti-Nazi mobilization that

stopped the Nazis here in Ann Arbor. 1 have been

around and active in left politics since I arrived in Ann
Arbor 1 3 years ago and have had plenty of opportunity

to judge the political conduct of the Spartacist

League—first from the standpoint of political oppo-

nent and now as a close supporter of the organization.

For 5 of my 13 years here in Ann Arbor I was a

supporter of the Revolutionary Workers League, a

bitterly anti-Spartacist. state capitalist, centrist group-

ing and one of the two main organizers, along with the

Revolutionary Socialist League, of the Coalition

mentioned in your article as having “organized" the

Ann Arbor March 20 anti-Nazi mobilization. As a very

active participant in the Spartacist League/Spartacus

Youth League’s initiated Committee to Stop the Nazis

on March 20, I would like to attempt to set the record

straight.

On March 20 in Ann Arbor 2,000 workers, blacks,

Jews and students ran the Nazi S.S. Action Group out

of town. Those 2,000 people were organized by the

Committee to Stop the Nazis, initiated by the SL/SYL.

This is what 1 argued for when I distributed leaflets at 5

in the morning at GM Hydra-Matic and Willow Run
Plants, when I made presentations and announce-

ments at classes and to campus organizations here at

the University of Michigan, when I went from table to

table at Washtenaw Community College, when I got

the endorsements of professors I know or of people at

my workplace or of others active on the campus or in

town. And the response was tremendous. The

Committee to Stop the Nazis was the issue of the day.

every day. Hundreds of students signed our mailing

lists, organized dorm meetings, house meetings,

benefit films, all to help get people to come out, came

to planning meetings, either took leaflets themselves or

signed up to distribute them with the Committee.

Where was the RSL/RWL’s Coalition during all of

this? They were nowhere. They put out hardly any

leaflets. The truth of the matter is that if you’d seen 20

Coalition leaflets in the whole campaign you must have

passed one pole at least 4 times because there just

weren’t that many around. They argued against the SL
call to Stop the Nazis. They didn’t go to the labor

movement. The RSL didn’t even want the word labor

to appear in the Coalition leaflet. And in my workplace

one of the Coalition’s honchos spent all his time not

organizing to Stop the Nazis but attempting to poison

the Committee’s work by saying that our endorsers,

some of whom I personally got. were frauds.

By the way, the RWL is chiefly known in Ann Arbor

for crossing picket lines, such as campus AFSCME in

1977 and more recently the Nurses in 1981. You
obviously make good bedfellows since you guys

trooped across the picket lines of your own typesetters.

Gordon Weissmann
Ann Arbor

* • * *

May 9. 1982

To the Editor:

This letter is a response to some of John Trinkl’s

charges (Guardian . April 21, 1982) against the

Spartacist League. My previous perception of the SL,

as disruptive trouble-makers, was very similar to

T rinkl’s. Recently, however. I realized that this kind of

attitude was resulting in the use ol exclusionary tactics

by left groups against the SL. whether the SL’s

activities were disruptive or not.

When the Nazis announced they would march in

Ann Arbor I was approached by the SL to work with

their Committee to Stop the Nazis Having seen the

scope of their organizing efforts, as well as that of the

Coalition to Fight the Right (RSL and RWL). I agreed

to work with the SL as they appeared more capable of

organizing against the fascists.

In the days that followed the SL made an out-

standing effort (postering, leafletting, getting labor en-

dorsements) to put the action together. The Coalition,

meanwhile, was rather low-key, not even including a

continued on page 8
2,000 protesters stop the Nazis in Ann Arbor, March 20.
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The Big Lie...
(continuedfrom page 6)

underground, the right wing began

circulating fabrications about the

Bolsheviks receiving gold from the

Kaiser. And Kerensky and the Menshe-

viks were circulating the slanders along

with the most sinister tsarists, frothing

at the mouth over Bolshevik violence

and demanding their suppression.

What really has the Ann Arbor anti-

Spartacists burning is that the

“sectarian" SL was able to build broad

support for the Committee to Stop the

Nazis, which did just what its name
called for on March 20. So now those

who did practically nothing to build that

mass action, and everything they could

to sabotage it, want to step in and claim

the credit. Todo that they must resort to

the Big Lie to cover up their own actions

and inaction around March 20. That is

the purpose of two lengthy articles in the

latest issue of the RSL’s Torch (15

April-14 May).

What are the facts? First of all, when
the Nazis announced their plans to come
to Ann Arbor there were two rallies

planned. The SL-initiated Committee to

Stop the Nazis issued a leaflet calling for

a mass mobilization at city hall at noon

(the time and place announced by the

fascists) in order to prevent the Nazis

from staging their provocation. Fearing

militant action against the fascists, a

group of liberals supported by the

Republican mayor called for a diver-

sionary “affirmation of human dignity"

rally for an hour later at the federal

building, some blocks from city hall.

“Let's Ignore the Nazis," wrote a

Michigan Daily columnist, and for days

before March 20 there was a heated

political fight raging in Ann Arbor
between the SL-initiated “Stop the

Nazis" rally and the mayor's "Ignore the

Nazis" diversion. We won this crucial

battle. Two thousand showed up to stop

the fascists, a couple hundred for the

liberals’ “human dignity" affair.

What does the RSL say about this

political struggle? Nothing. And for

good reason. The RSL/RWL “Coali-

tion" was trying to straddle the middle

ground between the two planned ac-

tions. They were trying to conciliate the

liberals and therefore refused to call for

"Stop the Nazis,” instead appealing for

empty “unity" and undefined “protest.”

Here is the RSL’s version of the initial

March 2 planning meeting called by

their earlier “Coalition to Fight the

Right":

“At this March 2 meeting. SLers
introduced a motion demanding that

the coalition’s main slogan be'Drive the

Nazis Off the Streets.’ This motion was
defeated because most people (includ-

ing ourselves) felt that a slogan such as

‘Stop the Nazis' would allow for a
broader, more effective mobilization

—

thereby increasing the chances that the

fascists would actually, in action as

opposed to words, be driven off the

streets.

“After the SL motion was rejected, it

withdrew from the coalition. A few days

later, SLers began to distribute leaflets

from a 'Committee to Stop the Nazis on
March 20.’ Nowhere on the leaflet did

ihe words. 'Drive the Nazis off the

streets’ appear! Clearly, the SL had
introduced its motion at the March 2

meeting solely to give itself a pretext for

walking out and forming its own
separate committee.”—“SL Sectarians Turn to

Thuggery." Torch.

15 April- 1 4 May

A similar scenario is presented by the

gutter-anarchist “Street Sheet" smear. It

is a lie.

Perhaps among the Beansprout col-

lege town totalitarians of Ann Arbor it

is possible to be “in touch” with how the

RSL “felt” about the slogan "Stop the

Nazis,” but in the political world actions

are what count. Did they propose this

slogan for a vote at the March 2

meeting, against the SL’s proposal? No.

Did they even argue for any such

slogan? No, they refused to discuss

slogans. At the next meeting of the

“Coalition," on March 9, they came in

with a leaflet headed by the slogan

"Unite Against Nazis and Klan" and

including several demands, none of

which is “Stop the Nazis!" (The SL-
initiated Committee leafletted this

meeting with a call to “Stop the Nazis!"

but we were denied speaking rights— it

was after this that we walked out.)

Our initial call to "Drive the Nazis Off

the Streets” and our slogan “Stop the

Nazis" mean the same thing: to prevent

the fascists from staging their provoca-

tion. But between “Stop the Nazis" and

UNITE AGAINST
NAZIS and KLAN!

Fight Ractam, Antt-Saaitttom, Saxtom, Antt-Oay

&>yotfy, «nd D aland th»Rightao< Labor I c—

The Nazis say they want to march
In Ann Arbor.

It better not happen here!*

A Cal to Action • Be There I

Ann Arbor City Hall, 12 Noon,
Saturday, March 20

ICanmittw to Stop *»• Nuts on March 201

Coalition leaflet (left); Committee poster (right). RSL claims it “felt” the
Coalition’s slogan was “Stop the Nazis!" See for yourself.

SL, “We wanted to struggle with the

liberals." Indeed, like Jacob and the

angel, it’s hard to tell who won. In the

Torch article, the RSL tries to put the

face of sweet reasonableness on their

political capitulation to the liberals:

“It is true that the coalition was made up
of a broad range of anti-Nazi groups,

including organizations and individuals

who were at first uneasy with militant

actions against the Nazis. A series of
political discussions held over several

weeks helped to create a deeper under-
standing of the Klan/Nazi threat

—

"

Some idea of the "deeper under-

standing" gained in this “struggle

SL medic
administers first

aid to RSL
woman slashed

by Nazi,

February 1978.
Labor/black

defense needed
to stop the anti-

communist race
terrorists.

“Unite Against Nazis and Klan" there

is a world of difference. Unite with

whom, to do what? The mayor’s liberal

diversion wouldn’t even have disagreed!

Whatever the RSL may have “felt" was
their slogan, at no point did the

"Coalition" (or the RSL) put out a call,

leaflet or anything with the demand
“Stop the Nazis!” One can psychoana-

lyze their “feelings”—or one can look at

the two leaflets reproduced here and
judge for oneself.

For Labor/Black Mobilization
Against Racist Terror

It is utterly clear why the RSL/RWL
"Coalition" rejected the Spartacist call

for militant action. As an RSLer said at

a recent Ann Arbor videotape showing
of the March 20 events, presented by the

WV Photo

with the liberals” can be gleaned from

the RSL brochure “prepared for the

Coalition Against the Nazis," entitled

“The Nazis: Why They Are a Threat." In

four single-spaced pages they not only

don't call to stop the fascists, they don’t

mention any action at all against the

"S.S. Action Group” which was threat-

ening to march in Ann Arbor. They just

want to convince liberals that Nazis

aren’t nice guys.

The RSL, which is well known for

adventurist bashes with the cops in anti-

Nazi demos, here cravenly capitulates to

liberals who tremble at the thought of a

"confrontation" with the fascist punks.

There is a logic to the RSL’s position,

namely despair in the revolutionary

capacity of the working class: if labor

won’t stop the Nazis, then what's left but

small-group mock heroics and/or reli-

ance on the liberals? This policy of

despair is made transparently clear in

the Torch polemic. The SL strategy of

defeating racist terror through massive

labor/black mobilization is denounced

as “trade union fetishism.” In fact, labor

is simply dismissed with a remark about

“the failure of the trade union move-

ment to mobilize seriously against the

Klan and the Nazis—"Thus the failure

of the RSL/RWL “Coalition" to even

approach the labor movement for

support was not just a matter of laziness,

but of policy.

Wherever militant actions to stop the

fascists have brought significant labor

support, if they are organized by the

communists of the Spartacist League

the rad-libs and fake-lefts turn up their

noses, cover their eyes and lie through

their teeth. In November 1979, one week
after the Greensboro massacre, the Klan

threatened to march in the heart of

black working-class Detroit. When the

SL mobilized 500 black and white auto

workers and socialists, over the bitter-

end opposition of black liberal Demo-
cratic mayor Coleman Young, to make
sure that “The Klan Won’t Ride in the

Motor City,” the RWL called the

demonstration a "fraud.” When in April

1980 the SL again mobilized labor

backing to prevent the Nazis from
celebrating Hitler’s birthday in San
Francisco, this time with the endorse-

ment pi 22 unions and 1,200 partici-

pants, the RWL denounced the SL as

"sectarian" even though our demonstra-

tion was several times as large as a

liberal/ Maoist "non-confrontational"

rally which begged union-busting may-
or Dianne Feinstein to ban the Nazis.

On March 20, the RSL cynically

pretends labor support was not a factor:
“ ... the anti-Nazi demonstration in Ann
Arbor was largely limited to a left, anti-

raci st. 'movement organized’
mobilization that lacked significant

support from the Detroit area’s power-
ful labor movement, in particular, the
United Auto Workers union.”

More lies. It was precisely the labor

support which built the “Stop the Nazis"

Letters Demolish
Guardian Lies...
(continued from page 7)

phone number on their leaflet with their most visible

energy being expended in denigrating attacks on the

efforts of the SL. For me there is little doubt that the

SL was responsible for mobilizing the 2,000 anti-fascist

demonstrators on March 20. in Ann Arbor.
My conclusion from this is that left groups wishing

to avoid confrontations of a physical nature, with the

SL, must first accept the SL as dedicated revolutiona-

ries, not rabble-rousers, and engage in meaningful
discussions and debates with them, rather than

slandering and actively excluding the SL from mass
actions. Political and tactical differences do have a

place in united action and therefore it is foolish to

exclude people with the energy, dedication, and
political sophistication found in the ranks of the SL.

Lewis Cohen
Ann Arbor. Michigan

* • • • •
a

May 9. 1982

To the Editor:

The purpose of this letter is to object to a false

characterization of the Spartacist League made in an
article published in the Guardian by John Trinkl on
April 21, 1982.

As an endorser of the Committee to Stop the Nazis,

what disturbs me most about this article is the way in

which Mr. Trinkl with his slick, rationalistic style

mystifies and distorts the objectivity of the Ann Arbor
anti-Nazi demonstration and the role which the

Spartacist League played in this event. Lost in the flow

of what must be judged a disorienting prejudice, Mr.
Trinkl attempts to rewrite history. More concretely, he

fails to note the significance of the Ann Arbor
demonstration, namely, the implementation of the

united front formation to meet and defeat the Nazi
threat. This failure acquires an added dimension when
Mr. T rinkl. engaged in a flight of righteousness, asserts

that the Coalition in fact organized the demonstration.
This is an absolute falsehood.

In fact, the exact opposite emerges as the truth. Not
only did the Spartacist League organize the demon-
stration through an incredible effort of sustained
activity, they also increased its range and scope by
bringing into the united front formation an incredible

array of labor unions, left groups, and ungrouped
leftists. This fact in itself should serve to dispel the
accusation that it is impossible to unite with the
Spartacist League. In fact, as the real events in Ann
Arbor unfolded, it is perhaps more correct to cast the
Coalition into the antagonist-disrupter role than the
Spartacist League, if we arc forced to think in those
terms.

What does become clear, however, is that if Mr.
I rinkl's report of the Ann Arbor demonstration is so
seriously flawed, the remainder of his reported abuses
of the Spartacist League deserve our very careful
scrutiny and interrogation.

I am fraternally yours.

John Wimsatt

Instructor at Jackson Community College
at Jackson Prison

Ungrouped Marxist

WORKERS VANGUARD
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Washington, D.C., March 27: Coalition goon lines dispersed. Big liars say
that the SL attacked innocent women bystanders.

demonstration. When the SL-initiated

Committee went to the Ann Arbor City

Council, it was the list of labor endorse-

ments which silenced the violence-

baiting. (The RSL/RWL "Coalition"

didn't even bother to attend.) It was the

Committee to Stop the Nazis that took

the heat, and at a press conference on

March 18. labor leaders like Joesephus

King, president of AFSCME Local 23

and chairman of the Detroit AFSCME
presidents council, and Alphonso Wells,

executive board member of UAW Local

1776. demonstrated the Committee's

broad union backing. This is what made
it possible to defeat the liberals’ “ignore

the Nazis" diversion.

Thuggery and Fraud?

So who actually built the March 20

Ann Arbor City Hall demonstration?

The Torch account claims, "The SL
wanted to make it appear (primarily to

the media) that the entire demonstration

was organized by the SL, even though
many other anti-racist groups had done
weeks of organizing for the protest.”

Bullshit! The Stop the Nazis Committee
distributed more than 65,000 leaflets,

including 20,000 to UAW plants, but

also thousands on the University of

Michigan, in the Ann Arbor communi-
ty, in local stores, etc. Yes, we were the

ones who built the demo. In Ann Arbor,

the RSL has to admit it: at the April 20

videotape forum an RSLer stated, “No
one’s denying the SL did a lot of work in

terms of building and getting people

out....” The “Coalition" of "nearly a

score” of “progressive" organizations

amounted essentially to the RSL, RWL
and their various front groups.

Their sole “labor" endorsement was a

tiny anarchist collective calling itself the

1WW, several of whose members work
as shoplifting guards at the U of M
bookstore (“One Big Security Force”?).

It’s not surprising that the “Coalition"

didn’t try to get labor support. The
RWL is known in the union movement
locally for its scabbing on the 1977

AFSCME strike of campus clerical

workers and getting a UAW bargaining

unit at the University of Michigan
decertified. Ever since they have been

defending scabbing against the most
elementary trade-union principles.

Meanwhile, these anti-anti-fascists

spent most of their time sabotaging the

efforts of the SL-organized Committee
to Stop the Nazis. They chimed in on the

bourgeoisie’s violence slanders. At a

March 8 meeting of the U of M
Graduate Employees Organization,

RWLer Joe Graves claimed the SL was

out to “kill the Nazis,” while anarchist

Bekken jumped a Spartacist supporter

and tried to drag him from the meeting

room. When the mayor’s liberals and

the press, alarmed at the growing

support for the March 20 “Stop the

Nazis" action, tried to discredit the

Committee, the “Coalition” began

spreading stories (repeated in the Torch)

that our labor endorsements were

bogus. More lies. Just read the letters

reprinted on page 7 of this issue. The
bottom line is this: if the Spartacist

League had not done the work to bring

in union support, there would have been

no mass mobilization to prevent the

fascists from carrying out their anti-

communist, labor-hating, racist

provocation.

If it were up to the RSL/RWL’s
“movement" Coalition, there would
have been a "unity” protest with a few

assorted liberals and a small band of

leftists trying to duke it out with the

cops. Despairing of the working class,

the RSL tries to substitute itself in

adventurist fashion. That is what
happened last August 22 when the same
forces managed to bring out several

hundred anti-Nazis in Detroit, landed in

a fight with the cops and ended up
getting a number arrested and injured.

The problem with these small-group

confrontations with the cops is that the

Nazis win, we lose. We seek to mobilize

the overwhelming social power of labor

to crush the fascists.

So on March 20 we were faced with a

situation where a group with a long

history of foolish bravado and glorifica-

tion of lumpen rage, combined with

political capitulation to the liberal

bourgeoisie, tried to drown out the

demonstration organized by the Com-
mittee to Stop the Nazis. In the interests

of achieving united action against the

fascists, we had offered the RSL/RWL
“Coalition" speakers at the rally, but

they replied with a string of threatening

obscenities. Then they turned up on
March 20 with a powerful sound system

insisting on their “right" to disrupt the

"Stop the Nazis” rally. We pulled the

plug on the disrupters, and now the

people who tried to silence labor

speakers are screaming about “Sparta-

cist thuggery."

Here’s what the RSL says, in brief:

When the Nazis threatened to come to

Ann Arbor, they claim, the consum-
mately evil but clever Spartacist League
decided to sabotage an anti-Nazi dem-

onstration and attack the anti-fascist

demonstrators. But in order to attack

them they figured out that they had to

get them there first. So the SL mobilized

vast resources ("thousands of dollars")

to this purpose. In order to maintain

their sectarian isolation, in which they

revel, the SL “masters of deceit"

brought a motion for militant action to

stop the Nazis to a meeting of the

“Coalition" just so that the SL would
have an excuse to avoid united action

when it was rejected. The vigilant RSL
recognized the trap. So even though it

felt “Stop the Nazis" to be correct, and
seeking to “struggle with the liberals,” it

called for “unity" and voted against

militant action.

The RSL’s fantasy goes on: To mask
its legendary sectarianism, the SL then

formed a united front with some local

union leaders. These endorsements were

either dupes or fakes, because “everyone

knows” that labor does not fight against

fascist terror. The SL’s Committee then

exclaimed, “no one will rally but us,”

and began planning the attack on the

“movement-organized" demonstration.

To cover up they slyly offered, in

writing, to meet with the Coalition and
give them speakers— knowing, of

course, that the Coalition would
refuse—just so it could print the offer in

Workers Vanguard. (Truly a genial

touch, but the RSL/RWL refused to fall

for it.) To maintain their cover, the

“Sparts" distributed tens of thousands

of leaflets to factories and campuses.
Finally, the RSL “explains,” at the rally

the SL proclaimed it didn’t want
anybody to stop the Nazis. And when
the crowd seized the moment to fight the

Nazis, the SL is supposed to have seized

the moment to attack the true anti-Nazi

militants and break their expensive

sound equipment.

That, according to the Torch, is how
the Spartacist League went “From
Sectarianism to Thuggery." Glass of

Christian blood, anyone?

Trinkl, Trinkl...How We Wonder
What You Are

The RSL may be only a few dozen
leftist parasites, but this little group’s

Big Lie serves an invaluable purpose for

the better-known anti-Spartacist slan-

der machines. Take the column “On the

Left” by John Trinkl in the Guardian of

2 1 April. This article, borrowing Stalin’s

formula for Trotskyism (“Left in Form,
Right in Essence"), intends to give "The
Movement” the definitive word on the

Spartacist League: “violent disrupters."

According to Trinkl, we “attack demon-
strations" from the March 20 action in

Ann Arbor to the March 27 El Salvador

protest in Washington, D.C.

Trinkl’s piece is a classic smear job,

ingenuously asking a lot of “questions":
"Who is this group?" “Is it the Moon-
ies?" “The fascist U.S. Labor Party?”

“The Young Americans for Freedom?”
And so forth. Key to the smear is

the Ann Arbor “Coalition” account of
the March 20 demonstration—
demonstrably a lie on every level, as we
have just shown—to lend credence to

the Guardian's own flat lies about
March 27. Trinkl knows that lots of his

readers were in Washington and wit-

nessed the cop-enforced exclusion of the
SL-led Anti-Imperialist Contingent. He
knows that many were worried about
the lines of “marshals” and police

continued on page 10

Detroit SYL Video Showings

_ -‘‘The Day 2,000
Stopped the Nazis in

Ann Arbor”
Thursday, May 20
12:30 p.m.
Hilberry B., Wayne State University
7:30 p.m.
Central United Methodist Church
23 E. Adams (4th floor lounge>
(across Irom Grand Circus Park)
For more information; (313) 868-9095

Protest D.C. Police Censorship
Jacob G. Braun
Attorney-At-Law
Brooklyn. New York

26 April 1982

Mr. Richard G. Robbins
National Capital Parks

Office of the Solicitor

U.S. Department of the Interior

18th & C Streets, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Robbins:

1 strongly protest the actions of the

National Parks Police and the Metro-

politan Police Department on March
27, 1982 directed against my clients,

the Anti-Imperialist Contingent (AIC)
and the Spartacist League (SL).

On March 22, 1982 a representative

of the AIC and I met with Mr. Richard
Merryman and Ms. Fran Giarth of the

Parks Department Special Events
Division about a rally permit for the

27th. We explained the proposed plans

of the Contingent and a permit for a
rally at Farragut Square was subse-

quently issued. At a meeting on March
25 the AIC informed representatives of
the Park Police and the Metropolitan
Police of its decision to leave the
assembly site from a separate exit and

walk by a different route to the AIC
rally site. This plan was agreed to by
both departments. 1 made numerous
phone calls to representatives of the

various police departments to insure

that there was full knowledge of all the

technical aspects of the demonstration
and to arrange for parking, bus pick-

up, etc.

On March 27 the Contingent arrived

at Malcolm X Park and was met by
police enforcement of its attempted
exclusion. After lengthy negotiations
with you and the police the AIC was
able to gain entry to the park. Inside

the park. Chief Lindsey of the Park
Service Police responded to the serious

threat presented when March 27th
Coalition ‘marshalls'’ formed a cordon
around the AIC by stating “it’s your
problem.” When a group of AIC
supporters dispersed the cordon,
police armed with riot clubs moved in

closely followed by scores of mounted
police. They prevented anyone from
going into or out of the Contingent.
Even those with police-issued press

identification were prevented from
approaching the Contingent.

The AIC left Malcolm X Park as

previously agreed and set up its rally at

Farragut Square. Police detention was

immediately reimposed. Two lines of

mounted and riot equipped police

separated the rally from the rest of the

March. More ^mounted police were

clustered within Farragut Square. As
Deputy Chief John C. Connor of the

Metropolitan Police, S O D. said: “1

run the streets of Washington today.

I’m telling you that nobody, nobody
from this march is going into your
rally. No negotiations!" Even the food
vendors who had agreed to set up at

the rally were prevented from getting

close to Farragut Square.

The AIC, in good faith, carried out
all agreements it had made in complete

candor with each of the agencies

involved. The Police abrogated all

agreements, acted as political censors

and vastly exceeded their authority

with a massive use of force.

The actions of your department and
the police agencies constituted a

flagrant infringement of the First

Amendment rights of the AIC, the SL
and all other participants in the March
27 event.

Yours very truly,

Jacob Braun

cc: Park Service Police

Metropolitan Police Department
Geraldine R. Gennet

14 MAY 1982
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The Big Lie...
(continuedfrom page 9)

separating the marchers from the SL,

and some resented being herded past the

anti-imperialist rally “for their own
good.” How to explain this exclusion?

Answer: report an "SL attack on an

Ann Arbor anti-Nazi demonstration.”

Here is “proof” of the Spartacists’ anti-

“movement” violence from a presuma-

bly independent source, “the Coalition

that organized the [Ann Arbor] action.”

Anyone who believes this will certainly

think twice before protesting the cops

doing the exclusionary work of the rad-

lib anti-communists on March 27. To
justify March 27, the Guardian would
like to call us outright cops and violent

provocateurs. But the SL has a long

history on the left and a reputation for

building anti-fascist demonstrations.

How can we be sinister and violent anti-

movement” thugs if we are leading

fighters against Klan/Nazi racist terror?

This is Trinkl’s credibility gap. So the

RSL/RWL “Coalition” and its slanders

are a godsend, enabling him to pretend

that we did not organize the March 20

victory (and, for good measure, that we
attacked those who did).

But let’s look at what the Guardian
has to say about the Washington march.

It quotes WV saying we formed a flying

wedge to break up a line of goons who
had linked arms to prevent people from
entering the Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gent. Trinkl has found some “observers

at the scene” who claim there was no
goon squad at all, just some young
women standing around. According to

him, we went up to these women and
started giving them karate chops, just

because we’re in the business of“attack-

ing demonstrations.” Yet every “ob-
server” who cared to identify himself
has admitted that there was a line of
“marshals” formed to keep the SL out.

Plenty of people who don’t like us a lot

admit this, from the SWP’s Militant to

the Village Voice's Teresa Carpenter.
The 7 April Guardian even carried a

letter from a member of the goon squad
asserting: “The Anti-Imperialist
Contingent . . . then charged our security

line" (our emphasis).

Indeed we did. As Trinkl writes, “The
SL makes no attempt to hide this

practice and even bragged about it in the
latest issue of a newspaper it puts out
called ‘Workers Vanguard’.” He is

referring here to WV No. 302, 2 April,

“At Bidding of Rad-Lib Democrats—
Cops Seal Off Left,” where we described

in detail just what happened in Wash-
ington, DC. on March 27. How the
cops told us we could not enter the
assembly point of the march because
“the Coalition did not want us there,”

and backed up the exclusion with vans
of SWAT teams, mounted police and a
deployment of motorcycle cops. How
we threatened to take mass arrests to

enforce our right to enter the park and
the cops then backed down. But once
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inside, we found ourselves immediately

ringed by goons with linked arms,

intended by “official” march organizers

to exclude the anti-imperialists and

intimidate potential supporters from
joining our Contingent. We quickly and

effectively broke through the line. The
cops moved in, and for the rest of the

day SWAT teams ano mounted police

did the dirty work for the reformists

—

sanitizing the demonstration from
communist politics, and violating our

rights to free speech and assembly,

which although seldom honored are to

be found in the Bill of Rights.

Now the Guardian screams: “A 17-

year-old woman was knocked in the

head and given a concussion”; another

woman “had her nose broken by a

karate chop.” No children? No pregnant

welfare mothers? No puppies? Actually,

we doubt that anybody got really hurt in

the scuffle, but that’s not the point. If

you put women on your goon squad and

tell them to violate our rights, they

might get hurt. The women in that line

were engaged in an act of anti-

communist exclusion, an act with

political consequences. If some of them
didn’t know what they were doing there,

they ought to be mad as hell at the

“marshals” who set them up. What we
are getting from the Guardian is the old

“weep for the scabs” argument. You
know, the poor old crippled black

woman who, desperate for a job, scabs

on a strike, crosses a picket line and gets

hurt. For that matter, what does Trinkl

think about young Nazi women that got

knocked down in Ann Arbor? The
liberal press had plenty of tears for

them.

The exclusionary goon squad mount-
ed in particular by Sam Marcy’s YAWF
was asking to get removed. It got

removed. Of course, where there have

been no anti-Spartacist exclusions there

have been no “attacks.” We have

defended ourselves and asserted our
rights when violence has been initiated

against us for a definite political

purpose—to keep the hoped-for popu-
lar front of reformist fake-leftists and
Democrats safe from the contamination
of communism. On March 27 in

Oakland, perhaps reflecting our greater

weight in the labor movement, “official”

demonstration organizers felt com-
pelled to take up our offer of coordinat-
ing contingents (an offer also made by
us in Washington, but rejected out of

hand by the Guardian s friends).

Trinkl has the nerve to claim: “They
[the SL] formed their own contingent
with their own demands. This in itself is

a fairly standard way of injecting

something of one group’s politics into a
broader arena." Sure, “fairly standard”
for everyone but us. For us, there are
SWAT squads and cossacks. “The issue

is not the SL’s right to argue for its own
politics,” he continues. But it is. It is in

order to silence our Trotskyist views
that the popular-front “leftists” bring in

the capitalist cops against the SL—the

cops who shot down Black Panthers in

their beds, who bust in doorways in

Harlem looking for Joanne Chesimard,
who set up the Weathermen in order to

put them away for life. You see, Trinkl
and his cohorts think they have found a
clever way to use the police for their own
ends (perhaps the cops are “Right in

Form, Left in Essence”?). But if the cops
are doing Trinkl’s work, whose work is

Trinkl doing?

Hate Russia, Hate the Spartacists

According to the Guardian and
Torch

, the Spartacist League sits

around in its lair thinking up the most
evil deeds it can imagine. Then it

mobilizes vast resources to accomplish
its nefarious plots, busting up every
anti-fascist demonstration (including
our own) and attacking young girls and
demonstrators wherever they may be
found. We should try out for the wolf in

“Little Red Riding Hood.”
Finally, the RSL feels compelled to

raise the political issue which, they say,

accounts for our evil doings: our

“identification with ’planning’ and
‘property forms’.” Thus the “state

capitalists” timidly raise the Russian

question. This is the central political

question of our epoch. We Trotskyists

defend the social gains of the October

Revolution which overturned capital-

ism in Russia in 1917, while fighting for

a proletarian political revolution to oust

the parasitic Stalinist bureaucratic

rulers. The “Third Camp” Shachtman-
ites of the RSL claim there is no class

difference between the “superpowers”

and are neutral in the Cold War. And
when the going gets rough, as over

Afghanistan or Poland, they come
down heavily on the side of the State

Department against the Kremlin.

The anti-Soviet war drive now
dominates every aspect of U S. political

life. In Poland, Ronald Reagan sees his

best chance to “roll back” Communism.
And in Poland the fake-lefts can show
that they “stand up to Russian

totalitarianism”—together with the

ClA and the Meanyite union bureaucra-

cy. It is their support for Polish

Solidarnosc that tame socialists hope
will give them respectability with the

“progressive” bourgeoisie. The RSL is

hardly alone on the left with its anti-

Sovietism. With the exception of the

Moscow-loyal craven reformists of the

CPUSA—who think they’re getting in

on the ground floor of a new New
Deal—virtually the entire U.S. left is

part of the anti-Soviet consensus. (And
we’re not even dealing here with the

main running dogs of the anti-Soviet

union tops, Michael Harrington’s Dem-
ocratic Socialists of America, whose
obsessive hatred for the SL is now at

fever pitch.) Thus the “Third Camp”
RSL can be in an ongoing “Coalition”
with the formally Soviet-defensist

RWL.
Our sharp-edged defense of the Soviet

Union in this period of Cold War II,

particularly over Afghanistan and
Poland, has put us in the sights of the

ruling class precisely when the rest of the

left is in full flight to the right, into the

Democratic Party anti-Reagan opposi-

tion. Seeking respectability with the

Democratic liberals, the reformists try

to duck the Russian question and search

for a strain of Cold War pacifism. No
wonder they go into conniptions when-
ever the Spartacist League appears with

its slogans: “Defense of Cuba, USSR
Begins in El Salvador!” and “Stop
Solidarnosc Counterrevolution!” To
prove their political reliability to the

Teddy Kennedys, they will do every-

thing in their power to remove the

offending, “Russki”-loving “Sparts.”

Indeed, since anti-Sovietism defines

political normalcy today, we are de-

scribed by Alexander Cockburn of the

Village Voice as adherents of
“Marxism-Leninism-Bonkerism.” To
the rad-libs, you see, it seems “bonkers”
to irritate the liberals with our defense of

the Soviet Union against imperialism.

The fake-lefts want no politically

embarrassing debates getting in their

way, so the attack on the SL must be

extreme and outside the realm of

rational discourse. Therefore we are

characterized as “disrupters” and

“thugs” and are compared with the

right-wing provocateurs of Lyn Marcus’

Labor Committee. The more extreme

the accusation, the better to alibi the

goon lines and cop-enforced exclusions.

Thus the RSL writes that we “gleefully

demand” that the Polish workers be

“‘drowned in blood’ by the Polish ruling

class and its Russian masters— ”

Readers of the Torch would assume that

this is a quotation from the SL/SYL
(unless they already know something of

the dishonesty of the RSL). No citation

is given for the “quotation" because

none exists for this insane statement.

The RSL just made it up. In the

tradition of the Big Lie, this phony SL
“position" will be picked up and used by

similarly motivated slanderers.

Because we denounce Polish

Solidarnosc as a company union for the

CIA and the bankers we are labeled

agents of the Kremlin. Because we say El

Salvador is the hot spot of the Cold
War, calling for military victory to

leftist insurgents, we are called agents of

Reagan. (So far no one has accused us of

being agents of the pope, and the

Mikado is very old now.) Do they really

believe we are simultaneously agents of

the CIA and the KGB? Do they care at

all? We are reminded that in pre-Nazi

Germany the Jews were accused of

being the agents of the bankers and the

Communists.
Despairing of the capacity of the

American working class to struggle

against Reagan reaction, the RSL calls

for “movement unity”: “Things are

getting bad,” moans the Torch . and
“things will get far worse.” Their
answer: “Either we all learn to hang
together or we will surely all hang
separately.” So the RSL and the

Guardian call for the left to “work
together”... to get the Sparts. But the

“unity" to which they aspire is the unity

of anti-communism. And. fortunately,

“things” are determined not by the

whims of tiny opportunist left groups,

but by the outcome of the class struggle.

They threaten to do anything to “get

the Sparts." But we don’t intend to be

“got,” not by the little fingermen whose
Big Lies are aimed at setting us up for

Reagan repression. California’s right-

wing Republican attorney general
Deukmejian labeled us “terrorist,” so
that we could be cut down like mad
dogs. Haughty Harvard University tried

to frame us and jail one of our comrades
on assault charges after a right-wing
pro-Solidarnosc demonstration against
the SL/SYL. Deukmejian and Harvard
couldn’t make their witchhunting
smears stick, and neither will their

miserable surrogates. Our party is

precious to the cause of socialist

revolution. We will take the measures
necessary to defend it, because it is a
defense of the interests of all working
people.
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New “Palmer Raids” in Chicago
By Bernard Vance
WV Reporter

CHICAGO—Starting Monday, April

26 the U.S. Immigration and Naturali-

zation Service (INS) began its raids

into factories, warehouses and Latin

neighborhoods in and around Chica-

go. As of Saturday more than 1,300

people had been arrested in the

dragnet. Maybe as many as 1,000 have

already been sent back to Mexico;

conservative figures are around 500,

but it is impossible to tell for sure as no

information at all is being given out.

To date neither lawyers nor press

have been allowed entrance to see any

detainees. In fact, when the local ABC
affiliate, WLS-TV (Channel 7). tried

to take pictures inside the O’Hare
detention facility they were met with

spotlights shining on them and guards

rushing to keep them out, like they

had just stumbled across Stalag 17 or

something. There are three known INS
holding pens in the Chicago area, the

main one at O’Hare Airport.

I interviewed a priest. Rev. Kyle,

who was one of a group able to visit

detainees. I also spoke with Rudy
Lozano, organizational director for

the Midwest ILGWU (International

Ladies Garment Workers Union), who
was part of the group. Both Kyle and
Lozano compared conditions in the

centers to those of the holocaust.

There are no chairs, and people

(including several pregnant women)
are forced to stand for hours or lie on
the floor. Women who hadn’t seen

their children in days would start

screaming for them whenever they saw
an outsider.

There was the story of an 1
1 -year-

old kid and his two younger siblings

who in a matter of 24 hours lost both
parents in the sweeps. Their father was
picked up on Wednesday and deported

on Thursday. His wife never found out

what happened to him. She was picked

up the next day. When the oldest child

got home he started to look for his

parents. A neighbor gave the kid the

phone number of a legal aid service,

and through pressure put on the INS
the mother was released temporarily

pending her hearing.

The I LG rep Lozano told me that 70

people out of one of his shops were

arrested on Wednesday. Nick Jones of

the Retail and Wholesale Clerks

Union said at a press conference

Wednesday that 47 of his men had

been grabbed by the INS. They are

demanding an investigation into viola-

tions of due process and an end to

“Operation Jobs,’’ the government’s

cynical code name for this attempt to

scapegoat undocumented workers. So
far the INS claims it has the support of

"labor" (i.e., the AFL-CIO heavies) for

their racist dragnet.

For detainees there is a cash bond,

anywhere from $2,000 to $4,000, to get

out. That’s cash on the barrelhead, not

10 percent—they must pay the full

amount. Until they come up with the

money—and of course they can’t—
they are held incommunicado. Unless

they sign a waiver, in which case they

are sent back to Mexico without ever

having reached their relatives. Law-
yers are trying to get lists of people

being held. H.A. Palmer, who is in

charge of the raids locally, has been

stalling. At first, assistant director of

immigration Ted Georgetti promised
to give up the list, but now they are

refusing to do so.

These new "Palmer Raids" are every

bit as anti-communist as their

predecessor, the 1920 “Red Scare.” It

turns out that some 50 Polish immi-

grants were picked up in Chicago

during the sweep, but they were

granted special status by the State

Department because of “martial law

conditions" in Poland. No such luck

for those fleeing the death squads and

mass murder by the U.S.-backed junta

in El Salvador, or others seeking to

escape hunger and repression in Haiti,

Guatemala, you name it.

The raids are widely seen as a

smokescreen by the Reagan adminis-

tration to whip up anti-foreign hyster-

ia in these times of rising unemploy-

ment. INS spokesman Georgetti stated

that "if this is politically motivated, 1

don’t think it is wrong" (Chicago Sun-

Times, 28 April). The liberal "commu-
nity leaders" and reformists just appeal

to the priests, who can’t do anything

but pray for lost souls. Militant tactics

such as strike action against the raids

are ignored. And when the Spartacist

League marched on May Day with a

program to fight the deportations,

they were met with anti-communist

exclusion and Stalinist and nationalist

thugs. Palmer and his boss in the

White House must have been pleased.

Reagans
Deportations...
(continuedfrom page 12)

involuntary servitude, debt peonage and
slavery. But when the “bust" comes
around, the government cracks down in

order to siphon off potentially explosive

unrest caused by mass unemployment.
Last year the INS deported 850,000
“illegals” to Mexico alone.

For all his hysterics about “sealing

U.S. borders" to creeping brown-
skinned communism from the south,

Ronald Reagan, long tied to California

agribusiness interests, is mainly interest-

ed in regulating the flow of foreign

workers. The Reagan immigration bill

in Congress refers to “guest workers"
like the West German Gastarbeiter.

What the present administration wants
is reinstatement of the bracero program
of the early 1950s, in which peon labor
was delivered by the Mexican govern-
ment. (That way they can be confined to

farm barracks and kept out of the cities

where they can “cause trouble” and use
social services.) But in the post-Korean
War recession this program was can-
celed, and under “Operation Wetback”
tens of thousands of Mexican immi-
grant workers were rounded up and put
in concentration camps along the Rio
Grande. American folksinger Woody
Guthrie captured the nameless, face-

less plight of the victims in his song,
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Spartacus Youth League
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“All They Will Call You Will Be,

Deportee.”

Defend the Immigrant Worker!

From the needle trades sweatshops

and Appalachian coal mines to the

Midwest steel mills and auto plants,

historically American industry was built

up almost exclusively with immigrant
labor. Defense of the foreign born has

always been a key task for those who
would organize the working class

against the bosses’ divide-and-rule

schemes. Yet in the early years of

organized labor, when it was limited

largely to skilled trades, the Gompersite
AFL and its predecessors (except for the

Knights of Labor) would have nothing

to do with immigrant workers and
pandered to the worst "yellow peril”

racism.

In the post-war period, American
labor has been at best crassly indifferent

to the fate of foreign-born workers. And
recently even “progressive” industrial

union bureaucrats have begun pushing
“America first” chauvinist appeals.

United Auto Workers (UAW) chief

Doug Fraser's answer to the auto crisis

is poisonous anti-Japanese protection-

ism. Cesar Chavez of the United Farm
Workers (UFW) at one point even

called in the Border Police to raid the

fields for undocumented Mexican
workers! In Congress the AFL-CIO is

supporting the Simpson-Mizzoli bill

(S. 2222) to make it more difficult for

employers to hire foreign workers.

There are some exceptions. After years

of relying on flag-waving patriotism in

its jingles, the International Ladies

Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) has

finally begun organizing “illegals." But

much more is needed.

Reagan’s attacks on labor, from
smashing PATCO to deporting undocu-
mented workers, must be met with a

militant defense mobilizing the power of

labor. There should have been union

action to keep the INS agents out and
strikes against the raids. Where whole

industries are affected, such as L.A.

garment trades, a combative union

leadership would shut it all down in the

face of an attack by immigration cops.

(Since thousands would be staying

home in fear of la migra anyway, this

could be a powerful tactic in organizing

largely non-union industries.) Since the

fascist/KKK bands, which tomorrow
will be used against labor, seek to recruit

desperate whites through race terror,

the unions must undertake labor/black

mobilizations against racist attacks.

Labor should call for full citizenship

rights for all foreign-born workers and
take the lead in organizing anti-

deportation protests.

From the sweatshops of New York to

the South and Southwest where undoc-
umented workers are concentrated, a

militant campaign to “organize the

unorganized" is needed. It can only

succeed if the unions defend the "ille-

gals.” As part of the struggle of jobs for

all, labor must demand a shorter

workweek with no loss in pay. But given

the cyclical crises of capitalism, as well

as its dependency on a permanent pool

of unemployed, this demand must be

part of the revolutionary mobilization

of labor: Fora workers government that

would expropriate the bourgeoisie and
establish a planned economy that would
eliminate unemployment as the scourge

of an archaic social system.

Class-Struggle Protest
Against INS Raids

Immediately following announce-
ment of the racist dragnet, the Sparta-
cist League/Spartacus Youth League
and class-struggle union militants called

for protest actions. In Los Angeles on
April 27, an SL/SYL-initiated demon-
stration received wide media coverage,

touching a chord of felt outrage in

this largest center of Mexican popu-
lation in t+ie U.S. The protest was the

lead story on the Channel 5 evening

news; it was also reported hourly on
KFWB radio and on the Channel 13

news. In San Francisco, where the rally

was announced at a press conference

against the raids called by Local 2 of the
Hotel and Restaurant Employees (many
of whose members are foreign born),

there was also broad coverage, includ-

ing Channels 2 and 14 and several radio -

stations.

In addition, class-struggle opposi-
tionists of the Militant Caucus in the

International Longshoremen’s and
Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU) called

for union action against the raids. A
Caucus resolution to the Local 6
executive board read:

"The INS’ ‘crackdown’ raids this week
arc a racist attempt by the Reagan
administration to scapegoat foreign
born workers for the massive unem-
ployment that has resulted from Rea-
gan’s unemployment policies. There-
fore the ILWU will (I) act to prevent
ILWU members from being taken off
the job in any INS raids at ILWU
houses, and (2) the ILWU will call a
demonstration at the INS office this

Friday noon (April 30) to protest these

racist attacks."

Local 6 president Keith Eickman ruled

this motion out of order on the

incredible grounds that “we can’t

interfere with the law"! (If that were

true, the union movement of today

would never have been built.) But as

anger over the raids continued, the SYL
led a united-front protest rally at San
Francisco State on May 5 which was
also endorsed by several campus figures

(director of the Women’s Center, mem-
bers of the Greek Student Organiza-

tion, members of the Hispanic group La
Raza).

Life for undocumented foreign work-
ers under Reagan’s racist reaction is

nasty and brutish. Haitian refugees

jammed together in the Krome Avenue
pen in Miami; languishing behind

barbed wire on the barren dirt of Fort

Allen. Puerto Rico; freezing and hunger
striking in the "American Siberias” of

Lake Placid and Otisville, New York.
Salvadoran refugees held incommuni-
cado at the El Centro concentration

camp in southern California, pleading

for asylum while the U.S. maintains

they are not in danger if sent back to face

the death squads. Thousands upon
thousands of Mexican workers deport-

ed after the harvest season, seized at

their jobs or on the streets in Gestapo-
like INS raids. But not all the foreign

born are unwelcome in the "land of the

free." Anti-Communist Polish defectors

are greeted with open arms. As Sparta-

cist spokesman Diana Coleman said at

the April 27 S.F. rally:

“For the refugees from El Salvador,
from Haiti who are coming from these
bloody dictatorships, there is no asylum
here for them. But there is asylum if

you’re a Nazi war criminal. There is

asylum if you are a Croatian fascist. If

you're a Vietnamese torturer, a Nicara-
guan mercenary or a Cuban gusano, the
borders of the U.S. are always open to
you.

“This racist roundup is entitled ’Opera-
tion Jobs' and it’s the most grotesque
attempt on the part of the Reagan
administration to blame Mexican
workers for unemployment in this

country. Well, Mexican and Salvador-
an workers did not cause Chrysler to go
belly-up Mexican workers did not
makeGM at Fremont close. Theydidn’t
make Detroit into a vast sea of
unemployment. It is capitalism in crisis
and the Reagan administration’s
policy."

The fight against the victimization of
foreign workers can be successful only
by becoming part of the broader
struggle for socialist revolution.
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labor Must Stop Reagan’s

Racist Deportations!

,
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New York, April 30: SL/SYL demands asylum for Haitian victims of Baby Doc’s terror, Reagan’s concentration camps.

Full Citizenship Rights for Foreign Workers!

Asylum for Refugees from Junta Terror!

Some 6.000 foreign-born workers

were rounded up last week in a highly

publicized sweep by the U.S. Immigra-

tion and Naturalization Service (INS) in

Latino barrios, factories and sweat-

shops across the country The detainees,

87 percent of them of Mexican origin,

were herded by Border Police and INS
agents into special holding pens where

they were denied access to lawyers,

relatives, anybody. Many were brow-

beaten into signing “voluntary" depor-

tation statements, and hundreds were

loaded onto buses on the spot and

driven across the border. The week-long

dragnet was part of the Reagan adminis-

tration’s racist, anti-communist immi-

gration policy to "secure U.S. borders."

Grotesquely named “Operation Jobs."

it was a blatant attempt to scapegoat

Latin and black "illegal aliens" for the

skyrocketing unemployment—now 12.5

percent, the highest rate since before

World War II.

Reagan's racist raids were an attack

on the entire workers movement, and it

was the urgent duty of labor to protest

this atrocity. The Spartacist League

(SL) held demonstrations in San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles on April 27. the

day after me sweep began, and in New
York on April 30 todemand: “Stop INS
raids! No deportations! Full citizenship

rights for all foreign-born workers and

their families! Asylum for refugees of

Salvadoran junta terror!" In San Fran-

cisco. Spartacist speakers pointed to the

particular danger faced by Salvadorans

caught in the roundup: their deporta-

tion will mean certain torture and death.

In New York protesters focused on the

plight of Haitian refugees being held in

Ronald Reagan’s concentration camps
for “illegal" blacks.

In addition to whipping up anti-

foreign chauvinism, another main
purpose of the raids was to intimidate

undocumented workers. In Los Ange-
les, as la migra swooped down on work-
places in the early morning, the huge

Hispanic population stayed off the

streets. Days beforehand, rumors of the

impending sweep on Mexican TV had

turned downtown L.A. into a ghost

town. Department store sales along

normally bustling Broadway were down
40 to 80 percent Absenteeism in fac-

tories was so high that some manufac-

turers were forced to cut back and even

halt production. An owner of a chain of

Spanish-language movie theaters re-

ported that his box office receipts were

down 70 percent. All the raids did was

"pick up people with brown skin. . and

instill fear and pain into the entire

Hispanic community" (Los Angeles

Times. 5 May).

An incident on Saturday was indica-

tive of the terror in Los Angeles, where

an official 27 percent of the population

is foreign born A bunch of Maoists had

planned to march down Broadway for

May Day and the LAPD came after

them. Shoppers, thinking the massive

cop presence was an INS raid, suddenly

scattered in all directions. A merchant

remarked, "I couldn't believe it. Some of

them [the customers] left packages on

my meat counter and just split Mothers
told children, ‘come with me ninos,’ and

led them off by the hand.”

“Who Else Would Do This
Work?”
The whole “Operation Jobs" scenario

was planned for political impact, sup-

posedly centering on "high-payingjobs”

like computer programmers which

"citizens should have." But they

couldn’t come up with any. After it was
over, the INS reported that the average

wage of those seized was $4.75 an hour.

So the raids came where they always
do—people driving gypsy cabs in New
York, cleaning fish in Midwest ware-

houses, stitching shoes in L.A. sweat-

shops. The list of "job openings" created

by the raids in Chicago was turned over

to Rev. Jesse Jackson’s "black capital-

ist" Operation PUSH. A Bronx produce
wholesaler who had denounced INS
agents for coming in “like the Gestapo,"
reported a few days later that most
“vacancies" had been filled by other
illegals. “Who else would do this work?"
he asked, pointing at workers lifting

heavy sacks of potatoes and sorting

fruits and vegetables. “No one else, just

these people."

The estimated six million undocu-
mented foreign workers now in this

country arc here because American
capitalism requires a pool of unorgan-
ized, low-wage labor without legal

rights, subjected to super-exploitation,

to keep certain industries "competitive"
(i.e., profitable). When the economy is

in its “boom" period of the business
cycle, the bosses arc happy to have them
working as stoop labor in the fields and
sweating tor the minimum wage or less

for cockroach capitalists in decaying
industries. The brutal, inhuman condi-
tions under which Mexican and Haitian
migrant farm workers suffer were
revealed in recent trials of Sunbelt
“labor contractors" for kidnapping,

continued on page 1
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Racist LAPD Chief

Stop “Choke Hold” Gates!
LOS ANGELES—Shock waves went

through the black community when
notorious racist L.A. police chief

Daryl Gates said the reason the police

choke hold kills blacks is because they

are anatomically inferior to “normal

people"! In Reagan’s America. Gates’

racist remarks pi oclaim what everyone

knows: the LAPD gets away with

murder against black people.

Three city council members and

numerous civil rights groups have

demanded his resignation. But Gates

insisted there was nothing wrong with

the “carotid choke hold" ("it’s a super

hold,” he said); rather according to

L.A.’s racist top cop, something must

be wrong with black people because

they keep dying from it: "We may be

finding that in some blacks when it is

applied, the veins and arteries do not

open as fast as they do on normal
people" ( Los Angeles Times , 8 May).

This statement could have been made
by a doctor from one of the Nazi death

camps!
Sixteen people. 12 of them black,

have been killed by the cops’ choke

hold since 1975. The latest victim was
20-year-old black teaching assistant

James Mincey, killed March 22. After

being stopped for a minor traffic

violation 15 cops clubbed him to the

ground and as he lay bleeding and
handcuffed, applied the "carotid”

choke hold for 10 to 20 seconds,

cutting off the flow of blood to his

brain.

The ultra-legalist NAACP is not

even demanding an end to the choke
hold, but simply restrictions on it.

Democratic mayor ex-cop Bradley

only says Gates’ remarks were “inap-

propriate” and refuses to call for his

resignation. Only massive outcry by
labor, blacks and all minorities, in the

streets and the plants, can put "Choke
Hold" Gates where he belongs! Jail the

killer cops!
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Her majesty’s ship Antelope goes up in a ball of fire

Falklands/Malvinas Diversion

Sink Thatcher

!

Sink the Junta

!

MAY 24—With the "peace” missions

and diplomatic expeditions shot down,
the nowhere war over some jagged

windswept outcrops in the South
Atlantic escalated to a new bloody level

over the weekend. While Margaret

Thatcher talked of high moral
principle, “the rule of law” and “self-

determination” for the Falkland island-

ers, British imperialism pursued its

perceived military advantage with a

moonlight landing on May 21 at the

isolated settlement of Port San Carlos.

The Argentine troops who six weeks ago
seized the archipelago, proclaiming the

liberation of the Malvinas from British

colonial rule, are dug in at Port Stanley,

some 50 miles away across the swampy
peat bog by road, except there is no
road. Argentine planes have damaged
several British ships, sinking a second,
though suffering considerable losses

themselves. The British easily estab-

lished their beachhead and have report-

edly packed it with men and sophisti-

cated weapons. To date this absurd war
has claimed almost 400 Argentine lives,

most of them in the sinking of the cruiser

General Belgrano early this month.
Reported British deaths are about 70.

Speaking for American imperialism,

the New York Times takes the British

military emplacement on the Falk-

lands/Malvinas as an opportunity to

promote “peace" now that the Union
Jack is one of the two flags to fly over
the islands. And the Argentines are

acting as if they might welcome it. But
while Galtieri grasped the pope’s ser-

monic plea for a cease-fire, Britain’s

Tories want no peace, no truce, no
cease-fire. Using the 1,800 Falklanders

as an excuse, they have refused to accept

anything short of British sovereignty.

The junta wants to use its troops to

pressure for negotiations; the British say

they will drive them into the sea. And
that, much to the discomfort of U.S.

Cold Warriors who want to get on with

a serious anti-Soviet war drive, is clearly

where Margaret Thatcher intends to

make her stand.

But there’s also the home front, which
is none too secure in either country.

British leaders are promising to have it

over in a matter of "days not weeks.”
The media of both countries are telling

the folks back home that their side is

winning. The Argentines are told to

expect another Dunkirk for the British.

The staid Sunday Times of London
features a comic-book-style bang-pow
front-page illustration/map of the

recent landing with the headline; "Next
Stop Port Stanley." On either side in

this miserable little war the people will

be shocked and angry at their own
government if it should lose. The hope
of revolutionaries is that both sides

lose—and lose badly.

Whoever Wins,
U.S. Imperialism Loses

“Events around the Falkland Islands

could scarcely be more distressing:

British and Argentine seamen sinking in

watery graves, ships and planes being
destroyed that better could be deployed

against the Soviet Union, a basis for

lasting enmity being laid—all over a

1 50-year-old claim to some island sheep
farms.”

So a Wall Street Journal (6 May)
editorial expressed U.S. imperialism’s

dismay that its strategic plans have been

upstaged by the theater of the absurd in

the South Atlantic.

Margaret Thatcher’s Britain has been

Washington’s most fervently loyal ally

in NATO Europe; its hysterical anti-

Sovietism abroad and union-busting

austerity at home have made it a favorite

ideological partner for the Reaganites.

Galtieri's Argentina—land of los desa-

parecidos (the disappeared)—was slated

by Washington to play a key role in

suppressing the leftist insurgencies

sweeping Central America. So when the

Argentine junta seized the Falklands/

Malvinas in early April, despite the U.S.

president’s personal appeal not to, and
the “Iron Lady” responded by sending
an armada to get them back, Reagan
could only declare lamely: “We're
friends with both countries.”

But this kind of quasi-neutrality

couldn’t last long. With Thatcher
pushing British imperialist pretensions

to the hilt, the Reagan administration

was forced to choose between the anti-

Communist junta to the south and the

anti-Communist Tories across the

Atlantic. And it had to choose its more
important ally, Britain. Just before Her
Majesty’s fleet arrived in the islands,

Haig announced Washington’s support
to Britain, and the U.S. Senate voted

79 to 1 for a pro-British measure.

The lone dissenter was, predictably,

right-wing fanatic Jesse Helms, who
doubtless admires a country where
leftists and other “enemies of Christian

civilization” disappear in the middle of

the night never to be heard from again.

The senator from the Moral Majority is

by no means an isolated figure in the

Reagan camp. According to well-

informed Republican columnist Wil-

liam Safire, a pro-Argentine tilt “is

rampant, though unexpressed publicly,

at the Defense Department” (New York

Times , 10 May).
What distresses these Pentagon

hawks is that by supporting Britain the

U.S. will alienate not only Argentina

but other Latin American juntas near

and dear to their hearts. On the sacred

cause of the Malvinas, Washington is

isolated in its own ministry of colonies,

the Organization of American States

(OAS), where every Latin American
government except Chile and Colombia
voted to assert Argentina’s sovereignty

over the South Atlantic battleground.

Tiny Costa Rica is even talking about
moving the OAS headquarters out of

Washington.

The two British torpedoes which sank
the Argentine cruiser General Belgrano

(formerly the USS Phoenix, a survivor

of Pearl Harbor) likewise torpedoed for

now Reagan’s efforts to forge a grand

alliance against "red revolution” in Cen-
tral America extending from the butch-

ers of Buenos Aires to the Venezuelan

continued on page 9



French Militant Nails RWL On Mitterrand
This letterfrom a French worker was

sent to Workers Struggle, newspaper of
Peter Sollenberger’s Ann Arbor-based

Revolutionary Workers League, six

months ago. The RWL has not seen fit

to print it.

* • • * •

Paris, 2 November 1981

To the editors of Workers Struggle,

I have just read your article “French

Socialists Form Government" in the

September issue of your paper Workers

Struggle. I’m sorry to say that this

article is a mass of misinformation, the

result not simply of ignorance (although

your sole source of information seems to

be the New York Times) but of political

evasiveness, the product of a particular-

ly wretched form of centrism.

Let’s begin with the elections. Let me
assure you that the deciding issue really

was not the economy. The Gaullists who
abstained or voted for Mitterrand were

impressed above all by Mitterrand’s

anti-Communism. That’s why, for

example, Marie-France Garaud, the

Gaullist who made anti-Sovietism her

campaign theme, didn’t support Giscard

in the second round of voting, It wasn’t

like the 1978 campaign at all, where the

issue in dispute was supposedly the

"collectivism" of the Union of the Left

versus “free enterprise." Mitterrand

labeled Giscard an “appeaser" [muni-

chois, i.e., a "man of Munich’’] because

of his meeting with Brezhnev, and in

fact, the French bourgeoisie found

Giscard to be too “soft" on the Russian

question.

The same goes for Mitterrand’s

foreign policy after the elections. He has

been lecturing the British and German
social democrats about "neutralism,"

playing an active role as Reagan’s

European recruiting sergeant. It’s quite

scandalous that you don’t breathe a

word about this. The Cold War isn’t just

a subject for "disinterested” commen-
tary. but a key question for proletarian

revolutionaries. What about the neu-

tron bomb, the U.S. missiles in Europe,

the reinforcement of NATO? You don’t

say a word about this, preferring to

write paragraphs of gibberish about the

contradictions of Keynesianism. I call

that a scandalous abandonment of

defense of the Soviet Union.

Having failed this decisive test, which
separates Bolsheviks from Mensheviks,

there is no reason to expect that your
analysis of the French class struggle

would be any better. You argue that

Mitterrand’s election would be an
impetus to workers’ struggles. Such a

popular-front government can only be

an obstacle to struggle. At this very

moment, at Renault, confronted by

workers who are beginning to oppose

Mitterrand’s “socialism," the govern-

ment—which runs Renault—has just

decided on a mass lockout!

In fact, your arguments are the same
as all the pseudo-revolutionaries who
actively campaigned for this rotten

social democrat. Once again, you are

formally agnostic, but this time it’s just

plain dishonesty. Of course, you wanted
to vote for Mitterrand, doubtless with

“criticisms.” But when you support

French Trotskyists support striking Citroen workers, while fake-leftists tail

Mitterrand.

Mitterrand, who was in bloc with the

Gaullists (and not just the Radicals, as

you claim) and whose own program was

one of austerity and Cold War, who is

being “exposed"—you or him? A brief

study of the “socialist" governments in

France between 1947 and 1958 might be

instructive... unless, like the OCI and

the United Secretariat, you want to

go all the way with the Second

International.

You say Mitterrand’s program is

“utopian." Why? Because it won’t bring

socialism? (Obviously, it’s an open

program for managing capitalism.)

Because it won’t revitalize French

capitalism? But in the real world it

certainly will bring inflation and unem-
ployment for millions of us. Trotskyists

criticize social democrats for their

betrayals, not for their “utopianism."

Then you add that Mitterrand isn't

spending enough (?!).

You observe that the nationalizations

won’t help the workers “much." How
much is "much”? Reformists (and

"utopian" ones at that) want to nation-

alize only 17 percent of industry;

"revolutionaries" like you won’t settle

for anything less than 51 percent! The
argument that the nationalizations are

minimal is completely false and is

introduced in order to hide the fact that

you agree that the PS [Socialist Party]

could progressively “socialize" the

economy— if it really wanted to. In fact.

Mitterrand is “only” nationalizing two
of the major steel producers, plus key
sectors of the pharmaceutical, chemical

and computer industries, which reduces

your pathetic complaint to dust.

In fact, these bourgeois nationaliza-

tions are harmful to the workers because

continued on page 10

Letters

Boston

21 May 1982

To the editor:

This is to inform our comrades and support-
ers. especially in the Boston area, of the death of
our long-time friend Evan Phillips. Evan died of
a stroke at 52 on May 10. We will miss him.
The grandson of coal miners from southern

Ohio, Evan considered himself a Marxist for 20
years. For a while he was on the periphery of the

Maoists and Progressive Labor and then he met
the Spartacist League, at which time he became a

supporter of Trotskyism. He never joined our
ranks however, believing that his ill health would
make it impossible to meet the demands of party
membership. But on many occasions Evan was
there when we needed him, putting himself on
the line to help protect a forum or demonstration
when we worried about the defense of our
comrades and our rights.

Evan was there last November when right-

wing Harvard students sought to bust up an SL
forum on Poland. They didn’t get in. We’ll

remember him too for his frequent attendance at

SYL basic Marxism classes, helping to introduce
a new generation to Trotskyism. And though I

don’t think Evan or his companion Linda ever

had any money to speak of, they always managed
to scratch up something for our campaigns.

At the branch meeting this week where Evan’s
death was reported, a story was told that seemed
to please the comrades. Evan was a Marine
during the Korean War. He was a spotter for

naval bombardments and though not then a

Marxist, was already disillusioned with the U.S.
"mission'’ in Asia. Thus he took no small
pleasure in the fact that the artillery could never
seem to hit anything when he was on duty.
To Linda we offer our heartfelt sympathy and

relate her answer when asked at the hospital if a

priest should be summoned to Evan’s deathbed.
"In the trenches," she said, “some people are still

atheists.”

Mark Laughton
for the Boston SL and SYL
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In Memory of Toni Randell

Torino. Italy

19 April 1982

Spartacist Publishing Co.

Dear comrades.

Together with the program of activities for our
Cultural Center, please receive the expression of my
most sincere regrets for the loss of comrade Tony
Randell, which I have learned of only in the past few
days.

Fraternal greetings.

Marcello Braccini

How to Fight Polish

Anti-Communists
Iowa City

4 May 1982

...In the article in Spartacist No. 34 [Summer 1982],
"SL/U.S. Faces the Reagan Years, For Labor Action
to Bring Down Reagan!" in the section on the Black
Question you seem to imply that in any publication
directed at blacks only blacks should write. While it is

certainly desirable to have black cadre and have them
write on the special oppression of blacks, I think as far
as the party is concerned there should not be black and
white members, but only comrades. This is even as, 1

hope, we should have it in society as a whole where the
amount of pigment in one’s skin, the shape of one’s
eyes, or the color of one’s hair would be irrelevant.
Every comrade should be able to study issues and learn
enough to write intelligently. I guess what bothers me is

that your statements seem to have an echo of the old
(or not so old) idea that every oppressed group can
only understand its own problems and of course can
only struggle to lift them. This is a self-gratifying,
isolating and self-defeating idea, ultimately a lie

Also a few issues ago in Workers Vanguard (I don’t
have the exact reference) you called for releasing the
Polish Solidarity prisoners held by the Stalinists.

While this would be appropriate for some types of
prisoners as workers who were caught up in the events
but were not hardened counterrevolutionaries, it

should not be our position to fight for freedom for the
capitalist restoratiomsts and anti-communist fighters

from the Catholic Church. We correctly supported the
stopping of the counterrevolution by the Stalinists;

keeping the counterrevolutionaries in prison as long as
necessary is a logical and correct extension. We aren’t

going to build a party here, or in Poland, by making
concessions like this to anti-communist opinion.
Ultimately these people will hate us more than the
Stalinists.

In solidarity,

Loren Schutt

WV replies : Of course, white comrades will write
for a future black journal just as they now write
on the Black question for WV and our other
publications. Such a journal would be an important
step in developing a black transitional organization of
the party to intervene in black struggle. To succeed in

this goal it would have to consist predominantly,
though not exclusively, of black members and
supporters. For in a pervasively racist society black
communists will naturally gain a better hearing among
blacks. Given the strategic importance of blacks in the
American proletarian revolution, developing black
writers, spokesmen and leading cadre and finding the
means to reach the black masses is crucial.

Brother Schutt’s views on Poland and Solidarnosc
appear in part to rest on a misunderstanding of our
position. Right after the imposition of martial law last

December, we wrote:

"As the immediate counterrevolutionary threat passes,
these martial law measures must be ended, including
release of Solidarnosc leaders. A Trotskyist vanguard
seeks to defeat them politically, by mobilizing the Polish
working class in its true class interests." (emphasis in

original]

—“Power Bid Spiked." WV No 295,

18 December 1981

The violent anti-communist demonstrations in Poland
early this month indicate that, unfortunately, the
counterrevolutionary danger has not passed. But, in

any event, it is not our task to advise the Polish
Stalinists which of the interned Solidarnosc activists
are simply misguided workers and which are hardened
anti-communists.

More generally, we do not support imprisoning
people because of their ideas, however reactionary. As

continued on page 8
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The Ann Arbor News
-1 May 1982

FORUM

Detroit

man tells

why he’s a

communist

DON
ANDREWS

Today is May Day. widely observed in socialist

countries as a workers’ holiday. Don Andrews. 32. is a

Detroit “Trotskyist”and a member of the central

committee of the Spartacist League. As a 1981

candidate for Detroit City Council, he drew some 1. 000

votes Andrews, a California native and former
telephone company employee, refused to specify

where he now works (

"I'm looking out for myself.”!

HBut he did agree ti discuss his views with The News
By Owen Eshenroder

Q. — Why did you become a communist?

A — I'm for mobilizing the working people in

this country I believe the working people in this coun-

try will see the necessity for taking power in their own
hands. I became a communist specifically because of

the contradictions that are inherent in American cap-

italism that I don’t think are possible to resolve

Q. — Isn’t it lonely being a communist in the

US?
A — Quite the contrary . A lot of people in Ann

Arbor saw the power of our program of mobilizing la-

bor and minorities on March 20 to drive out the Nazi-

s...Our program was vindicated once again, our strat-

egy of mobilizing labor and all of its allies to fight the

fascist threat.

Q. — But how many of those people would

really identify with communism?

A — Obviously, we’re getting more on the

way, given the acute economic crisis in this country.

(People) will see that we are indeed America's last

and best hope.

Q. — Do you really hold out hope for an

American revolution along the lines of the 1917 Rus-

sian revolution?

A — We’re not talking about reproducing the

conditions of a revolution in a poor, backward peasant

country America’s socialist revolution will be carried

out on a far higher technological level. ..We won’t be

using wooden plows. We won't start off with lack of

modern technology in order to exploit agriculture, for

example We won't start out with a huge peasantry

which is immersed in age-old backwardness and pov-

erty We start off with an advanced, skilled working

class which will be able to really create an economy of

abundance and plenty

Q. — What’s your reaction to the Falkland Is-

landscrisis 7

A — It’s a clear case of growing inter-imperi-

alist rivalries. On the one hand, the nationalist dicta-

tors/butchers in Argentina won’t and can’t forget

World War I and the fact that Argentina was an eco-

nomic colony of Britain. On the other hand, the British

capitalists are seeking to restore their national glory,

their empire, which is impossible. And our attitude is

to urge and appeal to the British and Argentine work-

ing class to wage class struggle against their respec-

tive masters.

Q. — So you are not sympathetic toward ei-

ther country?

A — Absolutely not. Our position is that the

main enemy is at home, and we tell the working
classes of the world that their main enemy are their

own bourgeoisie, their own capitalist ruling class.

Q. — How can you criticize the U.S. for its for-

eign policy and defend Russian adventurism in Af-

ghanistan?

A — We regarded that intervention as purely

defensive in character After all, for years there have
been close ties between the left nationalist regime in

Kabul and the Soviet Stalinist government The CIA
backs futile insurgents who pray to Mecca five times a

day in order to keep the women enslaved, to keep them
from being taught how to read and write. ..On the other

hand, we also severely criticized the Kremlin bureau-

crats who give massive military aid to bourgeois

Egypt, which of course has been used to kill Russian

soldiers in Afghanistan.

Q. — How does your ideology differ from that

of the American Communist Party?

A — We do not, unlike the American Commu-
nist Party, which is thoroughly Stalinized, follow ev-

ery twist and turn of Soviet foreign policy, because

that foreign policy tends to be extremely conciliatory

toward world imperialism, with the result that many
promising working class revolutions are sold down the

drain. (The Spartacists say) our program is one of in-

ternational working class revolution, and not one of

peaceful co-existence with world Imperialism.

Q — Doesn’t the situation in Poland illustrate

the failure of Soviet communism?

A — We understand that in Poland, what was
at stake was a company union which was pro-Western

imperialism. ..Reagan, Haig or none of the imperialist

powers are going to bring democracy to the Soviet bloc

under the guise of free trade unions, free elections;

they mean capitalist counter-revolution.

Q — You want to disarm police and abolish

gun control, as well as all laws against pornography,

drug use and prostitution. How does that favor the

working class?

A — We’re not for the American capitalist

government legislating for the working people and the

masses in this country what movies they can see, what
pornographies they can see. We’re not for them re-

scinding their right to bear arms, i.e., for them to re-

tain a monopoly on the means of violence, because
that’s basically what the gun control question comes
down to.

Q. — Do you believe in organized religion?

A — It’s a question of science and religion be-

gin counter-poles. We are for the greater scientific en-

lightenment of the working masses.

Q — Do you share the fear that many people

now have of nuclear war?

A — Well, yes. ..The only way to avert nuclear

war is for workers, led by a revolutionary party which
is racially integrated, to take political power out of

(capitalist) hands.

X

Vancouver May Day

Trotskyist League Beats Back Stalinist Exclusion

Trotskyist League contingent will not be silenced.

ADAPTED FROM
SPA R TA CIST CA NA DA
NO. 54. MA Y/JUNE 1982

VANCOUVER—The Stalinists of the

Communist Party wanted to keep the

Trotskyist League of Canada (TLC) out

of this year’s May Day march in

Vancouver. They even threatened a

court injunction to enforce this anti-

communist exclusion! But it didn’t

work. On May I. while the CP literally

marched under the maple leaf, pleading

with the imperialist “nice guys” in

Ottawa for “peace,” a militant and

spirited TLC contingent marched with a
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banner: “Canada: Junior Partner of

U.S. Imperialism! Smash NATO/
NORAD! Defend the USSR!”
The CP-dominated May Day Com-

mittee which organized the march had
passed a motion to exclude the Trotsky-

ist League, the crazed Albania-lovers of

the Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Lenmist) as well as the race

terrorists of the Ku Klux Klan. It was a

classic Stalinist smear job. equating
leftists with the murderous fascists. But

this time the Stalinist amalgam didn't go
down. The TLC initiated a protest letter

exposing the Stalinists as the disrupters

who bring cops into the workers
movement and resort to the despicable

practices of anti-communist slander and
exclusion.

The Stalinists, who have considerable

weight in the Vancouver labor move-
ment, were not prepared for the over-

whelming labor protest against their

scandalous exclusion motion. The
protest statement was signed by officials

and members of 1 2 unions, including the

Letter Carriers Union of Canada
(LCUC), the International Longshore-

men’s and Warehousemen’s Union, the

Brewery Workers, as well as New
Democratic Party members, and faculty

and staff at the University of British

Columbia and Simon Fraser University

Local 5 of the Telecommunications
Workers Union passed a motion against

the exclusion and sent a protest letter to

the May Day Committee. Letters were
also sent by the president and the

secretary-treasurer of the Canadian
Brotherhood of Railway, Transport and
General Workers Union, Seaman’s
Section, and by the executive board of

the Association of University and

College Employees, Local I. The Van-
couver local of the Canadian Union of

Postal Workers warned they would
withdraw their marshals if leftists were

excluded. CP supporter George Hewi-
son, secretary-treasurer of the United

Fishermen and Allied Workers Union
and chairman of the May Day Commit-
tee, complained that his office had been

Hooded with phone calls and letters as

well as telegrams sent by members of the

United Auto Workers, the LCUC and
the Canadian Union of Public Employ-
ees in the Toronto area.

Just days before the demonstration
the May Day Committee started to back
down. Then they expressed concern that

the TLC would mobilize demonstrators
against the Ku Klux Klan who they

expected to show up to provoke the

demonstration. In recent months these

fascist scum have been parading the

streets of Vancouver hooded and robed
outside left-wing bookstores. But the

Stalinists, who look to the capitalist

courts and cops to “ban the Klan,”
wanted to let the KKK stage their

provocation and to exclude the Trotsky-
ists who fight for labor/minority mobili-

zations to sweep the fascists from the

streets.

The TLC nailed the Stalinists and
beat back their anti-communist exclu-

sion. We marched on May Day as

proletarian internationalists and we
pointed out in a leaflet distributed to the

demonstration: “It means fighting

everywhere for the cause of the exploit-

ed and oppressed—not some kind of

treacherous ‘unity’ with the class enemy.
Anti-imperialism abroad means class

struggle at home!”*
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MAC Victory in Bay Area CWA Vote

MAC
spokesman

Kathy Ikegami
(right)

campaigns:
“The time to

fight is now
while we still

have jobs.’’

WV Photo

SAN FRANCISCO— Hundreds of

West Coast phone workers voted for the

program of class struggle in recent

delegate elections to the national con-

vention of the Communications Work-

ers of America (CWA). The Militant

Action Caucus (MAC), which has a 12-

year history of fighting the International

leadership’s pro-company betrayals, ran

candidates in Oakland, Los Angeles and

San Francisco. In SF Local 9410, MAC
leader Kathy Ikegami was elected

delegate with 326 votes, or 39 percent,

while Kat Burnham and Paul Costan

polled about 25 percent to win slots as

alternate delegates. This victory came

on the heels of a solid 22 percent

showing for MAC in Los Angeles Local

11502 last month. In Oakland’s Local

9415 first-time MAC candidate Steven

Sandor John received 7 percent of the

vote.

MAC’S campaigns highlighted the

burning issues of layoffs and down-

grades. As Workers Vanguard has

reported, the phone company is plan-

ning to eliminate thousands of jobs

through harassment, firings, forced

transfers, downgrades and layoffs (see

“Ma Bell Plans Mass Firings,” WVNo.
304, 30 April). More than 100 Bay Area

phone workers snatched up that issue of

WV, indicating deep concern over these

attacks. MAC spokesmen report that

during the campaign Pacific Telephone

(PT&T) cutback plans were confirmed

by a mass of facts and figures brought

forward by CWA members all around

the Bay: operator offices closing, dis-

patch jobs downgraded, layoffs in

Fresno and Merced, cable splicers sped

up, frame attendants “surplused" in

Sacramento and L.A. Particularly

ominous is the tentative news of mass

layoffs in the historically militant

Western Electric section.

Far from leading a fight against the

job cuts, the CWA bureaucrats are

helping PT&T push its program
through. Union leaders accept the

phone company’s prerogative to drive

workers out by “offering" them unac-

ceptable transfers to faraway places,

imposing intolerable speedup, and arm-

twisting older members into early

retirement. The bureaucrats even mouth
that special phone company Newspeak,

in which layoffs are called “surplus

situations" and “force readjustments.”

And they have launched frenzied at-

tacks on MAC for telling the truth

about layoffs and for calling for the

union to fight.

On April 18 MAC blew the lid off a

secret CWA/ PT&T deal that gave the

company the go-ahead to ax thousands
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of jobs. Local 9410 president James

Imerzel responded by putting a hysteri-

cal “rebuttal” on the union’s tape-

recorded call-in service, which he later

printed up as a leaflet. Imerzel stated.

"No layoffs are projected. PT&T as-

sured theCWA that the normal attrition

of 200 employees each month would
overcome any job displacement....”

MAC answered Imerzel in a special flyer

distributed in San Francisco (6 May):

“Imerzel has the nerve to kiss off 200
members/month as 'normal'! ... our
union misleaders are saying giveback,

not fight back. We want the union to

fight. Any union leader who sits on his

ass while 200 workers a month lose their

jobs should be dumped. We want to

lead the fight against Ma Bell’s ‘right’ to

make a huge profit by throwing hun-
dreds of us out into the street.”

Imerzel & Co. were selling PT&T’s
line, but the workers weren’t buying.

Janitors at the biggest phone installa-

tion in SF called MAC candidate

Burnham to come speak to them. MAC
campaigners arriving to post caucus

literature on bulletin boards at work
locations on both sides of the Bay

N
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repeatedly found that workers had

already done it, and that stewards were

eager to take copies to distribute.

Imerzel’s cronies tore down some of the

posted leaflets, but they couldn’t keep

the membership from knowing the

truth. When one executive board

member walked into the East Bay

PT&T credit union, she was confronted

by operators and clerks who waved the

MAC literature in her face and de-

manded to know why the union had

tried to keep them in the dark. MAC
members told WV that Imerzel’s smear

campaign was repudiated by the work-

ers at a May 1 8 Local 9410 meeting, who
applauded exec board member Ikega-

mi’s report on the layoff threat and the

criminal readiness of the CWA leader-

ship to accept Ma Bell’s job slashing.

The MAC election campaign placed

PT&T’s attacks in the context of

Reagan’s all-out assault on working

people in the U.S. and abroad. Pointing

out that “Ma Bell is bringing Reagan’s

program to the phone company,” MAC
candidates explained that narrow ’’non-

political” trade unionism could only

prepare the labor movement for further

defeats. Instead, MAC called for a

general working-class offensive on all

fronts, for “labor action to bring down
Reagan.” On MAC’s initiative. East Bay

CWA Local 9415 voted by a large

majority in March to send a contingent

to the March 27 El Salvador demonstra-

tion, demanding “Military victory to

Salvadoran leftists!" At the next union

meeting MAC opposed a motion from
the officers to donate money to the

campaigns of three local Democrats.

After a MAC member pointed out the

need to break with the strikebreaking

Democrats and forge a class-struggle

workers party, the bureaucrats' motion

was resoundingly voted down. A cam-
paign leaflet distributed in the East Bay

(25 April) noted:

“Reagan and the capitalists have
challenged the working class of Ameri-
ca and the world to fight or be ground
into the dirt. To pay for their anti-

Soviet war drive, they are starving the

poor and aged They’ve declared war on

the rights of black people. Latins,

women—all the oppressed. They busted

an entire union. PATCO While they

scream support for Solidarnosc. the

Polish company union tor the bankers

and the CIA. they lock up and deport

black Haitians and embrace South

Africa. Their racist anti-Soviet reaction

encourages the growth of the Klan and

Nazis. Their junta in El Salvador

massacres our brothers and sisters, the

workers and peasants. Their anti-Soviet

war drive threatens to blow up the

world.

“The grossly overpaid sellout union

bureaucrats like [CWA national presi-

dent Glenn] Watts, AFL-CIO chief

Kirkland and Autoworkers head Fraser

cry ’Surrender’ and ’Vote Democrat.'

They join Reagan and Haig in beating

the drums for war against Russia. But

there are plenty of workers who want to

fight Reagan, Haig and the Wall Street

fatcats who call the tune for both

Republicans and Democrats. ... Labor

must break with the Democrats, dump
the bureaucrats and build a work-

ers party to fight for a workers

government."

For decades employment in the

phone company was considered the

height of job security, untouched by the

ups and downs of the business cycle. But

today no sector of the working popula-

tion is immune from the general crisis of

American capitalism. The capitalists

can’t afford to buy labor peace by

promising "decent wages" and “job

protection" any more, so they leave it

up to union bureaucrats like Imerzel

and Watts to explain why less of

everything— money, fringe benefits,

jobs— is the best of all possible worlds.

The labor movement can’t just "hold the

line" under these conditions. The
alternatives are either to be thrown

further and further back under the

continued misleadership of the refor-

mist bureaucrats, or to go forward in a

working-class offensive that goes be-

yond bread-and-butter issues. The
working people need to go on apolitical

offensive, using class-struggle methods
to defend undocumented workers, to

fight for jobs for all, to put a stop to

military shipments to the butcher junta

in El Salvador, to combat every aspect

of racist Reagan reaction.

The MAC program shows the way
forward for all working people. To
bring this program to victory, class-

struggle caucuses are needed not just in

West Coast phone but in all the key
sectors of the industrial proletariat. And
above all a revolutionary. Trotskyist

vanguard party to lead the struggle for

the only program that makes sense

today—not nickle-and-dime reforms
but socialist revolution. Labor militants

must devote themselves to this task,

fighting for labor action to bring down
Reagan and the capitalists he
represents.

Correction

In the article “Ma Bell Plans
Mass Firings” (WV No. 304, 30
April) we stated: "Workers Van-
guard has also learned that the cuts

w ill wipe out 30 percent of the Bell

workforce in Oakland.” While large

sections of the workforce will be
affected by layoffs, forced transfers,

downgrades, firings, etc., the specif-

ic figure of 30 percent applies to the
work crews of PBX (business

phone) installers. Additional exam-
ples of the phone company’s layoff

plans have since come to light (see

article this page).
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UAW chief Douglas Fraser (right) wouldn't let ranks at Toledo Jeep vote down his givebacks.

Militants Take Up Call for Two-Dav Sitdown

Fraser Strongarms Toledo UAW
TOLEDO—Doug Fraser and his gang

of bureaucrats finally rammed their

union-busting concessions down the

throats of American Motors workers,

but only by staging an illegal re-vote,

backed up with threats and intimida-

tion, at the key Toledo Jeep plant. The

AMC deal is the same giveback garbage

forced on United Auto Workers(UAW)
members at Ford and GM. AMC tried

to sweeten the poison by calling the

givebacks—which amount to 5 10,000

per worker—a “loan." But the Jeep

workers knew they'd never see the cash

again, and on May 3 they turned thumbs

down on the new contract by 1,530 to

1,309. When the union leadership

announced the re-vote for UAW Local

12 at Jeep, several workers distributed a

leaflet calling for another rejection of

the deal; but unlike the local level

bureaucrats who oppose givebacks

without saying how workers can defeat

the concessions drive, the Jeep militants

included a call for a two-day sitdown in

the plant.

Toledo is a hard-nosed working-class

town that has been ravaged by layoffs

and plant closings. The decaying facto-

ries and neighborhoods mirror those of

Detroit 50 miles to the north. Toledo is

also a union town, and it has been since

the Auto-Lite strike of 1934, a labor

victory won through pitched battles

which pitted employed and unemployed

workers against cops and national

guard troops. Some of the traditions

forged in that class battle still survive.

Toledo auto workers have repeatedly

voted down Fraser’s givebacks, not just

at AMC but at GM, Ford and Champi-

on as well.

The AMC contract had to be

accepted by all three UAW locals

concerned before it could go into effect.

After Jeep workers threw the contract

back in Fraser’s face, the Solidarity

House misleaders and the entire execu-

tive board of Local 12— backed up by

the bosses’ media opinion-makers in

Toledo and Detroit—marshaled their

forces to guarantee AMC its "loan."

Local 12 president Ray Okdie called on

the Toledo cops to "keep order" at a

May 7 union meeting, where over 1 ,000

angry Jeep workers voted unanimously

to certify the results of the contract vote.

When militants made a motion to recall

the giveback negotiators. International

rep Jackie Sizemore ruled it out of

order.

After the meeting Local 12 officials

turned the screws for the re-vote.

Recently recalled workers were told

they would be laid off again unless they

voted yes. Chief steward Danny Wilson,

the only exec board member to oppose

the betrayal the first time around, made
amends by going on TV to urge

acceptance and by signing a "vote yes"

leaflet with the rest of the exec board.

Contract opponents who gave inter-

views to the press received threatening

phone calls. Without a single Local 12

official willing to stand up to the

International, the Jeep workers reversed

their vote by a highly suspect two-to-

one, according to “official" totals

released by Solidarity House in Detroit.

When Fraser came out with his

giveback pact for Ford back in Febru-

ary, we warned, “It’s not enough just to

vote down the billion dollar betrayal.

Remember '73! From recounts and re-

votes to goon squads, Fraser’s gang has

experience ramming through a sellout."

Workers Vanguard called for a wave of

two-day sit-down demonstrations in

auto plants throughout the Motor City

area, from Flint to Toledo (see "Fraser’s

Billion Dollar Betrayal," WV No. 299,

19 February). Such dramatic action

could spark a broad working-class

offensive against the bosses’ program of

austerity, depression and anti-Soviet

war buildup. This call for action was

taken up by the Rouge Militant Caucus,

a class-struggle opposition in UAW
Local 600 at Ford’s sprawling River

Rouge plant.

Now on May 17, the day before the

AMC re-vote, a leaflet was issued to

Jeep workers entitled “Vote No!

Again!" It said:

"The strike is the only real exercise of

workers power against the company.
We can vote and vote and vote. We can
vote this contract down a thousand

times and we will still be stuck with it.

At this time, with the thousands of

unemployed people who could be used

as scabs, the sit-down strike is our only

weapon. A two-day sitdown strike that

is well organized could convince AMC
that when we say ‘No' we mean ‘No’.”

Such action could have a galvanizing

effect on the Toledo labor movement.
The ramshackle jumble of buildings that

make up AMC’s Jeep division are in fact

the company’s sole money maker. The
workers there have been pushed to the

limit by absentee harassment, job

overloading and the lack of union power
in the shop. Black workers in particular

have suffered most under AMC’s
notoriously despotic supervisory poli-

cies, and face virtual exclusion from the

skilled trades. Literature of the Ku Klux

Klan race terrorists, who have been

active in Putnam County to the south,

appeared inside the plant a few months
ago. At the same time Reagan’s social

service cuts and massive layoffs

throughout the auto-making and auto

supply industries have turned the city

into a social tinderbox. The ingredients

for militant struggle on the 1934 scale

are there.

What’s lacking is leadership Class

battles like the Auto-Lite strike—one of

three major strikes in 1934 that set

the stage for the CIO organizing

drives—require a leadership with the

foresight and determination to win. The
Auto-Lite strike was led by militants in

the American Workers Party (AWP), a

leftward moving organization that later

fused with the Trotskyist Communist
League of America (CL A). The CLA led

another of the 1934 struggles, the

Minneapolis Teamster strike. Such
struggles require revolutionary leader-

ship. That’s because revolutionaries are

opposed to traps like binding arbitra-

tion, explain the government (with its

courts and cops) is capitalist and no
friend to workers, and have a socialist

program that answers the needs of all

workers, black and white, employed and
unemployed.

Union leaders today are more likely

to be found breaking strikes than

winning them. Fraser was prepped for

the UAW presidency by leading a 1,000-

man goon squad to bust a wildcat strike

in Detroit in 1973. Teamster chief Roy
Williams’ first official assignment in the

'30s was to go to Minneapolis as a goon

to help purge the Trotskyists. And the

"progressives"? They have collapsed,

because they share the Fraser/Williams

program of propping up capitalism.

Under the conditions of capitalist decay

this means enforcing the bosses’ de-

mands for wage and benefit cuts. The
capitalist goal is to convert the unions

into instruments for disciplining the

working class through the medium of

the labor bureaucracy. Yet the unions

are enormous reservoirs of social power
that can be mobilized in the interests of

workers, minorities and all the poor.

The Spartacist League seeks to

unleash that power by building a

workers party that can lead struggles

like the Toledo Auto-Lite and Minnea-
polis Teamster strikes. Today such a

party must be prepared to mobilize

labor and blacks to smash the Klan,

which seeks to destroy the labor

movement and carry out race terror

against minorities. Those sellouts who
want to steal jobs from Japanese
workers so AMC, Ford and GM can

make more profits sure won't lead any

real struggles against the bosses: a class-

struggle workers party would vehement-

ly oppose the chauvinist protectionism

pushed by Giveback Fraser. And such a

workers party would organize its forces

to defeat the Republican/ Democratic
anti-Soviet war drive, which seeks to

throw working people back everywhere

by restoring the profit system in Russia.

There is a vacuum of leadership in the

labor movement today. It can only be

filled by militants who seek to destroy

the bosses' system once and for all. by

fighting for a workers government that

will expropriate industry and put in

place a planned economy geared to the

needs of all working people.*
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Reagan Says: No Coup , This Time

Dominican Elections

in the Shadow of El Salvador
With the election of Salvador Jorge

Blanco as president of the Dominican
Republic in May 16 voting, the Ameri-

can press chalked up a "victory for

democracy" in the Caribbean. Hailing

the turnout of "cheerful voters" stand-

ing in long lines at the polls, commenta-
tors linked the Dominican election to

the recent electoral show by the U.S.-

backed junta in El Salvador. But where

the Salvador vote made death squad

chief D'Aubuisson head of a bogus

"Constituent Assembly,” this time the

victorious Dominican Revolutionary

Party (PRD) is affiliated with the social-

democratic Second International and

president-elect Jorge is labeled (with

considerable exaggeration) a "moderate

leftist.”

The most notable thing about the

Dominican vote, however, was what

didn’t happen. There was no coup. Four
years ago when PRD candidate Anto-
nio Guzman won the presidential vote,

the army moved in at 4 a.m. to seize the

ballot boxes. Only a telephone call from
U.S. president Jimmy Carter, anxious

to shore up his “human rights” image,

stopped a military takeover. This time

the troops stayed in their barracks. Does
this mean the country has “definitively

entered the era of freedom,” as one PRD
leader said? Is Ronald Reagan’s much
ballyhooed Caribbean Basin Initiative,

aimed at heading off revolution through

a "mini-Marshall Plan," working?
Hardly.

In U.S. imperialism’s Cold War
plans, it is not of paramount importance
which anti-Communist bourgeois poli-

tician sits in the presidential chair of its

Dominican protectorate, as long as the

masses are kept under control. (They
still remember well the April 1965

uprising when it took 42,000 U.S.

Marines to clamp the lid back on and
banish the spectre of social revolution.)

Of course, for some of the anti-Soviet

war crazies in Washington, the prospect

of an “authoritarian" junta just a few
miles from Cuba was tempting. Besides,

as one Washington columnist wrote, the

PRD candidate has “a number of

supporters ‘with a troublesome past’.”

On the other hand. Jorge Blanco himself

was held to be “untainted by the sort of

Marxist-Leninist inclinations that are

fatal to any foreigner seeking Reagan’s
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“Depollticlzed" Dominican military
announces: No coup today, ...but
they claim the “right to legitimate
defense.”

favor” ( Washington Post, II May).
But mainly the U.S. has its hands full

at the moment. After all the work in

window-dressing the Salvadoran “elec-

tions,” they resulted in a victory for

“Major Blowtorch," who now has to be

sold to Congress. Then there was the

“Jesus coup” in Guatemala: election

fraud backfired so they tried a “young
officers" movement which inadvertently

brought in a born-again wacko as junta

chief. And now Washington’s on-again,

off-again invasion plans against Sandi-

nista Nicaragua are screwed up by a lu-

dicrous war in the Falklands/Malvinas
which already cost Reagan his Argen-
tine anti-Communist ally. The last thing

the Pentagon needed was an unneces-

sary and possibly costly military venture

in the Caribbean. Particularly since on
everything that counts, domestically

and internationally, like most edibles in

a Dominican colmado (corner store),

PRD policies are “Made in USA."

Yes, We Have No Coup Today

Even so, the issue throughout the

campaign was the threat of military

intervention. In Santo Domingo the
question is always what are the generals

and the Pentagon up to. The New York
Times (21 May) editorialized about a

“New Dominican Routine," noting:

“Before Trujillo seized power in 1930,

Santo Domingo had 123 rulers; all but
four post-colonial leaders were military

men. No President ever stepped down
voluntarily.” (The writer neglected to

mention that the U.S. had placed
Trujillo at the head of the army during
its eight-year occupation of the island;

that “The Goat" ruled for three decades
with American backing, and then was
assassinated in a Cl A-engineered opera-
tion.) As a sign of increasing “democrat-
ic culture" (whose?), the Times pointed
to Jimmy Carter’s "helpful” discourage-
ment of the 1978 coup-in-progress and
concluded: “There was not even a threat

this time."

Incumbent PRD president Guzman
had claimed as the main accomplish-
ment of his regime the “professionaliza-

tion of the armed forces." But for

months these "professional” officers

have been threatening to intervene. In

February a leaked letter from one of the

joint chiefs to the defense minister

accused PRD chief Pena Gomez of

planning an armed revolt if his party did

not win the election. Shortly afterwards,

scores of leftists were arrested for

postering and painting wall murals,

while the National Police chief threat-

ened to go after “vandals inside the

PRD who are causing disorders" (see

“Hands Off Dominican Leftists!” WV
No. 301, 19 March). Then on April 2,

Washington columnist Jack Anderson
said on ABC-TV that U.S. arms were

being rushed to the Dominican army,
supposedly “intended to make sure the

May 16th elections go smoothly.”

Actually, Anderson reported,

Dominican chief of staff General Lacha-
pelle considered Jorge Blanco, the odds-

on favorite, a “Communist,” and “La-
chapelle’s people freely admit that the

general will use his American arms to

seize power" and prevent a PRD
victory. The credibility of the report was
underscored when the army chief took

out full-page ads in all the major papers

to officially deny the military was
planning a coup that week. This

apparently wasn’t convincing enough,
so two weeks later a second ad was
published, this time over the signatures

of the heads of all four services,

disclaiming any intention to “subvert

the constitutional order." General La-
chapelle, meanwhile, confirmed in an
interview (El Sol, 8 April) that the arms
had been requested, but protested:

“I have always told my officers and
recruits that the Army will support the

democratic government elected by
popular vote. Now.. . if a government is

elected that seeks the destruction of the
Armed Forces, then we have the right to

legitimate defense. The armed institu-

tions will oppose such a government
because there's something called the
survival instinct. It’s just natural."

A follow-up report by Anderson
explained what comes naturally to the
Dominican military. It quoted a letter to

Reagan from two of Lachapelle’s

representatives in Washington stating

that they are “fully aware, and have
evidence of communist infiltration and
arms coming through Haiti [!], spon-
sored by Cuba and Russia.” The letter

requested enough weaponry- to “equip
one light infantry brigade before the

May elections" (Washington Post, 18

April). In response a “small shipment”
was rushed to the Dominican Republic.

including 1,200 M-I6 automatic rifles,

two cargo helicopters, three A-37 Bravo
attack planes, a PTF-23 patrol boat and
assorted spare parts (El Sol, 23 April).

But on May 16-17 the troops didn’t

move. What happened? Washington
evidently weighed its option and flashed

a red light. In late April U.S. ambassa-
dor Robert Yost announced that Wash-
ington was “neutral" in the Dominican
elections. And the PRD candidate did

his part, emphasizing in the last days
before the vote that he would accentuate

political and economic ties with the

United States, downplay relations with

Soviet bloc countries, and not touch the

hierarchy or ranks of the officer corps.

So in the end the ruling powers went
along: as soon as the voting was over the

victor received greetings from the

businessmen’s association, Gulf and
Western, Ronald Reagan and the joint

chiefs of staff (who reminded him to

keep hands off the military).

The "Semi-Democracy"
of PRD Rule

Jorge Blanco campaigned as

representative of a “new generation"

against two aging caudillos. His main
opponents were the old warhorse
Joaquin Balaguer, now 75 and nearly

blind, who was dictator Rafael Trujillo’s

last puppet president; and his perennial

rival, doddering professor Juan Bosch,
whose moment of glory was a seven-

month reign in 1963 as front man for

JFK’s "Alliance for Progress." In

Dominican political rhetoric, the

liberal/populist PRD of wealthy ranch-
er Guzman and Shell Oil lawyer Jorge
calls itself “revolutionary." Balaguer’s

trujillistas are the Reformist Party (PR),
and the bourgeois populist Juan Bosch,
whose vehicle is the Dominican Libera-

tion Party (PLD), postures as a Marxist
while allying with Balaguer.

In 1978 the liberal capitalist PRD
came to power on the slogan of
"change." After a dozen years of
Balaguer’s semi-bonapartist rule, with
its rigged elections and heavy repres-

sion, a large part of the country’s 5.5

million people were more than ready for

a switch. If only to stop the killing: 1.200
youth and leftists were killed by the

police, army and paramilitary bands

continued on page 8

El Nuevo Diario

Dominican cops attack student protest in April during election campaign, wounding 48
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LETTERS
Macho on the Left
Dear Editor.

Ale* Cockburn is funny. Alex Cockbum is interesting

and insightful. Alex Cockburn is the first thing I turn to

after the weekly trek to my neighborhood newsstand. Alex

Cockburn is, alas, of times off the wall.

A case in point i6 his assertion that the Spartacist

League line for military victory for the FDR/FMLN is

"unimpeachable" (Press Clips. Voice, April 6). Fidel Cas-

tro wants negotiations between the FDR/FLMN and the

Salvadoran government. So, too, do Guillermo Ungo, head

of the Democratic Revolutionary Front, and the Socialist

International. The five commanders of the Farabundo

Marti guerrilla front ask the Christian Democratic presi-

dent of Venezuela to mediate between them and the

ruling Salvadoran junta.

Now it’s understandable why the airheads of the Amer-
ican ultra-left consider negotiations a sellout. After all,

these are the 9ame folks who consider Solidarity in Poland

a CIA front, castigate the Sandinistas in Nicaragua for

being closet bourgeoisie, and support Soviet aggression in

Afghanistan. Their slogan about ‘Defense of Cuba and
the USSR Begins in El Salvador" is certain to move the

American masses against U.S. intervention, yea? For all

their protestation of Leninist fidelity, even Lenin doesn't

deserve them, and probably would have dispatched the

lot of them before they could have hoisted a single banner

back when.
Isn’t the urgent task in El Salvador to end the killing

and come as close as possible to a democratic govern-

ment? We can ill afford to play petty politics with real

people's lives. Given the military stalemate and the in-

ability of either the government or the guerrillas to over-

come the other, negotiations not only make political sense

to build a broad movement in the U.S. but offer the best

hope of ending the carnage in Salvador.

If the war becomes protracted, more bloody, and bit-

ter, only the anti-democratic elements on both sides are

the gainers. Does Salvador Cayetano Carpio represent the

democratic aspirations of the Salvadoran people? Does

Roberto D’Aubisson?

Of course not. Or perhaps they do. That’s for the

Salvadoran people to decide. The first step is to pressure

the Reagan administration to press the Salvadoran gov-

ernment toward negotiations. Then, after an agrement

and ceasefire & la Zimbabwe, comes on election with left

participation. Not as easy as it sounds perhaps, but by far

preferable to left macho posturing about a “military

victory.”

—Patrick Lacefield

Staten Island

Alexander Cockburn replies. Lacefield teems to have

been so blinded by virtuous irritation that he did not

notice some later remarks 1 made about the Sparts,

rather more critical than the comments to which he takes

such exception Other than this, his letter seems to be all

over the political map. Everyone including General Haig

says the killing should be stopped and everyone in-

cluding General Haig says that El Salvador should get as

near as it can to democratic government.

Politics (scarcely petty) involves the momentous mat-

ter of deciding how the killing could best be stopped and

El Salvador properly reconstituted. Haig thinks it

should be reconstituted as a third-world vassal of the

United States l support those who disagree with this

view Lacefield seems to be in exactly the same posture

as those in the State Department who deplore "ex-

tremists of left and right alike" and invoke an imaginary

center, and who have been speaking of the famous "mili-

tary' stalemate" for months.

Between the two of them, l certainly support Carpio

over D'Aubuisson and regard the parallelism as the kind

of odious absurdity much favored by the New Republic.

Sure. I'll support Ungo so long as he is the recognized

spokesman for the FDR, but he's never struck me as a

particularly impressive fellow. Screw the Socialist Inter-

national. Does Lacefield really think Schmidt and Mit-

terrand are true friends of national liberation? (And of

course, comrades. I welcome their positive intervention

in the Central American zone ) Who says Castro is not

capable of putting the interests of Cuba before those of

the FMLN? Solidarity before criticism is all very well

and proper, but what is a quiet bed in New York City

worth if you can't put politics in command once in a

while?

Hoist on His Own Petard

“Military Victory” Haunts

Alexander Cockbum
What makes Alex squirm? Ever since

Village Voice columnist Alexander

Cockburn made his comment that the

Spartacist League’s call for military

victory to the left-wing rebels in El

Salvador was “unimpeachable,” he has

been in political trouble. Because in

trying to straddle two horses, he exposes

the crucial contradiction the rest of the

left would do almost anything to hide.

You can't be both for battlefield victory

to win war and for the popular front that

wants a negotiated solution to stop it.

The letter writer above, Patrick Lace-

field (Harringtonite Social Democrat),

has nailed him by laying out the obvious

logic of the so-called "political solu-

tion," namely: stop the communists

before it's too late.

Cockburn has not spared venom in the

effort to separate himself from the

Trotskyists of the Spartacist League.

First, it was name-calling, slinging such

insults as “assholes" and "bonkers" at

the SL because we organized an Anti-

Imperialist Contingent to call for

“military victory" and defense of the

Soviet bloc against imperialist attack at

the March 27 El Salvador demonstra-

tion in Washington, D.C. Thus Cock-
burn helped justify anti-communist

exclusion by the popular-frontist left,

which called on lines of goons and the

cops to seal off "the Sparts" from

contaminating the “official" demonstra-

tion with our red flags and red politics.
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When the not-so-peaceful doves

screamed about his “unimpeachable"

comment, Cockbum went further to

join the anti-Spartacist witchhunt. The
next week Cockburn suppressed a letter

by Spartacist League Central Commit-
tee member Helene Brosius and re-

sponded by accusing the SL of trying to

“break into the main demonstration
with low-level violence." It was un-

adorned red-baiting of “violent" com-
munists. Still, this account doesn’t

exactly square with the even more
sinister slander campaign (in Voice

letters. Guardian and various “socialist”

rags) about hordes of mad-dog Sparts

armed with clubs randomly charging the

demonstration and karate-chopping

innocent young women who just hap-

pened to be passing by. They can’t seem
to get their stories straight. Thus, in his

red-baiting bloc with the anti-

Spartacists, Cockburn inadvertently

exposes their Big Lie fabrications.

So Cockburn wants to be for the

popular front and for military victory.

He can’t have it both ways. The letter

writer’s position, on the other hand, is

perfectly consistent. What kind of

“negotiations” is he for? To settle the

terms of surrender for the rapacious

oligarchy and their military butchers

who have ruled the country up to now?
No, a "negotiated solution" which

would prevent a guerrilla victory. Thus
Lacefield writes he wants the war to end
without a victory so that the ensuing

government can “come as close as

possible to a democratic government."

He wants a government without "anti-

democratic elements" such as guerrilla

leader Cayetano Carpio. That is, he

wants a reformed capitalist government.

He’s for an imperialist-supervised

“ceasefire & la Zimbabwe," and doesn’t

want an insurgent victory that could

lead to communism. In fact, he opposes

communism everywhere—from Poland

to Nicaragua and Afghanistan.

Following the political logic of the

popular front, the letter writer argues

that being against leftist military victory

“makes politfeal sense to build a broad

movement in the U.S.” Sure, if you’re

looking for Democratic Party Senators

and Congressmen as allies, it makes
sense not to support a victory of the

“other side." But increasingly it doesn’t

make a lot of sense to many people who
see the evidence before their eyes that if

the rebels do not defeat the junta’s

forces, they will simply be massacred by

Major “Blowtorch" D’Aubuisson.

The popular front is the question in El

Salvador and the U.S. It is not that

Ungo “is not a very impressive fellow,"

but that as the leader of a tiny middle-

class movement Ungo serves as popular
front-man for the guerrillas of the

FMLN. a living symbol of the FDR/
FMLN’s commitment to “democratic

capitalism." Ungo fears a military

victory by the insurgents for the same
reason the Kennedys do— it would
destroy the existing capitalist stale

apparatus and therefore open the door
to social revolution. So Ungo is for

negotiations, but in El Salvador today,

it’s becoming clear that the opportuni-

ties for any kind of negotiated sellout

are rapidly evaporating.

The rad-libs are upset with radical-

chic journalist Cockburn because by

directly raising the question of military

victory, he makes it difficult for them to

play their game. Sure, they don’t mind
occasionally waving some FMLN flags

and listening to FDR speakers as long as

they can pay their dues to the ready-for-

Teddy boys when time demands. They
hate those “damn Sparts" because our
class-struggle Trotskyist politics force

the issue of revolution, of communism.
Presumably Cockburn thinks that if

he only raises the slogan in his column in

the Village Voice, federal SWAT teams

won’t disturb his “quiet bed" in New
York, and mounted cops won’t ride up
lower Broadway to pen him in. He’s

right about that. But the popularfronter

for military victory is still going to get

the heat from the "political solution"

100-percenters who demand he spell out

what support to Ungo and Schmidt and
Mitterrand and Castro really means.
And let’s be clear on one thing: it doesn’t

mean an end to the killing, but setting

the stage for more butchery. What will

end the massacre of workers and
peasants is a military victory which will

sweep away the junta murderers once
and for all with workers revolution *

Washington,
D.C., March 27:

Red slogans
inflame rad-libs.
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Dominican
Elections...
(continuedfrom page 6)

during the balaguerato.

However timid its populism, the PRD
did awaken hopes among the masses.

This was reflected in several struggles

which came to a head in mid- 1979. The
Guzman administration had decreed

"austerity" and a one-sided labor

“truce.” And when workers at the huge

Falconbridge complex went on strike in

April the government called out the

army against the union. That summer
when a gasoline price rise sparked a

militant strike of public transport in

Santo Domingo, the PRD regime

unleashed the cops and a gang of thugs,

the so-called banda blanca (White

Gang), to break it, and brought in

troops to occupy working-class barrios.

The result: seven dead. 20 wounded, 700

arrested. Another transport strike in

1980 resulted in five dead as a result of

government repression. Under the

PRD, as under Balaguer, every serious

social struggle has led to semi-

insurrectional conditions.

Internationally as well the “change"

brought about by the Guzman adminis-

tration was purely superficial. Although

the bourgeois liberal/populist PRD
affiliated with the Second International

(SI) a few years ago, its fundamental

goal is still to administer its island

statelet as a loyal vassal of American
imperialism. They’re quite willing to

host social-democratic Caribbean

“summits" in Santo Domingo, and to

call on SI leaders like Portugal’s Mario
Soares and Venezuela’s Carlos Andres
Perez to act as election observers (read

“hostages") when they fear a military

takeover. But over Afghanistan, Guz-
man endorsed Jimmy Carter’s boycott

of the Moscow Olympics. Over El

Salvador, the Dominican Republic

joined with eight other Reagan allies in

Latin America— like the Argentine and
Chilean juntas—to condemn the

Franco-Mexican communique (recog-

nizing the FDR/FMLN) as “outside

intervention.” And the PRD has re-

peatedly refused to diplomatically

recognize Castro’s Cuba. On all funda-
mental issues they toe the Washington
line.

Critical Support to the PCD

Those sectors of the Dominican
masses who did break from the PRD
looking for a militant alternative looked
largely to the figure of Juan Bosch, still

remembered as a symbol of 1965.

Bosch's campaign rallies attracted

volatile crowds of the urban poor and
slum dwellers. Contrary to his reputa-

tion, the PLD lider mdximo is not a man
of the left but a populist caudillo who
has gyrated wildly from one side of the

spectrum of bourgeois politics to the

other.

In the recent campaign the only de-
finable “left” point in Bosch’s nonex-
istent program was a call to nationalize

the land of Gulf and Western (but not
its profitable manufacturing and tour-

ism holdings). As voting day drew closer

he made clear his opposition to any kind

of popular uprising, declared that

socialist revolution is not possible "for

many years," and declared that “if I win
I will not govern with leftists, but most
probably with right-wingers.” Even
though Bosch drew support from many
erstwhile leftists, the “alternative" he
offered was firmly embedded in the
narrow limits of backward Dominican
capitalism under the domination of
American imperialism.

Also participating in the May
elections were two leftist electoral slates,

Izquierda Unida (United Left) and
Unidad Socialista (Socialist Unity).

Izquierda Unida is a bloc of ten “far left”

groups, the heirs of the post-1965

Maoist/Guevarist guerrilla left. In its

election platform the IU called for a

8

“democratic, popular and revolutionary

government.” But while urging workers

to vote against the parties representing

the capitalists, Izquierda Unida by its

own admission made "many efforts” to

approach the bourgeois populist Bosch
and his PLD for a common ticket

( Unidad Marxista Leninista, 1

1

March). Thus IU was explicitly

popular-frontist, that is, it sought a

"people’s front” (as in Spain during the

Civil War, or Chile under Allende) with

so-called “progressive sectors" of the

exploiters.

In contrast to the IU popular-

frontists, the Unidad Socialista slate led

by the Dominican Communist Party

(PCD) calls for a “socialist and anti-

capitalist program." According to its

election platform: “Since we are a

capitalist country, and the proletariat is

the fundamental exploited class, there

cannot be in the Dominican Republic

today any revolution that is not social-

ist." Allied with two small groupings,

the Movement for Socialism (M PS) and
Movement for Socialist Unity (MUS),
the PCD proclaims, “Socialism Is a

Task for Today." It criticizes the

Maoists’ “democratic" program for

“opening the road to the PRD’s so-

called national-democratic revolution.”

This is an unaccustomed and highly

episodic turn for a pro-Moscow refor-

mist, Stalinist party.

Evidently the populist demagogy of

the PRD has forced the Dominican CP
into a left posture where it rejects the

"schemes of alliances with the social

democracy which may be valid in other

situations.” Going further, it now also

rejects the traditional Stalinist schema
of “two-stage" revolution in the Domin-
ican Republic. And not just there. At the

recent conference in Havana, Cuba on
the “General and Specific Characteris-

tics of Revolutionary Processes in Latin

America and the Caribbean,” the PCD
delegate declared:

“Thus you cannot establish a forced
separation between a so-called demo-
cratic and anti-imperialist revolution

and another, socialist one, since in Latin

America today these measures are

closely linked, forming part of one
revolutionary torrent whose final goal is

the establishment of socialism on a

world scale."

— Hablan los Comunistas,
6-13 May 1982

This has consequences on a series of

questions, such as the struggles in

Central America, where PCD leader

Narciso Isa Conde condemns social

democrats who "emphasize negotiated

outcomes.”

As U.S. imperialism steps up its anti-

Soviet war drive this has sharply
escalated the crisis of world Stalinism, a

crisis which has been acutely felt in the

Dominican Communist Party. Thus the

PCD protested the 1968 Warsaw Pact

intervention in Czechoslovakia, and for

years was known as a semi-
Eurocommunist party. But in 1980,

faced with Jimmy Carter’s anti-Soviet

“human rights" offensive, the PCD
came out in defense of Soviet interven-

tion in Afghanistan. More recently the
Dominican CP has been thrown into a

sharp crisis by events in Poland. Last
December three prominent PCDers quit
the party with a declaration “No to

Russian Intervention in Poland.” The
official party position refused to criti-

cize the Jaruzelski crackdown, while
adding that “neither prolongation of the

use of force" nor a “violent and tragic

outcome to this crisis lead to solutions

favorable to the cause of the Polish

people and socialism" ( Hablan los

Comunistas, 17-24 December 1981).

Judged from afar, the slate headed by
the Dominican Communist Party ap-

pears to offer at least a rudimentary and
conjunctural opposition to bourgeois

populism and popular frontism, and
therefore class-struggle militants could

give critical support to Unidad Socialis-

ta candidates in the May 1 6 elections. At
the same time, genuine communist
revolutionaries must expose the danger-
ous contradictions of the PCD/US
program. Today over El Salvador, in

order to differentiate himself from Pena

Gomez, PCD leader Isa Conde may
criticize the social democrats’ predilec-

tion for “negotiated solutions” with

imperialism and the oligarchy. But what
about the Dominican Republic? In the

1965 uprising the Communist Party

(then the PSP) was the only left group to

join the PRD in submitting to the

“negotiations" dictated by the presence

of 42,000 U.S. Marines. Militants in the

PCD must squarely confront the coun-

terrevolutionary role played by their

party in those crucial events, for it is the

future of the Dominican revolution that

is at stake.

The PCD/Unidad Socialista cam-
paign is above all electoralist in its

“socialist" propaganda, recalling the old

Kautskyan minimum/maximum pro-

gram of social democracy. The PCD
talks of socialism, but where is its

intervention in vital struggles (such as

the 1979-80 strikes) to turn them into a

broad working-class offensive against

the multi-nationals, the military and the

PRD government? While denouncing
the various coup threats, the PCD does

not call for mobilization of the masses to

defend themselves against armed reac-

tion; instead they call for a “purge" of a

few “ultras" from the virulently and
necessarily anti-communist officer

corps. Such calls are just as treacherous

as Allende’s preaching of illusions in

“constitutionalist” officers in Chile

before the bloody climax of September
1973.

This electoralism is also reflected in

the PCD/US call on those who “for one
reason or another feel they must vote for

the presidential candidates of the

political choices within the system" to

cast a split vote for Unidad Socialista

congressional and local candidates.

Thus while campaigning against the

PRD and PLD populists, and denoun-
cing the Izquierda Unida’s overtures to

the “democratic" bourgeoisie, here they

open the door to class collaboration . .

.

in order to gain a few more votes for city

councilmen!

For a Socialist Federation
of the Caribbean!

Salvador Jorge Blanco was elected

president of the Dominican Republic;

the PRD was returned to office at the

sufferance of the Dominican general

staff and the U.S. State Department
because they were a willing instrument

of bourgeois/imperialist rule. And what
do they get for their loyalty? Ronald
Reagan put forward his answer to

Communism south of the border with

his Caribbean Basin Initiative, recalling

Japan’s "Co-Prosperity Sphere” in East

Asia in the ’30s, whereby these various

mini-states will be tied to the U.S.

market through tariff preferences.

Under this plan, the Dominican Repub-
lic will receive $40 million in American
aid while its trade deficit (due to the high

price oil and the low price of sugar) is

$400 million a year.

Moreover, just before the May 16

vote, Washington took a step which
clearly expresses the relationship of

these vassal statelets to U.S. imperialism

by imposing new sugar quotas. The
Dominican Republic now faces the loss

of more than half its total exports.

Moreover, since the mid-1970s the

world market price of sugar has fallen

from 64 cents a pound to 9 cents a

pound. These deteriorating terms of

trade, the direct expression of imperial-

ist domination, have had a disastrous

effect on the Dominican economy. So
much so that last fall duringa visit to the

country by U.S. vice president Bush, the

head of the Dominican chamber of

deputies presented him with the follow-

ing comparison: Cuba sells sugar to the

USSR for a consistent 40 cents a pound,
and’ buys oil from the Soviets for $12 a

barrel; the Dominican Republic sells

sugar to the U.S. at 12 cents a pound,
and buys oil on the world market at $35
a barrel. So if they were a Soviet
satellite, the Dominicans would be a lot

better off!

But of course the conservative Stalin-

ist bureaucracy in the Kremlin is not

interested in having more satellites in

the Caribbean. Cuba is expensive

enough for them, and they (along with

Fidel Castro) keep telling the Nicara-

guan Sandinistas to do everything they

can to stay in the dollar zone (i.e., leave

the capitalists alone). The only road to

breaking the chains of imperialism,

which condemns the Caribbean masses

to a future of grinding poverty, is

through international socialist revolu-

tion. And if the dogma of “socialism in

one country” for Stalin’s Russia was a

myth to justify anti-internationalist

policies, “socialism in half an island" is

absurd on its face. Workers revolution

in the Dominican Republic must also

undertake to liberate the Haitian masses

from the yoke of U.S. puppet dictator-

ship. And particularly given the large

number of Dominicans in the United

States (more than half a million in New
York City alone), the Dominican
revolution will develop in close conjunc-

tion with the American revolution.

Through the struggle for social revolu-

tion and national emancipation in

colonies like Puerto Rico and neo-

colonies like Jamaica^ and for political

revolution to replace the narrow nation-

alist bureaucracy in Cuba, it must aim at

a soviet federation of the Caribbean in a

United Socialist States of Latin

America.

Polish Anti-

Communists...
(continuedfrom page 2)

we wrote in Spartacist No. 30 (Autumn
1980):

“Soviet democracy should encompass
those parties, chosen by the workers
and their petty-bourgeois allies, which
stand for and defend the socialist order.
As a norm all groupings which do not
actively work to overthrow the socialist

revolution should have freedom of
expression, which is not the same as the
right to form soviet parties. How to deal
with counterrevolutionary groupings is

a tactical question to be determined by
such factors as their particular nature
and following, the international situa-

tion, etc."

We were among the first to denounce
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s tsar-loving

anti-communism when much of the left

was hailing him, but at the same time we
opposed the bureaucracy’s expulsion of
the reactionary writer from the Soviet
Union. We thus made a fundamental
distinction between pro-Western dissi-

dents, like Solzhenitsyn and Sakharov,
on the one hand and Anatoly Shcha-
ransky on the other, who was by all

accounts guilty of trying to turn over
military secrets to Western intelligence

agencies. If it is now neccessary to intern
Walesa, Kuron, Moczulski & Co., it is

not because they express anti-

communist ideology (they’ve done that
for years), but because they were
moving to seize state power. In the
months leading up to the imposition of
martial law, Poland was on the brink of
civil war.

Our advocacy of freedom of
expression in the Soviet bloc under
conditions of civil peace is not motivat-
ed by liberal idealism, but by the
struggle for socialist consciousness and
proletarian political revolution against
the Stalinist bureaucracy. Imprisoning
and censoring anti-communist ideo-
logues enhances their moral authority
and strengthens the loyalty of their
followers. We want to defeat these
people politically, not give them the
crown of martyrs. Precisely because we
know that clerical-nationalism and
“free-world” imperialism arc against ihe
interests of the Polish proletariat, we are
convinced that a Trotskyist vanguard in

Poland, which today would have to be
organized in underground cells, could
win the mass of workers away from the
Walesas, Kurons and Moczulskis.

WORKERS VANGUARD



“Save Our Boys” Socialists
To savor the odor of Tony Benn’s

"Little England" left-labour swamp
over the Falklands/Malvinas it is

enough to sample the papers of

pseudo-Trotskyists who serve as

public relations men for the Bennites.

Take the Socialisi Organiser pub-

lished by well-traveled opportun-

ist Sean Matgamna and Alan
Jhornett, ex-Healyite centrist and
scab. The May 6 issue of Socialisi

Organiser contains a sympathetic

and uncritical interview with Bennite

MP Reg Race. Never has Lenin’s

characterization of social democrats
as "social imperialists" been more
fitting. Race calls for withdrawing

the fleet and sparing the precious

blood of Britain’s elite forces because

he has another program to bring

Argentina to its knees:

“The quickest and easiest way of
bringing the Argentinians to the
negotiating table is to exercise

economic pressure on them. They
are clearly vulnerable to this pres-
sure and it should be implemented."

Thornett, Matgamna and their ilk

have liquidated into the Labour
Party to “Make the Left Fight." Well,

here is what it fights for: making the

Bank of England and the Common
Market fight to strangle Argentina

economically so that British imperi-

alism can preserve its elite forces for

crushing the British workingclassand

the Catholics of Northern Ireland.

In the same issue, a long letter is

published from supporters of Nahuel
Moreno. So as not to offend the

Argentine nationalism of these Per-

onists of the second mobilization,

Socialisi Organiser responds here

with its position of pacifistic neutral-

ism. No doubt Thornett seeks to join

the Morenoites in an international

rotten bloc like his once-heralded

“Trotskyist International Liaison

Committee” (TILC), about which we
have heard so little as of late. And
speaking of TILC, we have yet to

hear from its American supporters,

Peter Sollenberger’s Revolutionary

Workers League. Will these arch-

sectoralists find a new grouping to

tail in the Falkland “kelpers”? Or will

the Sollenbergerites, in their usual

Tashion, tail much of the American
left and cheer on the bloody Argen-
tine junta from the pizza parlors and
pubs of Ann Arbor?

Falklands/

Malvinas...
(continued from page 1

)

social democrats. As one senior U.S.

official lamented, "Whoever wins the

battle, the winner of the war will be the

Soviet Union" ( Wall Street Journal
, 14

May). That this bloody, irrational

adventure in the South Atlantic upsets

Washington’s drive for World War III

against the Soviet degenerated workers

state is all to the good.

Perfidious Albion and Its Bennite
Defenders

For Margaret Thatcher no less than

for General Galtieri, the South Atlantic

adventure is but a maneuver in her

fundamental war against the British

working people. She hopes that the

shadow of imperial glory will distract

attention from the rotten state of

Britain, which since she came to power
has experienced an economic collapse

comparable to the Great Depression of

the 1930s. With their typical insuffer-

able hypocrisy, the British rulers are

dressing up this colonialist diversion as

a defense of “small peoples,” interna-

tional law and even civilization itself.

In World War II it was not Nazi

Germany but “democratic" Britain

which began the mass bombing of

population centers. In the South Atlan-

tic war too Britain started the mass
slaughter. On May 2 the submarine
Conquerer located the General Belgra-

no about 35 miles outside the 200-mile

“war zone” declared by London. Disre-

garding this formality, the British

launched two long-range torpedoes.

Within hours the second largest ship in

the Argentine navy went down. Over
300 sailors were killed. The British naval

officers, who carefully cultivate a

reputation for honor and “fair play,”

made no effort at all to rescue the

survivors huddled together in lifeboats

to avoid freezing to death, as many did.

But when a few days later an Argentine

fighter-bomber sank the destroyer

Sheffield with only 20 casualties, British

politicans and the press started wailing

about the loss of “our boys" and the

horrors of war.

While the right and center wings of

the Labour Party opposition are sup-

porting Thatcher’s mid-Victorian pos-

turing, left Labour leader Tony Benn,

portrayed by the bourgeois press as a

veritable “red revolutionary," has

emerged as the only rational voice of

British capitalism. Unlike the Tory
jingoists, he understands that Britain is

in no position to fight a protracted war
for a group of islands 8,000 miles away.
And even if the British task force retakes

the Falklands/Malvinas, what is to

prevent the Argentines from moving
right back once the British forces

withdraw? After all, Britain, a country
on the edge of penury, can scarcely

afford to tie up 40 naval vessels and
thousands of crack troops guarding
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1,800 “kelpers," 650,000 sheep (or less

now that the Argentine soldiers are

eating them) and 3 million penguins.

Benn’s basic line is that the barren

South Atlantic archipelago is not worth

the blood of one of “our boys." He
declaims: “Those who speak out for

peace are called traitors by ministers

who sold arms to the fascist junta to kill

our men in the Falklands" (London
Guardian , 24 May). And just who are

the Bennites’ “men"? While the Argen-

tine troops on the islands are largely

conscripts, the British are using their

most elite units. These are the same
military units which would constitute

the shock troops thrown against any

revolutionary struggles of the British

working people. Prominent in the

invasion are the notorious Special Air

Service(SAS), lately engaged in hunting

down the IRA not only in Northern

Ireland but also in the sovereign Irish

Republic. Then there’s the Special Boat

Squadron, known as "the dirty bunch"
and not just because they don’t wash or

brush their teeth to avoid detection.

What class-conscious British worker

would be sorry if the professional killers

of the SAS and Special Boat Squadron
are wasted in the Falklands/Malvinas?

Contrast Benn’s patriotic concern for

Her Majesty’s armed forces with Lenin,

who welcomed the disastrous defeat of

tsarist Russia in its 1904 war with Japan:
"It is believed that Russia’s loss in naval

tonnage alone amounts to 300,000,000
rubles. More important, however, is the

loss of some ten thousand of the navy's

best men, and the loss of an entire

army
“The cause of Russian freedom and of

the struggle of the Russian (and the

world) proletariat for socialism depends
to a very large extent on the military

defeats of the autocracy. This cause has
been greatly advanced by the military

debacle which has struck terror in the
hearts of all the European guardians of

the existing order."

—"The Fall of Port Arthur"

The Little England Bennites seek to

adjust the burden ol British imperialism

to its actual limited and shrinking

resources. They understand that

Thatcher's anachronistic colonial pos-

turing will further ruin the economy and
destabilize the existing order. One of the

34 Labour MPs who voted against the

invasions of the Falklands/Malvinas,

Frank Allaun, explained: "If it turns

into a disaster, the people will resent it

deeply, and they will have the right to

ask why they were not forewarned"
{New York Times. 22 May). But

precisely such a disaster for British

imperialism will almost certainly topple

Thatcher, throw British political life

into turmoil and turn the anger and
frustration of the impoverished working
masses against their own rulers.

In opposition to the Bennites and
other species of social-chauvinists, the

Spartacist League/Britain (SL/B) sees

this insane colonial adventure as an

opportunity to attack British imperial-

ism from within. American television

coverage of a May 23 London “peace"

demonstration focused on the banners

of the SL/B proclaiming: “Falklands:

The Workers Have No Side—The Main
Enemy Is At Home!"

The Main Enemy Is At Home!

Neither Galtieri nor Thatcher really

gives a damn what happens to the

Falklands/Malvinas. Who does? This

bloody adventure is strictly an attempt

by two hated right-wing regimes to

divert popular hostility into the channel

of chauvinist hysteria. Just a few days

before it seized the islands, the Argen-
tine junta was confronted with a 15,000-

strong demonstration by the General

Confederation of Labor in Buenos
Aires, which was suppressed with large-

scale arrests. Galtieri’s Malvinas opera-

tion was designed as a maneuver, thus

far successful, to outflank the Peronists

and Stalinists in phony “anti-

imperialism."

The Argentine leftists who have let

themselves be swept away by irredentist

fervor may discover they are cheering

for their own prison. Such isolated

bleak locales have often been used as

prison compounds, like Chile’s Dawson
Island, and the Argentine junta has

already staffed the islands with the

appropriate sub-human wardens. The
Argentine commander of the South
Georgia Island was Captain Alfredo
Astiz, who has been named by many
victims as the founder of the infamous
torture center at the Navy Mechanics
School on the mainland. Astiz is now
being held by the British, and the

Swedish government is seeking his

extradition for his part in the murder of

a young Swedish woman in 1977, while

the French government wants him for

dumping two French nuns out of a

helicopter. Hopefully, Astiz will be

extradited to Sweden or France, where
he might receive some measure of

justice, rather than returned to Argenti-

na for a hero’s welcome. Then there’s the

present military governor of the Malvi-

nas, General Mario Benjamin Mcnen-
dez, described by the New York Times

(23 May) as "one of the leading planners
of the military’s successful effort to

eradicate the leftist guerrilla People’s

Revolutionary Army.” For this he had
at his disposal the infamous “Lizard
Battalion," specialists in repression and
torture.

So the Argentine officer corps wants
the Malvinas. Well, a victorious prole-

tarian revolution in Argentina might
just give it to them as a suitable prison

camp for Galtieri, Menendez, Astiz and
the rest of the murderers and torturers

who now run the country.

Groups like the American Socialist

Workers Party or British International

Marxist Group will not have to pay with

their lives for cheering on Galtieri’s

bloody adventure, but it is particularly

grotesque for an Argentine leftist group
like Nahuel Moreno's Partido Socialis-

ta de los Trabajadores (PST), which

claims to have lost over a hundred

comrades to the junta’s terror. The PST
admits that Galtieri “aims to divert them
[the workers] away from the struggle

against their exploiters and thedictator-

ship," but the Morenoites support this

diversion on the grounds that it is an

“anti-imperialist claim" (“Statement of

the International Workers League
[Fourth International]," Socialist Or-

ganiser , 6 May). “Anti-imperialism” to

go to war over a desolate piece of land

on the edge of Antarctica, hundreds of

miles from the mainland, with no
military bases and no Argentine popula-

tion for the last 150 years, in order to

reclaim the heritage of the Spanish

crown? This is disgusting nationalist

irredentism.

Interestingly, some of the social-

chauvinists in Britain too, most notori-

ously the fake-Trotskyist Militant

group in the Labour Party, present

Thatcher’s adventure as some kind of

war of national liberation on behalf of

the Falklanders! There are 1,800 of

them of British stock. There are now
5,000 British and 10,000 or more
Argentine troops on the islands. What
does self-determination mean for a

group of people so small that many
more are killed supposedly fighting over

their rights?

In a rational world there is no reason

for Britain, Argentina or any other

country to have sovereignty over the

Falklands/Malvinas. The islanders

should be free to fish, graze sheep and
host the occasional scientific expedi-

tion. Argentines should be free to

emigrate there if they so choose. But we
do not live in a rational world. We live in

a world of territory-grabbing—even of

desolate archipelagos in the South
Atlantic—to whip up nationalist frenzy

in order to dampen class struggle.

We are revolutionary defeatist on
both sides in this conflict. The bloody
Argentine junta, wracked by massive

labor unrest only weeks ago. and the

hated Thatcher government which has
driven the British people into the

poorhouse can he brought down as a

result of defeat and humiliation in this

war. The best outcome for the interna-

tional proletariat would be if the war
ground up the military machines of both
reactionary governments, upsetting

U.S. imperialism’s anti-Soviet wardrive
and forcing both governments to their

knees before an outraged working class.

Down with Thatcher! Down with

Galtieri!
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International arms bazaar booms in the South Atlantic.



Black Panthers demonstrate against gun control at California state capitol,

1967.

Gun Control

Kills Blacks...
(continuedfrom page 12)

wing nut. Of course, it’s true there are a

lot of racists out there who want guns to

kill blacks, but there are plenty of black

people (and working people in general)

who insist on their right to be armed as a

way to defend themselves. Even the

National Rifle Association (NRA),
historically regarded as a right-wing

outfit, has been able to perceive that

blacks feel threatened by gun control,

and the NRA in Illinois has invited

blacks into its Gun Owners Political

Action Committee (GOPAC). Chica-

go’s Reverend Russel Meek is a promi-

nent black spokesman for GOPAC-
Illinois. As Meek recently wrote in the

black newspaper, the Chicago Defender

(20 March):

"We need Gun Control like we need

another four years of Jane Byrne We
need Gun Control like we need the Ku
Klux Klan. We need Gun Control like

we need the NAZI PARTY We need
Gun Control like we need Racism "

Indeed, historically gun control

movements in the U.S. have grown out

of the racist fears of the ruling class. The
earliest 20th century laws (1902 and
later) were passed in the South—in

places like South Carolina, Tennessee

and Mississippi—as a way to disarm

blacks in the face of the KKK. The 1968

Gun Control Act, the first federal anti-

gun legislation in 40 years, was passed

by a frightened Congress after ghetto

revolts following the assassination of

Martin Luther King. The law goes after

cheap mail-order and import weapons,
the only kind affordable to the ghetto

poor. Robert Kennedy called these

handguns “tools of the urban rioter,"

and his brother, the liberal darling

Teddy, is still after them with the

Kennedy-Rodino Bill, which seeks to

outlaw “Saturday Night Specials."

Likewise, it was after armed black

students seized a building at Cornell

University in 1969 that the New York
state legislature rushed through a law

forbidding the carrying of arms on
college campuses. In 1965 the New York
City council passed a bill especially to

keep black militant Malcolm X from
carrying a carbine for protection. When
Malcolm X was then assassinated, one
of his bodyguards who tried to stop the

killers was jailed for allegedly violating

the state’s handgun law!

In California, where gun control is

hottest today, it used to be perfectly

legal to openly carry a loaded weapon

—

until Huey Newton's Black Panthers
started to actually do so in the mid-
1960s. In his book The Black Panthers

Gene Marine describes the kind of scene

that got California its first gun law:

"The first confrontation with the police

came on Oakland's Grove Street, just

outside the Panthers’ storefront head-

quarters. on a fall afternoon in 1966.

[Bobby] Seale, Newton, and a half-

dozen others had been in the headquar-

ters (learning to field-strip weapons,
Seale says) and walked out carrying

their guns. ... As they emerged, a police

car drove by. The startled policeman
immediately notified headquarters of

the presence of a body of armed
Negroes. . .

‘What are you doing with

the guns?,’ the cop demanded. ‘What are

you doing with your gun?,’ Newton
asked in reply.”

Armed Panthers began patrolling the

black community and appeared at anti-

police brutality rallies throughout the

area. In no time at all a conservative

white legislator from an upper-class

community next to Oakland introduced

a bill to outlaw the carrying of loaded

guns within incorporated areas. After

an armed group of Panthers demon-
strated against the bill in 1967 at the

state capitol, it was rammed through.

Soon there was a nationwide campaign,

part of the FBI’s “Operation CHAOS,”
to get the Panthers. In April 1968, two

days after the assassination of Martin

Luther King, 17-year-old Bobby Hutton
was murdered by Oakland police, who
fired more than a thousand rounds, then

shot him in cold blood after he surren-

dered. In December 1969 hundreds of

Los Angeles police and SWAT com-
mandos. armed with M-60 machine
guns, tear-gas launchers, dynamite and
helicopters, attacked the L.A. Panther

office with—ar'five-hour barrage, then

arrested and framed Panther leader

Geronimo Pratt. That same year in Chi-

cago. Panther leader Fred Hampton was
murdered in bed by a police raid. “Gun
control” was the first salvo in the war
against the Panthers.

Today every black person in America
knows that racial violence, fascist terror

and cop terror are dramatically on the

rise. When Chicago’s anti-gun ordi-

nance went through in March, the

Chicago Defender conducted a poll of

205 black leaders. Sixty-eight percent

were in favor of having guns for self-

protection—and one-third reported

that they had been threatened by a cop
with a gun! (Yet black Democratic
hustler Jesse Jackson remains loyal to

the bosses by supporting gun control.)

In February there was a wave of police

terror against Chicago blacks following

the killing of two white policemen. A
terrorist dragnet (hailed by Mayor
Byrne) sent an army of cops into the

black community. Cars were capricious-

ly stopped and searched, homes were
broken into and ransacked, blacks

hauled off and held without charges.

Police burst into the home of a black

paraplegic and shot him dead, claiming
that the cripple had threatened them

with a baseball bat! And the existence of

a fascistic police gang called the “Ghetto
Raiders" has been exposed. It’s no
wonder that Chicago blacks are angry
when gun control proponents seek to

render them more helpless in the face of

this terror.

Bonapartism, Fascism vs.

Working-Class Revolution

The decline of capitalism is marked
not only by a decline of economic
power, but a degeneration of bourgeois

parliamentary democracy. The ultra-

right fringe now includes elements who
openly advocate a military takeover (see

article in this issue), and the accumulat-

ed SWAT teams and other police forces

are now regarded by many bourgeois

circles to be insufficient. So while the

restraints on the fascists (KKK, Nazis,

etc.) are being relaxed, the push is on to

disarm the working class and blacks in

particular, as part of a drive toward a

“strong" state—in which the govern-

ment, pretending to balance between the

classes, seeks to free itself from all

restraints in the name of preserving “law

and order.”

The U.S. today is not such a

bonapartist regime, although the appe-
tites are visible and gun control is an
element in that direction. The second
amendment to the U.S. Constitution

(the right to "keep and bear arms")
exists because radical bourgeois demo-
crats like Tom Paine and Sam Adams
wanted measures to hinder the rise of

despotic governments. Gun control

kills, it kills blacks in particular, it kills

in the service of a desperate ruling class

which long ago became a bar to human
progress and will seek to maintain its

position through naked state terror. It is

this class and its thugs which must be
disarmed through victorious proletari-

an revolution. No gun control! For the_

right of black armed self-defense against

'

racist terror! For labor/black mobiliza-
tion to stop the fascists!*

French
Militant...
(continued from page 2)

they are part of a scheme for restoring

French capitalism’s international com-
petitiveness by a plan of trustification

and rationalization involving massive
subsidies for research and capital

investment, and massive layoffs. These
government subsidies, added to the cost

of compensation, will mean a consider-
able increase in taxes on the workers,
redoubled inflation and stagnation

(accompanied by still more layoffs) in

the private sector. In the steel industry

alone, 20,000 layoffs are foreseen.

Furthermore the nationalizations are

part of a grandiose protectionist sche-

ma, which as any Marxist knows, is an
attack on the entire world proletariat.

But you, like the rest of the reformists

and centrists, merely whine about the

“insufficiencies" of this campaign to

reconquer the French national market.
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a reconquest which, by the very nature

of imperialism, could well end up being

a military "reconquest," an imperialist

war.

Mitterrand’s "democracy" is a flimsy

cover for his brutal campaign of

capitalist austerity. That you take these

“democratic" “concessions" by Mitter-

rand (to whom, the working class'?) as

good coin demonstrates a profound

parliamentary cretinism. You "forget”

that the immigrant workers are still

being thrown out, that the cops continue

to commit racist atrocities and break

strikes—
Obviously the social-democratic

experience here in France should serve

as a lesson for the American workers.
But you are incapable of drawing them,
because you don't have a revolutionary
program. This is amply proved by the

particularly ridiculous and stupid last

section of your article, entitled “The
Way Forward," which purports to

present a Trotskyist program.

We are told that a French Trotskyist

party must "assemble cadre on the basis

of the transitional program, workers’

revolution, proletarian dictatorship,

socialism and communism.” No less!

But it’s all just cheap phrasemongering.

“Success in building a French party,"

you say, “will require not only a correct

program, cadre and links to the working
class. It will require also a correct

policy.” Now- we get to the real stuff: the

rotten maneuvering which passes for

“tactics." But you can’t give any lessons

on this score to the Lamberts, Krivines

and Mandels. Unfortunately for your
writer, not being on the spot, he can’t be
more precise about the nature of this

wheeling and dealing, which accounts
for the paucity of the paragraph which
sagely advises us to “advance transition-

al demands and calls to action"

(unspecified).

But the worst slap in the face to

Troskyism is the remark, "Fortunately,
France has a great many militants who
consider themselves Trotskyists,” add-
ing in the same breath that none of them
“come close to what the French working
class needs.” Imagine Trotsky writing
that about the POUM during the

Spanish Civil War; after all, they

"fortunately" considered themselves
Trotskyists! And what is wrong with
these groups? All we get is embarrassed
silence since, after all, they have the

same program as you! Further: “a series

of splits and fusions”—who, what,
where, when? It’s the same old song and
dance about the “family of Trotskyism.”
a mutual amnesty in which everybody is

a little bit right and everybody is a little

bit wrong, and one day we’ll reach unity
based on a slimy centrist programmatic
eclecticism. “Policy" before program,
“abstention" on defense of the USSR,
“critical" support to the popular front,

and tailoring reality to fit your centrist

confusion: I doubt very much that this

unappetizing mixture will be any more
palatable for the American proletariat

than it is for French workers.

Bolshevik greetings,

Gilles D., worker at Renault-Cleon,
member of the CGT union

P.S. Mitterrand is spelled with two r’s

and two t’s. I believe Trotsky wrote
something about “Attention to Trifles."

WORKERS VANGUARD



New York Times’ Vested Interests
In terms of "fighting crime," New

York state’s “tough gun control law"

has been a total bust—there are over

two million illegal handguns in New
York City alone, while crimes com-
mitted with guns are escalating. But

that was never the real point of the

draconian law which promised one

year in prison—no exceptions—to

anyone found carrying an unlicensed

gun. A new campaign, spearheaded by

Assemblyman John Dearie and sup-

ported by the New York Times, to

make the wearing of “unlicensed"

bullet-proof vests by citizens illegal,

exposes these “law and order" gun
control campaigns. After all, nobody
was ever offed by a bullet-proof vest.

And they’re not even that useful

anyway. Like gun control laws, this

drive to license and run background

checks of people who buy bullet-proof

vests is intended to increase the slate’s

monopoly of legal violence.

When the cops start firing, they

don’t want anyone shooting back—or

even protected against their murder-

ous bullets. Who are the "common
criminals” they are worried about

getting the vests? Mafia figures and

hit-men have long had theirs. Street

thugs can't afford them. But the

victims of the Greensboro massacre-
self-proclaimed communists who were

targeted by the Nazis/Klan, local

and federal police—might be alive

today if they had had bullet-proof

vests. There is a rising tide of fascistic

terror and cop violence in Reagan’s

America—and the capitalist state

doesn’t want the future victims pro-

tected against it.

The Times editorialized on March

29, “The legitimate demand for vests is

not yet great, and it’s hard to see how a

reasonable licensing requirement

would impose hardship." No hardship

for the likes of wealthy Times publish-

er Arthur Ochs "Punch" Sulzberger,

that is. We do recollect that a couple of

years ago the New York Post revealed

that “Punch" keeps a 38-caliber pistol

(licensed, of course) in his desk

drawer—not to mention the guards at

the door of the Times building, and

who knows what else. What about cab

drivers, people who work late, subway
workers, shopkeepers—there are mil-

lions of citizens Sulzberger doesn’t

think have any “legitimate" need for

self-defense and protection. But then,

he’s got his piece, his cops, his courts.

The Times and the capitalist class it

represents are just protecting their own
“vested interests." “Prominent citi-

zens," unlike the rest of us, can easily

get a permit and businessmen just hire

rent-a-cop guards or even a private

army if they feel the official police are

not adequate. Indeed, the Times

reported recently that when its new
distributor in Rhode Island had been

threatened by two armed gunmen, it

was quickly “provided with armed
security guards" ( New York Times, 15

April). Who’s kidding who? The Times

doesn’t hesitate to go for the guns

when it feels threatened.

This “vest control" drive has

nothing to do with stopping "criminal

terror," but with enforcing cop terror.

Capitalism breeds poverty, frustra-

tion, race hatred and violent crime.

The state’s answer—more cops, more

prisons, and now vests for "good”

(bourgeois) people only—only makes
for more violence. As part of our

organizing to sweep away this decay-

ing capitalist system and our defense of

democratic rights, we oppose gun

control laws and say “No guns for

cops!”—capitalism’s uniformed racist

killers.

Halstead

New York Times’ publisher
“Punch” Sulzberger: He's got
his gun.

California's Coup Senator

After Reagan, Fiihrer Schmitz?
LOS ANGELES— With Klan-
supported candidate Ronald Reagan in

the White House, all the right-wing nuts

in the country are crawling out of their

holes to threaten the working class.

California’s Republican state senator

John Schmitz is a case in point.

A loyal Reagan supporter, Schmitz

last fall predicted that a failure of

Reagan’s programs would lead to

“chaos, breakdown of law and order,

mobs roaming the streets," and he had

visions of the Soviets trying to “move
in.” “The best we could probably hope
for is a military coup," he said, later

adding cautiously: “A good military

coup, not a bad military coup.” Schmitz

has some real connections for his

“prediction"—he is an officer in the

Marine Corps Reserve and brags about

preparing “war games" for his "volun-

teer mobilization training unit” (Los

Angeles Times, 30 October 1981).

Enjoying the publicity ensuing from
this comment, Schmitz went on to

launch a sicko, woman-hating, anti-

Semitic tirade in his capacity as member
of the senate’s constitutional amend-
ment committee and the state commis-
sion on the status of women. When
witnesses showed up to speak against his

proposed constitutional amendment
outlawing abortion, he denounced them
in a press release as an "Attack of the

Bulldykes,” “murderous marauders.”

and "pre-organized infestations of

imported lesbians from anti-male and
pro-abortion queer groups in San
Francisco and other centers of deca-

dence.” He denounced his L A. audi-

ence as “a sea of hard, Jewish and

(arguably) female faces,” and called one

witness. NOW activist Gloria Allred, a

“slick butch lawyeress” (Los Angeles

Herald- Examiner, 23 December 1981).

LAPD chief Daryl “Choke Hold” Gates

echoed Schmitz’ anti-Semitism, assert-

ing that the Russians were infiltrating a

band of pickpockets under the guise of

emigrating Soviet Jews in order to

disrupt the 1984 summer Olympic
Games to be held in Los Angeles!

There have of course been many
right-wing nuts on the fringes of

American legislatures, and Schmitz’

past profile is not unusual. He was a

leading member of the John Birch

Society since 1963— until the current

furor caused even the Birchers to ask

“with regret” for his resignation from

their national council. He openly

admires the witchhunting tactics of

former senator Joseph McCarthy, was

briefly elected to the U.S Congress in

1968 and ran on Wallace’s ticket in

1972. Today Schmitz has enough
political clout that he was recently

welcomed at the White House by

national security adviser William Clark.

What’s new here is the shift to the

right in the right-wing nut fringe. The
old-line right fringe— people like Birch-

ite ex-Congressman John J. Rousselot,

or Senator Jesse Helms—merely advo-

cated ultra-reactionary policies within

the framework of American parliamen-

tarism. But with the election of Reagan,

such people have become part of the

bourgeois mainstream, and the nut

fringe now consists of people who
openly advocate military dictatorship,

including a growing number of open

fascist groups (Klan, Nazis, etc.). And
Carter’s Democratic Party is just as

responsible as Reagan’s Republican

Party. This year, for instance, Califor-

nia Klan leader Tom Metzger is running

as a Democrat for U.S. Senate. So
Schmitz, who is running for the U.S.

Senate seat now held by reactionary

Republican senator Hayakawa, plans to

run in both capitalist party primaries on

June 8.

The Schmitz coup-talk is indicative of

the accelerating decay of American
capitalism, which is breeding among the

bosses a growing loss of faith in

"democratic methods." And the eco-

nomic turmoil is creating a base for a

burgeoning and frustrated right-wing

populism that could be fertile ground
for recruiting the future shock troops of

fascist terror. In a suggestive article on
“Post-Conservative America" (New

York Review of Books , 13 May). Kevin

Phillips observes that when the “New
Right" voted for Ronald Reagan they

did not vote for “free market" conserva-

tism. Pointing to the recent electoral

successes of such avowed fascist candi-

dates as Metzger and Gerald Carlson in

Michigan, he notes that the right-wing

populists are looking for a more
corporatist, authoritarian government

to enforce their racist/chauvinist social

values:
“ the morality of the majority would
be upheld and enforced, though with
politically convenient lapses; the star-

spangled banner would wave with
greater frequency and over more pa-

rades; increased surveillance would
crack down on urban outbreaks and
political dissidents perceived as

extremists."

As the Cold Warriors in the White

House heat up their new anti-Soviet war
drive, the choice posed ever more
starkly for humanity is socialism or

barbarism. Although a minority to-

day, two-bit Fiihrer Schmitz and
Kluxer Metzger are the face of barba-

rism. But it is not only the middle class

and "Sun Belt" suburbanites who are

becoming enraged with the economic
turns of the screw. The American
working class, which Phillips doesn’t

even consider a contender, and particu-

larly its large black component, can’t

just sit back and take it as Reagan
reaction drives them to the wall. The
proletariat has the power, as shown by
the AFL-ClO’s mammoth march on
Washington last September 19, and
when it moves it won’t be for a racist

police state of Big Business and the New
Right. But the pro-capitalist bureau-

crats fear that a real mobilization of

labor’s millions to bring down Reagan
would quickly escape the straitjacket of

Democratic Party politics. It must
directly confront the capitalist system of

war and depression, and that requires a

revolutionary. Trotskyist leadership

that will sweep away the two-bit FUhrer
Schmitzes and Kluxer Metzgers
forever.
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S.F. Mayor Feinstein Shoots Down Democratic Rights

Gun Control Kills Blacks
1984 is only 20 months away, and now

they’re coming to get your gun.

Who? Liberal groups like the

National Coalition to Ban Handguns
(NCBH), which supplied the money and
expertise for the recently passed “mod-
el" anti-handgun ban in Morton Grove,

Illinois. And whofunds the NCBH? The
U.S. Conference of Mayors—the front-

line enemies of working people and
minorities.

San Francisco's mayor Dianne Fein-

stein rose to power with endless cam-
paigns against the “greedy" working
people—from the infamous 1974 “Prop
L” wage-cutting scheme to scabherding

during the 1976 city workers strike. Now
she’s pushing an ordinance to ban
outright the possession of handguns,
with possible jail terms of up to six

months. Of course her proposed ordi-

nance would allow her pal, police chief

Cornelius Murphy, to exempt selected

individuals— like Feinstein, who is

known to have carried a .38 pistol. (At

any rate, the mayor has her own
bodyguard, chauffeur and private lim-

ousine at taxpayers' expense.) And in

case you’re thinking of keeping your
piece anyway. Chief Murphy vows his

cops will have a “talk” with you—no
doubt like the SF cops did in the

notoriously racist “Operation Zebra” in

1974, when every black man became the

target of an escalated “stop and search”

campaign, and the cops gave South
Afncan-style “passes” to those already
searched.

Following Feinstein’s lead, other
California cities like Sunnyvale, Berke-
ley and Pleasant Hill are considering
gun bans. And statewide, a liberal group
called Californians Against Street

Crime and Concealed Weapons is

pushing a November ballot initiative to

restrict gun ownership. The initiative

would require the registration of all

“concealable firearms” by 2 November
1983, freeze the number of legal pistols

and require mandatory jail terms for

possession or sale of unregistered guns.
In Chicago, meanwhile. Mayor Jane

Byrne recently pushed through an
ordinance in the city council freezing the

number of legally registered handguns.
In 1981, when Byrne pulled her racist

stunt of staying a few days at Cabrim
Green, Chicago’s hellish ghetto housing
project, she brought along an army of
city police to protect her and, incidental-

ly, terrorize the local black population.
But blacks are not to be permitted any
armed self-defense. A black city council
member who voted against the new
ordinance spoke for all blacks when she
stated that “the perception of black
people happens to be that they need
some protection.”

...Only Outlaws, Cops and
Fascists (and Publishers)...

With American capitalism sinking
into a hellhole of unemployment lines,

Reaganite racist nightriders, wholesale
firing of trade unionists, “moral majori-
ty” book-burning and so on, the liberals

like Feinstein and Teddy Kennedy have
their “solution": strengthen the armed
fist of the state, and disarm the working

12

Racist police In

Miami “control”
black wrath after

beating black
man to death In

1980. Cops want
all the guns.

class and black people. After all, the

state is a specially organized body of
armed men, as Engels observed—and
the state jealously guards its monopoly
of violence. American frontier capital-

ism once found it useful to supplement
state power with an armed citizenry—so
long as the “good ol’ boys" used their

guns against “injuns," blacks- and
Mexicans. But now the right to “keep
and bear arms" could backfire against

the ruling class, and so it is being
targeted in the general offensive against

democratic rights.

Sometimes they talk about fighting

“violence," but the best-organized

perpetrators of wanton handgun
violence—the cops—are deliberately

exempt from the liberals’ gun control
campaign. From 1967 to 1979, for

instance, U.S. cops killed an average of
359 people a year, and half of those
victims were black, according to a

University of California-Berkeley study
(Amsterdam News, 2 June 1979). In

Chicago during 1974-78 cops shot over
500 people, 80 percent of them black or
Latino (Los Angeles Times, 9 May
1981). And in Los Angeles in the 1975-

78 period cops shot 278 people, killing

123 of them, according to the ACLU.
Typically there was not a single prosecu-
tion of an LAPD cop for these killings!

Meanwhile the cops have been
lobbying for gun control: just recently

the International Chiefs of Police

persuaded Reagan not to abolish the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire-

arms (BATF). Instead the BATF’s
notorious anti-gun operations will be

transferred to the Secret Service, where
they will enjoy the holy mantle of

“protecting the president.” Disarming
the killer cops and other government
armed forces is the one thing which
actually would cut down on shooting
deaths under capitalism. In southern
California’s killer cop city you could
start by taking away the LAPD’s tanks,

armored personnel carriers, helicopter

gunships and automatic rifles, and
dismantling the trigger-happy SWAT
teams. But you won’t find the gun
control proponents advocating that.

The liberals try to cover their tracks
by appealing to understandable fears of
being robbed, mugged, raped or mur-
dered. But gun control has nothing to do
with fighting crime. A San Francisco
Chronicle telephone poll in late Febru-
ary ran heavily against Feinstein’s

ordinance. Unlike the feminists’ “alter-

native" of karate lessons, the handgun is

rightly seen as the Great Equalizer:

“This is a woman’s issue," one pro-gun
caller argued, while a woman transit

worker noted, "I’d rather have Dianne
catch me with a gun than have some
thug catch me without one.” SF gay
activists defend gun control by evoking
the 1978 assassination of gay supervisor
Harvey Milk, but forget that under
Feinstein’s ordinance Milk's killer, an
ex-supervisor and ex-cop, would cer-

tainly have had a gun (the problem was
that Milk didn’t). There is no solution to
crime under capitalism, but self-defense

is a whole lot easier when you got a gun!
These days the liberal authoritarian

“we-know-what’s-good-for-you” move-

ment takes in everything from gun
control to outlawing smoking to ban-

ning coke machines in schools. The
smugness of the whole thing is repulsive

to the average person living in the

grubby real world. And the hypocrisy

factor of the leading gun-control liberals

is simply breathtaking. Arthur O.
Sulzberger of the New York Times, who
steadily editorializes for gun control,

has got his gun. And Feinstein’s got her

.38 and her police chief pal. But when,
say. blacks in Santa Clara County get

their homes shot up by the Klan, the

liberals tell them to forget guns, call the

police—who simply laugh it all off as a

“practical joke." If the liberals get their

way and guns are outlawed, only
outlaws, cops, big shot politicians,

publishers and fascists will have guns.

The real crime is the default of the left,

such as the Communist Party who, in

throwing in their lot with Democratic
liberals, long ago capitulated to the

disarming of the working class. In San
Francisco, for instance, the labor
darling of the reformist left, Charles
Lamb of Local 2 of the Hotel, Restau-
rant and Bartenders Union, sits on
Feinstein’s gun control “task force”

committee, along with Jack Crowley,
head of the SF Central Labor Council.
The labor misleaders’ attempts to pacify
the ruling class by surrendering hard-
won rights will only aid the ruling class:

virtually every serious American labor
struggle has been met by armed violence
from the state, from the railroad strikes

of 1877 to the SF dock strike of 1934 to

the 1978 coal miners strike.

Blacks and Guns: Liberals Worry

So now the liberals try to paint every
proponent of handguns as a racist right-

continued on page 10

Ressmeyer
San Francisco's mayor Feinstein in
police jump suit.
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Defense of Cuba. USSR Begins in El Salvador!

when Reagan and Haig talk about
“winning” a nuclear war. nuclear "dem-
onstration shots” and “limited nuclear

war.” But w ho is now doing the shaking

and rousing, and what precisely are so

many people being roused to do?
The big New York rally has been

assembled now because an opposition

has recently developed within the

American ruling class against the

particular nuclear tactics of Ronald
Reagan. Influential capitalist circles

want to put the U.S. war arsenal on a

sounder economic footing than the

crackpot theories of Reaganomics.
Stripped of its technical language and
“peace" rhetoric, the line of the Kenne-
dys and Bundys is: more bang for the

buck, and more bucks for conventional

warmaking. The “freeze" is now pro-

posed as a non-binding Congressional
resolution and the June 12 march is the

Democratic liberals’ extraparliamen-

tary pressure for their alternative war
program. Hundreds of thousands will

march past the UN in what is a truly

Orwellian “war is peace” movement.
Whether they know it or not the freeze is

marching to the drumbeat of Kennedy’s
war plans for 1984.

Anyone who thinks that the anti-

Reaganite liberals are heading a peace

campaign had better take a look at some
continued on page 8

Rollo/Newsweek

When the leaders speak of peace

the common folk know
that war is coming.

When the leaders curse war
the mobilization order is already

written out.

— Bertolt Brecht

They say the biggest peace demon-
stration ever in New York will march by
the UN Special Session on Disarma-
ment on June 12. Many thousands,
particularly young people, will no doubt
come out with illusions that this action

will be a blow against war. But this

campaign for a nuclear "freeze" is the

policy of the liberal Democrats who
have only somewhat different plans for

war against the Soviet Union. The
major political actor and beneficiary of
the freeze campaign is Teddy Kennedy,
no less a Cold Warrior than his brother
who brought you the Bay of Pigs and
Vietnam. Remember certified Vietnam
war criminals Robert McNamara and
McGeorge Bundy, who dropped the

equivalent of two Hiroshimas per week
on the workers and peasants of Indochi-
na? They’re part of the campaign too.

And it’s not for peace.

There has certainly been a lot of talk

about peace and disarmament. Not
since Hitler harangued the world about
the “tragedy of war” in the mid- 1930s

has so much peace talk been shot from
the citadels of imperialist power. The
Dr. Strangeloves most likely to plunge

humanity into the nuclear holocaust of

World War 111 are waging a rhetorical

pillow fight on how to prevent nuclear

war. And Ronald Reagan, leading the

most massive nuclear war buildup in

history, says he is for “strategic reduc-

tions." To the June 12 protesters, he
says, “I am with you."

Everyone from Ed Koch to Billy

Graham, from the reformist left to

Accountants for Disarmament, wants
to take his stand against nuclear war.

But why now? Why are hundreds of

thousands taking to the streets of New
York City, singing and praying and
marching for "survival" in 1 982? Wasn’t

survival threatened last year? Two years

ago? How about during the Cuban
missile crisis? Is it, as psychologist

Robert Jay Lifton says, that millions are

at last being shaken out of that somnam-
bulant condition he calls “psychic

numbing?" Or that Americans are

finally being roused from what New
Yorker magazine’s Jonathan Schell has

described as the "unresponsiveness"

that “has become a way of life" in the

shadow of nuclear extermination?

Surely people have cause for worry

Smash NATO’s Anti-Soviet War Drive Through Proletarian Revolution!

THE MAIN ENEMY IS AT HOME

!

" 1 1 See Page 6



Troiil
' k CP Ranks?

Gus Mall Ready for Teddy

Gus Hall stumps for the Democrats’ party of anti-Sovietism, war,
unemployment.

Every day Rcag<*r. and his cronies

launch a savage new attack targeting

every sector of the population that

doesn’t happen to be on the board of

directors of the Fortune 500. Anger is

clearly growing against this gang of anti-

Soviet warmongers, big business union

busters and racists in the White House.

But the question is how to mobilize this

anger to bring Reagan down. The answer
of the reformist Communist Party USA
is tochannel this anti-Reagan anger back

into the Democratic Party of Jimmy
(“ethnic purity”) Carter, Mayatollah

Koch and KKKIuxerTom Metzger. The
CPUSA wants to ride the “anti-Reagan

electoral wave” which they anticipate in

the ’82 congressional elections back into

the party that paved the way for Reagan
reaction.

At a December 1981 central commit-

tee meeting, CP general •>ecre!ary Gus
Hall heralded a “tactical shift" for the

party. In a report to this gathering

(subsequently reprinted under the title

What the Reds Say Today) Hall laid

down the electoral general line. Where a

“Right-wing reactionary, racist Reagan-

ite” is on the ballot, “if a bourgeois

politician who is running against him/

her is not ‘evil,’ we must give support,

critical support or outright, wholeheart-

ed support—whatever is necessary—to

achieve our overall goal.” As for the CP
running candidates in its own name, “We
must be careful not to appear in any way
to be dividing the units against the

Reagan forces.” So anywhere anyone
slightly to the left of a Reaganite is

running, forget it.

Apparently Hall has run into some
resistance from the CP ranks over this

“tactical shift” toward wholesale capitu-

lation to the Democratic Party. At an

“extraordinary conference” held in

Milwaukee in late April, attended by

1,500 CP delegates and supporters Hall

recognized in his main report that,

“Some comrades have interpreted the

tactical shift to mean that we give up the

fight for Communist candidates or any

participation of the Party in its own
name." And Hall had to polemicize

against those who had “drawn the wrong
conclusion that for the time beingwe will

put the campaign for political independ-
ence in moth balls

—
” The general sec-

retary had certainly not forgotten that

in 1972 a chunk of his central committee
had voted for McGovern instead of the

party’s own presidential candidate!

It’s no wonder “some comrades” have

trouble buying the "tactical shift.” You
just have to read the Daily World. A May
20 editorial titled “No Free Rides"

complains that, “Last Friday only eight

Senators voted against the Administra-

tion’s $180 billion military authorization

bill.” Amongthoseabsentand not voting

were two of the CP’s favorites, Demo-
crats Edward Kennedy and Maryland
senator Paul Sarbanes. Or how about
Poland—where the hue and cry over the

CIA-backed, reactionary Solidarnosc

forces was loudest from “progressive”

Democrats, many “State Department
social democrats" like Ron Dellums,

John Conyers and Gloria Steinem.

Certainly many of the black youth who
joined the CP’s Young Workers Libera-

tion League didn’t do so just to pressure

the party of Tom Metzger, Southern
California KKK grand dragon and
Democratic Party candidate for Con-
gress in Orange County, to "ban the

Klan.”

But Hall is right about one thing—the

CP’s "tactical shift" is just that, a small

adjustment in the CP’s long-standing

strategy of subordinating the working
class politically to the bourgeoisie

Stalin’s Popular Front, tying the work-
ers to the “progressive" bourgeoisie, was
launched in the U.S. with the 1936

presidential campaign, when CP leader

Earl Browder ran a token candidacy

while giving Roosevelt back-handed

support by attacking only the Republi-

cans. So in the period of militant strike

waves which built the CIO, the CP
helped lead the union movement into the

dead end of the Democratic Party. The

reward was world imperialist war (in

which the CP hailed the A-bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki!), followed by

vicious Cold War reaction and McCar-
thyite witchhunts, Taft-Hartley strike-

breaking, all courtesy of the Democrats.

Despite the wishful thinking of Gus
Hall (and Brezhnev), there is a bipartisan

imperialist consensus to slash social

programs in order to finance a massive

arms buildup for war with the Soviet

Union. This consensus was especially

highlighted by the avid support of all

wings of U.S. bourgeois opinion for the

Polish anti-Communist “free trade

union,” Solidarnosc. When the Polish

government moved against the counter-

revolutionary threat last December.
Teddy Kennedy denounced Reagan for

not immediately responding with eco-

nomic sanctions against Poland and the

USSR. This is the same "progressive"

that the Stalinists would like to put in the

White House in 1984.

The CPUSA’s one-sided “popular

front" with the Democrats represents

something more than its own opportun-

ist appetites. It also expresses the CP’s
ties to the conservative, nationalistic

bureaucracy which rules the Soviet

Union. This parasitic caste governing

from the Kremlin has long since aban-

doned international proletarian revolu-

tion (which indeed it fears more than

imperialist militarism) for the illusion of

“socialism in one country.” Instead they

seek deals with one or another sector of

the imperialist bourgeoisie, in a hapless

quest for some “peace-loving" wing of

the American ruling class to support

detente.

For youth, especially black youth,

attracted to the Communist Party with

the desire to fight Reagan reaction and
Cold War II, we say, the Democratic
Party is no “lesser evil.” Don’t be fooled:

the Democrats are no less racist, no less

anti-Communist, no less anti-Soviet

warmongers than the Republicans.

The CP has now abandoned even the

pretense of working-class independence
to support the liberal wing of U.S.
imperialist militarism—the Kennedys
and McGeorge Bundys. Unable to

mount any effective resistance to the

Cold War offensive, the CP must simply
retreat before it. Today it is only the

Trotskyist Spartacist League/Spartacus
Youth League that carries the commu-
nist banner of defense of the Soviet

Union and independent working-class
mobilization against all wings of U.S.
imperialism, against the warcriminalsof
Dresden, Hiroshima, Bay of Pigs,

Vietnam and El Salvador.

Mindy Gianninoto

Fired Militant Wins
Round Against AT&T

C Pearson

Surrounded by co-workers includ-

ing several Communications Work-
ers of America (CWA) shop stew-

ards, Mindy Sankel Gianninoto
holds aloft a check for $1,500 in back
unemployment compensation the

phone company tried to keep her

from getting. Mindy, an AT&T Long
Lines technician and member of
CWA Local 1150, was fired on
February 2 for refusing to fink on co-

workers by “flagging” their errors for

management.
AT&T boss Mike McGarvey

called in a couple of gun-toting NYC
cops, who cuffed Mindy's hands
behind her back, marched her out in

full view of the rest of the workers on
her floor and booked her for “crimi-

nal trespass”! The phone company
later dropped the charges in court.

but still refused to reinstate Gianni-

noto and even challenged her appli-

cation for unemployment. This
vindictive challenge fell through
when the company failed to prove its

charge of “misconduct” against

Mindy.
Mindy has filed an unfair labor

practices charge with the National

Labor Relations Board. Her firing

has also been included in an NLRB
charge filed by CWA steward Ron
Tyree against McGarvey for impos-
ing “onerous discipline on [AT&T]
employees because they engaged in

activities on behalf of and supported
Local 1150." The fired militant says

the main task right now is to win
Local 1 150’s grievance against her

discharge. Reinstate Mindy Gianni-

noto with full back pay!
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T« NA2S^
STOP i

The Hitler-loving, goose-stepping,

swastika-waving punks who call them-

selves the American Nazi Party are

planning to march in Chicago on June

27. They figure to counterdemonstrate

at a gay festival, because here and now
homosexuals are the most vulnerable on

their hit list. They don't want to start

with the labor movement. Latinos,

Jehovah’s Witnesses, modern art or

Slavs. And going after blacks gets real

deadly fast. They’re going after the

group they see as the weakest, as a

beginning. Stop them now!

Martin Niemoller, a German
Lutheran churchman and WWI U-boat

commander sent to a concentration

camp by Hitler, said in 1945:

“First they came for the communists,
but since 1 was not a communist I did

not protest. Then they came for the

Jews, but since I was not a Jew 1 did not

protest. Then they came for the Catho-
lics, but since I was not a Catholic 1 did

not protest. When they came for me,
there was no one left to protest.”

- A lot of people thought in 1945 that

the Nazis had been stopped for all time

in their hideous crimes against humani-

ty. But this kind of filth is continually

thrown up by decaying capitalist socie-

ty. Wherever human misery continues in

society, there are going to be crazies who
struggle to wipe out large masses of

people on behalf ofsome ersatz “Master

Race"
The Nazis’ infamous “final solution"

did not stop with the brutal genocide of

six million Jews. They leveled Warsaw
and massacred millions of Poles to carry

out their program of “wiping out the

Polish race." The sickening stench of

human flesh that permeated Nazi death

camps from one end of Europe to the

other came not only from mountains of

Jewish and Polish corpses, but also

from millions of Russians, Czechs,

Serbs, Croats, Greeks, Ukrainians, anti-

Nazi Germans, gypsies, pacifists, con-

servatives, trade unionists, socialists

and communists, homosexuals. Catho-

lics, Protestants and dissenters of every

kind.

For blacks—the central and im-

mediate target of Nazi/Klan race-

terrorists— a Nazi rally in Chicago is an

especially ominous provocation. The
Nazi program for blacks makes the

apartheid butchers of South Africa look

like benevolent liberals. The racist rulers

of South Africa think blacks should be

forcibly segregated and viciously ex-

ploited; the Nazis think they should be

exterminated and canned for dogfood.
Black Chicagoans had better turn out in

the thousands to stop these organizers

for racist genocide!

Nazis are for the complete elimina-

tion of anything resembling a trade

union. They would like to turn factories

into unlimited hellholes of slave labor. It

would be an outrage if these labor-

hating terrorists get away with marching
in Chicago.

It would be a fatal error to dismiss the

American Nazi Party as a bunch of

Stubbs/Ann Arbor News
Ann Arbor, March 20: Spartacist League-Initiated labor-centered mobiliza-
tion drives Nazis out

lunatics who can be safely ignored. They
do have mass support here and there

among the desperate and backward.

The Nazis and the Klan are terrorist

vigilantes growing in the fertile soil of

Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive and the

economic and social miseries inflicted

on workers and minorities at home. The

Nazis are a deadly serious threat right

now.

These killers are not only dreaming of

their death camps, they have their guns

loaded and pointed directly at you. Only
a few weeks ago they demolished the

home of a middle-aged Evanston couple

and then phoned to say they plan to

drive all the Jews out of Evanston and

Skokie.

If they can score against the Jews in

Evanston or the gays in Lincoln Park,

then you're next on their list. Wherever
they are, whoever they want to attack,

stop them!

The Spartacist League (SL) knows
the fascists can be stopped. Two years

ago we participated in a largely Jewish

demonstration that drove them out of

Lovelace Park in Evanston. On March
20, 1982, an SL-initiated mobilization

of over 2,000 students, trade unionists,

blacks, gays, Jews stopped a Nazi

recruiting rally in Ann Arbor, Michigan
and ran them out of town.

Chicago is a union town! Chicago is a

black city! In fact, Chicago is in its vast

majority a city of decent people, heavily

minority, whom the Nazis would love to

annihilate. The labor movement has the

social power to smash the Nazis. What’s

needed is the will to forge a labor/

minority mobilization to bring out

thousands of militant protesters to stop

the Nazis. •

The Nazis say they will show up in

Lincoln Park at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday,
June 27. We say these terrorists have no
right to push their kill-crazy tactics

anywhere. Stop them now!*
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Holding Out Against Tear Gas . Scabherding

Militant 7-Month Strike in Rhode Island

Cops spray gas at IAM strikers and supporters, 22 March.

KINGSTON, Rhode Island— It has

now been more than seven months

since 1.600 members of the Interna-

tiona! Association of Machinists

(1AM) hit the bricks against Brown &
Sharpe, Rhode Island’s largest indus-

trial employer. Strikers interviewed by

Workers Vanguard at a mass picket

line at the company’s main plant here

all agreed that what started in October

as an attempt to eliminate seniority

rights in job transfers has become an

all-out drive to smash the union.

Brown & Sharpe now demands prefer-

ential seniority for the hundreds of

scabs it herds across the picket lines

every day! The Machinists have faced

an army of vicious state cops and

company security guards, who have

gassed and beaten picketers. They’ve

endured murderous violence by goons,

like the shooting of a 60-year-old

striker from a passing car. The strikers

have been vilified by the local media,

which include among their guiding

lights one Henry L. Sharpe, board

member of the daily Providence

Journal Bulletin—and B&S chief. But

the 1AM strikers are hanging tough

against this onslaught by labor’s

enemies.

On May 24 more than 600 union

members and their supporters massed

along the main driveway into the

Kingston plant. Picketers included

Clothing Workers, 1199 hospital

workers, AFSCME members and

almost the entire membership of

Teamsters Local 808, currently on

strike against the P&W railroad. State

cops in full riot gear stood ten feet

apart to clear the way for scab cars.

The workers knew what to expect from

these armed thugs for capital: on

March 22 they sprayed pepper gas in

the faces of militants who sat down in

the driveway to stop the scabs! This

time the troopers, gas cannisters

bulging noticeably from their orange

rain gear, were greeted by the workers

with cries of "Gestapo’’ and “Sieg

Heil.” When it was learned that several

busloads of scabs were entering

through an unpicketed gate, scores of

outraged pickets dashed up to the

entrance and engaged the cops in a

brief but vigorous battle to get at the

strikebreakers. Unfortunately the

scabs got in.

The B&S strike has been virtually

ignored by the IAM International

bureaucracy. "Eight months on strike,

and we ain’t even had nothing in the

Machinists’ magazine.” bitterly com-
plained one executive committee

member of striking Local 1142. This

striker would probably have preferred

silence to what appeared in the June

issue of The Machinist : a recommen-
dation from IAM District 64 rep

Robert Thayer that the membership

accept “some 85 percent of the com-
pany demands to help them get the

flexibility they said they needed"! It

should come as no surprise that the

IAM leadership under William Winpi-

singer is proving itself incapable of

leading the B&S strike to victory. Last

fall, "Wimpy" helped Reagan smash
the air controllers strike by refusing to

shut down the airports through soli-

darity strike action.

Now, rank-and-file Machinists are

paying for their leaders' betrayals—at

Brown & Sharpe, as well as at

Northwest Airlines, where this time

around it's IAM picket lines that are

being crossed by unionized airline

workers. A class-struggle leadership is

needed that has the real authority to

mobilize picket lines that no one
crosses, each and every day of the

strike. This leadership must have an

anti-capitalist program that can unite

all workers— employed and
unemployed— in a militant fight

against the bosses. Monthly mobiliza-

tions to let off steam are not the

answer. Mass picketing to shut it

down—for the duration— is what’s

needed to win this strike. Victory to the

Brown & Sharpe strikers!

Drop Charges Against Michael Zinzun!

L.A. Cops’ Racist Vendetta
LOS ANGELES— Everyone knows the

L A. cops are the worst. This is a cadre

of racist killers and proud of it. With

their helicopters, armored cars, high-

powered weapons, they routinely run

search-and-destroy missions in the

ghettoes in and around Los Angeles.

Any black man or woman can die

suddenly in the streets of this town, even

in his own backyard... a victim of the

killers in blue.

Last fall a black college football star,

Ron Settles, was arrested for a minor
traffic violation in the suburb of Signal

Hill and found hanged in his cell. In

March, black teaching assistant James
Mincey also was arrested for a traffic

violation, clubbed to the ground and

choked to death by the cops. The next

month L.A. county sheriff’s deputies
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gunned a 22-year-old black woman,
Delois Young, nine months pregnant,

right in front of her home, killing her

unborn child. Young, who was hospital-

ized in serious condition, is now suing

for $10 million in damages.

The murderous racist mentality of the

LAPD was laid bare by their chief,

Daryl Gates, who recently "explained"

that blacks died more often from the

choke hold ( 1 2 of the 16 people killed by

choke holds since 1975 were black)

because they weren’t “normal” people.

The furor over this obscene racist

justification for murder forced City Hall

to impose a six-month “moratorium” on
the choke hold. So the LAPD got itself a

new weapon, the Taser, which shoots

electrodes into people, producing excru-

ciating pain and totally disabling the

victim.

"Choke Hold" Gates and his fellow

killers in blue have naturally provoked

black outrage and protest. So the L.A.-

area cops are now going after anybody
who dares protest their enforcement of

“law and order." A main target current-

ly is Pasadena community activist

Michael Zinzun, a former Black Pan-

ther well known for advocating civilian

review boards and his campaigns
against cop brutality. Zinzun is now the

victim of a frameup which could put

him in prison for 15 years.

The cops have been trying to get

Zinzun for a long time. In 1975, thirty

Pasadena cops made a late night raid on
his “Pasadena Community Information

Center,” sending seven people to the

hospital and then to jail. They tried to

frame up Zinzun then for “inciting to

riot," but the charges were finally

dropped. Now they’ve dug up a 1 10-

year-old, rarely used law which says it’s

a felony to make verbal threats to “deter

or prevent an executive officer from

performing any duty imposed on (him)

by law." As ACLU attorney Rees Lloyd,

one of Zinzun’s lawyers, said, “The

implications of the use of this kind of

law are fairly obvious. You can risk a

felony prosecution anytime you utter

words that the police don’t like" (Los

Angeles Times , 6 May).

The current frameup of Zinzun
started February 13, when a dozen
Pasadena cops charged onto the block

where Zinzun lives, responding to a

“man with a gun” report. No man was
found, and the cops turned on people

who had gathered and began harassing

them, arresting and beating at least one

man. Along with others there, Zinzun

protested the cop brutality and urged

onlookers to file charges against them.

The police returned one week later to

arrest him under the 1872 “felony 69"

charges—which carry a penalty of up to

115 years in prison. The case is a

vindictive frameup from beginning to

end. It’s vital that the Los Angeles-area

labor movement and black community
take up Zinzun’s defense. Drop all the

charges against Michael Zinzun now!

The labor movement is key to

stopping racist cop terror. The police

here are so particularly brutal and
powerful precisely because of the

weakness of organized labor in the Los
Angeles area, and the bosses who want
to keep L.A. a low-wage, open-shop
town back their hired killers to the hilt.

Liberal campaigns like Zinzun’s for

civilian review boards, citizen com-
plaints and official investigations will

not stop the cops’ racist atrocities—the

LAPD simply shredded some four tons

of such complaints in 1976!

Nor will electing black Democrats.
Pasadena mayor Loretta Glickman is a

black liberal, and former black cop Tom
Bradley has been L.A. mayor for the last

nine years while the LAPD wantonly
runs amok. In Los Angeles today
opponents of cop terror must join in

powerful action to mobilize thousands

Zinzun Defense Fund
Michael Zinzun

of blacks, Chicanos and the labor

movement against racist terror and
demand an end to the SWAT teams,

the helicopter gunships, the whole
LAPD arsenal of death. Jail the killer

cops! Down with “Choke Hold" Gates!

Every fight against the killer cops and
frame-up courts, against official state

torture and terror—from choke holds to

cattle prods to late-night hangings in jail

cells—must also be a fight against the

capitalist system which created and will

ruthlessly employ until its bitter end
such monsters as “Choke Hold" Gates
and his killer elite.
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Solidarnosc Reagan Hawk

Declares War on Doves

Solidarno6£
representative
Przetakiewicz
(second from
left) at Albert

Shanker's
headquarters

in NYC,
24 September
1981: at home
among “CIA
socialists."

WV Photo

TORONTO— Lech Walesa a front man
for Reagan and the pope? Polish

Solidarity an agency for pro-imperialist

counterrevolution? The bulk of the left

dismissed our charges out of hand in

their desire to join in the popular anti-

Soviet "solidarity with Solidarnosc"

campaign. But a recent speech by
Canadian Solidarnosc bureau chief,

Zygmunt Przetakiewicz, revealed once
again the true face of this Polish

company union for the CIA and
bankers.

Addressing a meeting at the Universi-

ty of Toronto on March 20, Przetakie-

wicz concluded his speech with a

broadside against the Western left and
"peace" movement that made General

Haig look like a cooing dove:
"1 don't think they [Canadians] realize

that the Soviet Union, which is based as

a government, as a country, is based on
aggression— The last example we had
was Afghanistan. Right now we have a

great involvement of Soviet Union in

Salvador, in other countries around
Salvador, Nicaragua, too. And it is a

naive opinion of Canadian people if

they think that there is only American
involvement there. There is a great

involvement of Soviet Union trying to

penetrate a very important piece of

continent between North America and
South America

—

"I don't understand, for example, why
so many German people— there was
300,000 Germans— demonstrate
against America, against American
arms in Western Europe. Without
American umbrella Western Europe
won’t exist for a day.”

In addition to railing against Western

“naivet£” in the manner of tsar-lover

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, this paragon of

the “free world" opined that in Poland

today the situation, and particularly the

“moral situation,” is “much worse than

under Nazi occupation." The only thing

missing was charges of Sandinista

genocide against Miskito Indians and

Soviet “yellow rain" in Laos.

Przetakiewicz is not just another

little-known member of Solidarnosc or

one of its umpteen thousand advisers

who just happened to be visiting the

West when the crackdown occurred in

Poland last December. Przetakiewicz

first came to public attention last fall as

the man who headed Solidarnosc’ first

foreign office, appropriately located in

the New York headquarters of rabid

Cold Warrior Albert Shanker’s United

Federation of Teachers. The Spartacist

League demonstrated against the Soli-

darnosc “press office,” which appropri-

ately was jointly sponsored by Bayard
Rustin, spokesman for Freedom House,
a CIA-associated liberal propaganda

outlet. Meanwhile “AFL-CIA" top

Lane Kirkland and notorious CIA
“labor" operative Irving Brown had

been invited to Solidarnosc’ Gdansk
conference (see the Spartacist pamphlet,

Solidarnosc: Polish Company Union

for CIA and Bankers).

Nor can it be argued that the

reactionary Reaganite views Przetakie-

wicz expresses are not shared by the

majority of Solidarity activists in

Poland, that he doesn’t really represent

them. In the recent Solidarnosc protests

in Gdansk, Warsaw and elsewhere,

demonstrators ripped up and burned
red flags, the symbol of social revolution

ever since the French Revolution of

1789. From the time of the Baltic Coast
general strike in August 1980 we have

warned that the movement which
became Solidarnosc was led by hard-

ened anti-communist clerical-

nationalists. Przetakiewicz. the most
prominent Solidarnosc spokesman in

the Western hemisphere, simply ex-

presses this without any diplomatic

subterfuge.

In the discussion period, stung by one

of our comrades of the Trotskyist

League of Canada (TLC), Przetakie-

wicz reviled the Polish internationalist

socialist Rosa Luxemburg and hailed

fascistic dictator Marshal Pilsudski. He
denounced Salvadoran guerrillas who
“want to replace the American influence

with Soviet influence." “The Soviet

example of the state and society is much
worse than the American one," he

insisted repeatedly: "Look, we stand

more for America than for the Soviet

Union.” He refused to defend the right

to strike in Canada.

A member of the Canadian Revo-

lutionary Workers League (RWL).
associated with the American
Socialist Workers Party, sat through

Przetakiewicz' anti-Soviet diatribe and

then got up ... to solidarize with Solidar-

nosc! To be sure, the RWLer was a little

embarrassed by Przetakiewicz’ open

solidarizing with Reagan’s campaign to

stop “Soviet imperialism” in Central

America (a position placing him well to

the right of the Second International).

But when he tried to dissociate himself

ever so diplomatically from this Polish

apologist for white terror in El Salva-

dor, Przetakiewicz just ranted on.

By contrast, speakers from the TLC
denounced the reactionary Przetakie-

wicz and pointed out that “Reagan
supports Solidarnosc because it’s anti-

Communist and he wants to use it to

feed his anti-Soviet war drive." At the

same time, we reasserted that the Polish

masses’ current infatuation with “free

world” imperialism will be overcome.

Poland’s deep and rich Marxist tradi-

tion, personified by Rosa Luxemburg,
will be revived and its proletariat won to

the Trotskyist program of political

revolution against the Stalinist bureauc-

racy and of defense of the Soviet Union
against Western imperialism.*

Latest Claptrap

BAYCLAP Rots Away
SAN FRANCISCO—Remember the

San Mateo County Labor Party? Or the

Labor Party Organizing Committee?
Well, neither does anybody else. Now
insiders say the Bay Area Committee for

a Labor Party is heading for the same
inglorious end.

BAYCLAP was where little-wig labor

fakers could come and talk about a

labor party, so long as it didn’t cost them
anything... especially their Democratic
Party connections. People like Marge
Clouser (CWA Local 9410 exec board)
and Johnny Reimann (Carpenters

Local 36 recording secretary) hung out

there. To aficionados it was known as

the John Henning Fan Club—after the

California AFL-CIO leader (and former
JFK appointee as U.S. ambassador to

New Zealand) who occasionally talks

about a “labor party". .. between elec-

tions. BAYCLAP, you see, was set up in

1981.

But now it’s election year again—and
so the “left” masks come off. The whole
anti-Reagan strategy of the labor

bureaucracy is to herd workers back
into the rotten hulk of the Democratic
Party, and so five BAYCLAP steering

committee members including Clouser

and Chairman Reimann pushed a

motion to disband at the April 16

meeting. And then the gang of five

picked up their marbles and walked out.

A real rug-pulling for Steve Zeltzer,

supporter of the so-catied Revolution-

ary Workers League (RWL), who had
promoted this Potemkin Village. Al-
ready our roving reporter heard that ex-

BAYCLAPer Clouser raised a motion
at the CWA exec to endorse the re-

election of Democratic congressman
Phil Burton. Turns out BAYCLAP was
just a Democratic Party front after all.

This was farce repeating itself: we
remember back in ’74 there was a

meeting to form the San Mateo County
Labor Party. S-M-CLAP collapsed at

its first meeting when the plumbers
union official who was kingpin insisted

to his lefty supporters that his "labor
party" must have an anti-red clause, and
also that he wanted to support Republi-
cans like Houston Flournoy. S-M-
CLAP was the brainchild (?) of Earl
Gilman, then supporter of the now-
defunct Class Struggle League (CSL),
and now of the about-to-be defunct
Revolutionary Unity League which is

joining the Revolutionary Workers
Front, followers of Argentine adventur-
er Nahuel Moreno. Gilman had pushed
his “labor party" even to the point of
welcoming cops as part of the labor

movement. After S-M-CLAP, the CSL
died. But Gilman went on with Zeltzer

to form the Labor Party Organizing
Committee in 1977. LPOC disappeared
in ’78—election year again, remember?
Gilman and Zeltzer both were trained

in the Healyite Workers League (WL)
school of reformist labor partyism. The
WL hailed the utterances of AFL-CIO
walrus George Meany and former
Steelworkers leader l.W. Abel for a

“labor party” free of "pinkos," blacks

and “women’s libbers" who, said they,

had “invaded" the Democratic Party in

1972. Hobnobbing with black-tie bu-
reaucrats to form a "labor party" is the

Healyite "method," and the “method"
produces nothing but more bureaucrats

(like Clouser) for the Democratic Party.

Squeezed Lemon of the Year Award
this time goes to the RWL, which had
been promoting BAYCLAP as a show-
piece of their “important" work in the

labor movement. Always accommodat-
ing, Zeltzer even tried to set up an AFL-
CIO conference on foreign policy, to

which he “considered" inviting William
Doherty, long-time head of the CIA
"labor” front known as AIFLD (see

"RWL Invite to CIA Agent," WV No.
304, 30 April). The bureaucrats can spot

a lemon, and they squeezed for all it was
worth.

Last year, for instance, when solidar-

ity strikes with PATCO to shut down
the airports were urgently needed, RWL
supporters opposed Spartacist League-
supported demands to set the date for

such action in the Bay Area. When
AFL-CIO officials decided to have a

protest demonstration at the airport,

RWL supporters went along to help the

officials restrain picketers from block-

ing the roadway. Now the RWL moldy
rind is being tossed away.

This bunch sometimes tries to pass

itself off as Trotskyist, especially when
it’s for international consumption. But
Leon Trotsky was anything but a labor
party fetishist. He wrote to American
supporters in 1932: “I will never assume
the responsibility to affirm abstractly

and dogmatically that the creation of a
labor party would be a ‘progressive step’

even in the United States, because I do
not know under what circumstances,
under what guidance, and for what
purposes that party would be created."

And after the rise of the CIO in 1938,

when he advocated a labor party,

Trotsky was explicit: “It would be

absurd to say that we advocate a
reformist party We say [to the

workers], you cannot impose your will

through a reformist party but only
through a revolutionary party."

The key is program—a labor

(workers) party worth its salt would

fight for labor action to bring down
Reagan, such as shutting down the

airports during the PATCO strike. We
fight for a workers party, like the

Bolsheviks, based on a revolutionary

program to expropriate the bourgeoisie

and establish a workers government.

That’s the basis of class-struggle cau-

cuses like the Militant Caucus in the

ILWU and the Militant Action Caucus
in the CWA.

But people like Zeltzer are always
looking for a gimmick. BAYCLAP,
S-M-CLAP, LPOC, the Shorter Work
Week Committee (’78), the Alliance of

the Rank and File (’78), Workers fora
Strong Union (’79), Program for 1980
(’80)—who can remember all the

schemes for quick success? We were
going to suggest that Zeltzer call his next

scam Bay Area Rank & File. But the

BARF Coalition zoo already exists, and
guess who's in there . .

.
pushing his Local

2 Committee for Workers Control (’82)?

This time they have a name they can
stick with.
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The Road to Peace: Smash NATO's Anti-Soviet

War Drive Throuqh Proletarian Revolution!
Qnartanct Britainmi iAr%;:w

^artacist league &
m mw

THE MAIN ENEMY
IS AT HOME!

Statement of the International Executive Committee of the

international Spartacist tendency

onald Reagan is coming to

Europe to beat the war drums

for anti-Sovietism and whip his

NATO allies into line. The U.S.

imperialist chief’s talk of "winnable"

nuclear war has millions of Europeans

scared out of their wits. Hundreds of

thousands have marched against the

introduction of additional nuclear

weapons into Europe. But these demon-

strations have largely been aimed

equally against Soviet nuclear weapons,

without which Moscow and Leningrad

would long ago have been reduced to

glowing piles of rubble.

Reagan’s June tour will be met with

mass protest. But only victorious

working-class struggle against Ameri-

can imperialism and against America’s

imperialist rivals can bring peace to this

planet. The drive toward war is as

inextricably rooted in the capitalist

system as the drive to increase profit.

The working-class misleaders who
preach “Europacifism” and enforce

reformist prostration before the mythi-

cal “national interest" serve only their

own ruling classes. What is required is

an international party whose program

of defending past proletarian gains and

struggling for their extension is the

means to unite the workers of all lands

against imperialism.

Capitalist America is the number one

enemy of the world’s working peoples.

But “anti-Americanism” does not equal

anti-imperialism. In the mouths of

social-democrats and Stalinists, anti-

American rhetoric only serves to am-
nesty one’s own bourgeoisie. Opposi-

tion to U.S. policy in Central America is

fully compatible with the social-

democratic line of “political solution" to

cheat the Salvadoran masses of victory

and pave the way for more slaughter at

the hands of the military. "Anti-

Americanism" is supposed to cover

complicity by the social-patriots of all

stripes, the silence over German arms to

the murderous Turkish junta, French

neo-colonialism in Africa or Britain’s

military occupation of Northern Ire-

land. In Liebknecht’s words, "the main
enemy is at home!”

Down with NATO and the
Common Market!
Down with the Atlantic Alliance
and the “Force de Frappe"!

Both the Pentagon’s scenario of

defeating Russia in a nuclear war
“limited" to the north European plain,

mainly Germany, and the “Europaci-

fist” notion of a “superpower” war
fought entirely overhead with ICBMs
are absurd. Naturally this talk has

terrified the German people. In con-

trast, since de Gaulle took France out of

the NATO military structure, the

French believe they will be immune
when missiles start flying between the

American-led alliance and the Warsaw
Pact bloc. But there can be no “nuclear

free zone.” World War III will be a

northern hemispheric holocaust at least.

The driving force toward World War
III is anti-Sovietism. It has been, ever

since the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917,

the dominant goal of imperialism to

overturn this greatest victory for the

international working class. Despite the

USSR’s Stalinist degeneration, the

social gains of that revolution and their

international extensions remain the

property of the workers of the world.

Those who do not defend these historic

gains will never lead the victories of the

future!

In World War II, 20 million Soviet

workers and peasants died defeating the

onslaught of German imperialism.

America emerged the hegemonic impe-

rialist victor, able to impose its terms on

war-devastated Europe. The subsequent

monetary treaty sanctifying dollar

hegemony at Bretton Woods symbol-

ized the so-called “American century."

America’s unquestioned leadership of

the “free world” included wholesale

splitting and wrecking of European
unions in the aim of destroying

Stalinist influence. This U.S. -orche-

strated campaign was eagerly carried

out by the social-democrats, who
contributed the “democratic" rhetoric

as well as laundering the CIA funds.

Together the social-democrats and the

CIA campaigned for “free trade unions"

in the Soviet bloc as they wielded goons
and gangsters against West European
workers. Today’s pro-Sohdarnosc cru-

sade, employing the same “captive

nations” pitch and even some of the

same personnel (like the American
AFL-CIO’s notorious Irving Brown), is

the fitting continuation of that unholy
alliance between imperialist revanchism
and the Second International.

But American imperialism finds itself

today in a vastly weakened position

economically. And the “Europacificist

movement” is fueled not only by fear of

Reagan/ Haig’s first-strike bellicosity

but also by renascent European nation-

alism. Recognizing the U.S. as now only
the quantitatively most powerful among
rival imperialist powers, ambitious
social-democratic politicians like Tony
Benn and Erhard Eppler believe the

future of their own capitalist states lies

in greater distance from the U.S. They
too are committed to getting East

Europe “back” for capitalist exploita-

tion. But they know how to profess
“neutralism.” Particularly in Germany
the “peace” movement has revived the

old Social-Democratic program for a
“reunited neutral Germany," a thinly

veiled call for capitalist restoration in

East Germany.
Social-democrats like Benn or Willy

Brandt would prefer to undermine the

deformed workers states in East Europe
by encouraging internal counterrevolu-

tionary forces such as developed in

Poland through Solidarnosc. The “Eu-
ropeanization of Europe” takes place

both on the Rhine and the Vistula,

proclaimed Erhard Eppler last October,

while Benn used a "disarmament" rally

in London to incite Poles toward
"independence” from Russia.

Stalinism is in no position to combat
the imperialist-orchestrated mobiliza-

tion for Solidarnosc, the company

WV Photo

SL/U.S. demonstrates against Polish Solidarno&6, company union of CIA
and Western bankers.
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union lor the Cl A and Western bankers,

except by repression. After three dec-

ades of hideous economic bungling (in-

cluding mortgaging the economy to the

German banks), bureaucratic inequal-

ity and heavy-handed suppression of

political and cultural life, Stalinism has

driven the Polish masses toward Wojty-

la’s Vatican, the Common Market and

NATO. Trotskyist propaganda cells

must be created among the historically

socialist proletariat to combat the

Polish masses’ current infatuation with

“free world” imperialism and restore the

deep and rich Marxist tradition personi-

fied by Rosa Luxemburg.

as leading to the liberation of the Af-

ghan masses, particularly the women,

from pre-feudal enslavement and

backwardness.

Outside the deformed workers states

as well, the nationalist perspective of the

Stalinist parties stands flatly counter-

posed to the mobilization of the work-

ing masses against all imperialism. The

growth of “Eurocommunist” currents

signified further social-democratization

of the Stalinist mass parties in hopes of

participation in "People’s Front" capi-

Defend the Workers States

Through Proletarian Political

Revolution!

Le BolcheviK

International Spartacist tendency
marches in Paris (above).

push Sandinista Nicaragua firmly onto

the “Cuban road”— i.e., the destruction

of capitalism in sheer self-defense. It’s

no accident that Mitterrand is joined in

his "peace" initiative by the president of

Mexico, who fears the spread of

revolutionary struggle to the powerful

Mexican working class and hopes to

extend Mexico’s own sphere of influ-

ence in competition with the U.S.

And rallying behind “political solu-

tion” are American capitalist politicos

who fear another losing military adven-

ture like Vietnam. Only a decade ago

many thousands of radical youth

throughout West Europe and America

solidarized with the Indochinese revolu-

tion and with Che Guevara’s slogan for

“Two, Three, Many Vietnams!” But

now virtually every “left" current has

enlisted in the resurgent Cold War as

proponents of new popular fronts from

El Salvador, where the FDR’s Guiller-

mo Ungo already has the masses’ blood

on his hands, to the United States,

where the Democratic Party of the Bay

of Pigs and the Vietnam escalation is

supposed to lead an "anti-Reagan peace

movement.”

For the United Socialist States

of Europe!

West Germany, of late Washington’s

most loyal NATO ally, is today the most

detente-minded. But behind the "peace-

loving" image of Brandt/Schmidt’s

Ostpolilik stands the appetite to reverse

the outcome of World War II and re-

create a unified capitalist Germany as

the dominant European power. With

the growth of Polish Solidarnosc, West

German imperialism could almost taste

the prospect of capitalist restoration in

East Germany. These appetites are

further fueled by the Lutheran church-

based agitation in East Germany which,

based on the call for withdrawal of all

“foreign" troops, would leave the East

German deformed workers state de-

fenseless before resurgent German
imperialism.

Today, as in the 1920s, Germany is

the key to Europe. The division of

Germany into two states of counter-

posed class character symbolizes the

inextricably linked tasks facing the

European proletariat. Any attempt to

deny the unity and centrality of the

German proletariat (e.g., the French

Stalinists’ chauvinist “produce French”

campaign) represents an attack on the

socialist future of Europe. For revolu-

tionary reunification of Germany
through socialist revolution in West
Europe and political revolution in East

Europe!

Germany is the leader of Europe—for

socialism or barbarism. The Common
Market, which is supposed to prevent

capitalist economic crisis, is in fact a

mechanism for generalizing crises. For
the German bourgeoisie it represents an
attempt to do by pan-Europe bourgeois

agreement what the German bourgeoi-

sie has twice failed in trying on its own

—

continued on page 8

The crisis of Polish Stalinism illus-

trates once again that the Stalinist

schema of “socialism in one country"

feeds the most deadly enemies of

socialism. The Pilsudskiite nationalism,

anti-Semitism and clerical backward-

ness strengthened by the Polish Stalinist

party found massive expression in the

anti-socialist Solidarnosc, which threat-

ened to overturn proletarian property in

Poland and create an imperialist-

oriented Polish state on the western

border of the USSR. The reforging of

anti-imperialist solidarity between the

Russian and Polish workers demands

proletarian political revolution led by

Trotskyist parties against the Stalinist

usurpers in Moscow and Warsaw.

Trotskyism, the internationalist

program of authentic Leninism, stands

countcrposed to the suicidal “detente”

illusions of Stalinist bureaucrats whose

competing nationalist programs set the

deformed workers states against one

another in competition for imperial-

ism’s dubious favors. It was our Trot-

skyist analysis of Stalinism which

enabled the Spartacist tendency in the

aftermath of the 1965 Indonesian

massacre to predict the emergence of an

alliance between the Chinese Maoists

and U.S. imperialism, an alliance tested

in blood in Angola and most strikingly

reaffirmed by the 1978 China/Vietnam

conflict and the China/U.S. support to

the mass-murder Pol Pot regime. Our

program for the destruction of Stalin-

ism by the revolutionary proletariat

derives its force from our intransigent

defense of the deformed workers states

against imperialism worldwide, from

Central America, where we insist that

“Defense of Cuba, USSR Begins in El

Salvador!” to Afghanistan, where we

hailed the Red Army’s intervention

Spartakist
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ISt marches In Bonn against anti-Soviet offensive. Opposite page: Spartacist

League/Britain protests Thatcher’s bloody Falklands war.

talist governments. In Portugal in 1975,

American imperialism assisted by Eu-

ropean social-democracy underlined its

refusal to tolerate governmental coali-

tions with Moscow-allied parties. But

this has hardly muted the Stalinist

sellouts’ efforts to prove themselves

“reliable" coalition partners by chauvin-

ist displays, for example the French

CP’s support for the nuclear “force de

frappe” pointed at Moscow or its 1981

anti-immigrant campaign kicked off by

the CP’s provocation at Vitry.

Not “Disarmament”
But Class Struggle!

While Margaret Thatcher is a rabid

Cold Warrior of Reaganite stripe, the

Britain she rules is now a third-rate

power. Its once mighty fleet is straining

to prevent Argentina from holding the

Falklands/ Malvinas’ 650,000 sheep and

three million penguins. The decline of

America as “world policeman" is aptly

illustrated by Reagan’s inability to force

two of his important allies to put aside

their differences in the interests of global

anti-Soviet unity. The Argentine dicta-

torship undertook the adventure as a

diversion from unrest at home, where

massive, militant strikes rocked the

regime only weeks before. Nor could

Britain resist taking up this challenge to

her imperial prestige. Those pacifists

and social-democrats who object, like

Tony Benn, show themselves to be more

far-sighted guardians of bourgeois

British interests—for surely the British

working class should have no objection

if the imperialist butchers of Northern

Ireland choose to engage with Argenti-

na in a demonstration of the only real

form of “disarmament" under capital-

ism, by destroying one another’s navies.

Now Mitterrand’s “Socialist" France

has emerged as the major West Euro-

pean partner for Reagan’s war drive.

Only in France were there large-scale

pro-Solidarnosc demonstrations unit-

ing fascists with social-democrats in

reaction to the Polish army crackdown

against Solidarnosc’s attempted coup.

Meanwhile, Mitterrand would like to

broker an Algerian-style “political

solution” in Central America to keep the

populist insurgencies within capitalist

bounds. Calculating capitalist politi-

cians like Mitterrand fear that Reagan’s

intransigence toward El Salvador will

Publication de la Ligue trotskyste de France

1 an (9 numeros): 30F
Hors Europe 40F (avion 60F)

Etranger mandat poste international

BP 135-10, 75463 Paris Cedex 10, France
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“Peace”
Freeze...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

of the leading freezers, like Robert

McNamara and McGeorge Bundy. As
John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson’s

Secretary of Defense and National

Security Adviser, respectively, their

phosphorous bombs, napalm and
scorched-earth policies turned Vietnam

and Laos into bombed-out moonscapes.

Bundy and McNamara, together with

George Kennan (author of the Cold
War "containment" theory, now a

detentenik) and Nixon's arms control

negotiator Gerard Smith, made their

pitch for the liberal opposition part of a

call for a beefed-up conventional army.

In an article in Foreign Affairs (Spring

1982) written in consultation with

Kennedy these warmongers declare that

the present U.S. policy of "flexible

response" isn’t flexible enough. They
call for a U.S. declaration of “no first

use” of nuclear weapons in Europe—
because they want a more powerful and
usable conventional military to face

Soviet tanks. Worried about the “politi-

cal will” of the U.S.’ allies, Bundy & Co.
argue that a "no first use” policy “would
draw new attention to the importance of

maintaining and improving the specifi-

cally American forces in Europe.” But

any plans based on the idea that a U.S.-

Soviet confrontation in Europe, i.e.,

World War III, would not involve

nuclear weapons is at best a kind of

militarist utopianism.

The frenzied nuclear buildup against

the USSR, which has been carried out

by both Republican and Democratic
administrations, has one object: to

overturn the gains of the October
Revolution of 1917 and recover vast

areas for exploitation by the imperial-

ists. The Soviet Union, precisely be-

cause of these conquests, is the greatest

obstacle to the capitalists’ drive for

world domination. If it were not for its

existence, the social revolutions which
have overturned bourgeois rule in

Vietnam and Cuba would already have
been blown to smithereens, as John
Kennedy threatened to do over the

Cuban missile crisis and Nixon threat-

ened more than once over Vietnam. Yet

the Stalinist misleaders of these bu-

reaucratically deformed workers states

are always looking for a deal with the

mythical “peace-loving imperialists"

and willing to sell out revolution almost
anywhere to get it. It is this attempt to

peacefully coexist with the capitalists

that is at the root of the detente illusions

spread by the Stalinists. Thus the

Trotskyist defense of the gains of the

proletariat internationally means a

struggle to oust the treacherous Stalinist

bureaucracy with proletarian political

revolution, instituting soviet democra-
cy. Down with the Republican/

Democratic Cold War drive! For
unconditional defense of the Soviet

Union from imperialist attack!

Popular Front Fallout

The official slogan of the rally is for a

“freeze and reduction of all nuclear

weapons and a transfer of military

budgets to human needs.” The role of

the left on June 12 will be to add what
weight the reformists have to building a

phony “peace" parade for the Demo-
crats. With talk of “broadening" the

focus of the demonstration to include

more butter vs. guns rhetoric and
references to El Salvador, the CP and
other “socialist” freezers will try to give

a pinker tint to this red-white-and-blue

rally. In exchange for a small piece of

the official action, the reformists are

once again helping to grease the skids

toward war by certifying that a wing of

the capitalist class is really for peace.

For the reformists, June 12 will be a

dream come true, a really popular front

of all “peace-loving” forces. There will

Nixon’s Madman
Theory

According to his chief of staff

Bob Haldeman, Nixon explained

during a walk on the beach how to

make the nuclear threat stick:

“I call it the Madman Theory, Bob.
I want to make the North Viet-

namese believe I’ve reached the

point where I just might do any-
thing to stop the war. We’ll just slip

the word to them that, for God’s
sake, you know Nixon is obsessed
about Communism. We can't re-

strain him when he’s angry—and
he has his hand on the nuclear
button."

— Robert Haldeman,
The Ends of Power

be NYC’s racist, union-busting mayor
Ed Koch together with the man he sent

his cossacks out to crush at Sydenham
Hospital, Brooklyn black demagogue
Rev. Herbert Daughtry of the Black

United Front. The Hubert Humphrey-
style liberal witchhunters of Americans
for Democratic Action (ADA) will lie

down with the Communist Party and its

front groups. There will be the Progres-

sive National Baptists, the National Gay
Task Force, SANE and the Communist
Workers Party, all together.

The basis for this new-found unity is

not really new. June 12 will be a

marshaling of the traditional constitu-

encies of the Democratic Party, the kind
of “unity” that rolls around every four

years when union bureaucrats, black

preachers and reformist leftists get out

to hustle votes for the party of the “lesser

evil." Even without Kennedy on the

speakers’ list, the affair will have the

unmistakable purpose of a Teddy-for-
president rally.

The freeze campaign and rally was
consciously cooked up to appeal to

conservative middle-class Americans of
the sort who do not usually march in

protest demonstrations. The main-

stream churches and the Mobilization

for Survival initially planned the protest

and deliberately limited the demands to

“End the arms race" and "Shift the

budget to fund human needs.” In

particular, El Salvador was not men-

tioned. As Mark Roberts of the eco-

freak Greenpeace organization ex-

plained, “A significant issue was trying

to attract middle America. I think it’s

fair to say that if anything is going to

happen on disarmament, this rally can’t

be too left I personally would like to

see more right-wing and conservative

groups involved" ( Village Voice . 20

April).

If the peacenik preachers and anti-

Communist liberals would just as soon
not be rubbing shoulders with the

radical menagerie on the endorsers' list,

they nevertheless found the services of

these leftists as go-fers and marshals

useful. The Kennedy Democrats didn’t

want or need the left to lobby Congress

or pass resolutions in New England
town meetings, but mass street protests

in NYC are another matter.

The left got a piece of the action all

right, but not without some preliminary

battles over organizational turf which
for a while split the June 12 mobilizers

into two hostile camps. At one point the

church groups, pacifists and CP fronts

formed a “June 12 Rally Committee”
while the black nationalists and leftists

around Daughtry formed a “Third

World and Progressive People’s Coali-

tion" and both filed competing rally

permits with the city. The infighting was
bitter. Voice cartoonist Jules Feiffer, for

example, penned a blatantly racist and
red-baiting strip labeling anyone who
wanted to step beyond a single-issue

"freeze” program as FBI/CIA disrup-

ters. There was race-baiting and red-

baiting all around.

In the end the differences were
papered over. Daughtry and other
“minority representatives” were put on
the speakers list. Every group circulated

Main Enemy Is

at Home...
(continuedfrom page 7)

unite Europe under German leadership.

This program is utopian, not merely
because of what Willy Brandt termed
“deep-seated mistrust, in the East and
West, toward the Germany which twice
in half a century has engulfed Europe in

war." Imperialist competition between
rival national bourgeoisies is inherent in

decadent capitalism. Only the workers
of the world, who in Marx’s words
“have no country," can establish an
equitable and harmonious international

division of labor based on socialization

of the means of production. The
alternatives are nuclear barbarism or
revolutionary reunification of Germany
in the struggle for a socialist united
states of Europe.

Reforge the Fourth International!

On the eve of World War II, Leon
Trotsky wrote: "The historical crisis of
mankind is reduced to the crisis of
revolutionary leadership.” Today an
even greater catastrophe than that war
hangs over our heads. International
social-democracy, long ago passed over
to direct service to imperialism within
the workers movement, calls the tune
for Stalinism and for the wretched “far-

left” as well. The reformists stake
everything on dissuading Reagan from
his program of nuclear first-strike by
backing “enlightened" pro-imperialist
politicians who think they can find
smarter, cheaper, safer ways than
playing nuclear "cowboys and Indians”
with Reagan/ Haig to “roll back” Com-
munism in the deformed workers states
and keep the “third world" masses
down. But there will be no new,
‘'rational" leadership for a brutal,
irrational social system confronting its

death agony. Only successful socialist

revolution, not least in the United States

itself, can prevent imperialism from
unleashing its awesome technology of

death,

In the organizing center of the

imperialist war drive, the United States,

the Spartacist tendency raises the call

"For Labor Action to Bring Down
Reagan!" Reagan’s anti-Soviet war
mobilization requires intensified attacks

on American workers, the blacker and
poorer the better. Reagan’s union-
busting of the air controllers’ strike, the

savage racist cuts in social welfare, the

unemployment are turning sections of
the American working people against

the government. Last September 19,

half a million workers marched on
Washington to protest Reagan’s anti-

labor policies. Under the leadership of a
revolutionary party, that anger can
shatter U.S. imperialism from within.

In the U.S. as in Europe, anti-

imperialism abroad means class struggle

at home. Our tendency can build an
international workers’ leadership be-
cause we fight for international prole-
tarian solidarity among American
workers. Just as we fight for labor
action against Reagan reaction and its

fascist fringe, we work to mobilize
concrete labor opposition to the AFL-
CIO’s counterrevolutionary initiatives

from Latin America to East Europe. We
struggle against the union bureaucracy’s
racist efforts to turn American workers’
fears against Japanese auto workers or
“illegal immigrants" fleeing poverty and
terror in “free world" hellholes like

Haiti. And we have led successful
working-class mobilizations against the
growing fascist menace from Detroit to

Rouen.

The “far-lefts,” like the reformists,

despair utterly of revolutionary solu-

tions, the only solutions. Terrified of
real struggles, they line up with empty
symbols of “anti-imperialism" like the

seizure by the Argentinian “Murder
Incorporated” regime of the Falklands/

Malvinas. Increasingly, they turn their

frustration and fury against the revolu-

tionists of the international Spartacist

tendency, which dares to take a side in

the Cold War hot spots like Poland or
where the Cold War is hottest: Military

victory to Salvadoran leftist insur-

gents— Defense of the USSR, Cuba
begins in Central America! Mitterrand/
Schmidt’s treacherous program of “po-
litical solution” is not a naive proposal
for the Salvadoran fighters tocommit su-

icide, but a conscious policy to appease
Reagan so he won’t blow up the world,
this time. But those "far left"-pimps-for-

the-reformists who flinch before Rea-
gan’s blackmail then have no option ex-

cept to become his irregular cops against

the colonial masses of the world, and, not

least, against the working people at

home. The exploited and oppressed
masses of this planet will never go along

r

with the “realistic” counsels of these
reformist gentlemen, who want them not
to rock Reagan’s boat. There will be
struggles; the point is to forge a leader-

ship capable of winning them.
This is the task to which the interna-

tional Spartacist tendency is dedicated.
The social-patriots who want to “re-
form” imperialism, as well as their “far-

left" lackeys who showed they can’t tell a

revolutionary leadership from the aya-
tollah Khomeini, must be exposed and
swept aside in the fight to reforge the
Fourth International, world party of
socialist revolution.

18 May 1982
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Imperialist gang of

four (from front:

Gerald Smith,
Robert McNamara,
McGeorge Bundy,
[In back] George

Kennan).

its own set of demands. Salvadoran

FDR leader Guillermo Ungo would
speak, but the war in El Salvador was
not officially raised. (In any case, the

fake lefts call for Kennedy’s program of

a “negotiated settlement" in El Salvador

in order to head off revolution. The
same people who today are red-baited

by the “peace movement" liberalscall the

cops to suppress the revolutionaries of

the Spartacist League and its program
for military victory to the leftist insur-

gents in the Salvadoran civil war.)

Organizationally the social-

democratic Cold Warriors of Michael

Harrington's Democratic Socialists of

America (DSA) appeared to be in the

driver’s seat, when you add up their

liberal front groups and the giveback

bureaucrats speaking for “labor"

(lAM’s Winpisinger, UAW’s Fraser).

Harrington is ready to do for Teddy
what he did for JFK in the’60s(when he

braintrusted the “war on poverty"), but

this time with something more than a

moribund social-democratic organiza-

tion to do the donkey work for the

Democrats.

Left in Bourgeoisie’s
Anti-Soviet Freezer

The reformists, including the

Moscow-servile Communist Party

(CP), are toeing the anti-Soviet line of

the bourgeois “freeze" proponents. And
not for the first time. Only a few months
ago virtually the entire left (with the

shame-faced exception of the CP)
expressed its anti-Soviet fervor in a bloc

with Reagan in denouncing the suppres-

sion of Solidarnosc’ plans for counter-

revolution in Poland. But the Polish

anti-communists have bitten hard on
the hand offered them by Western

leftists. Solidarnosc exiles are among
the most vocal, extreme advocates of

Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive, and

therefore attack the “peace” movement
in the strongest language. As one Dutch
anti-nuclear spokesman explained.

“They tell us: ‘You should be embracing

Reagan’s policy and cheering. It is the

only way to deal with the Soviets’” ( New
York Times. 3 June). These Solidarnosc

heroes of the “peace movement,” who in

Poland are for Pilsudskiite nationalism

in the West are indistinguishable from
the old “captive nations" emigres holed

up at Radio Free Europe!

The Communist Party, taking its cue

as always from Brezhnev, jumped into

the June 12 mobilization with both feet,

with the Daily World praising Billy

Graham, Ann Landers and anyone else

on the freeze bandwagon. Here the CP is

deeply involved in an aggressively “bi-

lateralist” movement which has gone
out of its way to demand that the Soviet

Union give up nuclear weapons needed

to protect it from the Reagan/ Haig/

Weinberger and Kennedy warmongers.
Moreover, on June 14, civil disobedi-

ence squads plan sit-ins to “blockade the

bombmakers" at, among other sites, the

Soviet UN Mission. (And Daniel

Ellsberg, who well knows what the

Pentagon has in store for the Russian

masses, lets off balloons in the Lenin-

grad harbor demanding that the Soviets

disarm.)

Other left backers of the June 12

action claim to stand to the left of the

CP. Rudely elbowed out of the way in

the turf fight for the role of “best

builder” of June 12, the Socialist

Workers Party (SWP) has adopted a

slightly critical “Third World” tone,

even calling for Grenada (!) to get the

bomb:
we should support the right of

Cuba, Nicaragua, of Grenada and of the

liberation fighters in El Salvador to

obtain whatever weapons they need to

defend themselves against imperialist

aggression. And that includes nuclear

weapons."
— Militant

.

4 June

In the real world, of course, it is the

Soviet Union’s nuclear weapons that

stand between U.S. imperialism and

total world domination. And here the

SWP is foursquare for Soviet ^arma-

ment. In 1977 party leader Joseph

Hansen wrote in the Militant that,

"Brezhnev must be blamed for failing to

seize the initiative on disarmament,"

while a few years ago top honcho Jack

Barnes called on the USSR to unilater-

ally “destroy a big part of its nuclear

arsenal."

The SWP’s problems, a sharp loss of

members and influence, are political. In

the late ’60s, the SWP grew rapidly and

exercised a certain organizational con-

trol over the popular-frontist antiwar

movement. Today, starry-eyed over

"socialist Grenada," Libya and North

Korea, these disoriented anti-Trotsky-

ists seem trapped in a reformist Twilight

Zone. Despite this anti-Sovietism, the

SWP can’t compete with the bigger, less

idiosyncratic reformists of Harrington’s

DSA and the CP And even the mild,

radical Third World posture of the SWP
is met with hostility in this hard liberal

anti-communist milieu: at one recent

Greenwich Village “town meeting” of

peace freezers, a hapless SWPer was

booed down when he tried to invoke the

“good old days” of the Vietnam protests.

Cold War Bomb

The left press, from the Guardian to

the social democrats, is taking credit for

Reagan’s peace talk, his START initia-

tive. his agreement to talk with the

Russians on June 29. But while they

were claiming victories for peace, the

government's real plans were released

by the Defense Department in an

official 126-page “guidance" document
outlining U.S. military strategy for the

next five years to wage "protracted

nuclear war" against the Soviet Union
and “prevail" (New York Times. 30

May).

Pentagon chief Caspar Weinberger’s

plan underlines a first-strike strategy

aimed not only at the Soviet Union but

at Cuba, Vietnam and the other de-

formed workers states as well. In

Eastern Europe it calls for “special

operations" of guerrillas, sabotage and
terrorism. The dangerous China card is

waved again in a plan for continued

military cooperation against the Soviet

Union. Carter’s Rapid Deployment
Force in the Persian Gulf is to be beefed

up and no longer needs the fig leaf of

being “invited in.” In a further provoca-

tive intensification of Carter’s Presiden-

tial Order 59, the document details the

nuclear war strategy called “decapita-

tion," which targets the political and
military leadership of the Soviet Union.

Reagan and Weinberger’s “guidance"

document is only the latest in a series of

confirmations of the U.S. strategy of

first-strike nuclear attack against the

USSR. Norshould this surprise anyone.

U.S. Cold War policy has always been

fundamentally a first-strike policy, and
was most effective before the Soviets got

the bomb themselves in 1949. According
to the Brookings Institution, the U.S.

threatened in earnest to use nuclear

weapons 19 times between 1949 and

1975, along with the hundreds of

“conventional" interventions, threats

and intimidating shows of force.

Throughout the post-WWII period

the “arms race” has been an exclusively

American story, with the Soviets con-

Gordon/NY Times

stantly trying to catch up while the U.S.

seeks to retain superiority. The U.S. was

first with the H-bomb, first with

multiple warheads, first in advanced

guidance systems for the Cruise missile.

But by all accounts the Soviets reached

what is called “rough equivalence" or

"parity" in nuclear destructive capacity

in the 1970s. That is a problem for U.S.

war planners, who want to restore the

kind of imperialist clout that comes with

the ability to blackmail the Russians.

Socialism or Barbarism

The organizers of the “freeze"

campaign present nuclear weapons
themselves as the ultimate enemy. But

nuclear weapons are not some natural

catastrophe like bubonic plague. They
are a product of capitalist society in its

long death agony. Who developed

nuclear weapons? Who first used them

and intends to use them again? And
why!

Nuclear weapons were developed

under orders of that great American
liberal Franklin D. Roosevelt during

World War 11, that is, U.S. imperial-

ism’s military bid for global domina-
tion. They were used by his successor

Harry Truman against Japan to "dem-
onstrate" to the Soviet Union the

military power and utter ruthlessness of

the American government. If the Soviet

Union had not developed its own
nuclear weapons, Moscow and Lenin-

grad would likely have suffered the same
fateas Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It is the

Soviet nuclear arsenal which up to now
has kept U.S. imperialism at bay, which

kept it from invading Cuba and over-

throwing Castro, from using nuclear

weapons in Korea, Vietnam and many
other places throughout the world.

Soviet military strength, even in the

hands of the nationalist, an/i-revolu-

tionary bureaucracy, has bought the

world proletariat a little more time to

resolve the question of socialism or

nuclear annihilation.

Much of the theology of the “freeze"

movement is provided by those who
argue that since a nuclear world war will

destroy mankind, the technology ofwar
has transcended the politics of war.

Every modern disarmament campaign
and peace movement has made the same
kind of arguments. Pacifist disarma-

ment takes the fact that war hurts

everybody as a moral imperative to

build a classless political movement in a

class-divided world. All humanity, they

say, must get together to pressure the

U.S. government (and the Soviets) to

“ban the bomb." But the imperialists

will never disarm themselves—as the

Trotskyist T ransitional Program puts it,

the only disarmament that will end war

is the disarmament of the bourgeoisie by

the armed workers.

The “freezers" say mass marches,

organizing town meetings, etc., can

bring disarmament. For high school and

college-age youth the Vietnam War has

become almost as historically remote as

the Korean War or World War II. Many
do not know that the American rulers—
prominently including those who now
support a nuclear "freeze"— killed two

million defenseless workers and peas-

ants to protect their bloody puppets in

Saigon as part of the “free world." Do
any Vietnamese think the Reagans,

Kennedys and Rockefellers will give up

their nuclear weapons, the ultimate

means by which they intend to defend

their oilfields and factories, their yachts

and gambling casinos, and of course

“the American way of life”?

The fact is that despite all the

disarmament and peace movements, the

imperialists continue their policy of

militarism. With each disarmament

hoax pushed by “peace" forces, the

imperialists have jockeyed and prepared

for war—the Kellogg Pact, the Naval

Treaties and Disarmament Conferences

of the 1930s, the League of Nations. As

we have shown, the U.S. built up its

nuclear arsenal under the Test Ban

Treaty of 1963 and SALT (“That Was
the DetenteThat Was," Part II, WV No.

254, 18 April 1980). Now the freezers

appeal to the United Nations which

provided the moral cover for U.S.

intervention in the Korean War, and

which will stand to World War III as the

League of Nations did to World War II.

There is no special struggle against

war somehow independent of and above

the class struggle, lifted mystically from

its social base and concrete historical

causes. War is a symptom and result of

the contradictions of capitalism in crisis.

What’s new today is the centrality of the

Russian question to the war prepara-

tions. Disarmament 1980s-style uses

“superpowers arms race" rhetoric to

cover for the mobilization of opinion for

the liberal anti-Soviet war drive. British

disarmament movement leader E.P.

Thompson calls for a nuclear-free zone

in Europe “from Portugal to Poland,”

and calls on pro-Western “dissidents" of

the Soviet Union to open up a "peace"

opposition against the USSR. The
Trotskyist Spartacist League said “Stop

Solidarnosc Counterrevolution—
Reagan/ Haig, Hands Off Poland" and
“Defense of Cuba/USSR Begins in El

Salvador."

Capitalism breeds war, especially

decaying capitalism in the imperialist

epoch. It is only under socialism that

war can disappear because its causes will

disappear. Therefore the struggle

against war is the struggle for workers

revolution, on an international scale,

against the class enemy at home. As
Leon Trotsky wrote in his “Declaration

to the Antiwar Congress at Amsterdam”
(July 1932): “The essence of pacifism is a

condemnation, whether hypocritical or

sincere, of the use of force in general. By
weakqnipg the willpower of the op-

pressed, it serves the cause of the

oppressors. Ideological pacifism con-

fronts war with moral indignation the

way the lamb confronts the butcher’s

knife with plaintive bleatings. But the

task consists of confronting the knife of

the bourgeoisie with the knife of the

proletariat.’’*

NYC Spartacist League Forum

Defense of Cuba/USSR Begins in El Salvador!

Vietnam War Criminals
Lead Cold War “Freeze"

Friday, June 18, 7:30 p.m. Speaker Martha Phillips.

Meyer Hall of Physics, Room 121 Spartacist League
New York University. 4 Washington Place Central Committee
(comer of Washington Place and Broadway)

NEW YORK CITY For more information call (212) 267-1025
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Blitzkrieg...
(continuedfrom page 12)

provocation for their invasion plans. To
top it off, Thatcher revealed that the

assassins’ hit list included the London
representative of the PLO!

“This raid reflects the fascist Israeli

mentality." was the appropriate com-
ment of Saleh Khalef. number two man
in the PLO. Indeed, the indiscriminate

bombing and shelling vividly recalled

memories of Lidice, the Czech town
which was leveled by the Nazis in 1942

on the suspicion of sympathizing with

the assassination of Hitler’s Gauleiter

Heydrich. Now Begin justifies the Israeli

invasion on the basis of PLO shelling of

northern Israel. But there was no

Palestinian shelling until after Israeli

raids had killed 130 and wounded 250

last week.

Hitlerite genocide is not the monopo-
ly of the Zionists in the Near East. In

Syria, the Assad regime is based on the

Alawite minority, derived from the

Shi’ite branch of Islam, which repre-

sents only an eighth of the Syrian

population. Right-wing terrorists of the

Muslim Brotherhood feed off the

resentment of the overwhelming majori-

ty of Sunni Muslims. In response to a

provoked uprising by the Brotherhood

in Hama. Syria’s fourth largest city, the

Assad regime leveled the town. Un-
counted thousands were massacred. It

was an act reminiscent of the Nazis’

“reduction’’ first of the Warsaw ghetto

(1943) and then of Warsaw as a w'hole

(1944). A Western correspondent re-

turned to the city in May and asked an
old inhabitant where were all the houses

that once stood on the river bank: “You
are driving on them." was the reply. And
where were all the people who lived

here0 "You are probably driving on
some of them, too" (New York Times ,

29 May).

The Israeli invasion represents a

complete collapse of the U.S.-
negotiated ceasefire of July 1981 This
time Reagan gave tacit support for a

strike against the PLO by refusing to

condemn Israel in a UN resolution

calling for Israeli withdrawal from
Lebanon (eventually). Washington
would like to destroy the PLO, but

regrets the fact that the Israeli attack

undercuts the U.S.’ grand design for a

worldwide anti-Soviet "strategic con-
sensus." So after first being rebuffed by
Argentina’s Galtieri and then Thatcher
on the Falklands/Malvinas, Reagan
wrote to Begin expressing pious wishes

for peace. The letter was conveniently

delayed for a significant six hours,

leading Begin’s government to believe

that “the United States would under-
stand the Israeli action" (New York
Times . 7 June). Six hours after the letter

arrived, Israeli forces crossed into

Lebanon.

The Americans, meanwhile, have
made one more of their infinite changes
of line. Now instead of worrying about
the sinister Soviet-backed Iraqis run-

ning around the Near East, they are

worrying about the sinister Soviet- and
allah-backed Iranians “destabilizing"

the region. For Begin, however, the only
good Arab is a dead Arab And since

Iranians are non-Arabs, Israel has been
arming Ayatollah Khomeini’s army in

the Iraqi-Iranian war. But now Shi’ite

Iran is proposing to Assad’s Alawite-
ruled Syria to form a common front

against Israel! All Reagan/Haig need
now would be for Taiwan to invade
China, Spain to go into Gibraltar and
Jeane Kirkpatrick to attack Washing-
ton. The U S.’ anti-Soviet "consensus”
has been broken up on the shoals of
national conflicts, from the south
Atlantic to the Mediterranean

The war ip Lebanon could easily

expand into a general Near Eastern war
in which Palestinian self-determination
would be subordinated. As in the Arab-
Israeli wars of 1948, 1967 and 1973, no
matter who was the winner, the Pales-
tinians would be the losers. But if Begin

should somehow succeed in creating a

Greater Israel, from the Nile to the

Euphrates, the two million Hebrew-

speaking Jews would be consumed
trying to keep down a hundred million

Arabs. Zionist expansionism contains

the seeds of its own destruction.

There is an alternative to nationalist

genocide: proletarian internationalism.

In the northern tier of the Ottoman
Empire, the Balkans—an historic caul-

dron of national hatreds, like the Near
East—a largely Serbian and Montene-

gran Communist Party led by the Croat

Tito managed to cohere the deformed
workers state of Y ugoslavia on the basis

of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Even though deformed by bureaucratic

rule, Y ugoslavia shows the way forward

for the “southern tier” as well. Several

million Jews in the Near East could well

be part of an extremely valuable cultural

and technical vanguard. But not separ-

ated, counterposed to the Arab popula-

tion. Only through an anti-Zionist, anti-

Arabist socialist federation, joining the

Arabic. Hebrew-speaking and other

working people of the region, can the

bloody heritage of genocide be

overcome.

The construction of such communist
parties must be through a triumphant

struggle against Stalinism, which has

repeatedly capitulated to the national-

isms of both sides. A fine chance for the

construction of a workers party in the

Near East was in Iraq, where a proletari-

at based on the oil workers has a history

of militant struggle. The Iraqi Commu-
nist Party stood at the threshold of

power in the mass upsurge that followed

the overthrow of the Hashemite mon-
archy in 1958. But this revolutionary

opportunity was thrown away by the

Kremlin in order to get an illusory deal

with the imperialists. Historian Isaac

Deutscher wrote that the Communist
offensive was suddenly called off be-

cause Khrushchev feared that this

would provoke renewed Western inter-

vention in the eastern Mediterranean

and wreck his idiot policy of peaceful

coexistence (Russia, China and the

West, 1953-66).

Short of working-class revolution

throughout the region, the Arab masses
will continue to be ruled by reactionary

sheiks and colonels, who repress and
oppress the Palestinians; and continue

to be beset by Zionist militarists who
can dominate only through sheer terror.

And before crazed religious nationalist

terrorist Begin and his ilk give up one
square inch of sacred soil of "Eretz

Israel," they are prepared to set the

world aflame in a nuclear holocaust that

would make the Nazis or Americans
look like pacifists. The imperialist

“democrats” who today cluck their

tongues at communal violence and
nationalist terror in the Near East are

the descendants of the notorious anti-

Semites Roosevelt and Churchill, who
laid the basis for the present clash by
refusing Jewish immigration to the U.S.

and Britain, forcing the refugees from
Nazi genocide into the ultimate death

trap of Palestine.

Time is running out. Even right-wing

social-democratic Zionists like Irving

Howe are now admitting that Arabs are

brutally, tragically oppressed in an
Israel where “democracy”— as in an-

cient Athens and the antebellum
South— is reserved exclusively for the

oppressors. (Therefore Communist
parties are tolerated there as long as they

“know their place,” unlike in the

neighboring states.) Meanwhile, Zionist

expansionism could easily unleash

something beyond a regional war; the

tripwires for World War III are all over

the Near East. The endless cycle of

squalid national wars and Zionist

oppression of the Palestinian people can

only be broken by united class struggle

of the Hebrew, Arab and other workers
against their “own” ruling classes.

— Israel out of Lebanon and the

Occupied Territories!

— For a communist federation of the

Near East!

Thatcher...
(continuedfrom page 12)

with NATO ally Britain over junior

partner Argentina, which has sought to

become the main gendarme for U.S.

imperialism in Latin America. The
result was continent-wide condemna-
tion ranging from Castro’s Cuba and

Sandinista Nicaragua to the Chilean,

Brazilian and even Salvadoran juntas.

When the “Yankee ministry of colo-

nies," the OAS, tried to invoke the

modern version of the Monroe
Doctrine—the Rio Treaty of 1947—
against aggression by an extra-

continental power (Britain), Haig

brushed it off as “not very relevant.”

Certainly the thugs and oligarchs who
rule much of the region are notoriously

fickle, but a bloody Argentine defeat

could unleash nationalist outrage

against "Anglo-Saxon perfidy” making
unilateral U.S. intervention in Central

America far more costly.

For General Galtieri, “recovery"

of the Falklands/Malvinas began as a

textbook case of a despotic regime

trying to take the heat off at home by

launching a foreign adventure. As a

direct result of the junta’s economic
policies. Argentina is in the midst of the

worst depression in its history. For the

sixth year in a row it had the highest rate

of intlation in the world (130 percent in

1981), industry is working at 50 percent

of capacity, unemployment is skyrock-

eting. Popular anger was still boiling

over the desaparecidos. the 30,000

“disappeared" victims of the military’s

“dirty war” of terror against leftists and

Peronists. Mass opposition to the

dictatorship was growing, and on
March 30 15,000 workers were met with

brutal repression when they attempted

to protest in front of the presidential

palace. Three days later Argentine

commandos seized the Falk lands/

Malvinas.

As a diversion it worked. Labor
demonstrations stopped and patriotic

fervor spread. But the fundamental

calculation behind the military adven-

ture backfired, badly. Galtieri calculat-

ed that in return for services rendered in

Central America (Argentine advisers

aiding Nicaraguan counterrevolution-

ary terrorists and Salvadoran junta

troops). Reagan would let him take the

islands and restrain the decrepit British

lion in the higher interests of anti-

Communist unity. After this illusion

went up in smoke, the Argentine
generals and admirals fought a desul-

tory war hoping to buy time for

diplomatic pressure. The air force

knocked out quite a few British ships

(spectacularly with the Sheffield and
Antelope), the army barely slowed
down the British commandos’ advance
and the navy hugged the Patagonian
coast. But now that they face imminent
defeat, the junta is worried about the

home front. If they are routed in the

Falklands/Malvinas, all hell could
break loose in Buenos Aires.

The international Spartacist tendency
(iSt) has said from the beginning of this

ludicrous war, "Revolutionary socialists

can only look forward to the spectacle of

these two hated right-wing regimes
sinking each other’s fleets on the high
seas.” While social-patriots rallied to

their respective national colors, and
pacifists wrung their hands calling to

"stop the war," the iSt advocated the

Leninist-Trotskyist policy of revolu-

tionary defeatism on both sides, point-

ing to the tremendous opportunities

opened up by the war:

“The bloody Argentine junta, wracked
only a few weeks ago by massive labor
protests, and the despised Thatcher
government, which has driven the
British people into the poorhouse, can
he brought down as a result of defeat
and humiliation in war."—"Falklands Nowhere War"

WV No. 304. 30 April

Now this prospect looms in Argenti-
na. Already there is a/m de regime (end-
of-the-regime) atmosphere in the capi-

tal. But what will replace Galtieri & Co.?

An even more reactionary military

strongman posing as hero of the fight

for the Malvinas? A civilian-military

government of “national salvation," to

limit the damage and provide for an

“orderly transition"? A Peronist regime

vowing to continue the irredentist fight

for some rocky outcrops on the edge of

the Antarctic?

It depends first of all on how
resounding and devastating is the deleat

on the islands. But none of these

outcomes will liberate the Argentine

masses from the poverty and repression

which have wracked the country for

years, and put a revolutionary end to the

cycle of Peronist populist rule and

military dictatorship which has kept

Argentina stagnant for three decades.

The crucial element here is a communist
leadership which can swim against the

nationalist stream over this absurd

contest which in no way strikes a blow

against imperialism. Yet international-

ism is what has been most lacking as the

Argentine left has almost unanimously

signed up for war duty with Galtieri.

“iSe va a acabar,
la dictadura militar!”

(“The Military Dictatorship Is

Coming to an End!")

The present military regime in Argen-

tina took power in an almost bloodless

coup in March 1976. as the government

of populist leader Juan Peron’s widow,

Isabel, collapsed But then the blood

began flowing in rivers. The anti-leftist

terror already begun under the second

Peron regime was greatly stepped up,

and the ominous Ford Falcons began

arriving nightly in the working-class

barrios of Buenos Aires and Cordoba.
More than 10,000 were admittedly

killed, and three times that number
“disappeared."

One of the main purposes of the

military takeover was to break the back
of a militant workers movement.
(Roughly 30 percent of the Argentine

population consists of industrial work-
ers, the highest percentage in Latin

America, and they were organized in the

powerful CGT labor federation, the

largest by far on the continent.) Follow-

ing the Videla coup, hundreds of labor

leaders were arrested, the national

federations dissolved and local unions

"intervened” (put in receivership) by the

military. Wages were frozen and prices

“freed" from controls; as a result, real

incomes of Argentine workers were cut

by half in less than a year (falling 61

percent between 1974 and 1977), an
almost unprecedented slashing of living

standards— in Chile real wages fell by
“only” 40 percent after the ’73 coup.

But despite repression and depres-

sion, labor struggles did not stop. The
generals were not able to break the back
of the workers movement—just to force

it underground. Already in July-

September 1976, auto workers struck in

Cordoba leading to the arrests and mass
trial of 1,000 Renault workers. By ’79

factory takeovers had begun again,

particularly by the auto workers and
metal workers unions (still illegal). And
in June 198 1 auto workers were striking

not against the companies but directly

over junta economic policies.

As the bankruptcy of the junta’s rule

became increasingly obvious, even to

leading sectors of the Argentine bour-
geoisie, the military regime began
to totter. Last year the country had three
presidents (Generals Videla, Viola and
Galtieri). Galtieri seized power in a
palace coup last December objecting to

Viola’s contacts with politicians, but

within a few weeks he was promising an
organic law permitting political parties

by mid- 1982.

Meanwhile, popular protests were
mounting as fhe masses made it clear

they were not willing to wait for the

junta’s "democracy." By mid-March the

streets of Buenos Aires were filled with
numerous demonstrations by unions
and human rights groups. With much
hesitation, the Peronist CGT labor
federation called a march on the Plaza
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de Mayo for March 30 to protest the

regime’s economic policies which were
producing mass layoffs. The govern-

ment responded by cordoning off the

city center with riot police, then charg-

ing the thousands of workers with

mounted police and tear-gas grenades

while the secret police, brandishing

revolvers, careened through the crowds
in their Ford Falcons. Altogether 2,000

demonstrators were arrested, including

the entire CGT leadership and Nobel
Peace Prize winner Perez Esquivel;

scores were injured and two killed. The
next day protests exploded in Mendoza
and Cdrdoba as well. The CGT and the

previously pro-government CNT feder-

ation called a general strike for April 5

to denounce the repression.

"Opposition" Salutes Galtieri

While the March 30 demonstration

was brutally being put down, one slogan

kept echoing: ",Se va a acabar, la

dictadura militar!" ("The military dicta-

torship is coming to an end!"). The
Galtieri regime seemed to be on its last

legs, but how would it end? That
depends on the leadership of the masses

who have been struggling to bring down
the hated military butchers. So Galtieri

responded with his Malvinas diversion

...and the entire left, the Peronists,

union bureaucrats and politicians duti-

fully hailed this incredible adventure in

order to show their patriotic colors.

Present at the swearing-in ceremonies

for the new military governor of the

Malvinas were leaders of the bourgeois

opposition parties, most particularly the

Peronists; and of both the CGT and
CNT labor federations, some of the

latter having just been let out of prison.

The calculations of the bourgeois

parties were transparent. They figured

that a successful occupation of the

islands would cover the military with

prestige so they could then withdraw to

the barracks with “their heads held

high.” The bourgeois-populist guerrillas

of the Montonero Peronist Movement
(MPM) were even more enthusiastic

about “Operation Malvinas.” While

most of the Argentine bourgeoisie has

never given a damn about some wind-

swept outcrops in the South Atlantic,

retaking the islands from the British has

been a part of the revanchist-nationalist

program of Peronism ever since the

1943 coup (by pro-Axis officers) which

brought Peron to power.

The Communist Party (PCA) also

endorsed the Falklands/Malvinas ad-

venture, following its general line of

“critical" support to the bloody dicta-

torship. The old-line Stalinist PCA is

acting here simply as a mouthpiece for

Kremlin foreign policy (which cuddles

up to the viciously anti-communist

junta because Argentina is the major
supplier of wheat to the Soviet Union).

In the UN Commission on Human
Rights, Soviet representatives have

repeatedly opposed investigations of

torture and kidnappings in Argentina.

Now that the generals have been

abandoned by their American patrons,

the Argentine Stalinists hope to cash in

on their last six years of vile apologies

for junta terror.

It is hardly surprising that the

Peronist nationalists and the perennial

Stalinist sellouts line up behind Galtie-

ri’s diversion. But the PartidoSocialista

de los Trabajadores (PST—Socialist

Workers Party) of Nahuel Moreno
claims to stand for Trotskyism and
permanent revolution. In reality, More-
no is a political chameleon who tails

whatever radical current is popular

—

Castroism, Maoism, you name it—
while in Argentina almost always acting

as a camp follower of the Peronist

march. Once again the Falklands/

Malvinas crisis finds them at their posts,

not in the internationalist cause of the

proletariat but serving the interests of

the bourgeois fatherland

In an editorial on “Malvinas: The
Socialist Position," the Argentine PST
writes:

“In any confrontation between an

imperialist country— in this case

I ngland—and a semi-colonial one

—

such as Argentina—ur socialists are

alw ays on the side of the semi-colonial

country against the imperialist one .

.

1 hat is to say, we are against England—
even though it has a bourgeois-

democratic regime—and on the side of
Argentina—despite the malignant dic-

tatorship that governs it." [emphasis in

original]
— Palabra Socialista, April 1982

The Morenoite international grouping,

which calls itself the International

Workers League (IWL) since breaking

with Pierre Lambert’s French OCI (now

PCI) last year, proclaimed: “The IWL
. . . hereby states that if need arises, it will

workers). The country has suffered at

times (not recently) from declining

terms of trade, as have other exporters

of beef and wheat (like Australia and

Canada).

Despite the junta’s pretensions to act

as a regional gendarme (witness its role

in the Bolivian “cocaine coup’’ last year,

and more recently in Central America),

Argentina is not even a secondary

imperialist country like Australia or

Canada. Since the turn of the century at

least, it has been in what Lenin called a

"transitional form of dependence."

Other examples of such intermediate

capitalist states are much of East

Somos

Anti-government labor protest in Buenos Aires three days betore Galtieri’*

Malvinas diversion.

fight in the camp of the Argentine

government" (“Solidarity with Argen-

tine Struggle," reprinted in Socialist

Organiser, 6 May).

Moreno to the Malvinas?

Various petty-bourgeois radical (and

not-so-radical) groups in the imperialist

countries have taken similar pro-junta

stands. For the most part this represents

a mushy Third Worldism left over from

the days of the New Left. The PST, in

contrast, is swimming in the wake of its

“own" bourgeoisie, and furthermore is

forced to justify this position before

militants who are more than a little

skeptical about any action of the

murderous junta. This puts Moreno &
Co. in quite a bind, for it is one thing to

simply accuse anyone who doesn’t hail

Galtieri of being an apologist for

imperialism, and quite another matter

to try to convince workers with a

healthy class instinct why they should

support this adventure by their exploit-

ers. The Morenoites’ main argument is

to repeat over and over that Argentina is

a “semi-colonial country." Not so.

Argentina part of the “Third World"?

Around 1900, Argentina’s average

income was comparable to Canada’s; in

the '20s they boasted of a European
standard of living (while expressing

racist contempt for dark-skinned mesti-

zos in the rest of Latin America).

Beginning with the Great Depression

and up to 1950 (under the first Peron

regime), there was considerable indus-

trialization through "import substitu-

tion," so that even today industry

produces twice as much as agriculture in

the Argentine economy. The class

structure is European: 75 percent urban
(much more than France), with a large

proletariat and a tiny peasantry (the

commercial estancias hire agricultural
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Europe between the wars, Portugal,

Greece or Israel today. They may be

clients of particular imperialist powers,

but they are more than simple puppet

regimes, "banana republics" or semi-

colonies.

Like the U.S. after the Civil War.
Argentina in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century was largely

developed by British capital. But where-

as American capitalists were able to buy
themselves out, establishing the U.S. as

an independent imperialist power,

Argentina developed a little too late—

a

crucial 30 years—to overcome the

imperialist division of the world. Thus,

British capital dominated Argentina up
to the Second World War and still

remains significant. This contributes to

the additional intensity beyond Britain’s

commitment to its ownership of the

Falklands/Malvinas.

Argentina is a capitalist country

which has suffered for the last three

decades from arrested development or

even retrogression. This is the result of a

stand-off between a large, organized

proletariat and an increasingly desper-

ate bourgeoisie which has repeatedly

resorted to military dictatorship to save

its class rule. For more than 30 years it

has stood at the crossroads where it

cannot go forward without proletarian

revolution. And the main obstacle has

been the stranglehold of Peronist

nationalism, the opiate of the Argentine

working class.

But even if Argentina were a semi-

colonial country, the Malvinas
adventure would still be a diversion. The
PST reports that many workers are

asking: “Are we going to eat the

Malvinas?" “On the 30th [of March]
they beat us with sticks; two days later

they call us to the Plaza de Mayo! What
do they think we are?” Obviously, the

dictatorship needs some cover on its left

flank and that is what the Morenoites
seek to provide. According to the IWL
statement, the Falklands/Malvinas

clash is a “clear anti-imperialist

struggle" that has only been “be-

smirched by the character of the

Argentina government."

What’s anti-imperialist about the

“recovery" of this tiny archipelago

hundreds of miles from the Argentine

coasts? Does it affect the right of self-

determination of the Argentine people?
Not at all. In what way are the

Falklands/Malvinas used as a means of

economic pressure by Britain? By
buying supplies in Argentina? Granted,

the Falklands area relic from the British

empire, and communists demand that

this decaying, second-rate imperialist

power get out of all its colonial

holdovers, from Hong Kong to the

Falklands. But the Argentine working
masses would gain nothing from Galtie-

ri’s adventure (even if it had been

successful).

Ever since coming to power the

Argentine military has tried to whip up

national chauvinism by claiming histor-

ically disputed territory— like the

Beagle Channel from Chile. When
mutual Argentine-Chilean provoca-

tions over the Channel escalated last

year, the PST called for “immediate

mobilization to prevent war” and for the

“liquidation of both dictatorships"

( Opcion , March 1981). But when the

junta’s antagonist is Britain, then for

Moreno & Co. the same diversionary,

irredentist adventure becomes a “clear

anti-imperialist struggle."

This ultra-reactionary junta will not

undertake any anti-imperialist action,

however partial. What do they want the

islands for? As we have pointed out,

they could well turn them into concen-

tration camps for “dissidents," the

luckiest of the desaparecidos—an Ar-

gentine Dawson Island. And whom have

they named as military governor of the

Malvinas? Mario Benjamin Menendez,
who was a principal architect of the

junta’s war of extermination against the

Argentine left, as well as a notoriously

brutal concentration camp comman-
dant. It is particularly grotesque for the

PST to support this ploy by butchers

who have murdered more than a

hundred of their comrades. The latest

“disappearance" recorded in Argentina

was that of PST militant Ana Maria

Martinez, assassinated by the junta’s

thugs last February. But now Moreno &
Co. declare that they “form part of the

military camp of the dictatorship in the

fight against the British imperialists."

As the crisis in the South Atlantic

escalated. Moreno’s IWL called for “an

international campaign of support to

Argentina's just struggle against British

imperialism." Perhaps these pseudo-

Trotskyists want to join the Peronist

union misleaders in their junkets for

Galtieri. Or does Moreno want to go to

the Malvinas to exhort the troops to lay

down their lives for Argentina's claim to

the boggy islands?Throughout 1973-76,

the PST capitulated to the Peronist

regime, offering “proletarian solidari-

ty,” vowing to “fight for its continuity"

(see the Spartacist pamphlet, Moreno
Truth Kit). But their support to the

Falklands/Malvinas adventure is the

Morenoites' worst betrayal of the

Argentine revolution by far. They
recognize that Galtieri “aims to divert

them [the workers] away from the

struggle against their exploiters and the

dictatorship’’... and then support this

diversion on the grounds that "recov-

ery” of the archipelago is necessarily an
anti-imperialist act.
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Israel Out of Lebanon

!

JUNE 8—After two days of murderous
bombing of Palestinians in Lebanon,
killing hundreds, on Sunday Israel

launched its long-awaited massive

Blitzkrieg to smash the PLO. Tens of

thousands of heavily armed Israeli

troops swept past UN “peacekeeping"

forces, overran Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO) positions at Beau-
fort Castle, besieged the gutted cities of

Sidon and Tyre and approached the

outskirts of Beirut. The Israeli air force

dropped leaflets over Sidon giving the

population two hours to evacuate
before the siege began. Even the pro-

Zionist New York Times had to ac-

knowledge that the invasion was not

“retaliation” for PLO shelling of north

Israel, but a carefully planned effort to

“crush the PLO.” Socialists and all

opponents of genocide must demand:
Israel out of Lebanon, now!
The diaspora of the Palestinian

nation began with the creation of the

state of Israel in 1948, Irgun terrorist

Begin—the butcher of Deir Yassin, who
has committed atrocities that would
turn even Yasir Arafat’s stomach— is

Begin, terrorist with state power, bombs civilian population of Beirut.

now turning southern Lebanon (and the

West Bank) into a vast cemetery for

Palestinian Arabs. Every refugee camp
is called a “PLO headquarters." War
minister Sharon declares his intention

of driving Palestinians out of Lebanon
altogether. “Never again,” vow the

Zionist fanatics, complaining of nation-

al humiliation over Sinai treaty obliga-

tions and sending in goon squads,

mainly organized out of Brooklyn, to

gun down Palestinian youth on the West
Bank. “Eli the wolf” was a dangerous,
psycopathic fascistic killer. But above
all how many atom bombs does Begin
have at his disposal? This terrorist is

prepared to use them.

Acting on the Hitlerite policy that one
Jew is worth hundreds of Arabs, Israel

launched a massive air and sea-based
bombing and strafing of Lebanon,
supposedly in retaliation for the shoot-

ing of the Israeli ambassador to Britain.

Among the targets were an abandoned
soccer stadium where hundreds of
Palestinian families live, and refugee

camps throughout southern Lebanon.
The PLO denied any involvement in the

shooting of the Israeli ambassador. The
killing was claimed by a shadowy Arab
terrorist group nobody ever heard of.

and served the Zionists as an ideal

continued on page 10

Caltieri’s Falklands/Malvinas Diversion Backfires

Thatcher Orders

Bloody Slaughter
JUNE 4— For Margaret Thatcher, the

"blood and iron” lady at No. 10

Downing Street, it’s a fine little war in

the South Atlantic. Having lost the

Empire, economically declined to a

standard of living below East Germa-
ny’s, unable to win even the Cod War
with Iceland, here was a chance to

reassert that “Britannia rules the

waves.” It would be good at the polls

(where the Tories were running a poor
third) and divert attention from the 12.5

percent unemployment, giving the

Conservatives a new lease on power and
putting Labour in a bind as jingoism
swept the country. So she dispatched an
armada of 100 ships (true, over half of
them merchant marine freighters, tugs

and revamped luxury liners), providing

“battle” duty for Prince Andrew and the

chance to once again hoist the Union
Jack to the Victorian strains of “God
Save the Queen.”

It wasall in the name of principle, that

armed aggression must be punished
(unless, of course, it’s their own aggres-

sion like at Suez). The haughty British

rulers are full of principles. Like “fair

play.” They declare a war zone around
the Falklands/Malvinas. then sink a

troop-carrying Argentine battleship, the

General Belgrano, outside their own
200-mile limit at a cost of hundreds of
lives. They would sacrifice thousands of
lives in the name of “self-determination"

for 1,800 "kelpers," the local residents,

most of whom are practically in bond-
age to the Falkland Islands Company.
And now that her majesty’s expedition-

ary force is poised for the final assault

on Port Stanley, the British prime
minister declares that “magnanimous”
is a word she does not use, ordering her
commanders to kick the Argies off “our
island" and into the sea. But this may
not be the walkover that many British

think. It could be a bloody battle which
would shake both the Galtieri junta and
the Thatcher government.

For Ronald Reagan, this mad war at

the ends of the earth is turning into an
all-round disaster General Haig com-
plained that American interests were
more involved than either of the two
combatants; the Wall Street Journal
moaned that the Russians were the real

winners. Only yesterday, the reaction-

ary regimes in London and Buenos
Aires were two of Washington’s
staunchest allies in a holy war for the

“free world" against the Soviets. (Bri-

tain and Argentina were among the few
states to send observers to sanctify the

U.S.’ fraudulent “elections" in El Sal-
vador in March.) But when the chief

imperialist called junta chief Galtieri

urging him not to seize the Falklands/

Malvinas, Reagan was rebuffed; a
month later when he phoned Thatcher
to urge restraint in victory, the answer
was again "no .” Haig’s shuttle diploma-
cy only bared American impotence.

Despite UN ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick’s concern for the sensibili-

ties of “moderately authoritarian" Latin
dictators, Reagan/ Haig ultimately had
to choose their “special relationship"

continued on page 10
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Defend the Palestinians! Stop Benin’s “Final Solution”!

Israel Out of Lebanon!
No U.S.

Occupation
Forces!

JUNE 21—After 60,000 Israeli troops

and 500 tanks devastated Lebanon all

the way to Beirut, after Sidon and Tyre

were destroyed by Israeli jets and
artillery, and even as thousands of

Lebanese corpses were being buried in

pits, mad bomber Menachem Begin

came to speak at the UN Special Session

on Disarmament. It was like Nazi war

criminal Rudolf Hess being released

from Spandau prison in Berlin to attend

a UN conference against genocide. The
destructive expansionism of the Zionist

state is directed not only at exterminat-

ing the Palestinian people but, through

its alliance with the vastly more destruc-

tive powers of U.S. imperialism, toward

obliterating the Soviet Union as well.

Israel’s invasion of Lebanon has

brought the world a giant step closer to

the ultimate holocaust. The internation-

al proletariat must demand: Israel out of

Lebanon!
What more can anyone possibly say

to expose pacifist illusions when Ronald
Reagan, who is now planning a nuclear

first strike against the USSR, and
Menachem Begin, who is killing tens of

thousands of defenseless people, attend

a disarmament conference. With the

sometimes shocking candor of a mega-
lomaniac, Begin came to attack peace

not only in fact but in principle.

“Pacifism,” he asserted, “is the greatest

Searching for the ultimate holocaust.

An Israeli general interviewed on
American television says they are

aiming at a “final solution” to the

Palestinian “problem.” The Israeli army
describes its mission with the Hebrew
word letaher—the “purification" of

Lebanon of the PLO. And the Zionists

not only use the "master race” language
of the Nazis, but also their genocidal

practices. An ambassador is shot (not by
the PLO) and the Israeli air force bombs
Palestinian refugee centers in Beirut,

killing 130. The PLO responds by some
ineffectual shelling of northern Israel,

and Begin launches a (long-prepared)

Blitzkrieg that has killed more than

10.000 civilians and left an estimated

600.000 homeless.

Whole cities are destroyed on the

Hitlerite principle of collective guilt.

Begin, playing god, smites Sidon and
Tyre, like Sodom and Gomorrah, for

provocation inviting attack.” In words
that Adolf Hitler would have found dear

to his heart (even as he pushed the

speaker into a gas oven), the Zionist

terrorist declared that wars of national

defense “were the noblest concept of

mankind."
And indeed, there is a profound

harboring sinners. The population,

driven from their homes, is kept on the

beach for days, guarded by machine
guns, without food or water. The men
are ordered to take two steps forward.

Suspected PLO “terrorists" are marked,
not with a yellow Star of David but with
a black X across their backs. Then they

are sent to concentration camps in

Israel. Do they tattoo numbers on their

arms? In the mass graves, bodies are

piled one on top of another.

Apocalypse now and forever. Begin
vows to “purify" Lebanon, Reagan
proclaims the U.S. will “prevail” over
the Soviets. Last fall he let slip that

American policy has long been to fight a
“limited nuclear war” in the “European
theater." Then came Haig’s call for a
“demonstration bomb" over the Baltic

to intimidate the Soviets. Again NATO
sources said “nothing new.” But last

month a Defense Department directive

political identification between Reagan,

Begin and Hitler. For all three, the end

of the universe is coequal to the end of

their own class rule. All three would
destroy mankind ten limes over to keep

power. Fortunately, Hitler in his bunk-
er, about to be overrun by Red Army
tanks, did not have a nuclear arsenal to

stated that henceforth U.S. strategy

would not be deterrence, but now was
aimed at winning a “protracted” nuclear

apocalypse. "The United States nuclear

capabilities must prevail even under the

condition of a prolonged war." And
what does “prevail” mean? “To be able

to force the Soviet U nion to seek earliest

termination of hostilities on terms

favorable to the United States.” Trans-
lated from Pentagonese into Reaganese,
the psychopaths in Washington intend

to bomb the Russkies until they cry

Uncle Sam.
The Soviet Union, land of the

October Revolution, is in danger. These
are not just war threats, they are nuclear

war plans. Speaking recently at the

United Nations, Soviet foreign minister

Gromyko read a statement by President

Leonid Brezhnev formally pledging “no
first use" of nuclear weapons. The U.S.

continued on page 9

take everyone with him in suicide. But
Reagan does, and Israel, according to a

U.S. official, is “only a screwdriver

away” from activating a bomb. No
doubt Begin would throw in his fledg-

ling nuclear arsenal to accomplish the

“final solution" of the Palestinian and
Arab question.

Begin to Reagan:
Lebanon, It’s Mine, It’s Yours

Begin came to sell the Israeli army as

America’s shock troops in the Near

East. Speaking on the CBS-TV program
“Face the Nation” (20 June), Begin

claimed Israel had acted against made-
in-Moscow terrorism:

“The real problem is that for nearly

seven years that country [Lebanon] was
taken over by the Syrian occupation
army and by the terrorists of the PLO
whom the Soviet Union and Syria and
Libya provided with ammunition and
weapons. .. Lebanon became a Soviet
base for the whole of the Middle East."

Now the Israelis are proposing to turn

Lebanon into an anti-Soviet base, with a

puppet regime headed by some Maron-
ite Christian, and backed up by an
American-led multinational force. The
Palestinians are to be wiped out, the

Syrians pushed out and the Lebanese
Muslims cowed. “We’ve given the West
-the gift of Lebanon,” bragged one senior

Jerusalem official. “We’ve created a

vacuum, and all we ask is for them to

step into it" (New York Times, 16 June).

The Israeli son is making an offer he

hopes his American godfather cannot
refuse. And perhaps he will not.

In order to put together an anti-

Soviet alliance with various reactionary

Arab sheiks and colonels (Reagan/
Haig’s so-called "strategic consensus" in

continued on page 4
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GM Local Negotiations

Stop Fraser’s Givebacks!
DETROIT—Auto workers were still

reeling from Doug Fraser’s $3 billion

giveaway when General Motors chair-

man Roger Smith declared the company
wanted to rip off “another two to three

billion" in union concessions in local

negotiations. Then, on the very day the

United Auto Workers (UAW) chief

Fraser signed the contract, GM an-

nounced “generous" bonuses for its

bosses. There were screams of outrage

from the ranks, almost half of whom
voted against the Fraser sellout in the

first place. Now the 60-day period for

local contract talks is coming to an end,

and the same giveback artists who have

already lifted a cool five billion for the

Big Three are threatening to step in and

“assist” deadlocked negotiations! The
fix is in.

The threat of local concessions

prompted some UAW local officials to

hold unprecedented “unsanctioned”

subcouncil 7A and 7B meetings recent-

ly. On June 1 1 some 45 local presidents,

shop chairmen and others representing

50,000 GM workers met in Dearborn.

Only one of the represented locals had

even bothered to take a strike vote, and

not a single proposal was raised for

militant action against the companies’

giveback extortion. Instead they spent

more than half the meeting debating

whether or not to "confront” Fraser and

GM division vice president Owen
Bieber. One shop chairman at the

meeting had been physically threatened

the last time he went to the UAW
headquarters. He said he wouldn’t go

unless everyone else did. But none of the

local bureaucrats wanted to make
Fraser angry. So they took a vote and
decided to go by a margin of one to

nothing—with about 40 abstentions! “It

looked like a bunch of 17-year-olds

deciding whether to walk in on the

principal!” remarked one witness to this

sorry spectacle.

In the end a delegation did drive over

to Solidarity House, where they cooled

their heels for a couple of hours. Then,

according to A1 Alii (shop chairman at

Local 1 1 12 in Lordstown), they received

assurances from Bieber that the Interna-

tional "wouldn’t mess with our local

agreement.” Coming from that bagman
for the bosses, such promises aren’t

worth a Studebaker repair shop. But the

local officials seemed satisfied and

placidly left for home. As one UAW
member correctly put it, “These guys

just wanted to take the heat off

themselves.” Already at Lordstown,

where the GM contract was rejected by

an overwhelming four-to-one margin,

Local president Whitey Ford had been

voted out of office for his role in

negotiating the multi-billion-dollar

betrayal.

While Solidarity House and the local

bureaucrats pass the buck, auto workers

are getting screwed. GM is demanding
elimination of relief men, combination

of inspectors and repairmen; slashing

break time; smashing skilled trades lines

of demarcation; and busting local

seniority agreements. In Local 1112

some 300 members lost their jobs when
GM tore up the local agreement on relief

work even before the national contract.

Alii admitted to WV that at Lordstown

the Local 1112 leadership hadn’t lifted a

finger against GM, and was waiting for

Bieber to do something about it. His

alibi? “We don’t have the right to

strike."

Whenever a union leader claims “my
hands are tied,” it’s the rank-and-file

workers who end up getting hogtied by

the bosses. Militants at Ford’s River

Rouge plant pointed to the kind of

action that is necessary: “We have the

power: use it before they throw more of

us out into the streets. We need to

organize a two-day sitdown, beginning

right here at the Rouge, the heart of

Ford’s operations. With a wave of sit-

down demonstrations, we can lead

millions of workers, black and white,

into action and smash concessions for

good" ( Rouge Militant , No. 18, 23

February). This call was echoed by

workers at American Motors' Toledo

Jeep plant when Fraser forced a

giveaway deal through after the workers

had already voted it down (see letter

below).

The 45 union officials who gathered

in Dearborn are capable of mobilizing

tremendous power. Lordstown, Linden,

Willow Run, Flint, Fleetwood—these

are some of GM’s most productive and

profitable facilities. What’s needed is the

immediate organizing of 50,000 and

more auto workers in powerful militant

action. Sit-down strikes in GM’s key

plants would tear the national giveback

contract to shreds. Such decisive class

struggle could also awaken thousands of

other workers to action against the

bosses’ campaign to drive down their

living standards, putting an end to the

union tops’ epidemic of “giveback

fever."

The capitalists want labor/black

Detroit and other working-class centers

in the Midwest to die quietly. Their

program calls for patriotism for the

workers and profits for the bosses.

Fraser joins GM in pushing “buy

American" jingoism, but whines about

“betrayal" when the company sinks

$200 million into Japan’s Isuzu Motors.

What crap! The capitalists always have

and always will invest wherever it’s most

profitable. No union-company “part-

nership” or “local content" law is going

to make the bosses revitalize the

industries they have run down for

decades.

Detroit, Pontiac and Flint won’t be

rebuilt under the Republican/
Democratic program of anti-Soviet war

buildup and inter-imperialist rivalry.

The revival of America’s industrial

heartland will take place when a

revolutionary workers government ex-

propriates the major industries and

subjects them to centralized economic

planning. And the workers party lead-

ing the struggles that will bring this

about must tell U.S. workers: the

foreign worker is your brother; the main
enemy is at home— in the boardrooms,

in Congress, in the White House!*

Letters
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Workers outraged in Detroit.
WV Hhoto

Toledo Jeep Militants

for Sitdown

June 1 1, 1982

To the Editor,

Workers Vanguard.

I was impressed with your coverage of the recent

events at the Toledo Jeep Plant, however I would like

to correct some of your errors in the article.

1) Ray Okdie is the Chairman of the Jeep Unit of

UAW Local 12, he is not the President of Local 12 as

was reported in your article.

2) Danny Wilson is a member of the Executive

Committee of the Jeep Unit, he is not a Chief Steward
as you reported.

3) Private Uniformed Security guards were present

at the May 7th UAW meeting, not Toledo Police. It

seems our city is in a deep economic crisis and what few
city police we have these days are busy with other

matters.

As soon as national attention was focused on us at

Jeep because we rejected the AMC concession plan I

found that very few “Leftist” and “So-Called Leftist"

tendencies took an interest in our situation. The
Guardian newspaper both interviewed me and accept-

ed an article from me but failed to print anything

substantial about what I said or wrote to them. They
failed to underscore the heavy-handed undemocratic
maneuvering of the top UAW leadership in engineer-

ing a second vote and the pressures exerted upon our
members to cave in to the AMC plan. EVEN THE
TOLEDO BLADE. A BOURGEOIS PAPER. WAS
FORCED TO MENTION THE RESISTANCE
MOVEMENT BOTH HERE IN TOLEDO AND AT
OUR SISTER PLANT IN KENOSHA, WISCON-
SIN. Even the Blade had to mention the “radicals" and
“militants” who saturated every plant gate with

resistance literature calling for a "No” vote and
suggesting that “Sit-Down Strikes" were the only

weapons appropriate in fighting both concessions and
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layoffs. THE GUARDIAN MENTIONED NOTH-
ING OF THIS!!
What about the SWP Militant? Did they have access

to this information? Yes. Did they print it? No. What
about the WWP Workers World newspaper? Did they

have access? Yes. Did they print anything substantial

or see the importance of the Toledo events in relation

to the broader struggle in the UAW? No.

Although I must correct you on your factual errors

regarding your Jeep article I must also commend you
on reporting the essential facts that are of interest to

our members. To my knowledge your paper was the

only one on the "left" that OUTDID the bourgeois

local press in its coverage of the resistance movement
at Jeep. Pay attention to detail and the Jeep workers

will pay attention to Workers Vanguard.

Sincerely,

George Windau
Member UAW, Local 12, Jeep Unit

Guardian Lies Exposed
We reprint below a letter originally sent to the

Guardian, which it has not seen fit to publish.

Farmington Hills, MI
June 3, 1982

The Guardian
New York, NY
To the Editor:

I am writing in response to John Trinkl’s article in

the April 21 Guardian (“Left in Form, Right in

Essence"), in which Trinkl stated that the Spartacist

League (SL) “attack[ed]’’ an anti-Nazi demonstration

in Ann Arbor, Michigan on March 20, 1982.

As a participant in that rally, I want to state that

Trinkl’s allegation is a blatant falsehood. The SL
initiated and organized the committee which spon-
sored the rally, and energetically built for it. The SL-
initiated committee was endorsed by locals of the

UAW, TWU and Fire Fighters, and by officials of

AFSCME, SEIU and the building trades unions as

well as by members of the Ann Arbor black, gay and
campus communities. The “Coalition" which you
quote, in contrast, consisted mostly of campus left

groups (RSL, RWL, ISO, and the notoriously anti-

communist Socialist Party); its sole labor support was
a single IWW(!) local. While the SL-initiated commit-
tee plastered the community with posters, leafletted

southeast Michigan auto plants and energetically

combatted an attempt by city officials and the local

press to divert protesters to a pacifist “human dignity"

rally away from the site where the Nazis planned to

march, the “Coalition” had virtually no visible activity

before the demonstration except for some flyers posted
on the University of Michigan campus and one (fairly

sizeable) public meeting about two weeks before the

event.

The “attack" referred to in the “Coalition” statement
quoted by Trinkl occurred when the “Coalition"

attempted to set up its own sound system on the same
spot as that of the SL-initiated committee. This
provocation—there is no other word—was rightly

prevented from disrupting the rally. Later in the rally, I

personally saw a “Coalition” supporter with a bullhorn
attempt to drown out an elderly black speaker on the

(Committee’s) rally platform. Contrary to Trinkl’s

article, the disruption at the rally was aimed against the

SL-initiated committee.

1 am not a supporter of the SL or of any other left

group. But credit where credit is due: the SL played a
highly commendable role in helping to mobilize 2,000
people (local press estimates) against a Nazi provoca-
tion in liberal Ann Arbor. Trinkl’s allegation can only
be characterized as a political slander. 1 didn’t get a

chance to attend the March 27 antiwar rally in

Washington, but in light of Trinkl’s record on the Ann
Arbor rally, I find his accusations regarding SL
behavior at the D.C. event to be equally unbelievable.

Fraternally,

Bruce Richard

cc: Workers Vanguard
friends
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BenrVs Little England “Socialism” vs. the CIA Connection

British Labour’s Cold War
ABRIDGED FROM

SPARTAC/ST BRITAIN
NO. 41, APRIL 1982

For the past year and a half, the

Labour Party has been undergoing its

most significant internal differentiation

and split in half a century, catalysing a

major realignment throughout British

parliamentary politics. Significant ele-

ments of the right-wing leadership have

decamped from the labour movement to

form the bourgeois Social Democratic-

Party (SDP). Championed by the

bourgeois media and buttressed by the

adherence of middle-class elements
seeking a haven from class struggle, the

SDP in alliance with the Liberals

threatens to unlock the Tory/Labour
two-party domination of postwar par-

liamentary politics.

Within the Labour Party, the deep-

going left-right divide manifested in the

SDP split and subsequently reflected in

the bitter deputy leadership contest

continues to tear the party apart. Ex-left

party leader Michael Foot, elevated to

power at the behest of the trade-union

bureaucracy as a caretaker bonaparte,

strives ineffectually to shore up the

discredited and despised Denis Healey-

led right wing against the left around
Tony Benn. Behind him another round

of civil war is brewing.

The deep schism in today’s Labour
Party is not simply another, typical, case

of the party in opposition striving to

refurbish its “socialist” credentials

among working people alienated by

years of betrayal from the Westminster

benches. Thus it will not lightly be

healed; thus the palpable sense on all

sides that the Labour Party cannot go

on in the same old way. There is

normally a symbiotic relationship be-

tween left and right in the party.

Together they make a fine team for

attacking the working class: while one
lulls the workers with airy talk of

socialism the other does (or both do) the

bosses’ dirty work. This was certainly

true in the last Labour government,

when Benn played a major role in giving

a left cover to anti-working-class betray-

al. Today, however, this symbiosis has

lapsed.

A distorted and uneven class line is

being cleaved in the Labour Party under

the impact of the renewed anti-Soviet

Cold War. between Little England
reformists and NATO/CIA-loving “in-

ternationalists." lacking a sharp pro-

grammatic counterposition but neces-

sarily reflected in and inseparable from
domestic class questions.

The international economic crisis

which fuels this anti-Soviet war drive

intersects in Britain a deep. long-term

structural decline. To retain their

standing as any sort of imperialist

power, the dominant sections of the

British bourgeoisie see no course other

than an emasculation of the trade

unions at home coupled with slavish

allegiance to the Atlantic alliance. In

this context the contradictions of the

Labour Party as a bourgeois workers

party have been brought sharply to fore.

In its role as defender of British

capitalist interests, the central core of

the postwar Labour bureaucracy has

been a staunch advocate of the "Ameri-

can connection,” while policing the

unions when in office with a combina-
tion of reformist carrot and repressive

stick.

The politics of the Bennite left

—

primarily a repudiation of the dismal

record of the last Labour government
and a utopian unilateralist attempt to

pull Britain out of the Cold War
vortex—are a reformist dead end from
the standpoint of the immediate and
historic interests of the working class.

But they threaten to make Labour an
aberrant party in today’s conditions, a

party unfit, in the eyes of the bourgeoi-

sie, for “responsible" government.

Unable to control the rise of Bennism,

much of the historical right-wing leader-

ship of the party is actively rethinking

the need for the trade-union movement
as a political base of operations, and has

undertaken or is considering an open
break with the labour movement.
A correct understanding of and

tactical stance toward the political

realignments in and around the Labour
Party, including reassessment of our
attitude to the Benn/Healey deputy
leadership contest [that culminated in

September 1981], is crucial for Marxists
striving to break the stranglehold of

Labourite reformism over the working
class and forge a revolutionary van-

guard to lead the proletariat to power.
Social democracy has been a bulwark

of anti-Communism ever since the

Russian Revolution of 1917 and a

faithful handmaiden of its “own"
bourgeoisie since the start of World War
I. However the present turmoil in the

Labour Party and the roots of the SDP
split can only be understood by looking

at the particular, unashamedly pro-

imperialist role played by the Labour
leadership—especially Denis Healey
and the current leaders in the post-

World War II period. Healey. [Roy]
Jenkins, [William] Rodgers & Co. are

the lineal descendants of the Clement
Attlee/Ernest Bevin/Hugh Gaitskell

Cold War Labour bureaucracy,

stamped into shape by the fight against

Communism from Berlin to Rome,
from Czechoslovakia to Korea.

Outside Westminster, Denis Healey
was one of the key agents of this “CIA

Der Spiegel

Social Democrats’ “gang of four” (from left: Jenkins, Owen, Rodgers,
Williams) lead Cold War split from Labour.
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Left Labour demagogue Tony Benn (above left) exploits workers’ hostility to
discredited right wing represented by Denis Healey (above right), who
imposed hated “Social Contract.”

socialism.” An ex-Communist, Healey
moved rapidly to the right and was soon

ensconsed as head of the party’s Interna-

tional Department where, under Ameri-
can tutelage, he helped rebuild the

Second (Socialist) International along

strict Cold War lines. He played an
active part in fomenting a right-wing

split from the Italian Socialists in 1948

when the Nenni leadership refused to

campaign against the Communists. He
was a key operator working with the

most right-wing pro-imperialist Social

Democrats in Czechoslovakia and other

East European countries in the late

1940s, trying to shore up these opposi-

tions and then arranging the flight of

many social-democratic leaders to the

West after the Communist consolida-

tion of power.

Throughout the [1945-51] Labour
government and the years of opposition

after 1951. the Cold Warriors and
witchhunters continued to “rely on Mr
Healey." A plethora of publications and
organisations—Socialist Commentary.
Encounter , the American New Leader
(for which Healey was London corre-

spondent). the Congress for Cultural

Freedom. European Movement. Insti-

tute for Strategic Studies. Bilderberg

group—carried forward the fight for the

Atlantic alliance. A great part of these

were launched or sustained with coven
CIA conduit funds.

The flagrantly anti-working-class

international policies of Lhe party

leadership did not, of course, go
unopposed Indeed the major opposi-

tion of the 1950s, led by Aneurin Bevan
(with the support of, among others, a

young Harold Wilson and Michael
Foot) was in broad political outline

similar to today’s Bennite movement
Against the policies of the right-wing

leadership they expressed alarm at the

effect of Cold War military expenditure

on domestic social services, and coun-
terposed a desire for Britain to play an
“independent” role in international

affairs or, if necessary, to opt out.

With each successive Labour govern-

ment more flauntingly hostile to the

interests of its working-class base than
the last, the pressures kept building up.

By the late 1960s, the bourgeoisie was
increasingly desperate to shackle the

unions. [Conservative prime minister

Edward] Heath tried to take on the

miners and lost heavily. And with the

Tories’ direct attack on the unions a

dismal failure. Labour came back in

1974, buoyed by renewed illusions

among its working-class base. Through-
out the subsequent years of Social

Contract, strikebreaking and Lib/Lab
[Liberal/Labour] coalitionism these

eroded more and more. Finally came the

trade-union explosion of the 1978-79

winter of discontent, shattering the

tallaghan [Labour] government’s cred-

ibility in office, particularly in its role of

containing the unions.

Faced with a Labour government
which had forfeited any meaningful

control over its working-class base, the

bourgeoisie went back to its traditional

preference for a Tory government.
[Margaret] Thatcher offered impec-
cable credentials as an aggressive union-

continued on page 9
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WYC Spartacist League Protest

Stop the Massacre of Palestinians!

WV Photo

On June 18, as Israeli prime minister

Begin was addressing the United

Nations, demonstrators outside Israeli

government offices in the Empire State

Building chanted, “U.S. Hands Off

Lebanon! Israel Out Now!" The noon-

hour demonstration by the Spartacist

League (SL) attracted the interest of

many Midtown passersby. Signs read

“Stop the Massacre of the Palestini-

ans!" “Israel Out of Lebanon Now!"

and “For a Socialist Federation of the

Near East!" Addressing onlookers

over a bullhorn, SL spokesman Reu-

ben Samuels insisted:

“The monstrous crimes inflicted upon
the Jewish people of Central and

Eastern Europe during the Nazi

holocaust in no way justify the drive

for Lehensraum, the Nazi-like terror

of the Israelis against the Palestinians,

the genocide, the razing and destruc-

tion of whole towns like Sidon, Tyre;

the tyranny wreaked every day on the

West Bank and Gaza Strip."

The Spartacist demonstration drew

several sharp outbursts from Zion-

ists and anti-communists, though—
significantly—none from the number

of black and Puerto Rican workers

who listened closely. Fascist terrorists

are on the march again in America,

fueled by Reagan’s racist reaction and

anti-Soviet war drive. “They must be

stopped in the United States! And the

Nazi-like conduct of the Zionists in

Israel must be stopped in the Middle

East," said Samuels.

The protesters denounced the

criminal role of American imperialism

in the endless succession of Near East

wars, past and present. It was the

refusal of the “democratic" imperialist

powers, including the U nited States, to

receive the Jewish survivors of the

Nazi holocaust during and after World

War II which drove them to foundinga

Zionist state in Palestine. Now the

U.S. has designated the Palestinian

people as nothing but Soviet proxies,

the SL spokesman said. “And in

Reagan’s mad Cold War drive for

nuclear showdown with the Soviet

Union, such peoples are quite expend-

able. The workers of the world must

protest this outrage!"

Israel, said Samuels, has “turned

into a giant arms factory—from the

dream of the kibbutz to the reality of

merchants of death." It has become an

arms supplier to every despised reac-

tionary dictatorship on earth, from

apartheid South Africa to the Salva-

doran junta. Despite the murderous

policies of the Zionist rulers, the

Spartacist League supports the right of

the Hebrew-speaking people to self-

determination. But this cannot be at

the expense of the Palestinian people.

“The Palestinian Arabs have a ‘right to

return.' They have the right to a state,

and not just in the West Bank but

throughout all of what was Palestine.

They have a right to return to Haifa, to

Tel Aviv. These rights can be real-

ized only in a socialist federation of

the Near East. The ruling classes of the

region must be overthrown by the

working people. This is the only way
out of this endless cycle of nationalist

wars and genocidal killings.”

Israel...
(continued from page I

)

the Near East), Washington had made
some slight effort—totally unsuc-

cessful—to restrain mad bomber

Begin. When the state terrorist in

Jerusalem incinerated an Iraqi nuclear

reactor last summer, the U.S. suspended

arms deliveries for a few weeks. And
when in December Israel formally

annexed the Golan Heights (captured

from Syria in the 1967 war), the Reagan

administration suspended the recently

signed “joint strategic cooperation"

agreement. But these slaps on the wrist

would hardly deter the likes of Begin

and war minister Sharon, who are hell-

bent on “redrawing the map” of the

Near East in their drive for Lebensraum

(“vital space") for Greater Eretz Israel.

Now, however, official Washington, or

at least the dominant Haig faction, is

backing Zionist expansionism all the

way.

Today, Begin can state truthfully that

Reagan’s pronouncements on Lebanon

are in harmony with Israeli policy.

Certainly the anti-Communist fanatics

on the Potomac are happy to see Syria,

Moscow’s principal client state in the

region, humiliated and the Soviet-

backed and -armed PLO crushed. And
no doubt the Pentagon is very favorably

impressed with what the Israeli military

has done to the Soviet weaponry. The
Syrians’ Russian-supplied SAM-6 and

SAM-8 anti-aircraft missiles were wiped

out without the Israeli air force suffering

a single casualty, and Israel has recently

developed an artillery shell which can

pierce the most advanced Soviet tank,

the T-72. General Haig apparently

believes that the lightning success of the

Israeli strike has dramatically and

fundamentally changed the balance of

power in the region and wants to exploit

this triumph of arms to the hilt. He
reportedly favors accepting Begin’s

invitation for a U.S. military garrison in

Lebanon, though Pentagon chief Wein-

berger, more concerned with Arab
opinion, wants to reject it.

Whatever these tactical differences,

Washington is turning to the Near East

rulers and telling them: don’t cross us or

Begin may do to your capital what he is

doing to Beirut. This “Pax Americana
or else” line is having its effect, and not

only on the Arab sheiks and Ba’athist

colonels. In the U.S. “radicals" who
supported the most “radical” Arab
nationalism are now calling upon
Reagan to curb Israel! Thus when Begin

addressed the UN disarmament confer-

ence June 18, a protest heavily built by'

Sam Marcy’s Workers World Party

demanded “effective U.S. action to

achieve Israeli withdrawal."

What does this mean? Begin has

solemnly pledged to withdraw his

troops from Lebanon if a U.S. -led

armed force would move in to suppress

the PLO. So this supposed anti-Begin

protest was demanding the exact same
thing as Begin—namely, effective U.S.

action. For decades the Marcyites and
kindred “anti-imperialists” have por-

trayed Zionist Israel as a puppet of

American imperialism, practically a

U.S. army garrison in the Near East.

Now these same people are calling on
the imperialist puppet master to restrain

the puppet by placing a U.S. army
garrison in the Near East! Revolution-

ary internationalists say: Keep the

Imperialist "Peacekeepers” Out—U.S.

Hands Off Lebanon!

Defend the Palestinians!

In addition to turning Lebanon into a

bridgehead for Reagan’s anti-Soviet

war drive, the Israelis intend to destroy

the Palestinians as a people. Those who
are not slaughtered will be driven into

hostile and distant lands. “Now, all they

have left is Syria, where they will be kept

on a very tight leash," trumpeted one of

Begin’s men ( Newsweek , 21 June).

Every class-conscious worker, everyone
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who believes in democratic rights must
stand for the military defense of the

Palestinians and Lebanese Muslims
against the Zionist terrorists and their

Christian Maronite allies.

Whatever their military weaknesses,

the PLO commandos have never lacked

courage. While the PLO cannot win set-

piece battles against the mechanized
Israeli juggernaut, there are other

effective forms of resistance. Had the

PLO created small squads of snipers to

take out Israeli soldiers, even if they

themselves took two or three times the

number of losses, the strain on Israeli

society with its master-race psychology

would have been intolerable. The
Zionist belief that one Jew is worth
hundreds of Arabs cuts both ways.

Israeli war Tervor will be sapped when
their coffins begin coming back by the

hundreds and thousands.

In the present fighting we defend the

Palestinian forces against not only the

Israeli army but also the Lebanese
Christian militias which have become
subordinate to the Zionist state. The
1975-76 civil war and subsequent
bloodletting was essentially mutual
communal terror. All sides in that

conflict were squalid. As we wrote

shortly after the Syrian army intervened

to defend the Maronite Christians:

"In the present fluid conflict, and
particularly given the rapidly shifting

allegiances, none of these nationalist

and communalist formations are fight-

ing a just struggle which would merit
military support from the class-

conscious proletariat
"

—“Blood Feud in Lebanon,"
WV No. 115, 25 June 1976

But the situation in Lebanon has now
changed. The Maronite Christian mili-

tias have become part of the Zionist

offensive to exterminate the Palestini-

ans and turn Lebanon into a direct

outpost for U.S. imperialism. Militarily

they have become enemies of the

working peoples of the world. Of
course, our current military support to

the PLO against the Maronite militias

has nothing in common with the

program of obliterating the Christian

community in Lebanon, as was envis-

aged and attempted by some Muslim
“leftists” and Palestinian nationalists in

1975-76.

Based on petty-bourgeois nationalist

ideology, the Palestine Liberation Or-

ganization has always looked to one or

another of the Arab bourgeois states to

secure the liberation of the Palestinians.

In his own way and for his own reasons.

Begin has now shattered the myth of

Arab or Islamic unity behind the

Palestinian cause. “I don’t understand

how the Arabs can be so ineffectual

when the Israelis are knocking on the

gates of an Arab capital,” exclaimed

Yasir Arafat in bitterness and perhaps

genuine shock. Because the Arab
regimes, the “radical” ones as well as the

“moderates,” are not at all sorry to see

the PLO humiliated, crippled or even

crushed. Henry Kissinger gloated:

“No Arab government has given more
than verbal support to the embattled

Palestinians, and even that lacked the

traditional passion. Even Syria stood by

passively until its own forces were

directly attacked, and made a separate

cease-fire while the PLO was being

systematically destroyed.”
— Washington Post ,

16 June

In their guts and when their lives hang

on it, the Palestinian militants know the

Arab nationalist regimes will treat them
as ruthlessly as the Zionists. PLO
military forces were driven out of both

Jordan and Syria through savage

repressions. During the Jordanian civil

war of 1970, the "Black September”

massacre of Palestinians by King
Hussein’s Arab Legion left thousands

dead. That’s probably the main reason

that the PLO decided to fight it out, if

they had to, in Beirut rather than

placing themselves under the “protec-

tion" of the Syrian army in the Bekka
Valley.

U.S. imperialist spokesmen have

suddenly become Lebanese nationalists

(there aren’t any in Lebanon) demand-
ing the withdrawal of all “foreign"

troops. In his sometime tongue-in-cheek

style, right-wing Reaganite and rabid

Zionist William Safire writes:

“We should get up on our soapbox and
call not merely for a cease-fire, but for

the withdrawal of all foreign forces

permanently from Lebanon. That goes
for Israelis, Syrians, P.L.O., the U.N.,
the works. All of them—out! Let
Lebanon be Lebanon.”

—New York Times, II June

But there is a fundamental difference

between the Syrian and Israeli armies in

Lebanon, though both are oppressors

and murderers of the peoples of Leba-
non. Lebanon is not a nation separate

and distinct from Syria, but a collection

of religious-ethnic fiefdoms sharing a

common ethnic makeup with Syria.

Syria occupied Lebanon in 1975 be-

cause it feared that the Sunni Muslim
rebellion against Maronite domination
would spill over into Syria and inflame

its own restive Sunni majority that is

politically dominated by a much smaller
Muslim Alawite sect. The Syrians in

Lebanon are no more a “foreign" army
than the Maronite Phalange. Lebanon
and Syria have been for centuries a
common historical entity, united by
language, culture and ethnic makeup.

Lebanon is a creation of imperialist

divide and rule policy. At the 1919
Versailles conference the French coloni-

alists carved out this artificial entity in

the Levant in order to have a mandate
territory which they could dominate
through the pro-French Maronites. The
role of the Ba’athist Syrian army in

Lebanon, which in 1976 killed hundreds
of Palestinians at the siege of Tel Zaatar
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Israeli troops
level Sldon,
massacre

thousands.

(to the cheering of the Zionists) is not

fundamentally different from its role in

Syria where it leveled its third-largest

city, Hama, and massacred countless

thousands. In both Syria and Lebanon
the Ba’athist army is an instrument for

bloody class repression. But the Israeli

occupation of Lebanon is in addition

the occupation of a foreign and coloni-

alist armed force. It is a murderous
violation of the right to self-

determination of the peoples of Leba-

non, especially for the Palestinians who
are clearly marked for genocide.

On the other hand the call for

“withdrawal" of the PLO is a grotesque

parody of Zionist genocidal aspirations.

Almost the entire Palestinian popula-

tion in Lebanon has lived there for the

last 35 years since they were driven into

the Palestinian diaspora by Zionist

terror, the forced population transfer

imposed upon the Palestinian nation

through the creation of the Zionist state.

To call for the “withdrawal” of the PLO,
which the overwhelming majority of

Palestinians support, is to call on the

U.S. -equipped and -backed Israeli

armed forces to realize their mission of

driving the Palestinians into the sea. As
for the UN troops who have served as

(one-way) border guards for Zionist

expansion, they should be removed not

only from southern Lebanon but from

the entire Levant. More significantly,

we demand the removal of the multina-

tional “peacekeeping” force in the Sinai

which under the cover of Camp David

has led to the direct introduction of U.S.

imperialist armed forces and bases in the

region.

For a Socialist Federation
of the Near East

Only yesterday Israel was the “prom-
ised land” of Western social democrats

and liberals where young, healthy

kibbutzniks turned deserts into gardens

and right-wing fanatics like Begin and

Sharon existed on the fringe of Zionist

society. As for the Arabs, the CIA-
bribed scribblers of Dissent would
exclaim, aren’t they better off under the

“democratic” and pro-Western rule of

the Ben Gurions and Golda Meirs than

under the feudal despotisms and mili-

tary dictatorships of the Arab League?

Indeed, Palestinian Arab citizens of

Israel, even if they are second-class

citizens, have more democratic rights

and on average a higher living standard

than the Arab population of every Arab
country. Even the 100,000 West Bank
Palestinians who migrate daily to work
as super-exploited labor in Israel’s

sweatshops and service industries re-

ceive higher wages than in any Arab
lands except a few Persian Gulf oil

sheikdoms.

Of course, this has always been the

argument for colonialism and imperial-

ism. That Rhodesia’s blacks had the

highest standard of living in black

Africa, with the possible exception of

South Africa, always was the supreme
defense of the white colonialists. But

black liberation in southern Africa can
be won only through breaking the

chains of colonialism, white supremacy,
apartheid and super-exploitation.

The dynamic of Zionist expansionism
has indeed produced a Rhodesian
white-supremacist or South African

apartheid mentality and a growing,

though still limited, corresponding

economic structure. Arab labor, espe-

cially from the occupied Gaza and West
Bank, represents a vast reservoir of

super-exploited labor below a relatively

privileged Hebrew-speaking working

class (itself divided between the

European-derived Ashkenazi and the

less privileged Sephardic Jews from
North Africa and the Arab East). Some
years ago in an interview with Workers
Vanguard the well-known Israeli civil

libertarian and fighter for Palestinian

rights Israel Shahak observed:

“An enormous number of security

jobs—army, police, and so on—have
been created on the one hand, and
production of weapons on the other.

The Jewish working class was sucked
into these jobs. ... By now a great part

of the Jewish working class in Israel is in

the position of, say, poor whites in

South Africa."—“The Israeli Working Class and
Zionist Terror,” WV No. 182,

18 November 1977

But the appetite to exploit Arab labor

runs into fiat contradiction with the

Zionist vision of every Arab as a mortal

threat to the Israeli state, who must

therefore be liquidated. Israel is a by-

product of the worst and most barbaric

excesses of capitalism in its death agony:

the Nazi “final solution” and the closing

of their borders by the “democratic”

imperialist countries (U.S., Britain), so

that the Jewish survivors of the Holo-

caust had to flee to Palestine. The
racially exclusionist “Jewish” state

envisioned by the Zionists could only be

carved out of the living body of the Arab
people through Hitlerite methods: mass
terror (Begin’s massacre at Deir Yassin)

and forced population transfers. Yet no
matter how ruthless its masters and
powerful its backers, the infant state of

Israel was not a great imperialist power
like Nazi Germany and the Palestinians

survived as a people even in their

diaspora. That is why every Palestinian

Arab constitutes a threat to the Zionist

state and must be liquidated.

There is therefore a certain tension in

present-day Israeli politics between

“pragmatists” like Moshe Dayan, who
want to exploit more Arab labor, and
fanatics like Ariel Sharon, who want to

expand the borders of Israel to disperse

and liquidate ever more Arabs. The
“fanatics” have now moved to the center

of the entire Zionist establishment

because they express most consistently

the oppressive, racist and genoci-

dal component integral to every

nationalism.

The one place where the fanatics and
terrorists like Begin have always had a

substantial following is the U.S., where

the Zionist establishment is, if anything,

further to the right than its Israeli

counterpart. Racist America is the

spawning ground for a new breed of

Zionist terrorist, represented by Meir
Kahane's Jewish Defense League, ex-

ported to Israel as Kach, and other

deranged killers like the late Eli the Wolf
and the psychopath from New Jersey

who recently shot up the Rock of the

Dome mosque in Jerusalem.

As Begin has moved to the center of

Zionist power, Meir Kahane now
occupies his right fringe because he

articulates the ultimate Zionist vision:

the conquest of the Near East from the

Nile to the Euphrates. Every additional

kilometer of territory occupied by the

Israeli army creates new enemies who in

turn must be conquered, subjugated or

eliminated. And every additional kilo-

meter of conquered territory increases

the chauvinism and racism of Israeli

society. We have never been naive about

the difficulties in breaking the Hebrew-

speaking working class from the “mas-

ter race” attitudes inculcated by their

capitalist masters. At the same time, we
have always opposed those self-styled

radicals who regard the Hebrew-
speaking people as one reactionary

mass, which must be exterminated or

driven into the sea.

Israel is beset by severe internal

contradictions which are aggravated by

the dynamic of Zionist expansionism.

There will be no Zionist Reich dominat-

ing the Arab East. Israel does not even

have the relative stability of white-ruled

South Africa. Its industrial base is too

narrow and, more importantly, its

population is too small. Furthermore,

that population is growing increasingly

restless as they face 100-plus percent

inflation, rapidly declining living stan-

dards and perpetual military mobiliza-

tion to repress increasing numbers of

rebellious Palestinians. So many Israelis

are voting with their feet. For every

homicidal crazy Meir Kahane recruits

from Brooklyn to terrorize West Bank
Palestinians, ten ordinary Israelis emi-

grate to Brooklyn to drive_cabs and

open felafel stands. Israeli expansion-

ism is critically dependent on a steady

stream of Jewish immigration. But

Israel is, in fact, experiencing a net

emigration. Zionism has produced its

own Jewish diaspora!

Zionist expansionism contains the

seeds of its own destruction. But with

mad bomber Begin sitting on a nuclear

arsenal, the working people of the Near

East and the world do not have time to

wait for the internal disintegration of

“Greater Israel.” The Hebrew-speaking

working people must be broken from

their Zionist rulers. They have been led,

as Trotsky predicted on the eve of

World War II, into a deathtrap. The

only way out is united proletarian

struggle together with their Arab class

brothers against their Zionist rulers.

The few million Jews in the Near East

can be part of an extremely valuable

cultural and technical vanguard in

making the region a decent place to live.

But only in unity with the Arab toiling

masses.

Palestinian and other Arab leftists

must also draw the lessons of proletari-

an class struggle from the complete

bankruptcy of Arab nationalism dem-
onstrated by Israel’s invasion of Leba-

non. In the name of nationalism the

PLO and other Palestinian groups

claimed as allies the very Arab rulers

who now remain silent or stab them in

the back, and who ever since 1948 have

contributed to the suppression of the

Palestinian people. Egyptian, Iraqi.

Syrian and Jordanian workers must
understand that the slogan of “fight

Zionism” in the mouths of their rulers

has been used to divert class struggle at

home, while these same Arab rulers

have betrayed the Palestinian cause in a

thousand ways from Black September
to Tel Zaatar to Camp David. The main
enemy is at home!
The struggle for the democratic rights

of all the peoples of the Near East and
for the*survival and national emancipa-

tion of the Palestinians must necessarily

sweep away the bloody bonapartists in

Syria, bring down the rotten medieval

structure in Lebanon, shatter the Zion-

ist state and rip the Arab and Hebrew-
speaking masses from their misrulers.

This struggle must place the revolution-

ary proletariat with its vanguard com-
munist party at the head of the exploited

and oppressed, and can only find its

fulfillment in a socialist federation of the

Near East.
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Million Protest in London. Rome, Bonn. Berlin

Reagan’s Cold War Crusade
Bombs in Europe

UPI

Reagan loves the Queen's England. He’d like to restore tsarist Russia too.

Proclaiming a new "crusade for

freedom." Ronald Reagan vowed that

“the forces of good ultimately rally and

triumph over evil" and that Marxism-
Leninism would be thrown onto “the

ash heap of history." "Even without our

encouragement” there have been "ex-

plosions" in East Europe, the American

president said at Westminster. The New
York Times (9 June) worried that, “At

times he sounded as if he was encourag-

ing uprisings by peoples in Warsaw Pact

countries." This referred in particular to

Reagan’s proposal for U.S. aid ("con-

crete actions" toward “our ultimate

objectives") to “foster the infrastructure

of democracy"— i.e., directly financing

subversion and destabilization which

the CIA had sponsored clandestinely.

British Members of Parliament must
have thought they had been caught in a

time warp and transported back to the

short-lived "American century," listen-

ing to John Foster Dulles call on
Christendom to "roll back" godless

Communism. Three decades ago that

Cold Warrior also predicted the immi-
nent downfall of the Soviet Union:

“Under the pressure of faith and hope
and peaceful works [!]... Communist
rule could readily come into a state of

collapse." Or perhaps they were listen-

ing to newsreels of Winston Churchill’s

1946 "Iron Curtain” speech (from which
Reagan’s writers borrowed liberally).

But here it is Cold War II, and the chief

imperialist was openly calling for

counterrevolution to overthrow the bu-

reaucratically degenerated/deformed

workers states of the Soviet bloc.

The immediate target of Reagan’s

plans to reconquer the Soviet sphere for

“free world” capitalism is Poland, and

his chosen instrument is Solidarnosc,

the Polish company union for the CIA
and Western bankers. Poland and

Solidarity were mentioned no less than

ten times in his Westminster speech.

Despite the crackdown last December
which scotched a counterrevolutionary

grab for power by Solidarnosc, Reagan
vowed that "the struggle continues in

Poland." But the prospect of NATO
paratroopers landing in Warsaw to back

up a Radio Free Europe-inspired

uprising produced nervous tremors even

among conservative elements of the

European bourgeoisie. Not just peace-

niks but significant sections of the West
European ruling circles see a post-

Vietnam America frustrated by the loss

of global power and driving toward a

nuclear apocalypse.

Overall, Reagan's Grand Tour was
judged a royal flop. Unable to convince

his fellow imperialists to undertake any

substantial joint action, he was over-

shadowed by the British-Argentine war
in the South Atlantic and by the Israeli

invasion of Lebanon. Before visiting the

mother of parliaments, he attended a

Western economic summit at the palace

of the French sun king, Louis XIV, at

Versailles. With his “let them eat

austerity” message, the U.S. president

tried to convince French and German
social democrats of the virtues of

"supply-side" economic quackery. Mit-

terrand and Schmidt, in turn, tried to

get Reagan to lower Wall Street interest

rates which are drawing money capital

out of Europe and wreaking havoc in

the international money markets. And
they all dumped on the Japanese.

None of the imperialist heads of state

had a taste for Reagan-style anti-

Communist crusading. For all his

support to NATO rearmament and
Polish Solidarnosc, despite his warm
toasts to mon cher Ron, Mitterrand said

he didn’t want economic war with the

Russians any more than a shooting war.

Schmidt was even more insistent in

trying to resurrect detente. It’s not that

the European capitalists are any less

anti-Soviet than their American coun-
terparts. They’re just worried about a

nuclear war fought on their territory,

and prefer to economically undermine
and politically subvert the Soviet bloc

by fostering internal counterrevolution-

ary forces like Polish Solidarnosc. And
they’re worried about unrest at home: as

former British Tory prime minister

Edward Heath remarked: “The younger
generation isn't going to feel much for

democracy when there are 30 million

unemployed in the West" ( Washington
Post , 9 June).

If European conservatives were cool

to Reagan, the social democrats were
even more standoffish. In an unprece-

dented act, virtually the entire Labour
Party parliamentary delegation
boycotted Reagan’s speech at the Royal
Gallery (they wouldn’t even let him
speak in Westminster Hall proper). In

an equally unprecedented open letter,

the Labourites bitterly denounced
Washington's “simple black-and-white"

policies. “We utterly reject an ideologi-

cal crusade against the Soviet Union
and its identification as the sole or even
prime cause of conflict in the world,"

wrote the Labour tops, who can hardly

be accused of being Russia-lovers. They
added: “We can inform you that the

peace movement is not Communist-
inspired nor pacifist nor necessarily

neutralist." That is true enough. But for

Ronald Reagan, anyone who is not for

his anti-Soviet war drive all the way is

agin* it. And that includes British pinkos

like Labour "left" Tony Benn ... or even

CIA “socialist" Denis Healey.

“For a Reagan-Free Europe"

The Reaganites’ talk of a "limited”

and "winnable" nuclear war on the

continent has frightened millions of

Europeans out of their wits. Thus the

decline of U.S. imperialism’s economic
strength and the rise of insane anti-

Soviet bellicosity in Washington have
produced a nationalistic, social-

democratic-led "peace" movement in

West Europe. On the eve of Reagan’s
trip to Britain, some 250,000 people
turned out for a rally called by the

Committee for Nuclear Disarmament to

protest the trigger-happy cowboy from
Washington. In Italy another quarter
million turned out in a demonstration,
heavily built by the "Eurocommunists,"
which explicitly and aggressively called

for multilateral disarmament. In

France, however, the Communist Party
showed its loyalty to the government of
NATO “socialist" Mitterrand (in which
it has some junior ministers) by doing
nothing, absolutely nothing at all, to

disturb the presidential visit.

But Reagan’s reception in Britain and
France was positively warm compared
to West Germany. New York Times
correspondent John Vinocur com-
plained that leading West German
magazines portrayed the U.S. president
as “war loving, moronic and a threat to

the German people.” Indeed, Der
Spiegel's cover labeled Reagan "the
disagreeable guest." And while the mass
“peace" rally of 400,000 at the June 10
NATO summit in Bonn was a relaxed
attair, his welcome in West Berlin was
plenty disagreeable. Last fall, General
Haig was just about run out of this

“lront-line city,” once known as the
showcase of the West. Reagan risked no
more than three hours in this city-island
of the “free world," encysted 150 miles
inside East Germany. Even then he was
guarded by 17,000 West Berlin and
Western Allied cops, and didn’t dare to

walk or drive through the streets,

hopping from point to point by
helicopter.

In keeping with the true spirit of his

"crusade for freedom." all demonstra-
tions were banned for the day; all, that

continued on page 8

Spartaclst Britain

London, June 6—Spartaclst League/Britain chants: "Benn says disarm-
ament, Brezhnev says detente. But world revolution is what we want."

Le Bolchevik
Paris, June 5— Ligue Trotskyste de France raises banner: “Reagan/
Mitterrand Anti-Soviet Warmongers—For Unconditional Military Defense of
the USSR!"
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All-American Freeze-In. June 12

A Bad Week for “Peace”

«1 FAR
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i VOTED FOR THtwNUCLERR

When has the vicious hoax of “disar-

mament" under imperialism been more
vividly exposed? On June 6 the United

Nations opened a “Special Session on
Disarmament.” Fresh from his Zionist

Blitzkrieg for a “final solution” to the

Palestinian people, Menachem Begin

bragged about how he had “disarmed"

the PLO and the Syrian army. As the

Pentagon boasted of “prevailing” in a

thermonuclear war on the Soviets, and
U.S. allies “showcased" American
weapons in wars from the Falklands/

Malvinas to Lebanon, Ronald Reagan
denounced the Russians as liars and

cheats because Brezhnev formally re-

nounced first use of nuclear weapons.

Now Margaret Thatcher mounts the

alabaster podium, her hands dripping

with the blood of starving, freezing

Argentine prisoners of war, to prate

about "turning swords into plow-

shares." Meanwhile, outside the UN
were three-quarters of a million people,

brought there to support “nuclear

freeze" plans sponsored by the most
notorious Vietnam war criminals. As we
said in our last issue, it was “Dr.

Strangelove’sCold War ‘Peace’ Freeze,"

a truly Orwellian “war is peace” scene.

"Sounds of Battle Drown Debate,"

headlined the New York Times (11

June), noting it was a hell of a week to

be peddling peace. But Reaganfear

brought these throngs out to the giant

“freeze"-in at the UN and Central Park
on June 12. With the gang in the White
House threatening first “limited” and
now "protracted” nuclear war, it has

suddenly occurred to the American
middle class that they might die of

something other than natural causes.

June 12 was above all the anti-Reagan

popular front, the outpouring of liberals

of the Vietnam antiwar generation, now
comfortably ensconced in white subur-

ban “middle America.” And while any
conglomeration of this size (police

estimated 800,000) has to be an amor-
phous mass, its clear political message
was: get ready for Teddy.
March organizers crowed that the

vast crowd brought together a "kaleido-

scope of humanity," a “rainbow spec-

trum” of “ethnic groups, young and old,

rich and poor alike." This was certainly

not true. The union bureaucracy, which
showed its capacity to pull out 500,000

people last fall, was not interested. The
only labor presence was the traditional

“progressive” union contingents, such

as DC 65, District 1 199 and AFSCME
DC 37. Much less than one percent of

the crowd was non-white; many black

people apparently figured any move-

WV Photo

Democratic Party of Vietnam War and Bay of Pigs is behind the freeze
movement.

There was the usual zoo of Hare
Krishnas, Buddhist monks, Maryknoll
nuns, wheelchair brigades, street theater

people, reedy intense girls wafting by in

white gauze robes and death masks. The
wholesome nuclear family was out in

force. “Save the children" has now been

replaced by “follow the children,” with

one little bugger from Vermont telling

the crowd that kids had the most interest

in peace since adults’ life spans were
already shortened. There was a Yankee
Fans for Peace contingent, apparently

seeking to link up two losing causes.

But apart from the menagerie, there

were plenty of respectable mainstream
politicians. This was the second big

gathering of the anti-Reagan pop front,

the first being the May 3 El Salvador

march in Washington last year. But the

El Salvador issue is more explosive, and
potentially tainted by reds, although the

reformist fake-lefts with theirgoons and
the cops try their damndest to sanitize it.

On June 12 a slew of Democratic
politicos paraded across the speakers

platforms: Brooklyn attorney general

Liz Holtzman; NYC city council presi-

dent and mayoral hopeful Carol Bella-

my; Congressmen Ted Weiss, Tom
Downey, Ed Markey, Toby Moffet; and
perennial loser Bella Abzug. Koch
showed up, to a chorus of boos, and
commented that he "only wished the

same thing had happened in Moscow.”
To the question “where do we go from
here?” the politicians made it clear it was
straight to the November elections.

The June 12 Rally Committee, which
ran the show, agreed. They were
pushing the empty “freeze" referenda

which will be on the ballot in at least 12

states this fall. But a week later, the New
York Times ( 20 June) pointed to the real

message of the rally in an article entitled

“Democrats Seize Weapons Freeze as

Issue for Fall." It noted that Congres-
sional votes for the "nuclear freeze"

have divided strictly along Republican-
Democratic party lines. Representative

Markey of Massachusetts counsels
fellow liberals that supporting the freeze

“will give you 500 volunteers to stamp
envelopes in your campaign." And it all

goes to fuel the presidential drive of
Teddy Kennedy, who is co-author,

along with liberal Republican Mark
Hatfield, of the Senate bilateral freeze

resolution.

June 1 2 was aimed at building an anti-

Reagan groundswell in the streets in

order to boost Democratic Party for-

tunes at the polls. And the reformist left

ment “greeted” by Mayor Ed Koch had
nothing to offer them. The reformist left

was out in force, but swamped in the

liberal sea. Altogether, the contingents

of the Communist Party (CP), Socialist

Workers Party (SWP) and Michael
Harrington’s Democratic Socialists

(DSA) didn’t even fill a block.

So who were they? At the time of the

big labor march in Washington Septem-
ber 1 9, these were the people who stayed

behind to hear the Simon and Garfunkel
concert. On June 12 many came out to

hear Linda Ronstadt, James Taylor,

Jackson Browne and other rock stars. It

was the anti-Moral Majority wing of the

clergy: “concerned" liberal church
groups and related “grassroots" com-
munity organizations. The buses from
Boston were organized on a parish-by-

parish, congregation-by-congregation

basis. As one rally speaker said, “The
silent majority isn’t silent anymore."
Sociologically, this was an accurate

description. And we salute the comrades
and sympathizers who through sheer

determination managed to sell 8,039

pieces of Spartacist literature (also at a

simultaneous San Francisco "nuke
freeze” demo), often in the face of

hostile Zionists, to this aggressively

petty-bourgeois crowd.

The Ground Zero movement has a

book out. Nuclear War— What's in It

for You, which captures the “me dec-

ade" quality of the “freeze" movement.

Cold War
"flower
power"
at Soviet
embassy.

dutifully tagged along. The SWP made
a few ritual criticisms of the Democrats
while hailing the movement to “end the

war drive." After all the squabbling over

the Third World Coalition, black

demagogue Herbert Daughtry’s BUF
was given the garbage detail. The CP’s

Daily World said the “peace movement"
should seek to defeat “all pro-Reagan,
pro-Pentagon ultra-right candidates."

Sam Marcy’s Workers World called for

"common struggle against Reaganite

reaction.” Jerry Tung’s Communist
Workers Party was pushing a front, the

"Federation for Progress," together

with prominent Democratic Congress-
men such as Ron Dellums and Parren

Mitchell, calling for a "coalition op-
posed to the Reagan administration."

The goal: put in "freezer” Kennedy, who
wants to beef up conventional military

hardware, and bring back the party of

Vietnam, the Bay of Pigs... and
Hiroshima/ Nagasaki.

Another key aspect of June 12 was
anti-Sovietism, expressed in its aggres-

sive “bilateralism" that equates the

bureaucratically degenerated Soviet

workers state with the imperialist

warmongers in Washington. Harring-

ton’s DSA (previously DSOC/NAM)
carried signs, “No to Soviet SS-20s" and
“Disarm East and West." There were a

lot of Solidarnosc buttons, even though
this Polish anti-Communist union for

the CIA and bankers has denounced the

Western peace movement for being soft

on the Russians. But the anti-Sovietism

was most pronounced at the sit-in at

several UN missions, including the

USSR’s, two days later when 1 ,600 were

arrested for pacifist “civil disobedi-

ence.” A spokesman for the group
outside the Soviet mission called for the

USSR to “disarm unilaterally,” which
would leave it defenseless before the

imperialist butchers.

We have repeatedly warned that the

campaign for the “nuclear freeze” is the

policy of imperialist forces who have
only somewhat different plans for war
against the Soviet Union. Sponsored by
certified Vietnam war criminals Robert
McNamara and McGeorge Bundy, this

movement is an opposition within the

American ruling class by those who
“want a more powerful and usable

conventional military to face Soviet

tanks” ( WV No. 307, 1 1 June). This has
now been dramatically confirmed by a
new Democratic Party “defense" plat-

form for the November elections,

written by Kennedy and associates,

which emphasizes the party’s commit-
ment to "strengthening our convention-
al defense" and calls for“major, mutual,
balanced and verifiable reductions of
nuclear forces.”

A half a century ago, Leon Trotsky,
founder of the Soviet Red Army and of
the Fourth International, exposed
treacherous disarmament illusions,

writing in the “Declaration to the
Antiwar Congress at Amsterdam"
(1932) that:

“The pretense of ‘disarmament' has and
can have nothing in common with the
prevention of war. The program of •dis-
armament' only signifies an attempt—
up to now only on paper— to reduce in

peacetime the expense of this or that
kind of armaments
"Without the slightest confidence in the
capitalist programs for disarmament or
arms limitation, the revolutionary
proletariat asks one single question: In
whose hands are the weapons? Any
weapon in the hands of the imperialists
is a weapon directed against the
working class, against the weak nations,
against socialism, against humanity.
Weapons in the hands of the proletariat
and of the oppressed nations are the
only means of ridding our planet of
oppression and war."«
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Reagan’s
Cold War...
(continuedfrom page 6)

is, except his anti-Communist ritual at

the Berlin Wall. During preceding

weeks, the police had raided the homes

of many local radicals, letting it be

known that if the U.S. imperialist chief’s

visit were disrupted there would be hell

to pay. So while 80,000 turned out for a

“peace" picnic the day before, on June

1
1

just 3,000 radicals, mainly spon-

taneists, battled the cops a few blocks

from Reagan’s wailing at the Wall. The

local interior minister said the repres-

sion was of “horrifying brutality and

intensity." The contrast between John

F. Kennedy's triumphant visit to West

Berlin a generation ago and this com-

mando raid on the hostile former

German capital was striking. In 1982,

Ronald Reagan was no Berliner.

The protests over the Reagan visit

were not anti-imperialist. At most they

were anti-American, where they weren’t

downright anti-Soviet as well, as with

the slogan "Neither Pershings nor SS-

20s” or "For a nuclear-free Europe,

from Portugal to Poland." One of the

favorite themes of the social-patriotic

Europacifist demonstrations was "For a

Reagan-free Europe!" In contrast, the

international Spartacist tendency (iSt)

put out a statement under the headline

“The Main Enemy Is at Home!" and

“Smash NATO’s Anti-Soviet War
Drive Through Proletarian Revolu-

tion!" The iSt statement, distributed in

thousands of copies in Britain, France

and Germany, noted:

“Capitalist America is the number one
enemy of the world's working peoples.

But ‘anti-Americanism’ does not equal

anti-imperialism. In the mouths of

social-democrats and Stalinists, anti-

American rhetoric only serves to am-
nesty one’s own bourgeoisie.

“Down with NATO and the Common
Market! Down with the Atlantic Alli-

ance and the ‘Force de Frappe’!”
—WV No. 307, II June

• • • * •

FRANCE

PARIS—The most significant thing

about the June 5 anti-Reagan protest

here was its small size (about 20,000)

compared to those in other West
European capitals. Centrally, this re-

flected the abstention and downright

sabotage by the French Communist
Party (PCF). They made it clear to their

ranks that PCF militants were not to be

on the streets June 5; instead they called

a counterdemonstration for June 20,

when Reagan would be safely out of the

country. Thus, in a country with a

working class in good part pro-Soviet,

protest against this anti-Soviet fanatic

was minor compared with such tradi-

tional strongholds of Cold War social

democracy as Britain and West Ger-

many. The incapacity of Stalinism to

oppose imperialism’s anti-Soviet war
drive could not be more glaring.

Many people believe that France’s
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formal nonparticipation in NATO will

somehow miraculously spare it from the

nuclear fallout of World War III. Such

illusions, of course, did not prevent

prime minister Pierre Mauroy from

attending the NATO summit and

pledging France’s “total fidelity” to the

Atlantic Alliance. More importantly the

small size of the Paris anti-Reagan

protest shows concretely how popular-

frontism demobilizes the masses. The

left and “far left" could not bring

hundreds of thousands into the streets

against Reagan, "mon cher Ron.”

because they themselves had systemati-

cally apologized for and supported

Mitterrand’s anti-Soviet offensive. Par-

ticularly over Poland: only in France

were there large-scale pro-Solidamosc

protests last December, uniting every-

one from fascists to social democrats

and “far leftists.”

The June 5 protest was initiated by

the three main pseudo-Trotskyist

groups: Pierre Lambert’s Parti Commu-
niste Intemationaliste (PCI), Alain

Krivine’s Ligue Communiste Revolu-

tionnaire (LCR) and Lutte Ouvriere.

Though the politics of the demonstra-

tion were the same kind of reformist

Europacifism that is thoroughly re-

spectable in London or Bonn, the

Mitterrand government pulled out the

stops to mobilize public opinion against

it. The pro-government Le Matin daily

charged that it was pro-Soviet and pro-

terrorist, and on June 4 the head of the

ruling Socialist Party, Lionel Jospin,

denounced the demonstration as “uni-

lateralist in inspiration." This was too

much for Lambert’s PCI, whose virulent

anti-Sovietism is not always second to

that of the official social democrats. At

the last minute the Lambertists pulled

out of the demonstration, repeating the

government’s hysterical redbaiting.

In reality June 5 was a typical

example of social-pacifism with the

main slogan, "Down with War-maker

Reagan!” Krivine’s LCR, the largest

contingent, carried no banner against

French imperialism or the Mitterrand

government. But the 80-strong contin-

gent of the Ligue Trotskyste de France

(LTF) held high the traditions of

Leninism and the defense of the Soviet

Union. Slogans on LTF banners in-

cluded: “Mitterrand/ Reagan Anti-

Soviet Warmongers" and “Mitterrand

Supports Counterrevolutionary Soli-

darno$6, Turns CRS [riot police] Loose

on Strikers— Break with the Popular

Front!” Our contingent caught the

attention, among others, of the pro-

government daily Liberation (7 June)

which reported “a newcomer in the

hexagonal [French] Trotskyist galaxy,"

and commented, “Worth noting: the

slogan of the LTF, ‘The defense of

Cuba, USSR begins in El Salvador.”’

The combativeness of the LTF
contingent attracted a number of

unaffiliated militants, and several Com-
munist Party members, to march with

us. Altogether 7,000 copies of a supple-

ment to the LTFs Le Bolchtvik with the

iSt statement “The Main Enemy Is at

Home” were distributed on June 5.

* • • * •

ENGLAND
LONDON—The June 6 anti-Reagan

march on Hyde Park took place in a

political climate dominated by the

popular jingoism unleashed by Thatch-
er’s for-now successful colonial adven-
ture in the Falklands/Malvinas. Think-
ing that the mood of patriotic unity had
temporarily eclipsed the “peace" issue,

the Committee for Nuclear Disarma-
ment (CN D) organizers themselves were

surprised at the turnout of a quarter

million. Politically the demonstration

combined “little England" nationalism

with “Stop the world, 1 want to get off"

pacifism encapsulated in the slogans

“Defend Britain, Defend Peace" and
“For a Reagan-Free Europe." Labour
“left” and Dame of the British Empire
Judith Hart added from the podium,
“Any country has the responsibility to

have a coherent, sensible defense

policy.”

The demonstration occurred just as

"Iron Lady” Thatcher was preparing the

final bloody assault in her South

Atlantic war. Despite the CND’s earlier

initiatives in organizing “peace” protests

over the Falklands/Malvinas conflict,

when it came to this big march they (and

their backers of the Labour Party left,

the Communist Party and “far left"

Socialist Workers Party and Interna-

tional Marxist Group) were at pains to

keep this issue strictly on the sidelines.

After all, longstanding CND peace-

mongers like Labour leader Michael

Foot were supporting Thatcher down
the line. The few “peace” speakers who
actually mentioned the war, like Tony
Benn, only argued for a more rational

policy for British imperialism. Instead

of a shooting war they wanted economic

sanctions against Argentina and UN
intervention.

In sharp opposition to the anti-

“superpower" nationalism and social-

pacifism of the Bennites and their left

hangers-on, the 100-strong Spartacist

League/ Britain contingent demanded,

“Smash NATO, Defend the Soviet

Union." Another banner declared.

“Falklands: Workers Have No Side

—

The Main Enemy Is at Home!" Calling

attention to Britain's other dirty war,

the SL/B chanted, “Troops Out of

Ireland Now!" As in the past, the CND
pacifists answered our revolutionary

Marxist politics by calling on the cops.

One inspector told our comrades that

the CND had made a deal with the

Metropolitan Police to exclude us from

the march if we chanted slogans to

which they strongly objected. But they

were unable to enforce this ban, and

march we did, chanting, “Benn says

disarmament, Brezhnev says detente,

But world revolution is what we want.”

Several people attracted by our slogans

joined us along the way, and more than

20,000 supplements with the iSt state-

ment were distributed.

* • * * •

WEST GERMANY
FRANKFURT—The rally of 400,000

on June 10 in the West German capital

of Bonn, supported by the youth groups

of both the Social Democrats and the

big business Free Democrats, the two

partners of the ruling coalition, was the

largest of the anti-Reagan protests. It

was also perhaps the purest expression

of Europacifism with its carefully

“balanced" opposition to bloody U.S.

imperialism and the Soviet degenerated

workers state. The slogans “Swords into

Plowshares, East and West" and
“Against NATO and the Warsaw Pact!"

set the tone. There were few if any

attacks on German imperialism, such as

Bonn’s support to the murderous

Turkish junta. Quite the contrary.

Increasingly, West German leftists talk

about this industrial powerhouse of

capitalist Europe as if it were some
“Third World” American neo-colony.

More so than in other European

countries, the massive West German

“peace" movement is associated with its

“own” bourgeoisie’s ambitions to recon-

quer East Europe. The widely propagat-

ed program for a “reunified neutral

Germany” is but a thinly veiled call for

capitalist restoration in East Germany

(the DDR). It was therefore especially

important for our comrades of the

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

(TLD) to emphasize defense of the

Soviet bloc against Western imperial-

ism, including against its “pacifistic”

and “neutralist” social-democratic rep-

resentatives. The TLD contingent of

more than 50 at the Bonn demonstra-

tion chanted: "Defense of the Soviet

Union Begins in Berlin!” One of its main

banners said: “For Revolutionary Re-

unification of Germany! Social Revolu-

tion in the West, Political Revolution in

the East!"

On the other bank of the Rhine, there

was a sizable, more leftish march of

about 20,000, organized by the idiosyn-

cratic Marxistische Gruppe (MG). The
MG criticized the official rally for not

being “uncompromising" toward the

American-dominated NATO alliance.

Yet the MG itself has by no means

broken from the prevailing social-

democratic Europacifism of the West

German left. Originating in and shaped

by the detente years of the ’70s, it

believes that war in Europe can be

avoided by preserving the Cold War
status quo. A “Dear Leonid” MG open

letter to Brezhnev at the time of the last

Bonn “peace" demonstration (Novem-
ber 1981) asked pleadingly why the

USSR had to keep up with the West in

weapons. For the same reason the MG
opposes the program of revolutionary

reunification, which it interprets as

some kind of Greater German imperial-

ism, and declared the TLD would be

excluded from its demo on that basis!

While official speakers hailed the

Lutheran Church-inspired “Swords into

Plowshares" “peace" movement in East

Germany, the Trotskyists carried signs

proclaiming “No Disarming of the

DDR!” This and other TLD slogans

hailing Red Army intervention against

CIA-backed reaction in Afghanistan
and denouncing Solidarnosc counter-

revolution in Poland drove the petty-

bourgeois Europacifists into a frenzy.

Nevertheless, more than 5,000 supple-

ments to the TLD’s Spartakist with the

iSt statement were distributed, despite

harassment in particular from MG
goons.

There can be no detente, no “peaceful

coexistence” between Western imperial-

ism and the Soviet-bloc bureaucratical-

ly ruled workers states. The only
alternative to nuclear holocaust for

mankind is proletarian revolution.

What is needed to achieve this is an
international party whose program of
defending past proletarian gains (cen-

trally the Bolshevik Revolution) and
struggling for their extension is key to

uniting the workers of all lands against

imperialist barbarism.*
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Reagan, Begin
& Hitler...

Protest Racist Murder of

Black Transit Worker!
In a vicious racist murder, William

Turks, a black NYC transit worker,

was brutally clubbed to death at

midnight June 21 as he was on his

way home from work at the Coney
Island repair yards. Turks and two
other black union brothers had
stopped off at a deli in the Sheeps-

head Bay section of Brooklyn. A
gang of some 25 white hoodlums
surrounded them, shouting racial

slurs, blocking their car and breaking

their windshield as they tried to drive

away; then dragging the men out of

the car, kicking and beating them.

Police say William Turks was
dragged across a major intersection

where he was struck “with a long

object”; a few hours later he died of

his injuries.

This is not the first incident of

racist attacks against black subway

workers, whose jobs force them into

the front lines of the nightmare world

of this racist hellhole called New
York. A few years ago two women
token clerks in Far Rockaway were

killed when their token booth was

torched by disgruntled teenagers. “If

every worker had the right to carry a

gun, Turks would be alive today,"

said one Transit Workers Union
(TWU) member. TWU militants who
last summer protested the Transit

Authority's killing of black motor-

man Jesse Cole (the T.A. left him to

bleed to death in his crumpled cab

after a train wreck), are now calling

on the union to organize an immedi-

ate demonstration of mourning and
solidarity at the Coney Island yard,

together with black organizations

and other unions. All out to protest

this racist outrage!

(continuedfrom page I)

response came in the 17 June New York

Times. On page A8. a State Department
spokesman accuses Brezhnev of lying

and cheating (his pledge was “unverifi-

able and unenforceable"), and the

American commander of NATO, Gen-
eral Rogers, says he definitely intends to

be the first to use nuclear arms in a

conflict with the Warsaw Pact. Mean-
while on page BI7 a National Security

Council official, in a speech personally

approved by Reagan, condemned not

only detente but the Truman Cold War
policy of containment and said, “Pre-

vailing with pride is the principal new
ingredient of American security policy."

The Reaganites’ anti-Soviet offensive

continues to escalate. Following the

policy of bankrupting the Russians

through a stepped-up arms race and
trade sanctions, on Friday, June 18

Washington forbade all participation by

American companies (and their subsidi-

aries) in the giant Soviet-West Europe-

an natural gas pipeline. On Saturday,

General Haig condemned the USSR for

an “unprecedented" series of strategic

weapons tests (but didn’t even claim

they violated a single arms control

agreement). And two days later, more
“leaks" from the Defense Department
strategy document further spelled out

Pentagon first strike plans against the

Soviet Union. Not only are all Kremlin

leaders to be targeted for nuclear

assassination (“attacks on political and
military leadership and associated

control facilities"), but any attempt by

the Russians to recover after nuclear

annihilation are to be obliterated

(“targeting residual enemy means of

reconstitution”). The Soviets are to be

wiped out and stay wiped out.

Begin, Reagan and Hitler: for all of

them, the end of their class rule is co-

equal with the end of the universe. And
that makes them exceedingly danger-

ous. It's infuriating to observe the

calculated politeness of Brezhnev & Co.

to the endlessly demeaning American
insults and responses. One would expect

General Haig, once commandant of

West Point, to be more polite with a

first-year cadet than he behaves toward

the Russians. Any self-respecting revo-

lutionary leadership of the Soviet

workers state would announce: we of

course stand on “no first strike," but if

you maniacal mass murderers go ahead

and launch one then let us tellyou what
our second strike would look like. So
our missiles may not be as accurate as

yours (though you’ve never flown one
over the North Pole yet), and maybe
we’ll miss downtown Detroit with its

black proletarian population. But we’ll

hit the metropolitan areas and wipe out

Grosse Pointe and Scarsdale and the

rest of those places where the American
bourgeoisie lives!

What is the necessary response to the

insane American provocations? In the

first place, reach an understanding with

the Chinese, especially since they are

annoyed with Reagan now over Taiwan.
Rectify the 17th century (and later)

treaties between the tsars and the

Manchu emperors. A generous gesture

explicitly motivated: "Well, it looks like
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• From El Salvador to Detroit

It Is Desperately Necessary
to Fight!

the U.S. is going to come for us now,
and we hardly want you people to hit us

from behind. And while you’re at it, take

the pressure off the Vietnamese so they

can finally clean up the Cambodian
mess. So you have a grievance; whether

it’s just or unjust is immaterial to us at

this point, within the framework of

practicality just tell us what you want
and we’ll give it to you.” That’s what
sensible defenders of Soviet interests,

not to mention proletarian internation-

alists, would do. But every single one of

these Stalinist bureaucracies is national-

ist to the core and refuses to give up. one
sacred inch of the motherland.

Next, clean up Afghanistan. Recently

Kabul government forces and Soviet

troops routed CIA-backed Islamic

reactionary rebels from strategic posi-

tions near the capital. Hostile Western

reporters credit the victory to the

“people’s militias.” of course claiming

that the Russians bought them off. Sure,

with food, education, health, girls in

lipstick instead of veils. But instead of

capitulating to the mullah reaction, by

limiting land reform and literacy cam-
paigns, the Soviets should be pouring

the money in there on a massive scale:

land to the tiller am/cheap credit, health

programs, etc. But that means social

revolution, a tremendous leap from
feudalist backwardness to proletarian

dictatorship on the backs of the Soviet

Red Army. And that does not square
with the Kremlin’s policies of detente

and “two-stage” revolution. Reformism
abroad, by conciliating the forces of

reaction, undermines defense of the

Soviet Union.

And the true facts of the situation

must be communicated to the Russian

people. Our country is once again

threatened by war; the situation possi-

bly far worse than it was when German
tank columns stood 20 kilometers from
Moscow city limits. Great sacrifices will

be required. It must be made clear to the

Poles, liberated from the Nazi yoke by
the Red Army, the tremendous subsid-

ies they enjoy at the expense of the

Russian working masses. (Incidentally,

exiled Polish Solidarnosc leaders are

now reportedly condemning the West
European “peace" movement, arguing

that American Pershings and Cruise

missiles must be aimed at the Soviet

bloc. Since some of these will fall on
Warsaw, Gdansk and Krakow this

amounts to a call for genocide of the

Polish people in the name of anti-

communist Polish nationalism.)

But all this requires a high degree of

workers democracy, combining tough-

ness and generosity in defense of the

fundamental conquests of the October
Revolution. And this cannot be accom-
plished without a workers political

revolution to oust the Stalinist bureau-

crats who only dream of an accommo-
dation with the imperialist West—call it

“peaceful coexistence” or “detente.” An
authentically proletarian international-

ist policy, to mobilize the Soviet

working people for greater sacrifice and
dedication, can only be accomplished by
a leadership committed to advancing

the revolutionary cause down the line.

What’s needed to defend the land of

the Soviets against rapacious imperial-

ism hell-bent on a nuclear showdown
requires above all a rebirth ofLeninism.
As Leon Trotsky wrote in the "Manifes-

to of the Fourth International on the

Imperialist War and the Proletarian

World Revolution” (May 1940): "The
Fourth International can defend the

USSR only by the methods of revolu-

tionary class struggle We flatly reject

the theory of socialism in one country,

that brain child of ignorant and reac-

tionary Stalinism. Only the world

revolution can save the USSR for

socialism. But the world revolution

carries with it the inescapable blotting

out of the Kremlin oligarchy.’’*

Labour’s
Cold War...
(continued from page 3)

basher and Cold War crusader. And
after the Tory victory the settling of

accounts in the Labour Party began.

The Callaghan/ Healey regime was
despised not only by the base of the

party, the union membership, but by the

lower and even top union bureaucrats.

Denis Healey, who had been the

Cabinet’s hard man Chancellor of the

Exchequer [economics minister], the

man most directly responsible for

grinding workers’ faces in the dirt, was
not a viable replacement.

Benn comes from the same reformist/

nationalist political mould as Nye
Bevan—but the times are different.

Unable to control the inchoate chal-

lenge to the twin pillars of coalitionism

and the Cold War connexion, the right

• SL/US. Faces the Reagan Years

For Labor Action to Bring
Down Reagan!

• El Salvador: Revolution or
Death!
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decided it was time to start abandoning

ship. David Owen flew back from a New
York meeting of the Trilateral Commis-
sion, the so-called "secret world govern-

ment” founded by David Rockefeller

and including such imperialist lumina-

ries as Zbigniew Brzezinski and George

Ball (not to mention Healey, Callaghan

and Heath), to officially launch the

Social Democrats.

It was in this context that the deputy

leadership contest began a few months
later, pitting Benn against Healey in the

absence of an effective leader. The
Spartacist League took a position of no
support to either Benn or Healey. While

noting that “the internal life of the

Labour Party is far more lively and

politically riven than at any time since

the Gaitskell/Bevan days," welcoming
the discrediting of the right-wing

Callaghan/ Healey' leadership, and de-

nouncing the drivel of our fake-

Trotskyist opponents about the need to

"defend Labour unity," we wrote:

“Benn exploits the rank-and-file

backlash against the architects of the

Social Contract in the process, and
presents a carefully tailored leftish

image. But in all fundamental program-
matic respects, Benn stands completely
within the framework of British so-

cial democracy—pro-NATO anti-

Sovietism, social chauvinism in Ireland,

autarkic reflation coupled with wage
control, class collaborationist ‘partici-

pation,’ parliamentarianism. He has
never repudiated his career as the
longest serving Labour cabinet minis-
ter. We do not give support of any kind
to Benn’s campaign for deputy leader-

ship." [emphasis in original]

—Spartacist League “Tasks and
Perspectives," reprinted in

Spartacist Britain No. 36,

October 1981

As a broad political characterisation

of Benn’s Little England reformism, this

was and remains correct. However we
underestimated the depth of the crisis

within the Labour Party and thus failed

to draw the appropriate tactical conclu-

sion given our understanding that the

Cold War was central to the party’s

internal divide. In the context of the

Cold War, the difference between what
Healey stood for and what Benn stood

for was one of policy and not simply

posture or rhetoric. The election became
a major showdown on the key issues

tearing the Labour Party apart: for or

against the CIA-loyal exponents of

Cold War; for or against the architects

of coalition and austerity. Who would
doubt that mass defections by the right

wing would have ensued had Benn won,
leaving behind an unstable, left-

dominated party? The situation dictated

that a Trotskyist propaganda group
which seeks to split Labour’s working-

class base from its pro-capitalist mis-

leaders to a revolutionary programme
should have extended critical support to

Tony Benn— in order to exacerbate and
follow through the split begun with

the formation of the SDP, drive out

the blatantly pro-imperialist CIA-
connected right wing and place Benn in

a position where his left-reformist

politics could be more effectively ex-

posed and combatted.

Today Benn tells the workers to wait

until 1984 in the face of Tory attacks;

tomorrow his utopian Little England

panaceas can only serve to lull the

workers to sleep in a period when the

bosses may turn to fascist squads to

solve their problems, as Trotsky put it,

“over the bones of the workers." His

“socialist" mystique makes him all the

more pernicious an obstacle to the

revolutionary mobilisation of the prole-

tariat and makes the struggle against his

brand of reformism all the more
important a task for a revolutionary

vanguard nucleus. Stop the witchhunt

against the left! Never again the betray-

als of Callaghan/Healey! Drive the

NATO/CIA-lovers out of the Labour
Party! Not Bennite Little England
reformism but a revolutionary interna-

tionalist leadership of the labour move-
ment! Forward to a Trotskyist party

and socialist revolution, the only hope
for mankind!
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Partial List of Endorsers,
June 27 Committee to Stop the Nazis

Keith Anwar, member, USWA Local 1010,

fired for honoring picket line

Karl Armstrong, Student Government,
University of Illinois, Chicago

Lee Brooks, University of Chicago student

Jan Carew, Co-convener, Dennis Brutus
Defense Committee, professor,

Northwestern University

Dr. Joy Carew, Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee

John P. Coffey
William Cook, member. ATU Local 241

Mildred Cornelius, member. Teamster
Local 743

Wallace Davis, Jr., Working Hard to Insure

People's Protection

Asa D. Dempsay, President, UAW Local 588
Stan Ellis, member, ATU Local 241

Roberto Flores, Financial Secretary, USWA
Local 1010

Leslie Friedman, Chairman. Chicago
Greensboro Justice Committee

William Galles, First Vice Chairman,
Grievance Committee, USWA Local 1010

Manuel Gaspar, Latino radio announcer
Gay Academic Union of the University

of Toronto

Jay Goldberg, member, Stonewall
Committee

Charles Graham, Alternate Steward, UAW
Local 6

Greek-Amerlcan Union
Joe Gutierrez, Griever, USWA Local 1010
Joseph Gyurko, Chairman, Grievance

Committee, USWA Local 1010
Willy F. Harris, Secretary-Treasurer, SEIU

Local 372
David Harrison, member, ATU Local 241

Dan Johnson, Shop Committeeman, UAW
Local 6

Jackie Jordan, Executive Board, CWA
Local 4050 (Detroit)

Joesephus King, President, AFSCME
Local 23 (Detroit)

LeBlanch LeBree, member. ATU Local 241

Mildred Leonard, member, USWA Local 1010
Conrad Lynn, attorney and civil rights activist

Stephen MacDonald, member, The Body

Politic Collective, Toronto
Tim McCaskell, member, The Body Politic

Collective, Toronto
Otis McDonald, Vice President, University of

Chicago Council of SEIU Local 321

Chuck Marino, member, UAW Local 6
Ralph H. Metcalfe
Michael Mezo, Griever, USWA Local 1010
At Miller, Professor, Political Science

Department. Mundelein College
Kathy Mills, member. ATU Local 241
Roberta Morris, Instructor, School District

201-U CMEA
Heidi Ogawa, member. Teamster Local 743
Organization of Nigerian Students, University

of Illinois-Chicago Circle

Partisan Defense Committee
William A. Pelz, Political Science Department,

Roosevelt University

Darrel Pugh, member. Gay-Lesbian lllini

Red Rose Collective

Luis Rios, member, Teamster Local 743
Rouge Militant Caucus, members, UAW

Local 600
Miller T. Rogers, Committeeman, UAW

Local 6

Rich Rubensteln, Academic Dean. Antioch
School of Law

Israel Shahak, Chairman, Israeli League for

Human Rights, survivor of Nazi Bergen-
Belsen concentration camp

Lorle Shaw, member, Teamster Local 743
Spartaclst League/Spartacus Youth League
Ronald Strong, Black Student Association.

Jane Addams Graduate College of

Social Work
David C. Thomas, Associate Professor of

Law, Chicago-Kent College of Law
David Thorstad, gay rights activist and co-
author of "The Early Homosexual Rights
Movement, 1864-1935"

Alphonso Wells, Executive Board member,
UAW Local 1776 (Willow Run, Michigan)

Jim West, Vice President, UAW Local 6

Working Hard to Insure People's Protection

Organizational affiliation listed for

purposes of identification only.

Stop the

Nazis...
(continued from page 12)

trample on the basic principles of free

speech and assembly” {Gay Life, 23

April). It is not surprising that Michael

Harrington’s Democratic Socialist Alli-

ance (DSA) has joined the “ignore the

Nazis" crowd. DSA’s idol is none other

than “Giveback" Doug Fraser, the auto

bosses’ best friend at Solidarity House.

These State Department socialists

support Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive

abroad and the auto bosses’ layoffs and
impoverishment of labor/black Detroit.

No wonder they refuse any protest

against the Nazis in Chicago and
volunteer for the front ranks of the gay
Democrats parade. But the fascists are

not a debating society, they are a

terrorist group organized for action:

cross-burnings, fire-bombings, lynch-

ings and castrations. Stopping the Nazis

is a question of elementary self-defense.

No threat?—tell it to the concentration

camp survivors who led the mass
mobilization in Evanston that drove the

fascists out of Lovelace Park two years

ago.

Following along behind the gay
Democrats and the DSA are groups like

the RSL, a cynical Russia-hating social-

democratic New Left leftover which
despairs of a perspective of militant

working-class-based action. The RSL
has retreated into the sectoralist gay
milieu hoping to establish itself as its

housebroken “left” wing. Accepting the

Nazis’ premise that nobody but homo-
sexuals will defend gay rights, the RSL
is organizing against a labor-led mobili-

zation and pushing the dangerous idea

that gay people alone can defend

themselves from fascist attack. Mean-
while the gay Democrats are opposed to

defending themselves on June 27 and
the RSL has been reaping only redbait-

ing for its pains. Many gay people who
want to fight against homosexual
oppression know the RSL as cynical

adventurists who on 14 June 1977

pushed gays protesting Anita Bryant
into the cops at the Medina Temple.

Apparently the RSL hasn't noticed

that Reaganism’s savage attacks on all

sectors of the oppressed have trans-

formed sectoralism (the New Left line

that each sector of society—blacks,
women, gays, etc.—must “liberate”

itself by itself) from a phony issue into a

dead issue. The response to the June 27

Committee’s call to action shows the

potential for united struggle among all

the intended victims of Nazi terrorism.

Mobilization of unions and minorities is

not merely the only effective tactic for

beating back the fascist threat; it points

the way forward to welding a class-

conscious labor movement as the

tribune of all the oppressed into the

social force capable of bringing down
Reagan and both capitalist parties in the

struggle for workers power.

The RSL despairs of this struggle. Its

Stonewall Committee cqunterposes to

labor/minority mobilization empty
publicity-stunting “with the help of

noisemakers, banners, props and arm-
bands.” Their real tactic is efforts at

outright sabotage of the June 27

Committee’s work. In New Town,
Stonewall leaflets have been pasted up
on top of the leaflets of the June 27

Committee. RSL supporter Michael

Bodkin tried to rip leaflets out of the
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hands of a female anti-Nazi activist.

In some cases people have even gone
into bars and stores to remove June 27

Committee leaflets, telling the proprie-

tors that they had a “new revised

version”!

It seems that the RSL has learned

nothing from its unsuccessful attempt to

sabotage last March 20’s anti-Nazi

mobilization in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
There the RSL fought tooth and nail

against the Spartacist League’s perspec-

tive of labor/minority action against the

Nazis and tried to counterpose to the

“Stop the Nazis!" slogan empty calls to

“Protest the Nazis." The RSL’s “pro-
test” slogan committed them to abso-
lutely nothing, and nothing is what they

did. When their efforts to provide a
political bridge to the Democrats'
“ignore the Nazis” diversion had clearly

failed, the RSL turned up at the anti-

Nazi rally of 2.000 and tried to drown

The Chicago »

(Tletro News »
Nazis plan disruption of Gay

Pride Parade in Lincoln Park

The Involved Newspaper" fry
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• An anti-Nazi rally is

being planned June 27 to

oppose the Nazi’s announced
plan to disrupt the Gay Pride

Parade around Lincoln Park.

The Nazis say they will show
up in Lincoln Park at 2:30 in

opposition to the Gay Pride

activities.

Incensed, the Chicago Spar-

tacist League has begun a

mass mobilization campaign,

calling on Black, Latino. Jew-
ish groups and union mem-
bers to join them in their

counter “Stop the Nazis"

march.

Ann Marin, a spokesperson

for the league, says the Nazis

are attacking homosexuals

because gays are the most

vulnerable group on the Nazis

list. Marin says her organiza-

tion would like to see a

massive show of force to

smash the Nazis and all they

stand for.

“The sickening stench of

decaying human flesh that

permeated Nazi death camps
from one end of Europe to the

other came not only from

mountains of Jewish and

Polish corpses," contends Ma-
rin, “but also from millions of

Russians, Czechs, Croats,

Serbs, Greeks, Ukrainians,

anti-Germans; Pacifists, con-

servatives, trade unionists

and dissenters of every kind."

Mirin further argued that

it would be a fatal error to

just dismiss the Nazis as a

lunatic group which can be

safely ignored. Only a few

weeks ago, she pointed out,

they demolished the home of

an Evanston couple and then

phoned newspapers, saying

they intend to drive all the

Jews out of Evanston and

Skokie. •

Underscoring the need for

all concerned people to come
to the defense of Gay Pride

participants no matter what
one’s sexual orientation, Ma-
rin quoted Martin Niemoler,

the German Lutheran pastor

sent to a concentration camp
in 1945:

“First they came for com-

munists. but since I was not a

communist I did not protest.

Then they came for the Jews,
but since I was not a Jew I did

not protest. Then they came
for the Catholics, but since I

was not a Catholic I did not

protest. When they came for

me, there was no one left to

protest."

In conjunction with their

“Stop the Nazis" plan, the

Spartacist League members
will hold a rally Saturday,

June 19, 7:30 p.m„ at the 2nd

Unitarian Church. 656 W.
Barry. For more information,

call 427 0003.
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out the speakers with its own sound
system. These shameful antics did not
work in Ann Arbor on March 20 and
they won’t work now.

All Out in Chicago June 27!

The June 27 Nazi provocation takes

place in the most segregated city in the

U.S. It is here in Chicago that a black
man, Richard Ramey, was beaten to

death for the “crime” of smoking a
cigarette on a train; here that cops
imposed a virtual state of siege on the

South Side last February, beating up
and terrorizing “suspicious-looking"

black people; here that the Nazis have
succeeded in staging their most success-

ful mobilizations in the area of Mar-
quette Park.

Chicago provides a fertile milieu for

the growth of fascism. In the words of
the June 27 Committee’s call:

"It would be a fatal error to dismiss the
Klan and Nazis as a bunch of lunatics.

They are growing rapidly in Reagan's
America of mass unemployment,
union-busting, givebacks and increas-
ing social and economic misers And
every cross-burning, every fascist dem-
onstration that is allowed to go unchal-
lenged, only whets these murderers’
appetite for more violence."

Labor, has the power to smash fascism.

In San Francisco on 19 April 1980 a

union-based demonstration of 1,200
frustrated Nazi plans to “celebrate"
Hitler’s birthday, and the Nazis haven’t
been seen there since. Chicago is a black
city! Chicago is a union town! The
decent people of this city can turn June
27 into the day the Nazis pack their bags
and leave town for good

What is needed is mass mobilization
of labor, minorities and youth on June
27. Such u mobilization can begin to
turn this city around from a hellhole of
misery, racism, cop terror and rising

fascist provocation into a bastion of
working-class power. The Nazis say
they will show up in Lincoln Park on
Sunday, June 27. We say they have no
right to push their kill-crazy tactics in

Lincoln Park, Evanston, West Engle-
wood or anywhere else! All out on June
27 to stop them now!!
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Chicago SL Forum

“Stop the Nazis June 27!”
We publish below excerpts from

speakers' presentations at a Chicago

Spartacist League forum on June 19.

• * • * •

f CHARLES
DUBOIS

Rouge Militant Caucus member in

United Auto Workers Local 600 (Ford
River Rouge), Dearborn. Michigan

We’ve been active in stopping the

Klan from marching in downtown
Detroit after the Greensboro massacre,

also in Ann Arbor recently, and running

out a few foremen who paraded around
with Klan hoods on in the plant. And
fighting for the perspective of sit-down

strikes against the concessions—which
is, in fact, the reason why these Nazis are

coming forward with their race hatred.

Because they see the auto workers and
workers in general taking concessions,

and they figure they’ve got us on the run

and they can come forward and start

talking this racist crap, talking about
concentration camps.

I heard on the news yesterday, this

Jewish woman survivor who had been in

the concentration camps, and West
Germany gave her $2,200 for repara-

tions. Well, you know what Reagan’s

government did to her? He said she has

to lose her Medicaid, plus she owes the

government $17,000 and some odd
change because she received "outside

funding." You see, this is the man of the

Nazis and the Klan, who was their

preferred candidate.

They’re taking on gays because they

figure they’re isolated. In the context of
Moral Majority America, where you
have these people talking about right to

life, and of course the death penalty at

the same time, this is what this kind of

stuff means. They’re going to try to

isolate gays as some kind of social

deviants. Well, we think differently. We
know what happened in Ann Arbor,
what happened in Detroit, that people
from all walks of life know what the

Nazis are about, and are not too stupid
to understand the old game of divide

and conquer.

LES
FRIEDMAN

Chicago chairman of the

Greensboro Justice Committee

I want to talk about the concept of

“ignore the Nazis" and their “right of

freedom of speech." Now in this country
where there have been 6,000-10.000

lynchings of blacks by the Klan, not one
single conviction for murder has ever

been accomplished against Klansmen. I

don’t think you can ignore that, it's not a

question of free speech. It’s burning
alive, it’s lynching, it’s castrating.

The Na^is and the right are very
intimately connected with the ruling

class, in the form of the government,
and directly with the wealthy. Greens-
boro was an example. It has been
revealed in open court, squealed by the
Nazis and the Klan themselves, that two
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Federal agents were involved. One,
Bernard Butkovich of the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, organ-

ized the fusion of the Nazis and the Klan
into a united racist front, cajoled and
goaded them into a physical, armed
confrontation with the Communist
Workers Party demonstration, and
aided them in converting their weapons
from semi-automatic to automatic and
offered to hide them after the murders.

Now they go all over the country saying

Greensboro was a victory. They killed

Jewish doctors, communists, black

organizers, successfully—they didn’t

even get fined. They didn’t even get a

gun violation. Nothing.

How not to fight the Nazis: One, laws

banning the Nazis, or at least banning
their demonstrations, or the Klan and so

forth. These always backfire. I’d like

people to know that the Smith Act and
the House Un-American Activities

Committee were not set up initially to

fascism in this country, we must stem

the war tide against the Soviet Union.

Spartacist League Central Committee,

formerly of the Red Flag Union /

Lavender and Red Union, a gay left-

wing organization based in Los Angeles

The Spartacist League has had a long

history of defense of democratic rights

of homosexuals. And we have fought

for that any time there is a right-wing

mobilization, like around Anita Bryant.

At the same time, the SL has never

capitulated to the New Left idea that

ST,0P THE NAZIS
IN CHICAGO
JUNE 271 _

WV PhotosWe drove the Nazis out of Ann Arbor. Stop them in Chicago too

get leftists, but to get Nazis. They
investigated two Nazis and then spent

the rest of the time going after leftists

and Communists. Another way not to

fight the Nazis is by small groups of

militants ready to slug it out, and not

mobilizing large masses of people. The
methods of INCAR and RSL, who I

have been on demonstrations with.

How to fight them: One, mass
mobilization of labor, the left, and the

minorities. The real fight against Naz-
ism has to take on the form of struggling

for socialism. To fight the Nazis is to see

the context in which they operate, which

is the crisis of world capitalism; that the

purpose of the growing right-wing

menace is war against the Soviet Union.

American capitalism will not bring

democracy to Russia. So when we fight

every sector of the population has to go
it alone. As Marxists we know that the

key to society is the working class and if

you really want to struggle for liberation

you must do it as part of a movement
that will fight to build a revolutionary

workers party that can lead all the

oppressed in making a revolution.

That’s fundamentally why the

Spartacist League won the Red Flag

Union in California. We considered

ourselves a gay communist organization

and we wanted to make a revolution in

this country. Well, we went through a

lot of political fights, we finally came
over to Trotskyism, and what finally

won us was the understanding that gay
people had got to join the revolutionary

movement as members of that move-
ment, and not as an oppressed sector.

It Costs Money to

Stop the Nazis
The June 27 Committee

Against the Nazis needs money.
Stopping fascist provocations is

expensive. Over 70,000 leaflets

have already been distributed to

mobilize labor, blacks, gays,

minorities, students for the June
27 demonstration in Chicago.
Tens of thousands more leaflets

and posters are being printed.

Other expenses are mounting up
and bills have to be paid.

The Nazis have their sources of

big money. The Committee
Against the Nazis depends on
contributions from the people the

Nazis want to crush: workers,
blacks, gays, minorities. Every
dollar you give the June 27

Committee Against the Nazis will

be put to work to run these fascist

vermin out of Chicago! Make
checks payable to June 27 Com-
mittee Against the Nazis, Box
6441, Main P.O., Chicago, IL
60680.

There was a letter in GayLife that

said we should ignore the Nazis on this

day, and what we should do to remem-
ber the Holocaust is have people wear
concentration camp uniforms and pink

triangles. Well, the pink triangle was put

on homosexuals by fascists ! No pink

triangles! We want as many people from
the gay community out there to stop the

Nazis as possible, but we also want all

the minorities in this city. We want the

blacks, we want the trade-union move-
ment out there—and the trade-union

movement is key. If they come out, we
will run these fascists scum out of

Lincoln Park.

CHUCK
MARINO

Union militant in United Auto Workers
Local 6. Melrose. Illinois

In the spring of 1975, I was a member
of the Labor Struggle Caucus in UAW
Local 6, International Harvester. The
caucus program was based on the

transitional program of Leon Trotsky
and was supported by the Spartacist

League in the pages of WV. One of the

key points in the transitional program is

the building of workers defense guards

to combat fascism. So when members of
our caucus heard about one of our black

union brothers moving into an all-white

section of the suburb of Broadview and
having his house fire-bombed on several

occasions, we immediately knew what
had to be done.

Members of our caucus contacted

brother C.B. Dennis, and it became very

clear after talking to him for a few
minutes, that he wasn’t going to be run

out of Broadview come hell or high

water. He said he had gone to see the

Broadview police chief and was in-

formed, of course, that everything

would be done to prevent further

attacks, and the chief assured him he
would have squad cars going by C.B.’s

home until he was able to move in, every

20 minutes. Well, surprise of all sur-

prises, there wasn’t a cop car that went
by his house all night.

So we told him not to have any
reliance on the police, who are frequent-

ly members of the Nazis and Klan, but
to come to the union meeting and
present his case before the membership.
Our motion to institute a civil rights

defense committee passed unanimously,
and brother Dennis said that he was
never prouder of his union than he was
that day. Immediately after the union
meeting was over, the first guards were
out there at his home. We signed up over
200 members from our local and other
unions. The first week there was a
swastika painted on our union hall, and
a few punks would drive by, but other
than that all the terrorism stopped.

The defense continued for three

months and they were stopped in their

tracks—they crawled back in their

holes. What the defense guards prove is

if the power of labor is mobilized
around a class-struggle program, the

fascists can be defeated. And the
professional cynics out there—who tell

you that you have to rely on the police,

that the workers are all backward, they
won’t do anything—are full of crap.

Broadview proves that. We ran them
out of Broadview. And on June 27 we’re
going to run them out of Lincoln
Park.
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CHICAGO, June 22—When the racist punks who call

themselves the Amencan Nazi Party said they were

going to raise Hitler’s swastika over Lincoln Park on
June 27, they didn’t expect much opposition. The
target of the Nazi provocation—homosexuals partici-

pating in a “gay pride festival’’—are after all among the

most vulnerable and isolated of all the Nazis’ intended

victims. So the goose-stepping fascists thought other

Chicago-area residents would sit by and let “White
Power" race-terrorists organize for genocide unhin-

dered. And indeed the liberals, the reformists and the

“official’’ gay leaders debated ways to ignore the Nazi
threat—by drowning the Nazis out with noisemakers,

by wearing concentration camp costumes adorned
with pink triangles (the symbols homosexuals were
forced to wear in Hitler’s Germany).

But the Hitler-lovers are in fora surprise. Based on a

powerful response to mass agitation by the Spartacist

League (SL), the June 27 Committee Against the Nazis
is organizing for a mass labor/minority mobilization

to stop the Nazis from using Chicago as a platform to

recruit for genocide. All over the city, workers and
socialists, blacks and Jews, students and gays are
working to build a mobilization to stop the Nazis in

their tracks: “The Nazis want to destroy us and ours!

STOP THEM NOW!"
In the first week of the campaign more than 70,000

leaflets were distributed at plant gates and union halls,

subway and bus stops, schools, neighborhood stores,

bars and street corners. In New Town, where there is a
sizeable gay population; in the South Side and West
Side black ghettos; in the largely Jewish communities
of Rogers Park, Evanston and Skokie, the June 27

Committee has met with a warm response. Bus drivers

took stacks of leaflets to give to their passengers and
the Committee has received dozens of calls from
interested volunteers.

Unionists from UAW Local 6 at the important
International Harvester plant were instrumental in the
formation of the June 27 Committee. Local 6 militant
Chuck Marino was one of the most active from the
outset. One black worker took 300 leaflets to distribute
in the plant. Local 6 vice president Jim West endorsed
the Committee along with alternate steward Charles
Graham, committeeman Dan Johnson and other
union brothers. These unionists know that ignoring the
fascists is a perspective for suicide; in 1975 Local 6
organized an official union defense squad to defend a
black member’s home against racist night-riders.

Officials from Steelworkers Local 1010 have
endorsed the June 27 Committee. So have UAW Local
588 president Asa Dempsay, AFSCME Local 23
(Detroit) president Joesephus King and unionists from
the teachers’ and Teamsters unions. Well-known black
activist Wallace Davis, Jr.—who successfully sued the
city of Chicago after being shot in the back by the
police—noted that the Nazis are using the Gay Pride
march as a “scapegoat"; “the real focal point," he said,

“is the black community itself."

At the Committee’s press conference, held June 22,
Roosevelt University professor William Pelz noted:
“Today they seek to intimidate gay people. Tomorrow
they would like to enslave all working people Their
purpose is to have Brownshirts peeking into every
bedroom, to turn factories into non-union slave-labor
camps and to make schools cesspools of fascist

ideology." At the press conference, the June 27
Committee announced it had obtained a sound permit
for the mobilization. The Chicago Parks Commission-
er had tried to deny the permit but was persuaded
against it by his legal advisers.

The kickoff rally held June 19 was attended by more
than 80 people including supporters of groups which
have stood aside from the anti-Nazi mobilization.
Several supporters of Progressive Labor’s “Interna-
tional Committee Against Racism" were there in

defiance of PL’s sectarian line that the gay festival and

the June 27 Committee mobilization are “a political

trap being organized by the police" and the mayor. Of
course, PL’s work around the issue of the fascists has
never been influenced by legitimate concern over real

police traps; the real reason for PL’s descent into scare-
mongering now is PL’s Stalinist line that gays are
“degenerates” who presumably deserve what they get
from the Moral Majority and the outright fascists. It’s

a good thing that some of Chicago’s labor leaders
understand that, in Jim West’s words, if we let the
Nazis “chop off the weakest link today, tomorrow the
next oppressed group becomes the weakest link-
blacks, minorities, the trade unions.”

Supporters of the Revolutionary Socialist League
leafleted the rally but refused to come inside and
debate their differences. One supporter of the RSL’s
gay-sectoralist stepchild, the "Stonewall Committee,"
Jay Goldberg, came into the meeting and, after a lively
discussion, decided to endorse the June 27 Committee!
The Stonewall Committee claims to be organizing
against the Nazi provocation, but turned out exactly

six people last Saturday for a “Stonewall March"
through New Town.

Don’t Ignore the Nazis—
They Don’t Ignore You!

Gay people have every right to march on June 27
without intimidation from the sick killers in Gestapo
suits. But the official Gay Pride Parade Planning
Committee wants to ignore the fascist provocation,
claiming that “a direct confrontation is not in the best
interests of the city’s gay men and lesbians” (GavLife,
18 June). This is not just a concession to liberalism in
general, it is a conscious effort to turn gay marchers
into voting cattle for Chicago’s union-busting, anti-
black mayor Byrne in exchange for a sliver of the
rapidly vanishing patronage pie.

Gay Life assures its readers that the Nazis are no
threat and that stopping them “would not only bring
unneeded danger to a peaceful gathering but would

continued on page 10
12
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June 27: Labor, Blacks,
Jews, Gays Respond to

Spartacist Campaign

CHICAGO—Sunday. June 27 here was
a big victory for opponents of fascist

terror throughout the country. It was
the largest militant anti-Nazi protest in

the area in decades, 'with more than

3,000 participating. And the presence of
protesters from a broad cross-section of

the Chicago population in a demonstra-
tion led by socialists is a landmark in

anti-fascist actions nationally. As Ron-
ald Reagan’s killer cutbacks and the

Klan/Nazis’ guns target black and
working people, it is clear that there is

no future for the oppressed and exploit-

ed in this rotting system. The class-

struggle strategy of the Spartacist

League (SL), for labor/black mobiliza-

tions to stop racist terror, shows how to

fight back and win. June 27 proved it

can be done.

They came from the steel mills of East
Chicago and the Harvester plant in

Melrose Park, from heavily gay New
Town and the largely Jewish suburb of
Evanston. There were even East Eu-
ropean Catholics from North Side
neighborhoods. But most important in

this the most segregated city in the U.S.,

with the meanest white suburbs in the

country, they came from the giant South
Side ghetto on Sunday to stop the Nazis
and defend themselves. "Wherever the

Nazis march, that means ‘whites only’,”

they said. And wherever the fascists are

stopped, it means hope for the future of
black people and all the oppressed. On
June 27 a breach was made in the wall of
fear engendered by the racist front that

stretches from the Nazis to the White
House.
When the gang of Nazi storm troop-

ers drove a rented truck up to the edge of

Lincoln Park Sunday afternoon, they

found the site where they planned to

stage a provocation against the Gay
Pride Day march already occupied by
several thousand anti-Nazi demonstra-
tors who turned out in response to

determined organizing by the SL-
initiated June 27 Committee Against the

Nazis. As the fascists were spotted, the

crowd surged forward chanting "No
Hillers in Chicago—Stop the Nazis

now!’’ Unable to enter the park, the two
dozen Hitlerites in brown and black

uniforms clustered behind a chain-link

fence, protected by hundreds of Chicago
cops, including a line of mounted
cossacks.

The whole rally—podium, sound
system and all—charged up to the front

lines as anti-Nazi demonstrators pressed

against police barricades. The pudgy

little Nazi Fuhrer paced back and forth

behind the fence like a caged hyena.

Next to the jackbooted brownshirts of

the American Nazi Party from Chicago,
the SS Action Group from Detroit,

dressed up like a punk motorcycle gang,
lamely waved their swastika-embla-

zoned shields. But no one could hear

them as a steady din of anti-fascist

chants effectively drowned out their

“death to queers" poison. For an hour
the crowd boomed out, "Chicago is a

labor town, Chicago is a black town,
Chicago is a gay town, Chicago is a

Latino town, Chicago is a Jewish
town—No room for Nazis!"

The demonstrators brought out by
the June 27 Committee took over the

“public forum" area of Lincoln Park
where the fascists had threatened to

goose-step on Sunday. The protesters

were angry and militant and only the

massive police presence stopped them
from driving the fascists out. More than
165 uniformed cops were officially on
hand, and many scores of plainclothes-

men circulated in the crowd, ostenta-

tiously sporting their red. white and blue

buttons. Thirteen protesters were arrest-

ed during the afternoon, charged with
disorderly conduct and released. But the

crowd would not be provoked into a

disastrous confrontation with the Chi-
cago police force. The protesters

drowned out the Nazis with spirited

chanting for an hour, until the Hitler-

lovers gave up and were ushered out by
the police to a thunderous roar of“Nazis
Out! Nazis Out!”
As the Nazis left, Don Andrews, a

spokesman for the Committee and
member of the Spartacist League
Central Committee, declared to the

cheering crowd, "We did it! We prevent-

ed them from carrying out their provo-
cation!" This was a victory for all decent
people of Chicago, he said. More than
3,000 demonstrators had rejected the

appeal by liberals and the official Gay
Pride Parade Committee to ignore the

Nazis. Instead, representatives of the

labor movement, gays, blacks. Catho-
lics, Jews. Arabs and others came out to

block the fascists’ attempt to victimize

homosexuals. Someone had to stop

these would-be killers, said Andrews,
“so the Spartacist League did this simple
decent thing, mobilizing labor and all

the sections of the oppressed to defend
the rights of gays, blacks and Jews in

this city."

The thousands who showed up at

Lincoln Park Sunday came in response

to the organizing efforts of-the June 27
Committee Against the Nazis. More
than 75 individuals representing large

sectors of the Chicago community
endorsed the Committee’s call to action.

More than 250,000 Committee leaflets

continued on page 9

Special Supplement Inside:

No Hitlers in Chicago,
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NYC Transit Militants Protest

Outrage Over
Lynching of Black

Transit Worker

The following leaflet was issued

by militant New York City transit

workers on June 23.

Monday night a racist mob
clubbed to death car maintainer

Wiliiam Turks and beat up two other

black transit workers. Maybe those

club-swinging scum thought Turks

had no friends and no union broth-

ers. Maybe they didn’t know Turks

was a member of the Transport

Workers Union, the most powerful in

New York. Well, we better make it

our business to see that them and

their kind find out! They murdered

Turks, whose right arm was in a cast,

a few hundred feet from the Coney

Island shop. That’s union territory.

One thing every union member
knows is solidarity—we stick togeth-

er, black and white. When you attack

one of us, you’re taking on all 33,000

of us.

Koch cries crocodile tears, but who
paved the way for this outrage? 1980:

Strikebreaker Koch campaigns on

the Brooklyn Bridge to make us the

scapegoat for what the banks and the

bosses did to this city. 1981: The TA
kills motorman Jesse Cole, then

blames him (and all transit workers)

for the collision. Koch and the city

bosses put the gun to our head; is it

any wonder that a bunch of racist

punks pulled the trigger? In Koch

and Reagan’s America, unionists and

blacks are considered subhuman.

The racist vigilantes, the Ku Klux

Klan, the Nazis get the message: they

think they can get away with murder.

We demand that the racist

murderers be jailed! But that won’t

put a stop to this sort of atrocity

against the TWU and its members.

The police have a special“task force”

to find the criminals, but since when

are cops friends of the working man?

The cops recently shot down token

clerk Anthony Ruggiero of Staten

Island, and they’ve also got a lot of

experience busting up picket lines.

Koch wants to disarm us in every

way—gun control and union busting.

We need the right to bear arms, for

one thing. If that right were exer-

cised, William Turks might still be

alive.

But most of all we need union

action. The TWU must organize an

immediate rally and march of

mourning and solidarity—starting

right at the Coney Island shop

entrance. Every union and black

organization in the city should be

mobilized. Call your union rep

now—call the TWU headquarters

(873-6000). The New York City labor

movement is largely minority-

black, Latin, Jewish. All are targeted

by the Klan, which has begun

leafleting Coney Island high schools.

Let’s nip it in the bud! The TWU
can—and must—show the way

against the racist terrorists.

Ed Kartsen

David Brewer

Keith Anwar
members, TWU Local 100
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Letter to the

Gay Community News

Big Lie: They Can’t

Sell It in Chicago
6 July 1982

Gay Community News
Boston

To the Editor:

We are writing to object to your false

and misleading report on the important

anti-Nazi demonstration in Chicago on

June 27 which appeared in Gay Com-
munity News, 10 July. Noting that the

fascist American Nazi Party had sched-

uled a "Death to Queers” rally on Gay

Pride Day in Chicago, your article in

gross disregard for the facts attributed

to something called the “Stonewall

Committee” the sizable anti-Nazi mobi-

lization which shouted down the fascist

provocation. Your article then slanders

the organizers of the anti-Nazi

demonstration:

“The counter-demonstration was fur-

ther complicated by the presence of the

Spartacist League, whose members
used a large sound system to ‘try to steal

the whole show,’ in the words of

Stonewall member Richard Wilson.

Wilson said the Spartacists refused to

address the specific question of lesbian

and gay pride. He told GCN that in

several cases Spartacists aided the

police by pointing out to them persons

who had thrown objects at the Nazis.”

This is a lie from start to finish!

Everyone who was there in Lincoln

Park on June 27 knows that the anti-

Nazi mobilization was organized by the

June 27 Committee Against the Nazis,

initiated by the Spartacist League

working with Chicago-area unionists

and neighborhood groups. The crowd

of 3,000 which turned out to “greet” the

Nazis with chants of “Chicago is a labor

town, Chicago is a gay town, Chicago is

a Jewish town, Chicago is a black

town—No room for Nazis!" were

mobilized by the work of June 27

Committee volunteers who distributed

260,000 leaflets and soapboxed at union

halls and plant gates, at schools and in

working-class, black, Jewish and gay

neighborhoods.

The “Stonewall Committee” was

from the beginning a parasitic and

contradictory venture which split under

the impact of June 27 Committee
organizing efforts. Though the Stone-

wallers differed with the official Gay
Pride organizers’ plans to avoid con-

fronting the Nazis directly, they also

opposed the June 27 Committee’s

broad-based, labor/ black-led strategy

of anti-fascist work. The Stonewallers’

own “strategy" was premised on the old

New Left sectoralist notion that nobody

but gays will defend gay rights; they

confined their “organizing" to empty

gestures like a Stonewall march through

the gay community consisting of six

people! These are the people who are

now spreading, with your assistance,

slanders against the organizers of the

anti-Nazi mobilization.

Most of your readers, unfortunately,

will have no way of knowing what really

happened. But all over Chicago are

plenty who do. Prior to the demonstra-

tion, Chicago’s gay weekly {Gay Life, 25

June) provided serious reporting of our

organizing efforts. While making clear

the Pride Week Planning Committee’s

“decision not to facilitate a confronta-

tion with the Nazis," GayLife also

reported on the June 27 Committee

press conference where a former leader

of the Los Angeles-based Lavender and

Red Union, Gene Shofner of the

Spartacist League, called for a “mass

mobilization of labor, blacks, minorities

and gays to stop the Nazis” and

explained the June 27 Committee’s

determination not to engage in futile

(not to say suicidal) confrontations with

the Chicago police. GayLife noted as

well the formation of a separate Stone-

wall Committee and the split from it of a

dozen members who were critical of the

manipulations of the Revolutionary

Socialist League.

The subsequent 2 July issue of

GayLife, in an article headlined “No
Room for Nazis!” accurately reported

on the demonstration:

“The largest contingent of counter-

demonstrators Sunday appeared to be

members of the June 27 Committee
Against the Nazis, which was initiated

by the Spartacist League— The
committee received a permit June 24 to

bring sound equipment to the site and
set up a platform Sunday from which
black and labor representatives and
[Spartacist] league members spoke— ”

We do not claim to understand why
the Gay Community News has solidar-

ized with and given currency to a dirty,

factionally motivated smear job. By so

doing you have misinformed and

disoriented your readers. You have also

destroyed your credibility among the

hundreds of Chicago gay militants who
turned out against the Nazis under the

banners of the June 27 Committee.

Gene Shofner

Alison Spencer

for the Spartacist League
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Black Miners Massacred in

South Africa
Strikebreaking cops and company

guards killed eight black miners near

Johannesburg last weekend in South
Africa’s most explosive labor struggle

this year. Police used attack dogs, tear

gas grenades and a helicopter to disperse

angry strikers, who burned down an
administration building at the West
Driefontein mine on July 2. Firing into

the crowd, the apartheid killers shot

seven black miners dead, while another

was stabbed to death. Two days later

1 ,000 miners refused to go underground
and left for home.

The miners, contract laborers from
the black “homelands’’ and neighboring

states, live in concentration camp-like

barracks and work in horrendously

dangerous conditions in the world’s

deepest mines. Tension was high at West
Driefontein and other mines of the Gold
Fields of South Africa company after

the bosses refused lo match 16 percent

pay increases (equal to the inflation

rate) granted by rival Anglo American
Corporation. The miners’ anger over-

flowed after the death of six black

workers in a Gold Fields mine accident

Gold miners
toiling In

racist hell.

June 27. By the following weekend a

wildcat walkout had spread to four area

pits.

The contract labor system is at the

heart of the apartheid regime's strategy

to divide and repress the black working
class of South Africa. Denied perma-
nent employment, or even the rights of

citizenship in their own country, the

contract miners are forbidden to live

Feinstein Bans Handguns in S.F.

SL: No to Gun Control

!

SAN FRANCISCO—Mayor Dianne
Feinstein has just signed into law her

draconian ban on handgun ownership,

demanding gun owners turn in their

weapons in 90 days or face up to six

months in jail and a $500 fine. (Of

course, the law exempts cops and a few

select groups such as store owners and

“gun collectors.’’) The new law had been

approved by the Board of Supervisors

despite the protests of hundreds of

people from a broad spectrum of the

population—white conservatives, the

National Rifle Association, the White

Panther Party and a group called Gay
Guns. So-called “progressive" labor

leaders like Charles Lamb of Hotel,

Restaurant Employees and Bartenders

Union Local 2 and the ILWU’s Jimmy
Herman joined with the guardians of the

bosses’ “law and order," such as former

SF sheriff Richard Hongisto (now an

SF supervisor), in supporting the

disarming of working people.

But in the first two days of its passage

no one had turned in their guns; instead
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the Police Department reported receiv-

ing a lot of calls about qualifying for a

permit, and the local DA held off

enforcement pending a legal battle.

Meanwhile, the ominous anti-gun of-

fensive is spreading: Berkeley passed a

similar ban, Oakland is talking about
holding hearings, and a statewide

November ballot initiative threatens to

put a freeze on all handguns with a

registration requirement.

Just as the gun control proponents try

to appeal to anti-black racism over
street crime, many of the anti-gun-

control witnesses at a June 10 public

hearing in SF tried to make use of racist

arguments. All more or less openly
agreed that cops should have guns. All

except one. that is. Spartacist League
spokesman Diana Coleman rejected

controls as a threat to minorities in

particular, pointing out that “if guns are
banned, only the cops and the Klan will

have guns." (To their credit, the Gay
Guns’ spokesman was the only other

speaker to note that gun control hurts

blacks, women and gays.)

While some conservatives and racists

hissed and interrupted Coleman’s re-

marks, she was greeted with consider-
able applause as she finished. We reprint

below her testimony:

• * • * *

My name is Diana Coleman, and I’m

speaking on behalf of the Spartacist

League. As socialists we oppose Fein-

stein's gun control measure and all of

the other gun control measures being
proposed here If guns are banned, only

the cops and the Klan will have guns.

Police and fascist violence are on the rise

in this country, and gun control would
leave blacks and other minority people
defenseless in the face of racist terror.

Feinstein and the police chief talk

about fighting violence, but the best-

organized perpetrators of wanton hand-
gun violence are the cops. Yet of course
these thugs in blue are deliberately
exempt from the liberals’ gun control
campaign. What about the kind of

violence we saw last September at the

anti-Duarte El Salvador demonstration
when mounted police charged demon-
strators in an example of unprovoked
police brutality? And more generally,

the wholesale murder of the Black

Panther Party by cops and the FBI?
And the everyday police violence that

every black ghetto in this country, from
Watts to Miami, has endured? [SF
police chief) Murphy and Hongisto
want gun control because they want the

cops to have the monopoly on guns.

We were shown earlier in the hearings

the gun that killed [city supervisor]

Harvey Milk, and we were told that this

is an argument for gun control. But it

isn't Because Feinstein’s ordinance

would allow selected individuals to keep

their guns. And of course off-duty cops
or ex-cops like [Milk’s murderer] Dan
White would never have trouble getting

a permit. The gay Democratic clubs are

for gun control—well, maybe if Harvey
M ilk had had a gun he wouldn’t be dead
now. And maybe if the old people at the

International Hotel had exercised their

constitutional right to bear arms, [then

SF sheriff] Hongisto would have been a

little less free in sledgehammering down
their doors.

Then there’s the rising tide of fascist

violence in this country, and of course
they’re armed to the teeth. When the

Nazis wanted to celebrate Hitler’s

birthday in San Francisco, the police

gave them a permit, and Feinstein and
the Board of Supervisors agreed

—

advising people to ignore this threat. It

was only a united front of unions and
minority organizations organized by the

Spartacist League that stopped the

Nazis from preaching and practicing

racist terror in this city. Those who rely

on the police to protect them from the

fascists will soon find out that a goodly
number of those who burn the crosses

and wear the white hoods at night are

wearing blue uniforms during the day.

Labor/black mobilizations to stop the

fascists!

with their families, forbidden to leave

the prison-like compounds, paid wages

only a fifth of white miners’ and are

regarded by the mine owners as more
expendable than any slaves. Many are

imported from Mozambique and other

black-ruled states whose governments,

despite ritual condemnations of apart-

heid. value the South African currency

the miners bring home more than the

rights and lives of their citizens.

The murder of the West Driefontein

miners is not just another in the endless

racist atrocities committed against

helpless blacks. For despite the prison-

like conditions, despite the savage

repression, the five-million-strong black

proletariat is undermining the apartheid

system. The recent period has seen the

creation of mass unregistered black

unions. The black workers of South
Africa occupy a strategic position in the

heart of the industrial powerhouse of

the entire continent. They have the

power to break the chains of apartheid

slavery and free the entire region from
the white racist gold-and-diamond
capitalists.

These days the liberal-authoritarian,

“we know what’s good for you" move-
ment takes in everything from gun
control to outlawing smoking and
banning pornography. The smugness of

the whole thing is repulsive to the

average person who has to live in the

grubby real world. So the liberals try to

make gun control palatable by appeal-

ing to everyone’s real fears of being

mugged, raped or murdered. There’s no
solution to crime under capitalism, but

self-defense is sure a whole lot easier

when you’ve got a gun. Unlike the

feminist alternative of karate lessons,

the handgun is rightly seen as the Great
Equalizer.

The hypocrisy of people like Feinstein

is appalling. She’s known to have
carried a .38; she’s got a bodyguard;
she’s got a private limousine and a

chauffeur at taxpayers’ expense. And
she’s telling those of us who have to ride

the Muni bus that we shouldn’t be
allowed to have a gun—or for that

matter, unions, decent working condi-

tions or affordable housing. She’s a

representative of the ruling class of this

country, who are determined to make
the working class pay for capitalism’s

crisis. (Shouts of "Out of order!’’) So
while restraints on the fascists are being
relaxed, the push is on to disarm the

working class, especially blacks, as part

of a drive toward a bonapartist state

aimed at keeping working people down
We better fight these anti-democratic
measures while we can.

Gun control kills. It kills blacks in

particular It kills in the service of a
desperate ruling class which long ago
became a bar to human progress and
will seek to maintain its position
through naked state terror. It is this

class and its thugs which must be
disarmed, through victorious proletari-

an revolution. No to gun control! For
the right of black armed self-defense

against racist terror! For labor/black

mobilizations to stop the fascists!

Thank you very much.
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Spartacist Don Andrews Speaks on Chicago Black Radio

Blacks Under the Gun
We print below excerptsfrom a radio

interview with Don Andrews of the

Spartacist League and June 27 Commit-

tee Against the Nazis broadcast live on

WVON, Chicago's leading black radio

station, on June 26.

Richard Steele: Why have you formed

the Committee Against the Nazis?

Don Andrews: Well, the June 27

Committee Against the Nazis was

initiated by the Spartacist League in

response to the Nazis and the Klan

[threat] to march on Gay Pride Day.

Certainly the gays are on their hit list,

but they have other targets in this city.

Especially they want to go after blacks,

and Jews. I understand that not so long

ago they demolished the home of a

Jewish family in Evanston. And they

would like to preach their “White

Power” madness in the city of Chicago.

Steele: Why not have a demonstration

at another day, at another time, as

opposed to that time and that place on

Sunday?

Andrews: The underlying assumption

that’s behind that is that if you ignore

the Nazis and the Klan, they will ignore

us. You see, the Klan and Nazis are a

deadly threat right now. Under Rea-

gan’s war against black people, against

labor, against women and all minorities,

and gays, in this country, the Klan and

Nazis feel that they can come into a

powerful industrial center like Chicago

and carry out attacks on one of the most

vulnerable sections of the oppressed, the

gays, and then from there to launch a

drive for genocide against black people,

and the Jews. Since Reagan has come to

power they have grown enormously:

they number 10,000. they have 100,000

supporters.

Steele: Also psychologically they have

gained probably a lot of strength based

on what is the perceived attitude of the

current administration.

Andrews: Yes. Bill Wilkinson of the

Klan, shortly after Reagan was elected,

made the statement that his platform

could have been written by a Klansman.

And that is not far from the truth. The
Reagan government certainly has pro-

tected these fascists. They see the

possibility of unleashing them, particu-

larly in the context of a resurgent,

fighting labor movement that champi-

ons the right of labor and blacks and all

of the oppressed. They may need these

shock troops to drown in blood the

workers movement, the struggle for

black equality in the future.

Steele: 1 haven’t seen too much in the

major media about the event on

Sunday.

Andrews: Well, they certainly didn’t

mind playing up Greensboro as a

“shootout" between two “extremist”

organizations, and of course white-

washed the Klan/Nazi killers. Where
was the liberal outcry when the anti-

racist militants were gunned down in

broad daylight in Greensboro? One of

our purposes, since the major media

have maintained a conspiracy of silence

on this issue, has been to make this an

issue among blacks and Jews and

working people in this city, and other

ethnic minorities, and the response we

are getting is very, very positive. There

are a lot of angry people who do not

want to see the Nazi/Klan filth raise

their heads in this city, to get a recruiting

station in order to recruit to genocide.

They dream of their death camps; they

dream of making Chicago a vast

cemetery of Jewish, black and labor

corpses. We have to do everything in our

power through a labor-led fight to

organize black people. Jewish people

and all of the oppressed to stop the

Nazis and the Klan from raising their

heads in the city.

Steele: Let me ask you, what is the

Spartacist League?

Andrews: We’re a labor-socialist or-

ganization and, very simply put, our

struggle is to build a racially integrated

workers party in this country that can

fight for the rule of the working class.

Talking about combatting Nazi/Klan

terror in the industrial centers through-

out this country: I’m from Detroit, and

one of the things the Spartacist League

did along with militant auto workers

right in the aftermath of the Greensboro

killings was we were able to mobilize

blacks, many of whom were auto

workers, socialists and black youths, to

stop the Klan from riding in downtown
Detroit. This was in the face of deter-

mined opposition on the part of [May-

or] Coleman Young and the Democratic

Party administration, who threatened

to arrest anti-Klan militants who
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showed up. Also in San Francisco in

April ’80. labor, minorities and gays

stopped the Nazis from celebrating

Hitler’s birthday. Our strategy is one of

mobilizing the power of the labor

movement, alongside its allies, to

prevent such race-hate organizations

from gaining a foothold.

Steele: What's the City’s attitude at this

point?

Andrews: Well, they would like people

to stay home. They would basically like

to give the Nazis and the Klan a

platform on Sunday under the guise of

their “right to Constitutionally protect-

ed free speech,” which is another way of

saying the “right” to organize lynch

mobs against blacks and others. From
the very beginning we have been very

determined to make one thing absolute-

ly clear: our strategy is to avoid

confrontation with the police. We are

out there to demonstrate our outrage

against the Nazis and the Klan.

Steele: There may be people who are

not affiliated with any organization, and

you have no control over them.

Andrews: The truth of the matter is,

where does the violence come from?

Who has been maiming and murdering

and bombing black people’s homes and
other minorities’ homes from coast to

coast in this country? The violence

comes from these race-hate terrorist

organizations. I can spell that out very

graphically. For example, even in

Detroit recently three Klansmen were

convicted for blowing off the hand of a

black woman. I have a friend who was a

phone worker in California, who was

shot down off a pole by the Ku Klux

Klan. And also Greensboro. These are

not isolated incidents. This comes in a

context of a decaying economy, a

crumbling capitalist economy that

cannot provide the smallest reforms.

They are taking away every single gain

that black people and working people

have fought for in the past, and so these

Nazi and Klan organizations feel that

it’s open season on blacks and working

people and Jews and gays.

By the way, our organization, in

terms of defending the democratic rights

of homosexuals, we have done that even

before there was a gay movement,
because our party views itself, and we
are in reality, the tribune of the people.

We want to fight every single instance of

oppression and tyranny that this capi-

talist government visits on people,

because the only way we’re going to get

out of this situation is by stopping the

Nazis and the Klan and laying the basis

for an integrated fight for jobs for all.

That’s why on June 27 it’s so important

that we turn out masses of people who
are the enemies of fascism. The Sparta-

cist League is a socialist organization

which has initiated this, but we can’t do
it by ourselves. We arc a small socialist

organization of black and white revolu-

tionaries who have a vision of a better

world, a world in which the working

class can rule and black people can

finally have their equality. That costs

money, that means time and dedication,

and that means bodies. We think a lot of

people will see its importance by being

there on the 27th.

• * • * *

Caller: I’d like to say I appreciate their

cause, and I’m certainly going to be at

the park. Another thing, they are also

against Catholic people.

Steele: You’re talking about the Nazis.

Caller: Yeah, and the Ku Klux Klan. 1

don’t know how they could let them be

there with a Nazi uniform. I believe

what he is talking about tonight.

Steele: So you’re going to be out in

support, is that it?

Caller: I certainly am. I told my
husband I’m going to be there. I just

wanted to give credit for what they’re

doing.

*****
Caller: 1 want to appreciate what

they’re doing too. Every black person

should be there. All of those Jews out

there in Evanston, when they [the Nazis]

were supposed to march out there, they

stopped them. And that’s what we
should do. Every black person, every

Jew and everybody should be down
there. I’ll be there. I will. And I want to

get the number where I can send some
money to help them along. Where
should 1 send the money to?

Steele: Let’s get you a phone number,
and then you can call. What is that

number again?

Andrews: That’s [312] 427-0003.

Steele: Let me ask you a question

before you go. Doesn’t it bother you
about the prospect that there is al-

ways a possibility of some direct

confrontation?

Caller: Sure it bothers me. But what are

you going to do? If we don’t stick

together and be there, what’re we going
to do? Every word they said tonight is

really true. It’s getting worser and
worser.

Steele: So basically, your feeling is the

cause far outweighs the negative

thought

Caller: Just like the lady [said] who
called just a while ago. Why would the

government let them [the Nazis] demon-
strate like that? Why? Anything a black

person tries to do. they cut it down.
• * * * *

Caller: I would like to ask, do they

foresee a possible reformation of the

Black Panthers, or some other ethnic

organization that will fight, maybe
physically, against the Nazis?

Andrews: Well, I’d like to comment on
that. First of all, black people today are

absolutely leaderless. They’re vulner-

able, they’re disorganized and they are

full of despair. Because, for the most
part, the black "leaders" in this country,

what they're about particularly now is

finding another racist Democrat to sell

to us. People have their eyes on Teddy
Kennedy. Do you know what Teddy
Kennedy did when the racist mobs were
menacing and attacking black school-

children in Boston during the fight for

school integration.’ Absolutely nothing.

He turned a blind eye.

On the question of the Black Panther
Party and what happened to it. I’d like

to comment first of all that the only way
black people can attain their freedom is

continued on page 1
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Dean Paul/NFI

“No Hitlers in Chicago,

Nazis Off the Streets
!"

Printed below are excerpts from
speeches given at the rally ofthe June 27
Committee Against the Nazis in Chica-

go's Lincoln Park.

* * * * *

Ed Kartsen
Chairman of the rally and New York

City transit worker.

I’d like to welcome everyone to this

rally to stop the KKK and the Nazis. I’m

glad to see people come out here to stop

this Nazi filth. They come out to carry

out terror, and I know from what
happened to one of my fellow transit

workers on Monday that they mean
business: the racists clubbed him to

death in Brooklyn, with iron pipes.

That’s what the Nazis mean. Here in

Chicago many of you are familiar with

what went on in Marquette Park, where

the Nazis carried out racist terror

against the black community. You’re

familiar with what went on in Evanston,

where the Nazis burned down a Jewish

home. They think that gays, blacks

should be exterminated. They think the

labor movement must be smashed

—

they’re for slave labor. They want to

prepare this country for war. But we are

here to stop them!

We want to let them know that we will

not tolerate their presence in Chicago!

We will not allow them to come here to

build for race terror, for anti-gay terror,

for anti-union terror! We are here to say

the Nazis will not march in Chicago!

[Chanting: "Chicago is a union town—
No room for Nazis! Chicago is a black

town—No roomfor Nazis! Chicago is a

Jewish town—No room for Nazis!

Chicago is a gay town—No room for
Nazis!"]

These Nazis, when they carried out

their racist terror down in Greensboro,
North Carolina, the people that were on
the other side of their gunsights were

labor union organizers, civil rights

workers, black women and leftists. They
target all of us for the extermination

camps. They want to put all of us into

meat grinders, and they want to make
this country go to war on the basis of

race, god and country. They are here to

put everyone in this demonstration in

extermination camps or forced labor

camps and use us for cannon fodder in

the next war. But we are here to say no,

they will not do this, we will not allow

them.

Willie Harris
Secretary-Treasurer of Local 372. Serv-

ice Employees International Union.

Well, today, brothers and sisters, I

think it’s a serious test. 1 admit to you
the labor movement has been lax on
some issues. But on this issue, we’ve got

to come to the forefront. And it’s not

Ed Kartsen, left;

Jackie Brooks.

just the Nazis. They’re just one sick

group that couldn’t make it. We’ve got a

bigger problem. And I’m joining you,

the labor movement’s joining you, and
all these groups are joining you to tell

you that there’s a sicker group—and
they’re sitting right up on Capitol Hill in

Washington, D.C.! What are we going

to do? We’re going to stop the Nazis,

number one. But number two, we’re

going to organize.

We’re in a serious situation. They’re

trying to divide the workers, and make
them think you don’t need a union, you
don’t need this, you don’t need that.

What you need is unity—and we’re

going to get it. And today is just one
stride forward. On behalf of Local 372
and all its 6,000 members, I want to say

to you: I’m proud to be out here today!

I’m proud to be a part of this type of
organization. But I will not be satisfied

until we come together as one and knock
those big Nazis out of the Capitol and
say to ourselves, we’ve done the job!

This is only one phase

—

Washington,
D C. is the next!

Myra Owens
Spartacus Youth League.

The Nazis are using the gay demon-
stration as a scapegoat. The real focal

point is the black community. But we
are here today to stop them again, and
we will if they show their faces! It is only

the Spartacist League and the Spartacus
Youth League who raise the fight to stop

the Nazis and the Klan. There is not one
black organization, like Rev. Daugh-
try’s Black United Front or Ben Chavis’

National Black Independent Political

continued on page 6
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“No Hitlers in

Chicago”...
(continued from page 5)

Party or Jesse Jackson’s Operation

PUSH, that even raises a finger to stop

Reagan’s Cold War drive or even to

fight against the Nazis and the Klan.

Their main concern is building a future

in the Democratic Party. But there’s no

future for you in the Democratic Party

or the Republican Party. They’re both

equally dedicated to the anti-Soviet war
drive that fuels the growth of the Nazis

and the destruction of humanity.

So we need our own party, you need

your own party, which is a workers

party, a party that will fight in your

interests. And that party is the Sparta-

cist League and its youth group, the

Spartacus Youth League. With the

growth of the Nazis and the Klan, there

are candidates of the Nazis and Klan in

both ruling parties. Remember Tom
Metzger, the grand dragon of the Ku
Klux Klan who got the Democratic

nomination in San Diego? Neither party

has anything to offer black youth in this

country. But the Spartacus Youth
League does, and we want you to join

us. Just like we said on El Salvador, it

applies to blacks: Take a side! It is

revolution or death for black people in

this country!

It is blacks who will be in the forefront

of fighting against the Nazis and the

Klan. If the cops don’t get blacks, the

Nazis will. Remember the Black Pan-

ther Party leader Fred Hampton,
murdered here in Chicago? Remember
Ron Settles, murdered by the Signal

Hill police in Long Beach, California?

Recently two black GIs were killed in

Germany by a Nazi-lover, and one of

them was a sergeant in the Army. And
just last week a black transit worker in

New York was murdered by a racist

gang.

It’s great that you’re all out here to

fight the Nazis. But the fight is not over

today. We must continue to fight and we
must win that fight. The Spartacus

Youth League has a future for blacks.

Come and join the organization that

initiated this demonstration. Have a

shot at something else besides being the

burnt-out ash of history. There are some
of you out there who want to fight and
give a shot at socialism. So come and

join the Spartacus Youth League. Join

us today, because tomorrow might be

too late. We have the world to win!

Chuck Marino
Member. United Auto Workers Local

6

(International Harvester).

Besides myself, other endorsers from
the Local include Vice President Jim
West, Committeeman Dan Johnson,
stewards Melvin Lewis, Miller Rogers,

Charles Graham and several other rank-

and-file members. UAW Local 6 has

a history of fighting against race terror-

ism in this area. In 1975 one of our
brothers, C.B Dennis, moved into an
all-white section of the suburb of

Broadview, and his new home was
firebombcd on several occasions. He
brought his problem to a Local mem-
bership meeting and we passed a motion
to immediately institute a civil rights

defense committee. We contacted local

unions throughout the Chicago area.

Over 200 workers participated in my
local, plus other workers from the

Steelworkers, Meatcutters, etc. We
stayed out at C.B.’s home for three

months. Our defense proves that once
labor stands up to these Nazi and Klan
scum they crawl right back into their

holes. I’m very happy to say that C.B.

Dennis is still living in that house, and
that section of Broadview is now
completely integrated.

You know, every major industry in

this country is literally falling apart.

WV Photos

Steel, auto, construction, housing:

millions are out of work and the

conditions are continually getting

worse. 1 have ten years service out there

at Harvester and I've been laid off since

January. There's a good chance I’ll

never see the inside of that plant again.

Right now they’re literally dismantling

it piece by piece. There’s a thousand

people working there— in ‘73 they had

3,500 people working And our so-

called union leaders like Doug Fraser

say there’s nothing we can do, times are

tough, we have to grant these conces-

sions to keep the companies going. They'

have the slogan, “When the going gets

tough, throw in the towel.’’ I say that it's

time to fight these concessions. The
UAW was built when millions of auto

workers and other workers throughout

this country sat down and instituted

industrial unionism in this country.

That kind of solidarity is what's neces-

sary to stop the layoffs and plant

closings.

[The Nazis arrive. Chants: "The Nazis

killed six million Jews! Stop the Nazis

now!" "Labor, blacks, Jews, gays—
Unite to stop the Nazis!" "Nazis want to

destroy us all— Nazis off the streets
!"

"Labor must show the way—Stop the

Nazis and JKKK!" "Remember Nazi
death camps— It must not happen
here!" "Remember Auschwitz! Remem-
ber Treblinka! Remember Dachau!
Remember Lidice! Remember the

Warsaw Ghetto! Remember Greens-

boro! Nazis offthe Streets!" "No Hitlers

in Chicago— Nazis off the streets!"

"Smash the Nazis, this is the hour—
Labor and blacks have got the power!"
And finally, as the Nazis leave, "Nazis

out! Nazis out! Nazis out!" Cheers.]

Don Andrews
Spartacist League Central Committee.
You people did it! We all did it! We

drove the Nazis out of here! We can be
proud of ourselves that we stuck

together here. [Cheers] Black people
stuck together. Jews stuck together.

Labor stuck together. Gays stuck
together. And we can do other things

when we stick together. There’s no room
for Nazis here. There’s no room for the

Ku Klux Klan. There’s no room for

those who want to kill gays and blacks
and Jews. But there’s room for those
who want to fight for the oppressed in

this country. Because we aren’t going to
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let these people come out here to try and
destroy us and goose-step here. They

didn’t expect thousands of people to

stand in their way. They were wrong,

weren’t they. [Shouts of "Yes!"] So,

brothers and sisters, we should all be

proud of being able to mobilize our

forces successfully today and prevent

them from carrying out their program.

I'm from the Spartacist League, and

when we heard that the Nazis were going

to be here, we said somebody had to do
something. We said we believe that the

labor movement and other sections of

the oppressed would defend the rights of

gays. We know that the Nazis and the

Klan have gays at the beginning of their

hit list, but they mainly want to kill

blacks. And where were the so-called

black organizations today? Like Opera-

tion PUSH—where were they, these so-

called leaders? They’re busily running

around to the stinking racist Demo-
crats. Like Jimmy Carter. Like Ted
Kennedy. Like Jane Byrne, who wanted

us to ignore the Nazis and the Klan. She

told us to stay at home today. They
don’t ignore us, right? So it’s important

that we came out here and we mobilized

our forces. Because there’s a lot of wind

being put in their sails by the racist in the

White House, by both Democrats and

Republicans, who are waging a war on

labor, blacks and all of the oppressed.

So we put out thousands of leaflets,

hundreds of thousands of leaflets raising

the question, “Who Are These Nazis?

What Do They Want to Destroy? Who
Do They Want to Kill?” We’ve all got to

get together to fight this Nazi threat.

Because you see the bosses in this

country are desperately trying to set us

at each other’s throats. We have to begin

to crack the divisions that divide the

working people in this society. That’s

why the Spartacist League did the

simple decent thing, mobilizing labor

and all sections of the oppressed to

defend the rights of gays, blacks and

Jews in this city. Y ou see the fascists can

be stopped.

Now Reagan is talking about peace

and we know he means war. And they’re

driving toward a war against the Soviet

Union, to overturn the gains made by
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the Russian working people and peas-

ants in 1917. Gains which the capitalists

would like to take back. Those gains

belong to us. There’s plenty of problems

in that country, like the absence of

working-class democracy. And we

Trotskyists fight to overthrow the

bureaucrats that are against world

working-class revolution. But we have a

program that makes sense to the

working people, the blacks, the Jews,

the minorities in this country. A
program that says we’ve got to rely on

our own strength and build that into a

powerful movement for socialism, to

fight for a workers government, for a

planned economy, for jobs for all....

We desperately need a fighting

workers party in this country. The only

way we’re going to stop the Klan and the

Nazis, is through mobilizing labor and

all of the oppressed. The Spartacist

League is the party for those who really

want to fight this racist dying capitalist

system. 1 want to appeal to people here,

Don’t sit on the sidelines. Join the

Spartacist League and Spartacus Youth

League, because our organization

shows the way forward to a socialist

future, in which the working class has

taken the power out of the hands of the

capitalists. And you’ve got to fight for it,

because it’s not going to be given to you.

Norm Roth
Former presn ent, United Auto
Workers Local 6 (Melrose Park,

Illinois).

First let me congratulate all those

who organized this demonstration

against hate, who organized this demon-
stration for democracy, for the Ameri-

can people, on behalf of all the people

who suffered in World War II. The
world has paid its price. It was former

Supreme Court justice Jackson, who
was the American counsel at Nurem-
burg, who said that the world cannot

endure a revival of Nazism and fascism.

Such a revival would mean the end of all

civilization. What is the real meaning of

the Nazis and the Klan, those who
preach hate and division? They are the

bulwark of reaction, those who would
tear apart the people’s movements when
the people fight for a decent life, for

unity and democracy.

There is no reason on earth why this,

the wealthiest nation in the world,

should have about 15 million unem-
ployed. This is the danger to American
democracy, something that cannot be

tolerated in America. And in order to

keep us from solving this problem the

Nazis and Klan are nourished, by those

who led us into World War II and now
hope to turn the people’s fight for peace,

an end to nuclear armaments. Peace and

friendship around the world with all

nations, and resolving our problems

through the United Nations through

discussion and give-and-take bargain-

ing instead of the dead-end way of war.

There are no nuclear wars, it’s only

mutual suicide.

I say once again: do not look for

division, look for unity. The people yes!

You have showed your strength today.

Maintain it and go on to a victory that

will produce a bigger and better Ameri-
ca in a world of peace, where all can live

together and Nazism belongs with the

dinosaurs in museums.

Cliff Mezo
Vice president, United Steelworkers

Local W10 (Inland Steel).

The labor unions around the area

should be represented in a great more
numbers than they are here today,

because the goal of the Nazi party has

been and was in Germany to break up
the unions. In their quest for power they

prey on racial prejudice, any prejudice,

but their real goal is to enslave the

workers once they come to power. And
this is what happened in Germany.

continued on page 8
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SL spokesman
Don Andrews:

We are the
party for those
who want to

fight this racist

dying
capitalist

system.
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“No Hitlers in

Chicago”...
(continued from page 7)

When they were coming to power they

persecuted the Jews. In this country they

try to stir up prejudice against the

blacks, the Latinos and the gays.

I think the biggest fear we have is

laughing at the clowns who were across

the street and not really taking them

seriously. This was what was done in

Germany. Everyone laughed at that

little paper hanger with the funny

mustache: "Nothing serious could come
of that.” And people say, “Well, this is

not Germany. Our people aren’t like

that It can’t happen here.” 1 tell you it

was happening here, brothers and

sisters. Before World War il there were

huge demonstrations and the Nazi

sympathy ran rampant in this country.

There were German-American Bunds

and youth movements. There were

prominent people— Lindbergh, movie

stars—who were openly sympathetic

and helping the Nazi movement in

Germany.
If we don’t take the Klan and Nazis

seriously. th»y will succeed in stirring up

“Labor Must
Defend the Rights

of Gays!”

Statement from Jim West, vice

president of Local 6. United Auto
Workers, at International Harvest-

er. Melrose Park. Illinois.

I, Jim West, Vice President of

UAW Local 6 at International

Harvester in Melrose Park, have

endorsed the June 27 Committee
Against the Nazis. It is important

that we stop the Nazis. Today they

are going after gays because they

represent the weakest link. But if

they chop off the weakest link

today, tomorrow the next op-

pressed group becomes the weakest

link—blacks, minorities, the trade

unions and so on up the chain. I

encourage the entire labor move-
ment to turn out on June 27 in

Lincoln Park to stop the Nazis.

prejudice, and once they gain a foothold

your workers are through. They’re little

more than slaves.

Gene Shofner
Spartacist League Central Committee,
formerly a leader of the Red Flag

Union I Lavender & Red Union, a left-

wing gay collective in Los Angeles.

Brothers and sisters, this was an

important day today, because the

people of Chicago came out in the

thousands to oppose the Nazis here.

They said the Nazis will not march in

our town. There were some people who
said you should ignore these Nazis.

When you ignore the fascists it’s like

ignoring poison. If a rattlesnake bites

you in the leg and you ignore that,

you’re dead in 15 minutes. The econom-
ic conditions in this country breed right-

wing reaction. These fascists tried to

unite the Nazis and the Ku Klux Klan

and the America First Committee to

come out to call for “Death to Queers.”

And the people of Chicago said, “No!
We will not allow ourselves to be

piecemealed to death.” That’s why it is

very important that labor came out and
blacks came out and minorities and
Jews came out with the gays to fight

against this fascist reaction. That’s an

important victory.

Joe Lamm
Vice president. Service Employees
International Union Local 372.

1 want to congratulate all of you for

the tremendous demonstration today.

But I’d like to add caution that if there’s

anybody here today who thinks that by

coming here that’s the end, they’re

wrong. Because the Nazis can only exist

when there’s a climate of hate, oppres-

sion. And we’ve got to all stick together

as a coalition. The greedy and the

corporations are united. Whatever their

differences are, they take a firm stand

against the working people in this

country. And unless we stick together

and set aside our differences, only they

can benefit from that.

There are only 20 percent of

American workers that are unionized.

That means a lot of people right here are

working in factories where they have a

dictatorship of the boss that oppresses

them. People fought and died for the

right to have unions, and we’ve got to

take advantage of that and unionize

every factory that every one of us works

in. Because the first thing any totalitari-

an country does is to get rid of trade

unions. And Ronald Reagan and all of

his henchmen are doing their best to

crush unions and working people in this

country.

People today that have come out here

have shown that we do have the power

to fight back. We’ve sent the message

loud and clear from our demonstration.

Let’s not let it die. Let’s go back and

make it work in our communities, day

and night, until we have victory.

Boris Ross
Fought with the Red Army in the

Ukraine in 1918 during the Civil War,

long-time activist in anti-fascist

organizing in Chicago.

Friends, fellow workers and anti-

Nazis. All my life since I was 1 7 years old

I fought against Nazism. I fought

against the White Guardists who were

trying to massacre the Jews in the

Ukraine. They were supplied with

American guns and American weapons.

And we had to fight against them. If the

Red Army hadn’t given the Jews guns to

organize the self-defense groups, there

wouldn’t be a single Jew left in the

Ukraine. Now here in the United States

I had a very bitter experience. I saw the

danger of Nazism coming. In 1931 we
called a demonstration against the

Nazis, when everyone was pooh-

poohing them. Twenty-five thousand

people were marching from Douglas

Park to Grant Park and we organized

the Anti-Nazi League.

Now who are the Nazis? The Nazis

were a bunch of hired hoodlums of the

capitalists in Germany, and now they

are being supported by the multination-

al corporations in the United States.

The multinational corporations decided

they want to reduce the status of the

American working class to work as

cheap as the workers in Taiwan, the

workers in Hong Kong, the workers in

South Africa. We have over 12 million

unemployed today, and that’s only the

people who are getting unemployment

insurance. There’s six millions who were

never employed. Black Americans who
graduate high school, who dropped out

of high school, who lost all hope for a

job. and then they blame them, say

they're criminals.

We have to organize the workers,

organize them and take over the

factories. The workers can run the

factories without the bosses. The bosses

cannot run factories without help. From
the day Hitler dropped dead, the

American imperialists took over the

anti-Soviet flag. All over the world

they’re fighting Sovietism. But the

Soviets destroyed the Nazis. They

sacrificed 20 million people! Organize

and fight!

Jackie Brooks
Activist in the June 27 Committee
Against the Nazis.

Thank you all for coming out here

today. I didn’t think we’d have this large

a turnout. I was very happy for this.

Everybody in the League worked hard

for the past month or so. And I’d like to

make a point that we have people with

buckets out here. We’d like to solicit

your donations. This whole thing cost us

a lot of money and we need your support

to help us offset it.

I want to tell you how I got affiliated

with this. I saw someone distributing

leaflets and I read it and I said: “Wow,
this is of importance. Is there anything I

can do to help?” I was reading the

leaflets where the Nazis were talking

about a final solution for blacks as being

canned for dog food, and it reminded

me that their final solution for the Jews
was to exterminate them, six million.

And it jolted my memory as to the 60

million blacks that were killed during

slavery by people of the same racial

mentality. Which is totally psychotic to

me.

You people out here today, we love

you all for coming out here and really

supporting this. And don’t think that it’s

over just because we ran them off.

They’ll show up again. They showed up
in Marquette Park, telling us we can’t

come over here, we can’t come across

the tracks, we can’t move here, we can’t

shop here. We can’t even just drive

through there. And that’s crazy. 1 mean,
we all work, and those of us who don’t

we wish we were. Me for one. We pay
taxes and this is a so-called free society.

We're supposed to have the pursuit of

so-called life and so-called liberty. But
people like these fascists tell us we can’t

do anything, 1 don’t see how that can
happen.

[Chanting: Chicago is a labor town—
No room for Nazis!]

Spartacist League Forums

Videotape and Eyewitness Accounts of Chicago Rally

3,000 Mobilize to Stop “Labor Must Show the Way! Stop the Nazis and the KKK!”
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These Nazi creeps claim to be the "master race"!

WV Photo

Thousands
Mobilize...
(continuedfrom page I)

for the protest had been distributed in

the area over the previous two weeks. At

the demonstration members of dozens

of local unions were present. Speakers

included Norm Roth (former president.

United Auto Workers Local 6), Cliff

“Cowboy" Mezo (vice president. Steel-

workers Local 1010), Willie Harris and

Joe Lamm (secretary-treasurer and vice

president respectively of Service Em-
ployees International Local 372). A
B'nai B’rith concentration camp survi-

vors chapter mobilized for the demon-
stration, and a Palestinian support

committee turned out as well. Some
feminists and gay groups, the Red Rose

Collective and various self-proclaimed

socialists also showed up.

Black participation in the demon-
stration was key. To come up from the

South Side to Lincoln Park on a Sunday
morning took not only commitment but

guts. Black people have been stoned by

racist mobs when they marched for

integration. Terrorist mghtriders have

firebombed their homes when they

moved into the “wrong" neighbor-

hood. They remember the cop

murder of Black Panther leader Fred

Hampton as he lay in his bed. They
remember the Nazis’ "white power"

rallies in Marquette Park. Jackie

Brooks, a young black militant who
worked with the June 27 Committee,

recalled that “even a dog that belonged

to a black person wouldn’t cross the

railroad tracks there." But blacks also

know that they are No. 1 on the Klan/

Nazis’ death lists, and you’ve got to do
something.

But not everyone sought to mobilize

mass opposition to the Nazis’ death

threats. The mainstream gay organiza-

tions chose to “ignore" the Nazis,

making sure that their march didn’t

arrive at Lincoln Park until after the

storm troopers were gone. And while

labor officials endorsed the socialist-

initiated demonstration, many “leftists”

did their best to defeat it. The Commu-
nist Party (CP) got out of the way of this

rally, although various of its supporters

such as Roth, a leader of the CP’s

“Trade Unionists for Action and De-

mocracy" group, came and spoke.

Progressive Labor and its International

Committee Against Racism (PL/

InCAR) worked against the demonstra-

tion. First InCAR honcho Finley

Campbell claimed disingenuously that it

was a “trap" by Mayor Byrne (who
endorsed the Gay Pride march), later

admitting that PL’s real position was

Moral Majority bigotry (“The SL is

stopping the Nazis for a bunch of ’fags’

who are part of the Nazi movement").

Meanwhile, the Revolutionary Socialist

League ( RSL), which postures as macho
Nazi fighters, retreated for cover into

the gay milieu. The RSL formed a

Stonewall Committee which soon crum-
bled as its defeatist policy was swamped
by the organizing of the SL-led June 27

Committee.

First They Came for the Gays

The Chicago outfit which calls itself

the American Nazi Party announced
that it would hit the Gay Pride march in

Lincoln Park. For years this little band
of swastika-brandishing thugs was led

by a two-bit Fuhrer, Frank Collin, until

he was arrested in 1980 as a "child

molester" and “exposed" as half-Jewish.

The Chicago Nazis were then “cleaned

out" by the North Carolina fascists of

Greensboro infamy. The Nazis' planned

provocation followed an increasingly

familiar and ominous pattern. Working
the fringes of Reagan's anti-Soviet war
drive and appealing to reactionary

Christian fundamentalists of the Moral
Majority, the fascists proclaimed:

“Smash the Communist-Queer Alli-

ance." Their "Dial-a-Nazi" hate mes-

sage said to “turn to your bibles...to

find out why god says the queers and

their supporters must be put to death."

As the June 27 Committee’s campaign

picked up steam we began getting hate-

calls from crazies calling themselves the

“Committee to Put Jews in Ovens," who
cackled about Auschwitz. Just rhetoric?

What about the Jewish couple in

Evanston whose home was ransacked

and covered with swastikas?

The main recruiting pitch of the

fascist terrorists has been "White Pow-

er," and their focus has been the

neighborhood of Marquette Park, a

racist pocket of East European "Captive

Nations" emigres on Chicago’s South

Side. This has given these little Hitlers a

degree of credibility they lack elsewhere.

Meanwhile, the homosexual population

is an isolated minority here in the heart

of “Middle America." The June 27

Committee leaflet, “Who Are These

Nazis? What Do They Want to Destroy?

Who Do They Want to Kill?" pointed

out: “The Nazis have targeted Gay Pride

Day, because they know that homosex-

uals are the weakest link in their chain of

terror. But in the factories, union halls

and neighborhoods, Chicagoans know
that this attack on gays is only a

beginning The Nazis have their guns

loaded and pointed directly at .you!" We
cited the famous statement by German
Protestant theologian and World War I

U-Boat commander Martin Niemoller,

which begins, “First they came for the

communists, but since 1 was not a

communist I did not protest....”

We said, “Chicago is a union town, a

black town— a city of ethnic minori-

ties." In particular, the Spartacist

League leaflet warned of the Nazi/ K K K
threat to blacks:

"For blacks—the central and immedi-
ate target of Nazi/ Klan race-

terrorists—a Nazi rally in Chicago is an
especially ominous provocation. The
Nazi program for blacks makes the

apartheid butchers of South Africa look
like benevolent liberals. The racist

rulers of South Africa think blacks

should be forcibly segregated and
viciously exploited; the Nazis think they

should be exterminated and canned for

dogfood. Black Chicagoans had better

turn out in the thousands to stop these

organizers for racist genocide!"

The Spartacist League campaign

touched a responsive chord in the city,

particularly in the labor movement and

black community. Early on support

came from the International Harvester

plant in Melrose Park (UAW Local 6),

where in 1975 the union had organized a

civil rights defense guard to protect a

black union brother’s house from
nightriding racists. The executive board

of UAW Local 551 (Ford Sterling

Heights stamping plant) sent the Com-
mittee a letter announcing their "deci-

sion in favor of giving their support to

the demonstration to stop the Nazis.”

A number of officials and union
militants at the Inland Steel plant in

East Chicago (USWA Local 1010) also

supported the demonstration. Inland

has been the site of an important picket-

line defense case around class-struggle

militant Keith Anwar. The largely black

and Latino bus drivers were among the

most enthusiastic backers of the anti-

Nazi protest. They took piles of leaflets,

making sure they were placed on every

seat. One drove around the block so that

a Committee activist could take up a

collection before getting off. Phone

company workers formed a small con-

tingent that made their banner in a bar.

Understanding that labor could be

next on the fascists’ hit list, the unionists

were not afraid to defend homosexuals.

And they were not the only ones. A
declaration by the Greek-American

Union, printed in the national Greek-

language daily Proini (24 June), stated:

“The Greek people have suffered as few

others have from the brutality and blind

violence of the Nazis.... Our dead call

for the full participation of the Greeks of

Chicago at the anti-Nazi demonstration

in Lincoln Park.” A chapter of B'nai

B’rith named for Warsaw Ghetto

uprising hero Janusz Korczak sent out a

notice "calling on you to be present in

Lincoln Park We as Holocaust

Survivors have a moral obligation to

protest any Nazi rally.” In Evanston,

where the Nazis were driven out of

Lovelace Park in 1980, people ap-

plauded Committee leafletters and more
than $ 100 was collected at a community
art fair. At the moment of Zionist

terrorist Begin’s monstrous crimes in

Lebanon, the question of opposing Nazi

murderers at home sharply split

Chicago-area Jews.

Especially among Chicago blacks we
received an enthusiastic response. An
early endorser was Wallace Davis, Jr.,

who was shot in the back by Chicago
police in 1977, successfully sued the city

and now heads a black organization

against police brutality. While the major
TV stations and daily newspapers

maintained a conspiracy of silence

about the anti-Nazi demonstration

being planned, every black radio station

in the city picked up the news and

broadcast it across Chicago (see WVON
interview with SL spokesman Don
Andrews, page 4). Around 63rd and

Halsted every liquor store in the

neighborhood took at least 100 flyers.

And people would come up to the

Committee sound car at stoplights and

ask for stacks of leaflets to hand around.

At the rally, while many left after the

Nazis drove off, a lot of blacks stayed to

the end. Black people know that in this

racist country every rotten thing is going

to hit them hardest. And the Nazi/Klan

killer psycho scum are the worst. That's

what brought them out.

For homosexuals the Nazi provoca-

tion posed an unavoidable political

choice. Although the Gay Pride Parade

Committee sought to ignore the fascists,

hundreds of Chicago gays turned out to

confront the fascists. Hardly a bar in

New Town did not have a stack of

leaflets, and the widely read weekly

GayLife reported fully on the press

conference by the June 27 Committee
Against the Nazis. On Sunday as the

Gay Pride parade entered Lincoln Park,

marchers cheered our bullhorn an-

nouncements that thousands had

stopped the Nazis. As a dozen gays

stood around a Committee leafletter,

one argued that you should ignore the

Nazis; the rest vigorously objected,

“That’s crazy. ..these people did the

right thing."

The victory party held after the anti-

Nazi rally at a nearby bar was attended

by 350-400 people, a third of them
black. Many were interested in talking

with members of the Spartacist League,

which had initiated the mass protest

against fascist terror, and learning

about Trotskyism. People applauded as

a new member joined the Spartacus

Youth League and a chervonetz gold

medallion was awarded to a supporter

for meritorious service at the March 27

El Salvador march in Washington, D.C.

The Internationale was sung at the

conclusion.

Big Liars Caught Red-Handed

But the day thousands streamed into

Lincoln Park to stop the Nazis was a day

of infamy for the motley crew which

makes up the Anti-Spartacist League.

Through petty sabotage—Stonewall

leaflets pasted over Committee posters,

trying to rip up leaflets—the Revolu-

tionary Socialist League in particular

tried to undercut the anti-Nazi protest

on June 27. First of all, their maneuver
in the gay milieu blew up in their face,

with full accounts of the fiasco pub-

lished in the local gay weekly. Then
after the RSL’s Stonewall Committee
collapsed, they were unable to organize

anyone at all. Worse yet, the supposedly

“sectarian" Spartacists managed to

bring out more than 3,000. The SL-
initiated June 27 Committee Against the

Nazis got numerous endorsements and
participation from the labor
movement—which isn’t supposed to

move for anything but dollars and cents,

says the RSL. But there they all were

occupying the site where the fascists

planned to strut.

Faced with the SL’s strategy of labor/

black mobilization translated into

reality, the RSLers resorted to down-
right provocation, trying, again unsuc-

cessfully, to turn the protest into a

confrontation with the cops. Their usual

M.O. is to dress up in football helmets

and heave rocks, resulting in a bash with

the police in which the fascists get off

scot-free. This time, in a demonstration
that was confronted by mounted police

and shot through with more than a

continued on page 10

Building lor

June 27 among
Chicago's black
community.
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Urgent!
The successful anti-fascist mobili-

zation in Chicago June 27 cost

money! Especially given the blackout

in the major news media, the action

was built by street corner soap-

boxing, appeals to labor and neigh-

borhood organizations and mass

leaflet distribution. Altogether

260,000 leaflets were given out and
more than 5,000 placards were

posted.

The June 27 Committee reports

that it has raised S3,689.44 in

Chicago. Over SI, 100 of that was
collected in small amounts on the

streets of black, working-class, gay

and Jewish neighborhoods. Else-

where, another $1,525.98 was con-

tributed at the large San Francisco

gay pride march and $234.24 by New
York gay marchers. But much more
is still needed to cover printing costs,

sound equipment rentals, legal fees,

telephone bills.

Workers Vanguard salutes the

3,000 militants who turned out on
June 27 in Chicago to oppose the

Nazi provocation. We appeal to

readers around the country who
would have liked to be there too to

support that action now by sending

generous donations to:

June 27 Committee Against

the Nazis

Box 6441, Main P.O.

Chicago, IL 61820

Thousands
Mobilize...
(continued from page 9)

hundred clearly marked plainclothes-

men traveling in groups of up to a

dozen, their scheme was to get young
militants to start throwing things. When
security squads of the Committee
Against the Nazis warned them that we
wouldn’t tolerate any stunts to get

people beaten and arrested, the RSLers
let fly with a stream of cop-baiting. They
also directly provoked arrests. In one

case, when marshals were restraining a

demonstrator, an RSLer came up
yelling “let him do what he wants"; the

fellow threw an egg and ten seconds

later was arrested by the cops, while the

RSL provocateur started screaming

about SL “fingermen"!

On June 27, it was not just 3,000 anti-

Nazis against two dozen fascist punks.

Directly confronting the crowd was the

Chicago Police. And those stupid

adventurists who simply identify the

state power with these tiny gangs are

capable of criminal provocations. In the

1930s, Leon Trotsky wrote of an

incident in Paris where the Stalinists

provoked a confrontation with police

protecting a fascist meeting.

“In this period it is very important to

distinguish between the fascists and the

state. The state is not yet ready to

subordinate itself to the fascists; it

wants to ‘arbitrate.’... Politically it is

part of the nature of a pre-Bonapartist,

‘arbiter’ state that the police hesitate,

hold back, and on the whole are far

from identifying with the fascist gangs.

Our strategic task is to increase these

hesitations and apprehensions on the
part of the ‘arbiter,' its army and its

police. How? By showing that we are
stronger than the fascists, that is by
giving them a good beating in full view
of this arbiter without, as long as we are

not absolutely forced to, directly taking

on the state itself. That is the whole
point."

— letter to the French Communist
League, 2 March 1934 in

Writings of Leon Trotsky,

Supplement [1934-40]

June 27 was an important show of force

to stop the Nazis; it was built in political

struggle against liberals and others who
would “ignore” the fascist threat. True,

there should have been tens of thou-

sands to run off the Hitlerite creeps, and
this time the cops stood in the way. But
we showed it can be done.

In the context of Reagan reaction and
a bipartisan anti-Soviet war drive, there

has been a sharp political shift to the

right in this country, including by the

bulk of the so-called "left." As the

Spartacist League increasingly stands

out as the clear communist pole, various

pseudo-socialists have resorted to slan-

der and provocation against us. In order
to keep El Salvador protests “ready for

Teddy" Kennedy, they call on the

capitalist cops to exclude the SL
because of our call for military victory

to leftist insurgents and for defense of

Cuba and the USSR. As we have
successfully mobilized labor and blacks

to stop the fascists from penetrating

northern urban centers— Detroit, No-
vember 1979; San Francisco, April

1980; Ann Arbor last March 20 and
Chicago on June 27—these fake-

revolutionaries resort to ever more
absurd lies to cover their own capitula-

tion to the liberals. And these Big Lies

by little centrist clots are then picked up
and circulated by the far larger refor-

mists to smear the reds.

In Chicago, the RSL claims we
fingered anti-fascist militants to the

cops and condemns the SL as anti-gay!

Their sidekick, Peter Sollenberger, guru
of the tiny Revolutionary Workers
League (RWL), claimed the “Spans"
didn't bring people out, the Nazis did.

This is not the first time they have
stooped to slanders. The RWL labeled

Detroit, November 1979 a “fraud."

saying black demonstrators were
“passers-by" who had been “duped.” In

Ann Arbor, where 2,000 responded to

the SL campaign and ran the Nazis out

of town, the RSL/RWL claim we
attacked our own demonstration, be-

cause we blocked their attempt to take it

over with their own sound system. And
in Chicago, June 27 their ludicrous line

is that we brought out thousands,

distributed a quarter million leaflets in

little over two weeks, put up 5,000

posters in three days—all calling to

“Stop the Nazis”—just so that when
masses came out we could prevent them
from doing just that! As Stalin said,

paper will take anything written on it.

But who will believe them after

Chicago?!

The RSL's adventurism is based on its

lack of faith in the capacity and will of

the working class to fight for the

oppressed. Its defeatist sectoralism—
telling each sector of the oppressed to go
it alone—and reliance on the liberals

have the same roots. On March 20 in

Ann Arbor, the RSL/RWL sought to

conciliate the “ignore the Nazis” Dem-
ocrats. Later they denounced the Spar-
tacist League for “trade union fetish-

ism," simply asserting a supposed
“failure of the trade-union movement to

mobilize seriously against the Klan and
Nazis." Yet it was precisely labor

support that turned Ann Arbor into a

mass protest. In Chicago they tried to

tail after “ignore the Nazis" Gay Priders,

while the SL mobilized labor, blacks,

Jews and gays to stop the fascists. Those
who walk in the middle of the road are

bound to be run over. And by the end of

the day on June 27 you could almost see

the tire tracks where the Anti-Spartacist

League had been run over by 3,000 anti-

Nazi fighters. With their sectoralism,

the RSL/RWL didn’t defend gays; with

our political opposition to sectoralism,

we did.

Smash the Fascists— For
Workers Revolution!

In the aftermath, the demonstration
of several thousands in Lincoln Park
against the fascists was the object of a

violence-baiting media campaign.
While TV news accounts said “close to

3,000" were present at the anti-Nazi

protest, the wire services and daily

papers said 1,000. “13 Foes of Nazis

Arrested During Lincoln Park Rally"

was the Sun-Times headline. The
Associated Press wrote: “The Chicago
gay parade, its 13th annual, was marred
by protesters who hurled rocks, eggs

and smoke bombs. It was not immedi-
ately clear which of the three groups was
responsible for the violence and which
groups the arrested demonstrators

represented.” Yet in interviewing a

spokesman for the June 27 Committee,
AP Chicago correspondent T. Lee

Hughes had asked: “Were you surprised

that there wasn’t any violence?” Of
course, the real source of violence is the

fascists, and the capitalist society that

breeds such terrorists. But the capitalist

press, which treated the Greensboro
massacre as a “shootout" between

“extremists” (equating the leftist victims

with their Nazi/ Klan murderers), wasn’t

interested in that story.

June 27 was not merely a gathering of

several thousand people who oppose the

Nazis. It gave a taste, but only a taste, of

the social power of a labor and black

militant mobilization which can sweep

away the unspeakable Hitler punks and
defend embattled minorities. A full-

scale mobilization of the workers

movement and minorities would send

these mad-dog elements of the enraged

middle class packing.

As several speakers emphasized, the

fascists feed off the present depression

conditions. They are the fringe products

of the anti-Soviet war drive backed by

both Democrats and Republicans, a re-

newed Cold War that seeks to “roll

back” not only Communism abroad but

every gain won by the union movement
and minorities at home. The fascists’

appeal is to increasingly desperate and
backward working-class and lower

middle-class white layers who are

persuaded not by rational arguments
but by force. The Nazis and Klan

understand this well: their "propagan-

da” consists of lynchings, cross burnings

and swastika painting. As it was in

Germany, the question is: who will win,

who will die? Will the Red Guards or the

storm troopers prevail?

The fascists’ ultimate function is as

capitalism’s shock troops to destroy the

unions, to whip up genocidal racism

against minorities. Today they are small

gangs waiting in the wings to be used on
a grand scale tomorrow. But in Rea-
gan’s America they have demonstrated
their appeal, occasionally winning tens

of thousands of votes in white racist

pockets—North Carolina, Detroit sub-

urbs, southern California’s Orange
County. They must be crushed in the

egg! The means are not small-group

confrontations with the cops, or suicidal

and idiot appeals to the capitalist state

which systematically protects them, but
militant class struggle leading to the

conquest of power by the working class.

This latter is the strategy of the

Spartacist League.

This is the program for the emancipa-

tion of black people enslaved by the

chains of racist American capitalism.

Blacks know the Nazis and KKK are an

immediate, lethal threat. Recent history

in Marquette Park was written in black

blood and white terror. But they also

remember that it was in the Chicago

suburb of Cicero that Martin Luther

King, Jr. was stoned by white racist

mobs when he tried to bring the liberal-

led civil rights movement north. That

movement ran head-on into the capital-

ist economic basis of black oppression.

And ever since then the token gains for

black rights have been steadily eroded:

busing dead, CETA terminal and overt

racism in the saddle from the White

House to the courthouse. In Reagan’s

America, more than two-thirds of all

black youth are unemployed. Black

parents, many jobless and despairing,

can’t keep their kids off the street and

their grandmothers on welfare.

It has become a commonplace to say

that decaying capitalism underlies racist

oppression in the U.S. Most of the "last

hired and first fired" haven't had a

steady job since the 1974-75 recession.

But many have become demoralized by

unrelieved oppression. Black misleaders

say that salvation can be found in the

“lesser evil" Democratic Party of Jimmy
Carter. After the demonstrated bank-

ruptcy of civil rights liberalism and

WV Photo

radical pseudo-nationalism, many black
militants are open to a class-struggle

road to black emancipation. The Spar-
tacist League alone raises that program,
fighting to finish the Civil War at last.

On the streets of Chicago and Detroit,
the SL organizes to crush the race
terrorists, to harness the power of labor
to the struggle for equality, building a
communist vanguard party that fights

for revolutionary integrationism and
socialism.

It is desperately necessary to fight!

Failure to do so means descent into race
war and destruction. But the key to

victorious labor/ black struggle is the
forging of black leadership in a commu-
nist vanguard party. With only a few
hundreds and a growing black compo-
nent, the Spartacist League was able to

bring out thousands to stop the Nazis in

Chicago on June 27. With a few
thousand militants gained in massive
black recruitment, the SL can lead the
way to black liberation through socialist

revolution. In this race-divided country,
the Spartacist League is America’s last,

best hope.
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Black Radio...
(continuedfrom page 4)

through joint struggle, united struggle

with white workers. And we haven’t

seen that in years. The idea of blacks

attempting to overturn racist American

capitalism by themselves without being

part of a socialist organization of

workers of all races is the road to defeat.

And the Black Panther Party, despite

the heroic effort of many of its militants

to fight against the racist status quo. had

no strategy that could show the way out.

Unfortunately they were a nationalist

organization, which meant that they

wrote off the working class, the white

and black workers. And that’s where the

power is in this society—in the factories,

where the black and white working

people face their enemies.

Steele: Isn’t that power right now being

eroded by the fact that there are many
people who are obviously out of work,

people are scared about their jobs? I

would think that people are so con-

cerned and hesitant about speaking out

in many situations because your first

thinking is, “I want to keep my job.”

Andrews: Well, first of all we have to

understand about the demoralization

and despair among working people,

who’s responsible for it? It’s the fat cat

labor sellouts who have given up every

single gain imaginable. Look at Doug
Fraser, who sits on the board of

directors of the Chrysler Corporation—
he gave away five billion dollars and
now is talking about giving up more to

the greedy companies. The only way to

respond to such a situation is for the

workers to use their power through sit-

down strikes, to occupy those plants and

to appeal to other sections of the

working class and the poor. The
Spartacist League, especially in the

current period, has fought for this

perspective. Our supporters, for exam-
ple in the Ford River Rouge plant in

Detroit, recently energetically fought

for a two-day sit-down strike through-

out southeast Michigan, but especially

centered on the powerful Ford River

Rouge plant, to show the way out to the

concessions/giveback fever.

What I’m pointing out is that the

black workers who are at the point of

production, like their white class broth-

ers and sisters, in united struggle can
turn this situation around by fighting

for jobs for all. You’ve got a lot of

impoverished blacks and other minori-

ties who are trapped in the ghettos and
the barrios in this country who would
love to join a picket line that is to fight

for jobs for all. And of course, the only

way we’re going to get that is to dump
the labor fakers, the so-called leaders of

these major industrial unions who see

their role as defending the interests of

the company.

The fight against the Nazis and the

Klan is the fight against the rotting

system that we live under. We say that

the factories, the banks, the mills and
the mines—we want to mobilize the

working class to take these into their

own hands, to fight for their own
government. You’ll be hearing from us

because the fact of the matter is, we have
the only program that can stem the tide

of racist attacks, that can stop the

layoffs when we fight for sit-down

strikes in the plants, that actually has an
answer to the two bankrupt capitalist

parties. You know, if the Ronald
Reagans of the world tell you to stay

away from groups like the Spartacist

League that fight on the basis of

principles, then people better start

checking it out.

The Spartacist League, as I indicated

earlier, is a small socialist organization.
We have been in existence since 1963,

fighting for black rights and fighting for

the interests of the working class. We
also participate on our socialist pro-

gram in elections. I ran for city council
in 1 98 1 in the city of Detroit on the

program I'm talking about right now,
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for labor/black mobilizations against

the Klan, for sit-down strikes against

layoffs, and for fighting the anti-Soviet

war drive, which is one of the important

aspects of the political program of both

capitalist parties.

Steele: And part of that is through what

you are planning to do on Sunday, as it

relates to the Nazis

Andrews: Yes, it’s part of a whole

struggle to change this system from top

to bottom, so that we have a workers

government, a planned economy in this

country. The question ofjobs for all, the

question of decent housing, the question

of decent education, the elimination of

Klan/Nazi terror. People will see how
barbaric this system is, that it can’t even

provide the slightest reforms, the small-

est improvement in the people’s condi-

tions of life. We can’t get our justice

under this system, and that’s why we

have to build a racially integrated

workers party*****
Caller: I am black and I think that I

would have to take a neutral stance on

this issue, because I’m not pro-gay nor

am I pro-Klan. It just appears to me that

when the economy is bad and everything

seems to fall apart, blacks are always

called upon to rally behind this group
and that organization. I would just like

to throw the question out, if it’s not too

demeaning to your two guests, as to

whether they are gay.

Andrews: We have gays in our organi-

zation who are socialists. We are

socialists and we have all types of people

in our organization. You hear Reagan
and everybody talking about getting the

government off our back. Well we’re for

the government getting out of the

bedrooms. People should be able to be

what they want to be. And as far as we’re

concerned, we don’t surrender to that

anti-gay bigotry. We fight it tooth and
nail. The crucial issue is the gays are on
the Nazis' and the Klan’s hit list. They
want to go after them because they’re

isolated, and we want to prove just the

opposite: that there are intelligent,

thoughtful working people, decent

people in this city who will rally to the

cause of defending the democratic rights

of the oppressed, gays and everybody
else.

Caller: But the gay professionals, the

gay businesses are just as much anti-

black as the Klan. That’s why 1 take a

neutral point of view. And I hate to see

any group pull in blacks, to use blacks.

Andrews: Well, is it in the interests of

black people along with other oppressed

sections of this society to stop the Nazis
when they try to come to a city like

Chicago?

Caller: I think that any group which is

cancerous, which is backstepping,

which is an oppressive group should not

have certain rights. And I just think it’s a

very bad atrocity to have people use

downtrodden people.

Andrews: The Democratic Party does
that.

Caller: That’s right.

Andrews: So we’re against the Demo-
cratic Party.

Caller: Well what party are you in favor

oH
Andrews: I’m in the Spartacist League.

We’re in favor of building a workers

party in this country, and our work on
behalf of black people, on behalf of the

working man and working woman and
on behalf of defending the democratic

rights of gays, is part of our struggle to

change this whole society. In Boston we
were the only ones calling on the labor

movement to stand by those black

schoolchildren in the face of those racist

mobs out in the streets. The fact is that

our perspective of the way to achieve

black freedom is to base yourself on the

power of the labor movement. It sounds
like you’ve given up on the fight. But

there are others who see the necessity of

building a racially integrated workers
party. Black workers have potentially

the power to lead the kind of fight we are

talking about.

Lebanon...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Washington Shultz reunites with

another Bechtel alumnus, its former

chief counsel Cap Weinberger, Haig’s

arch-rival.

Closely tied to the oil majors, the

Bechtel gang represents that section of

the American bourgeoisie which be-

lieves the key to Near East policy must

be good relations with the "moderate”
Arab regimes, centrally the house of

Saud. Consequently, they regard one-

sided support to Israel (in part a result of

domestic pressure by American Jewry)

as being against the true interests of U.S.

imperialism. Moreover, the company
lobbied hard (and successfully) for the

U.S. sale of AWACS surveillance

planes to Saudi Arabia last fall. When
asked in 1980 what he thought of the

Republican presidential candidate,

Bechtel president Shultz replied that "if

I have any differences with Reagan, it’s

about Middle East policy.”

Since Reagan personally admires the

martial spirit of Israel (much as many
American rightists in the 1930s admired
the discipline of Nazi Germany),
Shultz’s appointment may not lead to an
immediate sharp change in line. In any
case, the Bechtel gang are no more
concerned with Palestinian national

rights than is Haig. Like the late “vicar,"

Weinberger/Shultz want to convince

the Arab sheiks and colonels that only

the U.S. can restrain Israeli expansion-

ism. Unfortunately for U.S. imperial-

ism, the only way to restrain Menachem
Begin would be for the CIA to kidnap
him and put him in a straitjacket.

Cracks in the Israeli Juggernaut

If madman Begin has not yet ordered

the final assault on west Beirut, this is

not due to the minimal American
pressure or the mealy-mouthed declara-

tions of the Common Market countries.

Rather Begin’s adventure in Lebanon
has produced a certain disunity within

the Zionists' ranks.

Zionist terror against innocent civil-

ians is not at all new. But the scale is

unprecedented. The Lebanese invasion

has now become Israel’s longest war
since 1948. Given the chauvinist elitism

of its relatively small population, even

the 270 Israeli battle deaths are consid-

ered heavy, and there is fear of Lebanon
turning into Israel’s Vietnam. Although

Israel is now up against only Palestinian

guerrillas, casualties are climbing to-

ward the losses in the 1967 “Six Day"
war, when it fought the armies of

several Arab states. And the 2,000

deaths in the 1973 October war led to the

fall of the Meir/ Dayan government and
gave rise to the “Peace Now” movement
initiated by officers in the army reserve.

For the first time in Israeli history a

large domestic protest movement has

broken out in the middle of a war. In Tel

Aviv 20,000 people demonstrated under

the sponsorship of the Committee
Against the War in Lebanon. Typical of

their slogans were “How many more
dead will it take'?” and "We have no
future on the graves of the Palestinians"

( Jerusalem Post, 27 June). On July 3,

50,000 protested in Tel Aviv. Perhaps
even more significantly, in Jerusalem

a group of 30 soldiers, returned from
the front, demonstrated against the war.

One of them called it tragic "to confront

civilians with our weapons."

But these dovish protests have not

escaped the bounds of "left" Zionism,
hankering after days when Israel was
supposedly a society oppressing no one.

But there never was such a period. The
Zionist state wasfounded in 1 948 on the

graves of the Palestinians. While Zionist

propagandists were producing films

about idealistic “socialist" kibbutzim
planting orange groves, the Palestinian

Arab population was being systemati-

cally terrorized into leaving their home-
land. Today the’Miberal” Zionist picture

of Israel lies buried, along with thou-

sands of Palestinians, in the rubble that

was once Sidon and Tyre. Even long-

time American Zionist scribblers Na-
than Glazer and Seymour Martin
Lipset, certified political swine, have

called the war “ill-advised" and argued

that “Israel must recognize that it

cannot have peace or an end to

terrorism without giving the Palestini-

ans the right to self-determination"

(New York Times. 30 June).

What does self-determination for the

Palestinians mean concretely? The usual

liberal answer is some variant of a West
Bank mini-state, with the Gaza Strip

thrown in. But this small, impoverished

area cannot possibly support the four

million Palestinians dispersed through-

out the Near East. Even assuming such a

state could be created, it would become
simply a “bantustan" in which Israel and
the neighboring Arab states would
dump their unwanted Palestinian

populations.

A genuine solution to the Palestini-

ans’ right to self-determination is

conceivable only on both banks of the

Jordan, through the destruction of the

Hashemite monarchy and the Zionist

clerical state. Both of these states were

carved out at the expense of the

Palestinian people. While the Hebrew-
speaking nation is today an oppressor of

the Palestinian people, a democratic

solution is not one which simply
reverses the terms of oppression—that

is. an Arab Palestine in which the

Hebrews are denied their right to self-

determination. Only within the frame-

work of a Socialist Federation of the

Near East can there possibly be a just

solution to the conflicting national

claims of both the Arab and Hebrew-
speaking peoples.

Arab Nationalism at a
Literal Dead End

If Begin’s invasion of Lebanon
exposed the genocidal logic of Zionism,

it also exposed the Arab bourgeois

regimes, the “radical" ones as well as the

“moderates," as his indispensable col-

laborators. Not a single Arab govern-

ment has come to the aid of its

beleaguered PLO “brothers” in Beirut.

“It’s not Israel that broke us. It’s the

Arab world," exclaimed one PLO
commando bitterly. Its commitment to

Arab nationalist ideology has now led

the PLO into a deathtrap, isolated in

west Beirut facing eight Israeli divisions.

“Curse their mothers," exclaimed a

Palestinian militant waiting for the final

Israeli assault:

“You see where the Israelis are. Well

behind the Israelis is King Fahd and
Hafez el-Assad and King Hussein. They
are all in this together, and every

Palestinian, every child, will know what
to do with them."

—New York Times, 4 July

But if there is one thing that is now
proved, it is that the petty-bourgeois

nationalists of the PLO (whatever their

personal courage) do not know what to

do with Begin’s Israel, Hussein’s Jor-

dan, Assad's Syria and the rest of the

reactionary regimes of the region. Since

the calamity of 1948 the Palestinians

have suffered defeat after defeat, betray-

al after betrayal. How to break out of

this tragic cycle?

The liberation of the Palestinians

cannot be achieved through a purely

national struggle of the Palestinian

people, or through some utopian rap-

prochement between Zionist "doves"

and PLO "moderates." It requires that

Zionist Israel and the surrounding Arab
bourgeois states be exploded from
within by revolutionary proletarian

struggle. The emergence of antiwar

protest within Israel, extending even

into the ranks of the army, demolishes

the Third World nationalist notion of

the Zionist state as a reactionary

monolith without deep internal contra-
dictions. What is desperately needed is a

communist vanguard which can unite

the Hebrew-speaking working class anj
the Arab toilers against the Begins,

Husseins and Assads, who promise only
endless bloodletting, and open the road
to a Socialist Federation of the Near
East.
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Defend the Palestinians!

Zionist “Final Solution
'7

Israeli Blitzkrieg levels Sidon. Now west Beirut is targeted for destruction.

After killing thousands, leaving hun-

dreds of thousands homeless, totally

destroying the cities of Tyre and Sidon.

the Zionist Blitzkrieg stands poised at

the gates of west Beirut. The Israelis are

now preventing all food, water and fuel

from reaching the besieged population

of half a million Palestinians and

Lebanese Moslems, attempting to

starve them into submission. Seven

thousand PLO commandos trapped in

the city are said to be dug in. vowing to

fight to the death against overwhelming

odds. Meanwhile, Reagan is talking

about sending in the Marines as Eisen-

hower did in 1958. Zionist expansion-

ism and U.S. imperialism join hands in

the rape of Lebanoo.

As Israeli planes, tanks and artillery

reduce west Beirut to rubble, even one

American military officer is reminded of

the Nazi Holocaust. "In the end, Beirut

would look like the Warsaw ghetto,” he

predicted (Newsweek, 5 July).

Indeed, just as the SS demanded the

surrender of the Jews in the Warsaw
ghetto in 1943 in order to“resettle" them
at Auschwitz and Treblinka, so the

Israelis have dropped leaflets telling the

population to move out and have

demanded that the PLO lay down their

arms and “go to another country.” We
are “not out to harm innocent citizens,”

the Israeli leaflets claimed. Tell that to

the innocent citizens of what were once

Sidon and Tyre, cities totally destroyed

by Israeli bombs. Palestinians who
managed to survive (and “suspect”

Lebanese) were then marked with a

black X and shipped to secret concen-

tration camps in Israel. Instead of using

boxcars, the Zionists transported the

Palestinians in nets suspended from
helicopters as if they were fish.

One opposition member of the Israeli

Knesset (parliament) protested that “it

was as if the Government did not even

consider the Palestinians human be-

ings.” It doesn’t. The Israeli military has

announced repeatedly that the interna-

tionally recognized treatment of prison-

ers of war will not apply to the

Palestinians. Hence, no right to contact

their families, no right to receive Red
Cross parcels, no rights period. The
100,000 Palestinians who once lived in

Sidon and Tyre have largely disap-

peared into the Zionist night and fog

—

killed outright, shipped to concentra-

tion camps in Israel, left to die of

starvation and disease wandering in the

wasteland of war-battered Lebanon.
Even the pro-Zionist New York Times

(3 July) admits that the Israeli army has

“a difficulty in separating the fighters

from the noncombatants who support
them, or who are their wives and
children.” “They are all terrorists." in

the words of one Israeli officer, meaning
the only good one is a dead one.

Why do the Palestinian militants in

west Beirut appear willing to fight

against fearsome odds rather than

surrender? For one thing, they under-

stand (despite all the rhetoric about
“Arab unity”) the fate that would await
them in Assad’s Syria. Hussein’s Jordan
or Mubarak’s Egypt. The Palestinians

well remember Black September 1970

when the Jordanian Arab Legion

massacred thousands of them with the

Israeli army ready to join the slaughter

and the Syrians turning a blind eye. “We
have nowhere else to go," said a senior

PLO official waiting for the end in west

Beirut.

The PLO’s situation is not as abso-

lutely hopeless as it may first appear.

The Palestinians can turn to their

advantage the extreme chauvinism and

racism of Israeli society, the Zionist

belief that one Jew is worth hundreds of

Arabs. If the Palestinians can inflict

heavy enough casualties on the Israelis,

however heavy their own, there could

well be a rebellion on the home front

against Begin’s Lebanese adventure.

And the Palestinian commandos seem
to grasp this. As one declared. “Maybe
the Israelis will come and maybe they

will win here, but I promise you it will be

a big cemetery for them” (New York

Times , 4 July).

Reaction against the atrocities of the

Israeli war machine and, more impor-
tantly, fear of never-ending casualties in

a prolonged occupation of Lebanon
have already produced significant

fissures within the Zionist camp. Tens of

thousands have taken to the streets of

Tel Aviv to protest the war. One poster

showed defense minister Ariel Sharon
drenched in blood with the words: “The
Butcher of Lebanon." Another said:

“Begin-Sharon—You Murdered My
Son." A Rakah (Communist) member
of the Knesset shouted at Sharon. “You
arc the biggest terrorist of all!" It is

beginning to dawn on the Hebrew-
speaking people of Israel that they

cannot conquer and subjugate millions

upon millions of Arabs and that the

occupation of Lebanon is a sure path to

self-destruction But internal opposition

to the war right now depends, above all.

on how many Israeli soldiers come

home in coffins.

With Israel’s economy under siege

from the draining of Jewish workers by

the army's mobilization, Arab labor

from the occupied West Bank assumes

an ever greater importance to the

maintenance of the Zionist garrison

state. If the present general merchants’

strike in the West Bank over the Israeli

invasion were extended to the 100,000

super-exploited Palestinian migrant

workers, this would strike a crippling

blow to Israel’s economy and further tax

its overextended army. Certainly Begin/

Sharon would react with savage repri-

sals as they are now doing with the

merchants' shutdown, but the fate of the

Palestinian people now hangs in the

balance. Defend the Palestinians! Israel

Out of Lebanon! U.S. Imperialism

Hands Off!

Haig Out, Bechtel In

Begin faces not only mounting inter-

nal opposition, but also possible prob-

lems with his American godfather.

Washington has up to now supported

Israel’s invasion of Lebanon. At the

United Nations Jeane Kirkpatrick

torpedoed a French resolution calling

for Israeli withdrawal. And while a few

Congressmen mutter privately about

the “misuse” of American weapons (like

cluster bombs used to massacre civilian

populations), there is no move to cut off

the arms supply—especially F-15 and
F-16 warplanes, which to the Penta-

gon’s delight have taken out the Soviet-

made missiles which the Syrians de-

ployed in the Bekaa Valley. (Even New
Left Democrat Tom Hayden and his

wife, rad-hb superstar Jane Fonda, have
dropped their usual enthusiasm for

Third World causes and are supporting
the Zionist war of extermination.)

Still, this “all the way with mad
bomber Begin" line has created serious

AP

problems for U.S. imperialism. Certain-

ly Washington is happy to see the PLO
destroyed and the Moscow-allied Syri-

ans humiliated and perhaps driven out

of Lebanon. At the same time, the

Reagan administration has sought to

put together an anti-Soviet alliance in

the Near East (the so-called “strategic

consensus”) embracing both Begin’s Is-

rael and various reactionary Arab sheiks

and colonels. The frustrating efforts

to achieve this impossible dream have

produced certain, at times sharp, divi-

sions within the American ruling class.

In the middle of Begin’s Lebanese
adventure the most prominent partisan

of Israel in the Reagan administration,

Alexander Haig, is suddenly out of a

job. Just how much this reflects differ-

ences overthecurrentcrisis remains to be

seen. Charging that his hard pro-

Israel line was being undercut by Vice

President Bush and Pentagon chief

Weinberger in their discussions with

Arab leaders, Haig submitted his

resignation to Reagan for the ump-
teenth time. This time it was readily

accepted. Haig says he left over policy

differences, while the White House gang
dismisses it as a personality clash He
just wasn’t a “team player.” Certainly a

megalomaniac like “I’m in charge here”

Haig must have appeared to Reagan
and his inner circle as uncontrollable.

But the would-be "vicar" of U.S.

imperialism not only played wildly, he

played a different position than will his

successor. George Shultz.

Shultz comes to the Reagan team
from the presidency of Bechtel, a major
construction and engineering company
well known for its massive investment in

Saudi Arabia. Bechtel was the only
American firm charged with violating

antitrust laws for complicity in the 1973
Arab oil boycott against the U.S. In

continued on page l /
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Defend the Palestinians! Israel Get Out!

U.S.: Bloody Hands Off!

The Israeli Blitzkrieg. Tens of thou-
sands dead and mutilated. Hundreds of
thousands left homeless. Napalm, phos-
phorus bombs, cluster and fragmenta-
tion bombs dropped on refugee camps
and major cities. “We haven't seen
wounds like this before, even in the

Vietnam War." exclaimed a Norwegian
doctor. The actual statistics of the

destruction of Lebanon will take years
to extract from the rubble, from the
bomb shelters in which children are
buried, from the mass graves dug
around the ancient and now demolished
cities of Sidon and Tyre. All of the

figures are underestimated because no
one knows. To take just one example, an
American doctor says his hospital

performed hundreds of amputations in

one day, not only because of the

seriousness of the wounds but because it

had run out of drugs. There was no
other way to save the patients' lives than
to sever their limbs.

And now we are watching the slow
strangulation of Beirut, a city once
called “the jewel of the Near East." With
all the refugees of war streaming in from
the south, Beirut may very well now
contain two-thirds the entire population
of Lebanon. The Israeli army has cut off

food, water and electricity to the

Palestinian and Lebanese Muslim
masses in west Beirut. And the cease-
fires arranged daily by U.S. envoy
Philip Habib are used by the Israeli

forces to clean and rearm their artillery

for the next day’s bombardment
The only language to capture what is

happening in Lebanon today is the
language of the Nazi holocaust, the
destruction of whole populations. And
that language is used not only by the

opponents and detractors of Zionism,
but by the Zionists themselves. An

Israeli armed forces official speaking on
American television talks of a "final

solution” to the PLO “problem."
Behind the Zionist holocaust in

Lebanon stands U.S. imperialism and
now the threat of direct U.S. military

intervention. Reagan has agreed “in

principle" to send American troops to

accept the Palestinian commandos’
surrender, disarm them and take them
away into another exile. That the
Pentagon would like a military presence
in Lebanon is closely related to the fact

that the Syrian army is equipped by the
Soviet Union and that the Soviet border
itself is but a few hundred miles away.
Reagan’s proposal to send in the

Marines is another provocation against
the Soviet Union, an attempt to use
these forces as a nuclear tripwire
for U.S. military intervention in the re-

gion. Remember that in 1973 the far

more “rational" and "detente"-minded
Nixon/Kissinger regime went to the
nuclear brink with the USSR during the

October War between Israel and the

Arab states over the issue of sending
“peacekeeping” forces. So the stakes are
very large indeed in the crisis produced
by Israel’s genocidal invasion of
Lebanon.

U.S. Marines to Lebanon,
Once Again?

If, in fact. Reagan sends U.S. forces
into Lebanon he will be following in the

footsteps of Eisenhower. The 11,000
Marines who waded ashore Beirut's

beaches in July 1958 were the direct

application in the region of the so-called

Eisenhower Doctrine of “containing
Soviet aggression." After the 1956 Suez
war in which the historic imperialist

masters of the Near East. Britain and
France, were humiliated and defeated,

nationalist and revolutionary currents

swept the region. The most important
revolutionary development occurred in

Iraq where in 1958 an unstable alliance

of nationalist military officers and a

powerful Communist Party, rooted in

the oil workers, overthrew the Hashe-
mite monarchy and so brought an
ignominious end to Washington’s
CENTO alliance against the Soviet

Union.

Syria too witnessed the growing
strength of radical-nationalist Ba’athists

and Communists. The formation of the

short-lived United Arab Republic in

1958 between Ba’athist Syria and
Nasserite Egypt had a direct impact on
Lebanon. Pan-Arab nationalism deeply
affected the Lebanese Muslim toilers

who viewed Christian Maromte privi-

lege and domination as a direct out-

growth of the imperialist balkanization

of the Near East. When the Maromte
president Chamoun, the only Arab
leader to openly endorse the Eisenhower
Doctrine, threatened the traditional

communalist agreement by running for

a second term, the clan leaders of the

Muslim population launched a revolt.

To help put down this revolt Chamoun
requested and got the U.S. Marines.
While the Marines were occupying
Beirut, a deal was worked between
Chamoun and the Muslim clanchiefsto
maintain the old feudalistic covenant.
Thus the 1958 Lebanese revolt, though
socially based on the downtrodden
Muslim workers and peasants, ended up
preserving the traditional Maronite-
dominated confessional system.

The purpose of direct U.S. military

intervention was not simply to prop up
the pro-Western Chamoun. That was
the pretext. The real target of the

Eisenhower Doctrine was the Iraqi

revolution, which opened the way to

proletarian power. In fact the Marines
disembarked on Beirut's beaches the

very day after the Hashemite monarchy
was toppled in Baghdad. However, the

Iraqi revolution was not crushed by
U.S. imperialist force; it was betrayed

from within by Stalinism. In order to

buy "peaceful coexistence" with Eisen-

hower’s America (an earlier "spirit of

Camp David"). Khrushchev ordered the

Iraqi Communist Party to submit
to nationalist strongman Kassim,
who soon drove the Communists
underground.

But neither in 1958 nor since has the

Kremlin’s policy of betrayal of revolu-

tion in the Near East pacified U.S.
imperialism. Reagan now openly de-

clares his aim is to forge an anti-Soviet

alliance (“the strategic consensus")
embracing both Zionist Israel and
various Arab regimes. Especially since

the 1967 Arab-lsraeli War. the U.S. has
used the pressure of Zionist expansion-
ism to undermine Soviet influence in the

region. "Don’t cross us or you will face

the Israeli war machine,” is Washing-
ton’s message to the Arab capitals. A
former Israeli ambassador to the U.S.,

Simcha Dinitz, explained the relation-

ship with the usual bully boy braggado-
cio of his kind;

Time and lime again, we‘ve created

continued on page 3
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Another Victim of Capitalist Reaction

Death of ERA
The Equal Rights Amendment is

dead and the Moral Majority is dancing

on its grave. Over half a century of

campaigns for a simple statement of

equal rights for women as a constitu-

tional amendment ended June 30, when
the extension period for states’ ratifica-

tion of the ERA ran out. Although this

token reform would have meant no

fundamental change in the condition of

women in capitalist America, still such

struggles for bourgeois democratic

rights are of profound interest to the

proletariat. Unlike many other left

groups, and without the slightest illu-

sion of confidence in constitutionalism,

the Spartacist League supported the

ERA, understanding that its defeat by a

reactionary mobilization would condi-

tion the entire social climate. As we
wrote in 1978, “On the social level,

opposition to the ERA indicates the

growing power of reactionary ideology

in a period of economic depression.

Thus, defeat of the ERA would be a

more serious blow to women’s rights

than its passage would be a victory"

(Women and Revolution, No. 17,

Summer 1978).

Early on, the Moral Majority and

anti-abortionist right wing targeted the

ERA as a test of strength against the lib /

rad feminists, who in turn saw its

passage as the culmination of their

strategy. This petty-bourgeois current,

typified by NOW, recognized legal dis-

crimination against women as the main

obstacle to educational and professional

advancement in capitalist America, thus

turning their backs on the masses of

poor and black women for whom such

“upward mobility" was a cynical fiction.

Nonetheless, the “rollback" of ERA is

part and parcel of a wider rollback

campaign of American imperialism in

crisis. All reforms are on the chopping
block, from abortion rights to food

stamps to school lunches and school

integration. On the order of the day are

escalating race terror, union-busting,

depression-level unemployment. The
core of this reaction is the nuclear

buildup for war against the Soviet

Union to roll back the gains of the

October Revolution.

As with the struggle over busing, the

liberals lined up behind the anti-Soviet

war drive and social reaction, represent-

ing the bourgeois consensus of both

Democratic and Republican parties.

Jimmy Carter was a bridge to Ronald
Reagan. The fight for women’s rights,

for defense of black gains and defense of

the unions must be a fight against both

parties of capitalism, and for the

socialist revolution.!

How Communists Fight

Imperialist War Drive
In December 1922 a "peace confer-

ence" u as called by the social-

democratic Second and Two-and-a-

Half Internationals and their

Amsterdam trade-union internation-

al in The Hague. The reformists were

afraid to invite representatives of the

Communist International and its

Red International of Labor Unions,

and instead there were delegatesfrom
bourgeois pacifist societies. The

Executive Committee of the Comin-
tern issueda manifesto on The Hague
Peace Conference calling to "rally the

forces ofthe working class so that the

proletariat should not again become
the cannon fodder of capitalism."

and denouncing the exclusion of
three million members of the Com-
munist parties which were "formed of
precisely those elements which dur-

ing the [First World] War fought
most boldly for peace." An extract

from this manifesto is published

below.
• * • • •

At the same moment as they were
preventing the formation of the

proletarian united front against

imperalism they concluded an alli-

ance with the bourgeois pacifists. For
the first time in the history of the

modern workers’ movement there

was a joint congress of trade unions

and political workers’ organizations

with the representatives of a part of

the bourgeoisie, who were thus given

the opportunity of helping to decide

the most important question of the

workers’ movement. This was justi-

fied on the ground that all forces

hostile to war must be rallied for the

fight against war. But this argument
is a sheer swindle. The Amsterdamers
have rejected an alliance with the

revolutionary workers who are the

only real opponents of imperialist

war. They ally themselves only with

the bourgeois pacifists who during
the war went over just like the

Amsterdamers into the capitalist

camp and helped imperialism to

mangle the body of the proletariat.

In rejecting the proletarian united

front and concluding an alliance with

the bourgeois groups the three

Internationals passed sentence on the

Hague conference. People who reject

joint action with the revolutionary

proletariat and prefer a bourgeois

alliance have no real desire to fight

against war. Imperialist war serves

the interests of the bourgeoisie and
whoever allies himself with the

bourgeoisie unnerves and debilitates

the working class and makes it

impossible for them to fight against

the war danger

Letter

I Saw Anti-Spartacist League At Work

Ann Arbor, Michigan

May 21, 1982

Workers Vanguard
New York, NY

To the Editor:

This is to offer some additional

ihformation and comments about
events surrounding the March 20th

Stop the Nazis mobilization. Having
attended (observed) the (March 4]
steering committee meeting at which the

“Coalition Against the Nazis"
coalesced, I can testify to the fact that

what held this group together was
primarily opposition to the Spartacist

League. Those attending this meeting-
representatives and supporters of the

RWL and RSL (several each), Iranian

Students Association. Socialist Party,

1WW. Republic of New Africa (observ-

er). U of M student government, and
several other individuals—were so
obsessed with the SL and the Commit-
tee to Stop the Nazis that over half of the

three-and-a-half hour session was spent

debating how best to "deal’’ with them.

First, there was the matter of a slogan.

One RSLer unwittingly proposed,
“Stop the Nazis." "Oh, no, no, no,"

came cries from around the room.
“That’s the Sparts’ slogan!" Next tried

by Graduate Employees Organization
(GEO) activist David Fasenfest was
“Unite Against the Nazis and the

Spartacists." That one was apparently
fifty percent too honest for the RWL, as

it was quickly quenched in favor of.

“Unite to Stop the Nazis and the Klan."

Fasenfest was not satisfied, however.
Just as a consensus was being reached he
objected that the slogan’s thrust should
differentiate them from the SL. So
“Stop" was replaced by "Against," and
all were noticeably relieved, having been
saved from the Spartacist menace.
From there the usual potpourri of

sectoral demands were added, demol-
ishing even the semblance of a united

front. Consistent with their subsequent

refusal to seriously approach the labor

movement, a phrase about defending

labor was added only as an afterthought

nearly an hour later.

Leaflet discussion continued in the

same anti-SL vein. An RSLer initially

wanted a statement disclaiming affilia-

tion with the Committee’s call: “This is

not the Spartacist demonstration." An
RWLer proposed against having an

The Nazis say they want to march
in Ann Arbor.

^It better not happen herein

A Cil lo Action • Be There! I

Ann Arbor City Hall, 12 Noon,
Saturday, March 20

IComrnlltee lo Slop *^N^_sj»n March MB

2,000 protesters heeded call of SL
Initiated Committee to Stop Nazis.

endorsement list because it would be

seen as too "leftist" and “drive others

away." It could be used later, he added,
after seeing what the SL had done In

fact, posted copies of the Coalition’s

flyer (that I saw) did not name endors-

ers. unlike the [SL-initiated] Commit-
tee’s publicity.

Finally, the last half hour was spent

specifically discussing"how best to ‘take

care’ of the SL" at the next Coalition

mass (unpublicized) meeting. They were
particularly upset that “most people"
had left the previous one (March 2] well

before the end, allegedly due to Sparta-
cist "disruption." Actually those people

the Coalition members were so excited

about—maybe 40 percent of the room—
were in large part the ones who had been

applauding speeches in favor of ignor-

ing the Nazis. At the same time an SL-
initiated motion for a counter-

demonstration under the call "Drive the

Nazis Out" had accumulated what
appeared to be a majority through the

course of discussion. The RSL and
RWL must have been feeling lonely,

since their to-chairs proceeded to abort

their own meeting by refusing to allow a

vote on the SL’s motion. And then they

spread the lie through town and country

that the Spartacists were selfishly trying

to disrupt the developing anti-Nazi

mobilization.

In preparing for the next [March 9]

meeting, RSLer Mike, known for his

macho-military image, wanted to ex-

clude the SL at the door, preferring to

provoke a fight in the hajlway than in

the meeting room. For GEO activist and
RWL supporter Joe Graves, exclusion

of the SL was not “unprincipled," just a

“matter of tactics." His choice and the

one which prevailed was to "allow a

Spartacist disruption, vote to silence

them, and if that does not work, get

some 'volunteers’ to remove them."

Of course, on meeting night the fact

that there was no disruption did not

deter co-chair Graves from refusing to

call on Committee [to Stop the Nazis]

supporters, nor Fasenfest from making
that a formal proposal, quickly adopt-
ed. The few of us Committee supporters

present walked out in protest, leaving

their confrontational fantasies

unfulfilled.

Late in the steering committee meet-
ing one RWLer suggested that the SL is

best "cowed by others, not leftists," and
when that happens (in a meeting) it ends
up "sulking." On the contrary, it has

been the "leftists and others" who have
been sulking over the wide-ranging and
professional mobilization carried out by
the Committee. And the Spartacist

League and Committee endorsers who
have refused to be cowed by the heavy
barrage of lies and misrepresentations

perpetrated by the local media, politi-

cians, and Coalition members.
Hopefully it is clear that the RSL and

RWL are so obsessed with stopping the

SL that they set-up a separate coalition,

thereby disrupting the formation of a

united mobilization to stop the Nazis in

Ann Arbor. This point which has been

repeated many times over the years by
Workers Vanguard is definitely not the

paranoid ravings of a disintegrating

leadership, as RSLers like to claim.

These groups really do spend a lot of

time plotting against the Spartacists.

And yes, they really are so paralyzed

with the political fear of presenting

themselves as principled Trotskyists

before the rad-lib milieu, that they

literally end up being led around by anti-

communist "progressives” like Fasen-

fest. Most of the time only the public

manifestations of these processes are

seen. Much less often is there an
opportunity such as this to view petty

and sectarian opportunism in the flesh.

In solidarity,

Gene Goldenfeld
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Anti-Red Exclusion Defeated in Detroit Demo

SL:“Defend the Palestinians! Israel Out of Lebanon!”
DETROIT

—

Organizers of a June 10

protest here were determined to

channel the deep outrage over Israel’s

bloody Lebanese Blitzkrieg against the

Palestinians into a display of Arab
nationalism and pro-Democratic
Party politics (replete with an Ameri-
can flag). But the assorted reformists

were unable, despite repeated at-

tempts, to drown out the class-struggle

slogans of the Spartacist League
(SL) or exclude our banner demand-
ing: “Defend the Palestinians! U.S.

hands off! Israel out of Lebanon! For
a socialist federation of the Near
East!” At a rally at the Kern Block

after the march, the chairman took

pains to apologize for “certain”

unacceptable SL slogans, like “Not
Jew against Arab, but class against

class!" and "Stop Begin’s ‘Final Solu-

tion’! For Hebrew and Arab workers
revolution!"

The march and rally were called by a

Committee to Support the Lebanese
and Palestinian People, which in-

cludes a stable of left groups doing
donkey work for liberal Democrats
like black Congressman John Con-
yers. In addition, invited speakers

included Mike “Giveback" Rinaldi,

U S. HANDS OFF!
ISRI& OUT OF LEBANON!
FOR A SOCIALIST FEDERATION

OF THE NEAR EAST!
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president of UAW Local 600 at Ford’s

River Rouge plant. Rinaldi, who also

didn't accept the invite, is currently up

to his ears in a campaign of American
jingoism against Japanese imports; the

fact that chauvinist protectionism is

the stuff world wars are made of didn’t

bother the "leftists” in this rotten

Committee. The Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) ran the show, with help

WV Photo

from the Communist Party, Workers
World Party, Shachtmanites and some
Arab nationalists. The sectlike Revo-
lutionary Workers League showed up
with a leaflet labeling the reactionary

Assad regime in Syria a "tactical ally"

of the world working class and calling

on the Committee to keep up the good
work.

Just what the Committee’s "good

work" consists of was shown by
SWP supporters who tried to mobilize

marchers to exclude a spirited contin-

gent of SL supporters that cut through
the nationalism and “guns versus

butter” reformism to pose a working-

class program against Reagan/ Begin

reaction. But instead of doing the

reformists’ dirty work, many marchers

picked up our chants and several

joined the contingent, the largest of the

demonstration. Toward the end of the

rally fake leftists in the Committee
stalled around, trying to keep a crowd
together for Conyers (who never

showed). The SL contingent marched
away, chanting "U.S. imperialism:

Hands off Lebanon! Break with the

Democrats! Build a workers party!"

The impact of the Spartacist

intervention was reflected in the more
than 100 copies of Workers Vanguard
and Young Spartacus sold. That
evening Channel 4 news showed an SL
spokesman explaining that we
marched to demonstrate our solidarity

with the Palestinians facing extermi-

nation in Lebanon, and that the only

possible way out against Begin, Rea-

gan and all the capitalist butchers is

through socialist revolution.

Beirut Death
Siege...
(continuedfrom page I)

military facts on the ground which the

U.S. was able to convert into political

gains. Much of
[
Washington's] strength

in this area stems from the Arabs’
recognition that only the U.S. can
squeeze concessions out of Israel."

— Newsweek , 19 July

Given the savagery of Begin’s terror in

Lebanon, this hard cop/soft cop act is

having its effect on the petty-bourgeois

nationalist leadership of the PLO.
Arafat has reportedly demanded a U.S.

and French force to act as a “buffer”

between the Israeli army and Palestini-

an commandos. Does anyone really

believe that the U.S., which arms Israel’s

war machine and supports its invasion

of Lebanon, and that France, the

historic champion of the Maronite
Christian domination, will protect the

Palestinians from their mortal enemies?

Yet U.S. leftists too are calling on
Reagan to impose a Pax Americana in

the Near East. When Begin came to

denounce peace at the UN disarmament
conference last month, a protest heavily

built by Sam Marcy’s Workers World
Party demanded “effective U.S. action

to achieve Israeli withdrawal.”

And what do these self-styled “anti-

imperialists” say now that Reagan has

proposed “effective action” in Lebanon?
On July 10 Marcyites, the pro-Moscow
Stalinist Communist Party, the wretch-

edly reformist Socialist Workers Party,

etc. organized another demonstration in

New York, which refused to oppose

U.S. Marines to Lebanon! Although
this proposal was front-page news and a

major issue in Washington, the demon-
stration was limited to two "safe"

demands: Israeli withdrawal and cessa-

tion of U.S. weapons sales (not even all

economic aid) to Israel. The Trotskyists

say: Keep the imperialist “peacemakers”

out— Bloody U.S. hands off Lebanon!

Defend the Palestinians!

The intricate negotiations over the

6,000 commandos trapped in Lebanon
are over the terms of their surrender.

And their surrender will lead only to

further massacres. The withdrawal or
destruction of PLO forces in Lebanon
will bring not peace but only the
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beginning of the Zionists’ “final solu-

tion” for the Palestinians, with much of

the dirty work being done by their

Maronite Christian allies.

The Jerusalem candidate for next

president of Lebanon, Phalange chief-

tain and psychopathic killer Bashir

Gemayel, told a group of visiting

Europeans that all of the half million

Palestinians must leave Lebanon, going
perhaps to Saudi Arabia, where “they

could live in tents like Bedouin." And in

Israeli-occupied southern Lebanon the

death squads of its puppet. Major Saad
Haddad, are busy at work. According to

the leading Israeli newspaper Ha'aretz

(I I July), “the soldiers of Major Saad
Haddad pass from house to house in the

villages which were conquered by the

Israeli army and exterminate the last

nests of the terrorists." For "terrorists,”

read Palestinians.

The will to fight on the part of the

PLO forces, despite the overwhelming
odds against them, is critical as the fate

of the Palestinian people hangs in the

balance. One Palestinian commando
declared: "Maybe the Israelis will come
and maybe they will win here, but I

promise you it will be a big cemetery for

them." And that fear is the only thing
staying the hand of Begin from sending
his soldiers into west Beirut. The New
York Times' military specialist. Drew
Middleton, wrote on July 18 that “the
prospect of heavy casualties in city

fighting is evidently one reason the high
command in Tel Aviv has counseled
caution." For Begin/Sharon know that

every casualty has a greatly magnified
impact on Israeli society with its master-
race mentality. There has emerged a
large-scale Zionist “dove" movement,
an unprecedented development in war-
time. Tens of thousands have demon-
strated against the war in Tel Aviv.
Army reservists have come home from
the war and given press conferences
denouncing what they’ve done. One
Jewish woman, who lost her only son in

the battle for Beaumont Castle, wrote
an open letter to Begin/Sharon: “The
history of our ancient, wise and perse-
cuted nation will judge you with whips
and scorpions, and your deeds will be an
eternal damnation” ( Ha’aretz , 5 July).

What is now shaking this deeply
chauvinist society is the shedding of its

own blood. This is an unfortunate truth:

every Israeli soldier who comes back
from Lebanon in a body bag offers that

much more of a chance that the

Palestinians will escape the Zionists’

holocaust.

For a Proletarian,

Internationalist Party

If ever there was a time to build

revolutionary internationalist parties

among the Hebrew-speaking people and
Palestinian masses, that time is now.
Palestinian militants can see that their

dependence on one or another Arab
regime has left them isolated before

Begin’s war machine, while increasing

numbers of Israeli Jewsare beginning to

understand the logic of Zionist expan-
sionism will ultimately lead to their self-

destruction in a surrounding sea of
hundreds of millions of Arabs.

The PLO has finally achieved the

elusive goal of Arab unity ... against

themselves! Not one Arab state has

agreed to date to accept the commandos
trapped in west Beirut. The Arab
world’s number one megalomaniacal
dictator, Muammar al Qaddafi, has
even told the PLO to commit suicide.

(Where does that leave the Libyan
prophet’s British messengers, Gerry
Healy & Co., who pretend to be the

great defenders of the Palestinians?) The
Syrian Ba’athists have told the PLO
guerrillas in west Beirut that “their

normal place is where they are now,
awaiting the return of their legitimate

rights.” The only place Begin will let the

Palestinians await their legitimate rights

in Beirut is in a mass grave.

Naturally many ostensible leftists still

cheer for Arab nationalism. An espe-
cially gross example is the Lebanese
section of Ernest Mandel’s United
Secretariat, the Revolutionary Commu-
nist Group (RCG), which is calling for

the most ludicrous popular front. The
RCG states its desire to "preserve our
Patriotic army” and proposes “a Na-
tional Resistance Government com-
posed of all forces who are really

fighting the Zionist enemy” ( Interna-

tional Viewpoint
, 10 July). Chief among

these is Walid Jumblatt, who is sup-
posed to be the leader of a Lebanese
"revolutionary national resistance." In

reality, Jumblatt has stabbed the be-

sieged PLO forces in the back, publicly

denounced them and demanded that

they disarm. The RCG’s appeal to the

“patriotic” Maronite-dominated army,
which spawned Major Saad Haddad, is

simply incredible.

The PLO militants under the gun
have a better sense of the reality facing
them. One told the New York Times (4

July): “You see where the Israelis are.

Well behind the Israelis is King Fahd
and Hafez el-Assad and King Hussein.

They are all in this together
”

Palestinian militants and would-be
revolutionaries must truly grasp this.

They must break with their reliance on
the sheiks of OPEC and the colonels of

Baghdad and Damascus, break with the

ideology of Arab nationalism which
represents a dead end both for national

justice for the Palestinians and for the

liberation of the toilers of the Near East.

Only a proletarian internationalist

perspective can shatter the Zionist state

from within. Begin’s bloody adventure

in Lebanon has exposed the deep-seated

contradictions of Israeli society. Facing
the prospect of endless wars of conquest

with the Arab world, there is now a

flurry of Zionist “doves" seeking a

rapprochement with the Palestinian

national movement. One such. Uri

Avnery, actually visited Arafat in

besieged west Beirut, an act for which
the Begin regime is charging him with

treason! According to Avnery, he and
the PLO chief reached a meeting of the

minds that Palestinian self-determina-

tion could be realized in a West Bank
state.

In reality, such a mini-state, even if it

could be realized, would be nothing

but a “bantustan" supplying super-

exploited Palestinian labor to Israel. As
we wrote several years ago when the

PLO adopted this despairing program:
“Recognizing the right of self-

determination for both the Palestinian
Arabs and Hebrews, we point out that

this can only be accomplished on both
sides of the Jordan, including all of
what now constitutes Israel and Jordan.
These national claims, however, are
directly counterposed, the product of
historical interpenetration of two peo-
ples on the same territory. Under
capitalism, another partition of Pales-
tine, with its massive forced population
transfers, can only bring untold misery
to the working masses

"

—“Palestinian Nationalism...
From ‘People’s War to the
‘Mini-State’,” WV No. 58,

6 December 1974

A just and genuinely democratic solu-
tion to the competing national claims of
the Palestinian Arabs and Hebrews
requires the overthrow of the capitalist

states in the region. It can come about
only through a socialist federation of the

Near East, born of a common struggle

of Arab and Jewish workers under a
communist leadership against their

ruling classes.
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28 May 1982

Editor, Workers Vanguard

Box 1377, GPO
New York. NY 10116

I am writing to demand retraction of

libelous statements made in your paper

on 14 May 1982. Although the article in

question (“The Big Lie", pp. 6-10) con-

tained several false allegations, 1 will

deal only with the charges against me
specifically, dealing with a few other

relevant points in passing.

The article makes the following

statements:

(1)

That 1 have “in the past hung
around the Spartacist League”;

(2) That I “suddenly turn(ed) out a

slick 8-page printed ‘Street

Sheet’” which red-baited, cop-

baited and violence-baited the SL;

(3) That I am “now issuing death

threats against... (the SL), advo-

cating ‘armed’ goon squads at

future demonstrations and vow-

ing in front of witnesses to ‘kill’ the

Spartacists";

& (4) That I “jumped a Spartacist

supporter and tried to drag him

from the meeting room” of the

Graduate Employees Organiza-

tion (AFT #3550), of which 1 am
an officer.

The article also contains gratuitous

adjectives which 1 will not discuss

further.

Although not the most serious of

these claims, the allegation that 1 have

hung around the Spartacist League is

false, misleading and libelous. My
contacts with your organization have

been limited to attendance at 2 of your

forums in Ann Arbor, attendance

at a picket-line demonstration co-spon-

sored by you and the RWL, cooperation

with the SYL in opposing an attempt by

the U. of Michigan student government

to deny the SYL funding in retaliation

for its political positions, subscribing to

your paper, and defending your right to

attend the Progressive Student Network
Conference in 1981 (outside of various

contacts/arguments at various demon-
strations, protests, etc.). At all times I

made clear my deep political differences

with the SL, while defending its right to

put forward its program in a principled

and non-disruptive way (something it

was doing when I arrived in Ann Arbor,

and ceased doing this year).

The second claim is inaccurate and

consciously misleading. The Street

Sheet is published by a gathering of

eleven Ann Arbor area anarchists, as

was noted in a note in the issue you refer

to, and I played a relatively minor role in

this. Your characterization of the

paper—which is hardly “slick”—as my
personal effort does not equitably assign

credit. Furthermore, nowhere in the

Street Sheet (#1) is the Spartacist

League red-baited (nor would we charge

the SL with being “reds”, an honor you
do not deserve). Nor is the SL cop-

baited anywhere in the paper. It does

describe and denounce your prolonged

disruption of anti-Nazi organizing

efforts, and your attack upon the

Coalition Against the Nazis’ borrowed
sound system (an attack gleefully

proclaimed in the Workers Vanguard).

As to your claim that the rally at which

you admit trashing our sound system

was your own (as if that somehow
justified the SL’s actions), I refer you to

the pictures published in the Workers
Vanguard of the demonstration, which
show the vast majority of the crowd
standing with their backs to the SL
sound system , clustered around the

(conveniently cropped out) Coalition

sound system.

Third, and most serious, are your
charges that I have issued death threats

against the SL and advocated armed
goon squads at future demonstrations.

These charges are libelous, and abso-

lutely without basis in fact. Although I

have, on various occasions, noted that

the SL is a dying organization and
expressed my commitment to helping

that process along, 1 have never advo-

cated, or supported, or volunteered to

“kill" members of the Spartacist

League. In fact, I specifically disabused

one of your members of this notion

when she appeared to be missing the

distinction. I am quite willing to rely on
exposing the SL’s actions, and challeng-

ing its politics, to accomplish my goals;

and, with Hereshoff, am willing to let the

(politically) dead bury their own dead.

It is true that I have advocated

—

along with many others—that people

attending events where the SL is likely

to be present should be prepared to

defend themselves, a precaution clearly

necessitated by your attacks on anti-

fascist demonstrators on March 20th.

Similarly, the groups that have been

leafletting SL events in Ann Arbor
(exposing the SL’s actions to the

handful that attend these programs,

demanding reparations for the SL-
inflicted damages, and demanding SL
repudiation of this—and similar

—

attack(s)) should take precautions to

protect themselves. The increasing

desperation of the SL as it continues to

shrink and loses what base it once had is

making it demonstrably more danger-

ous, and more prone to turn to violent

attack against its opponents on the left.

Thus, 1 do advocate self-defense, but I

do not advocate attacks against SL
members—or physical attacks against

the SL—as your article states. This

charge is especially vicious, and I

demand that you retract it.

Finally, your article claims that I

jumped a SL member at a meeting of my
union local (G.E.O., AFT #3550) and
“tried” to remove him from the meeting

room. Although 1 did remove a disrup-

tor from our meeting at the direction of

the chair, I did not “jump” him. Nordid
anyone seek to stop the one SL
supporter who was a member of the

union from speaking against the motion
to endorse the anti-Nazi demonstration.

I demand retraction of each and every

one of these claims. My attorney has

advised me that these statements indis-

putably are “libelous, per se”, and that

you are obligated to retract them. If you
do not print this letter, or if you refuse to

retract these false allegations, I will be

forced to consider appropriate action.

. . . The SL’s very visible frustration at

having been out-organized despite its

massive investment of money and time

is understandable. However, this cannot

justify attacks against leftist organiza-

tions, nor can it justify libel. I anticipate

your full retraction and apology.

In struggle,

Jon Bekken

GEO (AFT Local 3550) Steering Com-
mittee & Bargaining Team Member,
Member, Creative Urge Anarchist

Group

P.S.: To date, you have not yet sent me
my copy of the issue in question, even

though I am a subscriber to your paper.

1 would appreciate receiving my copy so

that I can file it along with other attacks

from state & university functionaries

and a variety of right-wing newspapers.

Thank you.

Workers Vanguard Comments:
We are gratified that our article in

Workers Vanguard No. 305 ("The Big

Lie," 14 May) has forced Jon Bekken to

back down publicly from his threats of

violence against our organization. We
interpret his denials to be a form of

retraction, and it’s a good thing he’s

climbed down. Signed statements from
those who overheard him April 16

outside an SYL-sponsored film showing

in Ann Arbor stipulate that he threat-

ened “we will kill you the next time you
use your methods” and that there would
be “armed security" against the SL in

the future. So provocative and strident-

ly violent were these statements, that

one of our comrades recorded them
and—as we are confident Bekken
recalls—challenged him to sign them on

the spot. A challenge Bekken refused,

perhaps, because his preferred methods
are hit-and-run harassment and the

verbal swaggering of a street-corner

punk.

Street Sheet is an example of just such
methods. Its first (and to date, only)
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issue appeared unsigned, undated and at

the height of anti-communist backlash

against the SL/SYL following the

March 20 anti-Nazi protest which drove

the fascists out of town. Bekken was the

primary and most visible distributor of

this anti-Spartacist slander sheet. The
identities of those other than Bekken
involved in Sheet's production are

certainly not known to us; it describes

the “collective” simply as "a gathering of

Ann Arbor area anarchist-communists,

-feminists, and -syndicalists.” We do
know the malicious and willfully pro-

vocative character of the Sheet, most
particularly its “polemical” article

“Spart Goons,” which directs the reader

to conclude that there is “no room” on
the left for the SL and it’s time that we be

“directly confronted.” We know too

that someone has been busily circulating

the Sheet's lying account of the March
20 anti-Nazi protest to various anarchist

newspapers: the San Diego New Indica-

tor (13 April-26 April)—with which
Bekken was previously and seems to still

be associated—and the Canadian
Strike 1 (15 May) have both published

the lead article from Street Sheet word
for word.

The sorry anarchist milieu has, in the

Cold War atmosphere of Reagan’s
America, descended to new depths of

anti-communism in general and attacks

on the Trotskyist SL/SYL in particular,

since we are correctly viewed as the
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Get the Truth...
Behind the “left" slander campaign
against the Spartacist League.
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tions when they are in order. So
perhaps an apology is called for:

instead of 'Hail Red Army Nerve Gas,’
a more appropriate slogan might be
'Defend Red Army Nerve Gas,’ since
they must believe that ‘defense of the
socialist motherland’ begins with the
defense of its nerve gas..."

“Tongue-in-cheek”? More like foot-in-

mouth disease. The spaced-out Fifth

Estate is so high on anti-communism
that sometimes their minds are in sync
with the fevered dreams of an A1 Haig
or Jeane Kirkpatrick.

Used Lie Salesmen

General Haig’s Anarchists
Readers of Workers Vanguard are

aware of the anti-Spartacist campaign
being conducted by so-called left

groups from the largest to the most
inconsequential. The stupider ones are
more than willing to use any fiction or
slander against us, including those that

come from the anti-Soviet propaganda
mills of Langley, Virginia. Last No-
vember the Detroit anarchist rag Fifth

Estate ran a lurid tale of Trotskyite
vampires drooling over the blood of
Polish workers and Afghan tribesmen,
entitled “Hail Red Army Nerve Gas!"
Now they have been forced to eat their

words, publishing what is, although
smothered in insult and innuendo, an
apology and retraction.

We nailed this little band of Big
Liars, showing that their vicious smear
comes straight out of the mouth of

General Alexander Haig. Our answer

(“See You at Kronstadt," WV No. 297,

22 January) pointed out in detail how
the (now former) U.S. secretary of

state’s claims are all based on “evi-

dence" supplied by U.S. -backed reac-

tionary guerrillas and CIA mercena-
ries, that there is no physical trace of
the alleged mycotoxins, and that it’s all

just too convenient for the U.S. chem
warriors who napalmed Vietnamese
peasants and dumped almost 100,000

tons of defoliants like Agent Orange
on Southeast Asia. In our article “The
Big Lie” ( WV No. 305), we comment-
ed. “Problem is, ( I) the USSR doesn’t

pour ’yellow rain’ on millions of brown
skinned peoples, an act which would
be exclusively for the benefit of

General Haig; and (2) if they’d done
what they didn’t, we wouldn’t hail it."

Caught yellow-handed, in its June
19 issue the Fifth Estate tries to explain

its “tongue-in-cheek title":

“They [the SL] apparently don’t be-
lieve the charges that the Soviet army
is gassing Afghani tribesmen, and
from what we have heard subsequent-
ly it does appear that many of the

claims are at best shaky. Nevertheless,
il much of the evidence for Soviet use
of gas in Afghanistan turned out to be
U S. State Department ballyhoo, it

certainly was not beyond the realm of
the possible (and we still would not lay

money down that they haven't used it).

“Still, we prefer to be accurate in our
claims and don’t mind making retrac-

A liar’s “Exhibit A”: this is the photo Bekken claims shows the crowd listening
to “Coalition” speakers.

outstanding genuine defenders of the

gains of October against U.S. imperial-

ism. In this vein, the Detroit anarchist

rag Fifth Estate tried to smear us with

Haig’s Big Lie about Soviet “yellow

rain," to pin us with the slogan “Hail
Red Army Nerve Gas." But Sheet is an
even cruder version, wildly slanderous

and, as we will show, filled with “red-

baiting, cop-baiting, violence-baiting

filth against the SL."

In Bekken, we have an “anarchist"

who threatens to sue us for libel,

revealing a touching faith in the state,

which to anarchists is supposed to be the

main enemy, virtually by definition. (He
hates the Russian state, of course.)

Bekken’s on to something all right—
there is a class and political bias built

into the capitalist courts which makes
them a potentially promising arena for

anti-communist vendettas like his. It

probably doesn’t hurt, either, to have
attorneys in the family— but if Bekken
everattempted to carry out his threats of

deadly force he can be certain he’d be

slapped with criminal charges his lawyer

mommy and daddy couldn’t easily get

him out of. Murder of reds is, at least

nominally, not legal in this country

today.

Bekken is notably eager to deny that

he hung around the Ann Arbor SL/
SYL, but his own words simply substan-

tiate our assertion that he did. His

description of the number and types of

SL/SYL events in which he participated

is. so far as we know, substantially

complete. Yet, for at least two years

previously, while at the University of

California at San Diego, he was a hostile

anti-Spartacist. Then he arrived in Ann
Arbor, attended forums, a picket line

demonstration and even went out of his

way to defend our rights on one
occasion. Joining the SYL-called anti-

military protest last October, Bekken
had no compunctions about carrying a
placard denouncing Reagan’s anti-

Soviet Cold War drive (see photo). But
several months later, in late January, it

was precisely our demand for defense of
the Soviet Union raised at a protest

against the Moral Majority which sent
him into a frenzy, chanting “down with
vanguard parties!” Now he’s turned up
in San Diego, threatening us with a libel

suit. Perhaps Bekken’s initial relations

with the Ann Arbor SL/SYL is a case
analogous to the fact that the Nazi
Eichmann studied Hebrew so as better

to play his role in the extermination of
Jews.

Unfortunately for our inconsistent

“anarchist," while paper may take
anything that’s written on it (as Stalin is

supposed to have said), once it’s written,

it’s written. "Nowhere in the Street

Sheet (#1) is the Spartacist League red-

baited." he claims. Perhaps Bekken now
wants to retract the Sheet's Hoover-
esque “explanation" lor the broad labor
support received by the SL-initiated

Committee to Stop the Nazis, i.e. that

“some sincere labor people, had fallen

victim to their duplicity” and that

among the endorsers were those who
“sincerely wanted to express their

hostility to nazism and had no idea that

they were being used to aggrandize a

stalmoid party at the same time.” If he
doesn’t think that’s straight out of
Masters of Deceit

,
then Bekken doesn’t

know what red-bailing is; but we think
he does.

The SL is not cop-baited “anywhere

in the paper"? We need only quote from
“Spart Goons" again:

“The only way the Sparts may have
been involved in driving the Nazis out is

if one of t heir people happened to be
behind the wheel of the police bus which
helped the Nazis make their escape

"

Not violence-baited? The title "Spart
Goons" rather speaks for itself. Nor
does Sheet content itself with the now-
standard Big Lie absurdity that we built

the March 20 rally in Ann Arbor as a

cover for our plot to attack anti-Nazi

protesters. Perhaps succumbing to a

“creative urge," it claims: “This same
day. Spart goons attacked an anti-Nazi

demonstration in Connecticut." Actual-
ly, there were two demonstrations in

Connecticut on March 20. The rally

held in Meriden, Connecticut was an
anti-Klan protest, while “non-
confrontational” liberals gathered to

hear Paul Newman at a “Unity Day” in

Hartford. Which one does Bekken claim
we attacked? The SL was not present at

either.

Bekken wants to quibble over wheth-
er he “jumped" or “removed" an SL-
supporter from the March 8 meeting of
the University of Michigan Graduate
Employees Organization (GEO). In so
doing he may be motivated by wounded
vanity, a penchant for compulsive lying

or both since, a) our supporter was not
removed and ultimately was able to

make his presentation to the meeting;
and b) Bekken's unsuccessful attempt at

thuggery was carried out in front of a

plethora of witnesses. The SL support-
er. who was there to seek GEO endorse-
ment for the anti-Nazi rally called by the

SL-initiated Committee (and not, as

Bekken claims, to “speak against the

motion to endorse theanti-Nazi demon-

stration”) fought Bekken’s attacks off

three times. Eventually, GEO member
Gene Goldenfeld and RWL supporter
Joe Graves (the latter albeit reluctantly),

came to the aid of our supporter and he
was able to make his remarks. Even
Bekken’s attempt to ascribe blame for

the botched exclusion attempt is a lie.

While the chair of the meeting was a

prominent local supporter of the Stalin-

ist Young Workers Liberation League
and certainly not above such breaches of
workers democracy, Bekken acted on
his own initiative.

Even Bekken’s amusing postscript, in

which he complains about delivery of
his WV subscription, has no more basis

in fact than the rest of his letter. Bekken
disappears from Ann Arbor and expects
our circulation department to track his

subsequent surfacing in San Diego?
He’s welcome to “file" WV wherever he
wants.

Bekken is not only a liar—he’s a very

careless liar. Street Sheet says openly
what the rest of the anti-Spartacists only
dare to whisper in the corridors. They
probably think he’s god’s gift to them.
Well, he’s somebody's gift. We are

reminded of the Wayne State Universi-
ty’s South End attempt to frame the

SYL for arson following aggressive

campaigns waged by us against Nazi

/

Klan terror and FBI recruitment on that

campus: we asked then, is COINTEL-
PRO really dead?

While musing over the counter-
revolutionary exploits of anarchist hero
Makhno or brushing up on Bookchin,
Bekken may contemplate this: the

reference may be obscure to him. but he

has joined Michel Varga in a category in

history known as dubious figures.*

Did the rabidly
anti-Soviet

Bekken “hang
around" the SLtor
the same reason

Eichmann learned
Hebrew?
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Black NYC Transit Worker Speaks in Europe

Labor/Black Struggle

in Reagan's America
Oust the Labor Fakers—

Break with the Democrats!
For a Class-Struggle Workers Party!

As part of a campaign of protest

against Ronald Reagan's European tour

last month to beat the anti-Soviet war

drums, the international Spartacist

tendency organized public meetings in

six European cities on the theme " The

Main Enemy Is at Home!" We print

below edited excerpts oj the speech by

guest speaker Ed Earthen, a black

American trade unionist, to the Paris

meeting.

*****
So. Reagan is here in Europe to

realign and harden up his anti-Soviet

alliance. He’s instructing them that

despite the pressure from members of

various peace movements composed, 1

assume, of great numbers of people who
don’t exactly like the idea of glowing,

that they’d better get in line with the

leader of international counterrevolu-

tion, that is, with U.S. imperialism’s war
drive. They had better get in line with

the nuclear destruction of the USSR.
What 1 want to talk about is what

Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive means
for the American working class. I am a

member of Transport Workers Union
Local 100 in New York City. This is a

union which organizes transit workers,

those who run the trains and buses. This

union keeps New York City, the center

of international finance, running. My
union went out on strike in 1966. a

successful strike that set a precedent for

unions throughout the United States Its

leader, a president by the name of Mike
Quill, found out that he was dying and

so he decided to marry his mistress and

call a strike, a strike that he had been

threatening for some time. He closed

down the city, the courts threw him in

jail because it is illegal for the transit

unions to strike, and he told the judge

that he could drop dead in his black

robes, that he would stay out on strike

until it was successful, until it won.

Mike Quill died just after he got out of

jail. The strike was solid and the result

was that the Transport Workers Union

won the settlement that broke the record

as far as wage increases and other

demands, far ahead of any union

throughout the United States at the

time. It put the union in a very powerful

position and left the workers with the

feeling that they have the ability to fight

around their interests using their own
organizations and could win.

But today this situation is no longer

the case. Gains which the workers have

won as a result of that strike have now
been almost entirely hacked away. An
example of this is what occurred with a

black motorman by the name of Jesse

Cole. This was a motorman who was

killed as a result of management
incompetence. He was instructed by the

management of the transport system to

ignore the signal safety on the rail. As a

result, his train crashed into another

train that was sitting just ahead. Jesse

Cole’s cab was crushed and he was
seriously injured. The head of the

Metropolitan Transit Authority imme-
diately went on television to explain to

everyone why it was this motorman’s
fault that this accident had occurred.

Instead of organizing an emergency
rescue squad, he spent the money of the

transport system on organizing this

campaign against Jesse Cole. He had the

power to turn off the third rail power to

the transport system, which was neces-

sary to allow the rescue squad to go onto

the tracks. The power was left on for

over an hour after it was known that the

accident had occurred. So Jesse Cole
did not die for any other reason than the

the Na: il-ls

Kartsen chairs
mass anti-Nazi
rally In Chicago,
27 June.
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Guest speaker Ed Kartsen addresses educational conference of French
Trotskyists.

managment allowed him to bleed to

death in the cab. Or to put it in simple

language, he was killed by the Transit

Authority.

I and a handful of other militants

decided to do something about this, it

was our intention to close down the

entire transit system for Jesse Cole’s

funeral. And we were also determined to

organize the entire union to get out that

day in respect for Jesse Cole. This was
important because we didn’t want any

individual militants to be victimized if

they acted on their own. But our union

leadership went on another kind of

campaign; they went on a counter-

campaign to get everybody to work that

day. About 200 of us showed up to the

funeral, and the system continued to

run. This is because of the leadership of

our union, not because of the many
hundreds of militant workers who felt a

deep sense of outrage at what happened.

Our leadership plays the role of a

middleman, as typically union bu-

reaucrats do, between management and
the workforce. They are the voice

of management inside the workers
movement.

Fight for Power!

1 ran on a campaign for president of

my local because this kind of leadership

can never defend the most basic interests

of the American working class, nor the

basic interests of workers anywhere in

the world I ran primarily on the right to

strike, on the right of labor to use its

organization and the only weapon it has

to defend its interests. 1 also linked my
campaign to the fight against the racist

policies of the city administration, since

most of the most critical elements of the

workforce are black.

The union today is typically por-
trayed as lazy and stupid and that this is

primarily the reason for the run-down
New York City transit system. There is a

case which I raised in my campaign over
the closing of a hospital [Sydenham]

which primarily serves poor black

people. It was closed because the New
York City mayor claimed that there

wasn’t enough money to keep the

emergency ward open. By doing this he

condemned thousands of blacks to no
medical treatment whatsoever for inju-

ries. since this is the facility that they

normally use. So this issue, along with

the issue of Reagan’s campaign against

labor, as well as his anti-labor move-
ment against the USSR were issues I

raised as part of my campaign for Local

100 president.

I raised the issue that the working
class in America must fight politically

for power if it is to defend its interests

against the capitalist attacks. Not only

the issue of striking, but also the issue of

a workers party to fight for a workers
government as critical issues for the

victory of the working class. Now, John
Lawe won in the elections because he

successfully demoralized broad sections

of the Transport Workers Union. He
did this by allowing a strike to be lost

about a year and a half ago. After about
a week of striking, the governor of New
York and the city mayor were about to

give in. But just before the city and the

state capitulated, which was to happen
within 24 hours, as we found out later

on. our leader John Lawe agreed to go
back under a much lower wage agree-

ment and under penalties from the

Taylor Law, which is an anti-strike law.

The consequence was that Lawe suc-

cessfully impressed on the workforce
that if you strike, you will lose. One of

the major reasons why he got away with

this whole campaign has a lot to do with

Ronald Reagan.

When the air controllers union went

out on strike last year, Ronald Reagan
smashed that union. And leaders like

John Lawe instructed the transit work-
ers that what happened to the air

controllers will happen to you. So he
forced us to accept in our last contract

binding arbitration by the government.
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The result of this binding arbitration

was that some major gams of the

Transport Workers Union were taken

away by the government. And this has

widely angered many transit workers.

While John Lawe advocates the

binding of the workers to the govern-

ment with respect to the contract it is

also the binding of the working class

politically to the ruling class through the

Democratic Party. He’s on a campaign
to force union members to pay a

contribution to various Democratic
Party politicians as the way to get rid of

the anti-strike laws. And most of the

American fake-left support this same
strategy of reliance on the left wing of

the Democratic Party. As I said, 1 was
the only one to fight both for the

perspective of a workers party as well as

for the right to strike in the last election.

The Communist Party supported a

candidate running for the presidency of

Local 100 who ran on a program against

going out on strike. The Communist
Party-supported candidate, as a matter

of fact, voted an endorsement of John
Lawe’s giving up of our policy in the

union of “No contract, no work." Only
afterwards, when the elections were over

and after the negotiations were over they

came out against binding arbitration.

Labor/Black Mobilization to

Smash Klan/Nazi Terror

I want to now talk about the situation

with respect to blacks in the United

States. Reagan is on a campaign against

labor and he’s also on a campaign
against the few remaining gains of the

civil rights movement. This is resulting

in increased activity on the part of

fascists. The program of the Ku Klux
Klan, which is the home-grown Ameri-
can fascist organization, is to drive

blacks back into slave labor. Reagan is

carrying out their program from the

White House in terms of destruction of

the gains of the civil rights movement.
The difference the Klan has with him is

that he’s not creating mass death camps
and organizing slave labor on a massive

scale. Of late the most notorious case of

Klan terror was what occurred in

Greensboro, North Carolina, and I

want to briefly go into the implications

of this Greensboro massacre for Ameri-
can workers and blacks.

What happened there was the

massacre of leftists, trade-union organ-
izers, civil rights workers and a black

woman, with the knowledge and col-

laboration of the American govern-
ment. It is a documented fact that there

were federal agents in the car from
which the Ku Klux Klan and the Nazis
emerged. I think the results are generally

known, that the Ku Klux Klan and
Nazis opened fire on this demonstration
and murdered in broad daylight five

people, shooting them in the chest and

head. The Ku Klux Klan got off scot-

free when the trial came up. In fact the

whole incident was videotaped and this

was presented at the trial, but it did not

stop the racist terrorists from getting off

scot-free. And the message behind

allowing the Ku Klux Klan toget offfor

carrying out this vicious act of terror in

broad daylight is that it’s OK to kill

blacks, reds, trade-union organizers,

that the government gives sanction to

this kind of activity.

The reason for this is that there is an
enormous amount of unemployment
taking place in the United States today.

In particular, in the Midwest, places like

Detroit, where there is a massive black

working-class population being thrown
onto the streets, auto factories being

closed down. Because of attacks against

social services by the Reagan adminis-
tration many of these blacks face no
means to survive, that is, no welfare.

These masses of blacks are becoming
more and more the targets of groups like

the Ku Klux Klan and Nazis in a very

real way. Ku Klux Klan and Nazi acts of
terror have increased more than 425

percent according to the Justice Depart-
ment over the last few years.

It is fortunate that the Nazis and the

Ku Klux Klan have met some resistance

of late in the United States to their terror

activity. When the Nazis and the Ku
Klux Klan wanted to demonstrate in

downtown Detroit in celebration of the

Greensboro massacre, there was a

mobilization of blacks, workers and
leftists on the same spot in order to stop

them. The important lesson to learn is

that the same liberals who request the

government to defend the citizens

against the fascists, these liberals had a

voice in the form of the local mayor by
the name of Coleman Young, a black

mayor. He threatened the blacks, trade-

union workers, the leftists all with arrest

if they showed up the day that the

fascists were to come. But that didn’t

stop efforts to mobilize the black

community, the trade-union force. Five

hundred militants, many from an auto

plant called River Rouge, showed up
fully prepared to deal with any fascists

that might come and, as well, fully

prepared to go to jail. They were the

most militant workers throughout
Detroit, the potential leadership of the

entire black and white workers of

Detroit. The handful of fascist punks
understood that there would be no
possibility for a fascist demonstration
on that spot that day and if they did the

consequences would be dire to their

health.

This was a workers victory. The
lesson was that only the working class

under a militant leadership can success-

fully stop the fascists. I’m proud to say

that I chaired that rally and it was also to

the credit of the Spartacists of the

United States who initiated it. Nothing
was clearer that day than that the

mobilized force of the working class was
the force that could smash fascism.

This year there was a mobilization in

Ann Arbor, just outside Detroit. There

a group called the SS Action Group,
another fascist organization, wanted to

demonstrate around the slogans of“Kill

Commies” and endorsement of Ronald
Reagan’s policy in El Salvador. There
were two mobilizations, one initiated

again by the American section of the

international Spartacist tendency and
another by the liberals, the latter to

demonstrate to “ignore" the Nazis. The
results in Ann Arbor were that UAW
locals around that region, transport

workers around that region, as well as

AFSCME workers, endorsed the cam-
paign to mobilize on the spot where the

Nazis said they were going to come. So
that day, a crowd of 2,000 students,

trade unionists and leftists appeared on
the spot where the Nazis said they were
going to come. When the Nazis drove by
in a car they looked at this kind of
mobilization, and went over to the

site of the “ignore the Nazis"

demonstration.

Sections of the “Stop the Nazis"
demonstration heard about this and
about 1,500 of these demonstrators
gathered around these few Nazis and
expressed their outrage at their [the

Nazis’] provocation. Many projectiles

were thrown in their direction. It’s

unfortunate that they were able to even

walk out of town, although there were

some injuries to these Nazis. The police

rushed in to defend them and help them
escape. The state played the role of

protecting the fascists, because they

have a perspective to use those fascists

as a weapon against labor, against

blacks, the poor and minorities.

Capitalism Means
Black Oppression

There is a political tendency in the

United States expressed again by the

Communist Party which calls for

“banning the Klan," that is, laws by the

bourgeois government to make organi-

zations like the Nazis and the Ku Klux
Klan illegal. In the context of Reagan’s

America this strategy is viewed widely as

lunatic, particularly since Reagan is

carrying out aspects of the Ku Klux
Klan’s program himself, and [because

of] the way anti-“extremist" laws have

been used in the past, that is, primarily

against militants and leftists. As was
demonstrated in the 1950s in the

McCarthy period, things like the Smith
Act were used against the then-

revolutionary Socialist Workers Party,

and againsttheCommunist Party, which
supported the creation of this law.

Now I want to raise just one more
example. During the civil rights move-
ment in the United States Martin Luther

King and the Democratic Party pushed
this idea that black people have to use

the same kind of non-violent resistance

as Gandhi used. The objective of this

pacifism was to embarrass your enemy
with your blood, in other words, if you
are beaten on the streets you shouldn’t

raise your hands in defense or strike

back in any way. but allow the racists to

beat you. This is the liberal tradition

which is endorsed by the Communist
Party, Socialist Workers Party and all

those parties which can be termed

social-democratic in the United States.

This policy also has the expression of

calling for the federal government to

intervene in cases of racist violence in

order to protect blacks.

In 1965 in Selma, Alabama Martin
Luther King had a march for voting

rights where he relied on the federal

troops, state troops and the local police

to defend the march against Klan terror.

The result was that a black woman was
shot to death by the Ku Klux Klan with

the full knowledge, there again, of an

FBI agent. The FBI agent wrote, in fact,

a book talking about his entire experi-

ence inside the Ku Klux Klan and every

time he reported that the Klan was
about to carry out an act of racist terror,

he says that his own bosses told him just

to go along and observe. This was in

contrast to the FBI’s infiltration of

groups like the Black Panthers, where
they set up the execution of Black

Panther leaders, like Fred Hampton in

Chicago, who was murdered in his sleep.

The attacks on black people, the

attacks on civil rights are proof that the

liberal lie of reforming the capitalist

government for black liberation is

nothing more than an illusion. The
oppression of black people is as funda-
mental to American capitalism as is the

exploitation of labor, imperialist war
and their anti-Soviet war drive. Black

liberation is tied up [with] the liberation

of the entire American working class

from capitalist oppression.

Black people in the United States

constitute a race-color caste. That is,

blacks are concentrated in the industrial

working class, the semi-employed and
the army of the unemployed. This has
been the position of blacks ever since

Reconstruction was put into flames by
the Ku Klux Klan. The Civil War in the

United States, which was supposed to

free the slaves, what this war actually

meant for the rulers of America was a
war to keep the Union together, keep the

South from seceding. There was no
continued on page 8

Reagan “rollback'' targets everyone. Some of 12,000 fired air controllers
shown here marching in Washington last September 19.
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Labor/Black
Struggle...
(continuedfrom page 7)

original intent to free the slaves neces-

sarily but it became an important

political issue during the war which was

instrumental in the winning of the

North. The winning of the war was the

only primary objective of the Northern

capitalists.

After the war, the Ku Klux Klan was

allowed to carry out a campaign which

instituted segregation. This campaign of

racist oppression which was instituted at

that time remains in effect to this very

day. The civil rights movement was

supposed to get rid of this institutional-

ized oppression of black people and

partially did in the South. But today,

black people find themselves in a worse

economic situation than before the civil

rights movement. So nothing can be

more apparent than that without the

overturn of American capitalism which

perpetuates racism in America, black

people will continue to be oppressed.

Defend Blacks,

Defend the Soviet Union!

So today we find that black people are

supposed to go along with Reagan’s

campaign in America for “freedom" for

workers in Poland from oppression.

Reagan, who is carrying out a campaign

against civil rights, who is encouraging

the mobilization of fascist terror, is

supposed to be the leader of the

“freedom" of masses of workers. But

black people in general never cried for

Solidarnosc, despite the fact that the

entire liberal left, the Democratic Party,

the Republicans all the way to the

fascists, all shed many tears for Solidar-

nosc. It was too vivid in their minds that

there is massive unemployment and

impoverishment in the black communi-
ty; they observed Haitians being herded

into concentration camps.

Masses of American workers didn’t

go for this pro-Solidamosc campaign

either because Reagan is supposed to be

the fighter for workers "freedom” after

he smashed an American trade union.

There were only a handful of trade-

union bureaucrats who came out to

demonstrate against the government
crackdown in Poland—and this in

contrast to half a million workers who
came out on September 19 last year to

protest against Reagan. Reagan doesn’t

want freedom for anybody either in

Poland or in Russia, he is not against the

repression against the masses there.

Reagan has something in store for the

workers in Russia and Poland similar to

what he has executed on the American

working class: goodies like unemploy-

ment, fascism and racism are widely

understood to be the intent behind his

calls for "freedom, liberty and justice.”

September 19 was not only the largest

working-class demonstration in Ameri-

can history, it was one of the most

integrated in history. It was so big that it

scared the bureaucrats themselves

—

they weren’t expecting a half a million.

Many workers came to that demonstra-

tion not with the intent of a token show

of force, but willing to close down that

city and to offer concrete acts of labor

action to bring Reagan down. Many
were asking why their unions hadn’t

gone out in support of PATCO, why the

airplanes were still getting fueled, why
they were still getting repaired, because

they wanted that strike to win and they

knew from the power that was demon-
strated that day that they had the ability

to win. The demonstration in Washing-

ton was critical because in America the

only force that can bring Reagan down
is the force of labor. It’s the only force,

under a leadership that is determined to

overthrow capitalism, that can stop

World War III.

The Stalinists, whose international

policy of detente, which reflects their

policy of "ban the Klan" in the States,

will never bring peace. Because it was

under previous administrations that

detente was used as a cover for building

up American nuclear power. So Reagan

is here going around Europe claiming to

be the biggest peacemaker, and not only

is he a big peacemaker, but he’s much
more peaceful than Brezhnev, and

because Brezhnev is not as peaceful as

him, Brezhnev must be blown up.

It's only through the active defense of

the gains of the USSR by the American

working class and by working classes

around the world that it is possible for

the imperialist policy of a Third World
War to be stopped. And this means that

there must be socialist revolution in the

United States. And there must be

political revolution in the USSR in

order to defend the gains of the Russian

Revolution. It is the same issue as the

defense of the gains of my union: as I

have to fight to get rid of my bureaucra-

cy so too the Russian workers must fight

to overthrow their bureaucracy. So, all

workers around the world have a stake

in the unconditional military defense of

the USSR against imperialism.

Blacks, Labor— Rely on
Your Own Strength!

Discussion period
Questioner asks about the rote of

Martin Luther King in the 1960s civil

rights movement.
It was not Martin Luther King that

won those gains. It was the masses of

blacks who were taking to the streets to

fight for those gains that won them.

What Martin Luther King did was to

step into that struggle, disarm it and sell

a few reforms as the price for his

disarming it. For example there were

laws which were supposed to result in

integration of schools, integration of

housing, integration of higher education

which were the selling points of the civil

rights movement. Once the groups of

agricultural black workers in the South
and industrial black workers were

demobilized, when they were no longer

out in the streets arming and organizing,

these rights were taken away.

For example in Boston in 1972, the

[school] busing program was being

attacked by mobs of racists on the

streets, by the beating up of black

children and the destruction of buses.

Now this right of busing was supposed

to be a right already won by Martin
Luther King. But the racists on the

streets were fighting to take it back. The
only possible force to defend that right

was effective, organized workers and
blacks of that city. As a matter of fact

I went to Boston myself into a

demonstration todemand the defense of

the black children that were under
attack in the city. But the liberals in that

city had a countermobilization there

too. They called for reliance on the

police and for federal troops, just like in

the civil rights movement.
The result is that today there is no

more busing program—the racists

succeeded in terrorizing enough blacks

and burning enough buses that the

courts have rescinded further busing
programs. Throughout the United
States, the whole program of
integration of schools has been rolled

back and Reagan is pushing it back

toward total annihilation. So the ruling

class gave the masses of blacks

absolutely nothing—they fought for it

by reliance on their own force and the

only way it can be defended is by

reliance on their own force. And that’s

why the liberation of black people must

be a central part of the liberation of the

American working class through

socialist revolution.

For a Class-Struggle
Workers Party!

Questioner asks about the call for a

workers party in the United Slates.

First, on the workers party. As some

of the comrades here have expressed,

the American working class has no

party at all. The two major political

parties are both bourgeois parties. The

leadership of the American trade-union

movement is in tight collaboration with

the Democratic Party. When the Ameri-

can working class explodes in respect to

labor actions, the opportunity will exist

to go beyond the labor bureaucrats. The

workers will no longer want to listen to

them any more. And the opportunity

exists for working-class militants to

form a party that will fight in a

revolutionary way for a workers govern-

ment. That is, a party based not on

reform, not on social democracy (unlike

the workers parties that have been

formed here in France and in Britain),

that is, a party that is pro-strike, pro-

working-class, a party that is for the

overturn of capitalism and the establish-

ment of a workers government.

This is the type of workers party that

we talk about, and we raise this

concretely around issues like the smash-

ing of anti-strike laws, establishing

strike committees—every opportunity,

in other words, to raise a strategy of

workers revolution, which emerges

concretely in every sharp working-class

struggle.

Briefly, one more example. In order

for the Transport Workers Union to win

in New York City, we have to strike

directly against a Municipal Assistance

Corporation which is made up of some
of the most powerful banks and trusts in

the world. In order to win such a strike,

the most effective strategy is to demand
the expropriation of these banks, for

free subways that are clean, decent and
nice to ride on—an issue which in New
York City would mobilize many mil-

lions of workers. In other words, it is

necessary to carry out a political fight

that would galvanize the workforce of

the city. And that fight must end in the

workers either attaining a sense of

power through winning the strike, and a

sense for a need for a political organiza-

tion to express that power, or it will end
in the defeat of workers because of being

sold out or isolated by the political

power of the bourgeois state.

For Revolutionary
Integrationism
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became integrated into the industrial

proletariat is the first one I wanted to

deal with. Blacks from the rural

American South provided the industrial

North with cheap labor. In fact, the fact

that blacks are a source of cheap labor is

one of the motivating forces for

maintaining black oppression. The first

mass migration occurred during the

labor shortage of the First World War
when large numbers of workers from the

North were sent here to Europe to fight

the imperialist war. The second mass
migration occurred during the Second
World War where labor shortages again

opened up a need for large numbers of

industrial workers.

But blacks are also, as I have stated

before, used as a political weapon, as a

scapegoat to be blamed for the capitalist

crisis. When many of the soldiers

returned from Europe by 1919 there was
massive rioting overjobs in the streets of

cities like East St. Louis and Chicago.

During these riots, black workers were
attacked on the streets of these cities and
intimidated to the point where it was
evident that if there was any resistance

to their unemployment and their pover-

ty, they were to be the victims of racist

terror. A similar event occurred in 1943

in the streets of Detroit against black

workers of that city.

So this all goes to show that black

people are placed in a strategic position

in the American working class and have

a deep interest in revolution in the

United States. And black workers have

a lot less illusions in the “democratic”

character of the American government,

in any kind of egalitarian character to

bourgeois society, and are much more
open to a revolutionary strategy. But

this of course doesn’t mean that under
conditions of despair that blacks will

not turn to reactionary politics. During
the period of the 1919 riots, the Ku Klux
Klan marched through the city of

Washington numbering near the mil-

lions. Under these conditions there was
a massive “back to Africa" movement,
which became popular amongst Ameri-
can blacks. But because black national-

ism accepts the racist status quo, blacks

can’t fight for their liberation under the

politics of nationalism. As a matter of

fact, the head of the “back to Africa"

movement invited the Ku Klux Klan to

speak to one of their conferences.

The same causes for the "back to

Africa” movement during the 1920s

were the cause for the growth of black

nationalism after the civil rights move-
ment. It was frustration with the

limitations and the apparent impotence
of Martin Luther King’s strategy and
the policy of passive resistance that won
masses of black people over to black

separatism. The thing that rang the toll

of the end of the civil rights movement
was a number of black riots which
occurred in the mid-1960s. That is,

blacks in the mass would no longer

accept limitations of passive resistance

and continually being the victims of

racist terror. But all of these riots were
viciously suppressed—tanks in one case

were rolled down the streets of

Detroit—and 50 blacks were killed. The
fact of massive disenchantment with the

civil rights movement led to the growth
of black nationalist organizations.

There were two tendencies amongst
the black nationalists: one was for

what’s called black capitalism, and the

other, represented by the Panthers, was
called revolutionary nationalism. Those
who were for black capitalism proved so
blatantly reactionary that their organi-
zations quickly became ineffective and
prominent leaders of this movement
found themselves in the Democratic
Party. The Black Panthers on the other
hand attempted to carry out a revolu-

tion based on the unemployed of the

ghetto. They armed themselves and they
began to march with arms and advocate
going up against the state. The conse-
quence was that virtually every Black
Panther leader was either jailed, killed

or if he managed to survive through the

whole procedure of bourgeois repres-
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sion wound up either an evangelist or a

member of the Democratic Party. The
best expression of the black nationalists

was those nationalists who attempted to

win over the workers in Detroit. But

here, although they won tremendous

authority from both the black and white

workers, their commitment to black

nationalism led them to betray the fight

for a militant revolutionary workers

party. And instead there was a fight in

their own organizations which resulted

in sections abandoning the working
class and seeking to split off black

workers from white workers in order to

make community work the most impor-

tant struggle. This flows from the

conception that the main division of

society for them was race and not class.

So, in America, only a strategy of

revolutionary integration which unites

the black and white working class

against all forms of class and race

oppression can lead to a workers

revolution.

Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution

Just one other point to conclude. This

point intersects both black nationalism

as well as the history of the American
Communist Party. A Pan-Africanist by

the name of Padmore uses a proof that

communist organizations are racist by
going back to the Communist Party’s

activities during the war [WWII] in

America. Why they say it’s racist is

because the Communist Party in the

United States under the instructions of

Stalin liquidated their exemplary work
to fight against racist oppression and
fight against the imperialist war, and

instead subordinated themselves to the

imperialist war and in support of the

racist policies in the military and in

American society. In fact when a

demonstration was called for Washing-

ton against racist practices in the army
and in American society during the war,

the Communist Party campaigned
against it.

So it was widely believed among
black Communist Party members that

the Communist Party had become
dominated and controlled by racism. Of
course it was Stalinism and Stalinist

policy that made blacks feel [betrayed

by] the Communist Party. And many
workers who were told not to strike by
the Communist Party felt the same way.

For those who point to the American
working class as anti-communist, one of

the reasons is the activities of the

Stalinist Communist Party. It was
possible for the McCarthy period right-

wingers to throw Communist Party

members out of the unions because they

mobilized militants who had authority

amongst their fellow workers who
would say, “Where the hell were you.

Communist Party, when we needed you,

when we had to go out on strike—you
told us not to.” And many of the blacks

who had experienced the Communist

Party’s betrayal in the 1930s became
Pan-Africanists and anti-communists.

Now what sets the conditions for the

class struggle in America right now, as

some of the comrades have mentioned,

is that American society is no longer the

great economic power that it used to be.

If there are steak lines in Poland it

cannot compare to the cheese lines in

America, where hundreds upon hun-

dreds of poor people last winter stood

out in the cold for hours to get a chunk
of stale cheese. And this is more and
more the situation with the masses in

America, which still has the image to the

rest of the world as rolling in gold. It’s

no longer the case; the American
economy is on a sharp decline and the

American government is going towards
war.

So it is that the obligation on the part

of the American working class must be

to stop the United States from going to

war, which means to stop the anti-

Soviet war drive and to defend the gains

of the October Revolution. It is widely

understood that this most powerful
economy in the world is now going the

road of Great Britain. And so too will

France and Germany, and so too will

Japan, unless the crisis of capitalism is

resolved in either of two ways. It will be

resolved either in barbarism through
nuclear war or it will be resolved by
socialism, that is, with the international

seizure of power in all countries by the

workers of all countries.
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Thousands mobilize to

stop Nazis in Chicago
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CHICAGO, -It was the Ur
gest anti facial demonstration

in the area in decades.

-

Waving angry first and chant-

ing "No Hillers in Chicago-

Stop the Nazis Now!" more
than 3.000 demonstrators

moboltzed to prevent two
dozen Nazi stormtroopera in

black and brown uniforms

from entering Lincoln Park
Sunday-

The fascists had said they

would stage a provocation

against the Gay Pride parade

in the park's "public forum"
area. But when the Nazis

arrived the area was already

occupied by protestors or

gamzed by the June 27

Committee Against the Nazis

Instead the swastika waving

punks clustered behind a

chain link fence in a nearby

parking lot. protected by

hundreds of Chicago police,

including mounted police.

Several thousand^ people

rejected the Gay Pride parade

organizers' call to ignore the

Nazis. As the Nazis shouted

death threats against homo-

sexuals. blacks and commun
ists, they were drowned out

by the crowd chanting "Chic

ago is a union town, Chicago is

a black town. Chicago is a gay

town- No room for Nazis!"

After an hour the Hitlerites

gave up and were ushered out

by the police to a thunderous

roar of "Nazis Out! Nazis

Out!"

Numerous unionist, blacks.

Jewish concentration ramp
survivors, gays and other

individuals representing a

wide cross section of the

Chicago community endorsed

the demonstration called by

the June 27 Committee
Against the Nazis, which was
initiated and organized by the

Sparlacist League, a Marxist

organization. More than

250,000 Committee leaflets

calling for the protest were
distributed in the' Chicago

area over the last two weeks.

As the Nazis left. Don
Andrews, a spokesman for the

Committee and member of the

Sparlacist League Central

Committee, proclaimed to the

cheering crowd. “We did it!

We prevented them from

carrying out their provoca

tion!" This was a victory for

all decent people of Chicago,

said Andrews. Someone had

to slop these would be killers

and the Spartacisl League

"Mobilized labor and all see

lions of the oppressed to

defend I he rights of gays,

blacks and Jews in this city.”

Il was a diciplined and

powerful show of force

against the Nazis. Members of

dozens of area unions were
present al the demonstration,

and speakers included Norm
Roth (former President Unit

ed Auto Workers Local 6).

Cliff "Cowboy” Mezzo (Vice-

President, Steelworkers

Local 1010), and Willy Harris

and Joe Lamm (Secretary-

Treasurer and Vice-President

of SEIU Local 372.)

The Call to Action by the

June 27 Committee pointed

out that the Nazis targeted

Gay Pride Day because they

know that homosexuals are

the weakest link in their chain

of terror." But the Hitler-lov

ers didn’t get their way.

Committee spokesman Gene
Shofner said in closing the

victorious rally: 'This was an

important day because the

people of Chicago came out in

thousands to oppose the Nazis

here The people of Chicago

said, "No. we will not allow

ourselves to be piecemealed

to death!"
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Drop Charges Against Gerry Clark!

Cops Jail Union Member at iCWA Convention

WV Photo

CWA member Gerry Clark, arrested for leafletting at CWA convention.

DETROIT—City police intervened in

a Communications Workers of Ameri-

ca (CWA) convention here July 15 by

arresting a union member for distrib-

uting an open letter to the convention

from one of the delegates. Gerry Clark,

a phone worker in CWA Local 9415 in

Oakland, California and a registered

guest at the convention, was marched

away with his hands cuffed behind his

back and charged with disorderly

conduct. He was released more than

four hours later. Clark told the press,

“My local union delegation raised the

$100 bail and sent my local vice

president down to get me out."

This attack on the union was

reported in both the Oakland Tribune

and the San Francisco Chronicle. The
Tribune article said. “Clark is a

member of the Militant Action Caucus

(MAC), which advocates militant

labor action and an end to the union’s

traditional support of the Democratic

Party." A MAC press release on the

arrest stated:

"Numerous delegates to the

convention have expressed their out-

rage at this interference in union
affairs and attack on the basic right of

all trade unionists to express their

viewpoints Protests demanding
that all charges be dropped have been

lodged with the Detroit Police

Department.”

A MAC spokesman told ITU that the

day after the arrest 265 members
(including 15 stewards) of Local 9415

sent a protest telegram to Detroit

mayor Coleman Young demanding
that “the fake charges against Brother

Clark be dropped.” The telegram also

noted. “CWA National President

Glenn Watts today affirmed the right

of Clark’s group to participate fully in

the affairs of the union, saying that

whether we agree ordisagree with each

union member’s politics, free speech

exists in this country and must be

respected.” A resolution demanding
that the charges be dropped was also

unanimously passed by Local 9415 on

July 20.

During the 1979 convention here

Secret Service agents abducted MAC
delegate and Spartacist League sup-

porter Jane Margolis as she prepared

to speak against Jimmy Carter and for

a workers party. This outrage was met

with a storm of protest: scores of

convention delegates as well as hun-

dreds of other phone workers immedi-
ately demanded a formal apology from
the White House. In June 1980 the

Secret Service did turn over such an
apology and $3,500 in settlement of a

suit brought by Margolis. Margolis

donated the entire cash award to the

CWA Defense Fund.

Any government intervention in the

labor movement is an attack on all

working people! Drop the charges

against Gerry Clark!

SWP...
(continued from page 12)

bureaucratic organization (e.g., consid-

er the “disloyalty" purge kicked off in

May 1980, which unleashed a series of

witchhunts so fierce that the leadership

had to call a halt in September 1981).

Still the "age purge" (removing from
leadership those in the SWP cadre older

than Barnes) was a move against not

merely potential loci of political opposi-

tion but against anything left in the

party that might have served as an
alternative role model in a party shaped
ever more narrowly in Jack Barnes’

image.

We hold no brief for the current SWP
oppositions. Nobody who swallowed
Khomeini’s Persian-chauvinist, anti-

woman, anti-worker “revolution” can
credibly claim to be an “international-

ist," nor would very many of the SWP’s
former fans of sellout Mine Workers
union “reformer" Arnold Miller be
recruitable to a perspective of authentic

Trotskyist work in the labor movement.
Still it’s an ugly sight to watch Barnes
axing the remaining veterans of the old

SWP in evident fear that they—who
have forgotten the content of Trotsky-
ism long since—might prove an impedi-
ment to sloughing off remaining vestiges

of the old formulae. They deserve better

than abuse at the hands of the Barnes
clique amidst a chorus of contempt from
Barnes’ cadre of arrogant latter-day

YPSLs.

Out with the Old, on the Outs
with the New

The latest Guardian articles on the

SWP’s troubles remarked gleefully that

the party "has been quietly dropping
overboard some of its Trotskyist bag-

gage.” In fact, they’re merely chucking
the empty suitcases, the paper orthodox
positions which have been kept safely

locked away in dusty closets. The knee-
jerk objections from those who main-
tain a sentimental attachment to Trot-

skyism are likely to give Barnes less

trouble than the collapse of years of
grandiose promises which has party

members voting with their feet.

Historically, especially in the move-
ment against the Vietnam War, theSWP
was able to flex some visible organiza-

tional muscle within the popular frontist

coalitions it hoped to be the "best

10

builders" of. But times have changed

and of late SWP bootlicking has reaped

nothing but the contempt which is the

just reward of craven opportunism. The
SWP has long been subjected to red-

baiting attacks in NOW, the main
bourgeois-led women’s organization.

The feminists who line up with the

Moral Majority's anti-porn campaigns

take the SWP's “Trotskyism" at face

value, and want no part of anything red

or even slightly pink. Though the

Militant occasionally offers a timorous

attack on NOW's pro-Democratic Party

leadership, the other equally wretched

“coalitions” in which the party seeks to

work have been spared.

This hasn’t prevented actual and
attempted purges of SWPers. For
example, when the Committee in

Solidarity with the People of El Salva-

dor (C1SPES) was first formed, SWPers
were right there. But when the heat came
down from the CISPES’ godfathers—
the FDR’s Political and Diplomatic
Commission— SWP members in

CISPES politely resigned from leader-

ship rather than provoke a split in “the

movement,” but now there’s a full-scale

witchhunt against the SWP in New
York CISPES. And it’s tough sledding
too in the National Black Independent
Political Party, which the SWP pro-
motes as the greatest thing for black
people since Martin Luther King and
never mind the anti-communist
expulsions.

The greatest disasters, though, have
occurred in the unions. After a long
hiatus, the SWP leadership had redis-

covered the industrial proletariat

(coincidentally with the collapse of the
sectoralist “mass movements" which
were the previous arena for the SWP’s
opportunist appetites). The way the
SWP went about the “turn” could be
termed “Gidget Goes to Garment."
Under the slogan of “talking socialism."

industrialized SWPers have functioned
more like YSAers running a campus
election campaign. There’s no mystery
in this: the SWP’s union work is directed
by Barnesite hacks, a bunch whose only
credential is that they can spell the word
“factory." And through his bureaucratic
maneuvers, Barnes has seen to it that the

old-timers—who remember a bit about
the need to patiently win authority as

workers and militant unionists— will

not get in the way. Harry DeBoer, one of

the “Minneapolis 18” tried and impris-

oned under the Smith Act, objected to

“talking socialism” and quoted a 1941

SWP plenum report by James P.

Cannon: "Comrades were cautioned...

[to] be careful, integrate themselves, get

some training in their trade, some
standing as mechanics, workmen, etc.

... If you conduct yourself in such a way
that you get bounced out before you
really get in, you cannot carry on any
fruitful trade union work” (“The Party’s

Sectarian Trade Union Policy” by

Harry DeBoer et al., SWP Discussion

Bulletin Vol. 37, No. 23, July 1981).

That was it for DeBoer in Barnes’ party;

it was all over but the shouting.

The SWP insists that the hair-raising

story of what happened at the Jim
Walter Brookwood mine No. 4 in

Alabama was not a correct application

of the "talking socialism” policy. We
suggest our readers draw their own
conclusions from Political Committee
reporter Ken Shilman’s “Report on the

National Miners Fraction" ( Party Or-

ganizer Vol. 4, No. 1, April 1980):

"We did not collectively sit down,
carefully size up the situation we found
ourselves in, and figure out how to help

the union win this battle. If we had
started there. I think ihM after only two
weeks in the mine when we did not
know a lot about the struggles, and had
not had time to win respect for ourselves
as unionists or as political people, much
less establish ourselves as socialists—we
would have decided not to sign griev-

ances. write articles, or sell the Militant

in the bars around the mine
“When two comrades, Sara and Ellen,

got hired at Brookwood in June, 1979,

we walked into a war taking place
between Jim Walter mining company
and the UMWA. Jim Walter was out to

destroy the local. . .

.

“By writing the kind of Militant article

we did. quoting extensively from a
closed union meeting and signing it with
the names of comrades who had barely
started work, we set into motion an
entire train of events

“That issue of the Militant gave the
company and its right-wing agents the
handle they needed. The red scare and
violence that followed our sales of the
Militant changed the relationship of
forces dramatically What the com-
pany had thus far failed to do with its

attacks on women’s rights and other
tactics, it pulled off with anti-

communism— it divided the union
“Our actions also led to serious victimi-
zation. Comrades are familiar with the
violence directed against our comrades
that eventually forced us to decide that
Sara and Ellen should not continue to

work at the mine.
“But we were not the only victims.
Others had their cars fire-bombed, tires

slashed, and lives jeopardized. The
climate of terror hurt everyone, intimi-
dated everyone. The people who came
to our defense were good people,
courageous, and they helped us at great
personal risk...." (emphasis added)

The only item of importance omitted
from this account is the fact that many
of the victims of the violence touched off
by the SWP’s incredible stupidity

—

people who were struggling “at great
personal risk” before the SWP dropped
in and after it departed—were black.

Of course this atrocity was ammuni-
tion for the Weinstein/ Henderson
opposition at the last SWP convention,

arguing for a more sensible application

of the SWP’s social-democratic line.

That theirs is a rightist opposition based
on an economist penchant for “shop
floor" issues is shown by their failure to

distance themselves from SWP union
stupidity of rightist coloration, like the
way the SWP stuck with Mine Workers
president Miller throughout the bitter

1977-78 coal strike when Miller’s con-
tracts were being made into bonfires in

the coalfields. Or take the case of SWP
spokesman Andrew Pulley, who the
SWP turned from a one-time antiwar
and black activist into a scab. During a
1978 strike at U.S. Steel’s Gary plant, a
picket line was set up by the Brother-
hood of Railway and Airline Clerks

—

one which BRAC officials asked other
unions to respect. That didn’t stop
Andrew Pulley, then working at Gary,
from crossing the picket line and going
to work! The SWP’s decision to run
Pulley as its 1981 presidential candidate
was certainly an example of stupidity

compounding cynical betrayal. But
we’ve never heard a peep of protest from
any of the “proletarian" critics in the
SWP.

Black People Need the SWP
Like a Hole in the Head

Despite the ominous growth of race-

terror groups like the Ku Klux Klan and
Nazis, nurtured by Reaganite anti-
Sovietism and attacks on labor and
minorities, the SWP clings to the liberal

notion of "exposing" the fascists’ “bad
ideas" by debating them! As any
socialist should know, the KKK and
Nazis are not interested in “ideas"—
their program is action: lynching, fire-
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bombing, union busting and genocide.

Blacks head the list of the fascists’

targets but the SWP is on the list too:

SWP offices in Southern and South-

western cities have been shot at and in

one case a bomb was placed.

In San Diego. Klan ringleader Tom
Metzger ran on the Democratic Party

ticket for Congress in 1980. Not only did

SWPcandidate Mark Friedman partici-

pate in a televised debate with the

"Grand Dragon ,’’ but the 10 October

1980 Militant boasted about it. (Even

the Republican incumbent refused to

take part—for which he was attacked by

the SWP!) Perhaps the SWP should put

an article in Perspectiva Mundial

boasting about their polite debate with

the nightriding Klan which led armed

patrols searching for “illegal aliens" at

the Mexican border.

There is nothing in common with the

SWP of the 1930s but the name. The 3

March 1939 Socialist Appeal (forerun-

ner of the Militant) stated:

“The workers who spend all their time

and energy in the abstract discussion of

the Nazis' ’democratic rights’ . . . will end
their discussion under a Fascist club in a

concentration camp— The self-

preservation of the working class

demands that it cut through all abstract

chatter and smash the Fascist gangs by
decisive and relentless action."

The SWP dismisses the Spartacist

League strategy of labor/black mobili-

zations to smash the fascist threat as

“ultra-left,” and when cornered the most

Barnes & Co. can say is that things have

changed since 1939. They sure have

—

the SWP was then a revolutionary party

as opposed to the wretched reformist

organization of today.

The SWP has blithely abstained from
Spartacist-initiated mobilizations of

workers, minorities, students and left-

ists against fascist provocations and has

disappeared their very existence in the

Militant. The latest such case was the 16

July Militant's account of “Gay Pride

Day," June 27:

“In Chicago, the Nazis organized a

counter action against the gay pride

march there. However, the two dozen
Nazis that did show up left before the

30,000 people in the parade got there."

To get the truth, you need merely insert

between the two sentences the fact that

over 3,000 militant protesters confront-

ed the Nazis and shouted them down.
That mobilization was initiated and
built by the Spartacist League along

with union officials, community spokes-

men and many others who understand

what the Nazis are about infinitely

better than the SWP.
One would think that any member of

a nominally socialist organization

would have a gut impulse to fight the

KKK/Nazis. There must be a few such

people left in the SWP and we’d like to

find them before they give up on
"socialism." The only thing the SWP
offers blacks is the National Black

Independent Political Party (NBIPP),

essentially a rest home for black

unelected officials waiting for the

Democratic Party to come back in and

throw a few pork barrels their way. The
SWP’s orientation to this formation is

so craven that Andrew Pulley supported

an NBIPP loyalty clause for political

GiianJiaii
— 16 September 1981

on the left

Socialist Workers Party:

Internal turmoil

U S Trotskyism is in turmoil

The Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the(

largest Trotskyist organization in the U.S..

has recently taken significant steps away
from classical Trotskyism in its international

perspective.

In addition, the SWP's major domestic

strategy—"turn toward industry” in which

the majority of SWP members got industrial

jobs—appears to have had little success In

several instances, it apparently was counter-

productive

In other signs of upheaval in the SWP.'
membership has declined by 25% in the last

three years, the number of SWP offices is al-

so down by about. 25%. and sales of its

newspaper. The Militant, have dropped off

Peter Camejo. one of the top leaders in the

SWP and its presidential candidate in 1976,

resigned from the party shortly before the

SWT's national convention in August The
(

SWT has given no reason for his resignation/

The struggles over international line uy
domesji*— erupted

oi,

Stalinold Guardian gloats over
SWP’s hemorrhaging.

exclusions. The SWP has reaped its

deserved harvest—at the instigation of

the wife of a Democratic Party pol, the

Pittsburgh chapter has expelled three

SWPers.
But what’s an expulsion between

friends? The Barnesites are apparently

convinced that if they are only a bit

more servile, they can get back in the

good graces of the NBIPP hustlers. So
the SWP continues to make a big deal

out of the draft charter of the NBIPP,
which contains some anti-capitalist

verbiage. Well, the Shanghai Chamber
of Commerce, in terror of the Chinese
revolution, in 1926 passed a resolution

for the dictatorship of the proletariat

and for world revolution.

The black question is strategic— if the

racial divisions between black and white

workers are not overcome in class

struggle, there will be no American
socialist revolution. The key is the

construction of a multi-racial revolu-

tionary vanguard party, something the

SWP gave up long ago. From the SWP’s
abstentionist course in the early 1960s—
the refusal to involve itself in the mass
civil rights struggles taking place in the

South, one of the issues which led to the

bureaucratic expulsion from the SWP
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of the Revolutionary Tendency, fore-

runner of the Spartacist League—the

SWP has moved ever rightward: tailing

the now defunct black nationalist

movement and especially the most right-

wing, anti-Semitic "cultural national-

ists”; union-busting “community con-

trol” and "affirmative action" schemes;

calling on the racist cops to defend black

schoolchildren; and now, liquidation-

ism towards a pro-capitalist black

“party."

The Revolutionary Tendency which

opposed the destruction of the revolu-

tionary program of the SWP in the early

1960s stood for revolutionary integra-

tionism, against the SWP’s perspective

of a de facto division of labor between

itself and the nationalists: a black

nationalist party for blacks, the SWP
for whites. Neither the nationalists nor

the SWP have anything to offer black

people. Those who want to fight for

black freedom should look to the

Spartacist League:

“The struggle to win black activists to a

proletarian perspective is intimately

linked to the fight for a new. multiracial

class-struggle leadership of organized
labor which can transform the trade

unions into a key weapon in the battle

against racial oppression Such a

leadership must break the grip of the

Democratic Party upon both organized

labor and the black masses through the

fight for working-class political inde-

pendence. As black workers, the most
combative elements within the U.S.

working class, are won to the cause and
party of proletarian revolution, they

will be in the front ranks of this class-

struggle leadership. And it will be these

black proletarians who will write the

finest pages of ‘black history’—the

struggle to smash racist, imperialist

America and open the road to real

freedom for all mankind.” [1978]
— Marxist Bulletin No. 5-R,

"What Strategy for Black
Liberation?”

Will He or Won t He?

Ever since the SWP wrapped up its

“Watersuit," its central preoccupation

over eight years, last summer, we’ve

been curious what Judge Griesa would

decide. Certainly there was ample
evidence presented of violations of the

SWP’s rights to function as a political

party: black bag jobs, informers, depor-

tations. etc. And the SWP certainly did

its best to prove that it was peaceful,

legal, agreed with the "philosophy

underlying the United States Constitu-

tion,” didn’t consider the Russian

Revolution a model, and so on (see

"Reformism on Trial," WV No. 286, 31

July 1981). But the SWP’s quaint faith

in the Bill of Rights notwithstanding,

the courts are after all part of the

bourgeois state and that state has an

interest in keeping tabs (illegally and

otherwise) on potential threats to

capitalist class rule. Of course with

regard to the “checks and balances"

SWP. any perception of a threat from
that quarter is wildly exaggerated, to put

it mildly. But cops are cops and they

tend to see anything to the left of the

Republican Party as necessarily a tool

of the International Communist
Conspiracy.

Regardless of the outcome, we all

lose. If the decision goes against the

SWP. it will legally sanctify the tram-

pling of leftists’ civil rights both pastand

future. Even if the SWP wins (which will

mean years more in court on appeal),

the SWP will have bought itself a

reversible exemption from the most
outrageous kinds of government perse-

cution at the expense of other left

groups, particularly some of its expelled

ex-comrades.

The long and short of it is that the

SWP membership has been set up by the

Barnes clique. The "Watersuit" was
supposed to bring a badge of approval
from the state (i.e., no more informers,

break-ins, poison-pen letters), a cool

S40 million and put the SWP’s name in

lights as the “socialist" David which
conquered the FBI Goliath. Tothat end,

every vestige of elementary socialist

norms was sacrified: financial records.

the real names of SWP “fraternal co-

thinkers" in the United Secretariat

(USec) abroad, and god knows what

else. And for what? Ironically, as

reported in the 9 July Militant, in

hearings before the Senate Subcommit-
tee on Security and Terrorism, Senator

Jeremiah Denton named the SWPasan
organization which “clearly oppose[s]

our democratic ideals." The FBI and
CIA are being unleashed and out of

sheer vindictiveness they will certainly

go after the SWP, which has occasional-

ly embarrassed them considerably in the

course of the eight-year lawsuit. And
SWPers should remember those nota-

rized statements of membership they

Filled out to help the party collect

damages. We suggested in a previous

article that these statements, constitut-

ing a full membership list, might have

been turned over to the court. We still

don’t know if they were. You might ask

your leadership.

Among the dirty numbers the

Barnesites have pulled in their time, the

lying frame-up of ex-SWP member
Hedda Garza stands out. Even the

Militant's own 26 June 1981 article on

Garza’s testimony during the “Water-

suit" refutes the article’s headline which

claimed that Garza testified for the FBI.

Since Garza said nothing more than

Barnes himself said on the stand, the

Militant latched on to the government
attorney’s charge that he had met
privately with Garza.

Why? Having only access to the

Militant and SWP internal bulletins, we
can only conjecture. Garza and her

comrades of the Internationalist Ten-

dency, the centrist minority in the SWP
which supported the USec minority line

of vicariously tailing guerrilla warfare,

were expelled in 1974 (on July 4th no
less) to prove to Judge Griesa that the

SWP would never tolerate anything

tainted with the suggestion of “terror-

ism." Perhaps the SWP went after

Garza so hard as a convenient way to

rebut the FBI’s claim that the 1974

expulsion was merely a legal fiction.

Any SWPer with a shred of decency

should be appalled at the Militant’s

charge that Garza was a fink. At the last

Oberlin convention, Spartacist com-
rades offered a free subscription to our

press to any SWPer who could come up
with any “evidence” other than the FBI
lawyer’s tale; there were no takers.

There was however one lone SWPer
who dared to take up the defense of

Garza inside the party. In SWP Discus-

sion Bulletin Vol. 37, No. 26, July 1981.

Daniel Rosenshine wrote:

“During the discussion at the June 21

[1981] Brooklyn branch meeting two
comrades (when referring to the govern-
ment attorney’s claim of having met
with Hedda Garza privately) asserted

that ’the government would not lie.’

This is a truly astounding assertion

Even Hedda Garza's heated denials of
having attended such a meeting are

treated as 'plunging deeper' into

'perjury'

—

’’

Our subscription offer still stands.

Even as the SWP drifted into a bad
way as a revolutionary organization,

embracing decisive centrist program-
matic elements as Cannon’s leadership

gave way to that of Farrell Dobbs, many
subordinate elements of continuity in

personnel and practice still persisted.

But Jack Barnes climbed to power at no
little terminal cost to those deemed in

his way—compare successive National

Committee lists over the past ten years.

Probably the death of Joe Hansen in

1979 had a great deal to do with the

crumbling of the last facade (purely for

foreign consumption of course) of

Trotskyism. The latest "age purge"

represents the final obliteration of such
traces of the old SWP as still existed,

rather akin to the tidying up of the

Russian CP in 1936-38, a process

popularly called the Moscow Trials.

The only point of recognition between
then and now are the initials. All else is

different, a point now brought home to

the organizationally demised old-timers

regardless of how spinelessly they

sought to go along.
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Socialist vs. Klan-Democrat

Militant/Holbrook Mahn-PL 0 ... ... « W-. .
lYimiam/nuiuruoR rviai...

The Soiriahst Workers Party candidate for U S. Confess in California's
Forty Third District, Mark Friedman, confronted his Democratic Party
opponent, Ku Klux Klan Grand Dragon Thomas Metzger, on NBC’s “SpeakUp America” show September 5.

pack of

WORKERS OF NEW YORK

The fascists are mobilising at Madison squa

Hiller’s German- American Bund

and Coughlin's mob of labor-haters have hurt

the workers of New York.

Wrapping themselies in the cloak of pairs

the fascists prepare to spew their anti-labo

throughout New York City.

These gangs have already gone too far T

What are you going to do to stop this mu

We must not let this filthy, creeping slime ,

Gather in front of Mad.son Square Carden

Be there at 6:00 P. M. sharp!

Let the fascists feel the anger and the m

Get out and picket!

Don’t wait for the concentration cumps-

On to >ladi«on Square Carden Monday

orking das:

Welcome to the SWP 19S2 Conference: BB

nV

Reformist SWP boasts of providing platform for terrorist Klan s Tom Metzger

After what seems like eons of prom-
ises that “consistent whatever leads to

socialism," reams of resolutions pro-

claiming a “New Rise of the Whatever
Struggle" and a “turn" which was
supposed to bring in hundreds of

proletarian recruits to a “party of

industrial workers," sections of the

reformist Socialist Workers Party

(SWP) seem to have become aware that

the Barnes leadership is driving hard
and not slowly toward irrelevance. The
party has seemingly run out of “what-
evers” and, according to Mary-Alice
Waters, money and members as well.

Waters’ report to the November 1981

National Committee plenum ( Party
Organizer, Vol. 6, No. 1, April 1982)

admitted a loss of 500 members (euphe-
mistically termed a “gradual decline in

the total membership of the party over
several years"). This and the concomit-
ant ballooning of red ink resulted in the

cutting of the full-time staff by about
one third so far; and as for the future.

Waters added: “we don’t think we’ve
bottomed out in total membership."
The sterile and eccentric Barnes

clique, armed with the "socialist Water-
suit" which was supposed to bring the

SWP a special government license to

practice reformism unhindered by the

capitalist state, had barely noticed the

election of Ronald Reagan, the formali-

zation of a significant shift to the right

on the terrain of bourgeois politics. A
telling indicator of this fatuousness was
the shock when light dawned: Barnes’

keynote speech to the last SWP national

convention centered on a hand-
wringing exposition on the Reagan
budget which Barnes considered noth-
ing less than “sensational" (“The Rea-
gan Offensive at Home and Abroad,”
Parly Organizer Vol. 5, No. 3, Septem-
ber 1981). How isolated must the Barnes
clique be from the everyday concerns of
the American masses—by August 1981

it was hardly news to the “average”
black or white worker in this country
that bad things were going down and
appropriate responses included not only
anger but also simple fear.

The “corrective" introduced at the
1981 convention was a flip-flop into

panic and a defeatism so pronounced
that one must conclude the Barnesites’

views on the “nature of the period" are

determined solely by the precarious
internal state of the SWP. Even in the
cynical Militant, which is supposed to

push a “new radicalization” line come

SWP Today
THE MILITANT -19 September 1980

what may, revealing bits of outright

defeatism come creeping through, be-

ginning with Cindy Jaquith’s report on
the party convention, where the reporter

on women sweepingly declared: “Wom-
en as well as the working class are going
to suffer some defeats, probably some
big ones, in the coming period” (“How
Can Labor Answer the Reagan Offen-
sive?” Militant, 4 September 1981).

Meanwhile the social situation in this

country remains deeply contradictory
and potentially enormously explosive.

The economic crisis, the desperate
condition of the black masses, the

discrediting of Jimmy Carter’s Demo-
crats, the widespread fear of war make
for real revolutionary opportunities as

well as sobering dangers. The fact that at

the AFL-CIO march in Washington last

September 19 a socialist organization
could sell over 8,000 copies of its paper
(we’re talking, of course, about Workers
Vanguard) is one small, graphic indica-

tion that Reagan reaction means not a

return to the 1 950s when “politics" was a
dirty word but an openness to socialist

ideas among elements of the working
class, especially its black component.

But theSWP is shrinking and Waters,
long known for her “Mary-Alice in

Wonderland” org reports, thinks it’s

going to go on like that. So does
everyone else, apparently. The SWP’s
difficulties and the concomitant out-
break of internal wrangling have been
the subject of repeated comment in the
rad-lib Guardian and elsewhere. At
bottom the problem for the SWP is that

Barnes’ version of social-democratic
reformism incorporates good-sized
chunks of political eccentricity (e.g..

Castroism, necessarily a problem for an
anti-Soviet party; maintenance of the
infatuation with Khomeini long after

the bulk of his apologists on the left

backed away in embarrassment; the
present orientation to the "working
farmer"; the Grenadian road to “social-

ism" as the model for American blacks).

On a par is a trade-union policy of

“talking socialism" which is guaranteed

to produce victimizations of SWPers
foolish enough to try it. These creative

Barnesite contributions only compound
the SWP’s underlying central problem:

the social-democratic niche the SWP
wants to occupy is already being filled

by Michael Harrington’s much larger

organization, which has a growing
membership, consistent social-

democratic politics and—what really

matters to reformists—real friends in

the trade-union bureaucracy.

The politically overlapping opposi-
tions (Weinstein/ Henderson, Breitman,
Lovell/ Bloom) which have erupted
inside the SWP have, as might be
expected, a right-wing thrust despite a

good deal of leftist-sounding rhetoric

from some of their components about
the class nature of the Nicaraguan state

and/or ritual genuflections in the

direction of the “Fourth International."

The tipoff is the appetite pervasive in

their documents for becoming even
more at one than Barnes with Solidar-
nosc, Polish company union for the CIA
and Western bankers. Significant layers

of the SWP, most notably among the

party old-timers, perceived that the

emergence of an “anti-Stalinist" move-
ment in Eastern Europe could present a

wonderful opportunity to march in step
with the American union bureaucrats in

their work for "free trade unions." This
layer of the party has also been the most
articulate advocates of missionary-
position opportunism in the unions as
against the Barnesites’ grotesque, or-

ganizationally adventurist policy of
talking reformism.

It's hard for outsiders to tell how
much the disaffection of older party
members from the narrow, increasingly
cult-like Barnes clique is political and
how much is a direct defensive response
to the latest “age purge." The nastiness
of the SWP’s internal life is. of course,
nothing new, and it’s not as if Barnes did
not already have iron control of his

continued on page 10

Barnesite SWP on the

Road to Nowhere

SWP 1939

Socialist Appeal

When
revolutionary
SWP mobilized
50,000 workers
In t..e streets of
New York
against the
fascists.
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U.S.: Hands Off Lebanon!

Smash Zionist Genocide!
Defend the
Palestinians!

For a Socialist

Federation of

the Near East!

AUGUST 3—At 3 a.m. on Sunday the

bombardment began as the Israeli

tanks, artillery and gunboats that ring

west Beirut launched another assault on

Lebanon's besieged capital. Three hours

later the fighter-bombers came scream-

ing out of the air as the Israeli air force

began the first of 170 (!) sorties they

were to fly that day over the few square

miles where the Palestinians and Leba-

nese Moslems are concentrated. The
barrage would last fourteen hours, the

most savage attack on Beirut since Israel

launched its Blitzkrieg into Lebanon on

June 6. It left more than 200 dead and

400 critically wounded. The death toll

was compounded by Israel’s blockade of

water and medicine as the fires burned

out of control long after the assault was

Azoulay/Paris Match

Palestinian prisoners captured during Israelis' drive for the “final solution

over.

U.S. warmonger Ronald Reagan’s

“peacemaker” in the Near East, Philip

Habib, watched another one of his

“cease-fires" literally go up in smoke as

huge black clouds hung over west

Beirut. Meanwhile Israeli foreign minis-

ter Yitzhak Shamir was off to visit

Reagan in Washington. This most
recent barrage, immediately followed by
massive movement of Israeli tanks at

the checkpoints of west Beirut, was

Shamir’s “diplomatic" message: the

Zionist genocidal maniacs who run

Israel are getting impatient for the U.S.

to deliver up the PLO bound hand and

foot.

The Zionist state could find no better

representative to deliver this message

than Shamir, who shares with Begin a

background in the Zionist underground

as a terrorist killer. He was a leader of

the Stern Gang, a right-wing split-off

from Begin’s Irgun, but which joined the

Irgun in murdering 254 unarmed Arab
villagers at Deir Yassin in 1948 as well as

blowing up the King David Hotel and

assassinating Swedish UN mediator

Count Folke Bernadotte.

Preparing to welcome this Zionist

gangster to the White House, U.S.

imperialist chief Reagan stated that he

would be “firm" in insisting once again

that “the bloodshed must stop." But

except for holding up the cluster bombs,

the arsenal for Israeli genocide in

Lebanon continues to be paid for and

made in the USA. For the last five years

the U.S. has poured S7.4 million a day

into Israel in military and related aid.

And now Reagan wants that to go up

another 12 percent in fiscal 1983. There

has been no discernible tilt away from

Israel since “Bechtel boy" George

Schultz took over from the aggressively

pro-Zionist Haig as secretary of state.

To counter criticism that he was pro-

Arab, in his Senate confirmation hear-

ings the former Bechtel president

unambiguously stated his commitment
to “assure that Israel has the necessary

means to defend itself." And Shultz’s

former colleague at Bechtel, Pentagon

chief Weinberger, has translated this

into action by facilitating the resupply

of Israeli forces in Lebanon.

U.S. Hands Off Lebanon!

Yet backed against the walls of

besieged west Beirut by Israeli guns, the

PLO is now looking toward the Ameri-

can quartermasters of Zionist genocide

for salvation. For its part, Israel is

demanding an unconditional surrender-

of the PLO in which their 6,000

commandos in Beirut are effectively

taken under arrest and disarmed. Those

not murdered on the spot or put in

Israeli concentration camps, which

already hold thousands of Palestinians,

will be sent into yet another exile to be

policed by Arab regimes like Hussein’s

Jordan and Assad’s Syria whose repres-

sion of the Palestinians is as savage as

the Israelis’. Remember Black Septem-

ber 1970 when Hussein’s army massa-

cred tens of thousands of Palestinians!

The remaining Palestinian population

in Lebanon—more than half a million

—

will be left defenseless before the tender

mercies of mad bomber Begin and his

maniacal war minister Ariel Sharon.

After the Israelis have “pacified” the

Palestinian population, the U.S. Ma-
rines will be invited in to keep the

"peace" until a puppet regime headed by

the boss of the Christian Maronite

Lebanese Phalange, Bashir Gemayel,
who has frequently called for the

expulsion of all Palestinians from
Lebanon, is established.

Faced with this grim prospect the

PLO leadership has agreed to move its

forces out of Beirut. In return it wants

the Israeli army to pull back from the

Lebanese capital and lift the siege. The
PLO also wants a “multinational

peacekeeping force” based on U.S.

Marines from the Sixth Fleet and a

contingent from France. Lebanon’s

former colonial master, in place in

Beirut before it pulls its own forces out.

PLO head Yasir Arafat apparently

envisions U.S. and French imperial-

ism replacing the PLO commandos
in guarding the Palestinian refugee

camps from Israel and its Phalangist

henchmen!
Should the Marines go into Lebanon,

continued on page 14
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Jack Barnes’ Zombies
OBERLIN, Ohio—Socialist Workers

Party (SWP) thought-police ran amok
Saturday, July 31, opening day of the

SWP educational conference here,

attempting to physically remove SL
salesmen from public sidewalks in the

conference vicinity. What gave the

events at the SWP's annual week-long

event a science-fiction flavor, though,

was the SWP’s policy of sending teams

of SWP “watchers" out to watch us,

obviously with instructions not to talk

politics no matter what, like products of

a mass lobotomy. Jack Barnes’ party is

indeed a strange organization which has

gotten a lot stranger.

The SWP is wracked by internal

opposition, it’s losing members fast, it’s

in deep financial trouble, the "turn”

turns out to be toward irrelevance—but

a chunk of its cadre are given nothing

better to do at their own national

gathering than sit on the grass and

watch an SL lit table. Who are these

watchers? Why are they watching? And
who is watching the watchers?

Immediately upon our arrival, the SL
was met by an SWP “security” team

who laid out the "ground rules" on

where SLers can and can’t sell our press.

This spiel is simply a statement of pre-

existing fact: the public streets and

walkwaysdo not fall within the adminis-

trative purview of the SWP. Keeping the

SL off the SWP-rented campus proper-

ty is a pretext for harassing Spartacist

salesmen and intimidating the SWP
membership.

On Saturday, SWP "watchers" stood

or sat in the sun all day, like the mute

guards at Buckingham Palace, being

aggressively baited by Spartacists on

Iran, Poland, you name it. That day and

every day of the conference, SLers

challenged the SWP zombies: “Let’s

have a class on Trotskyism—who here

has heard of Trotsky?" "What’s the

matter, Khomeini got your tongue?"

"Come on, let’s ‘talk socialism’."

"You’re for ’free speech’ for fascists

—

how about freedom of speech for

Trotskyists?"

The events leading up to Saturday

afternoon’s shoving match began when

an SWPer broke down and opened his

mouth. The SWP had started the day

with a half-dozen Barnesite goons lined

up directly in front of the SL table. By
mid-afternoon, the SWP had removed

the line; instead, some 20-25 SWPers
were stationed across the road from the

SL table. Thirty people, mostly sitting,

staring at us. not saying anything. A
black SL contact new to politics crossed

the street: “Why don’t you tell me
something about the SWP?" One
Barnesite began; another called him up

short: "Don’t talk to him!" (The

comrade told us later: "It just made me

feel a lot stronger towards the Spartacist

League.") Our comrade Carl began a

monologue on the SWP policy of

"debating” the Klan/Nazi killers, and

the Barnesites’ corresponding absten-

tion from militant mass mobilizations

against fascists, including their con-

spicuous absence from the SL-

organized June 27 mobilization of 3,000

anti-Nazi militants in Chicago.

The SWPers were getting to their feet,

listening. Black SWPer Ed Warren felt

under pressure to claim he was at the

June 27 demo. SLer. "So you broke

discipline?" This was too much for SWP
honcho Peter Seidman: “Okay, this is

it!” The goon squad had soon linked

arms and began to try to push us off the

sidewalk. SL comrades pushed back;

several were pushed to the ground.

Seidman raised his arm and was
grabbed from behind and immobilized

by our comrade Ann. SWP reinforce-

ments were piling in. SL comrades,

outnumbered, stood their ground.

defended themselves, kept their cool. A
few minutes later the campus cops

arrived as things were cooling down.

The contested sidewalk was public

property; Spartacist sales resumed

All week long, the Spartacist team

tried to get SWPers walking by as well

as the "watchers" to defend their

positions. We introduced our new

members: "Here’s Karen, who joined a

week ago; you ought to be contacting

her.” Sometimes our comrades read

aloud selections from WV 's recent

article. "Barnesite SWP on the Road to

Nowhere" (WV No. 310, 23 July).

Barnes’ zombies would not rise to even

the most personalized baits: To an

SWPer who debated a Klansman in San

Diego: "How did it feel? Did you shake

his hand?” To an SWPer one SLer knew
from an auto plant: “I remember one

time a union meeting where there was a

division of the house. And where were

you?—sitting in the middle!" Or:

"Where's Peter Camejo? Did his tem-

porary disappearance have anything to

do with the ‘age of consent' controver-

sy?” The SWPers went right on pretend-

ing we were invisible.

But on August 3 some finally found

an "answer": incredibly, black SWPer
James Harris called a black SL comrade
a “nigger" and a “colored boy." Harris is

a recent alumni of the SWP “leadership

school." Now we know what they’re

learning there.

Sales of Spartacist literature the first

few days were poor, about 65 copies.

But you can bet the papers bought by

those few brave souls and disgruntled

elements are being passed around more
avidly than secretly. Perhaps our team

at the next Oberlin convention would

fare better if we rented 30 Jack Barnes

rubber face masks. We bet we could get

them from the SWP National Office,

where they are probably being used for

obscure erotic purposes.

SWP goons, facing camera, link arms to attempt to shove Spartacist sales-

men off Oberlin sidewalk near conference.

Letter

More Bekken’s Nasty Lies

1767 Second Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101

13 July 1982

Editor,

Workers Vanguard
Box 1377, GPO
New York, NY 10116

It has now been a month and a half since 1 wrote to

you. demanding retraction of various libelous state-

ments made in your issue of 14 May 1982 (see enclosed

letter [dated 28 May and published in WVlast issue]).

During this period you have published various letters

on the subject, many of them supporting your position

and prefaced with notes explaining that the papers they

were submitted to refused to print them. Apparently

you are following a double standard in this regard; and
are refusing to print letters which point out the

inaccuracies, distortions and outright lies contained in

your coverage.

When your paper decided to libel me, exhibiting in

the process a reckless and malicious disregard to the

facts, it assumed an obligation to set the record

straight. Apparently you have decided to ignore this

obligation (in an attempt to defend your position by

denying to your readers the facts), confident in the

knowledge that I cannot take legal action against you
for a variety of ideological and practical reasons.

However, I challenge you to print my letter, and to

defend yourselves against it as best you can. Your
readers have a right to know the lengths to which you
will go in your distortions; a right to know the extent to

which you have enrolled in the “Stalinist school of

falsification”. Nor will the issue go away just because

you persist in hiding the facts from your readers.

People will continue to expose the S.L. and its attacks

against anti-fascist demonstrators in Ann Arbor, will

continue to demand reparations for the damage done
to the sound system, and will continue to demand S.L.

repudiation/apology for its actions.

The stench surrounding the S.L. as it drags its

politically-dead, maggot-ridden corpse around the

country cheering martial law in Poland, political

thuggery in the U.S., and the Stalinist butchers in the

Kremlin (while simultaneously denouncing every

serious effort towards social change/revolution)

continues to worsen Your slanders, your attacks on
the most basic rights of labor, your ultra-sectarian

posturing only serve to speed up your collapse. There is

a reason why your organization is losing its base in the

working class, and on the campuses; and your actions/

coverage surrounding the March 20th anti-Nazi

demonstration serve only to remind people of your
political bankruptcy.

In Struggle

Jon Bekken

WV replies : Jon Bekken is a particularly seamy and
shameless enemy of Marxism, a gutter-action opera-

tive of the infamous Professor Hayek. Bekken’s lying

"case” against the Spartacist League—centrally, that

we supposedly assaulted organizers of the March 20
anti-Nazi demonstration of 2,000 in Ann Arbor, which
we mainly organized over the dead-end opposition of

Bekken’s political friends— is a fabrication which had
already been extensively dealt with in WV (see

especially “The Big Lie,” WV No. 305, 14 May).

Redundancy notwithstanding, we published Bek-

ken’s first letter dated 28 May with our reply in our
last issue ("Bekken’s Nasty Lies," WV No. 310, 23

July). Meanwhile, Bekken fired off another missive

denouncing the delay in publication of his first. Alas

for Bekken, we are a suspicious lot and always take the

time necessary to check and double-check crucial facts,

like for example the fact that where Bekken turned up

when he disappeared from Ann Arbor, Michigan was
off in San Diego, California at his parents' place:

Bekken & Bekken, attorneys.

Bekken’s latest letter rehashing his slanders contains

one surprising element. On 28 May he had written:

“1 demand retraction of each and every one of these

claims. My attorney has advised me that these

statements indisputably are ‘libelous, per se’. and that

you are obligated to retract them. If you do not print this

letter, or if you refuse to retract these false allegations, I

will be forced to consider appropriate action."

Since Bekken is a self-declared anarchist— i.e., an
"enemy of the state"—how piquant, we thought, that

he would of course throw the gendarmes of the state at

our head.

Now however Bekken inexplicably attributes to the

SL confidence “in the knowledge that I cannot take

legal action against you for a variety of ideological and
practical reasons"! Well, so what if principled leftists

don’t enlist the bourgeois courts against other leftists?

Bekken's no kind of leftist; in our reply to his first letter

we suggested he hung around the SL for purposes

"analogous to the fact that the Nazi Eichmann studied

Hebrew." But we can guess at the “practical” reasons:

even given the anti-communist class bias of the

bourgeois “justice" system. Bekken’s tissue of lies is a

transparent fraud, and he’s chicken.
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Workers Vanguard Exclusive

Stop U.S.

Death Cargo to
El Salvador!
When the SS Mallory Lykesset out

from Port Chicago, California bound
for El Salvador, it carried a cargo of

death for the embattled workers and
peasants there who are fighting to

throw off the bloody rule of the junta.

These exclusive photographs show the

ship’s arrival on July 7 at Acajutla, El

Salvador, the junta’s key military

supply port. They show the cargo-
350 tons of small-arms (5.56, 7.62 and
105 mm.) ammunition— being un-

loaded and driven off by soldiers in

convoys of Ford trucks. Over 300

troops were on hand, among them
members of the elite Guardia Nacional

in their shiny helmets and jackboots.

The Mallory Lykes was crewed by

American seamen, members of the

National Maritime Union (NMU).
Earlier, class-struggle dissidents in

the NMU had charged in their newslet-

ter (16 March 1982) that:

“Seamen have reported to the

Militant-Solidarity Caucus that the

SS Dawn,., was spotted loading
ammo in Port Chicago for El Salva-

dor. A company official also indicated

that the Dawn carried logistical

material to El Salvador. The Elizabeth

Lykes transported jeeps and personnel

carriers to Acajutla. We must take

union action and stop the shipment of

these death cargoes!"

The NMU militants called for

military victory to the Salvadoran

rebels. They demanded concrete labor

action by the waterfront unions to stop

the shipment of military goods to the

Central American dictatorships. The
newsletter made a particular appeal to

the International Longshoremen’s and
Warehousemen’s Union, which in

December 1979 took a position in

favor of such a boycott.

The perspective of union action in

solidarity with the Salvadoran insur-

gents stands flatly counterposed to the

calls of pro-imperialist liberals (who
fear escalating American involvement

in another losing military adventure

like Vietnam) for a “political solution"

to the war. They and their “radical"

hangers-on place their hopes in a

popular front with “progressive”

capitalist politicians, expressed in

legislative reforms like last year’s bill

requiring “a significant and concerted

effort to comply with internationally

recognized human rights...” as a

precondition to military aid.

But U.S. imperialism stands by its

butchers! Adding insult to injury, the

administration last week “certified”

that the mass-murdering Salvadoran

junta was making “progress” (New
York Times, 28 July), thereby sanctify-

ing the death cargoes with a stroke of

the pen.

American unionists: Stop U.S.

death cargo to El Salvador!
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For Labor/Black Defense Against Racist Terror!

Black Family Firebombed in Detroit
DETROIT— Racist nightriders fire-

bombed the home of a black family here

July 13 seriously injuring a young

mother of two. Mark O’Georgia, his

wife Evangeline and their children had

just moved into a previously all-white

block on the West Side. Three nights

later, Mark O’Georgia awoke to find his

bedroom ablaze and his wife on fire. He
told WVlhal in the early morning hours

of July 13, a molotov cocktail was

tossed through the window:
"At approximately 2:30 I was awakened
by her screams. She was on fire, the

window was on fire, there were patches

of fire all around the bed and on the bed.

I helped her out of the fire and we
headed for the door.”

The couple and their children escaped

with their lives. The house was gutted,

all their possessions lost and Mrs.

O’Georgia’s leg was so severely burned

she may be crippled for life.

The O’Georgia family was set up for

murder. The first night they spent in

their new home, a carload of bigots

drove by and broke a bottle in the

driveway. The second evening, a crowd
of whites screamed at Mark O’Georgia
as he was hauling some mattresses into

his home: “Don’t make it permanent, it

ain’t gonna work” ( Detroit Free Press,

16 July). On the third day a neighbor

saw two young whites lurking around
the house with a gasoline can—but

didn’t mention it. That same night came
the attempt to bum the family to death

as they slept. Mark O’Georgia told WV\
“I think the intent of these assailants was
aimed toward our lives. They wanted to

eradicate, I mean destroy us. It wasn’t

simply damage of property or harass-

ment. It meant to kill us....”

When the family fled the burning
house, their next-door neighbor refused

to let them in to call the fire department.
When the injured woman was taken to

the Henry Ford Fairline Hospital in the

white racist Dearborn suburb, she was
refused admittance! Taken to another
hospital, she was admitted immediately
with second- and third-degree burns.

She is still hospitalized.

Race-terror attacks are on the rise all

over the country, fed by the program of

bigotry and racist injustice emanating
from the White House and by the

panorama of social and economic
miseries upon which outright fascists

feed. These outrages must be stopped by
the massive mobilization of labor and
blacks in defense of black rights and
lives. Defense squads of black and white

workers must be organized by the

unions to defend black families’ right to

stay in their homes. Nowhere is this

more urgent than in Detroit.

An assistant to black Detroit

Congressman Conyers reported there

have been no less than 16 “racial

incidents,” including cross-burnings, in

the Detroit area since May 1. Last year

three Klansmen—one of whom said he

was working for the FBI— tried to kill a

black Detroit man for daring to fre-

quent an integrated bar with a white
girlfriend.

Last year just blocks from the site of
the O’Georgia firebombing, a black

woman, Synthia Steele, had her hand
blown offwhen a pipe bomb was thrown
through her window. She would have
gone on fighting to stay in her home, she
said, "except for my children. They were
scared.” Steele, a resident of the area for

several years, told WV the neighbor-
hood is a hotbed of racial hostility with
an active Ku Klux Klan. The three men
convicted of maiming Steele received a

slap on the wrist from the courts,
leading to her conclusion: “There’s no

Yamasaki/Detroit Free Press

Evangeline O'Georgia (with hus-
band, Mark) hospitalized with burns
that may cripple her tor life.

justice in America.”

The fascists would like to make the

moribund industrial city of Detroit into

a fertile recruiting ground for race-

terror. Avowed fascists and white

supremacists such as Dearborn’s Gerald

Carlson and San Diego’s Tom Metzger
have been building a mass base in the

lily-white enclaves and have polled tens

of thousands of votes in several states.

But Detroit is a labor/black industrial

town whose working class has so easily

the potential social power to stop the

race-haters in their tracks. The obstacle

to harnessing that power in militant

class-struggle defense of the oppressed is

the pro-capitalist bureaucracy that runs

the unions like Mr. Douglas Fraser,

UAW head and Chrysler board of

directors member, preaching defeatist

passivity and reliance on the class enemy
and its Democratic Party.

The grasping union tops are scared of

Ronald Reagan, but even more do they

fear the mobilization of the real power
of labor. What they’re selling is faith in

the Democratic Party and the suicidal

perspective of “reforming” the capitalist

state—schemes like the NAACP’s call

for a reactivated “racial harassment
unit” of the Detroit police! (As if the

Detroit cops needed lessons in racial

harassment!) The reformist notion that

what we need is more black cops should
have been exploded in 1978, when the

black mayor sent a phalanx of police

—

many of them black—to protect a Nazi
“bookstore” in the Southwest side

against outraged citizens.

What may be expected from the racist

cops is shown for example in a suit being
brought by a black Detroit couple,
Arthur and Eva Conley. The Conleys
are suing the city. Democratic Party
black "radical” mayor Coleman Young,
the police chief and a precinct captain
for failing to provide police protection.

For months, from June through August
1979. the Conleys and their children
withstood attacks by stone- and bottle-

throwing racist mobs; several times they
were shot at, On every occasion, the suit

charges, the Conleys called the police;

on every occasion the police refused to

respond. Finally, according to the
Complaint: “On or about August 10.

1979, Plaintiffs fled their home, never to

return.”

What is the way out for the desperate

black masses of Detroit? What is re-

quired is the mobilization of employed
and unemployed workers through their

unions to defend the basic rights of

blacks. The UAW and Detroit-area

labor, with hundreds of thousands of

members, have the muscle to do it. In

1975 in Chicago, UAW Local 6 mount-
ed a round-the-clock defense of the

house of a black union brother in a pre-

viously all-white neighborhood, follow-

ing repeated bombings. Once the union
defense guard was initiated, the racist

attacks were stopped cold.

Detroit used to be a powerhouse of

militant unionism, and as the center of

the black working class in this country it

can be a driving force for revolutionary

struggle against the firebombing rac-

ists and the rotting capitalist system
they feed off. Race-conscious/class-

conscious blacks, militant unionists, all

those who want to stop the fascist killers

for good must look to the fighting

program of the Spartacist League, the

Trotskyists who fight for sit-down
strikes and plant occupations against

mass layoffs, for militant labor/black

defense against race terror, for a

workers party and a workers govern-
ment. For labor/black defense squads
against race-terrorism! For a socialist

fight to defend labor/black Detroit!

Labor Must Defend Black Rights

There’s nothing new about the per-

spective of labor/black defense: it’s

what labor must do and would do if it

were not held in check by its sellout, pro-

capitalist “leadership.” And there is a

tradition of such action in the labor

movement. Testimony to this comes

from an unexpected quarter. Recently

Coleman Young, formerly a vice presi-

dent of the Wayne County CIO Council

and influenced by the Communist
Party, used an interview with journalist

Studs Terkel as an opportunity to show
how well he can still talk out of the left

side of his mouth. Young took credit for

integrated labor-based defense of De-

troit blacks some 35 years ago:

“Two black families moved into what’s

now a slum near Tiger Stadium. They
were terrorized by guys runnin’ around
in Ku Klux robes. We sent a group of
white and black trade unionists in with

shotguns to protect them. Then we had
white guys of the building trade, union
leaders, paint the buildings, replace the

broken glass, repair the fences— It

cooled everything, just the sight of these

white union local presidents doin’ this

work.”
—quoted in Terkel, American

Dreams: Lost and Found
(1980)

That’s what he says, anyhow. But

whatever the reality, the point is that

this is what labor leaders are supposed
to stand for and do.

It will take a hard fight within the

unions to recover these traditions.

Racism goes deep. Black Detroit will

never forget the “hate strikes" against

blacks in auto or the bloody 1943 anti-

black riots. And racist whites are far

from the only obstacle. Everyone with a

stake in the status quo—from the racist

capitalist parties to the ex-poverty

pimps— is deeply threatened by intima-

tions of independent mass labor/black

action.

But something's going to happen. If

workers’ miseries and fears are not

galvanized into effective social struggle,

this country will see more fascistic

terrorism among the whites, alongside

“long hot summers” of frustrated ghetto

anger and despair. Then Detroit’s black

population would be forcibly reminded
that Coleman Young’s police are as

immediate and lethal a danger as the

poverty, joblessness and racist budget

cuts that Young likes to blame on
Reagan’s Republicans.

Coleman Young, venal Democratic
Party mayor of Detroit, was elected by
black votes in 1973 on the basis of his

color and his pledges to stop rampaging
racist terror in uniform— like the infa-

mous STRESS squad. Detroit’s black

voters looked to Young to protect them
from the racist police. But the racist

police are Coleman Young’s police, and
like any big-city mayor he needs them to

keep the population in line for what he

and Ronald Reagan, and the capitalist

class they both serve, have in store:

exploitation and unemployment, city

services going down the tubes, “give-

backs” and union-busting, a rising line

of race-terrorist atrocities. In 1980

Young broke the city workers strike just

in time for the Republican National

Convention. In 1981 he forced an
income tax hike down our throats. Now
he has raised bus fares, a move which
hits the poorest residents of this decay-

ing city the hardest.

Young showed where he stands when
Detroit got a taste of labor/black

defense in November 1979, after the

Klan had threatened a provocation in

downtown Detroit in celebration of the

“Greensboro massacre” that left five

anti-racist activists dead in North
Carolina. In response to a Spartacist

League-initiated call to action, 500
people, mainly auto workers and left-

ists, came out to ensure that “The Klan
Won’t Ride in the Motor City" on
November 10. The largely black demon-
stration drew a layer of advanced
workers in the teeth of hard-core
opposition from Coleman Young, who

continued on page II

WV Photo

Coleman Young's cops protect Nazi headquarters In Detroit, 1978.
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SL Says: No U.S. Troops to Lebanon!

Pro-PLO Gabfest for “Pax Americana”

yt soli
WV Photos

New York, July 25: Palestinian nationalist Iskander Zalami
(above), meeting coordinator, orders “security people” to
ban "unfriendly” statements after SL spokesman (right)

nails Marcyites on their call for “effective U.S. action.

Six thousand Palestinian fighters are

trapped in west Beirut awaiting the

Zionists’ “final solution" for them.

Abandoned to their fate by the Arab
regimes, the petty-bourgeois nationalist

PLO leadership in desperation is turn-

ing to U.S. imperialism as a “protector"

against mad bomber Begin. Arafat has

agreed to a U.S. and French “peace-

keeping” force to act as a “buffer"

between the Israeli army and Pales-

tinian commandos. At the demand
of Republican Congressman Paul

McCloskey. on July 25 the PLO chief

signed a document stating agreement
with all the UN resolutions on the

Palestinian question.

The same day as the Arafat/

McCloskey meeting, a related event

took place in New York City organized

by the November 29 Coalition. One stop

in a traveling road show heavily built by

the Moscow Stalinist Communist Party

(CP) and its camp follower, Sam
Marcy’s Workers World Party, featur-

ing an international radical all-star cast

capped by PLO UN representative

Zehdi Terzi, a conference on Israel's

invasion of Lebanon attracted 1,500.

Advertised as a 1 960s-style “teach-in," it

turned out to be a droning eight-hour

rally periodically enlivened by chants of

“Long Live PLO!” But beneath all the

cheering for the PLO, it was a rally for

Pax Americana in the Near East, for the

U.S. government—under Reagan, no

less—to oppose Israeli expansionism

and support the national rights of the

Palestinians. Fat chance!

“Security” Will Stop
“Unfriendly” Statements

This line was most clearly presented

by the two spokesmen for the reformist

outfits centrally involved in the confab,

Workers World editor Deirdre Gris-

wold and Mark Solomon, speaking for

a CP front group, the U.S. Peace

Council. Though both made lengthy

presentations full of banalities and

bombast, they avoided mentioning
,

much less opposing, Reagan’s proposal

to send U.S. troops to Lebanon. In part,

they didn’t want to say anything out of

sync with official PLO policy. But more
fundamentally these reformists really

believe that the American imperialist

ruling class—especially its liberal Dem-
ocratic wing—can be pressured into

playing a progressive, “peacekeeping”

role in the. world. These are the same
people who oppose a leftist military

victory in the Salvadoran civil war and

instead call on Washington to arrange a

“negotiated settlement" between the

oligarchy’s blood-drenched junta and

the popular insurgency.

Despite heckling and harassment by

the "security" squads in the brief

“question only" discussion period,

Spartacist spokesmen were able to cut

through the Third World nationalist

rhetoric and umty-mongering and

expose the real nature of the conference.

One SLer nailed Griswold:

“I have a question to the panelists, in

particular to the Workers World Party.

When Begin spoke here, you organized

a demonstration which called for—and
I quote—‘effective U.S. action’— that is,

by the Reagan government—‘to achieve

an Israeli withdrawal.’ This at a time

that Begin himself was saying that only

if the U.S. sent a force over there would

he withdraw. In fact, it was a disguised

call for U.S. Marines to Lebanon!"

Moderator Ralph Schoenman then

cut short the SL speaker, saying, “All

right, you’ve asked your question, the

panelists will answer it." Only they

didn’t. Griswold sat there squirming in

her seat. At this point conference

coordinator Iskander Zalami rushed to

the defense of his suddenly tongue-tied

Marcyite cheerleader. We got the

standard demagogic response of petty-

bourgeois nationalists to any criticism

(“one thing we Palestinians don’t need is

to be told what to do”) and the equally

standard red-baiting (“the perverts in

the ultraleft"). But Zalami decided that

such verbal attacks were insufficient:

“In my capacity as the coordinator of

this event, I am going to ask the security

people to take steps to prevent any
unprincipled attacks directed against

the distinguished members of our panel.

Should anyone attempt to make a

statement that is unfriendly, I am going
to ask the security people to make sure

that it’s stopped."

The threat to use force against

“unfriendly” politics was a little too

much for one of the “distinguished”

panelists, Dave Dellinger, a wooly-
headed long-time pacifist who protested

meekly: “Forgive me for saying, but I

really don’t think the answer is security.

I think it’s through our own good
sense." The problem of stopping “un-

friendly statements” was solved by
allowing just one more question before

cutting off floor discussion altogether.

Earlier in the abruptly terminated

discussion period another SL spokes-

man got out a few sentences in opposi-

tion to the liberal popular frontism that

was the underlying program of the

conference:

‘‘The Labor Party in Israel provides no
alternative for those looking for a way
out of the Zionist deathtrap for the
Jewish people. So the Democratic Party
in the United States, which has backed
Zionism and the anti-Soviet war drive

and paved the way for Reagan and
Begin. We say it is necessary to break
with both parties of capital and build a

workers party and forward to a workers
government in order to fight imperial-
ism and Zionism in the Near East.”

Despite the censorship by the

nationalists/reformists, many of those

who attended the conference wanted to

know what the Spartacist League stood

for. After Zalami’s threat to stop

“unfriendly statements" sales of Work-
ers Vanguard and our other publica-

tions increased markedly. All told we
sold 267 pieces of literature at the event.

Stalin's Russia: Midwife to the
Zionist State

No wonder, after all the crap dished

out from the podium. CP front man
Mark Solomon indulged in some gross

rewriting of history. He noted unhappi-

ly that the current Teddy Kennedy-
inspired "peace movement," of which he

is an active builder, is overwhelmingly

pro-Zionist. Tom Hayden and Jane

Fonda are just the most prominent

examples. But, this Stalinist peace-

monger told his audience, following

World War II there was "a peace

movement” which was sharply critical

of Zionism and warned against “the ugly

collaboration of Zionism and Empire.”

The exact opposite is the truth. In

1947-48, the critical years for the

formation of the state of Israel, Stalin’s

Russia (not Truman’s America) was the

most active international ally of Zion-

ism. The world Stalinist movement of

the day, including its numberless

“peace” groups, glorified Zionism as

a “progressive," “national-liberation

movement" against British imperialism.

Moscow not only voted for the decisive

UN resolution establishing Israel, but

was the first capital to recognize the new
Zionist state. Nor was its support

limited to the diplomatic. Today the

Israeli army gets its sophisticated

weaponry from the U.S.; in the 1948 war
the Hagannah was heavily armed by

Stalinist Czechoslovakia. The Czechs

even constructed a military airfield for

the fledgling Israeli state.

Its important contribution to the

formation of the Zionist state was not

the least of Stalinism’s crimes against

the toiling masses of the Near East. And
ever since, the Kremlin bureaucracy and
its various and disloyal Arab client

regimes have stabbed the Palestinians in

the back while loudly proclaiming

solidarity with their cause. When Israel

invaded Lebanon in early June, Mos-
cow’s main ally in the region, Ba’athist

Syria, quickly negotiated a separate

cease-fire, thus allowing Begin/Sharon
to use all their military might to destroy

the PLO.

The Treachery of

Arab Nationalism

Of the several wretched speeches at

the conference perhaps none was as

repugnant as that of Edward Said, a

prominent Palestinian intellectual and
professor of literature at Columbia. At a

moment when Begin is about to make
west Beirut into another Warsaw

continued on page 14

“Anti-Imperialists” Don’t

Oppose U.S. Troops
to Lebanon

Thefollowing exchange between a

Spartacist League spokesman and
November 29 Coalition spokesman
Nubar Hovsepian look place at a

conference on Israel's invasion of
Lebanon in San Francisco on July

31. This conference, like the earlier

one in New York, was sponsored by
the Coalition, which is organizingfor
a national demonstration in Wash-
ington on September 11 around two
demands: immediate withdrawal of
Israeli troops from Lebanon and an

end to U. S. arms shipments to Israel.

SL Spokesman: I think that one of

the key questions here is raised in the

fight for the defense of the Palestini-

ans now under siege in Beirut, and
that’s both against the Israeli army
and the threat of U.S. Marines. If

anybody thinks those Marines are

going to be a buffer, just look to

Vietnam, just look to the Dominican
Republic to know what that threat

means. But this leaflet here that calls

for the demonstration in September
makes no demands opposing the

threat of U.S. intervention— I

would like to know why the de-

mand against U.S. troops wasn’t

raised in this call for a national

demonstration.

Nubar Hovsepian: We live in the

real world, where we realize that

there’s a lot of people in this country

who are beginning to raise questions,

and I’m not particularly interested in

convincing the Spartacist League as

much as I am in convincing the

churches, people in the mainstream
in this country, in labor unions who
are equipped for the first time in their

history to come up and take a stand.

And I think it would be an immense
victory for the Palestinian people if

all of those from the various or-

ganizations. from all walks of life

come and say “enough is enough."
And that’s the basis for the

demonstration.
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PL/InCflR in Frenzy Over Chicago Anti-Nazi Demo

PL Fellow Traveler

Commits Racist Assault
We publish below a leaflet issued

by the Madison, Wisconsin Spanacus

Youth League on 23 July 1982.

Chicago, June 27th: A labor/black

mobilization of 3,000 people, initiated

by the Spartacist League and the

Spartacus Youth League, rallied to stop

a Nazi provocation against Gay Pride

Day.

Madison, July 17th: A black SYL
supporter distributing Workers Van-

guard, the SL newspaper with an article

on the demonstration, was attacked

with potentially deadly force; the

assailant used the word “nigger" and

aimed a metal pipe at his skull. Was this

a fascist ambush in retaliation for the

successful anti-Nazi action in Chicago?

No. the attacker. Jose C. Santos, was

acting on behalf of Progressive Labor

Party and its front group, “Interna-

tional Committee Against Racism"

(InCAR). This so-called “anti-racism"

organization—unlike thousands of Chi-

cago trade unionists, blacks and minori-

ties, Jewish concentration camp survi-

vors, students, socialists—stayed home
the day the Nazis tried to march on

Chicago. Then under InCAR’s auspices

Santos tried to put the fascists’ program
into action on the streets of Madison.

Previous to his potentially lethal

assault, Santos had attempted to attack

other Workers Vanguard salesmen on

the corner of Lake and Stale Streets that

day. In his efforts to rip up the anti-Nazi

literature being distributed by the SYL,
Santos grabbed a massive metal post

from the sales display of the Brown’s

Bookstore and tried to club SYLers as

they came to the salesman’s defense.

When Santos was disarmed, he hurled

the filthy racist epithet at our black

comrade, a word which is the rallying

cry for race terrorism and genocide. He
then slid into the crowd only to return

with a three-foot metal pipe with which

he hit one SYLer from behind. Next
Santos aimed for the head of a black

comrade and instead slashed his hand.

The wound required ten stitches.

Who is this Santos, this racist

gangster who hurls at our comrades
the ugliest racist insult? That word,

like the Nazis’ swastika, is a program:

it means cross-burnings, nightriders,

lynch mobs. That word belongs to the

Klan and Nazis. It also belongs to the

gusanos who fled from the Cuban
Revolution. These people hate the

Cuban Revolution not only because

Yankee imperialism was driven out and
the capitalists expropriated, but because

it laid the social basis for black equality

in a country where racism had been

deeply entrenched in the old social

order According to a witness to the July

17 assault—somebody who knows
Santos—Santos himself is an anti-

Communist Cuban exile who works
with other Cubans for the city of

Madison. It is no accident that racist

American capitalism welcomes Mafia

pimps and secret-police torturers who
thrived in Batista’s Cuba while it turns

away desperate blacks fleeing bloody
dictatorship and starvation in Haiti.

Counterrevolutionary Cuban exiles

serve as anti-Communist hit men for

reactionary regimes throughout the

Americas, from the CIA’s Bay of Pigs

invasion to the murder of Orlando
Letelier and the imperialist adventures

being aimed against Nicaragua and

El Salvador.

How can such a racist swine find his

way into a supposedly “progressive"

organization? What explanation is there

for two PL/InCAR salesmen who, upon
hearing Santos hurl his racist epithet,

initially apologized, then tried to justify

it and finally denied he ever said it?

Because PL/InCAR maintains stupidi-

ty as a principle and glorifies social

backwardness (like its virulent anti-

homosexuality), PL/InCAR can con-

tain such a disease in its ranks.

PL is in a frenzy because a massive

labor/black mobilization organized by
Trotskyists stopped a Nazi provocation.

The anti-Nazi victory on June 27th

exposes PL’s bankruptcy. PL/InCAR’s
own stupid “strategy" is to glorify its

own isolation, using its own subjectively

anti-racist supporters as cannon fodder

to throw up against the cops who
protect the fascists. This is a macho
substitute for working to massively

mobilize the union movement and
minorities to decisively defeat the fascist

swine. PL/lnCAR’s tactics of going into

white enclaves to “fight fascism" result

only in a few leftists getting themselves

and others beaten and arrested They
may feel like they’re “fighting racism,"

but organizing defeats like the one in

Berwyn, III. only emboldens the race-

terrorists.

Now PL is looking for any excuse to

alibi their abstention from the real anti-

fascist struggle, like the June 27 mobili-

zation in Chicago. That’s why they have
to “unite" with a sinister racist, anti-

Commumst element like Jose Santos.

This is not the first time that Santos

has run point for PL in its desperate

desire to suppress our rights. When two
PL/InCAR supporters were arrested

for distributing literature in the Memo-
rial Union here on April 2, the SYL put

out a leaflet calling for united defense

against the administration's drive to

stop “left, minority, and foreign student

groups" from giving out leaflets in the

Union. A week later, none other than

Jose Santos tried to start a fight with us

when we gave out our leaflet outside the

PL forum given by Wally Linder.

PL is still a part of the workers

movement in the same way a sphincter

muscle is part of the human body; and a

lot of waste passes through the organ-

ism. When something like Santos passes

through, it is time PL/InCAR put its

house in order.

When the Nazis threatened to goose-

step into Chicago for a "death to queers"

rally, it was broadly understood

particularly in the black community

—

that the fascists’ central target is black

people. Black people understand that

the Nazis* “final solution" for them is to

can them for dog food. The Nazis,

hoping to exploit the pervasive anti-

homosexual bigotry of this sick society,

singled out Gay Pride Day expecting

nobody else would mind. PL took the

sucker bait. In the 7 July issue of

Challenge "Chicago readers" write:

"Our party made a political judgment
not to participate with the fakers

because it wouldn’t build the anti-racist

revolutionary communist movement.
The gay lib movement is in essence a

reactionary one, which tries to compare

itself to the oppression of women
workers and even to racism.”

The truth is that when push came to

shove, PL/InCAR refused todefend the

black population of Chicago against the

rising line of fascist provocations.

Precisely at a time when masses of black

workers and youth are seeking a way to

fight back against racist attacks from
Reagan reaction and its fascist fringe,

PL takes a dive! Fortunately for the

future of multi-racial social struggle, the

Nazi tactic failed because those on the

fascist hit list did not fall like PL/
InCAR for the anti-homosexual crap.

To provide a “left" cover for their

sectarian boycott of the anti-Nazi

mobilization, PL pointed to Chicago’s

Democratic Party mayor Jane Byrne’s

endorsement of the Gay Pride Festival

as “proof’ that “both Nazism and Gay
Liberation are two sides of the same
capitalist coin" ( Challenge , 7 July). But

the 3.000 unionists, blacks and other

anti-Nazi militants who came out on

June 27 did so against the appeals of the

strike-breaking, racist mayor and the

official pro-Democrat organizers of

Gay Pride Day, who told people to stay

away from the militant mobilization. It

was PL that blocked with the mayor,

whose line was that oppressed people

should "ignore the Nazis"! On June 27,

for all its anti-racist talk, PL exposed

itself as bankrupt, and certainly no

leader of black struggle.

Now PL/InCAR is in a frenzy.

Within its ranks are some who are

genuinely committed to smashing ra-

cism and the decaying capitalist system;

there is ample room for disaffection

with the self-imposed stupidity captured

in the old PL slogan, “all knowledge

serves the ruling class.” (As Karl Marx
put it, “ignorance never did anyone any

good.’’) The cult of willful stupidity has

produced such landmarks of PL "the-

ory” as its response to the 1965 massacre

of nearly a million Indonesian leftists

and working people following a right-

wing coup: PL top leader Milt Rosen’s

“analysis” was, “you win some and you

lose some." For all its belittling of

elementary Marxism, PL also naively

believes that ideas alone determine the

course of history. Hitting the Marxist

dialectic over the head. PL asserts that

the establishment of socialism only

requires the will to achieve it, much like

the Nazi propaganda that the “triumph

of the will" would build a thousand-year

Reich. Since it’s simply a matter of will,

PL raises the hypothetical possibility of

socialism under the pharaohs—
presumably the missing ingredient was

ancient Egyptian PLers.

Will is a necessary but not a sufficient

condition for revolutionary victory. It is

also necessary to have a revolutionary

program capable of mobilizing the

working class to fight, capable of

uniting all the exploited and oppressed
against their common enemy: the

capitalist system and the fascist scum it

breeds. Confronted with the Trotsky-

ists' class-struggle road to smashing
racist terror. PL/InCAR retreats fur-

ther into political stupidity, sectarian-

ism and gangsterism, hoping to seal off

its ranks by any means necessary. PL’s

hatred of Cuba and the USSR, its

pandering to the most backward preju-

dices. its long history of Stalinist

gangsterism all make PL a setup for

sinister provocateurs like Jose Santos.

But PL will not get very far pulling this

kind of stuff. All it will do is drive away
from PL/lnCAR the serious militants

who want to oppose racism and fascism.

Spartacus Youth League
PO Box 2074

Madison. Wl 53701

(608] 255-2342

SL-lnitlated

anti-Nazi
mobilization
in Chicago,

June 27.

PL called Nazis
and gays “two

sides ot the same
capitalist coin,"

abandoned
blacks in

lace of Nazi
provocation.
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Big Liars Can’t Get Their

Stories Straight

Chicago,
June 27:

RSL’s
“Stonewall
Committee"
in splendid

isolation

“March separately, strike together" is

a classic Leninist slogan for the united

front. fLLhas noted before the current

anti-Spartacist crusade of the pro-

Kennedy "left," a virtual “united front"

of slander, physical provocation and the

use of the cops to seal off the revolution-

ary SL at a time when our powerful

program corresponds to the impulses

and felt needs of serious anti-racist

militants, El Salvador protesters, sec-

tions of the working class. The SL’s

perspective of independent working-

class/black struggle—against Reagan-
ism and its alter ego. the Democrats— is

an indictment of the reformists' chimeri-

cal schemes fora new popular front with

capitalist “progressives." One tip-off to

the fake-left’s bankruptcy is their

increased recourse to cop-baiting the SL
as "CIA," "provocateurs” and so

forth—an admission that the SL’s

politics are all too plausible on the face

of it and must therefore be dismissed on

other grounds.

Now an amusing light is cast on the

anti-Spartacist front by their responses

to the SL-initiated June 27 Committee
Against the Nazis, which brought out

over 3,000 anti-fascist protesters in

Chicago. The assorted components of

the “anti-Spart” campaign are united in

their desire to “get" us somehow. But

they also have distinct factional appe-

tites and postures, as well as differing

areas of overlap between their peripher-

ies and our organization. So in the face

of a success like the June 27 mobiliza-

tion, they are scrambling for cover in

different directions. They just can’t seem

to get their stories straight.

The Communist Party avoided any

sharp political collision between the

SL’s "Stop the Nazis” agitation and

their own position of calling on the

bourgeois state to “ban” the fascists.

They held aloof from the demonstra-

tion. After the fact, the Daily World had
nothing to say. We wonder: is this the

first time in history that a speech by

UAW honcho Norm Roth, a big name
in the CP’s Trade Unionists for Action

and Democracy, was not featured in the

CP press?

Then there’s the Socialist Workers
Party. In the privacy of their branch

meetings they’re willing to debate at

length whether the SWP ought to take

the lead (with the Marcyites) to physi-

cally exclude Spartacist contingents

from demonstrations (as was tried in

Washington, D.C. on March 27), or

whether it’s better to hide behind the

CP’s tactic of using the cops for the

purpose. But for public consumption it’s

a point of principle for Jack Barnes’

party that the SL simply doesn’t exist.

Hence the "coverage" in the 16 July

Militant'.

"In Chicago, the Nazis organized a

counter action against the gay pride

march there. However, the two dozen
Nazis thal did show up left before the

30.000 people in the parade got there
"

Both sentences are true; all that’s

missing is the SL-orgamzed mobiliza-

tion that kept the Nazis out of Lincoln

Park by occupying their site, drowned
out their anti-gay and racist poison and
ensured that the official gay parade was
not subjected to Nazi provocation. The
Militant reminds one of those faked-up
Chinese photographs showing a line of

Maoist bureaucrats at some state

function, with right in the middle a tree

or something where some now-purged

dignitary used to be.

Progressive Labor, which has staked

a lot on "anti-racist” credentials earned

mainly in pointless little street bashes

with the cops who protect fascist rallies,

was constrained to find excuses for its

abstention from the Trotskyist-

organized mobilization. Using Chicago

mayor Jane Byrne’s endorsement of the

official gay parade as a useful red

herring. Challenge (7 July) came out

foursquare against the June 27 action,

boasting of PL’s Stalinist-bigot anti-

homosexual line, a bloc with anti-gay

backwardness pervasive in the working

class: “Nazism and Gay Liberation are

two sides of the same capitalist coin.”

The rad-lib sectoralist Guardian (7

July) plays to a different audience. It

disappeared the Spartacist League but

admitted the existence of the anti-Nazi

demonstration, which it credited with

drawing "4000 people." But the Marcy-
ite Workers World (9 July), which

actually sent at least one supporter to

the demo, went one better. A small

article saluted the action with an

enthusiastic-sounding headline ("1000

anti-fascists overwhelm Chicago Na-
zis”) and termed the participants “pro-

gressives." That the Marcyites actually

hated our demonstration all to pieces is

shown by their threefold underestima-

tion of its size. Nonetheless we were a bit

surprised at the Marcyites—among the

most rabid visible participants in the

anti-Spartacist vendetta—calling us

"progressives.” But perhaps they really

meant that the demo was attended by

1,000 “progressives” and 2,000 counter-

revolutionary “Trotzkyites" that better

not be mentioned.

Workers World concludes by at-

tempting to suggest by sleight-of-hand

that the mobilization was organized by

"the Committee of Black Gay Men. the

Lesbian/Gay Focus of the All-Peoples

Congress, and Black and White Men
Together." Any guesses whose fronts

these groups are?

The Revolutionary Socialist League
look a similar tack more unashamedly,
giving a figure of 1,000 protesters and
attributing the demonstration to the

Stonewall Committee, a sectoralist

RSL-aligned formation which tried to

organize its own separate anti-fascist

event to compete with the June 27

Committee and fell flat on its face,

including a significant open split in its

“coalition.” The RSL account (Torch,

15 July-14 August) treats the SL as if

we’d gate-crashed someone else’s party:

“A final complication to the day’s

events revolved around the role of the

Spartacist League (SL), which has

recently taken to spending large sums of
money on selected anti-Nazi mobiliza-

tions in order to promote its own
narrow, sectarian interests

”

We really don’t mind a reputation as the

people willing to spend our money to

stop the Nazis.

The RSL article denounced the SL
mainly for insufficient machismo, citing

our refusal to allow individuals tochuck

eggs, vegetables or whatever at the

police lines and thereby provoke the

notoriously bonapartist, racist Chicago

cops into attacking the demonstration.

The Torch says “only 40 uniformed

police" were on hand; the RSLers
evidently think they’re still in Ann
Arbor. But even Workers World talked

about the uniformed cops’ “massive

force” and added that “according to

protestors, about 150 police in plain-

clothes mingled in the crowd.” Mean-
while an article in the July issue of

Socialist Worker , which belittled the

mobilization as comprising “more than

800," noted the five-foot high wire fence

protecting the Nazis and “a reported 300

cops held in reserve."

The RSL also charges insufficient

vigor against racist hecklers. One may
certainly discuss particular tactics em-
ployed at this or any other demonstra-

tion. but no explanations are owed to

the confirmed saboteurs of the RSL. If

the RSL wants to participate in a replay

of the cop riot during the 1968 Demo-
cratic convention, let them try it, but not

by standing behind protesters mobilized

by the Spartacist League and urging

them to charge rhe police.

Was there a demonstration on June
27? Did it organize itself? Did 800

people come? How about 4.000? Was
the All-Peoples Congress responsible?

The Stonewall Committee? The sundry

components of the anti-Spartacist lobby

better get their act together if they

expect to fool anybody this time.

Meanwhile, serious militants who want
to know the score will continue to find it

in the press of the Spartacist League.

Letter to Gav Community News :

‘You Owe an Apology to

the Spartacist League”
New York
July 19, 1982

Editor

Gay Community News
22 Bromfield Street

Boston. Mass. 02108

Dear GCN:

1 was an endorser of the June 27

Committee to Stop the Nazis, a

group initiated by the Spartacist

League to mobilize working people

against the Nazis, who were planning

a protest of the Chicago gay pride

march. I believe this may have been

the first time that a left-wing group
has campaigned to mobilize labor

and Black and other non-gay support

for an action to defend homosexuals

(among others!) against the Nazi

scum. I am glad to have been

associated, however peripherally,

with this successful anti-Nazi

mobilization.

But David Morris’ account of the

event (GCN, July 10, 1982) was
clearly off the wall, based as it

apparently was on the highly tenden-

tious views of a factional opponent of

the organizers. David’s a nice guy, so

why did he throw reporting integrity

to the wind? GCN really goofed on
this one. You owe an apology to the

Spartacists and the June 27 Commit-
tee to Stop the Nazis.

Yours in struggle for freedom.

David Thorstad

cc: Spartacist League

Toronto Letter Carriers Support Chicago Anti-Nazi Rally
On July 15 a general meeting of the

Letter Carriers Union of Canada.

Local I (Toronto) passed a motion of

political/financial solidarity with the

Spartacist-initiated anti-Nazi mobili-

zation held June 27 in Chicago. We
reprint below the text of the LCUC
motion.

The June 27 Committee Against the

Nazis. Box 6441. Main P O.. Chicago.

!L 61820 is still appealingforfunds to

meet the expenses of this successful

anti-fascist action. These Canadian
postal workers understood the need to

help—you should too!

WHEREAS:
On June 27 labor, blacks, Jews, gays

and socialists numbering in the

thousands stopped the Nazis from
goose-stepping through Chicago’s

Lincoln Park, an intended provoca-

tion against the Gay Pride parade

held the same day; and
WHEREAS:

Klan/Nazi terror is on the rise

throughout North America feeding

off Reagan and Trudeau’s drive

towards war against the Soviet

Union, brought home in mass un-

employment. union-busting, give-

backs and increasing social and
economic misery; and

WHEREAS:
The Klan/Nazis want to smash
unions; their guns are loaded and
aimed at every trade unionist, black.

Asian, Jew, socialist and all minori-

ties. And every cross-burning, every

fascist demonstration that is al-

lowed to go unchallenged only

whets these murderers’ appetite for

more violence.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
That Local I states its support for

the June 27 mobilization to stop the

Nazis in Chicago by making a

donation of $200 to help meet the

expenses of this mobilization.
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And if you hear, especially today, any

leftist organization—and the Commu-
nist Party is real good at this—try to

mislead you into thinking that cold-

blooded racists can be pressured to ban

the Klan, instead of us relying on the

organized strength of labor and minori-

ties, then you ought to pop them with a

question. Ask them, why would the

government want to do something like

that, ban the Klan? When they’re letting

them train for race war in military

camps in Alabama, Michigan and

elsewhere in this country? Do you really

think America’s violently segregationist

rulers are interested in settling accounts

with the Ku Klux Klan and in setting up

a new department of the federal govern-

ment called the Department to Combat
Race Terror? I mean that’s the logic of

this: come on, Reagan, I want you to set

up a department to combat race terror.

Yeah, with Haig at the head of it,

somebody like that! But to pose the

question really shows how ridiculous

this strategy is.

And I’m not questioning King’s

commitment to his nonviolent, liberal

pacifism. But it was, if you really think

about it, a little hypocritical when he

defended the suppression of the Watts

rebellion by federal troops in 1965. But

in politics personality and motivation

are of secondary importance. What’s of

primary importance is the result of

policies. And you have to say that the

civil rights movement failed to address

the basic economic oppression of the

black masses, which has forced the bulk

of the blacks in this country, then as

today, to the bottom of the social and

economic ladder—a despised and perse-

cuted color-caste. That means that the

color line is carried around everywhere
you go.

Now in reaction to the collapse of that

movement, many of the youth, around
the Panthers especially, they rejected

everything white. “We don’t want to

have anything to do with whites.” And
the cry for “Black Power” went up.

Now things didn’t have to go in that

direction. The Spartacist League during

that period of time was much smaller.

We had been expelled from the Socialist

Workers Party in part because we were
advocating that socialists go into that

movement and win those militants over

to the understanding that the labor

movement had to be won over to the

perspective of fighting for black rights.

We fought around that perspective then
and we fight for that perspective today.

Where you’ve got an integrated labor

movement—where black and white

workers struggle against the bosses

together, especially in the North—that’s

where you’ve got a chance to go forward
on the question of fighting special

oppression.

And our fundamental program is one
of revolutionary integrationism. We say

Don Andrews: “We Need to Finish the Civil War”

On July 10 the Spartacist League held

a publicforum in Chicago on "Reagan -

ism Breeds Fascism." We publish below
an edited transcript of the closing

section of the main presentation given

by Don Andrews, of the SL Central

Committee.

The labor movement in this country

has to face a few realities before it can
really achieve an understanding of its

long-term historical interest. And what
it has to understand and face very

squarely is what Karl Marx put his

finger on in the course of the last Civil

War. Marx said then that labor in a

white skin can’t be free if it’s branded in

the black. Now that’s a profound

statement even during that time.

This country, the United States of

America, today, is a unique nation. It’s

one nation with two races, and a large,

growing Hispanic population. The race

question in this country is a question of

American capitalism’s enormous social

crimes committed against minorities,

essentially against the black population,

and it cannot be evaded. It has to be

faced head-on because it is the strategic

question, the key obstacle that stands in

the way of a victorious working-class

revolution in this country.

Now many of you have never heard of
the Spartacist League before June 27th

[the June 27 anti-Nazi mobilization in

Chicago]. And I’ve noticed some blacks,

who are deeply alienated in this society,

say: "Well, I like what happened on
June the 27th but I don’t know if I’d

want to throw down with the Spartacist

League. It has so many whites in it.”

And others would say: “Well, I’ll give it

a try but I don't know if it’s going to

work. You know I don’t know if it’s

going to do any good, because things

have always been bad for black people.”

But we have to step back and rise above
these very impressionistic responses by
looking at the actual force of historical

development of the class-struggle fight

for black rights.

It’s no accident today that blacks are

without organization, without any
revolutionary leadership whatsoever.
The last black organization that even
promised to fight against this racist

system was the Black Panther Party.

They appealed to a lot of ghetto youth
who were radicalizing during that

period. That was the last organization

that even promised blacks anything.

It's not an accident that there’s no
organization that stands for the elemen-

tary defense of even the most minimum
needs of the black population. It’s

because of what happened in the civil

rights movement. Because of the liberal-

led civil rights movement in this country

under Martin Luther King’s leadership.

When it tried to take the civil rights

movement to the North, especially here

to Chicago, it ran into a situation for

which it was completely unprepared.

The blacks ii* the North, they already

had formal equality under the law. The
symbols of Jim Crowism weren’t there.

However they had no jobs, no decent

housing. And of course they had plenty

of segregated inferior education and a

lot of police terror and murder.

So in Chicago, when King’s organ-

ization, the Southern Christian Lead-

ership Conference, attempted a drive

for open housing in 1966, it fell flat

on its face. Because Chicago has some of

the country’s meanest racist suburbs.

And King’s strategy of liberal pacifism,

the idea that you can wear down your

oppressor by demonstrating how much
you can suffer, really invited racist

attacks. Those who were here, especially

in ’66 or before, or grew up here,

remember the vicious racist mobs that

met King at Marquette Park when he

was stoned to the ground. And when
members of SNCC, the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee, went

into Cicero, how they were bloodied up.

And King betrayed here! He betrayed

here. Because after Marquette Park, he

met with Daley and he signed an

agreement on open housing—okay,

they had some fine little language on
paper. Daley did have some fine old

legalese on paper, you know, recogniz-

ing that there’s a need for equality in

housing and blah, blah, blah. And King
then held it up as a great historic

agreement, called the Palmer House
Agreement. Nothing had changed.

Nothing had happened. And so after

that the people in SNCC, the young
black militants, began to shout him
down in meetings. They went into

Cicero by themselves. They lost. They
were courageous. But they lost, because

they hit a Nazi-infested racist enclave.

Now what allowed these racists to do
this with impunity? To beat up those

young militants with the approval of the

Daley Democratic Party machine? It

was primarily King’s bankrupt strategy

of preaching reliance on the so-called

"good will” of the racist capitalist

oppressors. Reliance on the federal

government, the Democratic Party, to

fight for black rights. But the cops and
the courts (during that period as they do
today—Greensboro’s the proof) looked

the other way when the racists went into

action. So it couldn’t be done then

because you couldn’t reform the govern-

ment into becoming anti-racist fighters.

That’s why that strategy is not only

ineffective but dangerous.

Chicago,
June 27:

Black
participation

key to building
anti-Nazi

mobilization.

American
Workers
Revolution

Needs Black
Leadership
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that the destruction of the oppression of

blacks in this country can come only

through a socialist revolution, that full

equality between blacks and whites can

only come under a socialist planned

economy. We are not liberal assimila-

tionists. The NAACP types say that a

few blacks integrated into the govern-

ment parliamentary bureaucracy means

we have it made. That’s liberal assimila-

tionism. You will not have the assimila-

tion of blacks with full rights under

racist American capitalism. And there

are profound economic reasons for that.

So today there are no revolutionary

leaders of the black population. You got

plenty of professional black hustlers like

Jesse Jackson who talk about Reagan

cutbacks so that they can get the ear of

some capitalist politician. You know,

you don’t see these people down at no

Lincoln Park on the 27th because they

profit from segregation. They under-

stand. see. When you hear some of these

slick-talking hustlers talking about

“black on black crime," you know what

it means? It means that as nr make it. as

we expand our black businesses, we

want you to keep those unemployed,

those chronically unemployed desperate

black youth in line. That’s what it

means. Black on black crime has

nothing to do with fighting for jobs or

anything else. You know, we’re sup-

posed to be very proud, though poor,

that one of our own has made it and is

recognised by the Byrnes. So we have a

lot of other awfully respectable black

leaders in the city like Lu Palmer— I

called him up. I said, “Lu, what are you

going to do about this Nazi and Klan

issue?” “Aw, brother, I can’t deal with it.

You know we have to put together. ...”

He was working on the Streeter

campaign, pushing for a black mayor of

Chicago, putting this forward as a

solution to the problems of blacks.

Now I just want to comment on those

who call for more black mayors as if it’s

going to make a difference in the

situation of the black masses in this

country as far as jobs and housing and

education are concerned. All you have

to do is look at Detroit. All you have to

do is look at what [Detroit mayor]

Coleman Young has done in terms of

breaking one city union after another

—

AFSCME, the garbage workers. You
know, during the Republican Conven-

tion in Detroit in 1980, what he did? He
told the black population, “You can eat

beans.” That’s what he said. Now if

that’s not proof positive that black faces

in high places don’t mean liberation, I

don’t know what else is! (applause)

Yeah, jellybeans too.

And then he starts talking this

madness about self-help: you guys

ought to help yourselves out by, you

know, a series of weed-abatement

programs. My point is that to the extent

that we have greater class consciousness

same: to change the system from top to

bottom!

Now I just want to end with this. The

bourgeoisie of this country in its

newspapers is openly saying there’s no

solution for black rights in this country.

They’re openly saying it! In the pages of

the Chicago Tribune this past week I

noticed the terminology: the American

Dream has been a nightmare for blacks.

Now they're saying that. And that some

Revolution. They understand that’s

what’s on the agenda.

There’s a basis for this happening. A
lot of unemployed whites now never

thought they were going to be standing

in welfare lines or unemployment lines.

If they’re lucky. Black workers, poten-

tially the most combative section of the

working class, can lead all the oppressed

along with their white class brothers and

sisters, through a vanguard party. And
you've got to join us if you want a

revolution in this country that will give

us all the things we need and deserve,

that nobody should have to beg for.

Everybody has a right to ajob—jobs for

all. How you going to get it? You got to

fight for it. So the question is posed in

this country that if you want to change

this rotten system you’ve got to stand in

the front ranks of struggle for working-

class revolution to end this racist

nightmare called America. Because we

can’t let this country go the way of race

war, which would profit the Ku Klux

Klan and the bosses in this country.

That’s why we fight for socialist revolu-

tion here and everywhere else. To put

an end to this boom-bust cycle of

capitalism.

We can go forward if we understand

that we need to finish the Civil War, we

need a third American revolution. And
we can go forward if we understand that

our capitalist enemies are not invincible.

If we understand that it’s not in our

interest to support the bosses’ interna-

tional wars of conquest, the imperialist

wars that are fought for their profit. If

we understand that the racial divisions

within the American working class can

only be overcome through united class

struggle, not moral suasion. And finally

if we understand that the workers and

the oppressed must rule, smashing every

obstacle standing in its way on the

path to international working-class

revolution.

So let us soberly face up to these

tasks. We don’t have a lot of time. The

fascists and the assassins and the

pogromists, they have a dream—race

war. We have a dream—a war of the

international workers and oppressed

against the oppressors. Let’s go for-

ward, forward to a workers party.

Workers, blacks. Latinos, all the

oppressed—join the Spartacist League,

the party of the coming American

workers revolution!

“American Dream” nightmare tor blacks: anti-busing racist thugs attack

prominent black lawyer In Boston, 1976,

in the black population, we see that we

have nothing in common with the

Andrew Youngs, the Jesse Jacksons, the

Maynard Jacksons, who used to be

mayor of Atlanta and who viciously

broke the AFSCME workers strike in

that city. Because those people are

pliant tools of the ruling class in this

country. And that’s why they’re put

there in the first place, to keep the lid on

things. Yes they have a right to run.

We’re against discrimination in all

aspects of this society. But when they do

we're not going to follow them or urge

anybody else to.

We ran in Detroit last year. And
everything I’m saying here we said to the

people out on the street. Our tune didn’t

change because our goal remains the

blacks in the military will complain of

genocide in future American military

involvement. They had a recent study by

the Brookings Institution on blacks in

the military, about all the blacks that

were complaining about the high,

disproportionate number of blacks that

died in Vietnam.

They’re telling us that there is no

solution to racial oppression under

capitalism, and they are absolutely

right. The bourgeoisie recognizes that

they plan to do nothing about the vast

reservoir of chronically unemployed

people trapped in the ghetto. They are

saying it very openly. The only way

blacks can attain their freedom is

through an American October Revolu-

tion along the lines of the Russian

Stalinism vs.Trotskyism
at Chicago SL Forum
CHICAGO—Nearly 100 people came

out to a Spartacist League forum here

on July 10. The forum followed the

successful mobilization of 3,000 to stop

the Nazis’ attempted provocation

against “Gay Pride Day” on June 27 in

Lincoln Park. Many of those attending

the forum had first met the SL through

the labor/black-centered anti-fascist

action, the largest of its kind in this area

in decades. SL speaker Don Andrews

stressed the black centrality of the SL-

initiated demonstration, explaining the

class-struggle strategy to smash the

fascist menace (see “American Workers

Revolution Needs Black Leadership” on

facing page).

Andrews noted the importance of the

participation of South Side blacks in the

mobilization:

"There were a lot of courageous blacks

thal came out, knowing that they were

going on alien turf ..to demonstrate
against the Nazis with an organization

that they didn’t know much about Hut

they came down because they know that

the fascists are out especially to spill

their blood And they know also that

every fascist blow that's left unan-
swered . means they’ll get bigger and
bolder and more determined in the city

of Chicago.”

In this city with its infamous racist

suburbs, a city wrenched by massive

layoffs and gouging givebacks adminis-

tered by a craven union bureaucracy

under a grinding Democratic Party

machine, June 27 was widely recognized

as a ray of hope. It was the success of

June 27 which sent the Spartacist-haters

of the “left” into a tailspin, and even

brought some of them to an SL public

forum.

In his presentation. Andrews noted

the rad-lib milieu’s trenzied exclusion/

slander campaign against theTrotskyist

SL and explained the underlying politi-

cal reasons: the SL comes out hard

against the bipartisan anti-Soviet war
drive, while the reformists and centrists

duck the Russian question to court the

Democrats. “In this period, the Russian

question overshadows all questions,"

said Andrews. “You can’t possibly deal

with domestic questions if you don’t

fight the whole military program of

American imperialism." He continued:

“For years these groups ... the alphabet

soup goes on and on, have sold to the

masses the idea that the Democratic

Party was the party of the people.

Despite the fact that this is the party of

the Bay ol Pigs, the party of the Gulf of

Tonkin, the party that dropped bombs
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the party

of Dixiecrats like Strom Thurmond and

George Wallace, the party ot the Ku
Klux Klan. like [Klansman] Tom
Metzger who runs openly in it. What’s

going on is that these [left] groups are

trying to be the best builders of an anti-

Reagan popular front, whereby labor’s

interests arc subordinated to those of

the capitalist politicians and their

capitalist program. And that's why
these very despicable betrayers call the

cops on us. Because they are definitely

afraid of revolutionary solutions. So
they push very hard to silence and
slander us in every imaginable way."

In the discussion period it was up to

one Earl Silbar, a trendy Stalinoid

of some kind, to hold high the bright

yellow banner of anti-Spartacism. He
warmed up for the now familiar tales we
have dubbed the “Big Lie" by declaring

that “the Spartacist League gave full

and unconditional support to detente in

the middle ’70s." In the manner of a little

Joe McCarthy, Silbar claimed to have

“proof” of this strange charge, but of

course never produced any. He claimed

that a caucus in the West Coast

longshore/warehouse union whose

work the SL politically supports had

“endorsed detente as a means of

upholding the interests of the American
and Russian working class.” Does this

mean anything? Does it mean Silbar

opposes the unionists’ fight against the

Meanyite bureaucracy’s anti-Soviet

grain boycotts? This would put Silbar

considerably to the right of the d^tente-

niks we oppose from the left.

But Silbar’s primary purpose was to*

retail the “Big Lie": the portrayal of the

SL as “provocateurs” or “crazies" or

"Moonies" who “attack demonstra-

tions" like the El Salvador protests or

even the anti-fascist mobilizations

which we ourselves have organized.

Because he was facing a Chicago

audience familiar with the June 27

action. Silbar had to acknowledge that

“the Spartacist League played a major

role.” But what was the role? According

to Silbar (and others like him), it was to

continued on page 10
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Chicago, June 27: CP strategy calls on racist U.S. government to “Ban the

Klan"; SL builds labor/black mobilizations to stop fascist terror.

SL Forum...
(continued from page 9)

have supposedly aided the cops by

preventing people who wanted to stop

the Nazis from doing so.

The “Big Lie,” June 27 version, goes

like this: According to Silbar, what was

required to make the action a success

was “throwing rocks and eggs.” which is

what he claims happened when the

Nazis were run out of Lovelace Park in

Evanston by concentration camp sur-

vivors and others two years ago. “It was

the Spartacist guards," said Silbar,

“who stopped people from throwing

rocks and eggs and repeating Lovelace

Park. It was your guards, and not just

cops. We had to look over ourshoulders

at two people.”

It would be hard to imagine anything

more dangerously provocative than

Silbar's admitted actions for the crowd

which on June 27 faced the vicious,

racist Chicago cops—mounted cops,

lines of cops on foot, plainclothes cops

distributed through the crowd, more
cops in reserve. It’s a damn good thing

Silbar & Co. were not allowed to bring

the cops down on the anti-Nazi demon-
strators to beat and arrest them—the

usual result of numerous groups’ substi-

tutionist "strategy." This would have

turned the Nazi defeat on June 27 into a

Nazi/cop victory. But for Silbar such an

outcome is vastly to be preferred to the

victory for the SL-organized forces that

took place, because for him the Sparta-

cists, not the Nazis, are the main enemy.

A black Spartacist League speaker

took the floor to condemn Silbar’s

identification of stupid provocation

with anti-Nazi militancy. The adventur-

ists, he said, want to "go against the cops

because they don’t have an orientation

toward mobilizing labor, blacks, Jews,

gays in the mass to show up in the

thousands to stand off the Nazis and the

Klan.” In Lovelace Park, he said:

“The Jewish citizens there, they led the

way. They pushed the fence down. It

wasn't the rocks and bottles. The lines

the cops put up broke down. And then

the Nazis were faced with Jews coming
at them less than 1 5 feet away. And then

the police came in and busted the stuff

up. But that’s what drove the fascists

off. not the rocksand bottles Maybe
next time, with 30,000, 50,000, we can
do a whole lot more."

“Rivers of Blood Between
Stalinism and Trotskyism”

It was Andrews’ presentation of the

Trotskyist defense of the Soviet Union
through proletarian political revolution

in the deformed workers states which
brought an elderly Stalinist to his feet in

defense of the Kremlin. Boris Ross had
spoken at the June 27 anti-Nazi rally

recalling his days in the Soviet Red
Army and as a fighter against Nazis “all

my life."

Andrews’ presentation had de-

nounced the Stalinist sellouts in the

context of Trotskyist defense of the

gains of October against imperialism:

“Yes, the Stalinists in the Soviet Union,
the Kremlin clique, have suppressed
cultural and political life. Yes, there’s no
working-class democracy. But who’s
going to bring it back? Ronald Reagan?
The Schultzes? The Haigs? No, it’s

going to be class-conscious revolutiona-

ries who understand that workers’

political power has to be fought for

[against] the Brezhnevs and Kosygins
who stand in the Way."

At the forum Boris Ross identified

himself as “an admirer of Trotsky" and

“not a member of the Communist Party,

not that I don’t agree with them en-

tirely....” In a few short minutes Ross
made his agreement with the Stalinists

quite concrete: full support for the

Kremlin’s reactionary foreign policy

around the globe and support to “pro-

gressive" Democrats at home.
Ross was all for “unity" on June 27,

he told the forum audience, so he hadn’t

attacked the SL there. But now he

would speak to the “wrong accusations”

that “the Soviet Union is compromising
with the capitalists." To begin with, we
intended no submerging of political

differences between participants on
June 27. Ross and several other speak-

ers appealed for empty, classless “uni-

ty”; Spartacist spokesmen presented a

revolutionary program, the only way to

achieve real unity of the workers and

oppressed, in struggle against the

Democrats—and their captive union

bureaucrats, whose pro-capitalist poli-

cies pit black worker against white,

skilled against unskilled, American
against Japanese.

Ross had boasted on June 27 of

working with the FBI against the Nazis

in Chicago, and claimed that it was only

after Hitler “dropped dead" that U.S.

imperialism picked up the banner of

anti-Sovietism. Boris Ross spoke from
our podium as a Stalinist supporter of

the popular front; we spoke against it,

for independent working-class struggle

against capital. We never expected

anything else. We sought unity in action

against the Nazis on June 27, not in

propaganda (see WV No. 309,9 July for

excerpts of the speeches).

Faced at the July 10 forum with a

powerful presentation of the revolution-

ary program for black liberation, Ross

tried to counter by citing the Kremlin’s

policies in black Africa. In his list of

progressive causes he included both

Angola and Ethiopia. For Stalinists

there is no basic difference between the

undeniably progressive role of Cuban
troops fighting South African troops in

Angola, on the one hand, and Russian

aid to the butcher Mengistu in Ethiopia

as he murders leftists and suppresses the

national liberation struggles of the

Eritreans and Somalis, on the other. For
revolutionaries, there’s all the difference

in the world.

But given the forum's focus on the

struggle against Nazi race-terror. Ross
centered his defense of Stalinism on the

popular-front view of World War II.

Rhetorically he asked: "Hadn’t the

Soviet Union sacrificed 20 million

people to destroy Hitler?. .. [Otherwise]

there wouldn’t be a black man free and
not a Jew alive. So lay off your knocking
the Soviet Union.”

For Stalinists of all types (and for

their liberal friends), it is an article of
faith that World War II was “The Great
Patriotic War Against Fascism." If

Woodrow Wilson said the first inter-

imperialist world war was fought to

make the world "safe for democracy,"
Stalin claimed the second was going to

make it safe from fascism.

But World War II was not a war
against fascism, but an inter-imperialist

conflict. The policy of authentic Lenin-
ists in the "democratic" capitalist

countries was fundamentally the same
as in World War I: the main enemy is at

home! Revolutionary defensist toward
the Russian deformed workers state, the
Trotskyists were revolutionary defeatist
toward their “own" imperialist bour-
geoisie. The Stalinists, of course, with

their narrow, nationalistic policy of

"socialism in one country,” worked not

for revolution in their own lands but for

a popular-front alliance with their own

ruling classes.

The notion of U.S. imperialism as a

progressive force against fascism looks

pretty threadbare in the sequel. The

arrogant “world policeman" against

communism, the terror bomber of

Vietnam, U.S. imperialism works to

preserve in power the most hideous

torturers, mass butchers, feudalists and

militarists, all over the world. As we

observed in an earlier article:

“The enormous moral revulsion at the

atrocities committed by the Nazi psy-

chopaths should not obscure which

contending imperialism was the greater

force forglobal counterrevolution. Nazi

Germany was a local power whose
demented dictators were capable of

great destruction, but not of being the

guardians of world capitalism for a

significant period."
— WV No. 1 16. 2 July 1976

The end of the war ushered in a period

of great revolutionary opportunity. In

the defeated countries there was a

vacuum of effective state power; the rest

of West Europe was an exhausted mess;

the colonial countries were in ferment.

The mass European resistance move-

ments were mainly under Stalinist

control. The Stalinists used their control

to disarm the resistance fighters and in

key countries participated in govern-

ments of "national reconstruction" to

get capitalism back on its feet. The
second imperialist world war should

have been the convulsive death agony of

capitalism, but with the help of the

Stalinists it ushered in the brutal

“American Century."

And who shares responsibility for the

millions of Russian dead? Who purged

the Red Army on the eve of war? This is

not the least of the crimes the Stalinists

have to answer for.

And who paved the way for the vic-

tory of Hitler in Germany? In Germany
in the early 1930s the Stalinists had
their most powerful party outside the

USSR. Yet they allowed the Nazis to

come to power without firing a shot!

While Trotsky’s International Left

Opposition called for mass working-
class united-front action against the

Nazi terrorists, the Stalinists looked the

other way: “after Hitler, us.” It was on
the basis of this betrayal that Trotsky
declared the Third International “a
corpse.. .dead for the revolution.” No
longer could class-conscious militants

"bear even a shadow of responsibility

for the Stalinists" ("It Is Impossible to

Remain in the Same ‘International’ with
Stalin, Manuilsky. Lozovsky and Com-
pany," 20 July 1933).

The Trotskyists at the Chicago forum
confronted Ross on the “glorious”

Stalinist tradition for black Americans.
Popular-front support to the war meant
spitting upon black struggles, a betrayal

all the more important because the

Stalinists had earlier achieved some
influence among blacks. The Daily
Worker denounced black militants
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WV Photo
Chicago, 30 May 1981: CP calls cops to seal off revolutionaries at El Salvador protest—the same cops who protected
the Nazis on June 27.

whose impulses were to join a planned
March on Washington against Jim
Crow rather than join the imperialist

war effort. A black SL speaker from the

floor pointedly observed:

"Stalinism betrayed black people! It

wasn't because the Communist Party
members were racist. It was because of
Stalinist policy. 'All out to fight Hitler’

meant blacks do not march upon
Washington. Workers do not go out on
strike. So Communism has a bad name
to many [black] people It means
betrayal after betrayal,”

The CP’s pro-U.S. jingoism also meant
partnership with anti-Japanese racism.

The CP supported the internment of

Japanese Americans and hailed the

atomic bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.

Another speaker took the floor to

bring the logic of Stalinist betrayal

closer to home:
“1 remember a little over a year ago.

May 30. a [Chicago] demonstration
around El Salvador, and a bunch of

reformists, including. . the Communist
Party, called in the cops to keep the

Sparlacist League out of the demon-
stration because we were calling lor

military victory to the left in El

Salvador.
"Well at this demonstration June 27th
we saw those same cops. . .those same
horses— 1 recognized those god-

damned horses—and what were they

doing? They were keeping the Sparta-
cist League and people organized by the

Spartacist League from getting those
Nazis. The cops love Nazis. They hate
communists. People who call the cops
on commumstsdo the work of the Nazis
and they are protecting the Nazis for

future reference

“And the people who called the cops
on the Spartacist League were doing
exactly what the people who said Lenin
was a German spy were doing They
were just like the people who killed

Rosa Luxemburg So much for the 'Big

Lie’.”

When Boris Ross got a chance to

speak again, it was to push support for

black Democrats. Terming Ron Del-

lums a partisan of “anti-imperialism,”

he said of Harold Washington, a

Chicago Democratic Congressman and
mayoral aspirant “He’s not a reformist,

he’s a revolutionist.”

Ross’s remarks, concluding with an
offer to debate us, drew a significant

amount of applause at the forum. Some
of it came from avowed opponents of

the SL like Silbar, but not all of it.

Perhaps people were responding to his

good-guy “unity” talk; some were
certainly taken with his avuncular
manner and his past identification with

the Red Army. “1 can give you lessons in

international history and American
history too,” he offered. No thanks!

Trotskyists have already learned those

lessons, in Spain in the 1930s. In

Coyoacan. At the first Smith Act trials,

which the Communist Party supported

because the defendants were Trotsky-

ists. Comrade Andrews answered Ross
and those who applauded him:

“[Stalinists] subordinate the social

struggles of the oppressed throughout
the world to the goals of Kremlin
foreign policy And that policy
means working-class revolutions are
stabbed in the back time and time
again.... You have to fight for the

extension of the gains of the October
Revolution.

“So we don't give a blank check to the

bureaucracy. I mean look at Poland for
heaven’s sake The historically socialist

proletariat of Poland looking to West-
ern imperialism and the Catholic
church. Who's responsible for that? The
Stalinists, who have lied to them for

years about economic progress. But
we've also pointed out that the anti-

socialist Solidarnosc was headed into

the ranks of counterrevolution...
moving in the direction of overthrowing
the Polish deformed workers state...

“Look, we understand that there’s rivers

of blood between Stalinism and Trot-
skyism. Because it's the difference

between class collaboration on a

world scale and international class

struggle.’’

Detroit

Firebombing...
(continuedfrom page 4)

tried to ban the anti-Klan demonstra-

tion and threatened mass arrests.

Spartacist speaker Don Andrews told

the crowd:
“You know what Coleman Young is

—

the awful example of what selling your
black political soul to the Democratic
Party means— After a while you can’t

tell the difference between the guys in

white sheets and the guys on the other

side....”

To Mayor Coleman Young, working
people taking their defense into their

own hands is more dangerous politically

than the rampaging racists. Young is

hardly in favor of racist nightriders,

because the capitalist state wants its

cops, army, etc. to maintain a monopoly
of organized violence. (Of course, the

white-sheeted racists not infrequently

are his cops.) But his opposition to black

self-defense is more fundamental. The
ruling class Young works for will as a

last resort allow its existing state to be

eclipsed by extra-legal fascist bands. But

labor/black defense— like factory sei-

zures against layoffs/closures or mass
militant picket lines against government
union-busting

—

represents a challenge

to the capitalist state from a different

class.

As Reagan beats the drums for war on
the Soviet Union, and proposes to pay
for it by canceling school lunch pro-

grams and closing hospitals, factories

across the industrial heartland of

America stand idle and millions of

workers stand in unemployment lines.

Young’s “program” is for workers to

take it and take it, then vote in the

Democrats and take it some more. He’s

got the union “leaders” eating out of his

hand, and he’s got his cops. And he can
count on the appeal of the Democratic
Party posing as the "lesser evil” alterna-

tive to Reagan reaction. Unless, of

course, the labor movement as the

champion of all the oppressed comes
forward to use its own strength.

The elementary step of organizing to

defend black residents against nightrid-

ing racists would be a beginning. The
working class desperately needs to fight

back economically and politically

against capital. The potential power of

labor organized at the point of

production—the power to bring the

system to a halt—must be expressed not

only through class-struggle unions but

in a workers party fighting to smash the

capitalist state and establish the class

rule of the workers.

The simple survival of black America
requires this racist society be ripped

apart from top to bottom. It must be

rammed home to white workers that

there is no way forward for them but to

throw in their lot with their black

comrades in socialist struggle for the

interests of both. Right now: educate,

organize, struggle! When the racist

terrorists in their sheets come with their

gas cans in the night: get ’em!!
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Black Activist Lawyer Builds for Anti-Fascist Action:

Conrad Lynn: June 27
Shows the Way
On June 24 Conrad Lynn, a black

attorney and lifelong activistfor black

rights, was interviewed by the National

Black Network (radio). We print

below some slightly edited excerpts

from his remarks.

The resurgence of the Klan and

Nazis indicates that Reagan was

correct when he replied to the ques-

tion, “Aren’t you afraid that with your

program you are going to unite all the

people who are suffering on the

bottom?” And he said, “I don’t have to

worry about that, they are not going to

unite, they are going to fight among
themselves.” He meant that groups

like the Nazis and the Klan flourish in

a time of great economic distress.

Thai’s why those 20 white youth killed

that black man in Brooklyn the other

night, and why I’m going tomorrow to

Binghamton where a black man,
Robert Hooks, was attacked by five

white men who I believe were Klans-

men. And he killed two of them and
then he was convicted of first-degree

manslaughter. I'm going up for the

sentence tomorrow morning.

You can’t ignore the Nazis—you
must meet them. And that’s what is

planned to be done in Chicago like

they did it in San Francisco and Ann
Arbor. I have great faith in the

American people in the end, if we take

steps like the Spartacist League is

leading in Chicago on the 27th to make
sure we alert the people: do not ignore

these people! You cannot hide from
people like that and think that they will

go away. They’re not going away—
they build on hate. And because of the

greater and greater economic depriva-

tion of so many millions of Americans.
I would be very pessimistic if we

didn’t have that kind of organization

come out to show that all is not lost,

because we don’t have too much longer

to go. you know. I’m just reading the

Times today [about how] the way out

is the way Argentina took, to seize the

Falkland Islands in order that their

own people can forget about the

terrible dictatorship. And the same
thing is true of England, Thatcher’s
government was thoroughly discredit-

ed by the unprecedented unemploy-
ment. So they did save themselves for

the time being, they rallied the people

behind them, but that’s a very short-

term thing.

That demonstration in Chicago is so
important because the Nazis really do
stand for death. They stand for the

genocide of all kinds of people

—

blacks, Jews and many others—and
therefore it’s absolutely necessary that

we have a counterdemonstration for

life and for the future and for the

common people, the ordinary people
who are deprived, for them to be able

to take their destiny in their own
hands.
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National Guard Attacks

Nebraska Meatcutters Strike

Boases' state brings out the guns, troopers, National Guard to break month-long militant Iowa Beef Processors strike.

For Massive
Labor Solidarity!

Defend the
Picket Lines!

Hot Cargo
Scab Goods!

AUGUST 2—A sharp class struggle is

raging after 2,450 workers in Local 222

of the United Food and Commercial

Workers Union (UFCW) struck Iowa

Beef Processors (IBP) on June 7. When
the company brought in scabs and “re-

opened" the Dakota City, Nebraska

plant in late July, the union responded

with mass picketing to keep the strike-

breakers out. Picketers were gassed,

clubbed and jailed by state police, whose
“Gestapo" and "storm trooper" tactics

were denounced by Local 222 business

agent Bill Schmitz. On July 27 Gover-

nor Charles Thone called in some 250

National Guardsmen with armored

personnel carriers and helicopters to

“protect” the scab plant. Backing up

these thugs for the bosses is a restraining

order issued by a district judge that

restricts the union to one picket every 50

feet! Over 50 unionists have been

arrested and dozens sent to the hospital.

It’s the workers versus the bosses and

the bosses' government.

The entire labor movement must go
into action to win this strike now. The
first task is to shut down Iowa Beef and
shut it tight. Unions throughout the

region must mobilize their ranks in mass
picketing at the plant. Damn the

injunction; picket lines mean don’t

cross! Elementary labor solidarity

demands that not one truck. Teamster-
driven or otherwise, must move in or out

of the Dakota City plant. Not one
unionist must touch Iowa Beef

products— Hot cargo scab goods!

Encouraged by the incredible cow-
ardice of the AFL-CIO leadership—
which collaborated in billion dollar

givebacks and helped Reagan smash the

air controllers union— IBP is demand-
ing a four-year wage freeze from the

UFCW. In addition the company wants
the right to cut wages during the

contract if any of 26 competitors

institute lower pay scales (an increasing-

ly common event in today’s economy),
the abolition of the guaranteed mini-

mum workweek of 36 hours and the

creation of a non-union work gang.
When UFCW leaders tried to walk the

giveback trail by offering a two-year
wage freeze, the company flatly turned

them down. Iowa Beef wants to butcher
the union.

Founded in 1961 , IBP has grown into

the world’s largest meat company by
reinvesting heavily in modern equip-

ment and by repeatedly attacking union
wages and working conditions. Six of its

eleven plants are reportedly non-union,
and the company boasts that it never
negotiated a contract without a strike

(the last one in 1977 lasted 14 months).
IBP succeeded in breaking down the

skilled butchers job into many “un-
skilled" jobs, enabling the company to

greatly multiply the number of cattle it

could butcher, cut and box in one day.

"We take cattle apart the way Henry
Ford assembled cars," says one com-
pany official, and IBP's "disassembly

line" netted $58 million for thecompany

last year alone.

For the workers, the new production

methods in capitalist hands meant a

living nightmare of speedup. The
meatpacking industry has a higher

accident/disease rate than even coal

mining, and the Dakota City plant is

well above the industry average; the

Dakota City Rescue Squad has “what
amounts to a shuttle service" between
the plant and local hospitals and “some
days it will make four ambulance runs

by noon” ( Los Angeles Times
, 18

October 1978). As in other industries,

the federal Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) does
nothing but slap the company’s wrist;

for example, it fined IBP $800 after a

cleanup worker was crushed to death by
an unsafe pulley in 1976. The history of

long, bitter strikes is a reflection of IBP’s

greedy unconcern for workers’ lives.

UFCW officials are circulating a

petition to the governor naively com-
plaining about the use of state police

and National Guardsmen as “a private

FLINT, Michigan— Hundreds of angry

unemployed auto workers here are

demanding their union fight for jobs.

Some 500 of them came out July 21 to

hear proposals from the “Committee to

Promote Full Employment." organized

by laid-off UAW committeemen. At
that meeting, a Democratic Party

speaker was booed, as was a speaker
who pushed job retraining as a solution

for jobless workers.

The condition of Flint workers is

desperate, with an official unemploy-
ment rate of 25 percent. But unem-
ployed workers who thought the Com-
mittee was going to launch a real fight

for jobs are learning otherwise. Two
weeks of impotent Committee "pickets"

outside company offices at GM plants

here have shrunk the demonstrations
from 150-200 to a few dozen. Commit-
tee “leaders" don’t want to fight GM

—

they want an electoral vehicle for the

Democrats.

On July 28 the Committee leadership

issued a leaflet boosting a local Demo-

police force for Iowa Beef Processors";

the petition asks the governor to remove
the Guard and “substantially scale

down” the state police force at the plant.

Of course this was not Local 222’s first

experience with the bosses’ government:

in the 1977 strike, for instance, then

business agent Louis Anderson pointed

out that the NLRB’s move to bring

charges against 49 strikers indicated

that “Iowa Beef has a direct pipeline into

the Kansas City [NLRB] office” (Wall
Street Journal, 29 March 1977).

It’s a bosses’ government, and reli-

ance on the governor’s “good will" or

NLRB intervention is the road to defeat.

The reformist Communist Party (CP)
shares the union tops’ penchant for

crawling to the government. CP leader

Gus Hall has announced he is flying to

the scene of the strike only to "release to

the press his personal telegram to

Armand Hammer of Occidental Petro-

leum, owner of Iowa Beef" ( Daily

World. 31 July). And Hammer is, of

course, that great “friend" of the Soviet

crat for state office. This was the only
leaflet the Committee distributed at AC
Champion during that day’s demonstra-
tion at shift change. Meanwhile another
faction is backing liberal Democrat
Zolton Ferency for governor. Ferency, a

member of the Democratic Socialist

Alliance, claims to oppose Doug Fraser

but backs his program of racist protec-

tionism against Japanese imports.

Seeking salvation in the chauvinist,

anti-union Democratic Party guaran-
tees the workers’ interests will be sold

out.

What is vitally necessary is some old
fashioned class struggle. Last winter, the
Rouge Militant Caucus fought for a
two-day sitdown strike in southeast
Michigan against Fraser’s giveaways, to
open the road to a labor counteroffen-
sive; no givebacks, for a shorter work-
week at no cut in pay, for a decent
union-level income for all the jobless.

That program is gaining a hearing
among Flint militants today.

The bureaucrats claim employed

Union and supporter of detente. Instead

of the CP’s reformist strategy of

“providing pressure on the government
to enforce federal labor laws,” labor

must mobilize its own strength to defend
the Dakota City strikers!

The UFCW should appeal for help in

manning mass picket lines from all the

unions in the area, starting of course

with other UFCW locals, like the 2,600-

strong local in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, which is now negotiating a new
contract with John Morrell & Co.
(which coincidentally was just bought
by Occidental Petroleum, the owner of

IBP). There are thousands of other meat
processing workers in the area, some
still working and others laid off by
closing plants. The four other unionized

IBP plants (UFCW and Teamster)
should be called out in solidarity. And
Teamster truckers should be called on to

really enforce a hot-cargo call. For the

workers to win, labor must use its

muscle. Victory to the Iowa Beef

strike!

workers won’t lift a finger to fight for

jobs. But thousands of Flint GM
workers now on overtime know they
could be on the streets tomorrow.
Unemployed workers must forge links

to employed militants in the plants,

where the power to stop GM lies. A sign
of receptivity to this perspective is the

sales of WV carrying the headline "Sit-

Ins, Not Soup Lines" at shift change: 75
were snatched up at AC Champion, 60
at Buick.

It wasn't begging that built the
UAW— it was the organized power of
auto workers mobilized in massive
sitdowns. Screw the Democrats! Work-
ers need their own party to fight GM
and the whole capitalist system which
consigns a quarter of the workforce in

union towns like Flint to thescrapheap
outright. Break with the Democrats

—

For a class-struggle union leadership!
For sitdowns/plant seizures to smash
layoffs, concessions, overtime! Dump
the labor fakers— For a workers party
to light for a workers government!*

Workers Face 25% Unemployment

Flint: Sitdowns, Not Democrats!
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Rail Drivers Sold Out

British Labor: Beat Back Thatcher’s

Union-Busting Offensive!
LONDON— Its victory over the even

more degenerate Argentine junta has set

Britain’s rulers dreaming of returning to

their days of imperial glory. And they

know that in any attempt to restore

British capitalism to a place in the sun,

the main enemy is their own working

class with its deeply entrenched trade

unions. Even three years of depression-

level unemployment have not broken

the power of the unions, especially in the

public sector. Just as defeat in the

squalid Falklands/Malvinas war would

have further isolated the Tory govern-

ment and spurred class struggle, so

Thatcher's victory

—

helped along by the

social-chauvinist Labour Party and

trade-union misleaders—has made this

most unpopular prime minister in

memory into a veritable national her-

oine. And the Tories set out to milk the

engineered mood of “national unity”

and patriotic euphoria in their war on
British workers. Now they have won
their first major battle, against the

railroad workers, who were simply

stabbed in the back by the Labourite

union bureaucracy.

When the National Union of Rail-

waymen (NUR) threatened an all-out

strike on June 28 over a pay claim, the

gutter press screamed: “Now for the

Battle of Britain.” With London already

in chaos as a result of an Underground
[transit] strike, with a series of regular

one-day hospital strikes galvanising

support among broad sectors of the

trade-union movement in every region,

with the miners too threatening to

strike, and talk of a “summer of

discontent” and even a general strike,

the Tories started rolling out “the

Falklands factor.” The Tory party

chairman railed: “Little more than a

week after the liberation of the Falk-

lands, there are trade-union leaders

intent on bringing Britain to a halt. It is

as if they had something to fear from the

belief in themselves that the British

people have rediscovered.” Within 36

hours right-wing NUR leader Sid

Weighell had called off the strike on the

basis of a worthless promise of an

arbitrated settlement.

Less than a week later it was the turn

of the 24,000 members of the Associated

Society of Locomotive Engineers and
Firemen (ASLEF). The strike began on
a bad note since the drivers had refused

to join the NUR strike, thus continuing

a long history of mutual backstabbing

between the two unions. There needs to

be one industrial union in British Rail

(BR). ASLEF's militant but self-

isolating craftwork tradition made it a

perfect target for the Tories, intent on

streamlining the heavily subsidised BR
system through mass redundancies

[layoffs].

The immediate issue of the strike was

opposition to “flexible rostering," a

direct attack on the union’s hard-won
guaranteed eight-hour day and its

control over working conditions. But in

every quarter it was clear that much
more was at stake in this train drivers’

strike: would the unions stand up to the

renewed Tory onslaught? The London
Economist (24 July), mouthpiece of the

British bourgeoisie, summed it up:

"If Britain's train drivers had won their

national strike, then the Thatcher
government could have been blown
away this winter in a whirlwind of born-

again union militancy. Thankfully, the

drivers lost.”

And why did the drivers lose? The
Economist answers:

“The best end to the strike would have
been a revolt of the rank-and-file

against the executive of Aslef, the train

drivers’ union. Instead, the train drivers
stayed pretty solid, even under threat of
the sack. It was left to the ‘inner cabinet’

of the Trades Union Congress to bring
Aslef to heel."

Why the Train Drivers Lost

The Labour Party’s support for

Thatcher’s nasty war in the South
Atlantic made it easy for the British

rulers to play “the Falklands factor” for

all it was worth. Papers featured a front-

page photo of troops returning on the

Canberra bearing a banner reading,

“Call Off the Rail Strike, or We’ll Call

In an Air Strike!" Yet despite the

chauvinist hysteria against the strike it

was solid and enjoyed considerable

support. NUR members honoured the

drivers’ picket lines. Left Labour leader

Tony Benn ostentatiously joined the

ASLEF pickets. His trade-union coun-

terpart, miners' leader Arthur Scargill,

offered his union’s "full support,” which
however, as usual, amounted to very

little in practise.

Fifty or even thirty years ago a

national railway strike would have

brought the British economy to a halt

within days. In the ’26 general strike the

Tory government used scabs to make
sure the trains kept running. But times

have changed. Less than 10 percent of

the country’s commuters normally use

BR. And Britain is small enough so that

most goods are transported by lorry

[truck].

Nonetheless BR, which was losing the

equivalent of $13.5 million a day, could

not afford to wait out the striking

drivers. So in a deliberate imitation of

Reagan's union-busting tactics in the

American air controllers’ strike last fall,

the Tories and BR threatened to fire the

entire ASLEF membership unless they

returned to work on the terms dictated.

This brazen provocation only stiffened

the drivers’ resolve and in many areas

what-scabbing there had been came to a

complete halt. With the drivers remain-

ing solid, Thatcher then threatened to

shut down BR entirely, locking out

hundreds of thousands of non-striking

workers. It was at this point that the

Trades Union Congress (TUC) tops

ordered the drivers to go back in defeat.

Justifying his capitulation to the TUC
diktat, ASLEF general secretary Roy
Buckton exclaimed bitterly: “This is a

battle which could not be won without

the support and assistance of the whole
trade-union movement, support which
was not forthcoming."

This sellout caused an uproar among
the striking drivers. A mass meeting of

railwaymen in Sheffield expressed this

anger with a resolution to disaffiliate

from the TUC. The same sense of

bitterness was felt by broad sections of

the country’s trade unionists. Workers
in a National Health Service (NHS)
strike carried the placard: “The TUC
betrayed the ASLEF. Will they betray

the NHS?”
That the TUC tops betrayed the train

drivers is not in doubt. But what did the

Buckton leadership of ASLEF do to

gain the support of other unions,

support he later moaned was necessary

to win the strike? Nothing! He did not

set up pickets to shut down the road

haulers industry, which was undermin-

ing the effectiveness of the strike. Nor
did he try to bring out the miners, whose
industrial muscle still inspires fear in the

bourgeoisie.

Significantly, Roy Buckton is not

your typical Labourite union official.

He is associated with the left wing of

Britain’s small and now deeply polarised

Communist Party. He is on the editorial

board of the pro-Moscow monthly
Straight Left .

which, for example,

supported the Soviet Union’s progres-

sive intervention against the feudalist

insurgency in Afghanistan. Yet "friend

of the Soviet Union" Buckton ap-

proaches the class struggle at home the

same way he approaches the Cold War
internationally—with the politics of
peaceful coexistence.

Break with Labourite Reformism!

The outcome of the train drivers

strike was not just another episodic

defeat. It was an important step in the

British ruling class’ drive to break the

power of the unions, a drive fueled not

only by its momentary intoxication over
besting the Argentine junta but by deep-
lelt capitalist needs. While the ASLEF
strike was an important battle, it was
not yet the decisive one. The heart of

union power in this country lies in the

coal miners, who. unlike the railway-

men. have (heir hands on the windpipe
of industrial Britain. Thatcher is keenly
aware that it was the miners who

Economist

TUC sellout angers ranks: strik-
ing nurses of the National Health
Service.

brought down the last Tory government
with their strikes in the early 1970s.

Yet ever since Thatcher entered

Downing Street three years ago, the

labour movement misleaders have

backed away from industrial struggle

and advised a strategy of waiting

to elect a new Labour government.
But now with Thatcher expecting

to win the next election on “the

Falklands factor," this waiting-for-

Labour strategy—always a recipe for

defeat— is exposed as fraudulent even
on its own terms. The Benns, Scargills

and Bucktons will not act on what they

claim to stand for—industrial action

against the Tories and opposition to the

CIA-loving, NATO-loyal right wing of
the Labour Party—because they are

wedded to parliamentarism, which
subordinates the class struggle to

placing a united Labour Party in office.

The answer to traditional Labourite
parliamentary reformism is not tradi-

tional Labourite union militancy. The
typical British shop steward certainly

believes in fighting the class struggle,

but not in winning it once and for all.

And now the decades-long decay of
British capitalism has condemned large

sections of the population to permanent
impoverishment. Last summer desper-

ate, jobless youth, white and black,

burned down the slum neighborhoods
of the bleak and dilapidated cities. And
now the same conflagration is breaking
out again in Liverpool.

The Labourite bureaucracy provides
no way out from the progressive rot of
British capitalist society, no future for

working-class youth. The working class

acutely needs a new leadership to defend
its past gains and to take its struggles

forward to socialist revolution which
would be followed by some ambitious
five-year plans to make Britain a decent
place to live.

NOTICE
Workers Vanguard

skips an issue
in August.

Our next issue will be
dated September 3.

Solid railway
strike sold out
by Labourite
bureaucrats.
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Smash Zionist

Genocide...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

they would not be the only U.S.

‘‘peacekeeping’’ forces in the region.

U.S. troops are already in the Sinai as

part of the Camp David agreement
where they constitute the core of a

"Rapid Deployment Force." In addi-

tion, landing the Marines in Beirut,

where they would confront Soviet-

backed Syrian troops only a few miles to

the east, could well turn the Near East

into a beachhead for Reagan’s drive

toward war with the Soviet Union.

Reformists/Nationalists Call

Catastrophe “Victory”

The Zionist Blitzkrieg in Lebanon is

driving hundreds of thousands of

Palestinians into yet another exile and

has so shattered their nationalist organi-

zation, the PLO, that Arafat must ask

for U.S. Marines to guard the refugees.

Yet this catastrophe is hailed as a

“victory” by those who must be branded

as traitors to the cause of genuine

national and social justice for the

oppressed Palestinians. An unambig-

uous example of this kind of treachery

can be found as always in the pages of

that armchair cheerleader for petty-

bourgeois nationalist movements, the

Guardian (28 July), which carried the

headline: "Palestinian Resistance in

Lebanon Grows as Israel Loses War
Initiative." Likewise the West Coast

paper of the Stalinist Communist Party:

“The political successes have been the

property of the Palestinian and Leba-

nese resistance and so too have been the

military" (People's World
, 17 July).

“Lebanese resistance”? The head of

the Lebanese National Movement
(which includes the Lebanese Commu-
nist Party), Walid Jumblatt, publicly

pronounced the PLO “finished" and
called on Arafat to surrender at the very

beginning of the Israeli invasion. As for

the Palestinian resistance, it is precisely

our recognition of the courage of the

PLO fighters struggling against the

crushing weight of the Israeli forces that

compels us to denounce those who call

Arafat’s negotiating the terms of surren-

der and the dispersal of his forces a

“political and military" success. The CP
and Guardian are cynically echoing the

PLO’s own rose-colored press releases,

geared to seeking diplomatic
acceptability.

A decade ago the PLO leadership

Pro-PLO
“Gabfest ...
(continued from page 5)

ghetto, when the half million Palestini-

ans in Lebanon are facing extermina-
tion, Said chose to speak on "the idea of

Palestine," an idea which is supposed to

transcend the lives and deaths of the

Palestinian masses. “So long as one
Palestinian lives," he proclaimed, “the
idea of Palestine will go on.” This
statement of defeatism in the face of
genocide received clamorous applause.
In Said’s hands nationalist ideology
becomes a kind of religious fatalism, a

true opiate of the masses conditioning
them to accept humiliation and oppres-
sion in this world in exchange for glory
in some future world.

Said expressed in extreme, quasi-
mystical form the Third Worldist.
especially Arab, nationalism which
predominated at the conference. (Play-
ing for the folks back in rural Vermont.

. Dellinger contended that the

United States too was “a colony of the

multinationals.’’) The Marcyite Deirdre
Griswold came to the defense of “the
other Arab countries, many of which
have a progressive position in relation to
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around Arafat saw the October 1973

war and oil boycott as a decisive shift in

the balance of world forces in favor of

the Arab regimes (as did most of the left

which hailed both). The PLO leadership

saw an opportunity to gain respectabili-

ty and integrate itself into Arab and
great-power diplomacy and therefore to

win through political and economic
pressure what it could not win through
"armed struggle" against the U.S.-

backed Israeli military machine. This

perspective seemed bright when a year

after the October war the various

reactionary Arab regimes gathered at

Rabat. Morocco and declared the PLO
"the sole legitimate representative of the

Palestinian people." Soon thereafter

Arafat would be waving an olive branch
in the UN.

But now the bankruptcy of depending
on Saudi oil money and UN resolutions

is pretty clear to everyone. As a Wall
Street Journal (8 July) columnist

observed:

“The harshest lesson for Mr. Arafat
now is that moderation doesn’t pay. The
PLO campaign of the last eight years to

restrict terrorism and gather interna-

tional support—which led to PLO
diplomatic missions in 85 cities and
recognition from most of the world’s
nations—didn’t stop a single Israeli

lank."

As for those Palestinian nationalists

who continued to emphasize “armed
struggle,” such as Habash’s Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine,

this was simply a pressure tactic to

mobilize the so-called “progressive”

Arab regimes against Israel. These
"progressive" regimes, grouped in the

"rejectionist" and “steadfastness"

fronts, proved no more steadfast than
Arafat’s Saudi sheiks. When Ba’athist

Syria intervened in Lebanon in 1976

against the PLO, it demonstrated to

Israel in the siege of Tel Zaatar how an
entire Palestinian settlement may be

strangled to death. And Colonel Qadda-
fi’s Libya, that “progressive" Shangri-la

of Gerry Healy & Co. and other
corrupted ex-leftists, has now called on
the PLO to “commit suicide so that their

blood could rekindle the Arab
revolution.”

For Permanent Revolution
in the Near East!

As is often the case in the absence of a
strong proletarian class pole, a national-

ist movement like the PLO is extremely
heterogeneous both socially and politi-

cally. It embraces millionaire business-

men, desperately impoverished refugees
living in tents and super-exploited

imperialism, and they've tried to give

some type of support to the Palestinians

over the years."

If anything has exploded the illusion

of "Arab unity" behind the Palestinian

cause, it is the Israeli invasion of

Lebanon. The Arab League has now
joined Begin and Reagan in demanding
that the PLO forces must leave Beirut

for parts unknown. U.S. imperialist and
Zionist spokesmen are positively gloat-

ing over the obvious willingness of all

the Arab regimes to see the PLO
destroyed. The warmakers in Washing-
ton and Jerusalem themselves seem a

little surprised that all is so quiet on the

Arab front. As one pro-Zionist academ-
ic wrote in the Wall Street Journal (20
July):

"After the Syrians withdrew from
combat no other state offered to help
the Pl.O—no cuts in oil sales to the
West, no withdrawals of funds from the
U.S., no breaking of diplomatic rela-

tions, no demonstrations in Arab
capitals."

Even in the pages of the New York
Times one can read savage attacks on
the Arab regimes by PLO commandos
in Beirut. "It's not Israel that broke us.

It’s the Arab world," said one bitterly.

Yet no such words were uttered in this

conference of self-styled revolutionary
nationalists, radical socialists. Marxists
and whatnot. Among the speakers only

migrant workers in Israel. Politically, it

extends from self-declared "Marxists"

to wcaselly operators like Arafat who is

equally at home with feudal sheiks,

bonapartist colonels and the grey

Kremlin bureaucrats. The social hetero-

geneity is compounded by the de-

classed character of much of the

Palestinian refugee population. In fact,

many Palestinian "Marxists" have

reinvented their own version of an old

labor-Zionist doctrine, which held that

first the dispersed petty-bourgeois

Jewish population had to be "in-

gathered" into its own state before there

could be a significant class

differentiation.

Yet already there does exist a signifi-

cant Palestinian proletariat in Jordan

and the occupied territories as well as in

Israel itself. However, through the

nationalist dogma of "non-interference

in the internal affairs" of the Arab
regimes, the PLO has prevented the

Palestinian proletariat from class

struggle even in Jordan, where Pales-

tinians constitute a majority of the

population, against the narrowly based

Hashemite monarchy. Instead the

PLO’s nationalism channeled rebellions

which could have taken a revolutionary

direction— in Jordan in 1970 and in

Lebanon in 1975-76—into self-isolating

movements which were easily beheaded
and in Lebanon contributed to the

subsequent bloody communalism.
A look at any of the Arab regimes,

whether ruled by colonels mouthing
“anti-imperialist” rhetoric or by sheiks

swimming in petro-dollars, demon-
strates their inability to resolve any of

the democratic and national tasks

within their own borders, much less

provide genuine support for Palestinian

national justice. The Vietnamese were
able to defeat U.S. imperialism because

that struggle was part of a profound
social revolution , albeit bureaucratical-

ly deformed by its Stalinist leadership.

Yet the Syrian army with equipment far

superior to that of the Vietnamese lost

101 planes and most of its anti-aircraft

missiles without shooting down a single

Israeli plane. That tells one a lot about
the kind of society from which that army
is recruited.

As Trotsky said of social struggle in

the colonial and semi-colonial coun-
tries: “the complete and genuine solu-

tion of their tasks of achieving democra-
cy and national emancipation is

conceivable only through the dictator-

ship of the proletariat as the leader of

the subjugated nation, above all of its

peasant masses" (“What Is the Perma-
nent Revolution?”, 1930).

the radical Pakistani intellectual Eqbal
Ahmad denounced the Arab rulers, and
this basically in moral terms:

"Our leaders are cowards, they are
irresponsible, they are corrupt, and they
do not know what to do except to have a
loud mouth like Qaddafi or Assad or
Sadat, or else think that tlv-y can beg
and buy friendship and that begging
and buying constitutes diplomacy "

It is not cowardice or irresponsibility,

but their class interests that cause the

Assads, Fahds and Qaddafis to betray
the Palestinians to Zionism and U.S.
imperialism. These bonapartist and
feudalist rulers of the Arab bourgeois
states have the same attitude toward the

national rights of the Palestinians as
they do toward democratic and socialist

aspirations among their own people

—

namely, one of implacable hostility. The
Arab regimes use the slogan “fight
Zionism" to divert class struggle at

home, while sabotaging the Palestinian
cause in a thousand ways. And in the
unlikely event that one or another Arab
state defeats Israel in a war, this will lead
not to the national liberation of the
Palestinians but to another subjugation.
Remember it was not only Zionist Israel

but also the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan that was carved out of the living

body of the Palestinian people in the
1948 Arab-Israel war.

The liberation of the Palestinians

The nationalist outlook of the PLO
also held that Zionism had in effect

eliminated classes within Israel and

united the entire Hebrew-speaking

people into one reactionary mass. Now,
of course, the PLO is forced to try to

take advantage of the enormous contra-

dictions within Israeli society. If there is

any cause for hope among the Palestini-

an militants in Lebanon, it is in the

growing opposition within Israel to the

invasion. Begin has halted before Beirut

not because he fears international

opprobrium or even the disapproval of

his American allies. He fears only an
explosion within Israel itself if Israeli

casualties mount into the thousands.

One hundred thousand protesting the

war in this highly militarized country of

three million is very significant indeed.

But if this opposition is restricted

mainly to the European-derived Jews,

the historic base of the principal Zionist

party, the Labor Party, it will be

channeled into a parliamentary frame-

work and result at best in replacing

Begin with a Rabin or a Peres. Remem-
ber, it was three decades of Labor
governments which paved the way for

Begin and the right-wing Zionist fanat-

ics to emerge on top. When one of

those fanatics, Meir Kahane, writes in

the New York Times (3 1 July) an open
justification for mass murder against the

Palestinian people ("if the only way to

destroy the terrorists is by shellings and
bombings that take the lives of people
who cheer our death, we have no
choice”), he here expresses the genocidal

logic of Zionism and ultimately of every

nationalism.

But despite the demented visions of

the Begins and Kahanes, the three

million Jews of Israel cannot win a

permanent war of expansion against the

Arabs. Over forty years ago Trotsky
warned that the Zionist settlements in

Palestine would create a deathtrap for

the Jews. And now it is a deathtrap
capable of igniting a world nuclear
holocaust.

The working people of Israel, espe-

cially the intensely chauvinist but

downtrodden Sephardic Jews from the

Arab East, must be broken from
Zionism. The Palestinian workers must
be broken from the PLO, the organiza-
tion of their would-be exploiters. Arab
and Israeli workers must see that the

main enemy is at home. Only a party
with an internationalist and proletarian
vision based on Trotsky’s theory of
permanent revolution can unite Hebrew
workers with Arab toilers in the desper-
ately necessary struggle for a socialist

federation of the Near East.

cannot be achieved through purely
national struggle. It demands that

Zionist Israel and the surrounding Arab
bourgeois states be exploded from
within through revolutionary proletari-
an struggle to create a socialist federa-
tion of the Near East.
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“Unions Must Lead the Fight Against Klan Terror!”
This speech was given July 15 at the

CWA convention by Kathy Ikegami, a

delegate front Local 9410 (San Fran-

cisco) and a member of MAC. The

resolution under discussion was

against Reagan's proposed lax breaks

for segregated schools. The sentences

in italics were censored out of the

official published proceedings of the

convention.

Brothers and Sisters:

1 rise in support of this resolution.

This proposal by the Reagan adminis-

tration for financial aid to segregated

schools is an outrage that must be

stopped! Remember, brothers and

sisters: Reagan and his platform was

endorsed by the Ku Klux Klan. So of

course it’s no surprise that Reagan is

sending black people back to the back

of the bus, wiping out even the civil

rights gains of the '60s—gains which

are rapidly eroding as racist mobs in

Northern cities like Boston attack

school buses and black children and as

unemployment among black youth

tops 50 percent.

As every minority person in this

country knows, Klan and Nazi terror is

on the rise. Last year, Dovard How-
ard, a black CWA union brother in

Fontana. California was shot in the

back by a Klansman while working on

a telephone pole. He was shot because

the Howard family stood their ground

and refused to be driven out of their

home, which is in an all-white neigh-

borhood. In southern California, Tom
Metzger, a Klansman, ran in the

Democratic Party primary. These

fascists are not a tiny fringe group that

can be ignored. Where they have run

openly, they have gained tens of

thousands of votes. The fascists are

emboldened, and are seeking to

mobilize frightened white workers

against "their much worse-off black

brothers. With Reagan in the White

House, these thugs feel protected. The
Greensboro Klan/Nazi murderers

who shot down five civil rights and

union organizers in cold blood got off

scot-free! Even here, at our CWA
convention. Confederateflag emblems
are being sold to raise money for

COPE! Brothers and sisters: That is

the flag of slavery and white su-

premacy! It doesn't belong at our

convention!

Unions can and must move into the

forefront of the fight for full integra-

tion and equality of all races—and lead

the fight against the rising tide of Klan

terror. We cannot rely on the Republi-

cans or on the Democratic Party—the

party of Dixiecrats—to wage this

fight. They’ve never done it before and
they won’t do it now!

In April 1980 we helped mobilize

1,200 unionists, minorities and leftists

which stopped the Nazis from march-

ing in San Francisco. Both the San
Francisco and Oakland locals en-

dorsed and we had a powerful phone
worker contingent. It is this type of

mass mobilization of our powerful

integrated labor movement, along

with all of the. oppressed in this

country, that we need to crush these

fascist vermin in the egg.

Brothers and sisters: I urge you to

support this resolution. We must say

no to segregation, no to Klan/Nazi
terror and no to racism! Thank you.

CWA...
(continued front page 16)

that while we disagree how our govern-

ment should treat us, we heartily agree

with how our government expects the

rest of the world to be treated."

Indeed, the CWA leadership is up to

its eyebrows in the American Institute

for Free Labor Development (AIFLD).

a conduit for CIA dirty work. The
AIFLD was instrumental in developing

El Salvador’s “land reform," which gave

the junta a green light to massacre

thousands of peasants. The CWA tops

know the Democrats can be counted on

to carry forward the bipartisan anti-

Soviet war drive.

Capitalism’s labor lieutenants, like

Watts and Fraser, claim a Democratic
administration would bring back the

“good old days” of the New Deal. It’s a

lie. The imperialist war buildup neces-

sarily entails intensified exploitation of

the workers, more gutting of basic social

services and the emboldening of the

most extreme anti-communist/racist

fringe—the Klan/Nazis. And the Dem-
ocrats are prepared to trample all

opposition: in 1979 MAC delegate Jane
Margolis was dragged off the conven-
tion floor in handcuffs by Secret Service

agents when she prepared to speak

against invited guest Jimmy Carter’s

strikebreaking austerity program. Del-

egate Ikegami rose to counterpose a

policy of working-class solidarity:

“We must use our labor power to

support our international brothers and
sisters around the world— black, white,
yellow and brown—not by calling for

trade sanctions and government action,
but by strike action and labor refusing
to make, load or ship military aid to

repressive dictators in Central and
South America and South Africa.

“This [the CWA tops'] foreign policy is

simply designed to whip up the workers
here to endorse the suicidal policies of
Reagan and the Democrats. And don't

tell us Jimmy Carter would have been
any better. If he were in office now.
Nevada would be a giant railroad for

shuttling MX missiles which are de-

signed for a nuclear first strike against

the Soviet Union."

The CWA censors once again omitted

the last two sentences from the official

proceedings.

For a Workers Future!

Bureaucrats like Watts are accus-

tomed to hand-raising unanimity, but

the CWA convention was far from that.

There were Boor fights over a range of

issues, from the Defense Fund and the

split-up of the Cleveland local to the

salary of Glenn Watts. But the only

delegate who offered a consistent alter-

native strategy to Watts’ pro-capitalist

defeatism was MAC member Ikegami.

In Watts' closing speech he complained.

“We have been put down in royal order

by a group called the Militant Action":

“I would leave you with this message:
When we go into negotiations in 1983,

especially here, especially in Cleveland,

the Militant Action Caucus, the Social-

ist Workers Party, and a number of

others under different titles, will be
picketing our meetings, will be urging
our members to strike and not settle no
matter how good a settlement that we
might get. They will be few in number,
but the noise they make is going to be

great. 1 would like not to be the only one
that is putting them down by answering
them."

We can assure brother Watts he needn’t

worry about the SWP reformists advo-
cating a strike. But Watts’ attack on
MAC was also a challenge to any of the

delegates who didn’t quite march in

step, demanding in effect: which side are

you on? And indeed the 1983 contract

period will be one of many tests.

But CWA members must not wait

until 1983 to fight! According to the San
Francisco Examiner (28 July) front

page. Pacific Telephone plans to cut

16,000 jobs in California alone by the

end of next year! It was MAC which

warned of these job cuts back in April,

exposing secret company/union collu-

sion (see “Ma Bell Plans Mass Firings,"

WV No. 304, 30 April). In response to

MAC'S campaign for strike action

against the cuts. Local 9410 president

James Imerzel went on a campaign of

his own, calling MAC a "lunatic fringe"

and baldly denying there would be any
firings or layoffs. According to a MAC
leaflet distributed at the convention,

Imerzel has brought charges within the

union against Ikegami, a Local 9410
executive board member, for "bringing

the union into disrepute." Over 350
Local 9410 members, angry at Imerzel’s

attempt to use a hand-picked trial body
to kick Ikegami off the exec board she

was elected to, have signed a petition in

her defense.

The MAC leaflet recalls that Imerzel

supported the Secret Service’s 1979

attack on MAC delegate Margolis—

a

direct attack on the whole union. Even
so, Margolis wrested a formal apology
from Carter’s thugs, and a $3,500
settlement she donated to the CWA
Defense Fund. The leaflet continues:

"So we’re not afraid of this pint-size

version of Jimmy Carter who fancies
himself King James Imerzel. But this

attack must be crushed in the egg.
Otherwise the Imerzels of our union will

expel all of the fighters for the workers
from our union. The CWA needs
thousands more militants like Kathy
Ikegami."

Detroit cops came to the convention
hall to arrest MAC member Gerry Clark

as he was handing out this leaflet on the

final day. A disorderly conduct charge is

still pending against Clark, a member of

Local 9415 in Oakland. "Drop the

charges!" demanded 265 outraged 9415

members in a telegram to the Detroit

mayor; a resolution to this effect was
unanimously passed July 20 by the

local.

Watts and Imerzel are clearly worried

about MAC'S ability to grow in this

period, and with reason. A MAC
spokesman told WV that the caucus
program was especially well received at

the convention by blacks and by
Southerners who directly perceive the

threat to the unions posed by race-

terrorists like the Klan. And they see

that MAC takes its program intoaction,

as when it organized a phone workers
contingent in the successful labor-based

anti-Nazi mobilization in San Francisco
on April 19, 1982.

As capitalist America lurches toward
race-genocidal fascism and nuclear war,
a crust of pro-capitalist bureaucrats like

Watts suppresses society’s one hope:
working-class struggle. The crust is

brittle: Mine Workers ^hief Arnold
Miller found that out when the 1977-78

strike got out of control and brought his

career to an abrupt end. But in the

absence of a class-struggle political

alternative, another bureaucrat stepped

into Miller’s shoes. In the CWA there is

a class-struggle alternative with a 12-

year history, the Militant Action Cau-
cus. MAC’S program points the way to

unleashing the potential power of the

working class to reshape society. The
fight to build such caucuses in unions all

over the country is the fight to wrest the

future out of the hands of the Reagans
and the Kennedys.
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The Chair recognizes Delegate Ikegami at microphone No. 4

DELEGATE KATHERINE IKEGAMI (Local 9410): Brothers and Sisters. I

speak opposed to this foreign policy resolution It is a virtual endorsement
of Reagan's international foreign policy of aggression The consequences of

his policy would be to plunge us into World War III with the Soviet Union
And to pay for this war preparation, the working class is being squeezed
tighter and tighter

Our Union should not endorse his policy, which has as its domestic con-
sequences the destruction of our unions, massive unemployment, risking

fascist terror, and miles of soup lines Indeed, we should mobilize for labor
action to bring down Reagan We must use our labor power to support our
international brothers and sisters around the world — black, white, yellow,

and brown — not by calling for trade sanctions and government action but
by strike action and labor refusing to make, load, or ship military aid to

repressive dictators in Central and South America and South Africa

This foreign policy is simply designed to whip up the workers here to

endorse the suicidal policies of Reagan and the Democrats (Boos and up-
roar) This foreign policy is an outrage and I urge you to defeat it (Boos)

Additionally, Brother Watts, I want to say that a union brother from local

9415 was arrested for the so-called crime of 'leafletting, " (Boos) as hun-
dreds of others have been doing. His delegation from his local is helping to

release him now

Watts' censors delete Ikegaml’s criticism of Jimmy Carter in official transcript
of her speech against the foreign policy resolution.
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Phone Militant: “I Say We Can't Fight Reagan With Democrats”

CWA Tops Turn Convention

Into Mondale Rally

Glenn Watts tries to sell Jimmy Carter’s veep to phone workers.

DETROIT—The Communications
Workers of America (CWA) annual
convention met here July 12-15. Phone
workers are confronted by massive

attacks against jobs and wages, union-

busting, rampant social reaction and

racism, the threat of imperialist war.

Since the last convention AT&T has

initiated a vicious “reorganization"

scheme to dump thousands of phone
workers through firings, layoffs and
forced downgrades and transfers. The
need for militant working-class action

against Reagan reaction is sharply

posed But the Glenn Watts bureauc-
racy had one central objective at the

convention: to channel working peo-

ple’s mounting anger into support for

the Democratic Party. Watts’ opening
report set the tone: "We shall throw the

rascals out this year. Out of the House
and out of the Senate. Let me say further

that we will finish the job of

housecleaning—the White House, that

is, in 1984.”

Watts brought in no less than three

Democratic Party heavyweights: Michi-

gan senator Don Riegle (a Kennedy
stalking horse) and presidential hope-
fuls Walter Mondale and John Glenn.
None of these politicians attempted to

stand on the Jimmy Carter record.

Rather, they came to bury the memory
of the double-digit inflation, the plant

closures, the program of letting the cities

rot, the Big Oil ripoff, etc. which
prompted millions of workers to vote

for Reagan. It was the Democrats who
made Reagan reaction respectable by
initiating killer cuts in basic social

benefits, helping hard-core racists re-

verse other minimal civil rights gains

and heating up the anti-Soviet war
drive. Yet Mondale, Watts’ favorite,

blamed the workers for Reagan:
“Didn’t you believe what Reagan said

he was going to do9 Wasn’t 20 years of
perfect anti-labor policies enough?
Didn’t Glenn Watts know what he was
talking about when he said, ’Don’t elect

this man’?”
In other words, you got what you
deserved. Mondale didn’t mention
Carter, but he did claim the recession

only started with Reagan. He received

the usual standing ovations, but the first

time it took an embarrassingly long time

to get more than a few dozen delegates

on their feet.

It was fitting that the main guest

trade-union speaker was Douglas
Fraser, "giveback” president of the

United Auto Workers (UAW). Fraser

started by calling the UAW and CWA
"philosophical soulmates on the great

issues of the day”: organizing for the

Democrats, whipping up chauvinism
against Japanese workers for “stealing"

American jobs, and givebacks. Fraser

noted his "exhilaration" over the $5

billion concessions he rammed down
auto workers’ throats this year. This
complacent, overpaid bureaucrat, who
has .over missed his paycheck, told the

CV\ \ delegates, "And it just might be

that going through this traumatic,

difficult time might be good for the soul

of the labor movement"!

Despite pervasive illusions in the

Democrats, many delegates were not

eager to give Watts a blank check for his

no-struggle strategy. There were signs of

dissatisfaction with the Watts regime,

like the introduction of two separate

motions to cut a proposed $8,000
across-the-board pay hike for CWA
national officers. And delegates refused

to vote up the Report of the Committee
on the Future, which virtually rubber-
stamps Ma Bell’s job-cutting
“reorganization."

A significant minority of the dele-

gates was also concerned that the

strike weapon be preserved, arguing
for a proposal to bolster the CWA De-
fense (strike) Fund. One delegate

from Local 1 1505 (Arcadia, California)

complained:
we can afford to spend millions of

dollars to remodel the headquarters
office, millions ol dollars lo finance
politicians, millions of dollars to fly

around the country lor meetings, but
yet we can’t afford any more than $30
per member if we should need to go out
on a nationwide strike . We can no
longer accept help from the EEOC, or
OSHA. or the NLRB We must turn to
the workers (who made] our union what
it is today. Don’t betray them. Vote
money and muscle into our Defense
Fund."

MAC: Labor Action Can Bring
Down Reagan

Watts wasted no time getting formal
convention backing for his pro-

WV Photo

Democrat strategy. During the opening
day’s afternoon session he brought in a

resolution to endorse "Solidarity Day
II," the labor bureaucrats’ plan to march
workers to the voting booths on election

day. Speaking against the proposal was
Kathy Ikegami from Local 9410 (San
Francisco). Ikegami, a member of the

Militant Action Caucus (MAC), said
the massive September 19 marches in

Washington and San Francisco last year
showed a willingness to fight the strike-

breaking government. She recalled that

Mondale was booed off the stage in

S.F., and continued:

"The Watts leadership says our power is

in the voting booth and that strikes are
old-fashioned. Their program to fight
Reagan is to vote for the racist strike-
breaking Democratic Party, which is as
much the parly of big business as the
Republicans. I say we can’t fight
Reagan with Democrats, just like we
can’t fight AT&T with company/umon
collaboration schemes
"Instead of begging for crumbs, labor
action can bringdown Reagan!... It’s

lime that the working people of this
country stop all support to the twin
parties of big business and organi7e our
own political party—a workers party
that fights for our interests. This party
can then begin the fight for a workers
government that will make this society
one that eliminates racism and sexism,
war and poverty, once and for all!"

These remarks were greeted with
applause.

1 he most discussed resolutions were
those in support ol the ERA and against
Reagan’s policy of tax breaks to
segregated schools The large number of
delegates who lined up to speak on these
issues was evidence of unionists’ readi-

ness to not only defend their immediate

demands but to champion the poor and

oppressed as well. But the conservative

union bureaucracy, paper resolutions

aside, adapts to pervasive racist back-
wardness under capitalism. Thus, one of

the ways CWA officials raised money
for the Democratic Party was by
peddling pins bearing the Confederate
flag, the banner of slavery and lynch

mobs! Ikegami sharply condemned this

in her speech against segregated school

funding. Outrageously, the CWA’s
official convention transcript deleted

her protest that "the flag of slavery and
white supremacy... doesn't belong at

our convention!” ( WV taped this speech
and it appears in full on page 11.)

Watts: Reaganism Is Okay for

Foreign Workers

Much of the final day was devoted to

the national leadership’s "free trade

unions" foreign policy resolution, which
aligned the CWA with the U.S. rulers

against the working masses, from
Afghanistan to Poland to El Salvador.
But not all the delegates swallowed the

strident Cold War line of the union
brass. One black delegate protested the

section on Cuban and Haitian refugees,

which offered asylum to anti-Castro

gusanos but not to blacks fleeing Baby
Doc’s right-wing terror. Another dele-

gate unsuccessfully sought an amend-
ment criticizing the U.S.’ junior ally

Britain for oppression and murder in

Northern Ireland.

One delegate from Local 2336 rose to

criticize the section on the Near East,
which called Israel “a beacon in the
worldwide march for peace”! He asked
why CWA leaders spent three days
attacking Reagan and then endorsed a
resolution fully consistent with White
House policy. “As I read the foreign

policy statement," he said, “it appears

continued on page 15

WV Photo
Kathy Ikegami: convention dele-
gate and Militant Action Caucus
spokesman.
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Smash Reagan Reaction! For a Workers Party!

Labor : Don’t Crawl

for the

Democrats

!

When half a million workers marched on Washing-
ton on “Solidarity Day" last September 19, you could ,

feel the potential power of the U.S. labor movement.
Sure, the union bureaucrats just wanted to worry
Reagan a little while letting their memberships blow
off steam. They deliberately failed to mobilize heavily

among Midwestern industrial unions—the hard-hit,

heavily black concentrations of workers likely to be

most vividly aware that a march would not solve their

problems. The AFL-CIO tops even tried to make
Solidarnosc, the Polish “free trade union” for the CIA
and imperialist bankers, a major focus of “Solidarity

Day.” But the union ranks who came out were looking
for ways to fight back through their unions against

austerity, unemployment and union busting.

The striking air controllers union (PATCO) was on
the line. Blacks, workers and the poor were directly

targeted by the Cold War budget ax. Workers were
angry and looking for fighting solutions. That’s why
more than 8,000 marchers bought copies of Workers
Vanguard with the headline: “Bust Union-Buster
Reagan: Shut Down the Airports! Unchain Labor!”
The fighting program of the Spartacist League was
what was needed to turn “Solidarity Day" into real

working-class solidarity against the bosses’ offensive.

The Machinists and Teamsters, in particular, could
have shut the airports down tight and won not only for

PATCO, but for the whole labor movement.
It will take sharp class struggle to turn back the anti-

labor, anti-black offensive. For sit-down strikes

against layoffs and plant closings! For concrete labor

solidarity—picket lines mean don’t cross! For mass
labor/black defense against racist terror! Bring

Reagan down through strike action!

But the fat-cat union tops are more afraid of a

fighting perspective than they are of Ronald Reagan.
So they are presenting Labor Day 1982 outright to the

Democratic Party. Lane Kirkland and all the other
giveback artists are once again peddling their “alterna-

tive” to the class struggle: the Democrats. Preaching
the defeatist line that labor cannot fight for its own
survival, the bureaucrats now bring us as saviors

Walter Mondale, Teddy Kennedy and the rest of
labor’s Democratic enemies.

When a Democratic president is in office, the AFL-
CIO doesn't plan Labor Day marches at all. This year,

marches are being organized, from New York to San
Antonio. But in San Francisco, the planned Labor
Day event has been canceled in favor of a more explicit

election rally on October 24 titled “Vote labor
(meaning vote Democratic) for jobs and justice.”

Perhaps the Bay Area labor fakers are remembering
last September 19. when thousands roundly booed
Carter's VP Mondale at the S.F. rally. When he
appealed for solidarity with Solidarnosc, Mondale was
drowned out by chants of "PATCO! PATCO!"
Today more than ever, it is desperately necessary to

continued on page 8
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PSA: Braintrusters to Labor Bureaucracy for War on Russia

Jay Lovestone’s Bastard Grandchildren
SAN FRANCISCO, August 27—Sixty

supporters ofthe Spartacist League held

a spirited 40-minute demonstration

outside the West Coast regional confer-

ence of Michael Harrington’s Demo-
cratic Socialists of America (DSA).

With banners, signs and chants the SL
comrades displayed their vigorous

political opposition to Harrington’spep

rally for the capitalist Democratic

Party. Chants ranged from the starkly

programmatic, like "No to Gun Con-

trol" and "Hail Red Army in Afghani-

stan," to the all but unpronounceable:

"Not Ebert, Scheidemann and Noske—
But Marx, Lenin and Trotsky!" The

DSA was frisking everyone going

inside, resulting in a bottleneck at the

door and a long, slow-moving line

—a captive audience for the SL
demonstration.

Featured speakers at the rally in-

cluded Machinists union bureaucrat

William Winpisinger and Salvadoran

FDR spokesman Guillermo Ungo.

Significantly, only a handful of Latins

turned outfor this rare U.S. appearance

by Ungo, although tens ofthousands of
Salvadorans reside in the Bay Area and
many have participated in protests

against U.S. imperialistpolicy in Central

America.

Indeed the audience ofover 1,000 was

virtually all-white and appeared to

consist mainly of middle-aged school-

teacher types—people who lived

through the Vietnam War andknowfull
well what the imperialist Democrats are

all about. The cynicism was as marked
as the anti-Sovietism. One old guy told

us: "So we have blood on our hands, so

what? Everybody has blood on their

hands " These "State Department

socialists" are terrified of Reagan and
his "nukes," but don't much care if the

Democrats want to bomb the colonial

masses back into the Stone Age with

"conventional" weapons, napalm or

anything else they think won't pollute

the air over San Francisco.

We reprint below the Spartacist

leaflet distributed at the event.*****
The Spartacist League/Spartacus

Youth League (SL/SYL) is protesting

WV rnOtO

San Francisco, Auaust 27: SL protests the party of the murderers of

Luxemburg and Leibknecht.

here tonight against the Democratic

Socialists of America (DSA), Michael

Harrington’s latest anti-communist

front for the Democratic Party, in

Reagan’s racist America, millions of

workers and blacks, their backs to the

wall, are realizing it is desperately

necessary to fight. But the DSA wants to

get them “ready for Teddy,’’ to herd

them back into the capitalist party

which brought Hiroshima, the Bay of

Pigs, Vietnam and paved the way for

Reagan.
• While Reagan smashed PATCO,

DSA’s Winpisinger stabbed air con-

trollers in the back by refusing to pull

the 1AM out in a solidarity strike to shut

down the airports.

• Half a million auto workers are laid

off as DSA hails UAW chief Fraser’s

billion dollar “giveback” to auto bosses.

• Blacks and other minorities face

racist/fascist terror. DSA’s “answer”:

the Democratic Party of Jimmy “eth-

nic purity” Carter and KICK “grand
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dragon” Tom Metzger.

• Last March DSA called for

continued American aid to Israel.

Today the Zionist butchers slaughter

thousands in Lebanon with U.S.-sup-

plied cluster bombs and U.S. jet

fighters.

• Harrington’s “democratic social-

ists" make common cause with the Wall

Street Journal
, Ronald Reagan and

Margaret Thatcher in trying to “roll

back Communism” in Poland via Soli-

darnosc, company union for imperialist
' bankers and the CIA.

• Harrington was a leader of the

Socialist Party while it supported U.S.

holocaust in Vietnam; now he wants to

prevent “another Vietnam tragedy” in

El Salvador. DSA supports negotia-

tions with Reagan and with death squad

leader Roberto d’Aubuisson to head off

military victory of leftist rebels.

There is a long history of such anti-

communist social democrats who act as

the labor lieutenants of "democratic”

imperialism. Ex-Communist Jay Love-

stone, the CIA’s main labor operative,

was George Meany’s right-hand man in

busting militant unions around the

world. Harrington’s mentor. Max
Shachtman, went from refusing to

militarily defend the Soviet Union
against imperialism in 1940 to support-

ing the Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961.

Today Harrington’s DSA marches with

the Pilsudskiite anti-Semites of Solidar-

nosc, who call for "Death to Commu-
nism,” in lock step with his old Socialist

Party buddy Albert Shanker who
sponsored a CIA-front Solidarnosc

“information office.”

State Department “socialists" abroad
are giveback “socialists" at home. As
head of the Machinists, DSA vice

president Winpisinger could have shut

down the airports last year to support

the striking controllers. Instead, he had
his members cross PATCO picket lines.

At the DSA fusion conference in

March, UAW secretary-treasurer Ray
Majerus was given the “Social Justice"

award—for helping Harrington’s pal

Fraser ram through a $5 billion present

to the' bosses. Harrington even picked

up Fraser’s racist “yellow peril" rhet-

oric against "importing Japanese
capitalism.”

Harrington has been at this game for

over 20 years. Ever since the early 1960s,

when he braintrusted JFK’s bogus “war
on poverty," he has been trying to

“realign" the Democratic Party on a

liberal program. But his chances were
blown away by the Democrats’ hideous

carnage in Indochina. Who would buy

war criminal LBJ as the "left wing of the

possible"? It was only as Jimmy Carter,

defender of feudalism in Afghanistan,

tried to morally rearm American impe-

rialism after the Vietnam debacle with

his anti-Soviet “human rights” crusade

that Harrington could plausibly sell his

realignment scheme. Now with all wings

of the bourgeoisie engaging in a biparti-

san crusade against the Soviet Union, of

course the social democrats march to

the orders of their capitalist masters.

Thus, as Reagan revs up the war

machine, the DSA calls for “genuine

national security” while DSAer Ron
Dellums calls for a Pentagon budget of

"only" $200 billion!

When the DSA talks about “labor

support,” they mean endorsing the

pressure tactics and sellouts of the

betrayers of the American proletariat.

The Trotskyists of the SL/SYL offer the

only program showing a way out for

workers and the oppressed—a class-

struggle workers party to fight for

socialist revolution. Not government

bailouts, but the workers must seize and

expropriate industry without a penny of

compensation to the capitalists. Not
endless pressuring of the bankrupt

capitalist state, but the working class

taking full power in its hands to sweep

away the capitalist state! And that

power must be defended by depriving of

political power all who would bring

back the capitalist order of racism,

unemployment and war!

While the rest of the “left" is

supporting the Kennedy “nuke freeze"

(i.e., more conventional weapons
against the Soviet Union in Europe), the

SL/SYL stands foursquare for the

military defense of the bureaucratically

deformed and degenerated workers

states, above all the USSR, against the

imperialists. While the Stalinists unite

with the social democrats to spread

illusions in detente with rapacious U.S.

imperialism, we call for political revolu-

tion to oust the bureaucratic usurpers,

who undermine the gains of the October

Revolution.

The social democrats are the sworn
enemies of workers revolution since

World War I, social imperialists who
supported their "own” capitalist butch-

ers, tried to strangle the Bolshevik

Revolution, and drowned the 1919

German revolution in blood. We
Trotskyists. Spartacists, who fight for

the rebirth of the Fourth International,

are the party of the Russian Revolution.

Harrington’s DSA is the party of the

murderers of Rosa Luxemburg and

Karl Liebknecht. The victorious work-

ing class will remember its martyrs...

and their murderers.*
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Statement Filed By
Diana Coleman

Supporter Spartacist. labor/so-

cialist who organized stopping Nazi
celebration of Hitler’s birthday,

San Francisco 1980. Union mili-

tant, six years CWA. Member Na-
tional Association Letter Carriers.

Break with Democrats—build a
workers party! Strike action to

bring down Reagan! No gun con-
trol—labor/black defense against
Klan/Nazi terror! For massive pub-
lic works under union control! Jobs
for all, decent housing, free medi-
cal care, child care, education,
transit! Full equality—minorities,
women, homosexuals! Citizenship

rights for undocumented workers!
From Afghanistan to Poland to El

Salvador—down with Reagan’s
anti-Soviet war drive! Throw out
the capitalists! Seize banks, indus-

try—no compensation! Establish

workers government!

Spartacist Candidates for

S.F. Board of Supervisors Say:

You Can't

Fight Reagan
with

Democrats

!

SAN FRANCISCO—This year every

labor misleader from Lane Kirkland to

Gus Hall is hoping American workers
have taken enough punishment under
Reagan to be driven back forcibly to the

Democratic Party fold. Bureaucrats in

unions wracked with layoffs tell their

members outright: you deserve this for

not voting Democrat like we told you to.

With the poor and working population
reeling from bipartisan budget cuts and
bipartisan tax hikes to pay for a

bipartisan anti-Soviet war drive, the

union tops peddle the “lesser evil

Democrats” lie. And the entire Ameri-
can reformist left is up to its neck in this

massive fraud, either directly (like

Michael Harrington’s DSA) or indirect-

ly through CISPES and the nuke
“freeze” movement (CP, SWP, Marcy-
ites, etc.), steering workers into a hoped-
for revival of the urban/labor/Dixiecrat

coalition to elect Teddy Kennedy

president in 1984.

Against the whole spectrum of this

American popular front, the Spartacist

Party Campaign Committee in San
Francisco has announced two candi-

dates for Board of Supervisors in the

November elections. Diana Coleman
and Ritchie Bradley are out to tell the

working-class public: you can’t fight

Reagan with Democrats! It will take a

program of independent class struggle

to turn labor around, stop the endless

cycle of defeats and sellouts, and bring

Reagan down through militant labor

action.

Central to that class-struggle pro-

gram is an energetic and resolute battle

against the anti-Soviet war aims of U.S.

imperialism. As Trotskyists, Coleman
and Bradley stand for unconditional

military defense of the Soviet Union
and deformed workers states against

imperialism.

In Afghanistan they hail the Red
Army intervention against the CIA-
backed feudalists and demand the

extension of the gains of the October
Revolution. In Poland they denounce
Solidarnosc as a company union for the

CIA and Western bankers, calling for

the crystallization of a genuine Trotsky-

ist party to lead proletarian political

revolution to oust the venal, incompe-
tent, counterrevolutionary Stalinist

bureaucracy and defend the Polish

working class against imperialist-

inspired counterrevolution.

Coleman and Bradley raise the call:

Military victory to the leftist rebels in El

Salvador! Salvadoran workers and
peasants must break with the popular-
frontist FDR and seize power in their

own name. As socialist union militants,

Coleman and Bradley urge U.S. work-
ers to refuse to ship arms to the bloody
junta and to oppose U.S. military

Statement Filed By
Richard Bradley

Supporter Spartacist, labor/so-

cialist who mobilized to stop Nazi
provocation against gays—Chica-
go 1982. Ten years UAW militant.

Member Teamsters. Black activist.

South Carolina desegregation

struggles, 1966-67. Oppose anti-

Soviet war preparations/austerity

drive! Not a man or penny to impe-
rialist armed forces! Military victo-

ry to Salvadoran leftists! Israeli/im-

perialist troops out of Lebanon!
Democrats—enemies of labor/mi-
norities! Build a workers party!

Strike action to bring down Rea-
gan! Jobs for all, decent housing,

free medical, child care, educa-
tion, transit! Stop INS raids

—

citizenship rights for undocu-
mented workers! No gun control!

Smash Nazi/Klan terror! Throw
out bosses—establish workers
government!

intervention by strikes and other mili-

tant labor action! They demand the

complete withdrawal of Israeli/

imperialist troops from Lebanon.
The Spartacist candidates’ stand for

international workers’ solidarity is also

expressed in their opposition to the

labor bureaucracy’s protectionist job-

trusting. These schemes tell American
workers their real enemy is not their

own bourgeoisie but their class brothers

in Japan and West Europe.

Coleman and Bradley say: The main
enemy is at home! Not one man, not one
penny for the imperialist armed forces!

They denounce the Vietnam war
criminal-led “nuclear freeze movement”
as a bourgeois diversion: imperialist

wars will end only when the proletariat

seizes power from the bourgeoisie and
establishes its own class rule. Their

campaign provides San Francisco
continued on page 9

WV Photo

DIANA COLEMAN. 36, was born in

San Francisco. Her experience as
an activist in the civil rights, antiwar
and women's movement and as a
trade unionist brought her to a
militant socialist perspective of

support to the Trotskyist Spartacist
League.
At an early age she took part in

demonstrations at City Hall which
rode the witchhunting McCarthyite
HUAC out of San Francisco in 1960.

In 1965 she went to Gulfport,

Mississippi to work with the militant

civil rights organization SNCC. She
came back to the Bay Area to

become active in the Vietnam
antiwar movement.
Coleman was a leader of Oakland

Women's Liberation and an active

union militant for ten years, six of

them at the phone company as a

member of the Militant Action
Caucus of CWA. She was active in

the militant phone workers' suit

which wrested an apology and
settlement from the U.S. Secret
Service for its illegal seizure of CWA
delegate Jane Margolis at her
union's 1979 convention.

In 1980 Diana was an organizer of
the April 19 Committee Against
Nazis (ANCAN), the Spartacist-
initiated united front which stopped
the Nazis from celebrating Hitler's
birthday at the San Francisco Civic
Center. Following that successful
mobilization, she was the Spartacist
candidate for Board of Supervisors
in 1980 and received 7.000 votes.
She has been a frequent speaker for
the Anti-Imperialist Contingent at El

Salvador protests.

Coleman was active in the 1981
defense campaign that won a re-
traction from California attorney
general George Deukmejian (now
Reagan's man for California gover-
nor) for his office's lying characteri-
zation of the Spartacist League as
"terrorist" in a report sent to cop
agencies—a characterization which
aimed to set up the Marxists of the
SL for murder by the cops.

This June, Coleman addressed
the City Council to testify against
Mayor Feinstein’s gun control as a
threat to minorities in particular,

pointing out that "if guns are
banned, only the cops and the Klan
will have guns." She called for the
right of black armed self-defense
against racist terror and for mass
labor/black mobilizations to stop
the fascists.

WV Photc

RICHARD BRADLEY. 32, is a black
activist, union militant and commit-
ted revolutionist. He grew up during
the civil rights movement and partic-

ipated in demonstrations in Orange-
burg, South Carolina to desegregate
public facilities, amid racist attacks
and National Guard shootings. He
marched in protest of cop violence
against civil rights demonstrators. In

1967 he was among the embattled
black students who were the first

ever admitted to the University of
South Carolina.

Later he worked for ten years
on the assembly line at Ford Motor
Co. in Mahwah, New Jersey. At first

a sympathizer of the Communist
Party, he soon became disgusted
with the CP's reformist work as a
left "pressure" group on pro-
Democratic Party out-bureaucrats.
Ritchie became a leader of a militant

opposition caucus in the union,

seeking to unchain the might of the
UAW to fight against the auto
companies. That struggle won him
to the revolutionary views of the
Spartacist League. Always a fighter
for the workers and oppressed, in

1980 he took the lead in fighting for

factory seizures and an industry-
wide strike against the closure of the
Mahwah plant, a perspective which
has only acquired greater urgency in

the face of industrial contraction
and skyrocketing unemployment.
Bradley covered the infamous

Greensboro, North Carolina trial as
part of the Workers Vanguard news
team which publicized government
involvement in the Klan/Nazi murder
of five leftist union and black activ-
ists in 1979. When the Klan vowed to
celebrate the Greensboro massacre
with a rally in downtown Detroit.
Bradley was one of the organizers of
the Spartacist-initiated labor/black
mobilization that faced down the
threats of Detroit’s Democratic Party
mayor and stopped the KKK provo-
cation. Ritchie also worked to build a
similar mobilization of 3,000 which
confronted a Nazi provocation
against Gay Pride Day this year in

Chicago on June 27.

It is desperately necessary to
fight, and to build a workers party to
lead that fight. The Coleman/
Bradley campaign is a means to
reach out and find the workers,
especially black workers, who will

provide the leadership for the Ameri-
can workers revolution, a socialist
revolution to finish what the Civil
War started.
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intermediary, from an official in the

Ministry of the Interior."
—“Poland Still Defiant,”

New York Times Magazine,

22 August

This kind of openness perpetuates the

counterrevolutionary danger. But at the

same time it makes possible the creation

of a network of Trotskyist cells. Many
Polish workers and intellectuals are

surely seeking new answers to the

prolonged social crisis, and some will be

open to the authentic program of

revolutionary Marxism which alone can

undercut the disastrous polarization of

Polish society which pits workers, along

with petty-bourgeois and outright reac-

tionary elements, against “socialism" as

espoused by the privileged, discredited

Stalinist bureaucracy.

Polish Stalinists Cannot Clean
Up the Economic Mess

The Jaruzelski regime has undertaken

a series of sweeping economic measures

more or less as dictated by Poland’s

Western bankers. For more than a

decade the Polish Stalinists tried to

appease the workers by freezing con-

sumer goods prices while periodically

granting sizable money wage increases.

The predictable result was one of the

most extreme cases of suppressed

inflation in modern economic history.

Then in February 1982 the inflation was
unsuppressed as consumer prices were
on average doubled, in some cases

quadrupled. Even so there is still a lot of

excess money demand playing havoc
with the economy. And while hitting

urban consumers with massive price

hikes, the regime increased the prices

paid to peasant proprietors for their

products.

At the same time, the government
told enterprises they would have to

become financially self-sufficient—no
more subsidies from the state budget to

cover losses. As a result tens of thou-
sands are being laid off. There are now
an estimated 300,000 unemployed in the

country, and one Communist party
paper, Rzeezpspoliia

.
projects this

figure will rise to half a million by 1985.

The Solidarnosc leaders, however,
can hardly criticize these economic
"reforms." They themselves demanded
that Poland join the International
Monetary Fund, the world bankers’
cartel, which recently told poor coun-
tries they would have to meet their debt
payments even at the cost of mass
starvation. Solidarnosc also demanded
the complete abolition of centralized

planning in favor of enterprises operat-
ing on the basis of market profitability.

Especially under present Polish condi-
tions this is a recipe for instant mass
unemployment. And Solidarnosc fully

backed the organization of peasant
smallholders (Rural Solidarity) in its

continued on page 10

“The struggle continues in Poland,”

declared Ronald Reagan a few months

ago as he called upon the British

parliament to join him in a new
“crusade" against Communism. And
indeed Poland is the weak link among
the bureaucratically ruled workers

states which make up the Soviet bloc.

The Polish Stalinists’ gross economic

mismanagement and flagrant corrup-

tion, their suppression of democratic

rights amid continual promises of

“socialist renewal" have caused a

substantial section of the Polish people,

including major sectors of the working

class, to look toward Reagan’s Penta-

gon and pope Wojtyla’s Vatican. U.S.

imperialism saw in the counterrevolu-

tionary eruption in and around Solidar-

nosc (Solidarity) the best opportunity

yet to “roll back” the Soviet sphere,

leading for example to the reunification

of Germany on a capitalist basis. No
wonder Reagan howled in frustration

when the Polish army spiked Solidar-

nosc’ bid for power last December!

Hence his clumsy and desperate at-

tempts to stop the Siberian gas pipeline

deal between the USSR and West
Europe, which have provoked European

capitalists into some howling of their

own against Washington.

While U.S. imperialism lost an

important battle for Poland last Decem-
ber, Reagan has by no means given up

the war. Taking the cue from their

godfather in Washington, the under-

ground Solidarnosc leadership has

called for stepped-up protests to culmi-

nate in a mass demonstration on August
31. Since the communications network

of the Solidarnosc underground leaves

something to be desired, this call to

action has been rebroadcast repeatedly

by Radio Free Europe! So much for

those self-styled “leftists" who indig-

nantly denounced as a Stalinist slander

our description of Solidarnosc as a

Polish company union for the CIA and
bankers.

of state power, launched a virtual

countercoup.

Had Walesa made good his boastful

threat, Poland would have been trans-

formed into a fanatical ally in Reagan’s

war drive, bringing NATO’s nuclear

arsenal right up to the borders of the

Soviet Union. If anyone doubts this, just

look at those Solidarnosc activists now
active in the West. Solidarnosc-in-exile

has put itself forward as Reagan’s

ideological shock troops against East-

West detente, the West European anti-

missile protests and the left in general.

The most prominent Solidarnosc

spokesman in North America, Zygmunt

crackdown against Solidarnosc would

require Soviet military intervention

—

and that would mean a bloodbath. Yet.

as it turned out, the job was done by the

Polish army and with only a dozen or so

deaths. There was little bloodshed

because, fortunately, there was so little

resistance. One Solidarnosc supporter

exclaimed bitterly:

"We always believed that Polish sol-

diers would never shoot Polish

workers—and it’s still true, they haven’t

really. But the diabolical thing is they

don't have to."

—New York Times. I January

While millions of Poles rallied to

Solidarnosc as an oppositional move-

ment against the despised Stalinist

bureaucracy, many pulled back from
Walesa’s coup. Apparently they had

insufficient confidence that Walesa &
Co. offered a way out of the endless

crises wracking Polish society.

Shortly after martial law was imposed
we wrote:

“A tremendous political/psychological

shakeup has taken place in Poland.
Suddenly Polish society has been
arrested, just plain stopped But the

repression has not gone so deep as to

prevent the emergence of an under-
ground opposition. .. Now is the time
to start building educational and
propagandistic cells of a Trotskyist
vanguard to defend and extend the

historic gains of socialized property,

inherited from the October Revolution,

by ousting the usurpers who undermine
them and crushing those who would
destroy them."—“What Next for Poland?,"

WV No. 298, 5 February

Contrary to the horror stories manu-
factured by imperialist propaganda, the

repression in Poland has been pretty

mild. Almost all the Solidarnosc inter-

nees have been released. In fact, Jaru-

zelski’s Poland is still more tolerant,

even conciliatory toward right-wing

forces than any other Stalinist-ruled

state. The so-called “underground" is

remarkably above ground. The West
German Der Spiegel not only inter-

viewed the organizer of Solidarnosc’

clandestine radio station, but published

his photo to boot! The New York Times'

man in Warsaw, John Darnton, who is

strongly pro-Solidarnosc, reports:

“One man I know who is in hiding
comes up from time to time for a meal at

his favorite restaurant Another public

figure in hiding, the former head of the

journalists' association, is said to have
received heart medication, through an

December 13:

Counterrevolution Checked

In early December 1981 Poland stood

at the very edge of civil war. Solidarnosc

chieftain Lech Walesa reportedly told

the minister of labor with whom he had

carried on lengthy negotiations, “Well,

Mr. Ciosek, this is the end. Then we will

have to take over power.” The following

evening at a secret meeting in Radom
the Solidarnosc high command laid

plans to overthrow the government. A
decision was made to set up militias and
a general strike was announced for the

second week in December. Under the

gun the Stalinist bureaucracy, at the last

possible moment to act from a position

Warsaw,
13 August:
Behind the

cross of flowers
stands the threat

of counter-
revolution.

Przetakiewicz, exclaimed to a Toronto
meeting in March:

“I don’t understand, for example, why
so many German people—there was
300,000 Germans— demonstrate
against America, against American
arms in Western Europe. Without
American umbrella Western Europe
won’t exist for a day.”

The head of the Dutch Interchurch

Peace Council, Jan Faber, described his

unhappy encounters with Solidarnosc

exiles: "They tell us: ‘you should be

embracing Reagan’s policy and cheer-

ing. It is the only way to deal seriously

with the Soviets’” (New York Times , 3

June). Since some of Reagan’s missiles

will surely hit Warsaw. Gdansk and
Cracow this amounts to a call for the

extermination of the Polish people in

the name of anti-Communist Polish

nationalism.

Before December 13 the one thing

everyone seemed to agree on was that a

A Modern
Holy Alliance:

Lech Walesa
gets his orders
from Pope
Wojtyla.

Reagan Incites Solidarnosc

Counterrevolution in Poland
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U.S. Provocations Widen Civil War in Central America

Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents!

Hands Off

Nicaragua!

Venceremos

Salvadoran leftist guerrillas have scored stunning victories over Washington-backed junta forces this summer.

After “Major Blowtorch" d’Aubuis-

son came to power in the March 28 El

Salvador elections with the vow to

“exterminate" the leftist guerrillas with
napalm. U.S. imperialism felt encour-
aged to extend the counterrevolu-

tionary offensive throughout Central

America. Moreover, Washington’s

counterrevolutionary drive is explicitly

global: from El Salvador to Sandinista

Nicaragua to Castro’s Cuba to the

Soviet Union. Reactionaries like Rea-
gan see behind every rebellion of the

oppressed, every struggle for social

justice, the red menace of the Bolshevik

Revolution even in its Stalinist degener-

ation. That is why the Spartacist

tendency says: the defense of Cuba and
the USSR begins in El Salvador!

Washington is making no secret of its

intent to drown the rebellious Central

American workers and peasants in

blood. General Wallace Nutting, who
heads the U.S. southern command in

Panama, where "counterinsurgency"

specialists from various Latin American
countries are trained, told the New York

Times (22 August) that “El Salvador

was part of a broader regional problem"
and he urged more military aid to

Guatemala to avoid the “Finlandiza-

tion” of the isthmus. On August 1 1 the

U.S. Senate passed a resolution reas-

serting the Monroe Doctrine (!) and
vowing to prevent the spread of Cuban
influence by any means, “including the

use of arms."

Imperialist Setbacks in

El Salvador

With the election of crazed right-wing

terrorist d’Aubuisson as president of the

Constituent Assembly, even “moderate”
right-wing terrorists who had run the

country before found themselves under
the gun. Jos£ Napoleon Duarte’s Chris-

tian Democrats, themselves up to their

necks in mass butchery, were labeled

“Communists" by d’Aubuisson and
have since been systematically bumped
off by his death squads. Within a few

months of d’Aubuisson’s taking office

twelve leading Christian Democrats,

including mayors of two cities, were

killed.

This, of course, did not prevent the

Reagan administration from “certify-

ing" that there was “progress in human
rights" in El Salvador, a Congressional

requirement before additional Ameri-
can aid can be sent. Needless to say, the

attempt of Congressional liberals to

look clean by cutting the “military"

portion of the scheduled $75 million in

“economic” aid to d'Aubuisson’s death

squads is of no consequence. Washing-
ton rumor has it that the military aid will

simply be funneled through the Hon-
duran junta.

Despite d’Aubuisson’s ferocity,

truckloads of American dollars and the

return of elite Salvadoran army units

trained in the U.S., the leftist FMLN
forces this summer have dealt the

military butchers a series of stunning
defeats which have largely gone unre-

ported in the American press.

On June 5 the leftist guerrillas

overran the garrison town of Perquin in

northeastern Moraz&n province, near

the Honduran border. Expecting that

the rebels would retreat in the face of

reinforcements, as they had done
before, the army dispatched a relief

column of 335 troops up the highway
from the provincial capital. They never

made it to Perquin. Some 200 were
killed or wounded; the rest fled in terror

into the hills:

"Government spokesmen simply do not
know the fate of the column, but said

some of the survivors were found
wandering in the mountains when the
troops finally reached the area Satur-
day. 18 days after the ambush.”

—UPI, 27 June

This so enraged army commanders
that they sent in a force of 6,000 soldiers,

one third of their total strength, to “wipe

out” the FMLN in Perquin. Instead,

UPI reported, "the column took heavy

casualties as it moved under constant

flank attack at a rate of only half a mile a

day" and the rebels claim to have killed

or wounded over 500 soldiers. Even
more embarrassing for the government,

the guerrillas shot down a helicopter

carrying Deputy Defense Minister

Francisco Castillo and area commander
Col. Salvador Beltran. Beltran was
killed and Castillo captured. The rebels

then taunted the army by broadcasting

an interview with Castillo over its

clandestine radio.

The guerrilla victory was doubly
significant in that the army units

included companies of the infamous
Atlacatl and Ramon Belloso battalions,

the former trained by U.S. military

advisers, the latter made up of officers

and troops just back from 16 weeks
training at Fort Bragg and Fort Benning
in the U.S. The Salvadoran military has

been counting on these elite forces to

turn the tide of battle for them. But the

only “victory" for these troops was the

killing of 135 “subversives" in Chalate-

nango province, 95 percent of whom
were unarmed noncombatants includ-

ing women, children and old people.

In July and August the FMLN
guerrillas made more gains: on July 17

the Dominican paper El Sol reported

that the guerrillas captured three towns
in Chalatenango province, and the

Salvadoran army failed to recapture

them despite the use of three U.S.-

trained elite battalions. Guerrillas even

turned the tables on the government by

attacking army barracks in San Francis-

co Gotera, the provincial capital of

Morazan.

Military Victory to the
Salvadoran Leftists!

The recent losses on the battlefield

have prevented the consolidation of
d’Aubuisson’s power, and have fueled

the ambitions of so-called "reformist" or

“centrist” army leaders. According to

the well-informed Latin American
Weekly Report (30 July):

“What all these groups and individuals

have in common is a desire to seek a

negotiated political solution with the

opposition rather than trying vainly for

an all-out military victory. As the army
continues to lose ground to the guerril-

las, the opposition’s case will undoubt-
edly find increasing support."

The return of “reformist" army leaders

like Colonel Adolfo Majano would not

diminish the terror against the Salva-

doran masses, who had a taste of the

“human rights" junta in 1979-80.

For the bourgeois and petty-

bourgeois nationalist leaders of the

FDR/FMLN, the military gains of the

guerrillas in the field have always been
subordinate to a so-called “political

solution," which explicitly accepts the

“institutionality” of the bloodthirsty

Salvadoran army. On July 22 FDR
leaders Rub6n Zamora and Guillermo
Ungo announced that they wanted
a “dialogue" with the army leaders.

A recent FDR/FMLN communique,
continued on page 10
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NYC Transit Militants Protest Lynch Mob Murder

“Labor Has the Power to Stop
Racist Terror!”

Militants in the NYC Transport

Workers Union (TWU) are calling on

the union to defend its members after

the lynch mob murder of black union

brother William Turks in Brooklyn on

June 21. The militants have been

campaigning in the TWU for an

effective union response to the racist

assault which killed Turks and injured

two other black TWUers. The workers

were on their way home from the Coney
Island shop when they were set upon by

a mob of club-swinging racists on

Avenue X in the racially polarized

Gravesend area. Immediately following

this outrage, black TWU Local 100

member Ed Kartsen and two other

TWUers issued a leaflet dated 23 June

demanding the union “organize an

immediate rally and march of mourning
and solidarity—starting right at the

Coney Island shop entrance. Every

union and black organization in the city

should be mobilized."

The 23 June leaflet provoked broad

interest among transit workers. TWU
head John Lawe was flooded with

phone calls from union members urging

a TWU demonstration in Brooklyn. It

also prompted Arnold Cherry, the

TWU’s leading black “dissident" and
head of the Transit Workers Coalition

of bureaucrats, to issue a leaflet of his

own a few days later. The undated

Cherry leaflet denounced “Extremist

groups like the far left Spartacus [sic]

League, which ran Karstan [sic] for

President of Local 100 in the last

election." Cherry claimed the militants

were “using the death of a fellow transit

worker for their own purposes.”

Cherry’s own “proposal” was to

criticize Lawe for not asking TWU
members to take time off work to attend

Turks’ funeral (which had already been

held!) and to push for attendance at a

pro-Democratic Party lobbying “rally

for jobs” in Albany called by the state

AFL-CIO tops. Key to Cherry’s pitch

was the attempt to paint Kartsen as

some kind of wild man fanning the

flames of racial violence. To do so he
had to pass off the Turks murder as little

different from garden-variety subway
crime.

With Lawe and Cherry united in

opposition to union action, it was left to

anti-union black demagogues to seek to

use the lynch mob killing for their own

pro-Democratic Party purposes. First

Roy Innis, a black demagogue whose
political career was capped by his

apologetics for the South Africa/CIA-

backed UNITA faction in Angola
against the nationalist MPLA rebels,

called a demonstration over the Turks
killing. Then it was the turn of Rev.

Herbert Daughtry, best known for

systematically channeling black discon-

tent into anti-Semitic scapegoating in

Crown Heights. Both rallies attracted a

couple of hundred black participants

and a rather larger number of local

racist youth who lined the sidewalks

shouting racist slurs and threats.

Cherry kept his distance from these

rallies, but they fit in with his basic

perspective, which he shares with Lawe:

to throttle the power of the unions,

counseling the workers and oppressed

to place their hopes in the election of

Democrats. Cherry and Lawe may
acquiesce to a few blacks occasionally

blowing off steam in Innis/ Daughtry-

style rallies, but must oppose independ-

ent mass mobilization by the working
people against the racist system, which
could blow the lid off the Democrat/
union bureaucrat alliance.

What is needed is a real show of force

expressing the TWU’s determination to

defend its members against the rising

threat of racist and fascist-inspired

violence. The TWU, as well as other city

unions with a high proportion of

minority workers, must take the lead in

independently mobilizing the organized

strength of the labor movement in

defense of the elementary democratic

rights of blacks.

The perspective of massive labor/

black mobilization against race-

terrorism was put forward by Kartsen in

his union election platform last fall.

Kartsen and TWU brother David
Brewer campaigned on an anti-

capitalist, anti-racist action program
centering on defense of the right to

strike (see WV No. 293, 20 November
1981). Earlier, Kartsen had fought for

the TWU to shut down the “Train to the

Plane" in solidarity with striking air

traffic controllers, in hopes of galvaniz-

ing similar actions by unions like the

Machinists, which stabbed the PATCO
strikers in the back by continuing to

service the airplanes. It is this kind of

concrete action, he argued, which is

needed to get the unions off their knees

to defeat givebacks and union-busting.

But this proposal was torpedoed by

Lawe and Cherry, whose disastrous

“leadership” of the 1980 transit strike

has fostered widespread defeatism

among the TWU ranks in the face of the

city bosses’ present speed-up/union-

busting offensive against the TWU.
We publish below the most recent

leaflet issued by Kartsen demanding the

31 July 1982—

TWU answer the Turks murder by a

mobilization of integrated union power.
The leaflet signed by Kartsen and two
other TWU militants is dated 20

August.

*****
It’s been two months since the lynch

mob murder of TWU brother Willie

Turks. Our black union brothers, as well

as the black people who live in the

encircled projects in Gravesend, live

under the threat of continuing racist and
anti-labor violence. Brother Turks’

murder was no isolated incident. A
Jewish TWUer was hit with a baseball

bat and blinded in one eye by the racist

thugs. The Amsterdam News says that

at least two of the racist killers are back

on the streets. Despite a supposed
crackdown by the cops, nothing has

changed.

A couple of weeks ago on August 7 a

six-year-old black girl had to flee for her

life from a knife-wielding racist in

Gravesend.

Our union has the power to put a stop

to this crap. We could dispatch squads
of flatbed trucks with thousands of

TWU brothers and sisters prepared to

defend our members and smash these

updated versions of the Ku Klux Klan
southern lynch mobs.

Right after the Turks murder I put

out a call for union action to stop these

racist attacks. This call has been met
warmly by many individual transit

workers who realize the deadly serious-

ness of this issue. One black TWU sister

called us to tell us how her son has been
followed and harassed on his way to

work. The union hall was flooded with
phone calls demanding union action.

But the Lawe leadership has done
nothing but work to sabotage our call

for a TWU mobilization in Gravesend.
Martin Bellamy, VP of the motormen’s
division, had the nerve to tell me that if I

wanted something done about the Turks
lynching 1 should write a letter to Koch.
Koch—the one who loves to hate us!

John Lawe went so far as to go on the air

on a black radio station (WBLS) to

promote his opposition to a mobiliza-

tion of TWU power in Gravesend

because it would “disturb our good
relations with management.” Lawe
starts by giving up the strike weapon “to

achieve better relations with manage-
ment” and now he wants us to surrender

to the racist lynch mobs!
Arnold Cherry’s response to this call

was to come out with a dirty red-baiting

attack claiming that “extremists” are

using the Turks murder for their own
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ends. In his leaflet titled “Turks’ Killing

Not Just a Racial Issue" he repeats

Lawe’s arguments: “All over the transit

system, workers are traveling in fear of

life and property"—as if lynch mob
terror is no different than your average

everyday mugging.

In response to our support to the right

ofarmed self-defense, which is supposed
to be guaranteed by the Bill of Rights,

Cherry says: “Their call for the use of

guns by transit workers must be de-

nounced.” If brother Cherry is against

the right of self-defense, what is he for?

Answer: he’s for gun control and for

more cops, the corrupt racist brutal

thugs whose job is to protect the

property of the bosses, and never mind
the lives of transit workers. Cherry’s
red-baiting attack against the mobiliza-
tion of TWU power goes together with
his support to Democratic Party politi-

cian [Frank] Barbaro. He has to be
against the independent mobilization of

labor’s power so he can present his

politician friends as the only alternative

for workers fed up with Reaganism.
Cherry claims reds are trying to use

transit workers—while he hustles TWU
votes for the Democratic Party! The
Democratic Party is in the business of

cynically using workers and minorities

to get into office. Once elected, they

support the interests of the capitalist

class against workers and minorities. Ed
Koch, that TWU-hating racist, is a

member of the same party Cherry wants
us to vote for. Koch started offjust like

Barbaro—a liberal Democrat. He cam-
paigned for workers’ votes, and once
elected went on a campaign to smash the

workers' organizations (our unions) for

the Big MAC bankers. Jimmy Carter’s

Democrats paved the way for Reagan
by demoralizing and infuriating the
working people. Under the Democrats,
the government broke strikes and
started the war build-up that Reagan
continues. It was under the Democrats
that even the most minimal democratic
gains won by the mass civil rights

movement were taken back in the

streets.

continued on page 9
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June 27:

Transit militant

Ed Kartsen
addresses
SL-initiated

mass anti-Nazi
demonstration
in Chicago.

(Queens

)

BROOKLYN **» (Long Island)

Transit workers plan rally

to protest Turk’s slaying
By ANGELA JONES

Amit*rdo<-l \«*l staff
Some members a/ the Transit Worker*

Union (TWTJ • - outraged over the murder
<rf fetiov-wcrtar Willi# Turk* la* I month
arr urging the membership to organa* «
rally to proto! racial acta against all

union workers
Ed Kartsen. a signal/ maintenance man

al the 2lUh Street signal shop. s**l It is

opro season an Blacks and the wart
force and maintained that TWU sorters
cannot cspect protection from Mayer
Koch or the city

' We have to look to our own force*, hr
said Thu ertu be an etf<n io

ui off our knees and play (be leadership
role that we should play

Turks, M. a TA car maintenance man
and two felloe employ eea were attacked in

the Gravesend area of Brooklyn as they

called a Bagel shop co June a Turks «as
beaten and slcmprd to death while ha
co-orkrr* Dennis Dtaeo and Donald
Cooper were assaulted

Pointing to the mayor * flood of

crocotk tears following the tragedy

Kartsen accused the mayor of

perpetuating raeaxn throughout the city

’Who paved Ihr way for this outrage*
he asked
He Cited the death of Black motorman

'what the city tfunks ct Black transit

employees Shortly after the death a

f

Calee - who was killed id lus cab when a

signal maiolalner (ailed to operateKrly. — MTA head John Slmpatn

y blamed the accident co human

Id Koch and Reagan s America, said

Kartaen unkausU and Blacks are
subhuman

1

Kartsen and other TWU members are
catling for an immediate mobilization trf

the organised labor force throughout the

city to speak-out against racist attacks

If one of us « attacked, all of in are
attacked." hr said

But TWU Prwdmt John La-e Md the
Am News that he is opposed to any
organized efforts by his membership to

become ln»oired io publicly decrying the
Turk s murder
"A demonstration would inflame the

whole thing.' he maintained It ia

march) ts hat not the anrwer
The leader of the a 000 member union

said he has been tn close contact with Roy
Inna, leader of the Congress of Racial!
Equality iCOREi and feels the
erganization s rallies in Gravesend have
helped to -stabilise the neighborhood

NYC black press publicizes militants’ call for union action.



Death of Busing Inflames
Racist Terror in Boston
• Black, unemployed, 17-year-old

Braxton Mitchell was surrounded by

Boston cops after allegedly stealing a car

for a “joyride." He was shot in the head

as he attempted to flee. “You shot him
like a dog,” Mitchell’s mother sobbed at

cop spokesmen during an emotional

community meeting in Roxbury.
• In a traffic altercation which began

in front of Government Center and
ended in Back Bay, four white punks
wielding chains and clubs smashed in a

black family’s car windows. Mayor
Kevin White refused to characterize the

attack as racial though one of the

assailants had reportedly screamed,

“I’m gonna kill you, you black nigger.”

• Gary Lee. black, 27 years old, was
sitting on his front porch when ap-

proached by two plainclothes cops who
said Lee "looked suspicious." Lee
allegedly ran and a scuffle ensued during

which a cop was reportedly shot in the

hand and shoulder. Lee was shot in the

head. Ambulance technicians rushed

the cop away leaving the black man
lying in the street. Lee was dead by the

time he got to the hospital.

• Three black families in Dorchester

are suing the mayor and police commis-
sioner charging that violence against

blacks has become so commonplace in

Boston that it constitutes de facto city

policy. The families were driven out of

their homes by six months of frequent

racial assaults involving rocks, knives

and. finally, molotov cocktails.

And Mayor White says, “It’s been a

relatively quiet summer."
Boston’s black people are facing a

many-sided racist front: white racist

mobs, official terror in blue, the sanctifi-

cation of school segregation in the

courts. Certainly, racist attacks are

nothing new in Boston and they have

become fairly common since pitched

battles over busing began in 1974. But
now fascists across the U.S. are working
the fringes of “respectable" politics and
a president endorsed by the KKK sits in

the White House. The racists have taken

their cue: it’s open season on Boston
minorities. Without credible black

leadership, after eight years of losing the

busing battle in the streets, Boston’s

black people know their lives are cheap in

this racially polarized city. Maybe Gary
Lee did run when he saw the cops
approaching— he could figure they

weren’t coming to protect him!

In a single statement, Dorchester

police superintendent David Walsh
summed up the cops’ attitude toward
blacks: “We try to sensitize our men. But
the citizens need to be educated too. We
can’t put up a 10-foot high chain link

fence along Washington Street... there

will be crime..." ( Boston Globe , 10

August). In other words, to the cops
blacks are non-citizen criminals who
should be fenced off from white

“citizens."

As racists in and out of uniform
spread terror in the streets, the courts

are also reveling in the black masses’

desperation. Here, in the city which was
the Northern battleground in the

struggle for integrated education, the

courts are tossing the last shovelfuls of
earth on the corpse. In December 1981

lederal judge Arthur Garrity announced
his intention to exit from the case which
in 1974 had mandated court-ordered

busing to desegregate the schools. A few
months later, he got his opportunity as a
newly formed Black Parents Commit-
tee—represented by the former attorney

for the black plaintiffs in the city’s

original school desegregation case

—

began pushing for “freedom of choice”

for their children, i.e., an end to court-

ordered busing.

Busing, mandated in Boston in

1974 after a decade of mass-based

struggles against Jim Crow nationally,

represented a formal victory for the

liberal-led civil rights movement.
Given that “separate but equal” educa-

tion must necessarily be grossly unequal

in a racist society, moves toward

integrating the public schools were a

minimal but real step toward black

equality. But in a deeply racist, vicious

exploitative capitalist society the de-

fense of even minimal black demands

requires a revolutionary perspective.

The reformist civil rights leaders saw no
role for the mass movement they

controlled except to exert moral pres-

sure against racism. They wanted to get

the good government to move against

the bad racists. With their perspective,

they expected that the capitalist rulers

who benevolently granted black people
certain formal rights would defend
black people when they exercised them.

The liberal-led movement was ca-

pable of getting busing passed in the

courts but not of defending black school

children. The racist countermobiliza-

tion w hich subjected the school buses to

every kind of harassment and assault

went unopposed by the black and white

liberals and preachers who posed as

blacks’ defenders. What was granted in

the courts was ripped back by force in

the streets.

Since 1974, black kids have had their

school buses stoned as they rode to

previously all-white schools. The liber-

als’ busing plan, with its inherent class

bias, was calculated to inflame plebeian

racist backlash. The wealthy suburban
schools were of course always exempted
from busing plans. Roxbury black

students were shipped to poor working-
class schools like South Boston High,

and Southie kids—those who didn’t

transfer to private schools—were sent to

Roxbury or Mattapan. “Quality educa-
tion" was nonexistent for all of them.

No wonder the demoralized black

parents are backing away from busing.

Why subject your kids to rat-infested

buses, endless racial assaults, schools

like armed camps where students are

run past metal detectors, to get what
passes for “education"? Hence the Black

Parents Committee, which proposes to

capitulate to the racists’ “freedom of

choice" school assignment plan, i.e., the

end of busing and the re-sanctification

of school segregation. In an exception-
ally interesting Boston Globe poll

released last March, 79 percent of black

parents surveyed supported "freedom of

choice" while at the same time 73

percent recognized it as a defeat for civil

rights! A clearer index of defeatism
would be hard to find.

The call for “freedom of choice," like

the black nationalists’ program of
“community control of the schools,”

surrenders to the racist status quo. It

must be opposed by all defenders of

black rights. From the beginning of the

fight over busing, the Spartacist League
has defended busing as a partial step

toward black equality. Down with Jim
Crow—implement busing and extend it

to the suburbs! We insisted that the key
to winning the busing fight was labor/

black defense to enforce school desegre-

gation against the terror campaign of

criminal racist mobs.
The liberals and their reformist

hangers-on oppose a perspective of

mobilizing labor independent of the

capitalist state to defend blacks. The
masses of black people today know they

don’t have a friend in the White House;
those who remember “ethnic purity"

Carter know the Democrats are no
answer either. But the liberal misleaders

continue to look toward the racist

Congress, the racist courts and the racist

cops for “protection.” and to counter-

pose themselves to a struggle to win the

labor movement to champion black

freedom. The present agitation for

“preferential layoffs" of teachers—a bid

to destroy the hard-won union seniority

system— pits black and white teachers

against each other and threatens to

generate the same disastrous lineup as

the 1968 teachers strike in New York,
when black nationalists and the Ford
Foundation sought to mobilize the

black community to bust the union in

support of an illusory “community
control" plan which did not even aim at

school integration but only at defending

the bailiwick of a high-paid black

administrator.

For its part, the Boston Teachers

Union’s narrow “professionalist” poli-

cies have set the stage for a split along

race lines. A militant, class-struggle

teachers union would be in the vanguard
of labor/black struggle to defend the

black school children against the anti-

busing mobs. It would fight for “No
Layoffs,” appealing for broad support

from other unions like the militant

transit workers and among parents who
recognize the need for a fight for decent

public education, which includes the

fight for more and better-paid teachers.

It would win the working people of

Boston to its side by aggressive involve-

ment in social struggle for black rights,

beginning with militant protests against

atrocities like the shootings of Braxton
Mitchell and Gary Lee.

The Spartacist League fights for

revolutionary integrationism in the fight

for an egalitarian socialist society. Our
program to mobilize all the oppressed

behind the power of a class-struggle

labor movement is the alternative to

defeatism and despair for the besieged

black masses of America.
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Boston 1975: SL/SYL calls for labor-black defense against anti-busing
racist mobs. Below: Stars-and-strlpes anti-busing thugs attack blacks In

Boston, 1976.
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Labor: Don’t

Crawl...
(continued from page I)

fight! The unemployed rolls are ten

million and growing. Blacks face de-

pression conditions compounded by

vicious slashing of basic social services.

Bloody race-terrorism and cop brutality

are on the rise. The bosses are screaming

for more wage cuts as they close plant

after plant. Kirkland calls unemploy-

ment a "human disaster,” but his do-

nothing policy is a political disaster for

the working people. Every giveback

only whets the capitalists’ appetite in the

“one-sided class war.” And now the

AFL-CIO tops want us to march for

another Jimmy Carter.

Instead of using the fighting weapons

of labor—the picket, the strike, the sit-

down, labor/black defense, internation-

al solidarity—we are told to vote

Democratic, to put in more enemies like

the Democratic mayors who are de-

stroying the cities where workers and

minorities live on behalf of a social

program that amounts to mass murder.

Democrats: Reagan's
Partners In Crime

Anyone who thinks the Democrats
will improve life for working people

ought to take a long hard look at the

Democratic mayors. For if the front

lines of Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive

are Central America, the Near East and

Eastern Europe, the battleground of his

domestic war against workers and

minorities is the big city. And here

Reagan has as his field marshals of

austerity and oppression the Democrat-

ic mayors. Detroit’s Coleman Young,

New York’s Ed Koch, Chicago’s Jane

Byrne, San Francisco’s Dianne
Feinstein—all Democratic union bust-

ers, all enemies of blacks. The Demo-
cratic mayors were there before Reagan
with the budget ax, the strikebreaking,

the killer cops.

Black youth unemployment is now
over 60 percent (in Detroit, over 70

percent). Even black skilled workers are

finding themselves on the economic
scrap heap. Across-the-board attacks

on black rights accompany the econom-
ic assault, from tax breaks for segregat-

ed schools to a green light for race-

terrorists. The Democratic mayors
blame Reagan while they carry out the

same program. Against the jobless

youth they unleash their trigger-happy

cops. They cut back job training, crack

down on welfare, close hospitals. Their

answer to increased landlord arson is to

close ghetto firehouses. And they have a

special hate for city workers.

Coleman Young, the black Democrat
who runs Detroit, presides over a living

hell for black people. His phony
“Renaissance” talk has given way to

/
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preaching “trickle-down" economics for

the poor. But nothing’s trickling in

Detroit, except into the pockets of

Young and his cronies. He’s now being

investigated over a scam involving a

black-owned oil company, but his real

crimes against black Detroit stem from

his close ties to the auto bosses. To roll

out the red carpet for the Republican

convention, he declared war on the

largely black municipal workers union.

His message to Detroit’s black workers

is: drop dead.

New York’s Koch took office in 1978

riding the white backlash and railing

against “poverty pimps” and "welfare

chiselers.” He proposed the electric

chair to restore “law and order.” His

slashing of jobs and social services on

behalf of the banks has become a model

of capitalist cutback drives.

Koch’s attack on Harlem reached

something like retrench warfare in

September 1980 when he sent his

cossacks in a bloody charge against

demonstrators sitting in to save Syden-

ham Hospital. As demonstrators were

clubbed and arrested, Koch praised the

cops’ “restraint” and called the protest-

ers a “black mob.”
Long before Reagan, Koch with the

help of social-democratic union bureau-

crats was running a union-busting

campaign. He specially targeted the

heavily black transit union, personally

leading the onslaught against their 1980

strike. No wonder a Brooklyn lynch

mob was emboldened to beat a black

transit worker to death last June.

Chicago’s Jane Byrne was elected

with 63 percent of the black vote and the

support of black “leaders” like Jesse

Jackson. Now her cops knock down
black residents* doors in Cabrini Green

while she spends a few well protected

days there "slumming” for the press.

This summer she appointed a white

majority to the Chicago Housing
Authority, which lords it over residents,

90 percent of whom are black.

For black hustlers for the Democrats,

like PUSH’S Jesse Jackson, this was an

opening for a power play, a chance to

use Chicago’s frustrated black people to

push an intra-Democratic squabble

over who gets the keys to The Machine.

Jackson called for a black boycott of

Byrne’s annual August waterfront

extravaganza, the “ChicagoFest.” The
stunt fizzled; only a few hundred

picketers showed up at the gates of an
event which blacks do not attend in

large numbers in any case. The Chicago
media blabbed on and on about whether
“Kool and the Gang” would sing or

“Leon’s Ribs” would sell there. The
racists were delighted with the whole
idea and some sported T-shirts reading

“Honkyfest." But for Chicago’s black

people, this diversionary gimmick to

test the waters for a black mayoral
candidate was potentially very danger-

ous. In this segregated northern city on
the edge of explosion, to deliberately

inflame the racial polarization is to flirt

with putting Chicago’s blacks directly

and physically up against a white

majority and the notoriously racist,

bonapartist Chicago cops.

And for what? For nothing but a few

more “black faces in high places." For a

black version of Byrne, a Coleman
Young, a Tom Bradley (the Los Angeles

mayor whose cops’ “choke hold” has

brought about a string of deaths of

black youth).

It will take integrated class struggle

against cop and fascist terror—and
against the decaying capitalist system
which holds black lives cheap— to stop

the rising tide of violence against black
people. And that means a political fight

against the Democratic Party, including

its black frontmen. That program was
glimpsed briefly in Chicago on June 27

when a Spartacist-led labor/black

mobilization of 3,000 prevented a fascist

provocation against Gay Pride Day.

In San Francisco, the Spartacist

League is running two candidates for

Board of Supervisors. Diana Coleman

and Richard Bradley are running

against the record of the Democratic

Party. Mayor Feinstein’s big electoral

issue is gun control: the drive to

monopolize the means of organized

violence in the hands of the cops. As a

Supervisor, Feinstein was the most

prominent gloater over the defeat of the

1976 city craft workers strike. Now her

city attorneys are even putting liens on

the union hall of the little 200-member
plumbers union Local 38 because it

refused to sign an agreement to ignore

other unions’ picket lines.

Democrats, Bureaucrats:
The Cold War Connection

Lane Kirkland’s vows to fight

“Reaganomics" are merely an effort to

repair the Democrats’ liberal/labor

electoral coalition. The AFL-CIO tops

have endlessly stumped for Democratic

"friends of labor,” but now it’s time for

the real hard sell. In early August the

AFL-CIO executive council promised a

break with its tradition of formal "non-

partisanship,” and at this summer’s

Democratic “mid-term” conference, it

was clear that the AFL-CIO has become
the Democratic National Committee’s

most reliable financial supporter.

AFSCME’s Atlantic City conven-

tion, held back-to-back with the

Democrats’ Philadelphia meeting,

boasted of the union’s influence in

Kennedy’s party. “AFSCME Leaders

Help Shape Democrats’ Program”
headlined Public Employee (August

1982). AFSCME is running a pro-

Democratic pseudo-populist campaign
for a “Peoples' Congress." Fund-raising

efforts will include “PEOPLE T-shirts,”

“PEOPLE pens,” a “PEOPLE raffle";

Public Employee even talks about

“PEOPLE people”! Workers familiar

with the reformist American “left”

should consider the identity of pro-

Democrat intent with the Marcyite

Workers World Party’s effort to set up

an “All Peoples Congress" last year.

For all the talk about “Reaganom-
ics,” there is a deep political consensus

between the twin parties of capitalism.

They agree on the fundamental ques-

tions, centrally on the ruling-class drive

toward war against the Soviet Union.

"Cold War II" was begun by Carter/

Brzezinski mainly over Afghanistan.

Carter’s anti-Soviet “human rights”

crusade was an attempt to morally (and

militarily) rearm U.S. imperialism to

combat communism on a global scale.

At bottom it was a transition between

the so-called “Vietnam syndrome” and
unabashed warmongering.

The Cold War budget ax is chopping

up the lives and livelihoods of countless

millions of Americans, particularly

blacks. A recent Princeton University

study confirms statistically what is

agonizingly obvious on the streets. In

New York City alone: 12,000 lost

welfare payments and 39,000 had
payments reduced; 42,000 lost food

stamps and more than a million had
them reduced; 4,500 lost CETA jobs and
33,000 lost job training; 30,000 lost

school lunches; nearly half a million

poor people will pay more for housing
{New York Times, 13 August).

The racist Cold Warriors who run the

American unions can’t fight Reaganism
because they share his program to “roll

back" Communism. The U.S. labor

“leaders” are even more ferocious in

anti-Soviet fanaticism than many bour-
geois elements. Many of them rose to

their exalted positions over the political

remains of the Communists in the

postwar witchhunts. In the tradition of

George Meany, who wanted to fight to

the last man in Vietnam when most of

the bourgeoisie had already given up,

the anti-Soviet AFL-CIO tops are an
important social underpinning to the

imperialist drive to reverse the gains of
anti-capitalist revolutions throughout
the world.

The rabidly pro-Zionist AFL-CIO
took out pro-Begin advertisements in

the name of labor as the Israelis were

mercilessly pounding Beirut. The labor

traitors have long been the willing

tools of union-busting CIA “free trade

unions” from Latin America to Poland.

Solidarnosc: at least here is a “labor

struggle” that Albert Shanker can

support, while he and his cronies figure

out how much to give back of hard won
union gains here at home. Their "roll-

back" unionism abroad and their

"giveback" unionism at home are linked

by subordination to the U.S. ruling

class.

But the AFL-CIO is having some

problems selling the Democrats to the

restive union ranks. John Perkins of

COPE, the AFL-CIO’s electoral arm,

says he “hopes... to dilute the wide-

spread cynicism COPE has found

among so many potential voters, who at

this time do not expect either party to do

much of anything for them" {New York

Times, 1 1 August). Even Teddy Ken-

nedy has noticed that people are having

trouble telling the twin parties apart.

“The last thing this nation needs," he

said at the recent Democratic conven-

tion, “is two Republican Parties.” But

that’s what there is: two Republican

Parties. Or two Democratic Parties, if

you prefer.

Guns, No Butter

Nobody really thought Reagan could

run up the highest peacetime military

increases in history, cut taxes and
balance the budget. The one promise he

kept was to gear up the anti-Soviet

military machine for war. It is the anti-

Soviet war drive which demands the

domestic policies of austerity. And it is

on the anti-Soviet war drive that the

Democrats and the labor bureaucrats

stand shoulder to shoulder with Rea-

gan. This is what gives the lie to the

bureaucrats' crocodile tears for the

poor, the "guns vs. butter” rhetoric.

They are for the guns pointed at the

USSR, and the hell with everything else.

But some workers aren’t buying it. A
recent editorial titled “Remembering
Solidarity" in the “black establishment”

Amsterdam News is clearly a response

to real disgust with the “let them eat

anti-Communism" school of politics:

“Eight black South African miners have
been killed while participating in a

strike in Johannesburg recently. The
strikers were protesting that white men
doing the same jobs are paid five times
as much as they are.

"Has anyone heard from Lane Kirkland
of the AFL-CIO? Has A1 Shanker and
the Teachers Union opened a New York
office for the black trade union mem-
bers so they can tell the true story about
South Africa? Has anyone heard from
Pope John Paul about the humanity of
the slain workers? And where is Ronald
Reagan that defender of freedom and
justice?"

Black people in racist America are

forced to see the vicious hypocrisy of the

capitalist system. Yet black Americans
remain tied to illusions in the Demo-
crats and will in their mass continue to

support them so long as there appears to

be no alternative. The key to unlocking
this situation is revolutionary leader-

ship. Black workers particularly will

play a vanguard role in forging a

proletarian party of black and white

workers’ leaders fighting to bring the

power of labor to bear in industrial and
political action against the bosses and
their government. The working class

needs its own party, built in struggle

against the racist. Cold Warrior union
tops, to link the needs of the unem-
ployed to the potential power of em-
ployed workers, to unite the multiracial

American proletariat around its class

interests through struggle on behalf of
all the oppressed, to weld our struggles

to those of our class brothers through-
out the world. Down with Cold War
austerity— Defend and extend the gains

of the Russian Revolution! For union
action against Reagan and the Demo-
cratic mayors! Unchain labor—Oust the

sellout bureaucrats! Fora workers party
fighting for a workers government!
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Steel Bosses Demand Givebacks

For USWA Action Now to Stop Layoffs

!

CHICAGO, 27 August—Over 600
unionists turned out today for a special

Steelworkers (USWA) Local 65 meeting
called to discuss a U.S. Steel proposal to

build a new rail mill at its South Works
plant here. The company is demanding
major concessions in job combinations,

plantwide. The ranks, reduced from
nearly 10,000 a decade ago to about 900
working members today, wanted no
part of this extortion. According to a

Local 65 member, union officials who
spoke for the deal were booed, and
District 31 assistant director Carl Alessi

was shouted down repeatedly when he
threatened that voting no could result in

the plant closing.

Former District 31 director and 1977

candidate for International president

Ed Sadlowski, long the darling of the

U.S. reformist “left,” soft-pedaled his

support for the concessions deal. Re-
portedly he admitted that accepting the

concessions would not guarantee the

new rail mill would be built, nor that the

plant would remain open. But, contin-

ued this member of the team that

negotiated the concessions, the union
had done the best it could. In short,

“Oilcan Eddie" told steel workers to eat

it. No more “fightback" rhetoric here,

only a program of more givebacks.

Sadlowski’s remarks received a cold

reception here in his former base.

Two local out-bureaucrats, former
Local 65 president Alice Peurala and
CP-supported grievanceman Joe
Kransdorf, were applauded for calling

for a no-vote, but neither put forward
any strategy to stop the layoffs and plant

closures. Kransdorfs line was: "We
should vote no and take our chances." It

was the Peurala leadership that let 4,000

jobs go down the drain without a fight.

Now all they can say is “take your
chances.”

One militant drew applause when he
pointed to sitdown action against the

steel bosses. The USWA is being gutted

in basic steel by the loss ofjobs: 1 14,000

steel workers are presently on indefinite

layoff with no prospect of recall. The
bosses are riding roughshod over

workers on the shop floor, ignoring

union reps, stalling grievances, combin-

ing jobs. Meanwhile bureaucrats like

Local 1014 president Phil Cyprian in

Gary continue to whine, "We should be
partners, not adversaries”!

The recent USWA rejection of the

steel industry’s mammoth concessions

proposal won’t stop the companies’
anti-labor drive. The present industry-

wide contract expires next August, but

union action is vitally needed now. But
instead of mounting a fight against the

job cuts, USWA officials have already

agreed to several local giveback deals.

All wings of the bureaucracy, from
International president Lloyd McBride

to District 31 “progressive” Jim Bala-

noff, tell the workers the only way out is

voting Democrat in November. And all

join hands with the steel bosses in

whipping up protectionist opposition to

foreign steel—a chauvinist campaign
that paves the way for interimperialist

war.

In a word, all these misleaders

recognize the “right” of the greedy
American steel barons to make a profit

out of the workers’ sweat. The refor-

mists stamp out any impulse toward the

hard class struggle that could ignite a

workers’ political counteroffensive

against Reagan reaction and Democrat-
ic demagogy. And especially in the

social tinderbox of black and working-
class Chicago, a sit-in at South Works
could be just such a spark.

Local 65 president Don Stazak and
the rest of the McBride-loyal local

leadership expected a vote of confidence

at today’s meeting. But the angry mood
displayed at this biggest turnout in over

a decade prompted these sellouts to

reconsider taking a vote. Claiming the

packed hall didn’t represent the mem-
bership as a whole, they proposed a mail

vote and bureaucratically adjourned the

meeting as the members chanted: “vote!

vote! vote!" It is clear that among the

ranks of the USWA there is willingness

to fight. What stands in the way is a

brittle and isolated pro-capitalist bu-
reaucracy. The task remains to forge the

leadership that will sweep the treacher-

ous defeatists away and lead steel

workers on the class-struggle road to

victory.

Spartacist

Candidates...
(continuedfrom page 3)

voters with a chance to register princi-

pled opposition to the program and
politics of U.S. imperialism.

San Francisco is a labor town with a

labor-hating Democratic city govern-
ment. Coleman and Bradley will run
against the union-busting record of the

Board of Supervisors, from strike-

breaker mayor Feinstein to the DSA-
Democrat gay politico Harry Britt.

Ritchie Bradley’s candidacy is

particularly welcome in putting forward
a black communist against the black

Democrats. Whether they are career

cops like gubernatorial candidate Tom
Bradley or fake-lefts like Congressman
Ron Dellums, their role is to lead blacks

back to the party of Jimmy “ethnic

purity” Carter and KKKer Tom
Metzger.

Coleman and Bradley oppose Fein-

stein’s gun ban, signed into city law by
Board of Supervisor “progressives," as

well as the statewide ballot initiative

backed by governor Brown for a freeze

on gun ownership. Gun control disarms
blacks and minorities, women, gays, all

increasingly targets of reactionary

violence in Reagan’s America. Teddy
Kennedy’s party never lifted a finger to

defend black school children stoned by
racist mobs in their Boston school

buses; the party of Jerry Brown and Ron
Dellums did nothing to protect black

families whose homes were shot up and
vandalized by the Klan in Contra Costa
County. Now Democrats and Republi-

cans join in measures to disarm the

victims. Coleman and Bradley stand for

the right of black armed self-defense and
for mass labor/black mobilizations to

stop KKK/Nazi terror. They have

worked actively for such mobilizations,

including the successful demonstration
that stopped the Nazis in San Francisco
in April 1980.

Coleman and Bradley stand for a

fight for jobs, for decent affordable

housing and free public services. Since

1980 42 San Francisco plants and
businesses have closed—thousands of
jobs lost without a fight. Working
people, blacks especially, are being

driven out of the city by the converting

or demolishing of low-cost and public

housing, a practice typified by wealthy
hotel owner Feinstein. Millionaire

Muni boss Richard Sklar, the strike-

breaking “democratic socialist,” person-
ifies the fare-gouging, service-cutting

policies that make life in this city

exasperating, expensive and dangerous.
Coleman and Bradley are campaign-

ing on a program of mobilizing labor
and minorities to struggle for a decent
life. They are fighting to break working
people from support to the Democratic
Party of capitalist austerity, racism and
imperialist war. Not only in San
Francisco but throughout the nation
workers need their own party to fight for

a workers government which will smash
the bosses’ state, expropriate major
industry and institute a planned econo-
my in the interest of all working people.

A vote for Coleman and Bradley is a
vote for forging a mass workers party to

lead the fight for successful socialist

revolution.

NYC Transit...
(continuedfrom page 6)

The black Democrats under the

leadership of people like [Black United
Front leader Herbert] Daughtry and
[CORE head Roy] Innis cynically used
the blacks down in Gravesend to stage a

march into the racist stronghold in a call

for police protection. Those marches
were a display of weakness and isolation

which will provoke more racist violence.

Then the Democrats went home and left

the Gravesend blacks to face the

inflamed racist thugs and the racist

cops.

A mobilization of integrated union
power in Gravesend would expose
impotent Democratic Party tactics like

those marches. It could show a way
forward for the oppressed working
masses all over the city—the unions, not

the Democratic fakers, as the real

champions of the working people and
minorities. No wonder the political

agents of the Democrats in our union
like Lawe and Cherry oppose such a

mobilization!

What reared its head in Gravesend
was not simply ethnic street gangs but

the potential recruits for fascism. The
KKK has been reported leafleting in the

area. The fascists grow in times of

massive economic hardship and social

chaos. Their program is union-busting

and genocide. The working class must
nip these racist killers in the bud!

And the labor movement has the

power to do it. The Spartacist League,
the group that Cherry attacks in his

leaflet, organized a militant mobiliza-
tion of 3,000 people in Chicago against a

provocation by the Nazis. I supported
and participated in that important
demonstration, along with many other
unionists, on June 27th. But think what
33,000 TWU members, taking the lead

to mobilize the workers and minorities

of this city, could do in Gravesend!
Supporters of the Communist Party

call on the capitalist government to

“ban" the fascists. And the Socialist

Workers Party thinks genocide is

debatable. SWP supporter Mark Fried-

man, now a TWUer here, debated a
Klansman on TV in San Diego! Any-
body who thinks they can debate the

fascists had better expect that while
you’re debating one, another one is

putting a bomb in your car. The fascists

are not interested in debating “ideas”

—

they are terrorists organized for murder-
ous action against blacks and other
minorities!

The fascist thugs are emboldened in

Reagan’s America. They have polled
tens of thousands of votes in several

communities, and they are growing. The
labor movement better get itself in gear
to protect ourselves against their racist

terrorism.

A lot of working people are pretty

demoralized by the no-struggle "strate-

gy" of the American union “leaders."

The will to fight back is there but it’s

held down by union “leaders” who want
us to believe the Democrats are some
kind of "answer." The biggest and most
racially integrated labor demonstration
in U.S. history took place last Septem-
ber 19 in Washington. Half a million

unionists came out to show their

opposition to Reagan. The size and
militancy of that demonstration sur-

prised and scared the AFL-CIO brass.

They’re scared to fight the givebacks
and cutbacks, scared to fight Reagan;
they tell us nothing can be done except
wait for election day and vote Demo-
cratic. But we don’t want Jimmy Carter
back! We need to bring Reagan down in

the fight for a class-struggle workers
party fighting for a workers govern-
ment. We need to mobilize our real

strength as unionists and our real allies,

the working people and all the op-
pressed, to smash racist terrorism. We
don’t need more petitions to Koch and
more begging marches in Albany, we
need a fighting labor movement with an
anti-capitalist perspective.

—Ed Kartsen

Endorsers: David Brewer
Keith Anwar

August 20, 1982
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Central

America...
(continued front page 5)

while noting the “institutionalization of

the fascist clique" around d'Aubuisson,

concludes that a more “flexible" solu-

tion might come from “a more direct

negotiation with the White House”!

The military victories of the leftist

guerrillas thus may well be thrown away
for the sake of a “political solution.” For

the workers and peasants of El Salva-

dor, such a treacherous “political

solution” leaving the landlord-puppet

army and oligarchy rule intact would

mean the greatest bloodbath in the

history of their oppression.

The response of the Reagan White

House to the military setbacks of its

Salvadoran puppets is not, however, to

seek a “political solution" with the

Ungos and Zamoras, but to widen the

war. When it comes to protecting its

capital, the imperialist bourgeoisie

recognizes no borders. So Washington
has been trying to organize a kind of

Central American NATO. Honduras in

particular, with an air force considered

to be the most powerful in the region,

has become a pivotal military force for

the U.S. -directed counterrevolutionary

terror. Since 1980 American military aid

to Honduras has tripled. Earlier this

summer Honduran troops carried out a

joint military “exercise" with U.S. army
and air force units stationed in Panama.

After visiting Washington recently,

Honduran army chief Gustavo Alvarez

went on television and declared war on

the Salvadoran FMLN. In June 3,000

Honduran soldiers joined Salvadoran

army units in a joint sweep against the

leftist insurgents. But this also brought

the war home to Honduras. In July

Honduran counterinsurgency units

fought a 16-hour gun battle with

guerrillas in the capital city of Teguci-

Poland...
(continuedfrom page 4)

campaign for higher procurement
prices.

For all the Jaruzelski regime’s

austerity measures, Poland still is not
living within its means. Without sub-

stantial Soviet aid the Polish economy
would collapse completely. The exact

amount of this aid is not known since

the Soviet government refuses to publi-

cize the figures for fear of upsetting its

own hardworking people who deeply
and legitimately resent feeding anti-

Soviet Poles. Despite martial law, living

conditions in Poland are still apprecia-

bly better than in Russia, as even the

New York Times (21 February) admits:

“Yet for all the recent economic
devastation, Polish shops are still better

stocked than Moscow’s. Prices rose
sharply Feb. 1, but markets display a
variety and quality of food unknown
in Russian cities—endives, brussels
sprouts, pears, cheeses, appetizing jars
of fruits and vegetables. Meat is

rationed, but the Polish allowance is

higher and the quality is better."

The Struggle for Poland
Continues

The Poles still live better than the

Russians, but they compare themselves

to the West Germans (although they

certainly don’t work like the West
Germans!). So the worsening economic
conditions provide a fertile soil for anti-

communist agitators. And in early May
these once again raised their heads.

Answering the call of the clandestine

Solidarnosc radio station, on May Day
30,000 marched through Warsaw chant-
ing “Down with the junta!” and “Free
Lech Walesa!” Smaller demonstrations
occurred in other cities. Two days later

many of the same youths rampaged
through the streets of Warsaw, Gdansk
and elsewhere ripping down, trampling

underfoot and burning the red flags

which had been placed on public

galpa, and leftist insurgents bombed the

capital’s electricity installations.

The escalating Central American war
has had a ripple-like effect. Mexico,

while posturing as a “friend” of Cuba,

Nicaragua and the Salvadoran FDR/
FMLN, has beefed up its own counter-

insurgency units as it worries about a

spillover of peasant unrest from neigh-

boring Guatemala. The murderous
right-wing terror of Guatemala’s Gener-

al Rios Montt, a certified religious nut,

has forced an estimated 100,000 Gua-
temalan peasants to seek refuge across

the border in Mexico. At the same time,

the sudden drastic devaluation of the

peso has popped the Mexican “oil

boom” and further impoverished mil-

lions of its people, creating a potential

for revolutionary ferment at the very

borders of the United States.

The Vise Tightens
on Sandinista Nicaragua

When the decades-entrenched So-

moza dynasty in Nicaragua was over-

thrown by a popular insurrection in

July 1979, U.S. imperialism suffered its

greatest defeat in Latin America since

the Cuban Revolution. And Ronald
Reagan, of all U.S. imperialists, has no
intention of accepting that defeat.

While the Honduran troops hunt the

Salvadoran FMLN, they also threat-

en the petty-bourgeois radical Sandinis-

ta regime, supporting ex-Sandinista-

turned-counterrevolutionary Eden Pas-

tora, the CIA-backed somocistas and
their allies among the Miskito Indians.

The Reagan administration has open-

ly boasted of spending millions to

train such counterrevolutionary armed
bands. The Washington Post (6 August)

observes that “it is hard to avoid the

impression that the Reagan administra-

tion is cranking up something like a

slow-motion Bay of Pigs invasion as a

part of a multifaceted plan to destabilize

Nicaragua.”
Washington's offensive has put con-

siderable pressure on the Sandinista

regime, which is still trying at all costs to

reach an accommodation with imperial-

ism and the Nicaraguan bourgeoisie.

“Nicaragua is doing everything it can to

avoid a regional conflict,” Sandinista

leader Daniel Ortega assured French

president Francois Mitterrand in July

(Latin American Weekly Review, 16

July). In other words, the heavily armed
Sandinista forces will do nothing to

militarily support the leftist insurgents

in El Salvador and other Central

American countries even as Washing-

ton’s puppet juntas come to each other’s

aid!

But now Washington’s puppet juntas

are moving to attack Nicaragua itself,

however much the Sandinistas may seek

"peaceful coexistence.” And that’s some-

thing Ortega cannot close his eyes to:

“We are expecting an air attack and an
attack by land. To the extent that there

exists in the United States Government
the desire to provoke this war, it is

becoming practically impossible to

avoid it.”

—New York Times, 29 August

The pressure of a hostile American
imperialism has brought forth cries for

socialist revolution from the Nicara-

guan working masses. Last May Day
workers carried the popular slogan,

“Defend the revolution, construct so-

cialism.” Sandinista leader Bayardo
Arce has publicly repudiated the revolu-

tionary demands of Nicaragua’s work-
ing class:

“This is the slogan of our working class.

This is important because it is not a line

or a slogan of the revolutionary govern-
ment or of the Sandinist front in this

period."

—El Sol, 19 July

While the Nicaraguan economy
continues to be predominantly capital-

ist, the petty-bourgeois nationalist

Sandinista regime could be forced

against its will down the Cuban road of

a deformed social revolution. Liberal

Democrat and Carter’s former ambas-
sador to El Salvador Robert White

notes that “Nicaragua could go either

way,” and he proposes in effect that the

U.S. buy off the Sandinistas rather than

try to overthrow them. Reagan, on

the other hand, seems to be trying to

force the Sandinistas down the Cuban

road so as to justify his bloody “crusade

against Communism” in Central

America.

But this is a dangerous game which

can backfire. The regionalization of the

Central American conflicts and the

prospect of social struggles in Mexico
with its powerful proletariat raise the

stakes. In this context, the calls of the

wretchedly reformist American “left”

for a "political solution” are more than

ever an exercise in outright betrayal.

The French and Mexican presidents

who came out for a negotiated settle-

ment in El Salvador, like ex-

ambassador White with his proposals

for economic aid to Nicaragua to co-opt

the Sandinistas, seek no less than

Reagan to perpetuate the misery and

terror of the masses. Like the earlier

voices of bourgeois defeatism during the

Vietnam War, these elements seek to

modify imperialist policy to take ac-

count of a central fact that the anti-

Communist fanatic Reagan refuses to

recognize: the U.S. is no longer in a

position, economically and militarily, to

single-handedly police the globe. What
the "moderates” want may be character-

ized by turning an old phrase on its

head: diplomacy is the continuation of

war by other means.

The road forward for the desperate

Central American working masses is the

road of permanent revolution, for

proletarian power throughout the re-

gion. This demands the forging of

Trotskyist parties steeled in political

combat against all manner of reformist

popular frontists and petty-bourgeois

nationalists. Our “political solution” is

workers revolution! Military victory

to the Central American leftist

insurgents!*

buildings for May Day. The red flag, it

should be pointed out, has been the

symbol of social revolution ever since

the French Revolution of 1789.

At the time the Solidarnosc under-
ground directorate (and the Catholic

episcopate) disowned this kind of street

violence in favor of a different, wilier

tactic. In June the provisional coordi-

nating committee of Solidarnosc pro-

posed a brief moratorium on protests in

order to encourage the government to

allow pope Wojtyla to attend the 600th
anniversary of the rite of the Black

Madonna of Czestochowa in late

August. Solidarnosc undergound chief

Zbigniew Bujak and his fellow conspira-

tors knew, as did everyone else in

Poland, that a state visit by the arch-

reactionary Polish pope would provide
a “legitimate" occasion for a mass anti-

Communist mobilization as was the

case in 1979. While the Polish Stalinists

very much want to conciliate the church
hierarchy, a papal visit at this time was
just too dangerous to risk. Soon July 21

Jaruzelski announced that Wojtyla’s

visit would be postponed indefinitely.

In response Bujak & Co. (presumably
after consultation with their CIA
controls) decided to go for broke. They
announced that in the last two weeks of
August "the presence of our union will

be exceptionally visible" and called for

mass anti-government demonstrations
culminating on August 31, the second
anniversary of the Gdansk agreement
with legally recognized Solidarnosc.

Despite the best efforts of Radio Free
Europe, it does not look as if there will

be an effective, large-scale counterrevo-
lutionary mobilization in Poland at this

time. To date the pro-Solidarnosc
actions have been sporadic, uncoordi-
nated and contained by the authorities.

Time magazine (24 May) described the

events in May as “more like a gesture of
frustration than a show of force by the

union." This is still the case. The people
running through the streets chanting
“Down with the junta!” are not in the

main the same mature workers who
formed the backbone of Solidarnosc

before December. They are rather

student/lumpen youth, many of them
unemployed, deeply alienated from the

system and now drawn to the banner of

clerical-nationalism or even clerical-

fascism. The Solidarnosc agitators can

call out these frenzied youth, but have

not been able to direct the mass of the

working class as before. The New York

Times (8 August) observed: “A major
disappointment among internees freed

from detention centers is the contrast

between the gung-ho militance they

sustained behind bars and the apathy
they are encountering outside."

But the apathy of the masses in the

wake of Jaruzelski’s effective counter-

coup cannot last forever. All of the basic

factors which drove Poland to the edge

of counterrevolution nine months ago
continue to operate—an economy
ruined by massive debt to Western

imperialism and saddled with a back-
ward smallholding peasant agriculture,

a powerful Catholic church pushing its

tentacles into all aspects of social and
political life, enormous popular illu-

sions about Western, especially Ameri-
can, capitalism. Now added to this is the

dangerous element of military bona-
partism to which the Polish Stalinists

have resorted under General Jaruzelski.

December 13 bought some time

—

nothing more—for a revolutionary

socialist solution to the Polish crisis.

This requires above all a Trotskyist

vanguard party which could restore

Poland’s deep and rich Marxist tradi-

tion embodied in Rosa Luxemburg and
the early Polish Communist Party. We
are convinced that the mass of Polish

working people can be broken from
their current infatuation with Reagan’s
America, Wojtyla’s Vatican and the

memory of the reactionary dictator

Pilsudski, and be won to an authentical-

ly communist program of defending and
extending the anti-capitalist gains still

embodied in the Polish deformed
workers state, through workers politi-

cal revolution.

• Down with clericalism! For strict

separation of church and state!

• For the collectivization of
agriculture!

• For trade unions independent of
bureaucratic control and based on
defense of socialized property!

• Cancel the imperialist debt! For
international socialist economic
planning!

• For soviet democracy, not bour-
geois parliamentarism! For proletarian

political revolution!

• Defend the USSR against
imperialism! For the revolutionary

unity of the Polish and Soviet
workers!

Spartacist Pamphlet
I enclose $ copy(ies) of
"SolidarnoSd: Polish Company Union
for CIA and Bankers" at $1.00 each.

Name.

Address

City

Zip Phone

Solidarnosc:

^ Polish
Company Union for
bW and Bankers

Make checks payable/mail to:

Spartacist Publishing Co., Box 1377 GPO. New York, NY 10116
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Lebanon...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Palestinian commandos ignited a

communal-based civil war which over

the next two years took 100,000 Leba-

nese and Palestinian lives. An incipient

social revolution based on the Moslem/
Palestinian toilers was diverted by the

PLO’s nationalism ("non-interference"

in the internal affairs of other Arab

states) and by the Moslem clan chiefs

into a sectarian/communal conflict in

which both sides engaged in indiscrimi-

nate killing. Uniquely on the left, the

Spartacist tendency opposed both sides

in the communal bloodbath and de-

fended the right of every community,

Lebanese and Palestinian, Christian

and Moslem, to self-defense against

sectarian terror.

When the balance of forces appeared

to be shifting to the Moslem/ Palestinian

side, Ba’athist Syria intervened on

behalf of the Maronites. The turning

point was the Phalangist siege of the

sprawling Palestinian refugee camp, Tel

Zaatar, a siege aided by the Syrian

army. After weeks of watching the

wounded die for lack of medicine and

children die from dehydration, the PLO
fighters defending the camp surren-

dered. After they were disarmed, the

inhabitants were slaughtered by Gemay-
el’s Kateab by the thousands.

Today the butcher of Tel Zaatar, the

self-declared fascist who has called for

the expulsion of all Palestinians from

the country, is master of Lebanon.

Behind him stand 30,000 Israeli troops

and now 2,000 imperialist troops as

well.

September 11: March for

“Pax Americana”

The elementary demands of every

opponent of the imperialist subjugation

of the Near East and the Zionist

subjugation of the Palestinians must
be: Defend the Palestinians and Leb-
anese Moslems Against Phalange Ter-
ror! Imperialist/lsraeli Troops Out of
Lebanon!

But the organizers of an announced
September 1 1 march on Washington at

first ducked the demand “No U.S.

Troops to Lebanon” (and still ignore the

other imperialist forces there). The
omission of this demand when the

demonstration was first called in late

July was no accident.

The organizers behind this march and

its sponsor, the “November 29

Coalition,” are Sam Marcy’s Workers
World Party/People's Anti-War Mo-
bilization (WWP/PAM) and the pro-

Moscow Communist Party/U.S. Peace

Council. When Begin came to deliver

his warmongering harangue to a UN
disarmament (!) conference in mid-

June, these same groups organized a

protest which called for “effective U.S.

action to achieve Israeli withdrawal."

What did this mean concretely? As
Begin himself declared repeatedly,

Israel would withdraw its armed forces

when and only when “a multinational

peace-keeping force," including U.S.

troops, took over the job of suppressing

the Palestinians. So the Marcyites and

CP, like Begin, were calling for sending

in the marines! Well, these “Pax
Americana” reformists finally found a

demand they could “win"—"effective

U.S. action" rolled into Beirut last week.

Lenin’s term for those who believed

their own imperialist governments

could be pressured into playing a

progressive role in the world was

“social-imperialists." But the groveling

Marcyites would make even Lenin’s

most opportunist opponents want to

throw up. Take the front-page article of

Workers World (25 June) on the

Reagan-Begin meeting:

"He [Reagan] could have refused to

meet with Begin, and would have, if he

were really a representative of the

people. He could have issued an
executive order stopping all U.S. aid to

Israel. Or he could have demanded that

Begin comply with a UN resolution

political solution” 1958: Elsenhower's marinesImperialist

beaches.

calling for a complete Israeli pullout of

Lebanon.”

Sure—and if he had some reindeer, he

could be Santa Claus.

On July 25 the Marcyites and

Kremlin-line Stalinists got together

again for a “teach-in" on Lebanon in

New York City. On one panel Workers

World editor Deirdre Griswold and

Mark Solomon of the U.S. Peace

Council gave presentations which did

not mention, much less oppose, the

plans to send the marines to Lebanon.

When challenged by a Spartacist

League spokesman on the June demon-
stration for “effective U.S. action,"

Griswold simply lost her voice. Finally
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Marcyites called lor "effective U.S.
action,” now they have It.

the event’s coordinator, Iskander Zala-

mi. rushed to her defense: “Should
anyone attempt to make a statement

that is unfriendly, I am going to ask the

security people to make sure that it’s

stopped."

At the meeting the “Coalition"

announced the September 1 1 demon-
stration in Washington based on two
demands: immediate withdrawal of

Israeli troops from Lebanon and an end
to U.S. arms shipments to Israel. The
following weekend at a similar teach-in

in the Bay Area, a Spartacist spokesman
asked: “I would like to know why the

demand against U.S. troops wasn’t

raised in this call." Coalition speaker

Nubar Hovsepian replied: "I’m not

particularly interested in convincing the

Spartacist League as much as 1 am in

convincing the churches, people in the

mainstream of this country ’’ In

truth, Hovsepian and his colleagues are

interested in convincing the rulers of this

country.

Anti-soviei Popular Front

The "November 29 Coalition” is

simply another instance of Stalinist

popular frontism, the political subordi-

nation of the interests of the workers
and oppressed. The class expression

of popular frontism is a governmental
bloc between reformist mass workers
parties and bourgeois parties, such as

Allende’s Unidad Popular in Chile or

Mitterrand’s Union of the Left in

France. But in the United States where

the reformists do not have a mass

working-class base to sell out for

ministerial portfolios, the popular front

often takes the form of extra-

parliamentary “coalitions" with the

Democratic Party along with electoral

support to it.

On El Salvador the Marcyites in

particular thought they had a real shot

at a popular front with the liberal

Democrats. All wings of the American
imperialist ruling class want to salvage

the blood-soaked Salvadoran military

junta which is threatened with humiliat-

ing defeat by a left-wing insurgency. The
victory of the leftist guerrillas would

shatter the Salvadoran bourgeois state

apparatus, posing the question of social

revolution. The question for the U.S.

imperialists is how to avoid such an

outcome. And there are differences over

tactics, with the wing represented by

Kennedy holding that negotiation rath-

er than provocation might stop both El

Salvador and Nicaragqa short of the

“Cuban road.”

An articulate spokesman for the

liberal imperialist line on Central

America is Robert White, former

ambassador to Jimmy Carter’s "human
rights” junta in San Salvador. Signifi-

cantly, this imperialist troubleshooter

has been a featured speaker in Marcyite-

organized Salvador protest events.

White insists that he agrees with Reagan
over ends, differing only over means:

“President Reagan is right to concern
himself with denying Communism a

new foothold in the Western hemi-
sphere. He is wrong only in his

methods."

White warns that Reagan’s attempts to

drown every source of opposition in

blood only radicalizes the masses and

makes it impossible to do a deal with

even the most opportunist reformist

and nationalist forces. He argues that

Reagan’s policies are “combining to

weaken the region’s defenses against

Communist penetration" and that the

only way to rescue U.S. interests "is by

returning to a policy of promoting a

negotiated settlement" ("Central Ameri-

ca: The Problem That Won’t Go Away,”
New York Times Magazine, 18 July).

The Marcyites’ orientation to the

Robert Whites and Teddy Kennedys
gets an alibi from the reformist/

nationalist Salvadoran FDR which also

seeks a "political solution" which wbuld

preserve Salvadoran capitalism and its

murderous armed forces. WWP’s slo-

gan "No More Vietnams" expresses the

desire of the U.S. ruling class to avoid

another humiliating defeat. That’s why
the Marcyites try desperately to

exclude—with the help of the cops

—

SL-organized Anti-Imperialist Contin-

gents from El Salvador marches; our

call for "Military Victory to the Leftist

Insurgents" and our assertion that

“Defense of Cuba/USSR Begins in El

Salvador” link the struggle against

imperialist militarism to international

class struggle. This is poison to WWP

/

PAM which is concerned above all to

keep the marches “Ready for Teddy."

While a division exists in U.S. ruling

circles over how to deal with Central

America, no such division occurred over

Israel’s invasion of Lebanon. Every-

body shed crocodile tears over the “loss

of civilian lives” but applauded the de-

struction of the PLO as a military force.

In Lebanon there now is a "negotiated

solution” for which Philip Habib will

probably get a Nobel “Peace” Prize,

joining a pantheon that includes

Kissinger, Begin and Sadat.

Since no Democratic politician

advocates breaking the military alliance

with Zionist Israel, the Marcyites are

hard put to find “mainstream" speakers

for September II. So with nothing to

lose they’ve decided (even contradicting

the PLO for a change!) to come out

against U.S. troops to Lebanon—afkr

they’ve been sent of course.

Even the PLO deserves better cheer-

leaders than the craven and cynical

Marcyites. But the PLO’s nationalism

has prevented the Palestinian proletar-

iat from taking the road of class

struggle. The solution to Palestinian

national rights lies in joint class struggle

by the working people of the region

against the sheiks, colonels and Zion-

ists. As Trotsky wrote in 1930: “The
complete and genuine solution of...

achieving democracy and national

emancipation is conceivable only

through the dictatorship of the proletar-

iat as the leader of the subjugated

nation, above all of its peasant masses.”

This is the road of permanent revolu-

tion. the proletarian perspective which

unites the workers of the oppressed

nations with those in the imperialist

centers who do not flinch from opposing

their "own" bourgeoisie.
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Smash “Pax Americana” From El Salvador to Beirut!

Imperialist/Israeli Troops

Out of Lebanon

!

Nachtwey/Black StarBegin’® terror bombing destroyed ancient city of Tyre

U.S. Imperialism’s killer elite polices Palestinians, spearheads anti-Soviet war drive in Near East (above). Palestinianwoman ordered to celebrate PLO “victory" (right).

They are the world’s most notorious

imperialist butchers. They have the

blood of millions of toilers on their

hands, from Indochina to North Africa.

The very words are synonymous with

the bloody suppression of colonial

revolt: the U.S. Marines, the French

Foreign Legion. Last week, joined by
the elite Italian Bersaglieri Regiment,
they landed in west Beirut. This multi-

imperialist “peace-keeping" force came
to finish what the savage Israeli invasion

of Lebanon had started: disarming and
dispersing the armed forces of the

Palestine Liberation Organization

(PLO). The 600,000 Palestinians in

Lebanon now stand defenseless before

the genocidal onslaught of the Zionist

state and its Lebanese Maronite Chris-

tian allies in the fascist Phalange of

Bashir Gemayel.

To call this situation a “victory” for

the Palestinians, as do the Third World-
ist nationalist cheerleaders on the left, is

cynical treachery to the cause of
Palestinian national liberation. As
Begin smirked: “We wish Arafat such a

‘victory’ every day."

In past protests over El Salvador, the

reformist American left, hungry to

make its politics acceptable to the

“progressive” Kennedy wing of the

Democratic Party, has marched for a

“political solution.” They even call the

cops to seal off the revolutionists who
stand for military victory to the leftist

insurgents. It’s fitting that this same
crew has called for a demonstration
September II over Lebanon. For now
they have their “political solution": in

Beirut
, as the U.S. marines land and the

Palestinian guerrillas are stripped of
their weapons and dispersed to isolated

desert compounds. Chanting “Victory!”
along with the PLO, the September II

march organizers stand hardest against
the road of class struggle against the

Zionist and Arab rulers— For a socialist

federation of the Near East!

Defend the Palestinians
Against Phalange Terror!

It was not humanitarian scruples that

prevented Menachem Begin from order-

ing the Zionist army into west Beirut to

crush the PLO. Ariel Sharon’s armed
forces halted at the city gates because of
the tenacious resistance of the coura-

geous, if poorly armed, PLO fighters.

To take these out would have required

house-to-house fighting and lots more
Israeli soldiers being shipped back to the

Zionist “homeland” in body bags. This
might well have exploded a society

whose polarization over the Lebanon
invasion was such as to cause unprece-
dented mass peace demonstrations in

Tel Aviv in the midst of war.

So the Israelis were forced to turn to

the imperialist powers, centrally Rea-
gan’s America, to win on the negotiating

table what even mad bomber Begin
feared to fight for in the streets of west
Beirut. They were aided by the PLO
itself, which asked the U.S. marines and
French legionnaires to accept their

surrender and serve as their guardians as

they boarded ships, trucks and buses for

their new exile.

The petty-bourgeois nationalist PLO
always looked to the Arab regimes, both
the bonapartist colonels and the reac-

tionary sheiks, as their champions. The
refusal of any of these regimes to so
much as lift a finger for the beleaguered
Palestinian commandos shows that the

now terminated president of Egypt,
Anwar Sadat, spoke for all of them at

Camp David The 1,100 PLO comman-
dos given a “hero’s welcome” on
arriving in Tunisia were promptly
stripped of their weapons and sent to a
barbed wire enclosed camp guarded by
police and soldiers, a camp virtually

indistinguishable from the detention
camps Israel maintains for Palestinian
prisoners. A similar fate awaits PLO
militants deported to Hussein’s Jordan
and Assad’s Syria.

And what is in store for the
Palestinians left behind in Lebanon?
Two days after the first French legion-
naires landed in Beirut, the country's

most notorious terrorist. Phalange head
Bashir Gemayel, became its new presi-

dent. It was an election Reagan’s
advisers in El Salvador would have
appreciated. The Phalange militia (Ka-
teab) rounded up Moslem members of
parliament and marched them to an
army barracks in Christian east Beirut.

There, surrounded by Israeli tanks and
threatened by Kateab gunmen, these

aged clan leaders. Christian and Mos-
lem, voted Gemayel the new master of
Lebanon.

The Israeli-backed Phalange origi-

nated in the 1930s as a fascist organiza-
tion deliberately modeled on the Hitler

Youth and Spanish Falange. It is an
opprobrious irony of history in the

epoch of imperialist decay that survi-

vors of the Nazi Holocaust have built a

racialist state whose only ally in the

Arab East is a movement modeled on
European fascism. And that the only
terms which accurately describe Begin/
Sharon’s invasion of Lebanon and
occupation of the West Bank are terms
used to describe the Nazis: Blitzkrieg,

Lebensraum, genocide.

Gemayel’s Phalange represents the
application of fascist ideology and
organization to the warlord politics of
traditional Lebanese society where each
patriarchal family rules a religious/

ethnic community with its own party
and militia. T his species of feudalist

gangland warfare was institutionalized
by the French colonialists as the

Maromte-dominated “confessional”
system, preserved by imperialism. Thus
a plebeian Moslem rebellion against
Maronite domination in 1958 was
suppressed with the help of 10,000 U.S.
marines dispatched by Eisenhower.

In 1975 a Phalangist massacre of
continued on page 1
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Begin Howls
for More Blood Center photo: In devastated

soldiers terrorize Palestinians.

For a Socialist

Federation of

the Near East!

Hailing Israel’s genocide in Lebanon
as "a rare opportunity for peace.”
Reagan went on TV September 1 to
propose a "fresh start” in the continued
national oppression of the Palestinian
people. While Israel initiated “phase
two” of its bloody Lebanon invasion by
attempting to provoke a major military'

confrontation with Syria, the U S.

commander in chief initiated a diplo-
matic confrontation with Israeli Prime
Minister Begin. Reagan called for a halt

in new Zionist settlements in the Israeli-

occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip and
the introduction over five years of an
“autonomous" authority in these terri-

tories culminating in “association” with
Jordan. This would create a South
Africa-like “bantustan” for Palestinians
in which Zionist occupation would be
replaced by subjugation to Jordan’s
King Hussein. Like blacks under apart-
heid. Palestinians would have an eco-
nomically unviable “homeland" while
remaining stateless, an economic colony
of Israel and a dispossessed people
without rights anywhere in the Arab
world.

Begin invaded Lebanon with obvious
U.S. approval. But the U.S. is also

acutely aware of the fragility and
explosiveness of the Near East coun-
tries. Reagan & Co. fear Begin’s hard
line on the “Palestinian problem”
threatens any prospect for stabilization

of the Near East as a bulwark against
“Soviet influence." But the denial of
Palestinian national rights and continu-
ing genocidal expansionism are funda-
mental to the Zionist state. And U.S.
imperialism is stuck with Israel as its

closest and most stable ally in the

region.

Israel is not U.S. imperialism’s only
ally in the Near East, as fake-leftists and
Arab nationalists would have us believe.

Reagan has tried to pull together an
anti-Soviet “strategic consensus" from
Khartoum to Jerusalem to Riyadh (not
without difficulty, as the AWACS affair

shows) to which Zionist expansionism
and the Palestinian question have
become obstacles. It is to remove these
obstacles that Reagan has proposed a
Palestinian “homeland" dominated by
Jordan. To bring Lebanon into this

“consensus” Reagan backed the presi-

dential “election" at gunpoint of Pha-
lange fascist Bashir Gemayel. who calls

for the expulsion of all Palestinians

from Lebanon. An anti-Soviet “Pax
Americana" in the Near East necessarily

means continued capitalist enslavement
and national oppression for the Arab
peoples of the Near East.

Reagan timed his announcement to

intersect the Arab League summit in

Fez. Morocco. Normally this gang of
military despots and medieval sheiks are
at each other’s throats when they are not

busy massacring Palestinians and their

own masses. But feasting under opulent
tents, amidst undulating dancers and
galloping Berber horsemen, as if cele-

brating the Israeli devastation of Leba-
non. they unanimously endorsed Rea-
gan’s proposal. Participating in the
festivities was Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) leader Yasir Ara-
fat. Having surrendered the courageous
PLO fighters to the U.S. Marines and
French Foreign Legion in war-ravaged
Beirut, Arafat joined the Arab poten-
tates in saying the Reagan plan "could
form the basis for a negotiated settle-

ment of the Middle East conflict” (New
York Daily News, 9 September). Rea-
gan’s plan refuses to recognize the PLO
at all (much less as “sole legitimate

representative of the Palestinian peo-
ple”), rejects Palestinian statehood and
supports a reunified Jerusalem (which
in the present context endorses Begin’s
annexation of predominantly Arab east

Jerusalem).

The Palestinian nation was dismem-
bered by imperialism, as part of its

“divide and rule" conquest of the Arab
East, through the instrumentality of
both Zionist Israel and the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. Israel’s successful
seizure of the present Occupied Territo-
ries in the 1967 war was a redivision of
the Palestinian lands previously
grabbed up in 1948 by the Arab regimes:
the Jordanian-occupied West Bank and
Egyptian-occupied Gaza. The Arab
rulers— like King Hussein who in

“Black September" (1970) massacred
10,000 Palestinians in Jordan—are as

implacably the enemies of Palestinian
national rights as the Israeli butchers.

Reagan/Begin’s “Holy War”
Against Soviet Influence

Capitalist Europe put aside its anger
over Reagan’s heavy-handed anti-

Soviet pipeline sanctions to hail his

Near East “initiative.” which it per-

ceives as keeping the Arab pipelines

flowing. “Socialist” president Mitter-
rand of France, a former imperialist

overlord of the Levant, hailed the

Reagan plan as “going in the direction

of what we had defined” while the Tory
government of the region’s other former
imperialist master, Thatcher’s Britain,

termed the scheme “a constructive and
imaginative step." The French eagerly
threw their professional colonial butch-
ers, the Foreign Legion, in with the U.S.
Marines to disarm the PLO in Beirut.

But Menachem Begin responded
hysterically to the proposition that

Israel give up the West Bank, which he
calls by the Old Testament names of
Judea and Samaria to emphasize that

Jehovah gave them to Abraham. The
Israeli Knesset (parliament) voted 50 to

36 to back Begin’s hard line. Begin,
former leader of the fascistic Irgun
Zionist gang, includes in his Cabinet
elements to his right, who demand
immediate annexation and massive
Zionist settlement of the West Bank.
These fanatical Orthodox rabbis and
Zionist terrorists with state power
responded to Reagan’s appeal for a
settlement freeze with an $18.5 million

continued on page II



Labor. Blacks: Roll Back the Givebacks!

Shut Down Detroit

!

City Workers: Hi I

Strike for a 20% Pay Hike! J

WV Photo

Hit by 25% unemployment, auto workers from Flint, Michigan march to
demand jobs In front of General Motors headquarters in Detroit.

DETROIT, September 14—The long-

awaited class battle to begin to turn

things around can start right here. Right

now in this embattled labor/black city

the necessity of a city-wide general strike

is posed. The fight against rollbacks is

already on; the point is to win it:

• More than 11,000 teachers are on
strike and the Detroit Federation of

Teachers (DFT) is walking picket lines

against the Coleman Young administra-

tion’s provocative, union-busting de-

mand for an 8 percent giveback.

• At midnight tonight the Chrysler

contract runs out and the company
wants even more concessions. Tens of

thousands of Chrysler workers in and
around Detroit are fed up with give-

backs. They are no longer buying the

scam that givebacks mean jobs. All

around this city, workers see the results

of lost jobs after the billion-dollar

givebacks. The shells and empty lots

remain: Dodge Main, Lynch Road,
Mack Avenue Stamping. Workers at

Dodge Truck are talking wildcat, and
they say the only way they’ll go in

tomorrow is if they’re ordered in by the

union.

• The flying squadron picket forma-
tion has appeared for the first time in

years as UAW Local 1200 prepares to

meet General Dynamics’ threat to lock

out the union and break a strike with

scabs. The General Dynamics contract

also expires tonight.

• Ford has announced it will

permanently shut down the Dearborn
Assembly plant, the heart of the giant

River Rouge complex, where 17,000 are

employed, and where along with Flint

the militant traditions of the UAW were
bom.

• Coleman Young— Democratic cut-

back man for Detroit—has torn the city

to shreds. Slashing essential social

services and the unions which provide
those services hits black people on all

sides. City workers remember that it was
Young who busted the 1 980 city workers
strike to make Detroit "safe” for the

Republican convention which nominat-

ed Ronald Reagan. With his close ties to

the big auto makers. Young administers

a town with black youth unemployment
running up to 70 percent as the inner city

comes to resemble an industrial junk-

yard. Cross-burnings and KKK terror

are on the rise. The black population is

seething with bitter resentment and
desperation. The city stands on the

brink of an explosion.

Strike! We should have struck before,

while the 200,000 auto workers now on
layoff still had their jobs and some
economic leverage. But it’s not too late!

What is Detroit but auto workers, city

workers, blacks locked into intolerable

ghetto conditions? If the unions got up
off their knees and started acting like

unions, this city would come to a

grinding halt until their demands were

met. Teachers: call out your class

brothers and sisters! All city workers
must join with the teachers to fight for

the lives and livelihoods of all Detroit!

All auto workers must support the

union brothers and sisters at Chrysler!

Auto and city workers on strike means a

general strike against the givebacks, the

layoffs and shutdowns, the cutbacks.

And the demands of the strike must go
beyond “no concessions.” Fight for a 20
percent pay increase across the board
for all city workers! Break the back of

Coleman Young’s rollback drive!

Detroit labor— powerful and
integrated—can lead all the oppressed
of this city in a fight for survival. Here is

the chance to unite the factory and the

masses of unemployed in a struggle

against the closing of hospitals, schools,

housing. The unemployed youth and all,

of Reagan’s “expendables” can be
linked to the source of potential power
in America—the factories and the

integrated proletariat. Ford, Iacocca
and Coleman Young can be beaten! An
immediate goal must be to keep working
people—laid-off UAW members, pen-
sioners, single women with children

—

off the welfare lines by winning union-

level wages in the form of uncondition-

al, unlimited unemployment compensa-
tion with full cost-of-living protection,

paid by the federal government—
Reagan’s anti-Soviet war budget be

damned!
A city-wide general strike in Detroit

would overwhelm Coleman Young’s

cops and scabherding plans. And labor/

black defense guards, necessary to

protect the picket lines, would also be

the beginning of theend of thegenocidal

racist terror that threatens the homes
and families of black workers.

The 1982 Detroit General Strike can
begin the powerful labor offensive

needed to bust the union-busting give-

back drive. It can lead to sit-ins

throughout southern Michigan—the

center of auto production—and spark

labor action to bring down Reagan.

Oust the Sellout Bureaucrats!

Auto workers have to fight. But they

should have no illusions that they will be

fighting only the auto bosses. They will

be up against Coleman Young—and the

Fraser gang in Solidarity House as well.

Chrysler management knows that Fra-

ser will put their profits ahead of his

members’ needs— that’s why they put

him on their board of directors after he

pushed through a billion dollars in

givebacks in 1979. "Giveback" Fraser

sold this as a necessary means to “save

jobs." Since then, 40,000jobs have been
lost at Chrysler.

At that time, the Spartacist League
was unique in warning that a govern-

ment bailout of Chrysler would mean
both the gutting of union benefits and
massive layoffs. We demanded that the

workers seize the plants, auction off the

assets and distribute the proceeds:

"Whatever Chrysler’s worth, give it to

the workers!"

Fraser has made it very clear that the

givebacks are no short-term measure.
On July 20 he said, "Now is the time for

Chrysler workers to begin the long, long
road back to wage equity and parity

with Ford and GM." A week later he
added, “Make that three ‘longs’.’’ With
Fraser talking like this, no wonder
Chrysler, which made a little money this

year, is demanding still more givebacks.

Less than 48 hours before the deadline,

Chrysler offered a cost-of-living formu-
la tied to the corporation’s profitabili-

ty-kind of like hiking boots embedded
in concrete—in exchange for additional

concessions in health care and other
benefits. The company is also demand-
ing a cutback in shop-floor union
representation and a free hand to cut

down on absenteeism.

This was just too much for the ranks,

so Fraser has to make a show of
resistance. But in place of a company-
wide strike, much less an industry-wide

strike, he's “threatening" a series of one-
day strikes in this or that plant which
would dissipate union militancy without
hurting the company’s profits. In place

of a fight for jobs and higher wages, the

UAW president is asking for more
union seats on the Chrysler board!

The UAW bureaucracy is tied to the

auto bosses not only via membership on
the Chrysler board of directors but also

and more importantly through its role in

the Democratic Party of Fritz Mondale.
Teddy Kennedy and Coleman Young.
When Young was elected Detroit mayor
nearly a decade ago he was considered
the very model of a "fighting liberal," a

true "friend" of labor and blacks. Since
then the only fighting Young has done is

continued on page 12
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Spartacist Candidates at S.F. Central Labor Council

"You Don't Get Anything

Unless You Struggle!"
SAN FRANCISCO, September 8

—

The remarks of Spartacist Party candi-
dates Diana Coleman and Richard
Bradley at the San Francisco Central
Labor Council (CLC) Candidates’
Night this year (reprinted below) were
received with grumbles, growls and
undisguised hostility. This is hardly
surprising. Yet when Diana Coleman
addressed the same body during the
1980 election campaign, she got a

bemused, even benign reception from
the local AFL-CIO tops. Back then they
regarded her candidacy for SF Board of
Supervisors as a harmless, utopian
curiosity, perhaps a reminder of labor
socialists of the distant past, "like

Eugene Debs," said one. What hap-
pened in two years?

In a word, PATCO happened.
Reagan destroyed the striking air

controllers union and has gone right on
kicking labor in the teeth. This naturally

spotlights the role of the AFL-CIO
bureaucracy, which is busily tying the

hands of union members behind their

backs. The ranks are so restive that the

labor bureaucrats fear to have more
than a few of them gathered in the same
place at the same time. The SF CLC
canceled a planned Labor Day march
this year, remembering the 500,000
angry unionists who inundated Wash-
ington, D C. last September 19 and the

AFL-CIO rally here the same day, when
Democratic mayor Feinstein was booed
and Fritz Mondale was drowned out
with chants of "PATCO! PATCO!
PATCO!"

So, to the gentlemen of the CLC. a
pair of socialist union militants running
on a program to bring Reagan down
through militant labor action is no joke
this year. They were also stung by a

Labor Day article in the San Francisco
Chronicle (5 September), "SF Labor
Council Has Lost its Clout,” which they

denied repeatedly throughout the meet-

ing; the “clout” they’re worried about
losing is not clout against the bosses

—

it’s clout within the Democratic Party.

The CLC officials knew the Sparta-
cist League this year; they knew they

hated it; and they let the social-

democrats among them lead the charge.

Charles Lamb, Local 2 president who
sabotaged the 1980 hotel workers strike,

and who ascended to office in the union
with support from the entire reformist

left in the union, was present along with
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his chum Roger Dillon of the SEIU (see

exchange below). Dillon and the local

IAM president J.B. Martin were out-

raged at Spartacist criticism of
"Wimpy" Winpisinger and the Demo-
cratic Socialist Alliance (see coverage of

the Spartacist picket of DSA referred

Richard Bradley

to: "Jay Lovestone’s Bastard Grand-
children," IFF No. 312, 3 September).
Swearing loyalty to Reagan’s bipartisan
anti-Soviet war drive, one speaker was
moved to declare unanimous CLC
support for the counterrevolutionary
Polish “union” for the Cl A and Western
bankers, Solidarnosc.

Democratic Party supervisor Nancy
Walker rose to the defense of Winpi-
singer: “I sit on the SANE Board of
Directors with him," she said. She stated
the case for the whole Central Labor
Council when she declared, "Well, if he’s
out of step [with the rank and file], so
am I.”

*****
Excerpts (edited) from Candidates’
Night at San Francisco Central Labor
Council, September 8:

Bradley: I’m Richard Bradley, sup-
porter of the Spartacist League, auto
worker for ten years. I fought against
the closing of Mahwah [Ford] in New
Jersey.

As you look around the country
today, you see what Reaganism means.
You can’t fight Reagah with Demo-
crats! The Democratic Party wrote the
Taft-Hartley Act. It’s the party of Tom
Metzger, Klansman from San Diego.
It’s the party of Dianne Feinstein, who
calls for gun control. Gun control kills

blacks. Just take a trip to the suburbs of
northern California right here. Or try to

go to the South, and I’m not referring
to Mississippi back in the ’60s.

Over the past few years the Spartacist
League has initiated several demonstra-
tions against the Klan. In November of
1979, when the Klan and Nazis wanted
to celebrate their “Greensboro massa-
cre ’ in Detroit, a labor/black town, we
said the Klan and Nazis should not be
permitted to raise their heads in Detroit.
And the same thing happened right here
in San Francisco April 19, 1980: the

Spartacist League initiated another

demonstration to stop the Nazis and the

Klan. It was a mass demonstration of
labor and blacks and Jews and gays in

this city.

Today Ronald Reagan says the

Soviet Union is the main enemy. Well,
let’s just take a look at this country. The
unemployment rate according to the
government is 9.8 percent and we all

know it’s much higher. Just look what’s
happening to the labor movement! Is

the Soviet Union really the enemy of the

American working class—or is it Ron-
ald Reagan?

The capitalists in this country would
like to open up the borders of the Soviet
Union and other [non-capitalist] coun-
tries to exploitation. The Spartacist

League calls for the defense of the Soviet

Union and all these countries—and for

proletarian political revolution against

the bureaucracies of those countries.

And those who don’t believe in

opposing the anti-Soviet war drive don’t
believe in struggling here at home. I’ve

been a member of the UAW for ten

years. Doug Fraser, the president of that
union, sits on the board [of directors] of
Chrysler. Now what does he do on the

board of Chrysler? He helps manage-
ment lay off [workers], helps Chrysler
survive—survive at the expense of the

workers’ interests. What the working
class needs is leadership that is going to

fight for a workers party based on the

interests of the workers, not on the

interests of the capitalists in this

country. And that’s why I’m running for

the Board of Supervisors.

Roger Dillon, SEIU official: Approxi-
mately a week or two ago, the
Democratic Socialists of America spon-
sored a conference and one of the major
speakers was Bill Winpisinger from the

Machinists union. There were people in

your group carrying posters saying

that’s going to fight for the interests of
the working class.

J.B. Martin, IAM official: I don’t know
if I misunderstood some of your
presentation. Were you suggesting that

handgun legislation is anti-black?

Bradley: First of all, I believe in the
right of armed self-defense. Gun control
does kill blacks. It’s an attack on blacks
because today and if you look back into
history, blacks have been attacked by
vigilante squads, the Klan, Nazis.
Blacks need protection. For instance,

my parents live in the suburbs. My
parents would like to protect their

home, to stop these nightriders from
riding up on their front lawn.

Coleman: My name is Diana Coleman.
I was a member of the Communications
Workers of America for six years and I

am presently a member of the National
Association of Letter Carriers and a

supporter of the Spartacist League.
This is the time when labor should

make its voice -heard. Reagan is con-
ducting a war on labor and minorities in

this country, from Reagan's smashing of
the PATCO union to the killer budget
cuts that we see in the Congress. But as
Ritchie said here, you can’t fight Reagan
with Democrats. What we’re interested

in is a program of independent class
struggle to turn labor around and stop
the cycles of defeats.

Too long COPE has endorsed
Democrats in this country and I’ve seen
that in my own union. Because if

Reagan is waging war on labor then the
field marshals of that war have been the
big-city Democratic Party mayors. And
I mean people like Detroit’s Coleman
Young, Koch in New York, in Chicago
Jane- Byrne, in San Francisco Fein-
stein—all Democratic Party union-
busters, all enemies of blacks. The
Democratic mayors were all there

Diana Coleman

"labor bureaucrats," etc., etc. Do you
have any comment about that or do you
yourself regularly use the phrase "labor
bureaucrat"?

Bradley: All the time.

Dillon: In relation to whom? Referring
to Bill Winpisinger? I’m an elected
union official in this city. Am 1 a labor
bureaucrat?

Bradley: Referring to the union leader-
ship which has refused to fight for the
interests of the workers. Example:
layofls, cutbacks. The labor leadership
which wants to direct the working class
into the Democratic Party and the
Republican Party and not into a party

before Reagan with the budget ax, with
the strikebreaking which we’ve seen in

our own city with Feinstein. with the
killer cops.

And that’s right, I am definitely

against gun control. I went to the Board
of Supervisors and spoke against it and
said: if guns are banned only the cops
and the Klan will have guns. And believe
me, in this country black people know
that many of the people who wear the
white hoodsat night are runningaround
wearing blue uniforms during the day.
The money that’s being taken from

the working people and black people in

continued on page 14
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Stop L.fl. Courts/Cops Witchhunt!

The Legal Lynching of PL
LOS ANGELES, September 8—An
outrageous and ominous two-month

witchhunting trial ended here August 19

as Progressive Labor Party (PL) mem-
bers and the organization itself were hit

with a judgment of more than $300,000

for civil “conspiracy to commit assault

and battery" on the Los Angeles cops.

The money is to go to nine of the LAPD
cops who set up and attacked a PL
demonstration protesting INS deporta-

tions, held in the garment center in the

summer of 1977. This organization-

breaking legal robbery includes $90,000

in "punitive damages" assessed against

PL as an organization, making it

possible for the government to grab PL
financial assets anywhere in the U.S.

This menacing court decision climaxes a

five-year LAPD vendetta against PL
and threatens any group on the state’s

enemies list.

At the start, the 1977 demonstration

seemed like the cops’ usual M.O. for

disruption of the left. The protest was

broken up with the use of cop agents

provocateurs. Demonstrators were

beaten by the cops, arrested and charged

with assault. As described by the Los

Angeles Daily (law) Journal (29 July),

the 18 June 1977 cop attack began when
the LAPD went after “a man carrying a

bullhorn." When other demonstrators

protested, “undercover agents among
the demonstrators joined the struggle,

and a fight resulted." When it was over a

few cops and a PL supporter were

hospitalized. The cops arrested 29.

charging eight with “assault with a

deadly weapon" (picket signs). So far,

it’s the all too familiar story of the

criminal state prosecuting its victims.

But the cops and DA couldn’t make
the criminal charges stick! They had

also arrested their own agent, Con-
stance Milazzo Dial, along with the rest,

no doubt to preserve her cover for

disrupting PL from within. According
to the Los Angeles Times

,
Dial had

infiltrated PL in the mid-1970s. This cop

plant then took part in a meeting

between the PL defendants and their

lawyer. When this was uncovered, the

criminal charges were thrown out of

court.

Then the LAPD, the DA’s office and

the courts got together like a legal lynch

mob to destroy PL in round two: the

civil suit for “conspiracy.” This attempt

to destroy a left organization by

bankrupting it through individual cops’

suits for civil liability places a sinister

new weapon in the witchhunters’ legal

arsenal. But the danger of this case lies

not only in the verdict but in the

McCarthyite process of the trial itself.

When Superior Court judge Nancy
Watson ordered PL to pay '$500 a week
for “jury expenses," it was only the

beginning. To the end this trial resem-

bled nothing so much as the postwar
anti-Communist trials. The cops and
their lawyers used the loose net of the

“conspiracy” charge to persecute PL
and lay the legal basis to do the same to

other left groups. The legal definition of

conspiracy is used to include anyone
with even tacit agreement in an action

deemed unlawful. It can include mem-
bers of an organization which plans a

demonstration who do not themselves

attend it, as well as anyone who may
happen by. In the PL case two PL
leaders. Milt Rosen and Mort Scheer,

were named as “conspirators” although

they were not even there (the cas^

against them wasn’t dropped until

midway in the trial).

Under the “conspiracy” noose the

cops’ lawyers demanded lists of names
of members of the “conspiratorial"

organization—PL leaders, policies, in-

ternal structure and so on. When, to

their credit, two PL defendants refused

to name names, the judge slapped them
into jail for contempt of court. Con-
tempt means no appeal; the victims can

be held until they talk or the case is over.

PL local organizer Barbara Hertz was

called as part of the cops’ case and

ordered by the court to name names of

PL members. When she refused the

judge threw her into maximum security

isolation for 1 1 days for contempt.

There she was given the standard

maximum harassment treatment to

make her talk, including keeping her

handcuffed in the showers. When she

asked for her medicine, she was tossed

into the infirmary where she was kept on

a liquid diet for four days.

Perhaps most important was that the

judge did not allow Hertz to testify for

the defense—her own defense and that

of her comrades—because she had

earlier refused to name names as a

witness for the plaintiffs. Like the

postwar Foley Square trials against the

Communist Party, the government has

found a legal device which demands the

defendants either squeal or lose the right

to defend themselves. In another in-

stance a witness for the PL defendants

testified about a PL class she attended.

She was asked by the cops' lawyers to

name the owner of the house, which had

nothing to do with her testimony. When
she refused her entire testimony was
stricken by the judge. So no matter what
the verdict in this and future “conspira-

cy” cases, the method is a McCarthyite

dream—providing punishment and the

threat of punishment while denying

democratic rights to anyone decent

enough to refuse to help the witch-

hunters spin their web.

For the government the very exis-

tence of a left group is evidence of some
kind of conspiracy (usually to “over-

throw the government with force and
violence"). While the judge allowed the

LAPD to name the PL organization as

part of the "conspiracy" and probe its

membership lists, PL was not allowed to

include the LAPD in its countersuit.

Thus while all the "evidence” about PL
was admissible, indeed demanded, PL
was barred from presenting the very real

evidence of the cop conspiracy against

continued on page 12
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Jackson’s ChicagoFest Boycott Flops

Labor/Black Struggle,

Not Black Democrats!
CHICAGO—This city in August is a

hot, seething, racist hellhole. But for

Mayor Byrne it was ChicagoFest—a 1
2-

day lakefront extravaganza celebrating

the “good life” in Chicago. This is not

just one of the many fetes which bear her

majesty’s name to show that all good
things in Chicago emanate directly from
Jane Byrne (Mayor Byrne’s Kool
JazzFest, GospelFest, OctoberFest).

This is the showpiece event of the year.

Ordinarily the mayor would open the

festivities with a rousing speech at the

front gate. But this year she slipped in

the back way by boat to avoid black

picketers carrying signs, “Give Jane
cardiac arrest— Boycott the Fest," and
chanting, “One, two, three, four; we
don’t need Jane Byrne no more!”

Rev. Jesse Jackson and black Demo-
cratic Party politicians on the outs with

Byrne called for a black boycott of

ChicagoFest to protest her recent

appointment of three whites to the

Chicago Housing Authority (CHA)
board, creating a white majority on the

board which runs the mostly black

projects. The boycott flopped; a few

hundred at most picketed the front gates

of an event that blacks do not attend in

great numbers in any case. But it

captured the attention of all of Chicago
as the media went wild with speculation:

Would Kool & the Gang play? Would
Aretha Franklin stand in for Stevie

Wonder? Would Leon’s Ribs sell there?

The racists were delighted with the

prospect of no blacks at ChicagoFest.

Some even sported T-shirts reading

“HonkyFest” and “Thank You. Jesse.”

Jackson and the black pols saw the

boycott as an opening shot in a power
play, a chance to direct the pent-up

anger of Chicago’s black people into an

intra-Democratic Party squabble with

Byrne. But for blacks, this stunt to test

the waters for a black mayoral cam-
paign was a cynical diversion and a

potentially dangerous one at that. In

this city where black bus drivers have to

rescue black children from racist mobs
in Marquette Park, where a black man
was nearly beaten to death for stopping

for a pack of cigarettes in Boss Daley’s

old Bridgeport neighborhood, an ugly

black/white confrontation at the gates

of ChicagoFest could have triggered the

eruption of bloody racist violence all

over town.

Chicago, with its mean racist suburbs,

massive layoffs and unemployment and
its grinding Democratic Party machine,

is on the brink of explosion. Huge
cutbacks in social services, vicious

slashes in welfare and unemployment,
evictions/foreclosures and police vio-

lence are pounding the desperate black

population harder than ever. Profes-

sional hustlers like Jackson seek to

manipulate the just anger of Chicago
blacks to get a few more black elected

in Brooklyn. They cynically used blacks

from the Marlboro Housing projects to

stage a march through the racists’

stronghold in Gravesend demanding
more police protection. These actions

were a display of weakness and isola-

tion. The nationalist demagogues
trekked out to Brooklyn, shot their

mouths off, and then went home,
leaving the black project residents to

face the frenzied racist thugs and cops.

What was needed instead was the

mobilization of integrated union power.
Militants in the largely black NYC

to strike out on their own.
But no one wants to toss his hat in the

ring just yet. After all, you pay a price

when you buck the machine— political

firings, loss of patronage. The victory of

black alderman Alan Streeter, who
broke with Byrne over her school board
appointments and was elected over her

opposition, gave the black pols a

glimmer of hope. But winning a ward is

one thing; electing a black mayor in a

city as racially polarized as Chicago is

another matter altogether.

Harold Washington, the Democratic
congressman from the 1st District, is

currently the frontrunner, but he has yet

to officially declare his candidacy. Part
of the problem for any black mayoral
candidate is that the machine has its

loyal black captains. In 1977, when
Washington ran against Bilandic right

after Daley’s death, he got a pitiful 1

1

percent of the vote, including only 30
percent of the black vote! Ground down
by poverty and misery, many of Chica-
go’s blacks rightly see that the ballot box
is no way out. While the city population
is 40 percent black, there are well over
300,000 blacks who don’t even bother to

register. So Washington’s holding out
until there’s a massive drive to register

blacks to vote. Meanwhile, for all the

June 27; Jane Byrne’s cops protect Nazis from mass labor/black-centered mobilization organized by theSL^^'
officials (BEOs), their “fair share” of
city government appointments, a bigger

slice of the patronage pie. The black

politicos are willing to deliberately

inflame racial tensions and court a

large-scale racial blowup which would
pit blacks against the majority white

ethnic population and the infamously
racist Chicago cops.

Jackson’s boycott stunt was compar-
able to the Brooklyn demonstrations led

by the Black United Front’s Herbert
Daughtry and CORE’S Roy Innis

following the racist murder of a black

transit worker this summer. Though
Jackson is more closely tied in with the

“black establishment” than Daughtry/
Innis, his ChicagoFest power play

wasn’t very different from what they did

Demagogue Jesse Jackson hopes Chicago's blacks will forget he supported
Jane Byrne for mavor. 1979

Gunn/Chicago Defender

lyrne for mayor, 1979.

transit union called for such union
action: “Our union has the power to put

a stop to this crap. We could dispatch

squads of flatbed trucks with thousands
ofTWU brothers and sisters prepared to

defend our members and smash these

updated versions of the Ku Klux Klan
southern lynch mobs.”
The Daughtrys and Jacksons are

trying to make themselves brokers for

the Democratic Party. They fan the

flames of racial polarization, then run to

city hall to offer themselves up as

mediators to keep the lid on. Their
implicit message is: “Give me a piece of

the action in the Democratic Party, or
there’ll be a riot.” But they’re playing
with fire. The urban centers are seething
with race hatred, goaded by economic
contraction. Something could blow. In

any large-scale racial confrontation,

blacks will be the losers.

Blacks Don’t Need Democratic
Party In Blackface

It was the black vote that elected

Byrne, but she has contemptuously
refused the payoff for services rendered
by the black pols. Once in office, Byrne
deliberately and savagely cut ties to her
black backers. She’s making a strong
pitch for the white ethnic vote, to

undercut her rival. Richard Daley.
Instead of “black faces in high places,”

Byrne has bypassed blacks particularly
on the school board and the CHA,
choosing whites (including staunch
segregationists) to run the largely black
school system and the 85 percent black
projects. While the black population is

insulted and angered by Byrne’s haugh-
ty racism, the black pols’ main beef is

that the door to city hall has been
slammed in their face. So now Jackson
and the BEOs, who supported Byrne
when she ran for mayor, are threatening

hoopla, all the BEOs have right now is a

bunch of “mayoral maybes.”
Of course Jackson’s keeping all

options open. Certainly he would prefer

a black mayor. But he’s even made
noises about supporting Boss Daley’s

kid against Byrne. Jackson used to talk

about Massa Daley and how he ordered
blacks around. No more. Turns out
Jesse thinks Chicago’s blacks had it

better under Daley: he was “stable and
predictable.’’ “I found,” said Jackson,

continued on page 15
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French Trotskyists Oppose Mitterrand’s Foreign Legion

Israeli/lmperialist Troops

Out of Lebanon!

Paris Match
In Lebanon Zionist mass murderer Ariel Sharon welcomes French Foreign
Legion killer elite, a well-known haven for Nazi war criminals.

PARIS, September 12
—“Washington,

capital of the Arab world." So one
French journalist summed up the

counterrevolutionary anti-Soviet con-
sensus being forged in the Middle East.

But this “Pax Americana" is just as

much a Pax Gallicana. The popular-
front government of social-democrat

Frangois Mitterrand has worked hand
in glove with Reagan to impose this new
anti-Soviet lineup. Not only was Mitter-

rand's Foreign Legion first into Beirut

to oversee the expulsion and disman-
tling of the PLO, but Mitterrand could

justly say, “The proposition of Ronald
Reagan seems to be going in the

direction we had indicated"—the de-

struction of the Soviet-backed “rejec-

tion front" in favor of “Arab unity”

around "implicit or explicit recogni-

tion" of the Zionist state and a “solu-

tion” of the Palestinian question via

some sort of West Bank bantustan
under the thumb of Jordan’s King
Hussein.

While the American left called on
Reagan to take “effective action"

against the Zionist Blitzkrieg, the

French left and “far left" not only
demanded similar measures from Mit-
terrand but either openly supported the

sending of French troops to France’s

former protectorate or maintained a

complicit silence. For if the American
fake-left ended up capitulating to

Reagan’s Cold War by its search for a

class-collaborationist bloc with the no
less anti-Soviet Democrats, in France a

classic class-collaborationist bloc—

a

popular front— is in power.

Mitterrand, who visited Israel even as

Begin annexed the Golan, took office

widely viewed as a "friend of Israel."

The French social-democracy has a
justly deserved reputation as pro-
Zionist—unlike the Gaullists—dating
from 1956 when "Socialist" Guy Mol-
let invaded Egypt in alliance with
the British and the Israelis. And of
course Mitterrand and the Israeli La-
bor Party cohabit the yellow Second
International.

The French Communist Party ( PCF),
which sold itself to the Cold War
“Socialist" Mitterrand for four minor
cabinet posts (continuing more than 45
years of reformist betrayal), organized
demonstrations in support of the gov-
ernment’s Middle East policy. And the

Ligue Communiste R^volutionnaire
(LCR) of Krivine and Mandel, fake-

Trotskyist sister organization of the

U.S. Socialist Workers Party, called on
Mitterrand to "really" pressure Begin

(maintaining silence on the question of

the troops for two months). The PCF
and LCR were simply capitulating to

their own bourgeoisie in the form of the

popular front.

The Recolonization of Lebanon

Israel is not U.S. imperialism’s sole

client in the Near East. One key element
is the conversion of Lebanon from a

bastion of “Soviet-backed terrorism” to

a state defending "Western Christian

values." The creation of such a Lebanese
"strong state" lies of course through the

uncontested rule of the Maronite
clerical-fascist bands. Here the role of
the imperialist intervention team was
not only to oversee the expulsion of the

PLO, but to back up the Phalangists

and get in on the ground floor of the

reconstruction of the Lebanese state.

Lebanon’s former French colonialist

overlords have a vital role to play in this

respect. When Bashir Gemayel, the

Maronite warlord, was elected president

in a barracks ringed by Zionist troops,

French “observers" were there, in the

corridors, giving journalists the low-
down on the behind-the-scenes maneu-
vering. Meanwhile 1,500 lieutenants

from the Lebanese army are to receive

training in France ( Le Monde , 9

September).

Mitterrand quickly sent a telegram of
hearty congratulations to Gemayel, the

ruthless butcher who not only has
slaughtered thousands of Palestinians

and Muslims, but climbed his way to

power over the corpses of the entire

families of his Maronite rivals, down to

the last little girl. To make French
imperialism’s support to Begin’s candi-

date perfectly clear Jacques Huntziger,
Mitterrand’s man in the Second Inter-

national (fresh from a visit to Lebanon
with none other than Mario Soqres!),

stated, "Bashir Gemayel is a young man,
normally elected [!] in the framework of

constitutional guidelines. We must give

him a chance. He has very clearly

expressed his intention of restoring a

strong, sovereign and independent
Lebanon" (Le Monde

,
3 September).

What is the Foreign Legion?

"Left" hedging on the nature of the

French intervention in Lebanon is

simply cynical. The paratroopers of the

Foreign Legion make up one half of this

“peace-keeping" force. This gang of
sadistic killers has been in the forefront

of every dirty colonial war waged by
France since Napoleon III invaded
Mexico, not to mention the bloody
suppression of the Paris Commune.
What is the Foreign Legion? In June

of this year workmen in the Algerian
town of Khenchela (which from 1955 to

1962 was a fortress town garrisoned by
the Legion and the site of a concentra-
tion camp for “suspect" Algerians)

accidentally uncovered the mass grave
of more than 1,200 men, women and
children. Their mutilated skeletons bore
the traces of monstrous scenes of torture

rivaling the most revolting crimes of the

Gestapo: crushed skulls, scissors or steel

wedges driven into the kneecaps,
corpses literally chopped in half or
impaled on a gigantic corkscrew. Ac-
companying this grisly relic of French
imperialism’s “civilizing mission” was
the button from the uniform of a

legionnaire.

The chauvinists of the PCF often

pretend that the atrocities of the French
army, from Indochina to Algeria to the
Congo, are to be blamed on ex-Nazis,
who indeed found refuge in the Legion.
But the “gangrene" of torture and mass
murder infected the entire army. No
imperialist army has ever conducted
colonial war in any other way.

As for the LCR, which cut its teeth in

protest against the Algerian War, they

have come a long way. After months of
silence, they could barely bring them-
selves to oppose the troops—and one of

the main axes of their argument was that

Mitterrand was undermining a law
requiring the consent of parliament to

send draftees overseas (the other half of

the French contingent were drafted

marines)! In any case, this opposition
remained in the pages of Rouge— no
demand concerning the troops has ever

appeared on a banner, picket sign or
national leaflet.

The bottom line of the LCR argument
is that this “government of the left” lacks

only the political will to turn itself into

something other than the social-

democratic guarantor of French imperi-

alism’s interests and that, in any case,

any overt opposition to this “govern-
ment of the left" will aid the right wing
and the fascists. We wonder what they

would have done in 1956 when a very

similar popular front headed by Mollet
was building concentration camps in

Algeria and invading Egypt. In fact it

was the popular front which opened the

door to the victory of reaction, in this

case de Gaulle’s unopposed seizure of
power in 1958.

Cold War Popular Front

French policy in the Middle East
presents many parallels with its line on
Central America: it was necessary to

avoid the final Israeli assault on Beirut

which would risk “terrorism in all

directions, the destabilization of the
entire region, and a deterioration of the
system which would ultimately benefit

the Soviet Union," as Liberation (3
September) put it. As with the Franco-
Mexican declaration on El Salvador,
France found itself a local partner—
Egypt—but there was never any real

difference over the basic goal of the
Zionist invasion—restore a "sovereign"
(Maronite) Lebanon and bring the
Soviet-backed Syrians to their knees. If

the fanatic Begin’s insistence on keeping
“Judea" and “Samaria" is an obstacle to
a wider imperialist project for the
region, this time Mitterrand’s got
Reagan on his side.

There could be no better illustration

of the anti-Soviet consensus of the
American. French and Israeli bourgeoi-
sies en bloc than the Conference for
Soviet Jewry projected to be held in

Paris in late October: announced
participants are Mitterrand, Teddy
Kennedy, George Bush and Begin!
The Ligue Trotskyste de France was

the only group to raise the call “No
imperialist troops to Lebanon!" and
oppose Mitterrand’s Cold War collab-
oration with Reagan and Begin—just as
we were the only group that refused to
vote for this Cold War "Socialist." For
the fake-lefts, wedded to the popular
front, the main enemy is anywhere but
at home; our irreconcilable opposition
to all forms of class collaboration is

inseparable from our championing the
slogan of Lenin, Luxemburg and
Liebknecht: the main enemy is at home!

• •

On the facing page is a slightly

abridged translation of the leaflet issued
by the Ligue Trotskyste de France on 24
August.

q , _ IOVIF

Reagan s European tour in July sparked massive anti-missiles marches
Photo shows LTF contingent's banners In Paris protest.
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Ligue Trotskyste de France Leaflet:

“Israelis,

French Paratroopers,

U.S. Marines
Out of Lebanon!”

Mitterrand’s paratroopers have
landed in Lebanon, back in France’s

former protectorate to oversee the

PLO's liquidation. The imperialist

troops lend the Begins and Sharons a

hand in the expulsion of the Palestinian

fighters, handing them over to the

Assads, Husseins, etc., Arab hangmen
of the Palestinian people. Mitterrand, in

sending this so-called “peace-keeping”
force—which is pledged in advance not

to hamper Israeli action against “insub-

ordinate" Fedayeen—adds Lebanon to

Suez and Algeria in the long list of

imperialist crimes perpetrated by
French social-democracy with PCF
[Communist Party of France] backing.

Ravaged Lebanon will not find peace

in this imperialist “solution.” Just the

opposite. For the Zionist terrorists,

willing to level whole cities to achieve

their goal of exterminating the Pales-

tinian people, smashing the PLO is only

the beginning. The Palestinians remain-

ing in Lebanon will be delivered

defenseless to reactionary Maronite
killers taking their orders from the

Zionist occupiers. The French troops

didn’t go to Beirut to direct traffic in rue

General de Gaulle, like the UN troops at

the start of the Israeli invasion (witness

the famous photo of a French lieutenant

in the dust of the Israeli tanks he is

watching pass by). This time, along with

French military transports will come the

old diplomats, those old specialists in

the byzantine machinations utilized for

decades to “divide and conquer."

Their experience can be an important

support for the American artillery and
French paratroopers because once these

latter finish their work on General

Sharon's behalf with the Palestinians,

the question for Israel and the American
imperialists would be how to prop up
this extremely diversified, explosive

region so as to be able to contain Soviet

influence. The Zionists’ next goal is

precisely Syria and ultimately rooting

out— in league with the imperialist anti-

Soviet warmongers—all Soviet influ-

ence in the Middle East. The landing of

the marines and paratroopers in Beirut,

where a few miles east they will confront

Syrian troops armed by the Soviet

degenerated workers state, could make
the Middle East a bridgehead for the

anti-Soviet war campaign led by Rea-

gan and supported by Mitterrand.

Everyone who calls himself a socialist or

opponent of genocide must demand not

only that Israel withdraw immediately

from Lebanon but also “Imperialist

troops out of Lebanon!"

No, Anti-Zionism Is Not
Anti-Semitism

But while negotiations trailed on and
Beirut’s inhabitants awaited the final

assault, the monstrous rue des Rosiers

attack [the August 9 bombing of a

Jewish restaurant in Paris which killed

six] by killers in the service of persons

unknown swells the putrid effluences of

anti-Semitism so deeply rooted in

French society. This coldly calculated

butchery targeting the Jewish communi-
ty shows once more just how much
Zionism feeds anti-Semitism. With the

genocide being carried out in Lebanon
by the terrorist Begin, one of those

responsible for the massacre at Deir

Yassin in 1948, every anti-Semite now
has his excuse.

Using “anti-Zionism" as a pretext,

Direct Action [which was not involved

in the rue des Rosiers massacre] is on a

terrorist campaign targeting Jewish

hardware and department stores, mim-
icking the Nazis’ 1934 Kristallnacht. We
savagely denounce these actions and the

use of terms belonging to the workers
movement— i.e., anti-Zionism

—

to per-

petrate acts that can only be racist and
anti-Semitic and that strike a deep
responsive chard in this country. In the

petty bourgeoisie, in the peasantry,

even in the workers movement (one of

many examples of the results of Stalin-

ism), anti-Semitism is widespread. The
same thread runs through, from Barre’s

slip after the rue Copernic attack when
he deplored how innocent French
citizens had been made victims, to

Defferre’s complaint after rue des

Rosiers about innocent citizens dying
for foreign causes, to Mitterrand’s

insistence upon denying that it was
really an anti-Semitic attack: Jews are

not like "us," the “real Frenchmen."
And this in a country that during the

war delivered its Jews voluntarily and
from the zone unoccupied by the Nazis

to the ovens and gas chambers. The
working class should have exploded
with rage at the atrocity in the rue des
Rosiers.

Although Israel is a by-product of the

most barbarous excesses of capitalism

in its agony—the Nazi “final solution”

and the closing of the “democratic”
imperialist countries’ borders—the Zi-

onist state could only be carved out of

the living body of the Palestinian people
with Hitlerite methods: mass terror and
forced transfers of entire populations.

Zionism is a capitalist genocidal “solu-

tion" for the problem of the existence of
two peoples—the Palestinian and
Hebrew-speaking peoples—interpene-

trated on the same territory. While anti-

Semitism has fed Zionism for years and
continues to do so, inversely and quite

inherently, Zionism lends justification

to anti-Semitism. Particularly in Stalin-

ist propaganda can be found this rotten

impulse to want to put forward perfectly

anti-Semitic politics in the name of so-

called anti-Zionism.

The only way out of this trap is united

struggle by the Hebrew proletariat with

its Arab class brothers against their

Zionist masters. The truly democratic

answer to the problem of national

oppression in the Near East (and not a

completely phony solution, like the

proposal for a Palestinian “bantustan”

in the West Bank)—self-determination

for the Palestinians (which should

involve also the territory of Jordan) and
for the Hebrew-speaking people—can
be brought about only in the context of

socialist revolution throughout the

region and a socialist federation of the

Middle East.

Popular Front Clears
the Way for Reaction

A beneficiary of the outrage in the rue

des Rosiers is the right and the fascists,

who are hollering for reinforcing the

police apparatus. Mitterrand didn’t

need their encouragement—he banned
Direct Action. This 1936 law against

“armed leagues," a product of the first

popular front, in fact targets any
working-class self-defense action and
should be condemned.

Not only Jews are victims of the racist

attacks; murderous violence is also

aimed more and more frequently at

immigrant workers. The economic
crisis, the unemployment throwing ever-

broader sectors of the population into

despair create a real danger that fascist

bands will find a growing echo in the

enraged petty bourgeoisie as it is

touched by the crisis and will swell their

ranks by suggesting attacks on every-

thing un-“French."

Rooting out racism and struggling

against the fascist bands is a life-or-

death question for the working class.

And for this it must place no confidence

in Mitterrand’s bourgeois government
that sends cops against workers in

struggle, nor in the workers movement
bureaucrats who try their best to keep
the working class passive in the face of

government attacks. It must count only

on its own strength organized in picket

lines and self-defense militias to prevent

any of its oppressed brothers from being

threatened by this scum.

Today it is the popular front that is

paving the way for reaction by disarm-

ing the working class. But the PCF,
responsible for the repulsive Vitry

incident [where a PCF mayor ordered

bulldozers in to break down the doors of

immigrant workers’ housing in an
attempt to drive them out of town], is no
alternative for those who want to

combat racism and fascist terror.

The organizers of Vitry have once
again dug into the garbage cans of

chauvinism. Responding to a Zionist

spokesman who said, “France did even

worse things in Algeria,” I'Humanite (9

August) declares: “No French govern-
ment laid siege to Tunis and massacred

its inhabitants”! These remarks simply

reflect the PCFs refusal at the time to

struggle for independence in Algeria,

where the paratroopers who today are in

Lebanon were laying siege to Algiers.

The Ligue Communiste R6volution-

naire is also crawling on its belly to

Mitterrand. And this even though its 18

August demonstration was banned. The
LCR said it was “astonished" at this

decision, as the slogans “were not hostile

to the French government” ( Liberation ,

19 August). For weeks the LCR hasn’t

breathed a word about the sending of
paratroopers to Lebanon, these killers

they demonstrated against in 1978

during the Kolwezi [Zaire] intervention.

Repeated appeals for sanctions against

Israel, a strategy of "solidarity” with the

Palestinian and Lebanese peoples that

amounts to pressure on Begin, make it

quite unlikely the LCR will take a

position against French troops to

Lebanon. If. the LCR is today on the

verge of frankly supporting a military

continued on page 12

Paris Match

Mitterrand with French troops in Algeria. At Khenchela, site of former French
Foreign Legion detention camp In Algeria, 1,200 gruesomely tortured
corpses were discovered this year.

Bombed-out
Paris

synagogue.
Recent anti-

Semitic attacks
underscore

French
revolutionaries’
duty to combat
anti-Semitism
masquerading

as "anti-

Zionism.”
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f they set foot on American soil, they

could be arrested and sentenced to as

much as five years in prison. The
malefactors: the top executives of West
Europe’s leading engineering firms.

Their “crime": selling equipment to the

Soviet Union to construct a 3,500-mile

natural gas pipeline between Siberia and
West Europe.

Venting his frustration at the failure

of Solidarnosc counterrevolution in

Poland, on June 18 Reagan struck back

. . . against his European capitalist allies.

He ordered all foreign firms using

technology acquired through American
licenses to rip up their Siberian pipeline

contracts or face the full rigor of U.S.

legal sanctions. In addition to possible

criminal penalties, this could mean fines

of up to five times the value of the

components shipped and a ban on the

future acquisition of products made in

the U.S. A.

The European reaction was swift and

defiant. West German chancellor Hel-

mut Schmidt, in one of the milder re-

sponses, told CBS News: “The pipeline

will be built, and the British, the French,

the Germans and other Europeans will

stick to the agreement which their firms

have been making with the Soviets."

Every West European government

involved has conspicuously ordered the

firms to meet their contractual obliga-

tions. The French minister of industry,

Jean-Pierre Chevdnement, declared that

Dresser France, a U.S. subsidiary, was
“a French company subject to French

law,” threatening to “requisition” its

facilities if it did not deliver pipeline

compressors as scheduled. The private

reaction among West European ruling

circles was commensurate. According to

a top U.S. trade negotiator:

“All they wanted to do was talk about
the pipeline. You read a lot about
European resentment of the pipeline

decision, but you have to see it to

appreciate it.”

— Wall Street Journal, 15 July

One does not have to see it in the flesh

to appreciate the depth of the European
bourgeoisies’ resentment. The $10 bil-

lion pipeline project—Brezhnev calls it

“the deal of the century"—is big

business, and very welcome business

amid the worst economic conditions

since the Great Depression of the 1930s.

When completed it will supply much of

West Europe’s gas at prices well below
those charged by North African and
Near Eastern producers. And whatever
Reagan may think, European capitalists

know that the Soviet Stalinist regime is

a far more reliable supplier than the

Bedouin chieftains, Shi’ite ayatollahs

and Ba'athist colonels on whom they

now depend for energy resources.

For many of the firms involved the

multi-million-dollar pipeline contracts

are a matter of financial survival. AEG-
Kanis in West Germany, for example, is

one of the few profit-making operations

of the about-to-go-bankrupt AEG-
Telefunken empire. The pipeline con-

tract accounts for fully 70 percent of the

Italian Nuovo Pignone’s backlog of
orders.

Over and above these considerations

of marks, francs and lire—and they are

not to be sneezed at— Reagan has
affronted the most sacred cow in the

bourgeois ideological pantheon, that of
national sovereignty. The European
Common Market formally protested

Reagan’s “attempts to exercise extrater-

ritorial legal powers." The influential

Frankfurter Rundschau was less diplo-

matic: “This is not what partnership

among democratic countries should be.

This is sheer imperialism” ( Washington
Post, 25 June). Since some of the firms

involved, such as France’s Alsthom-
Atlantique and Italy’s Nuovo Pignone,
are nationalized, Reagan is in effect

claiming sovereignty over European
governments as well. For an American
president to lay down the law to a

nationalized French firm is one thing

certain to unite all Frenchmen from the

most decadent royalist count to the

most primitive Stalinist hack. Even

Britain's Margaret Thatcher, for all her

fervent anti-Sovietism, told Reagan he
was way out of line on this one. The
sanctity of contracts and all that, you
know.
One can say of Reagan’s pipeline

sanctions what Theodore Draper said of
John F. Kennedy’s Bay of Pigs adven-
ture: it is that rare example of a perfect

political failure. It has infuriated all

his European allies, heartened the

Russians—and failed to delay the

construction of the pipeline. The failure

is so striking—“the Russians couldn’t

have planned it any better," commented
one European diplomat—that the Rea-
gan administration is already backing
off. Last week treasury secretary Don-
ald Regan announced that the original

sanctions “were a little too sweeping"
and that violators will be barred only
from U.S. -made oil and gas equipment.

The Lone Ranger Shoots
Himself in the Foot

What caused Reagan to do something
so stupid? Part of the answer is that he

actually believes his own anti-

communist propaganda that the Soviet

economy is on the verge of collapse k la

Poland. When last June he called upon

the British parliament to join him in a

new “crusade” to overthrow Commu-
nism, he assured them that:

“We are witnessing today a great

revolutionary crisis—a crisis where the

demands of the economic order are

colliding directly with those of the

political order. But the crisis is happen-
ing not in the free, non-Marxist West,

but in the home of Marxism-Leninism,
the Soviet Union."

Ten days later Reagan decided to give

this imagined “final crisis of Marxism-
Leninism" a little push by trying to

sabotage the Siberian pipeline, asserting

that "the Soviet Union is very hard-

pressed financially and economically

today. They have put their people

literally on a starvation diet" (New York

Times, I July). Every Western diplomat,

journalist and even tourist in Moscow
or Leningrad can see that the Russian

people are not starving. In fact, the

Soviet standard of living has visibly

improved in the past decade or so

despite the burdensome military ex-

penditure necessary to counter the

imperialist arms buildup. Reagan’s wild

statements about the Soviet Union are

not just Cold War rhetoric but the more
or less seriously held views of a man who
can blow up the world at will.

If Reagan sees the Soviet Union
about to collapse, he sees in his

European NATO allies a fatal weakness
of a different kind. The former Holly-

wood actor turned president is evidently

playing Cold War II according to the

scenario of the 1950s Gary Cooper film

High Noon. The townsmen (West

European allies) are too cowardly to

fight the bad guys (Russian Commu-
nists) so the lone marshal (American
commander in chief) has to do it him-

self. The Reaganites thought they could

whip their supposedly weak-willed

European allies into line by a show
of forcefulness. Hence the pipeline

sanctions.

In and around the Reagan regime

there is a strong current of disdain for

the West European bourgeois democra-
cies, seen as semi-pacifistic and “soft" on
Communism, and a feeling that Ameri-
ca’s really tough, reliable allies are the

likes of Begin’s Israel, Botha’s South
Africa, Major Blowtorch d’Aubuisson’s

El Salvador, South Korea et al. Thus,
Moral Majority senator Jesse Helms
conspicuously voted not to support
Britain in the Falklands/Malvinas war,
while the UN’s leading aficionada of
“authoritarian" regimes, Jeane Kirk-
patrick, publicly tilted toward the

Argentine junta.

It’s noteworthy here that a week after

the pipeline sanctions were announced
the most pro-European member of the

Reagan team, former NATO command-
er Alexander Haig, was forced out.

Haig, who warned the sanctions would
backfire, apparently tried to convince
his boss that the West European allies

were not a bunch of mushyheaded
pinkos but a group of important
capitalist states with their own national
interests and national pride. He suffered

the usual fate of counselors who inform
their monarch of unpleasant realities.

California Gaullism at Work

The pipeline dispute is not an
incidental quarrel in a basically harmo-
nious marriage. The financial press

routinely writes of U.S. /European
economic relations in the language of

armed conflict—the interest rate war,

the developing trade wars over steel and
agricultural products. The highly na-

tionalistic policies of the Reagan admin-
istration (dubbed "California Gaullism"
by the liberal French Le Monde) have
been deeply injurious to its main
capitalist rivals. Months before the
pipeline sanctions a senior West Ger-
man official complained to the New
York Times (13 February): "We have
simply never before seen a U nited States
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Hawk in “socialist”

feathers Franpois
Mitterrand Inspects
French nuclear
submarine. His
massive anti-Soviet
rearmament drive

contributed to

largest budget
deficit in postwar
French history.

Administration that displayed this

degree of indifference to the effects of its

action on its allies.”

And it’s especially significant that

Mitterrand’s France has reverted to the

old Gaullist role of the most vocal

spokesman for European independence

vis-a-vis the United States. Until fairly

recently Mitterrand had been the conti-

nent’s main spokesman for Reagan’s

anti-Soviet war drive. Late last year

Time magazine (9 November 1981)

tilled an article on the new French

president. "Hawk in Socialist Feathers:

Mitterrand backs a strong military in

tandem with U.S. policy." At the June

economic summit in Versailles Mitter-

rand embraced Reagan as "mon cher

Ron” and made a show of Paris-

Washington amity. Yet within a month
French foreign minister Claude Cheys-

son was speaking of "the progressive

divorce" between the United States and

Europe.

A recent article in Business Week (2

August) laments the unraveling of the

Paris-Washington Cold War 11 axis:

"A year ago. French President Francois
Mitterrand, despite his avowed social-

ism. looked like the firmest foreign-

policy ally the Reagan Administration

had on the Continent. Mitterrand had
sent the Reagan Administration signals

he would be tough with the Russians.

But the disastrous economic summit in

Versailles in June and the events that

have followed have completely changed
the picture, opening serious disagree-

ments on East-West trade policy, which
the Reagan hardliners see as a touch-

stone of alliance loyalty.”

Among capitalist statesT anti-

Communist ideological unity is all well

and good, but not at the sacrifice of vital

national economic interests. (Even

Begin’s Israel is supplying some pumps

for the Siberian pipeline!) This is, of

course, no less true of Reagan than of

his European imperialist counterparts.

Reagan infuriated the European bour-

geoisies when one month after ordering

them to tear up their Siberian pipeline

contracts, he announced the U.S. was
extending its multi-billion-dollar grain

trade agreement with the Soviet Union.

In his heart of hearts Reagan would like

to cut off grain shipments to the USSR,
indeed to starve the Russians if he could.

But alas for Reagan, he operates within

the framework of bourgeois parliamen-

tarism, and the Republicans badly need

the farm vote come November. Farmers

too are suffering from this most unusual

recession which combines record-high

interest rates with slumping agricultural

prices.

Reagan was elected president two

years ago promising to restore military

“superiority” (first-strike nuclear capa-

bility) over the Soviet Union while

cutting everyone’s taxes by a th ; -d. This

was to be the “supply-side” economic
miracle based on the crackpot theory of

a claque of right-wing economists. Cut
taxes enough, they prophesied, and this

would stimulate such a vast outpouring
of work effort and capital investment

that national income would increase

enough to restore the old total tax

revenue, even more.

To restrain the inflationary impact of

the huge federal budget deficits in the

meantime, the supply of money and
credit was squeezed hard. The predict-

able result was that real interest rates

(subtracting the inflation rate) went
through the ceiling. Historically in the

U.S. real interest rates have been in the

2-3 percent range; under Reagan they’ve

been running at 8- 1 0 percent. The effect
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has been a massive rechanneling of

money capital from corporate invest-

ment and mortgage and auto loans into

the Pentagon budget. Despite the arms
boom, corporate investment is project-

ed to fall 5 percent this year. In July new
orders for machine tools—the core of

any industrial construction program

—

were almost 50 percent below last year.

Reagan's unorthodox method of

financing his preparations for World
War HI has not only crippled American
industry but has sucked in footloose

money capital from the world’s financial

markets. Why should the sheiks of

OPEC keep their funds in London,
Paris or Frankfurt if the return is so

much higher in New York? Reaganom-
ics thus has produced an excruciating

dilemma for the West European govern-

ments. If they do not raise interest rates

to more or less New York levels, they

will suffer massive capital flight, enor-

mous balance-of-payments deficits and
a rapidly depreciating currency which
will generate domestic inflation. If they

do raise interest rates sufficiently, they

will choke off any recovery in capital

spending.

A few months after Reagan was
elected president, Helmut Schmidt
decried “the highest interest rates in

Germany since the birth of Christ, as far

as real interest rates are concerned.” The
one-sided interest rate war quite domi-
nated the July 1981 economic summit in

Ottawa, Canada, where Reagan in effect

told the European leaders to shut up and
eat it. As West Europe slid deeper into

depression, the complaints against the

international effects of Reaganomics
became shriller. Earlier this year French

finance minister Jacques Delors de-

nounced high U.S. interest rates as “the

principal obstacle" to European eco-

nomic recovery and asked rhetorically:

“How can we defend our alliance with

the United States when critics say

American policy is making us bank-

rupt?" ( New York Times, 13 February).

While the U.S. Treasury was sucking

in money capital from Europe, U.S.

industrialists were moving to keep

European exports out. Last January

Pittsburgh once again declared war on

the Ruhr, Lorraine and South Wales.

U.S. Steel and its lesser brethren filed a

petition with the Commerce Depart-

ment charging the European Common
Market with subsidizing steel produc-

tion and dumping it on the American
market. After efforts at a negotiated

solution failed, in June the Commerce
Department announced stiff penalty

duties—up to 40 percent—on steel

imports from the Common Market
countries. On June 12 New York Times

financial correspondent Clyde Farns-

worth commented:
“The penalty would amount to the

severest trade restriction that the United
States has set in years. The Europeans
said that much of their steel would be

priced out of the American market and
threatened retaliation against American
exports.”

One week after dealing this body blow
to the depressed European steel indus-

try, the Reagan administration struck

again with the pipeline sanctions. No
wonder the European bourgeoisie has

been howling in rage ever since.

The “Francois and
Mon Cher Ron Show" Folds

While the policies of the California

Gaullists have hurt all of West Europe’s
economies, none is quite so vulnerable

as Mitterrand’s France. At a time when
other capitalist governments were
preaching the virtues of austerity, the

French popular front came to office in

the spring of 1981 promising prosperity,

full employment and sweeping social

reforms. At the same time Mitterrand
aligned himself closely with Reagan’s
anti-Soviet bellicosity. The right-wing

London Economist ( 12 December 1981)

commended him for “a more anti-

Russian policy than any previous
president of the Fifth Republic.”

Mitterrand’s strident anti-Sovietism

came from his social-democratic heart,

but he probably also thought it entitled

him to Washington's economic largesse.

If Reagan showers dollars on the

Salvadoran junta, he may have rea-

soned, why not on France, a far more
important ally.

And Mitterrand needed Reagan’s aid

for his own economic gamble. Reagan
won the U.S. presidency promising a

“supply-side” economic miracle; Mitter-

rand won the French presidency prom-
ising a Keynesian/social-democratic

economic miracle. If elected, he told the

French working class, he would create

200,000 new public-sector jobs, reduce

the workweek from 40 to 35 hours,

increase state pensions and family

allowances by 50 percent, raise the

minimum wage 25 percent and institute

an additional fifth week of annual

summer vacation. Add to this an

ambitious nationalization program with

generous compensation and a major
rearmament drive.

Where, pray tell, would the billions of

francs needed to pay for all this come
from? From the printing press, said the

smart money. The day after Mitter-

Reagan wants Pershing 2's In

Europe to launch first strike against
the USSR.

rand’s unexpected victory in May 1981

both the Paris Bourse (stock market)

and franc went into a tailspin. Within
two weeks of the election France lost $7

billion of its $27 billion in foreign-

exchange reserves. The run on the franc

was halted for the moment only by
jacking up interest rates to levels even

higher than in Reagan’s America. This

definitely put the kibosh on any pros-

pect for a recovery of capital invest-

ment. In fact, since Mitterrand’s elec-

tion French capital has been on a

slow-down strike. Outside the national-

ized sector, industrial investment fell 10

percent last year and worse is expected
this year.

With the French rate of inflation

more than twice that of its main trading

partner, West Germany, the devalua-
tion of the franc was inevitable. The
inevitable came the first time in October
1981 as the franc was devalued 10

percent against the deutschmark. To
continued on page 10
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Pipeline...
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curb inflationary pressures (fueled in

part by the currency depreciation itself),

the Mitterrand government reimposed

wage/price controls which had been

lifted by the conservative Giscard/Barre

regime three years earlier. This pro-

voked a strike wave, concentrated in the

nationalized industries, which marked

the beginning of working-class disillu-

sionment with the new popular-front

government (see “Strikes End ‘Social-

ist’ Honeymoon in France," WV No.

293, 20 November 1981).

Despite these attempts at holding

down wages, the Mitterrand regime was
faced with the impossibility of what the

snotty Economist termed “Keynesian-

ism in one country.” The French budget

deficit for 1982 is expected to be the

highest deficit in postwar French

history. To finance this huge deficit the

Mitterrand regime was running the

printing presses at a time when inflation

in the rest of the advanced capitalist

world was being damped down by the

impact of tight money, slashes in social

programs and an ever-growing reserve

army of the unemployed. With the franc

still way overvalued, French exporters

could not sell profitably in world

markets. Renault and Peugeot, for

example, were forced to sell cars at cost

in West Germany, otherwise they

couldn’t sell them at all. To bridge

the widening balance-of-trade deficit,

France was borrowing heavily in the

international money markets. In the

first seven months of this year alone

France increased its foreign indebted-

ness by a third. Mitterrand’s France was
on its way to becoming the Poland or

Mexico of West Europe.

To get out of these financial straits

Mitterrand, who doesn’t lack chutzpah,

has tried to induce other governments,

above all Reagan’s America, to subsi-

dize France in the name of a “new
international economic order.” As host

of the June Versailles summit he

proposed a series of grandiose schemes
for restructuring world capitalism. All

these schemes had one thing in com-
mon: they would channel other people’s

money, mainly denominated in dollars

and deutschmarks, into the coffers of

the Banque de France. In particular the

French made a big push for internation-

al currency stabilization, a scheme to

have the U.S. Federal Reserve take over

the hopeless task of propping up the

faltering franc.

No way, said Wall Street, was it going
to subsidize the French social democrats
no matter how loudly they denounce the

Soviet SS-20 missiles or whoop it up for

the counterrevolutionary Polish Soli-

darnosc. The Wall Street Journal (9

June) commented acidly:

"The French, it appears, have been
intervening so merrily in the foreign-

exchange markets they are about to run
out of money. How nice it would be for
them if Messrs. Reagan and Volcker
could be induced to take over the job of
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spending good dollars to mop up excess

francs.

“That would, in effect, amount to

hitching the dollar to the spending
schemes of France’s Socialist govern-
ment, and mercifully the Reagan team
managed to slip out of Versailles without
promising anything more than a study of
the whole idea ofcurrency intervention."

A week after Reagan dumped cold

water on them at Versailles, the French
devalued the franc once again. More
significantly, the Mitterrand govern-

ment imposed a four-month wage freeze

on all French workers. Not even the

haughty bourgeois Giscard had dared to

risk a total wage freeze as an “anti-

inflation” measure. The economics
correspondent for the right-wing Le
Figaro, Yves Guihannec, wrote in a we-
told-you-so vein:

“The French government—suddenly
waking to the harshness of the real

world after its second currency devalua-
tion in nine months

—

is totally reversing

its economic policies. The fight against

inflation becomes again, as it was under
former conservative Prime Minister

Raymond Barre, the No. I priority."
— Wall Street Journal

,
30 June

Since June the economic pronounce-
ments of the Mitterrand regime are

virtually indistinguishable from those of

Reagan or Thatcher. The language of

solidarity has been replaced with that of

rigueur. Social security taxes on workers
have been raised, for example, while

benefits are cut. A Communist Party

functionary exclaimed to a British

journalist friend: “It’s got through my
thick skull at last: we’re landed with

another government of the Right"
( Manchester Guardian Weekly, 25

June). This “revelation” has not pre-

vented the Stalinist ministers from
loyally serving in Mitterrand’s “another
government of the Right,”

From the outset the Mitterrand
regime—here enthusiastically backed
by the Stalinists— has been highly

economically nationalistic. The main
slogan used in pushing through the

nationalizations was to “reconquer the

domestic market,” in other words, trade

protectionism. Now that the reformist

pretensions of the popular-front gov-
ernment have been totally exploded and
it is calling for austerity and nothing but
austerity, the appeals to French chau-
vinism are likely to become more
strident yet. That is all the reformists

have to fall back on. The social-

democrats and Stalinists will undoubt-
edly blame all of France’s economic ills

on the “multinationals" and Wall Street

and seek to channel the mounting
proletarian anger against French impe-
rialism’s German, American and Japan-
ese rivals.

Depression, Trade War,
Imperialist War

The snide Tories of the London
Economist remarked that the "fiasco

about a pipeline from Siberia
. . . must be

amusing the ghosts of both Groucho
and Karl Marx." Certainly the pipeline

brouhaha has all the elements of first-

class political farce. And as communists
we particularly appreciate that the

world’s number one imperialist war-
monger, Ronald Reagan, comes out of

it with much egg on his face.

But the pipeline dispute should not be
treated simply as a subject for derisive

laughter. At bottom it represents the

intersection of the two main forces

driving us toward World War III: the

appetite of capitalist imperialism

—

openly and loudly voiced by Reagan

—

to overthrow the Soviet Union, which
despite Stalinist degeneration still em-
bodies the social gains of the Bolshevik
Revolution, and the intensifying inter-

imperialist economic conflicts.

Increasingly the capitalist world of
the 1980s resembles that of the 1930s. It

is not just the 30 million unemployed
in West Europe and North America.
It is not just that firms which have
been household names for decades—
Chrysler, International Harvester,
AEG-Telefunken

—

are on the verge of
bankruptcy or can be saved from

bankruptcy only by government bail-

outs. It is not just that every week sees

another international financial crisis as

Mexico, Argentina or some country

cannot meet their billions of dollars in

debt payments. It is that the bourgeois

and reformist parties can offer no
credible way out of the prolonged

economic slump. They offer only more
austerity. Each in its own way, the

spectacular failures of Reagan’s

“supply-side” economics and Mitter-

rand’s neo-Keynesianism demonstrate

the impotence of bourgeois govern-

ments before the anarchy of the world
capitalist system.

Influential sections of the U.S.

bourgeoisie are fed up with Reagan’s

crackpot economic schemes and true-

believer political gambits. But no
section of the ruling class can find a way
out of the underlying problem: the

Der Spiegel

U.S. soldiers prepare for chemical
warfare.

war hitherto, the steps which Roosevelt

and Churchill took in July locul off her

economic resources were bound to

make her strike back in the only way
possible for her— by force of arms.”

— History of the

Second World War ( 1970)

As the capitalist world once again

slides into depression, once again we

hear the cries in West Europe and the

U.S. of the Japanese “trade menace.”

When a Japanese trade delegation

visited the Common Market countries

last October, they were shocked by the

sudden upsurge in anti-Japanese senti-

ment. French trade minister Michel

Jobert (a loud-mouthed old Gaullist)

told them bluntly “there’s nothing we
really need” to import from Japan.

However, anti-Japanese feeling in

Europe is not nearly as strong as in the

U.S. There is now a bill in Congress
requiring that 90 percent of the content

of Japanese autos sold here be manufac-
tured in this country. And the shock

troops in the anti-Japanese trade war
are the same labor bureaucrats, central-

ly the Fraser gang in the Auto Workers,

who are also leading the givebacks

campaign and are staunch supporters of

the anti-Soviet war drive as well. It is

the liberal Democrats, the so-called

“friends of labor," who are most vocal in

whipping up "yellow peril” chauvinism.
At a closed Congressional caucus
Michigan Democrat John Dingell

reportedly called the Japanese “little

yellow people.” Democratic Congres-
sional leader Tip O’Neill is calling for a

total ban on Japanese auto imports and
speaking in Detroit last March boasted,

“If 1 were President. .. I’d fix the

Japanese like they’ve never been fixed.”

Considering that his fellow Democrat
Harry Truman dropped two A-bombs
on the Japanese, that is one hell of a

threat.

decline of capitalism and its long-term

and increasing unproductiveness. The
U.S. Democratic Party’s railing against

“Reaganomics” is intended to help the

gullible forget Carter’s record of double-

digit inflation and “austerity” policies. It

was under the Democrats that Cold War
II was begun, paving the way for

Reagan’s more ideologically rarefied

style. All wings of the bourgeoisie are

committed to the anti-Soviet military

buildup, necessarily a multi-billion-

dollar drain on a contracting capitalist

economy.
And the depressed economic condi-

tions intensify all the destructive irra-

tionality of the capitalist order. It is no
accident that a fanatical warmonger like

Reagan became U.S. president at a time

when the American ruling class keenly

felt the loss of its former economic and
military superiority. A true reactionary,

Reagan dreams of restoring the short-

lived "American century” of the 1950s.

This “American century" was achieved

by defeating in war America's two
principal imperialist rivals—Germany
and Japan. Now once again we find

American imperialism pitted against a

German-dominated Europe and a resur-

gent and rearming Japan.

It is very timely to point out that

Japan, in particular, was driven into the

Second World War by a decade of trade

protectionism and economic sanctions

directed against it. With the onset of the

Great Depression, tariff barriers were

erected everywhere against the Japanese
“trade menace” as it was then called.

Most damaging to Japan was trade

protectionism in the Asian colonies of

the other imperialist powers (e.g.,

British India, French Indochina). Japan
was thus pushed into creating its own
Asian “Co-Prosperity Sphere.”

To counter Japanese expansionism

American and British imperialism

resorted first to economic warfare. In

July 1941 (five months before Pearl

Harbor) the U.S., British and Dutch
embargoed Japan’s oil supplies without
which it could not survive. The eminent
British military historian B.H. Liddell

Hart has written:

“Although Japan had stayed out of the

Small wonder that the head of

Japan’s ruling bourgeois Liberal Demo-
cratic Party, Susumu Nikaido, recently

told a U.S. trade negotiator: “Opinions
expressed about Japan in the United
States are anti-Japanese. They give u^
the impression of the prewar days” ( Los
Angeles Times, 19 March). Perhaps
Nikaido was justifying Japan’s rearma-
ment program. The conventional pic-

ture of Japan as an economic giant but a

military midget is no longer accurate.

The Japanese military budget is the

sixth largest in the world and is growing
faster than that of any West European
country. Japan’s rulers know better

than most that world trade wars can
easily escalate into world wars of a far

more destructive kind.

The outbreak of the first imperialist

world war in 1 9 1 4 signaled that the forces
of production had outgrown capitalist

property relations and the nation-state

system, and so required the internation-

al socialist reconstruction of society as

the only alternative to destruction. As
the warring European capitalist “father-

lands” sent a generation of youth to the
slaughter, the great Russian revolution-
ary Leon Trotsky raised the call for a
Socialist United States of Europe. The
continuing power of that program is

proven, for example, in the demonstrat-
ed need for a Siberian gas pipeline, even
in the face of capitalist irrationality and
Stalinist mismanagement. Imagine the
possibilities opened up by a planned,
integrated economy fully and rationally

utilizing the labor power, technical
knowledge and natural resources from
the Siberian tundra to the Iberian
peninsula.

The Russian Bolshevik Revolution of
19 1 7 was the first step toward a socialist
world order. But the failure to extend
the proletarian revolution, centrally to
Europe, in the early 1920s led to the
Stalinist degeneration of the Soviet
Union, the victory of fascism in Ger-
many and the second imperialist world
war. Now that the preparations for a
nuclear World War III are well under
way, the time is short to resolve the
historic choice facing mankind: social-
ism or barbarism.*
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Palestinians...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

plan to launch ten new settlements in the

heart of the West Bank. This is in

addition to the already existing 115

settlements with a population of close to

30.000 which the Reagan plan has no
intention of dismantling.

Opposition to Begin in the Knesset

was led by the Israeli “Labor” Party.

Although affiliated to the pro-

imperialist “Socialist” International of

Mitterrand and Helmut Schmidt, the

Israeli “Labor" Party is not even a

bourgeois workers party like the Eu-
ropean social-democrats or Labour in

Britain. It is the main party of the

Zionist bourgeois establishment which
founded and ruled the racialist state of

Israel for 30 years. The Reagan plan is

an adaptation of the "Labor" Party’s

own program for the territories it

conquered in 1967 and colonized for a

decade.

The Kremlin bureaucracy absurdly
denied there was any rift at all between
Reagan and Begin. But its mouthpiece,
Pravda (6 September), spoke the truth

when it charged the Reagan proposals

“program a further exacerbation of

relations between peoples, new bloody
conflicts." Indeed Cold Warrior Rea-
gan, whatever his gripes over cease-fire

violations in Beirut or West Bank
settlements, fully endorsed mad bomber
Begin’s crushing of “Soviet influence" in

Lebanon through smashing the PLO’s
armed forces and wiping out Soviet-

supplied Syrian MIGs and anti-aircraft

batteries. “Pax Americana" in the Near
East means Reagan has added Lebanon
to his El Salvador-to-Angola list of
America’s “vital interests." The U S.

Marines have been withdrawn from
Beirut but are still assigned to the U.S.

Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean.

Further, U.S. troops and bases in Sinai,

the fruit of the Camp David accords, are

part of Reagan’s anti-Soviet Rapid
Deployment Force as well as border
guards for Israel. Begin plans to heal the

U.S. -Israeli rift on the battlefield of

Reagan’s global anti-Soviet war drive—
e g., by attempting to provoke full-scale

war with Russia’s major military client

in the region, the Syrian Ba’athists.

Israel Out of the
Occupied Territories!

When the “Labor" government seized

the West Bank and Gaza in 1967, it set

up military facilities to police the

Palestinian inhabitants and refugees

and encouraged settlements in a perime-
ter around the territory. “Labor” verbal-

ly opposed the attempts of ultra-rightist

religious forces to settle throughout the

West Bank because of the difficulty of

incorporating 1.2 million more Arabs
into the already rigidly stratified racial-

ist Israeli social structure, which in-

cludes a quarter of a million Israeli

Arabs at the bottom. As with the present

Reagan plan, “Labor" wanted to impose
fake “autonomy" on the more populous
regions of the West Bank and Gaza in

“association" with Jordan. But Israel

would be the effective state power,
controlling all aspects of "security"

through the Zionist settlements and
military stations that would ring these

regions. The Zionists would also domi-
nate economically through an “open
border policy," encouraging Israeli

investment in the recruitment of cheap
labor from the Occupied Territories.

West Bank and Gaza residents work
as gang laborers in Israel and are not
even allowed to stay overnight. They
receive only 40 percent of the average
Israeli wage, have no trade-union rights

and increasingly function as a reserve

army of labor. In this regard Israel is

beginning to acquire the social structure

of South Africa. Begin has established

settlements throughout the West Bank
in preparation for annexation and
Sharon wants to fill the area with a
million Jews. Begin/Sharon intend to

expel the million Arabs there through
the triple terror of the Israeli army,
fanatical Orthodox Jewish fascist gangs
and recently recruited right-wing Pales-

tinian thugs, the Village Leagues.

No to Anti Soviet
“Pax Americana”!

Arab nationalists see Israel as no
more than a U.S. puppet and garrison

state. They believe there can be no real

conflict between the U.S. and its Zionist

fortress and no polarization within
Israeli society because Israeli workers
are unbreakably wedded to the Zionist
rulers. Fake-leftists now enthuse over
the mass antiwar protests in Tel Aviv,
but their whole nationalist perspective is

predicated on the denial that such events

could possibly take place.

Despairing of revolutionary class

struggle, the reformists and nationalists

follow the Arab League despots in

calling on U.S. imperialism to rein in its

Zionist puppet and impose a mini-state

Palestinian “homeland."
An example of the American fake-

lefts who look to pressure imperialism
to play a “progressive” role in the

colonial world is the Marcyite Workers
World Party. Immediately after the

Lebanon invasion the Marcyites called a

demonstration to demand “effective

U.S. action to achieve Israeli withdraw-
al” at a time when this could only have
meant U.S. Marines to Lebanon

—

exactly what Begin was demanding!
Then the Marcyites, joined by their

fellow reformists of the Communist
Party and Socialist Workers Party,

called a march on Washington for

September 1 1 for “No U.S. Troops to

Lebanon"—after they had already been
withdrawn! This was not merely lousy

timing (reflected in the dismal turnout

of less than 3,000 for the march) but

flowed from their popular-frontist line

of seeking to "reform" imperialism

through blocs with liberal capitalist

politicians.

Over the Near East as everywhere
else, the reformist groups duck the

“Russian question” to keep their dem-
onstrations "ready forTeddy" Kennedy.
But U.S. imperialism’s global anti-

Soviet strategy is-key to its Near East

policy. It's no accident that the Ameri-
can labor bureaucracy—which was in

the vanguard of the Cold War when
Reagan was still making “Bedtime for

Bonzo" movies—is also the ardent
champion of the Zionist state. (Likewise
it’s no accident that the American
Zionists are a pillar of the Cold War
establishment.) As Israel rained down
phosphorus and cluster bombs on
workers and refugees in Beirut, the

AFL-CIO took out an ad in the New
York Times proclaiming: “American
Labor Is Not Neutral. We Support
Israel."

Taking polite exception was an "Ad
Hoc Committee of Trade Unionists
Opposed to the Israeli Invasion of
Lebanon," supported by the same
reformist groups, who placed their own
ad in the Times. The ad made no
mention of the imperialist troops sent to

Lebanon, pleading with Reagan to

redirect budget funds from military aid

to Israel to social services in the U.S. But
the real reason for U.S. imperialism’s

massive buildup of its own war machine
and that of its allies—the anti-Soviet

war drive that unites the AFL-CIO tops,

the Zionists and Reagan—cannot be

addressed by cowards who run away
from defense of the USSR against

imperialism. Now Reagan has declared

Lebanon a “vital interest." And if

Israel’s efforts to provoke war with

Syria should drag in their respective

military backers, defense of the Soviet

Union will be directly and centrally

posed.

For a Socialist Federation
of the Near East!

Trotsky called Zionism a “deathtrap"

for the Jews in the Near East. Years of
national subjugation, expansionism and
genocide have militarized Israeli society

and pushed forward clerical, racialist

and fascistic elements, the so-called

right-wing “fringe” of the Zionist

movement. The country and its armed
forces are run by the Begins, Shamirs,
Sharons and even the Meir Kahanes
who 20 years ago were kept in the

shadows of the Zionist establishment, a

public embarrassment if a private ne-

cessity for the Zionist state. But the

demonstrations against the Lebanon
invasion as well as recent polls show that

a majority of the population is becom-
ing weary of eternal guard duty over a

rebellious Palestinian population on
behalf of Begin’s expansionist dream of
an “Eretz Israel” from the Euphrates to

the Nile. If the Hebrew nation is to have
a future it will not be as oppressors of
the Arab people. Three million Israeli

Jews cannot forever declare war on the

close to 150 million Arabs of the Near
East. Israeli working people, especially

the relatively oppressed Sephardic
Jewish Arabs who constitute Begin’s

base because of disenchantment with
the traditional “Labor" Zionist estab-

lishment, must be broken from Zionism.
The Palestinian people have an

unconditional right to self-determina-

tion, including real, independent state-

hood. But their nation was dismem-
bered to the profit of both the Zionist

state and the Jordanian monarchy, with

the concurrence of the rest of the Arab
regimes. Their national rights will be
realized only through the revolutionary

proletarian overthrow of the Israeli and
Arab ruling classes.

Palestinian self-determination means
it is the Palestinians, not psychopathic
terrorists from Brooklyn like Kahaneor
anti-Communist Jews from Russia, who
have a “right of return” to a Palestinian

homeland which includes Haifa and
Jaffa as well as Hebron and Ramallah.
The genuinely democratic resolution of
the Palestine national question requires

a binational framework, conceivable

only through socialist revolution

against the Zionist state and the Arab
rulers, both subservient to imperialism.

This revolution must be led by an
internationalist workers party which
breaks Hebrew-speaking workers from
genocidal Zionist racialism and the

oppressed Palestinian masses from the

dead end of PLO nationalism. The
imperialist balkanization of the Near
East will be overcome through proletar-

ian revolution to create a Socialist

Federation of the Near East.S
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PL...
(continued from page 4)

them. This means that all the LAPD*s
provocations— its years of infiltration

and disruption, its racist rampages, its

attacks on leftist demonstrators, its set-

up of the Black Panthers, the notorious

activities of the Red Squad, and even the

conspiracy to disrupt and destroy PL in

which this trial was a principal instru-

ment—all this was disallowed.

Finally, in Judge Watson’s
instructions to the jury she declared one
of the defendants guilty because he

didn’t show up at the trial. She did not

bother to tell the jury that the reason

was that sometime after the 1977

demonstration against INS deporta-

tions, he was deported!

No wonder the witchhunters are

ecstatic with the results of this new legal

device. “I hope this will encourage more
police officers to sue when they are

wronged,” said the cops’ lawyer

triumphantly.

Defend PI Somehow
It is precisely because of the

precedent-setting character of this

ominous case that PL’s failure to

publicize it and defend itself politically

is a real crime. PL has not only left its

individual members in the lurch; it has

endangered everyone at whom this

witchhunting strategy is aimed.
When the case began to heat up, we

noted in IFF No. 197 (17 March 1978):

"Should the cop suit succeed, it bodes
great dangers for the left and labor
movement—providing an additional
lucrative incentive for brutal cop
attacks. All class-conscious militants

must demand that the suit be thrown
out of court and all charges against

demonstrators dropped!"

But PL doesn’t make defense very easy.

PL countersued the LA PD and got

$1,500, which they can presumably
deduct from the $334,000 they have

been ordered to pay the cops. But only

recently has it dawned on these hapless

victims that the trial was political. With
its comrades in jail for contempt, the 4
August Challenge admits with its usual

brainlessness dished out as candor: “At
first we did not see the need to turn it

into a mainly political trial”! Now, like

the blind man clubbed over the head,

they are beginning to see the light. But
PL remains opposed in principle to

putting up a class-struggle defense.

PL spits on the communist tradition

of united-front defense, adopting a

sectarian macho stance against the

repressive forces of the state. They
called the cop attack and subsequent

cop suit “stepping stones to revolution,”

bragging in bold type: “WE ARE
GROWING FROM THIS ATTACK"
At the time we warned that “attempts to

singlehandedly take on the LAPD—
notorious for the jackboot methods of

its SWAT teams, its use of attack

helicopters and massive firepower as in

the massacre of the’Symbionese Libera-

tion Army’—are more likely to lead to

prison, hospitalization or worse."

PL’s discovery, five years late, that

they are the victims of a McCarthyite
witchhunt, doesn’t seem to have
changed anything. They posture that

they have the “puny" cops and courts on
the run. Challenge proclaims: “On July

16, we held a press conference and
picketed the courthouse, scaring the

cops’ lawyers and judge.” This mouse-
that-roared style is not only stupid and
sectarian, but dangerously self-isolating

as well.

A recent Challenge (8 September)
denounced any idea of setting up a

“‘left-wing’ defense committee, holding
rallies to ’save’ PLP or various mem-
bers.” Perish the thought. For PL, it’s

the business of frenzy as usual, no
stopping to wage a political campaign
around the trial by seeking to enlist

working-class and left-wing support in a

fight against the witchhunt. Instead they

operate in the framework of the worst
traditions of Stalinist defense work.

PL’s excuse for its lack of defense

against the state’s attack is that it doesn’t

want to mimic the losing, no-struggle

“defense" response of the CP during the

postwar witchhunts. Imagining that

only a liberal political defense is

possible, PL falsely counterposes politi-

cal defense to general “fighting back.”

Exactly the opposite is the case: political

defense is part of the class struggle and

must be conducted according to prole-

tarian methods.

The case is now on appeal, but PL
doesn’t even make it possible to contri-

bute to their legal defense, insisting that

the money be sent to PL directly and

they will use it for any purpose they see

fit. At bottom this despairing disorien-

tation is not much different from the

attitude which sends PLers with more
guts than brains into pointless, losing

battles with the cops from Connecticut

to L.A. in the name of “fighting

fascism." PL knows a lot about macho
grandstanding but nothing about how
to fight to win—against McCarthyite

witchhunts, against fascist attacks,

against racial oppression, to put the

working class on the road to socialist

revolution which alone will finally settle

accounts with capitalism’s brutal racist

thugs in blue.

The LAPD vendetta against PL must
be stopped! It directly threatens leftist

militants, black organizations, strikers

on picket lines, anyone who is a target

for cop victimization. All the intended

victims of repression in Reagan’s Amer-
ica have a stake in this case. For united-

front defense to stop the cop vendetta

against PL!
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1981: UAW members from Chrysler Tank Plant (now owned by General
Dynamics) march against concessions In Warren, Michigan.

Shut Down
Detroit...
(continuedfrom page 2)

against the city’s workers and ghetto

poor.

The attack on the teachers, who are

largely black, isjust the latest in Young’s
efforts to grind down the city employees
unions, highlighted by the breaking of
the sanitation and transit workers strike

two years ago. In fact. Young & Co.
justify their present union-busting by
their past union-busting. “We are not
asking our teachers to do anything more
than some of our other employees who
have already given us concessions,"

declares Board of Education head
George Bell. What they are “asking" is a
salary cut of 8 percent, which given the

inflation will mean a cut in real income
of 15 percent or more a year.

In striking against Young, the teach-

ers are setting a fighting example for all

of Detroit’s workers. They have said

they expects long strike, and if the city

gets an injunction against them, they

will defy it. If all Detroit labor went out
in support of the teachers, it would be a

real short strike! All out behind the

teachers! Bust union-buster Coleman
Young!

Conditions in Detroit are a more
powerful argument for socialism than a

thousand pamphlets. While mass lay-

offs and plant shutdowns threaten the
organized existence of the black prole-
tariat, increased racist attacks and fire-

bombings have maimed black people
and driven them from their homes. A
fighting labor movement must oppose
the deadly growth of KKK/Nazi terror-
ism not only with labor/black defense
mobilizations butT>y showing that there
is a class-struggle answer to the depres-
sion conditions that the race-haters feed
off.

Givebacks, layoffs and Klan terror

are part of U.S. imperialism’s massive
anti-Soviet arms buildup and war drive.

You can’t fight the givebacks without
fighting Reagan and the anti-Soviet war
drive. And you can’t fight by replacing
Reagan with Democrats like Coleman
Young. There is no way out within the
capitalist system. What is needed is a

workers party to fight for a workers
government which will rip the produc-
tive wealth of this country out of the
hands of the capitalist class. That
struggle must begin now with a general
strike in Detroit against Coleman
Young and the auto bosses!

LTF Lebanon
Leaflet...
(continuedfrom page 7)

operation of its own imperialism, it

prepared the way by its support to this

austerity/Cold War popular front. Last
December 13 the LCR was the “left"

component of the holy alliance extend-
ing from the fascists to the far left in

support of Solidarnosc, company union
for the CIA and Western bankers.

For Permanent Revolution
in the Middle East

While Begin’s invasion of Lebanon
exposed the genocidal logic of Zionism,
it also exposed the bourgeois Arab
regimes, “radical" as well as “moder-
ate,” as its indispensable collaborators.

The Palestinian and Arab left militants

must draw the lesson: the need for

working-class struggle. It’s in the name
of nationalism that the PLO hailed as

their allies these same Arab govern-
ments who today stab them in the back.

The slogan of "struggling against

Zionism” in the mouths of Arab leaders

is a way to detour the class struggle in

their countries, while these same leaders

betrayed the Palestinian cause in a
thousand ways, from “Black Septem-
ber” to Camp David to Tel el Zaatar.
The main enemy is at home!
The liberation of the Palestinians

cannot be won by a purely national
struggle or some utopian rapproche-
ment between Zionist “doves" and PLO
"moderates." The Zionist state and the

bourgeois Arab states surrounding it

must be exploded from inside by
proletarian revolutionary struggle. The
massive antiwar protests in Israel, even
though today they don’t transcend “left"

Zionism, smash to bits the idea that the

whole Hebrew-speaking population of
Israel is one homogeneous reactionary

mass. A real solution to the right of self-

determination for the Palestinians is

possible only through the destruction of
the Hashemite monarchy and the
clerical Zionist state. These two states

were carved out at the expense of the

Palestinian people.

The Israeli workers must break with
Zionism, and the Palestinian workers
must break with the PLO, which could
easily become their bourgeois oppres-
sor. There is already an important
Palestinian proletariat in Jordan and in

the occupied territories as well as in

Israel. But through the nationalist

dogma of “non-interference in the

internal affairs" of the Arab regimes, the

PLO prevented \ht Palestinian proletar-

iat from undertaking class struggles

(even in Jordan, where Palestinians are

the majority) against the Hashemite
monarchy with its extremely narrow
social base. Instead the PLO’s national-

ism channels the rebellions that could
have taken a revolutionary direction

—

Jordan 1970, Lebanon 1975-76—into

self-isolated and easily decapitated

movements, contributing to the subse-

quent bloody communalism in Leba-
non. Only a party with a proletarian

internationalist vision based on the

program of Trotsky’s permanent revo-

lution can mobilize the Jewish and
Palestinian workers for desperately

necessary struggle for a socialist federa-

tion of the Near East.

• Defend the Palestinians! No to

Begin’s "final solution"! Israel out
of Lebanon! French troops out of
Lebanon! No to the imperialist

"peace-keepers”!

• Not Jew against Arab but class

against class!

• For a socialist federation of the
Near East!

Ligue Trotskyste de France,
24 August 1982

SL/SYL Forum

American Workers Revolution
Needs Black Leadership!

For Labor/Black Action to

Smash Racist Terrorl

You Can't Fight Reagan
With Democrats!

Build a Class-Struggle

Workers Party!

Speakers: Myra Owens.
George Crawford. SYL National
SL Central Committee Committee

Guest Speaker:

Ed Kartsen,
NYC transit worker, chairman ol the June 27
Chicago mass rally to stop the Nazis

Friday, 7:30 p.m. Machinists’ Hall

September 17 7 E. 15th Street

For more Information, call 267-1025

NEW YORK CITY
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Militant Exposes Job Cutting, Gains Wide Support Against

Bureaucrats’ Purge Trial

in S.F. Phone Union
SAN FRANCISCO—Attempts by
Communications Workers of America
(CWA) Local 9410 president Jim
Imerzel to purge Kathy Ikegami, a well-

known CWA militant and 9410 execu-

tive board member, are meeting wide

opposition within the local. Ikegami is a

leader of the Militant Action Caucus
(MAC), a class-struggle oppositional

grouping of CWA members opposed to

the pro-company, pro-Democratic

Party policies of the CWA leadership.

According to a 12 July Militant Action,

Ikegami is being charged with "willfully

violating her duties as an executive

board member and bringing the union

into disrepute." The charges are a cover

for an attempted political purge Of

Ikegami. The 12 June MAC leaflet

noted that “What gored his [Imer-

zel’s] ox was MAC’s expose of some of

the union bureaucrats’ attempted cover-

up of PT&Ts job-slashing attack on our

members.”
MAC has denounced Imerzel’s

charges as “damned self-serving lies and
a dirty business." According to MAC a

lot of 9410 members agree—over 400

have signed a petition demanding the

charges be dropped immediately. A
MAC spokesman said that a broad

spectrum of opinion in the local is

disgusted by Imerzel’s high-handed

connivings to ax a political opponent.

Local 9410 members know Kathy
Ikegami as a good steward, a fighter for

the union. They understand that if

Imerzel and his cronies succeed in this

witchhunt, no one who stands up to the

company will be safe.

The charges filed against Ikegami
were presented to her at the July CWA
convention held in Detroit, which she

attended as an elected Local 9410
delegate. There, Ikegami sharply criti-

cized CWA president Glenn Watts and
the union leadership for refusing to

mobilize the union to fight the massive

job-cutting offensive.

At the convention, Ikegami de-

nounced the Watts bureaucracy for

once again turning the convention into a

pep rally for the capitalist Democratic

Party. She urged labor to break with the

Democrats and forge a class-struggle

workers party. She called for interna-

tional working-class solidarity, con-

demning the CWA tops’ support for the

anti-Soviet war preparations of U.S.

imperialism. MAC also warned of the

dangerous growth of the Klan and Nazis

and called for mass labor/black mobili-

zations to smash fascist terror. Ikegami

especially condemned the CWA bu-

reaucracy for allowing the sale of

Confederate flag badges—the banner of

slavery—to raise money for COPE.
This year, feeling the heat from an

angry membership fearful of losing their

jobs, the union tops hit back. Watts

closed the convention with a speech

denouncing MAC: "...we have been

put down in royal order by a group

called the Militant Action." Warming to

his subject he denounced "anarchists . .

.

who would say ‘never settle; always

strike'—always have so much disagree-

ment and violence going on that orderly

society breaks down and then somebody
can grab it and take it over." Watts

ended with a green light for Imerzel’s

purge: “I would like not to be the only

one that is putting them down by

answering them."

The word went out from the CWA
National—Get MAC! This was

confirmed when the Local 9410 Com-
municator (August/September) reprint-

ed Watts’ speech under the headline

"Watts Warns of Destructive Attack-

ers." Local 9410 bureaucrat Linda

Zupan added her comments: "The
convention delegates made their posi-

tion clear that these outside groups, like

the Militant Action Caucus, are not

friends of the CWA. While their rights,

as much as anyone’s of freedom of

speech must be preserved, their actions

and their agenda are no! in step with

those of the UNION MEMBERS ...”

The words "freedom of speech”

coming from Miss Zupan have about as

much credibility as a denunciation of

anti-Semitism from the mouth of

Hitler’s mistress, Eva Braun. Watts,

Imerzel and their mouthpiece. Miss

Zupan, are telling CWA members
certain opinions are outlawed. You are

not permitted to vote into office

someone who says the union should

fight the company and fight to defend

itself. You can have only a leadership

that says: never strike; always settle...

on the company’s terms.

According to a Militant Action dated

29 July, “Imerzel has brought charges

against Ikegami because: (1) she pro-

posed the necessary union action to stop

the company’s job-slashing offensive

and exposed the attempt by some union
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SECRET COMPANY/UNION MEETING:

MASSIVE LAYOFFS SLATED 1/83
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Phone company cuts jobs

hat PT&T had
unce plans
re inylxfid

CWA tops want
to get MAC
leader tor telling

the truth about
phone layoffs.

bureaucrats to keep the company plan

secret; (2) she won’t rubber stamp his

anti-democratic appointments of stew-

ards and committee members...; (3)

she’s a member of the Militant Action

Caucus....’’ The same leaflet repro-

duces a letter from another 9410

executive board member, Rich Contre-

ras, to Imerzel, which states:

“After having ^rved three years on the

Executive Bd. of Local 9410, I find the

charges you have filed against Kathy
Ikegami, as being discriminatory as well

as politically self-motivated Mr. Imer-
zel, I never voted for any of the

appointees that the chief steward
recommended, and no charges were

vice president Marie Malliet for her

seeming sympathies to the political

positions of her husband Leonard
Malliet. a member of ILWU Local 10

and a well-known supporter of the views

of the Communist Party. Likewise we
would oppose attempts to expel Imerzel

from office because of his affiliation

with the Bay Area Trade Unionists in

Solidarity with Chile, a coalition which
includes a number of Communist Party

supporters based on the same Stalinist/

social-democratic program of class

collaboration which led to the bloody
defeat of the Chilean workers. All the

bureaucrats’ flak about “outside

Delegate
Kathy

Ikegami
speakln^at

convention.

WV Photo

brought against me. I would be willing

to testify to that fact. So I urge you to

drop all charges against Kathy Ikegami.

So we can get on with the business of

fighting the Co., instead of ourselves.”

MAC’s leaflet goes on to denounce as

“crude and despicable McCarthyism"
the allegation that MAC is "a self-

proclaimed left-wing extremist political

group of Trotskyist ’communists’ affili-

ated with the Spartacist League.” This

charge is as bizarre as it is untrue—and
sounds like the sort of thing that might

be cooked up by some hypothetical

feeble-minded law school dropout
working for the FBI, in collaboration

with a not too bright sympathizer of the

Stalinist Communist Party.

Imerzel and Co. want to put Kathy
Ikegami on trial because she is a well-

known supporter of the Spartacist

League. The 12 July Militant Action

noted:

"Regarding the Spartacist League, a

socialist political organization, if some
of our union members support some or
all of the positions of that organization,
that is their choice and their right to do
so. In fact, in April of 1980 the
Executive Board of CWA Local 9410
(San Francisco) and Local 9415 (Oak-
land) endorsed an April 19 demonstra-
tion in San Francisco initiated by the
Spartacist League which aimed to

prevent the Nazis from celebrating

Hitler's birthday at the San Francisco
Civic Center. Our union marched in

that demonstration along with 1200
unionists, blacks, latinos, socialists,

Jews, and gays. The union-busting,
race-hating Nazis have not showed their

faces in San Francisco since then, and
wc think the town is a cleaner, more
decent place to live because of this.”

MAC is to be congratulated on its

forthright position. Workers democracy
is vital if the unions are to decide how
best to defend their members and
advance the interests of labor. Thus it

would be a crime for anyone to, for

example, attempt to purge Local 9410

groups" is hypocritical and simply an
attempt to distract the membership’s
attention from the real issue—jobs.

The outrageous attempt to purge
Ikegami and get MAC are a sign that the

CWA bureaucracy sits atop a political

volcano. For years the company and the

union tops alike sold the proposition

that wages and working conditions at

Ma Bell were bad but at least there was
job security. Nobody believes this any-

more. When, in late July, word leaked to

the California press that PT&T was to

cut 16,000 workers from its payroll,

both the company and the union rushed

to deny the report.

But just six weeks later CWA VP
Malliet reported that Pacific Telephone
would surplus 1,745 employees in

California and Nevada in distribution

services alone. This should be contrast-

ed with Imerzel’s statement on April 25

in reply to a MAC leaflet outlining job-

cutting schemes. Imerzel blandly

claimed: “no layoffs are projected.

PT&T assured CWA that the normal
attrition of 200 employees would over-

come any job displacement." Watts and
Imerzel want to throw Kathy Ikegami
out of the CWA for the crime of telling

the truth about Ma Bell’s job-slashing

plans! MAC must defeat their shameful
purge attempt and use the opportunity
to politically educate the CWA mem-
bership about the real political nature of
the sellout union leaders—whose no-
fight policies truly "bring the union into

disrepute” and breed demoralization
and cynicism. A 10 August Militant

Action squarely posed the situation:

“The unions have two choices: they can
either serve the bosses and companies
by administering givcbacks, takeaways
and layoffs OR they can lead the fight to
replace this lousy system with one that
eliminates war, unemployment and
racism, and serves the workers, minori-
ties and poor."*
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Labor Day: Bureaucrats & Democrats
The union bureaucrats’ 1982 Labor

Day parade in New York City, intended

to demonstrate support for the Demo-
cratic “alternative" to Reaganomics,

was a dismal flop. Fewer than 50,000

unionists—a third as many as last

year—made their way up Fifth Avenue
past the reviewing stand at the Public

Library, which was packed with bureau-

crats and Democrats like would-be

governor Mario Cuomo, Koch-backer
Carol Bellamy and right-wing senator

Daniel Moynihan. One transit worker
looked at the smiling politicians and
remarked, “They’d all like to cut our

throats." At Labor Day rallies across

the country, the message from the union
tops was the same: vote Democrat. But a

lot of workers were less than enthusias-

tic about bringing back the strikebreak-

ing party of Jimmy “Ethnic Purity"

Carter. The fact that over 2,000 New
York unionists bought WV with the

headline, "Labor: Don’t Crawl for the

Democrats" shows that bureaucratic

betrayal hasn’t destroyed the workers’

appetite to fight back.

Last year’s New York parade featured

a militant 3,000-strong air controllers

(PATCO) contingent chanting,
“Strike!" And on September 19, "Soli-

darity Day" 1981, half a million work-
ers, including at least 100,000 blacks,

went to Washington angered at Rea-
gan’s racism and union-busting. But
they wanted more than a weekend
parade; there was sentiment to “shut

down Washington" on a weekday.
Similarly in San Francisco, "Solidarity

Day” demonstrators drowned out Dem-
ocrat Walter Mondale with cries of
“PATCO! PATCO!"

“Last year we marched, this year we
vote," Massachusetts AFL-CIO leader

Arthur Osborn told the union crowd in

Boston Common last month. The
bureaucrats all but silenced any hint of

working-class struggle this year. There
was an exception: in Detroit, 70 uni-

formed auto workers marched in a

disciplined “flying squadron" chanting
military cadences. Formed by United
Auto Workers (UAW) Local 1200, the

squadron is in training for picket duty
against General Dynamics. The corpo-
ration, which recently bought its War-
ren, Michigan tank plant from Chrysler,
is planning to run the plant with scabs in

the event of a Local 1 200 strike when the

contract expires September 14. But
while the flying squadron unionists

marched in preparation for a class battle

against the scabherding military con-
tractor, their signs proclaimed, “We Are
Defense Workers." The UAW mislead-
ers want to tie these workers to the war
policies of Reagan and the Democrats.

S.F. Elections...
(continuedfrom page 3)

this country is going to fuel the anti-

Communist wardrivefrom Poland to El

Salvador. The Spartacist League says:

“Military victory to the leftist insurgents

in El Salvador!” We say that Solidar-
nosc in Poland is a company union for

the CIA and the Western bankers. It’s

interesting that this is the one “union"
that Reagan likes. He loves Solidamosc
and smashes PATCO into the ground.
We want the crystallization of a genuine
Trotskyist party to lead proletarian

political revolution to oust the venal,

incompetent, counterrevolutionary Sta-
linist bureaucrats and defend the Polish

working class against imperialist-

inspired counterrevolution.

In this country we want a program to

mobilize labor and minorities. We want
jobs for all. decent housing, free medical
care, child care, education, transit and a
massive program of public works under
union control. We want full equality for

Enlisting in Cold War II is a class be-

trayal and a recipe for defeat: the same
government—under Republican or

Democratic custodianship—that seeks

to reconquer the USSR for capitalism is

prepared to send out cops and even

troops to bust up effective flying pickets.

Plenty of working people are fed up
and looking for a way to fight Reagan
reaction. What is needed to bring down
Reagan and his racist, anti-labor pro-

gram is militant working-class action

led by a class-struggle workers party:

plant sit-ins where workers are hit by
mass layoffs and factory shutdowns;
industrial action to halt arms shipments
to the U.S.' anti-Soviet allies in Central

America, Israel, etc.; and when blacks

like New York transit worker Willie

Turks are lynched on the city streets,

mass integrated union-based defense

guards to smash the race-terrorists.

But a militant response to the bosses’

racist, union-busting onslaught is the

last thing on the bureaucrats’ minds.
Since last year’s “Solidarity Day,” union
misleaders representing more than a
million workers in auto, trucking,

meatpacking, airlines, etc. have agreed
to multi-billion-dollar givebacks to the

corporations. In the face of mounting
racist terror, the highest unemployment

minorities, women and gays. But this

can be done only by a break with the

Democrats who stand for none of these

things, who stand for the same things

the Republicans stand for, basically.

Workers need their own party, a
revolutionary workers party, to fight for

a workers government which will smash
the bosses’ state, expropriate major
industry and institute a planned econo-
my. And then, only then, will the

working class and black people in this

country get what they need and deserve.
Thank you.

Question: I have a comment to make as

a rank-and-file member of this Labor
Council. Is there anybody in this Labor
Council here who thinks that Solidarity
in Poland is a tool of the CIA?

Coleman: I would just like to comment
that the Amsterdam News, which is an
influential black newspaper in the

United States—maybe you’ve heard of
it—came out with an editorial that said

“Why Cry for Poland?" Because they
noticed that Reagan was smashing
black people and the unions in this

rate since the Great Depression, a

colossal military buildup aimed at the

USSR, government attacks on every

essential social service, the bureaucrats’

Labor Day answer to KKK-backed
Reagan was: give us more of the same
from the Democrats.

In New York the union bigwigs

campaigned for Democratic guberna-
torial hopeful Mario Cuomo, who
marched at the head of the parade with

Central Labor Council president Harry
Van Arsdale and social-democratic city

workers union misleader Victor Got-
baum. Cuomo, who is Governor Carey’s

disciple and lieutenant governor, is

the bureaucrats’ preferred candidate

against the front runner, racist labor-

hater mayor Ed Koch. There is no
essential difference between these Dem-
ocrats: both support the bankers’

program of continued austerity for New
York which means more racist cutbacks

and more attacks on the unions. Both
candidates support the union-busting

Taylor Law. Both want more police.

Both want to convert state mental

hospitals into prisons. Whoever wins,

workers and blacks will lose.

No wonder the powerful New York
City working class, especially its black

component, stayed home. The largest

country but was touting the rights of

Solidamosc. They thought there was
something kind of funny about that. So
I would suggest to you that maybe some
of the rank-and-file members of your
unions, especially some of the black

members who have seen what American
freedom and justice mean to them here

at home, have a few more doubts about
[Solidamosc] than you do.

Question: How do you feel on the

nuclear freeze?

Coleman: I feel it’s essentially utopian

and no answer. I don't think you can get

Reagan to disarm by writing petitions or

passing propositions. I believe that only
the working-class people, by taking

state power in their hands, are going to

stop Reagan sending missiles. 1 believe

that only the fact that the Soviet Union
has a nuclear arsenal has kept U.S.
imperialism from taking over the whole
world.

Question: If you were a member of the
Board of Supervisors at the time of the

PATCO strike, what single thing would
you do to resolve it?

contingents were from the craft-

dominated, mainly white building

trades, particularly Van Arsdale’s Local

3 of the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers (1BEW). From the

heavily black hospital workers District

1199 and Transport Workers Union
Local 100, only a few hundred each

came out. The phone workers contin-

gent had more “Cuomo for Governor"
signs than workers. There were the usual

floats, 150 marching bands and a

contingent of Rockettes from Radio
City Music Hall. There were protesting

dancers from the American Ballet

Theatre, locked out by their anti-Soviet

boss, Mikhail Baryshnikov. But the

bureaucrats by and large mobilized

only themselves and their hard-core

supporters.

While there were some signs de-

manding "Amnesty for Undocumented
Workers” and “Political Asylum for

Haitian Boat People,” Labor Day was
dominated overwhelmingly by chauvin-

ist protectionism and anti-Soviet flag-

waving. In Boston the UAW had a

"Buy American" float displaying two
new U.S.-built cars, while New York
clothing \vorkers carried signs read-

ing, “Jobs—America’s Best Defense.”

IBEW leaders wanted to give the Nobel
Peace Prize to Lech Walesa of Solidar-

nosc, Poland’s pro-Reagan company
union for Wall Street. In Boston the

parade organizers even created a special

contingent to support Solidamosc.

Missingly entirely, of course, was
PATCO, destroyed when Reagan fired

its members en masse and union leaders

like Van Arsdale and “socialist" Ma-
chinists’ leader William Winpisinger
stabbed the air controllers in the back by
refusing to strike the airports. This year
PATCO was “remembered" with a

hearse bearing signs which said, “New
York Labor Mourns PATCO, 1968-
1981.” Hypocrisy! Van Arsdale, Winpi-
singer and AFL-CIO chief Lane Kirk-
land helped dig the grave.

Last year the Spartacist League
f.ought for labor to shut down the

airports in solidarity with PATCO.
Such decisive action could have busted
Reagan’s union-busting attack on the

small air controllers union and opened a

working-class offensive that went be-

yond the bounds of “pure and simple"
trade unionism. As we said after

"Solidarity Day” (WV No. 289, 25
September 1981):

“In 1968 Lyndon Johnson's administra-
tion was rendered impotent by the
North Vietnamese Tet offensive. We
need a Tet offensive by the U.S. labor
movement to bring Reagan to his
knees.”

Coleman: Well, that’s a good question.
I would like to speak to that, and to the
question of the gentleman over here
about William Winpisinger as well.

During the PATCO strike, it was very
obvious that PATCO stood alone.
What was needed was support from
other unions. And I don’t mean just the
demonstrations which a number of
people very faithfully came to.

Questioner’s Interruption: You’re not
answering the question. What single
thing would you have done if you were a
member of the Board of Supervisors,
the office you are running for?

Coleman: I would have got up and
made a speech on television and
everyplace else I could, that workers
ought to see that the airports were shut
down. And that means especially the
1AM—and Winpisinger as the head of
that—had to see that the airports were
shut down. I see running for Board of
Supervisors as a way of mobilizing the
working class to struggle. Because I

don't think you get anything unless you
struggle.
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Cuban soldiers prevent South African Imperialists from conquering Angola.

South Africa...
(continuedfrom page 16)

of repression of the mass nationalist

organizations, the African National

Congress (ANC) and Pan-Africanist

Congress. The union movement has

been the main vehicle for resurrecting

militant black struggle. There are now
dozens of black unions with hundreds of

thousands of members. Another index

of the effectiveness of black labor

struggle is that the wage differential

between black and white workers has

decreased in the past decade from 20 to

five to one.

Given the savagery and all-sidedness

of racist oppression in South Africa,

black workers will never be satisfied

with narrow economistic unionism.

They will certainly identify with the

broader currents of political opposition

to apartheid. Here it is significant that at

the mass funeral procession for a white

union organizer. Neil Aggett, who was

murdered in prison six months ago,

militants raised the flag of the outlawed

ANC.
The liberal-nationalist ANC has long

been in bloc with the South African

Communist Party. The ANC/Stalinist

strategy is one of pressuring the sup-

posedly "progressive” elements of the

white South African capitalist class.

Their main candidate for this role is

diamond magnate Harry Oppenheimer.

Thus, the American CP’s Daily World

(14 August), here simply expressing the

views of its South African co-thinkers,

noted approvingly Oppenheimer’s call

for “cooperation between unions and
management"! The Stalinists’ long, one-

sided courtship of Oppenheimer has

not, of course, prevented him and his

colleagues from supporting the basic

laws maintaining and establishing the

apartheid system, not least the Suppres-

sion of Communism Act.

The petty-bourgeois nationalists of

the ANC and the other exile and
underground nationalist organizations

offer no effective strategy to defeat

apartheid. Moreover, their model for

post-apartheid South Africa should

they come to power is based on the anti-

working-class middlemen for imperial-

ism such as Mozambique’s Samora Ma-
chel and Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe.

If South Africa’s oppressed black

masses are to achieve full victory over

the white racist regime they must look

elsewhere for leadership. A key task in

South Africa is the construction of a

Trotskyist party armed with a program
for workers revolution through smash-

ing apartheid. South Africa, a regional

imperialist power, is the key to socialist

revolution throughout the entire eco-

nomically extremely backward region.

The South African proletariat is there-

fore in the vanguard of social revolution

for all of black Africa.

Chicago...
(continuedfrom page 5)

“that if you met with Daley and he made
a commitment, not only could he

deliver, but he would" Right— like

when he promised to shoot to kill blacks

who exploded in anger after the murder
of Martin Luther King in 1968!

Chicago doesn’t need Son of Daley,

and it doesn’t need a black Democrat for

mayor either. Anyone who thinks a

black mayor will improve life for black

and working people ought to take a long

hard look at Detroit, the union and

black town ruled by Coleman Young on
behalf of the auto bosses. Young
presided over the mass layoffs which
have turned that city into a wasteland.

He’s declared war on one city union

after another. In 1980 he busted the

largely black AFSCME strike so he

could host the Republican convention.

His “Detroit Renaissance” rhetoric has

given way to talk of “trickle down"
schemes for the poor. He told the black

population to learn to live on less: “You
can eat beans!"

Jesse Jackson has his own “trickle

down” black capitalist scheme, an
updated version of Operation Breadbas-

ket. He wants blacks to use their

purchasing power to demand a niche for

black entrepreneurs in the business

community. He just signed multi-

million dollar pacts with Coke and 7-

Up, and now he’s after Anheuser-Busch.
But what will the black community get?

A few black distribution franchises,

some financial aid to black businesses, a

few blacks on the board of directors,

and a promise to hire more blacks.

A boycott campaign might open up a

few hundred jobs. But it can never solve

the problem of the unemployed mil-

lions. The Communist Party attacked

these petty-bourgeois utopian schemes
during the Great Depression in

Chicago:

“The triviality of this proposal is

obvious on the face of it. It is indeed
possible on occasion to kick up a row
big enough to force a Woolworth store
in Chicago to make a promise. But what
has this to do with hundreds of
thousands of Negro workers in the coal,
iron, steel, oil, automobile and packing
industries?. . There is no substance to
the “use our buying power” proposal; it

can only be raised by those whose social
vision is bounded by petty industry and
petty trade, who see everything not
from the viewpoint of the Negro
workers—the great mass of the Negro
people—but rather from that of the
Negro small businessman."

—quoted in Drake and Cayton,
Black Metropolis, Vol I ( 1945)

Most of the fake-lefts have fallen in

line behind the campaign for a black

mayor in Chicago. The Communist
Party (CP) wholeheartedly backed

Jackson’s diversionary boycott and is

pushing a black mayor as the solution

for black people. In response to the

vicious racist beating in Bridgeport the

CP called for people to write their

Congressmen to get the government to

enact laws against racism. Faced with

Reagan reaction these reformists are

pushing the same old Democratic lesser-

evilism—that means Teddy Kennedy in

the White House and Harold Washing-

ton in city hall. Their strategy is reliance

on the racist Federal government and

the Democratic Party, not the working

class, to defend blacks’ and workers’

rights. That’s why the CP refused to

participate in the June 27 anti-Nazi

demonstration, though some of their

friends, like Norm Roth of UAW Local

6, felt compelled to make an appear-

ance. The CP opposes labor/black

mobilization; instead they call on the

racist capitalist state to ban the Klan
and outlaw racism.

We Need Black Leaders In a
Workers Parly

In the face of Reagan’s war on blacks,

minorities and workers, blacks are

leaderless as never before. There are

plenty of hustlers like Jackson running
around who talk anti-Reaganism to

serve the Democrats. The main movers
behind the black mayoral campaign in

Chicago, like Jackson and Lu Palmer of

Chicago’s Black United Communities
(CBUC), were Martin Luther King’s

lieutenants in Chicago in the 1960s.

These jokers have led nothing since they

helped lead the civil rights movement to

defeat well over a decade ago.

Today there is not a single

organization that stands for the ele-

mentary defense of even the most
minimal needs of the black population.

The organizations that do exist

—

PUSH, NBUF, the National Black
Independent Political Party—exist for

one purpose: to peddle blacks to the

Democrats. Little wonder blacks feel

isolated and besieged.

It will take integrated class struggle to

defend black people from the rising line

of race terror in this country and address

the basic economic oppression of the

black masses. And that means a political

fight against the Democratic Party; not

just against the high-handed racists like

Byrne, but against the black frontmen
too. That’s what the Spartacist League

did when we mobilized 3,000 unionists,

blacks, Jews, gays and socialists to stop

the Nazis in Chicago’s Lincoln Park,

against the appeals of Byrne who told

people to ignore the fascist provocation

against the gay pride march. The black

Democrats had Byrne’s line. When SL
spokesman Don Andrews contacted Lu
Palmer to find out what he planned to

do about the Nazi rally, he spoke for

them all: “Aw, brother, I can’t deal with

it. You know we have to put togeth-

er..."—you got it, a campaign for a

black mayor.

The June 27 demonstration was not

merely a gathering of several thousand

people who oppose the Nazis. It was a

glimpse of the power of the Marxist

program for labor/black mobilizations

against fascist terror. The anti-Nazi

protesters came from the steel mills of

East Chicago, from the Harvester plant

in Melrose Park, from the largely

Jewish suburb of Evanston, and heavily

gay New Town; but most importantly,

they came from the sprawling South
Side ghetto. The fascists feed off the

present depression conditions and the

bipartisan anti-Soviet war drive. Their

ultimate function is to act as capitalism’s

shock troops, to destroy the unions and
whip up genocidal attacks against

minorities. They must be crushed in the

egg: not by small-group confrontations

with the cops, not by suicidal appeals to

the racist capitalist state which system-

atically protects them, but by massive,

militant labor/black struggle. That’s the

strategy of the Spartacist League.

The phony nationalists who talk

about electing a black Democratic
mayor as “self-determination” and
“black liberation” mean to tie blacks

into the ghettos. Like the tribal chiefs

who rule the bantustan homelands on
behalf of the apartheid rulers of South
Africa, these ward hustlers have a vested

interest in segregation; integration

would destroy their patronage base. But
the urban centers are not just rigidly

segregated neighborhoods; there are

integrated factories, integrated unions.

The unions are key. Here lies the

possibility for an alliance between black

and white workers, pounded by Rea-

ganism, against their common enemy.
The unions today are the main organiza-

tions of potential black social power.

The next wave of black struggle does not

have to pass through hustlers like

Jackson and Daughtry! Black workers

and their class-conscious white union

brothers can lead a political fight within

the unions to make them weapons in the

struggle for black rights and against

Reagan reaction. The racist cold warri-

ors who run the American trade unions

can’t fight Reagan because they share

his program to “roll back’’Communism.
Reagan’s drive to “roll back” black

rights and workers’ living standards is

integrally linked to his drive to “roll

back” the gains of the Russian workers

revolution. Black workers are key to the

fight to oust the pro-capitalist bureau-

crats and the building of revolutionary

leadership in the unions.

Thousands of black workers used to

work in the giant South Side steel mills.

U.S. Steel’s Southworks plant used to

employ 9.000 people, now only 900

workers remain. The steel workers

union recently turned thumbs down on
the companies’ demands for more
concessions. The steel bosses say they’ll

close Southworks and other Chicago-

area plants if the workers don’t knuckle

under. Enough! Seize their factories! A
class-struggle union leadership would
organize the unemployed, linking the

ghetto masses to the power of the

workers in the factories, and march the

multitude of South Side ghetto poor to

the gates of Southworks to defend

sitdown strikes. Such militant action

could spark a nationwide fight against

mass layoffs, plant closures and unem-
ployment. That’s the kind of working-

class action blacks need, not crumbs
from the Democrats.

The key to victorious labor/black

struggle is the forging of black leader-

ship in a communist vanguard party. As
Spartacist League Central Committee
member Don Andrews told a public

forum in Chicago following the success-

ful June 27 anti-Nazi mobilization:

“They’re telling us that there is no
solution to racial oppression under
capitalism, and they are absolutely

right. . Black workers, potentially the

most combative section of the working
class, can lead all the oppressed along
with their white class brothers and
sisters, through a vanguard party. And
you've got to join us if you want a
revolution in this country that will give

us all the things we need and deserve
that nobody should have to beg for.

Everybody has the right to a job—jobs
for all. How you going to get it? You got
to fight for it. So the question is posed in

this country that if you want to change
this rotten system you’ve got to stand in

the front ranks of struggle for working-
class revolution to end this racist

nightmare called America. Because we
can’t let this country go the way of race
war, which would profit the Ku Klux
Klan and the bosses in this country.
That’s why we fight for socialist

revolution here and everywhere else.”*
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For International Labor Action to Support Black Unions!

Black Labor

Shakes

South Africa
For decades the words “South Africa"

and “apartheid" have been synonymous
with brutal police-state repression

against the black majority. Every day

90,000 blacks are “detained" in South

Africa’s prisons, and not a few are

“found hanged” in their cells. Black

leaders like Nelson Mandela of the

African National Congress (ANC) have

been imprisoned on the infamous

Robben Island for a quarter of a

century, that is, most of their adult lives.

Last month a leading member of the

South African Communist Party, Ruth
First, was assassinated in Mozambique
by a letter bomb, undoubtedly sent by
BOSS (the South African secret police).

Yet despite the massive apparatus of

racist terror. South Africa is now being

shaken by the one force too power-

ful to repress—the superexploited black

workers on whom this industrial power-

house of the African continent rests.

From the gold mines of the Rand to the

auto plants of the East Cape to the

docks of Natal, an unprecedented strike

wave is sweeping the apartheid state.

Now is the time for workers

throughout the world to strike a blow
against this bastion of capitalist racism.

Now is the time for American work-
ers to come to the aid of their South
African black brothers. International

labor action—boycotts and secondary

strikes—can be decisive in securing

victory foi the black unions struggling

in South Africa. This is especially the

case since some of these strikes are

directed against multinational corpora-
tions, such as General Motors, Ford and
Volkswagen. Smash apartheid—For
workers revolution! Black unions are

the key!

The Strike Wave
The recent crescendo of strikes began

in the gold mine hellholes in early July.

The death of six miners in yet another

fatal accident plus a pay “raise” which
was actually a wage cut triggered the

walkout of 4,000 miners at West
Driefontein mine, part of the richest and
largest gold-mining complex in the

world. The strikers burned down the

company administration building, and
the strike quickly spread to three

neighboring mines. The police moved in

with helicopters, tear gas and guns and
murdered ten miners. Black proletarian

rage swelled after these police murders.

When 12,000 miners were locked up in

hostels by the security guards for the

night, they broke out and battled with

the cops, halting production in another

mine. These militant struggles have

forced important concessions from the

apartheid state. The Chamber of Mines
has given permission for the Black

Mineworkers Union to recruit members
and has recognized for the first time a

non-white union, one consisting of

Indian and colored (mixed-race) driv-

ers, handymen and painters.

The second phase of the strike wave

Mark Peters

Over 2,000 black strikers under police guard at Kloof gold mine near
Johannesburg.

Apartheid capitalism rests on superexploitation of black workers,
in the gold and diamond mines.

centered in the auto plants of the East

Cape, a stronghold of the new black

union movement. Led by the National

Automobile and Allied Workers Union,

in late July 10,000 black workers closed

down the Port Elizabeth plants of Ford,

General Motors and Volkswagen. The
strike was called off as the union and
companies returned to the negotiating

table. When the companies demanded
outside arbitration, however, the union
adamantly refused and organized a

series of mass walkouts throughout

August. The situation in the plants

remains volatile.

Meanwhile an important battle was
developing on the Port Elizabeth docks,

where the General Workers Union
(GWU) began a slowdown in early

September to demand recognition by

the government-owned South African

Transport. The GWU is already recog-

nized by private stevedoring companies
in the major ports, a testimony to the

union’s strength. In fact, these private

employers have criticized the govern-

ment agency for refusing to negotiate

with the GWU, thus risking a general

dock strike. While the capitalist firms

are interested in avoiding labor trouble,

for the Afrikaner nationalist regime the

stakes involved are far higher. To
recognize this independent black union
would be a major breach in the entire

apartheid system. To break the black

dockers union the government fired 400
of the most militant workers and is

attempting to deport them to their

bantustan "homelands.” Many of these

dockers have gone underground while

the GWU threatens a nationwide port

strike.

Especially given the division within

the South African ruling class over

recognizing the GWU, the black doc*.-

ers can win! And here longshore and
transport unions throughout the world

can play a vital role in supporting this

critical struggle against apartheid by
hot-cargoing South African shipping.

Unlike the empty boycott/"divestment"

schemes favored by liberals to display

their disapproval of South Africa,

concrete industrial action by the work-
ers movement internationally can deal

real blows to the apartheid rulers.

Victory to the GWU—Recognize the

union!

Beware the "AFL-CIA"

Significantly, a few days before the

South African dock struggle blew up, a
delegation from the American AFL-

CIO was scheduled to arrive in South
Africa for a first-ever visit. Lane
Kirkland & Co. spend most of their

efforts supporting the CIA-backed
Polish Solidarnosc and running "free

trade unions" from the American
consulates in Washington’s Latin Amer-
ican neo-colonies. Their loyalty to

American imperialism has prevented

them from lifting a finger for the

superexploited black proletariat of

South Africa, the apartheid state which
has become an increasingly important
part of "the free world."

One of the leading black establish-

ment papers, the Harlem-based Am-
sterdam News

, exclaimed bitterly:

“Eight black South African miners have
been killed while participating in a

strike in Johannesburg recently
“Has anyone heard from Lane Kirkland
of the AFL-CIO? Has A1 Shanker and
the Teachers Union opened a New York
office for the black trade union mem-
bers so they can tell the true story about
South Africa?”

With people like well-known CIA
operator Irving Brown running their

foreign operations, you can bet the

AFL-CIO bureaucracy is up to no good
in South Africa. While Teddy Gleason’s
longshore union routinely and repeated-

ly refuses to load Soviet ships, the head
ol the AFL-CIO’s African-American
Labor Center, Nana Mahomo, con-
tends nothing can be done to aid South
Africa’s black unions. Likewise the
Fraser gang of the United Auto Work-
ers, with its hundreds of thousands of
black members, has not taken a single

action in solidarity with the black
workers struggling against Ford and
General Motors in South Africa.

If Kirkland & Co. now take an
interest in the burgeoning black union
movement in South Africa, it is only to
sabotage its struggles and combat any
tendencies toward political radicalism.

Class-conscious and anti-racist Ameri-
can workers must struggle to sup-
port South Africa's black unions
against the policies—either do-nothing
or backstabbing—of the Kirklands and
Frasers.

For a Black-Centered Workers
and Peasants Government

The present strike wave comes at the

end of a decade of a rising line of black

struggle which opened with the Durban
mass strike of 1973. At the beginning of
the 1970s, active black opposition to

apartheid was at a low ebb in the wake
continued on page 15
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Imperialists. Israeli Troops Out of Lebanon!

For a Socialist

Federation of

the Near East!

It was the Zionist holocaust that so
many feared, but one that everyone
knew had to happen. Thousands of
Palestinian civilians were left defense-
less when late last month PLO comman-
dos in west Beirut were disarmed and
expelled by the American, French and
Italian “peace-keepers.” So long as the

PLO forces guarded the refugee camps,
the Israelis, fearing they would take too
many casualties, did not go in. They
urged their collaborators in the Leba-
nese Christian militias to go in and
“mop up." But they too would not do
it—not until the U.S. Marines, French
Foreign Legion and Italian commandos
did their job first.

Then the massacre was set up. The
Israeli army surrounded the camps of
Shatila and Sabra and on September 15

loosed its local butchers. Major Saad
Haddad’s “Lebanese Forces" and the

Damuri Brigade of the fascist Phalange,
to murder the defenseless Palestinians.

After the massacre was exposed. Begin
defended himself, as always, by charg-
ing the gentile world with anti-

Semitism: “Goyim kill goyim , and they
immediately come to hang the Jews."
The horrors committed at Shatila and

Sabra reminded the world of nothing so
much as the Nazi holocaust. The
victims, mainly women, children, the
elderly, were shot at close range; many
of the women were raped in 36 hours of
torture and mass murder. The journal-
ists who entered Shatila and Sabra right

after the massacre could have been
writing about the Nazi death camps:

“The medical teams, wearing gas masks
to fend off ihe sickly stench that hung
over the area, and plastic gloves, went
about the horrible task of unlocking the
bodies that had been lined up against
the walls and executed. Their arms and
legs had become frozen in the grotesque
attitudes of death .

..“

—New York Times.
20 September

The dead number in the thousands.
Ihe Lebanese Red Cross estimated
1,800 killed and more are being dis-

covered daily. Just how many Palestini-

ans were massacred at Shatila and
Sabra will never be known. For as the
New York 77mes (20 September) wrote:

no one has any idea how many
bodies were taken off in the scoops of
bulldozers, how many were driven away
and killed outside of the camp and how
many were buried under buildings that
were intentionally bulldozed to cover
up bullet-ridden men. women and
children.”

In any case, while the Zionist racists

have routinely murdered ten or even 100
Arabs for every Israeli soldier killed by
the PLO. this was certainly genocide;
the bloodiest massacre yet in the bloody
oppression of the Palestinians.

continued on page 8
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Jail Cleveland Killer Cops!

Cleveland
City Hall,

September 15,

protest against
cops' racist

attacks.

WV Photo

CLEVELAND—Anger is mounting in

the black community as Cleveland cops

have gone on a “gun 'em down in the

streets" offensive. Blatant racism in

police journals, a
- cop campaign for

dum-dum bullets, and outright murder

are part of this wave of police terror. On
September 15 protesters marched on

City Hall after the cops proclaimed last

summer's wanton murder of an un-

armed black man by an off-duty cop

“justifiable extermination"!

On July 23 Michael Woods, a 24-

ycar-old black unemployed worker

from Cleveland’s East Side, decided to

go shopping for a birthday cake for his

one-year-old son. But before he could

return home he was murdered by a

notoriously racist Cleveland cop, pa-

trolman Joseph D. Paskvan. Yelling

that he was "going to get it straight

now," killer Paskvan fired his personal

9-mm automatic pistol into Woods as

both were driving away from a traffic

light at East 65th and Chester. Numer-
ous eyewitnesses verified that the only

shot fired was by the cop and that the

victim had no gun or ammunition in his

car. Even so, the police were able to

“find" a .22 caliber pistol and numerous

cartridges at the scene.

Paskvan’s whole cop career has been

a string of racist atrocities which include

seven “shoot-outs” involving at least

two deaths. In July 1981 he drove a

police car into one black man crushing

his leg and saying, “you black mother-

fucker, you will never run again."

Another time Paskvan smashed a black

man in the face with a flashlight for the

"crime" of wearing white glasses. When
the victim asked for medical attention to

his wound. Paskvan refused, telling him

to "hang yourself like that other fucking

nigger did" ( Call and Post, 14 August

1982). This was a reference to a series of

suspicious supposed suicides by young

black men in Cleveland jails.

After an initial police whitewash in

the Michael Woods murder, protests led

by the victim's mother, Helen Woods,
forced a reinvestigation. Republican

mayor George Voinovich even felt

compelled to appoint a civilian review

committee to look into the case. But on
September 9 a grand jury exonerated

Paskvan. And the September issue of

the newsletter of the Cleveland Frater-

nal Order of Police (FOP) attacked the

mayor as a “political, gutless phony" for

daring to appoint the civilian review

board. Grotesquely, the article cheered

the killing of Woods as "justifiable

extermination. .. of another of society's

maggots" by "Officer Joe 'the Orkin

Man’ Paskvan”—referring to a pest

control company!
The cops’ aggressive racist attack

sparked angry protests. On September
1 5 some 40 people marched on City Hall

and briefly sat in at the mayor’s office

demanding the FOP be decertified as a

“police union" and that disciplinary

action be taken against the article’s

author. Spreading suicidal illusions in

the killer cops, the reformists and

nationalists of the Communist Party,

NAACP and "People United Against

Repression" chanted "Protect Us

—

Don’t Kill Us." Spartacist League (SL)

supporters participated in the picketing,

their slogans demanding “No to Gun
Control— It Kills Blacks,” "For Labor/

Black Mobilizations to Stop Fascist

Terror,” and “Black Liberation

Through Socialist Revolution." The SL
slogans pointed to the need for inde-

pendent black/labor action, not reliance

on the bourgeois state for defense

against racist attack.

Indeed, the cops’ article, with its

bonapartist defiance of any civilian

control, points out the futility of the

NAACP’s call for the creation of a

permanent civilian review board. Not
pressure, but power , through mass
actions, in the plants, on the streets, in a

class-struggle fight by labor, blacks and
all the oppressed. Part of this must be

the expulsion of all so-called “police

unions” from the labor movement. Cops
are the deadly enemies of workers and
blacks, existing to police the ghettos,

suppress strikes and maintain the

exploitative capitalist system.

Not only in the Paskvan case have the

cops been on the offensive. In August
the Cleveland Police Patrolman’s Asso-

ciation started a petition campaign for

the use of the lethal dum-dum bullets in

their handguns. The bonapartist racist

cops, on a shoot-to-kill spree, prefer

these murderous hollow-point bullets

which on impact leave gaping holes in

internal organs. This dangerous initia-

tive is justifiably seen as an effort to

assert the cops’ license to kill black

people. Prominent black politicians

have come out against the measure, and
the NAACP has started a toothless

counter-petition. But the cops mean
business and vow to circumvent City

Hall and place their proposition on the

November ballot.

Meanwhile, racist killers in brown

shirts as well as those in blue uniforms

have carried out their murderous deeds

In the past year a climate of terror has

seized Cleveland State University as a

black maintenance worker, a black

minister and a white student have been

murdered in a series of maniacal

shootings. Now, they turn out to be the

grisly work of Nazi and “ex" White

People’s Party member, Frank Spisak,

Jr. This fascist scum, with his apartment

decked out in Nazi flags and white-

power posters—complete with an arse-

nal of grenades, sabres, brass

knuckles—has been running around

peddling his race hatred and ... putting

his race terror into practice.

Spisak’s lawyer wants to get him off

with a plea of insanity. But no matter

how much of a "sicko” he may be, this

murderer has been a dangerous Nazi

activist for years. Following the Nation-

al Guard killing of four Kent State

antiwar protesters in May 1970, Spisak

grabbed the microphone at a CSU
memorial meeting shouting “Sieg Heil!"

(Cleveland State Cauldron, 10 Septem-
ber). Police are now linking Spisak and

a Nazi associate in a shooting of a black

worker at a west side RTA stop and
believe a number of "unsolved" killings

may be related to this band of fascist

killers.

Cleveland represents an almost clas-

sic model of Northern segregation.

Between the overwhelmingly black East

Side and the overwhelmingly white

West Side flows the combustible Cuya-
hoga River. But from the river's indus-

trial flats area can come the force that

can uproot the racism that is the

lifeblood of American capitalism. An
integrated labor movement, working

and unemployed, from the steel mills,

auto plants and machine shops has the

interest and power to overturn the racist

"law and order" of capitalism.

In racist Reagan’s America, from
LAPD chief Daryl "Choke Hold" Gates
to the fascist "Ghetto Raiders" among
the Chicago cops, a rising tide of police

bonapartism is a life and death question
for the proletariat, especially its black

component. Jail the killer cops! For
labor/black defense to smash racist

terror!

Down With the LAPD Gestapo!
LOS ANGELES—Earlier this year,

L A. Police Department chief Daryl
Gates caused a furor with his outra-

geous racist defense of the murderous
choke hold, saying black people were
not “normal people." But furor or no,

the swaggering paramilitary LAPD has

kept on with its deadly work. On July 3

1

the cops found Donald Ray Wilson, 36,

standing naked on the street with two
small children. Police said he was under
the influence of the drug PCP. After

they had handcuffed him and chained
his feet and thrown him in the back of a

squad car, they drove off to a shoulder

of the Harbor Freeway. Here, they

shoved him out of the car and “re-

strained” the completely bound black

man with the choke hold. He was dead
on arrival at the hospital.

The most notorious incident occurred
in Pasadena, August 22, where a softball

game was going on between the L A.

county sheriff’s department and the

Redondo Beach police. The cops got

enraged when a group of Mexican
workers began to play ball on the

2

adjacent field. When a stray ball rolled

onto the cops’ diamond, they set upon
the outnumbered Hispanics, kicking

and striking them. Arturo Banuelos, an
18-year-old garment worker, started to

run away from the fight but was chased,

knocked down, struck and one of the T-

shirted cops applied the choke hold until

he stopped breathing. Banuelos was also

DOA at the hospital.

Of course, on May 12 the city Police

Commission had declared a six-month
supposed "moratorium” on the use of

choke holds. But Chief Gates has

complained that because of this restric-

tion on strangling the people of Los
Angeles, some of the cops’ potential

victims have been able to get away. As
for Arturo Banuelos, the police say he

wasn’t choked (which would be in

violation of the ban), but supposedly
killed by “a compression-type blunt

force” applied to his neck. And Donald
Wilson was “not choked to death” ac-

cording to the coroner, although he died

of heart failure as a result of "a modified

carotid choke hold" (in which the supply

of blood to the brain is cut off).

But choke holds are far from the only

weapon in the LAPD’s killer arsenal.

On August 31, Long Beach cops shot

down 13-year-old Tyrone Dawson who
they said was fleeing from a stolen car.

The cops said Tyrone (who weighed 97

pounds and looked even younger than

his age) was reaching into his jacket

pocket, so they blew him away with a

.44. No weapon was found on the

youth’s body. And on September 14, an
LAPD squad car was driving down the

street as 27-year-old Victor Ortega was
handing a gun to his cousin Saul, 24.

The cops took off after the cousins and •

when they fled, shot Saul Ortega in the

chest, killing him.

Despite the uproar over Chief Gates’
racist justification for the cold-blooded
murder of black people, the number of
choke hold victims is soaring. And now
the cops have put in an order for 300
more Taser guns—electric cattle prods,
South African style— their "answer" to

all the flak they’ve been getting about
strangling people to death! A recent Los

Angeles Times (21 August) article noted
that while blacks are 18 percent of the
L.A. population, they make up 36
percent of those arrested, more than 50
percent of those shot to death by LAPD
cops and 75 percent of choke hold
victims! Small wonder that, as the

article headlined, “Many Blacks Fear
Police Are the Enemy.”
The problem is not just a racist police

chief. For almost a decade now, Los
Angeles has been run for the capitalists

by black Democratic mayor Tom
Bradley, himself an ex-L.A. cop, who
has repeatedly refused to fire Gates. As
we pointed out last May, liberal parlia-

mentarist demands for review boards,

commissions, investigations will not

make a dent in the murderous rampages
of the LAPD. The capitalist state of

deadly racist repression cannot be "re-

formed" into serving the exploited and
oppressed. Only a victorious strugglefor

power by labor, blacks, Latins and all mi-

norities can put the likes of “Choke
Hold" Gates and his killer elite where
they belong! Jail the killer cops!B
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“For Arab/Hebrew Workers Revolution!”

“Stop Bogin’s Final Solution!”
As the horror emerged last weekend

of the Israeli-sponsored massacre of
Palestinian refugees in west Beirut, the

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth
League (SL/SYL) mobilized from coast
to coast to protest the Zionist holocaust.

Emergency demonstrations called by
the SL were held in New York and San
Francisco at noon on Monday, Septem-
ber 21. Angry protesters chanted,

“Reagan, Begin. Blood on Your
Hands," and, referring to a series of

anti-Palestinian massacres, "Deir Yas-
sin, Never Again; Tel Zaatar, Never
Again; West Beirut, Never Again

—

Smash Zionist Terror!” One SL sign

pointed to the grisly parallel between the

U.S. -prepared, Israeli-organized “puri-

fication” of the Palestinians and the

Nazis' genocidal holocaust against the

Jews: “Reagan, Begin, Hitler."

A press release for the protests said:

"We are calling this demonstration to

protest the Israeli-engineered genocidal
massacre of more than 1,800 Palestini-

an women, children and old men in

Lebanon. It is the imperialist powers,
especially the U.S., which disarmed and
expelled the Palestinian fighters and
equipped and endorsed the Zionist
genocide. Begin uses Lebanese fascists

to butcher Palestinians the way Hitler

used East European fascists to butcher
Jews.

"Begin’s Blitzkrieg has inflamed anti-

Semitism in western Europe. The labor
movement must crush fascist terror!

The Israeli occupation of the Soviet

embassy in Beirut epitomizes the

Reagan/ Begin fanatical anti-Soviet war
drive which today uses Hitler’s methods
in Lebanon. Tomorrow it threatens to

plunge the world into a global nuclear

holocaust."

While the Begin-Sharon butchers

deny responsibility for their massacres

in the camps of Sabra and Shatila,

Spartacist protesters demanded, “Israel

Out! Defend the Palestinians Against

Zionist Genocide and its Phalange

Fascists and Lebanese Ustashi!” The
latter recalls the German Nazi puppet

forces in Eastern Europe recruited to

carry out mass murders too dirty even

for the likes of the SS. Today, the

Maronite Christian Phalange and Israe-

li puppet Haddad forces play the same
genocidal role.

The liberals applauded Reagan’s

decision to send back the phony “peace-

keeping forces” which set the stage for

the massacre by disarming the Palestini-

ans, a demand suicidally raised by the

PLO. Meanwhile, the reformist left

hopes to pressure blood-drenched U.S.

imperialism to play a “progressive" role.

But the SL denounced the imperialist

troops which set up the massacre,

chanting “Pax Americana means Pal-
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estinian slaughter" and “No imperialist

troops to Lebanon!" Spartacist signs at

the demonstration read, "Never Again!
Not One U.S. Bullet or Plane to Israeli

Butchers! No U.S. Troops or Bases in

the Near East! No U.S. Strike Forces
Targeted on the Near East! U.S. Navy
Out of Mediterranean and Indian
Oceans!"

The Trotskyists emphasized that the

Israeli invasion of Lebanon with U.S.
complicity fits into Reagan’s drive for

global counterrevolution. SL signs

called for “San Salvador to Beirut

—

Smash Reagan/Begin Anti-Soviet War
Drive!" A spokesman pointed out that

Israel as well as the U.S. has been

equipping the bloody junta in El

Salvador. Signs also warned against

illusions in detente and Soviet support
to Arab rulers who have consistently

stabbed the Palestinians in the back:

“Soviet Workers: Your Aid Should Go
to Arab Toilers, Not Sheiks and
Colonels." Other signs read “Labor:
Hot Cargo Military Goods to Israel," a

demand which has been raised by
militant seamen and longshoremen on
the East and West Coasts.

A spokesman at the New York
demonstration said, “We believe that

the only solution to the cycle of genocide
and massacre in the Near East is one
which recognizes the right of self-

determination of both the Palestinian

and Hebrew peoples, which can only be
realized within a socialist federation of
the Near East." Protesters chanted.

“Stop Begin’s final solution— For
Arab/ Hebrew workers revolution!"

"Jews, Arabs, blacks, whites—Workers
of the world unite!" and "Smash
Zionism— Break with PLO national-

ism— For an Arab/Hebrew Trotskyist

party!”

Throughout the week, the Spartacus
Youth League held demonstrations at

campuses across the U.S. including at

Madison, Cambridge, Los Angeles,
Berkeley and Oberlin. In addition,

comrades of the Trotskyist League of

Canada marched in a demonstration of
some 1,000 in Toronto on September
25, where they chanted, “U.S., Canada,
imperialist troops out of the Middle
East!"

Militant Seamen Sav:

Hot Cargo Goods to Israel!

The following motion has been
raised by the Militant-Solidarity

Caucus in the National Maritime
Union:

Whereas, the massacre of more than
one thousand Palestinians from
Wednesday, September 15

through Saturday, September 18

was an act of genocide, centrally

the responsibility of the Israeli

government; and
Whereas, this atrocity fuels racism

everywhere and therefore consti-

tutes a threat to all oppressed and
working peoples; and

Whereas, it was the U.S. Marines
along with French and Italian

troops that disarmed the Pales-

tinians; be it therefore

Resolved, that the membership at

this NMU meeting condemn this

outrage and protest Israel’s ac-

tions, and demand that the U.S.

Marines be pulled out of Lebanon
immediately; and be it further

Resolved, that the NMU National
Office instruct all NMU vessels

and operations to totally boycott
all cargoes to and from Israel until

Israeli forces withdraw from
Lebanon, and be it finally

Resolved, that the NMU call on all

other labor organizations, parti-

cularly the SIU, ILWU, ILA and
the International Transport
Workers Federation, tojoin in the

boycott of Israel.

—reprinted from
The Beacon supplement,
27 September
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Spartacist Candidates in S.F. Speak at CWA Meeting

You Can't Fight for Jobs

with Democrats, Bureaucrats!
SAN FRANCISCO, September 20—
Spartacist candidates for S.F. Board of

Supervisors Richard Bradley and Diana

Coleman were strongly applauded

tonight as they took their campaign for

a class-struggle workers party before the

membership of Communications Work-
ers of America (CWA) Local 9410. The

90 phone workers, who face a massive

job-cutting drive by Pacific Telephone,

listened with particular interest to

Diana Coleman

Bradley’s account of fighting for a sit-

down strike against the closing of the

Mahwah, New Jersey Ford auto plant.

Bradley and Coleman had been official-

ly invited to address the membership by

the Local executive board. After the

meeting a CWA repairman emphatical-

ly declared his agreement with the

Spartacist candidates: “we have to fight

for our jobs while we still have them

—

when we’re out on the street, it’s too

late.” We reprint below excerpts from

Bradley and Coleman’s remarks:

*****
Diana Coleman: Thank you, brothers

and sisters, for inviting me to the local.

My name is Diana Coleman and

probably a lot of you know me from

when 1 worked in the phone company.

One of the nicest parts of running for

office is always getting to come back to

my old local and speak.

This year, every labor misleader from

Lane Kirkland to Doug Fraser is hoping

that American workers have taken

enough punishment under Reagan to be

driven back forcibly into the Democrat-

ic Party fold. Bureaucrats of unions

wracked with layoffs tell their members,

you deserve this for not voting Demo-
cratic like we told you to. We say you

can’t fight Reagan with Democrats,

because if Reagan is waging a war on

labor then the field marshals of that war

have been the big city Democratic Party

mayors. [San Francisco mayor Dianne]

Feinstein is right in there with the rest of

them, from breaking the city workers

strike in 1976 to banning hand guns this

year. We say gun control kills blacks— if

guns are banned, only the cops and Klan

will have guns. The Republicans want to

take away your job and the Democrats

want to take away your gun. We say,

“Labor: Don’t crawl for the Demo-
crats— Bring down Reagan through

labor action!”

So there have been bipartisan budget

cuts, bipartisan tax hikes, and it’s all

going to pay for the bipartisan anti-

Soviet war drive, from El Salvador to

Poland. The Spartacist League says

military victory to the Salvadoran

leftists. Further, we stand for the

defense of the Soviet Union and the

deformed workers states against imperi-

alism. These countries, although bu-

reaucratically deformed, still represent

real gains for the working class. And it is

the working class, through proletarian

political revolution, that must deal with

the Stalinist bureaucrats.

In Poland we say that Solidarnosc is a

company union for the CIA and the

Western bankers. This is a funny

“union" that Reagan loves. He smashed

PATCO into the ground in this country,

but he loves Solidarnosc because he

understands that it stands for the same

thing that he does, which is capitalist

restoration in Eastern Europe. Brothers

and sisters, you don’t have to be a

socialist to understand that the U.S. is

on a long downhill slide these days: the

unemployment in this country, the

smashing of the unions. Reagan wants

to destroy all the gains the working

people have fought for over the past

hundred years. So we say you have to

fight the anti-Soviet war drive, the

imperialist war aims, and that’s a

necessary part of fighting the class

struggle here at home.

Now every election time the refor-

mists of the Communist Party and the

continued on page 9

Richard Bradley
addresses CWA

meeting in

San Francisco,
September 20:

“Struggle—
believe me,

that's the only
way you can

save your job."

Workers Vanguard Subscription Drive
The annual Workers Vanguard

subscription drive, coinciding with

the opening of the school year, is

traditionally the kickoff for Sparta-

cist student work. But this year, the

party is also seeking to sell more
subs to workers and black people,

among whom we are increasingly

finding responsiveness to our
socialist views. The heating up of

class struggle recently has helped
us meet interested people. To aid in

reaching black workers and stu-

dents, our new pamphlet, "Ameri-
can Workers Revolution Needs
Black Leadership," was produced
for the sub drive.

Overall, the drive is somewhat
behind schedule this year, with a

third of the national quota met after

two weeks of a five-week drive. The
good news is the success in selling

subs and papers to working
people—on picket lines, in the

plants and through door-to-door
sales in black and integrated

neighborhoods. In Los Angeles, 33
points were sold to striking transit

workers; 116 single issues were
sold at one union meeting. In

Boston, sub teams sold 42 points

working the Mattapan district

where advance single-issue sales

had been brisk. A New York local

team returning from a successful

M* Mhtkft...
Shut Down Detrn'r]

WEEK TWO TOTALS

Local Quota
Week
Two %

Berkeley/Oakland 550 90 16

Boston 430 239 56
Chicago 450 148 33
Cleveland 250 107 43
Detroit 200 67 24
Los Angeles 400 135 34
Madison 100 54 54
New York 850 309 36
San Francisco 450 102 23

National Total 3,760 1,251 33

trip (83 points) to Pennsylvania

campuses stopped off at the Steel-

workers convention in Atlantic City

and sold 1 72 papers, as well as two
subscriptions to black delegates.

On campus, teams from the S.F.

Bay Area sold 127 points in a single

evening at Santa Cruz. Our activ-

ism for labor/black defense against

racist terror, particularly the

Spartacist-initiated June 27 anti-

Nazi mobilization in Chicago, has
sparked interest among students.

At Amherst, where 75 points were
sold, one student remarked: "It's

good to see that somebody is

fighting these days.”

|

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Name

Address

1 Phone ( )

| 314

City State Zip

$5/24 issues of Workers Vanguard New $2/10 introductory issues of (includes Spartacist)

(includes Spartacist) Renewal Workers Vanguard

$2/9 issues of $2/4 issues of

Young Spartacus Woman and Revolution

I SPECIAL! A Spartacist pamphlet with one year subscriptions to both
Workers Vanguard and Young Spartacus.

Mak* payable/mall lo: Sparlaclat Publishing Co.. Box 1377 GPO. New Yorfc, New York 10116
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In War You Have to Know Your Friends and Enemies

Detroit Workers: Fight for Survival

!

SL agitates for a cltywlde general strike. Teachers picket Schools Center building (left); Jefferson Chrysler workers on
strike (right).

We reprint below edited excerpts

from a talk by George Crawford, ofthe
Spartacist League Central Committee,

at a September 17 New York SLforum
entitled: "You Can't Fight Reagan with

Democrats! Build a Class-Struggle

Workers Party!" Also speaking at the

forum were Myra Owens ofthe Sparta-

cus Youth League, on the struggle

against black oppression in America;

and guest speaker Ed Kartsen, NYC
transit worker and chairman ofthe June
27 Chicago demonstration to stop the

Nazis.

I want to talk a little bit about what's

going on in Detroit right now. Coleman
Young, a black Democrat, with very

heavy ties to the labor movement—for

many years he was a part of the UAW

—

was elected mayor nine years ago. What
does his record show? How has he

fought in any way for blacks or workers?

Detroit is the stronghold of the black

proletariat in this country. It's critical.

Today the unemployment rate in terms

of ghetto black youth is upwards of 70

percent. The UAW says approximately

half the auto workers have been laid off

and will probably never see the inside of

a UAW plant again. Detroit has become
a total hellhole.

Now, has Young attempted to fight

against this and lost? No. Young’s

position is in favor of the concessions,

the concessions that were supposedly to

save jobs. Young’s position has been

and was to break the [1980] AFSCME
strike. Because, you see, they had the

Republican convention coming into

town. Reagan's Republican convention.

And that strike was smashed, by Mayor
Young. City workers have already taken

a wage freeze, and city workers are

overwhelmingly black. Now 11,000

mainly black teachers are on strike,

because they can’t tolerate an 8 percent

pay cut. Not even a wage freeze—a pay
cut. That adds up to about 16 percent

given inflation.

The Chrysler workers two years ago
faced with no alternatives, no leader-

ship, bought the concessions—not

because they liked them, but they were

promised it would save jobs. Since then

in two years 40,000 Chrysler workers
have been laid off. Dodge Main does not

exist. It’s rubble, it’s a vacant lot. So
now there is an understanding on the

part of the Chrysler workers that

concessions give them nothing and take

away everything. And you’ve got this

situation in Detroit and all over the

country where before the negotiations

were even up you had a spontaneous

walkout throughout the country of

Chrysler workers. At the Jefferson

plant, which is the largest plant in

Detroit in terms of the Chrysler plants,

they can’t stand it anymore. You've got

the General Dynamics [tank] plant.

Spartacist League Forum

American Workers
Revolution Needs
Black Leadership!

Speaker:
Don Andrews,
SL Central Committee

Friday, October 8, 7:30 p.m.

St. Andrew's Hall

431 East Congress

For more information call (313) 961-1680
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which used to be a Chrysler plant.

Chrysler sold it to General Dynamics.
Of course, General Dynamics is an

historically anti-union firm and it wants

to break the union. There the union has

already organized flying squads against

scabs.

And then you have the River Rouge
complex, which is the largest auto

complex in the United States; it’s the

only complex where raw steel goes in

one side and a finished car drives out the

other. It’s been historically the home
base for Ford. At one time it employed
upward of 100,000 workers. It’s been

slashed quite a bit. They’re trying to sell

their steel company off, they’ve shut

down a couple of operations and now,
two days ago, came the announcement
that they are shutting down assembly
work at Ford River Rouge, which
essentially guts the complex. And there

have been massive layoffs.

So what is the Detroit workforce? It’s

by and large the Chrysler workers, the

Ford workers, the teachers and about
the only thing you have left is one.

Teamsters and two, AFSCME workers.

And the AFSCME workers don’t like

what’s going on. So the situation is, if

you just had normal trade unionism
where these workers went on strike

because they were getting nothing, they

were getting cut and slashed, you would
have— if you add it up—a general strike

in Detroit. So it’s not something that

we’re calling for out of the clear blue

sky. It’s that the critical sectors of the

Detroit proletariat are either already

out on the street or there is a mass
response to be out on the street. But that

means it must be linked together.

Now what kind of leadership do you
have in Detroit, in terms of the bureauc-

racy? We’ve been getting reports in of

the pent-up fury in front of that

Jefferson plant, that they can’t even find

out what the agreement is because they

can’t find any single union representa-

tive to tell them anything, because they

are all hiding out. And so what you have
milling around the plants in Detroit

right now is thousands of auto workers
who can’t stand it anymore, who know
that the concessions are full of shit and
have absolutely no leadership at all.

What It Takes to Win

Now 1 want to read a quote from
James P. Cannon [founder of American
Trotskyism], It’s about a strike, about a

critical strike in which the CIO was

formed. You want to know what we
have to say? This is what we have to say:

*****
“San Francisco, November 28, 1936

—

The maritime strike of the Pacific Coast,

now four weeks old, is still stalemated

and is clearly becoming a test of strength

and endurance. A good deal is said

about strike ‘strategy’—and that has

its uses within certain clearly defined

limits—but when you get down to cases

this strike, like every other strike, is

simply a bullheaded struggle between

two forces whose interests are in

constant and irreconcilable conflict.

The partnership of capital and labor is a

lie. The immediate issue in every case is

decided by the relative strength of the

opposing forces at the moment. The
only strike strategy worth a tinker’s

damn is the strategy that begins with this

conception

“We pass over entirely the question of

who is ‘right’ in the maritime strike, for

we believe with Ben Hanford that the

working class is always right. From our

point of view the workers have a perfect

right to the full control of industry and
all the fruits thereof. The employers on
the other hand—not merely the

shipowners; all bosses are alike—would
like a situation where the workers are

deprived of all organization and all say

about their work and are paid only

enough to keep body and soul together

and raise a new generation of slaves to

take their places when they drop in their

tracks.

"Any settlement in between these two
extremes is only a temporary truce and

the nature of such a settlement is

decided by power; ‘justice’ has nothing

to do with it. The workers will not have

justice until they take over the world.

The demands of the workers in a strike

are to be judged solely by their timeli-

ness and the way they fit realistically

into the actual relation of forces at the

time—
“The maritime workers are fighting

against a powerful enemy and their

victory is by no means assured. The
strikers can quite easily defeat them-
selves if they make a miscalculation as to

the strength and resources of the enemy,
and particularly if they rely on the

support of factors which are in reality

lined up on the other side. Here we refer

directly to the government and the

reactionary labor leaders of the type of
Ryan. Hunter and Green [the old AFL
craft union misleaders]. The first duty of

militant leadership is to tell the strikers

the truth in this respect so that they will

not entertain dangerous illusions and be

taken by surprise at a critical

moment
“The strikers have to battle the

shipowners, plus the government, plus

the labor lieutenants of the capitalist

class. That’s the score And it ought
to be painfully apparent to all that the

administration at Washington [Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’ Demo-
crats], which was sold to the workers as

a ‘friend of labor’ in one of the biggest

skin games ever put over, hasn’t made a

move to help the strikers get their

extremely modest demands. ‘Expecta-

tions’ in this regard have been cruelly

disappointed. And the worst is yet to

come.

“But in spite of all these powerful

forces arrayed against them, the embat-
tled maritime workers have better than a

fighting chance to win. As a matter of

fact, once the actual line-up is clearly

understood and this understanding is

consciously incorporated into the strike

policy of the unions, the victory is two-

thirds won. For that will mean that the

strikers see the real issue clearly, rely

solely on themselves and the support of

their fellow workers in other trades and
dig in for a bitter-end struggle.” [From
Notebook of an Agitator

]

*****
“Once the question is seen clearly” . .

.

“the partnership of labor and capital is a

lie.” It is a war. It is critical in any war to

understand who your friends are, who
your potential allies and who your
enemies are. If you do not understand

that fundamental fact you’ll be de-

stroyed. You cannot win, from the get-

go. And that’s a good part of the

struggle in terms of the American
working class, because you have the

question of the Democratic Party.

Capitalism on the Skids

I remember when I was growing up in

the ’50s, it was supposedly the American
century: Karl Marx was a fool, every-

body was getting along perfectly fine.

American imperialism— it wasn’t called

imperialism, pardon me, “America” was
going to set the way. Of course this

consensus did not extend to the black

ghettos, but there was a feeling that

things could be worked out. And of

course that was based largely on World
War II, when the Americans’ imperialist

continued on page 10
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Fighter for Palestinian Rights Speaks from Israel

*Arab thugs organized and armed by

the Israelis to terrorize the population in

the conquered territories.

WV: They did more than just stand

aside, of course. They used flares to light

their way, etc.

Shahak: Yes, and they entertained the

killers with water and food and so on.

WV: How much direct complicity do
you see for the United States in this?

Shahak: In this, no. There was United

States complicity, I think, until the

famous and notorious phone call of

Reagan to Begin on August 12, during

the last bombardment of Beirut. I think

from that time the complicity became
less and less because Israel became too

big for its boots, so to speak. Not of

course for moral reasons, but for true

imperialistic reasons. During this

massacre the Americans did something
that they never did in Israel. They leaked

articles to the Israeli press, mainly to

Haaretz, accusing Sharon of deceiving

them during the conquest of west Beirut

and generally all the time after the cease-

fire under which the PLO forces and the

Syrians left. And at least some of the

Hebrew press entitled the interview with

the Americans “The Fools and
Threats." That is, the Americans, in the

We prim below an exclusive Workers
Vanguard interview, directfrom Israel,

with the noted fighter for Palestinian

rights. Israel Shahak. A survivor of the

Bergen- Belsen concentration camp who
immigrated to Palestine in 1945, Sha-

hak is chairman ofthe Israeli Leaguefor
Civil and Human Rights. The inter-

view was conducted by telephone on
September 22.

*****
WV: The first question is, how planned

was this massacre in Sabra and Shatila?

How planned was this by the Israeli

government?

Shahak: Well, there is no Israeli

government in any sense of the word.

There is Sharon, Begin and the Chief of

Staff Raful [Rafael Eytan] and the

government is a rubber stamp. I think

there is no doubt that Sharon planned

the massacre and a few people, includ-

ing Uri Avneri, said that it was with the

knowledge of Begin.

The aim of the massacre was very

clear. It was exactly like Deir Yassin

[massacre of Arab villagers in 1948, by

the Zionist terrorist group the Irgun,

headed by Begin]. The aim of Deir

Yassin, as well as very many other

murders, was to cayse the Palestinians

to flee out of fear. It is known that

Begin’s government, through the minis-

ter Meridor, ordered the Israeli forces

and other forces under Israeli control in

Lebanon to do everything to push the

Palestinians east. This was a declaration

of Meridor in Sidon, on June 18, that

was reproduced in the Israeli press. I am
quite sure that the first aim of Sharon
was another step in the genocide of

Palestinians, to push the Palestinians

east. And not only in Lebanon but also

in Palestine, too—because the so-called

Village Leagues and Village Associa-

tions* are like Haddad's forces, the

instrument for an attempted expulsion

of Palestinians from the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip.

1 should add to this that in my
opinion, and in the opinion of very

many Israelis, the actual forces who did

this mass murder in the Shatila camp are

not the usual Phalangists—not of

course that 1 want to apologize for

them—but special units formed by the

Israeli government after the invasion.

Some of them belong to new militias of

Saad Haddad, and part of them belong

to what Israel calls Phalangists, but

which are also called the Damur
Brigade, special units of quasi-

Phalangists formed under the auspices

and intimate control of the Israeli

forces, of the minister of defense

Sharon, I should say exactly.

WV: We characterized them as in fact

*The railroad switching yard where in

the summer of 1942 thousands of Jews
were loaded daily into cattle cars to be

sent to theNazideathcampatTreblinka.

opinion of the Hebrew press, were fools

for trusting Sharon. And now the

“fools" are complaining: “We trusted

Sharon and Begin, and Begin cheated

us.” I think that this is exactly the

picture.

Also there is nothing new in this.

Remember that during the later phase of

the Vietnam War the so-called govern-

ment of South Vietnam and the so-

called government of Cambodia both

quite frequently cheated the Americans.

I don't want to remove the responsibili-

ty, I want only to clarify the last stage.

WV: Well, I do think though that the

United States having disarmed and

expelled the Palestinian fighters knew
that they left these people defenseless

and given the history of the region...

Shahak: You are completely right. But

we are saying the same thing from
different directions. The United States

did what you said and trusted in Begin

and Sharon. You can say that in trusting

gangsters there they have responsibility

for what the gangsters did after.

WV: What impact do you think this is

going to have on the survival of the

Begin government?

Shahak: Let me tell you one thing, I

don’t believe that Sharon will allow

himself to be deposed democratically

from his position. I don’t know what

happened today in the Knesset. He
shouted so much like Hitler that I

turned off my radio because I was not

able to listen to it. He said that all those

who protest the massacre are helping

anti-Semitism. At this point I decided I

couldn’t listen anymore. But the danger

of fascistic steps by Sharon in Israel

itself is very, very great. I don’t know
literally what will happen from one hour

to the next.

It is very true that there is very big

opposition against Sharon, [who is]

supported by Begin and most of the

Likud, but not supported by a majority

of any other party except the Tehiya
(Yuval Neeman and Guela Cohen).* 1

don’t know what the [National] Reli-

gious Party will do.

Israel Shahak

*A rightist split from Begin’s Herut,

opposed to Camp David.

AP
Shatila-Sabra refugee camp: “I am quite sure that the first aim of Sharon was
another step in the genocide of Palestinians”—Israel Shahak.

being analogous to Hitler’s 55 Einsatz-

kommandos in Eastern Europe.

Shahak: 1 don’t deny this comparison
but a much more exact comparison is

also, by the way, made by several people

in Israel, including by survivors, and I

can add my voice as a Holocaust

survivor to this. Hitler formed very

many forces of various degrees of

dependence—90 percent or 100

percent—from the conquered nations in

East and Middle Europe. For example,

the Croatian Ustashi, the Slovakian

forces, the Hungarian fascists and

—

what is specially important for you,

because you are the only paper in the

United States I think that mentions this

constantly—of Ukrainians and Byelo-

russians, and Latvians and many other

peoples of the conquered USSR. As I

can testify, those forces were fully armed
and their special units had a very

important role in the extermination of

Jews (and of course in the extermination

of other peoples), and were much more
horrible and much crueler than even the

SS. I can testify from my own experi-

ence as I saw in the Warsaw ghetto, that

we used to say that if you are disguised

and on one side the control is by

Germans, meaning by SS forces, and on
the other side by Ukrainians or Latvians

or some others, then always choose the

Germans.

If you want another comparison 1

should also mention that there were very

many Jews w'ho also participated in

killing Jews. All those pictures of the

Holocaust in Beirut reminded me of

how 1 have seen, myself, Jews dragging

other Jews to Umschlagplatz in War-
saw* or in other places Jews beating

Jews to death—of course, on German
orders. The ultimate responsibility was
on the Nazis who stood aside and
looked, and maybe afterwards they said

they didn't see anything.

Furor over Shatila-Sabra shakes Israel.

Israel Shahak.

Accuse!
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WV: What’s been the role of the l abor

Party in this massacre—the party of

Peres.

Shahak: Well, you know from my
material that 1 am not a friend of the

Labor Party, but 1 must clear them

absolutely The Labor Parly was abso-

lutely against the Israeli entrance into

west Beirut because it knew that so long

as some armed forces remained there,

any Phalangist unit would not then dare

to attack them. In this respect, the guilt

is only on the Likud and especially on

Sharon—and on Begin who supported

him. And on the few Tehiya and the few

supporters they have in the religious

parties—but mainly on those that 1 have

said,

WV: But it is also true that in 1978 when
Begin withdrew from southern Lebanon

he was denounced by the Labor Party

for withdrawing under U.S. pressure.

Shahak: You are completely right. The

Labor Party was very bad during the

whole war until the [August 12] phone

call of President Reagan.

WV: Which they took as a phone

message for them.

Shahak: And you can also add Peace

Now Peace Now made a famous dem-
onstration of a hundred thousand peo-

ple. and then around July 23 decided

not to hold any further demonstrations

or activities and was completely silent

during the bombardment of Beirut. But

from the time that Reagan phoned

Begin—from that time the opposition

revived and opposed any other steps.

WV: Well, was this phone call and

Reagan’s subsequent peace plan, which

was very much like the Labor Party

plan, is this seen in Israel as pressure to

put the Labor Party in the government?

Shahak: Yes. this was the beginning of

activity, and obviously the Labor Party

implicitly, and Peace Now explicitly

support Reagan’s plan. But you must

also give them their due, that they

opposed the conquest of west Beirut on

their own account—and that they were

truly shocked by the massacre. The
massacre, when it became known in

Israel, caused a wave of protest from a

wide variety of groups, from people who
have never participated in any protests

whatsoever. Let us say that for the first

time in Jerusalem judges sent their wives

to protest on this Sunday. This has

never happened in Israel before and I

don’t believe that high judges sent their

wives to protest in New York about

anything. There have been many such

things.

Because the Labor Party is so much
closer to the Israeli establishment than

the other parties it was affected by the

shock—by the very wide shock of the

Israeli elite, of the Israeli upper and

middle classes. Definitely, there was

WV Photo
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Israeli Blitzkrieg links up with Haddad forces in southern Lebanon: local pogromists used for the dirtiest jobs, as was
Hitler's Croatian Ustashi (right).

quite spontaneous shock, much greater

than was reported in the United States.

Because the United States reported only

the demonstrations in which there were

problems with the police. But believe

me, there are literally hundreds, if not

thousands, of examples in which two.

three people— in many cases women,

because they are wives of people who are

working in something connected to the

government and the government here

has enormous power— but also other

people who had signs saying "Begin is a

Murderer," or “Deir Yassin, Beirut
”

something like this and who demon-
strated and risked clashes with support-

ers of the government. There is a very

large amount of activity like this. I

passed in a bus to my home, on the road

to the Knesset, I counted at least 12, if

not more, small spontaneous groups of

two or three people standing with very

strong slogans along the whole way to

the Knesset—not together so the police

will not disturb them. There is no doubt

that there was an extreme shock.

WV: I noticed that in the television

clips of these demonstrations that they

were rather savagely broken up in

terms of police action against Jewish

demonstrations.

Shahak: Extremely so, extremely so.

Let me tell you from my own experience

that everyone who goes to demonstrate

is risking very heavy treatment by the

police. And what’s more, by Border

Guards. You should say in the name of

internationalism that exactly the same

Border Guards who beat Palestinians so

savagely in the conquered territories

were brought to Jerusalem, Tel Aviv

and Haifa and many other places to beat

Jews who demonstrate. These border

guards are composed of Jews, Druses,

of Bedouins— it is in fact a Jewish/Arab
force of oppression.

WV: So what would you say is the

response of Israeli society other than the

elite and the middle class?

Shahak: Very roughly you have about a

third of Israeli society which was very

strongly aroused against [the west

Beirut massacre]. Begin and Sharon
have a third who I really can’t describe

them as better than Nazis—who delight

in the murder, who say it is a very good

thing that should be done more and

more. And you still have a third in the

middle which has hesitated and is torn

apart from both sides. This was not

mentioned in the American press but

you have a large group, as big 1 think as

the opponents of the murders, who are

delighted with the murders, In each of

the demonstrations for example, apart

from the police and border guards there

is a part of the spectators who attack the

demonstrators and call them "Arab
lovers” and say "you should also be

killed" or "we should bring the Phalan-

gists” (because in Israel it is forbidden to

mention that some of them were

Haddad men so they are called Phalan-

gists). I heard it myself only yesterday

—

there was another small demonstration

in which I participated and a group of

people attacked us and shouted "we

should bring Phalangists to kill all of

you because we don’t want to dirty our

hands with your blood."

This is by the way a feeling which is

very much exploited by Begin. I don’t

know if it was reported in the U.S. how
he yesterday justified the Israeli stance.

The sentence is this, it is a quotation:

“Gentiles are killing other gentiles.

Goyim are killing other goyim, and the

anti-Semitic world blames the Jews."

And very many people, at least a big

group, say that if goyim are being killed

it is not for Jews to speak against it. By

the way it is also reported that the same
feeling is prevalent among very many
American Jews. Today the whole

Hebrew press reports that the majority

of American Jews, I don’t know if it is

correct, is now supporting Israel more
than before.

By the way there is something I’ll

mention briefly. Apart from fascistiza-

tion of Israel proper, apart from strong

actions against Palestinians—you know
Palestinians are striking in both the

conquered territories and in Israel today

at considerable risk—there is also a

danger of an attack on Syria. With

Sharon you have to understand him
according to classical fascist and Nazi-

like logic, and their logic is always that if

there are difficulties at home—and now
there are difficulties at home—then

make a war.

WV: Along those lines, how was the

Israeli invasion of the Soviet embassy
covered in the press—which was an

unprecedented outrage.

Shahak: In the Hebrew press there was
a tone -of deep satisfaction that we have

shown the Soviets how weak they are.

There was no attempt in the Hebrew
press at even the smallest apology.

"Now we see what the Soviets in the

Middle East are ...” You are probably

aware that one of the lines of Begin and

Sharon is that everything that Israel

does in the Middle East is a struggle

against the Soviets.

WV: Yes. and I think that they thought

they were going to re-cement their

alliance with the U.S. by trying to place

this once again in an anti-Soviet

context. And 1 can’t think why they did

that action lor any other reason,

Shahak: Yes, from sometime in early

August the alliance is falling apart, and 1

think lor the following reasons. Basical-

ly Israel wants to be an empire. Of
course, an empire dependent on the

United States, but an empire. The
United Slates is an empire, and big

empires do not like little empires. There

is no doubt about it.

We really should see, together with its

Middle Eastern role, the Israeli role in

the Third World as a leading part of

what is called the “Fourth World’’ of the

most fascistic regimes—which are doing

things which even the United States and

its “polite" allies, so to speak, don’t do.

And also in the same way this so-called

“Fourth World" is trying to push the

whole world into as great a confronta-

tion with the Soviet Union as possible

and even to nuclear war. In this respect

never forget that Yuval Neeman. who is

even worse than Sharon potentially, has

been put in charge of the Israeli

scientific-nuclear programs. Or I can

give you another hint, that his good

friend in the United States, and an open

supporter of Gush Emunim [Zionist

clerical fascists] and of his party is

Professor Edward Teller, the so-called

father of the American hydrogen bomb.

WV: What do you think the reaction to

this massacre is going to be in the armed

forces, especially the armed forces that

are stationed in Lebanon now?

Shahak: You see, Israeli forces are

divided socially into Class A troops,

elite troops, and ordinary troops who
are not so good on a military level but

who can be brainwashed. Sharon
doesn’t attempt to use the high-level

troops now because they are very

strongly opposed to him. He uses either

the draftees, those who serve their

regular service— kids, really, 18, 19,20-

year-old kids—or second grade troops. I

don’t think that there will be any

reaction from them until winter passes.

Don’t forget that Israel will remain in

Lebanon for a long time.

WV: What do you think in general is the

opposition within the Histadrut and

amongst Israeli workers, the organized

industrial workers?

Shahak: This is rather difficult. You
mean Jewish workers or Arab workers?

WV: Both Jewish and Arab workers.

Shahak: Jewish workers at the present

time I think are, in the majority, the

most chauvinistic class in Jewish socie-

ty. This is because of many problems,

the Ashkenazi [European-derived Jews]

problem, the control of the mass media,

and so on. But there is no doubt of this.

In fact, war is still very good for making
the Jewish workers support the govern-

ment, although long reserve service in

Lebanon may change the situation.

Arab workers don’t have proper leader-

ship. Their leadership doesn't call on

them to organize and act but to have

symbolic strikes every time of one to

three days. They obey this. This time the

strike of Arab workers is almost

complete in the [occupied] territories.

But you can’t carry on workers struggles

on the basis of strikes every half year.

There is still no workers organization of

Arab workers that really struggles like a

workers organization that I can see.

WV: Thank you very much *
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Zionist

Holocaust...
(continuedfrom page I)

The Uzi submachine guns in the

hands of the sadistic killers of Shatila

and Sabra are in large part paid for by

U.S. imperialism because Israel is a

crucial anti-Soviet ally in the Near East.

The Israeli war machine is supplied by a

huge inventory of American military

hardware: from the cluster bombs which

rained terror on the Lebanese and

Palestinians to the F-16s which wiped

out the Syrian aircraft and bombed
Palestinian camps. The massive U.S. aid

to Israel amounts to between S3, 500 and

$4,000 for every family of five in that

small country. This is more than

unemployed auto workers in Detroit

get. We say: Never Again! Not one

bullet, not one plane for the Israeli

butchers!

Begin and Sharon have tried to sell

their genocidal invasion of Lebanon to

Washington as the spearhead of Rea-

gan’s anti-Soviet war drive in the Near

East by casting the PLO and Syria as

Russian surrogates. This sales job was

initially successful as Reagan gave the

June invasion the green light. But the

U.S. opposed the Israelis' takeover of

west Beirut because it undercut efforts

to cement an anti-Soviet “strategic

consensus” with other Arab regimes in

the region. When Israel seized west

Beirut on September 15 they seized the

Soviet Embassy, an incredible provoca-

tion against the USSR. The fanatical

madmen who run Israel today are trying

to overcome their rift with U.S. imperi-

alism by humiliating the Soviet Union,

even if that means provoking a nuclear

showdown between the anti-Soviet

fanatics in the White House and the

USSR.
Now once again U.S. and allied

imperialist troops are landing in Leba-

non to support the Zionists’ “New
Order," to impose a Phalange fascist

regime and push forward the anti-Soviet

war drive in the region. For the

Palestinians, “Pax Americana" means
more massacres. This imperialist mili-

tary mission of war in the name of

“peace" must be opposed. U.S. troops

out of the Near East!

"We Were Just Giving Orders”

It is a grim irony that only the

language associated with Nazi barba-

rism can adequately describe the devel-

oping Zionist policy: “Blitzkrieg," the

“final solution," a “master race" and
“purification.” The Israeli population

must have been stunned with the

comparison to Nazi Germany when
confronted with the government’s claim

that it “didn’t know” what happened at

Shatila and Sabra.

The question of responsibility, how-
ever, as it is posed in Israel and the U.S.
is a whitewash of the war criminals. It is

not a question of mere “knowledge."
Begin and Sharon planned and executed

the massacres at the Palestinian camps.
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And all of the Zionist leaders, including

the opposition Labor Party, arc directly

responsible for the Shatila and Sabra

atrocity along with their U.S. imperial-

ist backers.

The early cover-up stories about how
the Israeli military "didn’t know" and

moved in to protect innocent civilians as

soon as they found out have been

thoroughly exploded by Israeli as well

as Western journalists. Rank-and-file

Israeli soldiers reported the slaughter to

their superiors, who told them to “forget

it." And when an Israeli TV reporter

called Sharon on Rosh Hashanah to

inform him of the bloodbath, the

defense minister’s only response was

“Good Year.”

The basic facts are now clear. The
Israeli army invaded predominantly
Muslim west Beirut, surrounded the

Palestinian camps and trucked in their

killer-militia from all over Lebanon to

do the job. The Israelis ushered them
into the camps, provided the staging

areas, road signs, food rations and
checkpoints, and also lit flares so the

butchery could continue into the night.

When the sadistic killers became tired

they came out to the Israeli command
post and lounged around with the

Israelis listening to Simon and Garfun-
kel songs.

The butchers of Shatila and Sabra
were not Christian militiamen who got

out of hand and went berserk. They
were composed of disciplined units

directly controlled by the Israeli author-

ities: Saad Haddad’s Lebanese Forces

and the Damuri Brigade. Despite Israeli

efforts to cover up the fact, there are

numerous eyewitness reports that Had-
dad’s men were prominent among the

killers in the Palestinian camps. And to

get to west Beirut they had to be

transported 70 miles from their base in

southern Lebanon. As for their acting

on their own, Haddad himself declared,

“Every move we make has to be

coordinated with the IDF [Israel De-
fense Force]" Times [London], 23

September). And so was this one.

The Damuri Brigade (largely com-
posed of survivors erf a town where the

Palestinians massacred Christians in the

1975-76 Lebanese communalist civil

war) is not part of the traditional

Phalange. Since the Israeli invasion in

June it has been under the direct

auspices of Sharon and his cohorts.

In Haddad’s forces and the Damuri
Brigade, Israel has created its own
contingents of local Lebanese murder-
ers for the most bloodthirsty jobs.

Sharon and Begin pulled the trigger just

as surely as Hitler did for the dreaded
Lithuanian and Ukrainian SS Einsatz-

kommandos, or for the Croatian Usta-
shi. These East European fascists

could be relied on to do-jobs that even
the German Nazi regulars might not
have the stomach for. It was Ukrainian

Einsatzkommandos who forced some
50,000 Jews out of their homes in Kiev

and marched them to the mass grave at

Babi Yar.

The use of Haddad’s forces and the

Damuri Brigade in the west Beirut

massacre is part and parcel of Zionist

genocidal policy toward the Palestinian

Arabs. Israel’s June 6 invasion of

Lebanon had as its purpose to "purify"

that country of its half a million

Palestinians. That is why the ancient

cities of Tyre and Sidon were turned

into rubble and their surviving popula-

tions driven out. With the active

intervention of U.S. and allied imperial-

ist troops, the Zionists removed the

6,000 armed PLO fighters from Leba-

non, thus clearing the way for their

allies, the Christian Phalange fascists, to

take over.

In late August the homicidal maniac
who ran the Phalange, Bashir Gemayel,
was “elected" president of Lebanon at

Israeli bayonet point. Begin/Sharon

expected their puppet president to

initiate the wholesale slaughter of the

remaining defenseless Palestinians. But

before he could get started, Gemayel
was blown away (quite possibly by one

of his legion of fellow Christian en-

emies). The Zionist leaders used Gemay-
el’s assassination as a smokescreen to

invade west Beirut, setting up the

massacres at Shatila and Sabra.

Israel’s Labor Party
and the U.S. Connection

The Shatila and Sabra massacres

have thrown Israel into a full-blown

political crisis. Demonstrations of

outrage exploded day after day. The
police moved in swinging their batons at

Jews as well as Arab youth. A cabinet

member resigned in protest. More
importantly, the commander of the staff

college quit over “the events in west

Beirut.” In late July when Sharon was
demanding an invasion of west Beirut, a

highly decorated officer resigned over
the impending invasion, stating, “I look
through my binoculars and I see

children.” Whole sections of the officer

corps have threatened to resign and an
elite military unit refused to mobilize.
The supreme court chief justice refused
Begin’s directive to carry out an “infor-

mal" investigation. And on September
25 the opposition Labor Party brought
nearly 400.000 people—over a tenth of
Israel’s total population— into the
streets of Tel Aviv demanding an
investigation of those responsible; many
signs called for the resignation of Begin
and Sharon. Under the pressure of
Zionist military expansionism. Israeli

society is becoming unstuck. And the
authority of the Begin regime has been
deeply shaken.

The furor over Shatila and Sabra is

not simply a spontaneous expression of
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Paris, August 5: French Trotskyists oppose Mitterrand's Foreign Legion In

Lebanon.

moral outrage. It is also a response to

the pressure of U.S. imperialism exerted

through Washington’s now more-or-

less open support to the "moderate"

Labor Party opposition. Complaining

about U.S. attempts to "destabilize" his

government. Begin declared, "Our
American friends must know that Israel

is not Chile, and I am not Allende.’’To

be sure, the American imperialist rulers,

the men of Hiroshima and My Lai, are

not “shocked" over Shatila and Sabra.

But Reagan cannot easily court Arab
sheiks and colonels for an anti-Soviet

“strategic consensus" while Sharon is

ravaging Arab capitals with Pentagon-

supplied weaponry.

U.S. imperialism now poses as

“peacemaker” in the Near East and

turns to the familiar faces of the Labor

Party, which ruled Israel for three

decades, as the instrument for its

policies in the region. What is the Labor
Party to weep for Shatila? It was the

Labor-Zionists in alliance with Begin's

Irgun who in 1948 drove the Palestinian

Arabs out of Eretz Israel into the

refugee camps. The “Labor” Party is not

a reformist workers party, but the party

of the European-derived Israeli bour-

geois elite which waged the 1967 and
1973 wars. Moshe Dayan, the strutting

Zionist Prussian, was appointed com-
mander by successive Labor govern-

ments; Sharon was the chief military

adviser of the last Labor prime minister,

Rabin. It was Labor which occupied the

West Bank, Gaza and the Sinai, institut-

ing a regime of police terror over the

conquered Arab masses. It was Labor
which began the Zionist settlements in

the occupied territories.

In the recent Knesset (parliament)

debate, Sharon challenged Labor Party

leader Shimon Peres over his new-found
moral superiority. Referring to the 1976

massacre of Palestinians at Tel Zaatar in

Lebanon, Sharon baited the former
defense minister: “How come your
conscience does not bother you? Thou-
sands of people were slaughtered...

where were the officers of the IDF on
that day?" Thus it now comes out that

senior Israeli officers and Mossad
(Israeli CIA) agents were in the com-
mand posts with the Phalangists when
they took Tel Zaatar.

"Peace-Keepers" Make
Massacres

Even before the bodies had been
unearthed at Shatila and Sabra, Arafat
was claiming the United States had
betrayed the agreement to protect the

Palestinian camps made by Philip

Habib at the time of the PLO with-
drawal. Indeed, there was a betrayal
with most bloody consequences. The
imperialist “peace-keepers" prepared
the holocaust by disarming the de-
fenders of the west Beirut camps. But
who really expected the U.S. to protect

Palestinian refugees? The real betrayal
was Arafat’s and those who called for

the troops which set up the massacre.
Yet the PLO leaders have again called

for and gotten an “international peace-
keeping force" led by the U.S. Those
who look to the U.S. as guarantor for a
“negotiated solution" in Central Ameri-
ca should look at what is happening in

Lebanon. Begin/Sharon, it should be
noted, took a page from Reagan’s book
on El Salvador when they claimed that it

was not they who did the massacring,
but uncontrolled death squads, just

"goyim.”

The role of U.S. imperialism in the
Near East is the central political

question now posed. That the Pentagon
would like a military presence in

Lebanon is also related to the fact that
Syria is the leading Soviet client state in

the region and that the Soviet border
itself is but a lew hundred'miles away.
Reagan’s sending American forces to

Lebanon is an attempt to use these
forces as a tripwire for large-scale U.S.
military intervention in the region

—

directly posing the danger of a nuclear
World War HI. Significantly, the troops
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who today come into Beirut as“interna-

tional peace-keepers” are the same
imperialist troops who lost in Vietnam:

the U.S. Marines and French Foreign

Legion.

The petty-bourgeois nationalists of

the PLO have always seen Palestinian

liberation coming about through inter-

national pressure, not social revolution

in Israel and the surrounding Arab
states. Today Arafat is reduced to

calling upon Reagan’s America to send

the Marines to protect the Palestinians!

All his diplomatic maneuvers, his

waving an olive branch at the UN, have

been rewarded with Israel’s invasion of

Lebanon and its genocidal campaign
against the Palestinians. But Arafat the

diplomat claims the catastrophic defeat

in Lebanon as a great “political victory.”

Hasn’t he had a meeting with the pope in

Rome? From the standpoint of appeal-

ing to imperialist public opinion, per-

haps they will also call the massacre at

Shatila and Sabra a diplomatic “victo-

ry." But for the Palestinians, with

victories like these...

Most of the reformist U.S. left too

hails the events in Lebanon as Palestini-

an “victories" and pushes Pax America-

na in the Near East. After Israel’s

Blitzkrieg into Lebanon, a Socialist

Workers Party speaker at their educa-

tional conference in Oberlin in August
proclaimed that “Yasir Arafat has put

the Palestinians in the best possible

political position." Probably the most
active cheerleader for the PLO on the

U.S. left has been Sam Marcy’s Workers
World Party/Youth Against War and

Fascism (WWP/YAWF). When Begin/

Sharon invaded Lebanon in June, the

Marcyites organized a New York
demonstration calling for “effective

U.S. action" to achieve Israeli with-

drawal. Only as the U.S. Marines were

going in, disarming the PLO, did the

Marcyites call for U.S. troops out.

And now? The day after the Shatila

and Sabra massacres hit the headlines,

the Emergency Committee on Lebanon
held a demonstration in NYC, heavily

built by WWP/YAWF, which much of

the left attended. Amid all the chants of

“Victory! Victory! PLO!” hardly a

slogan or placard was raised against

U.S. troops. A few days later the

Marcyites called another demonstration

under the banner of one of their several

front groups, the People’s Anti-War

Mobilization. The leaflet distributed for

this protest not only did not demand
"No U.S. troops to Lebanon," but

picked up Arafat’s argument that the

Marines should never have been with-

drawn at all:

“The U.S. ‘guarantee,’ followed by the

quick withdrawal of U.S. Marines from
Beirut, has proven to be a calculated set-

up to facilitate the slaughter of the

innocent Palestinians."

It was not the “guarantee" which set up

the massacre but the disarming and
expulsion of the PLO. In what is

perhaps a new low in vulgar economism,

the Marcyites have also coined the

unforgettable slogan, “Money for jobs,

not for massacres."

While the Marcyites are acting as

Begin and his Lebanese Elnsatz
kommando chiel Saad Haddad.

mouthpieces for Arafat, their frequent

political bedfellows, the pro-Moscow
Communist Party, wants a UN “peace-

keeping" force. Like the “Unifil” forces

which have acted as border guards on

Israel’s northern boundary and were

quickly brushed aside when Begin/

Sharon’s military machine went into

action last June. Such “peace-keepers"

the long-suffering Palestinian refugees

can do without!

In opposition to these fake-lefts, the

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth

League initiated and organized demon-

strations all over the country around the

slogans: Protest Zionist Holocaust! No
Imperialist Troops to Lebanon! Once

again, on a proposition that should be

elementary for self-declared socialists,

the Spartacist tendency stands nearly

alone on the left in opposition to U.S.

imperialism.

For a Socialist Federation
of the Near East

The Shatila and Sabra massacre has

exposed to millions the truly genocidal

nature of Zionism. But it also exposes

the utter bankruptcy of the PLO’s petty-

bourgeois nationalism. Competing na-

tionalisms exacerbated and exploited by

imperialism have left the Near East a

bloody mess for generations. Today
U.S. imperialism is trying to set itself up

as an arbiter between Zionism and Arab
nationalism. Arafat’s fondest hope is a

new Balfour Declaration (in which in

1917 British imperialism promised a

Jewish "homeland” in Palestine) for the

PLO. But Reagan's “homeland” for the

Palestinians under the thumb of Jor-

dan’s King Hussein would mean only

more massacres and bantustan-type

oppression for the Palestinian people.

The Arab military dictatorships and

sheikdoms of the region, on the other

hand, raised not a finger to aid the

Palestinians in Lebanon when they were

under the guns of the Israelis. More-
over. these regimes have perpetrated

even greater massacres against their

own peoples (the Syrians at Hama) and
against the Palestinians (Jordan in its

1 970 Black September massacre of more
than 10,000 Palestinians; and Tel Zaatar

in 1975, where the Syrian army played

for the Phalangists the role Israel played

for its Lebanese fascist forces in Shatila/

Sabra).

Today the Palestinians face the

Zionist holocaust. But there are only

three million Jews in a sea of 1 50 million

Arabs. Israel’s military expansionism

and mass terror against the Arabs
ultimately lead to the self-destruction of

the Hebrew-speaking people. Some day
the IDF will be cracked, and then the

Begins, Sharons and Peres will be

tempted to launch their nuclear bombs
at Baghdad, Damascus and Cairo, even
if this means provoking the ultimate

holocaust. On the eve of World War II,

Trotsky projected that the Zionist

settlements in Palestine would become a

deathtrap for the Jews. The bloody
terror of the Israeli war machine only

makes that fate more certain. If the

Jewish people in the Near East are to be

anything other than a catalyst for a

nuclear World War III, the Zionist state

must be smashed.

The Hebrew-speaking working
people must be broken from Zionism
and the deep-going racialist chauvinism
that pervades Israeli society, and unite

in struggle with their Arab class broth-

ers against the Begins and the Husseins.

Palestinian militants must break from
their reliance on imperialist and Arab
League diplomacy, a dead end both for

national justice for the Palestinians and
for the liberation of the toilers of the

Near East. The few million Jews in the

Near East can be a valuablecultural and
technical resource in the region, but

only in unity with the Arab masses. That
unity requiresabove all the construction

of a proletarian internationalist van-

guard party that fights for the right to

self-determination for both the Pales-

tinian and Hebrew nations through a

socialist federation of the Near East.

S.F.

Candidates...
(continued from page 4)

Socialist Workers Party—and I believe

there’s Olga Talamante of the “Demo-
cratic Workers Party" running in this

Board of Supervisors election also

—

they draw up a list and they peddle their

penny-ante reforms and their tax-the-

rich schemes. They think that you can

change the priorities of capitalism at the

voting booth. Well, let me tell you, the

capitalist state can’t be reformed to

serve the interests of the workers and the

poor people.

We want a program to mobilize labor

and minorities; we want jobs for all,

decent housing, free medical care, child

care, -education, transit and a massive

program of public works under union

control. We want full equality for

women, minorities and gays. But this

can only be done by a break with the

Democratic Party which doesn’t stand

for any of those things and stands

basically for the same things as the

Republican Party. Workers need their

own party, a revolutionary workers

party, to fight for a workers government

which will smash the bosses’ state,

expropriate major industry and institute

a planned economy. And then, only

then, will the working class and black

people in this country get what they

need and deserve. Thank you.

* * * • *

Richard Bradley: I’m Richard Bradley,

a supporter of the Spartacist League

and Spartacist candidate for the Board

of Supervisors. I worked in an auto

plant for ten years at Mahwah, New
Jersey. I was there when the plant closed

down completely in June 1980. Let me
tell you what happened.

First we heard rumors that the plant

was being closed; the union leadership

denied these rumors. A couple weeks

later the rumors got stronger and

stronger, and the union leadership had

to admit that it was true, 5,000 workers

were losing their jobs. So then they told

us to write our Congressmen and ask

our Congressmen to save our jobs, that

we should not do anything militant to

jeopardize the SUB [Supplemental

Unemployment Benefits] fund. The
next thing they said that we should not

jeopardize our TRA [Trade Readjust-

ment Act] benefits. Well, what hap-

pened was the SUB fund ran out very

shortly afterwards, the unemployment
[benefits] were cut, the TRA funds ran

down and the local leadership didn’t

have any strategy.

You see, the Democrats did nothing

for the workers at Mahwah. The
Democratic Party threatened the Taft-

Hartley Act against the phone workers

once, and used it against the miners in

this country. The Democratic Party is

no friend of the labor movement. It’s

also the party of Tom Metzger, a

Klansman from San Diego who will

terrorize the labor movement, blacks

and poor people across this country.

Tom Metzger ran for Congressman in

that district on the Democratic Party

ticket and got 35,000 votes. So do the

workers need this racist Democratic

Party which embraces the fascists? No,

we don’t need it.

I was involved in a caucus at

Mahwah, New Jersey. And the caucus

put forward a strategy calling for a

limited sit-down strike, hoping that it

would spark an uprising of the labor

movement across the country that

would focus on plant closures and

layoffs. We also called for a shorter

work week with no loss in pay, a 100

percent COLA to fight inflation, full

and unlimited unemployment benefits

for all workers and an unlimited

guaranteed sub fund. That’s what the

caucus pushed for in Mahwah, New
Jersey. Well, we didn’t see that sit-down

strike in Mahwah. So 1 better tell you,

you should fight today because you still

have a job. Struggle—believe me, that’s

the only way you can save your job.

Doug Fraser, the president of the

UAW International, sits on the board of

Chrysler. The last few weeks before

Mahwah was closed, I think he was on

the board of Chrysler, and he’s still on

the board of Chrysler today. Now what

the hell is he doing on the board of

Chrysler? He’s helping Chrysler

survive—by laying off auto workers!

Over the past few years the Klan and

Nazis have been very active across the

country and the Spartacist League has

initiated several demonstrations to

stop the Klan and Nazis. Shortly after

the Greensboro massacre—remember,

there were communists, trade unionists,

civil rights activists that were buried in

Greensboro—the Klan and Nazis want-

ed to come to Detroit, a labor/black

town, to celebrate this “victory." So the

Spartacist League said, the Klan and

Nazis must be stopped, that it was labor,

blacks, Jews and gays, it was a mass

mobilization that would stop them in

Detroit. The same thing happened right

here in San Francisco, in April of 1980,

when the Nazis wanted to do the same
thing. And I believe this was endorsed

by the CW A, this demonstration against

the Klan and Nazis, which was a very

successful demonstration, the Klan and

Nazis did not show up. That’s the kind

of thing that people in this country

should be doing.

What the working class in this

country needs is a workers party. Not
the Democrats, not the Republicans but

a party that will fight for the needs of the

working class. There is no dignity in an

unemployment line.

SPARTACIST LEAGUE LOCAL DIRECTORY

National Office Champaign Los Angeles
Box 1377, GPO C/O SYL Box 29574
New York. NY 10116 P O. Box 2009 Los Feliz Station

(212) 732-7860 Champaign. IL 61820 Los Angeles, CA 90029
(213) 663-1216

Ann Arbor
Chicago
Box 6441, Main PO Madison

c/o SYL Chicago. IL 60680 C/o SYL
P O Box 8364 (312) 427-0003 Box 2074
Ann Arbor, Ml 48107 Madison, Wl 53701
(313) 662-2339 Cleveland

Box 91954
(608) 251-3398

Berkeley/Oakland
Cleveland, OH 44101

(216) 621-5138 New York
P O 8ox 32552 Box 444

Oakland. CA 94604 Detroit Canal Street Station

(415) 835-1535 Box 32717 New York, NY 10013

Detroit, Ml 48232

(313) 961-1680

(212) 267-1025

Boston San Francisco
Box 840, Central Station Houston Box 5712
Cambridge, MA 02139 Box 26474 San Francisco. CA 94101

(617) 492-3928 Houston, TX 77207 (415) 863-6963

TROTSKYIST LEAGUE OF CANADA
Toronto Vancouver
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Toronto, Ontario M5W 1X8 Vancouver, B C V6C 2L8
(416) 593-4138 (604) 681-2422
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Detroit...
(continued front page 5)

competitors had been destroyed. And so

I remember reading something in about
’59 and U.S. Steel was producing at 60
percent of their efficiency and they were

doing just fine. You know, they were

still making a profit. Why invest

anything in their capital? They paid big

dividends to their stockholders.

And then you had the ’60s and there

was the development, coming out of the

government, of sectoralism. The ques-

tion is divide and rule; divide the blacks

against the whites, divide the women
against the men, the Indians... it was a

question of everybody has to fight fora

bigger piece of the pie. Of course the pie

itself was never challenged. But under

Reagan nobody gets it. Or everybody
gets it. Quite clear.

So you get these guys in Indiana, for

example, white workers, who have just

lost their houses: “I don’t know what's

going on. America’s not supposed to be

like this.” You get PATCO workers—
boy, you talk about an aristocracy of

American labor, what do they make,
about $40,000 a year?—and Reagan
smashes their union. Some of these

hard-hat unions, they were shocked.

They’re supposed to get a payoff. Well,

there aren’t any more payoffs. And
when you see the labor bureaucracy,

what are they doing now? For years and
years what they would do in a strike

situation was almost standard. They’d
come up and they’d say, oh. the

company’s going to take away this,

they’re going to take away that, and
they’d set up a big scare tactic and then it

would end, and you would get a little

more. What is the bureaucracy doing
now? The bureaucracy is selling less. It's

just a question of how much less. The
bureaucracy’s position may be a 10

percent layoff. The rotten company’s
position is 20 percent layoffs. But what's

going on? People who used to talk about
more and get you less than what you
deserve are now the front men for less.

Well, what we have is something that

Karl Marx talked about. Capitalism is

not working. The profit system is not

working. And the labor bureaucrats
believe fundamentally that labor and
capital are a partnership. Okay then,

when labor and capital are in partner-

ship and the profit goes down, where are

they going to get the profit? They’re
going to get it out of the workers’ hides.

So the fact of Doug Fraser is not
surprising. He sits on the board of
directors of Chrysler auto company.
He’s just doing his job, by sitting on the

board of Chrysler auto company, to

push concessions.

Since Vietnam what you’ve got is a

rearming of American imperialism.
That’s quite conscious. What you’ve got
is not a “defense budget.” What you
have is a war budget. And the Demo-
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cratic Party and the Republican Party

fundamentally agree on that war budg-
et. Now they disagree in terms of
numbers. The Republicans want it

bigger; the Democratic Party wants it

smaller. But they fundamentally agree
on the war budget. And they are both
capitalist parties. It’s not a question of

nasty people. It’s a question of the

system, the profit system. You’ve got to

maintain that profit. And that’s what
the labor bureaucracy is telling the

workers.

So Detroit’s happening right now,
and we’re faced with the question. What
you have is absolutely no leadership.

Now it looks like the Chrysler workers
are going to vote the contract down
anyway. And you should understand
that it’s easy for us to say vote it down.
Put yourself in somebody’s shoes who’s
got three or four kids, and he’s got a

mortgage, and then he’s in a situation

where everybody wants to strike, but
they want a strike that can win. Not a

strike that loses. So they’re looking at

the situation and they look for leader-

ship inside the union and they see

absolutely none. But it’s gotten to the

point that they just can’t tolerate it

anymore.
It’s just incredible: they tied any kind

of wage increase to the profitability of
Chrysler. That means the more money
you get the less the profitability is so the

less your wages are! Not only that. It’s

absurdly easy for any company to hide
profits. So the workers have gotten
nothing.

So we have come up and made the

obvious conclusion. It’s a general strike

in Detroit: everybody to link up and
shut that city down with a big fist for

Reagan. And we don’t give a damn
where they get that money from. There’s

plenty of money in the war budget. But
that’s not our concern. Twenty percent
increase across the board for city

workers. Unlimited unemployment to

laid-off workers, single mothers with
children and pensioners. Keep them off
the welfare rolls.

So who will be our opponents? Once
again, it all goes back to the Democratic
Party. You must understand these
people are enemies of the working class.

The Democratic Party is the party of
capital. And labor must mobilize itself,

relying on itself as a social force, which it

can be. But it cannot be a social force
tied to the Democratic Party.

Summary:
There was a joke coming out of the

late ’60s or early ’70s. Nixon’s sitting in

the White House; his wife is looking out
the window. She says, “Jesus, there’s

thousands of them. They’re burning the

American flag. They’re coming towards
the White House.” Nixon says, “Call out
the 82nd Airborne.” She looks and she
says, “They are the 82nd Airborne.”
Well, the question is state power. As
long as there’s an 82nd Airborne.
The army has to be split. It’s a

question of state power. That’s the
critical question. Because we’re talking
about a war between labor and capital.

Well, a war has to have an outcome, one
way or the other. Either the workers
take power and eliminate the system for

profit, the irrational system, or Reagan
can blow up the world. He really can.
And we’re talking about a third world
war which has to be a nuclear holocaust.
We’re talking about barbarism that will

eliminate civilization as we know it. And
that’s the options we face. The capitalist

system will self-destruct, taking the
world with it.

Now, the point is very important
about international class solidarity,

because the social chauvinism that’s

being pushed is everywhere, at the
Labor Day march you saw it over-
whelmingly, also in auto. What it means
is that you have solidarity with your
national bourgeoisie against the work-
ers of other countries and that is

preparations for a new war.

So starting from the quote I read—
that the partnership of labor and capital

is a lie, that in order to win or in order to
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General Dynamics UAW workers
strike to roll back the givebacks.

even fight you have to know your
friends from your enemies—how do the

other organizations measure up? A
number of comrades talked about the

Communist Party. What’s the Commu-
nist Party’s line? They had a big

conference in Milwaukee. The line of
their conference was all out for the
Democrats; we’re going to have a new
FDR. And they’re quite confident that
after Reagan there’s going to be a

reaction and it will all go towards Teddy
Kennedy.

Maybe not. Because there is the
question of the fascists. Because capital-

ism is bankrupt. That’s why you don’t
see a section of the labor bureaucracy
coming up and taking the place of the
old discredited leaders. Because there

are no crumbs left. You have a funda-
mental bankruptcy of capitalism. You
can see it in New York City. You can see

it tremendously graphically in Detroit.

So it’s a question of program. The Ku
Klux Klan have a program. The Nazis
have a program. They have been racking
up large numbers of votes—a guy in

Detroit, Carlson; Metzger in Califor-
nia—a large number of votes. So it is

with a sense of urgency that we put forth
our politics today. And what we have in

Detroit right now is workers who are fed

up. They can’t stand it anymore and
they are about to go into a class battle

with no leadership at all. That is not a
good situation. Strikes do lose. Unfor-
tunately the only force in Detroit that is

putting forth any kind of program to

win is us. Everybody else is hiding. And
I’d like to re-emphasize that point. It is

not a good situation when the workers
go into struggle with absolutely no
leadership. We saw that in the [1980]
New York transit strike. The New York
transit workers did not win that last

strike. They were sold out.

So, we’re not a very large organiza-
tion. But we are agitating for our
political program amongst the proletar-
iat in Detroit: “Shut down Detroit!
Labor/blacks: Roll back the givebacks!
City workers: Strike for 20 percent pay
hike!" There’s a militant caucus in
Rouge who have put out a leaflet inside
their plant also calling for a general
strike, attempting to mobilize Rouge
workers to join up with Chrysler
workers to join up with city workers and
to make a general strike demand a
reality. In a nutshell that’s what the
Spartacist League is all about. It’s the
question of providing leadership, to give
leadership to workers and the op-
pressed. And you’re looking at a
gigantic vacuum. So look at our
program. Do you agree with the
program? Then join, because we need
you. We’re not big enough. And we
haven't got much time.

Chrysler...
(continuedfrom page 12)

the Schools Center Building. And the

week before, there were reports that

Ford Motor Company management
planned to close down assembly opera-

tions at its giant River Rouge complex
in Dearborn. With the Rouge steel mill

already on the auction block, this

threatens the existence of what was once
the largest factory in the world. Like

Dodge Main before them. Rouge
workers are faced with the choice to

fight or die. The situation cried out for

all those who were already on strike, or

should be. to unite in a city-wide general

strike. As we headlined in our last issue:

“Labor, Blacks: Roll Back the Give-

backs! SHUT DOWN DETROIT!”
At the most basic level, a general

strike in Detroit is simply a matter of

fighting together instead of letting the

city and auto bosses pick off each group,
one by one, like they have been doing
with the “givebacks”: first Chrysler,

then Ford, etc. But any general strike,

even on a local level, poses the question

of state power: it is a political challenge

to the capitalists. And Detroit bosses

aren’t about to roll over and play dead.
Black Democratic mayor Coleman
Young, a pal of Henry Ford II. told

AFSCM E city workers they could strike

“until hell freezes over” as he forced

them back to work on the eve of the 1 980
Republican convention. Since then
union bureaucrats like the UAW’s
Fraser have worked hand in glove with
the Democrats to force Reagan’s anti-

labor “austerity" down the workers’
throats: wage freezes, billions in "con-
cessions” to company profits, massive
layoffs. Above all, the fight against this

union-busting offensive requires the
building of a new militant leadership of
the workers movement, with the pro-
gram and guts to fight the class war to
victory.

Chrysler, Rouge Workers:
Fight to Win

Early Thursday morning pickets went
up at Chrysler’s Sterling Heights,
Warren Stamping and Dodge Truck
plants around Detroit. At Jefferson
Avenue, a few blocks from UAW
Solidarity House, nearly a thousand
workers massed in front of the plant as
morning shift time came. Later, when
two men started haranguing the crowd
to go into work, their car was very
nearly tipped over. No one had a good
word for Doug Fraser. "He’s on the
[Chrysler] Board of Directors and more
or less he’s for the company,” one striker

told WV. At Warren Stamping workers
told us they had found their own strike

signs only to have local officials literally

tear them from their hands.
Chrysler workers were plenty pissed

off at the sellout which company man
Fraser had “negotiated.” No wage
increase—nothing but a piddling $85
bonus if Chrysler makes more than $20
million! Sucker bait. On health care,
workers will now have to get a second
doctor’s opinion, some operations may
be ruled “postponable” (examples given
included tonsillitis and abortions!); and
if the company doesn’t save enough
money, they will take it out of the
’’profit-sharing” funds supposedly won
by the union last year. Management
would be given the right to suspend and
fire workers for being late or missing
shifts. This comes after the $1.5 billion
in givebacks by the UAW to Chrysler in

1980-81, which have left Chrysler
workers with hourly wages $2.60 below
those of GM and Ford. Now the
company is making money again ($107
million in the second quarter of 1982)
and has even accumulated a billion-
dollar fund which could be used to carry
it through a strike. So the “concessions"
end up financing a strikebreaking fund!

Fraser was barely able to push this
through the UAW Chrysler bargaining
council by a 262-249 vote. He and union
vice president Marc Stepp tried to use
scare tactics to bludgeon the ranks into
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buying it, saying in a letter to the

membership that a strike could lead to

“Chrysler’s bankruptcy, and the possi-

ble loss of your job ” But they

couldn't get anyone to sell it. A steward

from Trenton Engine told WV, “If you
can find 2,000 people who are deaf and
blind. I’ll push for it.” Now with

contract voting scheduled for next week
the UAW tops are talking about
"sweetening" the package with a few

minor changes. Chrysler workers must
vote a resounding "No!" to this insulting

sellout which would bankrupt them if

they accept it. And prepare to fight a
hard, bitter strike.

Militant auto workers must vote no
and fight to form elected strike commit-
tees to organize a strike. And they must
be prepared to resist company attempts
at scabherding. It is significant that for

the first time in decades UAW locals are

organizing official " Flying Squads" to

defend picket lines, first at the tank

plant and now at Sterling Heights as

well. These preparations must be made
by all the locals, including Ford’s and
CM as well. This must be an all-out fight

to win.

Chrysler workers aren’t the only ones
who are under the gun. River Rouge is

facing a life-and-death threat. Asked
about rumored plans to close the

complex, the heart of the Ford empire,

Henry II cynically remarked, "Well, the

world swirls, doesn’t it? I never feel

sadness about the past Always look

ahead and see what you can do to make
the world a better place” ( Detroit Free
Press, 19 September). Like laying off

thousands of auto workers! From over

100,000 workers during World War II,

and 35,000 only three years ago, the

Rouge is down to less than half that

today. And it's escalating: only one shift

a day in assembly; millwrights gone
from 800-plus to zero. There have been

so many layoffs in recent weeks that the

company has had to make appoint-

ments in the business office to do the

paperwork. But the Rouge can fight,

and it must.

Faced with Ford’s shutdown threats,

the Rouge Militant Caucus (RMC) in

UAW Local 600, the largest in the

union, has fought for sit-down strikes,

the tactic which built the union in the

’30s and is needed today more than ever.

Recently the RMC issued a call for a

“General Strike to Shut Down Detroit"

in response to givebacks and plant

closings at Rouge, and to defend
Chrysler workers and the teachers.

Workers Unity Against the
Bosses

Chrysler workers and Detroit teach-

ers must not be forced to go it alone. But
meanwhile mayor Coleman Young’s
Democratic Party machine is mobiliz-

ing behind the School Board against the

mainly black union. Last week the

NAACP, various black ministers and
the Coalition of Black Trade Unionists

(!) demanded that the teachers go back.

City Council president Irma Henderson
(a friend of pseudo-leftists such as Sam
Marcy’s WWP/YAWF) has declared

Spartacist League Forums

Black Liberation

Through
Socialist Revolution!

Speakers:

Myra Owen*,
SYL National Committee
SYL spokesman at June 27 Chicago
mass rally to stop the Nazis

Richard Davidson,
SL Central Committee
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the teachers strike “intolerable." And a

well-organized Black Parents Move-
ment for Quality Education called for

firing striking teachers, saying "Reagan
showed us how" in breaking the PAT-
CO air controllers union. In the face of

this offensive, the Detroit Federation of

Teachers (DFT) tops have responded

with defeatism and self-isolation. One of

the slogans chanted on the picket lines

was "We offered nothing, they said no!"

referring to the DFT proposal for a

wage freeze. When Spartacist League
(SL) supporters came to teachers’ lines

to join the picketing, one union official

said “we’re going to go it alone". .. even

if that means going down to defeat.

The S L held an emergency meeting on
Septemher 21 calling on labor and

blacks to "Shut Down Detroit!" SL
spokesman and 1981 Detroit City

Council candidate Don Andrews called

for unleashing the power of the working

class, fighting for all the oppressed:

"It has only been the Spartacist League
. that has summoned the workers in

this city and the blacks to launch a city-

wide general strike to smash conces-

sions. to fight forjobs for all. to fight for

a 20 percent wage increase across the

board forcity workers, and in particular

to defend black people in this city."

To counter mass unemployment and

runaway inflation, we call for a sliding

scale of wages and hours—full cost-of-

living protection and dividing the

available work among those who seek it.

Let Coleman Young see a few hundred
auto workers on every teachers’ picket

line. Let Chrysler chairman Iacocca find

teachers, sanitationmen, Ford and GM
workers outside every Chrysler plant.

Militant UAW members and teachers

must take the lead in demanding
emergency membership meetings to

elect strike committees which dispatch

pickets, issue strike bulletins and ap-

proach other unions for co-ordinated

action.

There should be no illusions about the

stakes involved. The disintegration of

Detroit and the collapse of the No. 3

American auto maker was due to a crisis

which is wracking the entire capitalist

system. But the response of Fraser &
Co. is to put the burden on the auto
workers, through givebacks and layoffs,

in order to restore the companies'
profits. And to attack foreign auto
workers with the poison of protection-

ism. At the contract briefings his main
target was... the Japanese! Sounding
like the Chrysler board member that he

is, Fraser complained that “Free trade

isn't fair trade" and demanded, "Make
Toyota, Nissan and Honda advertise in

Japanese"! Instead of international

class struggle—to unite the workers of
the world—he pushes trade wars which
are the prelude to shooting wars. A
bumper sticker displayed at Solidarity

House underlines this fact, proclaiming:
“Toyota— Datsun—Honda and Pearl

Harbor.”

Chrysler strikers, Rouge workers,
Detroit teachers facing a union-busting
drive urgently need unity to win. But
unity with whom? Unite with Doug
Fraser and you’re doing donkey work
for the auto bosses and their politicians.

In addition to pushing givebacks and
racist protectionism, the UAW raised

more than half a million dollars in the

first half of 1982 to contribute to

Democratic Party politicians. All so
that a Teddy Kennedy, who just helped
break a national rail strike, can replace

Reagan. What is needed is unity of the

working class in struggle against the

capitalists who are devastating Detroit
and threatening the world with nuclear

holocaust in their anti-Soviet war drive.

The Trotskyists of the Spartacist

League are fighting to build a revolu-

tionary workers party that can sweep
away the irrational, destructive boom-
bust system of capitalism. A workers
state would smash the desperate resis-

tance of bloodsuckers like Ford and
Iacocca, instituting a planned economy
which can for the first time eliminate

mass unemployment and poverty, open-
ing the way to the full development of

humanity.

Erupt...
(continuedfrom page 12)

charge was none other than Ted
Kennedy, fresh from the Steelworkers

(USWA) convention in Atlantic City

where he received a standing ovation.

This "friend of labor" told the Senate

that “breaking a strike" was necessary to

avoid "further economic damage" ( New
York Times, 22 September). Even the

AFL-CIO labor fakers welcomed the bi-

partisan strikebreaking. Federation

spokesman Murray Seeger opined that

the economy “can't afford a strike of

such devastating effect"!

With this kind of “support.” no
wonder rail strikers in Chicago were

worried about getting "the PATCO
treatment." As soon as Reagan signed

the strikebreaking law, BLE president

John Sytsma obediently ordered the

engineers back to work. But the ele-

ments for explosive class battles remain:

the worst unemployment since World
War II, real wages down to 1957 levels, a

racist offensive that has wiped out many
of the (minimal)-gains of the civil rights

movement. But militant struggle is

anathema to the capitalists’ labor

lieutenants, who are working overtime

to channel workers’ pent-up anger into

voting Democratic on "Solidarity Day
II," November 4.

Only people with a very short memo-
ry will buy the lie that more Democrats
in Congress means a better life. This

year the pro-Democratic union tops are

asking. “Are you better off now than
you were two years ago?" Of course the

answer is “no"—just as it was in 1980

when Reagan asked it and got 40

percent of the union vote. Working
people see the devastating effects of

"Reaganomics” everywhere they turn,

but many can’t forget life under the

Democrats: during Carter’s last two
years the real take-home pay of an

average worker plummeted 14 percent.

The Giveback Coalition

The twin capitalist parties are both

committed to squeezing the poor to pay
for revamping the military and restoring

the U.S. to its former position of

imperialist hegemony. The Demo-
cratic/Republican drive to “roll back
Communism," from El Salvador to

Poland and Afghanistan (and on to

Moscow) means austerity and racist

reaction at home. Reagan obliterated

every social program he could to help

pay for a trillion-dollar nuclear arsenal,

while the economy skidded into the

worst downturn since the Great Depres-

sion. Now “Reaganomics” is in a

shambles, and Reagan’s last remaining

hope is school prayer! The Democrats
and their Cold Warrior buddies in the

AFL-CIO say they can provide guns
and butter. They can’t. Any attempt to

try out this economic alchemy will mean
runaway inflation and/or skyrocketing

taxes.

The labor fakers are touting a

Democratic/labor/black alliance as a

“new New Deal." At the Steelworkers

convention in Atlantic City last week,

both Kennedy and Mondale were
invited to hustle votes for the Demo-
crats. Meanwhile, USWA president

Lloyd McBride is still pushing "conces-

sions” to the profit-greedy steel bosses

even after these were decisively rejected

by local union presidents last July.

Incredibly complaining that "some
company managements have not been
staunch enough in negotiations” (!!),

McBride announced at the Steelworkers
convention that he planned to reopen
giveback talks with th£ steel companies
this fall. Appropriately, the main
resolution adopted on the opening day
of the convention explicitly linked the

campaign to elect more Democrats this

year to the need for billion-dollar

concessions to the steel bosses.

A major element in labor’s Giveback
Coalition with the Democrats is poi-

sonous economic protectionism. The

UAW tops “demand" that 90 percent of

the components in American autos be

made in USA—while they hand over

$5 billion in "givebacks" to the Big

Three bosses from auto workers’ pay-

checks. This program to shield Ameri-
can corporate profits from foreign

competition will simply fuel inflation,

promote industrial inefficiency and
invite retaliation against U.S. industries

that still manage to export. Most
importantly, this campaign against

foreign imports ideologically lines up
American workers for imperialist war
against foreign workers. Socialists say,

“the main enemy is at home"—in the

banks and the boardrooms, in the White
House and on Capitol Hill!

For a Workers Party!

Will labor, blacks, the exploited and
oppressed win or lose? The key question

is leadership. Professional backstabbers

like William Winpisinger of the IAM
(Machinists) and AFL-CIO president

Lane Kirkland helped Reagan smash
the air traffic controllers (PATCO)
strike by refusing to shut down the

airports in solidarity. Bitter local

struggles have criminally been forced to

go it alone: Machinists at Browne &
Sharpe in Rhode Island, ten months on
strike, have been beaten, gassed, even

shot on the picket lines. A three-month-

old strike against Iowa Beef Processors

in Nebraska has been attacked by scab-

herding state troopers and National

Guardsmen using helicopters and an
armored personnel carrier. What is

urgently needed is a class-struggle

leadership that would mobilize to

generalize such struggles, uniting them
in a general offensive against capitalist

rule.

The powerful American unions are

crippled by a "leadership” who$e no-

strike, giveback policies spell defeat for

workers who have already put them-
selves on the line: striking teachers,

wildcatting Chrysler workers, etc.

American working people need a class-

struggle union leadership to unchain the

power of labor to reverse the endless

cycle of defeats and sellouts. We need a

revolutionary workers party that will

fight for a workers government, to

expropriate industry and institute an
overall economic plan. Such a party can
only be built in the struggle to oust the

labor bureaucrats, political cops for the

bosses in the unions. Instead of fighting

for such a class-struggle leadership,

most “left" organizations simply run
interference for the bureaucrats. The
reformist Communist Party’s Daily

World, for example, didn’t even men-
tion Ted Kennedy’s strikebreaking role

in the rail strike. As for the Chrysler

wildcats, the line of the so-called

“Revolutionary Workers League," a

tiny centrist sect whose hobbyhorse is

crossing picket lines, was to call on the

leaders of the UAW, AFL-CIO and the

Teamsters to organize a “labor conven-
tion” to “found a workers’ party.” A
“workers’ party" led by the likes of

Doug Fraser, Lane Kirkland and Roy
Williams?! These sellout artists and pro-
imperialist warmongers, supporters of
Israel’s genocidal invasion of Lebanon
and Reagan’s drive toward a thermo-
nuclear World War HI, will fight to the

death to tie the workers to their

capitalist exploiters.

The bipartisan anti-Soviet war drive

is also a declaration of war against

minorities and workers in the United
States. And to beat it takes a class-

struggle leadership armed with a pro-
gram to win. The present labor leaders

want to prevent militant union struggles

at all costs while "mobilizing” the ranks
to elect phony “friend of labor” Demo-
crats. This is just a ticket for defeat. The
Spartacist League, a multiracial revolu-

tionary socialist organization, is dedi-

cated to building the vanguard party

needed to put an end to racism,

unemployment and imperialist war once
and for all. No givebacks, no
“rollback”—Send the Democrats and
Republicans to the scrap heap, workers
to power!
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For a General Strike in Labor/Black Detroit!

DETROIT, September 28— Desperate

to keep the workers in the plants, they

"stopped the clock" on the Chrysler

negotiations. Thirty hours later, at 6:30

a m. on September 15, United Auto
Workers (UAW) president Doug Fraser

and company spokesmen announced a

settlement. But Chrysler workers were

fed up. Already at midnight there were

walkouts across the country. And even

after UAW leaders ordered them back

to work the next morning, plants in

Detrort, Ohio and Delaware refused.

Official strike signs were hard to find,

but T-shirts soon appeared with slogans

like "Doug Sold Us Out— Vote No!" On
Friday, Detroit's overwhelmingly black

Jefferson Assembly was still out. At the

former Chrysler tank plant (now owned
by General Dynamics) in suburban
Warren, where an authorized strike was
under way. a UAW flying squad

organized picketing around theclock. A
fight was on. The question is how to

win it.

Meanwhile, the mainly black Detroit

teachers had struck on Monday, resist-

ing the School Board demands for an

8 percent wage cut. This is not just a

question of strikebreaking but union-
busting. As pressure increased, the

teachers organized daily mass pickets at

continued on page 10
WV Photo

Detroit UAW workers walk out of Chrysler’s Jefferson Avenue plant: auto militants need fighting leadership.

Democrats Stab Rail Strike

Strikes Erupt in

Reagan’s America

Ji?

For the last year and a half the

misleaders of American labor clamped a

lid on social unrest as Ronald “The Ax"
Reagan viciously hacked away at

working people and minorities. But
suddenly in September the country was
swept by a strike wave. Teacher walk-

outs all over. Los Angeles choked by a

transit shutdown. Chrysler wildcats

from Delaware to Detroit. In the Motor

City the possibility of a general strike is

posed, linking up Chrysler and Ford
auto workers, teachers and city workers.

Even the NFL football players hit the

bricks. Then on September 19, 26,000

members of the Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Engineers (BLE) shut down
virtually all rail service outside the

Northeast.

The engineers were angered by

Victory in Anwar
Picket Line Case!

As we go to press we have learned that the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) in Washington, D.C. has upheld an NLRB judge’s
decision ordering Inland Steel to reinstate Keith Anwar, a steel worker
who was fired in 1979 for honoring the picket line of a striking
Steelworkers local. This is an important legal victory for the basic
principle of labor solidarity: picket lines mean don’t cross!

Striking
L.A. transit

workers.

Reagan’s demand that they give up the

right to strike while their pay differential

clause was negotiated. Over 300,000
railway workers honored BLE picket

lines. By midweek the shutdown had
forced General Motors to close four

assembly plants and had stopped

production at several Midwest coal

mines. The strike had an immediate
impact on steel production as well: BLE
members picketed U.S. Steel’s Gary
Works, for example, where trainmen
move raw materials and unfinished steel

from one facility to another within the

nine-mile-long plant. Transportation
secretary Drew Lewis told Congress the

BLE strike cost the capitalists $80

WV Photo

million each day; railroad bosses put the

figure at $1 billion a day. In a climate of
general working-class unrest, such a

powerful strike could provide the spark
for massive labor/black struggle to
bring Reagan down. The missing
ingredient is class-struggle leadership.

The lines were drawn. The bosses’

government moved quickly to break the
rail strike. At Reagan’s bidding, the
Senate Labor Committee wrote up a
strikebreaking resolution. The chair-
man of the Labor Committee is Mor-
mon reactionary Orrin Hatch, a racist

"right-to-lifer" and notorious union
buster. And right in there leading the

continued on page II
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“You Can't Fight Reagan with Democrats!”

American Nightmare:

13 Million Jobless
It’s official. One out of every seven

Americans is jobless—the highest rate

in 42 years, since before World War II.

Thafs 11.3 million people unem-
ployed... 13 million (over 14 percent

of the workforce) if you count those

who've given up looking. Seven

million have already run out of

unemployment benefits. For black

people it is the second Great Depres-

sion: black unemployment is twice that

of whites, and over half the black

teenagers eligible to work can’t find a

job. Reagan says, “Permanent recov-

ery cannot be achieved without some
pain." As he chops unemployment

benefits, food stamps, welfare and

Medicaid, working people and minori-

ties are feeling it. The big cities rot.

Assembly lines stop and steel mills

stand idle while the bosses scream for

more givebacks. Bloody fascist terror

and cop brutality are on the rise. The
Democrats plan to ride this tide of

misery to electoral success in

November.
The Democrats?! They’re the reason

Reagan got elected in the first place!

After years of falling wages, pounding

inflation and massive layoffs, working

people wanted anybody but Carter.

The Democrats paved the way for

Reagan reaction. It was Jimmy Carter,

not Ronald Reagan, who first told the

cities to drop dead. Carter’s last

budget, anticipating Reagan, involved

a massive increase in military spending

combined with major reductions in

health care, education, school lunch

programs and welfare. Even the

Democrats’ own Congressional Black

continued on page 8

Take Back the Givebacks!

WV Photo

UAW workers strike Chrysler’s Jefferson Avenue plant against Fraser’s
sellout contract, September 16.

Dump Company Man
Fraser—Elect

Strike Committees!

DETROIT—Chrysler workers are in an
uproar over Doug Fraser’s new give-

back contract. After two and a half

years of concessions, they’ve had more
than enough. And they showed it when
the old contract expired on September
1 5: there were angry wildcats all over the

country, from Delaware to Twinsburg
in Ohio to Jefferson Assembly here in

Detroit. And they just got madder three

weeks ago, when Fraser told them
they’d have to eat givebacks for three

more years! The United Auto Workers
(UAW) chief said he’d personally

canvass the big locals to sell the deal.

Instead the workers were forced to sit

through a videotape of Fraser's speech

to the UAW Chrysler Council. At
Jefferson hundreds of disgusted work-
ers walked out with Fists raised, chant-

ing, “Vote No! Vote No!” And they did.

Nationwide the Chrysler deal was
stomped by a two-to-one margin.

Across the Detroit River Canadian
Chrysler workers erupted on October 6.

When Fraser postponed the strike

deadline to scuttle the possibility of a

joint strike with U.S. Chrysler workers,

van plant workers in Windsor answered
with a wildcat. They also said they

opposed the tentative accord in the U.S.

Ignoring the police, hundreds began
picketing with makeshift signs. A truck

trying to bring parts into the plant was
halted, its tires flattened and its contents

emptied onto the road. The plant stayed

shut the next day; angry pickets even

kept the plant manager out. Meanwhile
800 Chrysler workers walked out of the

Ajax trim plant near Toronto in

solidarity with the Windsor strikers.

Tires on 200 cars were slashed as would-

be scabs were reminded that picket lines

mean “Don’t Cross!” The same day
workers wildcatted at the die casting

and piston plant in Etobicoke.

Fraser’s contract is in shambles. But it

will take militant class struggle to bury

it. Otherwise the UAW bureaucracy will

just wait it out until the anger dissipates.

Fraser is determined to get another

giveback deal passed. In fact, this traitor

who sits on the Chrysler Board of

Directors is the company’s hardliner ! As
his contract was being clobbered by
overwhelming no-votes, Fraser com-
plained that Chrysler boss Lee lacocca

was boasting about the company’s $1

billion cash reserve: “They’ve been told

there’s a big pot of gold and all you have

to do is dip your hand in and pick it

out.”

Anyone who says Chrysler workers

should wait for Fraser, a cop for the

bosses, to lead a strike is preaching a

strategy of guaranteed defeat. Shut
down Chrysler now in both the U.S. and
Canada! No more contract extensions!

For elected strike committees—Oust
Fraser! A Chrysler-wide strike could

ignite Ford and General Motors work-

ers and lead to an industry-wide strike.

They could join up with UAW ag imp
workers, led by the Caterpillar strikers.

For mass picketing and flying squads

to spread the strike! Throw back all

the givebacks! Restore the uniform

industry-wide contract—with a big pay

hike!

For a General Strike in Detroit!

In Detroit where Chrysler is centered,

there is a burning need for a citywide

labor offensive to shut the city down.
Tens of thousands of workers in this

black and labor city have been perma-
nently “scrapped.” Those who still have

jobs have taken colossal wage cuts.

Coleman Young, the black Democratic
Party mayor, has imposed Reagan-style

austerity on workers ‘and the poor,

busting AFSCME strikes while slashing

city services.

The conditions are ripe for a general

strike. Full employment and decent

wages will never be achieved under
decaying capitalism, but a general strike

could defeat the bosses’ anti-labor

offensive. For a 20 percent wage hike for

city workers! For unlimited unemploy-
ment compensation at union wages with

full cost-of-living for all laid-off work-
ers, retirees and the poor!

A Chrysler strike could lead the way,
unleashing the full power of the labor

movement. First and foremost is Ford’s

River Rouge complex in Dearborn.
Once the largest factory in the world

continued on page 9



Free Black Panther Geronimo Pratt!
He has been behind bars for 1

1
years,

more than six of them in solitary in such
hellholes as Folsom and San Quentin
prisons, for a murder he did not commit.
The only “crime” of former Los Angeles
Black Panther Party leader Elmer
“Geronimo” Pratt was to be a member
of the best and most militant wing of
black nationalism which the govern-
ment sought to physically annihilate in

the late ’60s and early ’70s.

Only four days after Panther leaders

Fred Hampton and Mark Clark were
murdered in cold blood by the Chicago
police, the notorious racist killer cops of
the Los Angeles Police Department
came for Pratt. On 9 December 1969,

hundreds of Metro Squad and SWAT
team commandos, armed with M-60
machine guns, tear gas launchers,
dynamite and helicopters, bombarded
the Panther office where Pratt lived.

Pratt, a decorated Vietnam war veteran,

survived only because his war wounds
forced him to sleep on the floor.

Nevertheless, he was arrested for “con-
spiracy to assault policemen.” But the

police conspiracy was so obvious that

even an all-white jury acquitted Pratt of
all charges except a relatively minor
weapons charge.

Having failed to kill Pratt in bed, the

government turned to those “dirty
tricks” that were part and parcel of the

notorious COINTELPRO program and
the FBI’s “neutralization” campaign to

“disrupt, misdirect and discredit the
activities” of the Black Panther Party.

Later in 1969, Pratt’s wife, eight months
pregnant and also a Panther member,
was mysteriously shot in the head and
dumped on an L.A. freeway. No arrest

was ever made for this murder. In 1971,

while in jail on the 1 969 weapons charge,
Pratt was framed for the brutal and
senseless 1968 murder of a schoolteach-
er, Caroline Olsen.

It was exactly the sort of crime that

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover liked to

pin on respected radicals. The point was

to keep the Panther leaders out of
circulation, no matter how phony the

“cases" against them.

As the WV interview with Pratt’s

attorney, Stuart Hanlon, published
below demonstrates, the decade that

Pratt has spent in prison has revealed a

mass of incontrovertible evidence that

he was subjected to a racist frameup.
Pratt recently won a federal court
decision in which two former San
Quentin officials were found guilty of

violating his civil rights by holding him
in solitary confinement for six years.

The federal jury, however, which
reached a unanimous verdict after three

days deliberation, still refused to award
Pratt one cent of his suit for $ 1 million in

damages. And Pratt’s principled refusal

to admit “guilt" in the Olsen murder has
meant his rejection of the humiliating
parole and pardon process provided by
capitalist “justice."

The Spartacist League recognized the

importance of the development of the

Panthers as the most militant expres-
sion of the “black power” movement.
But unlike those reformists and fake-

leftists who cheered the Panthers’

eclectic black nationalism which served

as an obstacle to black liberation, we
intervened to try to win these militants

to a proletarian revolutionary perspec-
tive and the building of a Leninist

combat party. Today the rest of the left

remains silent about Pratt while their

former black nationalist heros like

Newton and Bobby Seale have made
their peace with the racist establishment
and crawled into the Democratic Party.

In the case of Eldridge Cleaver, he has
become a spokesman for one of its most
reactionary and sickest manifestations,
the Moonies. Pratt, who refuses to
renounce his radical nationalist political

past, remains behind bars. Pratt is a
symbol of resistance to racist oppres-
sion. The fight for black liberation is a
motor force of the American workers
revolution. Free Geronimo Pratt!

WV: I understand Pratt is now waiting
for a decision from a federal district

court on his request for a new trial. Is

this appeal based on the new evidence
which came out in the FBI COINTEL-
PRO documents?

Hanlon: Yes, that is the basis of the
present writ of habeas corpus. Pratt
should get a new trial because the main
witness against Geronimo confessed to
being an FBI informant, for about 25
months prior to the trial. That informa-
tion was not only not turned over by the
government, but the witness hjmself lied

about it during the trial. The FBI, with
the Los Angeles police, had informants
in Pratt’s defense team during the trial.

That should be grounds to reverse his

trial.

Pratt’s alibi was that he was in

Oakland during the time of the murder,
which was in Los Angeles. And we now
know that the FBI had wiretaps above
the Oakland and L.A. offices of the

Panther party. They say they've now
lost those wiretaps, which existed at the
time of the first trial. If in fact he was not
in Oakland like he said, then the

government would have come forward
with the wiretaps, proving that he was in

L.A. So now they’ve “lost" them—just a
way of not turning them over. That’s the
third ground. The fourth ground is that
the husband of the woman who was
killed made an identification prior to
Pratt of somebody else, a positive
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identification two weeks after the killing

of a guy [who was] in jail at the time of
the killing. But that information was
kept from the jury at the time of the first

trial. .

Then the whole COINTEL program:
there was a motive to have this done,
these incidents don’t exist in isolation.

He was the head of the [L.A.] Panther
party and the FBI was out to get the
Panther party and him. And all the

evidence we use to prove this comes
from the FBI themselves, or from the

Los Angeles Police Department.

WV: So the judge has been sitting on this

for over a year. What about the

immediate conditions of Pratt’s impris-
onment? You had filed a suit against
him being held in solitary confinement.

Hanlon: We filed a suit in 1976. It came
to trial finally in April of this year, and
we won the trial. He has been moved
and he’s living on the main line, so that
was a really big thing for him. But
strangely, the jury didn’t give him any
money damages, even though saying
he’d been locked up illegally for six

years.

WV: We heard a report that he was
returned to solitary.

Hanlon: He was returned about two
weeks after the verdict, on the grounds
that he refused double-celling, which is a
big issue out here. They’re trying to

double-cell all the prisoners. He refused
to do it, he was put in isolation, but then
within about two days the prison moved
him back to the main line, and he’s not
in double-celling now.

WV: That’s two people for a cell that was
built for one?

Hanlon: Right, in a cell that's approxi-
mately six feet by nine feet. And the
main line people are now spending
about 20 hours a day [in those cells]. The
prisons are overcrowded, and they’re
trying to deal with it by double-celling.
He refused so they put him in the hole
for two days. It was real clear it was
retaliation for the verdict. He’s not in

the hole now, but we’re in a reactionary
political climate, especially out here in

terms of the judiciary. The state judi-
ciary is under attack by the right wing,

and the judges are making their deci-

sions based on what they think is going
to get them elected. In another political

climate he would have been out of
prison years ago. The evidence showed
he didn’t get a fair trial, yet he's still in

prison and has lost three times.

WV: We’ve done a couple of articles on
his case, one after the incident where
two guys climbed up the Statue of
Liberty to publicize it. Nationally,
though, he has gotten almost no
attention. We’re continuing to cover it

because we consider this to be a clear- ,
cut case of a racist frameup, and Geroni-
mo Pratt one of the most honorable
representatives of the black power
movement, who stood fast to his convic-
tions.

Hanlon: He certainly has, and I think if

he had not done that, he'd probably be
out of prison sooner. But because he’s

maintained his politics, the reason he’s

in there, he’s not getting any play. We
proved what he had to prove, ten times
over, and he hasn’t gotten anything in

the courts. There’s been enough evi-

dence produced to let five people out of
prison, and it’s clear he didn’t get a fair

trial. It’s clear he was framed, yet

because of the right-wing political

activity the judges are afraid. And he’s

been getting screwed because he does
maintain the politics he always had.
That’s what people ought to know.

WV: What about a review by a parole
board?

Hanlon: He refuses to go. They want
him to admit he did it before they can
parole, but he refuses to admit it. So he’s

just stopped going, as a political

statement about them.

* * • * *

Those who wish to send messages of
solidarity or financial contributions for
the defense of Geronimo Pratt can write
to Stuart Hanlon, 214 Duboce Avenue,
San Francisco, California 94103. Or
they can write directly to: Geronimo
Pratt, B403I9, San Quentin Prison,
Tamal, California 94964.
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Morenoite Thugs Attack Trotskyists with Claw Hammers

Attempted Murder!

Claw-
hammer
attack by

IWP
assailant

(see arrow)
on militant

phone
worker:

They would
kill to silence

the truth.
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SL picket (right) protests antl-communlst exclusion moments before murderous attack.

At a "public" forum held in Los

Angeles on October 2, leaders of the

International Workers Party (IWP

—

formerly Revolutionary Workers Front

[RWF]) carried out a potentially mur-

derous assault against the Trotskyist

supporters of the Spartacist League

(SL). Offering up their services to the

reformist/liberal popular front in the

United States, these armed thugs at-

tacked us with deadly weapons—claw

hammers and numchakus (two pieces of

hardwood linked by a chain). Using the

methods of anti-communist Cuban
gusanos and Ramon Mercader, the

murderer of Leon Trotsky, IWP Politi-

cal Bureau member Nicholas Kramer
aimed a hammer blow at the head of a

militant phone worker while the latter’s

back was turned. The trade unionist

required hospital attention for blows to

both the head and shoulder. Nicholas

Kramer: we accuse you of attempted

murder

!

These cowardly sehoritos, followers

of Argentine adventurer Nahuel More-
no, fear political combat with the SL
because they cannot defend their anti-

Soviet politics while maintaining pre-

tensions of Trotskyism. Last spring, in a

slanderous “open letter to the left,"

Kramer accused us of "non-political

Stalinist-type provocations or insults"

in order to excuse his own disruption of

an RWF forum in San Francisco. There

he cut off an SL speaker who was
denouncing the Morenoites for not even

mentioning defense of the Soviet Union
against imperialism and counterrevolu-

tion in a speech on Poland (see ff'FNo.

304, 30 April). Now it is demonstrated

that Kramer’s classic Stalinist lies and

cop-baiting were the prelude to

Stalinist-style gangsterism. And the

claw hammers used by these would-be

killers can be just as lethal as the ice-ax

used by the GPU assassin to murder

Trotsky in 1940.

The vicious assault began with the

exclusion of Spartacist supporters from

the IWP forum. Prior to the attack,

Kramer and his sidekick Gregorio

treated their own members like idiots.

SL leaflets were snatched away and they

were told not to speak with SLers.

Several did nevertheless, which in-

creased the frenzy of their leaders, who
declared that only two Spartacists were

to be allowed in. This anti-communist

exclusion would, moreover, leave them
completely vulnerable to a physical

assault. We loudly protested this viola-

tion of workers democracy, briefly

chanting “Political exclusion!” At this

point Morenoite goons slammed the

forum doors shut so people inside could

not see them pull out lethal weapons and

threaten SL comrades and supporters.

We immediately set up a picket line on

the sidewalk 50 feet away in protest. One
SL sign read: “Fake Trotskyists of IWP
Exclude Defenders of Soviet Union!"

The Morenoites formed a line of

goons brandishing their deadly weap-

ons. When an SL supporter took

pictures of these armed thugs, the IWP
leadership went berserk, launching their

murderous assault. But they were

unable to destroy the evidence (see

accompanying photos). Our comrades

escaped without serious injury in part

because most of the goon squad did not

use their weapons or join in the attack.

In fact, several IWPers who witnessed

this unprovoked attack were so shaken

by the anti-communist violence that

they were in tears, h was Nicholas
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Kramer, his strutting hatchetman Gre-

gorio andtwo or three others who aimed
the potentially lethal blows.

Every IWP member and supporter

should ask, what is your leadership

afraid of, what are they trying to hide?

This vicious thug attack on the Trotsky-
ist SL flows from the cowardly oppor-
tunist and virulently anti-Soviet politics

of the IWP and the Morenoite current

internationally. Nicholas Kramer was
trained in the school of Nahuel Moreno,
a notorious swindler guilty of the most
brazen political banditry and violations

of proletarian morality.
• Moreno has tried to pass himself off
as a Peronist in the 1950s, publishing his

magazine “under the discipline of
General Per6n and the Peronist Su-
preme Command”; as a Guevarist and
(briefly) a Maoist in the '60s, a social-

democrat, a Sandinista and a black
nationalist in the last decade. He even
occasionally claims to be an orthodox
Trotskyist.

• But when some of his lieutenants put

Moreno’s guerrillaist program into

practice, this cowardly caudillo turned
tail and ran. He pledged support to the

second Per6n regime even while Peron-
ist gunmen were shooting leftist workers
in the streets (in 1974). Nicholas Kramer
learned to stab in the back from a

master!

Moreno has a particular predilection

for macho Third World nationalist

strongmen, the bloodier and the more
ferociously anti-Soviet the better. He
hailed Islamic feudalist Khomeini,

murderer of leftists, homosexuals,

national and religious minorities. He
backed CIA-armed reactionary mullahs

in Afghanistan who oppose land reform

and shoot Communists for teaching

girls to read. The Morenoites support

Polish Solidarnosc, company “union”

for the CIA and Western bankers, and

call for a government including the

most counterrevolutionary clerical-

nationalist and anti-Semitic groups in

Poland.

Most recently, they supported Argen-

tina’s butcher Galtieri against Britain’s

“Iron Lady" Thatcher in a bloody

squabble over some barren islands in the

South Atlantic (the Falklands/

Malvinas). Left and labor support for

this diversion has prolonged the life of

the Argentine military dictatorship, a

regime which has jailed, tortured and

murdered more than 300 of the Moreno-
ites’ comrades. Nahuel Moreno has

taught his followers to salute their

executioners!

He has also taught them every

financial con game in the book. In Peru
in 1962 Moreno was accused of running
off with $12,000 belonging to peasant
organizations led by Hugo Blanco. In

Argentina he cheated another left group
out of $19,000 for the publication of

books for his Editorial Pluma. When he
transferred his publishing operation to

Colombia, his business partner accused

him of fraud. Moreno’s much-
publicized Sim6n Bolivar Brigade in

Nicaragua was a similar operation: a

Colombian Morenoite leader dressed

up in army fatigues, renamed himself

comandante and toured around raising

thousands of dollars for a brigade which

never fought a day against Somoza.
Political banditry, cafe guerrillaism,

anti-Sovietism, cowardice, treachery

and criminal swindling: this is the truth

about Moreno. No wonder Kramer will

stop at nothing to prevent "his” mem-
bership from discussing with the au-

thentic Trotskyists of the international

Spartacist tendency.

continued on page 9
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Keith Anwar: “Picket Lines Mean Don't Cross!"

Steel Unionist Wins

Key NLRB Case
A three and a half year fight has won

an important legal victory for the

fundamental principle of labor solidari-

ty. On September 24 the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) upheld an
NLRB judge’s ruling that the Inland

Steel Company wrongly fired Keith

Anwar, a member of the United Steel-

workers (USWA) Local 1010, in May
1979 for honoring a picket line at the

company’s mammoth East Chicago,

Indiana plant.

According to the NLRB order. Inland

must reinstate Anwar with full back pay
and seniority. The company must also

eliminate any reference to the discipline

against Anwar from its files and post

for 60 days a "Notice to Employees"
that says: "WE WILL NOT discharge,

or otherwise discriminate against em-
ployees because they engage in their

statutory right to refuse to cross picket

lines....”

Also on September 24 the Labor
Board ordered U.S. Steel to repay a

former member of Local 1014, Gene
Goldenfeld, for the 38 days he was
suspended in September 1978. Golden-
feld was disciplined for honoring picket

lines at Gary Works set up by members
of the Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Clerks during the 1978 nation-

wide rail shutdown.
The decision in both cases was a 3-2

split, with two Reagan appointees

(including NLRB chairman John Van
de Water) supporting the companies’
reprisals against the unionists. In the

Anwar case the minority sided with the

arbitrator, whose central argument was:

"...that within the knowledge of the

Company, no Inland Steel employee
who is a member of Local 1010... has
ever refused to report for work because
he did not wish to cross a picket line

established by striking employees of a

company that performed services on
Inland Steel premises.... [T]he Union
has never raised a contention that it

should be permitted.. .to honor picket

lines— In no instance, however, did
Local 1010 ever urge or suggest to the
membership that they should or could
engage in a sympathy strike."

Thus these professional union busters

use the betrayals of pro-company
bureaucrats, who regularly stab each
other in the back by crossing picket

lines, to outlaw labor's most basic

rights. To stop them it takes class-

struggle militants and determined union
action to fight for the traditions and
weapons which built the powerful

industrial unions of the CIO.
Such labor victories do not come

easy. Wide steel worker support was
needed to push the Anwar case all the

way through the union’s grievance

procedure to arbitration. When the

arbitrator upheld Anwar’s firing, thou-

sands of dollars had to be raised from
rank-and-file steel workers to defray the

legal expenses of taking the case to the

Labor Board. USWA backing for

Anwar—including a USWA District 31

conference resolution pledging "all

available resources" to the defense of
workers who honor picket lines, and a

rally by Local 1010—was the critical

factor in winning the case before the

NLRB.
But as a leaflet issued by the Keith

Anwar Defense Committee (KADC)
points out:

“...the fight isn’t over yet. Inland can
appeal the NLRB ruling to a federal

appeals court. And if they do it could
mean a trip all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court .... We’ve done damned
well beating Inland in Reagan’s NLRB.
Now let’s make sure we’re prepared to

go all the way! It’s time to put the 1979
District 31 resolution into action. The
USWA should throw ’all available
resources’— lawyers, money, publi-
city— into this precedent-setting fight

for union solidarity!”

Labor’s Weapons

Steel workers have a special interest

in winning this fight today. The Ameri-
can steel industry is running at only 40
percent of capacity—the lowest since

the Great Depression—and massive
layoffs and plant closures have put

136,000 USWA members in basic steel

out on the street. Since the mid-’70s

total USWA membership has plummet-
ed from 1.4 million to below 900,000.
The profit-greedy steel companies see

this weakening of the union as an
opportunity to extort billions of dollars
in concessions from those who still have
jobs. At U.S. Steel’s South Works in

Chicago, the company recently used the

threat of complete closure (in a plant

where over 9,000 jobs have already gone

J$tr lines
K mean

,

oorr cross!

Victory for
Keith Anwar is

a victory for

militant

unionism.

to the slag heap) to force through a local

concessions contract. Instead of "saving

jobs” the deal will eliminate jobs by
combining work assignments. Such
local giveback deals are being used to

whipsaw the entire union into a conces-

sions deal worth $6 billion!

Lending the steel bosses a hand, of

course, is racist labor-hater Ronald
Reagan, who smashed the striking air

traffic controllers union (PATCO) in

1981. Reagan’s union-busting attack

was aided and abetted by union mislead-

ers who refused to carry out a basic act

of labor solidarity: shutting down the

airports until PATCO won its strike.

The PATCO betrayal of 1981 helped
make 1982 the Year of the Giveback.

Backed into a corner by layoffs and
concessions, steel workers must look to

the weapons that built the unions in the

1930s— like strikes, mass picketing,

sitdowns—for the only way out. Many
USWA leaders want to return to the

cozy ENA deal of the 1970s, which
prohibited strikes even after contract

expiration. Instead steel workers must
fight to bust the still remaining contrac-

tual no-strike clause that has been used
as an excuse for herding them across the

picket lines of other unions.

The picket line, the battle line of the

class struggle, is a basic weapon in

labor’s arsenal. For over a century the

presence of a picket line has called fora
uniform response from all workers:
don’t cross! This is a powerful and
essential tool against the capitalists’

“divide and rule" strategy. To win in

WV Photo

their future battles with the steel bosses,

USWA members must revive the princi-

ples of union solidarity, like "picket

lines mean don’t cross.” Many steel

workers instinctively know that the

working people can only defend them-
selves by sticking together against the

capitalists. They know that winning
Anwar’s job back strengthens the whole
union. This has been demonstrated time
and time again throughout the Anwar
defense campaign, as USWA members
have donated time, energy and money
toward the victory of this case.

The Fight for Workers’
Solidarity at Inland

The Inland picket line fight began in

1978, the year of the 1 10-<Jay coal miners
strike. A one-week strike by Inland’s
masons, organized into Bricklayers
Local 6, posed to the Local 1010 leaders
the hard question: Which side are you
on? When Anwar fought at both a Local
1010 membership meeting and at the

yearly District 31 conference two days
later for Local 1010 to instruct its 18,000
members to honor Bricklayer picket
lines, he was ruled out of order. Still

Anwar honored the picket lines. The
Bricklayers won their strike by picketing
the parking lot used by construction
workers building Inland’s new coke
plant. When construction was brought
to a halt because of craft union members
respecting the picket lines, the steel

company capitulated to the union’s
contract demands.

continued on page 10

Inland worker reinstated
By MARK POTOK
Times Business-Labor Writer

A politically-split

Relations Board has
National Labor— upheld an earlier

order reinstating an Inland Steel
worker tired tor refusing to cross a
picket line

In a decision which expanded the
order by Administrative Law Judge
Arllne Pachl, the NLRB voted 3-2 to
order Ihe steelmaker to restore Keith
Anwar's job and accord him full back
pay and seniority Inland has 20 days
from the Sept. 1A decision to appeal to
a federal appellate panel
An Inland spokesman said today an

appeal Is being considered
Dissenting from the order were

NLRB Chairman John R Van de
Water and member Robert P Hunter,
both appointees of President Reagan
whose nominations were stiffly op-
posed by an array of unions and labor
support groups

arbitrator's decision
overturned by Pacht's order was
"palpably wrong," the majority said
In their written opinion.
"The totality of bargaining history

evidence relied on by the arbitrator
was, as a matter of law, Insufficient to
warrant finding a waiver a statutory
right" to engage In a sympathy
strike, the S-page opinion said In part
Anwar, a millwright's apprentice

before being fired In May 11/79, called
the decision "a real victory at a time
when the labor movement Is under
attack on all fronts

"

"We've got to fight together or we'll

go down one by one," he said. "The air
controllers' strike shows how much
we need picket lines that no one
crosses."
Anwar, a member of United

Steelworkers Local 1010, several
times refused to cross a picket line
thrown up near Inland's Indiana
Harbor Works by USW Local 8180
representing 37 Apex Steel and Supply
Co employees who had been working
Inside the giant steel plant Those
workers struck Apex May I. 1979,
after their contract expired.
Anwar was at first suspended, and

later fired, for his refusal
In her earlier opinion, Pacht had

sharply criticised the company for
faUIng to back up Its legal claims and
the arbitrator, whose finding she
wrote was "repugnant''
established labor law
The company's position pivoted on a

no-strlke clause Included In the
master contract governing most USW
basic steel locals Attorneys argued
that proviso excluded sympathy
strikes (hat could hurt the
steelmaker

But Pacht ruled that only contract
language specifically excluding such
action — and not a pattern of earlier
practice — could have protected In-
land
Pacht had ordered Inland to pay

back wages dating to the end of the
Apex strike, reasoning Anwar would
not have been drawing wages until
then anyway But the NLRB
expanded that, ordering the company
to allow pay and seniority from the
date of Anwar's discharge.
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NLRB rules for two steelworkers
Arbitrators initially ruled

against both Anwar and
Goldenfeld after grievance

Inland Steel Co who was fired in

1979, be reinstated with back pay
and seniority <r. v— Thai Eugene Goldenfeld. a proceedings
USW Local 1014 member at U S In both cases, the steel
Steel Gary Works, be repaid companies argued that no-strike
money he lost during two provisions in the basic-steel
suspension.! in late 1978 contract with the United

idenltcaf 3 2 voles the
board further ordered both Steelworkers prohibited

( ordered losniomh
*'**">»''*« to post notices that employees from honoring picketordered last month employees won t be disciplined lines
lor exercising their "statutory The no-slnkr clause, called the
right to refuse to cross picket Esprrimental Negotiating
'“*

. . . , .
Agreement, probably will be

Inland and U.S. Steel have 10 dropped from Ihe next basic-steel
days to appeal the decisions, an contract, union and industryNLRB spokesman said officials have said
Spokesmen for Inland and US Citing the ENA. officials of“ ld dcc“lonl 10 •'PP™' ,h* Local 1010 and ION didn'tNLRB rulings are under endorse ihe picket lines Anwar

consideration and Goldenfeld chose not to
Dissenting votes were cast in cross

The NLRB ruled, however, that

union members

By Jim Procter
Post-Tribune Staff Reporter

The National I abor Relations
Board hot ruled in favor of iwo
area steelworkers who were
disciplined (or refusing to cross

t
icket lines set up by union
cals other than their own
In identical 3-2 vote

NLRB ordered last month
— That Keith Anwar, a

member of USW Local 1010 at

School lunch tested

CHICAGO (AP) — Fifteen
school children were released
from a nospllal ofler being
(reeled tor suspecied food
poisoning, bui Ihe cause of Iheir ng vu.es were cast in cross
vomilmg and headaches remains bulb cases by lohn R Van de The N1RB r\
under invesllgafion, hospital Waier. NLRB chairman, and despile ENA
officials said Robert P Hunter - -*didn't waive their right |o honor

1
Kirlh Anwar picket* before being fired by Inland.

6 October 1982—

a picket tme.

Anwar, a millwright's
apprentice when he was fired in

May 1979 refused to cross a
picket line established by USW
Local 8180. which represented
bricklayers working for an
outside contractor at Inland

Goldenfeld. a motor inspector,
was suspended without pay for
periods of three and 35 days for
refusing to cross, a picket line set
up in September 1978 by
Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Clerks members
employed by Ihe Elgin, Joliei L
Eastern Railway

Goldenfeld was suspended lor
three days for refusing to cross
the picket line, and then was
suspended for 3S days for
distributing a leaflet supporting
Ihe strike by EJAE employees,
according to NLRB records
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Spartacist Candidates in S.F

"For Mass Strike

Action to Bring

Down Reagan!"
SAN FRANCISCO, October 6—The
reformist relics and parliamentary

cretins of California’s Peace and Free-

dom Party (PFP) couldn’t believe their

eyes and ears when Spartacist Party

candidates Diana Coleman and Richard
Bradley addressed their candidates’

night with Bolshevik politics. They
couldn’t imagine how a call to class

struggle was relevant to an election and
thought prospective city office-holders

should have more “concrete” concerns.

Their questions to Coleman and Brad-

ley reflect their astonishment that here

were leftist candidates who were not

sewer socialists like themselves.

Diana Coleman began: You ask me a

lot of questions about Propositions; you
didn't ask me any one about class

struggle. What do I think about Prop
‘M’ and tax-the-rich schemes? I’ll let you
in. on a secret. Under capitalism the rich

don’t get taxed much and the bosses’

state will never put people before

profits.” At this point, there were gasps

from the audience. Coleman went on,

“You can’t change the priorities of

capitalism at the voting booth and you
can’t reform the capitalist state to serve

the interests of working people and
minorities. It must be replaced with a

workers state and it will take a socialist

revolution to get it."

When someone asked, “If you’re

elected, what are you going to do?” and
“What does El Salvador have to do with

running the city?”, Coleman replied that

Reagan’s drive to “draw the line against

Communism" in Central America by
supporting the bloody Salvadoran junta
was a pressing question for the Ameri-
can working class and the left. The SL
candidate said she would “advocate

political strikes against U.S. involve-

ment and stopping economic and
military aid to the junta in El Salvador."

She added, “I would use the seat on the

Board of Supervisors to call people out

for struggle. For instance, when the

PATCO strike was going on, there was a

great need that the other labor unions,

especially the IAM and Teamsters,

honor those picket lines and shut down
the airports.”

Richard Bradley began his remarks:
“I sort of resent, actually, having the

American flag in the background—I’m
speaking here as a socialist candidate.
The American flag symbolizes the death
of millions in Vietnam and the death of
millions across this country.

“As to your question. ‘What legislation

would I propose or support to stop
runaway shops and plant closures?’

You're dreaming. 1 worked as an auto
worker for ten years and everyone I saw,

from politician to labor bureaucrat to

the so-called left who wished a strategy

of reliance on the bourgeois state, did so

only to defuse militant class struggle in

the form of sit-down strikes, which I

fought for against plant closures.”

Bradley nailed Peace and Freedom as

the tail of the capitalist Democratic
Party, as witness the PFP’s all-out

support for "Solidarity Day II”—
election day 1982. In San Francisco the

AFL-GIO, Teamsters and ILWU have

called a rally October 24 to “Vote Labor
for Jobs and Justice.” “They say ‘vote

labor,’ but everyone knows that means
‘vote Democrat’,” Bradley said. In

contrast, the SL calls for “mass strike

action to bring down Reagan.” And in

the fight against growing race-terror,

the SL is not pushing bills to have the

government “ban the Klan.” “What’s
going to stop the Klan and Nazis is a

mass mobilization of labor, blacks, Jews
and gays and Latins, not the damned
Democratic Party.”

To the question, “Concretely, what
are you going to do?” Bradley replied:

“First thing is to have the working class

remove that flag that’s hanging in the

continued on page 9

WV Photo

Spartacist Richard Bradley (right) vs. DSA Democrat Ron Dellums.

Spartacist to Dellums:

“You’re Part of the
Problem”

ADAPTED FROM
YOUNG SPARTACUS NO. 103.

OCTOBER 1982

Running for re-election on the

slogan, “Time to take up the chal-

lenge," liberal black Democrat and
Democratic Socialists of America

(DSA) member Ron Dellums got a

challenge he couldn’t meet—the

communist criticism and exposure by

supporters of the Spartacist League

(SL). At a September 25 meeting in

Richmond, Richard Bradley, Sparta-

cist Party candidate for San Francis-

co Board of Supervisors, nailed

Dellums for his lament that the black

Democratic Party hustlers haven’t

been able to get out the black vote:

“Recently at the Congressional
Black Caucus there was a comment
made by Congressman Dellums, and
I hope he responds to this. He said,

‘Black people in this country over the

last two years have been docile to the

point of embarrassment.’ Black
people have seen what the Demo-
crats and the Republicans have done
to blacks in this country, what they

have done to the working class...

and what they are going to continue
to do.

“For instance, the big cities in the

country all have Democratic
mayors—San Francisco: Feinstein;

Detroit: Coleman Young: back to

Chicago: Byrne; then go to Atlanta

and you have Andrew Young. These

are the people who have laid off the

working class and cut back long
before Reagan came to power. They
just laid the basis for Reagan and
they continue to do the same thing.”

In his own way, Dellums
confirmed what the SL has been

saying for some time—there is a

bipartisan consensus on the anti-

Soviet war buildup which ties the

Democrats to Reagan’s racist

budget-slashing. “One of the frustra-

tions that I have as a black man in the

Democratic Party,” he said, is that

“we are not posing a significant

alternative." That’s for sure! When
Bradley noted that Dellums’ budget
“alternative” to Reagan’s $269 billion

war chest was a “mere” $200 billion,

the black Congressman replied, “The
overwhelming amount of money is in

the personnel side." Like paying for

sending the Marines to Lebanon,
which Dellums and the pro-Zionist

DSA proudly support! Democrat
Dellums and his DSA have histori-

cally supported the Israeli govern-

ment, which is now involved in a

genocidal attack on the Palestinians

in West Beirut as well as being a

major supplier and ally of South
Africa in its program of racist apart-

heid. As a second Spartacist spokes-

man told Dellums, “You’re part of

the problem."

You Can t Fight Reagan with Democrats—
For Mass Strike Action to Bring Down Reagan!

Build a Workers Party!
For Mass Strike Action
to Bring Reagan Down!

• Mass strike action against Reagan
and the Democratic mayorsl Unchain
labor—Oust the sellout bureaucrats!
For a class-struggle workers party
based on the unions! Fight for a
workers government!
• Strike to win! Picket lines mean
"Don’t Cross!" No more PATCOs— For
concrete labor solidarity against
union-busting! For mass militant pick-

et lines and flying squads for defense
against strikebreakers!
• For sit-down strikes against mass
layoffs! Seize closed plants! For un-
limited unemployment compensation
at full union wages! Fight runaways

—

Organize the unorganized! No to

import quotas— Trade wars lead to

shooting wars!
• Jobs for alii 30 hours work at 40
hours pay! For a massive program of

public works under union control! 100
percent cost-of-living escalator!

• For union political Independence
from the capitalist state! No court suits

against unions! Cops/prison guards
out of the unions! For solidarity strikes

against Taft-Hartley injunctions! Break
from the AIFLD and all other CIA labor
fronts!

• Throw out the bosses! Seize all

banks, major industry and bloodsuck-
ing utilities without compensation! Es-
tablish a workers government!

For Working-Class
Defense of

Democratic Rights!

• Fight discrimination In schools,
housing, jobs! Equal pay for equal
work! Decent low-cost housing! No tax
breaks for segregated schools!
• For busing against segregated
schools—Extend It to the suburbs!
Free, quality higher education for all

—

Open admissions and free tuition with
stipend!
• Free abortion on demandl Free
available birth control! Free quality
medical care! Free childcare!
• Government out of the bedroom!
Down with anti-gay laws and cop

harassment! Down with censorship!
Abolish all laws against pornography,
drug use, prostitution!
• For strict separation of church and
state! No prayers in public schools!
• Stop INS raids and deportations! Full

citizenship rights for undocumented
workers!

Smash Klan/Nazi Terror!

• For labor/black/Latino mobilizations
to smash KKK/Nazi terror!

• Disarm the racist cops! No reliance
on racist government to "ban the Klan"!
• Gun control disarms workers/
minoritles/gays—No on Prop 15!
• For black liberation through socialist

revolution!

Stop Reagan's War Drive—
Defend the Soviet Union!

• The main enemy is at home— Not
one man, not one penny for the

Imperialist armed forces!
• Unconditional defense of USSR,
Poland, Cuba and all bureaucratically
deformed workers states against impe-
rialism and internal attempts at capital-
ist restoration!

• Communist unity against Imperial-
ism through proletarian political

revolution to overthrow the Stalinist

bureaucracies! Down with Stalinist

nationalism— For revolutionary unity
of Polish and Soviet workers!
• Israel, U.S. Marines, French and
Italian troops out of Lebanpn! Defend
the Palestinians! Israeli/imperialist

troops out of the West Bank and Gaza!
For a socialist federation of the Near
East!

• Military victory to Salvadoran left-

ists! Take San Salvador! No sellout

"political solution"— Break with the
capitalist parties! Defense of Cuba,
USSR begins in El Salvador!
• Hail Red Army In Afghanistan! Down
with Islamic reaction! No to the veil!

Extend gains of October Revolution to

the Afghan peoples!
• Smash apartheid In South Africa—
For workers revolution! For a black-
centered workers and peasants gov-
ernment! For international labor action
in defense of black trade unions!
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Workers Beware:

AF
Trashing a Toyota: Democrats, bureaucrats have no answer to capitalist depression except flag-waving chauvinism
and trade war against Japan.

ty House headquarters in Detroit says:

“Toyota— Datsun—Honda and Pearl

Harbor.” Last year in Milwaukee a

group of UAW members slashed and

stomped on a Japanese flag. This kind

of flag-waving and flag-burning chau-

vinism also inflames racist attacks on

black and Hispanic workers in this

country. Even more than the Democrats
and Republicans it is the Klan and Nazis

who are the real “buy American"
fanatics. Remember, Hitler’s Germany
was a model of national economic
protectionism. Black workers who
support anti-Japanese trade measures

are making common cause with the

same racist pigs who mobilize lynch

mobs, screaming to send them "back to

Africa” or to death camps, with lies that

“blacks take jobs away from white

people." Protectionism is racist poison.

Protectionism will not bring full

employment and economic salvation; it

is the road to industrial rot. While
building up the imperialist war machine,

threatening the Soviets with nuclear

holocaust and raining napalm death on
Vietnamese peasants, America’s capital-

ists have driven this country’s industrial

plant into the ground. That’s why
steel, auto, machine tools, electrical

products—the list goes on—can no
longer compete in world markets. The
necessary reindustrialization of Ameri-
ca will never happen under this degener-

ate capitalist regime. The moderniza-

tion and reconstruction of this country’s

industrial capacity requires socialist

economic planning. And that requires a

workers revolution.

The Workers and Poor
Pay for Protectionism

“We’ve been running up the white

flag, when we should be running up
the American flag! . . . What do we
want our kids to do? Sweep around
Japanese computers?...

“We have got to get tough—and I

mean really tough).—with nations

that use our markets but deny us

their markets! And I’ll tell you
today that if you try to sell an
American car in Japan, you better

have the United States Army with

you when they land on the docks!”
— Democratic Parly leader

Walter Mondale to a recent

convention of the International

Union of Electrical Workers

In nineteenth and early twentieth

century Europe it was common to

blame Jewish bankers—especially

the Rothschilds—for all economic ills:

depression, inflation, bankruptcies,

pauperization. When times got hard

Jewish merchants and pawnbrokers
were attacked, mobs invaded Jewish

ghettos. That is why the old German
Marxist August Bebel called anti-

Semitism “the socialism of fools.”

Today, with the capitalist world suffer-

ing the worst economic conditions since

the Great Depression of the 1930s, it is

becoming common in West Europe and
the U.S. to blame it all on the Japanese.

Taking a leaf from Bebel, one can call

anti-Japanese protectionism “the eco-

nomic planning of fools.” Ultimately, as

the quote from liberal Democrat Mon-
dale suggests, this reactionary program

to “solve” the capitalist crisis by export-

ing it leads straight to imperialist war.

In the U.S. the main peddlers of this

“economic planning of fools” are the

union bureaucrats and “friend of labor”

Democratic Party politicians. In fact,

more trade protectionism is the Demo-
crats’ and pro-capitalist labor bureau-
crats’ only answer to Reaganomics.
Liberals no longer talk about a new New
Deal, about large-scale public works
projects, about rebuilding this country’s

crumbling highways, urban transit

systems and waterworks, about extend-
ing education and social welfare bene-
fits. On the contrary, the Democrats’
only difference with Reagan is over how
much to cut Social Security pensions.

Medicare, food stamps and similar

programs in order to build up the

military machine for war on the Soviet

Union.

The only New Deal the Democrats
are offering is a new trade war and
behind that a shooting war. Fritz

Mondale and Teddy Kennedy are

competing for their party’s presidential

nomination by telling union conven-
tions that nobody, but nobody will be

tougher against the Japanese. When
Democratic Congressional leader Tip
O’Neill spoke in Detroit last March, he
blustered, “If I were president. .. I’d fix

the Japanese like they’ve never been
fixed” (Los Angeles Times

,
19 March).

Remember that his fellow Democrat
Harry Truman dropped two A-bombs
on the Japanese!

When United Auto Workers (UAW)
chief Doug Fraser is not negotiating

giveback contracts—that is, cutting his

members’ wages and benefits to increase

company profits—he is pushing a “local

content” bill which would require auto

companies which sell half a million or

more cars a year in the U.S. (as do
Toyota and Datsun) to manufacture 90

percent of the components in this

country. This bill is aimed not only at

Japanese producers but also at the

foreign operations of U.S. companies.

For example, this year GM used 400,000

engines made in its Mexican plants in

assembling cars in the U.S. If enacted

into law, the UAW’s “local content” bill

would immediately throw thousands of

Mexican GM workers into the streets.

The Fraser gang couldn’t care less about
these Mexican auto workers who would
face truly desperate poverty.

The “local content" bill is so extreme
and disadvantageous to Detroit’s Big
Three that at first no one took it

seriously. However, UAW and AFL-
CIO lobbyists have quietly lined up the

endorsements of a majority of Con-
gressmen, though it is unlikely to get
through the Senate at this time. In the
meantime Reagan is using Fraser’s

ultra-protectionist bill as a stick to beat
additional "voluntary" export restraints

out of the Japanese.

The anti-Japanese protectionist drive

necessarily appeals to "yellow peril”

racism and warmongering. A bumper
sticker displayed at the UAW’s Solidari-

To speak about the benefits of the

international division of labor may seem
abstract and bookish. However, every

man, woman and child in this country

appreciates this in their everyday life.

Millions of American workers, includ-

ing auto workers, buy Toyotas, Datsuns
and Volkswagens because they are

cheaper, better quality and less expen-
sive to operate. In their chauvinist

frenzy the UAW tops banned foreign

cars from the Solidarity House parking

lot. This shows that the UAW’s own
employees, members and even officials

find foreign cars good for their personal
economy. In fact, the clerical workers
union at Solidarity House rightly

protested the ban.

Why the flood of Japanese auto
imports in recent years? Contrary to the

claims of “buy American” demagogues,
it is not because Toyota and Datsun are

low-wage companies. Wage rates in

Japan were relatively far lower 15 years

ago, when Japanese auto imports were
minimal. But beginning in the early

1970s the American/ British oil cartel

(the Seven Sisters) and its friends the

Arab sheiks jacked up the price of crude
oil by over 1,000 percent! As gas prices

took off, U.S. companies were too
shortsighted and profit-greedy to retool

for the smaller, fuel-efficient cars

American consumers were demanding.
Almost all imported cars are small-size

models, while the U.S. auto plants

which have been shut down mainly
produced the traditional Detroit gas

guzzler which many cannot afford any
longer.

If they would not have to worry about
foreign competition, what is to prevent
the Big Three from charging the moon
for the cars they’re producing? Nothing.
A study done a few years ago by the

Congressional Budget Office calculated

that a 20 percent cut in imports would
add $4 billion to new car prices and put

only 16,000 auto workers back to work.
This means it would cost American
consumers a quarter of a million

dollars( !) for each additional job created

through auto protectionism.

Access to lower-cost foreign goods is

especially important for the poorest

sections of the population. Walk down
any big street in a black neighborhood
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and you will see teenagers with Japanese

Walkman cassette players. Go into any

ghetto playground and you will see

satchel-size Sanyo radios.

Uncle Sam’s Capitalism
vs. Japan, Inc.

The American ruling class, especially

the Reagan administration, is now
making much noise about forcing the

Japanese to “open up” their domestic

market. Japan, Inc. is certainly no

paragon of free trade. But the notion

that if only Japan dismantled all import

restrictions then U.S. Steel, GM and

Zenith could effectively compete with

Nippon Steel, Toyota and Sony in their

home market is laughable. As a Wash-

ington Post (8 October) editorial ob-

served drily, "It’s hard to think that, with

the most open market in the world.

Japan would buy many American cars.”

No kidding.

The only American exports seriously

affected by Japanese protectionism are

agricultural products. Japan's ruling

bourgeois Liberal Democratic Party has

artificially preserved a relatively large,

politically conservative peasantry as a

crucial voting bloc against the Socialists

and Communists. Thus the Japanese

working class has a direct and immedi-

ate interest, political as well as econom-
ic, in dismantling their country’s import

restrictions.

Japan is an island which has to import

almost all of its energy resources,

metallurgical ore, etc. The dollars which
Japan earns selling steel, autos and

televisions in the U.S. are largely spent

buying oil from the Persian Gulf states

and iron ore from Australia and Brazil.

If American manufacturers cannot
compete in these “third country" mar-

kets, this failure has nothing to do with

import restrictions in Japan.

Between 1962 and 1979 the U.S. share

of world exports of motor vehicles fell

from 23 to 14 percent, of telecommuni-

cations equipment from 29 to 15

percent, of metal-working machinery

from 33 to 22 percent, of agricultural

machinery from 40 to 33 percent

( Business Week
,
30 June 1980). The

same story right across the board. In no
major branch of manufacturing has the

U.S. increased its share of world

exports.

What accounts for the collapse of

American manufacturing competitive-

ness, especially as against the Japanese?

In brief, America’s capitalists have run
this country’s industrial plant into the

ground. Since the late 1960s they have

invested in new plant and equipment at

a rate less than one halfof the Japanese:

7.5 percent of gross national product
compared with 17 percent in Japan.
And now they demand protection from
superior Japanese competition!

And why the low U.S. rate of
investment? Certainly a major factor is

the enormous expenditure of limited

industrial and technical resources on
playing the role of imperialist world cop
and striving “to prevail”—Pentagon
chief Weinberger’s euphemism for

holocaust— in nuclear war against the

Soviet Union. While Japanese imperial-

ism is now undertaking an accelerated

arms buildup of its own, throughout the

postwar period it spent less than one
percent of total national output on the

military compared to 6 to 10 percent for

Uncle Sam.
The cream of this country’s technical

know-how has been devoted to

developing fragmentation bombs to

slaughter defenseless Vietnamese and
Palestinians, neutron bombs to fight a

“limited" nuclear war in Europe and
MX missiles for a first strike against the

Soviet Union. A careful study on “The
Impact of the Military Budget on the

Domestic Economy" by liberal econo-
mist Lloyd Dumas of the University of

Texas concluded:

“...the military budget has had an
enormously negative long term impact
on the functioning of the U.S. economy

U.S. Big Three bosses wreck auto Industry:

plant outside Tokyo (right).

Dodge Main demolished in Detroit (left). Datsuns automated

By pre-empting one-third or more of the

nation’s supply of scientists and
engineers, the persistent high level

emphasis on military-related technolog-

ical activity produced a serious retarda-

tion of the rate of growth of civilian-

related technology in the U.S. This

retardation played a key role in pro-

ducing a serious slowing, even to the

point of reversal, of the nation's

productivity growth."

— Current Research on Peace and
Violence

, No. 2. 1980

The Road to industrial Rot

The collapse of productivity growth is

the root cause of American industry’s

loss of competitiveness in world markets

and consequently the increased pres-

sures for protectionism. Between 1973

and 1978 U.S. manufacturing output

per worker increased at an annual rate

of 1.7 percent compared to 3.1 percent

in the rest of the capitalist world. Is it

any wonder that industry after industry

in this country is going down the tubes?

Take machine tools, for example, the

core of an industrial economy. A decade
ago the value of U.S. machine tool

exports was twice that of its imports. By
1978 the U.S. was a net importer of

machine tools, principally from Japan.

With their more up-to-date facilities

Japanese firms can not only undersell

U.S. machine tool producers, but can
even fill orders more quickly, even

halfway around the globe in the Ameri-
can market. According to an executive

of Tokyo’s Makino Milling Machine
Co., “It’s much easier competing against

U.S. firms. In fact, I don’t even think

Japanese companies view American
companies as competition” ( Wall Street

Journal, 23 December 1981).

The decay of American industry is

nowhere more striking than in steel,

whose owners and union bureaucrats

complain most loudly about “unfair

trade” and foreign dumping. In 1956 the

U.S. was far and away the largest steel

producer in the capitalist world. It had a

production capacity of 1 30 million tons;

Japan had only 14 million tons. Japan’s

unit cost was also somewhat higher than

the American, although at that time

wage rates in Japan were but a small

fraction of those in the U.S. Yet within

20 years Japan not only surpassed the

U.S. in steel-producing capacity but did

so at a cost per ton almost 50 percent less

than in American mills, and this despite

the fact that Japanese wages rose far

more rapidly than American.

How did this happen? Because the

American steel cartel refused to mod-
ernize. Since I960 exactly one— that’s

right, one—new integrated steel mill has

been built in the U.S. (Bethlehem’s

Bums Harbor works). As a result the

largest mills in Japan have twice the

capacity of American mills; 53 percent

of Japanese steel is produced by

continuous casting compared to only 1

7

percent in the U.S. When a district

director of the Steelworkers, Robert

Petris, visited Japan a few years ago. he

reacted as if he were visiting a more
advanced planet:

“It’s unbelievable! The way they are

making steel at the new works we visited

appears to me to be at least five to ten

years ahead of anything we can build

here in America even if we start right

now.
“ the biggest single difference is the

kind of engineering, plant technology,

the size of the blast furnaces and the

computerized processes that they em-
ploy compared with what I was used to

working with and what I see here in

America today.”

—quoted in Richard Bolling and
John Bowles, America's
Competitive Edge (1982)

It is important to emphasize here that

for the past 15 years the U.S. steel

industry has been protected. In 1968 the

Nixon gang muscled Japan into so-

called “voluntary” export restraint in

steel. The Carter administration

strengthened this with the Trigger Price

Mechanism tariff system. And every

year the U.S. steel industry becomes
more backward, its plants more dilapi-

dated, productive capacity is cut.

Additional protectionism will only

perpetuate a high-cost, low-investment

steel industry. And the high cost of

American steel contributes to the high

cost of American autos and acts as a

significant drag on the entire industrial

economy.
Trade protectionism—“the economic

planning of fools”— is the road to

industrial rot. To see the long-term

effects of trade protectionism, just look

at Britain. When British industry

reigned supreme in the middle of the

nineteenth century, free trade was an
article of faith for the British capitalist

class. However, with the rapid develop-

ment of German industry following its

victory in the 1870-71 Franco-Prussian

War, protectionist pressures emerged
and grew in Britain. As Trotsky wrote in

his 1925 pamphlet, “Where Is Britain

Going?”:
“German competition was the first

serious warning to British world he-
gemony, and inflicted the first serious

injuries. Free trade encountered the

superior German technique and
organization— With the middle of the

1870s, poor business sets in; free trade is

discredited; the protectionist movement
begins, the bourgeoisie is conquered
more and more by imperialist

tendencies.”

Under the impact of the Great

Depression in 1932 Britain turned to

protectionism, claiming it would “ra-

tionalize” its declining industries behind
tariff walls. After World War II succes-

sive Labour governments nationalized

and then subsidized failing or bankrupt
industries and firms (British Steel,

Leyland Motors). The result of half a

century of protectionism is an industrial

wasteland, depression-level unemploy-
ment and the wholesale impoverishment
of the British working people. This is the

“future” which the liberal Democrats
and sellout bureaucrats like UAW chief

Fraser and the Steelworkers’ McBride
offer to millions of laid-off and
concession-ridden workers and im-
poverished blacks who are suffering

from the bankruptcy of American
capitalism.

Depression, Protectionism,
Imperialist War

When Fritz Mondale says that send-
ing the U.S. Army into Japan is the only
way to end the depression at home, he is

reliving an important chapter in the

history of twentieth-century American
imperialism. There is a‘ direct line from
the Great Crash of 1929 to Pearl Harbor
to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. A key link

between the Great Depression and
World War II was protectionism

—

"beggar my neighbor" policies.

One year after the stock market crash

which began the depression, the U.S.

enacted the highest tariff in its history,

the Smoot-Hawley tariff. Roosevelt and
also Hitler came to power a few years

later on a program of economic nation-

alism. In his inaugural presidential

address the great liberal FDR pro-

claimed: "Our international trade

continued on page 8

300,000 LAID;Off

UAW MEMBERS
DON’T LIKE YOUR

IMPORT.

PlE«E PARK IT

JNTQKY0.

Fraser gang In

UAW spews
anti-Japanese
racist filth,

bans foreign
cars from
Solidarity House
parking lot.
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flg Imp Workers Strike Against Concessions

Bulldoze the CAT Bosses!
On Septembef 30 the United Auto

Workers (UAW) struck Caterpillar

Tractor Company, the world’s biggest

manufacturer of earth-moving equip-

ment, in an effort to throw back the

company takeaways that have swept the

automotive industry. With bloated

inventories, CAT bosses figure 1982 is

the year to get the union. Said one
company official: “We are in a stronger

position than we’ve been in for decades”

( Wall Street Journal
,
24 August). But

with $470 million in their war chest, the

UAW workers have dug in and are

ready to fight. “It looks like it’s going to

be a long hard winter,” said a picket at

the Peoria, Illinois plant. For 35,000

CAT workers, the question is: “How to

win?”

The willingness of the ranks to fight is

not in doubt. In 1979 they fought the

company for nearly three months before

being sold out. The obstacle to victory is

the pro-capitalist UAW tops led by
president Doug Fraser and top negotia-

tor Stephen Yokich (UAW veep), who
stood by as the company laid off 15,000

workers—40 percent of the Caterpillar

workforce—and sent an extra $300
million in products to dealers in recent

months in anticipation of this strike.

Emboldened by Fraser’s $5 billion

giveback to the Big Three, the CAT
bosses have demanded a wage freeze,

reduction in the cost-of-living allowance

and elimination of some paid days off,

though they've socked away $3 billion in

profits in the last six years. In response

Fraser and Yokich are “demanding"—
literally nothing! On September 29 the

UAW bargainers “took everything we
had off the table and offered a three year
extension" of the existing agreement
( Wall Street Journal

, 4 October). “It

Protectionist

Poison...
(continuedfrom page 7)

relations, though vastly important, are
in point of time and necessity secondary
to the establishment of a sound national
economy.” The following day another
believer in a “sound national economy,"
Adolf Hitler, was given full powers in

Germany. Nazi Germany was even more
protectionist than New Deal America.
The Nazis regarded foreign manufac-
turers much as they regarded “foreign"
Jews.

The “beggar my neighbor" policies of
the 1930s prolonged the world depres-
sion and drove the capitalist powers
toward war over markets and spheres of
colonial exploitation. Japan in particu-

lar was hit hard by the worldwide tariff

barriers erected against what was then
called “the Japanese trade menace.”
Imperial Japan reacted by trying to

establish its own economically self-

sufficient Asian “Co-Prosperity
Sphere.” American and British imperi-
alism sought to counter Japanese
expansionism at first by economic
warfare. In July 1941 Roosevelt and
Churchill cut off Japan’s oil supply.
Fighting for its economic survival,

Japanese imperialism responded in the

only way open to it—by force of arms.
From the Smoot-Hawley tariff the
road led to Pearl Harbor, December
1941.

Entering World War II from a deeply
depressed economic condition, the U S.

was able to combine a vast armaments
program with extensive capital renewal,
while the other leading capitalist powers

was rejected by CAT,” a Solidarity

House spokesman told WV. An “exten-

sion agreement” based on the existing

agreement and subject to cancellation

with five days notice was accepted by
John Deere & Co. on September 30.

Worse still, in May at International

Harvester the Solidarity Houss gang
gave back $200 million in concessions.

As in auto these concessions were
rammed down the workers’ throats as a

job-saving measure. Since the settle-

ment Harvester has announced plans to

close two plants. CAT workers have
decided not to take this crap. They’re
going to fight.

The tactics for victory come from the

UAW’s own arsenal of struggle. Cater-
pillar spokesmen are already talking

about moving equipment out of the

struck plant. “That might lead to a real

bloodbath," a company spokesman
threatened. They’re talking about work-
ers’ blood! Urgently needed are mass
pickets at every Caterpillar plant. In

response to General Dynamic’s threats

to scab a struck tank plant near Detroit

last month, UAW Local 1200 revived
th e flying squads which were crucial in

the union’s first organizing GM in 1937.

After eight days, General Dynamics
settled with an 18 percent wage increase.

For mass, round-the-clock picketing
and flying squads at every CAT plant!
Nobody goes in and nothing comes out!

Caterpillar workers must not fight

alone. Fraser’s one-at-a-time “strategy"

is a gift to the bosses which allows the

“target company” to hold out longer
with the knowledge that its turn for

strike action rolls around only once in a

decade. But the defeatist cycle can be
broken and the agricultural implement
workers know it.

were devastated. So after its victory

American imperialism was able to

impose a free trade regime on its war-
damaged capitalist allies and the defeat-
ed Axis powers. The 1948 General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), dictated by Washington,
called for "a substantial reduction in

tariffs and other barriers to trade."

However, the U.S. commitment to free

trade lasted just as long as “the Ameri-
can century”—about 20 years.

As its West European and Japanese
rivals rebuilt a more modern industrial

plant, beginning in the late 1960s,

protectionist sentiment developed in the
American capitalist class and even more
so among its labor lieutenants. Now
with a world economic crisis coming on
top of the long-term decline of Ameri-
can industry, this protectionist senti-

ment has become a kind of hysteria.

Look at Mondale and the Solidarity

House gang! The American bourgeoi-
sie’s only answer to world depression
and 10 percent unemployment is trade
protectionism first and war second.
Liberal Democrat Mondale’s talk of
conquering the Japanese auto market
with the U.S. Army is no joke. Only
socialist revolution on a world scale can
prevent the outbreak of renewed inter-

imperialist war and the barbarism which
such a catastrophe would bring.

The working-class answer to mass
unemployment and competitive wage-
slashing is not protectionism. It is the
expropriation of capitalist wealth and
the establishment of a planned econo-
my. An internationally planned socialist

economy would not only secure perma-
nent full employment but would do so
with a greatly reduced work year and a
far higher standard of living for working
people throughout the world *

Three years ago the target was John
Deere but workers at Caterpillar’s giant

Peoria plant walked out, despite Inter-

national threats to withhold strike

insurance and benefits, and forced

Solidarity House to sanction a

company-wide strike. A month later,

despite the same threats. Harvester
workers hit the bricks. A solid industry-

wide victory was prevented only by the

union misleaders who settled first with
John Deere, and then with Caterpillar,

forcing Harvester workers to strike for

nearly six months before company
demands for mandatory overtime were
repulsed. Nevertheless, the solidarity

which began the ’79 strike is key to
victory in ’82. Strike John Deere—no
contract, no work !—and pull out the

concession-saddled Harvester workers.
With Chrysler workers already turning
thumbs down on Fraser’s sweetheart
deal at the Number Three auto maker,
the stage is set. A solid ag imp strike by
the UAW could be the long-awaited
spark for a militant fight against the

givebacks across the automotive
industry.

Flag-Waving Won’t Save Jobs

Caterpillar provoked this strike and a

company spokesman made it quite clear

why: “We’ve got to get our labor costs

down so we can meet the Japanese head-
on." But instead of leading the fight

against Caterpillar and Chrysler, the

Fraser gang is acting as the bosses’

shock troops in the anti-Japanese trade
war and the U.S. war drive against the

Soviet Union. Fraser wholeheartedly
backs Reagan’s pipeline sanctions. He
wants to punish the Soviets for mistreat-

ing his political soulmates in counter-
revolutionary Polish Solidarnosc, Ron-

Nightmare...
(continuedfrom page 1)

Caucus called it “an unmitigated disas-

ter for the poor, the unemployed and
minorities." Reagan wasn’t the first to

“roll back" civil rights either. It was the

Democrats who offered up the token
gains of the liberal civil rights movement
to the anti-busing racists in the streets.

Republicans, Democrats—no “lesser

evil”! There’s a bipartisan war drive
against the Soviet Union and that means
a bipartisan war on blacks, workers and
the poor here at home. Reaganomics
isn’t the problem—capitalism is. The
twin capitalist parties have only one
answer to the stagnation of the Ameri-
can economy—imperialist war. Today
the Democrats are trying to win back
union voters by threatening trade war
against Japanese imports, while joining

aid Reagan's favorite “union." But the

pipeline sanctions cost Caterpillar

workers hundreds, perhaps thousands

of jobs. At the Communications Work-
ers convention this summer, Fraser

directed his fire not at Reagan or the

companies, but at the Japanese for

stealing jobs:

“So we said to the Caterpillar Com-
pany, in Peoria, Illinois, and to the Fiat

Allis plant in East St. Louis, Illinois.

‘You can no longer sell this pipe laying

machinery to the Soviet Union.’

“And what happened? Komatzu of

Japan moved in and they sold the

pipeline laying machinery to the Soviet

Union, which not only undermined our
foreign policy but actually steals the

jobs of the Caterpillar workers and the

Fiat Allis workers.”

Protectionism won’t save jobs any
more than givebacks will. Company
man Fraser’s program is to protect

American corporate profits from for-

eign competition. Protectionism means,
unemployment, inflation and war.

Import quotas and high tariffs only

promote industrial inefficiency and
invite retaliation against U.S. industries

which still manage to export. Caterpil-

lar relies heavily on export sales. Over
15,000 Caterpillar workers build pro-
ducts sold overseas. If those markets
disappear, so will their jobs. If the U.S.
automotive industry can’t compete it’s

because the capitalists have pocketed
their profits instead of investing in the

modem plants and equipment used by
overseas producers. Fraser’s “Love
American bosses, hate Japanese work-
ers” protectionist poison only serves to

line up workers behind U.S. imperial-

ism’s war drive. Flag-waving won’t save
jobs—class struggle will.

American workers’ enemies are at

home in the board rooms of Wall Street.

Chicago and Detroit. In order to win the
fight for jobs and a decent standard of
living, labor traitors like Doug Fraser
must be swept away and the weapons of
the class struggle—the picket line, sit-

down strikes and labor solidarity—must
be brought to bear. In the depression-
ravaged auto/ag imp industry. Caterpil-

lar workers have shown the way to
begin. Victory to the CAT strike!*

Reagan in busting a nationwide rail

strike.

The future won’t be determined at the
ballot box but on the battle lines of the
class struggle. The labor tops sell out
strikes, then tell their members to go to
the polls and vote Democratic. We say,

“You can’t fight for jobs with Demo-
crats!" (see article on page 5 on Sparta-
cist candidates in the San Francisco
elections). It will take militant labor
action and a workers party to beat back
the anti-black, anti-labor offensive. For
sitdown strikes against layoffs and plant
closings! For concrete labor soli-

darity-picket lines mean don’t cross!
For mass labor/black mobilization
against racist terror! For internation-
al workers’ solidarity, not the bosses’
protectionist poison! Bring down Rea-
gan through mass strikes! Struggle—
that’s the only way you can save your
job.
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Chrysler...
(continuedfrom page 1)

with more than 100,000 workers, the

Rouge is being dismantled and shut

down, piece by piece. For these UAW
members the choices are either fight the

bosses or follow Dodge Main to the

scrap heap. Meanwhile 9,500 members
of the Detroit Federation of Teachers

were sent back to work after a three-

week strike, but maybe not for long.

They are now voting on a binding

arbitration deal that would give up

everything they struck for: money,
health insurance, class size, etc. Teach-

ers must vote this down and get back on
the picket lines!

This stinking arbitration deal was

engineered by a so-called “citizens’

committee” made up of the main forces

behind Democrat Young’s anti-labor

administration. This “popular front”

initiated by the Board of Education

included. Board chairman, preacher

William Ardrey (who in 1967 helped

bring in the National Guard to crush the

ghetto rebellion); the Ford-funded

“New Detroit” organization; Horace
Sheffield, Fraser’s former special assis-

tant and a leader of the Coalition of

Black Trade Unionists; Democratic city

councilmen Erma Henderson and
Maryann Mahaffey; black liberal Con-
gressman John Conyers; Detroit AFL-
CIO head Tom Turner; and the

NAACP.
At the same time these union bureau-

crats, black liberals and Democrats
organize for a big vote against “Reagan-
omics” on November 2, they impose
virtually the same racist austerity

program in Detroit. To wage a Detroit

general strike it is necessary to break the

stranglehold of sellout bureaucrats like

Fraser who tie labor to Coleman Young
and his Democratic Party machine.

The Spartacist League has fought to

build a class-struggle opposition in the

labor movement. Within the UAW, the

Rouge Militant Caucus (RMC) has

campaigned for a general strike linking

up Rouge workers, Chrysler workers

and the teachers. These militants say

Ford’s threatened closure of the Dear-

born Assembly Plant (DAP) at Rouge
requires immediate strike action. An
October 9 DAP unit meeting of UAW
Local 600 recently degenerated into four

hours of squabbling between bureau-
crats who had one thing in common: no
program to fight the assembly plant

closure and save even their own jobs.

DAP president Hank Wilson reportedly

did take time out in his presentation to

attack communists who “disrupt unity."

“Look at Poland," Wilson said, where
he united with Doug Fraser, Ford
Motor Company, Ronald Reagan and
Wall Street in praising Solidarnosc, a

“union” which wants to bring back “free

enterprise” (capitalism) in league with

the CIA.

An RMC supporter took the floor

amid the bureaucratic chicken fighting

(sparked when Wilson appointed his

son to one of the few full-time union

jobs in the DAP unit!) to argue for a

motion for a general strike. He was
applauded several times, particularly

when he answered Wilson’s redbaiting

on Poland by pointing out that in the so-

called “democratic" U.S. there are well

over 1 1 million workers on the streets!

Another RMCer attacked labor’s ties to

the strikebreaking Democratic Party,

which administers the capitalist hell of

cities like Detroit.

A couple of phonies calling

themselves the Committee for a Militant

and Democratic UAW, backed by the

picket-crossing Revolutionary Workers
League (RWL), showed up at the

meeting with a motion for a one-day

Local 600 strike, which completely

ignored the impending DAP shutdown.

Even this motion for a one-day diver-

sion was too much for the RWL to raise

on the floor: the RWL supporters,

denouncing the Militant Caucus call for

a Detroit general strike, used all their

floor time to argue for a DAP seniority

list! As one worker bitterly observed, a

seniority list doesn’t help much when the

whole plant’s about to go down!

For a Workers Party!

Every real step forward for workers

and oppressed blacks today can come
about only through militant struggle

counterposed to the Coleman Youngs,
the courts, the cops, the Frasers—to all

defenders of the capitalist system. In this

period of capitalist decline, the govern-

ment is ripping up unions (PATCO)
while the pro-capitalist labor bureauc-

racy rips up historic gains like the

uniform nationwide contract, handing
over billions of dollars to the compa-
nies. To win these battles, workers need a

militant leadership with a program of

class struggle. Decades of class collabor-

ation by sellouts like Fraser, Woodcock
and Reuther have gotten the unions in

the fix they’re in today. We need a

workers party that will fight for a

workers government. Only such a party,

built by working-class militants as part

of their fight to oust the Frasers from the

labor movement, can lead the workers’

struggles to victory.

Various fake-lefts arejust throwing in

the towel. The reformist Communist
Labor Party (CLP) ended one auto

leaflet accusing the working class of

deserving the leadership it gets: “A
working class that does not choose to

fight does not need leadership or a

party—the choice is up to you." Then as

Chrysler workers voted down Fraser’s

sellout, they crowed, “We Did It!"—and
not one word about the need for a strike.

A leaflet by the Stalinist Progressive

Labor (PL) sect, whose specialty is thug

attacks against Trotskyists, proclaims

“The Labor Movement Is Dead”...

while coming out (on paper) for a

general strike! For sure, a fighting

working class will not need leadership

from the likes of these fakers, who
believe that a fight to drive out the

present misleaders of labor is

impossible.

But the Spartacist League and class-

struggle unionists say that now is a time

when the stranglehold of the Frasers can

be broken. We are building a party to

lead that fight in the unions and in every

struggle of the oppressed, to forge the

leadership the working class truly

deserves: a revolutionary leadership.

S.F.

Candidates...
(continuedfrom page 5)

background because it does not repre-

sent the working class. The second thing

is not rely on the city to run Bethlehem
Shipyard [where layoffs of beleaguered

shipyard workers are being adminis-
tered by the city) but to have the

working class run it.”

When a voice in the audience cried out,

“aside from insulting us and calling us

class traitors...” Bradley shot back, “If

the shoe fits, wear it.”

With a self-styled “central commit-
tee” consisting of 1960s New Leftovers

and representatives of the Communist
Party, Socialist Party, Democratic
Workers Party and the Revolutionary

Workers League, the PFP is a halfway

house for the reformist left to give

electoral support to the capitalist

Democratic Party. They endorse Con-
gressman Ron Dellumsand SF supervi-

sor Nancy Walker. As one member told

the Spartacists later, “You would have
had our endorsement if you hadn’t come
here tonight and said those things.”*

Attempted
Murder...
(continuedfrom page 3)

From his debut in the U.S., when he

took over the Los Angeles Sandinistas

for Socialism in Nicaragua some three

years ago, Kramer has used the organi-

zational methods learned from his

teacher Moreno and borrowed from
Stalinism. Pretensions to being a mass
movement by inventing more and more
front groups. Projecting the image of

the honcho m£ximo, Kramer. But the

1WP has gone far beyond that now in

attempting to murder our comrades.
Nicholas Kramer (who has next to

nothing, other than language, in com-
mon with impoverished Mexican immi-
grants) and his small-time macho
hustler pals posture as the champions of

the Latin Third World. They wrote off

“Anglo" white workers, saying that

black and Latino unity was the answer
to Reagan’s racist raids. Now, however,
with its eye on the anti-Reagan popular

front, the IWP has launched an appeal
for a “united slate of left-labor candi-

dates." Yet every one of the groups
which they address is up to its ears in

collaboration with the Democrats,
either directly or via “broad coalitions"

like the “nuclear freeze" fraud. Today
the price of admission to this unholy
alliance is anti-Sovietism, and here the

IWP fully qualifies: it sings “solidarity

with Solidarnosc” along with Ronald
Reagan and refuses to defend the Soviet

Union in Cold War hot spots from El

Salvador to Afghanistan to Vietnam.

And now they have joined the rest of this

anti-Soviet popular front in the Big Lie

campaign of slander, thuggery and cop
repression against the Spartacist

League.

As part of this turn to popular
frontism, the RWF recently fused with

the “Revolutionary Unity League," a

two-man operation of Harry Turner
and minor union bureaucrat Earl

Owens. Owens is notorious on the left

for urging that cops be recruited into a

labor party and even the revolutionary

party. Logically, the IWP must invite

into its ranks the hated Border Police

and La Migra, which daily deport
hundreds of undocumented workers,

many of them (such as Salvadoran
refugees) to certain torture and death.

And if Owens says cops are okay, the

Morenoites have nothing against scabs

either. In the one union where they are

active, Morenoite supporters in Com-
munications Workers Local 11502,

stewards Jim Green (who was promi-
nent and armed on the IWP goon
squad) and Elizabeth Wiatr, have been
scabbing for over three months on an
/A TSE (broadcasting) strike for union
recognition at Group W Cable in Santa
Monica. For Trotskyists, for any class-

conscious worker, picket lines mean
don’t cross! It is clear that Kramer and
his pals need some elementary educa-
tion in the realities of the class struggle

in the U.S., which if they continue their

scabbing and gangsterism, they will

certainly get and regret.

With its murderous thug assault on
the SL. the Nicholas Kramer leadership

has sent a message to the anti-Soviet

popular front and all the purveyors of
the anti-Spartacist Big Lie: IWP cop-
lovers, scabs and goons are for hire, to be
used against the Trotskyists. This was a
cynical attempt to draw a blood line to

seal off the IWP from the Spartacists.

Those who don’t wish to follow this

road of thuggery should not confuse the
Morenoite fraud with Trotskyism. For
the rest, we put the IWP on notice: the

SL, with our consistent record of
defending workers democracy, will

defend our own democratic rights,

too.
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Anwar...
(continued from page 4)

Anwar received a disciplinary letter

for refusing to cross the Bricklayer

picket lines, but it was withdrawn after

the steel militant filed a grievance.

Apparently the Inland bosses were

unwilling at that point to contest the

legality of Anwar's actions. But in a

huge steel works like Inland the picket

line question is posed repeatedly. The
vast bulk of Inland’s workforce belongs

to Local 1010, but the plant also has a

crazy quilt of some 15 different unions,

whose members are employed by

Inland’s many subcontractors. The
bosses play upon the craft and union

divisions to keep the workers from
acting in concert. A militant Steelwork-

ers leadership would slice through these

divisions and forge workers unity by

organizing all USWA members to

honor other unions’ picket lines

—

always. During any USWA strike action

such a leadership could expect

—

and
would demand

—

the same in return.

It was this spectre of facing a united

working class in action that prompted
Inland to fire Anwar eleven months
later, when he again respected picket

lines at the plant. On May I, 1979 some
40 members of USWA Local 8180 went
on strike against Apex Steel and Supply
Company. Apex leases a section of

Inland property, where its employees
bale scrap steel before it goes into

Inland’s furnaces as an ingredient in

steel production. While these workers
are an integral part of the industry, their

wages and benefits were and still are far

below those covered by the Basic Steel

Industry contract. Their strike would
have been over and won by May 2 if

Local 1010 had collectively respected
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the picket lines of its union brothers in

8180. Once again Anwar fought for this

policy, but the 1010 leadership was

content to let the small USWA local go

it alone for all seven weeks of its strike.

Anwar was fired on May 18, after

honoring the 8 1 80 picket lines for more
than two weeks. Local 1010 fought a

grievance in Anwar’s behalf, which

reached the final stage of arbitration

only in September 1980. In the mean-
time Anwar’s case generated significant

support within the Chicago-Gary Steel-

workers district. Resolutions of support

were adopted by Locals 1010 and 65

(South Works), and the 1979 District

Conference unanimously passed a

resolution demanding Anwar’s rein-

statement and resolving to "use all

available resources to reverse these

attacks by defending all union members
victimized for honoring picket lines.”

Rank-and-file steel workers formed the

Keith Anwar Defense Committee to

build support for the case. This commit-
tee was endorsed by USWA officials all

over the district, including many Local

1010 leaders. In October 1980 Local

1010 held a rally to “defend the right to

honor picket lines," at which Anwar was
a speaker along with USWA officials.

Picket Lines Under
Reagan Reaction

This broad support was reflected at

the arbitration hearing, where several

Local 1010 officers turned out to back
Anwar and observe the proceedings.

The union’s case, presented by Griev-

ance Committee chairman Joseph
Gyurko, was that Anwar’s right to

honor picket lines was protected under
the National Labor Relations Act. In

other picket line cases that have gone to

the courts, judges have ruled that this

right can be “waived” in a company-
union contract, but the waiver of picket

line rights must be in “clear and
unmistakable language.” Gyurko point-

ed out that while there is a no-strike

clause in the Inland contract, it says

nothing about honoring picket lines.

Inland was represented at this hearing

by a top lawyer from the expensive,

“prestigious” law firm of Vedder, Price,

Kaufman & Kammholz. The arbitrator

agreed with Inland's claim that the

intent of both the company and the

USWA in negotiating the no-strike

clause was to outlaw honoring picket

lines. His “proof’: that Anwar was the

only Local 1010 member to attempt to

exercise the right to honor picket lines in

at least 30 years.

Last January the arbitrator’s ruling

was overturned by NLRB administra-
tive law judge Arline Pacht, who noted
that if the union intended to outlaw
honoring picket lines, it wouldn’t have
supported Anwar's case. Inland ap-

pealed Pacht’s ruling to the Labor

Board itself, which again ordered

Anwar’s reinstatement. The NLRB
minority of Van de Water and Robert

Hunter, however, go further in their

written dissent than even the company
lawyers, arguing that any broad no-

strike clause would prohibit a worker

from honoring a picket line.

The recent KADC leaflet announcing
Anwar’s victory before the Labor Board
points out that the AFL-CIO has come
out against Van de Water’s appointment
last year by Reagan as NLRB chairman,

due to his long years as a union-busting

consultant in Southern California. Van
de Water’s appointment still has not

been confirmed by the Senate. In a 1973

seminar, Van de Water described how
he helped General Dynamics drive a

union out of its Astronautics division:

“The firm., called the employees
together in groups— 35 groups in 24

hours, to cover the 4,500 employees.
They said, ‘This union is building a class

war—with its attacks on management.
We build Atlas missiles to protect our
nation against the nations that repre-

sent the class-war ideology abroad, if

necessary. And here we have class war
fomented right here’.”

In that same seminar Van de Water
boasted that he had helped defeat 125

union organizing drives during an anti-

labor career stretching back to 1943.

Among his targets have been the

USWA, Autoworkers, Machinists,

IBEW and IUE. Here’s a man well

prepared for the Reagan years!

Defend Workers’ Rights
Through Workers’ Struggle

But these right-wing Republicans

aren’t the only enemies of labor, not by a

long shot. The NLRB was created under

Democrat Roosevelt to head off class

struggle by channeling labor disputes

into an endless and costly system of

hearings, briefs and appeals. Far from
being "impartial," the Board is but a

weapon used by the capitalists to keep

labor at bay. However, its effectiveness

requires at least the appearance of even-

handedness. Thus, before Reagan no
president ever appointed an out-and-

out union buster as NLRB chairman.

This necessity to appear fair and
impartial is an opening through which

the working people can squeeze out a

small-scale victory— like the Anwar
case—every now and then. And only

because militant unionists fought to

defend labor’s rights and to build broad

labor support for this struggle.

Not only Inland’s corporate lawyers

and Reagan’s labor-hating appointees

on the NLRB were lined up against the

union militants. Various pseudo-leftists

joined pro-company union bureaucrats

in trampling on the principle that picket

lines mean don't cross. The reformist

Socialist Workers Party (SWP), for

instance, ran as their 1980 presidential

candidate Andrew Pulley, a scab steel

worker who crossed the same BRAC
picket line that Goldenfeld respected.

$$$ Needed
Wealthy Inland Steel has made it

clear it will spare no effort in its

drive to establish a legal precedent

against basic labor solidarity. A
lengthy and expensive court battle

could go right up to the Supreme

Court.

The Keith Anwar Defense Com-
mittee is asking for contributions to

help pay the continuing and antic-

ipated legal expenses. The costs

arising just from this recent NLRB
victory have already put the Com-
mittee several thousands of dollars

in debt. Send contributions to:

Keith Anwar Defense Committee,

Box 7914, Chicago, IL 60680.

And the social-democratic cult around

college-town guru Peter Sollenberger,

the Revolutionary Workers League
(RWL), has made a principle out of

scabbing (as they did on a 1977

AFSCME strike at the University of

Michigan). The RWL devoted almost

half the first issue of its newspaper to

attacking the Spartacist League for our

defense of the picket line principle. In

particular, these scab "socialists" de-

nounced the Anwar case as an “adven-

turist moral gesture," claiming that all

he did was to “reinforce the defeatist

view that to be militant means to lose

your job.” Tell that to the hundreds of

Inland steel workers who have actively

supported Anwar and made this impor-

tant legal victory possible!

It would be a dangerous illusion to see

this legal victory as proof that the

NLRB, or any organ of the bosses’

government, can be relied on to defend

workers’ rights. And the "friend of

labor" Democrats are no better than the

Republicans: Teddy Kennedy rushed

from a speaking engagement at last

month’s USWA Convention to join

reactionary Orrin Hatch in drafting up a

Senate bill to bust the nationwide
railroad engineers strike. Even if the

Anwar case finally wins in the courts,

will the bosses and their government—
the cops, the courts, the Labor Board

—

sit on their hands and watch 18,000 steel

workers shut down Inland by honoring
another union’s picket lines? Not likely!

Unionists who lead such labor solidarity

actions better be prepared to withstand

attack from every agency of the capital-

ist government, whether it’s Reagan or a

Democrat in the White House.
Only workers’ struggle can ultimately

defend workers’ rights. The Local 1010

leadership could have (and should have)
won the right to honor picket lines long
ago, by exercising that right. As Anwar
told Workers Vanguard

, "The way we’ll

settle this picket line question once and
for all is when we organize thousands of
steel workers to help a smaller union
man its picket lines. That will shut down
the whole damned plant. Then we’ll

write a law into labor’s law books—that
picket lines mean don’t cross!”*
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NBC Peddles CIA Disinformation

Whose Kill Pope Plot?
A monstrous new Big Lie against the

Soviet Union has been launched. “Brez
Ordered Pope Slain” screamed Mur-
doch’s Post. But not just the yellow

press. A September 21 NBC-TV special,

“The Man Who Shot the Pope,” would
have us believe that the attempted
assassination of John Paul Wojtyla in

May 1981 by a fascist Turkish hitman
was orchestrated by... the KGB. This

fantastic and absurd scenario is lifted

straight from a Reader's Digest (Sep-

tember 1981) “exclusive report" by
Claire Sterling, author of The Terror

Network. This “disinformation special-

ist" offers not a shred of proof, of

course, while explaining away or cover-

ing ug the considerable evidence of

gunman Mehmet Agca’s ties to ultra-

rightist terror groups and their relations

with Western spy agencies. As the U.S.

escalates its anti-Soviet war drive, it is

pounding public opinion with a big-

bang propaganda barrage about a

Kremlin-masterminded "International

Terrorist Conspiracy,” Cold War II

version of Joe McCarthy’s “Internation-

al Communist Conspiracy."

The NBC broadcast, narrated by
Marvin Kalb, would have made Goeb-
bels blush. According to a press release

by this latest affiliate to Sterling's

“terror network,” the program “strongly

suggests that Pope John Paul II was
targeted for assassination because of his

close ties to the Solidarity movement in

Poland; and, further, that the plot itself

was developed with the knowledge, and
perhaps assistance, of the Turkish
Mafia, Bulgarian secret service and the

Soviet K.G.B." This crude concoction
reeks of the kind of sensationalist

“disinformation” the CIA fabricates for

consumption in the “Third World.” The
USSR’s news agency TASS certainly

pointed its finger in the right direction:

“Soviet, Asserting C.I.A. Lies, Denies
Any Plot to Kill Pope” headlined the

New York Times (23 September).
Sterling/NBC parade as their “proof’

an alleged “Bulgarian Connection."

Here’s the pitch: Agca’s fake passport

and gun supposedly came from two
associates of one Abuzer Ugurlu
(known as the “godfather” of the

“Turkish mafia”), "boss of an enormous
gunrunning ring based in Sofia [capital

of Bulgaria].” Ugurlu supposedly owns
a “spacious villa in Sofia, a privilege

generally reserved for high-ranking
Communist Party leaders." Sterling’s

punchline: “The long and short of it,

then, is that Ugurlu worked for the

How about Grace Kelly?

Bulgarians. The Bulgarians do what the

Russians want them to do." Therefore
...the KGB pulled the trigger?! Of
course, as the Washington Post (6

October) later reported, the link to

Ugurlu is based exclusively on Agca’s
say-so. And it turns out that our
“Turkish mafia” kingpin has been living

for the past year not in a luxurious Sofia

mansion but in an Istanbul jail!

So much for the “Bulgarian
Connection.” Their only hard “evi-

dence” is that Agca spent some time in

Sofia in 1980 (along with more than one
million Western tourists). But there are

some connections. First of all, his ties to

the Turkish fascist Gray Wolves, who

murdered thousands of leftists during
the 1 970s. The man who supplied Agca’s
gun, Omer Bagci, is a “Gray Wolf." And
the pope’s would-be assassin had been
sentenced to prison in Turkey in

February 1979 for murdering the liberal

editor of a leading Istanbul daily

Milliyet whom the fascist National
Action Party (of which the Wolves are

the terrorist action squads) wished to

silence.

Moreover, after escaping from prison

(with whose help?) Agca spent many
months with Turkish ultra-rightists in

Germany. This was known to Western
intelligence agencies, for after the attack

on pope Wojtyla the West Germans
admitted having received ten warnings
that Agca was holed up on their

territory. And the Italian police later

reported having bugged the call from
Agca to Bagci asking for delivery of the

murder weapon (so why were they

monitoring this call, and why did they

do nothing?). There may be a terror

network at work here, but it’s not the

one Sterling and NBC claim.

Which bring us to Polish Soli-

darnosc, the only “union" in the world
that Ronald Reagan, Wall Street and
the CIA love. Why is this ludicrous

“Brez Ordered Pope Slain" plot being
floated now? Because the Reaganites
have a severe case of sour grapes over
Poland. They were counting on Solidar-

nosc to spearhead a drive to “roll back”
Communism in East Europe, oral least

to provoke a Russian invasion that

could be used to whip up anti-Soviet

frenzy in the West. But instead, Solidar-

nosc’ counterrevolutionary grab for

power was frustrated by a crackdown, at

the last moment, by the Polish Stalinist

bureaucracy.

So now American “disinformation

specialists” accuse the Russians of
trying to off the Polish pope. Kalb
soulfully recounts Wojtyla’s “local boy
makes good" tour of his homeland, his

resurrection of "the magical link be-

tween church and state” that inspires

“the Polish nation" to “dream the

impossible dream’’—of capitalist restor-

ation, that is. One “U.S. intelligence

source" says: “He [the pope] is the real

king of Poland. Get rid of him and you
deliver a body blow to Solidarity.” He
claims Wojtyla sent a secret letter to

Moscow threatening to go back to

Poland and lead a holy war against the

Soviets if they invaded. “If you had sent

that letter, you would be in no doubt
who really took the shot at you or why,”
he comments (San Francisco Chronicle,

14 September).

One problem: upon escaping from
prison in Turkey, Agca had left behind a

note, widely reported at the time,

threatening to shoot the pope, “the

masked leader of the Crusades,” in

revenge for the attack (by Muslim
fanatics) on the Grand Mosque in

Mecca. That was in 1979, a year before
Polish Solidarnosc was born.

The obscure, crazed killer Agca is a
type common enough in the underworld
of Turkish fascism, where rightist terror

intersects religious/ethnic vengeance.
His brother bitterly told NBC, “A priest

is wounded and the whole world is

excited. It’s like the buzzing of a fly to

us.” But to blame the Soviet Union?!
This hatchet job is so crude, so incompe-
tent, that we can’t see it discrediting

anybody except its inventors. No direct

proof? No matter: this “complex layer-

ing of responsibilities” is “said to be
typical of the KGB.” This from Sterling,

who claims that the Basque nationalist

ETA are really “Soviet surrogates”

because they are in contact with the Irish

IRA. who have purchased weapons
from Qaddafi, who buys his arms from
the Russians. (With petrodollars from
Western companies.)

Perhaps they will now blame Moscow
for the death of Princess Grace as well!

But why stop there? Doesn’t Kalb keep
harping on how changed the pope
seems, so “wounded in spirit” since

being “checkmated by the KGB.” It’s

not the old Wojtyla at all—why, just

look at his recent meeting with Arafat.

The conclusion is so obvious. Did the

Kremlin switch popes on us? Come to

think of it, we don’t remember ever

seeing pictures of John Paul II and Yuri
Andropov at the same time and the

same place...

Lebanon...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Hussein, the butcher of Jordan’s 1970
Black September. The fact that the

PLO’s Yasir Arafat welcomes the

imperialist “peacekeepers” and em-
braces Hussein is dramatic proof of the

bankruptcy of Arab nationalism.

Begin/Sharon vs. the Goylm

As Israeli war minister Sharon’s
hands drip with the blood of Sabra and
Shatila, the Americans at least want to
put a better face on things. Thus, pro-
Reagan and hardline pro-Zionist col-

umnist William Safire advised in a

cynical “Letter to Sharon”: “This
[massacre] is a nine-point shock on the
Watergate scale.... But a slim chance
exists that you could make yourself the
lightning rod and absorb most of the
anger”... by resigning (New York
Times

, 27 September). The American
ruling class knows how to sacrifice its

Nixons for the greater cause of imperial-

ist order.

But Israel is not simply a vassal of
U.S. imperialism, and Begin and Sha-
ron have no intention of stepping down
to appease Washington. “Jerusalem is

not Saigon!" shouted Sharon at a

September 30 rally which greeted him as
“Arik, King of Israel." And a recent
issue of Begin’s Likud bloc publication
announced on its front page: “The
Americans are trying to overthrow the
government." Israel has its own particu-
lar appetites which often conflict with
the Pax Americana envisioned in
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Washington— especially Begin’s
biblical/Nazi plans to annex “Judea"
and “Samaria” (the West Bank) and to

“purify” Lebanon.
The expansionist dynamic of Zionism

enormously intensifies the internal

contradictions of Israeli society, pro-
ducing triple-digit inflation, falling

living standards, constant military

mobilization and a net emigration of
Jews. But despite these tensions, the

“Labor” Party opposition is scarcely in

a position to protest terror against the
Palestinians. (This is not a reformist
workers party like the British Labour
Party, but a pillar of the bourgeois
Zionist order.) The very basis of the
Israeli state, which "Labor” established
and governed for three decades, is the
expulsion and terrorization of the
Palestinian people. Within the frame-
work of Zionism there is no escaping the
monstrous and expanding garrison
state. And if all else fails, the crazed
Zionist leaders have made it clear they
are willing to unleash their ultimate
weapon: the nuclear bomb.

Smash Pax Americana
In the Near East!

The accelerating drive toward World
War III in the Near East can be
countered only by the development
of proletarian internationalist parties in

Israel, the surrounding Arab states and
in the very imperialist countries them-
selves, especially the U.S. But at a time
when the notion of “radical" Arab
nationalism has never been more obvi-
ously discredited, most of the American
left has followed the Arafats, Jumblatts

and Assads into the camp of Reagan’s
Pax Americana. When Israel invaded
Lebanon, those Third World nationalist

cheerleaders par excellence Sam Mar-
cy’s Workers World Party (WWP),
demonstrated for “effective U.S. action
to achieve Israeli withdrawal." Well, the

Marcyites got “effective U.S. action”
alright. After that, the Palestinians got
the Sabra and Shatila massacre.

Even after this Zionist-organized

butchery, the cowardly reformists of the

Socialist Workers Party (SWP) apolo-
gized for the withdrawal of the PLO
under its U.S. Marine guard. It was,

they say, "a remarkable accomplish-
ment under the circumstances.” Reject-

ing the perspective of social revolution

in the Near East, overawed by Zionist

power, the SWP’s Militant (8 October)
writes: “The only thing a fight to the end
would have accomplished would have
been to help the Israelis in their aim of
destroying the PLO and its forces.” In

other words, for these reformists (as well

as the WWP and many other pseudo-
socialists), Reagan’s Marines and the

French Foreign Legion acted as the
saviors—indeed, the only possible

saviors—of the PLO.

Once the Israeli juggernaut crossed
the Litani and all the Arab regimes
abandoned the Palestinians to their fate,

the choices facing the PLO were
certainly grim. Yet Begin/Sharon’s
Blitzkrieg halted at the gates of West
Beirut. Why? According to the liberal

Pollyannas of the SWP, “international
public opinion prevented the Israelis

from simply breaking off negotiations."

Sure, "everyone knows” that the deci-

sive factor in war is. . .“international

public opinion”—especially for the likes

of Begin and Sharon!! On the contrary,

these butchers knew well that to destroy
PLO forces in West Beirut would have
required house-to-house fighting and
lots more Israeli soldiers being shipped
back to the Zionist “homeland” in body
bags. As we wrote during the siege of
West Beirut:

“If the Palestinians can inflict heavy
enough casualties on the Israelis,

however heavy their own, there could
well be a rebellion on the home front
against Begin’s Lebanese adventure.”—“Zionist ‘Final Solution’,”

WV No. 309, 9 July

Instead, Arafat withdrew the PLO
commandos from Lebanon, leaving the

half million Palestinians to the tender
mercies of Sharon’s army, the fascist

Phalange, Reagan's Marines and the
French Foreign Legion.

As long as the Israeli and imperialist

forces remain in Lebanon there will be
more Sabras and Shatilas. The libera-

tion of the Palestinians—driven out of
their homeland by the Zionists, dis-

persed in the surrounding Arab bour-
geois states—is inseparable from the
struggle against imperialism and for
social revolution throughout the Near
East. The fissures in Israel provide a
crucial opportunity to break through
the Zionist garrison state mentality.
What is needed is a communist interna-
tionalist vanguard which can unite the
Hebrew-speaking working class and the
Arab toilers against the Begins, Hus-
seins and Assads, who promise only end-
less bloodletting, and open the road to
a socialist federation of the Near East
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Reagan/Begin

Reign of Terror

Imperialists, Israeli Troops

Out of Lebanon!

m
U.S. Marines land in Beirut: imperialist policemen out of the Near East!

UPI

OCTOBER II— In the final hours of

the grisly massacre at the Sabra and
Shatila refugee camps, the remaining

Palestinian men tried to make a last

stand. They went searching for guns but

found virtually none. The Palestinians

had been disarmed by the imperialist

“peacekeepers"—the U.S., French and
Italian troops who had "escorted” the

PLO soldiers out of the country only a

few days earlier. The imperialists’ “gun
control” paved the way for the Israeli

invasion of West Beirut and the Zionist-

organized mass murder of the unarmed
Palestinian refugees.

Now the bloody “peacekeepers" have

returned to complete the job of disarm-
ing and terrorizing the Palestinians and
Lebanon’s Muslim majority. They are

there to shore up' the new Gemayel
regime which is based on the same
Phalange killers who carried out the

Sabra and Shatila massacre. Not sur-

prisingly, the “multinational force” did

not Occupy the Phalangist stronghold of

East Beirut. Instead the French Foreign

Legion—murderers of Algerian women
and children and countless other colo-

nial peoples—occupied Muslim West
Beirut; U.S. Marines, who have not seen

active duty since their Vietnam “search

and destroy” missions, set up a staging

area at the airport; and the plumed
Italian “bersaglieri" commandos, who
specialize in terrorizing civilians during
raids of Red Brigades hideouts, held the

Burj al Brajneh Palestinian camp.
In recent days French marines and

paratroopers actively participated with

the Christian-dominated Lebanese
army in house-to-house searches of

West Beirut, detaining thousands of

Palestinians for “questioning.” Many of

these refugees without passports are

threatened with expulsion. In the

southern suburbs the U.S. and Italian

troops watched as Lebanese army
bulldozers destroyed “illegal” homes
and shops belonging to Lebanese
Muslims. The American embassy clear-

ly approved of the searches, while

issuing a cynical public relations com-
ment, "Don’t be too rough." Like My
Lai.

Meanwhile, Begin’s Blitzkrieg inva-

sion and Nazi-like massacre of Pales-

tinians in Lebanon has fueled fascist,

anti-Semitic terrorist attacks in West
Europe, most recently the murderous
attack on a synagogue in Rome where a

two-year-old boy was killed and 34

Jewish worshippers were injured. These
outrages echo the Zionist lie that anti-

Zionism equals anti-Semitism. The
labor movement must mobilize to crush
these fascist killers at the same time as

taking vigorous class-struggle action to

solidarize with the defense of the

Palestinians from Zionist genocide. For
an unlimited boycott of military goods
to Israel and to the imperialist troops in

Beirut! Boycott all Israeli cargo and
transport until Israel gets out of

Lebanon!
The U.S., French and Italian troops

are paving the way for more massacres,

furthering the Israeli aim of terrorizing

Palestinians into fleeing Lebanon alto-

gether. Elementary defense of the

Palestinian people’s right to exist, as

well as the advance of proletarian

revolution in the Near East, demand
first of all: Marines get out! No
imperialist “peacekeepers”! Israel out of

Lebanon and the occupied territories!

West Beirut—Never Again! Not anoth-
er dime or bullet for the Zionist

butchers!

World Imperialism’s
Policeman on the Beat

By sending in the Marines on an
open-ended mission in the Near East,

Reagan has brazenly reasserted U.S.

imperialism's role as world gendarme.
And there has been hardly a peep of
protest from the Congressional “doves"
of both parties. Considering that the

U.S. now also maintains an 800-

member battalion of the 82nd Airborne
Division in the Sinai as “peacekeepers,”
it is clear that Washington has sharply-

escalated its direct military presence in

the region. Certainly this is related to the

fact that Lebanon’s neighbor Syria is the
principal Soviet client state in the Near
East and that the Soviet border itself is

but a few hundred miles away. The U.S.
forces in Lebanon are a beachhead for

large-scale military intervention in the

region—directly posing the danger of a

nuclear World War III. No U.S. “strike
forces" and bases in the Near East! U.S.
Navy out of the Mediterranean and
Indian Ocean!
The collection of warring feudal

fiefdoms known as Lebanon has long
provided an opening for direct U.S.
intervention. In 1958 Eisenhower sent
the Marines to help suppress an uprising
by the Muslims against Christian
Maronite domination. But today, un-
like 1958 when Arab nationalists vio-

lently opposed Washington’s interven-

tion, the Arab regimes, including the

“radical" Syrian Ba’athists, welcome the

Marines. So, too, the left cheerleaders
for a mythical “Arab Revolution.” The
New York Times “national security

adviser” and former Pentagon spokes-
man Leslie Gelb expressed pleasant

surprise at the new-found respect for the

butchers of Vietnam:
“A most striking thing about the events
of last week was how Arab and Israeli

leaders alike readily accepted and even
sought the renewed American military
presence in Lebanon. For one reason or
another— Israeli dependence on Ameri-
can ties and military aid, the futility of
the military option for Arabs now, the
fact that only Washington might be able
to pry negotiating concessions from
Israel— the United States has fallen into
and assumed the role of Middle East
policeman."

—New York Times. 3 October

Some "peacekeepers”! Washington
applauded and aided Israel’s destruc-
tion of the PLO forces and its humilia-
tion of Moscow military client Syria. (It

is certainly poetic justice that the first

Marine killed in Lebanon was done in by
a Pentagon-supplied cluster bomb which
the Israelis dropped on civilians as a
terror weapon.) As Russian diplomat
Andrei Gromyko noted in a UN speech,
it is the anti-Soviet "strategic consen-
sus” which at bottom unites American
imperialism and the Zionist state. But
while Washington wants to include
various Arab regimes in its "consensus,"
for Begin and Sharon "the only good
Arab is a dead one."

The fanaticism of the Begin/Sharon
regime, and underlying this the expan-
sionist dynamic of the Zionist state, cut

across U.S. imperialism’s global anti-

Soviet war drive. Hence the present
tensions between Washington and
Jerusalem. Needless to say, the Reagan
“peace plan" for the Palestinians does
not even add up to a powerless mini-
state, but would simply place the West
Bank/Gaza population into a Bantu-
stan existence under the thumb of King

continued on page II
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(Above) Boston cops protect Klan. (Below) Spartaclst contingent on October 16.
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BOSTON. October 16—Hooded and
white-sheeted Ku Klux Klansmen were
surrounded by an angry, jeering crowd
of 1,500, pelted with eggs, and, scared

out of their wits, were run off the streets

of Boston today. Not even a full-scale

riot by scores of motorcycle and
mounted police defending the KKKers
could disperse the protesters, who came
determined to stop the fascists’ provoca-

tion. It was the first solid anti-racist

stand after years of unrelieved racist

terror for black people in Boston.

October 16 was a stunning blow against

the cross-burners and lynchers that has

been heard across the whole country.

Under Reagan reaction, the KKK
figures it has a license to spew out its

race-hate poison everywhere. A Klan-

endorsed president in the White House,
Democrats and Republicans united in

an anti-Soviet war drive have made it

open season on unions and minority

rights at home. And Boston is where
rampaging mobs of white racists took to

the streets against busing. An ideal place

for a Klan march, figured "imperial

wizard" Bill Wilkinson. But the all-

purpose hate mongers of the KKK not

only target blacks. Jews, communists,
labor: Catholics are also high on their

hit list. So when Wilkinson said he’d

parade in front of City Hall on Satur-

day, they all came out to stop him: Irish

from South Boston and Dorchester,

Italians from East Boston and Somer-
ville, students from Cambridge, blacks

from Roxbury, unionists and others,

mobilized in part by several left groups.

The Klan never made it to the plaza.

When the robed nightriders appeared in

broad daylight a block away from their

target, hundreds of anti-Klan demon-
strators surged forward and surrounded
them (and their police escort) on all

sides. Seconds later, the Klansmen were
bombarded with eggs, tomatoes, bot-

tles, garbage and anything else that

could be found. The KKKers ducked;
Wilkinson was shown on nationwide

TV cringing. The cops, meanwhile,
began beating on anyone around,
particularly news photographers. As the

crowd threatened to overwhelm the tiny

phalanx, the terrified, humiliated fas-

cists were bundled into paddy wagons—
under police protection, not arrest—
and whisked away. Only the cops
prevented them from being stripped of

their KKK costumes and pounded into

the pavement. As the police vans left,

the protesters cheered their victory. The
Klan would not parade its racist terror

in the streets of Boston.

But the fight was far from over. No
sooner were the Klansmen gone than the

racists in blue abruptly launched an
obviously planned attack on the demon-
stration. Mounted police wheeled
around their horses and chargeo into

protesters in Cambridge Street. Motor-
cycle cops roared into the crowd in City

Hall Plaza. Then came the club-

swinging, mace-spraying riot police,

pushing demonstrators into other cops.

There were police sharpshooters on the

rooftops, plainclothesmen riddling the

crowd. For many protesters there was
no escape: everyone was fair game. Our
own comrades barely escaped serious

injury: some were maced, others black-

jacked. Twelve demonstrators were
hospitalized, scores received lesser

injuries. There were two arrests, but all

the criminals—cops and Klansmen

—

went free.

For hundreds of anti-Klan demon-
strators, the bloody cop attack was a

brutal lesson on the class nature of the

capitalist state. Cries of "fascists” filled

the Plaza, directed this time at the

police. WEEI Radio broke into the

World Series broadcast with bulletins

on the police charge. Many thousands
more were shocked as they watched the

scene on TV. Everyone saw it: the cops,

mortal enemies of blacks and workers,

are defenders of the Ku Klux Klan. A
couple from Somerville told WV\
"When we came here and people were

chanting that the police were going to

protect the Klan we didn’t believe it I

truly understand it now.”
The KKK attempt to march on

Boston City Hall grew out of a television

appearance by Wilkinson on a local

station two days earlier, part of the

K K K’s campaign to gain a “respectable"

image. As the “imperial wizard” spoke,

continued on page 2
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KKK Run Out...
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A graphic lesson In the class nature of the state: TV
shows Mayor White’s cossacks attack anti-Klan

protesters.

members of ihe Progressive Labor

Party (PL) and its International Com-
mittee Against Racism (InCAR) rose

from the audience and pelted Wilkin-

son’s pin-striped suit with eggs. One PL
supporter made it to the stage and tried

to throw a few punches as the show
stopped. Infuriated, the KKK terrorist

leader on Friday morningdemanded the

arrest of the anti-racist protesters and

vowed to stage a provocation the next

day by parading in full Klan regalia.

In response to Wilkinson’s threat.

PL/lnCAR announced a counterdem-

onstration at City Hall Plaza. Later

Friday afternoon the All-Peoples Con-
gress (APC), a vehicle for the Workers
World Party (WWP). announced an

anti-Klan rally at the same time and

place. An APC leaflet advertised a noon
Saturday press conference with black

State Representative Mel King. (The

NAACP closed down its office and told

people to stay home on the 16th.) On
Friday evening, the Spartacist League/

Spartacus Youth League (SL/SYL)
held a forum on “Black Liberation

Through Socialist Revolution." with

guest speaker Charles Dubois, a mili-

tant auto worker from Detroit, where
we announced a class-struggle contin-

gent for the Saturday demonstration.

Most of the audience stayed to make
posters and calls were made to mobilize

Spartacist supporters.

Mel King never showed up at the

APC conference, as Boston’s establish-

ment black leadership entirely boycot-

ted this crucial protest to stop the KKK
terrorists. By 1 p.m. Saturday a few

hundred anti-Klan demonstrators had
gathered at City Hall. When a contin-

gent of several dozen SL/SYL support-

ers arrived, the police demanded that

our signs be taken off the wooden sticks

which are standard in Boston demon-
strations. They clearly wanted protes-

ters defenseless against what was com-
ing. WWP spokesmen, who have

frequently resorted to anti-communist

violence to exclude Spartacists, this

time invited the SL/SYL tojoin a picket

line, noting that we had the largest

contingent present. Many youths from
white working-class districts seldom
associated with anti-racist protests also

showed up. One group carried a sign

saying, “Dorchester and S. Boston Says

Klan Keep Out.” Some Irish kids

brought homemade signs saying, “Ku
Klux Sux" and “Fux the Klux." Mean-

while. a dozen or so PL/lnCAR
supporters showed up chanting “Death

to the Klan.” First they refused to enter

the picket (by now up to 300), then

briefly marched on the line only to

withdraw again to the sidelines.

While the sectarian PL Stalinists have

been known to leave anti-Klan protests

rather than participate in any united-

front action. Workers World sought to

build a classic “popular front" with

representatives of the capitalist class.

From their podium, they called upon
strikebreaking governor Ed King and
mayor Kevin White to join them. All-

Peoples Congress signs demanded,
“Roll Back Reaganism”—a veiled call

to vote Democratic in November. Most
ominously, APC leaders invited

Curtis Sliwa’s Guardian Angels to join

the line. The “Angels" are a lumpen
vigilante group that stomps through
New York City subways and has spread

to other cities. We have called them
potentially "a paramilitary auxiliary to

the cops in terrorizing the ghettos”

(“They’re No Angels!” IFF No. 275, 27

February 1981). The sinister presence of

the Guardian Angels at today’s demon-
stration was clear; they appeared to

concentrate on forming a cordon in

front of PL just minutes before the Klan
arrived.

As the Klan marchers neared City

Hall Plaza shortly before 2 p.m., the

crowd saw what was happening and the

picket line broke as militants rushed up
to stop the KKK. At this point Workers
World bullhorners tried to stop them,
saying, "Stay where you are, keep the

picket line going—That’s not the way to

fight the Klan, stay on the picket line."

Thus they proved that their call to “Stop
the Klan” was just empty rhetoric. But
the militant elements in the demonstra-
tion ignored their advice.

The cops were not able to drive away
the anti-Klan protesters, despite their

vicious attacks. At one point the cop
motorcycles headed straight for the

middle of the Spartacist contingent in

the hopes of breaking it up. But every
time there was an opening, the crowd
simply flowed around the cops. After

10-15 minutes of the police riot, demon-
strators returned to the plaza where
many regrouped around the SL/SYL
banner reading, “No Trust in Capitalist

Politicians/Troops/Cops! Black/ Labor
Defense Against Racist Attacks!" In

particular, blacks were attracted by the
Spartacist soapboxing (see excerpts
back page) as union militants from
Detroit auto, Chicago steel and New
York maritime called for class struggle

to smash the fascists. Many joined in

our chants, “Smash the Klan, this is the

hour— Labor and blacks have got the

power!”

Scandalously, at this point Bob

Avakian’s Revolutionary Communist
Party (RCP) made common cause with

anti-communist racists against the

Trotskyist SL/SYL. When Spartacist

supporters stressed the duty to defend

the Soviet Union against Reagan’s

imperialist war drive, an RCP bullhorn-

er began screaming about “Soviet social

imperialism” while a clot of white punks

cheered, “Right, what about Poland?”
When SL comrades pointed out to black

militants that the Avakianites had

joined the ROAR racists in opposing

busing in 1974, the RCPer stammered,
“That was a wrong position.” But while

these “Jim Crow socialists” say they’ve

changed their line on busing, they still

line up with Ronald Reagan and the

KKK on Russia.

The Battle for Boston Busing

Boston is not Klan territory, yet in

recent years it has been a hotbed of

racist hatred. The reason is historical. In

the 1800s, rich Boston merchants
refused to allow heavy industry (steel,

auto) into Boston proper because "the

Yankees wanted to maintain its sereni-

ty” ( Boston Globe , 27 September). The
city was scarcely touched by the CIO
organizing drives of the 1930s. After the

decline of textiles and shoemaking,
major industry was restricted to outly-

ing areas: General Electric in Lynn,
General Motors in Framingham. Gen-
eral Dynamics in Quincy. Unlike De-
troit and the Midwest generally, there
was no mass migration from the South.
So today, while non-union high-tech
industries flourish along Routes 1 28 and
495, Boston’s Irish and Italian white
ghettos have an even lower standard of

living than black Roxbury. Who would
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San Francisco Elections

This year San Francisco voters

have a chance to register principled

opposition to the Democrats and
Republicans, whose bipartisan pro-

gram of racism, union-busting and
war spells misery for working people

and minorities in this country.

Spartacist candidates Richard Brad-

ley and Diana Coleman are running

for S.F. Board of Supervisors on a

class-struggle program to mobilize

labor and all the oppressed to fight

back against union-busting and
unemployment, against KKK/Nazi
racist terrorism, against U.S. imperi-

alism’s anti-Soviet drive toward
nuclear war.

Bradley and Coleman are cam-
paigning “For Labor/Black Mobili-

zations to Stop the Klan/Nazis!”

Bradley, a black activist and former
auto worker, helped initiate the

November 1979 Detroit rally which

stopped the KKK from celebrating

its Greensboro massacre. Coleman, a

veteran of the women’s liberation

and antiwar movements and a former
phone worker, was an organizer of

the April 1980 mobilization which

stopped the Nazis from celebrating

Hitler's birthday at the S.F. Civic

Center.

The American union “leaders"

who do nothing to fight givebacks

and plant closings are now working
overtime to turn out electoral sup-

port for the Democratic Party.

Bradley and Coleman say: “You
Can’t Fight Reagan with Demo-
crats!" If the front lines of Reagan's
war drive are the Near East, Central

America and Poland, the battle-

ground of his domestic war on U.S.
workers and minorities is the big city.

And Reagan’s field marshals are the

Democrats like S.F. mayor Dianne
Feinstein, who were there before him
with the racist cutbacks, the strike-

breaking, the killer cops. Bradley and
Coleman stand for mass strike action

to bring down Reagan. Through
their campaign they are fighting for a

workers party and a workers govern-

ment to end exploitation and oppres-

sion through socialist revolution to

achieve the class rule of the workers.
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Black Auto Militant on Boston Radio

Labor Must Break with the

Democrats, Smash the Klan

2N»

SL calls for mass labor/black mobilization.
WV Photo

the KKK appeal to today, the

Portuguese?

This history set the stage for the bitter

struggle over Boston busing. In 1974,

thousands of segregationist bigots led

by Louise Day Hicks' ROAR marauded
through South Boston and marched on
City Hall denouncing “forced busing."

Racist punks stoned school buses

bringing courageous black children to

integrate all-white schools. Paramilitary

fascistic outfits like the South Boston
Marshals fielded vigilante squads to

terrorize minorities. It was this mobili-

zation of race hate in Boston that spelled

the defeat of school integration

throughout the North.

Suburban liberals had subjected the

city to a savage racial polarization by

trying to bus poor blacks into the white

Irish/ Italian ghettos, with a plan that

provided no significant educational

gains. But to be for or against busing

became a plebiscite on racism. As
supporters of racial integration in every

area of social life, the Spartacist League
fought unequivocally to smash the racist

offensive. We called to implement

busing, even though it is a somewhat
artificial democratic demand that by

itself cannot bring about real integra-

tion and quality education for op-

pressed minorities. We called for ex-

tending busing to the suburbs and for

low-rent, racially integrated public

housing. As for the hard-core anti-

busing bigots, said the SL, they must be

crushed by “mass mobilization of black

organizations, trade unions, socialist

groups and all other forces prepared to

defend black schoolchildren
—

"

Yet in the midst of this race terror,

with the lives of black schoolchildren

threatened, the bulk of the so-called

"left” was just as treacherous as the

black and white liberals. While the SL
campaigned with mass leaflets for

labor/black defense, the reformist

Socialist Workers Party (SWP) op-

posed this as “make believe.” The
“realistic" SWP called instead for

federal troops—the armed fist of the

racist, capitalist state—as a “real,

meaningful solution.” (We pointed out

that if troops were brought in, it would

be to enforce a segregationist “law and

order” and prevent any organized

defense by black and union militants.)

Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution

In 1974 and again today, the Boston

black masses are sacrificed to racist

reaction by the black and white liberals.

The reformist phony socialists call on

the racist, capitalist state to send troops

to enforce busing ( 1974) and to “ban the

Klan” (1982). Meanwhile, as any Marx-

ist could have predicted, the bosses’ cops

and troops repeatedly attack those who
fight against the race terrorists. Only the

Trotskyist Spartacist League has fought

for the program of independent labor/

black mobilization, so sorely needed in

1974 and the key to today’s victory. This

WV Photo

Workers World Party (left) and
Progressive Labor at Boston City
Hall.

means a struggle against the capitalist

order which breeds racist reaction.

Today as the KKK preys on the

frustrations of poor whites suffering

from massive unemployment and the

catastrophic decay of American cities,

the Trotskyists call for factory occupa-
tions (sitdown strikes) against plant

shutdowns; for unlimited, uncondition-

al unemployment insurance; for a 30

hour workweek for 40 hours pay and to

provide jobs for all.

While "daishiki Democrats" and
reformist hustlers lead the black masses
down to defeat with illusions of “com-
munity control," the Spartacist League
fights for a program of revolutionary

integrationism and a multi-racial van-

guard socialist party. We seek to harness

the power of labor in the struggle for

black equality, fighting within the

unions against the poisonous racism

which cripples united class struggle, and
for a class-conscious leadership to oust

the pro-capitalist bureaucrats. This is a

road of long, hard struggle, to mobilize

the workers movement as the vanguard
of all the oppressed. But it is the only
one which can liberate us all.

For labor/black mobilizations

against the Klan! Break with the

Democrats, black and white— Build a

workers party to fight for a workers
government! For black liberation

through socialist revolution!

Contact Spartacist League at:

Ann Arbor Los Angeles
(313 )

662-2339
(213 ) 663-1216

Berkeley/Oakiand Madison
(415 )

835-1535
(608 ) 251-3398

Boston New York
(617 )

492-3928
(212 )

267-1025

Chicago San Francisco
(312 ) 427-0003

(
415

)
863-6963

Cleveland Toronto
(216 )

621-5138
(416 ) 593-4138

Detroit Vancouver
(313 ) 961-1680 (

604
)
681-2422

We print below excerpts from re-

marks by Charles Dubois, a Detroit

black auto militant who spoke at the

Boston ah ti- Klan demonstration, on
WRKO radio in Boston. October 16.

Dubois: I wanted to comment on the

speaker that was speaking previously.

Moderator: Frank Neisser.

Dubois: He’s from the All-Peoples

Congress, right?

Moderator: That’s right.

Dubois: Here’s the thing about this

group, you see, which had supposedly
organized a “stop the Nazis” demonstra-
tion down there. The way they organ-

ized it politically leads into the Demo-
cratic Party; what they want to do is tie

the working people and black people

back to the Democratic Party. And
what gives that away is the gentleman’s

statement that he was “surprised" at the

police’s behavior. When we organized

the [November 1979] demonstration in

Detroit [to stop the KKK], and also a

similar thing just recently in Chicago,

this last June 27 when the Nazis tried to

march against the gays on Gay Pride

Day, one thing you have to take into

consideration is the police. It’s all

this liberal claptrap about being sur-

prised at the police’s behavior, and the

whole question of “free speech for the

Nazis."

Moderator: You consider that liberal

claptrap, free speech?

Dubois: Look, the Nazis or the Klan do
not organize for free speech. They did

not debate with the people in Greens-

boro. They shot them down in the broad
light of day. [Moderator: Right.] You
see, that’s what they will do to us when
they can actually get away with it.

Moderator: Unless you get them first?

Dubois: Unless we stop them. And
that’s what was important about today.

Because people turned out in massive

numbers, I guess to the tune of 1,000

people. This is very important, because

if they [the Klan] had gotten away with

marching today, unopposed... in fact,

they got run out. You see, Boston was
the city where busing got killed in the

streets, which has set the climate for

what’s going on in America today. In

terms of not only Ronald Reagan, also

Jimmy Carter [whose] talk about
“ethnic purity” was right after busing
[was killed].

Moderator: I’d like to know your view

of the actions of the individuals in

Channel 4 studio the other day, specifi-

cally throwing eggs at [KKK “Imperial

Wizard"] Bill Wilkinson and throwing a

punch at him. Were those techniques

that you feel are going to get the cause of

racial harmony anywhere?

Dubois: First, we’re talking about
tactics, and tactics flow from strategy.

We say that only labor and black

mobilizations can stop these people.

Moderator: Does physical violence

have a place in a practical assault on
racism?

Dubois: Self-defense has a practical

purpose and in fact is essential and
effective in stopping race terrorism.

These people don’t organize and march
to just speak. Like in Greensboro, or

like in Chattanooga, back in 1979, when
they assaulted two black women. That’s

not free speech. What is key for black

people and working people in this

country to understand is that we must
organize self-defense in the form of

workers defense guards.

Moderator: Well, you know something,

Charles. I’m going for a moment to

play-act the role of a white supremacist,

take what you just said as spoken by a

white supremacist. If I don’t take my
gun and go shoot the niggers, they’re

going to come rape my wife and
daughter and take all my worldly goods,

so it’s self-defense.

Dubois: Let’s look at what’s really

going on. That doesn’t happen. What
does happen is the Klan murders people.

Moderator: So what’s their jus-

tification?

Dubois: I don’t care about their

justification; their justification is the

fact that they stand for the racist,

capitalist system. I think that workers
and blacks have to defend themselves.

Look, it relates to the question that the

person two speakers ago asked about
the Panthers, saying that the so-called

“extremist" groups...

Moderator: He thinks they’re just as

wrong as the Klan.

Dubois: [...equating the] Panthers

with the Klan. It’s typical liberal

moralism, when people look at all things

as being equal. All things are not equal.

The Panthers didn’t go around bombing
churches and killing little schoolgirls.

They were not involved in race-terror.

They advocated self-defense, and the

police/ FBI organized terror against

them. The police and the FBI do not

organize terror against the Klan, be-

cause the Klan stands for the racist

status quo. And what that means is we
have to finish what the Civil War didn’t

Finish.

Moderator: You’ve made it quite clear

where you stand. I thank you.B
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First They Tried to Kill Our Comrades

Morenoite Deadly Lies
Before Stalin had Leon Trotsky

assassinated, he claimed that the great

communist revolutionary, founder of

the Red Army and co-leader with Lenin

of the Russian Revolution, was an agent

of the Nazis and the Mikado. (During

the Hitler-Stalin Pact, of course, it was
supposed to be “agent of Roosevelt and

Churchill.”) In the United States the

Stalinists launched goon attacks trying

to silence the Trotskyists, while instigat-

ing red-baiters in the unions and the

capitalist state to employ naked repres-

sion against supposed “fifth colum-

nists." This ultimately led to the jailing

of the Minneapolis 18, Trotskyists

railroaded by the government in league

with the Teamster bureaucracy of

Daniel Tobin.

These methods of the Big Lie,

murderous provocation and frame-up
are now the modus operandi of Nicholas

Kramer, the strutting boss of the Los
Angeles-based Internationalist Workers
Party (IWP), and of his mentor Nahuel
Moreno. The Morenoites have been

stung by the exposure of their political

banditry, their endless violations of

proletarian morality and virulent anti-

Sovietism by the Trotskyists of the

Spartacist League (SL). In their frenzy

to “get the Sparts,” Kramer & Co. have

linked up with some big-time witch-

hunters. But it’s open to question

whether the Morenoites or their allies

are the more sinister.

On October 2, IWP thugs in Los
Angeles carried out an attack with a

deadly weapon on SL supporters

protesting outside a supposedly “pub-
lic" IWP meeting from which we had
been excluded. Kramer himself aimed a

murderous blow at the head of a

militant phone worker (see “Attempted
Murder!" WV No. 315, 15 October).

Then the Morenoites put out a slander

sheet retailing every lie by U.S. refor-

mists against the Trotskyist SL and
throwing in their own fabrications to

pepper the sauce, in order to smear the

targets of their vicious assault. Now the

IWP would-be killers have embarked on
a McCarthyite purge campaign in

league with the most rabid anti-

communists in the American labor

movement, the bureaucracy of the

Communications Workers of America
(CWA), against class-struggle unionists

and Workers Vanguard, the newspaper
of the Spartacist League. The spectacle

of the hammer-wielding Morenoite
goons and the CIA-connected CWA

tops posing as innocent victims and
defenders of workers democracy is

something like genocidal Cambodian
ex-tyrant Pol Pot organizing a war
crimes tribunal.

For all their macho posturing and
gangsterism, Nicholas Kramer and his

“Internationalist Workers Party” are

extremely tender when it comes to

political debate. And no wonder. With
an international llder maximo who is a

well-known swindler and thief—whose
political course zigzags from Peronism
to Castroism to Maoism to social

democracy to Sandinismo to support

for the bloody Argentine military

dictatorship—they find it desperately

necessary to hide the facts of their own
history. In fact they are willing to kill to

suppress the truth and to quarantine

their members from the Trotskyism of

the Spartacist League. (For further

information about the checkered career

of Nahuel Moreno, see our Moreno
Truth Kit, available from the Spartacist

Publishing Company.)

Big Lies and Total Fabrications

Most smearjobs throw in a sprinkling

of facts to give a veneer of plausibility to

their lies. Not Nicholas Kramer. The
two-page IWP printed leaflet justifying

its October 2 assault on the SL, “Self-

Defense Group Defeats Attack on
Workers’ Meeting in Los Angeles,” is an
unbroken string of fabrications out of

the whole cloth. No, we did not

physically attack their meeting or use

force to enter the building. No, we did

not refuse to pay the admission price.

No, we did not physically attack a

woman, Anna Ramirez, at the ticket

table, nor did SL supporters try to

attack a Latina IWPer on August 21.

And we didn’t threaten to call the police.

Quite the contrary. The IWP refused to

let our comrades enter and slammed the

doors to the room when we chanted

"political exclusion.” They said only

two SLers would be permitted to buy
tickets to this “public" event. As for

Kramer’s mythical “large number of

workers who had come to attend the

event” who spontaneously “organized a

self-defense squad to expel the aggres-

sors from the building,” this was an
armed goon squad which showed up at

the event with lethal weapons. They
attacked SL protesters without
provocation.

continued on page 14

Spartacists Defend Argentine Workers
WOAKIKS VAHCUAKB

Morenoites Front

for Bloody Junta

Spartacist League campaign against Junta terror In Argentina, 1976.

What is Nicholas Kramer’s Interna-

tionalist Workers Party (IWP) and
whose interests does it serve? The
fundamental political line of this

centrist-talking, Los Angeles-based

group is a left-wing version of Latin

American nationalism. The IWP is an

offshoot of the current led by Argentine

adventurer Nahuel Moreno, a notorious

political quick-change artist who
switches his line so often that we have

dubbed him the Cantinflas of pseudo-
Trotskyism. And it is in his Argentine

habitat that Moreno’s treacherous

reformism is most starkly revealed. His

despicable support to the murderous
Galtieri junta in its South Atlantic war
with Margaret Thatcher’s Britain

should repel all class-conscious work-
ers. To justify this betrayal, Kramer
resorts to wholesale lying about the

internationalist line of the Trotskyists.

This textbook example of Morenoite

slander ominously prefigured their

potentially murderous assault on sup-

porters of the Spartacist League (SL).

The June issue of the IWP’s newspa-
per carried a polemic entitled “The ‘Left’

Wing of Imperialism," with a second
headline, “Social Democrats, Maoists,

PLP and Spartacists in the Military

Camp of Reagan and Thatcher." Thus
the IWP cynically lumps together

reformist supporters of “democratic"

(or at least anti-Soviet) imperialism with

the communist SL, which called for the

defeat of both reactionary regimes in the

bloody Falklands/ Malvinas diversion.

To back up their amalgam, the Moreno-
ites make the incredible claim:

“And by the way, where were PLP, the
Spartacist League, the RCP and the

social democracy in the struggle against

the Galtieri dictatorship in Argentina?
Quite simply, none of these organiza-
tions ever published a single article or

carried out any campaign against the
Argentine dictatorship before the war
with England. Just like their newspa-
pers, the bourgeois and imperialist press

has now discovered that under the

Galtieri dictatorship human rights were
violated.”—El Bolchevique, June 1982

Not only is this slander of the SL a

demonstrable lie, it is a cynical attempt

to hide the Morenoites’ own record of

alibiing the murderous junta. Where
was the Spartacist League? On the front

lines, in fact leading those who de-

nounced the Argentine military butch-

ers from the very moment of the Videla

coup in March 1976. No articles, no
campaign? On the contrary, when the

pro-junta Stalinists and the bourgeois

liberals tried to cover up the reign of

terror engulfing Argentina we were the

ones, in the United States and interna-

tionally, who exposed the bloody reality

as part of our campaign to free Chilean
union leader Mario Munoz, then being

held in one of Videla’s prison camps.
Beginning with our article “Military

Coup in Argentina—Down with the

Junta! For Workers Revolution!"

Workers Vanguard published no less

than 15 articles on Argentina in 1976

alone, in addition to another 21 articles

on the Muftoz campaign! The headlines

alone tell the story: “The Bloody
Repression Behind ‘Gentleman’s Coup’
in Argentina,” "Rightist Terror Stalks

Argentina," “Argentine Junta Tightens

Bloody Grip." We published lengthy

interviews with those who had escaped

the junta's hellhole (“Life in Videla’s

Jails") and with lawyers who had gone
to Buenos Aires to investigate the

horror (“There’s a Bloodbath Going on
in Argentina”). We broke the news in

the U.S. of 20,000-30,000 Argentine

leftists seized by the military, and as

many as 1,300 Chilean refugees sent

back to Pinochet’s torturers. We called

and participated in scores of anti-junta

protests.

More than any other individual,

continued on page 14
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Los Angeles Phone Militant Savs:

Stop the Witchhunt Against MAC

!

We reprint below a leaflet issued by

Los Angelesphone union militant Larry

Ackerson on October 25 in reply to a

witchhunting campaign launched by

CWA Local 11502 president Janice

Wood. Ackerson was the target of an
assault with lethal weapons by the

Internationalist Workers Party, follow-

ers of Argentine pseudo-Trotskyist

Nahuel Moreno.

*****
Last week I attended the October 21

membership meeting of Local 1 1502. At

that meeting president Janice Wood
rammed through a dirty lying motion

aimed against members of the Militant

Action Caucus (MAC) and against

Workers Vanguard
,
a socialist newspa-

per. The motion not only defended the

scabbing of Jim Green, a CWA member
and steward (who daily crosses the

AFL-ClO-sanctioned 1ATSE picket

line at Group W Cable), but also his role

in a potentially murderous attack

carried out by the Morenoite Interna-

tional Workers Party (IWP) at a

misnamed “public" meeting October 2.

Green was part of a goon squad armed

with claw hammers and other weapons

that prevented unionists and socialists

from entering this “public” forum.

Green personally took part in the goon
squad’s assault on myself and others

who were there protesting exclusion and

violation of workers democracy. I bore

the brunt of this assault. A hammer
blow was aimed at my head, which

missed my head and struck me on the

shoulder. 1 was struck on the head with

a martial arts weapon, a numchaku.

Luckily my skull wasn’t cracked but my
injuries did require hospital attention.

This attack is documented in photo-

graphs as is Green’s role in it.

Now Green and his cohorts are

compounding their crimes by slandering

the targets of their goon attack. And
union president Wood is backing them

up with suppression and outright

physical intimidation. At the October 2 1

union meeting, the exec board brought

in a motion in the service of Green and

fellow scab Elizabeth Wiatr which

sought to alibi their scabbing and

attacked as “slanderous lies” Workers

Vanguard's truthful account of the

October 2 IWP meeting. After present-

ing this outrageous motion—asking

Local 1 1 502 members to take a position

on what happened at a meeting of a left

group most of them never heard of

—

Wood basically filibustered until a few

minutes before the meeting was ended.

The atmosphere created by Wood’s
remarks was one of witchhunting

hysteria as Workers Vanguard was

denounced, slandered, threatened with

legal action in the bosses’ courts; Wood
said she wished something could be

done to stop Workers Vanguard from
selling outside our union meetings.

Then she turned the floor over to Green
for an unrestrained barrage of total

fabrications about the October 2 meet-

ing and vicious cop-baiting slanders. A
MAC supporter was not permitted to

respond, a vote was quickly rammed
through and the meeting hastily

adjourned.

Why is Wood so ready to whitewash a

cowardly thug, liar and scab like Green

before the membership? In order to

obscure her culpability in keeping the

company's job-slashing plans hidden

from the membership.

Wood sits on a powder keg in this

local. PT&T has formally announced its

intention to destroy the livelihood of at

least 1,700 phone workers. With 10-plus

percent unemployment on the one hand,

increasing company harassment, forced

transfers, downgrades, layoffs and

firings on the other, the potential for a

militant response to the company’s

attacks, as happened recently in River-

side and San Diego, is more and more a

reality.

MAC warned of the impending

company attacks last April after presi-

dent Wood spilled the beans at an April

14 stewards meeting. When MAC
printed this information and called for

an immediate fight against the layoffs,

Janice Wood denounced the leaflet as a

pack of lies. In San Francisco CWA,
MAC member Kathy Ikegami is being

subjected to a political purge trial for

having brought our union leadership’s

collusion with Ma Bell’s job-cutting to

the attention of CWA members there.

But M AC’s charges have already been

shown to be true! PT&T now openly

declares these plans, some of which have

been known to our local leadership for

months.

On March 30 , 1982, CWA District 9

official R.W. Rivers sent a letter to

"all PT&T and Bell of Nevada local

presidents—subject: distribution ser-

vices, CEA/l&M-forced surplus in 1982

and 1983." The punch line of this letter is

the same as recent company announce-
ments: “it is inevitable that some of our

people face choices between unattrac-

tive options— If the available options

are unacceptable some may have to

choose separation or retirement.” Such
“unattractive options" include “invol-

untary resignation" of employees in

Riverside who refused to take a $130 a

week pay cut for a job 100 miles away.

So I ask, “Who was really lying,

Janice?"

As it*has become more obvious to the

membership of Local 1 1502 that MAC
was right in pointing out the union

leadership’s fronting for the company.
Wood’s attacks on the MAC have

escalated. It is common in union

meetings for Wood and her thought-

police to use red-baiting worthy of Joe

McCarthy and Ronald Reagan.

The Wood witchhunt in Local 1 1502

is an extension of the elaborate purge

trial in San Francisco. The recent red-

baiting attacks in Oakland, San Fran-

cisco and L.A. are being orchestrated

from the upper echelons of the CWA. At
the CWA Convention in Detroit last

July, Watts closed the last session with:

Get MAC!
In my old Local 9410 (San

Francisco), president James Imerzel has

put executive board member, conven-
tion delegate, steward and MAC mem-

ber Kathy Ikegami on trial for her

political views. This purge trial grew out

of Imerzel’s vendetta against an April

MAC leaflet exposing his and Wood’s
policy of covering up for the impending
job cuts.

Kathy was elected by members of the

local as an alternative to Imerzel’s pro-

Watts, pro-Democratic Party, pro-

company leadership. Imerzel’s initial

claim for the trial was that Kathy was
not carrying out her duties as an
executive board member. The real

problem for Imerzel is that Kathy was
carrying out her duties the way MAC
thinks a union representative should

—

by telling union members the truth, by

urging a fight against Ma Bell to save

our jobs, by speaking out at the last

union convention against the American

Institute for Free Labor Development
(AIFLD, the CIA’s labor front through

which our union makes itself an accom-
plice of union-busting and murderous
reaction in Latin America and all over

the world).

Last week I myself witnessed part of

Imerzel’s insulting show trial, an outra-

geous violation of the rights of Kathy
Ikegami and the union members who
elected her to represent them. The fact

that this is a kangaroo court has also

been obvious to other union members
attending. Imerzel asks all the ques-

tions, responds to all the testimony, and
decides the validity of objections. The
“trial" court judges say nothing, as does

his trial court chair and sometime
girlfriend, Olga Vargas. All of these

people are hand-picked by Imerzel and

run on various slates for office with him.

On Wednesday October 20. Barbara

Britton of the L.A. MAC testified about

Wood’s change of story concerning her

report to the April 14 stewards meeting.

Before his cross-examination Imerzel

announced that he was going to refute

the statement that he was running a

McCarthyite witchhunt trial. Leaning

forward he leered at Britton and asked,

“Do you support the political views of

Leon Trotsky?" So what if she does? I

think our union would be a thousand
times better off if it were run by a

leadership that did, rather than the

weak, sniveling. pro-CIA, pro-company
bureaucrats that run it now.
What Imerzel’s trial and Wood’s

recent actions have in common is trying

to make an issue out of the well-known
fact that Kathy Ikegami, myself and
many other members of the Militant

Action Caucus are supporters of the

political positions of the Spartacist

League which publishes Workers Van-

guard. Workers Vanguard is an honest

paper written from the standpoint of the

working class and all the oppressed. It is

the paper that told the truth about Ma
Bell’s job-cutting schemes, the paper

that brought the news about the Kathy
Ikegami show trial to phone workers

here in L.A. It is the only paper to

actively combat the lie that the Demo-
cratic Party is a friend of the working

people and to expose the link between

the union bureaucrats’ pro-Democrat,
pro-Cold War policies and their refusal

to lead the unions into action against the

bosses and against Reagan's union-

busting, the racist cutbacks, etc. It is

the paper that says, “Picket Lines

Mean Don’t Cross," the paper that

fights for mass mobilizations of labor

and minorities against the -KKK and
Nazi race-terrorists. It is a newspaper I

am proud of.

What Workers Vanguard wrote

about Green and his friends’ violent

assault at the October 2 IWP meeting
was also nothing but the truth. And it is

strange and sinister that union president

Wood felt it advisable to jump into a

dispute between leftist groups (on the

wrong side, of course). Why did she?

Was it just vulnerability to the questions

of scabbing and job-cutting raised by

continued on page 15
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Spartacist Candidates in S.F. Elections

SAN FRANCISCO—Two years ago

many traditionally Democratic workers

were so fed up with conditions under

Carter (runaway inflation, mass unem-
ployment) that they voted for Reagan or

stayed home. Now that things have

gotten even worse— in fact, the worst

economic conditions since the Great

Depression—the Democrats and their

friends the labor bureaucrats are telling

the workers, in effect, that they got what

they deserved and should return to the

fold. But the worldwide depression

shows the problem isn’t just “Reagan-

omics,” it’s the capitalist system—

a

system which the Kennedys and Mon-
dales defend as ruthlessly as Reagan.

While the liberals and reformists are

rebuilding the classical “popular front

coalition,” Spartacist candidates for the

San Francisco Board of Supervisors

say: “You Can’t Fight Reagan with

Democrats— For Mass Strike Action to

Bring Down Reagan! Build a Workers
Party!” And their message is getting

through.

The Spartacist candidates have con-

centrated on the black and working-

class areas of the city. We have gone to

shipyard workers, phone workers,

longshoremen, transit drivers, super-

markets and banks in black neighbor-

hoods with our call. The Coleman/
Bradley campaign against both the

capitalist parties has attracted wide

attention and publicity this year. The
socialist union militants have appeared

on two local TV stations, at least Five

radio stations, and their successful suit

against the political censorship and

slander of the Spartacist candidates by

the Registrar of Voters was covered in

both major dailies, the San Francisco

Chronicle and the Examiner.

Richard Bradley often tells labor

audiences and journalists that the first

thing he would do if elected is take down
the Confederate flag, symbol of slavery,

that has flown for years in a flag display

over the San Francisco Civic Center.

Word must have gotten back to City

Hall, because that flag was taken down
before this Sunday, October 24, when
the labor marchers arrived.

Last year, after 32 years’ absence, San
Francisco labor leaders revived the

tradition of a Labor Day march. (ILWU
head Jimmy Herman commented,
“There is a lot of pressure from the

bottom, a lot of discontent.") In 1982,

the AFL-CIO, Teamsters and ILWU
had 20,000 unionists march up Market
Street for the Democrats on the eve of

the elections, under a thin veneer of non-

partisanship, “Vote Labor for Jobs and
Justice.” “The intent is to get out the

vote," said ILWU’s Dan Beagle, “We’re

basically supporting the Democratic
slate in this election."

All the same, the union tops were

afraid to let Republican or Democratic
candidates speak at the rally, remember-
ing what happened last year when
former VP Fritz Mondale and SF
mayor Dianne Feinstein were vigorous-

ly booed. Rally speakers Lane Kirkland,

Jimmy Herman and Ed Asner urged,

“Fight Reagan... on November 2.”

What candidates could they risk putting

up at the microphone? Democrat-
mystic Jerry Brown who tells working
people, “Small is beautiful"? Black

Democratic Los Angeles mayor Tom
Bradley, career veteran of the racist

chokehold-killing LAPD? Even the

media had difficulty politically distin-

guishing law-and-order Bradley from

his law-and-order opponent for gover-

You Can’t Fight Reagan with Democrats!

For Mass Strike Action to Bring Down Reagan!
Build a Workers Party!

nor, state attorney general George

Deukmejian: both support the death

penalty and both plan to get the

unemployed off the streets by sponsor-

ing mammoth bond propositions to

build more jails.

No to the Gun Ban—-for the
Right of Self-Defense!

A major issue in the election has been

gun control. Mayor Feinstein’s total

ban and confiscation of handguns in SF
left the citizenry, particularly blacks,

helpless before the killer cops and the

crazies. Meanwhile, Feinstein (who had
the confiscated guns melted down and
molded into a cross which she gave to

the pope!) is driving around town in a

limousine with armed bodyguards.

Recently, the local gun ban was over-

turned on appeal, but Proposition 15 is on

the ballot to outlaw most pistol sales in

California, freeze gun ownership to the

ones already owned and mandate prison

terms for those caught with unregistered

handguns. Coleman/Bradley say, “No
to Prop 15—For the right of black

armed self-defense!"

That gun control leaves all those on
Reagan’s hit list defenseless was seen as

the shotgun terrorists and nightriders

surfaced last year in Contra Costa
County to drive three black families

from their homes. On September 1, the

NAACP announced a settlement in its

suit for damages against the Richmond
police for “negligence” in protecting

these families, a settlement hailed as an
“historic pact” by the Communist Party

(CP) of Angela Davis. Some victory

—

when the families were forced to sell

their homes and flee the county long

before the lawsuit ever came up in court!

And what will more cop “protection”

mean from the same police who just beat

black prisoner Willie Drumgoole to

death in his Richmond cell!

Consistent with their calls to rely on
the bourgeois state for protection

against the race-terrorists, both the CP

and black Democrat/DSAer Ron Del-

lums advocate legislation to “ban the

Klan.” Well, they got it. A bill outlawing
“extremist" groups originally initiated

by Deukmejian and introduced by black

Democratic state senator Diane Wat-
son, just passed the California legisla-

ture. Last January the Spartacist

League denounced the bill as setting

“the legal framework for police action

against the left.”

Witchhunter Deukmejian proved his

intentions when he slandered the Spar-
tacist League as “terrorists" in a 1979

Report on Organized Crime in Califor-

nia, a label which set us up to be gunned
down in the streets. Coleman and
Bradley worked on a campaign of public

protest and legal redress which beat that

lie and forced Deukmejian to retract.

But the state of Reagan, of Jerry Brown,
of Tom Bradley and Deukmejian can
only be “relied upon” to defend the race-

terrorists. Bradley and Coleman call for

continued on page 12

Spartacist candidates take program of class struggle to

black and working-class areas: Bethlehem shipyards (top
left and bottom right), with phone workers (bottom left), at

SF State University (middle right).

Vote Coleman and Bradley!
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San Francisco Democrats’ “Dirty Tricks”

Spartacist Candidates Beat Back
Elections Censorship/Slander

Candidate
Richard

Bradley: city

tried to
slander ten-
year union

militant and
black activist

as “enemies
of labor/

minorities.”
They didn’t

get away
with it.

SAN FRANCISCO. October 22—The
city thought they could gel away with

knocking the political guts out of the

Spartacist campaign for Board of

Supervisors and help the Democrats by

censoring the campaign literature and

ballots of candidates Diana Coleman
and Richard Bradley. But they were

dead wrong. Today, in a court-ordered

agreement the Spartacist candidates

won their demands for reasonable

redress of this gross violation of demo-
cratic rights. The Registrar of Voters

was ordered to correct the candidates’

ballot designation in every voting

booth, mail out their corrected political

statements to all 300,000 legal registered

voters of San Francisco, and to make
public notice in the major newspapers.

Nobody could recall such a gross case of

tampering with candidates’ statements.

The candidates sued Jay Patterson,

Registrar of Voters, charging political

censorship after his office mailed out

political statements of all the candidates

which deleted all references to “Demo-
crats" from the Spartacist political

statements and the word “socialist"

from the ballot designation. Where
Bradley had proclaimed, “Democrats—
enemies of labor/minorities" the state-

ment was doctored to read: “enemies of

labor/minorities," a particularly dirty

trick to make it appear as if Bradley,

himself a black activist and ten-year

union militant, was calling himself an

anti-labor racist!

Coleman and Bradley are the only

candidates campaigning against the

Democrats. As Coleman said at a

victory press conference, October 21:

"My statement which is supposed to

read, ‘Break with the Democrats—build

a workers party,’ has been changed to

‘Break with blank , build a workers
party.' So the heart of our program
which is that we are socialists who say

you can’t fight Reagan with Democrats,
was cut out of our statement."

Patterson claimed it was a “typo" and a

“misinterpretation of the law." But we
had documentary evidence that refer-

ences to the Democrats had been

allowed in previous candidates’ state-

ments, and a proof sheet of the ballot

designations with the words "socialist

union militants"—demonstrating that

there had been deliberate censorship.

But it is no accident that the working-

class socialist candidates were singled

out for political censorship. Dianne
Feinstein doesn’t get her ballot

censored.

Deleting the critical references to the

Democratic Party and the word “social-

ist" from Bradley and Coleman’s ballot

designation clearly benefits the Demo-
cratic Party in its campaign to present

itself as the "friend of labor and
minorities" and the only alternative to

Reagan. This pro-Democratic Party

bias was underlined by the refusal of

every member of the Board of Supervi-

sors contacted to lift a finger to help this

suit in defense of democratic rights.

Their “I got mine” attitude was openly

expressed by liberal Democratic super-

visor Richard Hongisto, who asked

Coleman, "Why should I politically aid

people who are trying to take my job?”

Throughout the proceedings the

behavior of the registrar and his

assistant graphically demonstrated their

contempt for socialist and working-

class candidates, and showed the con-

scious motivation for their action. The
registrar said he didn’t think the

correction was “worth it." And even

after the settlement was ordered by the

judge he did not want to comply. When
it became clear that the candidates*

socialist program was going to be

mailed, his assistant, Michelle Corwin
stated. “You mean, we have to print this

crap?”

The settlement is a victory not only

for the Bradley/Coleman campaign but

for the democratic rights of all leftists,

workers and minorities. Sponsors of the

Spartacist candidates and supporters of

the campaign came to court prepared to

testify against this outrage.

This suit was endorsed by Matt Ayon
(secretary-treasurer of Teamsters Local

9), Dr. Steve Becker (director. Home
Care Program. UC Medical Center),

Manuel Ceballos (vice president, Mexi-
can American Political Association),

Jacquelyn Clark (executive board mem-
ber, ILWU Local 6), Greg Day (candi-

date for Board of Supervisors), Stan

Gow (executive board member, ILWU
Local 10), Paul Harris (past president.

National Lawyers Guild), Kathy Ikega-

mi (executive board member. Commu-
nications Workers of America, Local

9410), Paul Kangas (candidate for

Board of Equalization), Mike Kasian
(executive board member, ILWU Local

6), and Howard Wallace (community
organizer and labor activist) [material in

parentheses for purposes of identifica-

tion only].

As Coleman and Bradley have been
saying to San Francisco workers
throughout the campaign: “You don’t

get anything unless you struggle’’—

including democratic rights. And the

message ought to be clear to those who

City OKs fix of

goof on socialist

vote statement
By Amy Linn

Etarolncr staff writer

>1

of

ih
SanBranttsct) Examiner 1

S.F. Will

Fix Errors

On Two
Candidates
Two Spartacist candidates for the

San Francisco Board of Supervisors won
an out-of-court settlement yesterday
that calls for the city to spend >40.000 to

correct errors about them printed In the
voters' handbooks.

Richard Bradley and Diana Coleman bad
sued Registrar of Voters Jay Patterson for

deleting the word "Democrats" from the politi-

cal statements allowed each candidate. They
also charged that the designation '"Socialist Un-
ion Militants" which they wanted placed under
their names on the sample ballot bad been
changed to "Social Union Militant."

“This is a blatant case of political censor-

ship." said Coleman in a statement

Karen Coshak, Coleman's campaign manag-
er. said the Spartacists are a local group affiliat-

ed with the national Spartacist Party They
regard themselves as a labor-socialist organiza-

tion Their program is to mobilize the working
class through the unions.

In their lawsuit, the two charged violations

of the election code and demanded that all

ballots for next month's election be reprinted.

Under the setUement worked out between
the city attorney's office and the candidates'
lawyer, the city will have to send out noUces to

all registered voters correcting the mistakes.
Patterson estimates that notices will have to be
sent to 300.000 households.

According to Patterson, a printer's error
was responsible for changing the word “Social-

ist" to "Social."

Patterson did acknowledge that he misin-
terpreted the election code by deleting the
word "Democrats" from the phrase that was
supposed to read "Democrats, Enemies of labor/

minorities!" from Bradley's statement and from
the phrase that said "Break with Democrats,
build a worker s party!" from Coleman's state-

ment.

Patterson said he thought the election code
nrevenleri ranrtlzfanx from m»nilMilno nnlitu^l

JJan Francisco (Tljromrlr
\

SF press (21 October) covers out-
rageous censorship as “goof.”

are trying to stop the Bradley/Coleman
campaign and the Spartacist League
from getting its program to the working
class and minorities—don't try it! The
point was made by Diana Coleman at

the press conference which announced
the court-ordered settlement:

“Now these measures are the minimum
necessary to insure our democratic right

to present our uncensored views to the
voters. And they are the minimum
necessary to allow the voters to exercise
their democratic rights to know our
views and to vote for us if they so desire
We think it’s a shame that someone in

the Registrar of Voters office, by their

stupid and misplaced malice towards us
is going to cost the citizens of San
Francisco approximately S60.000. 1 hat
is very unfortunate. But we have a
message to the voters and that message
is going to get out. We are campaigning
as the revolutionary class-struggle

alternative to the Democratic and
Republican parties of capitalist austeri-

ty, racism and imperialist war."*

City and County of San Francisco Registrar of Voters

& ERRATA
I

This mailing supplements the San Francisco Voter Information
Pamphlet already mailed to you. Below are printed the statements
of Board of Supervisors candidates Richard Bradley and Diana Coleman
as originally submitted. The underlined material was erroneously
deleted in their statements as printed in the Voter Pamphlet. Also
enclosed you will find the corrected ballot designations for candi-
dates Bradley and Coleman.

RICHARD BRADLEY
My address is 1726 Grove Sneer

My occupation u Building Maintenance Mechanic

My age it 32

My qualifications for office arc: Supporter SpartaciU, U-

bor/toctalisla who mobilized to (top Nazi provocation

against gays—Chicago. 1982. Ten yean UAW militant. Black

activist, South Carolina desegregation struggles, 1966-67

Oppose anti-Soviet war prcparationa/ausicniy drive! Not a

manor penny to imperial!!! armed forces! Military victory to

Salvadoran leftists! Iiraeli- imperialiit troops out of Leba-

non! Democrats—enemies of labor r minorities I Build a work-

ers' party! Strike action to bring down Reagan! Jobs for all,

decent housing, free medical, childcare, education, Iramitl

Slop INS raids—citizenship rights foe undocumented work-

ers! No gun control! Smash Nazi/Klan terror! Thro* out

bosses—establish workers' government!

Richard Bradley

DIANA COLEMAN
My address is 603 Kansas Street

My occupation is Letter Carrier

My age is 36

My quailfieslio os for office are: Supporter SpartaciU, la

bor/toctallus who organized stopping Nan celebration of

Hiller's birthday, San Francisco 19*0. Union militant, sis

years CWA. Member National Associaikm Letter Carrier!

Break with Democrat!— build a workers' party! Strike action

to bring down Reagan! No gun control— labor 'black defense

against Klan/Nazi lerrorl For masiive public works under

union control! Jobs fee all, decent housing, free medical care,

childcare, education, tramit! Full equality— minorities,
women, homoieiuals! Citizenship right! for undocumented

workers! From Afghanistan to Poland to El Salvador—down
with Reagans anti-Soviet war drivel Throw out the capital-

ists! Seize banks, indunry—no compensation! Establish

workert' governmemt

Diana Coleman
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The name of PHILLIP BURTON was incorrectly spelled pn page
3 of the sample ballot. His name should also be added to the list
of supporters of the argument In favor of Proposition A on page
45.

\
III

Your polling place may have changed. Please refer to the
address label on the reverse side

Registrar ordered by court to send this uncensored statement to all 300,000
voters In San Francisco.
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BOSTON COMMON, 12 OCTOBER 1974

Spartacist contingent at protest

against rising tide of racist anti-

busing mobilizations, terror against

black schoolchildren, stoning of

school buses. While Democrats in

Congress echoed the anti-busing

program of racist mobs on the

streets, and black Democrats and
reformists called for troops and cops

to protect Boston blacks, the SL’s

call upon trade unions and blacks to

build integrated defense squads was

seen around the world.

The SL was the only organization
on the left which consistently and
unambiguously struggled to support
busing (and its extension to the

suburbs), stood against the call for

government troops, and called for

labor/black defense of the bused

schoolchildren and black areas (such

as the embattled Columbia Point
housing project) attacked by night-

riders and racist cops.

A graphic lesson in the class nature ot the state: TV
shows Mayor White's cossacks attack anti-Klan
protesters.

KKK Run Out...
(continued from page 1)

members of the Progressive Labor
Party (PL) and its International Com-
mittee Against Racism (InCAR) rose

from the audience and pelted Wilkin-

son’s pin-striped suit with eggs. One PL
supporter made it to the stage and tried

to throw a few punches as the show
stopped. Infuriated, the KKK terrorist

leader on Friday morning demanded the

arrest of the anti-racist protesters and
vowed to stage a provocation the next

day by parading in full Klan regalia.

In response to Wilkinson’s threat,

PL/InCAR announced a counterdem-

onstration at City Hall Plaza. Later

Friday afternoon the All-Peoples Con-
gress (APC), a vehicle for the Workers
World Party (WWP), announced an
anti-Klan rally at the same time and
place. An APC leaflet advertised a noon
Saturday press conference with black

State Representative Mel King. (The
NAACP closed down its office and told

people to stay home on the 1 6th.) On
Friday evening, the Spartacist League/
Spartacus Youth League (SL/SYL)
held a forum on “Black Liberation

Through Socialist Revolution,” with

guest speaker Charles Dubois, a mili-

tant auto worker from Detroit, where

we announced a class-struggle contin-

gent for the Saturday demonstration.

Most of the audience stayed to make
posters and calls were made to mobilize

Spartacist supporters.

Mel King never showed up at the

APC conference, as Boston’s establish-

ment black leadership entirely boycot-

ted this crucial protest to stop the KKK
terrorists. By 1 p.m. Saturday a few
hundred anti-Klan demonstrators had
gathered at City Hall. When a contin-

gent of several dozen SL/SYL support-

ers arrived, the police demanded that

our signs be taken off the wooden sticks

which are standard in Boston demon-
strations. They clearly wanted protes-

ters defenseless against what was com-
ing. WWP spokesmen, who have

frequently resorted to anti-communist
violence to exclude Spartacists, this

time invited the SL/SYL tojoin a picket

line, noting that we had the largest

contingent present. Many youths from
white working-class districts seldom
associated with anti-racist protests also

showed up. One group carried a sign

saying, “Dorchester and S. Boston Says
Klan Keep Out.” Some Irish kids

brought homemade signs saying, “Ku
Klux Sux" and “Fux the Klux." Mean-
while, a dozen or so PL/InCAR
supporters showed up chanting “Death
to the Klan.” First they refused to enter

the picket (by now up to 300), then

briefly marched on the line only to

withdraw again to the sidelines.

While the sectarian PL Stalinists have

been known to leave anti-Klan protests

rather than participate in any united-

front action. Workers World sought to

build a classic “popular front” with

representatives of the capitalist class.

From their podium, they called upon
strikebreaking governor Ed King and
mayor Kevin White to join them. All-

Peoples Congress signs demanded,
“Roll Back Reaganism”—a veiled call

to vote Democratic in November. Most
ominously, APC leaders invited

Curtis Sliwa’s Guardian Angels tojoin

the line. The “Angels” are a lumpen
vigilante group that stomps through
New York City subways and has spread

to other cities. We have called them
potentially “a paramilitary auxiliary to

the cops in terrorizing the ghettos"

(“They’re No Angels!" WV No. 275,

27 February 1981). The sinister presence

of the Guardian Angels at today’s dem-
onstration was clear; they appeared
to concentrate on forming a cordon
in front of PL just minutes before the

Klan arrived.

As the Klan marchers neared City

Hall Plaza shortly before 2 p.m., the

crowd saw what was happening and the

picket line broke as militants rushed up
to stop the KKK. At this point Workers
World bullhorners tried to stop them,
saying, ‘‘Stay where you are, keep the

picket line going—That’s not the way to

fight the Klan, stay on the picket line.”

Thus they proved that their call to “Stop
the Klan” was just empty rhetoric. But
the militant elements in the demonstra-
tion ignored their advice.

The cops were not able to drive away
the anti-Klan protesters, despite their

vicious attacks. At one point the cop
motorcycles headed straight for the

middle of the Spartacist contingent in

the hopes of breaking it up. But every

time there was an opening, the crowd
simply flowed around the cops. After

10-15 minutes of the police riot, demon-
strators returned to the plaza where
many regrouped around the SL/SYL
banner reading, “No Trust in Capitalist

Politicians/Troops/Cops! Black/ Labor
Defense Against Racist Attacks!” In

particular, blacks were attracted by the

Spartacist soapboxing (see excerpts

back page) as union militants from
Detroit auto, Chicago steel and New
York maritime called for class struggle

to smash the fascists. Many joined in

our chants, “Smash the Klan, this is the

hour—Labor and blacks have got the

power!”

Scandalously, at this point Bob
Avakian’s Revolutionary Communist
Party (RCP) made common cause with

anti-communist racists against the

Trotskyist SL/SYL. When Spartacist

supporters stressed the duty to defend

the Soviet Union against Reagan’s

imperialist war drive, an RCP bullhorn-

er began screaming about “Soviet social

imperialism” while a clot of white punks
cheered. “Right, what about Poland?”

When SL comrades pointed out to black

militants that the Avakianites had
joined the ROAR racists in opposing
busing in 1974, the RCPer stammered,
"That was a wrong position." But while

these “Jim Crow socialists” say they’ve

changed their line on busing, they still

line up with Ronald Reagan and the

KKK on Russia.

The Battle for Boston Busing

Boston is not Klan territory, yet in

recent years it has been a hotbed of
racist hatred. The reason is historical. In

the 1800s, rich Boston merchants
refused to allow heavy industry (steel,

auto) into Boston proper because “the
Yankees wanted to maintain its sereni-
ty" ( Boston Globe . 27 September). The
city was scarcely touched by the CIO
organizing drives of the 1930s. After the
decline of textiles and shoemaking.

major industry was restricted to outly-

ing areas: General Electric in Lynn,
General Motors in Framingham, Gen-
eral Dynamics in Quincy. Unlike De-
troit and the Midwest generally, there

was no mass migration from the South.
So today, while non-union high-tech

industries flourish along Routes 1 28 and
495, Boston’s Irish and Italian white
ghettos have an even lower standard of

living than black Roxbury. Who would
the KKK appeal to today, the

Portuguese?

This history set the stage for the bitter

struggle over Boston busing. In 1974,

thousands of segregationist bigots led

by Louise Day Hicks’ ROAR marauded
through South Boston and marched on
City Hall denouncing “forced busing.”

Racist punks stoned school buses

bringing courageous black children to

integrate all-white schools. Paramilitary

fascistic outfits like the South Boston
Marshals fielded vigilante squads to

terrorize minorities. It was this mobili-

zation of race hate in Boston that spelled

the defeat of school integration

throughout the North.

Suburban liberals had subjected the

city to a savage racial polarization by
trying to bus poor blacks into the white

Irish/ Italian ghettos, with a plan that

provided no significant educational

gains. But to be for or against busing
became a plebiscite on racism. As
supporters of racial integration in every

area of social life, the Spartacist League
fought unequivocally to smash the racist

offensive. We called to implement
busing, even though it is a somewhat
artificial democratic demand that by
itself cannot bring about real integra-

tion and quality education for op-

wnenuH.

Workers Revolution

Heeds

Black leadership

$1.00
Make checks payable/mall to:

Sparlaclst Publishing Co.,

Bon 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116
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SL calls for mass labor/black mobilization.

pressed minorities. We called for ex-

tending busing to the suburbs and for

low-rent, racially integrated public

housing. As for the hard-core anti-

busing bigots, said the SL, they must be

crushed by "mass mobilization of black

organizations, trade unions, socialist

groups and all other forces prepared to

defend black schoolchildren....”

Yet in the midst of this race terror,

with the lives of black schoolchildren

threatened, the bulk of the so-called

"left” was just as treacherous as the

black and white liberals. While the SL
campaigned with mass leaflets for

labor/black defense, the reformist

Socialist Workers Party (SWP) op-

posed this as “make believe.” The
“realistic” SWP called instead for

federal troops—the armed fist of the

racist, capitalist state—as a “real,

meaningful solution.” (We pointed out

that if troops were brought in, it would
be to enforce a segregationist “law and
order” and prevent any organized

defense by black and union militants.)

Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution

In 1974 and again today, the Boston

black masses are sacrificed to racist

reaction by the black and white liberals.

The reformist phony socialists call on
the racist, capitalist state to send troops

to enforce busing (1974) and to “ban the

Klan” ( 1982). Meanwhile, as any Marx-
ist could have predicted, the bosses’ cops

and troops repeatedly attack those who
fight against the race terrorists. Only the

Trotskyist Spartacist League has fought

for the program of independent labor/

black mobilization, so sorely needed in

1974 and the key to today’s victory. This

means a struggle against the capitalist

order which breeds racist reaction.

Today as the KKK preys on the

frustrations of poor whites suffering

from massive unemployment and the

catastrophic decay of American cities.

WV Photo

Workers World Party (left) and
Progressive Labor at Boston City
Hall.

the Trotskyists call for factory occupa-
tions (sitdown strikes) against plant

shutdowns; for unlimited, uncondition-

al unemployment insurance; for a 30

hour workweek for 40 hours pay and to

provide jobs for all.

While “daishiki Democrats” and
reformist hustlers lead the black masses

down to defeat with illusions of “com-
munity control,” the Spartacist League
fights for a program of revolutionary

integrationism and a multi-racial van-

guard socialist party. We seek to harness

the power of labor in the struggle for

black equality, fighting within the

unions against the poisonous racism

which cripples united class struggle, and
for a class-conscious leadership to oust

the pro-capitalist bureaucrats. This is a

road of long, hard struggle, to mobilize

the workers movement as the vanguard

of all the oppressed. But it is the only

one which can liberate us all.

For labor/black mobilizations

against the Klan! Break with the

Democrats, black and white— Build a

workers party to fight for a workers
government! For black liberation

through socialist revolution!*

SPARTACIST LEAGUE LOCAL DIRECTORY
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Black Auto Militant on Boston Radio

Labor Must Break with the

Democrats, Smash the Klan
We prim below excerpts from re-

marks by Charles Dubois, a Detroit

black auto militant who spoke at the

Boston anti- Klan demonstration, on
WRKO radio in Boston. October 16.

Dubois: 1 wanted to comment on the

speaker that was speaking previously.

Moderator: Frank Neisser.

Dubois: He’s from the All-Peoples

Congress, right?

Moderator: That’s right.

Dubois: Here’s the thing about this

group, you see, which had supposedly

organized a “stop the Nazis’’ demonstra-

tion down there. The way they organ-

ized it politically leads into the Demo-
cratic Party; what they want to do is tie

the working people and black people

back to the Democratic Party. And
what gives that away is the gentleman’s

statement that he was “surprised" at the

police’s behavior. When we organized

the [November 1979] demonstration in

Detroit [to stop the KKK], and also a

similar thing just recently in Chicago,

this last June 27 when the Nazis tried to

march against the gays on Gay Pride

Day, one thing you have to take into

consideration is the police. It’s all

this liberal claptrap about being sur-

prised at the police’s behavior, and the

whole question of “free speech for the

Nazis.”

Moderator: You consider that liberal

claptrap, free speech?

Dubois: Look, the Nazis or the Klan do
not organize for free speech. They did

not debate with the people in Greens-

boro. They shot them down in the broad
light of day. [Moderator: Right.] You
see, that's what they will do to us when
they can actually get away with it.

Moderator: Unless you get them first?

Dubois: Unless we stop them. And
that’s what was important about today.

Because people turned out in massive

numbers, I guess to the tune of 1,000

people. This is very important, because

if they [the Klan] had gotten away with

marching today, unopposed. .. in fact,

they got run out. You see, Boston was
the city where busing got killed in the

streets, which has set the climate for

what’s going on in America today. In

terms of not only Ronald Reagan, also

Jimmy Carter [whose] talk about
“ethnic purity" was right after busing

[was killed].

Moderator: I’d like to know your view

of the actions of the individuals in

Channel 4 studio the other day, specifi-

cally throwing eggs at [KKK “Imperial

Wizard’’] Bill Wilkinson and throwing a

punch at him. Were those techniques

that you feel are going to get the cause of

racial harmony anywhere?

Dubois: First, we’re talking about

tactics, and tactics flow from strategy.

We say that only labor and black

mobilizations can stop these people.

Moderator: Does physical violence

have a place in a practical assault on

racism?

Dubois: Self-defense has a practical

purpose and in fact is essential and
effective in stopping race terrorism.

These people don’t organize and march
to just speak. Like in Greensboro, or

like in Chattanooga, back in 1979, when
they assaulted two black women. That’s

not free speech. What is key for black

people and working people in this

country to understand is that we must
organize self-defense in the form of

workers defense guards.

Moderator: Well, you know something,

Charles. I’m going for a moment to

play-act the role of a white supremacist,

take what you just said as spoken by a

white supremacist. If I don’t take my
gun and go shoot the niggers, they’re

going to come rape my wife and
daughter and take all my worldly goods,

so it’s self-defense.

Dubois: Let’s look at what’s really

going on. That doesn’t happen. What
does happen is the Klan murders people.

Moderator: So what’s their jus-

tification?

Dubois: I don’t care about their

justification; their justification is the

fact that they stand for the racist,

capitalist system. I think that workers

and blacks have to defend themselves.

Look, it relates to the question that the

person two speakers ago asked about
the Panthers, saying that the so-called

“extremist” groups...

Moderator: He thinks they’re just as

wrong as the Klan.

Dubois: [...equating the] Panthers

with the Klan. It’s typical liberal

moralism, when people look at all things

as being equal. All things are not equal.

The Panthers didn’t go around bombing
churches and killing little schoolgirls.

They were not involved in race-terror.

They advocated self-defense, and the

police/FBI organized terror against

them. The police and the FBI do not

organize terror against the Klan, be-

cause the Klan stands for the racist

status quo. And what that means is we
have to finish what the Civil War didn’t

finish.

Moderator: You’ve made it quite clear

where you stand. I thank you *
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“We Can Organize to Crush
These Fascist Creeps!”
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American Nightmare:
i3 Million Jobless

After protesters had driven off the

KKK terrorists on October 16 in

Boston, cops rioted against the anti-

Klan demonstrators. Supporters of the

SL/SYL galvanized the crowd with

soapbox agitators. Weprint below some
of their remarks.

Charles Dubois
Detroit black auto militant, who led a

fight that drove KKK-hoodedforemen
from Ford's River Rouge plant.

We had the Klan try to march twice in

Detroit and in Ann Arbor, and we
stopped them both times. The key to

that kind of mobilization is centralizing

on labor, organized labor. That can

nullify the kind of police presence you
see here today, if you turn out organized

labor along with the black community
organizations and other minority

organizations—we can be successful in

driving out the Nazis and the Klan.

They’re not wanted here. Everybody
showed they didn’t want them here, they

got run out. But who were their friends?

The damn police. And who did they go
after? They went after you, and you, and
all of us. These guys in the blue shirts,

they’re with these guys in the white

sheets.

Well, we can get labor together, and
black people together. We can organize

to crush these fascist creeps. When they

were stopping busing on the streets, the

racists mobilized. What should have
happened, and what should happen
today and tomorrow against the racist

South Boston Marshals, against the Ku
Klux Klan, is to get the blacks on the

streets, and most important, the labor

unions. We’re not talking about [United

Auto Workers president] Doug Fraser.

We’re talking about the people that

Doug Fraser’s selling out. He’s in bed

Reaganomics. The problem is capital-

ism. Remember “ethnic purity” Carter?

The Klan carried out the murders in

Greensboro then. You can’t fight

Reagan with Democrats. You have to

build a class-struggle workers party.

Keith Anwar
Steel worker militant who recently won
an NLRB ruling after being firedfor

honoring picket lines.

Brothers and sisters, my eyesight’s

beginning to come back now. I just got

maced by that scum in blue defending

the scum in white sheets. That tells you
something about what the cops are, that

tells you something about who rules this

society, about the state and the federal

government.

Now, why do the union leaders say

that we have to rely on the Democrats?
It’s because they are against any kind of

real struggle by the working class. What
they tell you is that the Democrats are a

lesser evil. Well the Democrats paved
the way for Reagan. When did the war
drive and the military buildup which is

bleeding our cities dry begin? When did

the plants begin shutting down and
throwing people out in the streets? It

began under the Democrats.

So, somebody yelled before, go back
to the Soviet Union. Well, I’m going to

tell you something—in the Soviet

Union, the Klan and the Nazis don’t

ride. I want to tell you something else—
we got unions in this country that are

ours, that belong to the working people.

There are bureaucrats up there that

think otherwise, who think that the

unions should be an instrument for

keeping down the workers on behalf of

the capitalists. Well, we have to kick out

the union leaders who tell us that we
can’t fight, who do everything they can
to prevent a fight.

We must defend the gains that we
have made, we must go forward to a

planned economy run in the interests of

the workers. And the only way we’re

going to get it is by building a revolu-

tionary workers party. I want to tell

everybody here that the Spartacist

League which has this contingent has

the only answers in terms of fighting the

Klan and the Nazis. So, I want you to

pick up a copy of Workers Vanguard
,

and the newspaper of the Spartacus

Youth League, Young Spartacus, and
find those answers. Because the future

held up by capitalism is a future of war
and fascism—it’s a future of barbarism.
And we have a future of revolutionary
struggle. So take a side and join us.

r~ BLACK
LIBERATION

THROUGH
_ W1AI ICT

Rouge auto militant, Charles Dubois (left): The racists in the blue shirts are
with the racists In the white sheets.

with Teddy Kennedy and Ronald
Reagan and [Chrysler chairman] Lee

Iacocca—he ain’t gonna stop the Klan.

But everybody else— he’s selling their

jobs out, he’s giving their money up,

they’ve got the reason to be out here

today. We can mount an effective drive

to not only get the Nazis and the Klan,

but their buddies in the White House.

That’s what we’re talking about—For
labor action to smash Reagan reaction.

Alison Spencer
Spartacus Youth League.

We taught the Klan a lesson, that

there’s no room for the Klan on the

streets of Boston. And there’s another

lesson for all of us to be learned here

today. Which side were the cops on?
Who did they protect here today? We
say no trust in the capitalist politicians,

in the troops or the cops. What we have

confidence in is in the power of the labor

movement. When labor flexes its mus-
cle, the fascists turn and run.

The Klan and the Nazis have been

emboldened in the Reagan administra-

tion. Because it’s his war on commu-
nism, his anti-Soviet drive, that’s killing

labor and blacks at home. We’re paying

for this war drive: workers’ wages are

being cut, social services for minorities

are being taken back, and the fascists see

that as a green light to go out and
murder in their white sheets, with their

Nazi swastikas.

But the problem isn’t just Reagan or
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Liberals
,
Reformists Defame

Boston Anti-Klan Demo
On those all too rare occasions when

the KKK/Nazis get a taste of what these

racist terrorists deserve, there is a

predictable outcry from the liberals over

the ‘‘rights” of the fascists and a
denunciation of the ‘‘violence” of anti-

fascist demonstrators. N o sooner are the

Klan/Nazis sent packing than the

liberals and their reformist hangers-on
complain that they should have been
debated, or that the capitalist govern-
ment should have “banned the Klan."

After the K K K was run out of Boston
City Hall Plaza on October 16 and the

cops attacked the demonstrators with

clubs, the reformists who stayed at

home predictably attacked the anti-

Klan demonstrators with words. They
apologized for the cop riot and made
excuses for the KICK. Most disgust-

ing was a letter from the National

Anti-Racist Organizing Committee
(NAROC, associated with ex-Maoist
Irwin Silber’s Line of March) to

Boston’s black weekly newspaper. Bay
Slate Banner (21 October). Arguing in

the style and perhaps with the purpose
of the bourgeois press after the Greens-

boro massacre, the letter wonders if the

Klan was provoked by the anti-Klan

demonstrators:

“In the aftermath of the confrontation
that took place, we are left thinking that

this Klan march was a freak incident,

that the Klan felt compelled to defend
its honor after suffering an egg-in-the-
face.”

The letter goes on to describe the mass
outrage against the KKK as part of an
event which “could be viewed as a

circus.”

NAROC does not want to see the

Klan smashed, but instead wants to use

it as a focus for getting out the

Democratic vote. It bemoans the fact

that in Boston on October 16, “the weak
presence” of “the anti-racist movement"

[?] allowed “the political character of the

demonstration to fall to immature and
adventurist elements who emphasized
physical attack over political confronta-

tion.” And just what kind of political

confrontation is desired by these “ma-
ture elements”? No attempt to stop the

Klan at all. Instead the letter insists that

“Mayor White should have denied the

Klan the opportunity to march.”

NAROC is going to have a hard time

selling this treacherous line to the 1,500

in the crowd at City Hall Plaza who saw,

and in some cases felt firsthand, the

clubs and motorcycle rampage of

Mayor White’s racists in blue.

The Communist Party (CP) “ban
the Klan” strategy wasn’t dampened
at all by the cop riot in Boston. They
offered some gentle criticism of Mayor
White’s cossacks in the Daily World
(20 October):

“Over 100 cops were on hand protecting
the Klan when trouble started. Some
rocks and bottles were thrown, but not
enough to warrant the wholesale club-
bing of the large numbers of protesters

who neither provoked nor participated
in the incident.”

How many bottles are enough to

warrant a cop riot against anti-Klan

demonstrators, according to the CP?
The Daily World criticizes the cops for

clubbing the “innocents." What about
those who are not so innocent of

wanting to smash the Klan and Nazis?

They are left to the tender mercies of the

cops. Even if the CP gets its “anti-Klan”

laws, history shows that the capitalist

state will use them not to ban the

fascists, which it needs in times of

economic/social crisis, but to ban the

left.

The liberals and reformists (such as

the Socialist Workers Party) who
oppose the Stalinists’ “ban the Klan”
strategy do so from a civil libertarian

position of “free speech for fascists."

This offers the KKK/Nazi terrorists a

platform for their racist provocations.

As we wrote after the June 27 demon-
stration in Chicago which brought 3,000
to Lincoln Park to stop the Nazis:

“The fascists’ appeal is to increasingly
desperate and backward working-class
and lower middle-class white layers who
are persuaded not by rational argu-
ments but by force. The Nazis and Klan
understand this well: their ‘propaganda’
consists of lynchings, cross burnings
and swastika painting. As it was in

Germany, the question is: who will win,
who will die9 Will the Red Guards or the
storm troopers prevail?"

— WV, No. 309, 9 July 1982

Even today as the Kluxers threaten to

stage a provocation in Washington,
D.C. on November 6, the liberals and
reformists are squabbling over tactics.

They are not falling out over how to stop
the Klan, but over how best to rely on
the government: whether to call on
Mayor Marion Barry to deny a permit
or guarantee their “free speech.” But
these expressions of faith in the capital-

ist state— its courts and cops—won’t
stop the rising race-terror in Reagan’s
America. It will take the class-struggle

policies of the Spartacist League, which
has initiated and led mass labor and
black-centered mobilizations which can
run the KKK/Nazis off the streets.*

WV Photo

Boston, October 16: SL contingent says, nothing to debate—stop the Klan
nowl

WV Supplement: “KKK Run Out!
”

40,000 Distributed to Workers, Blacks
When 1,500 angry protesters ran the

Ku Klux Klan out of Boston October

16, it electrified the city— it was the first

setback for the race-terrorists there in

years. This solid anti-racist stand

touched a real chord in Boston—witness

the enthusiastic reception for our WV
supplement “KKK Run Out!” particu-

larly among the black population. At
press time, our comrades had distribut-

ed almost 13,000 supplements in the

Boston area. Everywhere we went
people were talking about the action.

One young woman clubbed by a cop
during the police rampage, who was
listed as a victim in the newspapers,

worried what her reception would be the

next day at the construction site where
she works. On Monday her fellow

workers congratulated her for helping

to stop the Klan, while known racists at

the job laid low—they had been defeat-

ed. At Eggleston Station a black woman
bus driver took a supplement, came
back for more to supply her bus, and
directed our comrades to leave stacks at

the starter’s booth for the other transit

workers.

A black token collector at Central

Square talked about the interlocking of
the fascists and the bourgeois state: “I’m

from Alabama. I know all about the

Klan. Once they marched through town
and when we pulled their hoods off, we
found the mayor underneath one of

them.”

Our comrades fanned out across the

country with the supplement. With a

print run of 75,000, some 39,500 had
been handed out in the first four days.

Distribution points included major
radical centers and industrial concentra-

tions, from a speech by Angela Davis at

the Hollywood Palladium to Midwest
Chrysler workers now on the front lines

of the American class struggle.

At press time, sites where 1,000 or

more supplements were distributed

included: Boston: Northeastern Uni-
versity (1,000), black neighborhoods

(9.000)

. New York: transit yards and
depots (1,450), Harlem Hospital

(1.000)

, II 5th Street & Lenox Avenue,
Harlem (1,000). Detroit: Ford River

Rouge (1,030). Chicago: “El" stops in

black neighborhoods (1,000). Chrysler

workers ( 1,325)—including Detroit’s

Jefferson Avenue (500), Cleveland’s

Twinsburg plant (325) and Newark,
Delaware (500). San Francisco: October
24 labor march (2,900), black neighbor-

hoods (2,100).*

Free Barbara Honan!

Apartheid “Justice”:

Labor Organizer Jailed
for Treason
The racist South African regime,

seeking to crush the explosive rise of
black labor, has just convicted a white
woman member ofthe banned African
National Congress (ANC) of “high
treason" because of her union organiz-

ing efforts among blacks. Barbara
Hogan was seized in September amid a

black strike wave, beaten by security

police, and condemned to ten years in

prison on October 21. She is the first

white woman convicted of treason in

South Africa. This is also the first time
that membership in the ANC, what she
was actually convicted of, has in itself

been declared tantamount to treason,

which carries the death penalty.

Hogan’s ANC work included
organizing consumer boycotts in

support of striking black workers and
seeking to organize a union of the

unemployed to fight apartheid. The
last white union organizer punished by
the regime, Neil Aggett, was found

"hanged m his cell" this February:

thousands of blacks and whites

marched together at his funeral, where
ANC flags were openly raised for the

first time in a generation. Like Aggett,

Hogan’s courageous work is an impor-
tant break in the white racist front of
the South African ruling class, for

whom the rise of the black working
class represents a potentially mortal
threat. South Africa’s superexploited

black workers have the power to

smash apartheid slavery: despite sav-

age repression, they are gathering their

strength, as last month’s sweeping
strike wave shows.

The international labor movement
must come to the aid of their South
African black brothers and sisters.

Labor action—boycotts and secon-

dary strikes—can be decisive in secur-

ing victory for the embattled black

unions. Free Barbara Hogan! Smash
apartheid— For workers revolution!

29 OCTOBER 1982
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Spartaclst campaign supports picket line militancy at Bethlehem Shipyard against mass layoffs.

Vote Coleman
and Bradley...
(continuedfrom page 6)

mass labor/black mobilizations to stop

Klan/Nazi terror, as was^ done in

Detroit in 1979, San Francisco in

April 1980 (ANCAN) and Chicago on

June 27.

Both the “gun freeze” strategy to

disarm the working class and the

“nuclear freeze” strategy to disarm the

Soviet Union have become liberal

calling cards. Coleman and Bradley tell

the voters that the “nuke freeze”

movement led by Teddy Kennedy and

the LBJ-era Vietnam War criminals is

another channel for leading people back

into the Democratic Party. The Sparta-

cist candidates expose “freeze" hoax-

es like California Proposition 12

with their provisos for “bilateral disar-

mament” (i.e., the USSR must disarm)

and for “national security" (i.e., in-

creased conventional U.S. weaponry).

Coleman and Bradley call for defense of

the Soviet Union against counterrevo-

lution—Not one man or one penny for

the imperialist army! They are telling

the working people of this country that

the fight against Reagan’s domestic

austerity and race-terror is necessarily

linked to the fight against the anti-

Soviet war drive. You can’t fight one

without fighting the other.

Bradley/Coleman Campaign
Addresses Laid-Off
Bethlehem Shipyard Workers

On October 20 Coleman and Bradley

addressed a meeting of over 100 workers

fighting to get their jobs back at

Bethlehem Shipyards. Coleman told

them, “When Reagan smashed PATCO
he sent a message to every employer in

the country to go after the unions. What
the workers here at Bethlehem are doing

in fighting back is what we need more
of."

Some 370 office and shipyard work-

ers were dumped September 30 when
Todd Shipyards bought the Bethlehem

drydocks and equipment for $14 million

and the city bought the land for $1.

Seizing upon the deal as a supposed

renaissance of the city’s ship-repair

industry and a boost to her sagging

political fortunes, an arrogant Mayor
Feinstein crowed, “The sale itself is the

best thing that’s happened since the sale

of Manhattan Island in 1624 for $24.”

Not for the shipyard workers. Of the

hundreds laid off at Bethlehem, Fein-

stein sniffed, “That was going to happen

no matter what.”

Abandoned by their 1 1 unions, the

betrayed and enraged shipyard workers

stormed at least four Board of Supervi-

sors meetings in September and October

protesting the deal. On one occasion

they filled the chamber with thunderous

chants, “We want jobs! We want jobs!"

In mid-October they threw up a picket

line for a few days and held $22 million

in repair work (literally) at bay.

Despite the Bethlehem workers’

picket line militancy, their misleaders

are trying to lead them into the embrace

of Republican candidates, while Demo-
cratic Congressman Phillip Burton told

shipyard workers at an October 20 rally,

“I’m the best thing you’ve got.” Speak-

ing at the same rally, Spartacist candi-

date Bradley told the unionists not to

trust any of the capitalist politicians.

Bradley told of his own experience

fighting for sitdowns and plant seizures

against layoffs in auto, and was ap-

plauded as he concluded, “What we
need is a workers party that will fight for

the interests of the working class, and

not for the interests of Bethlehem and

Todd Shipyards.” Diana Coleman
called at the rally for the yard to be

expropriated.

The Spartacist candidates are

campaigning on a program of militant

class struggle. As Coleman said at an

October 22 Spartacist forum:

“The Spartacist League is the only

organization that represents a way
forward for black and minority people

in this city. We want an integrated

revolutionary party. We look to the

proletariat of this country, especially

the black proletariat, as key in leading

the American revolution. We think you
need a party to do that, and we think the

Spartacist League has the program and
is the nucleus of that party. But it won’t
become that party until we recruit some
of you people out there. So we say join

the Spartacist League and fight for a

socialist future.”

Spartacist Campaign
Needs $$$ Too

Election campaigns are always

expensive, but this year in San
Francisco the candidates who are

running against both capitalist par-

ties ran into plenty of expense they

hadn't counted on. Those who would

try to stop the Coleman/Bradley

campaign forced the candidates into

court to fight for democratic rights

against “dirty tricks” political censor-

ship. Legal fees and court expenses

have been added to the costs of the

campaign publicity, brochures, pos-

ters and all the rest.

The Democrats and Republicans

rely on well-heeled backers and the

“machine” to finance their cam-
paigns, but those who run on a class-

struggle program against the parties

of racism, union-busting and nuclear

Armageddon turn to you for sup-

port. Workers Vanguard readers

everywhere can support this cam-
paign by sending a generous check to:

Spartacist Party Campaign Commit-
tee, Suite 46, 55 Sutter Street, San
Francisco, CA 94104.

Israel...
(continuedfrom page 3)

served as a conduit for American
counterinsurgency weapons to the

Rhodesians, a convenient means of

circumventing the imperialists’ own
hypocritical “sanctions.”

Most important are Israeli ties with

the pro-Nazi apartheid butchers of

South Africa. Shahak documents these

extensive political, economic and mili-

tary relations. A particularly sinister

development is joint Israeli-South

African collaboration in the production

of nuclear weapons. South African

uranium is turned into nuclear devices

at the Israeli facility in Dimona and
then tested off the coast of South Africa.

Mad bombers Begin and Sharon will

certainly have little hesitation to use

nuclear weapons on Arab capitals in

their drive for an “Eretz Israel" that

stretches from the Nile to the Euphrates.

Israel peddles its weapons for

repression throughout Asia as well. Its

spy agency Mossad trained and
equipped the hated secret police of the

ex-shah of Iran, SAVAK, adopting

Gestapo techniques wholesale. Now
Israel continues to ship spare parts to

the great “anti-Zionist" Ayatollah

Khomeini, who uses Israeli bullets to

kill Kurdish peasants and Arab work-
ers, and whose “Revolutionary Guards”
have proven a congenial home for the

talents of many Israeli-trained ex-

SAVAK agents. Of course, the Near
East arms transfer that has gotten the

most attention recently is Israel’s equip-

ping and training of the fascist Phalange

and Major Haddad’s forces, Begin’s

Lebanese Ustashi and SS Einsatzkom-
mandos, respectively. So when our

comrades of the Ligue Trotskyste de

France say that Begin’s holocaust in

West Beirut arms anti-Semitic fascist

mobilizations in West Europe, this must

be taken literally. The Israeli-equipped

Phalange trained the German neo-Nazi

group behind the September 1980

Oktoberfest massacre in Munich in a

bombing that killed 53 and wounded
215.

Israel “Labor” Party’s

Dirty Hands

Although the Israeli arms industry

has grown dramatically under Begin, its

foundations were laid and the interna-

tional connections made under three

decades of rule by the Zionist “Labor”
Party. Shahak quotes the Labor Par-

ty newspaper Davar (16 November
1979):

“A large arms industry is apt to

contribute a decisive share to the Israeli

war effort in terms of emergency
conditions and prestige. It is important
to state that the decisions on this issue

were taken years ago and responsibility

for them for better or for worse rests in

the political sphere with former Defense
Minister Shimon Peres."

Peres is now the leader of “Labor” in

opposition and hopes to ride the storm

in Israel over the Zionist holocaust in

West Beirut to the premiership. But just

as the Democrats paved the way for

Reagan in the U.S., so the bourgeois-

Zionist Labor Party paved the way for

Begin in Israel with three decades of

anti-Arab chauvinism and militarism. It

is grotesque and pathetic to see the

Salvadoran Revolutionary Democratic

Front (FDR) appealing to their “Labor”
Party comrades in the “Socialist”

International to stop arming the bloody
Salvadoran junta. This arms trade is

as vital to the Zionist state as it is

to the forces of Major “Blowtorch”

d’Aubuisson.

Begin/Reagan Anti-Soviet
“Strategic Consensus”

Shahak writes that: "The Western

press is full of reports about the alliance

of South Africa, Israel and Taiwan
which tries to drag the U.S. into a

particularly harsh policy against the

Third World and the Soviet Union."

For the imperialists, of course, their

cold and hot war against the Soviet

Union began the day of the October

Revolution. The Israeli quartermasters

and their military clients are but

convenient shock troops in that 65-year-

old global war that now threatens

humanity with a nuclear holocaust. In

this context it is slanderous for Noam
Chomsky in his introduction to Sha-

hak’s study to equate U.S. apologists for

Israel and for the American invasion of

Vietnam with the “‘critical support’ of

many Trotskyists” for Soviet interven-

tion in Afghanistan (an unmistakable

reference to the international Spartacist

tendency).

While the U.S. imperialists and their

Israeli allies carry out mass murder on a

genocidal scale to further global coun-
terrevolution, the Soviets’ (reluctant)

intervention in Afghanistan has spread

democratic measures such as land

reform and female education against the

resistance of CIA-financed and -armed
feudalist mullahs. And as Chomsky,
usually a master of precision in his field

of linguistics, well knows, the Trotsky-

ists call for proletarian political revolu-

tion to oust the counterrevolutionary

Stalinist bureaucrats who endanger the

defense ofand block the extension of the

gains of the Russian October. As is

historically the case, the chill of the Cold

War comes not last to Cambridge.
In his study Shahak stresses the

impact that this burgeoning arms
industry has on Israeli society. In 1978

Israeli arms exports were $425 million,

by 1980 they had grown to between $1.3

and $1.45 billion or more than 40

percent of Israel’s total export revenue.

Israel’s largest industrial concern is also

its largest arms producer: the Israel

Aircraft Industries, employing more
than 20,000 workers. Not only does this

breed a bloated and privileged military

officer caste but it fuels chauvinism
within a working class dependent for

their livelihood on war industries. The
bonapartism and militarism represented

by the Begin/Sharon cabal running the

country today threaten to overwhelm
Israeli society as a whole.

Some left-wing and Arab nationalists

have long claimed that Israeli society,

with the exception of its Palestinian

Arab minority, is simply a garrison state

without internal social or class contra-

dictions. No doubt the massive growth
of this arms industry, combined with the

continued Israeli occupation and re-

pression of the West Bank and Gaza,
push Israel in this direction. But Begin’s

holocaust in Lebanon has deeply polar-

ized an already fractured society as

shown by the wave of anti-government
protests it unleashed inside Israel.

Massive demonstrations, antiwar senti-

ment in the armed forces with many
officers threatening to resign over
Lebanon, a restive working class with
one of the highest strike rates in the

world, could blow up the Zionist

fortress from within. But this requires

an internationalist vanguard that can
unite Hebrew workers with Palestinian

toilers in a joint struggle for a socialist

federation of the Near East.
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Waterbovs for Kennedy and Messengers for Qaddafi

Sewer Socialists in ’82 Elections
After having greased the skids for

Ronald Reagan, the Democratic Party

is now trying to make a comeback. It’s

the year of the anti-Reagan popular
front, and of course the pro-capitalist

AFL-CIO bureaucracy has joined in by
declaring “Solidarity Day 11" on No-
vember 2 to re-elect the same people

who screwed labor in the past. The
“ready for Teddy" crowd—comprising

most of the so-called “left" groups—
have heard the call and are walking the

precincts, while those who shrink from
publicly endorsing Democrats are mo-
bilizing indirectly through the “freeze

movement” and other pacifist/reformist

schemes. Only the Spartacist candidates

in San Francisco, Richard Bradley and
Diana Coleman, are fighting for an
independent working-class program:
“You Can’t Fight Reagan with Demo-
crats! For Mass Strike Action to Bring

Down Reagan! Build a Workers Party!"

The Democratic Socialists of

America (DSA), a collection of right-

wing social democrats and New Left-

overs, is not only working deeply in the

Democratic Party—in certain places

they have become the Democratic
Party. “More than 200 DSA members
hold elective office," boasted DSA
honcho Joseph Schwartz in In These

Times (22 September) and some of them
have been influential Democratic office-

holders for years: e.g., California

Congressman Ron Dellums, New York
City councilman Ruth Messinger, SF
supervisor Harry Britt, Berkeley mayor
Gus Newport, and so on. While ITT
engages in endless “dialogues" over the

problems of running “socialist" candi-

dates, DSAer Ruth Messinger present-

ed the Democratic politicians’ solution:

“Simply put, where our members have
been elected, we want to reelect

them"—i.e., look out for No. 1 (ITT, 28

July). These people are ordinary, run-

of-the-mill Democratic politicians using

“socialist" verbiage. .. and not much of

that.

The DSA is a stalking horse for Ted
Kennedy, and DSA leader Schwartz
made this crystal clear for the more
naive ranks:

“Nor would it be sectarian to consider
running a prominent socialist such as

Michael Harrington or Ron Dellums in

a few key 1984 Democratic presidential

primaries if either Kennedy chooses not
to run or if Kennedy runs a centrist

rather than staunch left-liberal [!]

campaign.”—ITT.; 22 September

Thus the social democrats are very

much in the Democratic mainstream,
and while Kennedy broods about his

career, the DSA/Democrats do their

best to prop up the system. They pound
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the pavement for classical liberal Dem-
ocrats like Phil Burton and Robert
Kastenmeier. The DSA even refuses to

endorse their own member running for

Michigan governor, Zoltan Ferency,

because he failed to gain the backing of

the AFL-CIO bureaucracy. And Con-
gressman Dellums, who has sat for years

on the House Armed Services Commit-
tee, is pushing an “alternative" military

budget of a “mere” $200 billion and

supports U.S. Marines in Lebanon.

Other DSA officeholders are just as

wedded to the capitalist system. Take
SF supervisor and DSAer Harry Britt,

for instance. His latest gambit is a

“Police-Britt Ballot Alliance." He is

offering up the “gay vote" for ballot

propositions which would enhance
police pensions and overtime pay in

exchange for the cops’ neutrality on
another initiative which provides for a

fig leaf “civilian investigation" into

police conduct. The fact that the cops
will use their overtime pay to bash

homosexuals, among others, has not

gone unnoticed, and one writer for a

local gay paper recently remarked:

"But, some will object, do not most of
them [cops] come from the working
class? Yes. So do scabs. But, their
historic role is that of strikebreakers."

— Coming Upl, October 1982

The Harry Britts and Ron Dellums are
bourgeois politicians, pure and simple,

and the DSA is deeply immersed in the

capitalist Democratic Party. Appropri-
ately, in San Francisco the DSA sports a

genuine boss: Muni director and mil-

lionaire Richard Sklar, a direct agent of

labor-hating Mayor Feinstein.

What “Lesser Evil"?

Rather than openly calling to “Vote
Democratic," the Communist Party

(CP) has revived its classical “fight the

right” popular-front rhetoric. Ron
Dellums and Gus Newport are de-

scribed as “progressives” and “labor

candidates" so the party faithful will

know how to pull the lever when they get

behind the voting booth curtain. Mean-
while the CP’s veteran labor writer

George Morris proclaims, “Organized
labor’s real test—Nov. 2” (Daily World,

8 October). "Labor has endorsed candi-

dates in many states like California’s

Governor Jer*7 Brown ..." Got it now?
Occasionally the CP runs fake “in-

dependent" candidates like Richard

Giovanoni in Chicago or the perennial

Joelle Fishman in New Haven. But Gus
Hall lectured a December 1981 central

committee meeting that where a “right-

wing reactionary, racist Reaganite” is

on the ballot, “if a bourgeois politician

who is running against him/her is not

‘evil’, we must give support, critical

support or outright, wholehearted

support—whatever is necessary— to

achieve our overall goal." This appar-

ently created some dissidence among
more militant ranks, so the line was
rammed down everyone’s throat at an

“extraordinary conference" in Milwau-
kee last April. More than any other

“socialist" group, the CP bears the

historic responsibility for criminally

subordinating the trade unions to the

Democratic Party, from the Popular
Front period of the 1930s on.

The reformist losers of the 1982
election must surely be the Socialist

Workers Party (SWP). Who needs these

idiosyncratic social-democratic elector-

alists when the DSA is around? The
SWP has recently lost hundreds of
members. The Barnes clique is running a

messy purge of old-timers in faction-

ridden and bureaucratic bloodletting.

And despite this hemorrhaging, the

SWP is still sounding off like it is going
to take over the country through the

ballot box. It’s election fever as usual for

the SWP, running 60 candidates in 26
states as they turn out their demoralized
members for another campaign of sewer
socialism.

The endless SWP blather about a

“peaceful, legal" road to socialise

would have made old Karl Kautsky
blush. A choice tidbit comes from a
statement by Marie Cobbs, SWP

candidate for governor of Illinois. "Our
own political party” (whose?), she says,

could “win some real democracy in this

country." “A real majority government
...wouldn’t have government strike-

breaking.” No tax breaks for corpora-

tions, either. Hot diggity dog! Better

remember those campaign promises!

But about socialist revolution, “expro-

priating the expropriators,” not a

whisper.

This is the party that debates the Ku
Klux Klan on TV and advises blacks to

rely on the cops for “protection" against

race terror. In California as elsewhere

around the country, SWP gubernatorial

candidate Mel Mason is running on a

platform for a “workers and farmers"
government. How many of these fabled

“working farmers” do you suppose he

has found in this land of multi-million

dollar agribusiness? But it seems the

American bourgeoisie does not at

present have much use for the SWP’s
nutty brand of reformism, which touts

Yasir Arafat, Fidel Castro and “social-

ist" Grenada.

Speaking of dustbins, something just

crawled out—the so-called Workers
League (WL). After years of lurking in

Akron with its widely unread Bulletin,

the WL has suddenly popped up in

Detroit with a seven-person slate for

various offices. With their four-color

twice-weekly press and six "election

headquarters" in Detroit, they’ve obvi-

ously got a lot of money to throw
around for a tiny group. Who the hell

finances them? Their election propagan-
da talks about a general strike, but in

reality they are a bizarre sect that

takes its orders from outside the

working class.

These political bandits tried every get-

rich-quick scheme in the ’60s and ’70s.

The hallmark of the early Bulletin was
its endless calls for a “Congress of

Labor" to “build a labor party," which
they saw being formed by the Cold War
anti-communist Meanyite labor bu-
reaucracy. Today the WL pretends to be
a champion of black youth. But as a sign

of their orientation towards the racist

union bureaucracy, the Bulletin backed
the 1971 New York cop strike, a posi-

tion never repudiated by the Workers
League!

In the mid-’70s the WL and its British

godfather Gerry Healy went spinning

out of the workers movement altogeth-

er, developing a penchant for CIA-
baiting its opponents (and internal

dissidents). Their London daily Work-
ers Press suddenly folded and was
mysteriously replaced by News Line,

which spent many pages reprinting the

communiques of Libya’s Colonel Mu-
ammar Qaddafi. Year after year the

Healyite press lauded Qaddafi’s dicta-

torship as some kind of “socialist"

regime, even though it is based on a

fanatical devotion to the Koran, which
sanctifies the feudal enslavement of
women and prescribes barbaric legal

punishments such as cutting off the

hands of thieves. As spinoff of the

Qaddafi connection, the Healyites

became publicity agents for the PLO.
More recently the Bulletin has become a

fanatical apologist of the ruthless

reactionary Ayatollah Khomeini of
Iran. Workers beware of this bizarre

and sinister group!

U.S. elections in 1982 reveal not only
the decay of the capitalist system but
also the utter bankruptcy of the oppor-
tunist “left." Only the Spartacist League
is fighting for an independent working-
class perspective, for socialist revolution

and a workers government! Vote for

Bradley and Coleman in San
Francisco!
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Richard Bradley
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Democrat
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Deadly Lies...
(continuedfrom page 4)

The IWP leaflet claims that the fact

that we brought out signs (protesting

this anti-Trotskyist exclusion) shows
that “their provocations had been

planned in advance.” Not at all. It shows
that given the threats of force by
Kramer's lieutenant Gregorio against

Young Spanacus salesmen at Los

Angeles Community College a week
beforehand, Kramer’s shoving of SLers

at an August 21 Lebanon demonstra-

tion, and the threats by Kramer in an

“open letter” last spring to use “ANY
MEASURES NECESSARY" against

the SL—we expected they might ex-

clude us (which they did), and we were

determined to protest this act of

bureaucratic cowardice. The IWP came
prepared, too, with claw hammers and
martial arts weapons (numchakus),

both quite deadly. But their Big Lie

account of October 2 doesn’t mention

their use of hammers, sticks and chains

in assaulting weaponless SL supporters

and trade unionists. No wonder Kramer
and his pals went after our photogra-

pher, unsuccessfully trying to destroy

the evidence of their attack. But the

proof is there (see accompanying
photos).

Then there is the Morenoite claim

that Spartacists were “provoking...

mostly immigrant Latin workers, with

racist attacks." This lie is positively

absurd. Cui bono—who benefits? Why
would any group make racist attacks

against workers it was seeking to win
over? Or, alternatively, why would
unarmed demonstrators “provoke” an
attack when the IWP goons were
flaunting their lethal weapons? This

ridiculous fabrication is of a piece with

the U.S. claim that the Soviets are

dumping “yellow rain" on brown-
skinned peoples from Afghanistan to

Laos in order to help Haig show how
evil Commies are. What’s going on here?

Faced with the impossible task of

defending Nahuel Moreno, who in his

politics has the constancy of a prostitute

plying her trade, Kramer & Co. must
seal off their supporters with national,

linguistic and physical barriers from our
exposure of this charlatan. Thus IWP
leaders literally ripped out of their own
members’ hands SL Spanish-language

leaflets about our emergency protests

against Reagan’s racist deportations last

spring.

To back up its fabrications about
October 2, the IWP cites "at least ten

physical attacks against different left

organizations and labor groups” alleg-

edly carried out by the SL, supposedly
provoking cop intervention “on five

different occasions." Proof? The Spar-
tacist League’s program of working-

class struggle (against both capitalist

parties) directly cuts across the attempt
to put together a new “popular front”

drawing in the labor movement behind
the Democrats. Virtually the entire left

is tied to this perspective by a thousand
threads. (And most of them know it full

well.) A truly marvelous array of

centrists, reformists and liberals includ-

ing Harrington’s Democratic Socialists

(DSA), the Stalinist CP, the “peaceful,

legal" ex-Trotskyist SWP, the Shacht-

manites of the RSL and LRP, the tiny

14

RWL cult-sect and the El Salvador

CISPES popular front therefore label

the Trotskyist SL “disruptive" and

“violent.” Of course, the IWP’s sources

are not exactly paragons of workers

democracy. The DSA is organic to the

labor bureaucracy and firmly enmeshed

in the Democratic Party, and the CP has

a record of Stalinist thuggery going

back decades. (Including against the

Morenoites: witness the Stalinists’

September 1980 knife attack on Kram-
er’s Revolutionary Workers Front

[RWF].) But in the service of anti-

Spartacist slander, anything goes it

seems.

What all of these groups—DSA, CP,
SWP, RSL, LRP, RWL, WWP,
CISPES—have in common is opposi-

tion to the Spartacist League’s revolu-

tionary program. A de facto alliance of

Big Liars against the SL was forged

particularly to suppress our call for

military victory to Salvadoran leftists.

The reformists and liberals have repeat-

edly resorted to goon violence and
called on the capitalist cops to exclude

the SL from their popular-front marches

for a treacherous “negotiated settle-

ment” in El Salvador. The Spartacists

warn that an illusory “deal” with the

bloody Salvadoran junta—especially

now that death squad leader d’Aubuis-

son is running the show—means a

bloodbath of the workers and peasants.

The Morenoites formally oppose nego-

tiations, but never counterpose the call

for an insurgent military victory to the

liberal/reformist attempt to head off

social revolution through a “political

solution." Above all, the Morenoites
violently oppose the SL slogan, “De-
fense of Cuba, USSR Begins in El

Salvador!” Their anti-Spartacist witch-

hunting and murder attacks are their

ticket for full acceptance into the anti-

Soviet popular front extending from the

centrists all the way to Ronald Reagan.
This is the real meaning of the IWP’s call

for a “unified slate of labor and socialist

candidates."

Witchhunt in the CWA
We reprint on page five a leaflet by

Larry Ackerson, a member of the

Militant Action Caucus (MAC) in the

CWA who bore the brunt of the

Morenoites’ murderous attack on Oc-
tober 2. Ackerson points to the coinci-

dence of interests between CWA Local

1 1502 president Janice Wood, trying to

cover up the mass layoffs now facing

L.A. phone workers, and Morenoite
scabs Jim Green and Elizabeth Wiatr,

both appointed stewards in the Wood
regime, who have been regularly cross-

ing picket lines at an AFL-CIO sanc-

tioned strike at the Group W Cable
company. In a broader framework, the

Morenoites’ anti-Spartacist frenzy coin-

cides with the CWA bureaucracy’s

witchhunting red scare aimed at driving

out the MAC, the leading opposition

force in the union. This campaign is

focused on the attempt to purge MAC
spokesman Kathy Ikegami, an execu-

tive board member ofCWA Local 9410
(SF). As in the L.A. witchhunt, the

bureaucrats are seeking to whip up an
anti-communist frenzy over the mili-

tants’ support for the political views

expressed in Workers Vanguard. The
class-struggle oppositionists have re-

plied that WV is the paper that told the

truth to the workers about impending

layoffs, bureaucratic purges and the

labor fakers’ determination to bind the

workers to the Democratic Party.

But there may be far more ominous
forces at work. Local 11502 president

Janice Wood, so eager to alibi the

Morenoites’ anti-Spartacist thuggery

and anti-union scabbing, broke a tie

vote to defeat a MAC resolution calling

on the phone union to break from the

American Institute for Free Labor
Development (AIFLD), a CIA-
connected labor front for U.S. imperial-

ism, whose task is to smash militant

unionism in Latin America. Here the

virulently anti-communist bureaucrat-

ic/ Morenoite alliance becomes under-

standable. At every union convention

since 1972, the MAC has agitated

against the AIFLD, which was largely

the creation ofCWA founder-president

Joe Beime. This was a considerable

embarrassment for Washington’s "la-

bor” agents, who prefer to carry out

their dirty tricks in the dark. MAC'S
record as the main opposition to this

CIA union operation certainly has a lot

to do with the current kangaroo court

trial of exec board member Ikegami in

S.F., and it may be behind the witch-

hunt in Los Angeles as well.

MAC and Workers Vanguard have

exposed the U.S. government and
corporation funding of the AIFLD; its

role in whipping up “popular” opposi-

tion to the leftist Allende regime in Chile

in 1973; its phony agrarian reform

aimed at undercutting revolutionary

leftists in El Salvador.' The class-

struggle opposition in the CWA has

shown that the AIFLD’s "union-

building" activities are literally union-

busting. That AIFLD officials played a
key role in engineering counterrevolu-

tionary coups d’6tat in Brazil (1964),

Chile (1973) and elsewhere. That is why
MAC has demanded, “CWA Out of the

AIFLD!” And that is why the Beime/
Watts bureaucracy of the CWA has

made the Militant Action Caucus, and
Workers Vanguard, their target.

At the very least, the Morenoites’

anti-Spartacist frenzy links up with the

AIFLD “labor" spooks’ determination

to rid the Communications Workers

—

the most consciously anti-communist

union in the U.S.—of its class-struggle

opposition. And maybe there’s more
than meets the eye. In Colombia, his

base of operations since the 1976

Argentine coup, Nahuel Moreno’s
visceral Stalinophobia led his followers

in the PST to sabotage (on behalf of two

AIFLD unions) a May 1977 strikecalled

by the Stalinist-led laborfederation. The
AIFLD ties with the CIA and use of

counterrevolutionary Cuban gusanos
are sinister; but the Morenoites are

plenty dubious themselves. Beware of
Morenoite thugs and scabs!

Trotskyists Defend
Workers Democracy

For the ranks of Kramer’s IWP, who
have been fed a structure of lies about
the Spartacist League, we would like to

present some pertinent facts. When the

SL mobilized 1,200 unionists to stop
Nazis from demonstrating in San
Francisco on 19 April 1980, your
leadership refused to attend because it

was “inconvenient." When the Los
Angeles Spartacist League initiated a

united-front demonstration defending
Salvadoran refugees in March 1981,
your leadership backed out at the last

minute even though the date had been
changed to accommodate them. Work-
ers Vanguard defended Nahuel Moreno
when he was arrested at a leftist meeting
by Brazilian police in 1978 (WV No.
215, 22 September 1978). We defended
Morenoite Carlos Petroni, arrested by
the Nicaraguan Sandinistas in 1979
(fFPNo. 245, 7 December 1979). The
Partisan Defense Committee, defense
arm of the Spartacist League/U.S.,
protested against the LAPD attack
against an RWF demonstration on May
1, 1981.

But we have denounced the treacher-

ous anti-Sovietism of Moreno/ Kramer
& Co., who join with Ronald Reagan in

singing “solidarity with Solidarnosc,"

the Polish company union for the CIA
and Western bankers; who refuse to

defend the Soviet Union in Central

America, where Reagan is attempting to

“draw the line against Communism”;
who want to extend Khomeini’s reac-

tionary “Islamic revolution" to the

USSR, supporting CIA-aided mullahs

in Afghanistan. While calling for prole-

tarian political revolution to oust the

Stalinist usurpers who endanger the

conquests of October with their illusions

in “detente,” we unconditionally defend

the degenerated/deformed workers

states against imperialism. Moreno/
Kramer offer themselves up as murder-

ous instruments for the agents of

Yankee imperialism against the

Trotskyists of the Spartacist League.

The Spartacist League consistently

defends workers democracy and our
own democratic rights because the

struggle for the emancipation of the

working people is thwarted by finking,

scabbing and thuggery.

Front for

Junta...
(continuedfrom page 4)

Mario Munoz became the focus of

international protest against the rightist

terror threatening political refugees in

Argentina. This was due to the tireless,

exemplary and successful class-struggle

defense campaign waged by the Partisan

Defense Committee (together with the

Committee to Defend the Worker and
Sailor Prisoners in Chile) and the

international Spartacist tendency (iSt).

By mid-June 1976 more than 500
individuals and organizations on five

continents had endorsed the PDC
campaign. In August, bowing to inter-

national pressure, the junta released

Munoz who flew to asylum in Austria.

We also defended numerous other left

political prisoners held in the Argentine

junta’s jails, Chilean militant Gabriel

Salinas, Brazilian leftists Paranagua
and Pilla, other Chilean worker
refugees... and members of Nahuel
Moreno’s organization, the Partido

Socialista de los Trabajadores (PST).
SL demonstrators carried signs, “PST
Leaders in Videla’s Jails— Free Jos6
Paez and Arturo Apaza!"
The iSt’s record of militant opposi-

tion to the Argentine dictatorship’s

terror is powerful and consistent. The
Morenoite tendency in contrast has

sought to achieve a modus vivendi with
the junta by covering up its crimes.
• The first PST-supported newspaper
issued after the Videla coup (Cambio,
1-15 May 1976) wrote, “The present
government, judging by its statements
to date, also is not inclined toward
a policy of ‘blood and fire’ favored by
the most hardline regimes on the

continent.”

• In an interview with his Portuguese
supporters, Moreno asserted that the
coup was “not a historic defeat for the

Argentine proletariat,” and went to

great lengths to distinguish it from the

Pinochet takeover in Chile (Combate
Socialista, 15 October 1976).
• When the junta in early 1978 started

talking about a “political opening,” the

PST responded that “the political

opening could become a truly democrat-
ic outcome" under mass pressure (Op-
cion, April 1978). While the iSt called

for workers revolution to smash the
junta, the Morenoites’ maximum de-
mand was for “free elections and a

sovereign constituent assembly.”
• The next month they made their

intentions even clearer, referring to

"military and management sectors who
have democratic intentions” who “can
come to play a positive role.” The PST
called for a new version of the "Commis-
sion of the 8," a popular front which
joined them together with the Stalinists
and six bourgeois parties under the
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Workers Must
Fight...
(continuedfrom page 16)

necessary to “save jobs.” Since then.

40,000jobs have been lost at Chrysler. If

the capitalist depression continues and
deepens, Chrysler could well go bust

even if the workers gave up concession

after concession. As the Russian revolu-

tionary workers leader Leon Trotsky

said during the Great Depression of the

1930s: “The workers cannot and do not

wish to accommodate the level of their

living standards to the exigencies of

individual capitalists, themselves vic-

tims of their own regime.”

Toward a Motor City
Labor Revolt

Certainly it will not be easy to extract

gains from the depressed auto compa-
nies, especially Chrysler. But for that

very reason auto workers must break

with the traditional trade-union view

that what they can get out of a strike

action is limited by the corporate

balance sheet of their particular employ-
er. If the auto industry is now in sorry

financial shape, the American capitalist

class as a whole possesses enormous
wealth—$ 1 90 billion alone in the annual

military budget aimed at destroying the

Soviet Union. A Detroit labor revolt

must be directed as much at Washington
as at the Big Three.

If auto workers seized the plants, shut

second Per6n regime ( Opcidn , May
1978).

• But the Morenoites really pulled out

the stops in whitewashing the junta at

the time of the World Cup soccer

tournament in Buenos Aires. They
denounced “a campaign organized

outside the country by the ultraleft” (the

call for a boycott of the games) and its

“exaggerations and imprecisions about
the repressive reality which we endure.”

They even praised Videla’s wife for

participating in a “positive and great

advance for women" by attending the

games! In a small inside note, the PST
mentioned that 55 of its own comrades
had been kidnapped by the regime
{Opcidn, July 1978).

So much for who denounced Argen-
tine junta terror before the Falklands/

Malvinas war! What about during the

fighting, when Buenos Aires was seized

by patriotic fervor whipped up by the

generals to divert attention from the

disastrous economic situation (and to

frustrate a planned general strike)? Here
the Morenoites’ bloody betrayal of the

Argentine workers reached its zenith.

Under an enormous headline, “In the

Military Camp of the Argentine Dicta-

torship,” they called on the masses to

salute their butchers {Correo Interna-

cional, April 1982). They claimed a

military defeat could mean the replace-

ment of Galtieri “by a government a

thousand times worse.” A Peruvian

Morenoite leader said after a visit to

Buenos Aires that to call for “Down
with Galtieri" would be “objectively on
the side of England"! So craven was the

Morenoite line that a high-ranking

government official invited a PST
leader to a private audience (reported in

a scandalous article, “The PST and the

Paradoxes of War," Correo Interna-

cional. May 1982).

And the victims of the junta torturers

and killers, the tens of thousands of

“disappeared,” their own comrades,
some 100 of whom had been jailed or

killed by the dictatorship? What about
the “mothers of the Plaza de Mayo” who
demonstrated weekly in front of the

presidential palace holding pictures of
their kidnapped sons and daughters?
During April-May while the war was
on, the PST effectively abandoned
them. The 1 5 May issue of the Argentine
PSTs paper, Palabra Socialista, didn’t

even mention the “disappeared."

TRENTO

WV Photo
Chrysler Trenton Engine Plant workers outside their union hall

down Detroit, mobilized the unemploy-

ed, held mass labor/black rallies, there

would be a first-class political crisis in

this country. And while the capitalist

politicians
—

“friend of labor" Demo-
crats no less than Reaganite
Republicans—would attack the work-

ers as lawbreakers and fomenters of

anarchy, they would also be desperate to

buy labor peace before a revolt centered

on Detroit spread to other industries

and regions. Demands that are now
dismissed out of hand as “impossible"

and “pie in the sky” would suddenly

become winnable. At the minimum auto

workers must demand a mass public

workers desperately need a leadership of

works program and full union rights

and wages and unlimited benefits at full

union-scale wage levels.

A Motor City labor revolt sparked by
a Chrysler strike would end the period

of one-sided class war against the

workers which began under Carter and
escalated under Reagan. It would open
a new period of social struggle against

this racist capitalist system. What is

lacking is a leadership with the will to

fight and a program to win.

Fraser’s only paycheck should be

coming from the people he works for on
the Chrysler board of directors! Auto

Morenoites’ international organ,

Correo Internacional (April 1982), said

that if the PSPs latest martyr, Ana
Maria Martinez were alive, she would
have gone to die for the junta in the

Falklands/Malvinas! And their Ameri-
can outfit headed by Moreno’s strutting

Gauleiter Nicholas Kramer mentioned

leftist victims of the junta only in order

to denounce the Spartacist League for

bringing the subject up!

Nahuel Moreno, Nicholas Kramer:

you lie!

MAC...
(continuedfrom page 5)

MAC members here? Does Imerzel have

a hand in this? And what about the

CWA leadership’s cronies in the

AIFLD, who have had to put up with

many years of outspoken MAC opposi-

tion to the CIA dirty tricks carried out in

the name of labor on behalf of Central

American military dictators and the

like?

The motion passed at the October
meeting was that Workers Vanguard
“slandered” Green and Wiatr in three

ways: ( I) that they are supporters of a

socialist organization, the international

Workers Party; (2) that Green partici-

pated in a physical attack against

Spartacist League supporters; and (3)

that both Green and Wiatr have been

scabbing.

All these are statements of fact\

Examining them in reverse order:

(1)

Group W workers in IATSE
(broadcasting union) are on strike for

union recognition in Santa Monica.

Labor solidarity is what will win the

strike. If CWA members daily cross

their lines then it is scabbing. If CWA
ever strikes at Group W then the IATSE
bureaucrats will use this scabbing as a

justification to tell their members to

cross our lines.

This kind of class treason is a recipe

for defeat for us all. Look what
happened in last year’s air controllers

(PATCO) strike, the strike which was
Reagan’s personal test case for outright

union-busting. Thanks to the union
tops’ notion that it’s okay to cross the

picket lines of other unions, the Ameri-

can airport unions (like the Machinists,

who service the planes) refused to shut _

down the airports and PATCO was
broken. Air controllers in Portugal took

more concrete solidarity action with

PATCO than the American unions did!

With leaders like this, no wonder
American workers are reeling from
defeat after defeat.

The responsibility for the scabbing

against the Group W strikers rests

squarely with our union leaders, who
say it isn’t scabbing and organize our

members to cross the IATSE lines. And
what about Green and Wiatr, who claim

to be some kind of militant working-

class leaders? MAC stands for a differ-

ent kind of leadership, a class-struggle

leadership that sees its job not as

apologizing for the company but as

organizing union members to fight and
win. I urge CWA members to read in

Workers Vanguard about the case of

Keith Anwar, a militant Chicago steel

worker who recently scored an impor-
tant NLRB victory in his three-year

struggle to reverse his firing for honor-
ing a picket line.

(2) I can personally testify that I was
assaulted with lethal weapons on Octo-

ber 2 and that Green participated in that

attack.

(3) No one is accusing Green and

Wiatr of being members of the IWP or

any other group, but why are they in

such a hurry to disclaim their known
political sympathies? Green and Wiatr

say they “are willing to sign affidavits

stating that they are not members or

supporters of any socialist or commu-
nist organization.” Yet Green was a

prominent participant in the IWP goon
squad on October 2, and both Green
and Wiatr have been publicly featured

in photos in the IWP’s paper, Working
Class Opposition , showing them in

attendance at IWP events. Their asso-

ciation with and evident support of this

organization is their right. The question

is, why do they now deny what the IWP
press has publicly acknowledged? Why
do they want to see a special loyalty oath

against socialists introduced in this

local? I know why. They have volun-

teered to be Wood’s kept “opposition,"

leading the charge to witchhunt and
purge MAC. By their craven and
dishonest denial of their own political

sympathies, they target union members
who would not do the same. MAC is

intended to be the first victim, but MAC
would not be the only one.

workers desperately need a leadership of

elected strike committees composed of

those who want to fight for the program
they need:

• A shorter workweek with no loss in

pay (“30 for 40”) to immediately create

jobs for millions of unemployed. For an

automaticfull cost-of-living adjustment

to protect real wages against inflation.

• Mass organization of the unem-
ployed under the leadership of the trade

unions. Full unlimited recall rights and
union membership rights at nominal

dues for laid-off workers.

• Fight all forms of racial and sexual

discrimination. For labor/black defense

against Klan/Nazi terrorism and all

racist attacks.

• Against chauvinist trade protec-

tionism and deportations of “illegal

aliens." Full citizenship rights for all

foreign workers. For international

working-class solidarity.

• Not a man, not a penny for the U.S.

imperialist war machine. Defend the

Soviet Union, Poland, Cuba and the

other bureaucratically ruled workers

states against imperialism.

• Break with the Democrats and Re-

publicans, with the Teddy Kennedys as

well as the Reagans. Oust the sellout

union bureaucrats like Fraser and
Kirkland—For a workers party based

on the unions to fight for a workers
government!

• Expropriate capitalist industry and
finance without compensation. For a

planned socialist economy to end
unemployment, inflation and
poverty.

Wood’s whitewash of Green’s mur-
derous attack on me fits nicely with the

increasingly heavy-handed way she has

conducted union meetings. Her bureau-

cratic attempts to silence us have been

largely ineffective, so now there is an
appointed goon squad that moves to

physically suppress MAC members
while they are speaking. J.V. Stalin

would understand Wood’s methods
very well.

Wood already purged MAC member
Manuel Morales from the stewards list.

The charges against him are so flimsy

that it is obvious to the majority of co-

workers that it was a political purge to

drop him as a steward. A petition signed

by two-thirds of his work crew demand-
ing that he be reinstated has had no
effect.

Wood's tactics are of a piece with her

avid support for the AIFLD. At the

April 1982 membership meeting Wood
broke a 2 1 -to-2 1 tie to pass a motion
that restored our union’s money going

to this union-busting outfit. The
AlFLD’s reputation is so widely known
that even the anti-labor Herald-

Examiner has referred to its CIA
connections. The AIFLD sets up com-
pany unions, breaks strikes of militant

unions, and is complicit in the jailing

and torture of union militants in Latin

America.

Every member should ask themselves:

by attacking MAC, whose members
have consistently tried to break our
union’s ties to this CIA front, is Wood
attempting to carry out AIFLD policy

in our union?

If Janice Wood had the slightest

interest in the truth she would hardly
have lined up with Green’s lies about the

October 2 events while preventing us

from replying. It is clear that the

marriage of Green and Wood has as its

purpose doing the company’s dirty

work. Green and Wiatr have blocked
with the pro-AIFLD leadership of tb

local to conduct a virulent witchhuj.
against members of the Militant Action
Caucus and in particular those who
support the Spartacist League. We call

on all CWA members to repudiate the

witchhunt organized by this unholy
alliance of a pro-CIA bureaucrat and a
pair of renegade socialists.

Larry Ackerson
for the Militant Action Caucus
October 25, 1982
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WORKERS KAROOARP

Fraser's Anti-Strike Referendum Solves Nothing

Chrysler Workers Must Fight!
DETROIT

—

Last month Chrysler

workers greeted United Auto Workers
(UAW) president Doug Fraser’s latest

sellout with walkouts in Detroit, Ohio

and Delaware. After three years of

giveback contracts the ranks said:

Enough! The contract deal was rejected

by a better than two to one margin.

Fraser, who has broken more
wildcats than the Pinkertons, had no

intention of leading a strike no matter

what the membership wanted. So he

called an anti-strike referendum for

October 26 to demoralize and split

Chrysler workers by making them vote

and vote again. Fearing that they could

not win a strike saddled with the likes of

Fraser, a majority (reportedly 70 per-

cent) voted to extend the negotiating to

the end of the year.

But come New Year’s, things will only

have gotten worse. The question facing

militants at Chrysler, particularly the 30

percent who voted to strike now, is not

whether to fight but how to win against

Fraser and his local henchmen. Fraser’s

gunpoint anti-strike “referendum”

solves nothing. Chrysler workers, an-

gered by years of givebacks and layoffs,

will explode. Saddled with a leadership

hell-bent on sabotaging their struggle,

they hesitated to enter the battle. But the

situation is intolerable and they must
fight, and they must forge a militant

leadership with a class-struggle program
to win. There is no other way

!

Key is the formation of elected strike

committees with the authority to launch

mass picket lines and spread the strike.

Such committees would send out flying

squads (as in the 1930s) to appeal to

union brothers throughout Detroit and

in the militant Canadian locals, starting

with the giant Ford Rouge complex
where thousands face being thrown into

the streets. The Rouge Militant Caucus
has called for joint mass picket lines as

the means to spread the strike citywide

and industrywide.

A strike now is what the bosses and
the labor traitors in Detroit fear most.

Since the air controllers union was
fined, jailed and busted last year, any
strike in auto will immediately run up
against Reagan and the Democratic
Party leaders, who are trying to make
the workers pay for the U.S.’ anti-Soviet

war drive. Chrysler workers must

upi

Two sellouts: UAW mlsleaders Doug
Fraser and Marc Stepp.

understand that the labor bureaucrats

and Democratic politicos
—

“the popu-

lar front" in Detroit—who just forced

the teachers back to work under binding

arbitration will once again send the

same “liberal” labor-haters like Con-

gressman John Conyers, Detroit coun-

cilwoman Maryanne Mahaffey and the

New Detroit/Coleman Young machine

into UAW meetings to break their

strike. Speaking of “liberal" labor-

haters, remember it was Fraser’s fa-

vored candidate for governor. Demo-
crat James Blanchard, who as a

Congressman wrote the original Chrys-

ler concessions bill, and voted against

school busing and for tax breaks for

segregationist schools.

Beware of Phony
Anti-Fraser “Militants”

UAW chief Fraser is so hated in

Chrysler plants across the country that

he has to appear before the workers on
videotape. But the workers must beware
of the fake "militants” who refused to

call for a strike while pleading with

Fraser and UAW Chrysler division head

Marc Stepp to resign so as to salvage the

Solidarity House program of class

collaboration and betrayal. Typical of

this breed of fake “militant" is Larry

Leach, president of Local 1264 in

Sterling Heights. While he postured

against Fraser’s rotten deal, he took
down the picket lines at Sterling Heights

when the local actually walked against

the sellout. A member of the Rouge
Militant Caucus told WV that Leach’s

response to its call forjoint picketing by
Rouge workers at Chrysler plants was
that these union brothers would be

“resented" and that donations of coffee

and sandwiches would be better!

The newly formed Chrysler Rank and
File Committee for a Better Contract,

supported by the pro-Moscow Stalinist

Communist Party, is pushing the same
old game of “pressure Fraser" in a new
package. This crew of opportunists and

aspiring misleaders is led by the same
Lee Cain who in 1979 invited Conyers

and Mahaffey into the Save Dodge
Main Committee to keep it safe for

Fraser. Now they say they want “to

hammer out in clear terms to the

national negotiating committee just

exactly what we want." Fraser and the

negotiating committee know damn well

what Chrysler workers want. They want
to throw back all the givebacks, restore

the uniform industrywide contract and
win a big wage hike.

Another similar reformist outfit, the

Communist Labor Party, says that a

strike would be “unrealistic" and calls

on the Chrysler Council, which ap-

proved the sellout, to elect a new
negotiating team. What all these fake-

left groups, both inside and outside the

plants, have in common is a perspective

of pressuring Fraser. One black worker
with 15 years seniority stood in front of

the Jefferson Assembly plant last

Thursday as Progressive Labor, the

Workers League and Spark as well as

the Spartacist League were selling and
said, pointing to the Challenge, Bulletin

and Spark salesmen: “All you people do
is talk, talk, talk and you never act. The
only ones who do anything are these

guys,” pointing to Workers Vanguard.
The phony militants don’t act because
they're still wailingfor Fraser! And now
he’s making them wait until January 1

—
that is, until hell freezes over.

The Chrysler Bankruptcy Scare

From the very start of the negotia-

tions Fraser has tried to frighten the

workers with the claim that any gains or

any strike would mean instant bank-
ruptcy for Chrysler In fact. Solidarity

House has attacked Chrysler boss Lee

Iacocca for presenting too favorable a

picture of the company’s financial

situation. Detroit local vice president

and Fraser loyalist Charlie Ryan said

angrily, “Iacocca started opening up his

big mouth, said he had $1 billion, and

the workers listened to him instead of

the leadership." The Los Angeles Times

(7 October) commented about the “odd
juxtaposition of classic union-
management postures: The UAW is

arguing that Chrysler is in worse

financial shape than the company would
have people believe."

Taking its cue from Solidarity House,
Chrysler officials are now saying that “a

strike of any duration at all would
severely cnpple us and could rum us.”

But if Chrysler were really facing

bankruptcy, Iacocca & Co. would be in

a total frenzy. Instead they’re playing it

very cool. It’s clear Chrysler has decided
to take a strike in order to keep its $2.50

an hour wage giveback advantage over

GM and Ford. According to Harvey
Heinbach, the auto expert for the giant

Wall Street firm of Merrill Lynch.
"Chrysler has made a big thing of saying
it’s got S 1 billion in cash. As long as they
are in a decent cash position, they are
not in any danger of insolvency."— Detroit Free Press, 19 October

The givebacks would reportedly

allow Chrysler to save a few hundred
dollars in labor costs per car over GM
and Ford. Does anybody think that a

few hundred is going to make that much
difference when it comes to selling an
$8,000 to $9,000 automobile? Only if

Chrysler drove wages down to the level

of, say. South Korea or Brazil would it

gain a real competitive advantage over
GM and Ford.

How many cars Chrysler can sell

depends primarily on the state of the

economy. Remember in 1979 Fraser

told workers that the givebacks were

continued on page 15
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U.S. Plots Nuclear War, Anti-Soviet “Rollback”

Der Spiegel

Soviet surface-to-air missiles: Russian arsenal gives U.S. Dr. Strangeloves pause.

U.S. Hands Off

Nicaragua,

Poland!

NOVEMBER 9—The Soviets are fed

up with Ronald Reagan, with his

crusade to “roll back Communism" and
his nuclear threats to blow them off the

face of the earth. At the annual Kremlin

celebration of the Russian Revolution

yesterday, Soviet Communist Party

(CPSU) general secretary Leonid
Brezhnev warned the Cold War adven-

turers in Washington that “every poten-

tial aggressor should know: a crushing

retaliatory strike will inevitably be for

him.” The CPSU chief added, “Our
might and vigilance will cool, 1 think,

the hot heads of some imperialist

politicians” (New York Times , 8 No-
vember). But it will take more than

military strength to defeat the imperial-

ists, who have vowed to restore capital-

ism to Russia ever since it was over-

thrown in October 1917, and whose
leading forces are today hell-bent on
regaining the military superiority over

the Soviet Union they had immediately
after the Second World War when
Russia lay in ruins. The U.S. imperial-

ists want nuclear blackmail, and they

intend to use it.

Two weeks ago Brezhnev had ad-
dressed an unusual gathering of the

command personnel of the Soviet army
and navy, condemning “Washington’s
aggressiveness which is threatening to

push the world into the flames of a

nuclear war” (TASS dispatch, 27
October). After 20 months of an
unrequited "peace offensive,” Moscow
finally drew some negative conclusions

from the multi-trillion-dollar U.S.

nuclear arms buildup (already begun
under the Democrat Carter and his

sinister adviser, Brzezinski). The Soviet

leader accused Reagan of “adventurism,
rudeness and undisguised selfishness.”

Only mentioning “detente” once in

passing, Brezhnev stressed the need to

“tirelessly strengthen defenses” and
“perfect combat readiness.” The central

Soviet priorities are now good grain

production and military preparedness,
and in the areas of advanced weapons
and military hardware, he declared, any
lag in competition is “inadmissible."

American rulers took umbrage at the

Brezhnev speech. The Establishment
was concerned. The New York Times (3

November) published an editorial,

“From Russia with Worry,” urging

Brezhnev not to take Reagan at face

value. U.S. secretary of war Caspar
Weinberger, on the other hand, seized

upon the speech to fulminate against the

Democrats’ nuke “freeze" referenda. In

a classic case of a robber crying “thief,”

he accused the Soviets of using detente

for an “intensified quest for military

superiority.” Who does he think he’s

kidding? The Reaganites have openly
proclaimed their goal of military superi-

ority over the Soviets ever since the 1 980
Republican platform. But now the

Kremlin is digging in its heels. Last week
Soviet Politburo member Viktor Grish-
in said bluntly the USSR would reply to

the deployment of hundreds of new U.S.
nuclear missiles in Europe with “the
necessary countermeasures,” vowing
that they were determined to defend
Soviet allies “from Cuba in the West to

Vietnam in the East’’( Washington Post,

6 November).

Reagan Exports
Counterrevolution

Brezhnev accuses Reagan of “rude-
ness." That’s an understatement of the

decade. A few weeks ago, the State
Department invited half the spies in

Washington to a two-day public semi-
nar on “Democratization of Communist
Countries." The sponsors made no
bones about openly fomenting counter-
revolution around the globe. Secretary
of State Shultz declared that the U.S.,

while supposedly not stirring up "vio-

lent unrest" in the Soviet bloc, would
eagerly step in if someone fomented it

anyway: "it is our responsibility ... to

meet their calls of help. We must aid

their struggle for freedom.” Two genera-

tions of American high school kids were
brought up on films of Nikita Khrush-
chev declaring, “We will bury you.”

That wasn’t even a threat, merely a

historical prediction. But here is the

United States government openly avow-
ing it seeks to overthrow governments
throughout the Soviet bloc.

A second State Department confab in

this series was held last week on the

subject of “free elections,” with invited

delegates from the military dictator-

ships of Turkey and Argentina (they’re

for "free enterprise,” anyway). This

series of Washington seminars on
exporting counterrevolution is the

implementation of Ronald Reagan's

call last June, in a speech to the British

parliament, for a “crusade for freedom”
to overthrow Communism around the

world. They recall the statement by
National Security Council adviser

Richard Pipes, shortly after the Reagan
inauguration last year, that the Soviet

Union faced the choice of “changing the

Communist system in the direction of
the West or going to war.” Pipes was
rapped on the knuckles then, but only

for putting things too bluntly.

Since then, the administration has

made it amply clear with its talk of
"demonstration bombs" and its plans to

“prevail" in a "protracted nuclear war,"

continued on page 9

The Left After Lebanon:

From
Arab Revolution

to
Pax Americana

SEE PAGE SIX



Defend the Union-Defend Kathy Ikegami!

Stop Witchhunt of CWA Militant!
Militant San Francisco phone union-

ist Kathy Ikegami is the target of a

vicious bureaucratic purge campaign in

Local 9410 of the Communications

Workers of America (CWA). Last July

a flunky for Local 9410 president James

Imerzel sprung the frame-up charges on

elected delegate Ikegami, a local execu-

tive board member and a leader of the

class-struggle Militant Action Caucus

(MAC), as she arrived at the CWA
convention in Detroit. Imerzel was

retaliating for MAC’S role in unmasking

union misleaders’ collusion in secret

phone company plans to drastically

reduce the workforce through harass-

ment, firings and layoffs. While MAC
told the truth, Ma Bell’s flunky Imerzel

stonewalled with the lie that "no layoffs

are projected,” and launched his at-

tempt to purge this effective fighter for

the union members’ interests.

CWA president Glenn Watts wound
up the union’s convention with a call to

get MAC, and that’s just what Imerzel is

out to do. But phone workers have come
to Kathy Ikegami’s defense against the

witchhunt. Over 400 Local 9410 mem-
bers signed a petition demanding that

the charges be dropped (see “Bureau-

crats’ Purge Trial in S. F. Phone U nion,”

WVNo. 313, 17 September). And since

proceedings began on October 1 8, many
members have attended the “trial”

where Imerzel not only handpicked the

jury, but also acts as prosecutor, witness

and judge.

Now, according to the latest MAC
leaflet. International representative

R.W. Rivers, testifying for Imerzel,

admitted that layoffs are going to hit

PT&T workers in the Bay Area. The
MAC leaflet also revealed that local

secretary Joe McKenna admitted at-

tending a Ku Klux Klan meeting. This is

an outrage! Further, Imerzel plans to

hold the trial during the daytime in

order to prevent members from attend-

ing, at a projected cost of $1,500 a day \n

union dues to pay for lost work time!

We urge all phone workers to protest

this atrocity. Defend the union—defend

Kathy Ikegami!

We reprint below from an October 19

MAC leaflet Kathy Ikegami’s opening

statement to Imerzel’s kangaroo court.

• * • • *

Let’s get it straight from the very

beginning. This is a political purge trial.

These charges have been brought
because I am in the Militant Action

Caucus which is an effective, organized,

political opposition to the policies of the

National and local leadership. It is our

right and our duty to put forward our

disagreements with you. This attack is

an attempt to take away the right of all

the membership to oppose the union
leadership’s collaboration with the

company. 1 defy you on every single

count in these charges. These charges

are worthless and are an indictment of

your inability to deal with us politically.

This is a kangaroo court. It is not a jury

of my peers. I do not expect a fair verdict

from your handpicked jury. Therefore,

what I have to say is for the benefit of the

membership—who have a lot to lose if

you get away with this.

Charge 1 says 1 willfully violated the

bylaws by allegedly refusing to comply

with the steward and committee ap-

pointment provisions. What does this

mean in plain English? This means that I

have not been a rubberstamp for the

policies of Imerzel, specifically on the

question of appointed stewards. I

believe, and 1 think many members
believe, and in fact, it’s a practice in

other locals and numerous other unions,

that stewards must be elected by the

members they represent. You want to

appoint people to be beholding to you

—

1 say no! On this basis I have, in general,

voted against the appointment of any

position. And, in fact, I have been

prevented from voting for members
who have submitted petitions from their

work groups to be a steward. You have

prevented me from doing so. because

you cannot stand that 1 vote just like I

said I would to the members who elected

me and because I have a principled

position on this question. Stewards are

very important—they are the front line

of defense for the members. In order for

the union to be strong and united

against the company, it is absolutely

necessary that the stewards be account-

able to the members they represent

—

not to who appoints them! Further,

many of your supporters have used and

are using their appointed positions as a

stepping stone into management.

Other current and past executive

board members have voted no on
certain and sometimes all appoint-

ments. I am being singled out because of

my consistent and effective opposition

to your policies of collaboration.

Charge 2 is the real heart of this trial.

Right at the top I am accused of being in

the Militant Action Caucus which
Imerzel says is “a self-proclaimed left-

wing extremist political group of Trot-

skyist ‘communists’ affiliated with the

Spartacist League.” Alright, Imerzel,

you show us! You know damn well that

we are a political opposition to your

policies and to the policies of the

National you support, that long pre-

ceeded your administration. MAC has

been an organized opposition for over

1 2 years, long before you were elected by

a membership that hoped you would be

better than the regime before you. But

you’re not, as we said then, as we say

now. You show us, where do we say this?

We have every leaflet we’ve ever printed

that say what we are. That’s more than

can be said of you. The most you can get

it up to print is the racist, anti-gay, anti-

union, scab-printed, red-baiting leaflet

called "Malignant Action.” That’s the

closest you have ever gotten to printing

your real position on issues in this local.

All this trial is is a McCarthyite,

Kathy Ikegami at CWA convention.

Meanyite, red-baiting attack in an

attempt to purge a political opposition

opposed to the policies of the National

that you support. You want to ask me
my political views? You go right ahead,

and I’ll answer you like I answer every

member in this local who asks. Nothing

that the caucus stands for is a secret, we
say it and we print it.

We’re charged with bringing the

union into disrepute. What does this

really mean? It means that you were

caught with your pants down when we
put out the 4/18 MAC leaflet telling the

members that Ma Bell intended to

drastically cut our jobs, fevery statement

we made in that leaflet is true. We are

proud of our leaflet and that we printed

this information as soon as we obtained

it. The members know who they heard it

from. Despite all your denials, all the

company’s denials, layoffs are happen-

ing and will continue to happen until

this unipn gets off its knees and fights it.

Let me give you a chronology of facts:

March I8(h: the statewide company/
union Technology Change Committee
meets. The company says massive

surpluses and asks the union to keep

quiet. The members hear nothing.

March 24th : a letter from the company
to District 9 stating their intent to

surplus jobs and it mentions layoffs.

April 1 4th: 11502 stewards meeting—
President Wood tells ofcompany/union
meeting. Company stated intention to

surplus and layoff. Company asks union

to keep it from the members for two
weeks. Two weeks later, Wood talks.

April 18th: the MAC “News Bulletin”

reports information from Wood on
secret meeting and calls for strike action

to defend our jobs against layoffs and

surpluses.

April 25th: you deny everything.

May 6th: MAC leaflet further substan-

tiates surpluses and layoffs with com-
pany documents.

May 13th: members who want to fight

layoffs elect me as convention delegate.

July 10th: I arrive at the convention and

am presented with your charges.

July 15th: the convention—Watts says

get the MAC.
July 19th: * company Update—
construction budget cut, expects to cut

workforce by over 16,000 by end of '83.

July 28th: San Francisco Examiner—
PT&T to cut work force by 16,000.

You’re quoted—company says no
layoffs.

September stewards bulletin: you deny
any possibility of layoffs again repeating

the company assurances.

September 9th: union tape— Malliett

finally admits to surpluses.

October 12th: company letter to

employees in Distribution Services—
layoffs by the end of the year.

October 13th: union tape—you now
claim you knew about the surpluses in

Distribution Services since last April.

And now you admit layoffs will hit all

over except San Francisco. Company
assurances again!

You’re a liar, Imerzel! You knew then

and you know now. There are going to

be layoffs. Call it whatever you want,

members are going to lose their jobs.

The company is emboldened by your

lying and your sniveling policies. You
are disarming the union by lying to the

members at a time when it is absolutely

necessary that we know about and act

upon these company attacks.

To conclude— I have sat on the

executive board for ten months and I

have been the brunt of your sarcasm,

your rudeness, your boorish behavior,

your attacks, your physical threats, your
undemocratic procedures. And now,

with what you hope will be a final

resolution to my opposition to your

policies, you want to throw me out of

the union. Are you going to expel every

oppositionist in the union? How are you

going to expel our ideas? How are you

going to stop the members from fighting

back against the harassment, the speed-

up. the cutbacks, the surpluses, the

layoffs? You depend on the passivity of

the members—which was brought

about by years and years of union

collaboration with the company— in

order to maintain your position. But

we’ve stood up to more powerful people

than you, and won. We’ve beat back

attempts by the company to fire us.

We’ve beat back the government for

trying to stop our opposition to Carter

at the '79 CWA convention. While you

finked and lied to the Secret Service and

to the Detroit News , we won an

apology, $3,500 from the Secret Service

which we then donated to the union

strike fund.

You may have your way in this first

round with this kangaroo court—but

you will not win in the end. We’ll expose

you for what you are to the members
who elected you and to the thousands

that don’t vote because they’re so fed up.

You people are nothing compared to the

membership. I stand with the member-
ship. You stand with the National and
they stand with the interests of the

company. And when the members
decide to strike and teach this company
a lesson— it’ll be you telling them to go

back for less. And when that happens,

you’ll be quickly swept aside and
replaced by leaders who want to lead

this union to victory. (End of opening

statement).

STOP THE KANGAROO COURT!
Be there at the November 16th union
meeting. Let’s fight while we still have
jobs. Join the Militant Action Caucus,
the real fighters for the union *
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MAC initiative,
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Coleman and Bradley Score 11 Percent in Black Districts

SAN FRANCISCO—As the polls

closed on election night November 2,

supporters of Spartacist candidates

Richard Bradley and Diana Coleman
for SF Board of Supervisors crowded
into the Spartacist League (SL) office to

celebrate the end of a hard-fought

campaign. From the earliest returns, it

soon became clear that we had scored

well—over 10 percent

—

in several black

and working-class districts where the

campaign concentrated. When the final

tallies were in, it was 6,326 votes for

Bradley and 8,692 votes for Coleman—
a solid showing for our black-centered,

Soviet defensist, class-struggle

campaign.

These were hard votes for our fighting

program against Reagan’s bipartisan

anti-Soviet war drive and domestic war

on labor and the poor. Coleman
received just under 7,200 votes in 1980

when there was a bigger turnout and

each voter could cast ballots for 1

1

candidates (instead of 5 this time). But

the main difference in the 1982 vote is

this: after two years of vicious cuts and

rising unemployment, there is a broad

anti-Reagan popular front, ranging

from Lane Kirkland and the union

bureaucrats through Tom Hayden, Ron
Dellums and fake-leftists of every stripe,

that is running hard to channel discon-

tent into votes for the Democratic

Party. Bradley and Coleman ran

squarely counterposed to this “lesser-

evil Democrats” lie and received thou-

sands of votes as the only socialists on

the ballot.

The Spartacist campaign exposed the

Democrats’ and liberals’ favorite hobby-
horses: we warned that the popular

“nuke freeze” proposition (supported by

Democratic and Republican candidates

alike) was just an alternative program
for arms buildup against the Soviet

Union. Coleman/Bradley defended the

Soviet Union and told the truth:

“Imperialist wars will end only when the

proletariat seizes power from the bour-

geoisie and establishes its own class

rule.” The Spartacist candidates op-

posed Proposition 15 and all gun

control measures as a mortal danger to

blacks and workers in the face of rising

Klan terror and killer cops. Against the

“progressive” austerity politicians, the

Spartacists counterposed a program of

massive public works and a fight for

jobs for all.

While Democrats gained against the

Republicans nationally (though hardly

the anti-Reagan landslide they had

predicted), there was a right-wing

advance in California. Social democrat-

ic Congressman Ron Dellums and

Berkeley mayor Gus Newport only

squeaked by. The two top vote-getters

on the now all-Democratic SF Board

of Supervisors were Wendy Nelder,

daughter of a former police chief, and

Richard Hongisto, former SF sheriff

and head of the NY state prisons. In the

contest for governor between two law-

and-order pro-death penalty top cops,

attorney general George Deukmejian

edged out L A. black mayor Tom
Bradley by capitalizing on the almost

two-to-one vote against the liberals’ gun

control proposition, and some not-so-

subtle appeals from the Deukmejian
camp for a racist vote.

In the Senate race, Jerry Brown lost

out to San Diego mayor Pete Wilson.

Commentators blamed his “Governor
Moonbeam” image, while Brown with

his usual arrogance remarked, “I believe

the people of California would like a

respite from me, and in some ways I

would like a respite from them.”

However, actress Jane Fonda’s husband
Tom Hayden bought himself a seat in

the State Assembly by spending more
than $1.2 million, raised by his populist

“Campaign for Economic Democracy."
This was the most expensive assembly

campaign in California history, costing

almost one half as much as the right-

wing Republicans’ infamous NCPAC
doled out nationally to try to unseat 14

Democrats.

San Franciscans looking to cast a

mock-protest vote could find it in Sister

Boom Boom (ballot designation: “Nun
of the Above") who got 23,000 votes as a

member of the transvestite Sisters of

Perpetual Indulgence. Those voting for

a soft “progressive” had Olga Tala-

mante of the Democratic Workers Party

and the Peace & Freedom Party which

campaigned for Ron Dellums. Tala-

mante got 18,000 votes on a reformist

program of ballot schemes to tax the

rich. They ran with, not against the

Democratic Party stream. The Sparta-

cist candidates won some thousands of

votes running as the only proletarian

tendency fighting against the capitalist

parties. But in the present social climate

of Cold War racist reaction the candi-

dates of fascist terror groups have won
hundreds of thousands of votes from
North Carolina to the lily-white suburbs

of Detroit to Orange County. This

ominous trend must be reversed.

In fact, the Spartacist candidates were

very nearly prevented from running as

declared socialists and had to fight for

the right to do so. The Registrar of

Voters blatantly censored their ballot

designations and excised all critical

references to the Democratic Party in

their voters pamphlet candidates’ state-

ments (see “San Francisco Democrats’

‘Dirty Tricks,’ Spartacist Candidates

Beat Back Elections Censorship/

Slander,” WV No. 3 16, 29 October). As

settlement of the suit, the Registrar

mailed out to 300,000 voters the original

version of the candidates’ statements,

restoring the slogans “Democrats

—

Enemies of Labor/Blacks" and “Break

with the Democrats—Build a Workers

Party!” On election day, every ballot

was prominently corrected to designate

Bradley and Coleman as “socialist

union militants." Thus the 6,000-8,000

votes received were hard programmatic

votes—everyone knew where we stood.

In mapping out sites and neighbor-

hoods for concentration, Spartacist

campaign organizers planned to follow

up on the high Workers Vanguard street

sales and successful subscription drive

among blacks and union members. The
Spartacist candidates did best in black

and Hispanic districts where historically

election turnouts have been lower.

Those who don’t share the "American
dream" have fewer illusions in the bogus
parliamentarism that covers the capital-

ist rule of racism and unemployment.
Most important were the dozens of

individuals met during the campaign,
the thoughtful and serious response to

our politics which came from black

workers, most of them unionists in their

late 20s and 30s.

Citywide, Bradley and Coleman
received 3.5 percent of the vote. But in

numerous precincts in the mainly black

Bayview/ Hunters Point and Western
Addition, and in parts of Potrero Hill

and the Latino Mission District, the

vote for Coleman/Bradley ran up to 10

and 1
1

percent. The Spartacist vote

declined somewhat from Diana Cole-

man’s 1980 vote in petty-bourgeois

areas like Haight-Ashbury and the

Castro district, where the numerous gay
Democratic clubs were working over-

time to mobilize the gay vote. During
the last few weeks of the campaign, SL
supporters worked intensively, being

dispatched in teams to distribute 18,000

election brochures, put up 2,000 posters

and pass out 10,000 very popular

Workers Vanguard supplements about

the October 16 rout of the KKK in

Boston.

The Spartacist candidates cam-
paigned with coffee trucks at numerous
union locations around the city. They
talked with Muni transit drivers at their

barns and union hall. At the ILWU
Local 10 (warehouse) hiring hall,

Bradley talked about the need to

organize mass strike action against

layoffs. At the September 21 CWA
(phone worker) local meeting, and at an

October 20 meeting of some lOOlaid-off

Bethlehem shipyard workers, Bradley

and Coleman were applauded for their

calls for sitdowns and strike action

against shutdowns. They also called for

throwing out the do-nothing union

bureaucrats who tie workers and blacks

to the twin parties of capitalism.

The difference between the Spartacist

candidates who fought for the program
of socialist revolution, and various

pseudo-socialists who do the donkey

work for the pro-capitalist labor fakers,

was vividly seen at the October 24

SF march called under the slogan,

“Vote Labor for Jobs and Justice.”

Local AFL-CIO, ILWU and Teamster

labor tops canceled this year’s Labor
Day parade (last year ex-VP Walter

Mondale was booed by angry work-

ers chanting "PATCO!") in order to

hold this pre-election rally for the

Democrats.

While the Communist Party and

Peace & Freedom were openly backing

“progressive" anti-Reagan bourgeois

candidates, a handful of centrists called

a “Labor Party Contingent” to tag along

at this Democratic Party pep-fest. The
contingent was called by the tiny

Revolutionary Workers League, whose
prominent supporter Steve Zeltzer sits

on the “central committee” of Peace &
Freedom Party which endorsed Del-

lums; the Freedom Socialist Party,

which joined the RWL in importuning

California AFL-CIO head John Hen-

ning to form a reformist labor party;

and (the only ones who actually showed

up) the macho thugs of the Internation-

alist Workers Party (IWP), followers of

continued on page 9
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Cold War Goons: The DSfl Connection

Bloodhounds and Bureaucrats
What’s going on here? On the most

concrete level, we don’t know and it’s

not easy to find out either. That there’s

a convergence of interests between the

various bureaucrats is obvious, particu-

larly on the issue of jobs, a burning

question for workers in just about every

industry. The bureaucrats in phone,

steel and auto have no answers for the

besieged union ranks—except, appar-

ently, to try to wipe out their most

outspoken critics and thereby intimi-

date the rest.

the opening of a Solidarnosc office at

the headquarters of Albert Shanker’s

teachers union in New York on 24

September 1981, forces far more power-

ful than the union bureaucrats were

displeased. A lead editorial in the Wall

Street Journal (29 September 1981)

waxed lyrical about American labor’s

“efforts on behalf of political freedom”

abroad and ended with this unmistak-

able threat: “Anyone seeking to delegiti-

mize its performance in this realm

should be aware of just how serious an

.
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San Francisco, August 27: Spartaclsts protest DSA social imperialists.

The AFL-CIO bureaucracy which

runs the American unions was forged in

the postwar anti-communist witchhunts

of the late I940s/early 1950s. The

splitting operations of the Cold Warri-

ors against “Communist-influenced"

unions and the purging of militants and

socialists from the others were a crucial

aspect of the rise of McCarthyism and

all but severed the connection between

the left and the labor movement. The

end product was the sellout labor

bureaucracy which still rules the unions

today, lording it over the ranks of labor,

characterized by naked pro-company

sellouts, arrogant racism and a jingoist

political line which makes the U.S.

union tops an unofficial arm of State

Department policy from Central Ameri-

ca to Poland.

As a working-class socialist organi-

zation committed to strong labor unions

under militant class-struggle leadership,

the Spartacist League has had its share

of trouble from the labor tops, who view

the prospect of independent working-

class struggle against capital as a sinister

“commie plot." In recent weeks, though,

union militants whose work the Sparta-

cist League politically supports in our

press have been subjected to an escala-

tion of witchhunting, exclusionism and

physical intimidation at the hands of the

union bureaucracy.

Regular readers of WV are already

aware of the political show trial being

conducted in the San Francisco phone
workers union (CWA Local 9410)

against Kathy Ikegami, a leader of the

Militant Action Caucus (MAC). As a

member of the Local 9410 executive

board, Kathy broke the CWA tops’

conspiracy of pro-company silence by

telling union members the truth about

Ma Bell’s plans to cut thousands ofjobs.

Local president Imerzel denied every-

thing and then, his lies exposed, brought

Ikegami up on charges before a hand-

picked kangaroo court (see page 2).

The witchhunt campaign against the

MAC was soon taken up in Los

Angeles, where Local 11502 president

Janice Wood, with pseudo-socialists

leading the charge, rammed through a

dirty lying motion against MAC sup-

porters and Workers Vanguard at a

union meeting on October 21. A leaflet

titled “Stop the Witchhunt Against

MAC!" by L.A. MAC member Larry

Ackerson (reprinted in IFF No. 316, 29

October) charged that “J.V. Stalin

would understand Wood’s methods
very well."

Then on October 28 in Chicago,

Steelworkers bureaucrat Ed Sadlowski,

darling of the liberals and the Labor
Department, brutally assaulted two
militant steel workers who came to a

public forum of the Democratic Social-

ists of America (DSA). Dorcas Joslin (a

5 ft. woman) and Bob Lotz were there

to expose Sadlowski’s shameless at-

tempt to portray himself as an opponent
of givebacks to the steel bosses. They
were brutally manhandled by Sadlowski

and his sidekick, Rob Persons, a fellow

Steelworkers bureaucrat and DSA
member, outside the meeting after they

asked Persons for a comment on the

recent NLRB decision in favor of Keith

Anwar, a steel worker fired in 1979 for

the “crime” of honoring a picket line (see

page 5). And on October 30 in Detroit,

an attempt was made to exclude

members of the Rouge Militant Caucus

of UAW Local 600 from a unit meeting

(see interview, page 10). Unit chairman

Hank Wilson, a black bureaucrat

known for his “fightback" rhetoric,

directed his goon squad to remove the

oppositionists from the hall.

But more than that, what’s going on is

political. The AFL-CIO fat cats rose to

their exalted positions as the purgers of

the traditions of militant union

struggle—and of the militants who
embodied those traditions. A vanguard

of the Cold War, these apologists for

imperialism remained Vietnam War
“hawks” after most capitalist politicians

had already given up. Today the union

tops are marching in lockstep with the

anti-Soviet war drive and its devastating

economic consequences for workers and

minorities at home. And right in there

with them are the “State Department
socialists” of the DSA.
The open bloc between the govern-

ment, the union tops and the social-

democrats was clearly displayed over

Solidarnosc, the Polish company union

for the CIA and Western bankers. U.S.

imperialism saw the Polish crisis as its

best opportunity in decades to “roll

back Communism" and reopen Eastern

Europe for capitalist exploitation. The
U.S. union leaders were really in their

element here, boosting “free trade

unionism,” long the fighting slogan of

the Cold War. Just about everybody got

into the act. In particular Ed
Sadlowski—formerly a “union democ-
racy oppositionist” courtesy of the

Labor Department and now a McBride
appointee—was a featured speaker at

the Town Hall meeting in New York
where Susan Sontag proclaimed that

“Communism is fascism.”

The Spartacist League came out

forthrightly against the imperialists’

designs in Poland, concentrating par-

ticularly on the role of the AFL-CIO in

fronting for bloody counterrevolution.

We exposed, for example, the involve-

ment of the notorious Irving Brown,
"AFL-CIO European representative.”

Brown was U.S. imperialism’s main
man in Western Europe after World
War II, where he used CIA dollars to

plant agents, buy officials and hire

Corsican Mafia killers to smash com-
bative unions.

When the Spartacist League picketed

attack he is launching." We commented
in WV (9 October 1981):

"What this mouthpiece of the American
ruling class has in mind is not an
exchange of polemics on Poland, but a

government assault on the right of

communists in the labor movement to

challenge the pro-capitalist line of the

American labor bureaucracy."

The Wall Street Journal's friends in

the labor movement have also found

Spartacist supporters a thorn in their

sides over the American Institute for

Free Labor Development (AIFLD), an

active agency of CIA union-busting and

“counterinsurgency” in Latin America.

In the CWA, which spawned this union-

busting outfit, the Militant Action

Caucus has a ten-year history of

outspoken opposition to the AIFLD.
Kathy Ikegami, as a delegate to the

CWA national convention lastsummer,

spoke against AIFLD on the conven-

tion floor. And here’s more food for

thought: both local president Imerzel

(San Francisco) and local president

Wood (Los Angeles) have shown by

their actions that the interestsof AIFLD
occupy a special place in their hearts.

The SF local wasn’t contributing funds

to AIFLD for a long time. ..until

Imerzel got in. And last April, Wood
personally broke a tie in a meeting to

pass a motion restoring the union’s

money going to AIFLD. It should also

be noted that Steelworkers president

McBride and CWA president Glenn

Watts serve on the AIFLD Board of

Trustees, as does Machinists president

William Winpisinger, vice chairman of

the DSA.
As might be expected, the DSA

connection is big among the witchhunt-

ers. Imerzel himself hangs around them,

and one of the people he appointed to

the Kathy Ikegami “trial” board is one

Barbara Andrews, who served as treas-

urer for the election campaign of Ron
Dellums, a DSA Democrat. Sadlowski

too is plenty chummy with the DSA.
and his cohort in the attack on Joslin

and Lotz outside the DSA meeting is an

open DSA member. The UAW bu-

reaucracy too is rife with DSAers,

including DSA symp Secretary-

Treasurer Ray Majerus, who was given

a special “Award for Social Justice” at a

DSA conference in Detroit last April.

Not a new picture: anti-communist

“socialists,” union sellout artists and

behind them the spectre of Wall Street,

lined up for a hoped-for repeat of the

witchhunts of the 1950s. But it isn’t the

1950s anymore. The devastation of

Europe in World War II ushered in what
was supposed to be an “American
century” based on unquestioned U.S.

hegemony in the capitalist world;

America’s devastating defeat in Viet-

nam and the emergence of Japan and
West Germany as powerful imperialist

rivals have put period to that. The 1950s

smug anti-communist expectation,

based on a fat economy, was that the

“American way” would take care of you,

unless you were some kind of “un-

American” (or black). Not anymore

—

not with 1 1 million unemployed, the

cities gone visibly to hell. Social Securi-

ty in jeopardy and the prospect of

nuclear war on everybody’s mind.

The labor bureaucracy, thanks to

craven capitulation before capitalism’s

assault on the living standards and basic

rights of workers and black people, is

hardly riding a tide of membership
confidence. Real socialist militants in

the unions have a base of support for

their democratic rights among their

fellow union members. Certainly we
don’t welcome what looks like a pattern

of victimization and violence directed

against friends of the Spartacist League
in the labor movement. But we will use

these attacks to win to our side new
supporters, people who know that

working people will never win anything
unless they fight.
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September 1981: When Social Democrats sponsored Solidamoftt office In

New York, Spartacist League exposed Polish company union for CIA and
bankers.
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Ed Sadlowski: Loser Thug

Assaults Steel Militants
CHICAGO—On October 28 Ed Sad-

lowski and his sidekick Rob Persons, a

member of the Democratic Socialists of

America (DSA), brutally assaulted two

steel workers after a DSA forum.

Sadlowski, once a “reform” candidate

for president of the United Steelworkers

(USWA) and darling of campus-town
rad-libs, is now an appointed staff man
for Lloyd McBride, the man he lost to in

1977. The assault on Bob Lotz and

Dorcas Joslin, members of USWA
Local 1014 (U.S. Steel Gary Works),

came after they nailed Sadlowski for

pretending to oppose the very givebacks

he had shoved down steel workers’

throats. The two militants have been

active in defending Keith Anwar, a

Local 1010 member fired by Inland

Steel in 1979 for honoring picket lines

(see “Steel Unionist Wins Key NLRB
Case," WV No. 315, 15 October). Lotz

and Joslin are distributing a leaflet

(reprinted below) denouncing the as-

sault and calling on steel workers and

USWA locals to condemn Sadlowski

and Persons. Workers Vanguard asked

Joslin and Lotz what was behind this

vicious thug attack:

Joslin: Sadlowski went up to the North

Side where he figured he wouldn’t run

into any steel workers, and said he didn’t

buy this concessions talk that was going

around. Well, Bob and I knew better.

I’ve been laid off for nearly a year, and

there’s thousands of steel workers just

like me in District 31 who’ve been laid

off for a year and much more. And Ed

Sadlowski, he’s been an appointed

union official since 1977 and he hasn't

lifted a finger to get our jobs back. So 1

got up and said that hundreds of Local

65 members from U.S. Steel South

Works had heard him say at their local

meeting this past August that this

concessions agreement that he negoti-

ated was the best the union could do.

Well, that rotten contract means job

combinations and cutbacks! I said that

in reality he was responsible for ram-

ming through a concessions contract at

South Works!

WV: Did Sadlowski try to defend that?

Joslin: No. Instead he tried to stop me
by yelling that I must work for his

opposition. So I told him, well, 1 am
your opposition, that I was in favor of a

real class-struggle fight against layoffs

and against the plant closures and that

would require things like sit-ins and

strikes—and it would also mean that the

workers would have to break with the

Democratic Party.

Lotz: There was a lot of heckling, not

least from Sadlowski. I spoke after

Dorcas and said, “As to your remark to

this sister here, you work for your

opposition! You've got a paid staff job

from Lloyd McBride!” I said we’d just

had this International convention in

September, where the International

authorized renewed concessions bar-

gaining industrywide, and Sadlowski

didn’t even bother to speak. And there’s

local concessions agreements in District

31 that he hasn't said a word about

either. So Sadlowski’s got two faces, one

what he says to the liberals on the North

Side, and then what he says down on the

South Side to the steel workers.

WV: Rob Persons, who’s the appointed

secretary of Local 1010’s Incentives

Committee, spoke too, didn’t he? What
did he say?

Joslin: He said he was willing to give

up the nine cents per hour cost-of-living

adjustment that was due November 1 ,
if

we could keep the “more important"

things. It had just come out in the news

that same day that McBride unilaterally

handed that COLA raise over to the

companies. So Persons came out for

concessions, too.

Lotz: Sadlowski said after the forum
was over that he had been handing out

leaflets for the Democrats. Later as we
were going downstairs he said some-

thing about how we didn’t have any

original ideas and I said, “You’re voting

for the Democrats. That's original?!"

And when Dorcas asked them what they

thought about Keith Anwar’s NLRB
victory in the picket line case, that’s

when they jumped us.

Steel militants Bob Lotz and Dorcas Joslin (center) expose thug Sadlowski at

Local 1010 union hall, East Chicago, Indiana.

“Oilcan Eddie" Sadlowski and his

sidekick Rob Persons ganged up to beat

and manhandle two steelworkers on the

night of October 28: both members of

Local 1014; Bob Lotz, millwright at

Gary works-U.S. Steel, and Dorcas

Joslin, a woman motor inspector laid

off last December. The big bureaucrats’

washed-up flunkies are real brave:

Sadlowski went for Bob, a 140-pound

guy half his size, smashed him into a

wall, knocked him down at least twice,

opening up a bloody gash on his head

—

and then tried to stomp him after he was

down. Dorcas, who is only around five

feet tall, jumped right in to try to break it

up, then Persons grabbed her, slammed

her up against a car, hard, and Sadlow-

ski yelled “bitch" and screamed he was

going to “beat the shit out of you too,

you fucking cunt!” Plenty of people saw

it too, even though fat bully Sadlowski

and his buddy picked a quiet street to go

after us, outside an evening meeting we

went to up on Chicago’s Northside to

hear Sadlowski and Persons speak on

“Labor and the Depression." It was

sponsored by the DSA, the “Democrat-

ic Socialists of America." Several of

these “democrats" and “socialists” just

sat there watching; they didn’t do a

damn thing while we were getting beat
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and mauled (one said “that’s enough,

Ed,” after he was about done).

Sadlowski is a disgrace and an

embarrassment to the entire labor

movement! (Persons is just an appoint-

ed hack at Local 1010, who’ll do
whatever “Eddie" says.) We bet even

McBride is smarter than to go around

personally jumping steelworkers and

beating up women union members.

“Oilcan Eddie" used to say he was for

“the little guy" during his “Fight Back"

days—yeah, so today he gets his kicks

heating up “little guys" and going after

women. That’s because he doesn’t have

the balls to take on the big guys, like

McBride, like the sell-out International,

like the steel companies who are ripping

our union apart. And that’s what we
said earlier at the meeting: it drove him

nuts because everybody knows it’s true.

He rolled over for McBride to get a

crummy appointed office job after he

lost in 1977. So it’s been five years-,

obviously he's starting to like the

position. Sadlowski was part of the

negotiating team that came up with the

rotten concessions contract for Local 65

last summer, which opened up the

workforce for massive layoffs, as Dor-

cas said at the meeting. The best the

team could do, Sadlowski said then

—

but that’s what they pay him for, to tell

workers to shut up and eat it like he

does.

Sadlowski’s a real loser. What drove

him (and Persons) crazy isn’t just that

they went up to the Northside to peddle

fake “fightback” talk to a bunch of

liberals, the only friends “Eddie”’s got

left, and nobody even came (there was

only about 20 people there)—and then

Sadlowski and Persons got caught out,

because we spoke up about how
Sadlowski tries to shove concessions

and sellouts down our throats at union

meetings, or elsejust slinks around like a

whipped dog, like he did at the Septem-

ber convention. Yeah, Sadlowski got

caught 'out playing his schizoid game:

"union militant" so long as he’s a million

miles from a union meeting, but

McBride’s paid enforcer of sell-outs

when he talks to steelworkers. What
really got them was when Dorcas went

up to Persons and Sadlowski after the

meeting and said, “What do you think

about Keith Anwar’s winning in respect-

ing picket lines?" That’s when Persons

screamed "fuck Keith Anwar—and fuck

you too!” And they jumped us.

Because Keith Anwar, Local 1010

member, just won a victory for militant

trade unionism—something Sadlowski

never did and never will. Anwar had the

guts to stand up for the union principle

that "picket lines mean don’t cross," got

fired “by Inland Steel for honoring the

striking USWA Local 8180 line in 1979,

fought it—and this September 24 the

National Labor Relations Board ruled

in his favor. Persons didn’t say a word at

the October 21 Local 1010 meeting that

welcomed Anwar back and unanimous-

ly voted congratulations on his NLRB
victory. But you better know what he

and Sadlowski really think: it’s “fuck

Anwar!” which means, "fuck union

solidarity,” and “fuck the union,” for

that matter, like Sadlowski’s done by

dragging our union into the bosses’

courts every chance he gets, the whole

basis of his rotten career.

So they tried to beat us up where the

union wouldn’t see the attack. But there

were a lot of witnesses to this ugly

business. We’ve worked for the Keith

Anwar Defense Committee from the

beginning, and we support Workers

Vanguard, which has defended and

spread the word on Anwar’s fight, and
generally fights for militant trade

unionism, for a workers and black

party, and opposes sell-out and lying

bureaucrats, like Sadlowski. who stand

in the way of the workers' interest.

Every steel local, every union

member, should condemn Sadlowski

and his hanger-on Persons as cowardly

bullies and losers who sell out our

struggles—and now even physically

attack union members who do fight

back! We’re not going to stop fighting,

and we’re going to keep working to get

our union fighting too! So Sadlowski’s a

bit "unstable" these days? So let him go
off to some DSA/liberal/friendly funny

farm and take thorazine until he stops

bouncing off the padded walls—we
could care less.

Bob Lotz, Local 1014

Dorcas Joslin, Local 1014

November 4, 1982
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B
uried along with the thousands

of Palestinian men, women and

children killed by the Zionist

blitzkrieg in Lebanon is the

fiction of “Arab unity” behind the

Palestinian cause. The Israeli bombs
which exploded over West Beirut also

exploded the myth of the “Arab revolu-

tion,” this most curious revolution

aimed not at overturning existing Arab
governments and ruling classes, but

externally against Zionist Israel. Not a

single Arab state, not even the most
"radical,” came to the aid of the

Palestinians facing Begin/Sharon’s gen-

ocidal terror. During the siege of West
Beirut one PLO commando exclaimed

bitterly to a Western newsman: “You see

where the Israelis are. Well, behind the

Israelis is King Fahd and Hafez el-

Assad and King Hussein. They are all in

this together
"

Summing up the effect of the

Lebanese war on the politics of the Arab
world, the New York Times' man on the

spot, Thomas Friedman, writes with

scarcely concealed malicious glee:

"The alliance between hard-liners, held

together for years by revolutionary
bluster and the fiction that Arab states

actually had a military option vis-a-vis

Israel, is coming unglued. The so-called

steadfastness and confrontation front,

made up of Syria. Algeria, South
Yemen, Libya and the P.L.O., can hold
together no longer, due largely to its

failure to be either steadfast or confron-
tational when the P L.O.’s life was on
the line in West Beirut.”

—New York Times. 15 October

Faced with the impotence and
betrayal of the so-called "hard-line" as

PART ONE OF TWO
well as “moderate” Arab states, the

petty-bourgeois nationalist leadership

of the PLO has turned to U.S. imperial-

ism as its last possible “savior." Arafat
agreed to allow the U.S. Marines and
French Foreign Legion to disarm the

6.000 PLO commandos guarding West
Beirut and escort them into another
exile, thus setting up the Shatila/Sabra
massacre by Begin/Sharon’s Lebanese
fascist henchmen. And when Reagan
announced his “peace plan," Arafat
responded that there were “some posi-

tive elements" in it. The Reagan plan
would create a South African-like
bantustan for Palestinians on the West
Bank and Gaza in which the Zionist
occupation would be replaced by
subjugation to King Hussein’s Jordan, a

regime even more dependent on U.S.
military and economic aid than Israel.

To explore the “positive elements” in

the Reagan plan, Arafat met with
Hussein in Amman, the first time in 12

years the PLO leader had been in the

Jordanian capital. In 1970 Arafat,
disguised as a woman, had to flee

Jordan for his life, barely escaping
Hussein’s Black September massacre of
10.000 Palestinians. But the PLO leader
and the erstwhile mass murderer of
PLO cadre apparently decided to let

Reformists tall PLO into U.S. camp.
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After Lebanon:
The Left and the Palestinian Question

From the

“Arab Revolution’’

toPax Americana
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bygones be bygones and discovered they
were now much in agreement. Accord-
ing to the well-informed, conservative

London Economist (16 October), “The
Jordanians and the PLO are agreed that

the fine words of the Fez [Arab summit]
agreement are just fine words.... It is

also agreed that American action alone
can bring change." The PLO’s turn
toward Pax Americana is not a sudden,
unexpected change in line. It has been
prepared by a decade-long strategy

centering on securing diplomatic recog-
nition and pressuring the great powers.

U.S. Left for Pax Americana

The agreement between Arafat and
his new friend King Hussein extends to
the reformists, centrists and petty-

Pholo

Proletarian revolution Is the only
road to Palestinian liberation.

bourgeois radicals on the U.S. left who
for years hailed the mythical “Arab
revolution” amid chants of “Long Live
PLO!” The same self-styled leftists who
ten years ago attacked Israel as nothing
but an outpost of U.S. imperialism are

today calling upon Reagan’s Marines to

protect the Palestinians from the Israeli

army. The pseudo-socialists who ten

years ago defended the PLO’s acts of

indiscriminate terror, who denied that

the Hebrew-speaking people had any
right to national self-determination, are

today making common cause with
Zionist “doves” who believe that Begin/
Sharon’s policies weaken and endanger
Israel’s “security."

When Begin came to deliver his

warmongering harangue to a UN
disarmament (!) conference last June,
Sam Marcy’s Workers World Party,
Third World nationalist cheerleaders
par excellence

, organized a protest
which called for“effective U.S. action to
achieve Israeli withdrawal." This at a
time when Begin solemnly proclaimed
that the Israeli army would withdraw
from Lebanon if and only if a U.S. -led
multinational force took over the job of
suppressing the Palestinians and secur-

ing Israel’s northern border.

In July, when the proposal to send the
Marines to Lebanon was being hotly
debated in Washington, the November
29 Coalition, basically a lash-up of the

Marcyites, pro-Moscow Stalinists and
PLO, called for a demonstration in

Washington based on just two demands:
Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon and
cessation of U.S. aid to Israel. The
Coalition march on September 1 1

finally did call for “No U.S. Troops to
Lebanon’’—after they had gone in.

supervised the departure of PLO fight-

ers and withdrawn!

The major groups on the American
left accept the U.S. imperialist military

presence in Lebanon either tacitly, by
not opposing it (the pro-Moscow
Stalinist Communist Party), or by
explicitly endorsing it (the fake-

Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party
[SWP]). The July 16 front-page head-
line of the SWP’s Militant proclaimed,
“No U.S. Troops to Lebanon!" Yet a
few months later, the Militant (8

October) explained why Reagan’s Ma-
rines were necessary to save the PLO
from an even greater catastrophe:

“Since the Palestinians were not in a
position to force a pullback of Israeli

troops, they proposed an international
force that would interpose itself be-
tween their forces and the Israelis as the

Shatila/Sabra massacre (right)
served the same Zionist
purpose as the Delr Yassin
massacre (above) by Begln's
Irgun in 1948.
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only way to ensure that they would not
be slaughtered during the withdrawal.”

This is, of course, the same line as the

U.S. State Department, one of whose
spokesmen boasted. “We saved Arafat’s

skin in West Beirut” (New York Times
,

15 October).

The SWP’s change of line was very
consciously made. Immediately after

the Shatila/Sabra massacre in Septem-
ber, the SWP and its French and Italian

colleagues in Ernest Mandel’s United
Secretariat issued a joint statement
retrospectively opposing the sending of
the Marines, Foreign Legion and Italian

troops to Lebanon (“Imperialist ‘Peace-

keeping’ Force No Protection for

Palestinians," Intercontinental Press, 4
October). This statement said correctly

that the imperialist force "dismantled
the Palestinian defense lines in West
Beirut” and so left the Palestinian

population "defenseless against the

Zionist army, the Phalangist militias,

and the butcher Maj. Saad Haddad’s
mercenaries.”

But two weeks later the SWP said it

had never signed the statement, and
sharply attacked it:

“It it were true, as the joint French and
Italian statement implies, that the
agreement the PLO accepted for the
withdrawal of its troops, rather than the
U.S. -Israeli onslaught, was responsible
..for the dismantling of PLO defense
lines—then it would follow that the
PLO was in large part responsible for

the massacre in Sabra and Shatila.”
—Intercontinental Press,

18 October

Exactly! Shatila and Sabra was the first

fruit of the PLO’s turn to Pax
Americana.

The clearest expression of Pax Amer-
icana on the U.S. left comes, predictably

enough, from that weathervane for the

shifting winds of petty-bourgeois radi-

cal opinion, that “independent radical

newsweekly” The Guardian. The I

September Guardian argues:

“In this country, our tasks are clear

enough: . . . build a mass movement that

can pressure the U.S. government to

rein in its ally [Israel] before it starts a

new round of slaughter in Lebanon."

And its 13 October issue respectfully

advises Reagan that if the Marines are

truly to bring peace to the Near East, he

must do right by the Palestinians and
PLO: “The history of the last 20 years

has shown that the U.S. will never
broker a permanent settlement in the

Mideast if it continues to shun the

PLO."

Cooing with the Zionist "Doves”

The erstwhile enthusiasts for the

"Arab revolution" are now coming
together with Zionist “doves” who
believe that Begin/ Sharon’s policy of

unlimited military expansionism will

overtax Israel’s limited resources, lead-

ing to an eventual collapse. Thus, the

Guardian (15 September) recently

published a friendly interview with

Shimon Lerer, spokesman for the

avowedly Zionist Israeli Peace Now
movement, who declared: “We say that

Israel’s security can only be achieved

and made permanent by coming to

terms with all our Arab neighbors.” And
what country is better situated to broker
a settlement between Zionist Israel and
the Arab bourgeois states than the U.S.?

Unfortunately lending his authority

to some degree to the notion of Pax
Americana in the Near East is Israel

Shahak, an Israeli defender of Palestini-

an rights and in the past a scathing critic

of the Zionist “Labor” Party and the

Peace Now movement. Yet in response

to the Spartacist League’s opposition to

American troops to Lebanon, Shahak
stated in his recent.U.S. speaking tour:

“.
. . I would strongly suggest that Israeli

troops in West Beirut are worse than the
troops of America, France and Italy,

and that [as] the lesser evil (for a time I

would say that) the troops of those
states are in my opinion preferable."

While Shahak motivates this “lesser

evil" position by humanitarian concern
for the Palestinians, he is at bottom
expressing the widespread concern
among Israelis about getting sucked
into the bloody vortex of Lebanese
politics. Unlike the U.S.. Israel does not
have the economic and demographic
resources to police the warring feudal

clans that make up Lebanon. The two-
month, one-sided war in Lebanon cost

Israel as much as 10 percent of its gross
national product. The number of

casualties taken by the Israeli army may
not seem great in absolute terms, but

given the small size of the Hebrew
population they are comparable to the

level of American casualties in Vietnam.

However, the Pentagon did not send

its forces into Lebanon simply or

primarily to "save Israel from itself,” in

the words of liberal imperialist brain-

truster George Ball. The U.S. believes

that Israel’s conquest of Lebanon,
humiliation of the Arab states and
military destruction of the PLO have
fundamentally altered the balance of

power in the Near East, creating an
opening for a major power play. The
Wall Street Journal (5 November)
points out that:

“With little fanfare, the U.S. is estab-

lishing a substantial military presence in

the Mideast. There are 1,200 American
peacekeeping troops in Lebanon and

1,000

in Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula.

.
Smaller U.S. military teams are else-

where in Egypt and in Saudi Arabia.
Bahrain and Oman. These forces,

encircling the region, steady U.S. allies

and add leverage to U.S. diplomacy,"

There is no greater danger in the Near
East than the presence of imperialist

forces in the region. Lebanon has

become a front line of Reagan’s anti-

Soviet war drive, threatening mankind
with a global nuclear holocaust.

The aftermath of the Lebanese war
demonstrates in the clearest way that

“anti-imperialist” petty-bourgeois na-

tionalists and their left cheerleaders will

unite with imperialism to betray the

struggle for genuine national liberation.

Only the international Spartacist ten-

dency, which has always fought for a
proletarian international solution to the

Arab-lsrael conflict, today stands
against Pax Americana and for the

genuine national liberation of the

dispossessed Palestinians in the only
way possible—through a socialist feder-

ation of the Near East.

Birth of the Zionist State

The Zionists’ holocaust against the

Palestinians in Lebanon is but the

continuation of the genocidal terror

used to create the Zionist state in 1948.

The Shatila/Sabra massacre by Begin’s

Lebanese fascist henchmen served the

same purpose as the Deir Yassin

massacre by Begin’s Irgun 35 years ago:

to terrorize the Palestinians into fleeing

ever further from the borders of Eretz

Israel. The Arab-lsrael wars of 1967 and
1973 were but a continuation of the 1948

war between the Arab League armies

and the Zionist Haganah, wars over the

division of Palestine between Israel and
the Arab sheiks and colonels. There will

be no national justice for the Palestini-

ans until the Zionist state and surround-
ing Arab bourgeois states are smashed
through the united revolutionary
struggle of the Hebrew proletariat and
Arab toilers.

The creation of a Zionist state in the

Near East arose out of the intersection

of the effects of the Nazi holocaust with
the dissolution of the British empire. As
the Nazi power expanded in Europe in

the 1930s, many Jews fled to the small

Zionist colonies in British Palestine.

After the war the survivors of the

Holocaust—tens of thousands of “dis-

placed persons”—were prevented from
settling in the U.S. or Britain by racist

immigration restrictions (which the

Zionists did not oppose). Thus many
Jews who were not ideological Zionists

were forced to go to Palestine.

However, the creation of Israel was
not determined simply by the balance of
forces within and around Palestine. It

was a product of cynical great power
politics on all sides. In order to preserve
their waning influence in the Near East,

British imperialism, which earlier had
encouraged Zionist colonization in

Palestine, now took the Arab side.

Israel, in turn, found its first godfather
in Stalin’s Russia, a chapter of history

the Kremlin and its supporters would
very much like to bury. During the 1948
war the Haganah received most of its

small arms from Stalinist-ruled Czech-
oslovakia. The Communist parties of
the day and their numberless front

groups hailed the Zionist cause as

a “progressive national-liberation

struggle” against British imperialism.

Josef Stalin, it hardly needs saying, was
no friend of Jewish nationalism, but

supported the Zionists as a cynical

maneuver to weaken British imperial-

ism in the Near East.

However, the British, exhausted and
bankrupt after World War 1L were
rapidly being displaced by the Ameri-
cans. And Washington’s policy in the

Near East was different than London’s.
The Truman administration’s support
for a Zionist state in Palestine was partly

a result of pressure from the American
Jewish community. But the Jewish
lobby, strong as it is, does not dictate the

fundamental policies of U.S. imperial-

ism. The U.S.’ main interest in the

creation of a Zionist state in Palestine

lay in balkanizing the Near East and
diverting the aroused national and class

aspirations of the Arab fellahin and
proletariat away from the Saudi family,

the Hashemites, Farouks and the rest.

"Divide and rule" has always been a

basic axiom of imperialist policy.

Under the sponsorship of Truman’s

ber 1947 the UN voted to partition the

British mandate along lines highly

favorable to the Zionists. Although the

Jews constituted only a third of the

population of Palestine, they were
allotted 55 percent of the territory,

including all major cities except Jerusa-

lem. The Zionist state was to encompass
540.000 Jews and almost 400,000 Arabs,
while the Arab state would contain
800.000 Arabs and only 10,000 Jews.

But neither the Zionists nor the Arab
rulers were to allow the Palestinian

Arabs even this limited and deformed
expression of an independent national

existence. Immediately after the UN
vote the intercommunal violence in

Palestine greatly intensified. The Jews
with their superior organization and
higher technical/cultural level soon
gained the upper hand. In the spring of
1948 the Palestinian Arabs were sys-

tematically driven out of the Zionist
state-to-be.

And here the Deir Yassin massacre
played a large role. In April 1948 the

right-wing terrorists of Begin’s Irgun
killed 254 defenseless men, women and
children in the small Arab village. The
terrified survivors were then dumped
into trucks and paraded through the
Jewish section of Jerusalem. While the

mainstream Zionist establishment dis-

sociated itself from this atrocity, Deir
Yassin was widely publicized and so had
its intended effect. Three hundred
thousand Palestinian Arabs fled from
their homes before the proclamation of
the state of Israel in May 1948,

W'hile the Arab League naturally

claimed it was fighting for a “United
continued on page 8
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Palestinian

Question...
(continued from page 7)

State of Palestine," the Arab rulers were

in reality fighting for their own territori-

al aggrandizement. And the Zionist

leaders were well aware of this fact. In

November 1947 Jewish Agency leader

Golda Meyerson (Meir) had secret

negotiations with King Abdullah of

Transjordan, who informed her of his

plans to take over eastern Palestine:

"I want to annex the area to my
kingdom. I don’t want to create another

Arab State that would ruin my plans. I

want to ride, not to be ridden!"
—quoted in Dan Kurzman,

Genesis 1948 (1970)

After a war to determine the exact

borders Abdullah and Golda Meir and

her colleagues did, in fact, divide Pal-

estine between them. Tfce main force on
the Arab side was Abdullah’s Arab Le-

gion, commanded by the British officer

John Glubb (Glubb Pasha). The major

fighting occurred over Jerusalem, which

under the UN plan was to be “interna-

tionalized." The Hebrew nation and its

fledgling state were never seriously

threatened. The 1949 armistice, nego-

tiated by American diplomat Ralph

Bunche, created an exclusionist Jewish

state on the one side and an expanded

Hashemite monarchy on the other. This

conformed to the war aims of both sides.

The left enthusiasts for Arab nation-

alism would do well to recall that for

almost 20 years (from 1949 to 1967) the

“occupied territories" (the West Bank
and Gaza) were occupied by Arab
states, Jordan and Egypt respectively.

And during this period the Palestinians

had less autonomy and fewer democrat-

ic rights than have been promised them
under the Carter Camp David and

Reagan plans! In 1950 Abdullah de-

creed that all Palestinians in Jordan

were henceforth Hashemite subjects,

that is, feudal vassals. And when in 1970

the Palestinian majority in Jordan was
on the verge of a revolt, Abdullah’s

grandson. King Hussein, restored his

authority with the Black September
massacre, killing 10,000.

Pro-PLO leftists have long de-

nounced Hussein as the epitome of pro-

imperialist Arab reaction (though they

may now revise this characterization).

But remember, for more than a decade

the 300,000 Palestinians in Gaza (almost

one fourth of the entire Palestinian

diaspora) were ruled by the very

personification of the “Arab revolu-

tion,” Gamal Abdul Nasser. Yet the

Gaza Palestinians were not given

citizenship rights in the United Arab
Republic, were not permitted to work or

move freely in Egypt and were confined

to the refugee camp hellholes. The
political life of the Gaza Palestinian

community was strictly controlled by

the Egyptian government, and any

Palestinian militant who refused to toe

Nasser’s line was summarily deported,

among them one Yasir Arafat.

The Trotskyist Position on the
1948 Arab-lsrael War

At the time of the 1948 Arab-lsrael

war the American left in general was

strongly pro-Zionist, arguing that Jew-

ish people were exercising their legiti-

mate right to national self-determina-

tion. To this the then-revolutionary

Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party

replied: ,

“Haven’t the Jewish people the right to

self-determination and statehood as

other peoples? Yes—but even if we
abstract this question from its afore-

mentioned social reality, the fact re-

mains that they cannot carve out a state

at the expense of the national rights of

the Arab peoples. This is not self-

determination, but conquest of another

people's territory."—“The Arab-Jewish War in

Palestine," Militant,

31 May 1948

But in opposing Zionism the SWP did

not go over to the camp of Arab
nationalist revanchism:

“Neither are the Arab rulers conducting

8

a progressive struggle for national

independence and against imperialism.

They are, by their anti-Jewish war.

trying to divert the struggle against

imperialism, and utilizing the aspira-

tions of the Arab masses for national

Ireedom, to smother the social opposi-

tion to their tyrannical rule."

—Ibid.

One can trace the degeneration of the

SWP from Trotskyism to revisionism

by comparing this revolutionary inter-

nationalist position on the 1948 war

with its tailing of Arab nationalism from

the 1960s on, leading it to endorse

Reagan’s marines in Lebanon today.

The SWP in 1948 was, however,

unable to translate its correct analysis

into a clear line on the war, and its

propaganda on the question remained

somewhat abstract. The Trotskyists of

the Revolutionary Communist League

in Palestine, who had a better grasp of

the realities of the situation, did take a

clear position of revolutionary defeat-

ism on both sides:

"This war can on neither side be said to

bear a progressive character. The war

does not release progressive forces or do
away with social and economic obsta-

cles in the path of development of the

two nations. Quite the opposite is true.

It is apt to obscure class antagonism and

to open the gate for nationalist excesses.

It weakens the proletariat ami strength-

ens imperialism in both camps—
“ The only way topeace between the two
peoples of this country is turning the

guns against the instigators ofmurder in

both camps.1
"
[emphasis in original]—“Against the Stream," Fourth

International. May 1948

The Spartacist tendency originally

considered that "in 1948 the central

issue in dispute was for the right of the

Hebrew nation to exist,” and conse-

quently held that the correct position for

Marxists would have been military

support to the Haganah against the

Arab League forces (see “Arab-lsrael

Conflict—Turn the Guns the Other

Way!" Spartacist No. II, April-May

1968). However, in the early 1970s the

Spartacist tendency undertook an ex-

tensive examination of the national

question as applied to geographically

interpenetrated peoples, particularly in

Palestine and Northern Ireland. One
result of this discussion was to change

our position on the 1948 Arab-lsrael

war, a change codified in an SL/U.S.

Central Committee motion of 16 March
1974: ,

“The correct Trotskyist policy toward
the 1948 Palestinian War was one of

revolutionary defeatism (and exercise

of self-defense by specific villages and
settlements when under attack)

because:

“I) the democratic issue of self-

determination foreach of two nationali-

ties or peoples who geographically

interpenetrate can only conceivably be

resolved equitably within the frame-

work of the proletariat in power;
”2) concretely in 1948— the Zionist-led

Jews possessed the social/military

organization to achieve and expand
their own nation state. The Palestine

Arabs were disorganized, ineffectual

and betrayed on all sides. With the

exception of the battle for Jerusalem,

the Trans-Jordan (and British-inspired

and backed) war aims were to compete
with the Jews for the partitioning of the

Palestinian Arabs’ lands. The role of the

other foreign Arab armies was essential-
• ly to posture, seeking to deflect discon-

tent within their own states."

Self-Determination and
Interpenetrated Peoples

Our position on the complex question

of interpenetrated peoples was first

elaborated in the article, “Birth of the

Zionist State: Part 2” in WVNo. 45, 24

May 1974:

"It was clear that the establishment of

an independent nation-state, either by

Palestinian Arabs or the Jews, would
occur in Palestine only at the expense of

the other nation. When the national

populations are geographically inter-

penetrated. as they were in Palestine, an

independent nation-state can be created

only by their forcible separation (forced

population transfers, etc.). Thus the

democratic right of self-determination

becomes abstract, as it can be exercised

only by the stronger national grouping
driving out and destroying the weaker

one. ...

“Under capitalism, the right to self-

determination in such a context is

•strictly negative: that is, against the

abuses of national rights of cither the

Arabs or the Hebrew-speaking popula-

tion. Thus, had there been an indepen-

dent armed force of the Palestinian

Arabs in the 1948 war. Marxists could

have given it military support in the

struggle against the expansion of the

exclusionist Zionist state and the

onslaught of the Arab League armies,

which together suppressed the national

existence of the Palestinian Arabs.

Likewise, had there been an irredentist

onslaught of the Arab states which
threatened the survival of the Hebrew
nation in Palestine. Marxists would
have taken a position of revolutionary

defensism of the survival of that

nation."

These words were written during the

high tide of Western leftist enthusiasm

for the “Arab revolution" and its self-

proclaimed vanguard, the PLO. It was

then near universal in the U.S. left to

deny that the Hebrew-speaking people

had any right to an independent

national existence in the Arab East. For

example, the SWP wrote in its 1971

conference resolution, "Israel and the

Arab Revolution" ( International So-

cialist Review , December 1971):

“The Israeli Jews form an oppressor
nationality of a settler-colonial charac-

ter vis-a-vis the Arab peoples

"From the point of view of the Leninist

concept of the right of nations to self-

determination, the key fact is whether
the given nationality is an oppressed

nationality or an oppressor nationality

Revolutionists call for the right of self-

determination for the oppressed
nationalities

"

This position was fully shared by the

pro-Moscow Stalinists, the 57 varieties

of Maoists, the Marcyites, black nation-

alists and all manner of New Left

radicals. It was no abstract question

either. The doctrine that the Hebrew
nation had no right to exist served as the

ideological apology for acts of indis-

criminate terror by the PLO and its

supporters, such as the 1972 Lod airport

attack in which visiting Puerto Rican

Baptists were gunned down by the

Japanese Red Army (allied with the

Popular Front for the Liberation of

Palestine).

Today, after Lebanon, fire-breathing

Arab nationalist rhetoric has become
distinctly unfashionable on the left. The
PLO and its supporters are now going

out of their way to appeal to Zionist

“doves” who are opposed to Begin/

Sharon. If the Lebanese war has

exploded the myth of the “Arab revolu-

tion,” it has likewise shattered the

related notion that Israeli society is one

reactionary mass.

The doctrine that an oppressor nation

forfeits its right to exist has nothing in

common with socialism and democracy;

it is ideology of genocidal irredentism.

Many, if not most, nations in the

modern world were created and consoli-

dated through historic crimes against

the original inhabitants. Modern Tur-

key, for example, was forged over the

corpses of a million Greeks and Armeni-

ans. But who today would deny the

Turkish people of Anatolia the right to

national self-determination?

Let us take another example of an

oppressor nation, one near and dear to

the heart of Jack Barnes’ SWP—the

Persians. Like tsarist Russia of old, Iran

under Shah Pahlavi and his successor

Imam Khomeini is truly a prison house

of peoples— Kurds, Azerbaijanis,

Arabs, Baluchis, etc. Yet in their slavish

support to the Persian-chauvinist Shi’ite

“Islamic Revolution,” the SWP and its

Iranian co-thinkers in the HKS opposed
the right of the oppressed Kurds to self-

determination, i.e., to a separate state.

Taking a leaf from George Orwell, Jack

Barnes’ SWP might say, all oppressor
nations are equal, but some are more
equal than others.

Basic to the Leninist position on the

national question, the only consistently

democratic position, is that all nations

have a right to self-determination. In

his 1914 pamphlet. The Right of Na-
tions to Self-Determination, Lenin

cites with approval the 1896 resolution

of the Socialist (Second) International

on the question:

“The International's resolution repro-

duces the most essential and fundamen-

tal propositions in this point of view on

the one hand, the absolutely direct

unequivocal recognition of the full right

of all nations to self-determination; on

the other hand, the equally unambigu-

ous appeal to the workers for interna-

tional unity in their class struggle."

[emphasis in original]

Under normal historic circumstances

the right of self-determination for

nations which have already established

states is not called into question. The

right of self-determination as applied to

oppressed peoples means that they too

should have the same right to an

independent state as established nation-

states. not that "oppressor nations”

have no national rights.

However. Israel is not a long-

established nation-state and the exis-

tence of a Hebrew-speaking nation in

the Near East has been and remains

historically insecure. Despite their

presently overwhelming regional mili-

tary superiority, many Israeli Jews fear

that some day they will be obliterated by

the multitude of hostile and vengeful

Arabs who surround them. Israel is

ruled by men who believe that history is

not on their side. It is this which gives

the Zionist state much of its paranoid

destructive frenzy. The Begins and Peres

seek to imbue their people with the so-

called "Masada complex," named after

a fortress where ancient Hebrew zealots

committed suicide rather than surrender

to the Roman imperial army. There is

no surer way to strengthen the ties

binding the Hebrew proletariat to their

Zionist rulers than to assert they have no

right to an independent national

existence.

No chauvinism is more intense, no

bigotry more blinding, than that of an

oppressor people whose privileges and

very existence are precarious. Begin

appeals to dread of the Nazi holocaust

to carry out the Zionist holocaust of

Palestinians in Lebanon. His support-

ers, concentrated in the Sephardic and

Eastern Jews, believe that only Zionist

concentration camps and genocidal

extermination of Arabs will save them

from genocide. Unless the Israeli work-

ing class—especially its intensely chau-

vinist though relatively underprivileged

(compared to the European-derived

Ashkenazi) Sephardic component— is

broken from Zionism, there is no future

for the Hebrew-speaking people in the

Near East. Above all this requires an

internationalist class-conscious van-

guard of the Hebrew workers that will

champion the right to self-determi-

nation for the Palestiniah people, a right

that encompasses Haifa and Tel Aviv as

well as Ramalleh and Nablus, as part of

the struggle for an Arab-Hebrew work-

ers party.

How then is it possible for both the

Hebrew-speaking people and dispos-

sessed Palestinian Arabs to exercise the

right to national self-determination?

Through a bi-national Palestinian

workers state in a socialist federation of

the Near East. To see that this is not

some utopian pipe dream, look at post-

WW II Yugoslavia. The savage national

and ethnic blood feuds between Serbs
and Croats, for example, were far older

and even bloodier than the hostilities

between Jews and Arabs in the Levant.
Yet against the background of World
War II a largely Serbian and Montene-
grin Communist party led by the Croat
Tito carried through a social revolution.

As an expression of proletarian state

power, albeit bureaucratically de-
formed, Y ugoslavia laid the basis for the

unity of the Serbian and Croatian
peoples.

The key in the Near East is commu-
nist leadership forging a communist
cadre of Palestine Arabs and Israeli

Jews united in struggle against the

Begins and Peres, the Husseins, Assads
and Arafats. Only an internationalist

revolutionary workers party can lead
the way forward to peace and national
justice for all the peoples of the Near
East.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Russians...
(continuedfrom page 1)

that it actually intends to implement its

holocaustal threats. A “nuclear ex-

change" could turn all the cities of the

northern hemisphere into irradiated

rubble in a matter of hours. Yet the

Strangeloves at the Pentagon are

planning to keep the nukes flying for six

months! In a “Defense Guidance"
document last spring, Weinberger or-

dered that American goals in nuclear

war were to “seek the earliest termina-

tion of hostilities on terms favorable to

the U.S."— in plain English, Soviet

surrender. And this doctrine is being

implemented through a new generation

of super-accurate first-strike weapons
whose aim is not only to take out Soviet

missile silos, but to “decapitate” their

systems of command, communications
and control. As arms control expert

Arthur Cox noted recently:

“The Pershing 2, scheduled for deploy-
ment in Germany early in 1984, is a first-

strike weapon that will be able to reach

its targets in the Soviet Union in six

minutes. The MX is a first-strike

weapon and the Trident II (D-5)
submarine-launched missile is a first-

strike weapon. First-strike weapons run
counter to all principles of deterrence.

They make unintentional nuclear war
more likely."—New York Times , 2 November

Reagan & Co. seem determined to

provoke the Soviets into a dangerous

“launch on attack" policy. With six

minutes to nuclear Armageddon, what
choice do they have?

Meanwhile, Washington is actively

spreading counterrevolution in Central

America with such conventional means
as “destabilization," U.S. military "ad-

visers" and millions in "aid” to right-

wing army regimes. While seeking to

defeat left-wing guerrillas in El Salva-

dor, Reagan has also targeted Sandinis-

ta Nicaragua, as the first step toward a

showdown with Castro’s Cuba. A year

ago the U.S. authorized a $19 million

campaign of covert action aimed at

toppling the left-nationalist Sandinistas

by financing internal bourgeois opposi-

tion groups, fomenting attacks by exiled

mercenaries of the former Somoza
dictatorship and preparing an outright

counterrevolutionary invasion. Recent-

ly Newsweek (8 November) published

an exclusive report on this creeping Bay
of Pigs under the title, “America’s Secret

War—Target: Nicaragua." The article

revealed that all raids from Honduras
were approved by the U.S. ambassador,

and quoted one of the mercenary
officers:

“Come the counterrevolution, there will

be a massacre in Nicaragua. We have a
lot of scores to settle. There will be
bodies from the border to Managua.”

The “Human Rights” Stink

“Human rights" Reagan-style is

another adjunct of the anti-Soviet war
drive. On the same day it reported on the

State Department conference on ex-

porting counterrevolution, the New
York Times carried a story about the

administration’s new “human rights"

tsar, Eliot Abrams. Reagan’s first

nominee for the post, Ernest Lefeber,

went down in flames after it became
known that he had rubbed cattle prods

with half the torturing despots of the

anti-Communist “free world" (see our

article “What Next? Lt. Calley for

Human Rights Adviser?" WV No. 282,

5 June 1981). Now they’ve dug up a

suave Ivy League boy. but they’re still

having problems.

Recently the president of the Cold

War liberal Americans for Democratic

Action, Father Drinan, made the charge

that “El Salvador is America’s Afghani-

stan.” Silver-tongued Abrams shot back

a response: "You stink!... 100,000

Russian troops are waging chemical

warfare in Afghanistan, and that’s the

analogy you draw.” This isjust a Big Lie

repetition of wildly false charges

dreamed up by General Haig in the

State Department john when he was

most in control. Question: why would

the Russians rain chemical death on the

brown-skinned peoples of Afghanistan

and Laos? Answer: only to fuel cynical

Reaganite campaigns for “human
rights.” All the talk about “yellow rain"

is a total fabrication to take attention off

the U.S.’ own use of “agent orange,"

napalm, nerve gas and myriad other

defoliants which the U.S. alone has used

for decades , from Vietnam to El

Salvador.

The whole idea of Reagan having a

“human rights" department is some-
thing like the Nazis having a department

of Jewish cultural affairs. Twice a year

they certify the military butchers of El

Salvador as paragons of “human
rights," even though the U.S. ambassa-
dor now admits that they have mur-
dered 30,000 Salvadorans in the last two
years (plus two CIA agents and four

American religious workers). “Human
rights" are great in South Africa, they

claim, and approve billion-dollar IMF
loans to the apartheid regime. "Human
rights" are up-to-date in China, too, as

long as it’s the Yankees’ running dog. Of
course, we recall that Chinese leader

Deng Hsiao-ping admitted a few years

ago that fully 5 percent of the Chinese

population (or 40-50 million people)

were in jail! That’s more than 3/4 of the

countries in the United Nations claim as

their entire national populations. But if

so much as a single person is killed in

Poland, then (tears! sobs!) it’s “brutal

oppression in the captive nations.”

So if it’s “quiet diplomacy" for the

world’s butchers, it’s war drums and
insulting provocations for the Soviets.

Take the Siberian gas pipeline, for

instance. Here is a normal commercial
transaction, which the Europeans want
so as not to be so dependent upon Near
East oil sheiks; and the Russians want in

order to get some hard cash to buy,

among other things, American corn and
wheat. Yet Washington goes to any
lengths to bust it up, even claiming

extraterritorial rights over European
companies using American licenses.

Why? Because the Reaganites want
trade war with Russia, gearing up for

the shooting variety, and all other

considerations are secondary. Except
getting re-elected. And since the grain

boycott didn’t play in Peoria—with

farmers in the worst crisis since the

Great Depression and ag-imp compa-
nies (Caterpillar, Allis Chalmers, Inter-

national Harvester and (Canadian)
Massey-Ferguson) going down the

tubes—last month Reagan offered to

sell 21 million tons to the Russians. But

the Soviets aren’t interested. They’re

buying their wheat from Argentina,

Australia, even France. And they can
get their farm machinery from . . . Japan.

Target: Poland

It is in Poland that the U.S. imperial-

ists see the political weak link in the

Soviet bloc and their main chance for a

historic anti-Communist “rollback."

Poland is the main target for the export
of counterrevolution, and the company
union for the CIA and Western bankers,

Solidarnos6, is the instrument. And
when it comes to Poland, U.S. talk

about “aiding their struggle" is not

hollow rhetoric. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been funneled to

Solidarnosc through Western sources:

printing presses paid for via the AFL-
CIO; Solidarity “information bureaus”
in NYC, Toronto and Brussels, spon-
sored by pro-imperialist social demo-
crats; couriers and who knows what else

supplied by Radio Free Europe for the

anti-Communist underground.
The riots in Poland last month over

the banning of Solidarnosc showed once
more the clearly counterrevolutionary

character of this pro-Western “union.”

Strikers in Gdansk painted over the

name “Lenin Shipyards” and wrote in

Solidarnosc; in the steel center of Nowa
Huta, demonstrators tried to topple the

statue of Lenin, leader of the first

successful workers revolution in history.

Because of the triumph of the Bolshevik

Revolution, many thousands of workers
in Poland today are working in steel

plants or shipyards, instead of feeling

the whip of the landlord gentry who
ruled pre-war Poland under the fascistic

regime of Marshal Pilsudski, now
declared a national hero by Polish

Solidarity.

The October 8 outlawing of Solidar-

nosc is a Stalinist expedient which
cannot deal with the underlying crisis in

Poland, a crisis which has grown out of

years of Stalinist bureaucratic misman-
agement laying the basis for the wide

appeal of pro-capitalist forces today. In

calling for "Stop Solidarnosc’ counter-

revolution” last fall, we emphasized the

need to forge real Leninist-Trotskyist

cadres to destroy the Stalinist parasites

and perverters. These genuine commu-
nists must win Polish workers to the

defense of proletarian state power
against clerical-nationalist counterrevo-

lution, while fighting for a proletarian

political revolution against the narrow
nationalist bureaucracy. The only way
to defeat the imperialist political and
military onslaught, from El Salvador to

Poland, is through a program for world
socialist revolution.

Defend and Extend the Gains of

October!

Reagan’s threats of nuclear holocaust

and global counterrevolution are no
farce. It has now been confirmed that

U.S. “ambassador-at-large," former
CIA deputy director General Vernon
Walters, recently visited pope John Paul

Wojtyla and “discussed a range of

issues, such as the situation in Poland
and in Central America, and explained

the Administration’s concerns about the

Soviet Union, saying they required the

threat of the possible use of nuclear

weapons" (New York Times
, 9 Novem-

ber). The American imperialists are

gearing up for a showdown. And so we
welcome a little straight talk at last from
the Kremlin. They had better keep up
militarily with the madmen in Washing-
ton, As we said last June, following the

release of the Weinberger “Defense
Guidance” and the U.S. -backed Israeli

blitzkrieg against Lebanon:
“It’s infuriating to observe the

calculated politeness of Brezhnev & Co.
to the endlessly demeaning American
insults and responses Any self-

respecting revolutionary leadership of
the Soviet workers state would an-
nounce: we of course stand on 'no first

strike,’ but if you maniacal mass
murderers go ahead and launch one
then let us tell you what our second
strike would look like

“What is the necessary response to the

insane American provocations? In the

first place, reach an understanding with
the Chinese, especially since they are
annoyed with Reagan now over Tai-
wan. Rectify the 17th century (and
later) treaties between the tsars and the
Manchu emperors— That’s what
sensible defenders of Soviet interests,

not to mention proletarian internation-
alists would do. But every single one of
these Stalinist bureaucracies is nation-
alist to the core and refuses to give up
one sacred inch of the motherland

"

Besieged by CIA-armed feudalist

reaction in Afghanistan, clerical-

nationalist counterrevolution in Poland
and threats of nuclear annihilation by
the U.S., even the deeply conservative

bureaucrats of the Kremlin are forced to

face up to mounting direct military

threat. While pursuing an anti-

revolutionary policy ofaccommodation
with imperialism, the bureaucratic caste

is still based on the proletarian property
forms inherited from the October
Revolution. This gives the Stalinist

bureaucracy its contradictory character.

Thus back in July Soviet defense
minister Dmitri Ustinov warned the

U.S. that if it attempted a nuclear first

strike, "the aggressor will not be able to

evade an all-crushing retaliatory strike"

(New York Times, 13 July). And
Brezhnev in his speech to the Soviet
military command called for a "normal-
ization of relations" with China as part
of a firm response to Washington’s
aggressive policy.

But military preparedness and
“vigilance" is not a program to defeat
rapacious imperialism. Compelled to

sustain a radical petty-bourgeois revolu-
tionary effort in Afghanistan, the

Kremlin dispatched the Soviet army
against imperialist-backed mullahs. But
next door in Iran, the Stalinists support

the feudal-reactionary Khomeini—and
his mullahs—and Iranian workers be

damned! In Africa, Moscow’s Cuban ally

defends the national independence of

Angola against apartheid South Africa;

but Castro and Brezhnev also join forces

with nationalist demagogue and mass
murderer Mengistu in Ethiopia, the

butcher of Eritrean and Somali rebels.

Since Stalin usurped political power in

the mid-I920s from the Bolshevik party

of Lenin and Trotsky, the Stalinists

have sold the illusion of “socialism in

one country" through international

class collaboration. From selling out the

Chinese revolution in 1927 to their

betrayal of the Spanish workers in the

1930s and their failure to defend the

Nicaraguan Sandinistas and Salvador-
an insurgents today, the Kremlin’s

illusions of global detente have blocked
the road to world revolution.

As we wrote in our June editorial

(“Reagan, Begin and Hitler," WV No.
308, 25 June 1982), a policy of interna-

tional revolution “requires a high degree
of workers democracy, combining
toughness and generosity in defense of
the fundamental conquests of the

October Revolution. And this cannot be
accomplished without a workers politi-

cal revolution to oust the Stalinist

bureaucrats who only dream of an
accommodation with the imperialist

West—call it ‘peaceful coexistence’ or

’detente’.” The defeat of Reagan reac-

tion in Poland or Central America must
be linked to a struggle for workers
revolution in the imperialist heartland.

We, the Trotskyists—who have stood

by the Soviet Union in the hour of need,

on the eve of World War II and again

today—declare that it is not the imperi-

alists’ “rudeness" that threatens human-
ity, but their drive for global counterrev-

olution. The only answer to the

barbarism of thermonuclear imperialist

war is world socialist revolution.

A Bolshevik
Campaign...
(continued from page 3)

Argentine adventurer Nahuel Moreno.
Cynically feeding off the official slogan,

IWP signs read “Vote Labor Means
Build a Labor Party Now!” But not only

was October 24 an election rally for the

Democrats, the IWP was literally

surrounded by AFL-CIO signs support-

ing Democrats like Phil Burton and
Dellums.

In the U.S. since the 1930s the

popular front has meant voting for the

Democrats. Today this therefore means
support for the anti-Soviet war drive,

massive cuts in social programs, union
givebacks and passivity in the face of

rising racist terror. The reformists and
centrists serve to bring up the rear of the

popular front parade, talking socialism

while giving a left cover to the

Democrats.
The Spartacist election night party

was attended by black residents from
the Western Addition and McAllister
Housing Project, several former Black
Panther Party members, a dozen phone
workers, students and some militants

who had been won over from campaign-
ing for reformist candidates. Bradley
and Coleman ran in this election to

spread the Spartacist communist pro-

gram, running against the electoral

illusions of reforming capitalism by the

ballot. They used the campaign as they
would use public office—to call workers
out to demonstrate, to strike, to fight for

their interests. We are proud of the

6,000-8,000 votes for our candidates,
but most important, this campaign was
a vehicle for reaching new layers and
mobilizing new supporters from which
must come the leadership, above all

black leadership, of the Trotskyist party
that can lead an American socialist

revolution. By those standards this

campaign was a Bolshevik success.
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At Local 600 Union Meeting

Rinaldi’s Goons Attack UAW Rouge Militants
DETROIT—On October 30 United

Auto Workers (UAW) bureaucrats in

Local 600 (Ford River Rouge) mounted

a goon squad to drag members of the

Rouge Militant Caucus (RMC) out of

their own union meeting. The RMC is

the group in Local 600 that has fought

for a class-struggle response to Ford's

threatened destruction of the Rouge
complex and the impending loss of

1 5,000 jobs. Workers Vanguard recently

interviewed RMC spokesman Frank

Hicks, one of the targets of this blatant

attempt to gag union militants.

* * * * •

WV: How come the union tops went

after the Rouge Militant Caucus?

Hicks: Ford is openly making plans to

close the Dearborn Assembly Plant

[DAP]. [DAP unit chairman Hank]
Wilson can’t fight it, so he’s doing his

damnedest to make sure we file out of

there quietly. We say there ought to be a

sitdown strike to fight the closing of the

DAP. And Wilson’s trying to save

Ford’s ass and get himself a job in

Solidarity House. So they met us on
Saturday with a goon squad to run us

out of there and intimidate the workers

who came looking for answers.

WV: What happened at the DAP
meeting?

Hicks: Wilson opened the meeting by

ordering Local 600 members who work
in other Rouge units out of the hall. He
pointed to a Rouge tinsmith from our

caucus and said, “Charles DuBois, get

out!" 1 protested that the assembly plant

is closing, Ford is ripping the guts out of

the Rouge and there were union

members at that meeting from other

Local 600 units who wanted to know
what the hell Wilson and [Local 600

president Mike] Rinaldi were going to

do about it. Wilson ordered the

sergeant-at-arms to shut me up, and

then about a dozen goons led by Bob
King [Local financial secretary] and A1

Puma [a Rinaldi henchman and paid

staffer] grabbed me and threw me up
against the wall. Then they pushed,
shoved and carried me and three other

RMC brothers out of the meeting.

Some brothers and sisters had brought

their kids to the meeting, but King and
Wilson didn’t give a damn if they were

hurt. Charles was bruised, but otherwise

we were okay. Some of Wilson’s guys

made like they were going to pull knives,

but with 100 workers there they had
second thoughts. Even though DAP
meetings have always been open to all

Local 600 members, Charles and a black

steel division RMC member were

excluded—for the first time. And when

the two of us who work in assembly were

able to get back in, we got plenty of

threats from Wilson’s goons.

WV: How did the membership react?

Hicks: We hit the plant with a leaflet

explaining what happened and why.

Workers were pissed off. Hell, Wilson

and King never organized the defense of

anybody in the DAP as well as they

organized that goon squad. One of

Wilson’s thugs was challenged by a

sister from Trim in the cafeteria and he

changed his tune quick. Suddenly he

claimed he was “protecting" us from
Wilson’s attack. One thing that sure as

hell didn’t wash was Wilson’s branding
Charles and the brother from steel as

“outsiders" because they work in other

units in the Rouge. Charles helped lead

the fight to drive out two KKK-hooded
foremen three years ago. And nobody in

the DAP has forgotten it was Rinaldi

and [former DAP chairman Johnny]
Vawters who cut the deal with Ford to

transfer those foremen to Wixom and
Wayne [two other Ford plants]. Every
black worker in that plant is safer now
for the fight that we made.

WV: What led up to the attack? Why
now?

Hicks: I’ve been at Rouge ten years,

and this is the first time I’ve been gooned
at a union meeting. What’s happening is

that they’re closing the Rouge piece by
piece. Ford is selling the steel plant and
setting us up for more concessions with

massive layoffs. They’ve closed the

specialty foundry in the Michigan
Casting Center, and they’re openly

talking about closing Stamping and

Frame. The Rouge has gone from

35,000 workers to 15,000 just in the last

four years. With six, eight, ten-year

layoffs in the trades, they’ve wiped out

all the black workers who fought to get

off the line and into the trades. And now
they’re threatening the assembly plant,

the heart of the Rouge. If they’re not

making cars, you can forget it for the

Rouge.

Wilson’s running scared. Like we said

in our leaflet, the man’s got one foot on a

banana peel and one foot in the grave.

He’s been on Fraser and Rinaldi’s leash

for so long, everybody knows he’ll try to

throttle a fight to save jobs. You
reported on the last assembly plant

meeting in Workers Vanguard, where

Wilson jumped in bed with Reagan to

proclaim his love for the Polish com-
pany union Solidarnosc, and a brother

from our caucus was applauded for

exposing Wilson’s defense of capitalism.

Well, Rinaldi and King were hot after

that. At last month’s general council

meeting they were complaining about

the “circus” in DAP. So they planned

this attack on us to try to intimidate

assembly plant workers who want to

fight.

There’s no limit on how far they will

go to help Ford wipe out our jobs.

Rinaldi’s latest campaign is a racist

boycott against everything Japanese.

His people at the general council were

openly screaming for another war. Why
do they single out the Rouge Militant

Caucus? Because we’ve told the truth,

that there won’t be a Rouge plant unless

we fight. We’re fighting for the working-

class unity that can win, for joint mass
picketing with the Chrysler workers—
Chrysler Canada just went out Friday.

And for ripping the situation out of
[UAW International president Doug]
Fraser’s hands with elected strike

committees. We need a sit-down strike

to stop them from closing the assembly
plant and turning the Rouge into a com
field—or even if they try to ax an entire

shift, which could happen at any time.

Detroit is what counts for auto, and
not just auto. We can lead a political

fight by workers and blacks that hasn’t

been seen in decades. We say we don’t

care how much money Ford and
Chrysler and the rest say they have on
their books. American bosses have tons
of money for their war drive, for milking
the companies for their dividends. But
every worker in Detroit has got to know
that leadership is key. The Local 600
hacks went after us because we are
fighting for a class-struggle program
that can win.
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Rouge
militants Frank
Hicks (left) and
Charles DuBois
protest Fraser's

Chrysler
sellout at

Detroit’s

Cobo Hall,

February 22.

WV: What was the role of other so-

called oppositionists in the meeting?

Where did they stand when you were

attacked?

Hicks: On the other side. The rottenest

ones were those supported by the

Revolutionary Workers League
[RWL], the CMDUAW and what we
call the “United Fraud Caucus.” Time
and time again they’ve tried to keep any

struggle in our plant from going outside

the limits set by Wilson, Rinaldi and

Fraser. One of their members from

another unit volunteered to leave the

union meeting so Wilson could single us

out. And when King grabbed me, one of

their guys stood off to the side whining

that it was “difficult" to defend us. Well,

we never expected anything else from a

crew that defends the scabbing of their

RWL buddies in Ann Arbor on another

union. As for the rest of the out-

bureaucrats and hustlers, most of them
just sat on their hands. These guys have

been on the union payroll so long, you
wonder if they’d defend their own
mother if she got laid off.

WV: Fraser and the Democrats are

hailing the elections as a great victory.

What do Rouge workers think?

Hicks: We’ve had some first-hand

experience with Democratic Party

strikebreakers here in Detroit. [Demo-
cratic Congressman John] Conyers and
the [Democratic mayor] Coleman
Young machine shafted the teachers.

And if Chrysler workers go out with

their brothers in Canada, like they

should, the Democrats will try to cut

their throat as quick as Reagan cut

PATCO’s. But auto workers have got

the power to stop them. Wednesday
morning after the elections, the brother

across the line from me came in really

pissed. “George Wallace won in Alaba-

ma," he said. “He’s the new lesser evil.”

This brother said he’d marched in

Montgomery and Detroit, and asked me
“What for?” "Why don’t they just make
Wallace president, with Bill Wilkinson

of the Klan as vice president?” You want
to know what being chained to the

Democratic Party has gotten us? George
Wallace as the lesser evil.

WV: Anything else you’d like to add?

Hicks: Detroit is key. The union
bureaucrats, the traitors, are like a

paper-thin cover on a pressure cooker.

We’ve been getting it from all sides:

layoffs, givebacks and more layoffs.

Klan and Nazi firebombing attacks on
the West Side. And now with Chrysler

the fight is on. Fraser and the Demo-
crats are scared shitless of a victory by
any section of this labor and black town.
The Solidarity House gang knows that

when we have a workers party that

fights against the racist capitalist system
that’s turned our city into a hellhole,

they’ll be the first to go onto the slag

heap. Brothers and sisters who look
forward to that day should join and
fight with us now.

A Spartacist League/
Workers Vanguard Forum

Detroit Labor
Must Fight!

Speaker: Don Andrews,

Guest
SL Cen,ral Committee

Speaker: Frank Hicks
Rouge Militant Caucus
UAW Local 600

Sunday, November 21, 7:30 p.m
Northwest Activities Center
18100 Meyers Road
For more information
call(313)96i-i680 DETROI1
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Spread Canadian

Chrysler Strike

to Detroit!
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Windsor, Ontario, November 5: Mass picketing at Chrysler van plant.

Ten thousand angry United Auto
Workers (UAW) members struck

Chrysler Canada on November 6,

determined to take back the givebacks

and win wage parity with GM and Ford.

With no pay raise since 1979, Chrysler

workers are fed up with concessions. No
wonder: according to Canadian UAW
officials, they have fallen behind their

union brothers at Ford and GM in the

U.S. by the equivalent of $7 per hour in

wages and benefits! So when Chrysler

boss Lee lacocca flew into Toronto to

plead bankruptcy and offer the same
takeaway deal U.S. Chrysler workers

had turned down, the workers answered

him by walking out. Friday morning

pickets in Windsor, just across the river

from Detroit, torched copies of a letter

lacocca sent to each Chrysler Canada
worker threatening that a strike “could

put us out of business.” One striker told

Workers Vanguard, "It’s been three

years too long coming. If Chrysler goes

under—too bad!”

But militancy is not enough. UAW
sellout artist president Doug Fraser and

his Canadian sidekick Bob White have

manipulated the situation to isolate the

striking Canadian locals from the main

body of Chrysler workers, especially the

potentially explosive black workers of

Detroit. When U.S. workers voted

down Fraser’s latest sellout by two-to-

one in early October, White postponed

the Canadian strike deadline in order to

scuttle the possibility of a company-
wide strike. This provoked wildcats in

Windsor, Ajax and Etobicoke. To split

and demoralize the ranks. Solidarity

House called an anti-strike referendum

for U.S. locals on October 26. Fearing

that they could not win a strike saddled

with the likes of Fraser, a majority voted

to extend the negotiating to New Year’s

Day.

Only then did White call the Canadi-

an locals out. With its U.S. plants still in

operation, Chrysler is naturally hardlin-

ing it and says it will not negotiate with

the Canadians until January. It will not

be easy to turn this situation around.

But it must be done! Auto militants

must act to spread the strike—shut

down Chrysler now on both sides of the

border! Elect strike committees to

launch mass picketing and dispatch

delegations to the key Chrysler plants

centered in Detroit! A solid company-
wide Chrysler strike could spearhead a

struggle to throw back tf//the givebacks,

restore the uniform industrywide con-

tract and win a big wage hike.

The Canadian UAW tops made sure

that the strikers pouring out of the gates

on November 6 got into their cars and

drove off as soon as possible, leaving

only a handful of picketers. White and

his bunch want no repetition of the

militancy in early October, when wild-

catters at the Windsor van plant stopped

a truck and dumped its load as the driver

tried to cross a mass picket line.

The main way in which White & Co.

are trying to prevent a company-wide
strike is by pushing Canadian national-

ism. The Canadian UAW bureaucrats

are also doing their best to whip up anti-

communism, especially among workers

from an East European background.

This encourages the worst enemies of

the workers movement. Thus, racist

English Canadian nationalism emanat-
ing from the union brass and the

wretched social-democratic New Demo-
cratic Party has contributed to the

recent growth in Canada of the Ku Klux
Klan—imported straight from the U.S.

of A. The center of the North American
auto industry is in Detroit with its large

and combative black proletariat. There
can be no major victories against

Chrysler’s lacocca and the other auto

bosses unless black Detroit plays an

active and leading role.

A fight to take back what Fraser,

White & Co. have given back, to restore

the uniform industrywide contract and
reverse the massive job cuts on both

sides of the border will be opposed by

these reactionary, chauvinist pro-

capitalist misleaders. These basic tasks

require an internationalist class-struggle

leadership which will fight for working-

class solidarity across at! borders, a

leadership that will fight all the protec-

tionist schemes by which the Iacoccas

and their ilk set workers against their

class brothers in Japan, Europe and

elsewhere. A leadership is needed whose
starting point is not the limitations of

decaying capitalism but the actual needs

of the working people, a leadership that

is ready to carry the struggles forward to

the expropriation of capitalist industry

and the establishment of a planned

socialist economy under a workers

government.

Killer Klan...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Fauntroy, chairman of the Congres-

sional Black Caucus were there. Mitch-

ell delivered a string of tough-talking

one-liners (“Whip the robes off ’em"),

and Fauntroy laid on the righteous

rhetoric (“Subpoena the conscience of

America”). But their real message was
“Vote Democratic.” Fauntry welcomed
the straggly crowd (some 2,000 total) to

Capitol Hill, “which after the election of

Tuesday, November 2, becomes a

symbol of our nation’s hopes.”

The infighting between the various

front groups was so intense that they

barely managed to pull off a single event

on November 6 at all. The PARK,
dominated by the Moscow-leaning
Communist Workers Party (CWP)
wanted Marion Barry to deny the Klan a

permit. This is suicidal faith in the racist

capitalist government, especially from
the likes of the CWP whose own
members were martyred in Greensboro
with the full cooperation and assistance

of local, state and federal cops. The
NAKN, concerned for the KKK’s “first

amendment right" to stage racist provo-
cations, originally planned a separate

march on the Justice Department
calling for enforcement of civil rights

legislation. NAKN is a loose coalition of

the remnants of the pro-Peking Stalin-

ists of Mike Klonsky/Lyn Wells’ disin-

tegrating “Communist Party Marxist-

Leninist" with Southern black ministers

headed by the SCLC’s Rev. C.T. Vivian,

who organized in 1979 to provide an
“alternative” to the communists in the

wake of outrage over Greensboro.
Meanwhile, the APC tried to diffuse

anger against the Klan into multi-issue

popular-front protests to “roll back
Reaganism," with their calls for “money
for jobs, not war," while their throw-

away newspaper headlined that Demo-
cratic Party gains in the recent election

showed an “anti-Reagan shift.” The
Marcyites ended up doing most of the

donkey work for the “unity” coalition.

But they all crawled for the Democrats.
What the "responsible” “coalition"

leaders feared most was a repetition of

the successful rout of the Klan by 1,500

militant protesters when the KKK
appeared in Boston on October 16. The
leaders of the “unity” coalition feared

this as well. Throughout endless hours

of speeches, no one ever mentioned the

recent rout of the Klan in Boston. It

was left to the Spartacist League and
Spartacus Youth League to spread the

news. "Klan Run Out!” and “Smash the

Klan!” were the headlines of Workers
Vanguard and Young Spartacus. Nearly

800 pieces of Spartacist literature were

sold in Washington on November 6.

But the Klan, having successfully

rallied in Maryland, has already applied

for a permit to march in front of the

White House on November 27. A Klan
march in Washington, a majority black

city, is a mortal threat to all minorities

and the entire labor movement. These

racist vermin must be driven back into

their holes. But it won’t be done by

Democratic Party politicians in Wash-
ington’s District Building or on Capitol

Hill. It was the party of Jimmy Carter,

George Wallace and California Klans-

man Tom Metzger who paved the way
for Klan-backed Reagan.

The forces for victory do exist—in the

DC. labor movement, and more
importantly in the heavily-black ship-

yards, steel mills and docks in the

Baltimore/Washington region— to

teach the KKK a lesson they’ll never

forget. In Detroit, San Francisco, Ann
Arbor and Chicago, labor/black mobi-
lizations initiated by the Spartacist

League have stopped the fascists cold. It

is with such militant labor action, not

hat-in-hand appeals to the Democrats,

that the likes of the KKK can be swept

off the streets for good.

Wallace...
(continuedfrom page 12) \
him ostentatiously to demonstrate that

"Mr. Wallace and his supporters are no
longer considered disreputable” (Wall

Street Journal, 2 April 1974). Black

Democrat Shirley Chisolm visited Wal-
lace at his bedside. The liberals em-
braced Wallace as they joined with the

racist backlash to kill school integra-

tion (busing) in the north.

In the 1982 elections, Wallace the

racist populist won the Democratic

primaries and faced a genuine right-

wing Republican racist gun nut: Mayor
Emory Folmar of Montgomery. Even

the staid New York Times (3 November)
captured Folmar’s violent mentality:

“Mr. Folmar, a former marine, usually

carries a .38-caliber pistol on his hip,

drives a car filled with police radios,

makes gun-drawn citizen’s arrests and
has ordered all patrons searched by the

police at public events. He is constantly
at war with the black members of the

Montgomery City Council, and is

deeply feared by blacks."

What a choice for black Alabamans!
And what a comment on racist America.

In a grotesque In These Times (27

October) article on the Wallace election,

Manning Marable covers up the Dem-
ocrats’ role. Marable is a bigwig in the

National Black Independent Political

Party (NBIPP) and in the Democratic
Socialists of America (DSA). And both

NBIPP and DSA are buried up to their

eyebrows in the Democratic Party. So
Marable credits Wallace’s victory to

rhetorical cleverness and his “substan-

tial liberal socio-economic reforms in

the state." Of course, Alabama stands

near the bottom in state-by-state rank-

ings on all social programs. And
Marable never mentions the role of the

liberal Democratic leaders like Teddy
Kennedy in the “rehabilitation” of

Wallace.

Sure, Wallace is a master of right-

wing, populist demagogy. Running for

president in 1968, he denounced
“pointy-headed liberals” in Washing-

ton, argued that “there’s not a dime’s

worth of difference” between the two
major parties, and pulled ten million

votes. But if he’s getting black votes

today it’s not because of populist

rhetoric.

Many of the Alabama preachers who
mobilized the black vote for Wallace in

’82 learned their politics of Democratic
Party loyalty from Martin Luther King
and the liberal-led civil rights move-
ment. It was King who pushed reliance

on the federal government and the

Democratic connection. LBJ was his

choice against Goldwater, and he turned

back the march on Montgomery in 1965

in order to serve the wishes of LBJ and
the Justice Department. So it may not

be so far from the Pettus Bridge to

returning this racist to the Montgomery
statehouse after all.

The “black power” SNCC activists of

the mid-’60s correctly denounced King’s

treachery, but were unable to arrive at a

working-class perspective and retreated

into dead-end black nationalism. As the

1982 elections across the country show,
blacks have remained locked into the

Democratic Party of racism, strike-

breaking and the anti-Soviet war drive.

As KKK terrorists train for race war in

Alabama gun camps and the Klan
threatens to march in Washington,
D C., blacks and labor must mobilize

militant mass actions to smash racist

terror and bring Reagan down. Both the

Republicans and the Democrats, the

party of Teddy Kennedy and George
Wallace, are greater evils.
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Killer Klan Must Be Smashed!
Remember Greensboro!

3 November 1979: The message of the Klan Is racist murder.

Three years after the bloody Greens-

boro massacre in which leftists, labor

organizers and anti-racists were gunned
down in broad daylight by fascist killers,

the Ku Klux Klan is again loading up

their guns, getting their crosses and
white sheets and threatening to ride in

Washington on November 27. The killer

Klan wants to bring their race terror

right into the town of Ronald Reagan,

the man they endorsed for president.

They figure they'll be welcome in this

capital of racism on voting rights, tax

breaks for segregated schools and anti-

Soviet warmongering. They want to

come right down Pennsylvania Avenue,

at the heart of Reagan’s racist, economi-
cally depressed America to show that

they are the next step to make blacks

and minorities really expendable—with
the lynch rope. And they can expect to

do it with massive police protection.

But Washington isn’t Klantown. It’s

black and nearby are powerful integrat-

ed unions. Washington is filled with the

enemies of the KKK. The race terrorists

must be driven out by tens of thousands

of trade unionists, blacks, minorities,

socialists and all decent people. Nobody
ought to look to the liberals and
reformists to run the Klan out. As the

recent anti-Klan parade in Washington
on November 6 shows, these “coali-

tions" are above all “concerned" to

avoid any "confrontation," while the

fascists grab the publicity for their

recruitment. So as the leaders of the

November 6 march from the Capitol to

the Ellipse were congratulating them-
selves on their “victory," two dozen
hooded and robed Ku Klux Klansmen
were holding a “support your police"

rally in front of TV cameras just a few
miles away in Montgomery County,
Maryland.

The “Coalition for National Unity

Against the Klan,” the umbrella group

for the November 6 anti-fascist protest,

was a squabbling rotten bloc of refor-

mists which has no desire to mobilize the

power of labor and blacks needed to

smash the Klan. It included ^“Nation-
al Anti-Klan Network" (NAKN) which
advocates “free speech for fascists” to

“expose” these terrorist killers through

debate, and “People Against Racism

and the Klan" (PARK) which calls on
the capitalist government to "ban the

Klan." Another component, the “All-

Peoples Congress” (APC) wanted to

dissolve everything into an all-purpose

popular front for the Democrats. And
there were still others who wanted to

stage adventurist small-group confron-

tations with the cops protecting the

fascists: having done nothing to mobi-

lize local support of any kind, 100

sympathizers of Progressive Labor
Party were simply blocked by the police

at the KKK site in suburban Maryland.
The day’s orgy of class collaboration

began in the D.C. suburb of Silver

Spring, site of an anti-Klan rally

organized by the local "Citizens United

Against Hate" and the APC, a front

group of Sam Marcy’s Workers World
Party (WWP). A PC’s “respectable"

allies included the Montgomery County
Democratic and Republican parties, the

Fraternal Order of Police and the

Montgomery County Police Associa-

tion. A Republican Party placard waved
proudly in front of APC’s banner,

“Reagan and the Klan work hand and
[sic] hand,” while up on stage. Coalition

spokesman Barbara Davidson was glad-

handing with Maryland Democratic
congressman Michael Barnes. Messages
were read from U.S. senators Paul

Sarbanes and Charles Mathias. But

Davidson made the APC message clear

“We are confident. Confident of our-

selves, of our neighbors, of the top

leaders of our government."

The black Democrats turned out for

the rally on the Capitol steps. Although
the star attraction of the day, Washing-
ton’s black Democrat mayor. ex-SNCC
leader Marion Barry never showed up,

black Democratic Congressman Parren
Mitchell of Maryland and Rev. Walter

continued on page 1
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The Selling of a Segregationist

George Wallace: Democrats' Racist Overseer
It’s as bad as that: Dixiecrat George

Wallace, the three-time Alabama
governor who started his first term in

1963 with the vow “segregation for-

ever!" was elected for an unprece-

dented fourth term, sweeping the black

vote.

This was the man who presided over

Alabama at the height of the civil

rights marches of the ’60s. He openly

denounced his opponents as “nigguh-

lovers,” “pinkos" and “communists."

He physically stood in the schoolhouse

door at the University of Alabama in

1963 to bar the entrance of black

students who wenrescorted by federal

agents—thereby becoming the symbol
of diehard Southern racism. He sent

the state troopers to gas, club and
cattle-prod blacks on the famous

Selma-to-Montgomery march of 1965.

Yet the black ministers of Alabama
who sang “We Shall Overcome" on the

Pettus Bridge in the 1960s today hustle

votes for Wallace and denounce
Coretta Scott King as an outside

agitator. How has it come to this?

The liberal Democrats did it. The
fact is that ever since Wallace showed
he could command a large racist

voting bloc— in 1964, 1968 and 1972

—

he became a critical factor in the

Southern strategy calculations of the

Democratic Party. "Good ol’ boy"
Lyndon Johnson had him into the

White House for friendly privatechats

in the mid-’60s, and later Democratic
Party honchosTeddy Kennedy, Henry
Jackson and Robert Strauss visited

continued on page 1
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A couple of
"great white

hopes": Liberal
Democrats
like Teddy

Kennedy gave
Mr. Segregation

bourgeois
respectability.
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Labor, Blacks Stopped KKK in Washington, D.C.

As contingents from the Mid-

Atlantic, Northeast and Midwest rolled

into the Labor/ Black Mobilization to

Stop the KKK in Washington, D.C.

November 27, the bus from Norfolk had

a sign in the front window reading “Nat

Turner Brigade.” A trade unionist who
organized the contingent commented
enthusiastically, “This is history being

made Something just like Nat
Turner’s insurrection. I think this is just

like when old John Brown marched in

1859 and ignited the Civil War. This

Klan evolved after the Civil War, and
we’re here to stop them." And we did.

Later, as 5,000 anti-KKK demonstra-

tors marched down Constitution and up
Pennsylvania Avenues behind Sparta-

cist League (SL) and Labor/ Black
Mobilization banners, an SL chant

caught the spirit of the day: “1,2, 3, 4,

Time to Finish the Civil War—5, 6, 7, 8,

Forward to a Workers State!”

Blacks, workers, all opponents of

racist terror scored a victory as we
stopped the Klan in its tracks. Coming

after a decade of racist rollback of black

gains—from the defeat of busing under

the Democrats to Reagan’s attack on

voting rights—and vicious union-

busting, while minorities are suffering

from unprecedented Depression-level

unemployment, it was a sharp break in

the cycle of defeats and sellouts. And
this time, thousands were mobilized

behind a class-struggle strategy that can

lead to victory: no reliance on the

capitalist state and Democratic Party

phony “friends" of labor and blacks;

Defend the Soviet Union!

U.S. Plans

MX First Strike
“It’s toe-to-toe with the Russkies...

There’ll be some important promo-
tions an’ citations when we come
through this.

“I'm not saying we wouldn’t get our
hair mussed I am saying only ten to

twenty million people killed, tops,

depending on the breaks.”

— Major Kong and General
Buck Turgidson in

Dr. Slrangelove ( 1964)

The "unthinkable” is now official

White House policy: the U.S. is out to

obliterate the Soviet Union in a pre-

emptive nuclear first strike.

That’s the message of Reagan’s

recent TV speech urging deployment
of 100 MX missiles in “dense-pack”

formation—a relatively cheap and
easy road to quick deployment of the

deadly missiles, eliminating such

expensive (and futile) schemes as

former president Carter’s plan to move
the MX around on a vast network of

underground tracks. Since Americans
are getting nervous about all the

nuclear war talk, Reagan maintains

the fiction that the missiles would only

“respond” to a Soviet attack and,

echoing the newspeak of Orwell’s

1984, he calls them “Peacekeepers.”

The closely-spaced array (“dense-

pack”) is advertised as a deployment
which would destroy incoming Soviet

missiles by “fratricide"—that is, the

heat, blast and debris from the first

Soviet missile would supposedly ren-

der the following ones ineffective,

allowing for “retaliation” by still

surviving MX missiles. Liberal oppo-
nents of the MX have taken up the

arguments of weapons experts like

MITs Kosta Tsipis who cry that "this

basing mode is vulnerable to a number
of different attacks that Moscow could

mount" (New York Times, 1 Decem-
ber). Why, the Russians could turn all

continued on page 14

militant workers’ action to bring down
Reagan; build a multi-racial workers

party to fight for a workers government.

Many black militants in Washington

were veterans of the civil rights struggles

of the 1960s. Today, school integration

is a dead letter, even the limited JFK/
LBJ equal rights legislation is under the

gun and KKK terror is spreading

throughout the country. While some
formal political rights have been estab-

lished, they are buried under the

weight of enormous social and econom-
ic oppression. Blacks are an oppressed

race-color caste forcibly segregated at

the bottom of American society. They
can sit at integrated lunch counters, but

can they afford to eat? The liberal-led

civil rights movement held out the

promise of black equality, but what it

produced was a handful of black mayors
who are now busy breaking the strikes

of black workers.

During the late 1950s/early 1960s the

continued on page 12



SL Pickets AIFLD Gala

Carnival of Counterrevolution
SAN FRANCISCO, December 2—
Under the slogan "Labor Must Break

All Ties With the CIA," some 40

demonstrators including over a dozen

unionists from the CWA (phone work-

ers) and the ILWU (longshore and

warehousemen) as well as youth from

the University of California (Berkeley)

and SF State campuses, set up a militant

noon-hour picket line Thursday at the

downtown San Francisco Hilton. Inside

the hotel, a panel of known CIA labor

operatives with the blood of workers

NO KOLLBACK!

no CAPITALIST

RESTORATION

IN

eastern eukok

himiN.l';! / L

WV Photos

and peasants of four continents on their

hands were addressing an International

Affairs Conference of the California

Labor Federation on the work of the

AFL-CIO’s various labor fronts for the

CIA.
It was a genuine rogues’ gallery of

counterrevolution. There was “Mr.

AFL-CIA” himself, Irving Brown,

AFL-CIO International Affairs Direc-

tor and U.S. spy agencies’ operative in

Europe for some 40 years; William

Doherty, head of the CIA’s Latin

American labor front, the AIFLD,
whose company unions in Chile were

instrumental in the bloody Pinochet

coup; Tonia Papke, “agriculture con-

sultant” to the CIA/AIFLD’s land

reform program known in El Salvador

as “reform by death’’; Nana Mahomo,

director of the African-American Labor

Center’s South Africa project, despised

by black trade unionists in South Africa

as a ClA operation to “tame” them; and

finally Piotr Naimski, founder of the

Warsaw chapter of the counter-

revolutionary Polish company union

Solidarnofcfc.

Jack Henning, California Labor

Federation Secretary, introduced the

speakers, making his customary vague

references to “the possibilities or im-

possibilities of a labor party.” A

SL says: Oust pro-CIA labor bu-
reaucracy—Build a workers party!

consciously counterrevolutionary audi-

ence of about 100 union bureaucrats,

social democrats and CP supporters, all

delegates from their local unions,

listened as Irving Brown lectured on the

“free trade-union movement" (read:

pro-CIA unions) as the “main threat"

and “best instrument" against Soviet

“totalitarianism" (“Why only the other

day I was meeting with representatives

of the Afghan resistance...").

CPers outside the conference passed

out copies of the People's World

headlined “Irving Brown, Labor’s Bag
Man for the CIA.” But on the inside it

was all fawning over "brother Brown"
and “brother Doherty." The Stalinists

beseeched the conference to back a

reformist resolution pressuring the U.S.

government to end aid to El Salvador

and Turkey and loans to South Africa,

but they were completely cowed by

Irving Brown's blast: “He who does not

condemn martial law in Poland has no

right to condemn apartheid in South

Africa!” Two-bit reformist Steve Zelt-

zer, whose moribund Bay Area Com-
mittee for a Labor Party was known as

the John Henning Fan Club, appeared

with a leaflet announcing an “educa-

tional" AFL-CIO foreign policy confer-

ence with Machinists chief William

Winpisinger as keynote speaker. Some
education! DSA social democrat Win-

pisinger, who last ye^r stabbed PATCO
strikers in the back, is also a member of

the AIFLD board. ,

The real opposition was outside in

the street where demonstrators’ picket

signs demanded “Oust Pro-CIA Labor

Bureaucracy: Build a Workers Party!”

and “Social Democrats—Front Men for

the CIA!” As the conferees exited for

lunch, they were met with chants

including, “William Doherty: the blood

of Salvadoran workers is on your

hands!" “Tonia Papke, reform by

death!” “Irving Brown, international

union-buster for the CIA!” “Nana

Mahomo supports apartheid butcher!"

and "Solidarnosc, company union for

the CIA and bankers!"

Speaking for the Spartacist League,

Diana Coleman told the protesters,

“Today the reformists, most notably the

supporters of the Communist Party, are

in there making motions that the CIA
ought to be a little nicer. The difference

here is between reform and revolution.

We know that capitalism and its killer

spy agencies cannot be pressured or

reformed. The reformists in there are the

same ones telling working people they

ought to be supporting the Democratic

Party, and all the while they’re telling

the Big Lie about the Spartacist League,

that we’re working for the KGB, the FBI

and the CIA. But isn’t it revealing when
the CIA is here in the flesh they’re in

there making motions and we’re out

here protesting?"

Kathy Ikegami, an executive board

member ofCWA Local 9410, addressed

the demonstrators about the key role of

the national CWA in the AIFLD and

denounced officials from her own local

in attendance at the conference. The

Militant Action Caucus, of which

Ikegami is a leader, "has fought for

years to break the union from this

murderous group that has stained the

banner of our union with the blood of

thousands of workers and peasants in

Latin America. My union leaders are in

there because they defend the interests

of U.S. imperialism around the world!"

She explained, “The real story of the

AIFLD is not to be found in its glossy

brochures but in the prisons and torture

chambers of the military juntas in Chile

and Brazil. The real story of the AIFLD
can be seen in the eyes of countless

hungry children picking through the

garbage heaps in the streets of Santiago

and Sao Paulo, victims of austerity

programs of dictatorships which the

AIFLD helped to install. All American

workers must demand that the CWA
and all of labor break from the bloody

CIA fronts like the AIFLD and expose

it to the world for what it is, a

murderous front for the CIA!"

To the demonstrators’ applause as the

rally ended, Coleman declared, "We
need a workers government, and it will

take a socialist revolution to get one

—

Then, like the Bolsheviks did in the

USSR, we will see to it that these CIA
agents are tried by a jury of their victims

and that the blood they have spilled will

be avenged.”*

WV Photo

John "Mr. Labor Party" Henning
(left) and Irving "Mr. AFL-CIA*
Brown.

Full Citizenship Rights

for Undocumented

Workers

!

Millions of foreign-born workers

were on the top of the list of those

targeted by the Ku Klux Klan on

November 27. Encouraged by the

Carter/Reagan drive to rearm Ameri-

can imperialism, the white-hooded

fascist killers h«ve increasingly—and

literally—turned their guns on undocu-

mented workers. And as they cowered

behind heavy police protection in

Washington, D.C., the Klansmen told

reporters they had come to march

against the so-called amnesty provisions

of the Simpson-Mazzoli immigration

bill, currently on the floor of the House

of Representatives.

The Simpson-Mazzoli bill, which

passed the Senate in August with

2

overwhelming bipartisan support, is

being touted as the first major “reform"

of U.S. immigration law in 30 years. The
bill is in fact a threat to millions of

working people in the U.S.—and not

just “illegal aliens." If fully enforced it

would lead to a South African-style

“internal passport" system... if they

don’t start tattooing Social Security

numbers on our wrists. Its provisions

include:

• Drastic restrictions on immigration,

including in particular for refugees from
right-wing terror.

• Strengthening of police powers of the

Immigration and Naturalization Ser-

vice (INS).

• A national worker identity system

that even right-wing columnist William

Safire labels "totalitarian.”

• Expansion of the Labor Depart-

ment’s role as a labor contractor for

exploitative farm owners and sweatshop

operators (the H-2 program).

• Penalties against employers who
knowingly hire undocumented workers.

In response to this last clause,

employer groups are cringing over the

unlikely event that some cockroach

capitalist might spend a few months in

jail. But Hispanic working people

throughout the Southwest know from
experience how this law will be en-

forced: through a big upswing in armed
INS factory raids and neighborhood
sweeps. And under a recent U.S. Circuit

Court ruling, the INS doesn’t even need
search warrants for such raids. The real

victims of this law will be those living in

daily and hourly fear of arrest, beating

and deportation.

As for the so-called amnesty, this is

left totally in the hands of la migra, as

the detested INS is known in Hispanic
communities. Under this vaguely

worded provision, applicants must
prove to the INS that they entered the

country before 1977 and that in the

future they won’t become “public

charges"—an absurd condition espe-

cially in a period of massive layoffs and

shop shutdowns! One undocumented
shoe factory worker in Los Angeles

expressed the common attitude: “A lot

of people say the whole thing’s a

continued on page 13
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Black Communist on Gospel Radio
77ie following are excerpts from a

November 26 radio show on Washing-

ton’s WUST gospel station. The an-

nouncer. Bob Thomas, spoke with

Bernard Vance ofthe Spartacist League
about the Labor/ Black Mobilization to

Stop the KKK.

Bob Thomas: If the Klan gets a good
foothold here in the Washington area,

you know the trouble they’re going to be

bringing. You know this. Chocolate

City or no Chocolate City, once they get

a foothold, it’s just like cancer, it just

grows and grows and grows. And you

can help stop this cancer, that’s right,

you can help stop it tomorrow. Beat the

rally, 10 a.m., Saturday, tomorrow.

First Street NW and Constitution

Avenue. I’d like to see about 10,000 to

20,000 people out there. That’s a very

small amount for the District. So come
on out. Capital City, come on out. Don’t

worry about anything. ’Cause you’ll be

walking with the Good Lord.

Good morning to you, this is WUST,
Washington, D.C. I’m talking today to

brother Bernard Vance, he’s going to be

at that rally tomorrow, to help dissuade

the Klan from marching.

Bernard Vance: We want to give the

Klan a message that the D.C. area-
blacks. whites, Hispanics—do not like

them to come to this area, or any area

and sow racial divisions. We want to tell

them that this area is not fertile ground

for Klan recruitment. Because there’s

decent working people here who want to

be left alone, who do not want their

houses fire-bombed, crosses burned on

their lawn, their children beaten up, and

other kinds of Klan- and Nazi-related

acts.

Thomas: Now, like 1 say, we are saying

for you to go out there and dissuade the

Ku Klux Klan—we know that it’s their

right to rally, to have a march, or

whatever it is

Vance: More importantly, it is our right

to show opposition to them so that they

will know that the people of this area do

not want them there, so they will crawl

back into their holes. Now, on the

question of violence, the Klan has over

100 years of violence. Greensboro was
perpetrated by the Klan and Nazi party.

The Klan recruits through violence,

through actions like Greensboro.

And freedom of speech does not

apply. We say no platform for fascists,

that the question of democratic rights

does not apply here. Genocide is not

debatable. Nobody has the right to

organize lynch mobs to kill blacks. Now
the D.C. police have stated they’re going

to have three or four for every Klans-

man that shows up, that they’re going to

protect the Klan at all costs. It should be

understood that many times, someone
who wears a blue uniform during the

day will often turn that in for a swastika

or a white sheet once the sun goes down.

They have to protect these people

because this government needs people

like the Klan, as the case of [FBI

informer and KKK killerJGary Thomas
Rowe proves. To keep blacks down, to

keep working people down.

Thomas: Now, Washington, you know
what the Klan is all about. They’ve been

around for a long, long, long time now,

and it’s really time for that organization

to be disbanded. We’re asking black,

white, Hispanic, Greek, Italian, all

masses to be out there. Because they’re

against all masses.

Vance: Well, on the question of

banning the Klan. We do not want the

government going around banning

organizations. So for instance, in the

state of Michigan there is a law against

wearing hoods, allegedly against the

Klan, right? But no, it’s never used

against the Klan. It was used against

Iranian students in this country who
protested the shah, and who wore hoods

to protect themselves from the Iranian

secret police, the SAVAK. So we aren’t

for giving the government any more
laws to ban organizations, because

historically they have always been used

not against the Klansmen or the Nazis,

but they’ve been used, in fact. Bob,

against labor, against leftists, and

especially against black organizations in

this country.'

Thomas: I'm not saying that the

government should disband the Klan,

by no means. Because really the govern-

ment probably wouldn’t even do it

anyway. But if enough of us are out

there to show the Klan that we don’t

want them, hey, there’s nothing for them
to do but disband.

*****
Thomas: Be there tomorrow, Washing-

ton, to rally. Ten o’clock a.m.. First

Street NW, Constitution Avenue.

That’s exactly where the Klan says they

are going to start their march. You be

there en masse, to dissuade the Klan

from marching. They do not need to be

here in the nation’s capital. Brother B.

with you, on a Friday, we’re talking to

Bernard Vance, member of the Labor/

Black Mobilization to Stop the KKK
and a member of the Central Committee

of the Spartacist League, and you know
we’re all soldiers in the army of the

Lord.

What I can’t seem to understand is

since there are so many protesters

against the Klan. how is it that the Klan

is flourishing?

Vance: Generally the Klan flourishes

out in the hinterlands, more rural, more

backward areas. But at certain points,

they penetrate the urban areas, and that

is exactly the place where we can as anti-

fascist fighters stop them.

Thomas: How do they recruit, by

marching or being visible? I know most

of the time they are invisible.

Vance: But when the sun comes up, you

notice a black body hanging from the

tree. And we have to prevent that. So

when the Klan marches in the urban

areas, that is our chance, where we have

numbers, where the labor movement is

strong. We want to neutralize the

possibility of police violence against the

anti-Klan demonstrators, by having

labor out there in numbers.

Thomas: Bernard, we want to thank

you for stopping by, talking to us today,

and all of Washington, it’s in our hands.

Let’s get on out there and dissuade the

Klan from marching.

Vance: Stop the Klan from marching in

the name of all the victims throughout

the over 100 years of Klan existence. All

the victims, relatives, friends, come up

and stop the Klan, so that the Klan will

not march in D.C.

— Black Press Covers Anti-Klan Victory
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John Brown and Frederick Douglass

Heroes of the Anti-Slavery Struggle
In an old stone quarry outside

Chambersberg, Pennsylvania, two men
held a secret meeting on August 20,

1859—nearly 20 months before the

/
firing on Fort Sumter which marks the

official start of the Civil War. Disguised

as a fisherman in a storm-beaten hat, the

white man was old and worn, with

glaring blue eyes and long silver beard.

The black man was younger, larger,

with a shock of hair and majestic

features. These were two giants of the

struggle against slavery: the revolution-

ary insurrectionist John Brown and the

brilliant abolitionist Frederick Doug-
lass, himself an ex-slave.

They were old friends, comrades for

more than a decade in the militant wing

of the anti-slavery movement. This

would be their last meeting. At Cham-
bersberg, Brown declared to Douglass,

for the first time, his immediate inten-

tion to attack the federal arsenal at

Harpers Ferry, Virginia; to hold hos-

tages there while others in his revolution-

ary band liberated slaves from nearby

plantations; to arm the slaves, set up

mountain strongholds and begin a

guerrilla war against the slavocracy.

The impassioned Brown threw his

arms around Douglass and told him:

“Come with me Douglass; 1 will defend

you with my life When I strike, the

bees will swarm and I shall want you to

help hive them" ( The Life and Times of
Frederick Douglass). Douglass had

supported an earlier plan of Brown’s to

run slaves to freedom through the

Alleghenies, but he refused to join the

Harpers Ferry raid mainly on tactical

grounds. They sat on the stones of

Chambersberg and argued for a day and

a half. With Brown was his secretary,

John Henry Kagi; Douglass had
brought his friend Shields Green,

another former slave.

Brown did most of the talking. When
Douglass argued that the attack on the

federal government “would array the

whole country against us,” Brown
welcomed the possibility. Shields Green
decided to go with Brown. But Douglass

was convinced that Brown "was going

into a perfect steel trap, and that once in

he would never get out alive."

Whether or not John Brown also

knew Harpers Ferry was a "perfect steel

trap” remains a matter of conjecture.

But on the wet moonless night of

October 16, 1859 the man who called

himself the Lord's avenging angel

against slavery gathered his small army
of revolutionary heroes— 16 whites

including his sons, and five blacks

including some slaves—read aloud from
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Life and Times of Frederick Douglass

Engraving depicts Douglass at-

tacked by racist mob.

Library of Congress

John Brown, Harpers Ferry martyr.

the Bible, piled the guns and pikes in the

wagon and led the wayTo the Ferry to

bring “justice to this slave-cursed land”

(Stephen B. Oates, To Purge This Land
with Blood).

At first it went like clockwork. They
cut the telegraph wires on both sides of

town. The raiders took their primary

military targets including millions of

dollars in federal arms, and took as

hostages some "leading citizen" plant-

ers. A handful of slaves were liberated in

the countryside while the armory
complex itself, largely unguarded,

offered no trouble.

• Brown waited for the slaves to swarm
like “bees" to his liberated fortress. But

it was the militiamen who came from as

far away as Baltimore, while a drunken

racist mob gathered in the town scream-

ing for the blood of the “slave insurrec-

tion." President Buchanan ordered in

three artillery companies and the mar-
ines under Colonel Robert E. Lee. The
marines stormed the engine house where
Brown’s men were trapped.

Brown and his raiders fought bravely

and coolly against impossible odds. But

36 hours after it started, the Harpers

Ferry attack was over. Ten of Brown’s

men were killed including two of his

sons. Five were captured, tried and

executed, including Brown. Lying

bleeding from a serious wound. Brown
was interrogated at Harpers Ferry by

Virginia’s governor. Said Brown: “You
may dispose of me very easily— 1 am
nearly disposed of now; but this ques-

tion is still to be settled—this negro

question I mean; the end of that is not

yet. . .
."

Militarily defeated at Harpers Ferry,

Brown’s political mission to destroy

slavery by force of arms continued

spectacularly. As W.E.B. DuBois, the

black scholar and founder of the

Niagara Movement, noted in his 1909

biography of Brown: “From the day

John Brown was captured to the day he

died, and after, it was the South and
slavery that was on trial—not John
Browp."

Brown’s trial and hanging was an

indictment of the system of slavery.

From the dock Brown made powerful

statements against slavery, and as 3,000

troops marched around the scaffold he

declared, “In my death I may do more
than in my life." “Let them hang me,” he

said. His last words written in the

shadow of the gallows bear the spirit

Historical Picture Services

Leading black abolitionist Frederick
Douglass.

and sword of John Brown’s righteous

wrath, and his prophetic understanding

of the inevitability of the great class war
at hand to crush slavery in America: “I,

John Brown, am quite certain that the

crimes of this land will never be purged

away but with blood.”

Today’s bourgeois historians like to

portray John Brown as a madman
obsessed with blood-lust. But Brown
was quite correct that slavery would be

ended in America only by bloody social

cataclysm—civil war, the second Ameri-

can Revolution. Harpers Ferry and

Brown’s death galvanized both sides for

war. For the anti-slavery forces Brown
was and remains a great hero. For the

pro-slavery forces he was the symbol of

everything they feared. As he hung by

the neck in Virginia, they were firing a

hundred-gun salute to his martyrdom in

Albany, New York; church bells rang

from Kansas to Boston. Abolitionists

who the day before were pacifists took

the pulpit to proclaim the necessity of a

violent end to the slave system. But

Abraham Lincoln, the day after

Brown’s hanging, proclaimed him guilty

of “treason.” And the Southern plant-

ers used Harpers Ferry to claim the Re-

publican Party was plotting an invasion

and slave insurrection. They quickly

organized a witchhunt in Congress

against the financial and political

backers of Brown in the “Harpers Ferry

conspiracy."

Frederick Douglass was one of those

charged in Virginia with “murder,
robbery, inciting to servile insurrec-

tion.” Douglass fled temporarily to

Canada knowing that otherwise he
would surely hang. He hailed Brown
and his mission and deprecated himself:

when “tried by the Harpers Ferry
insurrection test, I am most miserably
deficient in courage" (Philip Foner,
editor. The Life and Writings of
Frederick Douglass).

Douglass and Brown shared the
conviction that the coming Civil War
must crush the slave system and break
the chains of black oppression. But for

Lincoln and the majority of the North-
ern ruling class, the point of the Civil

War was not to end slavery but to put
down the secession of the South and
establish their own class rule continent-
wide. they had to be dragged kicking
and screaming into the war; they ended
slavery only when it became clear they
could not win the war any other way.

John Brown’s heroic raid on Harpers

Ferry was one powerful instrument in

beginning the war. Only a few years

later, soldiers would again march on

Harpers Ferry, but this time they were

Union soldiers marching to the song,

“John Brown’s Body.”

When Frederick Douglass returned

to Harpers Ferry in 1881 to commemor-
ate John Brown, he spoke for all of us

for whom the Civil War was a class war

against the system of slavery:

“If John Brown did not end the war that

ended slavery, he did, at least, begin the

war that ended slavery. If we look over

the dates, places, and men lor which this

honor is claimed, we shall find that not

Carolina, but Virginia, not Fort Sum-
ter, but Harpers Ferry and the arsenal,

not Major Anderson, but John Brown
began the war that ended American
slavery."

—Selectionsfrom the Writings of
Frederick Douglass ( Philip

Foner, editor)

Our Heroes of the
Second American Revolution

Revolutionary democrats like Doug-
lass and Brown who fought for black

liberation are among our heroes of the

second American Revolution, called the

Civil War. But their aspirations for

black America were crushed in the

terror and moral cowardice of the

political counterrevolution which gut-

ted and then destroyed Reconstruction.

The success of the counterrevolution,

which robbed blacks of the victory they

had fought for on the battlefield, also

produced wide acceptance for the white

supremacists’ view of the revolutionary

wing of the abolitionist movement. This

is expressed most clearly in the regular

and continuing vilification of John
Brown. Children today are taught that

“Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves”

while John Brown is presented as an

insane mass murderer. Many books and
movies portray Brown as a primitive

religious nut thirsty for “white blood" to

appease his personal god of violence.

John Brown was certainly fiercely

religious. Born in 1800 and raised in

strict Calvinist piety, the young Brown
was taught that slavery was an abomina-
tion in the sight of god. As an Ohio
teenager he saw a landlord beat a slave

about his own age with an iron fire

shovel. It was then that he swore

“eternal” war on slavery. And he

understood that war would be violent

and social. On his bookshelf next to his

Bible he kept the biography of the great

English revolutionary Puritan, Oliver

Cromwell.

Not only John Brown the legend but

John Brown the man exerted a powerful

force in the abolition movement. His

name, Douglass relates, was mentioned
“in whispers" of respect. A non-

conformist by principle as well as

personality. Brown didn’t join his local

anti-slavery society, but was engaged in

running escaping slaves North and to

Canada. Unlike John Brown the figure

of fanatic irrationality portrayed in

reactionary bourgeois myth, the real

John Brown fought for armed slave

rebellion, and organized armed struggle

against the slave system in “Bleeding

Kansas” in the 1850s. That his overall

strategy made sense and influenced the

left wing of the abolition movement is

evidenced by his relationship to Doug-
lass, the towering figure among the

black abolitionists and perhaps the

greatest political American of his time.

Brown and Douglass met for the first

time in 1847 at Brown’s "plaine style”

home in Springfield, Massachusetts.

These two exceptional men were of such

different temperaments and back-
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Two hundred thousand black recruits turned the tide for the Union Army.

grounds that it is hard to imagine that

their lives would have crossed had they

not been pulled together by the power of

the issue of slavery.

Douglass was bom a slave on the

eastern shore of Maryland, probably in

1817, although no records for slaves were

kept. He never knew his white father

and had little knowledge of his mother

as he grew up on Colonel Edward
Lloyd’s slave plantation. There he

competed with the dog for table scraps

and passed through what he later

described as “the blood-stained gate, the

entrance to the hell of slavery.” As a

child he watched the repeated, brutal

whipping of “an old aunt,” recalling

being “awakened at the dawn of day” by

her shrieks. The overseer would tie her

up and whip her “till she was literally

covered with blood”:

"The louder she screamed, the harder he

whipped; and where the blood ran

fastest, there he whipped the longest. He
would whip her to make her scream,

and whip her to make her hush; and not

until overcome by fatigue, would he

cease to swing the blood-clotted

cowskin.”—Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass

The whipping of the old lady was the

first in a long series of outrages in which

Douglass was witness and victim. At age

ten he became a household slave for the

Auld family. When Mrs. Auld intro-

duced Douglass to the ABCs, her

husband became furious, exclaiming,

“If you teach that nigger how to read

there would be no keeping him.” “From
that moment,” Douglass wrote, “I

understood the path from slavery to

freedom."

With determination and ingenuity,

Douglass turned his playmates into

teachers, the letters on ships into

primers, the fence boards into note-

books. When he was lent out to a

professional “Negro-breaker," Doug-
lass fought back. “This battle with Mr.

Covey," said Douglass, “was the turning

point in my career as a slave." He let it be

N
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known “that the white man who
expected to succeed in whipping, must
also succeed in killing me.” After being

moved to Baltimore where he learned to

be a caulker in the shipyards, Douglass

escaped to the North in 1838.

Douglass went to New Bedford,

Massachusetts, where he discovered a

copy of The Liberator, William Lloyd

Garrison’s abolitionist paper. In 1830,

when most anti-slavery forces sought

merely an amelioration of the slaves'

conditions or looked to a plan to

“colonize" the blacks in the Caribbean
or elsewhere. Garrison had declared

that he would “not equivocate,” calling

for the immediate abolition of slavery,

and began the radical abolition

movement.
Douglass became one of the best-

known of the abolitionists, and certainly

its most electrifying speaker. Enduring
the persecution of white racist mobs, he

lectured brilliantly across America and
a tour of Europe won him international

recognition. But Douglass was not just a

great orator as many historians are now
willing to recognize. What is most
important about Douglass is not so

much that he fought his way out of

slavery but that he became a political

leader, splitting with the policies of the

Garrison wing.

Garrison's abolitionism was more
grounded in a tradition of Christian

benevolence than the radical bour-

geois Enlightenment. While radical and
agitational on slavery, women’s rights

and capital punishment, the Gar-

rison wing was part of liberal

Protestant revivalism. Individual-

istic in religious interpretation, they

also saw slavery as fundamentally an
evil of the individual rather than a social

matter for political action. They were
explicitly anti-labor and had little use

for the fight for black rights in the free

states. They were for disunion with the

slave South and against the “pro-slave

Constitution." They accepted the in-

equality inherent in the economic
relations of developing capitalism. In its

first issue the Liberator railed against

those who would “inflame the minds of

our working classes against the more
opulent."

With a strong pacifist bias, the

Garrisonians declared themselves “non-
resistants,” therefore relying on "moral
suasion” and the force of their ideas to

convince the slave system away. They
opposed David Walker's 1829 “Appeal”
for slave rebellions as well as Nat
Turner’s revolt of 1831.

As a Garrisonian, Douglass argued

against the ex-slave Henry Highland

Garnet’s stirring call at the 1843 Nation-

al Convention of Colored Men that

slaves should rise up. But Douglass was
changing his views on “moral suasion”

as he became more involved in the

practical politics of opposing the slave

system. In 1844 he established his own
newspaper. The North Star (later

changed to Douglass' Paper), over the

strong objection of Garrison. An editor

and speaker for the more political wing

of the abolition movement, Douglass

was also a "station master" and “con-

ductor” for the Underground Railroad.

Douglass’ 1847 meeting with John
Brown was a turning point in his

political evolution. Brown and those

around him represented the only current

in the abolition movement which argued

that the slaveowners could be defeated

only by force of arms, largely by the

slaves themselves. Douglass had learned

of Brown through Henry Garnet and

took time out from a speaking tour to

visit him. Brown explained to Douglass

his plan to create a “subterranean Pass

Way” through the Allegheny mountains

for slaves escaping North, and where a

sustained guerrilla war could begin.

“These mountains," said Brown, point-

ing to the map he had placed before

Douglass, “were placed here for the

emancipation of the negro race." Brown
argued that such a plan to periodically

liberate slaves would attack the system

itself by rendering slave "property"

insecure and less valuable. The two men
argued, not so much over the tactics of

the plan but over the underlying politics.

“When I suggested that we might

convert the slaveholders,” recalled

Douglass in Life and Times, “he became
much excited." Brown told Douglass

that "that could never be, he knew their

proud hearts and that they would never

be induced to give up their slaves, until

they felt a big stick about their heads."

Brown’s Calvinism, and Oliver Crom-
well, had taught him that a big stick was

best to “convert" evil men.

Douglass thought the plan for guerril-

la war extremely hazardous, but recog-

nized it had “much to commend it."

Douglass was becoming convinced

that “moral suasion” was hopeless

and the fight must be a political one

against the whole system of slavery, by

armed force including armed black

slaves. Douglass had been developing in

this direction for some time, but “From
this night spent with John Brown in

Springfield, Mass., 1847, while I contin-

ued to write and speak against slavery, I

became all the same less hopeful of its

peaceful abolition.”

Douglass shocked Garrisonian “non-

resistants" when he announced that

slavery could only be ended with

bloodshed. He supported every kind of

slave resistance. And in Boston in 1849

he declared to a packed hall of Garrison-

ians that “1 would welcome the

intelligence... that the slaves had risen

in the South. . .[and] were engaged in

spreading death and destruction." In

1852 he wrote to the New York Herald

that “the only way to make the Fugitive

Slave Law a dead letter is to make a half-

a-dozen or more dead kidnappers.”

Upon leaving Brown at Springfield,

Douglass wrote to the North Star that

Brown, "although a white gentleman, is

in sympathy, a black man, and as deeply

interested in our cause, as though his

own soul had been pierced with the iron

of slavery.”

Douglass’ political evolution was not

merely from “non-resistance" to self-

defense. Contained in the “moral

suasion" line was a refusal to fight

slavery politically and to the wall, by all

methods. That is the importance of the

Douglass-Brown relationship: together

they were planning the Civil War. It is a

logical line from Brown’s house in

Springfield to Douglass’ active recruit-

ment of black soldiers for the Civil War.

The political fight against slavery

focused in the 1850s on the question

of Western expansion and “free soil.” It

was over the issue of whether the

Western states would be slave or free

that abolitionism gained a mass political

base. When the pro-slave Democrats
engineered the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise, Kansas was to decide

by plebiscite if it was to be a slave

state. The pro-slave “border ruffians”

(terror murderers would be a better

term) of Missouri swarmed into Kansas

for violence and massive intimidation.

Four of Brown’s sons decided to “go
west" to meet the military challenge,

observing that the fate of Kansas would
be decided "at the cartridge box, not the

ballot box.” Their father followed.

Brown and his sons, nearly always

badly outnumbered, fought bravely in

Kansas. It was a military rehearsal

for the Civil War. The government was
still trying to avoid the question of

slavery in the South. Although willing

to fight to make Kansas "free soil,” the

Northerners would not allow blacks to

come into Kansas. Douglass observed

that “opposing slavery and hating its

victims has come to be a very common
form of abolitionism.” Nonetheless the

issue was brought before the North and
there was John Brown at the center of it.

Douglass told of how Brown “met
persecution with persecution, war with

war, strategy with strategy, assassina-

tion and house-burning with signal and

terrible retaliation till even the blood-

thirsty propagandists of slavery were

compelled to cry for quarter.” Douglass

met Brown often during this struggle

and note$I that even in the intensity of

the border war. Brown “never lost sight

of what he called his greater work—the

liberation of all the slaves in the United

States."

Finish the Civil War!

The Republican Party was bom out

of the issue of the expansion of slavery.

Douglass joined its radical left wing and
tried to drive the reluctant Republicans

toward an open fight against the

slavocracy. Other militant black spokes-

men drew different conclusions from the

Fugitive Slave Law, the ban on allowing

blacks into Kansas, the denial of

political rights to free blacks. Pessimis-

tic 'about the possibilities of black

liberation in America, Martin Delaney,

continued on page 14

NOTICE
Workers Vanguard
skips a week in

December.
Our next issue will be
dated December 31.

Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly

Engraving of John Brown and his dying son9 at Harpers Ferry.
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Excerpts from Speeches at Rally of the Labor/ Black Mobilization to Stop the KKK in Washington, D.C.

We Stopped the Klan

!

“The Whole
Damn System
Has Got to Go

WV Photos

SL spokesman Bernard Vance defends foreign workers against fascists.

Don Andrews
Spartacist League Central Committee.

I’m glad to see forces here today that

are determined that the KKK and their

ruling-class backers are not going to see

that 1925 march that they want to repeat

on the same exact route. Because that’s

what they want—40,000 hooded, robed

Klansmen walking down these streets to

actively terrorize the population of the

black people, the working people, the

poor here. What we’re saying today is

that they’re not going to ride.

There is a strategy to defeat them.

When you mobilize the working class in

this country along with other minorities

you can defeat these race-hate terrorists.

And when you don’t do that, when you
do other absurd things like call on
Reagan to “ban” them— like the Com-
munist Party and others do—then

you’re putting it in the hands of this very

racist capitalist government that’s re-

sponsible for this set-up today: the

heavy police presence that’s promised in

order to intimidate people, to create an

atmosphere of fear, that you shouldn’t

be out on the streets, that you should be

home with your blinds down.
We have to see the enemy in a very

clear way because it’s not simply the

question of the white ruling class in this

country, it’s also a question of their

black bootlickers. Look at what hap-

pened when the Klan has attempted to

march in cities where you have large

black populations, like Detroit. You’ve
got a Democratic Party mayor, a so-

called “black power” administration

ruled by Coleman Young. When they

threatened to march in Detroit right

after the Greensboro massacre, he said:

“You are just like the Klan and we’re

going to arrest anti-Klan protesters just

like we’re going to arrest the Klan." But
of course he was willing to let the Klan
march in downtown Detroit, a labor/

black town. And it was the Spartacist

League that went to the factories, like

we did here, to the black population and
mobilized those forces that were the

core of stopping the KKK when they

tried to celebrate the massacre in

Greensboro.

In so many ways the Klan's racist

program is being carried out by both the

Democrats and the Republicans: the

attack on voting rights, the rollback of

busing. The smallest fight for the

democratic rights of the oppressed
requires mobilizing labor on the road

towards fighting for a workers govern-

ment. And the fight against the Klan

and the Nazis in this country requires

the understanding that you have to fight

for socialism. A revolutionary program
is required not only to fight the KKK
and the various protectors that stand

behind them, but also a strategy that can

lay the basis for international working

class revolution. Because American
imperialism’s difficulties are our oppor-

tunities. In El Salvador and South

Africa, where they’re defeated and

weakened through social revolution,

we’re strengthened. And that’s the main
message I want to say: the main enemy is

at home.
The bosses are telling us that the main

enemy is Russia. They play on ignor-

ance of what happened in Russia in

1917. That was the year that the workers

and peasants came to power under the

leadership of the Bolshevik party, a

revolutionary Marxist organization

that had for years been fighting for

world working-class revolution. And of

course the various capitalist armies

came in and tried to strangle that young
workers republic. In the 1920s, the

Russian working class was robbed of

political power by a political counter-

revolution led by Stalin, so you had a

privileged bureaucracy. But what exists

in Russia today, and the gains that we
must defend and help extend, are the

gains of a collectivized property system.

The bosses’ economic power was bro-

ken, the capitalists were destroyed in

Russia, and that’s why they want to

bring it back within the orbit of

capitalism.

You see, the fact is that the Klan
doesn’t ride in Moscow because they got

rid of such race-hate terrorists—you
know, people who were committing
pogroms against the Jews. But as the

Klan marches in this country, they are

the domestic reflection of Reagan’s anti-

Soviet war drive. Because the Klan and
Reagan and the Democrats all say let’s

“roll back” Communism, from El

Salvador to Poland to the Soviet Union.

The whole question of building a

racially integrated party of working-

class revolutionaries in this country is

really a matter of life and death. You can

see that the Klan and the Nazis are

organizing for race war. trying to pit

blacks and whites at each other’s

throats, trying to inflame the racial

antagonism in a situation where there

are increasingly desperate white work-

ing people, just like blacks, that have

been thrown out on the streets. We’re

here to build the multi-racial working-

class party that can lead the working

class and the oppressed in this country

to take power. Labor must show the

way—Smash the Nazis and KKK! Black

liberation through socialist revolution!

K/viOC

Fred Chavis
National field secretary. Southern

Christian Leadership Conference.

Good morning. 1 flew up here last

night to let you know that we’ve got to

ban the Klan. I feel like Marion Barry

should be out here at this rally with us,

because in the ’60s Marion Barry was a

demonstrator—he was up front. We’re
here this morning giving a message from
Atlanta: Dr. Joseph Lowery, my presi-

dent. supports this anti-Klan rally. If the

Klan feels they can march in the nation’s

capital and nothing be done about it,

they can march anywhere else. We’re go-

ing to stop them, right now. If Reagan,
William Reynolds, [D.C. Metropolitan
Police chief] Maurice Turner and
[Washington mayor] Marion Barry
allow this, they ain’t no better than the

Klan.

I was down in Athens, Georgia, the

University of Georgia, about a couple of

months ago and they tried to organize a

Klan chapter on the campus. Within

eight hours 3,000 students got out and

ran ’em right off campus. So I feel like

we got to do the same thing here. They

are murderers. Everybody out here

knows what they’ve been doing. You’ve

got policemen out here who just ain’t

wearing masks today. Maybe 150,000

people should be here right now, but we
can do it. We’re not just going to let

them march. We’ve got to ban the Klan!

You know. I’m non-violent. Some-
times I wonder, though. Boston—they

ran them out of town. They should have

run them out of town in Cincinnati

—

last January 15th they had a Klan

demonstration on Martin Luther King’s

birthday in Cincinnati. We should just

stop it, and now is the time because the

labor unions are backing us, and that’s

the strongest organization in this coun-

try. It’s got more numbers than any

other organization in the country. And
if they can put themselves on the line,

any other organization or any other

individual should put themselves on the

line.

Jackie Brooks
Spanacus Youth League.

Hi, how is everybody? Ready to stop

them? [crowd: “yeah!”] All right, come
on, louder! Ready to stop them? [crowd
roars] Hell, yes! All right, all right! The
crowd is increasing more and more

—

I'm happy to see this. We worked hard

as hell to get you people out here and let

you know, as opposed to having you
stay home and overlook this shit. This is

severe and serious, you know. In June
we got 3.000 people to come out and
stop the Nazis [in Chicago], They
threatened to impose on the Gay Pride

parade. We said no, Chicago is not

going to stand for this. Chicago has a

diverse population, the majority is Nazi
haters like us. And we ran them out.

Three thousand people—laborers,

blacks, unemployed people, unionists—
just ran ’em out. They haven’t shown up
again—we hope they won’t try it again.

And that’s how I got affiliated with the

Spartacist League, around their cam-
paign to stop the Nazis on June 27th in

Lincoln Park in Chicago, where I’m

from.

To think that the Klan would try

something like this in a town that’s 75 to

80 percent black, right around the

corner from your president’s house! But
he’s a Klan-endorsed president anyway,
so what do you expect? He gave them
their permit to march here today. So
what does it say about him? Think he’s a

Klansman in disguise or what? [Shouts,

“he’s their leader!"] The Klan can be

stopped, and they will be stopped today
if they show up. We will stop them. Let

them know that we’re not just pacifist

people that lay back and let them preach
this race-hatred, this race-terror, and
continue killing and blaming us for

everything that’s wrong in this country
today.

Their race-hatred is poison, poison in

your mind to think that you are nothing
and you are to blame for what’s wrong
in this capitalist society. Reagan is

what’s wrong. These cops out here

protecting the Klan are what’s wrong,
not the fact that we’re black and

continued on page 1
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We Stopped the Klan!
More than 5,000 protesters, over-

whelmingly blacks and many unionists,

chased the KKK out of Washington,
D C. on November 27. It was a historic

victory for labor, blacks, for every

decent American. The KKK fascists said

they would rally at the Capitol and
march in their white sheets to the White
House to parade their racist filth. They
intended to repeat the spectacle of 1925,

when 40,000 Klansmen paraded down
the same route. And the Reagan
administration was determined to force

this provocation down the throats of the

black population of D.C. But the call by
the Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop
the KKK struck a deep chord among
black unionists and others who turned

out in mass to stop the hooded race-

terrorists in their tracks. This was no
gabfest for the Democratic Party. You
could feel the power of the working class

mobilized for action. After a decade of

rising race-terror and union-busting

attacks, here was the way to win.

Workers and blacks know it is desper-

ately necessary to fight. And relying on
our own strength, we stopped the Klan!

The Labor/Black Mobilization was
initiated by the Spartacist League (SL)

after initial discussions with area union-

ists showed a shared determination to

militantly stop the cross-burners and

lynchers from marching in the nation’s

capital. And on November 27 the Ku
Kluxers did not rally, did not march, did

not even put on their robes. Instead the

thousands brought out by the Labor/

Black Mobilization blocked off the

Klan’s starting point. Black youth,

unionists and socialists—that was who
marched up Pennsylvania Avenue,

finally occupying the KKK’s proclaimed

destination, Lafayette Square. On
November 27, we took the streets, and
the Klan hit the road!

The Klan boasted that 200 would
parade Saturday. Only 28 of the racist
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swine turned out. They cowered like

sewer rats, ready to crawl into the

underground Senate garage, wetting

their pants at the thought of the

reception that awaited them. The KKK
looked nervously down Capitol Hill

where thousands of militant and defiant

protesters were waiting to get at them.
The police later said the Klan march was
canceled because of the size and deter-

mination of this crowd. It was clear to

all that the two dozeh fascist creeps

would never make it past First and
Constitution. In the end the dejected

Klansmen. their white sheets stuffed

into brown paper bags, were herded by
the police into a school bus and sneaked
by a back route to Lafayette Park for a

brief token appearance.

As the cops began retreating,

demonstrators spontaneously poured
into the streets. Trampling the flimsy

slat fences, the crowd surged up Capitol

Hill. Waving a sea of Labor/Black
Mobilization “Stop the KKK” signs,

they jubilantly chanted, "We Stopped
the Klan! We Stopped the Klan!" At the

top of the Hill they now spilled around
the cops on the very site where the Klan
would have stepped off on its march for

genocide.

As rumors spread that the KKK was
at Lafayette Park, the demonstrators

wheeled around and marched up Penn-
sylvania Avenue, the very route the

Klan was to have marched. The anti-

KKK protesters had taken the streets of

Washington, and the police simply
looked on as they streamed past. As they

marched past the White House hun-
dreds of voices chanted, “Down with

Reagan. Build a Workers Party!" They
streamed into Lafayette Park chanting,

“We Stopped the Klan." claiming for

their own the site where the KKK had
planned to stage their racist

provocation.

The police, held on a tight leash all

day, were looking to get back. Right in

front of the White House, ringed by
hundreds of cops, the racists in blue

clubbed and tear-gassed demonstrators
who were furious that the police had
protected the Klan and escorted them
safely out of town. With tear gas
cannisters popping all around, we held a
spirited rally in the square. A1 Nelson, a
spokesman for the Spartacist League
declared, “There are no white sheets

here—only the red banner of the

working class." At the end of the rally,

the disciplined demonstrators dispersed

without incident.

Labor/Black Mobilization
Shows the Way

Ronald Reagan obviously thinks he’s

the emperor of all the Americas, while

Mrs. Reagan wants to combine the roles

of the last tsarina and Marie Antoinette.

As blacks in Washington suffer double-
digit unemployment, the White House
revels in opulence The day before the

announced Klan march, word leaked
out of the administration’s latest scheme
to overcome the depression: take away
the minimum wage for child labor, and
tax jobless benefits in order to make
unemployment “less attractive” to Iaid-

off workers! Attorney General William
French Smith gave the Klan march
official government sanction. And on
Saturday the White House announced a

continued on page 8

November 27: “KKK—You Ain’t

Gonna March Today!”
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“1, 2, 3, 4, Time to Finish the Civil War!—
(continued from page 7)

meeting with Botha, premier of racist

apartheid South Africa! Reagan is

waging a class and race war, and he

wants to have the likes of the KKK in

reserve. In the meantime, he seems

determined to provoke a long hot

summer in the dead of winter.

The November 27 Labor/ Black

Mobilization to Stop the KKK was just

that. More than three-quarters black,

the rally had been endorsed by over 50

union officials and a dozen union locals.

It was lower level officials in the

predominantly black locals of the

traditionally conservative AFL unions

in the area who gave firm support to the

anti-Klan mobilization. International

Longshoremen’s Association (ILA)

locals in Norfolk, Baltimore and Phila-

delphia supported and mobilized for the

demonstration. ILA International pres-*

ident Thomas Gleason also endorsed. In

D.C. itself, Washington Teachers Union
president William Simons, APWU
(Postal Workers) local president Sidney

Brooks, and members of the executive

board of the Laborers union were key to

mobilizing support from the Washing-

ton area labor movement.
Reagan's policy was that the Klan

would have its way in D C. on Novem-
ber 27. Late Friday afternoon, the day

before the rally, the cops threatened to

WV Photo
Militant black protesters honor
memory of Malcolm X, not liberal

pacifism of Martin Luther King.
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cordon off the demonstration and let no
one in or out. turning our rally into a

concentration camp. These arrogant

police state tactics in the service of the

Klan were met with an outpouring of

protest from trade-union endorsers and

liberal Congressmen. And no doubt

memories of what happened in D.C.

after the assassination of Marlin Luther

King helped to sober up the strutting

cops. The next morning the Mayor's

Task Force came to say they never

intended to seal off the demonstration!

Protesters streamed into the Labor/

Black Mobilization for two hours.

Some had come from all across the

country. At the New York City caucus

the night before, we chose the somewhat
facetious title Yuri Andropov Battalion

as a factional jibe at the rather large

number of ex-members present. But the

naming of the out-of-town buses caught

on big. Black shipyard and dock
workers from Norfolk, Virginia chose

the name Nat Turner Brigade, after the

legendary slave revolt leader. From
Boston came the Colonel Robert Shaw
Brigade, honoring the commander of a

gung-ho black Union regiment during

the Civil War. Buses bringing auto and

steel workers from the Midwest consti-

tuted the Ulysses S. Grant Battalion,

and from the West Coast came the Big

Bill Haywood Commando. But the

decisive element was the outpouring of

thousands of angry blacks from Wash-
ington, D.C., determined that their city

would not be turned into a parade

ground for the dreaded nightriders.

Government, railroad and construction

workers joined students from Howard
University to stop the Klan. And they

did.

A monitors squad of Spartacist

League forces and tough, responsible

union guys worked to protect the safety

of the disciplined, orderly, militant

protest. BRAC Local 1906 chairman
Vince Benson spoke at an on-site press

conference, denouncing Police Chief
Turner’s call on people not to attend the

anti-Klan demonstration.

There were two key issues on the

minds of protesters at the anti-Klan

rally in Washington: how to stop Klan
terror, and how to Fight for jobs. A
Spartacist League banner at the demon-
stration proclaimed: “Sit-downs to fight

mass layoffs! Break with the Republi-

cans and Democrats— Build a Workers
Party!" Other banners at the Labor/
Black Mobilization read, "Stop Carter/

Reagan Union-Busting— Picket Lines

Mean Don't Cross! Unchain Labor!”

“Labor/ Black Defense of School

Busing— Extend it to the Suburbs

—

Free Public Higher Education for All!"

and "Anti-Soviet War Drive Means
Capitalist Slavery for Angolan, Afgha-

ni, Polish Masses!”

The crowd cheered Spartacist League

speakers and class-struggle unionists

who called for militant workers action

to smash the KKK and bring down
Reagan. SL spokesman Don Andrews
pointed out that the Klan marches “are

the domestic reflection of Reagan’s anti-

Soviet war drive because the Klan.

Reagan and the Democrats all say,

‘Let’s roll back Communism from El

Salvador to Poland to the Soviet

Union'." Spartacus Youth League
(SYL) spokesman Jackie Brooks got a

roar of approval when she announced.

“The Klan can be stopped, and they will

be stopped if they show up today Let

them know that we’re not just pacifist

people that lay back and let them preach

this race-hatred, this race-terror and

continue killing.”

As the hour of the scheduled KKK
march approached, the crowd moved
out to line Constitution Avenue. Even

the blocks-long snow fence and hun-

dreds of police would have been unable

to prevent the thousands of protesters

from surging into the street and giving

the KKK a well-deserved lesson. For

more than an hour and a half the

demonstrators chanted militantly and

faced down the phalanx of cops as

police officials hesitated. At 12:40 p.m.,

the Labor/ Black Mobilization loud-

speakers boomed out, “We won, every-

body! They’re pulling out!... It’s

because thousands of people turned up

here... The cops are going to escort

their friends in the KKK out of D.C. We
say good— hit the road!" This was met

by loud cheers, mixed with anger at

being cheated of an opportunity to deal

with the fascists.

Aside from the Labor/Black
Mobilization, several much smaller

demonstrations took place on Novem-
ber 27. The largest of these was the rally

called by the All Peoples Congress

(APC), a front for Sam Marcy’s

Workers World Party (WWP), which

attracted perhaps 2.000 at its peak. The
APC event, miles away from the

mobilization that stopped the Klan, was
the usual reformist hoax, intended to

exploit resentment against the KKK
killers and drain it into votes for the

Democrats.

Black youth, taken in by the call to

“Demonstrate Against the KKK." grew

restless as the Democratic politicians

droned on about “rolling back Reagan-
ism" and “focusing on the larger issues."

When a rumor spread that the Klan had
appeared in Lafayette Park, those who
came to stop the Klan set off to do just

that. The Marcyites first pleaded with

people not to go, then linked arms to

stop them. The APC promised anti-

Klan action, delivered frustration.

Many youth set off on their own and got

clubbed and tear-gassed by the cops.

In the aftermath of the demonstration

the bourgeois press has focused

sensationally on violence and looting. In

Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop the KKK in Washington, D.C., November 27

“ We endorse and will help build a mass labor/black demonstration against the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) planned
November 27th march in Wash., D.C.—an insult to blacks and most other Americans. Stop the Klan!”

Lid ol Endorsers

Keith Anwar member. USWA Local 1010." East Chicago, IN
William E. Bancroft Secretary-Treasurer, ILWU Local 10.’ San Francisco. CA
Willie L Bell. Recording Secretary and Chairman, Civil Rights Committee. IAM-AW

Local Lodge /39.* Oakland. CA
Vincent S Benson Local Chairman. Brotherhood ol Railway and Airline Clerks

Local 1906.’ Washington. DC
Frank Billed President, ILWU Local 34.* San Francisco. CA
Spurgeon L. Boone President. I8EW Local 2280.* Portsmouth, VA
Roy R. Bowling President and Assistant Business Agent. Brewery and Beverage

Drivers. Inside Workers. Vending Machine Servicemen and Helpers, Local 67.*

Washington and Vicinity

Sidney L Brooks President, American Postal Workers Union, Nation s Capital
Area Local,* Washington, D C

W W. Brown. Jr. Chief Steward 1AM Local 441 T Portsmouth. VA
Milton Burton, Jr., Steward, IBEW Local 734.* Porlsmouth.VA
John Carr, President. ILWU Local 10,* San Francisco. CA
Phil Carroll member. AFSCME Local 2733.* Ann Arbor. Ml
Richard Cavalll. Vice President. ILWU Local 34.* San Francisco. CA
Jackie Clark. General Executive Board. ILWU Local 6.* San Francisco, CA
I P Cordeiro Financial Secretary/Treasurer. Amalgamated Transit Union, Local

192.* Oakland, CA
Department ot Black Studies. City College ol New York * and Leonard Jeffries, Jr.

Professor
Nannlen Dukes Steward AFSCME Local 23,* Detroit Ml
Robert Edwards President, ILWU Local 2,* San Francisco. CA
Eiecutlve Board Building Laborers Local 74,* Washington. D C
Marvin Foreman Business Rep

,
Hotel and Restaurant Workers. Local 23,* Norfolk

VA
Ben|amln J Foster. Chairman. Track and Power Distribution Division, TWU Local

100.* New York. NY
Richard Fraser Historic American Trotskyist and member. Democratic Socialists

ol America.’ Los Angeles, CA
Arthur T. Freeman, President and Business Manager, Metropolitan Public Service
Workers, Laborers International Union, Local 52,* Norfolk, VA

Alvin F Gant General President, National Post Office Mailhandlors Union Locai
302.* San Francisco. CA

Richard O Garland Former Black Advocate and Representative. University ot

Michigan,* Ann Arbor. Ml
Thomas W Gleason President. ILA*

Willie Golphln Stall Representative. Community 8. Social Agency Employees
Union, District Council 1707. AFSCME,* New York, NY

Edward Gorman. Recording Secretary. USWA Local 2609,* Sparrows Point, MO
Stanley Gow. Executive Board. ILWU Local 10.* San Francisco. CA
Carole A. Graves President. Newark Teachers Union. Local 481. AFT/AFL-CIO.*
Newark. NJ

Roy Greer. Local 959.* Ann Arbor. Ml
Fernando Guerrero, President. OCAW Local 1-1978,* Richmond. CA
Ethan Gums, Chair, Legislative Committee, Chief Steward IAM-AW Local Lodge

739,* Oakland, CA
Jean Hasket Secretary IBEW Local 2280.* Portsmouth, VA
Cleophas C. Hawkins. Steward. IBEW Local 2280.* Portsmouth, VA
Robert Hefner. Professor. University ol Michigan.* Ann Arbor. Ml
Gene Heraon tor the Militant-Solidarity Caucus in the National Maritime Union*
Garry E. Hunter Vice President and Chief Steward. International Brotherhood ot

8oilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders, Blacksmiths. Forgers and Helpers. Local 57
*

Portsmouth. VA
Norman Huntsman. President, 1AM Local Lodge 739.* Oakland CA
IAM Local Lodge 1327. South San Francisco, CA
Kathy Ikegaml Executive Board, CWA Local 9410,* San Francisco, CA
ILA Local 1248 Norfolk, VA
ILA Local 1458 Norfolk. VA
International Brotherhood ol Boilermakers. Iron Shipbuilders. Blacksmiths.
Forgets and Helpers. Local 684. Norfolk. VA and T.L. Fields President

Willie T Jenkins. Business Manager, Laborers International Union. Local 334.*

Detroit, Ml
Arnold J Johnson Steward USWA Local 2610 * Sparrows Point MD
Ed Kartsen. member. TWU Local 100,* New York. NY
Mike Kaslan General Executive Board, ILWU Local 6 * San Francisco. CA
Joesophus King President, AFSCME Local 23, Detroit, and President. City of

Detroit AFSCME Presidents*
Franck Laraque Asst Prolessor, Department of Black Studies, City College ol New

York * New York. NY
Jackie Eugene Lee, Vice President. National Post Office Mailhandlers Union Local

302,* San Francisco, CA
Jack Liebleln Alternate Steward. CWA Local 1150,* New York. NY
Longshore Executive Board. ILA Local 333." Baltimore. MD
Conrad Lynn, Civil Rights Attorney, New York, NY
Milton M Mapp President, Oakland American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO,*
Oakland. CA

Ed Potrlck Martin member UAW Local 600 * Oearborn Ml
Clift Mero. Vice President, USWA Local 1010 * East Chicago, IN

David W Moore Retired UAW International Representative, * Participant in 1932
Ford Hunger March Detroit Ml

Kenneth 8 Nesbitt, Executive Board United Motormen Oivision. TWU Local 100."

New York. NY
Partisan Defense Committee
Keith Phelps Business Manager. Laborers International Union. Local 1 165 * Grand

Rapids. Ml
Everetl Rlehl President Amalgamated Transil Union Local 1555.* Oakland. CA
Georgia Roberts. Executive Secretary. NAACP.* Norfolk VA
Rouge Militant Caucus in UAW Local 600 * Dearborn Ml
Rudy Schneider Gnever USWA Local 1010 * East Chicago. IN
SEIU Local 87 San Francisco. CA
Agnes Shepperaon. Steward CWA Local 5050.* Chicago. IL

Ron Simmons Steward IBEW Local 2280,* Portsmouth VA
William H. Simons President AFT Local 6.* Washington. D C
Spartacist League/Sparlacus Youth League
Shelton Tappet Retired UAW member ’ Detroit Ml
Carter A. Tyler Steward International Brotherhood ot Boilermakers Iron

Shipbuilders, Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers. Local 57.* Portsmouth VA
Ronald A. Tyree Steward. CWA Local H50." New York NY
UAW Local 595. Linden NJ
UAW Local 919 Norfolk VA and Jimmy Vollvla President and Building Chairman
United Motormen Division of TWU Local 100.* meeting (17 Nov

I
New York NY

USWA Local 1010 East Chicago. IN

Johnny Vawters Past President. Oearborn Assembly Plant UAW Local 600.*

Dearborn. Ml
L.P. Watson President. NAACP.* Norfolk. VA
Ronald Welsen President. USWA Local 1397 * Homestead PA
Alfonso Wells Chairman of the Retirees UAW Local 1776 * Willow Run. Ypsilanti

Ml
Shirley A Whotstone President, AFSCME Local 2477.* Washington DC
Robert F Williams Editor Crusader'
Henry Hank Wilson President. Dearborn Assembly Plant. UAW Local 600,*

Dearborn, Ml
Lynn Yaeger Chief Shop Steward. Village Voice. UAW District 65.* New York NY

'Orgamiation listed for Identification purposes only

We wan t to make it very clear that these endorsers do not necessarily

agree in any particular with the views expressed by the initiators ol this

mobilization.
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— 5, 6, 7, 8, Forward to a Workers State!”

WV Photo

fact there was an absolutely modest
amount of disorder, provoked by the

police. The word violence itself is a lie

deliberately meant to conjure up racist

images of marauding black youths

murdering whites. What happened was

the KKK was stopped. Elsewhere,

police rioted against frustrated anti-

Klan protesters; the “looting” that

WV Photo

Black anti-Klan protesters flay black
cops for protecting white racist

criminals.

occurred was a police provocation.

Watching network TV news one could

see the cops clubbing black youth and
heaving them through plate glass store

windows. Of course, the bicycles in the

store later disappeared. Now the gutless

Marcyites are squeaking "it wasn’t us.”

We say: the KKK is in the business of

terrorist murder! Drop the charges

against the anti-Klan protesters!

Washington is not simply a 75 percent

black city, it’s a Southern black city.

Many black residents of Washington
are from families that have had first-

hand experience of the terror of these

racist nightriders. Feelings ran so deep

that some black cops began to make
gestures of solidarity, accepting leaflets,

shaking hands with anti-Klan demon-
strators and giving the black power
salute; it is even rumored that black

clerks from the CIA organized to

oppose the Klan. Ground up by unem-
ployment and poverty, subjected to the

racist abuse of the Klan’s preferred

candidate in the White House, black

people have had enough. That’s why
they turned out and that’s why our

slogan, "I, 2, 3, 4, Time to Finish the

Civil War—5, 6, 7, 8, Forward to a

Workers State,” was so popular.

The bourgeoisie in Washington is of

two minds over the November 27

demonstration. Mayor Marion Barry,

an ex-SNCC leader, breathed a sigh of

relief: “There was a lot of emotion about

the Klan It could have been a lot

worse." On the other hand, DC.
delegate Fauntroy is viciously violence-

baiting the anti-Klan demonstration.

Fauntroy, who drew' only 100-150

people to his “community unity” diver-

sion. denounced “‘Trotskyist radicals’

[who] had gone through black neigh-

borhoods in Washington with a sound
truck, ‘inviting young black youths to go

downtown and attack the Klan'”

( Washington Post
,
29 November). The

Post editorialized on "Saturday’s

Shame” against “trouble-hungry insti-

gators.” Now the Marcyites, cringing at

the “violence" lies, link arms with

Fauntroy, the Post and Ronald Reagan,

all of whom want the KKK terrorists to

parade unhindered.

We Trotskyists of the Spartacist

League are proud to have initiated the

Labor/Black Mobilization which
brought out thousands of unionists and
youth and actually stopped the Klan
from marching. Far from being “Satur-

day’s Shame," this was seen as black

Washington’s victory. In violence-

baiting the Trotskyists, labeled "outside

agitators" just like the civil rights

workers were in the ’60s, they are

attacking 5,000 of the most militant and

politically conscious blacks in Washing-

ton, who would not let their city be

turned into a parade ground for racist

terror.

Build the Vanguard Party!

The main line of the Washington Post

and the “BEOs" [Black Elected

Officials] like Walter Fauntroy is to

ignore the Klan. But those two dozen
Klansmen that appeared on the Hill are

just the tip of the iceberg. The fascists

are growing. They can poll hundreds of

thousands of votes now. In a depression

economy, desperate sections of the

white working class and unemployed
can be whipped up against scapegoats.

The Klan calls for throwing out immi-
grant workers. We say everybody who
has managed to make it into this

country has a right to be here. No
deportations! Full citizenship and union
rights for undocumented workers!

Had the Klan marched in

Washington backed by the Reagan
government and its enormous police

power, it would have given the green

light to this murderous outfit to step up
their terror against blacks, Jews and
foreign workers. It was the intervention

of the Spartacist League which made it

possible for thousands of blacks to wage
a successful struggle- against these

killers. That is why you need a Marxist

vanguard party, like the Bolsheviks of

Lenin and Trotsky—to act as the

collective memory of the working class,

preserving the lessons of past struggles;

as a tribune of the people, fighting on
behalf of all the oppressed, and to

organize and bring together labor and
its allies in struggle against the common
enemy, the racist capitalist state.

While the liberals say “ignore the

Klan," various reformists call on the

capitalist government—on KKK-
endorsed Reagan!—to "ban the Klan"
and adventurist outfits promote a

“strategy" of small-group confronta-

tions with the cops, the SL alone has

fought for mass labor/black mobiliza-

tions to stop the racist terrorists.

Washington, November 27, was power-
ful vindication of the Spartacist League
strategy: massive labor/black mobiliza-

tion stops the Klan.

After the successful Labor/ Black

Mobilization on Saturday, the SL held a

victory party at the Bellevue Hotel

which was attended by over 500 partici-

pants in the demonstration. Spirits were
sky-high as the rooms repeatedly er-

upted in chants. "We Stopped the

Klan!” Topaz DuBois, speaking for the

Make checks payable/mall to:

Spartacist Publishing Co.,
Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116

Contact Spartacist League at:

Ann Arbor Madison
(
313

)
662-2339 (608 )

251-3398

Berkeley/Oakland New York
( 415 )

835-1535 ( 212 )
267-1025

Boston Norfolk, Va.
(617 )

492-3928 (804 )
485-1964

Chicago San Francisco
(312 ) 427-0003 (

415
)
863-6963

Cleveland Toronto
(
216

)
621-5138

(
416

)
593-4138

Detroit Vancouver
(313 )

961-1680 (604 )
681-2422

Los Angeles Washington, DC
(
213

)
663-1216 ( 703 )

486-0485

Spartacus Youth League, summed up:

“We want to see some revolutionaries

come out of this room, because the fact

that you came to this demonstration
means a lot. It means you want to fight,

under a program that can win. We’ve
announced our commitment to build a

branch in the Washington area. With-

out a party there would have been no
action in Washington against the Klan."

Speaking earlier at the rally, SL
spokesman Don Andrews posed the

issue: "The question of building a

racially integrated party of working-
class revolutionaries in this country is a

matter of life and death. You can see

that the Klan and Nazis are organizing

for race war, trying to pit blacks and
whites at each other’s throats, trying to

inflame racial antagonism in a situation

where there are increasingly desperate

white people, just like blacks, who have
been thrown out on the streets. We’re
here to build the multi-racial workers
party that can lead the working class

and the oppressed in this country to

take power. Labor must show the

way—Smash the Nazis and the KKK!
Black Liberation Through Socialist

Revolution!"

All Peoples Congress used Klan Issue to build support for
Democrats. Some people actually wanted to stop Klan—APC
goons linked arms to stop protesters (left). Media screamed
“looting” after cops heaved black youth through store
windows (right). Washington Post “looting" map shows areas
around APC rally (center).

BUSINESSES DAMAGED OURING SATURDAY’S

Washington Post
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For Labor/Black Mobilization
Against Racist Terror! —
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Be where the Klan

Rally 10 a.m.
Saturday —

—

g to start their march

!

First St. N.W. &
Constitution Ave.

Spartacist

Public Forums
Labor/Black Mobilization

Shakes Washington

“We Stopped
the Klan

!”

• Eyewitness Accounts
• Video Showing

Ann Arbor
Michigan League. Henderson Rm„ Univ. of Michigan
7:30 pm, Monday. December 13
For more Information: (313) 662-2339

Boston
Harriet Tubman House. 566 Columbus Ave
7:30 pm. Friday. December 10
For more information: (617) 492-3928

Chicago
Exeter Room, Hyde Park Hilton. 4900 So. Lake Shore

Drive

7:30 pm, Friday. December 10
For more information: (312) 427-0003

Cleveland
Science and Technology. Rm. 101. Cuyahoga
Community College

1 30 pm, Wednesday. December 8

Wilder. Room 110, Oberlin College. Oberlin
7:30 pm, Wednesday, December 8
For more information: (216) 621-5138

Detroit
St. Andrews Hall, 431 E Congress
4:30 pm, Sunday, December 12

Student Center Bldg., Rm. 289, Wayne State Univ.

1 00 pm. Monday, December 13
For more information. (313) 961-1680

Los Angeles
Vineyard Recreation Center, 2942 Vineyard Ave.
(between La Brea & Crenshaw, south of Adams)

7 30 pm, Saturday, December 11

For more information: (213) 663-1216

Madison
Memorial Union (see "Today in the Union"),

University of Wisconsin
7 30 pm, Thursday, December 9
For more information: (608) 251-3398

New York City

Manhattan
Harris. Room 103, CCNY, 138th & Convent
12 noon, Thursday, December 9
Brooklyn

YWCA of Brooklyn, 30 Third Ave. (between Atlantic &
State)

8:00 pm, Friday, December 10
Manhattan

Machinists Hall. 7 E 15th St.

8:00 pm, Sunday, December 12

Bronx
Workmen's Circle Community House, 3990 Hillman
Avenue

7:30 pm, Friday, December 17

For more Information (212) 267-1025

Oakland
Laney College Forum Building, 900 Fallon
7:00 pm, Thursday, December 9
For more information: (415) 835-1535

Providence, Rhode Island
Wilson, Room 101, Brown University

8:00 pm, Thursday, December 9
For more information: (617) 492-3928

San Francisco
UC Extension, 55 Laguna St.

7:30 pm, Saturday, December 4
(Speakers only)

For more information: (415) 863-6963

Washington, D.C.
Radio Music Hall, 815 V St. NW (9th & V)
8:00 pm, Monday, December 6
For more information: (703) 486-0485

Be Done NowWhat Is To
On November 27 the Labor/Black

Mobilization dealt a smashing blow to

the racist provocation of the KICK. This

setback for racist terror must be only the

beginning.

If you liked what happened in

Washington November 27. there is

plenty more to do. If you stand for:

• Labor/black mobilizations to smash
the Klan/Nazis!
• Fighting unions—sit-down strikes

against mass layoffs! Jobs for all—30
hours work for 40 hours pay!

• Break labor and blacks from the

Democrats and Republicans!

• Smash the anti-Soviet war drive,

support revolutionary struggles of

working people abroad!
• Take American industry away from
its incompetent corrupt owners

—

nationalize it under a workers govern-

ment! Rebuild America on a socialist

planned economy!
Then organize now around the

Workers Vanguard, biweekly newspa-

per of the Spartacist League. Our paper
is a collective organizer—as Lenin said,

the scaffolding around which the work
of the party is constructed. And you can

be part of that work.

Build WV readers circles in the

Washington-Tidewater area and
throughout the country!

Distribute Workers Vanguard, start-

ing with this supplement. Contribute

reports and letters to WV. Our newspa-
per is your newspaper.

If we are to build a party organization

in the Washington-Tidewater area, we
need your help. To set up a readers

circle, to sponsor a speaker or videotape

showing, contact us at 210 7th St. S.E.,

Urgent!
Send Money!
The Labor/Black Mobilization

to Stop the KKK in Washington,
D.C. November 27 has run up some
big expenses: printing costs for

more than 200,000 leaflets and
thousands of posters, buses, sqund
system, telephone, even lawyers’

fees. Big victories cost big bucks. So
the Mobilization needs your help,

and fast. Send in a big check. Then
start collecting money among your
friends, at your union and school.

Your ideas, time and energy for

fund-raising are urgently required
now.
Make checks payable to: Labor/

Black Mobilization, 210 7th St.

S.E., Suite E12, Washington, D.C.
20003.

Suite El 2, Washington, D.C. 20003-
phone (703) 486-0485. Forward to a

mass workers party with a strong black
-leadership component which can stop
the KKK/Nazis once and for all.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

WORKERS VANGUARD
Marxist Working-Class Biweekly of the Spartacist League

Special Subscription Offer

$1/10 introductory issues of

Workers Vanguard (includes Spartacist)

$5/24 issues of

Workers Vanguard (includes Spartacist)

Name

Address

Phone
( )

319

City State Zip

Make payable/mall lo: Spartaclat Publishing Co.. Boi 1377 GPO, New York. New York 10116

I enclose $

for the Labor/Black
Mobilization.

I want to help.
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Speeches...
(continuedfrom page 6)

unemployed, you know. [Shouts, ap-

plause] We’re always the ones to suffer,

to be dumped on and take the blame

because we’re black. Look at these

people here—are these people that don’t

care? No, this was built by people who
know that we can take power. The
Spartacist League organized this dem-
onstration. There are other leagues, but

they’re not here, they’re elsewhere, in

McPherson Square. The Klan’s not

marching in McPherson Square. The

Klan said they’re going to march here,

so that’s why we’re here, to stop them
here!

We will meet them here, because the

Spartacist League, which organized

this, and the Spartacus Youth League

—

we have the program to fight this race-

hatred and to bring down and smash

capitalism. Let the workers and the

people that built this country run it the

way it should be. Why should we have to

bow down to those who don’t do
anything but dish out the orders and
reap in the profits? Why can't we receive

the benefits? We built it, it’s rightfully

ours. We got the people, we got the

power, we got the mind, we got the

sense, we got the energy—we can do it.

Don’t you agree? Can we do it? [Shouts

of yes!] Can we do it today? Will we stop

the- Klan today? [Cheers] All right!

[Applause]

Charles DuBois
Militant auto worker. Ford River

Rouge.

I guess we can call this provocation by

the Klan Ronald Reagan’s payback to

them. They said that he could’ve written

their program for them. And now he has

threatened this demonstration with a

massive show of police force. H is thanks

to his junior buddies.

It’s very important to understand that

it’s not just Republicans. The difference

being that the Democratic Party, they

act like they’re our friends, but when it

comes down to it, the money’s gone

anyway and the cops bust you upside the

head anyway. The Republicans, they tell

you outright: I’m the enemy, I’m going

to take your money; I’m going to bust

your unions; I’m going to take away
your welfare. They just say it outright.

That’s the only difference. What’s

needed in this country is labor action to

bring down Ronald Reagan. You see,

one year ago you had Solidarity Day in

Washington. You had a half million

people. That’s what should have been

out here today. But what have we got

from our union leaders?

The speaker who was up here from
SCLC said we have to pass laws to “ban
the Klan." That’s a bad situation to get

into, because Reagan ain’t going to ban

the Klan, and Jimmy Carter or Teddy
Kennedy or any other Democrat ain’t

going to ban the Klan. The way we’re

going to stop the Klan is by relying on

our own strength.

We need to organize sit-down strikes,

plant occupations. We’re not going to

take these layoffs. All the begging we’ve

done, from [UAW president] Doug
Fraser down to every other union leader

that’s selling our jobs, ain’t got us

nothing. They tell us to take concessions

because they want us to get so desperate

under Ronald Reagan that we’ll be so

White House Behind Klan

We reprint below the statement of
William H. Simons, president of
Local 6. American Federation of
Teachers, Washington. D C. at a

Labor/Black Mobilization press

conference on November 26.

# • • * *

I’m William Simons, president of

the Washington Teachers Union, and

I am here to show my support for the

demonstration and rally which will

take place on Saturday, November
27. I think that we must all agree that

the Ku Klux Klan has no business

being in Washington, D.C., really

has no business being in our society,

anywhere in this nation.

It’s very interesting—at the

demonstration in Montgomery
County [November 6] when the

leader of the Ku Klux Klan was asked

about what kind of support did he

think that he could get from the

White House, he said, well, we are on

the same target. The president is

opposed to busing, and we certainly

are opposed to busing. The president

is opposed to affirmative action, and

Klan are “Outside Agitators”

the civil rights struggle, and I think to

the experience of people in labor

today. When we go in and try to, let’s

say, organize a plant, we’re called

outside agitators. In the civil rights

struggles in the late ’60s 1 remember
numerous times trying to go in and

organize against the racism that’s

being displayed here today by the

Klan only to find out that I was called

an outside agitator.

Today we have a group of “out-

side agitators" parading around in

white sheets trying to inflame fear

and intimidation in the District of

Columbia. I think it’sa sad statement

that 1 heard last evening on the TV to

have the police chief personally urge

the citizens of the District of Colum-
bia to stay away from this demon-
stration. 1 know that I have many
friends in the labor movement. We’re

going to continue to express our

outrage, not only in regard to what

we see taking place here today with

the Klan, but against the decision of

the D.C. administration to treat this

march today in the manner that it

has, to provide the massive police

protection that it has provided for the

KKK and somehow hold us to be the

bad guys and those outside agitators

in those white sheets to be the good
guys. Thank you.

The following statement by Vince

Benson, chairman of Local 1906 of
the Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Clerks. Washington. D C.,

was made at a press conference

on the site of the Labor/ Black

Mobilization rally on the morning of
November 27.

* * * • *

Last evening I was looking at the

evening news and 1 saw the police

chief of our city come on and urge

WV Photo

people not to attend the demonstra-

tion today, and gave the general

impression as if there were going to

be a bunch of rabble-rousers out

here. I think back to my experience in

WV Photo

of course we’ve always been opposed

to affirmative action. So, with that

kind of impetus, coming from the

head of the nation, no wonder that

the organization is resurging and
making an attempt to spread its

terror among those who are least able

to withstand the attack.

We are very pleased to join with

those efforts being made to demon-
strate once and for all that the Ku
Klux Klan has no place in American
society—the sooner we get rid of it,

the better this nation will be.

bent out of shape we’ll vote in another

Democrat. Well, I’ve had it with the

goddamn Democrats, and I’ve sure

enough had it with the goddamn
Republicans. What we need is to get

together as working people and our

allies. You hear about somebody on

strike, you get down to that picket line

and support them, because picket lines

mean don’t cross. That’s how the unions

were built in this country. What we need

again is Some old-time class struggle. It’s

the only thing the capitalists

understand.

o

Al Nelson
Spartacist League Central Committee.

Why is Reagan doing this? You see,

he’s preparing for war. He wants to take

poor people to fight a rich man’s war.

He’s trying to tell you that the working

people in other countries are your

enemies. But they’re not your enemies.

He’s the enemy, and not just him

—

this

whole system is the enemy. Reagan

understands that the system is beginning

to crumble. He’s given the green light to

the Klan because they are his dogs of

war. He’s saying to his killers, you have

the blessing of the United States of

America to kill black people, to kill

Mexicans, to kill Catholics. Who are the

violent ones? It’s the Klan. It’s Reagan,

the Democrats, the Republicans. This

[KKK] march today means people are

going to be killed.

The Washington Post published an

editorial two days ago. According to the

guy who wrote the editorial, the KKK is

nothing but a bunch of good ole boys

who just can’t quite make it into the

country club. There’s not one word
mentioned about any of the KKK
killings, bombings, lynchings, burnings

since World War II. Everybody is

supposed to forget about those civil

rights kids who got beaten to death with

chains [Chaney, Goodman and
Schwerner], About the civil rights work-

er Viola Liuzzo, who got blown away by

an FBI informer inside the Klan, blew

her away with a shotgun. Those poor

black children in Birmingham sitting in

Sunday school who got blown up by a

goddamn KKK bomb; a black tele-

phone worker in Fontana, California—
a personal friend of the brother who
spoke here, Don Andrews—shot off a

telephone pole last year; bombings of

houses in Detroit. Every day it’s been

going on for the last three or four years,

and it’s getting worse.

You’d better be scared about what is

happening, but being scared is not

enough. People have to understand that

this is a class society, and black people

have been put at the bottom ever since

the end of slavery. That’s when the KKK
started to turn back what was won in the

Civil War, to turn back Reconstruction.

Those fascists represent what Hitler

represented in Germany. When the

rulers of Germany were no longer able

to rule by fooling people, they turned

these animals loose on the population,

and it wasn’t just [against] the Jews.

There were also millions of Gypsies,

millions of Slavs, anybody these psy-

chotic killers thought were inferior.

What about these black Democrats?
This guy [D.C. delegate Walter] Faunt-

roy. he’s the head of the Congressional

Black Caucus. Now a month ago
speaking for the Congressional Black

Caucus, Ron Dellums (he’s supposed to

be the most liberal of all black Congress-

men, right?—“black faces in high

places") said that "black people are

docile to the point of embarrassment."

That man should be spat on. That’s a

black Democrat talking about you!

Fauniroy is the man who is docile to the

point of embarrassment. He is a traitor

to black people. Ron Dellums is a

traitor to black people. All they’re after

is your votes to keep you within the

Democratic Party.

They say to you, “ban the Klan." The
Klan is not going to be banned,

understand that. Reagan—you think

he’s going to pass a bill to ban the Klan

when he’s giving his cops the go-ahead

to have the Klan march in Washington?!

That’s crazy! The Klan is going to be

stopped one way and one way only, by

the labor movement combined with the

black working people and white work-
ing people in this country. Smash them!

But it takes more than just your fists. It

takes your brain. It takes organization.

It takes the political organization that

knows what it’s doing. The only way you
can take on the powerful ruling class of

this country is by having a new kind of

party, a workers party, a revolutionary

party.

We’re not just talking about cutting

up a piece of the pie; we want the whole
thing. The working people make every-

thing in this country, they produce all

the wealth, and it’s only a tiny minority

that gets all the riches and benefits.

We’re going to get that and have our

own workers government, our own
workers state, and to get that we need a

workers party. The unions are powerful,

the organized labor movement is power-

ful. Its leaders leave something to be

desired, but they can learn too—and the

ones that do not learn will be pushed

aside. But understand, the march today

endorsed by Reagan, to allow the Klan
to march, is a declaration of war on the

working people and especially the black

people of Washington, D.C. and the

whole country. So when the Klan sees us

coming down here they’re going to

know that they are not going to come
back to Washington, D.C. everfM
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Finish the
Civil War...
(continuedfrom page I)

black masses rallied to the civil rights

movement in which they saw at long last

the hope for a better life in America. The
failure of the “Movement" to change the

hellish conditions of ghetto life and the

sellouts of black establishment leaders

like Martin Luther King turned a

generation of young black militants to

nationalism and separatism. Yet neither

the liberal pacifism of King nor the

black nationalism of Stokely Carmi-
chael and the Panthers was able to

counter the growing white backlash.

For each in their own way, the Kings

and Carmichaels rejected the program
of mobilizing an integrated working
class, the one force powerful enough to

defeat racist reaction.

The civil rights movement was
defeated when it moved north, coming
up against the economic root causes of

black oppression under American capi-

talism. The main demands of the

Southern struggle—access to public

facilities and voting rights—had existed

north of the Mason-Dixon line for

years. But the desperate poverty and

mass unemployment of the ghettos—
along with widespread police brutality

and racist intimidation of the

black population—these could not be

solved with a new “civil rights” bill. It

would take a class struggle, together

with the white workers and mobilizing

the power of organized labor, to do
away with capitalist exploitation (in

which minorities are invariably “last

hired, first fired”) and institute a

socialist planned economy to achieve

genuine emancipation.

From the Civil Rights
Movement...

The Jim Crow system of the Old
South could no longer continue as

before in post-World War II America.
Young black men trained in the use of

arms, returning from a war they were
told was “against fascism,” would not be
cowed by KKK terror. At the same time,

legal segregation in the South was an
embarrassment to American imperial-

ism as it presented itself as the leader of
the “free world" against Communism.
In this changed political climate the

NAACP won a series of legal victories,

notably the 1954 Brown vs. Board of

Education decision, which ordered
school desegregation “with all deliber-

ate speed." But the Southern black
populace had a different speed in mind.
When Rosa Parks was arrested in

Montgomery, Alabama in 1955 for

refusing to give up her seat on a bus to a

white man, the mass civil rights move-
ment was born. The year-long Mont-
gomery bus boycott thrust Rev. Martin
Luther King to center stage as a national
spokesman for pacifist “direct action"
for black equality. The resulting Su-
preme Court decision declaring uncon-
stitutional local laws requiring segregat-

ed seating in public transport must have
seemed like total victory for King’s
Southern Christian Leadership Confer-
ence (SCLC). But while he was riding

high with his sermons on “soul force"

and the black people’s “capacity to suf-

fer," local blacks were left politi-
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cally and militarily defenseless as race-

terrorists went on a rampage of burning
black churches and buses. When angry
blacks began to talk about self-defense,

King told them to love their enemies.

For the next decade the civil rights

struggle shook Southern society and to

a large extent dominated the political

life of the United States as a whole. Yet
this movement demanded nothing more
radical than formal, legal equality for

blacks, “Northernizing" the South.
While it drew on the deep hatred of the

black masses for Jim Crow, its main
beneficiaries were the relatively narrow
black middle class, the so-called "talent-

ed tenth.” Their political strategy was to

seek the support of, and above all to

avoid antagonizing, the Northern white
liberal establishment. Federal troops,

federal courts, federal laws—these were
to be the weapons against Southern
“states’ righters.” The tactics were
mainly non-violence and moral
confrontation.

Increasingly the liberal leadership of

the movement around King and his

SCLC came into conflict with the

aspirations of the black masses to go
beyond tokenistic legal reforms and
their rejection of tum-the-other-cheek
pacifism. This clash threw up a left wing
of the civil rights movement, located

mainly in the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
When Birmingham police chief Bull

Connor set loose his storm troopers,

police dogs and fire hoses against

defenseless civil rights demonstrators,
the black population junked King’s

philosophy of non-violence and re-

sponded with sticks, rocks, knives and
bottles against attacks by racists in the

streets. It was at this moment when
blacks started organizing self-defense,

and not before, that President John
Kennedy sent troops into Alabama and
took steps to federalize the National
Guard.

With the mass of the black population
and many young militants visibly rebel-

ling against King’s disastrous liberal

pacifism, even a relatively small revolu-

tionary party could have gained signifi-

cant influence in this movement and
thus radically changed the course of
American history over the next 20 years.

Recognition of this historic but fleeting

opportunity was a major factor leading
to the formation in the early 1960s of a

left opposition, forerunner of the

present Spartacist League, in the once-
Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party
(SWP). Defining itself as a “white

party,” the SWP refused to involve itself

in the civil rights movement while tailing

King from the outside. The Revolution-

ary Tendency demanded that any
socialist party worthy of the name must
intervene in the Southern civil rights

struggle and seek to win the leadership

of radicalized young blacks.

When our tendency was expelled

from the SWP in 1964, we threw our
small forces heavily into Southern black

struggles. In particular we sought to link

the fight for black equality with the

working-class struggle against capitalist

exploitation through the call for a

South-wide Freedom/Labor Party.

Such a party, breaking with the Demo-
crats of Johnson and Wallace, would
have given tremendous impetus to

similar action among Northern work-
ers. This would have required the

organization of the union ranks to oust
*

the pro-capitalist bureaucracy, its liber-

al Reuther wing as well as the openly
reactionary and racist Meanyites. How-
ever the Spartacist tendency’s forces at

that time were too small and the decisive

moment had passed to win masses of

young black activists to Trotskyism.
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The civil rights movement was killed

in the lily-white Chicago suburb of

Cicero in 1966. It was here the white

backlash won its first major victory.

When King announced a march for

integrated housing in Cicero, American
Nazis led by George Lincoln Rockwell

organized “white power” hoodlums to

meet the civil rights marchers with a

bloody attack. Two days before the

scheduled march King signed the

Palmer House agreement, backing off

the march in exchange for an empty
promise on housing. However, 200

young militants led by SNCC’s Stokely

Carmichael, who had just raised the

slogan of “black power,” decided to

march anyway. They were surrounded

by hundreds of Chicago police and
thousands of National Guardsmen.
They were courageous, but they had lost

as the racists outmobilized them in the

streets.

Nearly a decade later, busing was
defeated in Boston for much the same
reason: the labor movement was not

brought into the struggle on the side of

integration. The same liberal politicians

and union bureaucrats who were pre-

pared to support laws against Jim Crow
in the South were not willing to support
the struggle in the North for black

economic equality and social integra-

tion. The struggle for black emancipa-
tion therefore had to become a fight to

break the working masses, black and
white, from the Democratic Party and
to oust its labor lieutenants—the

Meanys, Reuthers and A. Philip

Randolphs—from the leadership of the

trade unions. But the leadership of the

civil rights movement was wedded to the

Democrats.

...to Black Nationalism

The frustration especially of the

northern black poor, who had been led

to believe that the civil rights legislation

would really change their lives for the

better, exploded in a series of ghetto
upheavals in the mid-1960s: Harlem '64.

Watts ’65, Newark and Detroit ’67.

These explosions, usually provoked by
the police, were elemental, spontaneous
outpourings of black anger. And they

were a rejection of the civil rights

preachers and their empty promises of
black freedom while conditions for

ghetto blacks were worsening in crucial

aspects (j°bs, wages, housing, educa-
tion). In response to the ’60s explosions,

the black liberals showed whose side

they were really on. King was a pacifist

only for the black oppressed, not for the

police. For the black youth of Watts.
King demanded that “as powerful a

police force as possible be brought in to

check them.”

In anger and disgust, a generation of

young black militants turned away from
MLK pacifism and his white liberal

patrons. The new mood surfaced in 1966
when SNCC under Carmichael adopted
the slogan of “black power.” On the one
hand, this slogan was directed against

Our call to stop KKK struck a chord in this Southern black city.
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the alliance with the liberal establish-

ment, which especially in the North (but

also in the South) was rightly viewed as

an alliance with the cops against the

black masses. At the same time, these

black militants falsely identified multi-

racial organizations and integrationism

with subservience to liberal power
brokers like Hubert Humphrey and

Reuther. SNCC activists keenly remem-
bered how the UAW chief had inter-

vened to censor John Lewis’ speech to

the 1963 March on Washington. Look-
ing at the reactionaryjob-trusting AFL-
CIO bureaucracy, many “black power”

radicals viewed organized labor as

nothing more than a means of preserv-

ing white privileges.

"Black power" was at that moment a

contradictory slogan. It could be filled

with a class-struggle content (as the SL
tried to do at the time), or it could lead

to utopian despair and, as it turned out,

a reintegration of these black radicals

back into the mainstream of bourgeois

politics. As we wrote in our 1966

document "Black and Red”:

“In short, the ‘black power’ movement
is raising questions whose answers lie

outside the framework set up by the

capitalist class.

“However, as yet the movement has not

become consciously anti-capitalist. It

has rejected what it knows as liberalism

but is unsure of how to go further.

Lacking a conscious orientation to-

wards the working class, and constantly

surrounded by bourgeois propaganda,
the movement may yet fall prey to

bourgeois politicians with radical

phrases or else become hopelessly

isolated and demoralized.”—“Black and Red—Class

Struggle Road to Negro
Freedom," Marxist Bulletin

No. 9, “Basic Documents of the

Spartacist League”

Due in large measure to the absten-

tionism and tailism of the reformists like

the SWP and the Communist Party, the

“black power” left wing of the civil

rights movement never found the bridge

to the program of workers power.

Instead many black militants embraced

the slogan of “community control," the

route through Lyndon Johnson’s

“Great Society” poverty programs back

into Democratic Party ethnic machine
politics. In the aftermath of the mid-’60s

ghetto explosions, black management
of the “inner city” became a profitable

career for energetic black hustlers.

“Black power" became the rhetoric of

aspiring ghetto councilmen, police

chief welfare administrators and school

principals. This was dramatized by the

1968 NYC teachers strike where almost

the entire left lined up behind the Ford
Foundation-financed attempt to bust

the teachers union.

During the heyday of black

nationalism the one black organization

which struggled, in a contradictory

fashion, to remain independent of the

bourgeoisie was the Black Panther

Party, which in the late ’60s acquired

something of a mass base in the

northern ghettos. The Panthers were

scathing in their attacks on the “pork
chop” cultural nationalists, and groped
toward a rudimentary class opposition

to racist, capitalist America. Identifying

with Third World Maoist currents, the

Panthers spoke of social revolution.

They looked to the best black militants

as if they really intended to bring the

system down. Yet while calling them-
selves "Marxist-Leninists," the Pan-

thers rejected the central premise of

Marxism: that the organized working
class is the gravedigger of capitalism.

Instead they saw in the volatile lumpen-

ized ghetto poor the “vanguard” of the

American revolution.

Based in the decaying inner cities, the

Panthers took as their main immediate

enemy the “occupying army," the cops.

However, they did not organize the

ghetto masses but rather substituted

their own militants in a lopsided

struggle against police brutality. Seeing

themselves as a band of warrior-heroes

avenging the historic injustices visited

upon the downtrodden black people,

the Panthers talked of “revolutionary

suicide." The Black Panther Party was

effectively destroyed by a massive

campaign of state terror directed by the

FBI in league with local police. Practi-

cally the entire leading cadre of the

Panthers were either murdered (Fred

Hampton and Mark Clark in Chicago,

George Jackson in California) or

imprisoned on capital charges (Huey
Newton, Bobby Seale, Geronimo
Pratt).

The Panthers had no program of their

own to counter the onslaught of state

terror against them, and their defense

work soon came under the influence of

the reformist Communist Party which

directed it toward liberal “popular

front" politics. This right shift provoked
a violent split in 1970-71 between a

reformist wing around Newton and
Seale and an adventurist wing around
the unsavory Eldridge Cleaver. A few

years later Seale ran for mayor of

Oakland on the Democratic ticket,

while the remnants of the adventurist

wing fought their last battles against the

cops as the Black Liberation Army.
(Cleaver ended up as a front man for the

Korean CIA-connected fascist Moonie
cult.) Thus the Panthers traveled the

same path as their one-time opponents,

the “pork chop” cultural nationalists,

demonstrating that black nationalism

leads back to bourgeois sectoral politics,

or “revolutionary suicide.”

In Detroit in the late 1960s/early '70s

there developed a more proletarian

expression of black nationalism, the

League of Revolutionary Black Work-
ers, concentrated in the auto plants

(such as DRUM in Dodge Main).

However, since the League wrote off the

white working class and existing unions

as hopelessly racist, these black nation-

alists could develop no realistic revolu-

tionary perspective. The League soon
fell apart, some of its former activists

ending up in the UAW bureaucracy,

others (such as lawyer Ken Cockrel) in

Coleman Young’s Democratic Party

machine.

American Workers Revolution
Needs Black Leadership

The civil rights movement tried to

confront the unfinished business of the

Civil War. Black chattel slaves had been

emancipated only to be stripped of

political rights and economically subju-

gated. The road to black freedom, to

finishing the Civil War, requires the

establishment of working-class rule.

Today, unlike the period of Reconstruc-

tion, the material conditions for posing

the question of political power in class

terms have fully matured. Blacks are

still segregated at the bottom of Ameri-
can society, but are integrated into its

economy, especially in the strategic

sectors of the industrial proletariat. The
key to social revolution in this country is

the united struggle of black and white

workers led by a multi-racial vanguard
party. And there is no road to eliminat-

ing the special oppression of black

people other than through the working-

class conquest of power.

The civil rights movement recon-

quered the black franchise in the South

only to have its liberal misleaders sell the

black vote to the Democrats. Thus,

today George Wallace, once the number
one enemy of civil rights, is sold as a

“friend” of Alabama’s black people.

Martin Luther King may have been a

traitor to the cause of black emancipa-

tion, not least for selling out this

struggle to the party of Wallace. But

King was assassinated while defending a

black sanitation workers strike in

Memphis. And the explosion of black

anger which rocked Washington and

other cities on King’s death in 1968 was
clearly on the minds of the D.C.

authorities on November 27. But today

it is black Democratic mayors like

Atlanta’s Andrew Young and De-

troit’s Coleman Young who break black

sanitation workers strikes.

Among the thousands of Washington
blacks who turned out for the Labor/

Black Mobilization at the Capitol on
November 27, many no doubt vote

Democratic as the “lesser evil.” (Though
the numbers voting are dropping year

by year as more and more find nothing

to vote for in the twin capitalist parties.)

The Democrats not only paved the way
for Reagan racism with "ethnic purity”

Carter. They are also full partners with

the Republicans in the anti-Soviet war
drive aimed at rolling back the gains of

the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution and
restoring capitalist exploitation to the

world’s second largest industrial and
military power. There is a bipartisan

consensus that working people, elderly,

youth and especially blacks will pay

with their hides for this nuclear anti-
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Washington, D.C., November 27:
Black labor the key to American
Revolution.

Soviet crusade whose domestic shock

troops are the KKK and Nazis.

The Labor/Black Mobilization on
November 27 pointed in the direction of

an independent working-class struggle

for power. An indication of tremendous
power of the American labor movement
was seen a year earlier, at the huge AFL-
CIO Solidarity Day rally in Washington
on September 19. Half a million

workers poured into the capital to

demonstrate their anger at Reagan, who
at that very moment was destroying the

PATCO air controllers union. It was the

largest, most racially integrated demon-
stration in American history, showing
the capacity of the working class to take

over the seat of power— if it had a

leadership that sought that goal. Instead

the pro-capitalist union bureaucracy

channeled the ranks’ hatred for the

racist union-buster into a “vote Demo-
cratic in ’82" campaign while criminally

letting PATCO go down the tubes.

The key to achieving the victory over

the KKK in D.C. on November 27 was
the intervention and leadership of the

Marxist vanguard party. In the tradi-

tion of the Bolsheviks of Lenin and
Trotsky, the Spartacist League fights

for workers power on all fronts, saying

"picket lines mean don’t cross," de-

manding full citizenship rights for

immigrant workers, organizing labor/

black mobilization against racist terror,

defending the gains of the October
Revolution against imperialist attack.

For black people in America caught in

the vicious circle of liberal integration-

ism and black separatism, there is a road

out—revolutionary integrationism, the

emancipation of blacks in the frame-

work of an egalitarian socialist society.

That road of class struggle requires the

fusion of the fight for black liberation

with proletarian revolution. The
Trotskyists of the SL are dedicated to

the construction of the multi-racial

vanguard party of the working class.

Break with the Democrats, black

and white—Build a workers party to

fight for a workers government! For

black liberation through socialist

revolution!

Citizenship

Rights...
(continuedfrom page 2)

political trick to get us to turn ourselves

in so that they can kick us out of the

country.” Now there’s a move afoot in

Congress to eliminate the amnesty
provisions "in order to get the bill

passed this session."

Not surprisingly, the AFL-CIO
leadership has lined up with Ronald
Reagan in support of this chauvinist

anti-working-class legislation. What’s
involved here is more than a cowardly
refusal to wage the hard fights that

would be necessary to organize undocu-
mented workers. Lane Kirkland & Co.
support U.S. capitalism across the

board, from the war drive against the

Soviet Union to Reagan’s class war
against PATCO and the bosses’ conces-
sions drive. Rather than fighting for

jobs for all, they pit U.S. workers

against their foreign-born class broth-

ers, just as for years they’ve been front

men in the campaign for anti-import

protectionism, gearing the working
class up for interimperialist war.

Working-class militants must oppose
this attempt to victimize oppressed

foreign-born workers. There is no such

thing as a “fair" or “non-racist" immi-
gration policy under capitalism. Labor’s

task is to defend the interests of all the

working people. Everyone who has

made it into the U.S. should have the

right to stay here—full citizenship rights

for undocumented workers! And deport
the Nazi war criminals, Vietnamese
generals. Cuban gusanos and other

counterrevolutionary scum who have
been welcomed with open arms by
Republicans and Democrats alike.
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MX First

Strike...
(continuedfrom page 1)

of Wyoming into one huge crater. So the

MX, say Reagan’s critics, will not close

the supposed “window of vulner-

ability"—unless. as rad-lib writer Rob-
ert Scheer recently noted, “Reagan
means to shoot first."

And that is the whole intention:

Reagan is not worried about the Soviet

missiles because the MX will be long
gone before they could arrive. The U.S.
silos will be empty because the Pentagon
intends to launch a first strike. The
basing system dispute is a red herring.

Reagan wants to deploy the MX
because it is a deadly new first-strike

weapon: it carries ten warheads (in the

new Reaganite jargon, Russell Baker
calls them “peaceheads”) with pinpoint

accuracy. As Air Force chief of staff

Lewis Allen stated last May the MX
provides a “counter-force first-strike

capability.”

This first-strike policy is codified in

Reagan’s National Security Decision

Document 13, adopted in late 1981,

calling for a “protracted” nuclear war-
all chillingly documented in Robert
Scheer’s new book With Enough Shov-
els. (The title comes from a remark by
Pentagon official T.K. Jones, who
argued we could all survive a nuclear
war by digging holes if “there are

enough shovels.”) Pentagon chief Cas-
par Weinberger’s “Fiscal 1984-88 De-
fense Guidance" document was only the

most notorious of the recent "leaks"
which disclose Reagan’s plans to “pre-
vail" with nuclear weapons against the

Soviet Union.

The Pentagon’s policy was stated

most clearly by nuclear weapons expert
Colin Gray in a now infamous Foreign
Policy (Summer 1980) article titled

“Victory Is Possible”:

“American strategic forces do not exist
solely for the purpose of deterring a
Soviet nuclear threat or attack against
the United States itself. Instead, they
are intended to support U.S. foreign
policy— Such a function requires
American strategic forces that would
enable a president to initiate strategic
nuclear use for coercive, though po-
litically defensive, purposes." [our
emphasis]

In keeping with Reagan’s policy of
Orwellian appointments. Gray is now a
top adviser to the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency!

The Bipartisan War Drive

While Reagan has escalated the anti-

Soviet war drive, he is only carrying
forward the fundamental goal of U.S.
imperialism, whether under the Demo-
crats or Republicans: to destroy the
Soviet Union. The current arsenal of
first-strike nuclear weapons, including
the MX, Trident and Pershing, was
initiated by Reagan’s predecessors in the
White House—Carter, Ford and Nixon.
A recent article in Science magazine (7
May) pointed out:

“...the United States has been moving
toward the acquisition of a threatening
first-strike capability for some time.
Reagan’s contribution has been to
approve of this acquisition, and to
accelerate it."

The attempt by the Democratic
liberals to pose as a “rational" alterna-

tive to Reagan, in the guise of the

“nuclear freeze" movement, is the height

of hypocrisy. The “movement" is led

ideologically by the four horsemen of
conventional warfare, who called re-

cently for a renunciation of the “first

use" of nuclear weapons (in Europe)'.

former Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, former National Security

Adviser McGeorge Bundy, former
ambassador to the Soviet Union George
Kennan and former disarmament nego-
tiator Gerard Smith. Let no one forget

that these people had no qualms about
“first use” when they were in power.
McNamara, for instance, was Secretary

of Defense for John Kennedy, who

brought the world to the brink of
nuclear holocaust in an attempt to

disarm the Cuban Revolution in 1962.

And remember McNamara and Bundy
are certified Vietnam War criminals.

These liberals want a beefed-up conven-
tional war machine to take on the

Soviets in Europe—but have no doubt
that if that fails, they too will reach for

the nuclear trigger.

There is a straight unbroken line from
Truman to Reagan in terms of a

viciously anti-Soviet policy. Indeed, it

was the liberal Democrat Truman who
dropped two A-bombs on a country
which had no atomic weapons in order
to send a message to Moscow. Even the

liberal Scheer notices that the leadership

of the ultra-militarist Committee on the

Present Danger is "drawn mostly from
the ranks of aging Truman and Johnson
Democrats with several score young
disciples." This is not accidental, as the

Democratic Party has historically been
the party of war for American
capitalism— it has the popular base
needed for war mobilization, and a
more interventionist outlook.

What unites the liberals and conser-
vatives, the Democrats and Republi-
cans, is the desire to “get" the Soviet
Union, while they may dispute the

methods. In their desperation as a dying
class, they are prepared to wipe out
humanity to “save” capitalism.

Thus the Soviet Union, the cradle of
workers revolution and still a tremen-
dous gain for the world proletariat in

spite of its counterrevolutionary leader-

ship, stands mortally threatened. The
escalated danger has not been totally

lost on the Soviet leadership. As Georgi
Arbatov, head of the Soviet Institute of
the U.S. A. and Canada, commented to

Time (6 December):
“The MX is regarded here as a first-

strike weapon because of its very big
number of warheads, their accuracy and
their power. If you build something of
this kind when you already have 9,000
warheads that can cover all possible
targets three or four times, then you
must have something in mind.”

But typically, the Stalinist leadership of
the Soviet Union continues to beg for

detente, and humbly quibbles with
Reagan over the legality of the MX
under SALT II. In the face of Reagan’s
provocations, Brezhnev's successor
V uri Andropov still blindly insists, “No,
the policy of detente is not a past stage at

all. The future belongs to it" (Moscow
News

.
5-12 December).

In fact, detente was only a momentary
nod made by U.S. imperialism out of
weakness in the losing Vietnam War.
Now the American imperialists are out
for total “victory." The only effective

defense of the Soviet Union is the spread
of workers revolution in the capitalist

world. But this is clearly not the
intention of the Stalinists, who crawl for
detente with the U.S. and urge their

followers into popular-front alliances

with the capitalists—from Mitterrand in

France to Kennedy/ Mondale in the

U.S. The Soviet working class must oust
the Stalinist traitors in the name of
international proletarian revolution.

It is up to the world proletariat to take
power away from the capitalists before
it is too late—and time is getting short.

Reagan’s determination to place 572
Pershing 2s and cruise missiles in

Europe next year—only six minutes
from the Soviet Union, practically
forcing the Kremlin into a “launch on
warning" position—puts a definite time
crunch on the future of humanity. What
is urgently needed is a revolutionary
working-class leadership—the treacher-
ous labor bureaucracy must be ousted!
(Remember that AFL-CIO leader Lane
Kirkland is also a member of the
Committee on the Present Danger—no
wonder he spends his time promoting
the CIA-backed Solidarnosc “union” in

Poland rather than leading class
struggle at home!) What is needed is a
Leninist/Trotskyist world party of
socialist revolution—and that is the task
to which the international Spartacist
tendency dedicates itself.

Anti-Slavery...
(continuedfrom page 5)

a vigorous black nationalist, pro-

claimed, “We are slaves in the midst of

freedom." And he advocated emigration

because “I must admit, that I have no
hopes in this country—no confidence in

the American people."

Douglass led the fight against the

emigrationists, realizing that their plan

dovetailed with the revival of the racist

American Colonization Society (just as

years later, after World War I, Marcus
Garvey’s “back to Africa" movement
would get a welcome reception from the

Ku Klux Klan). In 1853 at the National

Black Convention, Douglassdrew upan
"address to the people of the United
States” demanding that “the doors of
the schoolhouse, the work-shop, the

church, the college shall be thrown
open" to blacks. Douglass stood for the

revolutionary integrationism of his

time.

With the Civil War, Douglass took up
the call to allow black soldiers to fight.

He waged a tireless struggle against

Lincoln and the Northern majority who
refused to arm the blacks just as they

refused to issue an emancipation procla-

mation. The Republican Party was split

on these issues, but battle losses in the

field gave the revolutionary wing of the

party political advantage: “With every

reverse to the national arms,” declared

Douglass in 1863, “with every exulting

shout of victory raised by the slavehold-

ing rebels, I have implored the imperiled

nation to unchain against her foes, her
powerful black hand.”

Douglass understood that putting
black soldiers in the field was a central
task to turn the Civil War from a battle

against Southern secession to the class

war described by Karl Marx as a “con-
flict between the system of slavery and
the system of free labor.” When in 1863
Lincoln was pushed into the Emanci-
pation Proclamation and black enlist-

ment, 200,000 black soldiers entered the

fight under white abolitionist officers.

The second American Revolution
and Reconstruction following it broke
the class power of the slave South.
Douglass was active in the Reconstruc-
tion governments which saw the most
democratic period for blacks in Ameri-
can history. As a radical Republican,
Douglass pushed for land distribution

to the freedmen and full political rights

for blacks. He fought for Negro suffrage
and split with the suffragette movement,
with which he had worked for many
years, because of its refusal to support
the Fifteenth Amendment giving blacks
the right to vote.

In 1871 Douglass was elected
president of the National Colored
Labor Union, a sign that black labor
recognized its stake in the political

process of Reconstruction. But the

hopes of radical Republicans like

Douglass and Charles Sumner were

beaten back by the Party majority which

was interested in the economic advan-

tages of their victory over the Confeder-

acy, not in black rights. After years of

Ku Klux Klan terror against Recon-

struction, the Northern and Southern

capitalists made "peace” over the hard-

won gains of blacks. By 1 877 the federal

government pulled out the last of its

troops from the South and Reconstruc-

tion was over. Addressing the 1883

Convention of Colored Men Douglass
said: “...the Government by whom we
were emancipated left us completely in

the power of our former owners... it

fully explains our present poverty and
wretchedness The marvel is not that

we are poor in such circumstances, but

rather that we were not exterminated."

Douglass and Brown had gone as far

as they could within the confines of

capitalism. (Perhaps Brown went a little

farther than he could go.) In a sense they

started the Civil War to make black

people free. And Douglass tried to

complete the war for fundamental

economic and political freedom. But

that fight is still to come. The Civil War
and the subsequent waves of black

migration to the cities changed the

character of black oppression in the

U.S. Black people are now a part of

“free labor," and the key to their

liberation is in the integrated fight of

labor for the smashing of capitalism, its

state and its institutions, and the

establishing of a workers government.
Like the counterposition in our

century between the “non-violence" of
Martin Luther King and the more
militant wing of the civil rights move-
ment epitomized by the martyred
Malcolm X, the counterposition be-

tween the Garrisonians and Douglass
was an important split. It represented

not so much a fight about “violence” as a

fight over the roots of black oppression
and the necessity of massive and
political means, rather than “moral"
means, to deal with it. King (who was
not a bourgeois radical like Garrison,
but a reformist) saw Jim Crow as an
immoral aberration; his line was for the
oppressed to shame our oppressors by
showing them how much we can suffer.

We stand in the revolutionary tradition

of Frederick Douglass and John Brown.
To complete the unfinished democratic
tasks of the Civil War, we look to the

multi-racial American working class. In

this period of imperialist decay, there is

no longer a radical or "progressive"
wing of the capitalist ruling class; the

whole system stands squarely counter-
posed to black freedom. Forward to the

third American Revolution, a proletari-

an revolution led by a Trotskyist
vanguard party with a strong black
leadership component. Finish the Civil

War— For black liberation in a workers’
America!
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54)00 Chase
KKK Out...
(continued from page 16)

of the White House. The demonstration

had the discipline of a general strike.

November 27 was a test of strength

and will between anti-Klan demonstra-

tors and the racist capitalist state. Late

Friday afternoon, the D.C. cops had

gone on a campaign to intimidate the

protesters. Metro Police chief Turner

went on TV to denounce “outside

agitators" and tell Washington residents

to stay home. Deputy chief Conners told

Labor/ Black Mobilization organizers

that our demonstration site would be

completely cordoned off with fences and

riot cops. These Gestapo tactics angered

union endorsers, one of whom warned

the mayor’s emergency task force that

an attempt to suppress the protest could

lead to an explosion of black Washing-

ton. And when thousands turned out at

First and Constitution the next morn-

ing, the cops were singing a different

tune. According to the Washington Post

(29 November), police said that the

KKK rtiarch was called off because:

. . resentment was so great among the

hundreds of ultra-militant leftist pro-

testers gathered with thousands of other

demonstrators at the fringe of the

proposed Klan march route that a

physical confrontation seemed likely."

In the course of the day, the anti-Klan

demonstrators became aware of their

power. The cops had originally erected

flimsy slat fences to keep protesters

from the KKK. But only seconds after

the police began to withdraw, the crowd

tore them down. Militants marching up

Pennsylvania Avenue held aloft a

captured ribbon reading, “Police Lines,

Don’t Cross.” As they took over the

streets, groups of protesters took on the

job of stopping traffic at intersections,

holding up “Stop the KKK" placards in

front of cars and buses, whose drivers

gave the clenched fist salute and honked

their approval. And up at the White

House, where a chaotic cop riot was in

progress against anti-Klan youth, the

several thousand marchers from the

Labor/Black Mobilization regrouped

inside Lafayette Park where we were

able to stand our ground and rally.

“Black Faces in High Places”

In the aftermath of November 27,

many blacks in Washington and else-

where asked what had become of the

various black elected officials (BEOs).

As one speaker at the Labor/Black

Mobilization rally said of D.C. mayor
(and former SNCC leader) Marion
Barry, “He flew away—he went to L. A."

Washington’s Congressional delegate,

Democrat Walter Fauntroy, on the

other hand, joined in the capitalist

media's hue and cry over "looting” and

“rioting,” blaming “Trotskyist radicals”

for inflaming D.C. Now black front men
for the CIA such as columnist Carl

Rowan are pushing the company line

that “the Klan and the communists both

won" on Saturday. But like the cops

“KKK—Hit the road!”

who assaulted anti-Klan demonstrators,

this would-be witchhunt reflects the

bourgeoisie’s frustration at the masses

in the street preventing the KKK march.

And their red scare is really directed at

the black population of Washington,

which saw November 27 as its victory

over racist terror.

Since the late ’60s ghetto eruptions,

the American ruling class has found it

useful to promote black mayors in many
large cities, simply to keep the lid on

social struggle. These black front men
for the racist capitalist system typically

don’t even control their own local

police. And they are just as vicious as

Reagan & Co. in forcing austerity on the

black poor or breaking black city

workers’ strikes. But it is precisely to

these "black faces in high places” that

various reformist leftists look to lead the

fight against the Klan. People Against

Racism and the Klan (PARK), a local

coalition led by the Communist Work-
ers Party (CWP) appealed to Barry and
the D.C. city council to revoke the

Klan’s permit to march on November
27. The Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
put out a leaflet calling on the city to

“enforce anti-racist laws.” And Sam
Marcy, guru of the Workers World
Party (WWP), waxed eloquent on the

leadership potential of the black

establishment:

“Some of the Black officialdom thought
it might not be such a bad idea if, in the

spirit of Martin Luther King, they went
arm-in-arm—the mayor, the president

of the city council, all the council

members, and D.C.’s congressional

representative—as the advanced guard
in a truly mammoth march to the very

edge of the city to confront the Klan, the

same way it happened on the bridge
during the Selma march . .

.

"As the administrators of the city, they

have the right to instruct the police,

including the police chief, and tell them
the Klan has no Constitutional right

whatsoever ”

—“Lessons of the Anti-Klan
Demonstration," Workers
World

.
3 December

The “spirit of Selma”—where Martin
Luther King sold out civil rights

The Klan didn’t even put on their robes.
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demonstrators and appealed for federal

troops, who suppressed not the Klan but

black attempts at armed self-defense!

The Marcyites certainly did their best to

prevent independent mass action

against the KKK with their All-Peoples

Congress (APC) rally at McPherson
Square. They chose this site so there

would be no direct confrontation with

the Klan, and among the endorsers of

the APC rally was Congressional Black

Caucus (CBC) member, Democrat Ron
(“blacks are docile") Dellums. They also

tried to work out an arrangement with

CBC leader Fauntroy, who moved up

his poorly attended "Community Uni-

ty” diversion so as not to compete with

the McPherson Square rally. The
Marcyites even linked arms and ap-

pealed on bullhorns to prevent militants

from going after the Klan in Lafayette

Park.

“Spontaneity” and
Bolshevik Leadership

Since “Black officialdom” like Barry

and Fauntroy didn’t lead the anti-Klan

“fightback,” says Marcy in his

“Lessons," the vanguard turned out to

be “the unemployed, the youth, the most

disadvantaged.” Like the bourgeois

media he focuses on the street fighting as

the * high point of November 27.

“McPherson Square became liberated

territory in a virtual war zone," crows

Workers World about its “people’s

rebellion." But these episodes only

testify to the frustration of many at the

APC rally who were prevented from

getting at the Klan. Marcy claimed that

the working class was “immobilized" by

its "support" to the D.C. bourgeois

establishment. In fact, it was the WWP/
APC rally that was immobilized by its

strategy of appealing to the bourgeois

establishment while hundreds of black

unionists were the core of a Labor/

Black Mobilization that stopped the

Klan.

To explain the mass mobilization of

thousands of Washington blacks (far

away from their rally) the WWP/APC
hides behind a line of “spontaneity."

Marcy gets downright poetic about the

“instinctive and elemental surge for-

ward which was like a spontaneous

outpouring in the midst of a minor
earthquake.” The same lame "explana-

tion” is offered by the other reformists

as well. A Progressive Labor ( PL) leaflet

refers to the “spontaneous, unorganized

fightback," while for the SWP “people

. . .came out on their own to tell the Klan

to go home" ( Militant , 10 December).

This unanimity is not accidental, for the

“spontaneity” theory goes back quite a

ways. The Mensheviks used it to explain

the February 1917 Revolution that

overthrew the tsar. But as Leon Trotsky

wrote in his History of the Russian

Revolution, “The mystic doctrine of

spontaneousness explains nothing

To the smug politicians of liberalism

and tamed socialism everything that

happens among masses is customarily

represented as instinctive
”

The reformists are admitting that they

didn’t organize the thousands who
showed up to stop the KKK. And that is

certainly true. The Spartacist League
and the Labor/Black Mobilization

brought out the militant forces that

stopped the Klan. And so the embar-
rassed reformists simply disappear us.

The SWP, which didn’t build a damn
thing on the 27th, doesn't even mention

the SL in its account. PL refers to “neo-

racist groups like the Spartacist Youth
League” (sic) which “tried to take credit

for the mass struggle.” (PL’s mostly

white demonstration of 100 stayed on
the steps of the Labor Department, and

when the crowd surged into the street

they headed off in the opposite direction

in search of an “action.”) And the

WWP’s only comment was, “Members
of the Spartacist League rallied near the

Capitol and then marched to Lafayette

Park"... along with several thousand
others, left unmentioned. The rad-lib

Guardian (8 December) which can’t

Labor/Black Mobilization

to Stop the KKK in

Washington, D.C. November 27

24 November 1982

TO: People Against Racism
and the Klan .

All Peoples Congress

Coalition for Community
Unity, c/o Congressman
Walter E. Fauntroy

Dear Friends:

There are many of us and in a

variety of ways who plan to oppose

the projected Klan march in Wash-
ington, D.C., on 27 November. One
must appreciate the diversity of

activities against the Klan but an

underlying demonstration of com-
mon unity is important too.

To assist in showing this unity

we, the Labor/ Black Mobilization

to Stop the KKK, would like to

invite a speaker from each of your

groups to speak at our rally, which

is taking place at First St. N.W. and
Constitution Ave. and which is

scheduled from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.,

for some five or ten minutes,

explaining your particular purpose

in the struggle against the KKK.

In solidarity.

The Reverend J. Walton Senterfitt

enforce its lies with party discipline, was
less blatantly dishonest, at least placing

the SL and the masses in the right place,

though equating us with PL and the

tiny, adventurist John Brown Anti-Klan

Committee.

Willy-nilly they are left with the

explanation that 5,000 militant blacks

came together at the corner of First and

Constitution to stop the KKK on

November 27 ... by accident or instinct.

(Which is more than you can say for the

reformists, who were determined not to

be there, even when offered speaking

time from our platform [see accompa-

nying letter].) To further cover up its

abstention, Workers World (3 Decem-
ber) writes:

“This organization has a suspicious

record of focusing its propaganda
attacks against left and progressive

groups. In the past year, much of its

rhetoric has been directed against the

All-Peoples Congress, which it absurd-

ly slanders as being secretly a tool of

‘Kennedy Democrats’."

In fact, the reason the reformists (and

the WWP in the forefront) have resorted

to thuggery and even bringing in the

capitalist cops against the SL is their

desire for an alliance with liberal Dem-
ocrats like Kennedy, Dellums and

Fauntroy. It is in order to seal an anti-

Reagan popular front with these capi-

talist politicians that they seek to

exclude our revolutionary demands
such as “Military Victory to Leftist

Rebels in El Salvador!" “Defense of

Cuba. USSR Begins in Central

America!”. ..and “Labor/Black Mobi-
lization to Stop the KKK!"

But in Washington on November 27,

thousands of black unionists, ghetto

youth, even middle-class liberals were

determined that the Ku Klux Klan

would not stage its racist provocation.

That is why they responded to the call of

the Labor/Black Mobilization. There

was plenty of spontaneous activity

during the day—signs, chants, the

march to the White House. But the

Spartacist League provided the Bolshe-

vik leadership and organization that

made it possible to do what the most
politically conscious black militants

knew had to be done. The victory party

after the demonstration drew over 500

people; cars drove past honking with

our “Stop the KKK" placards sticking

out the window. A black metal worker,

speaking for many, came up to the buses

leaving for Boston, New York, Norfolk

and points west to say simply, “Without
you the Klan would have marched
today. There are many other cities that

need you, tpo.”B
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Labor/Black Mobilization Stops the Klan!

5,000 Chase KKK Out

of Washington!

couple months over demonstrating in

D.C., the Spartacist League insisted it

was necessary to win the participation of
at least a section of organized labor. The
first support came from 200 miles to the

south, in Norfolk, Virginia. The pre-

dominantly black waterfront unions in

the tri-city Tidewater area, the largest

working-class concentration in the

Southeast, understood that Klan threats

to march in Washington represented an
immediate danger. Soon endorsements
began to come in from Longshore,
Machinists, Electrical Workers union
officials and locals. This opened the

WV Photo

door in Washington, where key leaders

of D C. labor (AFSCME, Teachers,
Postal Workers, Railway Clerks, La-
borers) signed on. In the space of little

more than a week some 70 union
leaders, exec boards and entire locals

endorsed the November 27 Labor/
Black Mobilization to Stop the KKK.
And that set the stage for bringing out

thousands of fighters against Klan
terror from among the black and
working-class population of the capital

region. Altogether, in the course of four
days (including Thanksgiving) more
than 250,000 leaflets were distributed on
the streets of Washington by volunteers
for the Labor/ Black Mobilization.
Supermarket checkout clerks stuffed a
leaflet in every bag; store owners eagerly
pul "Stop the KKK” posters in their

windows. During Friday morning rush
hour, some 22,000 leaflets were given
out to transit riders by drivers from a
single bus barn. That afternoon, leaflet-

ters at 14th and U practically caused a
trafficjam as cars pulled over to get anti-

Klan flyers. Sound trucks cruised
through black housing projects in

Anacostia and downtown shopping
areas. And the D.C. black radio stations

broadcast repeated appeals to be there
to stop the KKK on Saturday, First and
Constitution, 10 a.m.

SL supporters and volunteers told

numerous stories of people coming
forward to build the Labor/ Black
Mobilization. One black cab driver took
a white woman comrade around town

looking for containers to collect dona-
tions at the rally, accompanying her into
a Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet to

request several dozen buckets; the
buckets were donated, and the fare too.

Or on the morning of the 27th, when we
were running out of “Stop the KKK”
signs: an off-duty cabbie watching the

demonstration volunteered his services

to pick up signboard, then helped
assemble them. When the march took
ofl toward the White House, ambulance
drivers, their sirens screaming, trans-
ported our huge “Stop the KKK!”
banner to Lafayette Park.

Labor and Blacks
Have the Power!

More than three-quarters of the
participants in the November 27 Labor/
Black Mobilization were black. There
were many ghetto youth and Howard
University students, but the core of the
demonstration was the hundreds of
black trade unionists. In particular,
labor militants responded to appeals to

join the rally monitors squad, which
included several members each from the
Laborers, AFSCME, Teamsters and
T ransit unions, as well as ten waterfront
workers from Norfolk and class-
struggle union supporters of the SL. As
a result of their efforts, there were no
serious incidents of provocation during
the day, despite an hour-long face-off
with the cops at the assembly site and
later standing off police charges in front

continued on page 15

The Labor/ Black Mobilization to

Stop the KKK in Washington, DC.
November 27 brought thousands of

anti-Klan demonstrators out to prevent

a deadly dangerous provocation in-

tended to embolden race terrorism

throughout the country. The white-

sheeted KKK nightriders had threat-

ened to rally for racist terror in the

capital city. They were given the go-

ahead from Reagan’s White House,
which vowed to protect the Klan come
what may. More than 1,000 police were

out in force to defend them. But the

KKK, standing on top of Capitol Hill,

despite massive cop protection were
shaking as they contemplated the hot

reception awaiting them from more
than 5,000 overwhelmingly black dem-
onstrators, led by the Spartacist League
(SL), who vowed to stop the cross-

burning killers then and there. The
Klansmen didn't even put on their robes

before being bused out.

What stopped the Ku Klux Klan was
not appeals to the capitalist govern-
ment, whose racist killers in blue as

usual protected the fascist killers in

white. It wasn’t reliance on the Demo-
crats, who tried vainly to bring off

various diversions in order to “avoid
confrontations,” nor was it small-group
bashes between isolated leftists and the

cops. It was a genuine mobilization of

labor and blacks, led by the revolution-

ary socialists of the Spartacist League.

Our Bolshevik program intersected the

bitter outrage of the thousands who
answered our call to assemble at the

KKK’s starting point, and of the black

masses of Washington.

Smash the Klan—
This is the Hour!

As the KKK played a cat-and-mouse
game with the reformists during the last

Chanting "We stopped the Klan,” protesters surge toward starting point of aborted KKK rally.
WV Photo

On way to Lafayette Park, marchers display police ribbon.
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Sit-Downs Not Soup Lines!

Soup lines are back. Tent cities have

sprung up around the country as the

over one million homeless crisscross the

nation in search of work until their cars

and their hopes break down. Three

hundred thousand will have their heat

cut off in the dead of winter. The

number of unemployed is the highest in

American history. Half the 13 million

official jobless are no longer eligible for

unemployment benefits. The “American

Way of Life" has become a nightmare

for millions—especially blacks—as the

country begins to look like the

depression-ravaged land of Herbert

Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt.

Detroit— Mayor Young declares a

“stale of emergency" in this heavily

black city of 25 percent unemployment,

while his appointed budget director

announces that city workers will face

massive layoffs when their contracts

expire in 1983. Now tens of thousands of

laid-off auto workers' families have lost

their medical benefits, the city’s infant

mortality rate is as high as any Central

American country, and thousands of

families literally face freezing to death

this winter because of heat shutoffs.

“Liberal" Republican Michigan gover-

nor Milliken—who has slashed $16

million in state aid to the city—chimes

in that there is indeed a “human

emergency" in Detroit.

Phoenix—The unemployed and

homeless are told to “keep moving” in

no uncertain terms. A new law makes

lying down in public a crime. (No "equal

right” for the poor to sleep under

bridges here.) Garbage is declared city

property, and garbage picking is now a

crime as well (some upstanding citizens

have suggested spraying the refuse with

poison).

Miami—The cops’ answer to jobless

black youth is to shoot them down in

cold blood. But when they shot 21 -year-

old Nevelle Johnson in a video game

room on the night of December 28. the

ghetto community of Overtown ex-

ploded in justified and desperate fury.

Buffalo— Bethlehem Steel announces*

the closure of its Lackawanna, New
York works—a giant complex that

employed 22,000 in the 1960s. Seven

Depression '83: Hunger In black proletarian Detroit.

working people of this Southern black

city: five thousand demonstrator^ re-

spond to the call of the Spartacist

League-initiated Labor/ Black Mobili-

zation and run the KKK out of town on

November 27.

Class Struggle vs. "Let ’em
Eat Soup”
What is to be done? Everybody’s

against unemployment. The question is

how to fight it. The union bureaucrats,

like Fraser, say "concessions” is the

answer. He sold out the Chrysler

workers for a song. The bureaucrats

work hand-in-glove with the Democrats

like Mondale, who scream for anti-

Japanese protectionism. They try to

force Reagan’s racist anti-labor austeri-

ty down workers’ throats: wage freezes,

billions in “concessions" to shore up

company profits, mass layoffs Conces-

sions were supposed to save jobs. But

the layoffs and plant closures continue.

Now Ford’s threatening to dismantle

the giant River Rouge complex near

Detroit.

For the working class there is really

only one choice: fight or starve. And
every worker who’s been laid off knows
the time to fight is while you’ve still got a

job. One sitdown strike in Detroit is

worth more than all the soup kitchens

and relief programs you can imagine.

What is needed are strike actions and

factory occupations that can enlist the

support of the multitude of unem-
ployed. not only for immediate de-

mands for relief, but forjobs forall. And
that means a fight against the boom-
bust capitalist system.

The question of unity of the employed

and unemployed in this country is the

race question. Deep rooted and vicious

racial oppression ensures that blacks

suffer twice the unemployment of

whites. Black youth unemployment has

gone over 50 percent. A whole genera-

tion has no future. Racist terror groups

like the Klan and Nazis target blacksand

foreigners in their scapegoat solution. A
fighting labor movement must oppose

the deadly growth of the KKK/Nazi
terrorism with labor/black defense

continued on page II

thousand steel workers will lose their

jobs in an area already ravaged by over

13.6 percent unemployment. But a sit-in

in the plant could break the union

bureaucrats’ class truce and begin to

turn things around for working people.

Washington, D.C.— Reagan pro-

poses to tax jobless benefits to make
unemployment “less attractive." And a

special holiday treat for black youth:

reduction of the minimum wage. Con-

gress, eager to adjourn for Christmas,

hurriedly debates a jobs bill that won’t

create any jobs. A court victory won by

a bunch of liberals forces the Giant

Food supermarket chain to donate its

garbage to the poor. However, there’s

been one genuine victory for the

v.T

Flint auto
workers, both
employed and
unemployed,
protest layoffs

at GM
headquarters
in Detroit.

Hard Times for the SWP

Barnestown, U.S.A.
See pages 6-10



Frustrated D.C. Cops Shoot Peacenik

The Washington Monument Kill
For over ten hours the Washington,

D.C. police and the media blasted the

nation with horrific bulletins of a

mysterious terrorist “holding Wash-
ington hostage” last December 8. The
feds played the terrorist scare to the

hilt. Government employees were sent

home early, all day TV played clips of

the “helmeted, jump-suited" mystery

man pacing around his van said to

contain 1,000 pounds of dynamite.

Then, after they had milked it for all it

was worth, when the “terrorist" tried

to drive away, the Park Police just shot

him down like a dog. A hail of gunfire

flipped the van over. Using infrared

night-sights they got him in the head,

chest and arms. Federal agents rushed

to handcuff their victim to the steering

wheel, and there they left him for an

hour until he had bled to death.

The cops were no doubt filled with

pride when their boss, Ronald Reagan,

called them later that night to say he

was “pleased” with how they handled

the “siege.” Some siege. As facts

trickled out in bits and pieces it turned

out there were no explosives, and the

“terrorist” was no Darth Vader but a

66-year-old eccentric peacenik. Nor-
man David Mayer was a familiar

figure who had picketed the White
House daily for months before to “ban
the bomb,” bidding tourists, “Have a

Nice Doomsday.” When he drove up
to the Washington Monument he

demanded that a discussion of nuclear

war become the “No. 1 priority," a

demand politically not very different

from the call of the American Catholic

bishops.

Even if the police really believed

Mayer had the dynamite, they knew
only he and not the Monument with its

15-foot walls would get destroyed by
the blast. Mayer had earlier released

the half-dozen tourists and two park

employees stuck inside. At most an

explosion might rattle the windows of

the White House a half-rryle away.

And for that they shot the old guy
down in cold blood. No warning, no
attempt to block the driveway or shoot

his tires out. What about the supposed

dynamite which would have blown the

van sky-high when police sharpshoot-

ers fired into it? They just blew him
away. Later it was reported that a

“command decision" had come down
to “shoot to kill” {New York Post

,
9

December).

We don’t think it's just coincidence

this cold-blooded execution was
done by the Park Police just a week
after over 5,000 anti-Klan demonstra-

tors frustrated the plans of Reagan and
his tremendous police forces, who had

sworn the race-terrorists would parade

through the nation's capital. On
November 27 the KKK was run out

and the police were stymied by a

massive, militant and disciplined

outpouring of the decent citizens of

Washington, overwhelmingly blacks

and trade unionists. The cops them-

selves did the rioting that day, tear-

gassing the crowds, arresting scores

and beating black youth, but it didn’t

take away the sting of defeat. So on
December 8 they had a cornered,

lonely victim at hand—and they

blasted him away, in a vindictive

bloody assertion of their power to kill

at will.

In the aftermath, the disgusting line

from the cops and the bourgeois press

right through the big anti-nuke groups

and “respectable" left was that Nor-
man Mayer had it coming. Groups like

SANE and Ground Zero washed their

hands of him; the Guardian (22

December) called his act “outrageous"

and said he “must have been prepared

to die.” Why, he actually threatened

“violence” (against a building!). But he

did have one point, which wasn’t so

nutty: the world could very well be

blown to irradiated rubble in a nuclear

holocaust by the madmen running this

country.

One of them, George Bush, Rea-

gan’s VP and former CIA chief, got

some kicks out of Norman Mayer’s

slow death that night. Hosting a fancy

dinner for the monstrous dictator

General Zia of Pakistan, he an-

nounced, “We’re relieved... I don’t

know how to put this delicately—the

person is no longer with us.” The
audience of mass murderers, torturers,

spies, bureaucrats of death, laughed.

And the secretary of the army doesn’t

even want to bury Mayer decently in

Arlington National Cemetery, his

right as a veteran (honorably dis-

charged from the Navy in 1946).

At the Washington Monument, the

old man handed a reporter a note

asking for “an act of sanity” from the

government. Marxists know better.

We know who the crazy killers are in

this society—frofi Reagan’s White

House and his foreign puppets to the

murderous Ku Klux Klan at home—
and how to fight them. The Spartacist

League is determined to build a mass,

revolutionary workers party in this

country to end racist terror and the

nightmare of nuclear annihilation.

Socialist revolution is the only way
forward for mankind.

Militants Win in Bay Area ILWU Elections

Campaigning for a fighting ILWU: (from left) Jack Dow and Pete Woolston; (right) Mike Kasian and Jackie Clark.

SAN FRANCISCO—In elections held

November 18, Militant Caucus (MC)
members Jackie Clark and Pete Wool-
ston were elected to the General Execu-
tive Board (GEB) of International

Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s
Union (ILWU) Local 6. Clark got 539
votes, or 52 percent, for her second term
as a GEB member from the local’s West
Bay division. Woolston, from the East

Bay division, received 407 votes (43

percent). Two other Militant Caucus
candidates. Jack Dow and Mike Ka-
sian, made strong showings with 386
and 389 votes, respectively. Kasian, a

West Bay member of the outgoing GEB,
was fired for his union activity by one of

the most notoriously anti-union com-
panies in the local and is fighting to get

his job back.

Warehouse Union Local 6 is hard-hit

by the recession. Twenty percent of the

membership is unemployed and the

local has lost over 1,000 members in the

past 1 8 months due to plant closures and
decertifications. Last June the union
accepted a six-month wage freeze in the

Master Contract that covers some
20,000 workers in northern California

ILWU and Teamster locals. Besides this

first-time-ever wage freeze, the new
Master Contract allows numerous
exceptions in wages and conditions, a

first step towards destroying industry-

wide bargaining. According to the MC’s
Warehouse Militant (24 August):

“...the Local 6 officers and business
agents call the Master Contract with its

six-month wage freeze a victory! These
misleaders have no answer except. ‘Get
more politically active and vote for anti-

Reagan candidates in November.’
They are willing to grant even more

concessions because they believe in the
companies’ right to make a profit and
support Reagan’s anti-Soviet war drive
It is necessary and possible to bring
down Reagan using labor action.

Voting for Democrats won’t do it.”

The Militant Caucus' fight for

working-class political independence
was directly counterposed to the labor

bureaucrats’ Election Day drive to herd

the working people into the Democratic
Party. In San Francisco this pro-

capitalist campaign went so far as to

replace the Labor Day parade with an

2

explicitly pro-Democratic “Labor Pa-

rade for Jobs and Justice" on October
24. All wings of the Local 6 bureaucracy
fully supported this “Demo-crawl," at

which ILWU International president

Jimmy Herman was one of the major
speakers. Local 6 presidential candidate

Al Lannon, who has run for California

Democratic Party central committee,
was ILWU coordinator for the “labor"

march.

Joe Lindsay, another presidential

candidate and supporter of the Com-
munist Party’s West Coast weekly.
People's World

,
served as a parade

marshal on the lookout foranyone who,
not realizing this was a march for

Democrats, might have wanted to carry

an unapproved sign. The Militant

Caucus campaigned for Spartacist

candidates for San Francisco City

Council Richard Bradley and Diana
Coleman that day, while not participat-

ing in the march itself because it was
explicitly a pro-Democratic Party pep
rally. Caucus members used this oppor-
tunity to talk to workers from other

unions about the necessity of breaking

with the Democrats and building a

workers party.

Running for Local 6 president against

Lindsay and Lannon (the handpicked
choice of retiring president Keith

Eickman and the entire International

bureaucracy) was business agent Abba
Ramos. Ramos, another People's

World supporter, obviously drew votes

away from Lindsay. Those who watch

closely the intra-union politics of the

ILWU probably wonder why two long-

time supporters of the People's World
ran for the same position. This would
seem to indicate political divisions

within People's World circles, perhaps

related to problems in coping with the

Reagan years. Ramos’ candidacy forced

a December 16 runoff between Lannon
and Lindsay, which Lannon easily won.
At no stage of this presidential contest

were Local 6 members offered a pro-

gram to lead the union forward. Not
only do Lindsay and Lannon actively

chain the union to the Democratic
Party, they both supported and urged a

“yes" vote for the Master Contract.
During the Local 6 election campaign

the Militant Caucus candidates talked

with hundreds of workers in over 80
warehouses and plants about national

and international issues as well as about
union problems. Jackie Clark told

Workers Vanguard:

"We visited lots of warehouses and
talked to Local 6 members on their

breaks or lunches. We usually started

off by telling them you can’t fight

Reagan with the Democrats. We point-

ed out that the ILWU endorsed mayor
Feinstein who helped break the 1976
city workers’ strike and used the cops
against the hotel workers’ strike. We
said that the bureaucrats’ support for

the Democratic Party is the basis for

their economic sellouts. We talked

about the Coleman/ Bradley campaign
and the need to build a workers party.

This was well received by most of the

workers we talked to.

“We also got into some interesting

discussions about Solidarnosc. One
worker said he thought Reagan was a

hypocrite for supporting Solidarnosc,
having destroyed PATCO. We pointed
out that Reagan loves Solidarnosc for a

reason: it is a company union for the
XIA and the Western bankers and wants
to restore capitalism in Poland. We
reminded people about our work with
ANCAN, the mass labor/black mobili-
zation that stopped the Nazis in San
Francisco in 1980. We talked about the

increasing amount of Klan and Nazi
activity these days and the need for

defense guards to protect their intended
victims. We stressed that labor has the

power to bring Reagan down, win "30

for 40" and fight racism, but that the

current pro-capitalist leadership is not
going to wage that fight.”

Local 6 members desperately need a

class-struggle leadership. The signifi-

cant vote percentages received by Clark
and Woolston. as well as by Kasian and
Dow. indicate real opportunities for

class-struggle militants. The task of the

caucus now is to convert these votes

into a solid base with a class-struggle

program.

WORKERS VANGUARD



SL Southern Tour

Black Workers Welcome

Anti-Nan Victory
Washington, D C., where the Labor/

Black Mobilization stopped the KKK
on November 27. is a Southern city.

Many of the thousands of blacks who
came out that day had experienced first-

hand the burning cross of the white-

sheeted terrorists; many more remem-
bered the tales of lynch-rope terror from
family and friends. From the Civil War
to the civil rights movement, the South
has been key to the black question in

America; and the black question is key

to social revolution in this race-divided

country. As shown by Washington on
November 27, in the South will be found
many of the black cadre of the future

American workers revolution which will

at last finish theCivil War. So rightafter

the victory in Washington, the Sparta-

cist League launched a Southern tour to

spread the news throughout the region,

and to reach militants who are looking

for a way to smash the Klan once and for

all.

We know that the intersection of race

and labor is the strategic issue in the

South. The reality behind the myth
of the "new South" is 'the continuing

drive to keep it a “union-free" bastion of

reaction. Every "carpetbagger" is seen

as a direct threat. There is a long and

bloody tradition of terror against “race-

mixers" who want to organize black and
white workers into fighting trade un-

ions. We knew it could get real danger-

ous, fast, especially for an integrated

team of men and women communists
from the North carrying the big, bold

headline of the current WV, “Forward
to a Workers State— Finish the Civil

War!" They would be driving their van

down the same roads as Viola Liuzzo;or

Schwerner, Chaney and Goodman.
Hitting the same plants where militant

labor organizers fought the Klan.

But if there was plenty of tension for

the SL comrades—particularly at plants

with a white majority such as those

outside Atlanta where “rebel yells" and

Confederate flags were part of the racist

intimidation—they and their message

were welcomed with enthusiasm by

thousands of black students and work-

ers. “Good, the outside agitators are

back.” said students at a North Carolina

college. Many took bundles of WV
supplements, titled “We Stopped the

Klan!" to distribute And some at no

small risk. On the three-week tour from

North Carolina to Texas, 35,000 WV
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supplements were handed out, hundreds

of new readers signed up to help

distribute and learn about the Spartacist

League.

In the Washington-Baltimore area

over 200,000 supplements have been

distributed: from bus barns to liquor

stores in black D.C. neighborhoods, to

industrial plants and waterfront areas of

Baltimore. The campus bookstore at

University of the District of Columbia
sold out its 50 copies of WV in two days.

At the victory party which attracted

more than 500 people following the

November 27 demonstration, we had

announced the building of an organiz-

ing committee in Washington. Subse-

quently. several young black workers
have joined the Spartacist League/
Spartacus Youth League. They have

no love for black misleaders like

Walter Fauntroy and his attacks on
“Trotskyist radicals" for organizing

black youth to stop the KKK. One
restaurant worker said that on Novem-
ber 27 he and his brother walked all the

way to the Capitol from Southeast
Washington across the Anacostia River,

so determined to stop the KKK that they

didn’t care if they were the only ones to

“roll out on the street in front of them.”

Now he has joined the Trotskyist

organization that led the 5,000 who ran

the KKK out of D.C.

The first solid labor support for the

Labor/Black Mobilization came Irom
the Norfolk/Newport News area of

Virginia. This shipbuilding and naval

center is a key black working-class

stronghold in the South. In the Tide-

water area, over 18,000 supplements
have been distributed, and 677 copies of

WV 319 were sold at longshore halls,

shipyards, auto plants and other indus-

trial locations, shopping centers and
black churches. At the Newport News
shipyard our lively discussions with

workers about the Washington anti-

Klan action thoroughly demoralized

members of the reformist Socialist

Workers Party (SWP) who were trying

in vain to sell the Militant at the same
gate. To jibes from our salesmen,

"Where were you November 27 when
5,000 of us stopped the KKK—out

debating the fascists on TV’” they just

cut and ran before the shift change.

The five-state Southern tour began

December 4 with the team making the

North Carolina college circuit Best

response was at the well-known black

college North Carolina Central Univer-

sity in Durham, where we distributed

2,500 supplements in two hours and got

scores of names. Our revolutionary

defense of the Soviet Union against

imperialism found resonance among
black students. Soap-boxing outside the

cafeteria at Central, our comrades
explained how we defend the gains of

the October Revolution in the Soviet

Union, just as in the American Civil

War revolutionaries supported the

Northern victory over the South. It will

take a workers revolution here to finish

the Civil War, and political revolution

in the Soviet bloc to dump the narrow.

nationalist Stalinist bureaucracy. “But

you don't have the Klan riding in

Moscow like they tried in Washington,

D.C.” our comrade explained.

At Atlanta University and its

Morehouse College complex, our team

distributed more than 3,000 supple-

ments. At a number of auto plants in the

Atlanta area, they reported an active

KKK presence. In contrast, at the

overwhelmingly black Atlanta Bulk

Mail facility, nearly everybody driving

past rolled down their windows and
took batches of supplements to help

distribute. At the Atlanta bus barns,

drivers took bundles and passengers

were handing out stacks.

Birmingham, Alabama, once the

industrial center of the South, has

become the center of Southern depres-

sion. The giant steel plants were almost

totally shut down. TheSpartacist team
distributed in Roosevelt City, a black

township between Birmingham and

Bessemer. Alabama, where two elderly

black women were imprisoned just last

January for voter registration, is notori-

ous for its racist gerrymandering. But in

Roosevelt City, they found a simpler

solution and just disappeared the

whole town off all the area maps! Racist

Dixiecrat George Wallace had just been

elected to an unprecedented fourth term

as Alabama governor—we talked with

many black people disaffected with the

help the black bourgeois politicians and

preachers gave to re-elect this arch-

segregationist.

Across the South we got strong

support from the waterfront unions

(longshore, shipbuilders and various

craft unions), reflecting the important

role they played in the Washington
demonstration. The most militant ILA
locals in the South are overwhelmingly

black. The system of segregated union-

ism persists to this day— in many areas

“separate but equal" black and white

ILA locals exist. In Mobile, 1,500

supplements were distributed at ILA
Local 1459, and another 4,800 at a

strike-settlement meeting of the Marine
& Shipbuilders union In New Orleans

we addressed the local meeting of ILA
Longshore Local 3000, and distributed

3,000 supplements at the dispatch hall.

An anti-racist Cajun longshoreman was
vocal in his hatred of the Klan: the KKK
doesn’t like Cajuns much, either

—

they’re Catholics and to these race-

terrorists, “not white."

In Houston the team got out 5,000

supplements, finding a really good
response in the city’s third ward, site of

the black Texas Southern University

and where in the early 1970s the

Houston "People’s Party II," a Panther-

type organization, was viciously re-

pressed by the cops. Houston is also

notorious for cop-beatings of Mexican-
born workers, who were one of the

KKK’s targets November 27. In Texas
the fight against lascist terror is urgent,

as the KKK has announced its intention

to mount "border patrols" to shoot

down immigrating foreign workers on

sight. Just last week the KKK demon-
strated on the steps of Austin’s city hall

and is threatening to march there in

February.

Over and over during the five-state

tour, the crucial importance of mobiliz-

ing Southern black labor was felt.

Indeed, in Greensboro, North Carolina,

the five leftists, blacks and union

organizers shot down by the KKK/
Nazis three years ago had been involved

in efforts to organize the textile mills in

the heart of the "right to work" South.

And racist capitalist reaction in the

South has always used naked fascist

terror to keep the unions and the black

population “in line.” As the limited

gains of the civil rights movement are

being turned back in Reagan's America,

as black unemployment exceeds even

that of the Great Depression, on the

Southern tour the SL got out its

message: the American workers revolu-

tion needs black leadership
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Klan Run Out of Washington:

Media Violence-Baits, Left Press Squirms

Let’s get it straight. What happened in

Washington, D C. on November 27 was

that thousands of black workers and

youth, led by communists, stopped the

Ku Klux Klan from staging a racist

provocation in the nation’s capital. But

the government had vowed that the

Klan would march. And the sight of

blacks and reds together in action,

backed up by the power of organized

labor, running the KKK out of town,

shook the American ruling class. From
the Reaganites to the liberals, including

many of their black front men, they

responded with lies, racist slander and

redbaiting about mob terror. To top it

off the reformist left, enraged over the

fact that the black masses followed the

revolutionary T rotskyists of the Sparta-

cist League (SL), while its own diver-

sions for the Democrats flopped, has

taken up the bourgeoisie’s “wild in the

streets’’ scenario. They hope to steal in

newsprint the victory over Klan terror

we won in the streets of Washington.

The 5.000 militants, overwhelmingly

black, who gathered at the foot of

Capitol Hill in response to the call of the

Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop the

KKK, initiated and organized by the

SL, know what happened because they

made it happen. The Kluxers never set

foot in the street; their white sheets

stayed in brown paper bags. When it

was announced that the Klan wouldn’t

march, thousands poured triumphantly

into the streets. They marched down
Constitution and , up Pennsylvania

Avenue to the White House—the

KKK’s own announced parade route

—

chanting“We Stopped the Klan!” At the

end, the frustrated police erupted in a

cop riot. In the midst otexploding tear-

gas grenades, we held a victory rally in

Lafayette Park.

The white bourgeois media took its

headlines from the incidental clashes

started by the cops in the vicinity of the

far smaller rad-lib All-Peoples Congress

diversion, two miles from the labor/

black demonstration that stopped the

Klan. So in the editorial offices of the

capitalist media, November 27 became
not the day the Klan was stopped but
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protestersWAR IN THE STREET *$£ battle police

udes n weapons freeze debate tear destruction

Cops blame radicals

Bourgeois press violence-baits black anti-Klan protesters.

“violence" as well as “riots” and “loot-

ing.” The New York Post headlined

“War in the Street" and “Cops blame

radicals for anti-Klan riot.” The UP1
story flashed around the globe was
typical:

“Anti-Ku Klux Klan demonstrators
hurled bricks, rocks and bottles at

police and overturned cars Saturday in

a rash of violence triggered by a

peaceful KKK rally across from the

White House.”

“Peaceful”?! The cops and the Klan are

the perpetrators of race-terror. If the

KKK had marched in Washington it

would have meant more cross-burnings

and more shotgun blasts in the night for

innocent black people. The media

campaign to portray the November.27
mass mobilization as "violence” is

nothing but lies to conjure up racist

images of marauding ghetto youth

attacking whites. It is a license for the

police to murder black anti-Klan pro-

testers in the streets.

But the black press wasn’t buying the

racist “looting and rioting” line. “5,000

Chase Klansmen’’ headlined New
York’s Amsterdam News

,
quoting SL

spokesman Don Andrews: “It was an

enormous victory for labor, Blacks and

every decent American.’”*Ku Klux Klan

Catches ‘Hell’ in D C.,” was the banner

on the Cleveland Call and Post over a

picture of Labor/Black Mobilization

demonstrators charging up Constitu-

tion Avenue. Internationally, there was

a sharp class line in the coverage of

November 27, seen most vividly in the

divided city of Berlin. In the capitalist

West the Tagesspiegel published a small

piece, "Clashes at Ku Klux Klan

Demonstration in Washington." On the

other side of the wall, the East German
Communist Party’s Neues Deutschland
reported “Klan Provocation in Wash-
ington Prevented

’’

There were notable differences in the

Washington black “establishment’’ as

well Mayor Marion Barry breathed a

sigh of relief: “There was a lot of

emotion about the Klan It could

have been a lot worse.” No doubt he was

recalling the response of black Washing-

ton the night Martin Luther King was
murdered. Even D.C. Metro Police

chief Maurice Turner tried to pin

“looting" on “opportunists,” as opposed

to "political demonstrators." But Con-
gressional delegate Walter Fauntroy

went hysterical over "Trotskyist radi-

cals," resorting to grotesque race-

baiting:

"Yes, Saturday’s events proved to be a

propaganda victory for the overt racism

of the Klan; for the inverted racism of

what I call the Tarzan Trotskyites. .

.

We think of Tarzan as that white person

[who] swings through the jungle of the

black experience, telling us if you don't

know how to get the bad white people,

let me show you how— They had
people going through black neighbor-

hoods with leaflets, putting [them] on
every car and door possible. They had
loudspeaker systems, driving through

black neighborhoods, telling people,

'Go downtown and stop the Klan

—

who’s afraid of them ,,’"

—WRC radio. 29 November

But most of the American left painted

the same lying picture as the bourgeois

media. Both tried to hide the central fact

that the cop riot was launched after the

KKK had been stopped by thousands of

demonstrators at the Labor/Black

Mobilization who blocked the Klan’s

march route at its starting point. In

particular, the All-Peoples Congress

(APC) of Sam Marcy’s Workers World

Party (WWP) has big problems with

November 27. To begin with, it was the

SL (and not them) which organized the

mass mobilization. By picking a site a

couple of miles away, and starting a

couple of hours late, the A PC was going

to let the Klan march. Moreover, they

were so concerned to avoid "confronta-

tion" that the Marcy crew alienated and

set up many combative ghetto youth

who came to their rally. They ran a

vacuous liberal talkfest that fell apart,

and the police attacked a militant

breakaway that went looking for the

Klan. Now in trying to squirm out of the

“looting" charges, the WWP/

A

PC goes

along with violence-baiting (from its

own liberal allies) directed not only

against “Trotskyist radicals,” but also

against thousands of Washington’s best

black militants.

The “Shame” of the Liberals

After our success in stopping the

KKK killers, the front-page headlines of

the liberal Washington Post read like

some yellow journalism tabloid: “Klan

Foes Rampage, Loot, Battle Police,"

and “Crowd Turns Confrontational."

But perhaps because they figured too

many of their readers saw it for

themselves, and certainly because the

Post editors knew just how explosive a

Klan march in Washington could be in

this 75 percent black city, they also

printed some fairly accurate reporting

of what happened on November 27. You
certainly could get a more accurate

picture than by reading most of the left

rags. In particular, the Post reported

DC. Metro Police chief Maurice

Turner’s explanation for why the KKK
march was called off. Turner pointed to

the concentration of reds and multi-

tudes of angry blacks along the Klan’s

march route, not far away at McPher-
son Square:

‘"The situation would have been much
worse if we had allowed the [Klan] to

march down Pennsylvania Avenue.’

"He said the resentment was so great

among the hundreds of ultra-militant

leftist protesters gathered with thou-

sands of other demonstrators at the

fringe of the proposed Klan march
route that a physical confrontation
seemed likely.

“'That group was getting pretty worked
up,’ [Assistant Chief] Tapscott said

"

— Washington Post ,

29 November

On Sunday, early editions of the Post

printed a picture of demonstrators

holding our “Stop the KKK!" placards

and holding a sign, “Finish the Civil

War” above a caption: "Labor/Black

Mobilization demonstrators at First

Street and Constitution Avenue. About
5,000 came from Chicago, Boston,

Norfolk and other cities." One article

reported:

“Meanwhile, the mood was peaceful

among an estimated 5,000 anti-Klan

protesters who had begun gathering as

early as dawn along Constitution and
Pennsylvania avenues near the Capitol.

“Demonstration leaders, speaking from
a large platform at the reflecting pool,

denounced the Klan, the Reagan
administration and capitalism with

slogans like, ‘One, Two, Three, Four,

Time to Finish the Civil War; Five, Six,

Seven. Eight, Forward to the Workers’
State.’

“When the demonstrators first learned

that the Klan would not march past

them, they began cheering, 'We stopped
the Klan. We slopped the Klan,’ and
poured onto Constitution Avenue as

police lifted barricades and departed
"Some protesters led by far left

Progressive Labor Party organizers and
the Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop
the Klan. had said they wanted to have a

direct confrontation with the Klan
march, Now their opportunity had been
taken away by the police.

"Protesters began streaming northwest
along Pennsylvania Avenue, many with

revolutionary banners billowing in the

crisp midday air. They hoped to get to

Lafayette Square before the Klan rally

there was completed But police

whisked the Klansmen out of the square
minutes before the protesters arrived."

But the Post's editorial policy,

reflected in the headlines, was frenzied

red-baiting and violence-baiting worthy
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Chanting “We stopped the Klan!" thousands charge up Capitol Hill where aborted Klan march was to begin.

of a card-carrying Reaganite. A vicious

editorial. “Saturday's Shame," frothed:

"Please, no excuses for the rampage of

Saturday. Even to grace those mindless
rock- and bottle-throwers and looters

with the label of'anti-Klan protesters'

gives them a status they don't deserve to

enjoy— All it look was a handful of
practiced delinquents and trouble-

hungry instigators to stir things up ...

"Prosecution, we expect, will be
vigorous."

— Washington Post,

29 November

“Tarzan Trotskyites,” “trouble-hungry

instigators," “vigorous prosecution" of

“mindless looters"—today’s liberals are

sounding like Sheriff “Bull" Connor
back when Southern “lawmen" used to

beat up and shoot down civil rights

demonstrators while bellowing about
“outside agitators." For the people who
run America, from Ronald Reagan to

the Washington Post , "Saturday’s

shame" was that mass labor/black

mobilization prevented the KKK, the

shock troops of reaction for times of

social unrest, from marching in the

capital. But for hundreds of thousands

of Washington blacks, and millions of

opponents of racist terror everywhere.

November 27 was their victory against

the lynchers and the cross-burners.

Reformists in Big Trouble

Worse than shameful was the treach-

erous behavior of the reformists on and
after November 27. For them clashes

with the cops after it was over were

everything, the fact the Klan was
stopped was nothing. But when the

violence-baiting hit the fan, they tried to

hide behind talk of a “spontaneous”

mass upsurge. These pseudo-socialists

didn’t have anything to do with organiz-

ing it, that's for sure. But how and why
did 5.000 militant black workers and

youth show up at the site of the Labor/

Black Mobilization ready to stop the

KKK? The SL-mitiated demonstration

struck a deep chord in black Washing-

ton. Fauntroy points to “Trotskyist

radicals," the quarter million leaflets

distributed all over town, the thousands

of posters, sound trucks, etc. He leaves

out the important role of black radio

stations and above all the active partici-

pation of hundreds of D.C. black

militants who in turn mobilized thou-

sands. The reformists say it was just

instinct, militants decided to show up at

the Klan’s assembly point. But then why
did the fake-lefts set up their rallies miles

away? Their instinct was to let the KKK
ride while they spouted hot air. Thou-
sands of Washington blacks know from

their own experience: without the SL-

initiated and -organized Labor /Black

Mobilization, the Ku Klux Klan would
have marched November 27.

The Communist Party (CP), which

did absolutely nothing to stop the KKK
on November 27, has maintained a

shameful silence ever since, not printing

a single word on this important victory

against race-terror. The CP’s liberal

strategy of "ban the Klan" has been

rendered criminally ludicrous as KKK-
endorsed Reagan gives the Klan the

green light to march and black Demo-
crat Barry gives them the permit and the

police protection. The Socialist Work-
ers Party (SWP) endorsed the McPher-
son Square diversion as part of its civil

libertarian program of defending "dem-
ocratic rights" for the KKK racist

killers. The SWP’s article “Debate
Rages Over D C. Anti-Klan Protest"

( Militant , 17 December) was concerned

not with the vital debate of how to stop

the Klan , but over "who was responsible

for the violence that erupted?" They,

like the CP. played no role in driving the

KKK out of Washington on November
27.

The most contorted version of the

events in Washington comes from the

WWP/APC, which simultaneously

attempts to claim the victory over the

KKK as its own, to portray the street-

fighting as a spontaneous “people's

rebellion," and to wash their hands of

any responsibility. Their account begins

with a flat lie. According to Workers
World (3 December):

“Today thousands joined the All-

Peoples Congress rally against the Klan
in McPherson Square 60 yards from
Lafayette Square Park where the racist

terrorists were scheduled to hold their

rally. Thousands more lined the streets

and corners of Pennsylvania Ave. and
1 5th St. just blocks away in the hopes of

confronting the hooded preachers of

genocide as they marched by.

“The overwhelming presence of these

angry, mostly Black youths from the

ghettos of Washington. D.C.. forced the

police and the racist nightriders to ditch

their scheduled march and rally."

You only have to read what D.C. Metro
Police chief Turner and the Washington

Post said to see that the cops and Klan
were not worried about what awaited

them at the end of the KKK’s planned

march. They didn’t think they could get

past First and Constitution where

thousands of us were ready and waiting:

that’s why the KKK provocation was
called off before it started The APC’s
much smaller rally (not even 1/3 as large

as the Labor/Black Mobilization) was

held 1 8 blocks away at a site deliberately

picked to guarantee that there would be

no confrontation with the Klan.

Moreover, throughout the afternoon

the WWP/APC did everything it could

to prevent militants from going those 60

yards to Lafayette Park. Sam Marcy’s

bunch even gooned their own demon-
stration, having APC marshals link

hands to prevent militants from leaving

the rally. Workers World concocts a

fairy tale to hide this fact, claiming these

were “defense lines... in preparation to

defend the crowd against what appeared

to be an imminent police attack." No
one w ho was there can believe this hoax!

Those daisy chains were set up to keep

anti-Klan militants in, not to keep the

cops out. When several hundred protest-

ers, tired of listening to liberal wind-

bags (who droned on for three and a half

hours), split off to go after the Klan, an

APC spokesman announced over the

loudspeaker:
"We don't know where the fascists

[are] There’s no sense in us running
around the crowd Please resist the

temptation, because it’s probably noth-

ing except a diversion This is where
you’re going to make your statement.

So please stay here
"

The Washington Post also reported a

voice pleading over the PA system,

“Please stay in the park."

After it was over came the violence-

baiting. and then the Marcyites really

begin to twist and turn. The WWP/
APC hailed the violence, they denied the

violence, they apologized for the

violence, and when the witchhunting

got hot and heavy they tried to make the

Spartacist League the scapegoat. Thus
in Workers World, APC spokesman
Tom Soto says of “the brothers and

sisters fighting in the streets," "we are

with them 100 percent." But at McPher-
son Square APC spokesman Shelly

Ettinger took the opposite line: “We
want to stress that the majority of the

demonstrators had nothing to do with

the confrontation with the cops, and
that wasn’t the main activity of the day"
(quoted in Gay Community News , 18

December). And at a press conference

on Monday. APC national coordinator

Monica Moorehead blamed the Reagan
administration for provoking poor
youth to violence ( Washington Post. 30

November). When a Post reporter

pressed further on the "violence,"

another press conference speaker, John
Gibson, tried to pin it on the SL.

WWP/APC has a problem, of course,

since all of the reported cases of

“looting” occurred around McPherson

Square, and not one occurred along the

two-mile line of march taken by the

Labor/ Black Mobilization (see Wash-
ington Post map published on p. 9 of

our last issue). But the fundamental

explanation for all this squirming is that

the Marcyites want to entice black

Democratic capitalist politicians onto

their speakers’ platforms for demonstra-

tions that don’t oppose the Klan but only

seem to, without, however, alienating

militant black youth. Workers World (3

December) says of the Spartacist

League:
“This organization has a suspicious

record of focusing its propaganda
attacks against left and progressive

groups. In the past year, much of its

rhetoric has been directed against the

All-Peoples Congress, which it absurdly
slanders as being secretly a tool of

‘Kennedy Democrats'."

“Absurdly," “secretly"?! The APC dem-
onstration was endorsed by Kennedy
liberal, black Democrat Ron Del-

lums. The same issue of Workers

World contains an article by Sam
Marcy himself appealing to “Black

officialdom"—including Mayor Mari-

on Barry and D.C. Congressional

delegate Fauntroy, both Democrats of

course—to stage a "mammoth march to

the very edge of the city to confront the

Klan." And Fauntroy even moved up
the timing of his “Community Unity”

food distribution so that it would not

conflict with the APC rally on Novem-
ber 27.

Even after the violence-baiting from
Washington “Black officialdom" began,

WWP/APC wants to hold outa hand to

these Democrats. “The bourgeois es-

tablishment of the District,” wrote

Marcy, “tended to vacillate " Would
he call Fauntroy’s ranting about “Tar-

zan Trotskyites" . . . “vacillating”?! When
Barry went away to L.A. for a mayors’

conference, while his cops protected

the Klan, Marcy wrote oh-so
apologetically: "Conferences of mayors
and legislators should not be
underestimated...”! Meanwhile, in

Detroit the WWP/APC is pushing the

same liberal/reformist strategy as Faun-
troy in D C.—more soup lines. Under
the guise of "fighting Reaganomics,” the

Marcyites work hand in glove with the

liberals who seek above all to deflect a

militant mass mobilization that would
smash the KKK. It’s the old Roman
formula for diversions: bread and
circuses. On November 27, Fauntroy
provided the bread, and the WWP/
APC provided the circus. When black

militants in McPherson Square wanted
to go after the K Ian, even before they got

to the police lines they had to break

through the Marcyites’ lines, political as

well as physical.

More Big Lies

For the last two years, Marcy’s
Workers World Party has been making

continued on page II
Cops attack anti-Klan protesters in Lafayette Park.
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Hard Times for the SWP

Barnestown, U.S.A.
It doesn’t look like a happy New Year

lor the reformist Socialist Workers

Party (SWP) of Jack Barnes. The ailing

organization has been shrinking at the

rate of about a hundred members a year

for several years. Now the crisis is

aggravated by bitter factional wrangling

which has necessitated at least four

National Committee plenums since the

last SWP national conference less than a

year and a half ago.

The massive hemorrhaging of mem-
bers has produced a first-rate financial

crisis necessitating drastic cutbacks in

paid staff and full-time branch organiz-

ers; Mary-Alice Waters herself told the

November 1981 plenum that “we don’t

think we've bottomed out in total

membership” (SWP Parly Organizer,

Vol. 6, No. 1. April 1982). Circulation of

the SWP’s public press, the Militant,

has plummeted dramatically (see chart

p. 10). Every year Barnes’ ultra-

electoralist party contests offices requir-

ing more and more signatures—and

every year it gets harder to find any

reporting of the vote totals in the

Militant. Wherever the SWP turns— in

its “Latin American solidarity work," in

the bourgeois-feminist NOW, in the

National Black Independent Political

Party— Barnes’ party has been getting

bounced around by red-baiters and

outmaneuvered by larger (or in the case

of the Marcyites, probably smaller but

more effective) competitors.

By any conceivable standard of

organizational success the SWP seems

to be going down the tubes, and not

slowly. Still the Barnes clique professes

every kind of self-satisfaction as it

completes the final round of “age

purge," removing from any even cere-

monial standing within the party the

remaining old-timers whose dusty mem-
ories of the once-revolutionary, pre-

Barnes SWP are deemed a threat

to Barnes’ absolute bureaucratic

stranglehold.

WV Photo

Jack Barnes, SWP’s Great Helms-
man, pilots sinking ship.

The big SWP event of 1982 was the

publication in September of the world's

largest internal bulletin (“Defending the

Organizational Principles of a Proletar-

ian Party") detailing the Barnes crew’s

intimidation and suppression (and

sometimes expulsion) of oppositional

clots all over the country. The bulletin

had to be priced at a whopping $8 to get

in every last investigation, motion and

threat.

If Barnes seems perfectly happy as the

machine-boss leader of an eccentric and

shrinking political formation, some
among the previously faithful seem to

dimly perceive the intimations of irrele-

vance. The SWP’s ambitions to become
America's pre-eminent reformist party

run smack up against something called

the Democratic Socialists of America,

an organization several times the size of

the SWP, with more consistent refor-

mist politics and the inside track on

what reformists really aspire to: influ-

ence among the pro-Democratic Party

union officials who run the American

labor movement.
So it’s hardly surprising that an

interpenetrated oppositional milieu has

emerged in the SWP to demand the

party become more minimalist, more

anti-Soviet, more consistently a crea-

ture of “State Department socialism."

Mirroring the rightward course of

bourgeois politics over the past period,

the whole American fake-left terrain has

moved sharply rightward—witness the

virtual disappearance of American

centrism and the miserable collapse of

Maoist revolutionary pretensions. The
SWP partakes fully of the general drift

while clinging to particular Barnesite

eccentricities (like the idea that Cuba
has nothing to do with Russia or the

continuing infatuation with the mullahs’

clerical-reactionary. Persian-chauvinist

“Iranian revolution" long after the rest

of the revisionist left, originally equally

pro-Khomeini, had backed away in

embarrassment).

Their SWP and Ours

As revolutionary Marxists, we of the

Spartacist League (SL) must be con-

cerned with the program and practices

of organizations purporting to fight on

the side of the working class. Reformist

formations like the SWP and Commu-
nist Party must be unmasked by patient

polemic because they mislead militants

looking for an authentic revolutionary

alternative to capitalist oppression and

crisis. But the SWP has a special

importance because it was until about

20 years ago the revolutionary party in

this country, the Trotskyist organiza-

tion founded in 1928 to carry forward

the struggle of Lenin and Trotsky for

revolutionary proletarian leadership.

The SWP has long since ceased to be

that party in any way except in name.

The SWP’s qualitative break from the

revolutionary program of Trotskyism

took place in the period 1961-63, when
the party then led by Farrell Dobbs
discovered in the Cuban Revolution

(which uprooted capitalism and estab-

lished a deformed workers state in

Cuba) a convenient theoretical excuse

for junking the revolutionary perspec-

tive of building Trotskyist vanguard

parties based centrally upon the work-

ing class. The SWP’s capitulation to

Castroism was fought by the Revolu-

tionary Tendency, forerunner of the

Spartacist League, which now repre-

sents the continuity of authentic Trot-

skyism in this country.

The Cuba question was the political

vehicle whereby the SWP “reunified"

with the revisionist current internation-

ally which, under the leadership of M.

Pablo, had destroyed the Fourth Inter-

national in the early 1950s. This "reuni-

fication" produced the United Secretari-

at (USec) in 1963, the international bloc

between the SWP and the European

Pabloists headed by Ernest Mandel. But

whereas the European USec was an

impressionistic centrist current which

was to vicariously enthuse over the

“guerrilla road to socialism" for years to

come, for the SWP Castroism was only

a way-station in a headlong plunge

toward outright reformism. By about

1965 the SWP had consolidated around

full-fledged reformist appetite on the

domestic terrain, expressed centrally in

the movement against the Vietnam War.
where the SWP was instrumental in

maintaining the political dominance of

the pro-imperialist liberal-Democratic

politicians over the mass of politically

heterogeneous antiwar activists.

It was the struggle of the Revo-
lutionary Tendency against the SWP’s
deepening revisionism which preserved

a continuity of revolutionary Marxism
in this country. The Leninist vanguard

party is the organized repository of the

history of the international working-

class movement, the indispensable

living memory of the crucial lessons of

past class battles. In the Cuba dispute,

the RT fought to uphold the SWP’s
revolutionary heritage against Pabloist

centrism, which—despairing of the

working class—seeks substitute “van-

guards" among whatever seems to be in

motion.

The RT also vigorously opposed the

SWP’s capitulation on the black ques-

tion, which cast the SWP as a “white

party" which could play no role in the

liberation of black people except as a

patronizing, passive cheerleader for

black formations. The RT proposed
that the SWP involve itself in the mass
civil rights actions, fighting to provide a

socialist alternative to the leadership of

the preachers and aspiring bourgeois

politicians. Concretely we proposed
that the SWP start doing some work in

the South, w'here black workers in

proletarian cities like Birmingham were
involved in massive struggles against

Jim Crow; we also proposed the party

seek to concentrate some comrades in

carefully selected key industries and
unions.

But the SWP was in full flight from
Trotskyism and the RT had to begot rid

of. The problem was that the SWP,
thanks to its Trotskyist past, had no
organizational provisions for purging a

disciplined minority—a minority that

continued to abide by SWP discipline in

public work while exercising its right to

participate in internal discussion with

the aim of winning over party members
to its views. So after bureaucratically

expelling our comrades in 1963, the

SWP set about making it all "legal" alter

the fact by propounding new rules,

codified in a resolution entitled “The
Organizational Character of the Social-

ist Workers Party.” w hich was adopted
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AMENDMENT by Shane Mage, James Robertson and Geoffrey White for the Minority

to P.C. Draft Resolution [1963]:

“Preparing for the Next Wave of Radicalism in the United States”

substitute the following for the

entirety of paragraph 41:

41 . A) Our mass work, linked with a

general propaganda offensive, is an
indispensable part of our preparation

for the next wave of radicalism in the

United States. Our aim is to prepare

for the successful transition from
propagandists modes of work today
to the building of a mass revolution-

ary party and to vying for leadership

in the class struggle in the following

period Of pivotal importance is the

ability of the party to solidify its

general gains from current work by
laying down and strengthening its

roots in the mass movement.
B) In the Negro movement. North

and South, there are today real

opportunities. In the North our

spearhead should be based on a

combined approach. Weaim to work
with organizations selected on the

basis of their militancy in particular

localities and regions; we are also

involved in supporting the Commit-
tee to Aid the Monroe Defendants

(CAMD). This kind of activity

should be coupled with such direct

involvement as sustained mass sales

of appropriate issues of the press in

the Negro ghettos and making
vigorous and sharply directed cam-
paigns during elections. We will then

ourselves be in a position to become
involved in and grow from new stages

and turns in the struggle. An example
of such a turn is that promised by the

Philadelphia mass picket line for

Negro jobs at construction sites. As
regards the South today, we are

witnessing from afar a great mass
struggle for equality. Our separation

from this arena is intolerable. The
party should be prepared to expend
significant material resources in

overcoming our isolation from
Southern struggles. In helping to

build a revolutionary movement in

the South, our forces should work
directly with and through the devel-

oping left-wing formations in the

movement there. A successful out-

come to our action would lead to an

historic breakthrough for the Trot-

skyist movement. Expressed organi-

zationally, it would mean the crea-

tion of several party branches in the

South for the first time—for exam-
ple, in Atlanta, Birmingham or New
Orleans.

C) In maintaining its orientation to

the working class as a whole, the

party must steadily seek to make -or

find opportunities to recreate Trade

Union fractions at selected spots

across the country in industries

important to the class struggle.

Moreover, every party branch should

develop contact with the most impor-

tant unions and factories in its area;

for example, through regular, long-

term press sales, and accompanied,

where possible, by direct electoral

campaign approaches.

D) Unless the party is able to create

and develop nuclei in the broader

layers of the working class movement
in this preparatory period, it will be

condemned to sterile isolation or an

accelerating political degeneration in

the face of the certain upsurges ahead

in the class struggle. Thus the party’s

taking hold today in the mass
movement is a necessary pre-

condition lor going forward on the

morrow in the historic mission of

leading the working class to power
These primary considerations must

be kept in mind in deciding the

division of labor between mass work
and general party activity.

12 June 1963
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Q: How Does the SWP
Fight Fascism?

A: It Doesn’t!
19 September 1980

THE MILITANT

Socialist vs. Klan-Democrat

r — Militant/Holbrook Mahn

The Socialist Workers Party

oa NBC, ..speak

r^^Cah^rFril^n cal.ed for unions. civil rig^ndwomen.

Defending "free speech" for fascists, SWP candidate Mark Friedman debates
KKK terrorist Thomas Metzger, who ran as a Democrat In California election
(above). SWP was nowhere to be found when SL-initlated Labor/Black
Mobilization ran the Klan out of Washington, D.C., November 27 (below).

at the 1965 SWP convention. It is this

resolution which still hangs over the

heads of the present SWP dissidents like

a sword of Damocles.

Spectre of Spartacism?

The 1965 organizational resolution is

quoted no less than 14 times in the $8
September 1982 internal bulletin. In his

report to the August 1982 plenum Larry
Seigle says: “A myth exists that the 1965

resolution was written to be specifically

applied to disloyal minorities, following

the experience with the Robertsonites
[Revolutionary Tendency] and Wohl-
forthites." That the resolution was
written precisely tojustify our expulsion-

can easily be verified by reading it. What
is a myth is the apparent assumption of
the present minorityites that they are

somehow immune from the bureaucrat-

ic norms established in 1965 and used on
subsequent left critics whenever any
could be found. Certainly the funniest

line in the new bulletin is Peter Camejo’s
incredulous cry of outrage: "They’re
treating me like a Spart"! But one can’t

find anywhere in the 1965 document the

stipulation that its anti-democratic

provisions will be applied only against

leftists and revolutionaries.

The core of the 1965 resolution is the

effective prohibition of the right to

factions, a right which is central to

democratic-centralist organizational

structure. The document’s essential

syllogism goes like this: (I) factions are

permitted in the SWP, (2) factionalists

are disloyal people, (3) disloyal people

are expelled. The document admits the

expulsion of the RT took place without
any proof of violations of party

discipline:

“They seemed to believe the party
would have to submit to their wrecking
operation until and unless specific acts

of disloyalty could be proved against

them.... With or without proof ol

specific acts, the party has the right, and
its leadership the duty, to stop the self-

indicted factional raiders who were out
to wreck our movement."

Specifically, the resolution proscribes

a tendency or faction from functioning

politically except under the direct

scrutiny of the majority: intra-tendency

discussion through tendency meetings,

circulation of documents among ten-

dency members, private correspondence

and so forth are prohibited. The
resolution reads: “A dissenting minority

has the right to organize itself, but the

conduct of organized minorities, just as

that of every individual member, must
be subject to regulation by official party

bodies."

The $8 “Organizational Principles"

bulletin publishes a motion from the

February-March 1982 plenum which
states:

“To reaffirm the right and responsibility

of the National Committee and Politi-

cal Committee to. regulate the inter-

nal democracy of groupings, tenden-

cies. and factions of the party, in line

with the party’s organizational

principles.”

The idea that a majority has the right to

scrutinize the internal deliberations of

its factional opponents— in order, of

course, to make sure the minority is

protecting its own members’ rights

—

suggests a line of reasoning remarkably

similar to the arguments presented in

court by one Alan Gelfand, but we’ll get

to that later,

Barnes and his henchmen are certain-

ly enjoying rubbing the noses of their

present internal opponents in the 1965

resolution, which all wings of the

present SWP supported to get rid of the

RT. But it isn't the spectre of Spartacism

that’s haunting the SWP old-timers,

unfortunately—they’re unraveling to

the right. In fact, there hasn’t been any
motion to the left among significant

elements in the SWP since the Interna-

tionalist Tendency, bureaucratically

purged in 1974.

Poland and Cuba

The present SWP oppositions took

shape in the period preceding the SWP’s
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last national convention in August 1981

Both minorities were fundamentally
rightist in thrust, despite some window-
dressing in the direction of“orthodoxy”
and a good deal of lip-service to the

“Fourth International’’ (by which they

mean the Mandelite USec). The West
Coast-based group around Nat Wein-
stein seemed animated by a desire to be
left alone to practice reformism in one’s

private “arena," be it the unions, NOW
or whatever. The group led by poor old

George Breitman (now represented on
the SWP National Committee by
Lovell/Bloom) argued with particular

urgency that the SWP should go all-out

behind Polish Solidarnosc, manifestly

the best opening in years for "anti-

Stalinist socialists" seeking unity with
the servile Cold Warriors who run the

American unions. For his part, Wein-
stein made the bourgeois papers by
participating in a "captive nations’’-

style pro-Solidarnosc demonstration
alongside outright anti-Communist
reactionaries.

The oppositions share a gut political

impulse to get into the anti-Soviet

mainstream of social-democracy. The
rightist impulse behind the occasional

recourse to “orthodox" arguments is

shown most clearly on the question of
Cuba.

For at least five years now, the

Militant has published extensively from
Castro’s speeches and Barnes has

frequently tantalized his followers with

vague promises of future“organization-

al projects” with the Cuban leadership.

Earlier, the SWP changed its line on
Angola from ostensible neutralism with

a tilt in the direction of the imperialist-

backed FNLA (even after the South
African invasion) to one more in

keeping with the Cubans’ support of the

left-nationalist MPLA. None of this

provoked much reaction from the

present crop of SWP critics.

But in the past couple of years a

vigorous discussion has raged in the

SWP over Cuba. And we’ve enjoyed the

spectacle of both sides in the controver-

sy quoting from Joe Hansen’s 1962

document. “Cuba: The Acid Test.” the

way New Left Maoists used to wave the

little red book at each other.

We can't resist noting the observation

we made in our obituary for Hansen

( WV No. 224, 2 February 1979) regard-

ing his skills as a literary technician:

“His real talent—manifestly useful fora
party of mounting revisionism—was
the ability to propound a new line in

fragments strewn through many para-
graphs. punctuated with saving clauses
and orthodox disclaimers

”

“Cuba: The Acid Test” is a triumph of
this method. There’s something in that

document for everybody, which is why
everybody quotes from it But Hansen’s
line, saving clauses aside, was the same
capitulationist line the SWP supports
today. So what is it that’s bothering the

oppositionists now?

Well, the whole American fake-left

has moved very far to the right under the

pressure of the bourgeoisie’s anti-Soviet

war drive. And then came Poland. The
SW P minorities could feel in their bones
that no softness on Stalinist-ruled

workers states like Cuba (the bourgeoi-

sie’s new term is “Soviet surrogates")

would be permitted among the true

devotees of “free trade unionism" in

Poland. They urged the SWP to back
away from its 20-year infatuation with

Castro, dredging up orthodox-sounding
arguments to give themselves a left

cover.

The minorities’ new-found scruples

about Cuba are an application of social-

democratic rationality, as against the

eccentric and contradictory enthu-

siasms of Jack Barnes. -The SWP
leadership pretends to discern in the

foreign policies of the Castro regime a

"revolutionary” and “internationalist”

content, while castigating the USSR’s
bureaucrats as Stalinist sellouts. The
only problem is that the revolutionary

Cubans and the sellout Russians are in

agreement about everything. Poland is a

case in point—Castro and the Kremlin
display complete accord in condemning
Solidarnosc for doing the work of the

CIA. So it’s Castro vs. Lech Walesa—a

dilemma for the SWP. The minorities

want to choose Walesa, while Barnes

sticks his head in the sand.

The "Turn to Industry”

Both minority tendencies were also in

open revolt against the SWP’s trade-

union policy of “talking socialism,"

which may be described as reformist in

political line and idiot-adventurist in

organizational tactics. Applying to the

labor movement the touching faith

Barnes & Co. have in American democ-
racy in general, the SWP operates in

unions as if they were campuses. SWP
members who follow their leaders’

directives (lots don’t) identify them-
selves more or less instantly as SWP
members, selling the Militant on thejob

and so forth.

On no question did the Barnesites

show themselves more arrogant and
contemptuous of the counsels of older

party members than over union work.
SWPers who sought to remind the party

of elementary tactical lessons learned in

union work— like the need to establish

authority as a good worker and good
union militant before putting yourself

forward in apparent organizational

counterposition to the union
leadership—were met with a chorus of

abuse from Barnesite sycophants de-

fending the proposition that six months
on the job (and a dose of SWP
leadership school) qualify you as a real

workers’ leader. Frank Lovell, who
formerly directed the SWP’s union
work on behalf of Barnes, was singled

out for particular vituperation.

The results of “talking socialism"

were predictable. How many SWP
public meetings have we seen advertised

featuring a fired SWP member touring

the country to publicize the incredible

news that company spies sometimes find

their way into union meetings at defense

plants? How many touching Militant

stories have we read about the mounting
support from co-workers enlisted by an
SWPer fired for "talking socialism" at

some shoemaker’s shop organized by

the railway engineers’ union? (More
serious cases— like the time the SWP’s
criminal stupidity resulted in racist fire-

bombings against black workers in the

Alabama coal mines—are, of course,

less likely to appear in (he Militant.)

When Spartacist supporters toured the

South recently to spread the word about
the Labor/ Black Mobilization which
stopped the Klan from marching in

Washington, D C. last November 27, we
ran across more than a few places where
SWP supporters had gotten themselves

bounced out of industry.

Barnestown:
Smash, Chop, Purge

The August 1981 SWP convention
was preceded by the three-month
preconvention internal discussion man-
dated by the SWP’s rules. Over a

thousand pages of written discussion

were churned out (28 internal bulletins)

and there were debates in the branches.

The resulting delegate elections pro-

duced a substantial showing for the

oppositions—especially given the way
the SWP handles delegate elections,

with a high ( 10: 1 ) members-to-delegates

ratio in each branch, which effectively

bars minority delegates from election in

any but the largest branches.

continued on page 8
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SWP...
(continuedfrom pane 7)

The convention ended with the

Breitman grouping opting to declare

their tendency dissolved; Weinstein &
Co. said they would maintain an

organized tendency in order to take

advantage of tendency rights. (We
should note here that wc have not been

able to discern any such "rights” existing

in the SWP in between those preconven-

tion discussions every two years, al-

though there may still be a loophole

permitting minorityite members of the

National Committee to correspond with

one another.) Some three months later,

in November 1981, the SWP had to

convene an NC plenum to "settle" some
“blow-ups," the settlement arrived at

being expulsions in Minnesota and Los

Angeles.

Four months later, in February-

March 1982. came another NC plenum,

which we'll call lor easy reference the

“six-day war.” The meeting, reportedly

attended by “the entire NC and over 50

organizers and fraction heads" and

covering nearly a week (the kind of time

allotted for national conventions),

passed 27 motions dishing out discipli-

nary actions and threats against adher-

ents of minority views. Numerous
motions dealt with the pathetic efforts

of various oppositionists to find ways to

politically collaborate with co-thinkers

in between conventions. Both the

Breitman group, which had dissolved its

tendency, and the Weinstein group,

which had not, were castigated as

“secret factions” and threatened with

disciplinary action.

The general tone of the “six-day war"

plenum is captured neatly in Motion
Number Ten, putting the ranks on

notice;

“To inform all party members who
voted for either of the NC minorities

during the August 1981 pre-convention

discussion, and who may be confused

about the party’s organizational norms
due to the conduct of the minority NC
members since the convention cited by
the Control Commission, that they are

instructed to cease and desist from any
organized meetings in their areas.”

Motion Number Twenty-Three es-

tablished that I982’s annua) Oberlin

gathering would be an educational

conference, not a party convention.

The educational was the usual tepid

affair. But there was plenty to keep the

National Committee busy and another

plenum was held at the time of the

educational. Plenum highlights in-

cluded the ruling that 18 Breitman

group supporters had no right to declare

themselves the “Fourth Internationalist

Tendency," some more expulsions in

Minnesota and the case of Asher Harer.

The Asher Harer affair casts a

revealing light on the factional polariza-

tion gripping the SWP on the West

Coast. Harer, a senior citizen and long-

time mealy-mouthed SWP cadre in San

Francisco, was accused of telling a

majorityite at the February 28 branch

meeting something along the lines of “1

ought to punch you in the mouth."

Harer apologized a week later, but on

March 1 1 the purported victim filed

charges against Harer. What's really

going on in the Harer case is that the

SWP minorityites have a branch major-

ity in San Francisco; Barnes and his

hatchet-man Barry Sheppard were

determined to demonstrate that they

still rule with an iron hand in California.

Accordingly, when the SF branch on

April 4 passed a motion basically

accepting Harer’s apology, battle was
joined with a vengeance. The majority

appealed the decision to the Bay Area

District Committee, which according to

the internal bulletin discussed the case at

five meetings and voted on May 3 to

censure Harer. That wasn’t the end

either. When the Bay Area district

membership (in a “straw vote,” of

course) arrived at a tie vote on June 5,

the Barnesites escalated again, up to the

California State Committee, which duly

censured Harer on July 18.

Peter Camejo:
Did He or Didn’t He?

The real bombshell of the August

1982 plenum was the final fall of Peter

(a.k.a. "Pedro") Camejo, a Barnes man
for 22 years and one of the slimiest of

Barnes’ creatures. A scion of the Latin

American ruling class (and the Long
Island middle class), Camejo’s “third

world" pretensions were fulsomely

catered to by the SWP leadership and

his penchant for lying for the sheer fun

of it was much appreciated for many
years. In 1979 he attained even greater

celebrity in certain circles when he was

accused by the Morenoite tendency of

having fingered leftists of the Simon
Bolivar Brigade to the Nicaraguan

government for deportation.

So SWPers were mostly quite

surprised to be informed that Camejo
was no longer an SWP member, had left

the country, and had no political

differences. As we shall see, this latter is

not exactly true, as revealed in the

September 1982 internal bulletin which

follows the time-honored Barnesite

tradition that differences, insofar as

possible, shall be published as an

appendix to the malefactor’s expulsion.

In June 1981 Camejo had a hasty

meeting with the SWP’s Olga Rodri-

guez, then abruptly left the country. The
SWP claims Camejo resigned from the

SWP verbally via Rodriguez. Accord-

ing to the internal bulletin, Camejo was

entirely out of touch with the SWP for

six months. Then he reappeared in

Miami, saying he had never resigned

from the SWP. Did he or didn’t he?—we
don’t know. Camejo was refused per-

mission to attend the “six-day war"

plenum which considered his

resignation/expulsion and passed a

motion against him.

The background to the estrangement

of Camejo includes two criticisms of the

SWP leadership back in January 1981.

One was a proposal, debated in the New
York branch, on the city elections put

forward by Camejo and two others.

Their right-oppositional document dis-

plays marked restlessness with the SWP
and casts around for “united front"

electoral bloc partners, principally the

Puerto Rican Socialist Party (and

behind this, the thinly concealed appe-

tife to chase the Democratic Party,

which is the real question facing all the

SWP oppositionists). At about the same
time, Camejo penned a letter to the

SWP leadership containing a proposal

to seek TV coverage for the SWP’s
“Watersuit” trial. To the extent Came-
jo’s sub-inane proposal has political

content, it is rightist and civil-

libertarian. So far as we can ascertain,

Camejo’s letter was never made avail-

able to the membership prior to the

publication of the recent internal

bulletin.

What’s remarkable about Camejo’s

Watersuit letter is that it suggests a

dangerous case of I6se majesty. The
Watersuit is a civil suit brought by the

SWP against the government which

aims at securing a $70 million settlement

to compensate the SWP and its mem-
bers for FBI “COINTELPRO" crimes

disclosed by post-Watergate "Freedom
of Information” revelations. Via the suit

Barnes & Co. are seeking a special

license to practice reformism unhin-

dered by the normal and abnormal
“dirty tricks” of government agencies,

from the FBI and CIA to the immigra-
tion and tax authorities. The Watersuit

displayed the full flowering of Barnesite

opportunism, as well as a shocking loss

of basic legal and administrative compe-
tence on the part of the Barnesized party

(see “Reformism on Trial,” WV No.

286, 31 July 1981).

Back in 1974. the Watersuit process

directly prompted the consummately
bureaucratic expulsion of over a hun-

dred SWP members, left-oppositional

supporters of the Mandelite USec
constituted as the Internationalist Ten-
dency (IT). As the European press and
right-wing ideologues at home were
baiting the Mandelites as “terrorists,”

the SWP simply proclaimed the IT a

separate “IT party" inside the SWP and
expelled them to reassure Judge Thom-

as Griesa that the SWP was peaceful-

legal and would never tolerate anything

tainted with the suggestion of “terror-

ism." And thejudge wasexplicit that the

expulsion reassured him mightily of the

non-troublemaking credentials of the

SWP. The SWP underscored its- vindic-

tive hatred for the remnants of the IT in

1981 in court, with its lying frame-up of

IT supporter Hedda Garza as a govern-

ment fink.

After about seven years of pre-trial

hearings, depositions and "discovery”

proceedings, the case was heard in

federal court for three months begin-

ning in April 1981. Thus it was unques-

tionably the SW P’s major public activi-

ty leading up to the August 1981

national convention. Under the pressure

of the Watersuit the Barnesites hastily

reversed an initial line of softness

toward the Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan. And in court the SWP
attained new depths of explicit parlia-

mentarism and reformism without fig

leases: take for example the 15 May
1981 Militant's summary of Barry

Sheppard’s testimony: "SWP advocates

peaceful election of workers and farm-

ers government, which will need

changes in Constitution to implement

program.”

Alongside the programmatic rightism

was displayed a panicky ineptitude you

don’t have to be a leftist to notice,

perhaps peaking with the response to

government demands for more and

more “disclosure": turning over more
and more names, records, etc., only to

turn around and just destroy the party’s

financial records to keep them out of

court—a master stroke of Barnes/Seigle

which the upright patrician judge

almost couldn’t believe.

Glowing reports on the Watersuit

filled countless pages of the Militant in

the months prior to the 1981 Oberlin

convention. Yet the case went virtually

unremarked in an internal discussion

which featured documents on every

subject from Cuba to why being

physically handicapped doesn’t have to

stop you from making the “turn to

industry." In the 24 bulletins only one

comrade submitted any contribution on
the court case. No member of the SWP
leadership recorded any comment on

the case in the written discussion.

Perhaps Camejo should have stuck to

the Puerto Rican Socialist Party and left

the Watersuit alone.

Bureaucratic Centralism

What makes the Camejo affair the

real centerpiece of the September 1982
SWP internal bulletin is that Peter

Camejo was not one of the despised old-

timers belatedly discerning the whisper
of the axe. Camejo was for more than 20

years not merely a 100 percent Barnesite

celebrity but one of the few real insiders.

The transfer of control from the old

boys under Dobbs/ Kerry to the Barnes
crew was essentially complete long

before the final round of “age purge"
began; people like Frank Lovell were
mere window-dressing even if they

seemed too dim to know it. Real power
resided solely with Barnes and his

cronies. And who were the cronies? Pre-

eminently, it was Barry Sheppard and
Peter Camejo. dishing it out to everyone
else.

But by the beginning of 1981 Camejo
was "leading the turn to industry”— i.e.,

he was sweating it out in the garment
district among the desperately op-
pressed immigrant and minority work-
ers who Barnes thinks are some kind of
"strategic" sector of the "industrial"

proletariat. What happened? Was
Camejo’s flamboyantly cynical style

seen as a threat to Barnes?—after all,

one thing about a machine is that it can
have only one boss. Did the full

flowering of the Barnes ego finally

become too much for Camejo’s own
remarkable ego? Was Camejo’s interna-

tional following real enough to make
him a danger in a period of increasingly

envenomed relations between the SWP
and USec?
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Camejo’s documents, letters, appeals

provide no answer. But his materials

—

self-serving in the extreme, needless to

say—provide a real look inside the real

SWP leadership. Camejo has turned on

Barnes with a vengeance, and the result

recalls nothing so much as the testimony

of the wretched Tim Wohlforth on the

subject of his mentor, the British

political bandit Gerry Healy, whom
Wohlforth slavishly served for over a

decade. When Healy unceremoniously

dumped Wohlforth in 1974, the latter

(en route back to the SWP) penned a

lengthy expose of Healy’s machinations

which was serialized in the SWP’s
Intercontinental Press. The man hadn’t

said a true word in over a dozen years,

but his account of life among the

Healyites had the unmistakable ring of

truth.

Camejo’s documents, particularly “A
Reply and Clarification,” and the

second-hand reports of Camejo’s com-

plaints also collected in the internal

bulletin, partake of something of the

same quality. Camejo recounts the story

of his “nomination" for the Political

Bureau: he would have been its only

“member” not employed as a full-time

SWP functionary—and the body holds

its meetings during working hours! The

sole effect of placing Camejo on a body

whose meetings he could not attend

would be to bar him from raising his

differences before the membership,

since the bureaucratic “norms” of the

SWP effectively bar members of leading

committees from raising their views

outside those bodies.

The SWP has employed this classic

bureaucratic practice—the common
front of the leadership before the

ranks—along with countless other

mechanisms for stifling debate for many
years. The fall of Camejo, accompanied

by massive Barnesite gloating (the

claims that garment was “a plum
assignment" for example), surely

couldn’t happen to a nicer guy. But all

the SWP’s current leading dissidents

find themselves in the unpleasant

position of having been junior partners

in the remaking of the SWP in Barnes’

image, not least where the organization-

al question is concerned. Dobbs’ 1965

organizational resolution was one wa-

tershed and the 1974 expulsion of the

Internationalist Tendency on the fourth

of July was another.

The 1 965 resolution “works” perfectly

well as a means for bureaucratically

“regulating” discussion—so long as

there is no real current of opposition in

the party. But this situation no longer

obtains in the SWP and suddenly a

whole milieu of disgruntled elements is

casting around for loopholes in the

“norms”— mainly for ingenious devices

to keep discussion going in the party or

at least between minority co-thinkers.

The “six-day war” plenum in particular

lowered the boom on the oppositionists’

lame efforts—e.g., the "Christmas card"

subterfuge for "unauthorized" corre-

spondence; the disingenuous bid to keep

discussion open in the Young Socialist

Alliance after a convention. At the

subsequent plenum in August was

added the "Fourth International” fig

leaf, the argument that the opening of

preconlerence discussion in the USec

ought to open a discussion in the SWP.
In any case there’s a lot more to

Barnes' “revolutionary centralism" than

rules. In 1980, for example, in the wake

of the Ed Hcisler scandal, theSWP took

advantage of its "security policy" to do

some wholesale witchhunting. The
Control Commission rammed through

a rash of "disloyalty" expulsions, in

particular cleaning out the Houston

branch, a perennial hotbed of political

opposition and a base of the former

Internationalist Tendency. The witch-

hunt was so wide-ranging and so savage

that a halt was called and some of the

purges were eventually reversed—not,

of course, those in Houston.

The SWP’s essential “organizational

principle," enshrined in statute and

otherwise, is the suppression of debate:

turning the YSA into a front group by

operating SWP members inside as a

disciplined party fraction; perverting

the mechanisms for orderly preconven-

tion discussion into a prohibition of

discussion and inter-tendency struggle

at any time except during a three-month

“hundred Bowers campaign" once every

two years; the “disloyalty” expulsions;

the “is he in, is he out?” game; the united

front of the leadership against the ranks;

the successive waves of “age purge.”

Life as an oppositionist in the SWP is

nasty and above all short. You can beat

the odds if you're like the recently

departed David Keil, patient and above

all entirely isolated. Then you can write

whatever you want every two years, the

better to display how “democratic” is

Barnes’ party.

Preconvention Loophole

The decision not to hold a convention

in 1982 was itself a consummately anti-

democratic move of the sort not covered

by statute. A revolutionary party seeks

full discussion in order to arrive at

decisions, above all when there are

differences. A Leninist organization

which found itself confronted with the

necessity for a six-day plenum and 27

disciplinary motions to “regulate discus-

sion” would certainly open a discussion

and might well schedule an immediate

national convention—the highest body

of the national party—to fully air the

differences and elect a leadership reflect-

ing the new relationship of forces

between the majority and the opposi-

tions. But Barnes' party is a bureaucrat-

ic organization; the national convention

is not its highest body in any meaningful

sense and the preconvention discussion
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Barnes hatchetman Peter (a/k/a
Pedro) Camejo gets the axe. Fallen

honcho squeals, ‘They’re treating

me like a Spart."

process is if anything the last remaining

loophole in Barnesite "organizational

principle.” We wouldn't mind betting

that by the time the next discussion is

opened (probably sometime around

next May), a lot of Barnes’ critics just

won't be around, one way or another.

The Barnes crew observes quite

correctly that the various minorities

have begun to call into question the

obligation of all party members to

uphold the majority line in public work.

(The first was the little group in

Minnesota around Harry DeBoer, a

founding member of the American

Trotskyists in 1928 and now a Stalino-

phobic workerist.) Increasingly, the*

SWP’s disgruntled elements are finding

the SWP a fetter on their impulses—

hence the attraction for them of perfect-

ly menshevist organizational standards.

The problem, though, is thatdemocratic

centralism, the appropriate organiza-

tional structure fora Leninist vanguard

party, has no reason to exist without the

politics to match. The SWP—with its

reformist line, its incredibly pollyan-

naish faith in the protections of Ameri-

can capitalist democracy, its hypertro-

phy of electoral work, its 9-to-5

leadership, its high proportion of paper

members exercising the same formal

rights as the cadres who really do the

work and pay the money— is in fact a

social-democratic formation that might

as well have the organizational form to

match. “Revolutionary centralism,"

without revolutionary politics, is noth-

ing but a device for bureaucratic control

by Barnes and his coterie.

That the SWP is really pretty

unconcerned about the plummeting

circulation of its public press is itself an

index of social-democratic organiza-

tional conceptions. The circulation of a

Leninist press, one’s “collective organiz-

er” in struggle, is a crucial measure of an

organization's effectiveness. But social-

democrats measure their importance in

terms of “influence" closer to the

corridors of power—how many Demo-
crats endorse our defense cases? How
many union presidents do we call by

their first names? Even when the

Socialist Party still had some signifi-

cance, nobody ever read New America

and it didn’t matter. So the insipid,

overpriced Militant will go on dropping

in circulation, unless the ecologically

sensitive SWP decides to do some
innocent trees a favor by cutting back

the frequency.

Enter the USec

The factional situation in the SWP,
and especially the impact of the Camejo
affair, is complicated by the touchy

question of the SWP’s relationship with

the “fraternal comrades” of the USec.

The "reunification" of 1963 was accom-

plished on the basis of a centrist

convergence which was for the SWP a

transient period in its plunge toward

reformism; soon, the USec had become

an inherently unstable rotten bloc

between Mandel’s European centrist

impressionists and the hardened refor-

mist SWP. The bloc underwent periods

of sharp factional struggle, most nota-

bly during the early 1970s when the

question of Portugal and the USec’s

continuing vicarious attachment to the

"guerrilla road" strained relations to the

breaking point.

Had the USec been an international

formation in the Trotskyist sense—that

is, a world party seeking to arrive at and

carry out a common international

political policy— there would have been

a split. To be sure, neither side had

anything approximating an authentic

Trotskyist program, but the differences

were still very real. The European

sections were very much a part of the

“generation of ’68." the radicalization

associated especially with the French

general strike. They were eclectic,

opportunist, given to carrying red

banners and chanting "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi

Minh" at demonstrations. Meanwhile

the SWP (shaped by the more right-

wing American political terrain, which

lacks for example the mass Communist
and social-democratic workers parties)

stayed as far away as possible from

“ultralefts" like SDS and the Panthers,

chanting “Bring Our Boys Home Now!”

with the other social-patriots and

policing antiwar demonstrations

against anti-imperialist youth.

In the middle run, developments

favored the SWP which increased its

weight in the USec as the leftism of the

Europeans fell into disarray. The
“guerrilla road” didn’t produce any

more easy victories in Latin America,

the heady memories of barricades in the

streets of Paris faded, the Mandelites

started to tail social-democracy in

earnest. The SWP rammed the “turn to

industry” down the Europeans’ throats

and things seemed to calm down for a

while.

But things sure aren’t calm now. In

January 1982 the USec entered the

Camejo affair with a posture of studied

agnosticism on Camejo’s alleged resig-

nation from the SWP. At a USec
meeting on January 10 the Mandelites

turned down the SWP’s demand that

Camejo, one of the SWP’s fraternal

representatives on the International

Executive Committee (IEC), be re-

placed by another SWPer. At the end of

May, the IEC agreed to let the SWP
replace Camejo, then turned around

and co-opted Camejo onto the IEC asan

additional member. The SWP retaliated

as best it could by contemptuously

spitting on Camejo’s contention that as

a member of the leading committee of

the “Fourth International,” he should

be permitted to attend SWP functions

like the Oberlin meeting.

Meanwhile, it was revealed that at the

end of January, two members of the

European USec leadership had met

privately with the SWP’s Frank Lovell

and Steve Bloom in Montreal.

Politically things have heated up a lot,

with the most significant divergence

probably being the Lebanon question.

The SWP’s 1982 Oberlin educational

was marked by extreme uncritical

enthusing over the nationalist Palestini-

an Liberation Organization (PLO):
‘‘‘Yassir Arafat, chairman of the PLO,
is displaying capacities that any
working-class fighter must recognize

and identify with.’[Malik] Miah contin-

ued '. He is also placing the PLO in

the strongest political position for the

next phase of the struggle’.”

— Militant. 3 September 1982

The shameless SWP sees no reason to

modulate its position now that the

"strongest political position" is shown
to entail the Israeli/Phalangist massacre

of 1 ,800 Palestinians after the PLO had

been disarmed and dispersed by the

imperialist “peacekeepers."

But the USec in its October 10

statement on Lebanon (International

Viewpoint, I November 1982) charac-

terized the situation as a "military

defeat" and stated that "The 1982 war

continued on page 10
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>WP: U.S. Constitution, Yes—
Russian Revolution, No

MuWal f’Auet tin Ywal

How Marxists view U.S. Constitution
Jack Barnes on fighl lor socialism ana democracy

24 July 1981

THE MILITANT

OI independence.

Does the Socialist Workers Party

believe that their ideas are consist-

ent with the philosophy underlying

the United States Constitution?

Jack Barnes: Yes, in the sense that a

republican form of government—in the

sense of a rule of law, which has elected

officials that govern—is the only possi-

ble basis for socialist democracy, for the

*WTn»CV

Russian revolution
Winter: Mr. Barnes, does the So-

cialist Workers Party consider the

Russian revolution to be a model to

be followed in the United States?

Barnes: No, not in a concrete sense of

an overthrow of czarism and the mass of

peasantry and all the things that were
discussed in the last several hours. That
would be false

are two aspects - |_

Watersuit showed full flowering of SWP’s anti-Soviet reformism.

31 DECEMBER 1982



SWP...
(continuedfrom page 9)

and the battle of Beirut register a radical

evolution in the relationship of forces

in favor of imperialism in the region."

The statement is classically centrist in its

born-yesterday quality, lecturing the

PLO on the need to base itself on the

class oppression of the Arab masses by

their own bourgeoisies and on “interna-

tionalism,” as if the USec had not been

among the biggest cheerleaders for PLO
nationalism right up until the defeat in

Lebanon. The statement, which scanda-

lously refuses to demand imperialist

troops out, is nonetheless miles away
from the “Palestinian victory" line of the

SWP.
In Europe, rumors of an impending

split between the SWP and USec have

increased, particularly since the USec
began publication of a new English-

language journal to compete with

Intercontinental Press. It’s clear that the

Mandelites are enjoying tweaking

Barnes' tail by backing Camejo and
playing footsie with the Breitman

grouping, but the dissidents better think

three jimes before counting on support

from the USec when it counts.

The bitter experience of the

Internationalist Tendency (IT) should

be hard for anyone associated with the

SWP ever to forget. Framed up and
bounced out of the SWP in 1974 for its

adherence to the Mandel wing of the

“international” during the heat of the

near-split period, the IT was hung out

on the line and left there by the

Mandelite maneuverers in the interests

of preserving their rotten bloc with

Barnes.

The IT was the last significant left

opposition generated in the SWP. It

grew out of the Proletarian Orientation

tendency, which opposed the SWP’s
single-minded concentration on middle-

class protest politics and advocated

involvement in industrial struggles. The
Proletarian Orientation recognized that

on this question the Mandelites were no
better, with their successive “theories”

defining forces other than the proletari-

at as the vanguard of revolution (e.g.,

the “red university,” “from the peri-

phery to the center,” the “new mass
vanguard").

But the IT accepted the USec as "the

world movement," and within the no-
win parameters of the SWP/Mandelite
polarization they threw in their lot with

the latter despite some important
differences—especially on the SWP’s
role in the right wing of the antiwar

movement (a loaded subject too impor-
tant for the Mandelites to touch with a

ten-foot pole). Purged by the SWP, the

IT still danced to Mandel’s tune—
refusing to characterize the SWP as

reformist and agreeing to seek “reinte-

gration" into the party that had not

merely bureaucratically expelled them
but had thereby lent its weight to the

anti-“terrorist” witchhunting which was
going on against them.

The IT’s first national meeting
following the expulsion was held three

months later in October 1974. The first

order of business was the expulsion

from the IT of two comrades from
Houston (and sympathetic to the

Spartacist League) who argued that

“The SWP is finished as a revolutionary

force.” In the sequel, the IT was also

finished as any kind of force. In line with

the U Sec’s directives, the IT members
set about the degrading business of

seeking readmission to the SWP. Some
waited a year, some waited two, some
never got back in (and those that did

didn't enjoy the treatment dished out to

them inside). Two years after the mass
purge that removed the IT from the

SWP, Mandelite loyalist Milt Zaslow

wrote to his European mentors: “You
must understand that there is a very real

danger of total disintegration— ” The
IT's reward for its faith in Mandel’s

maneuvers was brutalization at Barnes’

hands, demoralization and, for many,
withdrawal from politics altogether.

Of course, the present SWP
minorities are a horse of a very different

color. If anything, they stand further

from the USec politically than did the

IT—but unlike the IT they stand on the

right, and Mandel’s a good deal more
comfortable doing business with refor-

mists than with left critics. In any case,

the IT was more vulnerable to the

vicissitudes of SWP/USec relations

because they needed a party, a place to

continue their activism as a political

•current in this country; in contrast,

many of the SWP’s alienated old-timers

are undoubtedly seeking nothing more

than a way to get out of Barnestown
without explicitly renouncing the "T rot-

skyism" to which they have committed
many years.

Be that as it may, the USec’s posture

toward the present SWP minorities will

be determined by the outcome of the

main event. If the sharply exacerbated

relations between the USec and SWP
produce a split, the minorities could get

the glad hand from the USec, like Peter

Camejo; if not, it’s the cold shoulder for

them, like Hedda Garza.

The Very Strange Case
of Alan Gelfand

The SWP broke definitively from its

revolutionary Trotskyist heritage 20
years ago, but it’s taken Barnes a long

time to obliterate the last vestiges of
continuity. And when we talk about
vestiges, we don’t mean just people.

Long after the Trotskyist content was
gone, some elements of basic organiza-

tional competence and professionalism

still functioned; in the service of a

fundamentally different program, a

kind of upper spinal column was still

there—something that could still organ-
ize a demonstration, write a polemic,
co-opt an opponent, run a defense case.

The Watersuit was the most extensive

and complete display thus far that this

sort of competence was just gone. Now
we have another demonstration of the

same thing.

The strange case of Alan Gelfand is

the latest installment in a years-long

campaign by Gerry Healy to smear
SWP leaders as tools of the Stalinist and
capitalist secret police. HeaJy’s cam-
paign to slander SWP leaders, particu-

larly the late Joseph Hansen, as “agents
of the FBI and GPU" has been answered
before in WV, most recently in 1979
when we summarized:

“In 1937 Hansen had gone to Mexico to
serve as Trotsky's leading secretary. His
highly confidential work in this period,
and his role as a main contact with the

bourgeois authorities in the investiga-

tion of Trotsky’s assassination by a

Stalinist agent in 1940—testimony to

the position of trust Hansen had won in

the Trotskyist movement—became the

excuse for a loathsome Healyite cam-
paign to slander Hansen as an 'accom-
plice' to the assassination and an agent
of the Stalinist GPU, FBI, etc.

“The Spartacist tendency actively de-

fended Hansen against the slander

campaign, which mimicked the discred-

ited Stalinist chorus that Trotsky had
been murdered by one of his own
people In addition to signing the

statements prepared by the SWP, we
picketed Healyite ‘public’ meetings,

demanding. ‘Who Gave Healy His
Security Clearance?’...”

— ff'KNo. 224. 2 February 1979

The sinister Healyites’ deeply malicious

campaign against the SWP included

such tactics as leaflets fingering industri-

alized SWPers to management (under

the guise of course of exposing “CIA
agents” to the workers).

While Hansen was alive, the SWP
retained elementary capacity to organ-
ize in its own defense. With painstaking

documentation and characteristic po-

lemical skill, Hansen made a point-by-

point reply to Healy’s ludicrous charges

(see SWP Education for Socialists

pamphlet, “Healy’s Big Lie," December
1976) and put together the appropriate

statements of support from figures in

the socialist movement. The SWP
solicited and obtained the endorsement

of SL National Chairman James Rob-
ertson as part of this effort. The SWP
public press scandalized the Healyites

and discredited their hatchet job.

Then in 1977 an American Healyite,

one Alan Gelfand, surfaced in the SWP
and began to raise Healy’s slanders in

the Los Angeles branch. No concrete

action was taken against him, however,

until in January 1979 the SWP dis-

covered that Gelfand had filed an
“amicus curiae" brief in Barnes’ cher-

ished Watersuit. On January 1 1 Gelfand
was abruptly expelled from the SWP.

Following his expulsion, Gelfand
brought suit against the SWP in federal

court charging that his expulsion was
the result of FBI control of the party and
violated his rights. Gelfand’s suit re-

hashing Healy’s lies not only subjects

the SWP to demands for "discovery"
but puts forward the proposition that

the government has the right to

intervene in the internal life of left

organizations, ostensibly to enforce
their adherence to their own organiza-
tional rules. As a legal device it’s very
British and very Healyite. Such a claim
seeks to provide an ominous prece-
dent for government snooping and
witchhunting.

The Spartacist League’s concern over
the Gelfand case proceeds not only from

the recognition of the danger to left

organizations in general and the SWP in

particular, but from our continuing

commitment to defending the reputa-

tion of Trotskyism and its historic

leaders against the baseless slanders of

the unspeakable Healyites. It is our

revolutionary tradition which is being

vilified! But our request last October to

the SWP for information about the

Gelfand suit brought the reply: “The

Socialist Workers Party will not pro-

vide any assistance to the Spartacist

League."

How’s about providing a little assist-

ance to the late Joseph Hansen and

JamesCannon (not to mention theirstill

more or less living contemporaries like

Farrell Dobbs and Tom Kerry) by a

vigorous public counterattack on Hea-

ly’s slanders? But incredibly, the SWP’s
Militant has said not one word about

the Gelfand case—not when the SWP’s
motion to dismiss was denied in June
1980, not even when the motion for

summary judgment was denied in

August 1982.

Not that Gelfand hasn’t occupied the

leadership’s attention. The dire financial

report presented at the 1982 Oberlin
educational laid heavy stress on the

heavy expenses incurred by the SWP in

the case. And this year’s YSA preconfer-

ence discussion features the following in

a report adopted by the YSA National

Committee last April:

"The Healyite lawsuit is not a laughing
matter— Fighting this lawsuit is also

costing us plenty in terms of time.

money and leadership attention

“We have achieved some successes

already in this effort. We forced them to

admit that the lawsuit is substantially

financed by the Workers League "

—"Socialist Workers and the

Fight to Defend Democratic
Rights." YSA Discussion
Bulletin Vol. XXVI. No. 2,

November 1982

The decision to treat the Gelfand lawsuit

as a guilty secret—as if Healy’s thread-

bare lies were unanswerable— is a piece

of criminal stupidity if ever there was
one. It seems that the last shreds of

elementary political intelligence and
technical capacity in the SWP were
buried when Joe Hansen died.

Intimations of Irrelevance

The SWP that Barnes has built in his

own image faces dismal prospects. The
DSA has a lock on “State Department
socialism" in this country and that

doesn’t leave much room for the

reformist SWP. To keep everyone’s

mind off this central problem, Barnes
likes to offer up fantasies of getting

together with assorted potential pa-

trons: the Cuban leadership; the Nicara-

guan government; one or another wing
(first one. now another) of the Salvador-
an FMLN; the “New Jewel Movement”
running “revolutionary” Grenada; at

last August’s Oberlin educational, the

“revolutionary” leadership that moved
the party membership to the most
cheering and chanting was, according
to the Militant

, the PLO. What the
SW P has to offer any of these hoped-for
bloc partners is a question nobody in the
SWP dares to ask.

We have to feel some human sympa-
thy for the veteran socialists, practicing

social-democrats though they are, un-
dergoing gratuitous abuse and organi-
zational indignity from the Barnes
machine. But objectively the departure
of the reformist SWP from an impor-
tant place on the U.S. left is a good
thing, tending to resolve the competing
organizational claims to the continuity
of Trotskyism, the revolutionary Marx-
ism of our time. The founding cadres of
the international Spartacist tendency
were formed inside the SWP in struggle
against the liquidation of the Trotskyist
program, the revolutionary program
which the SWP had upheld for 35 years.
The revolutionary work of the old
revolutionary SWP lives now through
our organization, the Spartacist
League. Forward to the Rebirth of the
Fourth International!

Where Militant Sales Go Wrong
Comparison of SL’s WV and SWP’s Militant : Paid press circulation per issue

(Figures from Statement of Management and Ownership filed in October of each year)

On average, the SWP ha9 been about four and a half times the size of the SL
over the period In question. Our (biweekly) WV now tops the SWP’s (weekly)
Militant in paid circulatipn. What makes the chart so remarkable Is not the
Militant's low circulation but the direction and slope of the curve.

WORKERS VANGUARD
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Fight or
Starve...
(continued from page I)

mobilizations and by showing that there

is a class-struggle answer to the depres-

sion conditions that these race-haters

feed off.

Take Detroit. Here, labor—powerful

and integrated—can lead all the op-

pressed to fight for survival. When the

teachers and Chrysler workers hit the

bricks this September, critical sectors of

the proletariat were out on the street

with massive public support. The point

was to link them up and shut down
Detroit in a citywide general strike.

Hundreds of auto workers should have

walked the teachers picket lines. Picket-

line solidarity, elected strike committees

could have'broken the back of Mayor
Young's rollback drive. But the bureau-

crats sold out the walkouts. Now
thousands face death by starvation and
freezing in this hellhole city. Now a sit-in

at the Rouge to keep the plant open
could win the heart of the ghetto masses

and enlist the support of all black

Detroit.

When it comes to unemployment the

Democrats say “soup” and the left says

"more soup." They want less guns and

more soup. But it’s not a question of

reshuffling the priorities of the capitalist

government. Capitalism itself is the

problem. The anti-Soviet military bud-

get represents imperialism’s inevitable

drive toward war. The popular-frontist

left of today pressures the Democrats to

pressure Reagan for more relief pro-

grams. They're simply using the issue of

unemployment to support liberals

against Reaganites.

A Trotskyist Party,

A Fighting Program

What is needed is a revolutionary

party of black and white workers whose
aim is a workers government that will

rip the productive wealth of this

country, including all the idle factories,

out of the hands of the capitalist class

and establish a planned economy. This

is key to the liberation of all oppressed

minorities. The struggle must begin now
to forge such a class-struggle leadership

in the working class.

Jobs for all—30 hours work for 40

hours pay! Sit-ins against mass layoffs

and plant shutdowns! For a massive

public works program with union rights

and union-scale wages! Union control

of hiring—special recruitment of

minorities!

Mass organization ofthe unemployed
under the leadership of the unions!

Unlimited unconditional unemploy-
ment compensation for all jobless

workers! Unlimited recall rights and
union membership for laid-off workers!

Finish the Civil War

!

Fight racial and

sexual discrimination! Labor/black

defense against racist attacks—Stop the

Klan! For the right of black armed self-

defense—no to gun control! For a labor

N
Spartacist League/

Spartacus Youth League
Public Offices

— MARXIST UTERATURE-
Bay Area
Fn 5 00-8 00 pm Sal 3 00-6 00 p m
1634 Telegraph, 3rd Floor (near 171h Street)

Oakland. California Phone (415) 835-1535

Chicago
Tues 5 30-9 00 p m .

Sat 2 00-5 30 p m
523 S Plymouth Court. 3rd Floor

Chicago Illinois Phone (312)427-0003

New York City
Tues 6 00-9 00 p m . Sal 12 00-4 00 p m
41 Warren Si (one block below
Chambers Si near Church Si

)

New York. NY Phone (212) 267-1025

Trotskyist League
of Canada

Toronto
Sal 1 00-5 00 p m
299 Queen Si W Suite 502

Toronto Ontario Phone 1416) 593-4138
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campaign throughout the South to

organize the unorganized!

International working-class solidar-

ity' No deportations— full citizenship

rights for foreign-born workers! No to

trade protectionism!

Not a man. not a penny to the

imperialist war machine! Defend the

USSR/Cuba/Poland from capitalist

counterrevolution! Political revolution

to oust the Stalinist bureaucrats and
install workers democracy!

Oust the labor bureaucrats—break
with the Democrats, fur a workers party

to fight for a workers government!

Expropriate industry without com-
pensation! For a socialist planned

economy!

Why They Lie...
(continued from page 5)

its bid for the reformist big time by

organizing demonstrations to channel

protest against Reagan into a “broad"

popular front with the liberal Demo-
crats. The precondition for this class-

collaborationist coalition is exclusion of

open "reds." So WWP now appears

only as the All-Peoples Congress (or

some other front group), and they have

resorted to thugs, cops, and lies to seal

off the Trotskyists of the Spartacist

League. In May 1981, Marcyite mar-

shals threw up a daisy chain at the

Pentagon to keep protesters from
attending a rally of the Anti-Imperialist

Contingent, organized by the SL. which

called for military victory to leftist

rebels in El Salvador. (Democratic

"doves" want negotiations to end the

Salvadoran civil war, not for the leftists

to win it.) Last March 27, Marcyite

goons called in D C. police to keep the

Spartacists out of another El Salvador

demo. But on November 27, our Labor/

Black Mobilization brought out the

masses while the WWP/APC diversion

fizzled. Moreover, the SL-led demon-
stration was overwhelmingly (85 per-

cent or more) black. Thousands who
were there know the real score, as well as

the half-million readers of the special

WV supplement, “We Stopped the

Klan!” So Workers World prefers to use

its last weapon, the Big Lie, in the

corridors.

Others of the Big Liars have not been

so circumspect. Among the most vocal

are the little Revolutionary Workers
League (RWL), an Ann Arbor-based

campus cult, and its favorite political

bedfellow, the virulently anti-Soviet

Revolutionary Socialist League (RSL).
We strongly suspect the RWL was not

even in Washington on November 27:

we did not see them and neither did

anyone else we know; and their article

twice gives the date of the protest as

“November 25"! They could just as well

have written it beforehand, moreover,
since they simply made it up:

“Across the country, the cowardly
Spartacist League (SL)—which has
never stopped the Klan or Nazis—now
claims credit for the militance in D C.
This is a complete lie The SL did not
organize the crowd to be there and
provided no leadership on the scene."

— Workers Struggle.

January 1983

DC. police, the Washington Post ,

Walter Fauntroy all refute the RWL on
this one. And so does the Maoist
Revolutionary Communist Party

(RCP), certainly no friend of the SL.

The RCP's Revolution (3 December)
writes that “more than 1,000 people"

gathered at the Capitol to “confront the

Klan.” When it became apparent that

the KKK was not going to march.
“Others started marching along Penn-

sylvania Avenue to Lafayette Park with

the Spartacists in the lead chanting. ‘We
Slopped the Klan’.”

The notable thing about the RWL /

RSL is that every single time we have

mobilized hundreds and thousands,

drawing in unions and blacks, actually

stopping the Nazi/ Klan fascists, the

RWL/RSL and the bourgeoisie insist

that the issue is Spartacist "violence” or

"sectarianism." In its own fashion, the

RSL admits that large numbers of anti-

Klan protesters followed the SL’s lead

on November 27. However, according

to its fictional account:

"When the fighting started, the SI

urged people not to participate, prefer-

ing instead to stay off to the side

chanting. ‘We stopped the Klan. ‘as if its

forces alone were responsible. When the

police began to tear-gas the crowd, the

SL lei t the square, leaving people to

fight the cops and protect themselves as

best they could.”
— Torch. 15 December 1

982-

14 January 1983

In fact, amid tear-gas volleys and police

charges the SL organized the dispersed

protesters in Lafayette Park and held a

militant rally registering that labor

/

black mobilization stopped the Klan.

And we got the demonstrators out

safely. Evidently the RSL wanted

pointless skirmishing with the cops long

after the KKK had been run out.

The Maoist League for Revolution-

ary Struggle (LRS) presents a totally

opposite Big Lie:

“The federal government granted a rally

permit to the Spartacist League—

a

Trotskyist group known for provoking
violence—while denying such a permit
to PARK [People Against Racism and
the Klan], .

“The Spartacists' permit placed them at

a site close to Lafayette Park where the

KKK rally was to take place While the

KKK was in the park, the federal police

barricaded it and kept everyone else at a

distance. After the KKK left, the police

opened up some barricades allowing the

Spartacists and a number of Black
community residents to enter Then,
suddenly, the police started to push and
beat people. The Spartacists began
throwing rocks, and the confrontation

quickly escalated and spread.”
— Unity . 10-23 December

This is a total fabrication, from start to

finish, and a set-up for prosecution. The
only true statement is that we had a

permit (and possibly that PARK didn’t,

since they spent the day at our demon-
stration). A similar demonstrable lie

and false accusation of committing

criminal action was published by the

Daily Californian (7 December), which

stated that the “Spartacus League" (sic)

had “received publicity recently when
members attacked police officers guard-

ing Klansmen demonstrating in Wash-
ington, D C." (our emphasis).

In a letter protesting this criminal

defamation, spokesmen for the Sparta-

cist League/Spartacus Youth League

pointed out that over the last three

years:
". .. the SL/SYL initiated fivesuch anti-

fascist demonstrations:
1. in Detroit. 10 Nov. 1979—against the

Klan Greensboro killings

2. in San Francisco, 19 April 1980

—

against the Nazi celebration of Hitler’s

birthday

3 in Ann Arbor, 20 March 1982

—

against the Nazi demonstration
4. in Chicago, 27 June 1982— against

the Nazi anti-gay pride demonstration
5 Washington, D C.. 27 November
1982—against the Klan attempt to

march in the nation's capital

“In each and every one of these

demonstrations in which the SL/SYL
had major responsibility, necessary

permits were obtained, police authori-

ties were consulted with and they

resulted in no violence against the police

and no arrest of any SL/SY1 member
Why’' Because wc know that for anti-

fascists to clash with police is to protect

and embolden the Klansmen and Nazis
"All of the five above listed mass
demonstrations dealt fascism a real

blow.”
— Richard Bucci and James

Robertson, letter to the Daily
Californian. 25 December

The Big Lie campaign to "get the

Spans" is not just infighting on the left.

It is a deadly serious provocation aimed
at stopping the most effective fighters

against Klan terror, and it is inspired (at

least) by the highest levels of the U.S.

government. Former U.S. Information

Agency director Carl Rowan, an influ-

ential black columnist who faithfully

puts out the Company line, ended his

column on November 27: “I hope the

rioters and looters who are properly

convicted will be put under the jail"

(Detroit News, 6 December).

Big forces were at work in

Washington. Attorney General William

Erench Smith declared that the Klan
would have its day in Reagan’s capital,

and the FBI would see to it. This

pronouncement was another threat

from the White House looking to assert

its bonapartist appetites. As in the

ABSCAM set-ups. the FBI has been the

instrument of revenge of the executive

upon Congress. Part of the U.S. anti-

Soviet war drive is the rearming of the

imperialist presidency after the humilia-

tion of Vietnam and the exposure of

Watergate.

The bourgeoisie did not like what it

saw on November 27. The same Carl

Rowan remarked that Reagan’s racist

America, economically depressed and

politically volatile, is a "tinderbox

situation in which explosion can come
quickly." That’s why the people who run

this country would like to put the

Labor/ Black Mobilization that stopped

the Klan "under the jail.” Reaganites,

liberals and reformists are all united in

fear of this powerful example. As is

often the case with important political

events, the fight over what happened in

Washington is a class question. The
victory over the KKK there can point

the way forward for socialist

revolution—to do away with the lynch-

ers and cross-burners forever.

South Africa...
(continued from page 12)

against capitalism itself—for a socialist

revolution.

But the program of the nationalist

ANC, closely allied to the South African

Communist Party (SACP), iszjo/oneof

working-class revolution to abolish

capitalism. Rather the ANC/SACP
seek to pressure supposedly “progres-

sive" elements of the white South
African ruling class such as diamond
magnate Harry Oppenheimer. Last

summer the American CP’s Daily

World (14 August) noted approvingly

Oppenheimer’s call for “cooperation

between unions and management"! The
Stalinists' long, one-sided courtship of

Oppenheimer has not, of course, pre-

vented him and his colleagues from
supporting the basic laws maintaining

the apartheid system, not least the

draconian Suppression of Communism
Act.

The ANC/CP bloc likewise appeals

to Oppenheimer’s counterparts in the

U.S. and West Europe, calling upon
them to impose economic sanctions

against South Africa, divest their stock

in multinationals operating in South
Africa, etc. This campaign,serves only to

prettify American and European impe-

rialism. bolstering its claim to be more
humane, morecivilized than its despised

South African ally.

The petty-bourgeois nationalists of

the ANC, despite the unquestioned
courage of its militants, offer no
effective strategy to defeat apartheid.

Moreover, their model for post-

apartheid South Africa should they

come to power is based on the anti-

working-class middlemen for imperial-

ism such as Mozambique’s Samora
Machel and Zimbabwe’s Robert Mu-
gabe. If South Africa’s oppressed black

masses are to achieve full victory over

the white racist regime they must look

elsewhere for leadership, A key task in

South Africa is the construction of a

Trotskyist vanguard party armed with a

program for workers revolution

through smashing apartheid. South
Africa, a regional imperialist power, is

the key bulwark of racist reaction in all

of sub-Saharan Africa. The millions-

sirong South African proletariat is

therefore in the vanguard of socialist

revolution for all of black Africa.

Free Mogoerane, Mosololi, Mo-
taung, Tsotsobe, Shabangu, Moise and
all victims of apartheid repression!*
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Reagan Backs Racist Killers

South African

Murder Raid
Amsterdam News

UPI

African National Congress militants vow vengeance at funeral for comrades
massacred at Maseru (above right).

At I a.m. on December 9 a hundred

South African commandos crossed the

border into Maseru, the capital city of

the black client statelet of Lesotho, and
fanned out into five different sections of

town. They blasted their way into at

least a dozen homes, and when it was
over 42 people were dead. General

Constand Viljoen, chief of the South
African “Defense Force," openly took

responsibility for the massacre as part of

the campaign to destroy the African

National Congress (ANC). And with a

Goebbels-like flourish, Viljoen claimed

that the seven women and children who
were murdered had been caught in a

“crossfire."

But South African black militants

didn’t just mourn: while 3,500 people led

by ANC president Oliver Tambo at-

tended a seven-hour funeral for 27 of the

victims in Maseru, four bombs blew up
at timed intervals over 1 2 hours at South
Africa’s Koeberg nuclear power station,

under construction near Cape Town.
The ANC said the bombing was a salute

to "all our fallen heroes and imprisoned

comrades,” and the action certainly

represented an impressive penetration

of a high-security nuclear complex.
The Lesotho raid was part of

Pretoria’s attempt to reverse the rising

line of mass upheaval of the past few

months: bold ANC guerrilla actions

coinciding with a massive strike wave
led by black trade unions. The murder
raid was the signal for an even more
vicious repression, and the nominally
“independent" Swaziland police took

their cue by arresting about 100 people

in dawn raids one week after the Maseru
massacre. The escalating violence by the

apartheid regime shows the bloody
reality behind Reagan’s "constructive

engagement" policy toward South
Africa, which has been ballyhooed as an
attempt to quietly encourage Prime
Minister Botha’s so-called “reforms,"

such as the proposal for token voting

rights for the country’s three million

"coloreds" and Asians (while continuing

to exclude the country’s 20 million

blacks from parliament entirely). The
"anti-apartheid reforms" are in part a

public-relations fig leaf for the racist,

anti-Soviet Washington/Pretoria axis.

By diplomatic standards, Pretoria's

raid on Lesotho was an act of war on an
independent state. But the Lesotho
government is hardly independent. In

reality it is a glorified bantustan,

completely landlocked by South Afri-

can territory. The tiny kingdom regular-

ly sends as much as one quarter of its

workforce across the border to work in

the Orange Free State, a South African

province. The Lesotho government
protested lamely that all of the victims

were refugees from South African

oppression. And the Sowetan, the only

black-oriented daily in South Africa,

elaborated that most of those murdered
were student militants from Soweto
who had fled for their lives from
apartheid repression. The details of the

raid—such as the selective bombing of a

car owned by the wife of an ANC
leader—demonstrated that it was a

consciously planned act of mass terror.

Indeed, if one is looking for an

international terrorist conspiracy, the

South African government’s activities

of late certainly fill the bill. In the past

few months alone. South African agents

tried to overthrow the government of

the Seychelles islands, organized bur-

glaries of diplomatic offices in London,
and assassinated opponents in several

countries. (Last August, for instance,

the well-known journalist Ruth First, a

leading ANCer and Communist, was
murdered in Mozambique, an act which
the government there attributed to the

South African secret police.) Mean-
while, the South African army openly
and regularly invades Angolan territo-

ry, killing anybody it considers to be

SWAPO sympathizers.

In South Africa itself, over 50

prisoners have officially died while

under police custody— in the case of Dr.

Neil Aggett, a white organizer for a
black union, a magistrate recently once
again exonerated the cops after a
whitewash official “investigation.” And
then there are the official executions

—

South Africa executed about 100 people
in 1982 alone, and six ANC fighters are

now on death row. (The prisoners are

Thelle Mogoerane, Jerry Mosololi,

Marcus Motaung, Anthony Tsotsobe,

Johannes Shabangu and David Moise.)

In comparison. Lech Walesa’s brief

incarceration at a posh hunting lodge

makes the Polish regime look absolutely

humane. But Reagan of course contin-

ues to cry about the fate of the

counterrevolutionary Solidarnosc “un-
ion" while welcoming South African

officials in Washington. Indeed, the

morning after Pretoria’s raid on Ma-
seru. the South African state radio

broadcast a report about a "joint

commitment” between Pretoria and

Washington for a "Monroe doctrine for

the region" which recognized South
Africa’s “special responsibility" for

maintaining “stability” ( New York

Times, 10 December).
For the sake of “free world" unity

aimed at restoring capitalism in the

Soviet degenerated workers state,

Washington is backing up Pretoria.

Hence the recent $1.2 billion IMF loan

to South Africa. Not accidentally, the

South African raid came only five days

after Prime Minister Botha delivered a

menacing warning to Mozambique
against accepting Cuban troops, which
are now stationed in Angola as a

necessary protection against South
African aggression. The crosshairs of

the Washington/ Pretoria axis are aimed
squarely on the black African national-

ist regimes backed by the Soviet Union
and its Cuban allies.

Black Proletariat
Must Be Mobilized

The Koeberg nuclear power plant,

target of the ANC raid, indirectly points

up the Achilles heel of the South African
regime: the black proletariat which
keeps the economic wheels going. Of the

4,000 people who had access to the high-

security plant, security officials note,

2,500 were black migrant workers
brought in from the bantustans of

Transkei and Ciskei. Last summer’s
strike wave of black miners, auto
workers and dock workers, led by the

militant new black trade unions, gave a
hint of the tremendous potential power
of the black working class for revolu-
tionary change. What is needed is a

revolutionary communist party ready to

lead the struggle against apartheid and
continued on page 1

1

Workers Vanguard Bound Volumes
In October 1971 the Spartacist

League published our first issue of
Workers Vanguard. We are pleased

to announce that the continuous set

of indexed WV bound volumes are
now available (Volume 13 for 1982 is

being bound). The SL is proud of our
history. We believe that a political

party is tested by its concrete pro-
grammatic intervention into social

struggles. Militants investigating the
views of the SL are urged to study our
past work through our press.

Most single issues are also still

available at 25c apiece from the

address below.

Vol. 1 WV Nos 1-34
Nov 1970-Dec 1973

Vol. 2 WV Nos 35-58
Jan—Dec 1974

Vol. 3 WV Nos 59-89
Jan—Dec 1975

Vol. 4 WV Nos 90-114
2 Jan —18 June 1976

Vol. 5 WV Nos 115-138
25 June—24 Dec 1976

Vol. 6 WV Nos 139-162
7 Jan — 17 June 1977

Vol. 7 WV Nos 163-186
24 June—23 Dec 1977

Vol. 8 WV Nos 187-204
6 Jan —5 May 1978

Vol. 9 WV Nos 205-221
12 May-15 Dec 1978

Vol. 10 WV Nos 222-246
5 Jan —28 Dec 1979

Vol. 11 WV Nos 247-270
11 Jan —12 Dec 1980

Vol. 12 WV Nos 271-295
2 Jan -18 Dec 1981

$20.00 per volume Order Irom/make checks payable lo
Spartacist Publishing Co Box 1377 GPO, New York. New York 10116
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SUBJECT INDEX Workers Vanguard—8 January to 31 December 1982 (Issues Nos. 296-320)

GUIDE TO THE SUBJECT INDEX

• This subject index covers issues of Workers Vanguard
published during 1982, from issue No. 296 (8 January)
through the end-of-the-year issue No 320 (31

December). During this time, W

V

was published
biweekly

• The fullest listing is by SUBJECT Subject headings
are arranged alphabetically Entries are listed chron-
ologically with two exceptions: all entries comprising
a series are listed together immediately following the

first entry of the series; corrections immediately
follow the relevant entry An asterisk (’) afterthe page
location of an entry indicates that a correction

follows

• Entries are listed under subject heads In some cases,

subject heads are broken down into subcategories
These subcategories are listed immediately after the

initial subject head and preceded by a dot (•). The
numbers following each entry headline give the issue

number, date and page number(s) for the article

Thus:

We Stopped the Nazis!, #303, 16 Apr. (12, 11)

means the headline of the article, issue No 303,

16 April 1982, beginning on page 12 and continuing
on page 11.

• No entry is listed twice; refer to cross references for

guidance in locating the subject head for particular

articles Cross references are of two types those
following the word "see" deal centrally with the

subject head; those following the words "see also" are

related articles Subject heads in cross references are

separated by a semi-colon, while subcategories of

subject heads are separated by a comma Thus

Revolutionary Socialist League (RSL)—See Fascism:
Ann Arbor, Chicago; Spartaclst League.

means that articles on the RSL can be found by going
to the subject head FASCISM and looking under the

subcategories Ann Arbor and Chicago and by going
to the subject head SPARTACIST LEAGUE

• Individuals mentioned in articles are usually not listed

separately unless the article is primarily about the

given person

• Entries relating to foreign countries are listed under
geographical headings and not necessarily under any
other subject heading Unless listed separately for

some unusual reason, all foreign political organiza-

tions are listed under appropriate countries, while

U S political organizations are listed under their

organizational names

• Specific defense cases (e g Michael Zinzun) will be
found under CIVIL LIBERTIES: Cases Articles

pertaining to the civil liberties of the Spartacist

League will be found under CIVIL LIBERTIES:
Spartacist League, while attacks against the SL by
ostensible leftists will be found under SPARTACIST
LEAGUE.

• Articles on historical aspects of the Marxist move-
ment are listed under HISTORY OF THE MARXIST
MOVEMENT, while reprints from writings of particu-

lar individuals are listed under ARCHIVES OF THE
MARXIST MOVEMENT

• Articles on actions against the Nazis and the Ku Klux
Klan are listed under the subject head FASCISM and
are subcategorized under the location of the given

action.

• Abbreviations used in entries are:

C: Correction S: Series

L Letter Sup: Supplement

R: Review

AFL-CIO—See Archives of the Marxist
Movement; Labor.

All-Peoples Congress— See El Salvador. March
27th/Anti-lmperialist Contingent; Spartacist

League.

American Institute for Free Labor Development
(AIFLD)—See Democratic Socialists of

America; Labor; Revolutionary Workers
League; Spartacist League.

Amsterdam News—See Black Question; Soviet

Union.

ARCHIVES OF THE MARXIST
MOVEMENT
James P. Cannon on AFL Labor Fakers

(reprint from The Left Opposition in the U S.

1928-31), #297, 22 Jan. (9)

How Communists Fight Imperialist War Drive
(extract of ECCI Manifesto, December
1922), #310, 23 July (2)

Argentina—See Falklands/Malvinas War,
Internationalist Workers Party.

AUTO WORKERS
• General.

Stop Givebacks!, #297, 22 Jan. (1, 8)

Mass Layoffs at Fremont GM, #297,
22 Jan. (8)

Detroit: For a Two-Day Auto Sitdown!, #298,

5 Feb. (12. 10, 11)

Fraser's Billion Dollar Betrayal, #299, 19 Feb.

(
12

,
11

)

Sit-Ins Not Soup Lines!, #300, 5 Mar.

(1. 9, 10)

Ford Workers Must Fight!, #300, 5 Mar.

(
1

.
11

)

Keep the Plant Open— Sit Down!, #300,
5 Mar. (2)

Fremont Militant Caucus Sit-Down Leafl6t,

#300, 5 Mar. (11)

Fraser’s $5 Billion Giveaway Cripples UAW,
#302, 2 Apr. (2)

Fight Fraser’s Giveback Unionism!, #303,
16 Apr. (12, 10)

Fraser Strongarms Toledo UAW, #306,
28 May (5)

Stop Fraser’s Givebacks!, #308, 25 June (2)

Toledo Jeep Militants for Sitdown (L), #308,
25 June (2)

Flint: Sitdowns, Not Democrats!, #311,
6 Aug. (12)

Detroit Workers: Fight for Survival!, #314,
1 Oct. (5, 10)

Bulldoze the CAT Bosses!, #315, 15 Oct. (8)

Rinaldi's Goons Attack UAW Rouge
Militants, #317, 12 Nov. (10)

• Chrysler—See also Canada.

Shut Down Detroit!, #313, 17 Sept. (2, 12)

Bust the Chrysler-Fraser Sellout!, #314,
1 Oct. (12, 10, 11)

Strike Chrysler!, #315, 15 Oct. (1, 9)

Chrysler Workers Must Fight!, #316, 29 Oct.

(16, 15)

"Big Lie" Campaign—See Spartacist League.

BLACK QUESTION —See Civil Liberties:

Cases; Fascism; Gun Control; Spartacist
League. See also Elections: Coleman/Bradley
Campaign; Police.

Blacks Don’t Cry for Solidarnosc, #297,
22 Jan. (3, 10)

Protest Racist Stabbing at S.F. State, #301,
19 Mar. (10)

On Recruiting Blacks (L), #304, 30 Apr.

(2 ,
11 )

Labor/Black Struggle in Reagan’s America,
#310, 23 July (6, 7, 8, 9)

Black Family Firebombed in Detroit, #311,
6 Aug. (4, 11)

American Workers Revolution Needs Black
Leadership, #311, 6 Aug. (8, 9)

Death of Busing Inflames Racist Terror in

Boston. #312, 3 Sept. (7)

Labor/Black Struggle, Not Black
Democrats!, #313, 17 Sept. (5, 15)

George Wallace: Democrats’ Racist
Overseer, #317, 12 Nov. (12, 11)

FBI/Cops Murdered Fred Hampton!, #318,
26 Nov. (4, 9)

Finish the Civil War!, #319, 10 Dec.
~ (1. 12, 13)

John Brown and Frederick Douglass: Heroes
of the Anti-Slavery Struggle, #319, 10 Dec.
(4, 5, 14)

BRITAIN —See Falklands/Malvinas War.

British Labour’s Cold War, #308, 25 June
(3, 9)

British Labor: Beat Back Thatcher's Union-
Busting Offensive!, #311, 6 Aug. (13)

Busing—See Black Question.

CANADA
Canadian Union Flunkies Blockade Polish

Seamen, #297, 22 Jan. (11)

Trotskyist League Beats Back Stalinist

Exclusion, #306, 28 May (3)

Spread Canadian Chrysler Strike to Detroit!,

#317, 12 Nov. (11)

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)—See
Democratic Socialists of America; Labor;
Revolutionary Workers League; U.S.:

International Relations.

CHILE
What’s Missing from "Missing" (R), #304,

30 Apr. (6, 9)

CIVIL LIBERTIES

• General—See also Black Question;
Immigration.

Malice and the Media, #298, 5 Feb. (2)

• Cases—See also Progressive Labor Party.

Bring Ron Settles’ Murderers to Justice!,

#296, 8 Jan. (2)

PDC Telegram (protesting imprisonment of

Julia Wilder and Maggie Bozeman), #297,
22 Jan. (9)

Drop Charges Against Michael Zinzun!: L A.

Cops’ Racist Vendetta, #307, 11 June (4)

Free Black Panther Geronimo Pratt!, #315,
15 Oct. (2)

• Spartacist League—See also Spartacist

League.

Spartacist League Wins California Smear
Case, #296, 8 Jan. (12, 6)

"Marxists Not Mobsters", #296, 8 Jan.

(12, 7, 8)

SL Deukmejian Suit: Fight Against
Witchhunting (L), #297, 22 Jan. (2, 9)

Deukmejian’s Frame-Up (L), #298, 5 Feb. (2)

Strange Things Under Harvard’s Rocks,
#298, 5 Feb (3)

Criminal Harberger Set Loose, #305,
14 May (2)

Coleman/Bradley Campaign—See Elections:

Coleman/Bradley Campaign.

Committee in Solidarity with the People of El

Salvador (CISPES)—See El Salvador.

Communications Workers of America (CWA)—
See Phone Workers.

Communist Parties: International—See
specific countries.

COMMUNIST PARTY (USA) -See also

Fascism: Chicago.

It’s a Dog’s Life Being a Stalinist Hack, #298,
5 Feb. (11)

Gus Hall Ready for Teddy, #307, 11 June (2)

Defense—See Civil Liberties.

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF
AMERICA (DSA)/DEMOCRATIC
SOCIALIST ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE (DSOC) -See Spartacist

League.

Harrington’s Giveback Socialists, #303,
16 Apr. (10)

Jay Lovestone’s Bastard Grandchildren,
#312, 3 Sept. (2)

Deportations—See Immigration.

Deukmejian Suit—See Civil Liberties:

Spartacist League.
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Disarmament—See U.S.:General, International
Relations; West Germany.

Dockers—See Longshoremen.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Hands Off Dominican Leftists!, #301,

19 Mar. (4)

Dominican Elections in the Shadow of El

Salvador. #306, 28 May (6. 8)

Education—See Civil Liberties: Spartacist
League.

ELECTIONS
• General

BAYCLAP Rots Away, #307, 11 June (5)

Sewer Socialists in '82 Elections, #316,

29 Oct. (13)

• Coleman/Bradley Campaign

You Can't Fight Reagan with Democrats!,
#312, 3 Sept. (3. 9)

"You Don’t Get Anything Unless You
Struggle!", #313, 17 Sept. (3. 14)

You Can't Fight for Jobs with Democrats,
Bureaucrats!, #314, 1 Oct. (4, 9)

"For Mass Strike Action to Bring Down
Reagan!", #315, 15 Oct. (5, 9)

Spartacist to Dellums: "You're Part of the
Problem", #315, 15 Oct. (5)

Spartacist Election Platform, #315,

15 Oct. (5)

San Francisco Elections (Sup), 22 Oct. (2)

Vote Coleman and Bradley!, #316, 29 Oct.

(6 .
12 )

Spartacist Candidates Beat Back Elections

Censorship/Slander, #316, 29 Oct. (7)

A Bolshevik Campaign in San Francisco,

#317, 12 Nov. (3, 9)*

A Bolshevik Campaign (C). #318, 26 Nov. (9)

EL SALVADOR
• General—See Guardian

;
Nicaragua; U.S.:

International Relations. See also Immigration.

"Human Rights" Massacres, #298, 5 Feb.

(1.9)

CISPES Exclusion Backfires, #298,

5 Feb. (9)

El Salvador Leftists Must Win the War!, #299,
19 Feb. (1, 10)

SYL vs. Liberal Doves. #299, 19 Feb. (2)

Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents!, #300,
5 Mar. (12, 5)

Reagan's Junta Holds "Elections by Death",
#300, 5 Mar. (3)

"We Call for Rebel Victory, They Call the
Cops!", #300, 5 Mar. (4)

El Salvador Leftists Must Win the War!, #301

,

19 Mar. (3, 9)

El Salvador Protests: Another Vietnam?,
#301, 19 Mar. (4)

Stop Death Cargo to Butcher Junta (reprint

from The Beacon), #301, 19 Mar. (5)

Transit Militants on El Salvador, #301,
19 Mar. (8)

"No Negotiations! Workers Take San
Salvador!", #302, 2 Apr. (3, 4, 5)

High Noon in Central America, #303,
16 Apr. (1, 4)

Isn't Everybody for Leftist Military Victory?
No!. #304, 30 Apr. (7, 8)

Stop U S. Death Cargo to El Salvador, #311,
6 Aug. (3)

Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents!, #312,
3 Sept. (5, 10)

• March 27th/Antl-lmperialist Contingent—
See Spartacist League.

Military Victory to Leftist Insurgents! It is

Desperately Necessary to Fight!, #301,
19 Mar. (1, 8, 9)

Letter to March 27 Coalition (L), #301,
19 Mar (3)

March with Us for Military Victory March 27!:

Building the Anti-Imperialist Contingent,
#301, 19 Mar. (6, 7)

Phone Workers Vote to March for Salvadoran
Leftist Victory, #301, 19 Mar. (9)

Cops Seal Off Left, #302, 2 Apr. (1. 6, 7, 8)

March 27 Coalition Marshal Denounces
Slander, Exclusion (L), #302, 2 Apr. (8)

Labor Contingent Marches in Bay Area for

Salvador Rebel Victory, #302, 2 Apr (9)

Protest D C. Police Censorship (L), #305,
14 May (9)

England—See Britain.

Europe—See U.S.: International Relations;

specific countries.

FALKLANDS/MALVINAS WAR
War Over the Falklands?. #303, 16 Apr. (1,5)

Falklands: Nowhere War, #304, 30 Apr.

(
1

.
10 )

Sink Thatcher! Sink the Junta!, #306, 28 May
0.9)

"Save Our Boys" Socialists, #306, 28 May (9)

Thatcher Orders Bloody Slaughter, #307,
11 June (12, 10, 11)

FASCISM
• General

California Nazis Execute High School Youth,
#318, 26 Nov. (3)

U S. Imports Nazi War Criminals. #318,
26 Nov. (5, 9)

• Ann Arbor—See also Guardian ; Spartacist
League.

Ann Arbor: All Out March 20th!, #301.
19 Mar. (12. 10)

Stop the Nazis!, #301, 19 Mar. (12)

You Can't Ignore the Nazis— StopThem! (L),

#301, 19 Mar. (11)

2.000 Run Nazis Out of Ann Arbor, #302,
2 Apr. (12. 9, 10, 11)

When Nazis Were Cornered in Ann Arbor,
#302, 2 Apr. (10)

"I Would Gladly Do It Again!" (L), #302,
2 Apr. (10)

Labor Endorsers for "Stop the Nazis"
Mobilization, #302, 2 Apr. (10)

RSL/RWL Sabotage Spiked, #302,
2 Apr. (11)

We Stopped the Nazis!, #303, 16 Apr. (12. 11)

Michigan Daily Howls Over Nazi Defeat (L),

#303, 16 Apr. (11)

How to Fight the Fascists (L). #304,

30

Apr. (2)

• Boston

KKK Run Out! (Sup). 22 Oct. (1. 2, 3); also
#316, 29 Oct. (1, 8. 9)

Labor Must Break with the Democrats, Smash
the Klan (Sup), 22 Oct. (3); also #316,
29 Oct. (9)

"We Can Organize to Crush These Fascist
Creeps!" (Sup), 22 Oct. (4); also #316,
29 Oct. (10)

Liberals. Reformists Defame Boston Anti-
Klan Demo, #316, 29 Oct. (11)

40.000 Distributed to Workers, Blacks, #316,
29 Oct. (11)

• Chicago—See also Spartacist League.

Who Are These Nazis? What Do They Want to
Destroy? Who Do They Want to Kill?, #307,
11 June (3)

All Out to Stop the Nazis!, #308, 25 June •>

(
12

,
10

)

Partial List of Endorsers, June 27 Committee
to Stop the Nazis, #308, 25 June (10)

"Stop the Nazis June27!", #308, 25 June (11)

Thousands Mobilize to Stop Nazis in

Chicago, #309, 9 July (1, 9, 10)

Blacks Under the Gun, #309. 9 July (4, 11)

"No Hitlers in Chicago. Nazis off the
Streets!", #309, 9 July (5. 6. 7, 8)

List of Endorsers, June 27 Committee to Stop
the Nazis, #309, 9 July (6, 7)

"You Owe an Apology to the Spartacist

League" (L), #311, 6 Aug. (7)

Toronto Letter Carriers Support Chicago
Anti-Nazi Rally, #311, 6 Aug (7)

Stalinism vs. Trotskyism at Chicago SL
Forum, #311, 6 Aug. (9, 10, 11)

Conrad Lynn: June 27 Shows the Way, #31 1

,

6 Aug. (11)

• Washington, D.C.

Killer Klan Must Be Smashed!, #317, 12 Nov.

(
12

,
11 )

Stop the KKK!, #318, 26 Nov. (1. 6)

TWU Militant: Labor Must Smash Racist

Terror (L), #318, 26 Nov. (2)

Partial List of Endorsers for Labor/Black
Mobilization to Stop the KKK in

Washington, D.C., November 27. #318,
26 Nov. (6)

Smash the Klan!, #318, 26 Nov. (7, 8)

KKK: A Century of Racist Terror, #318,
26 Nov. (7. 8, 9)

We Stopped the Klan! (Sup. 3 Dec.), #319,
10 Dec. (7. 8. 9)

List of Endorsers for Labor/Black
Mobilization to Stop the KKK in

Washington. D.C., November 27 (Sup,
3 Dec.), #319, 10 Dec. (8)

What Is to Be Done Now (Sup, 3 Dec ), #319,
10 Dec. (10)

Urgent! Send Money! (Sup, 3 Dec.), #319,
10 Dec. (10)

5,000 Chase KKK Out of Washington!, #319,
10 Dec. (16, 15)

Black Communist on Gospel Radio, #319,
10 Dec. (3)

"The Whole Damn System Has Got to Go!”.
#319. 10 Dec. (6. 11)

White House Behind Klan. #319, 10 Dec. (11)

Klan are "Outside Agitators", #319,
10 Dec. (11)

Letter to People Against Racism and the Klan,
All-Peoples Congress and Coalition for
Community Unity, #319, 10 Dec. (15)

Why They Lie About November 27, #320,

31

Dec. (4, 5, 11)

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—See
Black Question.

Feminism—See Woman Question.

"Fourth International (International
Committee)' —See France; Internationalist
Workers Party.

FRANCE
Mitterrand's "Sacred Union" over
Solidarnosc. #296, 8 Jan. (5, 10)

Fake-Trotskyists Split: Son of Peron Leaves
Son of Mitterrand. #298. 5 Feb. (5, 10)

French Militant Nails RWL on Mitterrand (L),

#306, 28 May (2. 10)

Israeli/Imperialist Troops Out of Lebanon'
#313, 17 Sept. (6)

"Israelis. French Paratroopers. U.S. Marines
Out of Lebanon!", #313, 17 Sept. (7, 12)

Gay Rights—See Fascism: Chicago.

Gianninoto, Mindy—See Phone Workers:
Gianninoto Case.

GUARDIAN *

Guardian's Anti-Communist "Unity" (L)
#300. 5 Mar. (5)

Letters Demolish Guardian Lies (L). #305,
14 May (7. 8)

Guardian Lies Exposed (L), #308,
25 June (2)

Guardian Angels—See Police.
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GUN CONTROL
Gun Control Kills Blacks, #306, 28 May

( 12 ,
10 )

New York Times' Vested Interests, #306,

28

May (11)

SL: No to Gun Control, #309, 9 July (3)

Haiti—See Immigration.

Harberger Case—See Civil Liberties: Spartaclst

League.

Harvard University—See Civil Liberties:

Spartaclst League.

HISTORY OF THE MARXIST MOVEMENT
Reds and Zinoviev (L), #298, 5 Feb. (2, 10)

Homosexual Rights— See Fascism: Chicago.

Ikegami, Kathy—See Phone Workers: Ikegami

Case.

IMMIGRATION —See Fascism: General.

Free Haitians from Reagan’s Concentration
Camps!, #296, 8 Jan. (11)

SYL Drives Off INS Recruiters, #297,

22 Jan. (11)

Free Haitian Refugees!, #298, 5 Feb. (3)

Stop Reagan's Raids!, #304, 30 Apr. (12)

Stop Deportations of Mexican Workers,
Salvadoran Refugees!, #304, 30 Apr.

( 12 ,
11

)

Asylum for Salvadoran Refugees!, #304,

30 Apr. (9)

Labor Must Stop Reagan's Racist

Deportations!, #305, 14 May (12, 11)

New "Palmer Raids" in Chicago, #305,

14 May (11)

Full Citizenship Rights for Undocumented
Workers!, #319, 10 Dec. (2, 13)

Imperialism—See U.S.: International Relations.

International Association of Machinists

(1AM)—See Labor.

International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union (ILWU)— See
Longshoremen.

International Longshoremen’s Association

( I LA)— See Longshoremen.

INTERNATIONAL SPARTACIST
TENDENCY (iSt)

The Main Enemy is at Home!, #307, 11 June
(6. 7, 8)

INTERNATIONALIST WORKERS PARTY
(IWP) —See France: Phone Workers: Ikegami
Case.

Morenoite Lies Exposed (L), #304,

30 Apr. (4)

Attempted Murder!, #315, 15 Oct. (3, 9)

Morenoite Deadly Lies, #316, 29 Oct (4, 14)

Morenoites Front for Bloody Junta. #316,

29

Oct. (4, 14, 15)

Israel— See Near East.

ITALY

“We Won't Strike for the Madonna of

Czestochowa!", #296, 8 Jan. (4, 10)

Italian CP Dances to Reagan's Tune, #298,

5

Feb. (4)

June 27 Committee to Stop the Nazis— See
Fascism: Chicago.

Ku Klux Klan—See Fascism.

LABOR —See Democratic Socialists of

America; Spartaclst League; specific

.occupations; U.S.: General.

Militant 7-Month Strike in Rhode Island,

#307, 11 June (4)

National Guard Attacks Nebraska
Meatcutters Strike, #311, 6 Aug. (12)

Labor: Don't Crawl forthe Democrats!, #312,

3 Sept. (1, 8)

Labor Day: Bureaucrats and Democrats,
#313, 17 Sept. (14)

Strikes Erupt in Reagan's America, #314,
1 Oct. (12, 11)

SL Pickets AIFLD Gala: Carnival of

Counterrevolution, #319, 10 Dec. (2)

Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop the KKK—
See Fascism: Washington, D.C.

Lebanon—See Near East.

LONGSHOREMEN
ILWU Militant Stan Gow Wins Re-Election,

#297, 22 Jan. (12, 11)

Riot Cops Attack ILWU Strike in L.A., #299,

19 Feb. (2)

Gow Wins in ILWU Local 10 Vote. #299,

19 Feb. (2)

Longshoremen Demand: Save Turkish

Unionists!, #299, 19 Feb. (2)

Militants Win in Bay Area ILWU Elections,

#320, 31 Dec. (2)

Meatcutters—See Labor.

Morenoites—See France; Internationalist

Workers Party.

Nazism—See Fascism.

NEAR EAST
• General

Begin's Annexation by Terror, #303,
16 Apr. (3)

Reagan Stabs Palestinians, #313, 17 Sept.

(1. H)
Israel: Quartermaster for Global
Counterrevolution (R), #316, 29 Oct.

(3. 12)

From the "Arab Revolution" to

Pax Americana (S)

Part 1—#317, 12 Nov. (6, 7, 8)

(See also volume 14 (1983))

1,200 Protest Butcher Begin in L.A., #318,
26 Nov. (4)

• Israeli Invasion of Lebanon—See also France.

Zionist Blitzkrieg, #307, 11 June (12, 10)

Israel Out of Lebanon!, #308, 25 June

(1.4. 5)

Stop the Massacre of Palestinians!, #308,

25 June (4)

Zionist "Final Solution", #309, 9 July (12, 11)

Beirut Death Siege, #310, 23 July (1, 3K
SL: "Defend the Palestinians! Israel Out of

Lebanon!", #310, 23 July (3)

Smash Zionist Genocide!, #311, 6 Aug.

( 1 .
14

)

Pro-PLO Gabfest for "Pax Americana", #31 1

,

6

Aug. (5. 14)

"Anti-Imperialists" Don't Oppose U S. T roops
to Lebanon, #311, 6 Aug. (5)

Imperialist/lsraeli Troops Out of Lebanon!,
#312, 3 Sept. (12, 11)

Zionist Holocaust, #314, 1 Oct. (1, 8, 9)

"Stop Begin’s Final Solution!,", #314,
1 Oct. (3)

Hot Cargo Goods to Israel! (reprint from The
Beacon), #314, 1 Oct. (3)

Israel Shahak: I Accuse!, #314, 1 Oct. (6, 7)

Reagan/Begin Reign of Terror, #315, 15 Oct.

( 12 .
11

)

Israel Shahak and Pax Americana, #316,
29 Oct. (3)

New York Times— See Gun Control.

NICARAGUA —See El Salvador.

Comandante Zero Betrays the Revolution,

#305, 14 May (3)

Reagan's Dirty War in Central America,

#318, 26 Nov. (12. 11)

Nuclear Power—See U.S.: General,
International Relations; West Germany.

OBITUARIES
Toni Randell Memorial Meetings, #299,

19 Feb. (3)

Toni Randell 1943-1982, #300, 5 Mar.

(6, 7. 8, 9)

Toni Randell Memorial (L), #301, 19 Mar. (2)

Toni Randell Memorial (L), #303, -16 Apr. (2)

In Memory of Toni Randell (L), #306,

28 May (2)

Obituary Note on Evan Phillips (L), #306,

28 May (2)

Organisation Communiste Internationaliste

(OCI)—See France.

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)—See
Near East.

Parity Committee— See France.

PHONE WORKERS
• General—See Internationalist Workers
Party. See also El Salvador March 27th/

Anti-Imperialist Contingent.

Ma Bell Plans Mass Firings, #304,

30

Apr. (3)*

Ma Bell (C). #306, 28 May (4)

Bay Area MAC: Expropriate Ma Bell!, #304,

30 Apr. (3)

MAC Victory in Bay Area CWA Vote, #306,
28 May (4)

Cops Jail Union Member at CWA
Convention, #310, 23 July (10)

CWA Tops Turn Convention Into Mondale
Rally. #311, 6 Aug. (16, 15)

“Unions Must Lead the Fight Against Klan
Terror!", #311, 6 Aug (15)

• Gianninoto Case

“I Won't Be Ma Bell's Fink!", #298, 5 Feb. (12)

She Wouldn't Fink for Ma Bell, #299,

19 Feb. (11)

Fired Militant Wins Round Against AT&T,
#307, 11 June (2)

• Ikegami Case

Bureaucrats' Purge Trial in S.F. Phone
Union. #313, 17 Sept. (13)

Stop the Witchhunt Against MAC!, #316,

29 Oct. (5, 15)

Stop the Witchhunt of CWA Militant!, #317,

12 Nov. (2)

POLAND —See also Black Question; Canada;
France; Italy; Revolutionary Workers League;
U.S.: International Relations.

Anti-Red Front Over Poland, #296, 8 Jan.

(3. 10)

Friends of Lech Walesa, Inc., #296, 8 Jan. (9)

Pilsudski: Spiritual Father of Solidarnosc,

#297, 22 Jan (2)

Man of Iron The Gospel According to

Solidarnosc (R), #297, 22 Jan (6, 7, 10)

What Next for Poland?, #298, 5 Feb
(1, 6, 7, 8)

7 Hail Rosa Luxemburg 1

, #299, 19 Feb (5)

Counterrevolution Day. Part II. #299,
19 Feb. (5)

Herreshoffs Animal Farm (L). #301,

19 Mar (2)

Israel Shahak: I Congratulate You (L), #303,

16 Apr (2)

Pro-Solidarnosc Vandals Deface Haymarket
Monument, #303, 16 Apr. (2)

How to Fight Polish Anti-Communists (L),

#306, 28 May (2, 8)
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Solidarnosc Reagan Hawk Declares War on
Doves, #307, 11 June (5)

Reagan Incites Solidarnosc
Counterrevolution in Poland, #312,
3 Sept. (4, 10)

POLICE —See U.S.: General. See also Black
Question; Civil Liberties: Cases.

"Angels" and Cops: Bad News, #297, 22 Jan.

(3. 10)

Milwaukee's Killer Cops Go Free, #299,
19 Feb. (4)

L.A. Cops Shoot Pregnant Black Woman,
#304, 30 Apr. (3)

Stop "Choke Hold" Gates!, #305,
14 May (12)

Down With the LAPD Gestapo!, #314,
1 Oct. (2)

Jail Cleveland Killer Cops!, #314, 1 Oct. (2)

Jail Contra Costa Killer Cops!, #318,
26 Nov. (3)

Pope John Paul II—See U.S.: International
Relations.

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PL)

PL Fellow Traveler Commits Racist Assault,

#311, 6 Aug. (6)

The Legal Lynching of PL. #313, 17 Sept.

(4, 12)

Protectionism—See Auto Workers; U.S.:

General.

Racial Discrimination—See Black Question;
Civil Liberties: Cases; Fascism; Immigration;
South Africa.

Randell, Toni—See Obituaries.

Reagan, Ronald—See U.S.: General,
International Relations.

Reds—See History of the Marxist Movement.

Revolutionary Socialist League (RSL)— See
Fascism: Ann Arbor, Chicago; Spartaclst
League.

Revolutionary Workers Front (RWF)—See
Internationalist Workers Party.

REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS LEAGUE
(RWL) —See France. See also Elections:
General; Fascism: Ann Arbor.

RWL Wants Sitdowns in Gdansk, Not in

Detroit, #301, 19 Mar. (2)

RWL Invite to CIA Agent, #304, 30 Apr. (8)

Russia—See Soviet Union.

San Francisco Politics—See Elections:
Coleman/Bradley Campaign.

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY (SWP)
Barnesite SWP on the Road to Nowhere,
#310, 23 July. (12, 10, 11)

Jack Barnes' Zombies, #311, 6 Aug. (2)

Barnestown, USA., #320, 31 Dec.
(6, 7, 8. 9, 10)

SOUTH AFRICA—See U.S.: International
Relations.

Black/White Outrage in South Africa, #299,
19 Feb. (4)

Black Miners Massacred in South Africa,
#309, 9 July (3)

Black Labor Shakes South Africa, #313,
17 Sept. (16, 15)

Apartheid "Justice": Labor Organizer Jailed
for Treason, #316, 29 Oct. (11)

South African Murder Raid, #320, 31 Dec
( 12 ,

11
)

SOVIET UNION -See Poland; U.S.:

International Relations.

Medvedev Exposes E.P. Thompson’s Anti-
Sovietism (R), #299, 19 Feb. (7, 8, 9)

On Leonid Brezhnev (reprint from Amsterdam
News), #318, 26 Nov. (2)

SPARTACIST LEAGUE -See Civil Liberties:

Spartaclst League; El Salvador March 27th/
Anti-Imperialist Contingent; Guardian. See
also International Spartaclst Tendency.

Who's Redbaiting, Joe Conason? (L), #296,
8 Jan. (2)

See You at Kronstadt, #297, 22 Jan. (4)

Cries and Whimpers (L), #303, 16 Apr. (2)

The Main Enemy Was the Spartacist League,
#303, 16 Apr. (6, 7, 8, 9)

So What Makes Cockburn Run?, #303,
16 Apr. (7. 8)

The Big Lie: We Stopped the Nazis, Rad-Libs
Want to Stop the Spartacists, #305, 14 May
(6, 8, 9, 10)

Detroit Man Tells Why He's a Communist
(reprint from The Ann Arbor News), #306,
28 May (3)

"Military Victory" Haunts Alexander
Cockburn, #306, 28 May (7)

Big Lie: They Can't Sell It in Chicago (L).

#309, 9 July (2)

I Saw Anti-Spartacist League at Work (L),

#310, 23 July (2)

Bekken's Nasty Lies (L), #310, 23 July (4, 5)

General Haig's Anarchists, #310, 23 July (5)

More Bekken's Nasty Lies (L), #311,
6 Aug. (2)

Big Liars Can’t Get Their Stories Straight,

#311, 6 Aug. (7)

Bloodhounds and Bureaucrats, #317,
12 Nov. (4)

SL Southern Tour: Black Workers Welcome
Anti-Klan Victory, #320, 31 Dec. (3)

Spartacus Youth League—See Spartacist
League. See also Civil Liberties: Spartacist /

League; Immigration.

Stalinism—See specific countries and
organizations.

STEEL WORKERS
• General

For USWA Action Now to Stop Layoffs!,

#312, 3 Sept. (9)

Ed Sadlowski: Loser Thug Assaults Steel
Militants, #317, 17 Nov. (5)

McBride's $4 Billion Giveback Scrapped,
#318, 26 Nov. (10)

• Anwar Case

$$$ Needed for Picket Line Case, #297,
22 Jan. (9)

NLRB Judge Upholds Picket Line Militant,

#299, 19 Feb. (12, 9)

Victory in Anwar Picket Line Case!, #314,
1 Oct. (12)

Steel Unionist Wins Key NLRB Case, #315,
15 Oct. (4, 10)

Steel Local Welcomes Anwar Victory, #316,
29 Oct. (2)

TRANSIT WORKERS —See also El Salvador;
Fascism: Washington, D.C.

TWU Under Koch's Guns, #296, 8 Jan. (11)

No Contract, No Work!, #302, 2 Apr. (2)

NYC Transit: Arbitration trap, #304,
30 Apr. (5)

Boston Transit Walkout, #304, 30 Apr. (5)

TWU Mugged, #305, 14 May (2)

Protest Racist Murder of Black Transit
Worker!, #308, 25 June (9)

Outrage over Lynching of Black Transit
Worker, #309, 9 July (2)

"Labor Has the Power to Stop Racist T error! ",

#312, 3 Sept. (6. 9)

Transport Workers Union (TWU)—See Transit

Workers.

Trotskyism, Anti—See Spartacist League.

TURKEY —See Longshoremen.

Save Turkish Trade Unionists from Gallows!,

#296, 8 Jan. (9)

Unemployment—See Auto Workers; Black
Question; Labor; U.S.: General; specific

occupations.

United Auto Workers (UAW)—See Auto
Workers.

UNITED STATES
• General—See also Immigration.

Reagan's Racist Rollback, #297, 22 Jan.
"

( 1 .
10

)

Reagan to Aged: Drop Dead!, #297,
22 Jan. (5)

Cold War "Freeze"?. #304, 30 Apr. (1, 11)

Smash Reagan Reaction!, #305, 14 May
(1.4. 5)

After Reagan, Fuhrer Schmitz?, #306,
28 May (11)

Dr. Strangelove's Cold War "Peade" Freeze.
#307, 11 June (1, 8, 9)

A Bad Week for "Peace”, #308, 25 June (7)

American Nightmare: 13 Million Jobless,
#315, 15 Oct. (1, 8)

Workers Beware: Protectionist Poison, #315,
15 Oct. (6. 7, 8)

Fight or Starve!, #320, 31 Dec. (1, 11)

The Washington Monument Kill, #320,
31 Dec. (2)

• International Relations—See Near East. See
also Chile; Dominican Republic; El Salvador;
Italy; Nicaragua.

Cold Warriors Weep for Solidarnosc, #296,
8 Jan. (1, 8, 9)

U.S. Trains Junta Killers, #297, 22 Jan.

(
12

.
11 )

Reagan's Counterrevolution Show. #298
5 Feb. (7)

Haig-Goebbels, #301, 19 Mar. (5)

Reagan, Begin & Hitler. #308. 25 June (1, 9)

Reagan's Cold War Crusade Bombs in

Europe, #308, 25 June (6, 8)

Behind Reagan's Pipeline Fiasco, #313,
17 Sept. (8, 9, 10)

NBC Peddles CIA Disinformation: Whose Kill

Pope Plot?, #315, 15 Oct. (11)

Russians to Reagan: Don’t Try It!, #317,
12 Nov. (1, 9)

Reagan's South Africa Connection, #318,
26 Nov. (2)

U.S. Plans MX First Strike, #319, 10 Dec.
(1. 14)

United Steelworkers of America (USWA)—See
Steel Workers.

WEST GERMANY —See U.S.: International
Relations.

Europacifism and German Nationalism,
#299, 19 Feb. (6, 7, 8)

WOMAN QUESTION
Death of ERA, #310, 23 July (2)

WORKERS VANGUARD —See also Fascism:
Boston.

Workers Vanguard Subscription Drive, #314,
1 Oct. (4)

Workers Vanguard Subscription Drive
Success, #316, 29 Oct. (2)

Workers World Party—See El Salvador March
27th/Antl-lmperlallst Contingent; Spartaclst
League.

World Politics— See specific countries U.S.:
International Relations.
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Washington, D.C., November 27

For Labor/Black Mobilization
Against Racist Terror!

The Ku Klux Klan is getting out its

robes and crosses and threatening to

ride into Washington on November 27.

What the KKK wants for blacks in

Reagan’s America is the lynch rope! We
say: stop these hooded fascists in white

sheets before it’s too late!

The Klan has obtained government
permits to stage their race-hate provoca-

tion in black Washington. If they make
good their threat to march in D.C., it

will be the first time since 1925, when the

Klan held the biggest display of racist

“white power” in U.S. history. A
massive mobilization of labor, blacks,

minorities had better be there to stop

them now, and drive these racist vermin

back into their holes.

The Klan say they’re going to

assemble near the Capitol building.

They say they’re going to march to a

park across from the White House.

They threatened to march earlier this

month and they didn't show. They’re

afraid of the outrage of the decent

people of this black city and are using a

"heads they win, tails we lose’’ strategy.

If militants mobilize against the Klan,

they generally don’t show up, or go off

to hide in lily-white suburbs. But,

brothers and sisters, if we don’t mobilize

against them, the Klan surely will march
in Washington. If we don’t stop them
here and now, decent people will

continue to pay with their lives. We
want a massive counterdemonstration
against these terrorists right where they

say they're going to start their march.
When the Klan endorsed Ronald

Reagan, they knew what they were

doing. Their racist program is being

pushed from the White House: repeal

voting rights, tax breaks for segregated

schools, roll back busing and smash
“communism” everywhere. The KKK is

the naked expression of what the racists

in the White House, the Congress, and

city halls think and feel. The Klan

carries it out in ugly word and bloody

deed. Overt racism is more and more the

accepted practice. Unions, the elderly,

all of us are under the gun. So you don’t

have to be black to be miserable in

Reagan’s America, but it sure helps.

But the KKK better know that

Washington is not Klantown. This city

is filled with black residents who know
exactly what the Klan is. Many families

here have experienced firsthand the

terror of the Southern nightriders. The
memory of the lash and the noose is not

forgotten. Within reach of Washington

are powerful integrated unions whose
members—hit hard with givebacks,

union-busting, mass unemployment

—

know that the hooded labor-hating

racists want to finish them off. But the

unions can’t let that happen without a

fight. That is why many elected union

officials are building this anti-Klan

demonstration and mobilizing to stop

the race-terrorists.

We don’t need an impotent protest

that amounts to a hat-in-hand appeal to

Democratic politicians to fight Reagan
reaction. We need to mobilize above all

the power of labor and blacks, inde-

pendently and fighting in their own

interests. After all the “New Deals” and
“Fair Deals” and “New Frontiers,” what

does it all come down to? The see-saw

two-party system sometimes promises

we can go up, but in this desperation

economy, we keep going down no
matter which party is in power... and

our sons are to go off to war again.

Smash this endless capitalist racket-
build a workers party!

Klan is the Violent Arm of
Reaction

America must complete the Civil

War. The Union victory became betray-

al of the workers and farmers, black and
white. The Klan arose to eliminate black

political rights and bury Reconstruc-

tion. It was the violent arm of the

reaction which robbed newly freed

blacks and a young working class of

most of their gains. Now the U.S. has

grown into the imperialist world power
opposing social revolution from El

Salvador to Southern Africa. The KKK
continued on page 6

Be where the Klan says they’re going to start their march!

Rally 10 a.m. Sat.- First St. N.W. & Constitution Ave.



Letter

TWU Militant:

Labor Must Smash
Racist Terror
Dear WV:
As a black member of the Transport Workers

Union, Local 100, I find it particularly gross and

disgusting that the recent KKK runout in Boston a few

weeks ago has generated so much heat over the KKK/
Nazis’ “rights” to “free speech.”

First, what are these “constitutional rights"? For
whom are they guaranteed? And for what purposes?

Well, I want to say that in my union we didn’t even

have the right to vote on our last sellout contract

because of binding arbitration! And how about the

Taft-Hartley injunction against the coal miners a few

years ago? The point here is that the bosses and their

state use the constitution to their own advantage

against the working class, blacks and the poor.

Left groups who say that they are fighting for

workers’ rights and yet call on the racist capitalist state

to “ban the Klan” are not revolutionaries. They want to

teach us reliance on the same bourgeois state that is

responsible for breaking our strikes, napaiming
Vietnam, and for brutal racist murders of blacks and
Latinos across the country. The call by the Socialist

Workers Party, which I was briefly associated with

some years ago, to debate the fascists to “expose their

ideas” is, in particular and in general, a social-

democratic strategy of do-nothingism against racist

terror. And this also places faith on the racists in blue

and the capitalist courts—the enemies of working
people. Witness the SWP’s call for cops and federal

troops to protect black schoolchildren from racist

mobs during the 1974-75 busing struggle. The SWP,
liberals, and our black misleaders should take the

blame for the defeat of busing.

What 1 also wanted to touch on was the National

Anti-Racist Organizing Committee (NAROC) letter

sent to a black weekly newspaper in Boston claiming

that maybe the Klan was provoked, and that the weak
presence of the “anti-racist movement" allowed the

“political character of the demonstration to fall to

immature and adventurist elements who emphasized
physical attack over political confrontation” [quoted
in Workers Vanguard, No. 316, 29 October],

Blaming anti-racist demonstrators for the violence

of the Klan and Nazis is the same kind of anti-

communism that comes out of the mouth of the liberals

and the racist courts, for instance, on the Greensboro
racist massacre. And I saw with my own eyes NAROC,
along with union bureaucrats, black and church
misleaders, that offered up black, white and Latino

WV Photo

Boston, October 16: 1,500 demonstrators run the
Klan out.

anti-Klan demonstrators to the racist cops and their

SWAT teams in Fontana, California on August 9,

1980. While the Klan were on the steps at City Hall
organizing for their racist terror, these obstacles,

NAROC and company, had the demonstrators singing

hymns and praying! Meanwhile, Fontana cops and
SWAT teams were staked out on rooftops and trees

with their guns trained at the anti-Klan protesters. This
strategy only emboldens the Klan because they
recognize the impotence of these so-called

revolutionaries.

And WV hit the nail right on the head when it stated

that “NAROC does not want to see the Klan smashed,

but instead wants to use it as a focus forgetting out the

Democratic vote.” For it was NAROC who marched in

front of the Democratic Party headquarters in

downtown Los Angeles in 1980 with the slogan

“Democratic Party—Open your eyes. Don’t be a fool

for the Klan’s disguise" to protest Tom Metzger

running for office in the Democratic Party. This is

nothing else but a vivid appeal to the Democratic Party

to take hold of yourselves, reform the Party—don’t let

a known Klansman in—because you might lose some
key votes in the black and Latino communities!

One does not have to “provoke” the Klan—they
exist to carry out their genocidal policies and hope to

be, one day, the shock troops of the U.S. imperialists.

In New York, especially in the Rockaways where the

Klan has been active, racists throw rocks, bottles and
even take shots at motormen and conductors. They
even went so far as to pour gasoline and set afire a

token booth when a black woman attendant was on
duty. Last summer, a gang of racist thugs killed a black

transit worker and seriously injured his friends. After

the death of William Turks, a group of militant class-

struggle brothers in the TWU put out a call for union
action against all racist atrocities. They called for the

jailing of the racist murderers, the right to bear arms
and for all 33,000 of us to roll down the streets on
flatbed trucks to demonstrate to the racists and
capitalist pigs that this is the most powerful union in

New York City and to show them that Willie Turks has

33,000 friends. This is the only kind of action the Klan/
Nazis would understand. We have to nip them in the

bud.

As a militant TWUer, 1 support the views espoused
by the SL/SYL—for labor/black defense guards
against race-terror! For a workers party that will fight

for a workers government! CP, SWP, YAWF/APC,
BUF and all others who rely on the bosses’ Demo-
cratic Party stand in the way of the SL’s revo-
lutionary Trotskyist program of international so-

cialist revolution.

Fraternally,

E.H.

Anti-Soviet Apartheid Axis Flops in Black Africa

Reagan’s South Africa Connection
Vice President George Bush was

roving the capitals of black Africa

looking for allies>for the U.S. drive for

nuclear war on the Soviet Union when
he was diverted to Moscow for the

Brezhnev funeral. After delivering pro-

forma condolences, the former CIA
chief was back in Africa less than 36
hours later, attempting to forge a new
anti-Soviet “strategic consensus” there.

But black African leaders are not

buying.

The problem faced by the warmon-
gers in the White House is that the

foundation of that "consensus” on the

continent is the growing anti-Soviet axis

between Washington and the brutally

white supremacist Pretoria regime. That
axis expresses itself in everything from
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secret meetings between South African

military leaders and U.S. ambassador to

the UN, Jeane Kirkpatrick, to the

Reagan administration’s pressure on the

International Monetary Fund to loan

the apartheid butchers a cool $1.1

billion. Particularly grotesque was the

issuance of an export license for 2,500
high-voltage cattle prods for south
African police to repress the black

masses.

Bush’s tour of black Africa was
preceded in September by that of the

current CIA head William Casey. Casey
met with his spy agency counterparts in

Nigeria, Zaire, Zambia, and Mozam-
bique as well as meeting with top

ministers and military officers of the

Pretoria apartheid regime. Casey and
Bush tried to win support for their

proposal to “link" independence for the

South African colony of Namibia
(South West Africa) to the withdrawal

of Cuban troops from Angola. But
Cuban troops are the only force pre-

venting South Africa from reimposing
white colonial rule on Angola, as it

attempted to do in its 1975 invasion!

The Casey/Bush junket bombed, but
not because the capitalist regimes of

black Africa fight against South Africa’s

savage racist policies or its continued
domination of Namibia. These neo-
colonial regimes brutally repress their

own labor movements and ethnic and
national minorities. Even "Marxist"
Mozambique continues to supply super-

exploited labor for Oppcnheimer’s
diamond and gold mines. But South
Africa’s regular invasions of Angola and
its commando operations and support
to guerrillas in Mozambique, Zim-
babwe and Angola force these regimes,

no matter how exploitative and anti-

communist, to view the presence of

Soviet and East German-backed Cuban
troops in Angola as protection against

South African expansionism. As a

regional imperialist power. South Afri-

ca threatens to turn all of southern

Africa into outright colonies like Na-
mibia or subservient economic colonies

like Swaziland.

Even the black establishment Amster-
dam News (20 November) commented,
“For whatever else may be said about

Leonid Brezhnev, he was a friend of

Africa and of African people. He was an
outspoken opponent of apartheid and
racism." Of course, while Soviet-backed

Cuban troops serve the cause of nation-

al liberation in Angola against the U.S.-

backed Pretoria apartheid butchers, in

Ethiopia the same troops serve the cause

of a national oppression and genocide of

the bloody Mengistu regime against the

Eritreans, Somalis and other minorities.

This is because the Kremlin seeks not

world revolution but diplomatic alli-

ances with various Third World “anti-

imperialist" despots.

Only when the Soviet workers throw
Andropov and the rest of the bureau-
crats out and restore Soviet democracy
can the full resources of Russia’s

planned economy, the gains of the 1917

October Revolution, be mobilized for

world revolution. And it is South
Africa’s militant black proletariat that

will be the motor force for smashing
apartheid and making a socialist revolu-

tion, laying the basis for the social

emancipation of all of black Africa.

lions of the black establishment

recognize that the anti-Soviet war
drive means fomenting white racist

terror in southern Africa... and. we
might add, at home.

&mstcrtfam Ncfos

We reprint for the interest of our
readers a recent editorial from the

Amsterdam News (20 November),
one of the leading black weeklies in

the US., indicating that even sec-

On Leonid Brezhnev
Notwithstanding the boorish behavior of President Ronald Reagan

regarding the death of Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev there are
reasons for a quite different reaction in Black America. Our African
ancestry requires a sense of loss at the death of any friend of Africa.
The African nation in America obviously supports an accommoda-

tion with the Soviet Union. We too long for peace in the world. We too
are opposed to the 1.5 trillion dollar arms budget projected by
President Reagan. We too support the idea of a nuclear freeze.
Our yearning for peace, our desire to see America’s resources

committed to purposes that will improve the quality of our lives are not
the only reasons that cause our interest in the passing of Mr. Brezhnev.
For as long as the government of the United States flirts with the

racist regime in South Africa and seeks to justify that support with
anti-Communist rhetoric we must unequivocally assert that which
should be understandable to all the world - that the support of
liberation movements in southern Africa by the Soviet Union leaves us
in their debt. For whatever else may be said about Leonid Brezhnev, he
was a friend of Africa and of African people. He was an outspoken
opponent of apartheid and racism.
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Choke Hold Murder of Black Youth

Jail Contra Costa Killer Cops!

Angry protest
against racist

cop murders
in Richmond,

California

October 23.

OAKLAND—On November 3 a coro-

ner’s jury in Richmond, California

whitewashed yet another case of racist

police murder in Reagan’s America
when it ruled that the September 28

death of Willie Lee Drumgoole in the

Richmond City Jail was “accidental.’’

Ella Priester, the only black person on a

panel handpicked by the Contra Costa

County sheriff-coroner, publicly dis-

agreed with the verdict and cited the

"gross negligence" of the police.

Drumgoole, a black unemployed
laborer who collected scrap metal to

feed his kids, was arrested on “suspicion

of burglary” when police found him
(empty-handed) in an abandoned ware-

house. On September 28, according to

another inmate, Drumgoole got into a

struggle outside his cell with two police

officers and two jailers who beat him
with batons, sprayed him with mace and
finally strangled him with the “choke

hold" made infamous by the Los

Angeles police. A black firefighter

summoned 40 minutes later to give

artificial respiration stated that he was
shocked at how long Drumgoole had

been left unattended to. The violently

choking black man died a few moments
later.

It took a wave of militant black

outrage to force resisting city and

county officials to convene even a

whitewash coroner’s jury. On October

23 a demonstration of 350 mainly black

and very angry protesters made it clear

that Richmond blacks are fed up with

this racist “justice.” Willie Drumgoole is

the fifth black man killed by Richmond
police in two years—the others were

shot down in their bedrooms and ort

their front porches by trigger-happy

cops with known links to the fascist Ku
Klux Klan scum who infest Contra

Costa County.

Why the Cops Are Killers

There are so many recent examples of

racist cop street murders and jail

brutality in California that they couldn’t

possibly all be listed in Workers Van-

guard. And make no mistake—they get

away with it. On September 17 Oakland

police arrested Richard Williams, 33,

who was reportedly "chasing children”

in a public park. Williams too was

“restrained” with the choke hold and

never made it to the station alive. In

1979 Oakland cop Robert Fredericks

brutally murdered black Machinists

union shop steward Charles Driscoe

with four shotgun blasts and six rounds

from a .357 magnum. Hundreds of

members of the International Associa-

tion of Machinists plus local black

residents participated in the protest

which ensued, but the Oakland Police

Department whitewashed it as “self-

defense.” There was also the Long
Beach cops’ murder of 97-pound 13-

year-old Tyrone Dawson last August;

and the infamous jailhouse hanging by

the Signal Hill cops of black football

star Ron Settles in June, after stopping

him for a minor traffic violation. There

has been no prosecution in these cases

and many others.

As America slides deeper into misery

and depression, the racists grow bolder.

Blacks desperately need defense against

this terror. But the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP), which has led the protests

against the murder of Willie Drum-
goole, follows a treacherous and impo-

tent legalistic strategy— in marked
contrast to the militant mood of many
demonstrating blacks. At the October

23 Richmond rally, the NAACP called

primarily for more black police to end

racist harassment and a civilian review

board to stop police brutality. But white

or black, the cops are hired guns of a

repressive capitalist class, and this

necessarily entails racist brutality.

As for civilian review boards, these

are impotent schemes which only build

illusions in the reformability of the

police. No review board anywhere has

ever stopped police brutality. And just

how much did the NAACP think the

Richmond police need to be “re-

viewed”? In January 1980 the NAACP
and the city of Richmond reached an

out-of-court settlement arising from 1

1

cases of brutality, by which the police

department agreed to “reform” its

internal affairs. In early September of

this year the NAACP and Contra Costa

County reached a settlement of lawsuits

over police handling of racial harass-

ment of three black families living in

white neighborhoods in 1980. The
county promises to make "good faith

efforts” to prevent such attacks—of

course the families in question have long

since been driven from their homes!

This meaningless “model” settlement, as

the NAACP called it, didn’t do them
any good. Nor did these reviews and

agreements mean a damned thing when
Willie Drumgoole was choked to death

on September 28, or on November 3

when the murderers went scot-free.

Labor/Black Mobilization
Against Racist Terror

None of the reformist pseudo-

socialist groups which have clustered

around the Drumgoole protests can

better the timid liberalism of the

NAACP. For example, at the October
23 rally Mel Mason, regional co-

representative for the National Black

Independent Political Party and highly

unsuccessful gubernatorial candidate of

the Socialist Workers Party, issued a

leaflet calling for “ban the choke hold.”

The choke hold was “banned" in Los

Angeles last May after racist police chief

Daryl Gates declared that blacks died

from the hold because they are not

"normal people.” Since then the LAPD
has murdered a 36-year-old black man

and an 18-year-old Latino garment

worker with the hold—but the cause of

death is described as “compression-type

blunt force” so as not to break the ban!

Court pleas and powerless review

boards will not stop the attacks of the

fascists and police. Reliance on the

Democratic Party is a deathtrap for

blacks. The racists know they have a

friend in Sacramento with Reagan
supporter George Deukmejian in the

state house. But blacks would have been

no better off under Democrat Tom
Bradley—himself a black ex-cop veter-

an of the LAPD, choke hold champions

of the world—who as Los Angeles

mayor has repeatedly refused to fire the

racist police chief Gates. The Democrat-

ic Party peacefully harbors fascist scum
like Tom Metzger, the southern Califor-

nia Klan leader who ran as the regular

Democratic candidate in the last pri-

mary. Blacks need to organize for self-

defense. And it is a good thing that the

statewide gun control measure lost big

on November 3, for gun control is only

an attempt to give the police and the

fascists a monopoly on weapons and

make race-terror that much easier to

carry out.

But what blacks need most of all is the

real power of an alliance with the labor

movement against race-terror. The
Spartacist League (SL) has pointed the

way for the building of that alliance with

mobilizations against fascist provoca-

tions all over America in the last few

years, from the November 1979 Detroit

anti-Klan demonstration of 500 mainly

black auto workers and socialists to the

1,200 unionists and minorities who
came out to stop the Nazis in San
Francisco in April 1980, to the 2,000

who drove a gang of Hitler-lovers out of

Ann Arbor last March 20 and 3,000 who
kept the Nazis from goose-stepping in

Chicago’s Lincoln Park on June 27.

These mass labor and black-centered

mobilizations, led by the Spartacist

League, successfully interdicted the

fascists from penetrating the northern

industrial centers. Meanwhile, the

liberals and reformists impotently stood

on the sidelines, calling on the capitalist

state (in Reagan’s racist America, no
less) to "ban the Klan” or prating about

the racist terrorists’ supposed “right to

free speech." And once again on
October 16 in Boston the SL was in the

front lines as an angry crowd of 1,500

ran off hooded Klansmen and repulsed

the cops who attacked to save their

white-sheeted brothers.

These kinds of actions are the only

way to defeat growing attacks against

black people. Jail the killers of Willie

Drumgoole and all the killer cops! For

black self-defense! For labor/black

mobilizations against race-terror!*

Oroville Killer Is Charlie Manson Pal

California Nazis Execute

High School Youth
As black people in Contra Costa

County can testify, the race-terrorists

can wear the blue uniform of the

police, the white sheets of the Klan or

the brown shirts of the Nazi Party—
and sometimes all three. The small

town of Oroville, California provides

an example of this cooperation. In

September hundreds of race-baiting,

swastika-emblazoned leaflets ap-

peared in school lockers all over

Oroville, a depression-ridden town of

9,000 with an active Nazi group of

100 .

Then in mid-October 1 7-year-old

Joseph Hoover, a one-time Nazi

sympathizer who had given police

information about the leaflet distri-

bution, turned up dead on a road

outside town, executed with eight

bullets in the back of the head. Black

parents received telephone calls

threatening that their children would

be shot at school, and organized a

successful two-day boycott in self-

defense. After weeks of declaring that

they could not imagine who was

behind it all, the Oroville police on

November 7 finally arrested Perry

“Red” Warthan, leader of the fascist

group, the National Socialists, on

suspicion of murder.
But when the town was earlier

plagued by a series of robberies, po-

lice moved with alacrity to harass the

black community. In February, cops

stopped five blacks for an arbitrary

car search, forced them to lie face

down and crawl on their bellies while

a group of white onlookers chanted

“shoot the niggers." Blacks say that

this kind of racist police harassment

has stepped up in proportion as the

Nazi group has grown bolder. “Red"
Warthan regularly visits the fascist

sympathizer and psychopathic mur-
derer Charles Manson at Vacaville

prison. Like Manson, Warthan
preaches that “the white race will rise

again” after bloody race wars. Yet

Oroville Sheriff’s Sergeant Burt

Akins told the press that his real

worry is the possibility of violence by
angry blacks.

Warthan, who insists he is a vege-

tarian, turns out to have a history of

mental illness. But Hitler was a

vegetarian himself and his crazies

were dismissed by plenty of people,

until the desperate ruling class of an

irrational social system put him in

power.
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$1.85 Million to Family of Murdered Black Panther

FBI/Cops Murdered Fred Hampton

!

Fred
Hampton,

left.

On right,

the bullet-

ridden door to

his apartment
after

murderous
1969 police

raid.
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CHICAGO—Thirteen years ago the

cops smashed in the door of the Chicago

apartment with a blast of rifle, carbine

and submachinegun fire, murdering

Black Panther leaders Fred Hampton
and Mark Clark in their beds and

wounding five others. Now, on Novem-
ber 1 . the city of Chicago, Cook County

and U.S. Justice Department were

forced to hand over a $1.85 million

settlement to relatives and survivors of

what was probably the most savage

government murder raid in modern

American history. The settlement of the

suit launched in 1970 was the biggest

ever made in a civil rights case. And
while no amount of money could “com-

pensate” for the loss of black militants

Hampton and Clark, or erase this

hideous conspiracy between the Nixon
White House, the FBI and the Chicago

“Red Squad," the big money settlement

in the heat of Reagan’s racist rollback is

a political victory and an implicit

admission of the government’s guilt.

A government attorney in the case has

denied that the award constitutes an

admission of guilt, claiming only that to

conduct another trial would be too

costly. But there is no way the govern-

ment was going to shell out almost two

million dollars to the Panther families if

they thought they could get away with it.

In racist America, bourgeois justice

means the Greensboro massacre where

the race/terrorist killers in white and

blue went scot-free. For the government

to settle out of court can only mean that

the case against them is so compelling

that yet another cover-up trial simply

wouldn’t wash.

The murderous 4 December, 1969

raid on the Panther headquarters at

2337 West Monroe on Chicago’s West

Side was the “high point” of the

government’s concerted nationwide

campaign to “get the Panthers." FBI
documents made public during the

course of this and subsequent Panther

cases prove it. The COINTEL program,

originally conceived by FBI chief

J. Edgar Hoover in 1956 to get the

Communist Party was given a new
emphasis in 1967. The new target would

be the organizations of black national-

ists which had sprung up in response to

the defeats harvested by the liberal pro-

Democratic Party leadership of the civil

rights movement. The stated aim of

COINTELPRO was to “expose, dis-

rupt, misdirect, discredit or otherwise

neutralize the activities of black nation-

alist hate-type organizations." The
Panthers were particularly singled out

because of their significant popular

appeal and their emphasis on armed
self-defense against cop terror. At the

time of Hampton's murder, the Chicago

FBI file on him was 4,000 pages long!

When the Panthers opened an office

on the West Side of Chicago in

December 1968, the FBI sent William

O’Neal, a paid informant, to join the

party. Within one year, O'Neal had risen

to become the Panthers’ “head of

security" (!) and third in command of

the Chicago organization, behind

Hampton and Bobby Rush. The exis-

tence of this agent provocateur was not

discovered by the lawyers in the civil suit

until 1973. An FBI letter dated April

1969 spoke highly of the role played by

agent O'Neal in "impelling criminal

activities of the Black Panthers locally."

It was O’Neal who provided the FBI

with a detailed floor plan of the

Hampton apartment.

O’Neal advised the FBI in December
1969 that Hampton was contemplating

going underground and that “time was

of the essence.” FBI, city and county

officials agreed to conduct a pre-dawn

“weapons search" in the Hampton
apartment. The job was given to

Chicago cops assigned to a “special

prosecution unit" formed by then state’s

attorney Hanrahan purportedly to

tackle “black gangs.” In eight minutes

100 shots were fired and two Panthers

lay dead, several others wounded—and

the Chicago Panther organization

beheaded. To all militants who lived

through the '60s, that murder raid is

UPI

forever burned into memory.
For the next 10 years, the Chicago

cops and courts denied the conspiracy

that was clear from the beginning. The
FBI/federal government role was bur-

ied. An initial grand jury failed to return

any indictments and directed its fire

against the Panthers—bringing the

survivors up on charges of attempted

murder! (These charges were later

dismissed through lack of evidence.) In

a 1972 bench trial (without jury)

Hanrahan and other law-enforcement

officials were brought up on criminal

charges of covering up evidence against

the cops, who were the actual trigger

men on the job. The judge, like

Hanrahan himself, a product of Mayor
Richard Daley’s Democratic Party

machine, dismissed the charges. So with

the state-orchestrated phony trial,

because of the prohibition on “double

jeopardy,” Hanrahan could not again be

tried on criminal charges. The only

recourse left the family was the civil suit.

continued on page 9

SL/SYL Call for Arab-Hebrew Workers Revolution

1,200 Protest Butcher Begin in L.A.

WV Photo

LOS ANGELES—Over 1,200 angry

demonstrators marched in front of the

Bonaventure Hotel in downtown Los

Angeles on a Saturday night, Novem-
ber 13 to protest the scheduled

appearance of Israeli leader Mena-
chem Begin. Begin came to drum up

financial support from wealthy Ameri-

can Zionists for the murderous Israeli

war machine and its genocidal inva-

sion of Lebanon. Protesters came out,

despite open threats of physical vio-

lence by thugs of the Jewish Defense

League (JDL) and its gun-nut split-

off the Jewish Defense Organization

(JDO) to express their just outrage

towards the Zionist butcher and his

war of extermination against the

Palestinians. The day before, JDO
goons brutally assaulted a press

conference of the anti-Begin protest

organizers (after mistakenly disrupt-

ing a pro-Begin press conference as

well).

Cheers greeted the arrival of the

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth
League (SL/SYL) contingent, espe-

cially from Palestinians responding to

our banner which read, “Defend the

Palestinians! Israeli / Imperialist

Troops Out of Lebanon!" Militants

hailed us to join the picket line and

readily took up our chants “Stop

Begin’s final solution— For Arab-
Hebrew workers revolution!" Rally

organizers from the hyper-Stalinist

U.S. Anti-Imperialist League (USAL)

were hysterical at the warm reception

received by the Trotskyist SL since it

prevented them from carrying out

their usual attempts at political

exclusion.

With the standard reformist rhetoric

about building the rally on the “broad-
est possible" basis, spokesmen for the

USAL, the Communist Party (CP)
and other left groupings simultaneous-

ly groveled before Arab nationalism

and joined hands with Zionist “doves.”

(Interestingly, the Morenoites, not

ones to pass up an opportunity to tail

after nationalists, quickly disappeared

after the arrival of the SL contingent

and never returned.) Naturally the CP
pushed its reformist solution for

“stopping U.S. imperialism”: “Get rid

of Reagan,” as if the Democrats were
any less pro-Zionist!

In contrast, our revolutionary

internationalist program struck a

chord among many young Palestinian

Lebanese militants who expressed a

keen sense of betrayal toward Arafat

after the PLO’s abandonment of West
Beirut which paved the way for the

Sabra and Shatila massacre. Seventy-

eight WV

s

were sold almost exclu-

sively to Palestinian and Arab militant

youth. They were impressed with the

fact that only the SL presented a clear

program for Palestinian national

liberation and an end to nationalist

bloodletting in the Middle East. The
SL from the beginning has warned
against the introduction of the imperi-

alist “peace-keeping" troops and Ara-
fat’s strategy of Pax Americana.
Smash Zionism— Break with PLO
nationalism—for an Arab-Hebrew
Trotskyist party.
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Minsk, 1941: Hitlerite death squad executes anti-fascist partisans.

Byelorussian Nazis massacred more than 200,000.

Last month the Reagan administra-

tion announced with great fanfare plans

to deport Valerian Trifa, one of many
former Nazis and fascist war criminals

who have received a "free world" haven
in the United States. Archbishop Trifa,

head of the Romanian Orthodox
Church in exile now residing in Grass

Lake, Michigan, was a leader of the

fascist Iron Guard and directly responsi-

ble for a bloody pogrom in January

1941. It was an inflammatory speech by

Iron Guardist Trifa which incited the

massacre of more than 6,000 Jews in

Bucharest in retaliation for the killing of

a German officer. Photographs of the

massacre show dead Jews hanging from
meat hooks like slaughtered animals.

These facts have been known for years,

and yet today the fascist mass murderer
remains at liberty in the U.S. until a

country can be found to take him.

We say Trifa must be immediately

deported to Romania so he can be tried

by his surviving victims for his heinous

crimes!

In announcing Trifa’s voluntary

“deportation,” the director of the

federal Office of Special Investigations

(OSI), Allan Ryan, boasted that this

was the first time in 30 years that anyone
had been deported from the country for

fascist activities. Andrija Artukovic, for

instance, Ustashi interior minister in the

Nazi puppet government of Croatia,

was ordered deported in 1953 but to this

day still lives peacefully in California

(U.S. officials say they feared he might

be “persecuted” if returned to Yugosla-

via). This is a telling indictment of

America’s pretensions of championing

“human rights” around the world. So
Ryan carefully denied that there was

“any evidence” that the Central Intelli-

gence Agency had aided in resettling

Nazi killers in the U.S. On the contrary.

Last May, John Loftus, a former OSI
investigator, went public with the story

the government wouldn’t let out on a

CBS-TV 60 Minutes special on “The

Nazi Connection." Loftus revealed that

there was a 35-year cover-up, deliberate-

ly ordered by the "intelligence commu-
nity," about literally thousands of

fascist war criminals imported into the

U.S. Loftus was investigating groups of

collaborators organized by the Nazis as

auxiliaries to the infamous Einsatzgrup-

pen, mobile death squads that sowed

terror in the areas of the Soviet Union

occupied by the German army in 1941

He focused in particular on the area of

Byelorussia, where the bloodthirsty

Iron Guardist “Archbishop” Trifa
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collaborators were organized into a

special unit of the SS, the Bellarus SS.

Now the government has been forced to

confirm Loftus’ charges:

"Recently, the FBI confirmed to The
Washington Post that as many as 4,000

Byelorussian members of Nazi militia

groups were allowed to immigrate to the

United States even though the organiza-

tions to which they belonged were
banned

—

"

— Washington Post , 4 November

Everybody knows how numerous top

SS mass murderers escaped to such

places as Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay,

Spain. But their presence in the U.S. has

always been hushed up. In the aftermath

of Watergate some who had stumbled

onto the story tried to publicize the fact

that CIA “dirty tricks” went far beyond

breaking into Democratic Party head-

quarters. The book Wanted: The Search

for Nazis in America by Howard Blum
documented the frustrated attempts of

Immigration Service investigator An-
thony DeVito to prosecute 50 death

camp murderers and fascist criminals

living in this country. His conclusion:

“An ODESSA organization" of former

SS officers “has infiltrated the inner

reaches of our government."

People began asking embarrassing

questions which undercut the U.S.’

“human rights” campaign aimed at

whipping up anti-Soviet fervor and
morally rearming American imperial-

ism after the debacle of Vietnam. So
Jimmy Carter set up the OSI, vowing to

"rout out Nazi war criminals who may
be hiding in the U.S.” Yet such “investi-

gations” went nowhere. Why? Because it

was not some ODESSA-style outfit, but

the American government itself which
was hiring the Nazis, smuggling them
into this country and giving them U.S.

citizenship. At the end of World War II

a secret spy agency, the Office of Policy

Coordination (OPC), run by notorious

Cold War spook Frank Wisner out of

the State Department, combed the

refugee camps in Europe to pick out

Nazi intelligence men with an intimate

knowledge of the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe.

In the May 16 TV special, Loftus told

CBS News correspondent Mike Wallace

that he had read classified information

indicating that “a number of these

programs were approved at the highest

levels."

Loftus: “We're talking about the

leaders of an SS division that fought
against Americans and [about] the

leaders of the Nazi puppet government
in Byelorussia that, by the end of the

war, had exterminated 25 percent of the

civilian population, including nearly all

of the country’s Jewish population,

some three quarters of a million Jews. I

decided to pick one of the regions of

Byelorussia and see if we could find how
many Nazi officials from that region

were in the country. All of them are

They knew that the entire Nazi govern-
ment of Byelorussia, the president, the

vice presidents, cabinet ministers, gov-
ernors and mayors, police chiefs were
all living in America. They knew that."

Wallace: “Who’s they?”

Loftus: "The FBI, Army Counter-
Intelligence, Army Foreign Intelli-

gence, the Department of State—they

knew and they recruited them because

they were Nazis— I read one top secret

State Department report that said that

there were 22 different intelligence

agencies interrogating the emigres in the

displaced persons camps, all competing
with each other, all fighting over the

same Nazis."

Wallace added that U.S. military

intelligence also sent a number of Nazis

to other countries, so many that at least

one South American country finally

told the United States it refused to take

any more Nazis.

“War Criminals at Liberty"

These people were authentic war
criminals, picked to do jobs even too

dirty for the likes of the SS Death’s

Head Battalion. Loftus cited Stanislau

Stankevitch, Nazi-appointed mayor of

Borrisow, Byelorussia who received

orders from the SS to kill every Jew in

his county. Under his command, in

order to save bullets, they had the

victims lie on top of each other in two

rows and shot through the bodies. There

was Vilis Hazners, the Latvian secret

police official, who in July of 1941

forced a number of Jews into a syn-

agogue which was then set on fire. There

was Vitold Tumash, the Nazi-

designated mayor of Minsk, capital of

Byelorussia, who personally recruited a

police force that massacred 45,000

people. There were Emmanuel Jasiuk

and Franz Kushel, respectively the

puppet mayor of the town of Stulpche

and the “defense minister" of “White

Ruthenia” (the German puppet state in

Byelorussia) who oversaw the execu-

tions of more than 200,000 people.

There was Anton Adamovitch , propa-

gandist for the Nazis who became an

informer for U.S. Army Intelligence.

Where are they today? Stankevitch,

wanted by the Nuremburg Trials, was
refused entry to the U.S. five times until

he was finally smuggled into this

country by American agents. For over

20 years he worked for Radio Free

Europe/ Radio Liberty in New York
until he died peacefully in his bed in

Queens in 1980. Hazners is a long-time

contributor and still a paid freelancer

for RFE/RL. Tumash, for many years

a scriptwriter for Radio Liberty and

freelancer for RFE, was temporarily

suspended during the OSI investigation,

but has since been reinstated. Adamo-
vitch, still a staff writer at Radio
Liberty, told CBS the American author-

ities knew all about his background
when they contacted him in Berlin after

the war to enlist him for their anti-

Soviet intelligence network.

The American propaganda stations

aimed at Russia and East Europe were

only some of the employers of the Nazi

war criminals. The Gehlen organiza-

tion, Hitler’s former Foreign Armies

East espionage apparatus, became the

core of West German intelligence (the

Bundesnachrichtendienst) and a key

element in the CIA’s Soviet bloc

operations. Wisner, head of the CIA’s
cloak-and-dagger Plans Division in the

mid-1950s, decided to drop some of the

Byelorussian collaborators back into

the USSR as assassination squads.

Fortunately, the Soviets were fore-

warned and all of the murderers were

picked up within a matter of minutes

after landing. Some of the Nazi imports

became American Cold War advisers

during the Korean War; Loftus cites SS
Major Friedrich Buchardt, a leader of

the Einsatzgruppen, and SS General

Franz Six, who headed Himmler’s

special staff to liquidate Soviet Commu-
nist leaders. Others, including at least 30

continued on page 9
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Stop the KKK...
(continued from page 1)

wants to nail America to a cross with the

nails driven through black flesh! The
KKK’s protectors in the White House
want to extend this crucifixion through-

out the world and above all to Russia,

for its original sin of revolution.

The Klan is the symbol and cutting

edge of racist reaction in America. If

they can get away with it here in

Washington, it will whet their appetite

for more racist violence. It is not a

matter of free speech. Don’t underesti-

mate them! Where the KKK thinks

they’ve got the edge, they're killers.

Remember Greensboro, where they

murdered leftists, union organizers and

blacks in broad daylight, and then the

government let them off scot-free.

Remember Birmingham, Alabama
where a Klan bomb left four black

Sunday School children dead in the

ruins of their church. Calling on their

government to “ban the Klan’’ is

suicidal. They didn’t need a permit in

Greensboro. We don’t need to see blue

uniforms underneath the white sheets to

know that the cops, and the courts, are

on the side of the Klan.

It’s labor’s job to lead the fight to

smash Klan/Nazi race-terror. Labor
and blacks have the power! Successful

labor/black mobilizations have pre-

vented the Klan and Nazis from parad-

ing in northern cities, from Detroit in

November 1979 to San Francisco, April

1980; Ann Arbor, Michigan, March
1980; Chicago, June 1982. In Boston,

1 ,500 angry demonstrators ran the Klan
out of town last month.
What we need in Washington on

November 27 is a massive display of

defiant power by all the enemies and
would-be victims of the KKK

—

shipyard and dock workers from Nor-
folk and Newport News, Virginia; steel

workers from Pittsburgh and Balti-

more; government and transit workers
from Washington, D.C.; blacks, Latins,

Jews, Catholics, socialists, the minority

youth of Washington who have been
sentenced to a life of desperation.

Turn out against the Klan! Get your
union moving, build contingents from
your schools; organize car pools and
buses to come to Washington, Novem-
ber 27, to stop the Klan. It’s us or them.

The Spartacist League initiated the call for Labor/Black
Mobilization to Stop the Klan in Washington, D.C., November 27

because we for one believe;

IN D.C. NOW AND EVERYWHERE, FIGHT KLAN TERRORI
Mobilize the power of organized labor and minorities against
KKK/Nazi killersl

Sit-down strikes against mass layoffs! Jobs for all—30 hours work for 40
hours pay!

Labor/black defense of school busing—extend it to the suburbs; free public
higher education for all!

Break America from Carter’s Democrats and Reagan’s Republicans—for a
workers party with a strong black leadership component to:

• Smash the war drive, support revolutionary struggles of working
people abroad!

• Institute a massive social security program—health, pensions, full

unemployment compensation at union wages!
• Take American industry away from its incompetent, corrupt owners—

nationalize it under a workers government! Rebuild America on a
socialist planned economy!
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Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop the KKK
in Washington, D.C. November 27

" We endorse and will help builda mass labor/black demonstration against the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) planned
November 27th march in Wash., D.C.—an insult to blacks and most other Americans. Stop the Klan!”

Partial List of Endorsers

Keith Anwar, member, USWA Local 1010,*
East Chicago, IN

William E. Bancroft. Secretary-Treasurer,
ILWU Local 10.* San Francisco, CA

Willie L. Bell, Recording Secretary and
Chairman, Civil Rights Committee, IAM-
AW Local Lodge 739, * Oakland, CA

Frank Billed. President, ILWU Local 34,* San
Francisco, CA

Spurgeon L. Boone, President. IBEW Local
2280,* Portsmouth, VA

Sidney L. Brooks, President, Nation's Capital
Area Local APWU,* Washington, D.C.

W.W. Brown. Jr., Chief Steward, 1AM Local
441,* Portsmouth, VA

Milton Burton, Jr., Steward, IBEW Local 734,*
Portsmouth,VA

John Carr, President, ILWU Local 10,* San
Francisco, CA

Phil Carroll, member, AFSCME Local 2733,*
Ann Arbor, Ml

Richard Cavalll, Vice President. ILWU Local
34.* San Francisco, CA

Jackie Clark, General Executive Board, ILWU
Local 6,* San Francisco, CA

I.P. Cordelro, Financial Secretary/Treasurer,
Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 192.

*

Oakland, CA
Department of Black Studies. City College of
New York,* and Leonard Jeffries, Jr.,

Professor
Nannlen Dukes. Steward. AFSCME Local 23,*

Detroit, Ml
Robert Edwards, President, ILWU Local 2,*

San Francisco, CA
Marvin Foreman, Business Rep

,
Hotel and

Restaurant Workers, Local 23,* Norfolk, VA
Ben|amln J. Foster, Chairman. Track and
Power Distribution Division, TWU Local
100,* New York, NY

Richard Fraser. Historic American Trotskyist
and member, Democratic Socialists of
America,* Los Angeles. CA

Arlhur T. Freeman, President and Business
Manager, Metropolitan Public Service

Workers, Laborers International Union,
Local 52,* Norfolk, VA

Alvin F. Gant, General President, National
Post Office Mailhandlers Union Local 302,*

San Francisco. CA
Richard D. Garland. Former Black Advocate
and Representative, University of

Michigan,* Ann Arbor, Ml
Thomas W. Gleason. President, ILA*
Willie Golphin, Staff Representative,
Community & Social Agency Employees
Union, District Council 1707, AFSCME *

New York. NY
Stanley Gow, Executive Board, ILWU Local

10,* San Francisco, CA
Carole A. Graves. President, Newark
Teachers Union, Local 481, AFT/AFL-
CIO,* Newark, NJ

Roy Greer, Local 959,* Ann Arbor, Ml
Fernando Guerrero, President, OCAW Local

1-1978,* Richmond. CA
Ethan Gums, Chair, Legislative Committee,
Chief Steward, IAM-AW Local Lodge 739,*
Oakland, CA

Jean Hasket. Secretary, IBEW Local 2280,*
Portsmouth, VA

Cleophas C. Hawkins, Steward, IBEW Local
2280,* Portsmouth, VA

Robert Hefner. Professor, University of
Michigan,* Ann Arbor, Ml

Gene Herson for the MIIHant-Solldarlty
Caucus in the National Maritime Union*

Garry E. Hunter. Vice President and Chief
Steward, International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders,
Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers, Local
57,* Portsmouth. VA

Norman Huntsman. President. 1AM Local
Lodge 739,* Oakland, CA

1AM Local Lodge 1327, South San Francisco,
CA

Kathy Ikegaml, Executive Board, CWA Local
9410,* San Francisco, CA

ILA Local 1248, Norfolk. VA
ILA Local 1458, Norfolk, VA
International Brotherhood ol Boilermakers,

Iron Shipbuilders, Blacksmiths, Forgers

and Helpers, Local 684, Norfolk. VA and
T.L. Fields, President

Willie T. Jenkins, Business Manager,
Laborers International Union, Local 334,*
Detroit, Ml

Arnold J. Johnson, Steward. USWA Local
2610,* Sparrows Point, MD

Ed Kartsen, member, TWU Local 100,* New
York, NY

Mike Kaslan, General Executive Board, ILWU
Local 6,* San Francisco, CA

Joesephus King, President, AFSCME Local
23, Detroit, and President, City of Detroit
AFSCME Presidents*

Franck Laraque, Asst Professor, Department
of Black Studies. City College of New
York,* New York, NY

Jackie Eugene Lee, Vice President, National
Post Office Mailhandlers Union Local 302,*
San Francisco. CA

Jack Llebleln. Alternate Steward, CWA Local
1150,* New York, NY

Conrad Lynn. Civil Rights Attorney, New
York, NY

Milton M. Mapp. President, Oakland
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-
CIO.* Oakland. CA

Ed Patrick Martin, member, UAW Local 600,*
Dearborn. Ml

Cliff Mezo, Vice President, USWA Local
1010,* East Chicago, IN

David W. Moore. Retired UAW International
Representative,* Participant in 1932 Ford
Hunger March, Detroit. Ml

Kenneth B. Nesbitt. Executive Board. United
Motormen Division, TWU Local 100 * New
York. NY

Partisan Defense Committee
Keith Phelps, Business Manager, Laborers

International Union, Local 1165,* Grand
Rapids, Ml

Everett Rlehl, President, Amalgamated
Transit Union Local 1555,* Oakland, CA

Georgia Roberts, Executive Secretary,
NAACP,* Norfolk. VA

Rouge Militant Caucus in UAW Local 600.*
Dearborn, Ml

Rudy Schneider. Griever, USWA Local 1010,*
East Chicago. IN

SEIU Local 87 San Francisco, CA
Agnes Shepperson, Steward, CWA Local

5050,* Chicago, IL

Ron Simmons, Steward. IBEW Local 2280,

*

Portsmouth. VA
Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth League
Shelton Tappes. Retired UAW member,*

Detroit. Ml
Carter A. Tyler, Steward, International
Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron
Shipbuilders. Blacksmiths, Forgers and
Helpers. Local 57,* Portsmouth. VA

Ronald A. Tyree. Steward. CWA Local 1 150,*
New York. NY

UAW Local 595, Linden, NJ
UAW Local 919, Norfolk, VA and Jimmy

Vollvla, President and Building Chairman
United Motormen Division of TWU Local

100,* meeting (17 Nov ). New York, NY
USWA Local 1010, East Chicago, IN
Johnny Vawters. Past President. Dearborn
Assembly Plant. UAW Local 600.*
Dearborn, Ml

L.P. Watson, President, NAACP.* Norfolk. VA
Ronald Welsen, President, USWA Local

1397,* Homestead, PA
Alfonso Wells, Chairman of the Retirees,
UAW Local 1776,* Willow Run. Ypsilanti, Ml

Shirley A. Whetstone, President, AFSCME
Local 2477,* Washington, D C

Robert F. Williams, Editor, Crusader *

Henry Hank Wilson, President, Dearborn
Assembly Plant, UAW Local 600,*
Dearborn. Ml

Lynn Yaeger, Chief Shop Steward, Village
Voice. UAW District 65,* New York. NY

‘Organization listed for identification
purposes only

We want to make it very clear that these
endorsers do not necessarily agree in any
particular with the views expressed by the
initiators ol this mobilization
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Genocide Is Not Debatable—

Smash the Klan!
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Detroit, November 1979: 500 blacks, auto workers and leftists stopped the
Klan.

Cross-burnings, swastikas, gunfire in

the night—fascist terror groups are

growing from California to Connecti-

cut, and now the Ku Klux Klan says

they’ll march in the nation’s capital, a

city which is 70 percent black. Next door
to Washington, Montgomery County,
Maryland has recorded 150 racist and
anti-Semitic assaults this year alone. Yet

the response of the so-called left, the

labor movement and minority groups—
the targets of the still-small fascist

gangs—has often been paralysis. Why?
The answer can be found by looking

at those places where the fascists were

stopped in recent years, for instance: in

Detroit, November 1979, when the Klan
planned to hail the Greensboro massa-
cre; in San Francisco, April 1980, when
the Nazis said they’d "celebrate Hitler’s

birthday’’ in front of City Hall; or last

March, when the Nazis tried to goose-

step in Ann Arbor; and in Chicago on
June 27, where the Nazis tried to stage a

“death to gays” march. In each of these

cases the fascist scum were physically

prevented from carrying out their

provocations by masses of protesters,

from hundreds to several thousand
trade unionists, blacks. Latinos, Jews,

Catholics, homosexuals, socialists—all

the potential targets of KKK/Nazi
terror. We of the Spartacist League (SL)

initiated these successful actions by
mobilizing layers of the labor movement
as the necessary core of the anti-fascist

fight. And again last month in Boston
the SL was in the front lines as 1,500

enraged protesters drove a bunch of

white-robed Klansmen off the streets.

But an independent mobilization of

the working class and minorities for

militant action scares the wits out of the

capitalist politicians (Democrats and
Republicans alike), the bought union
bureaucrats, the preachers and all the

other flunkies for the ruling class. They
want the masses to do something other

than “Stop the K K K“—and they always

throw up a thousand different “alterna-

tives" to real mass action. In Washing-
ton, D C. on November 27, while the

KKK plans4o parade for racist terror in

their hoods and white sheets. Democrat-
ic Party politicians like black D.C.
Congressman Walter Fauntroy are

calling for “demonstrations of love and
reconciliation"— far away from the

Klan. of course. Various reformist

leftists, meanwhile, want to walk to the

White House to pressure Reagan—the

Klan’s preferred candidate for president

whose program, said “Imperial Wizard"
Bill Wilkinson, could have been written

by the KKK! With different arguments
and different tactics, they all want to

throw obstacles in the road of mass
labor/black mobilization to smash the

Klan.

There are first of all the liberals like

Democrat Klanwatcher Julian Bond,
the National Anti-Klan Network, etc.

and mushy "socialists" like the Socialist

Workers Party (SWP), who think the

Klan and the Nazis are just right-wing

ideological groups who can be “ex-

posed” by debate and education. Thus
while the KKK was out killing, the SWP
debated Klandidate Tom Metzger in

1980 on a “Speak Up America" TV

show. And Bond joined "Grand Wiz-
ard” Don Black on a New York TV
platform last month—the same Klan
leader who’s behind the November 27

threat! Black sneered on TV, “1 love it

here.” And why shouldn’t he? This

Wizard of death feeds off the wimpy
liberalism that treats his plans for the

elimination of blacks and Jews as

debatable "ideas." The Klan is a

murderous action group which under-
stands only one language—and it’s not

the language of polite debate!

Seemingly opposite to the "free-

speech-for-fascists” liberals are the “ban
the Klan” types. But they are really

brothers under the skin because both
want the masses to rely on the govern-

ment for "protection." Reformist

groups like the Communist Party (CP)
and the Communist Workers Party

(CWP) have pushed "ban the Klan”
schemes while trying to undermine any
real mobilization to stop the Klan/
Nazis. Thus in April 1980 in San
Francisco, CP supporters in the long-

shore and warehouse union opposed
labor/black action, saying not to worry,
the officials were pressing the mayor to

deny a permit to the Nazis. As it turned

out, the fascists got their permit but

canceled out only when they heard

about the SL-initiated mobilization that

brought out 1,200 unionists, minorities

and socialists to occupy the site where
the Hitler-lovers planned to march.

Similarly, when the Klan recently

announced they would show up in

Washington on November 6, the CWP-
continued on page 8

KKK: A Century of Racist Terror
They came in the dead of night, white-

robed, with burning cross. They came
on horseback to the home of a black

family on an isolated rural Southern
road. The inhabitants, in sheer terror,

knew it was the Ku Klux Klan. And they

knew the KKK had come to flog, to

cripple, to lynch.

For more than a century the white

robes of the nightriders have meant
terror for black Americans. But today
there is much talk of a “new K Ian." Most
of this talk comes from Klan leaders

who have been given a forum by the

media. But how “new" is this Klan?
Historians of the Ku Klux Klan
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distinguish three periods of KKK
activity: the original Klan which rode
against Reconstruction after the Civil

War; a born-again Klan of the 1920s

based in the industrial cities; and the

contemporary Klan. But there is a

thread of white terror which ties

together the long history of KKK
violence. Each "new” Klan rekindles the

fiery cross of race-terror and initiates the

bizarre rituals of the post-Civil War
Klan. From the genteel Southern
planter with horse and lash to the three-

piece suited Kleagles and Wizards of TV
talk shows, the Klan has always been an
organization of race-terror for white

supremacy and counterrevolution.

The Klan has been the most
influential, effective and dangerous of
all the fascist groups in America. But if

Klan terror has continued for more than
a century, so has the struggle against it.

In order to better organize that fight, it

is important to understand the Klan’s

origins and history, to know what it is

that the modern day Wizards emulate.
For the history of the Ku Klux Klan is

written in rivers of blood of black
Americans waiting to be avenged.

The Reconstruction War
(1866-1877)

The Klan was born out of the heat of
bloody counterrevolution in the South
after the Civil War. The Second Ameri-
can Revolution, which was begun to

prevent secession, ended by crushing the

Southern slave system and placing the

industrial-based Northern capitalists

(represented by the Republican Party)

in command. To consolidate its victory

the revolutionary bourgeoisie granted
formal political rights to the freed

slaves, and during Reconstruction black

Washington, D.C., August 1925—40,000 Klansmen marched. It must not
happen againl

and white radical Republicans, protect-

ed by the Union army, sought to

overturn the political and social struc-

ture of the antebellum South. To fight

the Reconstruction governments.
Southern reactionaries turned to a
secret war of terror and intimidation.

Their armed fist in this war was the Ku
Klux Klan.

Formed in Pulaski, Tennessee in 1866
by a group of ex-Confederate officers,

the KKK spread quickly across the

South as the terrorist arm of the

Democratic Party. The Grand Wizard
was an ex-slave trader. General Nathan
Bedford Forrest, who commanded the

Confederate troops at the massacre of
Fort Pillow where in 1864 more than
300 black troops were taken prisoner
and savagely murdered along with their

families.

The precedent and model for the Klan
terror was the pre-war slave patrol. This
common practice involved groups of

men who patrolled the roads at night

looking for slaves to "interrogate" and
whip. They would also make midnight
raids on the slave quarters. When there

was fear of slave revolts (and this was
often), the slave patrols would be
stepped up in their frequency and
violence.

In the name of protecting civilization

and “Southern womanhood" against

the “carpetbagger," the Klan created a

reign of terror meant to restore and
maintain white supremacy in every

sphere of life. Their main target was the

black Union Leagues which were the

political and fraternal organizations of
the Republican Party. The Union
Leagues and the few armed black

militias were all that made the Recon-
struction governments possible. For the

“crime" of being in the Union League, or
even voting Republican, blacks could
well expect a visit from the nightriders.

continued on page 8
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Smash the

Klan...
(continued from page 7)

led PARK coalition (“People Against

Racism and the Klan") devoted its

efforts to pressuring federal officials to

deny the racists a rally permit. Facing

November 27, this reformist strategy

has fallen flat on its face as the Parks

Department readily granted the Klan

permit—while hassling the SL-initiated

Labor/Black Mobilization to Stop the

KKK in Washington, D.C. November
27, and other anti-Klan protesters, in

regards to a permit! That’s the built-in

double standard of capitalist “justice"—

“anti-extremists” laws have always been

used against the left and labor move-

ment, no matter what the fantasies of

reformists like the CP and CWP!
If all else fails and the anti-fascist

mobilizations pick up support, the

liberals start violence-baiting smears

against “reds,” thereby shifting the

blame from the fascist murderers to

their intended victims. This is usually

coupled with a call to stay home or go to

an “alternative” demonstration. In Ann
Arbor last March 20, the SL mounted a

broad mobilization to “Stop the Nazis.”

The mayor and various liberals coun-

tered with an “ignore the Nazis” rally

some distance away from where the

fascists said they’d march, while some
“left” groups (RWL, RSL) vacillated

between the two counterposed demon-
strations. When 2,000 people showed up

and actually chased the Hitler-lovers

out, the local press said “the reaction to

the Nazis was Nazi itself.” And the fake-

lefts joined the liberal backlash by

accusing the SL of “hooliganism" and
“thuggery” for preventing their attempt

to disrupt the “Stop the Nazis” demo.

There are also the “left” hangers-on of

Teddy Kennedy & Co. like Sam Marcy’s
Workers World Party/All Peoples

Congress (WWP/APC). The Marcyites

initiated the recent cycle of anti-

Spartacist violence at the May 1981 El

Salvador march on the Pentagon where
they threw up a line of goons to prevent

demonstrators from attending a rally of

the SL’s Anti-Imperialist Contingent.

They were desperate to cement a

“popular-front” alliance with the Ken-
nedy liberals, anymore than willing to

exclude the reds to get it. The WWP/
APC have used murderous violence

against SL demonstrators, and last

March 27 took the initiative in forming
goon squads and calling in the capitalist

cops to keep the “Sparts” out of another
D C. El Salvador demo.
The Marcyites, though willing to pay

lip-service to the need for labor support,

aren’t really looking toward the organ-
ized power of unions and blacks; they

aim instead at a bloc with influential

“progressives" (capitalist politicians) to

pressure the government to clean up its

act. In Boston last month they tried to

pull in strikebreaking governor Ed King
and mayor Kevin White under their all-

purpose slogan, “Roll Back
Reaganism”— a not-very-veiled call to

vote Democrat in November. Today
WWP/APC avoid the call to “stop the

KKK” and instead want to “tell Reagan
we want jobs, not the racist KKK”—i.e.,

beg from the racist in the White House
while the fascists in the streets get away
with murder!

And then there are the small-group

confrontationists who have given up on
the working class and want to bash the

Klan/Nazis all by themselves. Most
notable in this regard is Progressive

Labor/ International Committee
Against Racism (PL/InCAR), who
have occasionally managed to give a

good lesson to the fascists, but more
often than not have led their followers

into a bashing at the hands of the cops.

The so-called “John Brown Anti-Klan

Committee" is downright provocative,

with a history ofconfrontations with the

cops and talk about heralding the

“revolutionary expropriation of funds

from a Brink’s truck in Nyack, New
York.” Isolated adventures are but the

flip side of reformist “ban the Klan”
schemes—both reflect a deepgoing lack

of faith in the working class and at

bottom a faith in the “decency” of the

capitalist state, a set-up for horrible

defeat.

What unites all the liberals and the

pseudo-left is their wish that the masses
rely on the courts, the cops and army

—

for “protection.” And indeed, the whole
debate about how to fight the Klan
really revolves around the question: do
you trust the racist, capitalist state? As
Marxists, we don’t—and any militant

unionist who’s been through a hard

strike, any black who’s had his home

shot up by vigilantes, very likely

recognizes that at all levels we face a

government by and for the bosses. If

anyone needs convincing, they only

have to look at the 1979 Greensboro
massacre, where KKK/ Nazi killers

operated in broad daylight, egged on by

a federal agent and local cop informer.

Or the whole history of the civil rights

movement, plagued by Klan attacks

which, it came out years later, were

often led by police agents like FBIer
Gary Rowe. No wonder that KKK
“Wizard” Wilkinson sarcastically re-

marked, after admitting last year that he

was working for the FBI, that it really

didn’t make much difference.

In fact it was the governments of
Democrat Carter and Republican Rea-
gan which created the favorable climate

for the fascists today. Carter’s “human
rights” crusade against the Soviet U nion
aimed at the moral and military rearma-
ment of U.S. imperialism after its

Vietnam debacle, while Reagan sharply

escalated this anti-Soviet war drive

supported by both parties. The drive to

“roll back" communism abroad—
fundamentally, to overturn the remain-
ing social gains of the Bolshevik

Revolution still embodied in the bu-

reaucratized Soviet Union—has its

domestic reflection in the smashing of

the air controllers’ union (PATCO) and
the dismantling of civil rights gains from
the ’60s. The fascist killers who were
acquitted in Greensboro justified their

heinous crime by wrapping it in the

American flag and the “fight against

communism." The anti-Soviet war drive

means the destruction of working-class

and black struggles at home.
Today groups like the KKK and

American Nazis are working the fringes

of the anti-Soviet war drive, feeding off

the mass unemployment in Reagan’s

America. They can and must be driven

back into their lairs and prevented from
infesting the northern industrial and
metropolitan centers by mobilization of

the social power of the labor movement,
now heavily integrated, and drawing in

the doubly oppressed layers of blacks,

Latins and others. The time to act is

now. Goaded by wrenching economic
misery, this country has deep, violent

instability not too far beneath the

surface. If the capitalist rulers feel their

“right" to exploit and oppress to be
threatened, they will unleash the fascist

terrorists now held in reserve. In

America they will foment bloody
counterrevolution on a program of

white racism. It can happen here, and
the only way to sweep away the KKK
and the rest of the fascist killers forever

is through international socialist revolu-

tion. This is the program of the

Spartacist League.

Century of

Terror...
(continuedfrom page 7)

Another favorite Klan target was
teachers, white and black, in the newly
established black schools.

But any sign of manhood could mark
a black for a murderous night visit.

Whippings with hickories were the

common means of intimidation. And
the usual dose of several hundred lashes

was enough to permanently scar, often

cripple or kill the victims. W.E.B.
DuBois describes in Black Reconstruc-

tion how the terrorists “rode through
the country at night, marking their

course by whipping, shooting, wound-
ing, maiming, mutilation, and the

murder ofwomen, children and defense-

less men, whose houses were forcibly

entered while they slept, and, as their

inmates fled, the pistol, the rifle, the

knife, and the rope were employed to do
their horrid work.” Before the 1 874 city

elections in Vicksburg, Mississippi, for

instance, 200 blacks were massacred in a
single week.

Blacks fought the nightriders bitterly,

but were out-organized, out-gunned

and in the surprise attacks out-

numbered. By the early 1870s the Klan

had driven off the Union Leagues. It

would have taken a massive military

effort to finish the Civil War by crushing

the counterrevolution in the South.

Particularly it would have meant the

arming and training of a Southern black

militia. But whereas Confederate sol-

diers were allowed to keep their arms
after the war, blacks discharged from
the Union army were forced to give up

theirs. Negro troops had been with-

drawn from the South as early as 1866.

In general there was insufficient

military power to enforce the Recon-
struction laws and suppress the Klan.

When the Union army did arrest the

KKK killers, it did little good because

they were then turned over to local

authorities who released them. Despite

cries by radical Republicans for more
troops to combat lawless terror, the

number of Union troops in the South
was steadily drawn down. By 1 876 there

were only 6,000, mainly on frontier duty

in Texas.

As the Northern bourgeoisie became
convinced that the South would not rise

again, they had less interest in black

rights. They had accomplished what
they set out to do economically: break
the challenge of the Southern slave-

owners to the American capitalist state.

Ten years after the war ended, with class

struggle heating up in the industrial

North, the bourgeoisie was willing to

give up its democratic ideals for an
alliance with its former enemies.

With the Compromise of 1877,

Reconstruction was over. The Demo-
crats promised to support Rutherford
Hayes for president in exchange for a

promise that the last few remaining
federal troops would be pulled out of the

South. This was a sign that white

supremacy had won in the South,
gaining the support or acquiescence of
the Northern bourgeoisie. With Klan
terror the Southern planter-capitalist

enforced sharecropping on the former
black slaves. Jim Crow, sanctioned by
the Supreme Court as "separate but

equal,” was established in every sphere
of life. The Klan declined in growth
because they had become the state with
the Democrats in power. There was little

need for masks as “kluxing” became a

permanent feature of Southern rural

and town life. Lynching in the last

decades of the 19th century became a

grotesque commonplace.

Terror in the Cities (1915-1930)

The white supremacists won the

Reconstruction War, and for genera-

tions history books told the story their

way. Most still do. In 1915 the "redeem-
ers’" version of Reconstruction was
made into a powerful film. Birth of a

Nation , viewed by 50 million Americans
who cheered as the hooded nightriders

“saved” the South from corrupt whites
and evil black rapists. One of those who
saw it many times in the year of its

release was Joseph Simmons, who took
a small band up to Stone Mountain,
Georgia to revive the Klan.

This incarnation of the KKK,
promoted as a “fraternal order," became
a mass movement in the early 1920s. It

had an estimated three to five million
members and achieved considerable
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political clout within the Democratic
Party. The Klan was able to elect many
of its number to local, state and federal

office. The Klan had so much influence

that it split the 1924 Democratic
convention. A motion to condemn the

Klan failed by one vote.

The Klan is often thought of as an

exclusively Southern and rural phe-

nomenon, but the early 1920s saw the

rise of urban Klansmen. Chicago, for

example, had 50,000 members organ-
ized in 20“klaverns.”The Midwest cities

were ripe for the Klan’s brand of race-

terror. Since 1910 blacks had been
coming North for industrial jobs and
had been subjected to murderous riots

(e.g.. East St. Louis in 1917).

But the major spur to the revived

Klan in the North was the influx of

Southern and East European immigra-
tion which had been temporarily

stopped during the war. These immi-
grants, who were mainly Catholic and to

a lesser extent Jewish, would become
the KKK’s targets along with blacks in

its campaign for “100 percent Ameri-
canism." When A1 Smith ran for

president in 1928, one Oregon Klan
leader declared: “We will float our
horses in blood to their bridles before we
see a Roman Catholic sitting in our
presidential chair.”

The Klan in the 1920s was no
“fraternal order” or electoral caucus.

“Tar and featherings" were all too

common a part of KKK night-time
parades and cross-burnings, held in

cooperation with the local police. Their

victims—who now included, besides

blacks. Catholics, Jews, union organiz-

ers, socialists and “nigger lovers"—were
beaten, flogged and their wounds
stuffed with hot tar and feathers. Thus,
it was a particular provocation against

all black Americans and immigrants
when the KKK held their giant march in

Washington, D.C. in August 1925.

Forty thousand hooded and robed
Klansmen marched down Pennsylvania
Avenue while another 200,000 watched.

The Klan of the 1920s faded due to

internal corruption at the top and the

fact that the bourgeoisie took up most of

its nativist program, passing more
restrictive immigration laws. However,
the KKK remained a potent force in the

Jim Crow South, and racist terror was
key to preventing the establishment of

strong integrated industrial unions in

the South with the rise of the CIO in the

1930s.

Jim Crow Terror (1946-1965)

After World War II blacks began
powerful organizing efforts to demand
their political rights. Thousands of

black GIs came home trained in the use

of arms and determined to stand up for

their rights. With legal segregation in

the South an economic anachronism
and an international embarrassment for

U.S. imperialism, Jim Crow faced the

first serious challenge since Reconstruc-

tion. And the Klan once again began
riding at night. While George Wallace
was standing in the schoolhouse door
swearing “segregation forever," and
Bull Connor was unleashing his dogs

and hoses on civil rights demonstrators,

the KKK was the cutting edge of the

same racist reaction with bombs, bullets

and beatings.

The Justice Department reported that

from 1954 to 1965 the KKK was
responsible for 70 bombings in Georgia
and Mississippi, 50 of them in Mont-

gomery, Alabama alone. And what
black American will forget what hap-

pened on that Sunday morning in 1963,

when a KKK bomb shattered a Baptist

church in Birmingham, Alabama. Four
young girls lay dying in their Sunday
school class, 22 of the congregation were
seriously injured.

The Klan was no isolated group of

fanatics. Many of the die-hard white

racists were “law enforcement officials"

during the day. White Citizen’s Council
members after dinner and Klansmen at

night. When busloads of freedom riders

arrived in Birmingham in May 1961,

they were met by over 1,000 armed
Klansmen, who’d been tipped off by the

local police—and they left the bus
terminal strewn with broken bodies in

pools of blood. And 600 civil rights

marchers on the bloody Selma to

Montgomery voter rights march of 1965

were met on March 7 by a joint assault

of Alabama state troopers and the

KKK.
While Martin Luther King’s SCLC

and the NAACP were appealing to the

federal government and FBI against the

Klan, it was these very agencies which
worked directly with the murderous
KKK to terrorize the oppressed. But
many blacks did not buy King’s liberal

pacifism. For example, in 1957 blacks

led by local NAACP head Robert F.

Williams armed to defend themselves in

Monroe County, North Carolina and
drive the Klan off in historic gun battles.

The practice of armed self-defense was
taken up in the mid-1960s by the

Deacons for Defense in Louisiana.

Remember Greensboro!

The so-called “new Klan" has grown
rapidly as the terrorist fringe of the anti-

Soviet war drive and the racist backlash
that has dominated American politics

for the last decade. Divided into four

competing groups, the KKK is estimat-

ed to have 10.000 members as of 1980
(up from 4,000 in 1971), with ten times

that number of active supporters.

Recruiting out of the most backward
and desperate white layers of society,

the Klan has appealed to the anti-busing

racism that erupted on the streets of
Boston and Louisville, and which was
confirmed in the halls of Congress.
The “new" Klan is playing a double

game. On the one hand it is pushing for

renewed bourgeois respectability, while

it simultaneously pursues a rising line of
terror on the streets. The bourgeoisie,

perhaps with intimations that these

white-sheeted fascists may soon prove
useful once again, are giving them the

platform they desire. The Klansmen in

pinstriped suits and the preppy fascist

David Duke have become media fix-

tures. The results have been electoral

gains. KKKer Tom Metzger won the

Democratic nomination for Congress in

San Diego; another former Klansman
(and Nazi) got the Republican nomina-
tion for Congress in Michigan, and won
32 percent of the vote in 1981.

But the suit-and-tie Klansmen still

don the white sheets, and they are

surrounded by their machine-gun-
toting killers. Shootings in Chattanoo-
ga; military training camps for race war
in Texas and Alabama; cross-burnings
across the country. The most spectacu-
lar example of racist Klan terror in

recent years was the massacre of five

leftists, union organizers and civil rights

activists—shot to death in full view of
TV cameras— in Greensboro, North

Carolina. The liberal press labeled this a

“shootout” between equally violent

“extremists"—equating the murderers
with their victims. And a year later the

KKK/Nazi killers were acquitted by an
all-white jury. Once again a green light

for cold-blooded racist murder from the

state.

The liberals accept the myth of a “new
Klan” of respectable racism. But the

KKK today is at bottom the same
vicious animal as always: fundamentally
the terrorist arm of the racist, counter-

revolutionary bourgeoisie, with strong

links to the police agencies of the

capitalist state. Unlike the Kluxers of

the 1920s, today’s Klan is small... but

dangerous. They have a symbiotic

relationship with the ultra-Reaganite

“New Right” that bellows in the halls of
Congress. The KKK waits in the wings
of economically depressed America to

be used as shock troops against the

unions and blacks. And it will take the

revolutionary mobilization of labor and
all the oppressed to get rid of the Ku
Klux Klan for all time.

Nazis...
(continuedfrom page 5)

German Nazis, ended up as instructors

at the U.S. Army’s Intelligence School.
In short, the U.S. simply took over the

Nazis’ anti-Soviet spy and terror net-

work. As we wrote in our review of

Wanted (“How U.S. Opened Doors to

Nazi War Criminals,” WV No. 152, 8

April 1977):

“The anti-communism and thwarted
nationalist ambitions of these sadistic

killers coincided with U.S. imperial-
ism's desire to reconquer East Europe,
and ultimately, the USSR for capital-
ism. That is why they have been
protected by conservative Republican
and liberal Democratic administrations
alike, just as have the Cuban racketeers
and Saigon generals who followed in

their footsteps. These are the people
who set up CIA funded operations like

the Assembly of Captive Nations,
waiting to regain power in John Foster
Dulles’ plans to ’roll back Commu-
nism.’ These are the broadcasters who
beam ‘free world’ propaganda from the
transmitters of Radio Free Europe.
This is the advance guard of Jimmy
Carter’s ‘human rights’ crusade.”

Today with Reagan’s Cold War II

and the renascent anti-Soviet war drive,

RFE has been awakening from the

“detente” doldrums— this time beaming
to Target Poland. Of course, they’re

trying to present a more “with it” image
to appeal to a younger generation that

wears American flags on its jeans and
Solidarnosc buttons on its pullovers.

Last winter, just after the Polish army’s
crackdown against Solidarity’s counter-

revolutionary drive for power, the New
York Times (16 December 1981) head-
lined a story, “Radio Free Europe Sees
an Opportunity in the Crisis to Brighten

Its Reputation.” The decrepit Captive
Nations crowd was replaced on the

Polish desk by a more recent emigre
whose office wall sports a plaque, “It’s

exciting to be Polish.” But there have
reportedly been some frictions at RFE,
and no wonder. The new Solidarnosc
generation daily rub shoulders with
killers who might well have shot their

parents. After all, the “Master Race”
butchers not only aimed at “purifying”

Europe of Jews through the Holocaust
of six million dead, but the “racial

cleansing” of all the peoples of East
Europe.

In the United States, a resurgence of
the Ku Klux Klan and American Nazis
is a domestic adjunct of the renewed
Cold War. Just as the capitalists keep
the native fascists and race-terrorists in

reserve, to be unleashed against insur-

gent workers and blacks, they also keep
the old Nazi killers around. Instead of
serving the Third Reich they continue
their anti-Communist subversion on
behalf of a so-called Free World. And
their benefactors are not just the

Reagans and Nixons. When Loftus was
unable to prosecute the Byelorussian

fascist murderers he had been investi-

gating, he gave a set of documents to
liberal Democratic Congressman Bar-
ney Frank of Massachusetts. While
Frank thought the CIA had botched the

job, he added: “These people had a

mission which was to defeat the Soviet
empire in Eastern Europe, a very
admirable mission, one that was purely

in our national interest"! Only victori-

ous workers revolution will sweep the

fascist murderers from the face of the

earth and prevent a future holocaust
which is even now being prepared using

the services of the technicians and
executioners of the last one.

Hampton...
(continuedfrom page 4)

Today the cold-blooded murderers of
Hampton and Clark walk the streets.

The militant Black Panther Party exists

no more. The savage campaign of state

terror and repression crushed this

organization which had become the

symbol of black struggle to ghetto

blacks. Those Panthers who could not
be driven into Democratic Party refor-

mism or tamed as black nationalists

were gunned down and jailed. The Black
Panthers bore the brunt of the COIN-
TELPRO operation and were the

victims of its most vicious attacks. The
scope of that campaign was so broad
that surely many of those who might
have come to a proletarian perspective

were finished off early.

Of the total of 295 COINTEL “Black
Nationalist" operations between 1968

and 1971, 233 of them were directed at

the Black Panthers (Richard Goldstein,

Political Repression in Modern Ameri-
ca). In the two years prior to the

Hampton/Clark murder, 26 other

Panthers were gunned down by the

police: Bobby Hutton, Bunchy Carter,

John Huggans, George Jackson are

some of the martyred dead. The names
of the Panthers who did time, are doing
time, or were murdered in jail go on and
on.

But the reformist left and liberal black
misleaders would rather forget the

Black Panther Party and what hap-
pened to them. Today Geronimo Pratt

is serving a life sentence in San Quentin,
after six years in solitary, framed up for

a crime he didn’t commit. It is a wonder
Pratt—who was head of the Los
Angeles Black Panther Party— is alive

at all. Only because he slept on the floor

(due to a war injury) was he saved when
the LAPD SWAT helicopters landed

on the roof of the Panther headquarters
and storm troopers burst in the door
with guns blazing in that 1970 rerun of
the Chicago raid that murdered Hamp-
ton and Clark. The SL has been
virtually alone in continuing to defend
and publicize the case of this victimized
Black Panther, demanding his immedi-
ate release.

Money cannot wash away the blood
of black militants on the hands of the
racist capitalist government. The Amer-
ican proletarian revolution, with black
leadership, will finally bring justice to

racist America in the name of all the
martyrs of black liberation.

CORRECTION

In the article, “A Bolshevik
Campaign in San Francisco” ( WV
No. 317, 12 November 1982), the
photo caption refers to Spartacist
candidates Richard Bradley and
Diana Coleman taking the cam-
paign to workers at the Bethlehem
shipyards; however, the photo in

question is outside a bank in the

black district of Bayview. The same
article referred to Bradley cam-
paigning at the “ILWU Local 10

(warehouse) hiring hall"; while the

candidates visited both warehouse
and longshore halls, warehouse is

Local 6.
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Showdown Coming in Steel

McBride's $4 Billion Giveback Scrapped
PITTSBURGH, November 19—Today
a conference of local presidents in the

United Steelworkers of America
(USWA) decisively voted down a deal

that would have robbed more than $4

billion from the union’s members and
given it to the giant steel corporations. It

was the first time in the USWA’s history

that the Basic Steel Industry Conference

refused to routinely rubber-stamp a

contract unanimously recommended by

the International Executive Board. This

same group of local presidents over-

whelmingly voted back in September to

give USWA chief Lloyd McBride a

second chance to work out a giveback

contract, after the collapse of conces-

sions talks last summer. But McBride’s

deal stank so bad it had to be buried, by

a vote of 231 to 141. The outcome

WV Photo

Steel workers protest concessions
deal outside William Penn Hotel.

surprised even those who voted against

the deal.

Every steel worker knows the capital-

ist concessions drive won’t stop here.

The steel barons are out to bleed the

workforce for every last drop of profit,

and the pro-capitalist McBride leader-

ship knows its job is to show them where
to insert the needle. Meanwhile USWA
“progressives" who claim to oppose
concessions have done nothing to halt

the massive layoffs/plant shutdowns,
nor to stop the speedup, job combina-
tions and harassment that have made
shop floor life an inferno. The hundreds
of thousands of working and laid-off

basic steel workers desperately need a

program and leadership to defeat the

bosses’ greedy wage-slashing and job-
cutting campaign, and to open up a

working-class counteroffensive against

the Democratic/ Republican program of

unemployment, • austerity and anti-

Soviet war buildup.

Worse Than Auto Givebacks

McBride’s 44-month contract would
have gone into effect on December 1,

shackling steel workers to giveback

provisionsfar worse than Doug Fraser’s

notorious auto sellouts of the past year.

While Fraser’s billion-dollar betrayals

were sweetened with meaningless “job

security” clauses, the steel bosses and
their agents in the USWA International

dispensed with this hoax. After the

contract was voted down a watery-eyed

McBride told the press he was disap-

pointed, not because the pact would
have saved jobs but because “the

proposal was one that would satisfy a

short term cash flow problem" for the

bosses. No joke! This deal would have

made the GM/Ford/Chrysler/AMC
packages look like a poor boy’s Christ-

mas. Here are some of the goodies the

steel corporations stood to get:

• An immediate $2.25 per hour wage
cut, with 75 cents of this diverted into

the SUB (supplemental unemployment
benefits) fund.

• Elimination of benefits worth an

additional 75 cents per hour.

• COLA payments shackled to com-
pany profitability.

• Elimination of the right to honor
picket lines and engage in sympathy
strikes (see box this page).

• Separation of thousands of iron ore,

fabricating and warehouse workers

from the basic steel contract.

• Elimination of the right to strike over

local issues.

The announcement of the contract’s

defeat was greeted with jubilant shout-

ing in the corridors of the William Penn
Hotel. USWA vice president Joe Odor-
cich glumly said, “Without a doubt
there’ll be a strike” when the current

contract expires next August 1. In the

mouth of Odorcich and other Interna-

tional officers, such statements are

meant as a threat to steel workers:

swallow concessions or we’ll lead you to

defeat in a long and costly strike. Hard
strike action is vitally necessary but steel

workei's do have reason to fear a losing

strike. The last industrywide steel

shutdown was in 1959. That strike was
lost after 116 days on the picket lines

when then-USWA president David
McDonald readily caved in to a Taft-

Hartley back-to-work injunction, pav-

ing the way for a miserable contract

settlement. Today, company spokesmen
proclaim their readiness to take a strike

because they know the McBride leader-

ship is no more qualified to lead the

union to victory than McDonald was.

The steel bosses aren’t waiting for

next year’s August 1 deadline to put

their side on a class-war footing. Inland

Steel workers recently learned that

management is already preparing to

beef up its company cops for a strike by
recruiting from municipal police forces

in the northwest Indiana region. Inside

the mills, foremen are taking advantage
of the grievance procedure’s no-strike

stranglehold to effectively scrap the

contract. The bosses do what they want:

skilled workers forced to work outside

their crafts; production workers as-

signed jobs in violation of seniority;

Lloyd McBride laments.

five-day suspensions handed out right

and left; constant harassment and

speedup; employees forced to work in

unsafe conditions. With the union
already weakened by enormous layoffs,

U.S. Steel recently directed division

superintendents to prevent the recall of

laid-off workers by forcing those who
still have jobs to work overtime when-
ever labor shortages arise.

Urgent Need for Class-Struggle
Leadership

This situation confronts USWA
members with the immediate problem
of leadership. McBride & Co. are clearly

acting as company agents in the union.

But who will lead the fight to repulse the

steel bosses’ attacks, and with what
program?
The anti-concessions dissidents in the

USWA have done nothing to end the

union’s paralysis under the giveback/

layoff barrage. While so-called pro-

gressives like Ron Weisen and Bill

Andrews, presidents of Local 1397

(Homestead works, Pittsburgh) and
Local 1010 (Inland Steel, East Chicago)

respectively, reject the Fraser/ McBride
lie that "concessions save jobs,” they

push the treacherous AFL-CIO line of

protectionism and Democrats. But
today givebacks, protectionism and
labor’s no-strike alliance with the

Democratic Party are all part of a

program to prop up declining capitalist

profits in the U.S. So it’s not surprising

that these USWA “dissidents" reject out

of hand a class-struggle strategy to

prevent the givebacks and roll back the

layoffs. When Workers Vanguard asked
Weisen about strike action to fight for

jobs, his response was, “That wouldn’t

work.” Andrews’ excuse was, “The real

question is not the fight for jobs, but

what can be done for the unemployed."

Such phonies aren’t about to step

forward to lead a successful strike

struggle, which would require mass
picketing, defiance of Taft-Hartley and

other no-strike orders, and above all a

political break with the capitalist Dem-
ocratic Party. It is this absence of a

fighting workers leadership that is

McBride’s most powerful weapon in his

push for concessions.

Old-fashioned class struggle is what’s

needed to free steel workers from the

unbearable weight of layoffs and give-

backs. But militant labor action requires

a combative leadership armed with a

program based not on profit margins
but on the needs of the working
people—all the working people. This

means, first of all, sit-down strikes

against layoffs and mill shutdowns, and
a labor drive for 30 hours work for 40
hours pay to fight unemployment. With
the economy in a shambles Klan and
Nazi race-terror groups are springing

up. No union, particularly the heavily

black USWA, can let these fascists

organize their genocidal campaigns—
For labor/black defense against racist

attacks!

And you can’t fight the givebacks and
cutbacks without fighting the anti-

Soviet war drive supported by both
capitalist parties. That’s what all the

money is going for. What’s needed is

militant workers action, mass strikes, to

bring Reagan down! Break labor from
the Democrats and organize against the

imperialist drive to restore capitalism in

the USSR! This requires a political fight

within the unions to oust the pro-

capitalist bureaucrats—from Weisen to

McBride—as part of the drive to build a

workers party that will fight for the

expropriation of steel and all major
industries by a workers government.

No to the Scab Clause!
United Steelworkers (USWA) local

presidents who gathered in Pittsburgh

November 19 trounced McBride’s $4
billion deal, but reportedly none of
these officials spoke out against the

contract’s scabbing clause. Buried on
page 25 of the contract summary
distributed to the presidents was the

following passage:

"Construction of No-Strike

Clause
“The Union deems itself bound by
two arbitration awards at Inland

Steel and U.S. Steel which held

that sympathy strike conduct is

prohibited by the broad language
of the no-strike provision.”

Why the sudden concern over
“sympathy strike conduct"? Because
on September 24 all USWA members
scored a victory for labor solidarity

when the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) upheld the right of
steel workers to honor picket lines in

two separate decisions. The cases
involved Keith Anwar, a Local 1010
member at Inland Steel who was fired

in May 1979 for refusing to cross the

picket lines of another USWA local;

and Gene Goldenfeld of Local 1014,

who was hit with a 38-day suspension
after he honored picket lines at U.S.
Steel Gary Works during the Septem-
ber 1978 nationwide rail shutdown. In
both cases the NLRB overturned pro-
company arbitration awards cited in

McBride’s giveback summary. Inland
and U.S. Steel are challenging these
NLRB rulings in the federal courts.

The patent excuse of union leaders

who want to avoid class struggle at all

costs is, “My hands are tied by no-
strike clauses and anti-labor laws!”
This is what union officials told Anwar
when he fought for Local 1010 to lead

all its members in honoring the picket
lines of the much smaller USWA Local
8180. But the unusual NLRB rulings

punched a big hole in this excuse for
scabbing, prompting Local 1010 presi-

dent Bill Andrews to complain that the
Labor Board’s action “could cause
problems at Inland and all over”
(Daily Calumet, 12 October). This view
was rejected by 1010 members who on
October 21 voted to congratulate

Anwar and encourage him to pursue
his case to complete victory.

The union bureaucrats don’t want
labor’s weapons—strikes, sitdowns,
secondary boycotts, mass picket

lines—to be legal, because then they’d

have no excuse for not using them. So
McBride & Co. got together with the

steel bosses to close off the “loophole"
that allows for sympathy strikes

(honoring picket lines).

Very likely this anti-picket line

clause will reappear in next year’s

negotiations, and all signs are that the

pro-Democratic Party local presidents
will go along with it to show their

loyalty to class peace and Teddy
Kennedy. Anti-concessions talk is

cheap, but the steel companies’ offen-
sive can only be defeated through
strike action— in defiance of the strike-

breaking capitalist government if

necessary. It’s clear that the obstacle to

such an effective struggle is not “the
law," but the USWA bureaucracy
itself, from McBride down to the so-
called "dissidents" who capitulated to
the no-strike ENA in the 1970s and
who engage in scabherding today.
Dump the anti-picket line clause!
Break the no-strike straitjacket!
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Dirty War...
(continuedfrom page 12)

is considered too left-wing. Rather.

American support is going exclusively

to the somocista Guardsmen, a univer-

sally despised gang of murderers,

torturers and drug traffickers. Accord-

ing to Newsweek :

"After Negroponte and the Somocistas
became partners, the new American
allies began to force Washington’s
hand. The Somocistas bivouacked in

Honduras were already trained soldiers,

backed by wealthy exiles in Miami.
With the added boost of tacit U.S.
support, they soon took a commanding
position among competing contra

groups. They also developed their own
private plan numero uno: to move the

contra camps that remain in Honduras
across the border into Nicaragua, then
move the camps already established in

Nicaragua farther down toward Mana-
gua and, finally, past the capital into the

south. When the time is right, the

Somocistas say, they will draw their

loose circle of camps together in toward
Managua and force the Sandinistas out.

And then? ‘Come the counterrevolu-

tion, there will be a massacre in

Nicaragua,’ promises one contra offi-

cer. ‘We have a lot of scores to settle.

There will be bodies from the border to

Managua'."

Bay of Pigs II?

The anti-Sandinista offensive is now
in high gear. In the period between

August and October, the Nicaraguan

government reported a total of 49

ambushes, raids and attacks on border

posts, in which 132 Sandinistas and

more than 300 enemy forces were killed,

wounded or captured (Barricada, 4

November). In July, the U.S. and

Honduran armies held joint exercises in

which American planes transported

more than 1,000 Honduran soldiers to

establish a permanent base on the

Atlantic Coast close to Nicaragua.

During these maneuvers more than

4,000 tons of materiel were flown to

Honduras by C-130 and C-I4I cargo

planes from U.S. bases in the former

Panama Canal Zone.

The plans for the joint U.S.-

Honduran maneuvers scheduled for

December are even more explicitly

intended to “rattle [the Sandinistas’]

cages,” in the words of one U.S. official,

and possibly more. They would involve

the Army, Navy and Air Force, bringing

in "several hundred" American military

personnel to transport Honduran
troops and operate sophisticated elec-

tronic equipment. The troops are to

concentrate on the town of Mocordn,

just over the border from Nicaragua, the

site of a Miskito refugee camp and a

contra base ( Washington Post
,
4 No-

vember). In addition there will be a

practice landing at Puerto Lempira,

simulating conditions at the Nicaraguan

port of Puerto Cabezas a few miles

down the coast. Puerto Cabezas is

already well-known to Pentagon plan-

ners, since it was the launching point for

the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.

Now it could well be the target of

Reagan’s Bay of Pigs II.

In response, the Sandinistas have

mobilized Nicaragua militarily. The
militia of 80,000, a purely defensive

force based in the towns, is on standby.

The regular army of 17,000 has been on

full alert since last March. It is the same
size as the Honduran army, but battle-

tested and with far higher morale than

the latter’s peasant conscripts. On the

other hand, Honduras has by far the

most modern air force in the area, with

several dozen French, Israeli and

American jets. The Nicaraguans, de-

spite all the U.S. propaganda about

Soviet MIGs and Cuban pilots, have

nothing but a few ancient “push-pull’’

light planes and single-motor Cessnas

left over from Somoza’s time. However,

a former U.S. Marine colonel who
visited Nicaragua recently testified

before Congress that their air defense

system is such that “few Honduran
pilots would ever return home." The
Sandinistas would likely have the upper

hand in a war with Honduras and the

contras alone. But the prospect of a

Honduran defeat could bring direct

U.S. intervention and the “Vietnamiza-

tion" which the FSLN fears.

Managua’s main “answer" to the

threat of a Central American war

launched by the “iron triangle” of

military regimes to their north (El

Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras)

with the backing of U.S. imperialism

has been to look for salvation through

diplomacy. It hailed the French-

Venezuelan peace initiative last Septem-

ber, calling for U.S.-Honduras-

Nicaragua talks. Washington’s response

was to send Enders to Costa Rica for a

meeting with some of its Latin Ameri-

can vassals on October 4 to denounce

the Sandinistas. After this rebuff, the

FSLN looked next to the United

Nations where in late October Nicara-

gua won the Latin American seat on the

Security Council. The Sandinistas

organized mass demonstrations
throughout the country hailing this

"people’s victory.” But this den of pin-

striped thieves never prevented Yankee
imperialism from carrying out its

counterrevolutionary plans before

—

look at the first Bay of Pigs or Santo

Domingo—and the Reagan administra-

tion dismisses the UN today as a Third

World sandbox.

The second prong of Nicaragua’s

diplomatic offensive is to keep the favor

of European social democrats with a

package of decrees legalizing political

“pluralism,” pledging “free elections” in

1985 and guaranteeing foreign invest-

ment. But to defeat the imperialist-

orchestrated onslaught will require not

only planes, tanks and guns, but above

all mobilizing the working masses

throughout Central America for revolu-

tionary struggle. Within Nicaragua this

means expropriating the capitalists who
still control 60 percent of the economy.
But while the main slogan in Managua
on May Day was “defend the revolu-

tion, construct socialism," Sandinista

comandante Bayardo Arce publicly

repudiated this slogan saying “it is not a

line of the revolutionary government or

of the Sandinista Front in this period.”

Instead, FSLN leaders attack unions

(such as Managua construction work-
ers) fighting for higher wages and better

working conditions as “privileged." The
pro-bourgeois “fifth column” also has

strong roots in the state apparatus and
important international ties. (When ex-

Sandinista renegade Pastora defected to

the imperialists, he took a number of

FSLN officials with him; later he was
received by both Spanish and West
German social-democratic leaders.)

The Sandinistas’ program of

“national unity” with the “patriotic

bourgeoisie" is borrowed from the

Stalinist dogma of a “two-stage revolu-

tion.” Fidel Castro, in particular, has

counseled the FSLN against expropriat-

ing the Robelos and Chamorros, and
against “exporting revolution." Thus in

response to Washington’s hypocritical

blackmail about arms shipments to

Salvadoran leftist guerrillas, the Nicara-

guans cut offsupplies and even offered

to cooperate with the U.S. in tracking

down clandestine arms conduits! This

narrow nationalism is a mortal threat to

the Central American revolution. The
way to defeat the gorilas and their

Yankee masters is by fostering rebellion

in their rear. Within Nicaragua, all the

pro-capitalist elements in the Sandinista

regime must be rooted out, and mass
worker-peasant organizations (unions,

militias, defense committees) freed from
bureaucratic control to become organs

of soviet democracy. This is the road of

struggle for a workers and peasants

government, led by a Trotskyist party of

permanent revolution.

El Salvador: Military Victory to

Leftist Rebels

In El Salvador, left-wing guerrilla

fighters of the Farabundo Marti Na-
tional Liberation Front (FMLN) last

month launched their first national

offensive since January 1981. The action

“Heroes and Martyrs of October 1979-

80" was begun on October 10 and

rapidly took over a 500 square mile

liberated area including 20 towns along

the northern border. In Morazin they

routed government forces in Perquln,

San Fernando and Torola, holding

them against heavy bombing by A-37

jets. In the department of Chalatenango

they took the garrisons at Las Vueltas

and El Jlcaro and have fought off an

army counteroffensive of several thou-

sand troops for weeks. FMLN forces

attacked convoys transporting the elite

U.S. -trained Atlacatl Battalion along

the Pan American Highway, and truck

traffic on the coastal highway was

paralyzed as transport workers struck in

conjunction with the guerrilla offensive.

In five weeks of action, the insurgent

radio Venceremos reported 670 enemy
casualties and 197 captured, of whom
164 had been turned over to the

International Red Cross.

This level of government losses is

unprecedented in the Salvadoran civil

war. U.S. ambassador Deane Hinton
tried to belittle the guerrilla successes,

claiming that the offensive persists only

because the army really hadn’t tried to

crush it (New York Times , 22 October).

That lame excuse was blown apart as

uniformed FMLN units penetrated into

San Salvador, setting off bombs within

200 yards of the bunker-like American
embassy. They also dynamited power
lines, blacking out 80 percent of the

country for days, and on November 3

took over the city of Suchitoto (20

kilometers from the capital) for 1

1

hours. Government troops attempted

to push the rebels back to the border

up against the Honduran army, in

a “hammer-and-anvil” action, but

without success. A UPI dispatch lacon-

ically noted, “Military commanders
in Chalatenango... said a 6,000-man

counter-offensive in the province was
still meeting rebel resistance in the

rugged hills three miles [!] outside the

provincial capital."

But even though leftist guerrillas were

at the gates of San Salvador, this was no
TSt offensive. Its purpose was to

pressure the Murder Inc. that runs El

Salvador for the coffee barons and the

imperialists into negotiating. On Octo-

ber 5, a joint communiqu6 by the

FMLN and the popular-front Demo-
cratic Revolutionary Front (FDR) call-

ed for “direct dialogue without precon-

ditions” with the regime of puppet

president Alvaro Magafia, strongman
general Jos£ Garcia and assembly

president Roberto D’Aubuisson. The
predictable response was negative:

death squad leader D’Aubuisson reject-

ed the proposal as “absurd,” Garcia

refused to talk with “criminals" (Chiang

Kai-shek used to say “bandits”). But to

make sure everyone got the point,

between October 14 and 20 the ultra-

rightist killers kidnapped 1
1

political

and labor leaders of the FDR. After the

international outcry, the military an-

nounced it was holding several leaders

of the tiny bourgeois liberal National

Revolutionary Movement (MNR) of

FDR president Guillermo Ungo. But
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there has been no word on the where-

abouts of the five trade-union leaders.

These macabre “negotiations by

death" only underscore the danger of

the FDR/FMLN call for a “political

solution" to the Salvadoran civil war.

The bloodthirsty lords of this tiny

Central American republic, like any

ruling class, will not let themselves be

removed peacefully. And as long as the

present oligarchy and their military

butchers are in power it will mean more
massacres, as in 1932 when defeated

Communist-led rebels laid down their

arms and 30,000 of them were slaugh-

tered in the infamous Matanza. Accord-

ing to the archbishop’s Legal Aid

society, over 40,000 peasants, workers

and leftists have been murdered by the

military and rightist death squads since

1979. Even the American pro-consul

Hinton admitted this recently in a

speech pinning the ultra-rightist gorilas

with responsibility for 30,000 deaths.

Any ceasefire or so-called “negotiated

outcome" will only bring the Salvador-

an masses closer to the “peace of 100,000

dead" promised by D’Aubuisson and his

fascistic supporters.

The reformist/popular-frontist

leaders of the FDR/FMLN are also re-

sponsible for this bloodbath because of

their treacherous program of “negotiat-

ing" with the junta butchers rather than

overthrowing them. Who are the “mar-

tyrs of October 1979,” after all? They are

the hundreds of workers gunned down
by the “human rights junta" installed by

U.S. president Jimmy Carter with the

collaboration of Ungo & Co. Already in

December 1980, six top FDR leaders

were assassinated as they met under the

supposed protection of the Catholic

church. Even Archbishop Romero was
blown away on D’Aubuisson’s orders.

The FDR/FMLN misleaders pursue

these (literally) suicidal policies for the

same reason they refuse to wage an

international struggle, opposing the

formation of international brigades to

fight in El Salvador. They seek national

reform within the capitalist framework
rather than international socialist

revolution.

In the United States, the CISPES
(Committee in Support of the People of

El Salvador) popular front and various

CP/SWP/WWP, etc. reformists follow

the same counterrevolutionary program
of a “negotiated/political solution.”

They go to any lengths, from using thug

violence to calling in the capitalist

police, to exclude anti-imperialist mili-

tants led by the Spartacist League,

which calls for “military victory to leftist

insurgents in El Salvador." They also,

and for the same reasons, violently

object to our slogan, “Defense of the

USSR, Cuba begins in El Salvador."

Even though Central America has been

targeted by Washington’s anti-Soviet

war drive, they refuse to raise the

“Russian question" in order not to

alienate their would-be Democratic

Party patrons, the Teddy Kennedys
et al.

The Trotskyists of the SL, in the

tradition of Lenin’s Bolsheviks, fight

not for illusory “detente" or “peaceful

coexistence" with the imperialists and

their junior partners, but for workers

revolution. Rather than fearing the

international extension of the struggle,

as do the Sandinistas, FDR/FMLN and

liberal/reformist misleaders, we seek to

spread it throughout Central America,

to the powerful Mexican proletariat and

to the United States itself. Not only bya
labor boycott of weapons to El Salva-

dor, but by fighting for an American
revolution, to bring Reagan down
through workers action.

Not "negotiations by death" but

military victory to leftist insurgents in El

Salvador! Free FDR leaders Mauricio

Domenech. Julio Saravia, Jorge Herre-

ra, David Guadron. Antonio Menjivar,

Carlos Molina. Pedro Ramirez. Pablo

Ramirez. Hector Fernandez. Daniel
Avalos and Juan Castro ! No U.S. aid to

Central American reactionaries! U.S.

hands off Nicaragua ! Defense of Cuba.
USSR begins in Central America!
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U.S. Hands Off Nicaragua!

Reagan’s Dirty War in

Central America

“Human Rights” Reagan-style: U.S. death cargo arrives In El Salvador, July 1982.
^ Ph0,°

scale of the “covert” operation, and
particularly the direct control by the

Vietnam in Central America? The
stage is set: the United States waging a

not-so-secret war on Sandinista Nicara-

gua and Salvadoran leftist insurgents.

Honduras acting as regional gendarme
for the Pentagon. Miskito Indians

turned into montagnards. Green Beret

“advisers” in place, CIA agents training

fascistic mercenaries combed from the

Latin underworlds from Miami to

Buenos Aires. Now joint U.S.-

Honduran military maneuvers are

scheduled along the Nicaraguan border

as American-backed counterrevolution-

aries are poised to invade. To the north

in Guatemala a born-again Christian

fundamentalist dictator massacres

Mayas, for which he receives the

Reagan “human rights" award: helicop-

ter gunship parts. But in El Salvador,

despite escalating U.S. military and
economic aid, left-wing rebels have

staged a broad offensive establishing a

“liberated arc" along the northern

border. Even in relatively quieter

backwaters, domestic guerrillas have

gone into action in Honduras and
striking banana workers are fighting

brutal police repression in Costa Rica.

As Ronald Reagan prepares his Latin

American grand tour in early Decem-
ber, Central America is on the verge of a

region-wide civil war. The U.S. adminis-
tration is determined to “draw the line

against Communism" well south of the

Rio Grande. But with popular revolt

engulfing the isthmus, imperialist liber-

als, European social democrats, Latin

American “democracies," Nicaraguan
Sandinistas and the Salvadoran opposi-

tion popular front are all floating

“peace" plans to stop the war before it

spreads. A “negotiated solution" with

the landlords, generals and their death

squads would only bring a peace of the

graveyards, the promise of future

massacres. What’s needed instead is a

revolutionary socialist, internationalist

struggle for the Central American
workers and peasants to win the war.

Where the liberals and reformists wring

their hands at the prospect of “another

Vietnam," the Spartacist League (SL)

calls for two, three, many defeats for

imperialism and its puppets. Workers
revolution is the Trotskyists’ “political

solution."

Target: Nicaragua

For the last year an elaborate U.S.

operation has been underway against

the left-nationalist Sandinista National

Liberation Front (FSLN) regime in

Nicaragua. In November 1981 Reagan
approved a $ 19.9 million plan, drawn up

by General Haig and Assistant Secre-

tary of State Thomas Enders, for covert

action to build up an exile army
consisting mainly of former members of

dictator Anastasio Somoza’s hated

National Guard. The U.S. had clandes-

tinely maintained the somocisla mer-
cenaries, 5,000 of them, in camps just

over the border in Honduras ever since

the fall of the bloody butcher of

Managua in July 1979. Nicaraguan
contras (counterrevolutionaries) were
permitted to train openly with Cuban
gusanos in the Florida swamps. But now
there was an operational scenario to use

these forces to “destabilize" and if

possible overthrow the FSLN, seen by
the Reaganites as a Cuban/Soviet
“surrogate" in Central America.

Soon Washington had dispatched

almost 100 U.S. military advisers to

Honduras (double the official number
in El Salvador) to train an elite

counterinsurgency unit, the Tes6n
Battalion. American aid to Honduras
soared from $4.9 million in 1980 to a

total of $187 million in 1981-82. Former
CIA director General Vernon Walters

enlisted the support of the Argentine

junta who dispatched 60-100 advisers to

train an additional 1,000-man force of
somocistas in sabotage operations. In

addition, several thousand Miskito
Indian refugees from Nicaragua, led by
protestant missionaries and their

bought-off headman, were supposed to

be armed for forays into the jungle
regions of the Mosquito Coast. By last

summer the contras' activity was so
intense that American newspapers were
reporting on the terror raids which have
so far killed more than 200 Nicaraguan
peasants, soldiers and militiamen. Even
the Wall Street Journal (28 September)
noted that “well-placed" U.S. and
Honduran sources were “whispering
about a November or December inva-

sion” against the Sandinistas.

Then came the Newsweek (8
November) special report on “America’s
Secret War—Target: Nicaragua.” The
Newsweek article indicated the massive

U.S. embassy in the Honduran capital

of Tegucigalpa. The whole setup is

vintage Vietnam. The U.S. ambassador
in Honduras, John Negroponte, was an
embassy political officer in Saigon at the

height of the Indochinese war, who
accused the U.S. of capitulating at the
1973 Paris peace talks. His boss Enders
was deputy chief of mission in Phnom
Penh, calling in air strikes against
"Viet Cong" and their peasant support-
ers during Nixon’s 1970 invasion of
Cambodia. Together with their former
boss. General Haig, they used to talk of
blocking the “Ho Chi Minh Trail." Now
they pretend to be blocking the arms
traffic (unfortunately there is none)
from Nicaragua to the Salvadoran
leftist guerrillas.

Negroponte (known as “The Boss” to
the Nicaraguan contras) coordinates the
anti-Sandinista operation through
Honduran army commander General
Gustavo Adolfo Alvarez. The elected
civilian puppet president, Roberto
Suazo C6rdova, also does what he is

told. Democratic liberals in Washington
are critical of Negroponte’s cold shoul-
der toex-Sandinista leader Ed6n Pastora
(Comandante Zero), despite two clan-
destine trips to Honduras by Pastora
since last spring appealing for U.S.
support. Even former Nicaraguan junta
member Alfonso Robelo, a prominent
businessman who was never a Sandinis-
ta and always a State Department man,

continued on page II

Salvadoran Guerrillas

Advance-
Military Victory
to Leftist Rebels!
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